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Foreword to the Third Edition 
 
The third (provisional) edition of this catalogue has added to its survey the Dunhuang 
collections of the British Library and National Library of China (Beijing). As the second 
edition had already included the St. Petersburg and Pelliot (Paris) collections, our 
catalogue has now come to cover all four major Dunhuang collections. To this, we have 
also added the minor Dunhuang collections housed in various places in China, Taiwan, 
Japan, Finland, etc.  
     The Stein collection (British Library) has become available thanks to the 
publication of the Dunhuang boazang 敦煌寶藏. The same corpus is now being 
re-issued by the Guangxi Normal University Press in a digitally processed facsimile 
edition (in progress) which offers better image resolution and makes legible the unclear 
readings in the Dunhuang boazang. This will become an invaluable tool for consulting 
the collection especially as it also includes several thousand manuscripts not found in 
the Dunhuang boazang. Another valuable source will be the Shijie minjiancang 
Zhongguo Dunhuang wenxian 世界民間藏中國敦煌文獻 [Private Collections Around 
the World Containing Chinese Dunhuang Texts] whose publication began last year. Last 
but not least, we hope that the entire Tibetan documents from Dunhuang in the 
Bibliotheque Nationale de France will become available before long. This will also be 
an important addition to the Dunhuang Buddhist corpus in Chinese since it contains 
more than one hundred such texts written on the verso of Tibetan manuscripts.  
     Our initial plan was to bring the catalogue to its conclusion with the third edition.  
However, since the completion of the three facsimile editions mentioned above will take 
more time, we have decided to issue a provisional edition including the data as it is 
available now.  
     I should like to express here my gratitude to the following persons who have 
added their efforts to this project since the second edition: Dr Zhang Xin, Dr Okitsu 
Kaori (Part-time lecturer at Kokugakuin University) for their work on the collation of 
the Dunhuang corpus with the Taishō Canon, Mr Ikeda Michihiro (Library staff) for his 
planning and editing, Mr Saitō Tatuya (Library staff) for taking care of the clerical work, 
and Mr Sueki Yasuhiro, chief librarian of our Library, for coordinating the entire 
compilation process.   
1 May 2015  
Director of the International College for Postgraduate Buddhist Studies Library 
Fujii Kyōkō 藤井教公 
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Foreword to the Second Edition 
 
The second edition of our volume contains concordances of the Taishō Canon and 
Dunhuang Buddhist manuscripts in the Collection of the St. Petersburg Branch of the 
Institute of Oriental Studies, Russian Academy of Sciences, which actually represents a 
revised version of our previous volume, and the so-called Pelliot Collection of the 
Bibliothéque Nationale in Paris. A third edition containing a complete concordance of 
the whole corpus of the Dunhuang Buddhist manuscripts is planned to be published in 
two years.  
In this Concordance, the text numbers of the Taishō Canon are followed by those 
of the Zhenyuan Catalogue (Zhenyuan lu 貞元錄). The latter actually refers here to the 
part known as the Catalogue [of Scriptures] Included into the Canon, Part One and Two 
(Ru zang lu 入藏錄, shang xia 上下), which represent Scrolls 29 and 30 of the 
Zhenyuan lu. This text, whose full title is The Newly Established Catalogue of the 
Buddhist Teaching in the Zhenyuan Era (Zhenyuan xin ding shijiao mulu 貞元新定釋
教目錄) consists of 30 scrolls 三十巻 and was compiled by the Chinese scholar-monk 
Yuanzhao 圓照 in year 16 of the Zhenyuan Era 貞元 (800 C.E.). The version of the 
Zhenyuan lu as it appears in volume 55 of the Taishō Canon contains some later 
additions. An older version of the text seems to have been transmitted to Japan at an 
early date. The latter proves to be of great value in the comparative study of Dunhuang 
Buddhist manuscripts. Following Prof. Ochiai Toshinori’s suggestion, we have given in 
Part 4 of our Concordance the text numbers contained in the manuscript of the 
Zhenyuan Catalogue copied in 1176 and preserved at the Nanatsudera Temple 七寺 in 
Nagoya, Japan. For details concerning this manuscript as well as its edition, the reader 
is referred to Miyabayashi Akihiko 宮林昭彦 and Ochiai Toshinori 落合俊典, ed., 
‘Scrolls 29 and 30 of the Zhenyuan xin ding shijiao mulu’ 貞元新定釋教目錄 巻第
二十九・巻第三十, in the Chūgoku, Nihon kyōten shōsho mokuroku 中國・日本經典
章疏目録, Nanatsudera koitsu kyōten kenkyū sōsho 七寺古逸經典研究叢書, vol. VI, 
Tokyo: Daitō shuppansha, 1998. A Select Bibliography of catalogues and studies used 
for the identification of the Dunhuang Buddhist manuscripts will be found below.  
  The present concordance was completed with the co-operation of the following 
persons:  
Mr Lin Min, Mr Lee Sang-bum (postgraduate students of our college), Mr Aoki Susumu 
(former postgraduate student of our college, now researcher of the project team of our 
college), Mr Ishikawa Takudo (research fellow of Jōdo Sect Research Institute) and Mr 
Shibata Taisen (lecturer of Taisho University), Mr Homma Hiroyuki (part-time lecturer 
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of Waseda University), Mr Zhang Wenliang (former foreign research fellow of the 
University of Tokyo, now Associate Professor of Renmin University of China), Ms 
Zhang Xin, Ms Aoki Chialin (postgraduate students of the University of Tokyo), Mr 
Azami Noriaki (research fellow of Bukkyo University), Jang Yihshuo (postgraduate 
student of Toyo University) collated and identified the correspondences between the 
Taishō texts and the Dunhuang manuscripts. Ms Izawa Atsuko (research fellow of our 
International Institute for Buddhist Studies) and Mr Aoki Susumu inputted the data, and 
Mr Ikeda Michihiro (librarian of our Library) was in charge of the database 
development and editing. Mr Saitō Tatuya (librarian of our Library) conducted clerical 
works. Mr Oda Manabu (head of Processing Services Division of our Library), Ms 
Sugano Mihoko and Mr Mita Katsumi (librarians of our Library) took scrupulous care 
in collecting and preparing the necessary materials. Mr Sueki Yasuhiro, chief librarian 
of our Library, supervised and co-ordinated the whole compilation of the Concordance. 
I wish to express here my gratitude to all of them. 
    And I should also like to thank the professors of our College for their kind supports 
and suggestions. I must also express my gratitude for their valuable advices to the 
research fellows and assistants of the Academic Frontier Project 'Buddhist Manuscripts 
in the Nara and Heian Periods' commenced in 2005 under the sponsorship of the 
Ministry of Education, Culture, Sports, Science and Technology for the promotion of 
higher academic research of private universities. 
                                                                 
1 December 2005 
     Director of the International College for Postgraduate Buddhist Studies Library 





     The first volume of the Taishō Canon Concordance Series, Concordance to the 
Taishō Canon and the Zhonghua Canon (Beijing Edition), was published last year in the 
hope that this may contribute to an easy reference and comparison of the texts contained 
in the Taishō Canon and those found in other editions. We now issue the second volume 
of the series: A Concordance to the Taishō Canon and the Dunhuang Manuscripts.  
     The Dunhuang collections contain not only Buddhist works not found in any later 
editions but also old manuscript versions of the texts prior to the woodblock Canons. 
They are, therefore, rightly regarded as documents of great significance for Buddhist 
textual criticism. The Dunhunag manuscripts are now available in facsimile edition, and 
this has led to important results concerning the study of some of its texts and aspects. 
However, the sheer quantity of manuscripts as well as the lack of comprehensive 
reference materials, which could offer a full picture of the entire corpus, has made the 
usage of the facsimile edition not exactly easy.  
     This situation has determined the research staff of our Library to undertake the 
present project, and this first volume covers the Dunhuang manuscripts of the collection 
in the St. Petersburg Branch of the Institute of Oriental Studies, Russian Academy of 
Sciences. Our Concordance records the corresponding Taishō number, volume, page, 
column, and line for each Dunhuang manuscript in the collection. The structure of the 
Concordance actually comprises three parts. The first one registers all texts according to 
the order in the Taishō Canon and gives the corresponding Dunhuang manuscript for 
each of them. In Part 3, on the other hand, we list the Dunhuang manuscripts according 
to their order in the St. Petersburg Collection with their equivalents in the Taishō Canon. 
Part 2 contains a list of Dunhuang manuscripts not included in the Taishō Canon.  
     We are aware that the present Concordance may be flawed by various 
imperfections and intend to correct them and bring further improvements in our future 
editions. This autumn, we actually plan to issue a second revised and enlarged edition 
which will also contain a concordance to the Pelliot Collection of Dunhuang 
manuscripts. Furthermore, in the next two or three years, we intend to add concordances 
to all the remaining collections. In its final version, the Concordance will cover the 
whole corpus of Dunhuang Buddhist manuscripts.  
     The present Concordance was completed with the co-operation of the following 
persons. Mr Lin Min, Ven. Cheng Ling-hsiang, Mr Lee Sang-bum, Mrs Nakamura 
Mutsumi (postgraduate students of our College), Mr Aoki Susumu (former postgraduate 
student of our College), Mr Ishikawa Takudo and Mr Shibata Taizan (research fellows 
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at Jōdo-shū Sōgō Kenkyūjo), and Mr Honma Hiroyuki (postgraduate student of Waseda 
University) collated and identified the correspondence between the Taishō texts and the 
Dunhuang manuscripts. Mrs Izawa Atsuko (research fellow of our International Institute 
for Buddhist Studies) inputted the data, and Mr Ikeda Michihiro (librarian of our 
Library) was in charge of the data-base development and editing. Mr Yasuhiro Sueki, 
chief librarian of our Library, supervised and co-ordinated the whole compilation of the 
Concordance. I wish to express here my gratitude to all of them. And I should also like 
to extend my thanks to the professors of our College for their kind suggestions and 
advice.  
 
                                      1 February 2005 
      Director of the International College for Postgraduate Buddhist Studies Library 












『英國國家圖書館藏敦煌遺書』(Chinese manuscripts from Dunhuang collected in 
British Library)（桂林: 広西師範大学出版社, 2011- 全 120 冊刊行予定）と『世界民間
藏中國敦煌文獻』（北京: 中國書店, 2014- ）の完成が待たれる。 













⒏ 『大正蔵』の典籍番号の後に『中國・日本經典章疏目録』（大東出版社, 1998 年刊）
所収の七寺蔵『貞元新定釋敎目録』巻第二十九・巻第三十記載の典籍配列順序を「貞元









 但し、『フランス国立図書館所蔵敦煌出土漢語写本目録』第 6 巻所収の漢語仏典につい 
ては上記目録の記載情報により対応箇所を示した。 
 『法國國家圖書館藏敦煌藏文文獻』 (Tibetan documents from Dunhuang in the 
Bibliothèque Nationale de France)（上海: 上海古籍出版社, 2006 年- ）刊行の終了にとも
なって、『大正蔵』と『敦煌文献』との対応を調査する予定である。 
⒓ 第 2 部「大正蔵未収仏典一覧」は、『大正蔵』未収仏典で名称が確定できた典籍の一 
覧である。一覧は、日本語の五十音順と漢語拼音順の２種とした。 




 なお、『敦煌学大辞典』（上海辞書出版社, 1998 年刊）にて解題されているものについ
ては＊印を附したので参照されたい。 



























































1. The catalogue comprises the following parts:  
  Part I: Concordance to the Taishō Canon and Dunhuang Buddhist manuscripts  
  Part II: List of Dunhuang Buddhist texts not included in the Taishō Canon  
  Part III: Concordance to the text numbers of the Dunhuang manuscript and the text  
numbers of the Taishō Canon  
  Part IV: Concordance to the text numbers of the Zhenyuan Catalogue 貞元録 
(according the Nanatsudera Manuscript Canon 七寺一切經 ) and the text 
numbers of the Taishō Canon  
2. Part I represents a Concordance to the Taishō shinshū daizōkyō 大正新修大藏經 
(hereafter, Taishō Canon) and the Dunhuang 敦煌 corpus of Buddhist  manuscripts 
in Chinese.  
3.  This edition covers all Dunhuang collections available in facsimile editions or digital 
storage made public to this date.  
Two more facsimile editions, now in progress, will greatly contribute to our access 
to the Dunhuang corpus: Yingguo guojia tushuguancang Dunhuang yishu 英國國家
圖書館藏敦煌遺書 [Chinese Manuscripts from Dunhuang Collected in the British 
Library] (Guilin: Guangxi shifan daxue chubanshe, commenced in 2011 and 
scheduled to include 120 volumes) and Shijie minjiancang Zhongguo Dunhuang 
wenxian 世界民間藏中國敦煌文獻  [Private Collections Around the World 
Containing Chinese Dunhuang Texts] (Beijing: Zhongguo shudian, 2014- ).  
4.  For bibliographical details of the Dunhuang facsimile editions, see ‘Select Biblio-
graphy: Facsimile Editions’. These facsimile editions are abbreviated as 敦煌文献 
Dunhuang wenxian (Ch.)/Tonkō bunken (Jp.) [Dunhuang Texts].  
5.  The order of listing the texts in the Concordance follows the Taishō Canon number, 
page, segment, and line.  
6.  The Concordance includes the following details: text number in the Taishō Canon, 
title, number of scrolls 巻, author(s) and translator(s) as well as page, segment, and 
line of the text in the Taishō Canon to which the Dunhuang manuscript corresponds 
together with the Dunhuang wenxian manuscript number.  
‘V’ following a Dunhuang wenxian number stands for manuscript verso.  
7.  The Dunhuang wenxian manuscript numbers are preceded by the abbreviations 
showing the name of the collection/collector to which they belong. For the complete 
list, see ‘Abbreviations’ section. The abbreviations used throughout our 
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Concordance are not necessarily identical with the abbreviations employed in the 
individual facsimile editions.  
The Dunhuang Manuscript Collection of the Institute of Oriental Manuscripts, 
Russian Academy of Sciences, contains a number of texts which originate from 
areas other than Dunhuang. In such instances, we have added ‘(Khara-hoto)’ or 
‘(Turfan)’ after the number of the respective manuscript. 
       The abbreviation for the National Library of China collection is ‘BD’, but the 
Appendix contains a ‘Correspondence Table between Dunhuang baozang Beijing 
numbers and BD numbers’. We hope this will facilitate the use of the Concordance.  
8.   After the Taishō Canon text number, we also add the Zhenyuan Catalogue 貞元録 
number. This is based on the listing order found in Scrolls XXIX and XXX of the 
Nanatsudera 七寺 manuscript of the Zhenyuan xin ding shijiao mulu 貞元新定釋教
目録 (text reproduced in the Chūgoku, Nihon kyōten shōsho mokuroku 中國・日本
經典章疏目録. Tokyo: Daitō shuppansha, 1998). The number is marked as ‘貞元録 
[Zhenyuan lu] No.’  
9.   In those cases when one manuscript fragment has several corresponding places in 
the Taishō Canon, we give only the text number without page, segment, and line.  
10.  The content of our details concerning the Taishō Canon basically follows the 
Taishō shinshū daizōkyō mokuroku 大正新修大藏經目録 [Taishō Catalogue]. New 
revised edition, Tokyo, 1988.  
11.  In compiling this Concordance, we have consulted various catalogues and related 
materials (see ‘Select Bibliography’), but the identifications are based upon our own 
investigation. There is, however, only one exception: the Chinese Buddhist 
manuscripts recorded in vol. VI of the Catalogue des manuscrits chinois de Touen-
houang: Fonds Pelliot chinois de la Bibliothéque Nationale. We plan to examine the 
correspondence between the Taishō Canon and these Dunhuang manuscripts once 
the publication of the Tibetan documents from Dunhuang in the Bibliothèque 
Nationale de France 法國國家圖書館藏敦煌藏文文獻 (Shanghai: Shanghai guji 
chubanshe, 2006- ) is completed.  
12.  Part II is a List of the identifiable titles in the Dunhuang corpus which are not 
included in the Taishō Canon. The titles are listed according to Japanese kana as 
well as Chinese pinyin order.  
For those texts found in the Zangwai fojiao wenxian 藏外佛教文獻  [Extra-
Canonical Buddhist Texts]. 16 vols. (Beijing: Zongjiao wenhua chubanshe, 1995-
2011), we add the siglum 藏外  (‘Extra-canonical’; Zangwai [Ch.]/Zōgai [Jp.]) 
followed by the volume number in the above series and its publication year.  
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There are a number of Dunhuang manuscripts whose titles appear to have 
equivalents in the Taishō Canon but do not correspond to the text in the Taishō 
Canon. We have regarded these texts as de facto ‘not included’ 未収 in the Taishō 
Canon and have thus listed them here. For such manuscripts, we note, however, the 
Taishō Canon volume and number of (what appears to be) the corresponding title.  
The asterisk * following a title indicates that the respective text is explained in an 
entry of the Dunhuangxue dacidian 敦煌学大辞典 [Great Dictionary of Dunhuang 
Studies] (Shanghai cishu chubanshe, 1998).  
13.  Part III includes Concordances to Dunhuang manuscript numbers and Taishō 
Canon text numbers for each individual collection. The listing order follows the 
Dunhuang manuscript numbers. For the Taishō Canon, we note the text number, 
page, segment, and line.  
We have included all Dunhuang manuscripts which were identified as Buddhist 
texts even when we could not ascertain their titles. In such cases, we add the siglum 
典籍名未確定 (‘unidentified title’).  
The non-Buddhist Dunhuang manuscripts have been excluded from our present 
survey.  
The listing order of the Dunhuang wenxian follows the manuscript number, but 
when the same manuscript has survived in several separate fragments, all these 
appear under the number of the first fragment while the rest of the fragments are 
marked by the siglum 見 (‘see’) referring the reader to the number of the first 
manuscript. We have considered this desirable in order to avoid the repetition of the 
manuscript title. This, however, may result in cases in which it is difficult to find the 
correspondence between the manuscript number and the manuscript fragment in 
question. In order to solve this problem and make the use of the Dunhuang wenxian 
more convenient, we give in our concordance only the first number and omit all the 
other numbers.  
We have omitted from our Concordances those manuscripts which are found in 
catalogues but appear only noted in the Dunhuang wenxian as a manuscript number 
without reproducing the manuscript itself.  
The manuscripts of the traditional Buddhist catalogues 經録 with ‘unidentified 
titles’ 典籍名未確定 included in the Dunhuang fojiao jinglu jijiao 敦煌佛教經録
輯校 (Nanjing: Jiangsu guji chubanshe, 1997) are marked with an asterisk *.  
14.  In the case of the Dunhuang manuscripts of the Scripture on the Names of the 
Buddhas 佛名經 , there were occurrences which could not be ascertained to 
correspond to the Taishō version in twelve scrolls 十二巻, to that in thirty scrolls 三
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十巻 or, for that matter, to any other version. In such instances, the provisional 
solution has been to note only 佛名經 Fo ming jing without committing ourselves as 
to which version the occurrence in question corresponds.  
15.  Part IV is a Concordance to the text numbers of the Zhenyuan Catalogue 貞元録 
of the Nanatsudera Manuscript Canon 七寺一切經 and the Taishō Canon text 
numbers. Here, we have listed the texts contained in Scrolls XXIX and XXX of the 
Zhenyuan xin ding shijiao mulu 貞元新定釋教目録 in its Nanatsu-dera version and 
have also given the equivalent titles and numbers in the Taishō Canon. For those 
texts not found in the latter, we have noted this as 大正蔵未収 (‘not included in the 








A. 影印本 (Facsimile Editions) 
敦煌寶藏, 140 冊. 臺北: 新文豐出版, 1986. 
俄藏敦煌文獻, 17 冊. 上海: 上海古籍出版社, 1992-2001. （敦煌吐魯番文獻集成） 
法藏敦煌西域文獻, 34 冊. 上海: 上海古籍出版社, 1994-2005. （敦煌吐魯番文獻集成） 
國家圖書館藏敦煌遺書, 146 冊. 北京: 北京圖書館出版社, 2005-2012. 
英國國家圖書館藏敦煌遺書, 40 冊 (斯 0001-斯 02433). 桂林: 広西師範大学出版社, 
2011- （全 120 冊刊行予定） 
天津市藝術博物館藏敦煌文獻, 7 冊. 上海: 上海古籍出版社, 1996-1998. （敦煌吐魯番文
獻集成） 
天津市文物公司藏敦煌写経. 北京: 文物出版社, 1998. 
上海圖書館藏敦煌吐魯番文獻, 4 冊. 上海: 上海古籍出版社, 1999. （敦煌吐魯番文獻集成） 
上海博物館藏敦煌吐魯番文獻, 2 冊. 上海: 上海古籍出版社, 1993. （敦煌吐魯番文獻集成） 
北京大學圖書館藏敦煌文獻, 2 冊. 上海: 上海古籍出版社, 1995. （敦煌吐魯番文獻集成） 
甘粛藏敦煌文獻, 6 冊. 蘭州: 甘肅人民出版社, 1999.  
浙藏敦煌文獻. 杭州: 浙江教育出版社, 2007. 
晋魏隋唐墨迹. [合肥]: 安徽美術出版社, 1996. 
中國書店藏敦煌文獻. 北京: 中國書店, 2007. 
中國歴史博物館藏法書大觀 11: 晉唐寫經・晉唐文書. 京都: 柳原書店, 1999. 
中國文化遺産研究院藏西域文獻遺珍. 中國文化遺産研究院編. 北京: 中華書局, 2011. 
敦煌莫高窟北区石窟, 3 冊. 北京: 文物出版社, 2000-2004.  
國立中央圖書館藏敦煌巻子, 6 冊. 台北: 石門圖書, 1976. 
中央研究院歴史語言研究所傳斯年圖書館藏敦煌遺書. 台北: 中央研究院歴史語言研究所, 
2013. （HP にて画像公開） 
大谷大學所蔵敦煌古寫経, 2 冊. 京都: 大谷大学東洋学研究室, 1965-1972. 
三井文庫別館蔵品図録 敦煌写経 北三井家. 東京: 三井文庫, 2004. 
敦煌佛教資料. 京都: 法蔵館, 1958. (西域文化硏究, 1) 
敦煌写本本草集注序録・比丘含注戒本 / 上山大峻 責任編集. 龍谷大学佛教文化研究所編. 
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No. 50 (貞元録 No. 802) 
佛説受歳經 
1卷 西晉 竺法護譯 





1卷 宋 施護譯 
No. 53 (貞元録 No. 804) 
佛説苦陰經 
1卷 失譯 
No. 54 (貞元録 No. 805) 
佛説釋摩男本四子經 
1卷 呉 支謙譯 
No. 55 (貞元録 No. 806) 
佛説苦陰因事經 
1卷 西晉 法炬譯 
No. 56 (貞元録 No. 807) 
佛説樂想經 
1卷 西晉 竺法護譯 
No. 57 (貞元録 No. 808) 
佛説漏分布經 
1卷 後漢 安世高譯 
No. 58 (貞元録 No. 809) 
佛説阿耨風經 
1卷 東晉 竺曇無蘭譯 
No. 59 (貞元録 No. 810) 
佛説諸法本經 
1卷 呉 支謙譯 
855c6-28 羽1冊97 
No. 60 (貞元録 No. 811) 
佛説瞿曇彌記果經 




1卷 西晉 竺法護譯 
No. 62 (貞元録 No. 995) 
佛説新歳經 




1卷 宋 法賢譯 
No. 64 (貞元録 No. 812) 
佛説瞻婆比丘經 
1卷 西晉 法炬譯 
No. 65 (貞元録 No. 813) 
佛説伏婬經 
1卷 西晉 法炬譯 
No. 66 (貞元録 No. 814) 
佛説魔嬈亂經 
1卷 失譯 
864c9-866c27 P. ch. 2441 
No. 67 (貞元録 No. 815) 
弊魔試目連經 
1卷 呉 支謙譯 
No. 68 (貞元録 No. 816) 
佛説賴吒和羅經 
1卷 呉 支謙譯 
No. 69 
佛説護國經 
1卷 宋 法賢譯 
872c10-875a8 國會32(20) 
No. 70 (貞元録 No. 818) 
佛説數經 
1卷 西晉 法炬譯 
No. 71 (貞元録 No. 819) 
梵志頞波羅延問種尊經 
1卷 東晉 竺曇無蘭譯 
No. 72 (貞元録 No. 820) 
佛説三歸五戒慈心厭離功德經 
1卷 失譯 
No. 73 (貞元録 No. 821) 
佛説須達經 
1卷 蕭齊 求那毘地譯 
No. 74 
佛説長者施報經 
1卷 宋 法天譯 
No. 75 (貞元録 No. 822) 
佛為黄竹園老婆羅門説學經 
1卷 失譯 
No. 76 (貞元録 No. 823) 
梵摩渝經 
1卷 呉 支謙譯 
883b7-27 敦研102 
883b7-886a21 P. ch. 2140-2 
No. 77 (貞元録 No. 824) 
佛説尊上經 
1卷 西晉 竺法護譯 
No. 78 (貞元録 No. 826) 
佛説兜調經 
1卷 失譯 
No. 79 (貞元録 No. 825) 
佛説鸚鵡經 
1卷 劉宋 求那跋陀羅譯 
No. 80 (貞元録 No. 925) 
佛為首迦長者説業報差別經 


















2卷 宋 天息災譯 
No. 82 (貞元録 No. 827) 
佛説意經 
1卷 西晉 竺法護譯 
No. 83 (貞元録 No. 828) 
佛説應法經 
1卷 西晉 竺法護譯 
No. 84 
佛説分別布施經 
1卷 宋 施護譯 
No. 85 
佛説息諍因縁經 
1卷 宋 施護譯 
No. 86 (貞元録 No. 829) 
佛説泥犁經 
1卷 東晉 竺曇無蘭譯 
No. 87 (貞元録 No. 831) 
佛説齋經 
1卷 呉 支謙譯 
910c24-912a11 P. ch. 2109 
911c5-912a7 敦研241 
912a7-10 敦研164[1] 
No. 88 (貞元録 No. 830) 
優陂夷墮舍迦經 
1卷 失譯 
No. 89 (貞元録 No. 945) 
佛説八關齋經 
1卷 劉宋 沮渠京聲譯 
913a14-20 BD11315 
No. 90 (貞元録 No. 832) 
佛説鞞摩肅經 
1卷 劉宋 求那跋陀羅譯 
No. 91 (貞元録 No. 833) 
佛説婆羅門子命終愛念不離經 
1卷 後漢 安世高譯 
No. 92 (貞元録 No. 834) 
佛説十支居士八城人經 
1卷 後漢 安世高譯 
No. 93 (貞元録 No. 835) 
佛説邪見經 
1卷 失譯 





1卷 宋 施護譯 
No. 96 (貞元録 No. 1120) 
佛説治意經 
1卷 失譯 
No. 97 (貞元録 No. 838) 
廣義法門經 
1卷 陳 真諦譯 
No. 98 (貞元録 No. 837) 
佛説普法義經 
1卷 後漢 安世高譯 
No. 99 (貞元録 No. 771) 
雜阿含經 
50卷 劉宋 求那跋陀羅譯 
27b15-c12 P. ch. 4525(2)-2 
40b14-c11 P. ch. 4525(2)-3 
73a6-c12 津藝108[1] 
101a2-b16 P. ch. 4525(2)-4 
101c4-16 P. ch. 4525(2)-5 
112c8-113a10 P. ch. 4525(2)-6 





















266c4-267a6 P. ch. 4525(2)-9 





317b19-25 P. ch. 4525(2)-11 
325c12-25 P. ch. 4525(2)-12 
342c4-7 BD342-5 
351a16-b18 P. ch. 3186 
360a18-27 P. ch. 4525(2)-13 
364b10-15 BD11019 
371c15-372a2 P. ch. 4525(2)-14 
372a7-20 P. ch. 4525(2)-15 








No. 102 (貞元録 No. 863) 
佛説五蘊皆空經 
1卷 唐 義淨譯 





1卷 西晉 竺法護譯 
No. 104 
佛説法印經 
1卷 宋 施護譯 
No. 105 (貞元録 No. 867) 
五陰譬喩經 
1卷 後漢 安世高譯 
No. 106 (貞元録 No. 868) 
佛説水沫所漂經 
1卷 東晉 竺曇無蘭譯 
No. 107 (貞元録 No. 869) 
佛説不自守意經 
1卷 呉 支謙譯 
No. 108 (貞元録 No. 870) 
佛説滿願子經 
1卷 失譯 
No. 109 (貞元録 No. 871) 
佛説轉法輪經 
1卷 後漢 安世高譯 
No. 110 (貞元録 No. 872) 
佛説三轉法輪經 
1卷 唐 義淨譯 
No. 111 (貞元録 No. 877) 
佛説相應相可經 
1卷 西晉 法炬譯 
No. 112 (貞元録 No. 873) 
佛説八正道經 
1卷 後漢 安世高譯 
No. 113 (貞元録 No. 874) 
佛説難提釋經 
1卷 西晉 法炬譯 
No. 114 (貞元録 No. 875) 
佛説馬有三相經 
1卷 後漢 支曜譯 
506c11-507a3 P. ch. 2177 
No. 115 (貞元録 No. 876) 
佛説馬有八態譬人經 
1卷 後漢 支曜譯 
No. 116 (貞元録 No. 839) 
佛説戒德香經 
1卷 東晉 竺曇無蘭譯 
No. 117 
佛説戒香經 
1卷 宋 法賢譯 
No. 118 (貞元録 No. 847) 
佛説鴦掘摩經 
1卷 西晉 竺法護譯 
No. 119 (貞元録 No. 848) 
佛説鴦崛髻經 
1卷 西晉 法炬譯 
No. 120 (貞元録 No. 481) 
央掘魔羅經 
4卷 劉宋 求那跋陀羅譯 
No. 121 
佛説月喩經 
1卷 宋 施護譯 
No. 122 (貞元録 No. 841) 
佛説波斯匿王太后崩塵土坌身經 
1卷 西晉 法炬譯 
No. 123 (貞元録 No. 853) 
佛説放牛經 
1卷 後秦 鳩摩羅什譯 
No. 124 (貞元録 No. 854) 
縁起經 
1卷 唐 玄奘譯 
No. 125 (貞元録 No. 770) 
増一阿含經 











596a21-c15 P. tib. 368V 
601b3-11 Дх238 









649a28-b4 北区5, 128:1 
655c4-20 S.5665[9] 
658a6-b28 P. ch. 2385V5 
658b27-c5 羽6冊457-12V[1] 
659a15-660a13 BD7323 
678c4-8 P. ch. 5554 
694a20-698b23 書博28 
694c23-695a2 BD15123H 
708c5-9 P. ch. 4525(3)-2 
716a25-b21 P. ch. 4525(3)-3 













759a21-b21 P. ch. 4525(3)-6 
775c1-9 Ф204A 
780b25-c5 師大11 
780c16-781b20 P. ch. 4525(3)-7 











1卷 宋 法賢譯 
No. 127 (貞元録 No. 840) 
佛説四人出現世間經 
1卷 劉宋 求那跋陀羅譯 
No. 128 (貞元録 No. 842) 
須摩提女經 




1卷 呉 支謙譯 
No. 129 (貞元録 No. 916) 
佛説三摩竭經 
1卷 呉 竺律炎譯 
No. 130 
佛説給孤長者女得度因縁經 
3卷 宋 施護譯 
No. 131 (貞元録 No. 843) 
佛説婆羅門避死經 
1卷 後漢 安世高譯 






No. 133 (貞元録 No. 845) 
頻毘娑羅王詣佛供養經 
1卷 西晉 法炬譯 
No. 134 (貞元録 No. 846) 
佛説長者子六過出家經 
1卷 劉宋 慧簡譯 
No. 135 (貞元録 No. 849) 
佛説力士移山經 
1卷 西晉 竺法護譯 
No. 136 (貞元録 No. 850) 
佛説四未曾有法經 
1卷 西晉 竺法護譯 
No. 137 (貞元録 No. 851) 
舍利弗摩訶目連遊四衢經 
1卷 後漢 康孟詳譯 
No. 138 (貞元録 No. 855) 
佛説十一想思念如來經 
1卷 劉宋 求那跋陀羅譯 
No. 139 (貞元録 No. 856) 
佛説四泥犁經 
1卷 東晉 竺曇無蘭譯 
No. 140 (貞元録 No. 857) 
阿那邠邸化七子經 
1卷 後漢 安世高譯 
No. 141 (貞元録 No. 893) 
佛説阿遬達經 
1卷 劉宋 求那跋陀羅譯 








No. 143 (貞元録 No. 892) 
玉耶經 
1卷 東晉 竺曇無蘭譯 
865b9-13 P. ch. 5028(19) 
865c19-867a17 BD14148 
865c23-867a17 BD14619 
No. 144 (貞元録 No. 858) 
佛説大愛道般泥洹經 
1卷 西晉 白法祖譯 
868a20-20 BD9955 
No. 145 (貞元録 No. 859) 
佛母般泥洹經 
1卷 劉宋 慧簡譯 
870b29-c13 S.2109[3] 






No. 148 (貞元録 No. 860) 
國王不梨先泥十夢經 
1卷 東晉 竺曇無蘭譯 
873c13-874a29 S.1959 
No. 149 (貞元録 No. 862) 
佛説阿難同學經 
1卷 後漢 安世高譯 
No. 150(A) (貞元録 No. 864) 
佛説七處三觀經 
1卷 後漢 安世高譯 
No. 150(B) (貞元録 No. 997) 
佛説九横經 
1卷 後漢 安世高譯 
No. 151 (貞元録 No. 932) 
佛説阿含正行經 
1卷 後漢 安世高譯 
No. 152 (貞元録 No. 238) 
六度集經 
8卷 呉 康僧會譯 
No. 153 (貞元録 No. 1108) 
菩薩本縁經 
3卷 呉 支謙譯 
No. 154 (貞元録 No. 919) 
生經 
5卷 西晉 竺法護譯 
78b22-79a28 P. ch. 2965 




























126c18-127a9 P. ch. 4863 
127c17-129c25 BD4162 
128c28-129c29 P. ch. 3053V 
129c25-130a7 Дх2760 









































159b17-161b6 P. ch. 2127 






No. 157 (貞元録 No. 157) 
悲華經 






















250a2-b27 P. ch. 2225 
No. 159 
大乘本生心地觀經 
8卷 唐 般若譯 
No. 160 
菩薩本生鬘論 
16卷 宋 紹徳慧詢等譯 
No. 161 (貞元録 No. 638) 
長壽王經 
1卷 失譯 
No. 162 (貞元録 No. 441) 
金色王經 
1卷 東魏 瞿曇般若流支譯 
No. 163 (貞元録 No. 608) 
佛説妙色王因縁經 
1卷 唐 義淨譯 
No. 164 (貞元録 No. 610) 
佛説師子素駄娑王斷肉經 
1卷 唐 智嚴譯 
No. 165 
佛説頂生王因縁經 
6卷 宋 施護等譯 
No. 166 
佛説月光菩薩經 
1卷 宋 法賢譯 








No. 168 (貞元録 No. 243) 
佛説太子墓魄經 
1卷 西晉 竺法護譯 
No. 169 (貞元録 No. 585) 
佛説月明菩薩經 
1卷 呉 支謙譯 
No. 170 (貞元録 No. 590) 
佛説德光太子經 
1卷 西晉 竺法護譯 
No. 171 (貞元録 No. 239) 
太子須大拏經 
1卷 西秦 聖堅譯 









No. 172 (貞元録 No. 616) 
佛説菩薩投身飴餓虎起塔因縁經 
1卷 北涼 法盛譯 
No. 173 
佛説福力太子因縁經 
4卷 宋 施護等譯 
No. 174 (貞元録 No. 240) 
佛説菩薩睒子經 
1卷 失譯 
No. 175 (貞元録 No. 241) 
佛説睒子經 
1卷 西晉 聖堅譯 
No. 175(別本1) 
睒子經 
1卷 乞伏秦 聖堅譯 
No. 175(別本2) 
睒子經 
1卷 姚秦 聖堅譯 
No. 176 (貞元録 No. 618) 
佛説師子月佛本生經 
1卷 失譯 
No. 177 (貞元録 No. 591) 
佛説大意經 
1卷 劉宋 求那跋陀羅譯 
No. 178 (貞元録 No. 281) 
前世三轉經 
1卷 西晉 法炬譯 
No. 179 (貞元録 No. 282) 
銀色女經 
1卷 元魏 佛陀扇多譯 
450a11-452a11 S.469 
No. 180 (貞元録 No. 635) 
佛説過去世佛分衛經 
1卷 西晉 竺法護譯 
No. 181 (貞元録 No. 244) 
佛説九色鹿經 
1卷 呉 支謙譯 
No. 181(別本) 
佛説九色鹿經 
1卷 呉 支謙譯 
No. 182 (貞元録 No. 588) 
佛説鹿母經 
1卷 西晉 竺法護譯 
No. 182(別本) 
佛説鹿母經 
1卷 西晉 竺法護譯 
No. 183 (貞元録 No. 625) 
一切智光明仙人慈心因縁不食肉經 
1卷 失譯 
No. 184 (貞元録 No. 894) 
修行本起經 









No. 185 (貞元録 No. 895) 
佛説太子瑞應本起經 
















No. 186 (貞元録 No. 142) 
佛説普曜經 
8卷 西晉 竺法護譯 
489a19-29 RL MS2g 






No. 187 (貞元録 No. 141) 
方廣大莊嚴經 






No. 188 (貞元録 No. 582) 
異出菩薩本起經 
1卷 西晉 聶道真譯 
No. 189 (貞元録 No. 896) 
過去現在因果經 




No. 190 (貞元録 No. 922) 
佛本行集經 
60卷 隋 闍那崛多譯 






679a15-b25 P. ch. 3157[1] 















788c15-17 P. ch. 2998P1 



















13卷 宋 法賢譯 
No. 192 (貞元録 No. 1099) 
佛所行讚 
5卷 馬鳴菩薩造 北涼 曇無讖譯 
6b6-c22 P. ch. 2853[1] 
6b6-c22 P. tib. 1134V3 
No. 193 (貞元録 No. 1100) 
佛本行經 
7卷 宋 釋寶雲譯 
59b6-c6 BD14720A 
No. 194 (貞元録 No. 1106) 
僧伽羅刹所集經 
3卷 符秦 僧伽跋澄等譯 
No. 195 (貞元録 No. 1130) 
佛説十二遊經 
1卷 東晉 迦留陀伽譯 
No. 196 (貞元録 No. 785) 
中本起經 





No. 197 (貞元録 No. 924) 
佛説興起行經 
2卷 後漢 康孟詳譯 
No. 198 (貞元録 No. 920) 
佛説義足經 
2卷 呉 支謙譯 
No. 199 (貞元録 No. 948) 
佛五百弟子自説本起經 
1卷 西晉 竺法護譯 
No. 200 (貞元録 No. 1101) 
撰集百縁經 
10卷 呉 支謙譯 
250a8-19 P. ch. 5590(14) 
No. 201 (貞元録 No. 707) 
大莊嚴論經 









No. 202 (貞元録 No. 1103) 
賢愚經 



































































410b18-c6 Дх2245 (高昌) 




















427c29-429a29 P. ch. 2105-1[2] 





No. 203 (貞元録 No. 1121) 
雜寶藏經 


















No. 204 (貞元録 No. 1132) 
雜譬喩經 
1卷 後漢 支婁迦讖譯 
No. 205 (貞元録 No. 1133) 
雜譬喩經 
2卷 失譯 
No. 206 (貞元録 No. 1131) 
舊雜譬喩經 






No. 208 (貞元録 No. 1134) 
衆經撰雜譬喩 
2卷 道略集 姚秦 鳩摩羅什譯 
No. 209 (貞元録 No. 1107) 
百喩經 




No. 210 (貞元録 No. 1140) 
法句經 
2卷 法救撰 呉 維祇難等譯 








No. 211 (貞元録 No. 1141) 
法句譬喩經 
4卷 西晉 法炬共法立譯 
576c13-577a13 北大91 
587a21-c12 S.1731 








No. 212 (貞元録 No. 1102) 
出曜經 















4卷 法救集 宋 天息災譯 
No. 214 (貞元録 No. 943) 
佛説猘狗經 
1卷 呉 支謙譯 
No. 215 (貞元録 No. 996) 
佛説群牛譬經 
1卷 西晉 法炬譯 
No. 216 (貞元録 No. 958) 
佛説大魚事經 
1卷 東晉 竺曇無蘭譯 
No. 217 (貞元録 No. 1005) 
佛説譬喩經 
1卷 唐 義淨譯 
No. 218 
佛説灌頂王喩經 
1卷 宋 施護等譯 
No. 219 
佛説醫喩經 
1卷 宋 施護譯 
No. 220 (貞元録 No. 1 [貞元録No. 18 能斷金剛般若波
羅蜜多經]) 
大般若波羅蜜多經 
600卷 唐 玄奘譯 
vol. 5, 1a1 羽1冊39V4 
vol. 5, 1a6-b2 P. ch. 3949 
vol. 5, 1b1-27 Дх651 
vol. 5, 1b5-c3 BD5643-2 
vol. 5, 1b5-5c1 S.3755 
vol. 5, 1b5-5c1 BD6687-3 
vol. 5, 1b5-5c1 師大3 
vol. 5, 2b29-c27 BD3253 
vol. 5, 5c4-11b25 BD13902 
vol. 5, 5c8-6a13 Дх717 
vol. 5, 6b1-29 BD6779 
vol. 5, 6c1-7b26 羽7冊531 
vol. 5, 7a14-11b25 羽4冊255 
vol. 5, 8b4-11b25 BD3157 
vol. 5, 11a20-b23 S.7463 
vol. 5, 11c1-10 Дх112 
vol. 5, 11c2-16c28 S.3581 
vol. 5, 11c29-16c28 BD1945 
vol. 5, 14b28-16b5 S.444 
vol. 5, 17a3-21b21 BD14203 
vol. 5, 17a3-22b23 BD14990 
vol. 5, 17a11-22b23 BD3130 
vol. 5, 17a20-b2 BD9836 
vol. 5, 18b24-22b23 BD3951 
vol. 5, 20b24-c16 BD3838 
vol. 5, 22c2-28a17 S.3784 
vol. 5, 22c7-28a17 S.6658 
vol. 5, 23b1-26 BD7447A 
vol. 5, 24a26-c23 BD531 
vol. 5, 24c24-28a17 S.496 
vol. 5, 26c9-16 S.5083 
vol. 5, 27a17-b13 BD6931 
vol. 5, 27b11-28a16 中圖33 
vol. 5, 27b11-28a16 散6 
vol. 5, 28a18-18 BD11880 
vol. 5, 28a20-33c25 北大1 
vol. 5, 28a24-33c25 S.6436 
vol. 5, 28b19-c15 BD7212 
vol. 5, 28b19-c17 BD14510 
vol. 5, 28c11-29c20 BD6882 
vol. 5, 29a17-b12 BD7923 
vol. 5, 29b18-33c25 BD412 
vol. 5, 30c21-33c25 酒博14 
vol. 5, 34a1-10 BD12246 
vol. 5, 36b14-15 BD9802-2 
vol. 5, 36b26-c21 BD7412 
vol. 5, 37a21-b14 BD9475 
vol. 5, 38a18-b13 BD8062 
vol. 5, 39c14-21 Дх1676 
vol. 5, 39c22-45a13 BD4893 
vol. 5, 40a23-42a17 BD1297 
vol. 5, 40b22-45a13 S.2487 
vol. 5, 40b23-c22 BD4987 
vol. 5, 41b20-45a13 BD1585 
vol. 5, 42b16-43b13 BD1027 
vol. 5, 43b14-45a13 S.660 
vol. 5, 45a16-50c13 S.4449 
vol. 5, 45a16-50c13 BD14157 
vol. 5, 45b16-48a14 BD5535 
vol. 5, 47a4-50c13 BD2178 
vol. 5, 49b18-c22 S.7339 
vol. 5, 49c23-50b13 BD6965 
vol. 5, 50b8-c13 BD5486 
vol. 5, 50c16-52b11 S.1434 
vol. 5, 50c16-56a22 BD5391 
vol. 5, 51a2-56a22 S.2450 
vol. 5, 51a7-52c10 BD1346 
vol. 5, 51a21-56a22 S.880 
vol. 5, 52c10-56a22 BD1372 
vol. 5, 52c10-56a22 BD3333 
vol. 5, 56a25-b12 S.1 
vol. 5, 56a25-c22 BD5139 
vol. 5, 56a25-62a16 敦研380 
vol. 5, 56a25-62a16 羽7冊528 
vol. 5, 57a19-b17 BD7294 
vol. 5, 57c6-62a16 S.5099 
vol. 5, 57c22-58a21 BD8538 
vol. 5, 58c19-59a15 S.7073 
vol. 5, 61b11-c7 S.7072 
vol. 5, 62a19-67a2 BD13903 
vol. 5, 62b8-15 Дх2620 
vol. 5, 63a15-b14 S.7154 
vol. 5, 64a12-b9 S.7082 
vol. 5, 64a12-66c3 S.285 
vol. 5, 65a9-b4 BD3258 
vol. 5, 66c4-67c22 BD2716 
vol. 5, 67a3-c22 BD13904 
vol. 5, 67c25-68a23 S.2339 
vol. 5, 67c25-68b15 S.1016 
vol. 5, 67c25-73b19 甘博47 
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vol. 5, 68a6-73b19 Ф30 
vol. 5, 68a9-73b19 BD854 
vol. 5, 68a13-c21 BD4876 
vol. 5, 68a22-b20 S.1115 
vol. 5, 68c4-69a20 S.7146 
vol. 5, 73b20 Дх2098 
vol. 5, 73b22-74b19 BD4956 
vol. 5, 74a7-17 浙江185 
vol. 5, 74c19-75a17 S.3208 
vol. 5, 75b17-c14 BD7638 
vol. 5, 76b14-c10 S.758 
vol. 5, 79a19-21 BD11479 
vol. 5, 79a21-85a8 S.3200 
vol. 5, 79b20-c18 BD6889 
vol. 5, 80b14-85a8 S.1863 
vol. 5, 81b13-c10 BD4968 
vol. 5, 85a11-c8 BD4867 
vol. 5, 85a13-90c10 羽6冊463 
vol. 5, 85c9-86b6 BD5123 
vol. 5, 86a9-b6 Дх1774 
vol. 5, 86b7-22 S.7440 
vol. 5, 86b21-c5 S.1583 
vol. 5, 86c6-90c10 BD13905 
vol. 5, 90c13-96a4 上博46[1] 
vol. 5, 90c17-96a4 S.5283 
vol. 5, 90c23-91c9 S.2412 
vol. 5, 91a1-96a4 S.5044 
vol. 5, 91a18-29 BD10622 
vol. 5, 91a26-96a4 BD3483 
vol. 5, 94b1-28 BD12324 
vol. 5, 94c1-9 Дх1201A 
vol. 5, 94c11-26 Ф283 
vol. 5, 95a27-b12 S.7499 
vol. 5, 95a27-b25 BD8398 
vol. 5, 96a7-b5 BD912 
vol. 5, 96a14-102a20 BD286 
vol. 5, 96c10-97c12 BD15194 
vol. 5, 97c2-102a20 BD2466 
vol. 5, 101a14-b10 BD6872 
vol. 5, 102a23-b19 BD8479-2 
vol. 5, 102a23-107c20 津藝227 
vol. 5, 102a28-c20 S.1454 
vol. 5, 102b21-106b8 BD6598 
vol. 5, 103c17-105b11 BD1175 
vol. 5, 105a12-b2 S.3443 
vol. 5, 106b27-107c20 S.1790 
vol. 5, 107c22-108b6 P. ch. 3321 
vol. 5, 107c23-108a20 S.164 
vol. 5, 107c27-108c20 S.2413 
vol. 5, 108a7-114a7 BD4417 
vol. 5, 108b23-c2 P. ch. 4831-1 
vol. 5, 108c18-28 BD11068 
vol. 5, 109a18-b17 Дх6223 
vol. 5, 109b17-c16 S.1792 
vol. 5, 110a16-b17 Ф231 
vol. 5, 110b15-111c14 BD8242 
vol. 5, 114a11-117b24 S.5322 
vol. 5, 114b9-120a12 BD13906 
vol. 5, 114b16-c8 S.7540 
vol. 5, 116c27-117a19 S.2844 
vol. 5, 116c27-117a22 BD5842 
vol. 5, 117c15-120a12 上圖184 
vol. 5, 120a5-121a2 BD1349 
vol. 5, 120a15-122a8 S.5285 
vol. 5, 120a23-b13 BD9615 
vol. 5, 120a29-126a22 BD452 
vol. 5, 120c12-123c26 津藝144 
vol. 5, 122a8-122b11 BD15267 
vol. 5, 122a27-126a27 上圖173 
vol. 5, 123c28-124a29 S.4471 
vol. 5, 126b2-c28 S.6989 
vol. 5, 126b2-128a18 BD14833(1) 
vol. 5, 126b2-131b15 S.3621 
vol. 5, 126b16-20 BD15958 
vol. 5, 127c26-128a23 BD2834(1) 
vol. 5, 127c26-131b15 BD14833(2) 
vol. 5, 129c4-130a28 Дх343 
vol. 5, 130a17-b15 BD7660 
vol. 5, 130a19-131b15 BD7969 
vol. 5, 131b18-c14 BD7780 
vol. 5, 131b18-c16 BD7346 
vol. 5, 131b24-c6 BD11648 
vol. 5, 131b24-132c13 S.3767 
vol. 5, 131b28-136c3 S.1803 
vol. 5, 131c1-24 S.7333 
vol. 5, 132a4-7 P. ch. 6031 
vol. 5, 132a11-136c3 BD5867 
vol. 5, 132a15-b13 S.7031 
vol. 5, 132b8-136c3 S.6725 
vol. 5, 133a23-b2 Дх1308 
vol. 5, 135a5-136c3 S.3586 
vol. 5, 135a5-136c3 BD5130 
vol. 5, 135c2-136a1 BD2302 
vol. 5, 136c5-141b16 BD13907 
vol. 5, 137b4-142a16 S.3556 
vol. 5, 143a2-148a24 S.1601 
vol. 5, 143a12-15 BD9915 
vol. 5, 143a18-b28 BD7664 
vol. 5, 146b20-c17 S.7079 
vol. 5, 148b1-7 Дх1756 
vol. 5, 148b1-29 Дх1114 
vol. 5, 148b2-149a13 S.6618V 
vol. 5, 148b2-153c4 BD13908 
vol. 5, 148b4-11 Дх2368 
vol. 5, 149c25-151b19 BD1449 
vol. 5, 151b19-153c4 BD1550 
vol. 5, 153c7-155b1 BD2871 
vol. 5, 153c7-159a26 S.1596 
vol. 5, 153c9-16 中歴47(1) 
vol. 5, 154a15-b4 BD4446 
vol. 5, 156c23-157a20 BD4445 
vol. 5, 158a18-b16 S.877 
vol. 5, 159a18-25 中歴47(2) 
vol. 5, 159b2-c13 BD2333 
vol. 5, 161a18-b24 Ф237 
vol. 5, 161b22-162a5 BD7587 
vol. 5, 162a5-b21 BD8674 
vol. 5, 164a16-b10 BD9814 
vol. 5, 165a5-b5 Дх1038 
vol. 5, 165a6-8 BD12350 
vol. 5, 165a7-b5 BD5908(1) 
vol. 5, 165a7-170a22 BD874 
vol. 5, 165c7-166a7 Дх1118 
vol. 5, 166a3-29 S.1795 
vol. 5, 166b30-c25 Дх2635 
vol. 5, 167b24-c23 BD5908(2) 
vol. 5, 168b20-c16 S.1907[2] 
vol. 5, 170a24-175c26 BD15120 
vol. 5, 170a25-175c26 S.243 
vol. 5, 170c9-21 BD43A 
vol. 5, 176a2-29 S.428 
vol. 5, 176a11-25 Дх2436 
vol. 5, 176b17-181c8 BD592 
vol. 5, 178c22-28 BD15536 
vol. 5, 181c11-187a14 S.5233 
vol. 5, 181c11-187a22 S.1311 
vol. 5, 181c29-183a5 BD6994 
vol. 5, 183b25-187a22 敦研347 




vol. 5, 185c26-186a22 S.7024 
vol. 5, 187a25-192c5 BD916 
vol. 5, 187a25-192c5 BD14614 
vol. 5, 187b22-188a22 BD43B 
vol. 5, 188c20-192c5 BD3499 
vol. 5, 189a19-b16 P. tib. 1287V1 
vol. 5, 192a10-b7 BD7363 
vol. 5, 192b9-c5 BD6752 
vol. 5, 192c8 羽6冊457-1 
vol. 5, 192c8-193a6 Дх11677 
vol. 5, 192c8-193a6 BD8311 
vol. 5, 192c17-198a14 BD3449 
vol. 5, 192c21-193a6 羽6冊457-7 
vol. 5, 193a7-198a14 S.2151 
vol. 5, 193b4-c4 BD43C 
vol. 5, 193b6-198a14 傳圖2 
vol. 5, 198a17-b15 S.5003 
vol. 5, 198a17-b15 S.5116 
vol. 5, 198b19-203c27 S.6427 
vol. 5, 202b4-203c28 BD563 
vol. 5, 204a2-b1 S.5111 
vol. 5, 204b1-210a16 S.1610 
vol. 5, 204b4-205a9 BD600 
vol. 5, 205a10-c3 BD610 
vol. 5, 205c1-206a23 BD499 
vol. 5, 206a23-c8 BD507 
vol. 5, 206c8-207a24 BD528 
vol. 5, 206c24-207a18 S.955 
vol. 5, 210a18-b17 BD7258 
vol. 5, 210b1-212b10 S.3737 
vol. 5, 210b17-216b12 BD13909 
vol. 5, 211a14-216b12 S.5069 
vol. 5, 212b3-216b12 S.6611 
vol. 5, 212c9-213b6 BD7139 
vol. 5, 216a7-b12 上圖25[2] 
vol. 5, 216b15 S.6289[2] 
vol. 5, 226a19-28 BD9764 
vol. 5, 227c2-25 BD6857 
vol. 5, 227c2-29 S.2698 
vol. 5, 227c2-29 BD8495 
vol. 5, 228a8-23 Дх1685 
vol. 5, 228a22-b12 BD11478 
vol. 5, 228b4-234a8 BD6597 
vol. 5, 228c25-234a8 BD2059 
vol. 5, 229b27-234a8 S.6937 
vol. 5, 230b22-231a21 BD1974(1) 
vol. 5, 234a13-b12 S.2666 
vol. 5, 234a18-235a13 S.5199 
vol. 5, 234a23-b11 S.7459 
vol. 5, 234a24-239b21 BD4309 
vol. 5, 234b8-c13 S.26 
vol. 5, 237b7-c2 BD6859 
vol. 5, 238b3-29 BD9669 
vol. 5, 239b22 Дх1025 
vol. 5, 239b22-c22 Дх4414 
vol. 5, 239b24-c22 BD8294 
vol. 5, 239c2-240a1 BD9672 
vol. 5, 245a22-b4 BD11311 
vol. 5, 245a23-b21 S.2657 
vol. 5, 245a23-b21 BD4272 
vol. 5, 245b7-17 Дх1477 
vol. 5, 245b7-251a19 S.6861 
vol. 5, 245b10-246b18 S.6992 
vol. 5, 246a2-c13 S.4947 
vol. 5, 246b19-247b15 BD1458 
vol. 5, 247b16-251a19 BD3475 
vol. 5, 247b22-c2 BD12034 
vol. 5, 248a13-b8 S.1576[2] 
vol. 5, 248a13-b10 S.1576[1] 
vol. 5, 251a22-b22 S.2706 
vol. 5, 251a22-255a12 S.61 
vol. 5, 251a22-257a7 S.3319 
vol. 5, 251a24-b12 BD11547 
vol. 5, 251a26-b20 BD9683 
vol. 5, 251b15-21 Дх1201B 
vol. 5, 251b21-c14 Дх1215 
vol. 5, 251b21-252b3 BD1549 
vol. 5, 252b24-253a15 BD1571 
vol. 5, 253a16-c16 BD1522 
vol. 5, 253c16-254b24 BD1767 
vol. 5, 254b24-255b5 BD1647 
vol. 5, 255b5-256a2 BD1469 
vol. 5, 255c21-256a1 BD7132V2 
vol. 5, 256a2-b25 BD1658 
vol. 5, 256b25-257a7 BD1683 
vol. 5, 257a10-c8 BD4186 
vol. 5, 257a10-258c5 S.1433 
vol. 5, 261c23-263a8 BD6647(1) 
vol. 5, 263a11-15 BD12969 
vol. 5, 263a11-b10 S.2667 
vol. 5, 263a11-268b16 BD13910 
vol. 5, 263a23-b10 Дх2415 
vol. 5, 264a8-268b16 BD13958-2 
vol. 5, 264b17-268b16 BD496 
vol. 5, 265c4-26 師大19 
vol. 5, 268b18-c18 S.225 
vol. 5, 268b26-c12 S.7560 
vol. 5, 268c4-269a17 甘博66 
vol. 5, 268c12-269a17 S.218 
vol. 5, 270c13-274a11 BD5439 
vol. 5, 274a14-280a5 S.4014 
vol. 5, 274a14-280a5 羽7冊571 
vol. 5, 274a16-b12 BD11917 
vol. 5, 276c12-280a5 BD704 
vol. 5, 277a4-b2 BD3850 
vol. 5, 277c29-279c24 BD2596 
vol. 5, 278b14-c1 S.7420 
vol. 5, 279a26-b24 甘博93 
vol. 5, 280a9-17 BD10600 
vol. 5, 280a9-c6 S.5093 
vol. 5, 280a9-281b4 BD1374 
vol. 5, 280a17-285a18 BD826 
vol. 5, 287a2-291c27 BD13911 
vol. 5, 287a2-291c27 上圖169 
vol. 5, 287a15-b10 BD11337 
vol. 5, 287a29-b28 BD6467 
vol. 5, 287c1-24 S.7129 
vol. 5, 287c22-289a16 甘博67 
vol. 5, 288a26-291c27 BD1039 
vol. 5, 289b22-c18 S.7083 
vol. 5, 289c6-290a24 甘博63 
vol. 5, 290c17-291c27 P. ch. 3403V1[1] 
vol. 5, 292a1-b28 BD4416 
vol. 5, 292a11-298a1 BD3488 
vol. 5, 292a12-298a1 甘博41 
vol. 5, 292a22-c27 BD6461 
vol. 5, 292b28-c27 BD4438 
vol. 5, 292c10-297b12 BD15306 
vol. 5, 292c27-293a26 BD4410 
vol. 5, 293a26-b26 BD4408 
vol. 5, 293b25-c24 BD4474 
vol. 5, 293c24-294a23 BD4503 
vol. 5, 294a23-b22 BD4514 
vol. 5, 294b22-c21 BD4328 
vol. 5, 294c21-295a20 BD4349 
vol. 5, 295a20-b15 P. ch. 3543 
vol. 5, 295a20-b18 BD4521 
vol. 5, 295b18-c17 BD4340 
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vol. 5, 295c17-296a16 BD4347 
vol. 5, 296a16-b15 BD4455 
vol. 5, 296b15-c15 BD4513 
vol. 5, 296c1-297b12 BD8497 
vol. 5, 296c15-297a16 BD4754 
vol. 5, 297a15-b12 BD4760 
vol. 5, 297b13-298a1 P. ch. 3403V1[2] 
vol. 5, 297c13-298a1 BD4436 
vol. 5, 298a4-c3 BD2892 
vol. 5, 299c20-300a19 P. ch. 3403V1[3] 
vol. 5, 303c23-309a29 BD3706 
vol. 5, 303c25-304a3 Дх3553 
vol. 5, 303c29-304a5 Дх3294B 
vol. 5, 305c28-309a29 BD5962 
vol. 5, 309b2-315b1 BD13912 
vol. 5, 309b9-315b1 S.1448 
vol. 5, 310c26-311a10 Дх1743 
vol. 5, 311b25-c24 S.5290 
vol. 5, 314b17-c17 BD4195 
vol. 5, 315b4-316a2 S.1432 
vol. 5, 315b4-321a5 S.1578 
vol. 5, 315b4-321a5 S.6920 
vol. 5, 315b10-321a5 S.6892 
vol. 5, 319a13-b12 BD8318 
vol. 5, 321a8-c6 BD382 
vol. 5, 321a21-326b22 津藝175 
vol. 5, 322a14-337b4 BD4919 
vol. 5, 324b9-c3 P. ch. 2800 
vol. 5, 325c27-326a26 BD2141 
vol. 5, 326a23-b2 BD9737 
vol. 5, 326b26-c24 BD4944 
vol. 5, 326b26-c24 羽4冊315 
vol. 5, 326b26-331c28 BD13913 
vol. 5, 326c25-331c28 S.6352 
vol. 5, 326c26-327b23 BD5033 
vol. 5, 329c22-330a19 BD1677 
vol. 5, 329c22-330a20 S.7071 
vol. 5, 332a2-b29 BD132 
vol. 5, 332a10-334a13 S.6406 
vol. 5, 332c11-337b4 BD1158 
vol. 5, 333c25-334a23 BD7574 
vol. 5, 334a23-b23 BD438 
vol. 5, 334c23-335a21 BD7380 
vol. 5, 335c21-336a16 BD7378 
vol. 5, 337b6-8 Дх3009 
vol. 5, 337b7-c6 BD3500 
vol. 5, 337b7-338a4 BD177 
vol. 5, 337c9-343a1 P. ch. 2909 
vol. 5, 338a17-b3 BD9682 
vol. 5, 338b2-c1 Дх1004 
vol. 5, 338c6-343a1 BD4352 
vol. 5, 340b27-c9 P. ch. 4857 
vol. 5, 343a4-14 BD9453 
vol. 5, 343b4-344a4 北大2 
vol. 5, 344b3-347c29 S.103 
vol. 5, 347c29-348c1 BD15191 
vol. 5, 348c4-353c18 BD13914 
vol. 5, 349a3-10 石谷57 
vol. 5, 349a3-b2 BD14595 
vol. 5, 349a9-353c18 S.6905 
vol. 5, 351c27-352a24 BD6966 
vol. 5, 352a1-10 BD16201A 
vol. 5, 352a26-353c18 BD6037 
vol. 5, 352c24-353a21 BD6571 
vol. 5, 352c24-353a23 S.1452 
vol. 5, 355a20-356a19 BD7724 
vol. 5, 357b18-c16 BD3912 
vol. 5, 358b16-c8 BD9792 
vol. 5, 359b2-13 BD14840P 
vol. 5, 359b2-c1 BD7424 
vol. 5, 359b2-360c29 BD2805 
vol. 5, 359b7-14 Дх1913 
vol. 5, 359b26-360c26 上博78 
vol. 5, 359c1-360a29 BD2443 
vol. 5, 361a12-363c27 S.3093 
vol. 5, 361c2-364c22 S.1093 
vol. 5, 364c25-371a7 BD13915 
vol. 5, 365a25-c24 S.7455 
vol. 5, 365c23-366a20 BD6799 
vol. 5, 366a23-367a24 BD6155 
vol. 5, 367a14-c19 P. tib. 317V 
vol. 5, 371a10-372a7 BD994 
vol. 5, 371a10-376c3 BD13916 
vol. 5, 371a10-376c3 BD15056 
vol. 5, 371b15-c8 BD9680 
vol. 5, 375a7-376c3 BD1075 
vol. 5, 376c6-382b5 BD15301 
vol. 5, 376c6-382b5 浙江64 
vol. 5, 376c15-382b5 BD4914 
vol. 5, 377a4-c6 BD995 
vol. 5, 377b9-382b5 BD15027 
vol. 5, 377c17-382a4 甘博33 
vol. 5, 378a6-24 Дх691 
vol. 5, 379b2-382b5 S.4971 
vol. 5, 382b6 Дх2096 
vol. 5, 382b8-383b7 BD5003 
vol. 5, 382b8-388a5 BD13917 
vol. 5, 382b27-383a7 BD8402 
vol. 5, 382c9-383a11 S.4585 
vol. 5, 383a7-388a5 BD14716 
vol. 5, 383a9-b6 Дх635 
vol. 5, 383b6-388a5 BD3768 
vol. 5, 383c7-384c7 BD8437 
vol. 5, 385a5-388a5 S.6400 
vol. 5, 385b7-385c4 敦博58 
vol. 5, 386a10-b5 BD5615 
vol. 5, 386a11-16 BD11085 
vol. 5, 388a9-b8 S.5358 
vol. 5, 388a9-b8 BD9481 
vol. 5, 388a9-389a9 BD997 
vol. 5, 388a9-393c17 BD13918 
vol. 5, 388a9-393c17 BD13919 
vol. 5, 388a24-393c17 BD13920 
vol. 5, 388b24-389b8 BD5296 
vol. 5, 389b22-c5 BD9678 
vol. 5, 390a6-391a7 上圖8 
vol. 5, 391a9-393c17 BD14765 
vol. 5, 392c18-393a7 BD5632 
vol. 5, 393a18-c17 BD1962 
vol. 5, 393b9-c6 BD6916 
vol. 5, 393c20-394c19 BD998 
vol. 5, 393c20-395a19 BD4266 
vol. 5, 393c20-399c4 S.756 
vol. 5, 393c20-399c4 BD15190 
vol. 5, 394a4-399c4 S.638 
vol. 5, 394a19-399c4 BD13921 
vol. 5, 395a15-396b16 BD4425 
vol. 5, 395a23-396a18 BD4081 
vol. 5, 396a17-397a13 BD4084 
vol. 5, 396b16-c15 BD8304 
vol. 5, 397a14-398a14 BD4088 
vol. 5, 397b2-399c4 BD4677 
vol. 5, 397b11-13 BD16409 
vol. 5, 397b14-399c4 S.6601 
vol. 5, 397b17-c11 BD8391 
vol. 5, 398a13-399c4 BD3889 
vol. 5, 399c7-400a6 S.5117 




vol. 5, 399c19-405b9 S.2509 
vol. 5, 400b11-405b9 S.6835 
vol. 5, 401c5-404c26 BD3779 
vol. 5, 405b10-c11 Дх1168 
vol. 5, 405c1-406c9 BD7680 
vol. 5, 406a11-410b9 S.280 
vol. 5, 406a29-410b9 BD72 
vol. 5, 410a3-11 S.7427 
vol. 5, 410b12-415c12 S.1801 
vol. 5, 410c19-415c12 BD13922 
vol. 5, 410c27-411b19 S.733 
vol. 5, 411b17-415c12 津藝311 
vol. 5, 413c8-11 北区27, 464:38 
vol. 5, 413c9-415c12 S.6895 
vol. 5, 416a7-421b20 BD2318 
vol. 5, 416b2-418c11 BD4384 
vol. 5, 417a14-421b20 BD243 
vol. 5, 418c11-421b20 BD987 
vol. 5, 427a3-431b25 BD13923 
vol. 5, 427b26-429b26 BD4376 
vol. 5, 429b27-430b8 BD746 
vol. 5, 430b8-431a18 BD734 
vol. 5, 431a18-b25 BD736 
vol. 5, 431c2-29 BD1248 
vol. 5, 431c2-29 BD14858 
vol. 5, 431c2-432a1 S.2376[1] 
vol. 5, 431c6-10 BD11583 
vol. 5, 431c29-432c27 BD4869 
vol. 5, 432b29-436c3 S.5042 
vol. 5, 432c1-433a26 S.358 
vol. 5, 432c28-434b21 BD5112 
vol. 5, 433c3-24 BD2677 
vol. 5, 433c25-434a23 BD2670 
vol. 5, 434a23-436c3 BD2639 
vol. 5, 434b22-435c16 BD5160 
vol. 5, 435c17-436c3 BD4930 
vol. 5, 436c4-7 BD11010 
vol. 5, 436c6-441c27 S.738 
vol. 5, 436c6-441c27 BD13924 
vol. 5, 436c6-441c27 BD13925 
vol. 5, 436c16-439a21 S.2234 
vol. 5, 436c19-441c27 BD583 
vol. 5, 437a11-29 Дх2847 
vol. 5, 437a14-441c27 S.6493 
vol. 5, 442a6-447b1 BD4091 
vol. 5, 442a9-447b1 S.4985 
vol. 5, 442a13-447b1 BD2671 
vol. 5, 446a14-b1 S.7196 
vol. 5, 446b6-c2 BD346 
vol. 5, 448c3-449a1 浙江160 
vol. 5, 448c28-449a15 BD15598 
vol. 5, 449a24-25 BD15817 
vol. 5, 449b25-c22 S.7198 
vol. 5, 452c2-453c29 S.141 
vol. 5, 452c4-454b27 BD456 
vol. 5, 452c4-458a5 BD14008 
vol. 5, 452c4-458a5 BD14502 
vol. 5, 452c17-453b2 BD8655 
vol. 5, 456b23-c17 S.7353 
vol. 5, 458a8-c5 S.3520 
vol. 5, 458a8-463a1 BD13926 
vol. 5, 458b13-463a1 BD6533 
vol. 5, 463a16-21 BD11826 
vol. 5, 463a24-467a19 BD4207 
vol. 5, 463b10-464c22 S.3894 
vol. 5, 464a1-28 S.5349 
vol. 5, 464c25-468a6 S.423 
vol. 5, 467a20-468a6 BD4006 
vol. 5, 468a9 上圖105[1] 
vol. 5, 468a9-b7 S.4078 
vol. 5, 468a9-469b3 S.4798 
vol. 5, 468a9-473a28 BD13927 
vol. 5, 468b7-470a2 BD6 
vol. 5, 469b16-c11 P. ch. 2944V 
vol. 5, 470a12-473a28 BD870 
vol. 5, 470c10-24 定博9 
vol. 5, 470c25-471b23 BD15011 
vol. 5, 473b3-474a1 S.2028 
vol. 5, 473b24-c28 BD9703 
vol. 5, 473c1-474a1 S.7145 
vol. 5, 478c11-479a26 BD9493 
vol. 5, 478c17-479b16 BD726 
vol. 5, 479a5-483c10 BD4253 
vol. 5, 479a26-b2 P. ch. 5023E 
vol. 5, 479b9-480b12 S.1356 
vol. 5, 482a8-b5 BD8577 
vol. 5, 482c6-483a2 S.7161 
vol. 5, 483c21-484b1 S.260B 
vol. 5, 484a7-20 Дх886 
vol. 5, 484b1-17 BD9797 
vol. 5, 484b16-485a8 S.260A 
vol. 5, 486b22-c4 BD9681 
vol. 5, 486c5-487a3 BD8012 
vol. 5, 486c5-488c19 BD94 
vol. 5, 487a3-488c23 BD3601 
vol. 5, 488b2-c15 BD9712 
vol. 5, 489a3-b2 BD7245 
vol. 5, 489a3-c29 BD546 
vol. 5, 489a3-490a1 BD2208 
vol. 5, 489c3-494a14 上圖5 
vol. 5, 490a27-b26 BD7846 
vol. 5, 492b19-c16 S.7062 
vol. 5, 492b19-c16 BD8576 
vol. 5, 494a21-b15 BD9841 
vol. 5, 494a23-b9 Дх2779 
vol. 5, 494a24-b7 P. ch. 2030 
vol. 5, 494c9-13 Дх2043 
vol. 5, 495a16-b29 BD8369 
vol. 5, 495a25-28 BD15823 
vol. 5, 495c11-496a26 羽9冊732-2 
vol. 5, 496b8-497a14 BD6147 
vol. 5, 497a11-b14 BD4244 
vol. 5, 497b12-17 BD15819 
vol. 5, 497b29-c13 Ф193 
vol. 5, 497c1-27 S.1333[2] 
vol. 5, 499a16-22 Дх1492 
vol. 5, 499b15-c11 Дх1000 
vol. 5, 499c11-500a3 S.3643 
vol. 5, 499c13-500a8 BD8598 
vol. 5, 501c2-501c29 BD8028-1 
vol. 5, 502a2-502a22 BD8028-2 
vol. 5, 504c2-27 BD9480 
vol. 5, 504c7-510b1 BD1800 
vol. 5, 504c15-506b23 BD4813 
vol. 5, 505a7-508a10 BD3032 
vol. 5, 505b21-510b1 BD3251 
vol. 5, 506b23-508b16 BD5214 
vol. 5, 508b17-509b12 BD4861 
vol. 5, 509c23-510a12 S.5032 
vol. 5, 513a21-515c2 津藝205 
vol. 5, 514c19-515a18 BD4769 
vol. 5, 515a17-b14 BD8388A 
vol. 5, 515c5-520c22 BD13928 
vol. 5, 515c6-516b26 S.2907 
vol. 5, 515c11-16 BD12327 
vol. 5, 516b17-c14 P. ch. 2890-4[2] 
vol. 5, 516b21-c14 P. tib. 1071V4B 
vol. 5, 517a2-9 浙江159 
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vol. 5, 517c28-520c22 羽7冊581 
vol. 5, 518a15-c5 P. ch. 2890-4[1] 
vol. 5, 518b15-c7 P. tib. 1071V4A 
vol. 5, 520a21-b17 BD7810 
vol. 5, 520c25-526a13 S.3729 
vol. 5, 520c25-526a13 上博29 
vol. 5, 520c29-521a23 CXZ16 
vol. 5, 521a3-526a13 S.3675 
vol. 5, 526a16-531a18 S.1750 
vol. 5, 526a16-531a18 S.5226 
vol. 5, 528b12-529a2 Ф190 
vol. 5, 529a9-530a13 定博7 
vol. 5, 531a21-b20 BD7297 
vol. 5, 531a21-536a29 BD13929 
vol. 5, 531a22-b12 BD11637 
vol. 5, 531b27-536a29 S.1673 
vol. 5, 534b12-c8 S.7057 
vol. 5, 536b2-12 羽4冊294 
vol. 5, 536b12-541c2 BD6665 
vol. 5, 536c15-26 BD11849 
vol. 5, 538c7-539a5 BD9688 
vol. 5, 539a24-b22 S.7107 
vol. 5, 540b22-c19 BD5199 
vol. 5, 541b26-c2 浙江169 
vol. 5, 541c5-547a2 BD13930 
vol. 5, 541c8-542c16 BD8149 
vol. 5, 542c18-29 Дх3056 
vol. 5, 547c29-548a25 S.7080 
vol. 5, 548b24-552b29 甘博121 
vol. 5, 551a4-24 S.3231 
vol. 5, 551a17-b13 BD6782 
vol. 5, 552c2-557c17 S.1593 
vol. 5, 552c6-557c17 BD2938 
vol. 5, 553b12-c27 BD9633 
vol. 5, 559a1-564a7 P. ch. 2927 
vol. 5, 559a2-27 S.685 
vol. 5, 559a2-560a26 BD4602 
vol. 5, 559b2-564a7 羽4冊273 
vol. 5, 559c28-560a26 S.6756 
vol. 5, 560a26-c25 BD4638 
vol. 5, 562a11-23 S.1369 
vol. 5, 563a21-c3 BD7134 
vol. 5, 563c19-564a7 羽4冊242 
vol. 5, 564a10-b8 S.5517 
vol. 5, 565a7-c6 S.6754 
vol. 5, 568b29-c28 BD8532 
vol. 5, 569b3-8 BD9874 
vol. 5, 569b4-574b12 S.296 
vol. 5, 569b9-570b1 BD2504 
vol. 5, 569c3-574b12 Ф37 
vol. 5, 570b1-29 S.6757 
vol. 5, 570b29-c26 BD6719 
vol. 5, 570b29-571b3 BD4394 
vol. 5, 574b15-c14 S.2623 
vol. 5, 574b15-579b9 BD13931 
vol. 5, 574b15-579b9 津藝235 
vol. 5, 575a13-b11 BD8361 
vol. 5, 577b9-c5 S.1564[2] 
vol. 5, 578a5-b1 BD8498 
vol. 5, 579b10-c10 Дх2639 
vol. 5, 579b29-580b18 BD15782 
vol. 5, 579c11-580b5 S.670 
vol. 5, 579c11-584b12 BD3057 
vol. 5, 580a4-b27 BD6955 
vol. 5, 580b17-c7 S.6755 
vol. 5, 580b26-581a24 BD2997 
vol. 5, 584b15-585b10 S.6753 
vol. 5, 584c9-585a13 BD5472 
vol. 5, 585a13-b11 BD5312 
vol. 5, 585b11-586b7 S.167 
vol. 5, 586b7-587a5 BD7507 
vol. 5, 586b29-588a16 BD3237 
vol. 5, 587a5-589b22 BD3784 
vol. 5, 588c1-589a1 S.7059 
vol. 5, 589b25-c28 BD3738 
vol. 5, 594c15-595a13 BD9487 
vol. 5, 594c24-595a13 BD11199 
vol. 5, 595a-b6 Дх2835 
vol. 5, 595c13-596a12 Дх4415 
vol. 5, 596a12-599c8 BD4078 
vol. 5, 596c4-599c8 BD5477 
vol. 5, 599c11-600a9 BD4937 
vol. 5, 599c11-601b6 S.5363 
vol. 5, 599c11-604c6 S.3474 
vol. 5, 600a10-604c6 BD5509 
vol. 5, 600c8-602c27 BD5351 
vol. 5, 600c16-601a6 Дх1677 
vol. 5, 600c24-601a6 Дх403 
vol. 5, 601a6-604c6 S.675 
vol. 5, 601a14-b4 BD9753 
vol. 5, 601b4-c2 S.7130 
vol. 5, 602a8-22 BD9619 
vol. 5, 602a21-604c6 BD6345 
vol. 5, 602c26-603a24 BD8580 
vol. 5, 603c28-604a22 BD9494 
vol. 5, 604a22-c6 BD1016 
vol. 5, 606a6-19 BD9620 
vol. 5, 606a20-610a27 BD887 
vol. 5, 610b1-615b9 Ф3 
vol. 5, 610b1-615b9 Ф38 
vol. 5, 610b2-c1 BD7066 
vol. 5, 610b19-c22 Ф332 
vol. 5, 610b23-615b9 BD1959 
vol. 5, 614c21-615a19 BD7061 
vol. 5, 615a7-b9 BD7157 
vol. 5, 615b12-620b27 BD13932 
vol. 5, 615c16-620b27 S.1698 
vol. 5, 617c6-620b27 BD6420 
vol. 5, 618b8-620b27 S.2387 
vol. 5, 620a1-29 BD2290 
vol. 5, 620c1-622c25 Дх774 
vol. 5, 620c2-621b1 BD8243 
vol. 5, 620c2-626a6 BD13933 
vol. 5, 621a2-b1 S.7011 
vol. 5, 621c10-622a22 BD1509 
vol. 5, 622a22-b27 BD1656 
vol. 5, 622b27-c27 BD1513 
vol. 5, 622c27-623b6 BD1545 
vol. 5, 623b6-624a4 BD1506 
vol. 5, 624a1-626a6 BD1617 
vol. 5, 624c25-625a21 BD7018 
vol. 5, 626a9-b8 S.4880 
vol. 5, 626a9-627a5 BD7775 
vol. 5, 626b8-c6 S.3184 
vol. 5, 627a5-b3 BD4129 
vol. 5, 627c3-630c13 S.2919 
vol. 5, 628a2-29 S.7068 
vol. 5, 630c14-22 BD10329 
vol. 5, 630c16-635c24 BD13934 
vol. 5, 630c17-631c15 S.7152 
vol. 5, 630c21-635c24 BD806 
vol. 5, 630c22-635c24 S.3681 
vol. 5, 631a18-27 BD12197 
vol. 5, 631b5-22 BD11331 
vol. 5, 631c16-632b12 BD6934 
vol. 5, 631c19-635c24 S.3816 
vol. 5, 632a19-22 BD16424 
vol. 5, 635c3-24 BD1155 




vol. 5, 636a2-b29 S.5061 
vol. 5, 636a9-18 BD10558 
vol. 5, 636a16-b3 BD11727 
vol. 5, 636b1-8 BD11444 
vol. 5, 636c24-640c21 BD5013 
vol. 5, 636c28-637a5 Дх2351A 
vol. 5, 637c26-639b21 BD5109 
vol. 5, 639b22-640c21 BD5235 
vol. 5, 640a20-b17 BD8562 
vol. 5, 640c24-641a23 S.4821 
vol. 5, 640c24-641b23 BD2883 
vol. 5, 641a16-19 BD11756 
vol. 5, 641a20-642c20 S.4800 
vol. 5, 641a24-c22 S.3584 
vol. 5, 641b14-22 BD11952 
vol. 5, 641c22-642a27 BD13684 
vol. 5, 641c25-642c19 S.4403 
vol. 5, 642a26-b7 BD10033 
vol. 5, 642c14-21 P. ch. 4844 
vol. 5, 643a27-646a6 S.2550 
vol. 5, 645a16-b14 BD8569A 
vol. 5, 646a22-647a22 BD5054 
vol. 5, 646c7-647a6 BD2877(1) 
vol. 5, 646c16-647a8 BD9778 
vol. 5, 647a22-648a2 BD2877(2) 
vol. 5, 647a22-648a2 BD5174 
vol. 5, 648a2-650a22 BD4957 
vol. 5, 650c13-651b11 BD2633 
vol. 5, 650c13-651b11 BD2880 
vol. 5, 650c15-656a4 P. ch. 2112 
vol. 5, 651b12-c11 BD5048 
vol. 5, 651b13-25 Дх1826 
vol. 5, 651c12-652a12 Дх795 
vol. 5, 654a5-c3 BD14532 
vol. 5, 654c3-655a2 BD14536 
vol. 5, 656a7-658b7 S.4825 
vol. 5, 656a19-661b6 S.6624 
vol. 5, 656a25-658a4 BD6384 
vol. 5, 656b8-661b6 S.2834 
vol. 5, 657b5-8 BD7076B2 
vol. 5, 657c28-658a4 BD11539 
vol. 5, 658a9-661b6 S.973 
vol. 5, 661b9-c8 BD9459 
vol. 5, 661b9-662a7 BD7030 
vol. 5, 661b24-c3 BD9743 
vol. 5, 661b25-666c9 S.6484 
vol. 5, 662b15-666c9 BD5272 
vol. 5, 663b23-c10 BD9748 
vol. 5, 664a4-29 BD8022 
vol. 5, 672a3-c6 BD9468 
vol. 5, 672c1-677b17 BD1948 
vol. 5, 673a10-677b17 S.6592 
vol. 5, 676b18-c17 BD7559 
vol. 5, 677b20-c20 BD8419 
vol. 5, 677b20-678b16 S.3748 
vol. 5, 677b25-682c16 S.6488 
vol. 5, 677c18-682c16 S.3611 
vol. 5, 677c19-678a14 BD9551 
vol. 5, 678a19-679b15 BD251 
vol. 5, 678b13-19 Дх2023 
vol. 5, 679a15-b12 S.2846 
vol. 5, 679b8-682c16 上圖23 
vol. 5, 679c14-680a10 BD7330 
vol. 5, 682c19-688a13 BD13935 
vol. 5, 683a20-688a13 BD5389 
vol. 5, 683c4-14 BD9736 
vol. 5, 684c15-688a13 S.6359 
vol. 5, 685a14-b11 BD8634 
vol. 5, 687a16-b15 S.5114 
vol. 5, 687b15-c19 S.4126 
vol. 5, 687c9-688a8 BD7792 
vol. 5, 687c19-688a12 BD8192 
vol. 5, 689a8-b1 Дх2907B 
vol. 5, 689b29-693c27 BD1923 
vol. 5, 689c2-690b22 BD1186 
vol. 5, 692a21-b6 BD9647 
vol. 5, 694a2-695a5 上圖151 
vol. 5, 694a2-699b1 BD13936 
vol. 5, 694a14-699b1 S.4256 
vol. 5, 694a15-b29 BD7006 
vol. 5, 694c7-695b23 BD2854 
vol. 5, 694c15-18 BD11141 
vol. 5, 695c1-7 BD10701 
vol. 5, 695c23-696a17 BD8659 
vol. 5, 696b4-20 BD9704 
vol. 5, 697b16-c13 BD1644 
vol. 5, 697c3-698a12 BD8518 
vol. 5, 698a12-699b1 S.3838 
vol. 5, 701c25-702a20 BD3285 
vol. 5, 706b10-c9 S.7417 
vol. 5, 706b10-c9 BD7908 
vol. 5, 709a8-714a16 津藝212 
vol. 5, 709a19-714a16 BD6465 
vol. 5, 709a22-710b8 S.2495 
vol. 5, 709c7-710a3 BD3284 
vol. 5, 709c25-710a17 BD8346 
vol. 5, 710c3-714a16 BD5180 
vol. 5, 710c9-714a16 S.4097 
vol. 5, 710c27-714a16 BD5081 
vol. 5, 710c29-711a28 羽5冊343 
vol. 5, 711b1-714a16 BD14882 
vol. 5, 711b16-c15 BD5454 
vol. 5, 712a25-712b21 BD665 
vol. 5, 712b19-c4 S.7500 
vol. 5, 714a18-c18 BD6795 
vol. 5, 714b9-715a15 BD5144 
vol. 5, 715a27-b6 BD15558 
vol. 5, 715b19-c11 Дх4283 
vol. 5, 715c12-718c23 BD13937 
vol. 5, 718b20-28 BD10806 
vol. 5, 719a11-b8 BD9782 
vol. 5, 723a13-724a26 S.1965 
vol. 5, 724b2-728c7 BD13938 
vol. 5, 724b2-728c7 BD14158 
vol. 5, 724b18-725a28 BD4800 
vol. 5, 725b13-c9 BD7054 
vol. 5, 726a12-727a28 BD8347 
vol. 5, 728c8-729a1 Дх10896 
vol. 5, 728c10-19 浙江127 
vol. 5, 728c10-729b8 BD4808 
vol. 5, 728c10-731b11 S.3078 
vol. 5, 728c10-733b23 S.4741 
vol. 5, 729c10-730a7 S.5009 
vol. 5, 730a1-29 S.4617 
vol. 5, 733c2-734a29 BD5169 
vol. 5, 733c2-738b8 BD13939 
vol. 5, 733c2-738b8 BD15052 
vol. 5, 733c2-738b8 羽6冊525 
vol. 5, 734b16-20 Дх964 
vol. 5, 734b28-c17 BD11343 
vol. 5, 734c26-748b15 Ф26 
vol. 5, 735a11-b13 BD7170 
vol. 5, 738b11-743b15 S.419 
vol. 5, 738c11-739a10 BD5209 
vol. 5, 738c12-20 Дх2612 
vol. 5, 738c27-739a5 BD11292 
vol. 5, 740c2-13 P. ch. 5553 
vol. 5, 743b18-748b15 BD13940 
vol. 5, 743b23-c13 BD11316 
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vol. 5, 748b18-19 Дх1071 
vol. 5, 748b18-749a16 BD5220 
vol. 5, 753b8-754b16 S.3849 
vol. 5, 753b8-758a17 BD14205 
vol. 5, 753b8-758a17 BD14562 
vol. 5, 753b25-754b5 BD5221 
vol. 5, 753c10-754a3 Дх2679 
vol. 5, 753c12-754a6 BD11892 
vol. 5, 755b18-c1 S.6893[1-2] 
vol. 5, 755c2-758a16 S.6893[1-1] 
vol. 5, 758a20-763a9 BD13941 
vol. 5, 758a27-759a16 BD4989 
vol. 5, 758b19-c8 P. tib. 1287V4 
vol. 5, 758b20-763a9 S.1573 
vol. 5, 758b22-c23 BD7765 
vol. 5, 758c9-17 P. tib. 1287V6 
vol. 5, 759c3-9 Дх2346 
vol. 5, 759c23-763a9 津藝217 
vol. 5, 760b12-c7 BD8572 
vol. 5, 763a14-b12 BD8520 
vol. 5, 763a14-768a3 S.2764 
vol. 5, 763a14-768a3 S.3996 
vol. 5, 763b3-768a3 S.6385 
vol. 5, 763b13-c10 S.4829 
vol. 5, 763b19-768a3 BD14520 
vol. 5, 763c12-768a3 BD4916 
vol. 5, 766b5-c4 BD4843 
vol. 5, 768a4-c5 Ф25 
vol. 5, 768a7-11 BD11107 
vol. 5, 768b17-773b5 S.6615 
vol. 5, 768c22-769a14 S.7332 
vol. 5, 769a14-771a15 S.4388 
vol. 5, 772a22-b21 BD7126 
vol. 5, 772c23-26 BD14757B 
vol. 5, 773a21-b5 BD10941 
vol. 5, 773b9-774a7 BD1810 
vol. 5, 773b9-778b19 BD13942 
vol. 5, 773b9-778b19 BD13943 
vol. 5, 773c11-774c22 S.4575[1] 
vol. 5, 775a2-c2 BD4845 
vol. 5, 775c2-776b24 BD4926 
vol. 5, 777c7-778a8 BD5053 
vol. 5, 778b22-779a20 BD1354 
vol. 5, 778b22-779a20 BD1808 
vol. 5, 778b22-783b18 BD13944 
vol. 5, 778b27-783b18 BD4976 
vol. 5, 781b14-c8 BD4921 
vol. 5, 781b14-783b18 BD14638 
vol. 5, 782c29-783a6 S.4575[2] 
vol. 5, 783b8-18 S.5843 
vol. 5, 783b29-c20 S.7433 
vol. 5, 784a12-785c2 BD8113 
vol. 5, 786a17-787a8 北大154(1) 
vol. 5, 786c26-787a9 北大154(2) 
vol. 5, 788c15-789a12 BD3913 
vol. 5, 789a3-15 Дх3044 
vol. 5, 789a17-793b20 S.6685 
vol. 5, 789b14-790b9 BD1766 
vol. 5, 789b14-793b20 S.2331 
vol. 5, 790c10-25 BD10409 
vol. 5, 793a1-26 S.4776 
vol. 5, 793c6-794b21 BD1763 
vol. 5, 797b21-798b25 BD3929 
vol. 5, 797c10-798a7 BD8599 
vol. 5, 798c2-799b29 BD1735 
vol. 5, 798c13-803c28 BD4187 
vol. 5, 802a1-28 S.3830 
vol. 5, 803a2-15 浙江184 
vol. 5, 803b16-c28 S.4965 
vol. 5, 804a2-28 BD9469 
vol. 5, 804a2-808c11 BD13945 
vol. 5, 804a25-1 BD9722 
vol. 5, 805b27-c27 BD2339 
vol. 5, 806a26-b24 BD6766 
vol. 5, 807b29-808a10 S.2309 
vol. 5, 808c14-809b13 S.1431 
vol. 5, 809a1-14 BD9660 
vol. 5, 809c12-810a10 BD2341 
vol. 5, 810c9-811b7 BD15067 
vol. 5, 812b4-28 BD75A 
vol. 5, 813b2-c4 BD8519 
vol. 5, 813b24-814a2 S.741 
vol. 5, 815a2-820a10 BD2759 
vol. 5, 815a2-820a10 BD13946 
vol. 5, 820a11-b19 Дх6257 
vol. 5, 820a13-821c19 S.3289 
vol. 5, 820b8-c9 BD8469 
vol. 5, 820b12-821b9 S.6855 
vol. 5, 820c9-821a22 BD7094 
vol. 5, 821a8-b9 BD6742 
vol. 5, 824a19-b17 BD7084 
vol. 5, 825b20-25 BD10126 
vol. 5, 825b20-827c13 BD5202 
vol. 5, 825c25-826c16 BD4802 
vol. 5, 828a12-b29 S.4904 
vol. 5, 828c5-830c4 BD312 
vol. 5, 830c6-832a1 P. ch. 2782 
vol. 5, 834a27-b3 北大148 
vol. 5, 834b20-c19 BD4127 
vol. 5, 834c23-29 北区31, 163:47 
vol. 5, 836a2-838c22 BD6605 
vol. 5, 836c13-837a4 S.7437 
vol. 5, 836c24-28 BD11791 
vol. 5, 837a7-840c4 BD3302 
vol. 5, 837b26-c26 BD9775 
vol. 5, 838c22-840c4 BD6661 
vol. 5, 840c2-841a29 BD9801 
vol. 5, 840c5 Дх1026 
vol. 5, 840c7-845b28 BD2272 
vol. 5, 841b6-c2 S.7227 
vol. 5, 842c9-30 BD9661 
vol. 5, 842c30-843a23 BD8350 
vol. 5, 845a22-b21 BD2289 
vol. 5, 845c2-850c2 BD6825 
vol. 5, 846a2-850c2 BD14160-2 
vol. 5, 847c18-848b4 上圖75 
vol. 5, 850c3-855b15 Ф33 
vol. 5, 850c4-855b16 羽6冊524 
vol. 5, 850c14-851a1 BD8381 
vol. 5, 851c1-852a28 BD7060 
vol. 5, 855c19-856b17 BD3572 
vol. 5, 858b11-860c16 中書86 
vol. 5, 860c17-861a1 Дх1611 
vol. 5, 861a2-865a22 BD14524 
vol. 5, 866b28-c25 BD8481 
vol. 5, 867b29-871a5 BD14829 
vol. 5, 870b18-c17 S.7012 
vol. 5, 871a6-b6 Дх10917 
vol. 5, 871a8-872c4 BD5077 
vol. 5, 871c15-876a5 BD4111 
vol. 5, 873a5-876a5 羽6冊450 
vol. 5, 873c1-28 敦研3 
vol. 5, 876a6-14 BD10445 
vol. 5, 876a7-881a12 S.6676 
vol. 5, 876a16-881a12 BD4401 
vol. 5, 876b12-c5 Дх1757 
vol. 5, 879b25-881a12 BD720 




vol. 5, 881a15-886a28 S.5204 
vol. 5, 881b22-886a28 BD11 
vol. 5, 881c24-882a2 BD11805 
vol. 5, 882a11-886a28 S.2668 
vol. 5, 886b7-891c1 S.5266 
vol. 5, 886c1-887b29 S.483 
vol. 5, 887b5-891c1 BD6299 
vol. 5, 888b6-c2 BD6647(2) 
vol. 5, 889a5-7 BD10644 
vol. 5, 889a7-891b18 BD6539 
vol. 5, 891c4-17 S.4853 
vol. 5, 891c6-14 Дх1881 
vol. 5, 891c13-892a3 BD10930 
vol. 5, 892a4-b2 BD9837 
vol. 5, 892a4-897a10 RL MS3 
vol. 5, 892b25-897a11 S.6694 
vol. 5, 897a12-22 BD11905 
vol. 5, 897b14-898c10 BD4854 
vol. 5, 898c10-902a13 羽6冊520 
vol. 5, 902a16-c16 S.3925 
vol. 5, 902b1-10 BD15609 
vol. 5, 902b12-21 Дх457 
vol. 5, 902b16-29 BD11270 
vol. 5, 902b16-907a16 S.2085 
vol. 5, 902c5-907a16 BD6681 
vol. 5, 903a4-11 Дх3735 
vol. 5, 903c11-907a16 書博86 
vol. 5, 907a Дх2040 
vol. 5, 909a9-912c20 BD6673 
vol. 5, 912c23-913c20 BD8150 
vol. 5, 912c23-918a7 BD13947 
vol. 5, 914a19-c8 BD2004 
vol. 5, 914b7-918a7 中書25 
vol. 5, 916b12-28 BD9540 
vol. 5, 918a10-919a6 BD6268 
vol. 5, 921c26-922a18 BD6963 
vol. 5, 922a24-27 BD9808 
vol. 5, 923a21-b5 BD11278 
vol. 5, 923b3-22 BD9622 
vol. 5, 923c12-924c18 S.6857 
vol. 5, 924a6-928b8 S.5325 
vol. 5, 928b11-c10 BD8116 
vol. 5, 928b11-c10 羽6冊521 
vol. 5, 928b11-929b6 上圖57 
vol. 5, 930b2-29 S.3999 
vol. 5, 933c2-934a29 S.6858 
vol. 5, 933c2-938c16 國會32(10) 
vol. 5, 933c7-938c16 BD4100 
vol. 5, 934a7-b1 BD6060 
vol. 5, 935a26-c9 中醫2 
vol. 5, 938c19-944a17 BD13948 
vol. 5, 938c25-944a17 BD1292 
vol. 5, 939c16-940a12 BD7731 
vol. 5, 941b9-26 BD9809 
vol. 5, 941b12-944a17 中醫1 
vol. 5, 941c1-3 BD10238 
vol. 5, 945a13-b10 BD2286 
vol. 5, 945b2-c1 BD6908 
vol. 5, 945c14-15 BD10408 
vol. 5, 950b2-956a13 BD14159 
vol. 5, 956a16-961c1 BD14526 
vol. 5, 956b2-957a14 S.667 
vol. 5, 957a14-b12 BD6288 
vol. 5, 957a14-959a9 BD2819 
vol. 5, 959b11-25 P. ch. 5560(2) 
vol. 5, 961c6 Дх1022 
vol. 5, 961c9-962a10 敦博37 
vol. 5, 961c18-967c14 BD2569 
vol. 5, 962a9-b7 BD6977 
vol. 5, 962a9-b7 BD8004 
vol. 5, 967b23-24 BD9897 
vol. 5, 967c17-968a10 S.4018 
vol. 5, 967c17-973b8 BD13949 
vol. 5, 967c22-969b12 S.507 
vol. 5, 973b11-974a9 BD6103 
vol. 5, 973b11-979a9 S.1736 
vol. 5, 973c3-4 BD10219 
vol. 5, 973c5-974a3 BD6754 
vol. 5, 974a9-b9 S.7048 
vol. 5, 974b10-c7 BD8038 
vol. 5, 975b8-976c3 S.4096 
vol. 5, 976c3-978b27 BD2809 
vol. 5, 976c19-977a12 BD11154 
vol. 5, 977b19-20 BD10319 
vol. 5, 978b22-979a9 BD5381 
vol. 5, 979a13-b13 BD7149 
vol. 5, 979b13-980a11 S.4331 
vol. 5, 979c12-26 BD15613 
vol. 5, 979c12-980a11 BD6107 
vol. 5, 981a9-b6 Дх2567 
vol. 5, 981a9-b7 BD7447B 
vol. 5, 981b8-22 BD9679 
vol. 5, 981b8-c10 S.3321 
vol. 5, 982b7-984a12 BD2804 
vol. 5, 984a15-b14 S.5123 
vol. 5, 984a15-b14 BD4706 
vol. 5, 984a15-988c24 BD15089 
vol. 5, 986b10-c7 BD4258 
vol. 5, 988a4-8 Дх2012 
vol. 5, 989a1-993b23 Ф34 
vol. 5, 990a25-c24 BD6108 
vol. 5, 990a27-993b23 津藝158 
vol. 5, 990b27-993b23 BD14632-2 
vol. 5, 991b28-993b23 BD1715 
vol. 5, 993c2-998c6 BD5005 
vol. 5, 993c16-994b1 BD6104 
vol. 5, 994a2-14 P. ch. 3400 
vol. 5, 994a2-28 S.7081 
vol. 5, 994c1-996b23 BD2969 
vol. 5, 996b23-997b20 BD3172 
vol. 5, 997a5-b8 BD7223 
vol. 5, 997b20-998c6 BD2996 
vol. 5, 997c20-998b17 BD8086 
vol. 5, 998c9-999b7 BD309A 
vol. 5, 998c9-999c6 BD39 
vol. 5, 999b29-c6 BD10438 
vol. 5, 999c6-1000a3 S.7052 
vol. 5, 1000a2-1003c15 S.3754 
vol. 5, 1000a5-c3 BD2505 
vol. 5, 1003c19-1009a6 BD13950 
vol. 5, 1004c15-1005a14 BD6105 
vol. 5, 1005c11-1009a6 BD2986 
vol. 5, 1009a9-c7 酒博11 
vol. 5, 1009a19-b2 S.3549 
vol. 5, 1009a21-1014a21 Ф21 
vol. 5, 1009c7-1012a29 S.2870 
vol. 5, 1010a6-b2 P. ch. 4982[1] 
vol. 5, 1010a6-b5 P. ch. 4982[2] 
vol. 5, 1010b6-1011b3 S.5346 
vol. 5, 1011c2-1014a21 S.6634 
vol. 5, 1012a1-10 Дх4280 
vol. 5, 1012a26-1014a21 BD6328 
vol. 5, 1013c25-1014a21 BD554A 
vol. 5, 1014a24-1018b21 BD15135 
vol. 5, 1014c22-1015b20 S.4895 
vol. 5, 1015c19-1016a18 S.7020 
vol. 5, 1016b18-1016c16 BD14812 
vol. 5, 1016c16-1017a15 Ф262 
vol. 5, 1018c2-1023b18 S.5272 
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vol. 5, 1020a28-1023b18 BD4366 
vol. 5, 1023b19-c6 Дх2732-1 
vol. 5, 1023b21-1024a19 S.1699 
vol. 5, 1023b21-1028b12 BD5416 
vol. 5, 1023c1-1028b12 S.750 
vol. 5, 1026b13-1028b12 BD2131 
vol. 5, 1027a11-b6 BD7419 
vol. 5, 1028b15-1030b9 S.5084 
vol. 5, 1028b23-1033b10 S.6814 
vol. 5, 1028c11-1033a18 Ф229(Khara-hoto) 
vol. 5, 1028c14-1029a1 Дх2088 
vol. 5, 1029a14-26 Дх2587 
vol. 5, 1029a20-1030b9 BD3837 
vol. 5, 1029b14-20 BD10732 
vol. 5, 1029b21-1030c8 BD7448 
vol. 5, 1030b9-1031b16 BD4229 
vol. 5, 1031b15-1032c2 BD4259 
vol. 5, 1032c2-1033a1 S.3567 
vol. 5, 1032c2-1033b10 S.3263 
vol. 5, 1033b11-c13 Дх719 
vol. 5, 1033b13-c15 BD1525 
vol. 5, 1033b13-1035a7 BD2945 
vol. 5, 1033b19-1038a12 BD1302 
vol. 5, 1033c15-1034a7 BD6253 
vol. 5, 1035a7-b3 S.7085 
vol. 5, 1035b17-1036c2 BD8536 
vol. 5, 1038a15-1042c9 BD4286 
vol. 5, 1038a15-1043a29 BD13951 
vol. 5, 1039a1-1043a29 BD5262 
vol. 5, 1040a9-b7 P. ch. 4041 
vol. 5, 1042b25-1043a29 羽4冊265 
vol. 5, 1042c3-1043a1 S.3025 
vol. 5, 1043b2-29 S.770 
vol. 5, 1043c2-1044a1 BD5349 
vol. 5, 1043c6-1044a8 BD8253 
vol. 5, 1044a27-1048c8 S.6357 
vol. 5, 1045a27-b24 BD2292 
vol. 5, 1046b22-1047c2 BD3832 
vol. 5, 1047c10-15 BD12132 
vol. 5, 1047c11-15 BD11246 
vol. 5, 1048a20-b19 BD5396 
vol. 5, 1048a21-b16 BD2288 
vol. 5, 1048c11-1049a11 BD4447 
vol. 5, 1048c11-1049a11 BD7004 
vol. 5, 1048c11-1054a8 P. ch. 2233 
vol. 5, 1048c11-1054a8 BD13952 
vol. 5, 1049a10-b28 S.1671 
vol. 5, 1049a20-1054a8 BD2653 
vol. 5, 1054a11-1055b7 BD5096 
vol. 5, 1054a11-1056c8 S.3932[2] 
vol. 5, 1054a11-1058c25 S.4042 
vol. 5, 1054a26-b16 Дх1887 
vol. 5, 1054c19-29 Дх3219 
vol. 5, 1058b18-c3 Дх3543 
vol. 5, 1059a1 Дх1019 
vol. 5, 1059a2-b2 BD3937 
vol. 5, 1059b1-25 BD2444 
vol. 5, 1059c27-1060a26 S.7013 
vol. 5, 1060a13-1064c2 BD3661 
vol. 5, 1061a1-24 BD9552 
vol. 5, 1061b22-1064c2 谷大1-2 
vol. 5, 1064b15-19 Дх1936 
vol. 5, 1065b9-12 BD11131 
vol. 5, 1065b9-1066a2 BD9539 
vol. 5, 1066a2-1070a10 BD4267 
vol. 5, 1066a3-b2 BD1976 
vol. 5, 1066b2-1070a10 BD2052 
vol. 5, 1067a27-1068b23 S.589 
vol. 5, 1069c18-1070a10 BD7500 
vol. 5, 1070a11-c10 Ф117 
vol. 5, 1071a9-1072c3 BD1890 
vol. 5, 1071a18-1072c3 BD1096 
vol. 5, 1071b6-1074c20 BD4979 
vol. 5, 1072a1-1074c20 BD378 
vol. 5, 1072c3-1074b26 BD7835 
vol. 5, 1072c3-1074c20 BD1909 
vol. 6, 1a26-6a16 S.6819 
vol. 6, 1b17-6a16 BD616 
vol. 6, 1c16-23 Дх416 
vol. 6, 2a1-6a16 S.6540 
vol. 6, 6a19-c16 BD13953 
vol. 6, 6b17-22 BD10135 
vol. 6, 6b18-10c24 BD5352 
vol. 6, 6c16-7a14 P. ch. 5570 
vol. 6, 7a14-8b7 BD1 
vol. 6, 8a1-8 BD15574 
vol. 6, 8b7-c4 S.3157 
vol. 6, 11a5 Дх2811 
vol. 6, 11a9-16b5 BD6029 
vol. 6, 11a11-b9 BD9611 
vol. 6, 11b4-16b5 BD15034 
vol. 6, 11c16-16b5 S.584 
vol. 6, 12b4-12 Дх3279 
vol. 6, 16b8-21a21 RL MS4 
vol. 6, 16b13-21a22 BD4981 
vol. 6, 16b15-21a22 S.4197 
vol. 6, 16c7-10 BD10530 
vol. 6, 16c7-17b5 BD3748 
vol. 6, 16c8-21a22 BD4819 
vol. 6, 17a26-c11 BD13678 
vol. 6, 19b28-c23 Ф201 
vol. 6, 21a23 Дх1961 
vol. 6, 21a25-c23 BD8488 
vol. 6, 21a28-b3 上博48[27] 
vol. 6, 21b10-22b16 BD5928 
vol. 6, 21c26-26b29 BD13954 
vol. 6, 21c28-22a22 S.7537 
vol. 6, 22b22-23b19 BD5979 
vol. 6, 23b19-29 BD8590-1 
vol. 6, 23b19-25c14 BD5980 
vol. 6, 25a16-b12 S.7416 
vol. 6, 26b25-29 BD11719 
vol. 6, 26c6-27a4 BD5772 
vol. 6, 26c8-32a3 BD3458 
vol. 6, 26c23-27b12 S.2287 
vol. 6, 26c25-27a28 BD4113 
vol. 6, 27a5-24 Дх1806 
vol. 6, 27b15-19 BD11126 
vol. 6, 27b19-32a3 BD15113 
vol. 6, 27b27-c25 BD6418 
vol. 6, 27b27-28a24 BD3746 
vol. 6, 28a2-b23 BD7960 
vol. 6, 28a28-32a3 S.6403 
vol. 6, 32a4 Дх1013 
vol. 6, 32a6-b15 BD9473 
vol. 6, 32a11-37b11 中圖34 
vol. 6, 32a11-37b11 散8 
vol. 6, 32a16-26 BD10446 
vol. 6, 32b5-c3 BD6033 
vol. 6, 32b5-33a2 S.1938 
vol. 6, 32b18-37b11 BD13955 
vol. 6, 32c25-33b29 BD3745 
vol. 6, 34b8-37b11 S.1682 
vol. 6, 37b14-38b11 BD3744 
vol. 6, 37b17-c5 S.7484 
vol. 6, 37c18-42c15 BD13956 
vol. 6, 37c20-38c12 Дх2543 
vol. 6, 38a1-23 BD9612 
vol. 6, 38a12-b11 BD6936 




vol. 6, 38a22-42c15 BD3927 
vol. 6, 39c9-40a22 S.4038 
vol. 6, 40a10-12 BD12340 
vol. 6, 40a11-19 BD10245 
vol. 6, 42c20-43a13 BD11623 
vol. 6, 42c26-48a16 S.1769 
vol. 6, 43a13-48a16 BD1142 
vol. 6, 48a19-50a14 S.889 
vol. 6, 48a19-53c2 S.6464 
vol. 6, 49b19-c6 羽6冊457-3 
vol. 6, 52c7-53a2 BD5704 
vol. 6, 53c6-54b5 BD6993 
vol. 6, 53c6-54c22 BD811A 
vol. 6, 53c6-59b20 S.4738 
vol. 6, 53c16-56c3 中書88 
vol. 6, 55b12-56a25 BD6714 
vol. 6, 56a25-b1 Дх1130 
vol. 6, 56b4-28 BD9537 
vol. 6, 56b29-59b20 BD2631 
vol. 6, 59b22-c21 BD9466 
vol. 6, 59b22-65b16 S.1580 
vol. 6, 59b22-65b16 津藝234 
vol. 6, 59b27-60b6 BD6991 
vol. 6, 60a21-b20 BD9479 
vol. 6, 60a22-65b16 BD1094 
vol. 6, 60b11-63a15 BD14474 
vol. 6, 61a12-b10 S.2987 
vol. 6, 61c18-63c8 BD345 
vol. 6, 63c8-65b16 羽9冊668 
vol. 6, 65b19-c18 BD7147 
vol. 6, 65b19-66b13 BD8444 
vol. 6, 65b19-70b28 BD13957 
vol. 6, 65c19-66a16 Дх2580 
vol. 6, 66a15-67a9 BD14513 
vol. 6, 66a18-c16 BD3808 
vol. 6, 66b14-67b5 S.3299 
vol. 6, 66b16-c16 BD3839 
vol. 6, 67a10-68c19 上圖182 
vol. 6, 67b18-69a28 BD4395 
vol. 6, 69a29-70b28 BD4403 
vol. 6, 70c2-12 S.3087 
vol. 6, 70c2-71a2 S.4057 
vol. 6, 70c2-71a2 S.4058 
vol. 6, 70c2-71a2 S.5062 
vol. 6, 70c2-71a2 S.5089 
vol. 6, 70c2-75c22 國會32(11) 
vol. 6, 70c12-75c22 BD5037 
vol. 6, 70c13-75c22 S.6368 
vol. 6, 71a10-73c4 BD3350 
vol. 6, 71b1-29 BD4228 
vol. 6, 71b1-72b27 BD1352 
vol. 6, 72b7-28 BD4173 
vol. 6, 73c2-74c15 S.5419 
vol. 6, 74c14-75c22 S.2850 
vol. 6, 76a2-29 BD2461 
vol. 6, 76a2-b3 S.5110 
vol. 6, 76a2-c1 BD1434 
vol. 6, 76c4-80a22 S.251 
vol. 6, 79a24-b23 S.7008 
vol. 6, 80c14-81a13 S.5072 
vol. 6, 80c19-85c15 S.1594 
vol. 6, 81c12-82a10 BD9627 
vol. 6, 82b10-84c23 BD5032 
vol. 6, 82c25-83b6 BD8647 
vol. 6, 85c18-86b17 S.5085 
vol. 6, 86a24-b16 Дх1088 
vol. 6, 86b15-c16 BD7298 
vol. 6, 86c5-13 Дх1681 
vol. 6, 86c16-87a15 中書59 
vol. 6, 86c16-91a3 S.6445 
vol. 6, 87a15-28 BD9865 
vol. 6, 87b15-c13 S.7084 
vol. 6, 89c10-91a3 羽8冊644 
vol. 6, 903b26-c24 敦研334[2] 
vol. 6, 90a11-29 S.7078 
vol. 6, 91a6-b6 BD7995 
vol. 6, 91a24-93a3 S.4580 
vol. 6, 91b24-92b5 BD8406 
vol. 6, 91c5-92a3 S.2288 
vol. 6, 92a14-96b13 BD6296 
vol. 6, 92b5-93a2 S.2397 
vol. 6, 93b26-c29 BD4608 
vol. 6, 93c29-94b28 BD1455 
vol. 6, 94c28-96b19 BD5514 
vol. 6, 96b13-19 BD11354 
vol. 6, 96b22-97b20 BD309B 
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No. 221 (貞元録 No. 2) 
放光般若經 










25c10-27a13 P. tib. 1071V5 








































No. 222 (貞元録 No. 4) 
光讚經 




































No. 223 (貞元録 No. 3) 
摩訶般若波羅蜜經 

































240a3-15 P. ch. 4776(1) 











































































































































































































































































































































No. 224 (貞元録 No. 8) 
道行般若經 
10卷 後漢 支婁迦讖譯 
425c5-19 敦研103 
























No. 225 (貞元録 No. 10) 
大明度經 
6卷 呉 支謙譯 
479b2-8 BD10662 
No. 226 (貞元録 No. 5) 
摩訶般若鈔經 
5卷 前秦 曇摩蜱共竺佛念譯 
535c18-536a17 S.1489 
No. 227 (貞元録 No. 9) 
小品般若波羅蜜經 
































































25卷 宋 施護譯 
No. 229 
佛説佛母寶德藏般若波羅蜜經 




1卷 宋 施護等譯 
No. 231 (貞元録 No. 11) 
勝天王般若波羅蜜經 




















































725c22-726a22 P. ch. 3471 
No. 232 (貞元録 No. 12) 
文殊師利所説摩訶般若波羅蜜經 

















No. 233 (貞元録 No. 13) 
文殊師利所説般若波羅蜜經 





No. 234 (貞元録 No. 14) 
佛説濡首菩薩無上清淨分衛經 
1卷 宋 翔公譯 
No. 235 (貞元録 No. 15) 
金剛般若波羅蜜經 
1卷 姚秦 鳩摩羅什譯 











748c15-749a5 P. ch. 4945 




748c15-752c3 P. ch. 2265 
748c15-752c3 P. ch. 3049 
748c15-752c3 P. ch. 3915-3 
748c15-752c3 BD3636 
748c15-752c7 P. ch. 3398-1 



























































































































































































748c18-749b5 P. ch. 4578-3 
748c18-750c5 P. ch. 3801 
748c18-752c2 P. ch. 2094-2 
748c18-752c3 P. ch. 4503(拓本) 
748c18-752c7 P. ch. 2876 
748c18-752c7 P. ch. 3824-2 
748c19-20 P. ch. 5029L19 






































748c21 P. ch. 5029L20 
748c21-22 P. ch. 5029L24 
748c21-479a17 Дх1865 




















































































748c26-749a1 P. ch. 5029F10 





























































































749a4-5 P. ch. 5029F09 















































749a8-9 P. ch. 5029F22 
749a8-9 BD12157 




749a8-23 P. tib. 507B3 













































































































































































































































































































































































749b3 P. tib. 507B7 





































































































































































749b19-750a20 P. ch. 2408 
749b19-750a20 BD7629 
































































































































































































749c10-13 P. ch. 5029F19[1] 














749c13-14 P. ch. 5029F20 
749c13-14 BD12351 
749c13-17 BD10278 

















749c16-18 P. ch. 5029L29 
749c16-26 BD10643 
749c16-750a15 BD6732 















































































































749c23-24 P. ch. 5029F17 
749c23-750a3 S.7232 
749c23-750a18 S.7148 












































































750a6-752c3 P. ch. 2262 
750a7-10 BD10184 










































































































































































750a29-b5 P. ch. 5587(1) 
750a29-b20 S.7400 
750a29-b20 BD15610 







































750b7-15 P. ch. 6011(13) 
750b7-c16 S.5521 



























































































































































































































































750c15-23 P. ch. 4802 





























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































751c27-752a28 P. tib. 523VA 
751c29-752a13 Дх2297 






























































































































752b10-c3 P. tib. 495V 









752b13-c7 P. tib. 523VB 
752b15 S.5965[3-3] 
752b15-21 Дх88-2[7] 
































No. 236 (貞元録 No. 17) 
金剛般若波羅蜜經 




















































No. 237 (貞元録 No. 16) 
金剛般若波羅蜜經 
1卷 陳 真諦譯 






1卷 隋 笈多譯 
No. 239 (貞元録 No. 19) 
佛説能斷金剛般若波羅蜜多經 
1卷 唐 義淨譯 
774a27-775b26 S.5544 
No. 240 (貞元録 No. 20) 
實相般若波羅蜜經 
1卷 唐 菩提流志譯 
No. 241 (貞元録 No. 6) 
金剛頂瑜伽理趣般若經 




1卷 宋 施護譯 
No. 243 
大樂金剛不空真實三麼耶經 
1卷 唐 不空譯 
No. 244 
佛説最上根本大樂金剛不空三昧大教王經 
7卷 宋 法賢譯 
No. 245 (貞元録 No. 21) 
佛説仁王般若波羅蜜經 































No. 246 (貞元録 No. 22) 
仁王護國般若波羅蜜多經 
2卷 唐 不空譯 
No. 247 
佛説了義般若波羅蜜多經 
1卷 宋 施護譯 
No. 248 
佛説五十頌聖般若波羅蜜經 
1卷 宋 施護譯 
No. 249 
佛説帝釋般若波羅蜜多心經 
1卷 宋 施護譯 
No. 250 (貞元録 No. 26) 
摩訶般若波羅蜜大明呪經 
1卷 姚秦 鳩摩羅什譯 
No. 251 (貞元録 No. 27) 
般若波羅蜜多心經 


















848c1-14 P. ch. 4093-5 
848c1-19 P. ch. 3351-2 
848c1-19 BD11982 
848c1-20 P. ch. 2226-1 
848c1-20 P. ch. 3045 
848c1-20 P. ch. 3136-2 
848c1-20 P. ch. 3448 
848c1-20 P. ch. 3580 
848c1-20 P. ch. 3820 
848c1-20 P. ch. 3824-4 
848c1-20 P. ch. 3932-2 













































































































































































































































































No. 252 (貞元録 No. 28) 
普遍智藏般若波羅蜜多心經 
1卷 唐 法月重譯 
No. 253 (貞元録 No. 29) 
般若波羅蜜多心經 




1卷 唐 智慧輪譯 
No. 255 
般若波羅蜜多心經 
1卷 唐 法成譯 
850b18-23 P. ch. 4520 
850b19-c9 P. ch. 4882 
850b20-24 羽1冊39V1 












1卷 宋 施護譯 
No. 258 
佛説聖佛母小字般若波羅蜜多經 
1卷 宋 天息災譯 
No. 259 
佛説觀想佛母般若波羅蜜多菩薩經 
1卷 宋 天息災譯 
No. 260 
佛説開覺自性般若波羅蜜多經 
4卷 宋 惟淨等譯 
No. 261 (貞元録 No. 614) 
大乘理趣六波羅蜜多經 
10卷 唐 般若譯 
No. 262 (貞元録 No. 146) 
妙法蓮華經 
































































1c16-2a21 P. ch. 3788 





































































































































2a18-3b7 P. ch. 2801 



















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































7c25-8a3 P. ch. 5584(2) 
7c25-10b21 BD4299 
7c28-8a27 Дх5164 
8a4-13 P. ch. 5588P17 
8a10-10b21 BD2212 
8a12-16 P. ch. 5588P13 
8a14-b8 Дх2527 
8a15-21 P. ch. 5588P16 
8a18-25 P. ch. 5588P15 
8a20-c14 BD5716 
8a23-27 P. ch. 5588P10 
8a29-b6 P. ch. 5588P1 
8b1-10b21 S.5348 
8b5-14 P. ch. 5588P3 

























































10b22-c3 P. ch. 4830 
10b22-c3 BD10971 























































































































































































































































































































































































12c14-17 P. ch. 5028(13) 
12c14-13a16 BD7293 





















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































19b28-20a24 P. tib. 1288V 
19b29-27b9 BD109 
19c2-4 BD10289 








































































































































































































































































































22c8-23c16 P. tib. 60AV2 










































































































































25c6-27b8 P. tib. 1134V1 






































































































































































































































27c28-28b25 P. ch. 4919 
27c28-37a2 S.994 
27c28-37a2 S.5355 





























































28b8-b19 P. tib. 1246V 


















































































































































































30c19-33a26 P. ch. 4685V 
30c19-34b10 BD232B 





























31b21-c2 P. ch. 4576V[2] 
31b23-37a2 BD2453 
31c4-32c4 P. ch. 2890-1 









































































33a13-c28 P. ch. 2853[2] 
































































































































































































































































































































































































































37b23-25 P. ch. 5029D07 

































37c14-38a20 P. ch. 4538 
37c14-40a3 BD14571 
37c14-46b14 BD58 




37c15-40a2 P. ch. 2851 













37c23-29 P. ch. 5029D05 












38a9-10 P. ch. 5029L11 





38a11-12 P. ch. 5029D03 
38a11-46b14 BD598 
38a12-14 P. ch. 5029D06 
38a14-20 P. ch. 5029D15 


















38a22-46b14 P. ch. 4502 
38a24-39a14 S.2218 
38a27-b24 Дх1143 
38b1 P. ch. 5029D04 
38b2-4 P. ch. 5029L04 
38b2-6 P. ch. 5029D12 
38b2-39c17 BD14601 
38b2-46b14 S.640[1] 
38b3-4 P. ch. 5029L13 
38b4-46b14 BD3484 


























38c5-10 P. ch. 5029D08 
38c6-46b14 S.1786 
38c7-39a15 Дх1987 
38c8-9 P. ch. 5029D02 
38c9-11 中文125 





38c15-18 P. ch. 5029L33 



































































































































































































































































43b3-21 P. ch. 5586(3) 
43b4-9 P. ch. 4835 
43b6-45b28 BD8249 
43b7-46c13 BD6683 































44a27-c4 P. tib. 1135V 

















































45c15-46b14 P. ch. 2835 
45c17-46b14 羽2冊149 
45c18-49b2 BD2917 
















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































53a20-24 P. ch. 5025(4) 
























53b26-28 北区21[2], 175:5-2 
53b27-55a9 津藝279 
53b28-55a9 BD5609-1 
53c2-26 P. ch. 4928 
53c2-55a6 S.310 


























































































55a14-20 P. ch. 4743 

























































































































55b25-28 P. ch. 5589(7) 
55b25-56c1 S.1655 
55b26-29 BD9971 





































































































56c1-58b7 P. ch. 3824-1 
56c1-58b7 P. ch. 3932-1 
56c1-58b7 BD2718 
56c2-3 S.5951[2] 






























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































57b17-c3 P. ch. 5590(5) 
57b17-c6 Дх2230 























































































































































58a11-15 P. ch. 5030-6 
58a12-b7 Дх220 
58a12-b8 S.1077 

































































58b9-12 P. ch. 5028(6) 





































































































































59b5-61a23 P. ch. 2223 
59b6-c8 上圖98 
59b6-60a18 BD4360 



















59b26-c6 P. ch. 4729 
59b26-62b1 S.2705 























































































61b1-5 P. tib. 546V[1] 
61b1-20 Дх3656 













































No. 263 (貞元録 No. 148) 
正法華經 
10卷 西晉 竺法護譯 
75c3-76a11 Дх12233 










No. 264 (貞元録 No. 149) 
添品妙法蓮華經 










184c7-185b18 P. ch. 2951 





1卷 姚秦 鳩摩羅什譯長行 隋 闍那崛多譯重頌 
No. 266 (貞元録 No. 166) 
佛説阿惟越致遮經 
3卷 西晉 竺法護譯 
No. 267 (貞元録 No. 167) 
不退轉法輪經 
4卷 失譯 
No. 268 (貞元録 No. 168) 
佛説廣博嚴淨不退轉輪經 
6卷 劉宋 智嚴譯 
266c29-267a4 Дх2409A 
281a3-14 Дх251 
No. 269 (貞元録 No. 143) 
佛説法華三昧經 
1卷 劉宋 智嚴譯 
No. 270 (貞元録 No. 485) 
大法鼓經 
2卷 劉宋 求那跋陀羅譯 
292a13-24 BD14757L 
No. 271 (貞元録 No. 194) 
佛説菩薩行方便境界神通變化經 
3卷 劉宋 求那跋陀羅譯 
No. 272 (貞元録 No. 195) 
大薩遮尼乾子所説經 

















No. 274 (貞元録 No. 178) 
佛説濟諸方等學經 
1卷 西晉 竺法護譯 
374c6-6 RL MS2a 
No. 275 (貞元録 No. 179) 
大乘方廣總持經 
1卷 隋 毘尼多流支譯 
379a17-383b10 甘博22 
No. 276 (貞元録 No. 144) 
無量義經 
1卷 蕭齊 曇摩伽陀耶舍譯 
No. 277 (貞元録 No. 453) 
佛説觀普賢菩薩行法經 






No. 278 (貞元録 No. 95) 
大方廣佛華嚴經 





























































463b12-19 P. ch. 4808 

























































































































































































































































No. 279 (貞元録 No. 96) 
大方廣佛華嚴經 
80卷 唐 實叉難陀譯 










































140a28-b23 P. ch. 4525(14)-1 
144b1-150a12 P. ch. 2307 
144b18-150a13 S.6618 
144c6-11 Дх433A 
































































410b29-c4 北区4, 127:17 
414a6-419c6 BD282 














1卷 後漢 支婁迦讖譯 
No. 281 (貞元録 No. 123) 
佛説菩薩本業經 
1卷 呉 支謙譯 
446b24-450c27 P. ch. 3921-1 
No. 282 (貞元録 No. 124) 
諸菩薩求佛本業經 
1卷 西晉 聶道真譯 
No. 283 (貞元録 No. 125) 
菩薩十住行道品 
1卷 西晉 竺法護譯 
455a7-456a8 津藝172[3] 
No. 284 (貞元録 No. 126) 
佛説菩薩十住經 
1卷 東晉 祇多蜜譯 
No. 285 (貞元録 No. 127) 
漸備一切智德經 
5卷 西晉 竺法護譯 
No. 286 (貞元録 No. 128) 
十住經 
4卷 姚秦 鳩摩羅什譯 




No. 287 (貞元録 No. 120) 
佛説十地經 
9卷 唐 尸羅達摩譯 
No. 288 (貞元録 No. 129) 
等目菩薩所問三昧經 
3卷 西晉 竺法護譯 
No. 289 (貞元録 No. 130) 
顯無邊佛土功德經 
1卷 唐 玄奘譯 
No. 290 
佛説較量一切佛刹功德經 
1卷 宋 法賢譯 
No. 291 (貞元録 No. 131) 
佛説如來興顯經 
4卷 西晉 竺法護譯 
No. 292 (貞元録 No. 132) 
度世品經 
6卷 西晉 竺法護譯 
No. 293 (貞元録 No. 97) 
大方廣佛華嚴經 
40卷 唐 般若譯 
701b25-27 BD9930 
No. 294 (貞元録 No. 133) 
佛説羅摩伽經 
3卷 西秦 聖堅譯 
863b21-867b6 羽8冊632 
No. 295 (貞元録 No. 134) 
大方廣佛華嚴經入法界品 
1卷 唐 地婆訶羅譯 
No. 296 (貞元録 No. 1148) 
文殊師利發願經 
1卷 東晉 佛陀跋陀羅譯 
No. 297 (貞元録 No. 98) 
普賢菩薩行願讚 
1卷 唐 不空譯 
No. 298 (貞元録 No. 116) 
大方廣普賢所説經 
1卷 唐 實叉難陀譯 
No. 299 
大方廣總持寶光明經 
5卷 宋 法天譯 
No. 300 (貞元録 No. 112) 
大方廣佛華嚴經不思議佛境界分 
1卷 唐 提雲般若譯 
No. 301 (貞元録 No. 113) 
大方廣如來不思議境界經 
1卷 唐 實叉難陀譯 
No. 302 (貞元録 No. 109) 
度諸佛境界智光嚴經 
1卷 失譯 
No. 303 (貞元録 No. 110) 
佛華嚴入如來德智不思議境界經 
2卷 隋 闍那崛多譯 
No. 304 (貞元録 No. 111) 
大方廣入如來智德不思議經 
1卷 唐 實叉難陀譯 
927a28-b28 BD5639 
No. 305 (貞元録 No. 108) 
信力入印法門經 
5卷 元魏 曇摩流支譯 
929b28-930a8 BD15178V3 
934c6-938a6 P. ch. 3355 
938a8-21 S.5665[11] 
No. 306 (貞元録 No. 115) 
大方廣佛花嚴經修慈分 
1卷 唐 提雲般若等譯 
959a10-960c22 S.5970[2] 
No. 307 (貞元録 No. 117) 
佛説莊嚴菩提心經 
1卷 姚秦 鳩摩羅什譯 
No. 308 (貞元録 No. 121) 
佛説大方廣菩薩十地經 
1卷 元魏 吉迦夜譯 
963c1-965b27 S.3637 
965b6-27 S.1590 
No. 309 (貞元録 No. 456) 
最勝問菩薩十住除垢斷結經 
10卷 姚秦 竺佛念譯 
1031a14-b13 BD9654 
1038c8-1039a26 Ф235a 
1044c25-1045a24 P. ch. 5577 
No. 310 (貞元録 No. 32) 
大寶積經 






















































































286c1-24 P. ch. 3279-1 
286c5-9 S.3953[10] 
287c11-24 S.1644 
313c27-314a1 P. tib. 250V1 





336c25-338b20 P. ch. 2105-14 
338b21-340b23 BD2319V2 
341a25-342a22 BD6504 
351a8-352b6 P. tib. 1283V1 
351b3-358b12 BD227 
352b9-354b17 P. tib. 1283V2 



































































































































No. 311 (貞元録 No. 33) 
大方廣三戒經 




20卷 宋 法護譯 
No. 313 (貞元録 No. 37) 
阿閦佛國經 
2卷 後漢 支婁迦讖譯 
757b8-c3 Дх4050 
No. 314 (貞元録 No. 39) 
佛説大乘十法經 
1卷 梁 僧伽婆羅譯 
No. 315(別本) 
佛説普門品經 





40卷 宋 法護等譯 
No. 317 (貞元録 No. 41) 
佛説胞胎經 
1卷 西晉 竺法護譯 
No. 318 (貞元録 No. 42) 
文殊師利佛土嚴淨經 




No. 319 (貞元録 No. 43) 
大聖文殊師利菩薩佛刹功德莊嚴經 
3卷 唐 不空譯 
No. 320 
父子合集經 
20卷 宋 日稱等譯 
No. 322 (貞元録 No. 44) 
法鏡經 
1卷 後漢 安玄譯 
16a12-28 Дх1361-1 
No. 323 (貞元録 No. 45) 
郁迦羅越菩薩行經 
1卷 西晉 竺法護譯 
23b13-c19 Дх17441 
30b4-10 BD11323 





1卷 西晉 竺法護譯 
31c15-32a19 敦研178 
No. 325 (貞元録 No. 47) 
佛説決定毘尼經 
1卷 西晉 燉煌三藏譯 
No. 326 (貞元録 No. 346) 
佛説三十五佛名禮懺文 
1卷 唐 不空譯 
No. 327 (貞元録 No. 48) 
發覺淨心經 
2卷 隋 闍那崛多譯 
No. 328 (貞元録 No. 53) 
佛説須賴經 
1卷 曹魏 白延譯 
No. 329 (貞元録 No. 428) 
佛説須賴經 
1卷 前涼 支施崙譯 
No. 330 (貞元録 No. 436) 
佛説菩薩修行經 
1卷 西晉 白法祖譯 
No. 331 
佛説無畏授所問大乘經 
3卷 宋 施護等譯 
No. 332 (貞元録 No. 49) 
佛説優填王經 
1卷 西晉 法炬譯 
No. 333 
佛説大乘日子王所問經 
1卷 宋 法天譯 
No. 334 (貞元録 No. 50) 
佛説須摩提菩薩經 
1卷 西晉 竺法護譯 
76c9-77a8 敦研286 
No. 335 (貞元録 No. 51) 
佛説須摩提菩薩經 





1卷 唐 菩提流志譯 
No. 337 (貞元録 No. 52) 
佛説阿闍貰王女阿術達菩薩經 
1卷 西晉 竺法護譯 
No. 338 
佛説離垢施女經 
1卷 西晉 竺法護譯 
1107b17-1110c7 S.6916[2] 
No. 339 (貞元録 No. 54) 
得無垢女經 
1卷 元魏 瞿曇般若流支譯 
No. 340 (貞元録 No. 55) 
文殊師利所説不思議佛境界經 
2卷 唐 菩提流志譯 
No. 341 (貞元録 No. 57) 
聖善住意天子所問經 
3卷 元魏 毘目智仙共般若流支譯 
No. 342 (貞元録 No. 56) 
佛説如幻三昧經 
2卷 西晉 竺法護譯 
149a21-153c9 中圖5 
149a21-153c9 散47 
No. 343 (貞元録 No. 58) 
佛説太子刷護經 
1卷 西晉 竺法護譯 
No. 344 (貞元録 No. 59) 
佛説太子和休經 
1卷 失譯 
No. 345 (貞元録 No. 60) 
慧上菩薩問大善權經 






4卷 宋 施護譯 
No. 347 (貞元録 No. 61) 
大乘顯識經 
2卷 唐 地婆訶羅譯 
No. 348 (貞元録 No. 62) 
佛説大乘方等要慧經 
1卷 後漢 安世高譯 
No. 349 (貞元録 No. 63) 
彌勒菩薩所問本願經 
1卷 西晉 竺法護譯 
No. 350 (貞元録 No. 64) 
佛説遺日摩尼寶經 
1卷 後漢 支婁迦讖譯 





5卷 宋 施護譯 
No. 353 (貞元録 No. 66) 
勝鬘師子吼一乘大方便方廣經 



















No. 354 (貞元録 No. 67) 
毘耶娑問經 
2卷 元魏 瞿曇般若流支譯 
No. 355 (貞元録 No. 272) 
入法界體性經 
1卷 隋 闍那崛多譯 
No. 356 (貞元録 No. 271) 
佛説寶積三昧文殊師利菩薩問法身經 
1卷 後漢 安世高譯 
No. 357 (貞元録 No. 220) 
如來莊嚴智慧光明入一切佛境界經 





No. 358 (貞元録 No. 221) 
度一切諸佛境界智嚴經 
1卷 梁 僧伽婆羅等譯 
No. 359 
佛説大乘入諸佛境界智光明莊嚴經 
5卷 宋 法護等譯 
No. 360 (貞元録 No. 36) 
佛説無量壽經 




























No. 361 (貞元録 No. 34) 
佛説無量清淨平等覺經 




No. 362 (貞元録 No. 35) 
佛説阿彌陀三耶三佛薩樓佛檀過度人道經 






3卷 宋 法賢譯 
No. 364 
佛説大阿彌陀經 
2卷 宋 王日休校輯 
327b14-15 Дх2732-2 
No. 365 (貞元録 No. 223) 
佛説觀無量壽佛經 









































































No. 366 (貞元録 No. 225) 
佛説阿彌陀經 
1卷 姚秦 鳩摩羅什譯 
346b22-c3 Дх765 
346b22-c8 BD11361 
346b22-348a28 P. ch. 2226-2 
346b22-348a29 P. ch. 2272 








































































































































































































































No. 367 (貞元録 No. 226) 
稱讚淨土佛攝受經 



































352a23-b4 P. ch. 2575-6 





No. 370 (貞元録 No. 536) 
阿彌陀鼓音聲王陀羅尼經 
1卷 失譯 
No. 371 (貞元録 No. 449) 
觀世音菩薩授記經 
1卷 宋 曇無竭譯 
No. 372 
佛説如幻三摩地無量印法門經 
3卷 宋 施護等譯 




No. 374 (貞元録 No. 135) 
大般涅槃經 
























































































































































































































392c4-14 P. ch. 5586(2) 
392c10-23 P. ch. 5589(12) 




393a26-c10 P. ch. 4955 
393b5-11 BD10246 































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































543a10-14 P. ch. 5023A 





















































































557b1-12 P. ch. 2907 
























































































































































































































































































































































































No. 376 (貞元録 No. 137) 
佛説大般泥洹經 
6卷 東晉 法顯譯 
867c4-14 Дх3203 
No. 377 (貞元録 No. 136) 
大般涅槃經後分 


































No. 378 (貞元録 No. 138) 
佛説方等般泥洹經 
2卷 西晉 竺法護譯 
923b7-10 Дх3665 
No. 379 (貞元録 No. 139) 
四童子三昧經 
3卷 隋 闍那崛多譯 
No. 380 (貞元録 No. 140) 
大悲經 
5卷 高齊 那連提耶舍譯 
952a27-b1 Дх3441 
No. 381 (貞元録 No. 171) 
等集衆德三昧經 
3卷 西晉 竺法護譯 
No. 382 (貞元録 No. 172) 
集一切福德三昧經 




No. 383 (貞元録 No. 446) 
摩訶摩耶經 
2卷 蕭齊 曇景譯 
1005a19-b4 Дх905 
1005b5-1010a21 P. ch. 2160 
1013c7-21 Дх914 
1013c24-1014a20 BD8065 
No. 384 (貞元録 No. 478) 
菩薩從兜術天降神母胎説廣普經 







No. 385 (貞元録 No. 484) 
中陰經 
2卷 姚秦 竺佛念譯 
No. 386 (貞元録 No. 492) 
蓮華面經 
2卷 隋 那連提耶舍譯 
1075b1-1076b10 羽4冊306-1 
1076b10-1077c9 羽4冊306-2 
No. 387 (貞元録 No. 196) 
大方等無想經 










9卷 姚秦 竺佛念譯 
1110a28-c7 羽9冊721 
No. 389 (貞元録 No. 578) 
佛垂般涅槃略説教誡經 
1卷 姚秦 鳩摩羅什譯 


































No. 390 (貞元録 No. 599) 
佛臨涅槃記法住經 
1卷 唐 玄奘譯 
1112b26-1113c23 BD3114 
No. 391 (貞元録 No. 611) 
般泥洹後灌臘經 
1卷 西晉 竺法護譯 
1114a3-b3 BD1345V4 
No. 392 (貞元録 No. 990) 
佛滅度後棺斂葬送經 
1卷 失譯 
No. 393 (貞元録 No. 1114) 
迦葉赴佛般涅槃經 
1卷 東晉 竺曇無蘭譯 
No. 394 (貞元録 No. 1117) 
佛入涅槃密迹金剛力土哀戀經 
1卷 失譯 
No. 395 (貞元録 No. 634) 
佛説當來變經 
1卷 西晉 竺法護譯 
1118a6-c2 S.3554 









































































139b25-140a13 P. ch. 2499V1 
139b25-140a13 P. ch. 4058V1 
141a15-143c12 BD6555 











































327a19-b1 P. ch. 5590(7) 
328a19-23 P. ch. 5029I 
328b23-26 P. ch. 5590(6) 
338a22-344a28 羽2冊159 




No. 398 (貞元録 No. 89) 
大哀經 
8卷 西晉 竺法護譯 
438b2-26 Дх2634 
No. 399 (貞元録 No. 90) 
寶女所問經 




18卷 宋 惟淨等譯 
No. 401 (貞元録 No. 91) 
佛説無言童子經 
2卷 西晉 竺法護譯 
523b3-528c12 S.6706 
523c17-536b8 S.3436 
No. 402 (貞元録 No. 94) 
寶星陀羅尼經 




No. 403 (貞元録 No. 86) 
阿差末菩薩經 
7卷 西晉 竺法護譯 
No. 404 (貞元録 No. 79) 
大集大虚空藏菩薩所問經 
8卷 唐 不空譯 
No. 405 (貞元録 No. 75) 
虚空藏菩薩經 




No. 407 (貞元録 No. 76) 
虚空藏菩薩神呪經 
1卷 宋 曇摩蜜多譯 
No. 408 (貞元録 No. 77) 
虚空孕菩薩經 
2卷 隋 闍那崛多譯 
No. 409 (貞元録 No. 78) 
觀虚空藏菩薩經 
1卷 劉宋 曇摩蜜多譯 
678a29-b5 BD11194V 



































No. 411 (貞元録 No. 72) 
大乘大集地藏十輪經 
10卷 唐 玄奘譯 
721a4-22 S.7041[2] 















No. 413 (貞元録 No. 71) 
百千頌大集經地藏菩薩請問法身讚 
1卷 唐 不空譯 
No. 414 (貞元録 No. 81) 
菩薩念佛三昧經 
5卷 劉宋 功徳直譯 
817b4-822c4 羽6冊509 
No. 415 (貞元録 No. 82) 
大方等大集經菩薩念佛三昧分 











No. 416 (貞元録 No. 85) 
大方等大集經賢護分 





















1卷 後漢 支婁迦讖譯 
No. 418 (貞元録 No. 83) 
般舟三昧經 
3卷 後漢 支婁迦讖譯 
No. 419 (貞元録 No. 84) 
拔陂菩薩經 
1卷 失譯 
No. 420 (貞元録 No. 92) 
自在王菩薩經 
2卷 姚秦 鳩摩羅什譯 
924b21-c16 敦研16 
No. 421 (貞元録 No. 93) 
奮迅王問經 
2卷 元魏 瞿曇般若流支譯 
No. 422 (貞元録 No. 88) 
大集譬喩王經 
2卷 隋 闍那崛多譯 
No. 423 (貞元録 No. 470) 
僧伽吒經 



















5卷 宋 施護譯 
No. 425 (貞元録 No. 461) 
賢劫經 
8卷 西晉 竺法護譯 
17b14-22b21 BD4300 
22b22-27a1 羽2冊146 
25b27-28a11 P. ch. 5527 
27a11-31c17 BD6603 
39a19-40c22 BD683 
No. 426 (貞元録 No. 583) 
佛説千佛因縁經 
1卷 後秦 鳩摩羅什譯 
No. 427 (貞元録 No. 312) 
佛説八吉祥神呪經 
1卷 呉 支謙譯 
No. 428 (貞元録 No. 313) 
佛説八陽神呪經 
1卷 西晉 竺法護譯 
73b-74a17 P. ch. 3924V 
73b1-2 P. ch. 6016 
73b1-7 P. ch. 3924-3[1] 
73b1-74a29 P. ch. 3915-7 
73b6-24 Дх11683 
73b13-26 BD11047 
73c4-7 P. ch. 3924-3[2] 
No. 429 (貞元録 No. 612) 
佛説八部佛名經 
1卷 元魏 瞿曇般若流支譯 
No. 430 (貞元録 No. 314) 
八吉祥經 
1卷 梁 僧伽婆羅譯 
No. 431 (貞元録 No. 315) 
八佛名號經 
1卷 隋 闍那崛多譯 
No. 432 (貞元録 No. 621) 
佛説十吉祥經 
1卷 失譯 




1卷 西晉 竺法護譯 
No. 434 (貞元録 No. 444) 
佛説稱揚諸佛功德經 
3卷 元魏 吉迦夜譯 
90a6-b17 S.2892 
No. 435 (貞元録 No. 587) 
佛説滅十方冥經 
1卷 西晉 竺法護譯 
105c12-107b3 羽3冊200 
No. 436 (貞元録 No. 598) 
受持七佛名號所生功德經 
1卷 唐 玄奘譯 
No. 437 
大乘寶月童子問法經 
1卷 宋 施護譯 
No. 438 
佛説大乘大方廣佛冠經 
2卷 宋 法護等譯 
No. 439 
佛説諸佛經 
1卷 宋 施護譯 
No. 440 (貞元録 No. 464) 
佛説佛名經 
























































































148c7-149b1 P. ch. 3276[1] 



































































































































































No. 443 (貞元録 No. 466) 
五千五百佛名神呪除障滅罪經 













No. 444 (貞元録 No. 443) 
佛説百佛名經 
1卷 隋 那連提耶舍譯 






364c1-365a7 P. ch. 3073V1 






















381b6-c4 P. ch. 3074[1] 















No. 449 (貞元録 No. 208) 
佛説藥師如來本願經 
1卷 隋 達摩笈多譯 









No. 450 (貞元録 No. 209) 
藥師琉璃光如來本願功德經 







































































































































































































































































No. 451 (貞元録 No. 211) 
藥師琉璃光七佛本願功德經 
2卷 唐 義淨譯 
413c23-418a29 BD14457 
415a12-16 BD12320 
No. 452 (貞元録 No. 227) 
佛説觀彌勒菩薩上生兜率天經 
1卷 劉宋 沮渠京聲譯 























1卷 西晉 竺法護譯 
No. 454 (貞元録 No. 230) 
佛説彌勒下生成佛經 
1卷 後秦 鳩摩羅什譯 














No. 455 (貞元録 No. 231) 
佛説彌勒下生成佛經 










No. 456 (貞元録 No. 228) 
佛説彌勒大成佛經 
1卷 姚秦 鳩摩羅什譯 
432c28-434b10 Ф235d 
No. 457 (貞元録 No. 229) 
佛説彌勒來時經 
1卷 失譯 
No. 458 (貞元録 No. 493) 
文殊師利問菩薩署經 
1卷 後漢 支婁迦讖譯 
No. 459 (貞元録 No. 664) 
佛説文殊悔過經 







No. 460 (貞元録 No. 656) 
佛説文殊師利淨律經 
1卷 西晉 竺法護譯 
No. 461 (貞元録 No. 180) 
佛説文殊師利現寶藏經 
2卷 西晉 竺法護譯 
461b23-c3 S.5376 
No. 462 (貞元録 No. 182) 
大方廣寶篋經 
3卷 劉宋 求那跋陀羅譯 
No. 463 (貞元録 No. 581) 
佛説文殊師利般涅槃經 
1卷 西晉 聶道真譯 
No. 464 (貞元録 No. 254) 
文殊師利問菩提經 
1卷 姚秦 鳩摩羅什譯 
No. 465 (貞元録 No. 255) 
伽耶山頂經 
1卷 元魏 菩提流支譯 
No. 466 (貞元録 No. 256) 
佛説象頭精舍經 
1卷 隋 毘尼多流支譯 
No. 467 (貞元録 No. 257) 
大乘伽耶山頂經 
1卷 唐 菩提流志譯 
No. 468 (貞元録 No. 486) 
文殊師利問經 





No. 469 (貞元録 No. 99) 
文殊問經字母品第十四 
1卷 唐 不空譯 
No. 470 (貞元録 No. 294) 
佛説文殊師利巡行經 
1卷 元魏 菩提流支譯 
No. 471 (貞元録 No. 295) 
佛説文殊尸利行經 
1卷 隋 豆那掘多譯 
No. 472 
佛説大乘善見變化文殊師利問法經 
1卷 宋 天息災譯 
No. 473 
佛説妙吉祥菩薩所問大乘法螺經 
1卷 宋 法賢譯 
No. 474 (貞元録 No. 151) 
佛説維摩詰經 





No. 475 (貞元録 No. 150) 
維摩詰所説經 
3卷 姚秦 鳩摩羅什譯 
537a1-5 BD10424 
















































537a4-557b26 P. ch. 4646-1 
537a5-b3 Дх2029 























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































545b3-547a27 P. tib. 211V 
545b4-13 BD11882 














































































































































548b2-23 P. tib. 1286AV 



























































































































































































































































































































































































No. 476 (貞元録 No. 152) 
説無垢稱經 




No. 477 (貞元録 No. 153) 
佛説大方等頂王經 
1卷 西晉 竺法護譯 
No. 478 (貞元録 No. 154) 
大乘頂王經 
1卷 梁 月婆首那譯 
597a22-605b18 P. ch. 3921-2 
No. 479 (貞元録 No. 155) 
善思童子經 
2卷 隋 闍那崛多譯 
No. 480 (貞元録 No. 487) 
佛説月上女經 
2卷 隋 闍那崛多譯 
616b14-623c29 Ф112-1 
619c20-623c29 羽9冊730 
No. 481 (貞元録 No. 176) 
持人菩薩經 
4卷 西晉 竺法護譯 
629c16-633a29 羽2冊145 
No. 482 (貞元録 No. 177) 
持世經 




No. 483 (貞元録 No. 662) 
三曼陀跋陀羅菩薩經 
1卷 西晉 聶道真譯 
667a10-19 BD11212 
667a15-668c11 S.2154[1] 
No. 484 (貞元録 No. 455) 
不思議光菩薩所説經 
1卷 後秦 鳩摩羅什譯 
669c3-673a18 P. ch. 2140-1 
670c24-671a7 Дх345 
No. 485 (貞元録 No. 482) 
無所有菩薩經 
4卷 隋 闍那崛多等譯 
688c2-29 Дх2185 
No. 486 (貞元録 No. 595) 
師子莊嚴王菩薩請問經 
1卷 唐 那提譯 
No. 487 (貞元録 No. 597) 
離垢慧菩薩所問禮佛法經 
1卷 唐 那提譯 
No. 488 
寶授菩薩菩提行經 
1卷 宋 法賢譯 
No. 489 
佛説除蓋障菩薩所問經 
20卷 宋 法護等譯 
No. 490 
佛説八大菩薩經 
1卷 宋 法賢譯 






No. 492 (貞元録 No. 886) 
佛説阿難問事佛吉凶經 




1卷 後漢 安世高譯 
755a6-b6 甘博71 
No. 493 (貞元録 No. 939) 
佛説阿難四事經 
1卷 呉 支謙譯 
No. 494 (貞元録 No. 959) 
阿難七夢經 
1卷 東晉 竺曇無蘭譯 
No. 495 (貞元録 No. 888) 
佛説阿難分別經 
1卷 乞伏秦 法堅譯 
No. 496 (貞元録 No. 949) 
佛説大迦葉本經 
1卷 西晉 竺法護譯 
No. 497 (貞元録 No. 964) 
佛説摩訶迦葉度貧母經 
1卷 劉宋 求那跋陀羅譯 
No. 498 
佛説初分説經 




No. 500 (貞元録 No. 951) 
羅云忍辱經 
1卷 西晉 法炬譯 
No. 501 (貞元録 No. 953) 
佛説沙曷比丘功德經 
1卷 西晉 法炬譯 
No. 502 (貞元録 No. 952) 
佛為年少比丘説正事經 
1卷 西晉 法炬譯 
No. 503 (貞元録 No. 999) 
比丘避女惡名欲自殺經 
1卷 西晉 法炬譯 
No. 504 (貞元録 No. 1000) 
比丘聽施經 
1卷 東晉 竺曇無蘭譯 
No. 505 
佛説隨勇尊者經 
1卷 宋 施護等譯 
No. 506 (貞元録 No. 937) 
犍陀國王經 
1卷 後漢 安世高譯 
No. 507 (貞元録 No. 940) 
佛説未生寃經 
1卷 呉 支謙譯 
No. 508 (貞元録 No. 909) 
阿闍世王問五逆經 
1卷 西晉 法炬譯 
No. 509 (貞元録 No. 283) 
阿闍世王授決經 
1卷 西晉 法炬譯 
777a17-778b2 BD323A 
No. 510 (貞元録 No. 284) 
採花違王上佛授決號妙花經 
1卷 東晉 竺曇無蘭譯 
778b7-779a2 敦研340 
No. 511 (貞元録 No. 917) 
佛説蓱沙王五願經 
1卷 呉 支謙譯 
No. 512 (貞元録 No. 912) 
佛説淨飯王般涅槃經 
1卷 劉宋 沮渠京聲譯 
781a21-b17 Дх2993 
782b14-19 羽8冊590-3 
No. 513 (貞元録 No. 918) 
佛説琉璃王經 
1卷 西晉 竺法護譯 
No. 514 (貞元録 No. 289) 
佛説諫王經 
1卷 劉宋 沮渠京聲譯 
No. 515 (貞元録 No. 290) 
如來示教勝軍王經 
1卷 唐 玄奘譯 
No. 516 
佛説勝軍王所問經 
1卷 宋 施護譯 
No. 517 (貞元録 No. 970) 
佛説末羅王經 
1卷 劉宋 沮渠京聲譯 
No. 518 (貞元録 No. 972) 
佛説旃陀越國王經 
1卷 劉宋 沮渠京聲譯 
No. 519 (貞元録 No. 971) 
佛説摩達國王經 
1卷 劉宋 沮渠京聲譯 
No. 520 (貞元録 No. 620) 
佛説薩羅國經 
1卷 失譯 
No. 521 (貞元録 No. 992) 
佛説梵摩難國王經 
1卷 失譯 




No. 523 (貞元録 No. 985) 
佛説五王經 
1卷 失譯 
No. 524 (貞元録 No. 596) 
佛為優填王説王法政論經 
1卷 唐 不空譯 




1卷 後漢 安世高譯 
No. 526 (貞元録 No. 258) 
佛説長者子制經 
1卷 後漢 安世高譯 
No. 527 (貞元録 No. 260) 
佛説逝童子經 
1卷 西晉 支法度譯 
No. 528 (貞元録 No. 259) 
佛説菩薩逝經 
1卷 西晉 白法祖譯 
No. 529 (貞元録 No. 946) 
佛説阿鳩留經 
1卷 失譯 
No. 530 (貞元録 No. 938) 
佛説須摩提長者經 
1卷 呉 支謙譯 
805b8-808a19 P. ch. 2889 
No. 531 (貞元録 No. 903) 
佛説長者音悦經 
1卷 呉 支謙譯 
No. 532 (貞元録 No. 429) 
私呵昧經 
1卷 呉 支謙譯 
No. 533 (貞元録 No. 430) 
菩薩生地經 
1卷 呉 支謙譯 
No. 534 (貞元録 No. 251) 
佛説月光童子經 
1卷 西晉 竺法護譯 
No. 535 
佛説申日經 
1卷 西晉 竺法護譯 
No. 536 (貞元録 No. 252) 
申日兒本經 
1卷 劉宋 求那跋陀羅譯 
No. 537 (貞元録 No. 907) 
佛説越難經 
1卷 西晉 聶承遠譯 
No. 538 (貞元録 No. 960) 
佛説呵雕阿那鋡經 
1卷 東晉 竺曇無蘭譯 
No. 539 (貞元録 No. 984) 
盧至長者因縁經 
1卷 失譯 
No. 540 (貞元録 No. 637) 
佛説樹提伽經 
1卷 劉宋 求那跋陀羅譯 
No. 540(別本) 
佛説樹提伽經 
1卷 劉宋 求那跋陀羅譯 
No. 541 (貞元録 No. 968) 
佛説佛大僧大經 
1卷 劉宋 沮渠京聲譯 
No. 542 (貞元録 No. 969) 
佛説耶祇經 
1卷 劉宋 沮渠京聲譯 
No. 543 
佛説巨力長者所問大乘經 
3卷 宋 智吉祥等譯 
No. 544 (貞元録 No. 976) 
辯意長者子經 






No. 545 (貞元録 No. 253) 
佛説德護長者經 
2卷 隋 那連提耶舍譯 
No. 546 
佛説金耀童子經 
1卷 宋 天息災譯 
No. 547 (貞元録 No. 615) 
大花嚴長者問佛那羅延力經 
1卷 唐 般若共利言譯 
No. 548 
佛説金光王童子經 
1卷 宋 法賢譯 
No. 549 
佛説光明童子因縁經 
4卷 宋 施護譯 
No. 550 
金色童子因縁經 
12卷 宋 惟淨等譯 
No. 551 (貞元録 No. 879) 
佛説摩鄧女經 
1卷 後漢 安世高譯 
No. 552 (貞元録 No. 880) 
佛説摩登女解形中六事經 
1卷 失譯 
No. 553 (貞元録 No. 900) 
佛説㮈女祇域因縁經 
1卷 後漢 安世高譯 
No. 554 
佛説柰女耆婆經 
1卷 後漢 安世高譯 
No. 555 (貞元録 No. 889) 
五母子經 
1卷 呉 支謙譯 
No. 555(別本) 
五母子經 
1卷 呉 支謙譯 
No. 556 (貞元録 No. 905) 
佛説七女經 
1卷 呉 支謙譯 
No. 557 (貞元録 No. 309) 
佛説龍施女經 
1卷 呉 支謙譯 





1卷 西晉 竺法護譯 
No. 559 (貞元録 No. 248) 
佛説老女人經 
1卷 呉 支謙譯 
No. 560 (貞元録 No. 250) 
佛説老母女六英經 
1卷 劉宋 求那跋陀羅譯 
No. 561 (貞元録 No. 249) 
佛説老母經 
1卷 失譯 
No. 562 (貞元録 No. 263) 
佛説無垢賢女經 
1卷 西晉 竺法護譯 
913c5-914a11 敦研72 
914a11-b6 敦研269[1] 
No. 563 (貞元録 No. 264) 
佛説腹中女聽經 
1卷 北涼 曇無讖譯 
No. 564 (貞元録 No. 265) 
佛説轉女身經 
1卷 劉宋 曇摩蜜多譯 
915c29-918a20 BD701 
918a16-921c3 BD843 
No. 565 (貞元録 No. 236) 
順權方便經 
2卷 西晉 竺法護譯 
No. 566 (貞元録 No. 237) 
樂瓔珞莊嚴方便品經 
1卷 姚秦 曇摩耶舍譯 
No. 567 (貞元録 No. 432) 
佛説梵志女首意經 
1卷 西晉 竺法護譯 
No. 568 (貞元録 No. 606) 
有德女所問大乘經 
1卷 唐 菩提流志譯 
No. 569 (貞元録 No. 586) 
佛説心明經 
1卷 西晉 竺法護譯 
No. 570 (貞元録 No. 584) 
佛説賢首經 
1卷 西秦 聖堅譯 
No. 571 (貞元録 No. 962) 
佛説婦人遇辜經 
1卷 乞伏秦 聖堅譯 
No. 572 (貞元録 No. 619) 
佛説長者法志妻經 
1卷 失譯 
No. 573 (貞元録 No. 601) 
差摩婆帝授記經 
1卷 元魏 菩提流支譯 
No. 574 (貞元録 No. 592) 
佛説堅固女經 
1卷 隋 那連提耶舍譯 
No. 575 (貞元録 No. 292) 
佛説大方等修多羅王經 
1卷 後魏 菩提流支譯 
No. 576 (貞元録 No. 293) 
佛説轉有經 
1卷 元魏 佛陀扇多譯 
No. 577 (貞元録 No. 607) 
佛説大乘流轉諸有經 
1卷 唐 義淨譯 
No. 578 (貞元録 No. 977) 
無垢優婆夷問經 
1卷 後魏 瞿曇般若流支譯 
No. 579 (貞元録 No. 630) 
優婆夷淨行法門經 
2卷 失譯 
No. 580 (貞元録 No. 624) 
佛説長者女菴提遮師子吼了義經 
1卷 失譯 















No. 581 (貞元録 No. 906) 
佛説八師經 
1卷 呉 支謙譯 
No. 582 (貞元録 No. 994) 
佛説孫多耶致經 
1卷 呉 支謙譯 
No. 583 (貞元録 No. 942) 
佛説黒氏梵志經 
1卷 呉 支謙譯 
No. 584 (貞元録 No. 1004) 
長爪梵志請問經 







968b18-c20 P. ch. 2428 
968b21-c19 S.4253 
968b25-c20 S.6834 
No. 585 (貞元録 No. 173) 
持心梵天所問經 
4卷 西晉 竺法護譯 
7c23-8a22 BD5536 
18b6-19b4 P. ch. 3554 
No. 586 (貞元録 No. 174) 
思益梵天所問經 
4卷 姚秦 鳩摩羅什譯 




































































































































58c16-26 P. tib. 921 










6卷 元魏 菩提流支譯 
No. 588 (貞元録 No. 445) 
佛説須真天子經 
4卷 西晉 竺法護譯 
112b10-c19 S.7070 
No. 589 (貞元録 No. 589) 
佛説魔逆經 
1卷 西晉 竺法護譯 
112c19-113a20 三井28[1] 
117c15-118a8 三井28[2] 
No. 590 (貞元録 No. 963) 
佛説四天王經 
1卷 劉宋 智嚴共寶雲譯 
118a19-b24 P. ch. 2071-3 
No. 591 (貞元録 No. 593) 
商主天子所問經 
1卷 隋 闍那崛多譯 
No. 592 (貞元録 No. 979) 
天請問經 



























124c21-125a7 P. ch. 2401 
124c27-125a6 BD10041 
125a5-7 Дх2130 
No. 593 (貞元録 No. 291) 
佛為勝光天子説王法經 
1卷 唐 義淨譯 
No. 594 
佛説大自在天子因地經 
1卷 宋 施護譯 
No. 595 
佛説嗟韈曩法天子受三歸依獲免惡道經 
1卷 宋 法天譯 
No. 596 (貞元録 No. 629) 
佛説天王太子辟羅經 
1卷 失譯 
No. 597 (貞元録 No. 902) 
龍王兄弟經 
1卷 呉 支謙譯 
No. 598 (貞元録 No. 451) 
佛説海龍王經 
4卷 西晉 竺法護譯 
No. 599 (貞元録 No. 609) 
佛爲海龍王説法印經 
1卷 唐 義淨譯 
No. 600 (貞元録 No. 667) 
十善業道經 
1卷 唐 實叉難陀譯 
No. 601 
佛為娑伽羅龍王所説大乘經 
1卷 宋 施護譯 
No. 602 (貞元録 No. 926) 
佛説大安般守意經 
2卷 後漢 安世高譯 
No. 603 (貞元録 No. 927) 
陰持入經 
2卷 後漢 安世高譯 
No. 604 (貞元録 No. 998) 
佛説禪行三十七品經 
1卷 後漢 安世高譯 
No. 605 (貞元録 No. 935) 
禪行法想經 
1卷 後漢 安世高譯 
No. 606 (貞元録 No. 1105) 
修行道地經 
7卷 西晉 竺法護譯 
187b2-29 Дх575 
187c22-188b3 Дх5482 
No. 607 (貞元録 No. 1104) 
道地經 
1卷 僧伽羅刹造 後漢 安世高譯 
No. 608 (貞元録 No. 1147) 
小道地經 
1卷 後漢 支曜譯 
237a6-b7 Дх8[1] 
237b18-c13 Дх8[2] 
No. 609 (貞元録 No. 1126) 
禪要經 
1卷 失譯 
No. 610 (貞元録 No. 1127) 
佛説内身觀章句經 
1卷 失譯 
No. 611 (貞元録 No. 1128) 
法觀經 
1卷 西晉 竺法護譯 
No. 612 (貞元録 No. 1001) 
身觀經 
1卷 西晉 竺法護譯 
No. 613 (貞元録 No. 904) 
禪祕要法經 
3卷 姚秦 鳩摩羅什等譯 




2卷 姚秦 鳩摩羅什譯 
No. 615 (貞元録 No. 1115) 
菩薩訶色欲法經 
1卷 姚秦 鳩摩羅什譯 
286a13-20 BD10673 
286a19-286b9 BD15064 
No. 616 (貞元録 No. 1125) 
禪法要解 
2卷 姚秦 鳩摩羅什等譯 
No. 617 (貞元録 No. 1129) 
思惟略要法 
1卷 姚秦 鳩摩羅什譯 
No. 618 (貞元録 No. 1124) 
達摩多羅禪經 
2卷 東晉 佛陀跋陀羅譯 
316c1-317b18 P. ch. 4027 
317c6-12 P. ch. 2150V 
No. 619 (貞元録 No. 1123) 
五門禪經要用法 
1卷 佛陀蜜多撰 劉宋 曇摩蜜多譯 
326a23-333a3 BD14540 
No. 620 (貞元録 No. 878) 
治禪病祕要法 
2卷 劉宋 沮渠京聲譯 
No. 621 (貞元録 No. 580) 
佛説佛印三昧經 
1卷 後漢 安世高譯 
No. 622 (貞元録 No. 303) 
佛説自誓三昧經 
1卷 後漢 安世高譯 
No. 623 (貞元録 No. 304) 
佛説如來獨證自誓三昧經 
1卷 西晉 竺法護譯 
No. 624 (貞元録 No. 160) 
佛説貫真陀羅所問如來三昧經 
3卷 後漢 支婁迦讖譯 
No. 625 (貞元録 No. 161) 
大樹緊那羅王所問經 
4卷 姚秦 鳩摩羅什譯 
No. 626 (貞元録 No. 210) 
佛説阿闍世王經 
2卷 後漢 支婁迦讖譯 
393a16-b6 Дх4042 
No. 627 (貞元録 No. 212) 
文殊支利普超三昧經 
3卷 西晉 竺法護譯 
No. 628 
佛説未曾有正法經 
6卷 宋 法天譯 




No. 630 (貞元録 No. 433) 
佛説成具光明定意經 
1卷 後漢 支曜譯 
457c14-23 S.5764[4] 
457c24-458a4 S.5764[1] 
No. 631 (貞元録 No. 666) 
佛説法律三昧經 
1卷 呉 支謙譯 
No. 632 (貞元録 No. 205) 
佛説慧印三昧經 
1卷 呉 支謙譯 





5卷 宋 智吉祥等譯 
No. 635 (貞元録 No. 479) 
佛説弘道廣顯三昧經 
4卷 西晉 竺法護譯 
504b1-15 S.2943[1] 
504b15-25 S.2943[14] 
No. 636 (貞元録 No. 203) 
無極寶三昧經 
2卷 西晉 竺法護譯 
507b3-10 S.5695 
No. 637 (貞元録 No. 204) 
佛説寶如來三昧經 
2卷 東晉 祇多蜜譯 
No. 638 (貞元録 No. 460) 
佛説超日明三昧經 
2卷 西晉 聶承遠譯 
No. 639 (貞元録 No. 214) 
月燈三昧經 
10卷 高齊 那連提耶舍譯 
550a1-b1 P. ch. 3063 
573a24-24 BD9978 
614b24-c26 S.4737 
No. 640 (貞元録 No. 215) 
佛説月燈三昧經 




1卷 劉宋 先公譯 
No. 642 (貞元録 No. 452) 
佛説首楞嚴三昧經 




















No. 643 (貞元録 No. 473) 
佛説觀佛三昧海經 










648c7-12 P. ch. 3593V[3] 
650a10-15 Дх3738 
651b10-23 BD10672 




658b12-25 P. ch. 5592 
659a20-29 敦研295 
659b16-662c21 S.3884 
659c11-20 P. ch. 3593V[2] 
660b29-c10 北大155 
660c19-661a1 敦研294 
662b10-18 P. ch. 4751 



















No. 644 (貞元録 No. 617) 
佛説金剛三昧本性清淨不壞不滅經 
1卷 失譯 
No. 645 (貞元録 No. 169) 
不必定入定入印經 
1卷 元魏 瞿曇般若流支譯 
699b11-20 S.6318 
No. 646 (貞元録 No. 170) 
入定不定印經 
1卷 唐 義淨譯 
706a7-b3 P. ch. 3831 
No. 647 (貞元録 No. 471) 
力莊嚴三昧經 
3卷 隋 那連提耶舍譯 
No. 648 (貞元録 No. 600) 
寂照神變三摩地經 
1卷 唐 玄奘譯 
No. 649 (貞元録 No. 477) 
觀察諸法行經 




No. 650 (貞元録 No. 201) 
諸法無行經 
2卷 姚秦 鳩摩羅什譯 
750a1-751a19 P. ch. 4558 
750a3-761b22 S.3378 









No. 651 (貞元録 No. 202) 
佛説諸法本無經 
3卷 隋 闍那崛多譯 
No. 652 
佛説大乘隨轉宣説諸法經 
3卷 宋 紹徳等譯 
No. 653 (貞元録 No. 649) 
佛藏經 





























1卷 宋 施護譯 
No. 655 
佛説勝義空經 
1卷 宋 施護等譯 
No. 656 (貞元録 No. 459) 
菩薩瓔珞經 






9a20-10b9 P. ch. 3024-1[2] 
17c17-18a18 津藝172[7] 

















No. 657 (貞元録 No. 468) 
佛説華手經 











No. 658 (貞元録 No. 165) 
寶雲經 















7卷 梁 曼陀羅仙共僧伽婆羅譯 
No. 660 (貞元録 No. 164) 
佛説寶雨經 






No. 661 (貞元録 No. 275) 
大乘百福相經 
1卷 唐 地婆訶羅譯 
No. 662 (貞元録 No. 276) 
大乘百福莊嚴相經 
1卷 唐 地婆訶羅再譯 
No. 663 
金光明經 
















































339b11-c17 P. ch. 6009 






























































































347b5-23 P. tib. 382V1 
347c10-352b9 羽9冊766 
348b7-18 P. ch. 4862 
348b8-17 P. tib. 382V9 
348b9-352b9 BD14486 
348b11-28 P. tib. 382V5 
348c20-352b9 BD6353 
348c23-28 P. tib. 382V13 
348c24-357c29 P. ch. 4506 




350b4-17 P. tib. 382V4 
350b18-c4 P. tib. 382V2 
350b26-c13 Дх3216 
350c26-351a12 P. tib. 382V3 
351a14-c9 S.1203 
351b2-353c20 S.616 
351b4-8 P. tib. 382V8 
351b9-19 P. tib. 382V6, 07 
351b19-23 P. tib. 382V10 
351b23-352b8 BD14172 
351b28-353c20 BD7763 



























































































No. 664 (貞元録 No. 159) 
合部金光明經 
































































































No. 665 (貞元録 No. 158) 
金光明最勝王經 























































































































































407a14-c3 P. ch. 3178 








































































































































































































































413c7-417c16 P. ch. 2026 
413c8-414a11 Дх471 




























































































































































































































































































































































































































424b15-23 北区12, 151:1 







































































































































































































































































434a26-437c11 P. ch. 2333 
434b8-435a15 BD8136 
434b12-437c13 BD4795 

























































































































































444a10-446b11 P. tib. 746V 









































































445a12-450c15 P. ch. 3668 
445a25-447a14 S.3259 













































































































































































































No. 666 (貞元録 No. 438) 
大方等如來藏經 
1卷 東晉 佛陀跋陀羅譯 
457a20-460b21 BD6843 
No. 667 (貞元録 No. 439) 
大方廣如來藏經 
1卷 唐 不空譯 
No. 668 (貞元録 No. 602) 
佛説不増不減經 
1卷 元魏 菩提流支譯 
466a26-468a2 羽3冊201 
No. 669 (貞元録 No. 266) 
佛説無上依經 
2卷 梁 真諦譯 
No. 670 (貞元録 No. 191) 
楞伽阿跋多羅寶經 































No. 671 (貞元録 No. 192) 
入楞伽經 













541a16-18 P. ch. 5578-4V 




















569a22 P. ch. 5589(6) 
569a22-27 BD15178V5 
574c2-576a12 BD8393 




No. 672 (貞元録 No. 193) 
大乘入楞伽經 
























































































































No. 673 (貞元録 No. 183) 
大乘同性經 
2卷 宇文周 闍那耶舍譯 
652a21-b21 BD5320 
No. 674 (貞元録 No. 184) 
證契大乘經 
2卷 唐 地婆訶羅譯 
No. 675 (貞元録 No. 185) 
深密解脱經 





No. 676 (貞元録 No. 186) 
解深密經 









No. 677 (貞元録 No. 187) 
佛説解節經 
1卷 陳 真諦譯 
No. 678 (貞元録 No. 188) 
相續解脱地波羅蜜了義經 
1卷 劉宋 求那跋陀羅譯 
716b13-20 P. ch. 5589(18) 
716b20-26 P. ch. 5590(9) 
717a14-b15 P. ch. 4927 
No. 679 
相續解脱如來所作隨順處了義經 
1卷 劉宋 求那跋陀羅譯 
No. 680 (貞元録 No. 577) 
佛説佛地經 
1卷 唐 玄奘譯 
721a28-723b14 S.4845 
723a18-b14 P. ch. 3709 
No. 681 (貞元録 No. 489) 
大乘密嚴經 
3卷 唐 地婆訶羅譯 
723b15-730c14 P. ch. 2261-2 













































































No. 682 (貞元録 No. 490) 
大乘密嚴經 
3卷 唐 不空譯 
756b25-c27 Дх1713 
766b1-10 P. ch. 2519 
No. 683 (貞元録 No. 437) 
佛説諸德福田經 
1卷 西晉 法立法炬共譯 
777a1-778c21 Ф112-2 
777a3-778c21 津藝125 
No. 684 (貞元録 No. 993) 
佛説父母恩難報經 
1卷 後漢 安世高譯 
No. 685 (貞元録 No. 317) 
佛説盂蘭盆經 










No. 686 (貞元録 No. 318) 
佛説報恩奉盆經 
1卷 失譯 




No. 688 (貞元録 No. 267) 
佛説未曾有經 
1卷 失譯 
No. 689 (貞元録 No. 268) 
甚希有經 
1卷 唐 玄奘譯 
No. 690 (貞元録 No. 279) 
佛説希有校量功德經 
1卷 隋 闍那崛多譯 
No. 691 (貞元録 No. 280) 
最無比經 
1卷 唐 玄奘譯 
No. 692 (貞元録 No. 308) 
佛説作佛形像經 
1卷 失譯 
No. 693 (貞元録 No. 307) 
佛説造立形像福報經 
1卷 失譯 
789a17-790a8 P. ch. 4548 
No. 694 (貞元録 No. 494) 
佛説大乘造像功德經 
2卷 唐 提雲般若譯 
No. 695 (貞元録 No. 305) 
佛説灌洗佛形像經 
1卷 西晉 法炬譯 
No. 696 (貞元録 No. 306) 
佛説摩訶刹頭經 
1卷 西秦 聖堅譯 
No. 697 (貞元録 No. 319) 
佛説浴像功德經 
1卷 唐 寶思惟譯 
798c17-21 Дх265 
No. 698 (貞元録 No. 320) 
浴佛功德經 
1卷 唐 義淨譯 
No. 699 (貞元録 No. 603) 
佛説造塔功德經 
1卷 唐 地婆訶羅譯 
801a10-b18 BD693-6 
No. 700 (貞元録 No. 604) 
右繞佛塔功德經 
1卷 唐 實叉難陀譯 
No. 701 (貞元録 No. 427) 
佛説温室洗浴衆僧經 
1卷 後漢 安世高譯 
802c5-803c15 P. ch. 3919B4 
803b16-c3 BD12080 
No. 702 (貞元録 No. 480) 
佛説施燈功德經 
1卷 高齊 那連提耶舍譯 
No. 703 (貞元録 No. 961) 
燈指因縁經 
1卷 姚秦 鳩摩羅什譯 
No. 704 
佛説樓閣正法甘露鼓經 
1卷 宋 天息災譯 
No. 705 
佛説布施經 
1卷 宋 法賢譯 
No. 706 
佛説五大施經 
1卷 宋 施護等譯 






No. 708 (貞元録 No. 302) 
了本生死經 
1卷 呉 支謙譯 







No. 710 (貞元録 No. 301) 
慈氏菩薩所説大乘縁生稻幹喩經 
1卷 唐 不空譯 
No. 711 
大乘舍黎娑擔摩經 



















































824c9-825c22 P. ch. 3250 









No. 713 (貞元録 No. 298) 
貝多樹下思惟十二因縁經 
1卷 呉 支謙譯 
No. 714 (貞元録 No. 299) 
縁起聖道經 
1卷 唐 玄奘譯 
No. 715 
佛説舊城喩經 
1卷 宋 法賢譯 
No. 716 (貞元録 No. 189) 
縁生初勝分法本經 
2卷 隋 達摩笈多譯 
No. 717 (貞元録 No. 190) 
分別縁起初勝法門經 
2卷 唐 玄奘譯 
No. 718 
佛説分別縁生經 
1卷 宋 法天譯 
No. 719 
十二縁生祥瑞經 
2卷 宋 施護譯 
No. 720 (貞元録 No. 1152) 
無明羅刹集 
3卷 失譯 
No. 721 (貞元録 No. 921) 
正法念處經 

















































































8卷 宋 法天譯 
No. 723 (貞元録 No. 1162) 
分別業報略經 
1卷 大勇菩薩撰 劉宋 僧伽跋摩譯 
No. 724 (貞元録 No. 901) 
佛説罪業應報教化地獄經 
1卷 後漢 安世高譯 
450c7-452a27 BD14137-2 






1卷 宋 法天譯 
No. 726 
六趣輪迴經 
1卷 馬鳴菩薩集 宋 日稱等譯 
No. 727 
十不善業道經 
1卷 馬鳴菩薩集 宋 日稱等譯 
No. 728 
諸法集要經 
10卷 観無畏尊者集 宋 日稱等譯 
No. 729 (貞元録 No. 930) 
佛説分別善惡所起經 
1卷 後漢 安世高譯 
No. 730 (貞元録 No. 928) 
佛説處處經 
1卷 後漢 安世高譯 
No. 731 (貞元録 No. 933) 
佛説十八泥犁經 
1卷 後漢 安世高譯 
No. 732 (貞元録 No. 929) 
佛説罵意經 
1卷 後漢 安世高譯 
No. 733 (貞元録 No. 911) 
佛説堅意經 
1卷 後漢 安世高譯 
No. 734 (貞元録 No. 883) 
佛説鬼問目連經 
1卷 後漢 安世高譯 





No. 735 (貞元録 No. 941) 
佛説四願經 
1卷 呉 支謙譯 
No. 736 (貞元録 No. 950) 
佛説四自侵經 
1卷 西晉 竺法護譯 
No. 737 (貞元録 No. 908) 
所欲致患經 
1卷 西晉 竺法護譯 
No. 738 (貞元録 No. 944) 
佛説分別經 
1卷 西晉 竺法護譯 
No. 739 (貞元録 No. 887) 
佛説慢法經 
1卷 西晉 法炬譯 
No. 740 (貞元録 No. 988) 
佛説頞多和多耆經 
1卷 失譯 
No. 741 (貞元録 No. 910) 
五苦章句經 




No. 742 (貞元録 No. 955) 
佛説自愛經 
1卷 東晉 竺曇無蘭譯 
548c8-550a14 S.2862 
No. 743 (貞元録 No. 956) 
佛説忠心經 
1卷 東晉 竺曇無蘭譯 
No. 744 (貞元録 No. 447) 
佛説除恐災患經 
1卷 乞伏秦 聖堅譯 
552a6-b2 Дх642 
552c2-557b8 BD308 
No. 745 (貞元録 No. 884) 
佛説雜藏經 
1卷 東晉 法顯譯 
557b14-c15 P. ch. 3710 
557c15-558c4 Ф142 
No. 746 (貞元録 No. 885) 
餓鬼報應經 
1卷 失譯 
No. 747 (貞元録 No. 966) 
佛説罪福報應經 
1卷 劉宋 求那跋陀羅譯 
No. 747(別本) 
佛説輪轉五道罪福報應經 
1卷 劉宋 求那跋陀羅譯 
No. 748 (貞元録 No. 981) 
佛説護淨經 
1卷 失譯 
No. 749 (貞元録 No. 980) 
佛説因縁僧護經 
1卷 失譯 




No. 751 (貞元録 No. 967) 
佛説五無反復經 





1卷 劉宋 沮渠京聲譯 
No. 752 
佛説五無返復經 
1卷 劉宋 沮渠京聲譯 
No. 753 (貞元録 No. 965) 
十二品生死經 
1卷 劉宋 求那跋陀羅譯 
No. 754 (貞元録 No. 458) 
佛説未曾有因縁經 









1卷 宋 施護譯 
No. 756 (貞元録 No. 1003) 
佛説八無暇有暇經 
1卷 唐 義淨譯 
No. 757 
佛説身毛喜豎經 
1卷 宋 惟淨等譯 
No. 758 
佛説諸行有為經 
1卷 宋 法天譯 
No. 759 
佛説較量壽命經 
1卷 宋 天息災譯 
No. 760 (貞元録 No. 1113) 
惟日雜難經 
1卷 呉 支謙譯 
No. 761 (貞元録 No. 476) 
佛説法集經 








1卷 宋 法賢譯 
No. 763 
佛説法乘義決定經 
3卷 宋 金總持等譯 
No. 764 
佛説法集名數經 
1卷 宋 施護譯 
No. 765 (貞元録 No. 923) 
本事經 
7卷 唐 玄奘譯 
No. 766 
佛説法身經 
1卷 宋 法賢譯 
No. 767 (貞元録 No. 632) 
佛説三品弟子經 
1卷 呉 支謙譯 
No. 768 (貞元録 No. 1144) 
三慧經 
1卷 失譯 
No. 769 (貞元録 No. 633) 
佛説四輩經 
1卷 西晉 竺法護譯 
No. 770 (貞元録 No. 431) 
佛説四不可得經 
1卷 西晉 竺法護譯 
No. 771 (貞元録 No. 1116) 
四品學法經 
1卷 劉宋 求那跋陀羅譯 
大正蔵・敦煌出土仏典対照目録 
176 
No. 772 (貞元録 No. 277) 
大乘四法經 
1卷 唐 地婆訶羅譯 
No. 773 (貞元録 No. 278) 
佛説菩薩修行四法經 
1卷 唐 地婆訶羅譯 
708c13-709a7 P. ch. 3919B1 
No. 774 (貞元録 No. 605) 
大乘四法經 
1卷 唐 實叉難陀譯 
No. 775 
佛説四無所畏經 
1卷 宋 施護譯 
No. 776 
佛説四品法門經 
1卷 宋 法賢譯 
No. 777 (貞元録 No. 978) 
佛説賢者五福德經 
1卷 西晉 白法祖譯 
No. 778 (貞元録 No. 613) 
佛説菩薩内習六波羅蜜經 
1卷 後漢 嚴佛調譯 
No. 779 (貞元録 No. 631) 
佛説八大人覺經 
1卷 後漢 安世高譯 
715b3-715c3 上博48[20] 
No. 780 (貞元録 No. 118) 
佛説十力經 
1卷 唐 勿提提犀魚譯 
No. 781 
佛説佛十力經 
1卷 宋 施護等譯 
No. 782 
佛説十號經 
1卷 宋 天息災譯 
No. 783 (貞元録 No. 636) 
佛説十二頭陀經 
1卷 劉宋 求那跋陀羅譯 
720b14-27 S.1063[2] 
No. 784 (貞元録 No. 899) 
四十二章經 
1卷 後漢 迦葉摩騰共法蘭譯 




No. 786 (貞元録 No. 982) 
佛説木槵子經 
1卷 失譯 
No. 787 (貞元録 No. 325) 
曼殊室利呪藏中校量數珠功德經 
1卷 唐 義淨譯 
No. 788 (貞元録 No. 321) 
佛説校量數珠功德經 




No. 789 (貞元録 No. 322) 
金剛頂瑜伽念珠經 
1卷 唐 不空譯 
No. 790 (貞元録 No. 448) 
佛説孛經抄 













No. 791 (貞元録 No. 931) 
佛説出家縁經 
1卷 後漢 安世高譯 
No. 792 (貞元録 No. 934) 
佛説法受塵經 
1卷 後漢 安世高譯 
No. 793 (貞元録 No. 1112) 
佛説佛醫經 
1卷 呉 竺律炎共支越譯 
No. 794 (貞元録 No. 954) 
佛説時非時經 




1卷 西晉 若羅嚴譯 
739a7-c22 羽2冊156-4 
No. 795 (貞元録 No. 1119) 
佛治身經 
1卷 失譯 
No. 796 (貞元録 No. 957) 
佛説見正經 
1卷 東晉 竺曇無蘭譯 
No. 797 (貞元録 No. 915) 
佛説貧窮老公經 
1卷 劉宋 慧簡譯 
No. 797(別本) 
佛説貧窮老公經 
1卷 劉宋 慧簡譯 
No. 798 (貞元録 No. 913) 
佛説進學經 
1卷 劉宋 沮渠京聲譯 
No. 799 (貞元録 No. 1006) 
佛説略教誡經 
1卷 唐 義淨譯 
No. 800 (貞元録 No. 983) 
佛説無上處經 
1卷 失譯 









745b4-746b6 P. ch. 3924-1 
745b6-23 BD12186 




























































1卷 宋 法賢譯 
No. 803 
佛説清淨心經 
1卷 宋 施護等譯 
No. 804 
佛説解憂經 
1卷 宋 法天譯 






No. 807 (貞元録 No. 426) 
佛説内藏百寶經 
1卷 後漢 支婁迦讖譯 
No. 808 (貞元録 No. 261) 
佛説犢子經 
1卷 呉 支謙譯 
No. 809 (貞元録 No. 262) 
佛説乳光佛經 
1卷 西晉 竺法護譯 
No. 810 (貞元録 No. 457) 
諸佛要集經 
2卷 西晉 竺法護譯 
761c9-762a5 S.1539 
No. 811 (貞元録 No. 269) 
佛説決定總持經 
1卷 西晉 竺法護譯 
No. 812 (貞元録 No. 435) 
菩薩行五十縁身經 
1卷 西晉 竺法護譯 
773a10-16 BD11315V 
No. 813 (貞元録 No. 216) 
佛説無希望經 
1卷 西晉 竺法護譯 
775a3-16 S.4645 
No. 814 (貞元録 No. 217) 
佛説象腋經 
1卷 劉宋 曇摩蜜多譯 
No. 815 (貞元録 No. 162) 
佛昇忉利天為母説法經 
3卷 西晉 竺法護譯 
No. 816 (貞元録 No. 163) 
佛説道神足無極變化經 
4卷 西晉 安法欽譯 
813c2-6 Дх3650 
No. 817 (貞元録 No. 218) 
佛説大淨法門經 
1卷 西晉 竺法護譯 
No. 818 (貞元録 No. 219) 
大莊嚴法門經 
2卷 隋 那連提耶舍譯 
825a25-828c28 P. ch. 2096 
826c20-828b22 BD2801 
828c5-28 BD15575 





No. 819 (貞元録 No. 639) 
佛説法常住經 
1卷 失譯 
No. 820 (貞元録 No. 442) 
佛説演道俗業經 
1卷 乞伏秦 聖堅譯 
836c27-837a25 BD2011 
No. 821 (貞元録 No. 488) 
大方廣如來祕密藏經 
2卷 失譯 
No. 822 (貞元録 No. 232) 
佛説諸法勇王經 
1卷 劉宋 曇摩蜜多譯 
No. 823 (貞元録 No. 233) 
佛説一切法高王經 
1卷 元魏 瞿曇般若流支譯 
No. 824 (貞元録 No. 594) 
諸法最上王經 
1卷 隋 闍那崛多譯 







No. 826 (貞元録 No. 974) 
弟子死復生經 
1卷 劉宋 沮渠京聲譯 
No. 827 (貞元録 No. 975) 
佛説懈怠耕者經 
1卷 劉宋 惠簡譯 
No. 828 (貞元録 No. 245) 
無字寶篋經 
1卷 元魏 菩提流支譯 
No. 829 (貞元録 No. 246) 
大乘離文字普光明藏經 
1卷 唐 地婆訶羅譯 
No. 830 (貞元録 No. 247) 
大乘遍照光明藏無字法門經 
1卷 唐 地婆訶羅再譯 
No. 831 (貞元録 No. 270) 
謗佛經 
1卷 元魏 菩提流支譯 
No. 832 (貞元録 No. 440) 
佛語經 
1卷 元魏 菩提流支譯 
No. 833 (貞元録 No. 234) 
第一義法勝經 
1卷 元魏 瞿曇般若流支譯 
No. 834 (貞元録 No. 235) 
大威燈光仙人問疑經 
1卷 隋 闍那崛多等譯 
No. 835 (貞元録 No. 273) 
如來師子吼經 
1卷 元魏 佛陀扇多譯 
No. 836 (貞元録 No. 274) 
大方廣師子吼經 
1卷 唐 地婆訶羅譯 
891c9-16 S.5970[1] 
No. 837 (貞元録 No. 579) 
佛説出生菩提心經 





2卷 宋 施護譯 
No. 839 (貞元録 No. 491) 
占察善惡業報經 






No. 840 (貞元録 No. 287) 
稱讚大乘功德經 
1卷 唐 玄奘譯 
No. 841 (貞元録 No. 288) 
説妙法決定業障經 
1卷 唐 智嚴譯 
No. 842 (貞元録 No. 472) 
大方廣圓覺修多羅了義經 
1卷 唐 佛陀多羅譯 
917a18-b26 P. ch. 3024-3 
No. 843 
佛説大乘不思議神通境界經 
3卷 宋 施護譯 
No. 844 
佛説大方廣未曾有經善巧方便品 
1卷 宋 施護譯 
No. 845 
佛説尊那經 
1卷 宋 法賢譯 
No. 846 
外道問聖大乘法無我義經 
1卷 宋 法天譯 
No. 847 (貞元録 No. 1109) 
大乘修行菩薩行門諸經要集 
3卷 唐 智嚴譯 
960c21-961a8 BD11036 
No. 848 (貞元録 No. 503) 
大毘盧遮那成佛神變加持經 

































No. 856 (貞元録 No. 505) 
大毘盧遮那成佛神變加持經略示七支念誦隨行法 
1卷 唐 不空譯 
No. 857 (貞元録 No. 506) 
大日經略攝念誦隨行法 

























1卷 唐 義操集 
No. 865 (貞元録 No. 517) 
金剛頂一切如來真實攝大乘現證大教王經 
3卷 唐 不空譯 
No. 866 (貞元録 No. 516) 
金剛頂瑜伽中略出念誦經 




2卷 唐 金剛智譯 
No. 868 
諸佛境界攝真實經 
3卷 唐 般若譯 
No. 869 (貞元録 No. 524) 
金剛頂經瑜伽十八會指歸 
1卷 唐 不空譯 
No. 870 (貞元録 No. 518) 
略述金剛頂瑜伽分別聖位修證法門 
1卷 唐 不空譯 
No. 871 
金剛頂瑜伽略述三十七尊心要 
1卷 唐 不空譯 
No. 872 
金剛頂瑜伽三十七尊出生義 
1卷 唐 不空譯 
No. 873 (貞元録 No. 556) 
金剛頂蓮華部心念誦儀軌 





2卷 唐 不空譯 
310a17-b3 羽8冊661V 
310a24-321c18 S.4510V 




No. 876 (貞元録 No. 504) 
金剛頂經瑜伽修習毘盧遮那三摩地法 
1卷 唐 金剛智譯 
No. 877 
金剛頂經毘盧遮那一百八尊法身契印 




1卷 唐 不空譯 
No. 879 (貞元録 No. 519) 
金剛頂瑜伽三十七尊禮 
1卷 唐 不空譯 
No. 880 (貞元録 No. 100) 
瑜伽金剛頂經釋字母品 











4卷 宋 施護等譯 
No. 884 
佛説祕密相經 
3卷 宋 施護等譯 
No. 885 
佛説一切如來金剛三業最上祕密大教王經 
7卷 宋 施護譯 
No. 886 
佛説金剛場莊嚴般若波羅蜜多教中一分 
1卷 宋 施護譯 
No. 887 
佛説無二平等最上瑜伽大教王經 
6卷 宋 施護譯 
No. 888 
一切祕密最上名義大教王儀軌 
2卷 宋 施護譯 
No. 889 
一切如來大祕密王未曾有最上微妙大曼拏羅經 
5卷 宋 天息災譯 
No. 890 
佛説瑜伽大教王經 
5卷 宋 法賢譯 
No. 891 
佛説幻化網大瑜伽教十忿怒明王大明觀想儀軌經 
1卷 宋 法賢譯 
No. 892 
佛説大悲空智金剛大教王儀軌經 
5卷 宋 法護譯 
No. 893 (貞元録 No. 509) 
蘇悉地羯囉經 
3卷 唐 輸波迦羅譯 
No. 893(別本1) 
蘇悉地羯囉經 
3卷 唐 輸波迦羅譯 
No. 893(別本2) 
蘇悉地羯羅經 
3卷 唐 輸波迦羅譯 
No. 894 
蘇悉地羯羅供養法 
3卷 唐 善無畏譯 
No. 894(別本) 
蘇悉地羯羅供養法 
2卷 唐 善無畏譯 
No. 895 (貞元録 No. 508) 
蘇婆呼童子請問經 
3卷 唐 輸波迦羅譯 
725a15-730a12 P. ch. 2351 
No. 895(別本) 
蘇婆呼童子請問經 
2卷 唐 輸波迦羅譯 
No. 896 
妙臂菩薩所問經 
4卷 宋 法天譯 
No. 897 
蕤呬耶經 










1卷 唐 惠果造 
No. 901 (貞元録 No. 354) 
陀羅尼集經 
12卷 唐 阿地瞿多譯 
799c15-800a2 BD14811G 
803b11-23 P. ch. 3920-7 







1卷 唐 不空譯 
No. 903 (貞元録 No. 311) 
都部陀羅尼目 
1卷 唐 不空譯 
No. 904 
念誦結護法普通諸部 
1卷 唐 金剛智述 
No. 905 
三種悉地破地獄轉業障出三界祕密陀羅尼法 




1卷 唐 善無畏譯 
No. 907 
佛頂尊勝心破地獄轉業障出三界祕密陀羅尼 
1卷 唐 善無畏譯 
No. 908 (貞元録 No. 523) 
金剛頂瑜伽護摩儀軌 
1卷 唐 不空譯 
No. 909 
金剛頂瑜伽護摩儀軌 



















No. 915 (貞元録 No. 647) 
受菩提心戒儀 







946a22-25 P. ch. 4912V[2] 
No. 918 (貞元録 No. 544) 
諸佛心陀羅尼經 
1卷 唐 玄奘譯 
No. 919 
諸佛心印陀羅尼經 
1卷 宋 法天譯 
No. 920 
佛心經品亦通大隨求陀羅尼 
2卷 唐 菩提流志譯 
No. 921 (貞元録 No. 38) 
阿閦如來念誦供養法 
1卷 唐 不空譯 
No. 922 
藥師琉璃光如來消災除難念誦儀軌 
1卷 唐 一行撰 
No. 923 
藥師如來觀行儀軌法 
1卷 唐 金剛智譯 
No. 924(A) 
藥師如來念誦儀軌 
1卷 唐 不空譯 
No. 924(B) 
藥師如來念誦儀軌 






2卷 元 沙囉巴譯 
No. 926 
藥師琉璃光王七佛本願功德經念誦儀軌供養法 
1卷 元 沙囉巴譯 
No. 927 
藥師七佛供養儀軌如意王經 
1卷 清 工布査布譯 
No. 928 
修藥師儀軌布壇法 




No. 930 (貞元録 No. 224) 
無量壽如來觀行供養儀軌 
1卷 唐 不空譯 
No. 931 (貞元録 No. 371) 
金剛頂經觀自在王如來修行法 
1卷 唐 不空譯 
No. 932 
金剛頂經瑜伽觀自在王如來修行法 
1卷 唐 金剛智譯 
No. 933 
九品往生阿彌陀三摩地集陀羅尼經 
1卷 唐 不空譯 
No. 934 
佛説無量功德陀羅尼經 
1卷 宋 法賢譯 
No. 935 
極樂願文 






82a1-18 P. ch. 5590(12) 








82a1-84c29 P. ch. 3087 
82a1-84c29 P. ch. 4526 
82a1-84c29 P. ch. 4527 
82a1-84c29 P. ch. 4528 
82a1-84c29 P. ch. 4530 
82a1-84c29 P. ch. 4531 
82a1-84c29 P. ch. 4532 
82a1-84c29 P. ch. 4533 
82a1-84c29 P. ch. 4541 
82a1-84c29 P. ch. 4546 
82a1-84c29 P. ch. 4552 
82a1-84c29 P. ch. 4568 


























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































82a4-84c28 P. ch. 4599 
82a4-84c29 S.1078 
82a4-84c29 S.4233 
82a4-84c29 P. ch. 2142 
82a4-84c29 P. ch. 2992 
82a4-84c29 P. ch. 3131 
82a4-84c29 P. ch. 3134 
82a4-84c29 P. ch. 3323 
82a4-84c29 P. ch. 4594 
82a4-84c29 P. ch. 4598 
82a4-84c29 P. ch. 4600 
82a4-84c29 P. ch. 4601 


































































































































































82a23-84c29 P. ch. 4589 
82a23-84c29 BD1389 
82a23-84c29 BD7267 






























































































































































































































































































































































































































2卷 宋 法賢譯 
No. 940 
佛説帝釋巖祕密成就儀軌 






1卷 清 達喇嘛薩穆丹達爾吉譯 
No. 943 
佛説無能勝幡王如來莊嚴陀羅尼經 
1卷 宋 施護譯 
No. 944(A) 
大佛頂如來放光悉怛多鉢怛囉陀羅尼 




No. 945 (貞元録 No. 502) 
大佛頂如來密因修證了義諸菩薩萬行首楞嚴經 
10卷 唐 般刺蜜帝譯 
106b1-c8 Дх1478 
106b1-107a21 Ф138 
















































































































































141b18-20 P. ch. 3354V2 
141c1-146a4 BD5246 
























































No. 948 (貞元録 No. 500) 
金輪王佛頂要略念誦法 






No. 950 (貞元録 No. 398) 
菩提場所説一字頂輪王經 
5卷 唐 不空譯 
No. 951 (貞元録 No. 497) 
一字佛頂輪王經 
5卷 唐 菩提流志譯 
No. 952 
五佛頂三昧陀羅尼經 
4卷 唐 菩提流志譯 
No. 953 (貞元録 No. 399) 
一字奇特佛頂經 
3卷 唐 不空譯 
No. 954(A) (貞元録 No. 499) 
一字頂輪王念誦儀軌 




No. 955 (貞元録 No. 498) 
一字頂輪王瑜伽觀行儀軌 
1卷 唐 不空譯 
No. 956 (貞元録 No. 501) 
大陀羅尼末法中一字心呪經 
1卷 唐 寶思惟譯 
315c13-317a6 P. ch. 3916-2 
315c16-317a6 BD6226 
No. 957 (貞元録 No. 400) 
金剛頂經一字頂輪王瑜伽一切時處念誦成佛儀軌 






1卷 唐 接弘集 
No. 960 
一切如來説佛頂輪王一百八名讚 
1卷 宋 施護譯 
No. 961 
如意寶珠轉輪祕密現身成佛金輪呪王經 
1卷 唐 不空譯 
No. 962 
寶悉地成佛陀羅尼經 
1卷 唐 不空譯 
No. 963 
佛説熾盛光大威德消災吉祥陀羅尼經 






338b3-c25 P. ch. 3920-12 
No. 965 
大妙金剛大甘露軍拏利焰鬘熾盛佛頂經 




No. 967 (貞元録 No. 375) 
佛頂尊勝陀羅尼經 
1卷 唐 佛陀波利譯 
349b1-c19 P. ch. 3096 






















































349c20-352a26 P. ch. 3923 









349c23-351b8 P. ch. 4537 
349c23-351b9 BD993-3 
349c23-351c21 BD1350-2 











































































351a1-352a26 P. ch. 2890-3 



































352a5-15 P. ch. 2564V1 
352a7-25 三井31[2] 







352a27-b23 P. ch. 2286V3 



















No. 968 (貞元録 No. 373) 
佛頂尊勝陀羅尼經 
1卷 唐 杜行顗譯 
No. 969 (貞元録 No. 374) 
佛頂最勝陀羅尼經 
1卷 唐 地婆訶羅譯 
357b13-19 S.2498[3] 
No. 970 (貞元録 No. 376) 
最勝佛頂陀羅尼淨除業障呪經 
1卷 唐 地婆訶羅譯 
359b6-c2 P. ch. 5569 
No. 971 (貞元録 No. 377) 
佛説佛頂尊勝陀羅尼經 
1卷 唐 義淨譯 
No. 972 (貞元録 No. 378) 
佛頂尊勝陀羅尼念誦儀軌法 
1卷 唐 不空譯 
No. 973 
尊勝佛頂脩瑜伽法軌儀 
2卷 唐 善無畏譯 
No. 974(A) 
最勝佛頂陀羅尼經 






1卷 唐 武徹述 

















1卷 元 沙囉巴譯 
No. 977 
佛説大白傘蓋總持陀羅尼經 





1卷 宋 法天譯 
No. 979 
于瑟抳沙毘左野陀囉尼 
1卷 高麗 指空譯 
No. 980 
大勝金剛佛頂念誦儀軌 
1卷 唐 金剛智譯 
No. 981 
大毘盧遮那佛眼修行儀軌 
1卷 唐 一行記 
No. 982 (貞元録 No. 352) 
佛母大孔雀明王經 
3卷 唐 不空譯 
437b10-19 P. ch. 2368 
No. 983(A) (貞元録 No. 353) 
佛説大孔雀明王畫像壇場儀軌 




No. 984 (貞元録 No. 350) 
孔雀王呪經 
2卷 梁 僧伽婆羅譯 
No. 985 (貞元録 No. 351) 
佛説大孔雀呪王經 
3卷 唐 義淨譯 
464b2-467a11 BD14132 
No. 986 (貞元録 No. 348) 
大金色孔雀王呪經 
1卷 失譯 
No. 987 (貞元録 No. 349) 
佛説大金色孔雀王呪經 
1卷 失譯 
No. 988 (貞元録 No. 347) 
孔雀王呪經 
1卷 姚秦 鳩摩羅什譯 
481c29-484c9 谷大2-19 
482a12-c7 BD14811B 
No. 989 (貞元録 No. 200) 
大雲輪請雨經 




1卷 唐 不空譯 
No. 991 (貞元録 No. 198) 
大雲輪請雨經 
2卷 隋 那連提耶舍譯 
493b24-27 S.3990[2] 
No. 992 (貞元録 No. 197) 
大方等大雲經請雨品第六十四 







No. 993 (貞元録 No. 199) 
大雲經請雨品第六十四 
1卷 北周 闍那耶舍譯 
No. 994 (貞元録 No. 25) 
仁王護國般若波羅蜜多經陀羅尼念誦儀軌 
1卷 唐 不空譯 
No. 995 (貞元録 No. 24) 
仁王般若念誦法 
1卷 唐 不空譯 
No. 996 (貞元録 No. 23) 
仁王般若陀羅尼釋 
1卷 唐 不空譯 
No. 997 
守護國界主陀羅尼經 
10卷 唐 般若共牟尼室利譯 
No. 998 (貞元録 No. 119) 
佛説迴向輪經 
1卷 唐 尸羅達摩譯 
577a18-578a28 P. ch. 2008-1 
577a20-578a28 S.2540[3] 










3卷 宋 施護譯 
No. 1000 (貞元録 No. 147) 
成就妙法蓮華經王瑜伽觀智儀軌 
1卷 唐 不空譯 
No. 1001 
法華曼荼羅威儀形色法經 
1卷 唐 不空譯 
No. 1002 (貞元録 No. 507) 
不空羂索毘盧遮那佛大灌頂光真言 
1卷 唐 不空譯 
No. 1003 (貞元録 No. 7) 
大樂金剛不空真實三昧耶經般若波羅蜜多理趣釋 
2卷 唐 不空譯 
No. 1004 (貞元録 No. 31) 
般若波羅蜜多理趣經大樂不空三昧真實金剛薩埵
菩薩等一十七聖大曼荼羅義述 
1卷 唐 不空譯 
No. 1005(A) (貞元録 No. 496) 
大寶廣博樓閣善住祕密陀羅尼經 




No. 1006 (貞元録 No. 495) 
廣大寶樓閣善住祕密陀羅尼經 
3卷 唐 菩提流志譯 
No. 1007 (貞元録 No. 510) 
牟梨曼陀羅呪經 
1卷 失譯 
No. 1008 (貞元録 No. 397) 
菩提場莊嚴陀羅尼經 
1卷 唐 不空譯 
No. 1009 (貞元録 No. 388) 
出生無邊門陀羅尼經 
1卷 唐 不空譯 
No. 1010 
佛説出生無邊門陀羅尼儀軌 
1卷 唐 不空譯 
No. 1011 (貞元録 No. 379) 
佛説無量門微密持經 
1卷 呉 支謙譯 
No. 1012 (貞元録 No. 380) 
佛説出生無量門持經 
1卷 東晉 佛陀跋陀羅譯 
No. 1013 (貞元録 No. 381) 
阿難陀目佉尼呵離陀經 
1卷 劉宋 求那跋陀羅譯 
686a9-688a18 S.2786[1] 
No. 1014 (貞元録 No. 382) 
無量門破魔陀羅尼經 
1卷 劉宋 功德直玄暢共譯 
688b25-29 BD15712 
No. 1015 (貞元録 No. 383) 
佛説阿難陀目佉尼呵離陀隣尼經 





No. 1016 (貞元録 No. 385) 
舍利弗陀羅尼經 
1卷 梁 僧伽婆羅譯 
No. 1017 (貞元録 No. 386) 
佛説一向出生菩薩經 
1卷 隋 闍那崛多譯 
No. 1018 (貞元録 No. 387) 
出生無邊門陀羅尼經 
1卷 唐 智嚴譯 
No. 1019 (貞元録 No. 101) 
大方廣佛華嚴經入法界品四十二字觀門 








No. 1022 (貞元録 No. 181) 
一切如來心祕密全身舍利寶篋印陀羅尼經 






1卷 唐 不空譯 
No. 1023 
一切如來正法祕密篋印心陀羅尼經 
1卷 宋 施護譯 
No. 1024 (貞元録 No. 414) 
無垢淨光大陀羅尼經 
1卷 唐 彌陀山譯 




























2卷 宋 施護譯 
No. 1026 
佛説造塔延命功德經 
1卷 唐 般若譯 
No. 1027 (貞元録 No. 534) 
金剛光焰止風雨陀羅尼經 
1卷 唐 菩提流志譯 
No. 1027(別本) 
金剛光焰止風雨陀羅尼經 
1卷 唐 菩提流志譯 
No. 1028(A) (貞元録 No. 543) 
佛説護諸童子陀羅尼經 













No. 1030 (貞元録 No. 552) 
觀自在大悲成就瑜伽蓮華部念誦法門 
1卷 唐 不空譯 
No. 1031 (貞元録 No. 551) 
聖觀自在菩薩心真言瑜伽觀行儀軌 
1卷 唐 不空譯 
No. 1032 (貞元録 No. 555) 
瑜伽蓮華部念誦法 
1卷 唐 不空譯 
No. 1033 (貞元録 No. 550) 
金剛恐怖集會方廣軌儀觀自在菩薩三世最勝心明
王經 
1卷 唐 不空譯 
No. 1034 (貞元録 No. 363) 
呪五首 
1卷 唐 玄奘譯 
No. 1035 (貞元録 No. 364) 
千轉陀羅尼觀世音菩薩呪 
1卷 唐 智通譯 
No. 1036 
千轉大明陀羅尼經 
1卷 宋 施護譯 
No. 1037 (貞元録 No. 341) 
觀自在菩薩説普賢陀羅尼經 
1卷 唐 不空譯 
No. 1038 (貞元録 No. 549) 
清淨觀世音普賢陀羅尼經 
1卷 唐 智通譯 
No. 1039 (貞元録 No. 419) 
阿唎多羅陀羅尼阿嚕力經 
1卷 唐 不空譯 
No. 1040 (貞元録 No. 528) 
金剛頂降三世大儀軌法王教中觀自在菩薩心真言
一切如來蓮華大曼拏攞品 
1卷 唐 不空譯 
No. 1041 
觀自在菩薩心真言一印念誦法 
1卷 唐 不空譯 
No. 1042 
觀自在菩薩大悲智印周遍法界利益衆生薫眞如法 
1卷 唐 不空譯 
No. 1043 (貞元録 No. 415) 
請觀世音菩薩消伏毒害陀羅尼呪經 
1卷 東晉 難提譯 
34c2-7 BD10597 
35c15-36a5 BD10675 




















1卷 宋 施護譯 
No. 1048 
佛説大護明大陀羅尼經 
1卷 宋 法天譯 
No. 1049 
聖六字増壽大明陀羅尼經 
1卷 宋 施護譯 
No. 1050 
佛説大乘莊嚴寶王經 




1卷 宋 法賢譯 
No. 1052 (貞元録 No. 1151) 
讚觀世音菩薩頌 
1卷 唐 慧智譯 
No. 1053 
聖觀自在菩薩功德讚 
1卷 宋 施護譯 
No. 1054 
聖觀自在菩薩一百八名經 
1卷 宋 天息災譯 
No. 1055 
佛説聖觀自在菩薩梵讚 
1卷 宋 法賢譯 
No. 1055(附卷) 
大明太宗文皇帝御製觀音讚 
No. 1056 (貞元録 No. 338) 
金剛頂瑜伽千手千眼觀自在菩薩修行儀軌經 
2卷 唐 不空譯 
No. 1057 (貞元録 No. 331) 
千眼千臂觀世音菩薩陀羅尼神呪經 
2卷 唐 智通譯 



















91c14-18 P. ch. 6022AV 
92a6-7 P. ch. 6022BV 
93b29-95a5 P. tib. 1068V 
95c5-6 P. ch. 6020 
No. 1057(別本) 
千眼千臂觀世音菩薩陀羅尼神呪經 
2卷 唐 智通譯 
92b14-94a13 S.231[1] 
94a25-96b9 S.231[2] 
No. 1058 (貞元録 No. 332) 
千手千眼觀世音菩薩姥陀羅尼身經 




100a3-c17 P. ch. 3538 
101c25-102a4 P. ch. 2575-5 
101c25-102a4 P. ch. 2575V5 
No. 1059 
千手千眼觀世音菩薩治病合藥經 
1卷 唐 伽梵達摩譯 
104c9-19 S.6151 
No. 1060 (貞元録 No. 334) 
千手千眼觀世音菩薩廣大圓滿無礙大悲心陀羅尼
經 












































No. 1061 (貞元録 No. 335) 
千手千眼觀自在菩薩廣大圓滿無礙大悲心陀羅尼
呪本 
1卷 唐 金剛智譯 
112a8-10 P. ch. 4620 
No. 1062(A) (貞元録 No. 333) 
千手千眼觀世音菩薩大身呪本 















1卷 唐 三昧蘇嚩羅譯 
No. 1066 
大悲心陀羅尼修行念誦略儀 





1卷 唐 不空譯 
No. 1068 
千手觀音造次第法儀軌 
1卷 唐 善無畏譯 
No. 1069 (貞元録 No. 357) 
十一面觀自在菩薩心密言念誦儀軌經 
3卷 唐 不空譯 
No. 1070 (貞元録 No. 355) 
佛説十一面觀世音神呪經 
1卷 北周 耶舍崛多譯 
150a8-17 BD12116 
No. 1071 (貞元録 No. 356) 
十一面神呪心經 
1卷 唐 玄奘譯 
152a11-b9 S.3185V 






















No. 1075 (貞元録 No. 368) 
佛説七倶胝佛母准提大明陀羅尼經 
1卷 唐 金剛智譯 
173b9-178c6 BD14850 
175a4-178c6 P. ch. 3916-1 
No. 1076 (貞元録 No. 369) 
七倶胝佛母所説准提陀羅尼經 
1卷 唐 不空譯 
No. 1077 (貞元録 No. 367) 
佛説七倶胝佛母心大准提陀羅尼經 
1卷 唐 地婆訶羅譯 
185a4-186b3 P. ch. 3916-3 











1卷 唐 善無畏譯 
No. 1079 
七倶胝獨部法 
1卷 唐 善無畏譯 
No. 1080 (貞元録 No. 340) 
如意輪陀羅尼經 
1卷 唐 菩提流志譯 
188b17-193b15 P. ch. 3920-6 
188c9-189a3 P. ch. 3137-3 
No. 1081 (貞元録 No. 339) 
佛説觀自在菩薩如意心陀羅尼呪經 
1卷 唐 義淨譯 
No. 1082 (貞元録 No. 336) 
觀世音菩薩祕密藏如意輪陀羅尼神呪經 
1卷 唐 實叉難陀譯 
197b19-200a12 P. ch. 3835-1 
197b22-200a12 S.4376 
197b22-200a12 P. ch. 2799-2 
198a15-200a12 BD2385-1 
No. 1083 (貞元録 No. 337) 
觀世音菩薩如意摩尼陀羅尼經 
1卷 唐 寶思惟譯 
No. 1084 
觀世音菩薩如意摩尼輪陀羅尼念誦法 




No. 1085 (貞元録 No. 576) 
觀自在菩薩如意輪念誦儀軌 
1卷 唐 不空譯 
204a21-206c5 P. ch. 3916-9 
No. 1086 (貞元録 No. 575) 
觀自在菩薩如意輪瑜伽 
1卷 唐 不空譯 
No. 1087 (貞元録 No. 574) 
觀自在如意輪菩薩瑜伽法要 
1卷 唐 金剛智譯 






1卷 唐 解脱師子譯 
No. 1090 
佛説如意輪蓮華心如來修行觀門儀 
1卷 宋 慈賢譯 
No. 1091 
七星如意輪祕密要經 
1卷 唐 不空譯 
No. 1092 (貞元録 No. 326) 
不空羂索神變真言經 
30卷 唐 菩提流志譯 
359b10-20 BD6634-1 
359b11-c4 S.1485 
No. 1093 (貞元録 No. 327) 
不空羂索呪經 
1卷 隋 闍那崛多譯 
399a1-14 P. ch. 4534 
399a19-400a14 BD2319V1 
No. 1094 (貞元録 No. 328) 
不空羂索神呪心經 
1卷 唐 玄奘譯 
402b2-405c20 P. ch. 3835-2 
402c2-405c20 P. ch. 3916-4 
403c23-404c16 P. ch. 2197-14 
No. 1095 
不空羂索呪心經 
1卷 唐 菩提流志譯 
No. 1096 (貞元録 No. 330) 
不空羂索陀羅尼經 
1卷 唐 李無詔譯 
No. 1097 (貞元録 No. 329) 
不空羂索陀羅尼自在王呪經 
3卷 唐 寶思惟譯 
No. 1098 
佛説不空羂索陀羅尼儀軌經 
2卷 唐 阿目佉譯 
No. 1099 
佛説聖觀自在菩薩不空王祕密心陀羅尼經 
1卷 宋 施護等譯 
No. 1100 (貞元録 No. 554) 
葉衣觀自在菩薩經 
1卷 唐 不空譯 
No. 1101 (貞元録 No. 450) 
佛説大方廣曼殊室利經 
1卷 唐 不空譯 
No. 1102 (貞元録 No. 553) 
金剛頂經多羅菩薩念誦法 
1卷 唐 不空譯 
No. 1103 (貞元録 No. 370) 
觀自在菩薩隨心呪經 
1卷 唐 智通譯 
No. 1103(別本) 
觀自在菩薩怛嚩多唎隨心陀羅尼經 
1卷 唐 智通譯 
No. 1104 
佛説聖多羅菩薩經 
1卷 宋 法賢譯 
No. 1105 
聖多羅菩薩一百八名陀羅尼經 
1卷 宋 法天譯 
No. 1106 
讚揚聖德多羅菩薩一百八名經 
1卷 宋 天息災譯 
No. 1107 
聖多羅菩薩梵讚 
1卷 宋 施護譯 
No. 1108(A) 
聖救度佛母二十一種禮讚經 








1卷 清 阿旺扎什譯 
No. 1110 (貞元録 No. 422) 
佛説一髻尊陀羅尼經 
1卷 唐 不空譯 
No. 1111 
青頸觀自在菩薩心陀羅尼經 
1卷 唐 不空注 
No. 1112 
金剛頂瑜伽青頸大悲王觀自在念誦儀軌 
1卷 唐 金剛智譯 
No. 1113(A) 
觀自在菩薩廣大圓滿無礙大悲心陀羅尼 
1卷 高麗 指空校 
No. 1113(附) 
觀世音菩薩施食 















1卷 宋 施護譯 
No. 1117 
佛説觀自在菩薩母陀羅尼經 
1卷 宋 法賢譯 
No. 1118 
佛説十八臂陀羅尼經 
1卷 宋 法賢譯 
No. 1119 (貞元録 No. 527) 
大樂金剛薩埵修行成就儀軌 
1卷 唐 不空譯 
No. 1120(A) (貞元録 No. 521) 
金剛頂勝初瑜伽經中略出大樂金剛薩埵念誦儀 








No. 1122 (貞元録 No. 525) 
金剛頂瑜伽他化自在天理趣會普賢修行念誦儀軌 
1卷 唐 不空譯 
No. 1123 (貞元録 No. 522) 
金剛頂勝初瑜伽普賢菩薩念誦法 
1卷 唐 不空譯 
No. 1124 (貞元録 No. 526) 
普賢金剛薩埵略瑜伽念誦儀軌 
1卷 唐 不空譯 
No. 1125 (貞元録 No. 520) 
金剛頂瑜伽金剛薩埵五祕密修行念誦儀軌 
1卷 唐 不空譯 
No. 1126 
佛説普賢曼拏羅經 
1卷 宋 施護譯 
No. 1127 
佛説普賢菩薩陀羅尼經 
1卷 宋 法天譯 
No. 1128 
最上大乘金剛大教寶王經 
2卷 宋 法天譯 
No. 1129 
佛説金剛手菩薩降伏一切部多大教王經 
3卷 宋 法天譯 
558c9-563c4 國會32(21) 
No. 1130 (貞元録 No. 114) 
大乘金剛髻珠菩薩修行分 
1卷 唐 菩提流志譯 
No. 1131 
聖金剛手菩薩一百八名梵讚 
1卷 宋 法賢譯 
No. 1132 (貞元録 No. 573) 
金剛王菩薩祕密念誦儀軌 
1卷 唐 不空譯 
No. 1133 (貞元録 No. 394) 
金剛壽命陀羅尼念誦法 
1卷 唐 不空譯 
No. 1134(A) 
金剛壽命陀羅尼經法 
1卷 唐 不空譯 
No. 1134(B) 
金剛壽命陀羅尼經 
1卷 唐 不空譯 
No. 1135 (貞元録 No. 393) 
佛説一切如來金剛壽命陀羅尼經 




1卷 唐 不空譯 
No. 1137 (貞元録 No. 411) 
佛説善法方便陀羅尼經 
1卷 失譯 






No. 1139 (貞元録 No. 413) 
護命法門神呪經 
1卷 唐 菩提流志譯 
No. 1140 
佛説延壽妙門陀羅尼經 
1卷 宋 法賢譯 
No. 1141 
慈氏菩薩略修愈誐念誦法 
2卷 唐 善無畏譯 
No. 1142 
佛説慈氏菩薩陀羅尼 
1卷 宋 法賢譯 
No. 1143 
佛説慈氏菩薩誓願陀羅尼經 
1卷 宋 法賢譯 
No. 1144 
佛説彌勒菩薩發願王偈 
1卷 清 工布査布譯 
No. 1145 (貞元録 No. 571) 
虚空藏菩薩能滿諸願最勝心陀羅尼求聞持法 
1卷 唐 善無畏譯 
No. 1146 (貞元録 No. 80) 
大虚空藏菩薩念誦法 






1卷 宋 法天譯 
No. 1148 
佛説虚空藏菩薩陀羅尼 
1卷 宋 法賢譯 
No. 1149 
五大虚空藏菩薩速疾大神驗祕密式經 
1卷 唐 金剛智譯 
No. 1150 
轉法輪菩薩摧魔怨敵法 
1卷 唐 不空譯 
No. 1151 (貞元録 No. 30) 
修習般若波羅蜜菩薩觀行念誦儀軌 
1卷 唐 不空譯 
No. 1152 
佛説佛母般若波羅蜜多大明觀想儀軌 
1卷 宋 施護譯 
No. 1153 (貞元録 No. 562) 
普遍光明清淨熾盛如意寶印心無能勝大明王大隨
求陀羅尼經 
2卷 唐 不空譯 
No. 1154 (貞元録 No. 561) 
佛説隨求即得大自在陀羅尼神呪經 
1卷 唐 寶思惟譯 
637b14-638b10 BD992V2 




638a7-640a27 P. ch. 3982 
638a17-c9 BD6789 

















No. 1157 (貞元録 No. 567) 
香王菩薩陀羅尼呪經 
1卷 唐 義淨譯 
No. 1158 
地藏菩薩儀軌 










No. 1161 (貞元録 No. 454) 
佛説觀藥王藥上二菩薩經 




664c9-14 北区23, 159:2 
665c1-12 Дх3688 
No. 1162 (貞元録 No. 547) 
持世陀羅尼經 
1卷 唐 玄奘譯 
666c3-667c5 S.2292 
667c5-11 Дх5279 
No. 1163 (貞元録 No. 420) 
佛説雨寶陀羅尼經 
1卷 唐 不空譯 
No. 1164 
佛説大乘聖吉祥持世陀羅尼經 
1卷 宋 法天譯 
No. 1165 
聖持世陀羅尼經 
1卷 宋 施護譯 
No. 1166 
馬鳴菩薩大神力無比驗法念誦軌儀 
1卷 唐 金剛智譯 
No. 1167 (貞元録 No. 316) 
八大菩薩曼荼羅經 
1卷 唐 不空譯 
No. 1168(A) 
佛説大乘八大曼拏羅經 






4卷 宋 法賢譯 
No. 1170 
佛説金剛香菩薩大明成就儀軌經 
3卷 宋 施護譯 
No. 1171 (貞元録 No. 103) 
金剛頂經瑜伽文殊師利菩薩法一品 
1卷 唐 不空譯 
No. 1172 (貞元録 No. 106) 
金剛頂超勝三界經説文殊五字真言勝相 
1卷 唐 不空譯 
No. 1173 (貞元録 No. 572) 
金剛頂經曼殊室利菩薩五字心陀羅尼品 
1卷 唐 金剛智譯 
710a15-713b11 BD59 




1卷 唐 不空譯 
No. 1175 (貞元録 No. 102) 
金剛頂經瑜伽文殊師利菩薩供養儀軌 
1卷 唐 不空譯 
No. 1176 (貞元録 No. 104) 
曼殊室利童子菩薩五字瑜伽法 
1卷 唐 不空譯 
No. 1177(A) 
大乘瑜伽金剛性海曼殊室利千臂千鉢大教王經 







No. 1179 (貞元録 No. 365) 
文殊師利菩薩六字呪功能法經 
1卷 
No. 1180 (貞元録 No. 366) 
六字神呪經 
1卷 唐 菩提流志譯 
No. 1181 (貞元録 No. 342) 
大方廣菩薩藏經中文殊師利根本一字陀羅尼經 
1卷 唐 寶思惟譯 
No. 1182 (貞元録 No. 343) 
曼殊室利菩薩呪藏中一字呪王經 
1卷 唐 義淨譯 
No. 1183 
一髻文殊師利童子陀羅尼念誦儀軌 




1卷 唐 菩提仙譯 
No. 1185(A) (貞元録 No. 533) 
佛説文殊師利法寶藏陀羅尼經 
1卷 唐 菩提流志譯 
No. 1185(B) 
文殊師利寶藏陀羅尼經 
1卷 唐 菩提流志譯 
No. 1186 
佛説妙吉祥菩薩陀羅尼 




2卷 宋 施護譯 
No. 1188 
文殊所説最勝名義經 
2卷 宋 金總持等譯 
No. 1189 
佛説文殊菩薩最勝真實名義經 
1卷 元 沙囉巴譯 
No. 1190 
聖妙吉祥真實名經 
1卷 元 釋智譯 
831c18-832a2 北区24, 464:1 
No. 1191 
大方廣菩薩藏文殊師利根本儀軌經 
20卷 宋 天息災譯 
No. 1192 
妙吉祥平等祕密最上觀門大教王經 
5卷 宋 慈賢譯 
No. 1193 
妙吉祥平等瑜伽祕密觀身成佛儀軌 
1卷 宋 慈賢譯 
No. 1194 
妙吉祥平等觀門大教王經略出護摩儀 
1卷 宋 慈賢譯 
No. 1195 (貞元録 No. 107) 
大聖文殊師利菩薩讚佛法身禮 
1卷 唐 不空譯 
No. 1196 
曼殊室利菩薩吉祥伽陀 
1卷 宋 法賢譯 
No. 1197 
佛説文殊師利一百八名梵讚 
1卷 宋 法天譯 
No. 1198 
聖者文殊師利發菩提心願文 
1卷 元 智慧譯 
No. 1199 (貞元録 No. 530) 
金剛手光明灌頂經最勝立印聖無動尊大威怒王念
誦儀軌法品 
1卷 唐 不空譯 
No. 1200 (貞元録 No. 558) 
底哩三昧耶不動尊威怒王使者念誦法 
1卷 唐 不空譯 
No. 1201 
底哩三昧耶不動尊聖者念誦祕密法 
3卷 唐 不空譯 
No. 1202 (貞元録 No. 557) 
不動使者陀羅尼祕密法 





















1卷 唐 金剛智譯 
No. 1209 (貞元録 No. 529) 
金剛頂瑜伽降三世成就極深密門 
1卷 唐 不空譯 
No. 1210 
降三世忿怒明王念誦儀軌 
1卷 唐 不空譯 
No. 1211 (貞元録 No. 421) 
甘露軍荼利菩薩供養念誦成就儀軌 







No. 1214 (貞元録 No. 423) 
聖閻曼德迦威怒王立成大神驗念誦法 

















1卷 唐 一行撰 
No. 1220 
金剛藥叉瞋怒王息災大威神驗念誦儀軌 
1卷 唐 金剛智譯 
No. 1221 
青色大金剛藥叉辟鬼魔法 
1卷 唐 空蜝述 
No. 1222 (貞元録 No. 515) 
聖迦柅忿怒金剛童子菩薩成就儀軌經 
3卷 唐 不空譯 
No. 1222(別本) 
聖迦柅忿怒金剛童子菩薩成就儀軌經 








No. 1225 (貞元録 No. 514) 
大威怒烏芻澁麼儀軌經 




No. 1227 (貞元録 No. 511) 
大威力烏樞瑟摩明王經 
3卷 唐 阿質達霰譯 
No. 1228 (貞元録 No. 512) 
穢跡金剛説神通大滿陀羅尼法術靈要門 
1卷 唐 阿質達霰譯 
158a2-159a25 P. ch. 3047V2 
No. 1229 (貞元録 No. 513) 
穢跡金剛禁百變法經 













1卷 宋 法天譯 
No. 1234 
無能勝大明陀羅尼經 
1卷 宋 法天譯 
No. 1235 
無能勝大明心陀羅尼經 
1卷 宋 法天譯 
No. 1236 
聖無能勝金剛火陀羅尼經 





















1卷 宋 法賢譯 
No. 1243 
佛説出生一切如來法眼遍照大力明王經 
2卷 宋 法護譯 
No. 1244 (貞元録 No. 384) 
毘沙門天王經 
1卷 唐 不空譯 
No. 1245 
佛説毘沙門天王經 
1卷 宋 法天譯 
No. 1246 
摩訶吠室囉末那野提婆喝囉闍陀羅尼儀軌 
1卷 唐 般若听羯囉譯 
No. 1247 
北方毘沙門天王隨軍護法儀軌 
1卷 唐 不空譯 
No. 1248 
北方毘沙門天王隨軍護法真言 




1卷 唐 不空譯 
No. 1250 
北方毘沙門多聞寶藏天王神妙陀羅尼別行儀軌 
1卷 唐 不空譯 
No. 1251 
吽迦陀野儀軌 
3卷 唐 金剛智譯 
No. 1252 (貞元録 No. 622) 
佛説大吉祥天女十二名號經 
1卷 唐 不空譯 
No. 1252(別本) 
佛説大吉祥天女十二名號經 
1卷 唐 不空譯 
No. 1253 (貞元録 No. 623) 
大吉祥天女十二契一百八名無垢大乘經 




No. 1254 (貞元録 No. 360) 
末利支提婆華鬘經 
1卷 唐 不空譯 
No. 1255 (貞元録 No. 359) 
佛説摩利支天菩薩陀羅尼經 




1卷 唐 不空譯 
No. 1256 (貞元録 No. 358) 
佛説摩利支天陀羅尼呪經 
1卷 失譯 
259b13-260a23 P. ch. 3110-1 
261b13-262a23 P. ch. 3136-3 
261b23-262a15 P. ch. 3912-1 












7卷 宋 天息災譯 
No. 1258 
摩利支菩薩略念誦法 




No. 1260 (貞元録 No. 362) 
大藥叉女歡喜母并愛子成就法 
1卷 唐 不空譯 
No. 1261 (貞元録 No. 361) 
訶利帝母真言經 
1卷 唐 不空譯 





1卷 唐 不空譯 
No. 1264 
觀自在菩薩化身蘘麌哩曳童女銷伏毒害陀羅尼經 
1卷 唐 不空譯 
No. 1264(別本) 
佛説穰麌梨童女經 
1卷 唐 不空譯 
No. 1265 
佛説常瞿利毒女陀羅尼呪經 
1卷 唐 瞿多譯 
No. 1266 (貞元録 No. 425) 
大聖天歡喜雙身毘那夜迦法 
1卷 唐 不空譯 
No. 1267 
使呪法經 
1卷 唐 菩提流志譯 
No. 1268 
大使呪法經 
1卷 唐 菩提流志譯 
No. 1269 
佛説金色迦那鉢底陀羅尼經 











1卷 唐 不空譯 
No. 1272 
金剛薩埵説頻那夜迦天成就儀軌經 
4卷 宋 法賢譯 
No. 1273 
毘那夜迦誐那鉢底瑜伽悉地品祕要 
1卷 唐 含光記 
No. 1274 
大聖歡喜雙身毘那夜迦天形像品儀軌 
1卷 唐 憬瑟集 
No. 1275 
聖歡喜天式法 
1卷 唐 般若惹羯羅撰 
No. 1276 (貞元録 No. 296) 
文殊師利菩薩根本大教王經金翅鳥王品 
1卷 唐 不空譯 
No. 1277 (貞元録 No. 424) 
速疾立驗魔醯首羅天説阿尾奢法 
1卷 唐 不空譯 
No. 1278 
迦樓羅及諸天密言經 















2卷 宋 法天譯 
No. 1284 
佛説聖寶藏神儀軌經 
2卷 宋 法天譯 
No. 1285 
佛説寶賢陀羅尼經 
1卷 宋 法賢譯 
No. 1286 
堅牢地天儀軌 
1卷 唐 善無畏譯 
No. 1287 
大黒天神法 
1卷 唐 神愷記 
No. 1288 
佛説最上祕密那拏天經 
3卷 宋 法賢譯 
No. 1289 
佛説金毘羅童子威德經 
1卷 唐 不空譯 
No. 1290 
焰羅王供行法次第 
1卷 唐 阿謨伽撰 
No. 1291 
深沙大將儀軌 






















No. 1299 (貞元録 No. 297) 
文殊師利菩薩及諸仙所説吉凶時日善惡宿曜經 
2卷 唐 不空譯 
No. 1300 (貞元録 No. 881) 
摩登伽經 
2卷 呉 竺律炎 支謙共譯 
404a22-407a19 S.3374 
No. 1301 (貞元録 No. 882) 
舍頭諫太子二十八宿經 







1卷 唐 法成譯 
420a1-24 P. ch. 3070V1 
420a1-b12 Дх2191 
420a1-421a14 P. ch. 3916-6 
420a1-421b14 Ф116 
420a2-421a14 S.2039 
















































































1卷 宋 法天譯 
No. 1304 
宿曜儀軌 
1卷 唐 一行撰 
No. 1305 
北斗七星念誦儀軌 
1卷 唐 金剛智譯 
No. 1306 
北斗七星護摩祕要儀軌 






1卷 唐 金倶吒撰 
No. 1309 
七曜星辰別行法 
1卷 唐 一行撰 
No. 1310 
北斗七星護摩法 






1卷 宋 法賢譯 
No. 1313 (貞元録 No. 565) 
佛説救拔焰口餓鬼陀羅尼經 
1卷 唐 不空譯 
464b17-465b27 P. ch. 3022-1 
464b20-29 S.6323 






465a5-27 P. ch. 2575V7 
465a5-b3 BD7767 
No. 1314 (貞元録 No. 564) 
佛説救面然餓鬼陀羅尼神呪經 
1卷 唐 實叉難陀譯 
No. 1315 
施諸餓鬼飲食及水法 
1卷 唐 不空譯 
466c4-15 BD1906 
466c13-467a5 P. ch. 2575-2 











1卷 唐 實叉難陀譯 
No. 1318 
瑜伽集要救阿難陀羅尼焰口軌儀經 
1卷 唐 不空譯 
No. 1319 
瑜伽集要焰口施食起教阿難陀縁由 






1卷 唐 跋馱木阿譯 
No. 1322 
新集浴像儀軌 
1卷 唐 慧琳述 
No. 1323 (貞元録 No. 417) 
除一切疾病陀羅尼經 
1卷 唐 不空譯 
No. 1324 (貞元録 No. 418) 
能淨一切眼疾病陀羅尼經 
1卷 唐 不空譯 
No. 1325 (貞元録 No. 1007) 
佛説療痔病經 
















1卷 宋 法賢譯 
No. 1331 (貞元録 No. 207) 
佛説灌頂經 













































































































































533b17-536b5 P. ch. 2928 
533b20-c4 Дх1500 
533b23-26 北区45[1], 175:8-1 
533b28-c3 北区45[2], 175:8-2 
533b28-536b5 羽7冊577 
533c1-18 P. tib. 439AV 














































































































































No. 1333 (貞元録 No. 406) 
虚空藏菩薩問七佛陀羅尼呪經 
1卷 失譯 
No. 1334 (貞元録 No. 407) 
如來方便善巧呪經 
1卷 隋 闍那崛多譯 
No. 1335 (貞元録 No. 532) 
大吉義神呪經 
4卷 元魏 曇曜譯 





No. 1337 (貞元録 No. 372) 
種種雜呪經 
1卷 北周 闍那崛多譯 
No. 1338 
呪三首經 
1卷 唐 地婆訶羅譯 
No. 1339 (貞元録 No. 469) 
大方等陀羅尼經 








































No. 1340 (貞元録 No. 462) 
大法炬陀羅尼經 






No. 1341 (貞元録 No. 463) 
大威德陀羅尼經 
20卷 隋 闍那崛多譯 
820b26-c13 BD16394 
No. 1342 (貞元録 No. 391) 
佛説無崖際總持法門經 
1卷 西秦 聖堅譯 
No. 1343 (貞元録 No. 392) 
尊勝菩薩所問一切諸法入無量門陀羅尼經 
1卷 北齊 萬天懿譯 
No. 1344 (貞元録 No. 395) 
金剛上味陀羅尼經 
1卷 元魏 佛陀扇多譯 
No. 1345 (貞元録 No. 396) 
金剛場陀羅尼經 
1卷 隋 闍那崛多譯 
No. 1346 (貞元録 No. 560) 
諸佛集會陀羅尼經 
1卷 唐 提雲般若等譯 
No. 1347 
息除中夭陀羅尼經 
1卷 宋 施護譯 
No. 1348 (貞元録 No. 344) 
佛説十二佛名神呪校量功德除障滅罪經 
1卷 隋 闍那崛多譯 
860c18-861a3 Дх540A 
No. 1349 (貞元録 No. 345) 
佛説稱讚如來功德神呪經 
1卷 唐 義淨譯 
No. 1350 
佛説一切如來名號陀羅尼經 
1卷 宋 法賢譯 
No. 1351 (貞元録 No. 408) 
佛説持句神呪經 
1卷 呉 支謙譯 
No. 1352 (貞元録 No. 409) 
佛説陀鄰尼鉢經 
1卷 東晉 竺曇無蘭譯 
No. 1353 
東方最勝燈王陀羅尼經 
1卷 隋 闍那崛多譯 
No. 1354 (貞元録 No. 410) 
東方最勝燈王如來經 
1卷 隋 闍那崛多等譯 
No. 1355 
佛説聖最上燈明如來陀羅尼經 
1卷 宋 施護譯 
No. 1356 (貞元録 No. 403) 
佛説華積陀羅尼神呪經 
1卷 呉 支謙譯 
No. 1357 (貞元録 No. 401) 
佛説師子奮迅菩薩所問經 
1卷 失譯 






1卷 宋 施護譯 
No. 1360 (貞元録 No. 548) 
六門陀羅尼經 

































878b3-c23 P. ch. 2404V2 






No. 1362 (貞元録 No. 570) 
佛説善夜經 
1卷 唐 義淨譯 
No. 1363 (貞元録 No. 389) 
勝幢臂印陀羅尼經 
1卷 唐 玄奘譯 
882c6-883a27 羽2冊99 
No. 1364 (貞元録 No. 390) 
妙臂印幢陀羅尼經 
1卷 唐 實叉難陀譯 
No. 1365 (貞元録 No. 546) 
八名普密陀羅尼經 
1卷 唐 玄奘譯 







1卷 宋 法賢譯 
No. 1367 (貞元録 No. 537) 
佛説大普賢陀羅尼經 
1卷 失譯 
No. 1368 (貞元録 No. 538) 
佛説大七寶陀羅尼經 
1卷 失譯 
No. 1369 (貞元録 No. 563) 
百千印陀羅尼經 
1卷 唐 實叉難陀譯 
No. 1369(別本) 
百千印陀羅尼經 
1卷 唐 實叉難陀譯 
No. 1370 
佛説持明藏八大總持王經 
1卷 宋 施護譯 
No. 1371 
佛説聖大總持王經 
1卷 宋 施護譯 
No. 1372 
増慧陀羅尼經 
1卷 宋 施護譯 
No. 1373 
佛説施一切無畏陀羅尼經 
1卷 宋 施護等譯 
No. 1374 (貞元録 No. 568) 
佛説一切功德莊嚴王經 
1卷 唐 義淨譯 
No. 1375 (貞元録 No. 566) 
佛説莊嚴王陀羅尼呪經 




2卷 宋 施護譯 
No. 1377 
佛説寶帶陀羅尼經 
1卷 宋 施護譯 
No. 1378 (貞元録 No. 542) 
佛説玄師颰陀所説神呪經 
1卷 東晉 竺曇無蘭譯 
No. 1378(別本) 
幻師颰陀神呪經 
1卷 東晉 竺曇無蘭譯 
No. 1379 
佛説大愛陀羅尼經 
1卷 宋 法賢譯 
No. 1380 
佛説善樂長者經 
1卷 宋 法賢譯 
No. 1381 
佛説大吉祥陀羅尼經 
1卷 宋 法賢譯 
No. 1382 
佛説宿命智陀羅尼 
1卷 宋 法賢譯 
No. 1383 
佛説宿命智陀羅尼經 
1卷 宋 法賢譯 
No. 1384 
佛説鉢蘭那賖嚩哩大陀羅尼經 
1卷 宋 法賢譯 
No. 1385 
佛説倶枳羅陀羅尼經 
1卷 宋 法賢譯 
No. 1386 
佛説妙色陀羅尼經 
1卷 宋 法賢譯 
No. 1387 
佛説栴檀香身陀羅尼經 
1卷 宋 法賢譯 
No. 1388 
佛説無畏陀羅尼經 
1卷 宋 法賢譯 
No. 1389 
佛説無量壽大智陀羅尼 
1卷 宋 法賢譯 
No. 1390 
佛説洛叉陀羅尼經 
1卷 宋 法賢譯 
No. 1391 
佛説檀特羅麻油述經 




1卷 宋 法天譯 
No. 1393 (貞元録 No. 541) 
佛説摩尼羅亶經 
1卷 東晉 竺曇無蘭譯 
No. 1394 (貞元録 No. 540) 
佛説安宅神呪經 
1卷 失譯 
No. 1395 (貞元録 No. 545) 
拔濟苦難陀羅尼經 
1卷 唐 玄奘譯 
912b16-c28 BD7768 
No. 1396 (貞元録 No. 569) 
佛説拔除罪障呪王經 
1卷 唐 義淨譯 
No. 1397 (貞元録 No. 559) 
智炬陀羅尼經 




1卷 宋 施護譯 
No. 1399 
佛説滅除五逆罪大陀羅尼經 





1卷 宋 法賢譯 
No. 1401 
佛説大金剛香陀羅尼經 
1卷 宋 施護譯 
No. 1402 
消除一切閃電障難隨求如意陀羅尼經 
1卷 宋 施護譯 
No. 1403 
佛説如意摩尼陀羅尼經 
1卷 宋 施護譯 
No. 1404 
佛説如意寶總持王經 
1卷 宋 施護譯 
No. 1405 
佛説息除賊難陀羅尼經 






1卷 宋 法賢譯 
No. 1408 
佛説最上意陀羅尼經 
1卷 宋 施護譯 
No. 1409 
佛説聖最勝陀羅尼經 
1卷 宋 施護譯 
No. 1410 
佛説勝幡瓔珞陀羅尼經 
1卷 宋 施護譯 
No. 1411 
佛説蓮華眼陀羅尼經 
1卷 宋 施護譯 
No. 1412 
佛説寶生陀羅尼經 
1卷 宋 施護譯 
No. 1413 
佛説尊勝大明王經 
1卷 宋 施護譯 
No. 1414 
佛説金身陀羅尼經 
1卷 宋 施護譯 
No. 1415 
大金剛妙高山樓閣陀羅尼 
1卷 宋 施護譯 
No. 1416 
金剛摧碎陀羅尼 
1卷 宋 慈賢譯 
No. 1417 
佛説壞相金剛陀羅尼經 
1卷 元 沙囉巴譯 
No. 1418 
佛説一切如來安像三昧儀軌經 
1卷 宋 施護譯 
No. 1419 
佛説造像量度經解 
1卷 清 工布査布譯解 
No. 1419(附) 
造像量度經續補 




No. 1421 (貞元録 No. 1014) 
彌沙塞部和醯五分律 





No. 1422 (貞元録 No. 1022) 
彌沙塞五分戒本 










No. 1423 (貞元録 No. 1023) 
五分比丘尼戒本 
1卷 梁 明徽集 
No. 1424 (貞元録 No. 1037) 
彌沙塞羯磨本 
1卷 唐 愛同録 
225b10-c16 P. ch. 4035 
No. 1425 (貞元録 No. 1008) 
摩訶僧祇律 

































































No. 1426 (貞元録 No. 1016) 
摩訶僧祇律大比丘戒本 
1卷 東晉 佛陀跋陀羅譯 
549b23-555a6 羽6冊510 
No. 1427 (貞元録 No. 1017) 
摩訶僧祇比丘尼戒本 




No. 1428 (貞元録 No. 1015) 
四分律 




571a5-22 P. ch. 3001V1[1] 
572b6-573b7 P. ch. 3001V1[2] 
573b12-14 P. ch. 3001V1[3] 







598c1-2 P. ch. 6012 





































775a12-778b13 P. ch. 3560 
776c15-778a6 BD5553 
778a6-b13 BD5321 



















































No. 1429 (貞元録 No. 1024) 
四分律比丘戒本 
1卷 後秦 佛陀耶舍譯 








































































































































































No. 1430 (貞元録 No. 1026) 
四分僧戒本 
1卷 後秦 佛陀耶舍譯 
1023a12-1030c10 BD14039 
























No. 1431 (貞元録 No. 1025) 
四分比丘尼戒本 
1卷 後秦 佛陀耶舍譯 

















































































































































































































No. 1432 (貞元録 No. 1038) 
曇無德律部雜羯磨 












No. 1433 (貞元録 No. 1039) 
羯磨 








1063c11-27 P. ch. 5590(2) 
No. 1434 (貞元録 No. 1040) 
四分比丘尼羯磨法 




No. 1435 (貞元録 No. 1009) 
十誦律 



























No. 1436 (貞元録 No. 1018) 
十誦比丘波羅提木叉戒本 
1卷 姚秦 鳩摩羅什譯 









No. 1437 (貞元録 No. 1019) 
十誦比丘尼波羅提木叉戒本 













No. 1439 (貞元録 No. 1035) 
十誦羯磨比丘要用 
1卷 劉宋 僧璩撰出 
No. 1440 (貞元録 No. 1060) 
薩婆多毘尼毘婆沙 
9卷 失譯 







No. 1441 (貞元録 No. 1054) 
薩婆多部毘尼摩得勒伽 
10卷 劉宋 僧伽跋摩譯 
No. 1442 (貞元録 No. 1010) 
根本説一切有部毘奈耶 
50卷 唐 義淨譯 
627c1-12 羽2冊156-3[1] 
729b28-c20 BD7582 
No. 1443 (貞元録 No. 1011) 
根本説一切有部苾芻尼毘奈耶 
20卷 唐 義淨譯 
No. 1444 
根本説一切有部毘奈耶出家事 
4卷 唐 義淨譯 
No. 1445 
根本説一切有部毘奈耶安居事 
1卷 唐 義淨譯 
No. 1446 
根本説一切有部毘奈耶隨意事 
1卷 唐 義淨譯 
No. 1447 
根本説一切有部毘奈耶皮革事 





18卷 唐 義淨譯 
No. 1449 
根本説一切有部毘奈耶羯恥那衣事 
1卷 唐 義淨譯 
No. 1450 
根本説一切有部毘奈耶破僧事 
20卷 唐 義淨譯 
No. 1451 (貞元録 No. 1012) 
根本説一切有部毘奈耶雜事 














No. 1452 (貞元録 No. 1013) 
根本説一切有部尼陀那目得迦 
10卷 唐 義淨譯 
No. 1453 (貞元録 No. 1033) 
根本説一切有部百一羯磨 
10卷 唐 義淨譯 
No. 1454 (貞元録 No. 1020) 
根本説一切有部戒經 
1卷 唐 義淨譯 
500c2-6 羽2冊156-3[2] 
No. 1455 (貞元録 No. 1021) 
根本説一切有部苾芻尼戒經 
1卷 唐 義淨譯 
No. 1456 (貞元録 No. 1051) 
根本説一切有部毘奈耶尼陀那目得迦攝頌 
1卷 唐 義淨譯 
No. 1457 (貞元録 No. 1050) 
根本説一切有部略毘奈耶雜事攝頌 
1卷 唐 義淨譯 
No. 1458 (貞元録 No. 1053) 
根本薩婆多部律攝 









597b12-604b17 P. ch. 2175 
No. 1459 (貞元録 No. 1049) 
根本説一切有部毘奈耶頌 
3卷 尊者昆舍佉造 唐 義淨譯 
649c5-652a25 津藝169 
No. 1460 (貞元録 No. 1027) 
解脱戒經 
1卷 元魏 般若流支譯 
No. 1461 (貞元録 No. 1061) 
律二十二明了論 
1卷 弗陀多羅多造 陳 真諦譯 
No. 1462 (貞元録 No. 1056) 
善見律毘婆沙 
18卷 蕭齊 僧伽跋陀羅譯 
710c29-715b24 BD14558 
755c21-27 北区1, 115:8 





No. 1464 (貞元録 No. 1055) 
鼻奈耶 
10卷 姚秦 竺佛念譯 








No. 1465 (貞元録 No. 1032) 
舍利弗問經 
1卷 失譯 
No. 1466 (貞元録 No. 1036) 
優波離問佛經 
1卷 劉宋 求那跋摩譯 
903a19-b14 BD5787 
No. 1467 (貞元録 No. 1046) 
佛説犯戒罪報輕重經 
1卷 後漢 安世高譯 
910b6-c13 Дх2665 










1卷 宋 法天譯 
No. 1469 (貞元録 No. 1045) 
佛説迦葉禁戒經 
1卷 劉宋 沮渠京聲譯 
912c5-18 S.4540 
No. 1470 (貞元録 No. 1059) 
大比丘三千威儀 
2卷 後漢 安世高譯 







926b1-932a24 P. ch. 2065-2 
No. 1472 (貞元録 No. 1029) 
沙彌威儀 





1卷 宋 施護譯 
No. 1474 (貞元録 No. 1031) 
沙彌尼戒經 
1卷 失譯 




No. 1476 (貞元録 No. 1048) 
佛説優婆塞五戒相經 
1卷 劉宋 求那跋摩譯 
No. 1477 (貞元録 No. 1047) 
佛説戒消災經 
1卷 呉 支謙譯 





1卷 宋 法天譯 
No. 1480 
佛説苾芻迦尸迦十法經 
1卷 宋 法天譯 
No. 1481 (貞元録 No. 973) 
佛説五恐怖世經 
1卷 劉宋 沮渠京聲譯 
No. 1482 (貞元録 No. 1057) 
佛阿毘曇經 出家相品 
2卷 陳 真諦譯 







No. 1484 (貞元録 No. 645) 
梵網經 








1002a19-c2 P. ch. 4545 
1003a15-b1 BD2613V 
1003a15-b3 S.4255 






























































1003c29-1004b5 P. ch. 4635-1 



























































































































































































No. 1485 (貞元録 No. 648) 
菩薩瓔珞本業經 








No. 1486 (貞元録 No. 646) 
受十善戒經 
1卷 失譯 
No. 1487 (貞元録 No. 654) 
佛説菩薩内戒經 
1卷 劉宋 求那跋摩譯 
No. 1488 (貞元録 No. 644) 
優婆塞戒經 














































1075a14-c2 P. ch. 2276 
1075c10-28 Дх590 
No. 1489 (貞元録 No. 657) 
清淨毘尼方廣經 
1卷 後秦 鳩摩羅什譯 
No. 1490 (貞元録 No. 658) 
寂調音所問經 
1卷 宋 法海譯 
No. 1491 (貞元録 No. 661) 
菩薩藏經 
1卷 梁 僧伽婆羅譯 
No. 1492 (貞元録 No. 665) 
佛説舍利弗悔過經 
1卷 後漢 安世高譯 
1090a3-b16 敦研37 
No. 1493 (貞元録 No. 659) 
大乘三聚懺悔經 
1卷 隋 闍那崛多共笈多等譯 
1091b16-c22 S.5610[6] 
No. 1494 (貞元録 No. 643) 
佛説淨業障經 
1卷 失譯 
No. 1495 (貞元録 No. 286) 
善恭敬經 
1卷 隋 闍那崛多譯 




1卷 元魏 佛陀扇多譯 
No. 1497 
佛説大乘戒經 
1卷 宋 施護譯 
No. 1498 
佛説八種長養功德經 
1卷 宋 法護等譯 
No. 1499 (貞元録 No. 652) 
菩薩戒羯磨文 
1卷 弥勒菩薩説 唐 玄奘譯 
No. 1500 (貞元録 No. 650) 
菩薩戒本 
1卷 慈氏菩薩説 北涼 曇無讖譯 
No. 1501 (貞元録 No. 651) 
菩薩戒本 
1卷 弥勒菩薩説 唐 玄奘譯 
No. 1502 (貞元録 No. 663) 
菩薩受齋經 
1卷 西晉 聶道真譯 
1116a20-b4 S.5665[1] 
No. 1503 (貞元録 No. 655) 
優婆塞五戒威儀經 
1卷 劉宋 求那跋摩譯 
1116c9-28 S.5665[3] 
1120b5-c1 Дх791 
No. 1504 (貞元録 No. 660) 
菩薩五法懺悔文 
1卷 失譯 
No. 1505 (貞元録 No. 1139) 
四阿鋡暮抄解 
2卷 婆素跋陀撰 符秦 鳩摩羅佛提等譯 
No. 1506 (貞元録 No. 1084) 
三法度論 
3卷 尊者山賢造 東晉 僧伽提婆譯 
No. 1507 (貞元録 No. 1093) 
分別功德論 
5卷 失譯 
No. 1508 (貞元録 No. 1146) 
阿含口解十二因縁經 
1卷 後漢 安玄共嚴佛調譯 
No. 1509 (貞元録 No. 668) 
大智度論 




















94a11-17 P. ch. 4754 

























































198a27-c28 P. ch. 4584 






























































































343c29-344a9 P. ch. 4865[1] 
344a9-b20 BD5974 

































































































































565a19-24 北区10, 140:8 
566a9-19 Дх3463 
































698b13-c13 P. ch. 4525(16) 
699a9-16 P. ch. 4525(18) 
699c2-705a20 津藝241 























No. 1510 (貞元録 No. 674) 
金剛般若論 
2卷 無著菩薩造 隋 達磨笈多譯 
757b19-761b27 BD5998-1 




3卷 無著菩薩造 隋 達磨笈多譯 
No. 1511 (貞元録 No. 676) 
金剛般若波羅蜜經論 









786c6-787b17 P. ch. 3293[1] 
786c24-789a14 S.4440 
787b22-788a8 P. ch. 3293[2] 
788a6-792a7 S.2788 









No. 1512 (貞元録 No. 679) 
金剛仙論 





No. 1513 (貞元録 No. 677) 
能斷金剛般若波羅蜜多經論釋 
3卷 無著菩薩造 世親菩薩釋 唐 義淨譯 
No. 1514 (貞元録 No. 675) 
能斷金剛般若波羅蜜多經論頌 
1卷 無著菩薩造 唐 義淨譯 
No. 1515 (貞元録 No. 678) 
金剛般若波羅蜜經破取著不壞假名論 
2卷 功徳施菩薩造 唐 地婆訶羅等譯 
No. 1516 
聖佛母般若波羅蜜多九頌精義論 
2卷 勝徳赤衣菩薩造 宋 法護等譯 
No. 1517 
佛母般若波羅蜜多圓集要義釋論 
4卷 三寶尊菩薩造 大域龍菩薩造本論 宋 施護等譯 
No. 1518 
佛母般若波羅蜜多圓集要義論 
1卷 大域龍菩薩造 宋 施護等譯 
No. 1519 (貞元録 No. 682) 
妙法蓮華經憂波提舍 
2卷 大乗論師婆藪槃豆釋 後魏 菩提留支共曇林等譯 
2a1-6 BD10071 
No. 1520 (貞元録 No. 681) 
妙法蓮華經論優波提舍 
1卷 婆藪般豆菩薩造 元魏 勒那摩提共僧朗等譯 
10c24-20a1 S.2504 
11b20-16c14 BD7753 
No. 1521 (貞元録 No. 704) 
十住毘婆沙論 




60b5-8 北区25, 464:2 
73b27-c28 BD14795(14) 
120b4-c27 Дх1393 
No. 1522 (貞元録 No. 669) 
十地經論 
12卷 天親菩薩造 後魏 菩提流支等譯 
123a2-b13 S.5002 



















193c1-203b2 P. ch. 2086 
194c22-202b11 BD2958 
No. 1523 (貞元録 No. 671) 
大寶積經論 
4卷 後魏 菩提流支譯 
No. 1524 (貞元録 No. 687) 
無量壽經優波提舍願生偈 
1卷 婆藪槃豆菩薩造 元魏 菩提流支譯 
No. 1525 (貞元録 No. 670) 
彌勒菩薩所問經論 
9卷 後魏 菩提流支譯 
No. 1526 (貞元録 No. 672) 
寶髻經四法憂波提舍 
1卷 天親菩薩造 元魏 毘目智仙譯 
No. 1527 (貞元録 No. 684) 
涅槃論 
1卷 婆藪槃豆作 元魏 達磨菩提譯 
No. 1528 (貞元録 No. 685) 
涅槃經本有今無偈論 
1卷 天親菩薩造 陳 真諦譯 
大正蔵・敦煌出土仏典対照目録 
226 
No. 1529 (貞元録 No. 686) 
遺教經論 
1卷 天親菩薩造 陳 真諦譯 
283a21-23 BD10816 
283b9-291a26 BD14924 
No. 1530 (貞元録 No. 673) 
佛地經論 
7卷 親光菩薩等造 唐 玄奘譯 
No. 1531 (貞元録 No. 680) 
文殊師利菩薩問菩提經論 
2卷 天親菩薩造 元魏 菩提流支譯 
No. 1532 (貞元録 No. 683) 
勝思惟梵天所問經論 
4卷 天親菩薩造 後魏 菩提流支譯 
351b2-14 BD10574 
No. 1533 (貞元録 No. 689) 
轉法輪經憂波提舍 
1卷 天親菩薩造 元魏 毘目智仙譯 
No. 1534 (貞元録 No. 688) 
三具足經憂波提舍 






No. 1536 (貞元録 No. 1066) 
阿毘達磨集異門足論 
20卷 尊者舎利子説 唐 玄奘譯 
368c3-7 BD10878 
No. 1537 (貞元録 No. 1065) 
阿毘達磨法蘊足論 
12卷 尊者大目乾連造 唐 玄奘譯 
No. 1538 
施設論 
7卷 宋 法護等譯 
No. 1539 (貞元録 No. 1067) 
阿毘達磨識身足論 
16卷 提婆設摩造 唐 玄奘譯 
No. 1540 (貞元録 No. 1068) 
阿毘達磨界身足論 
3卷 尊者世友造 唐 玄奘譯 
No. 1541 (貞元録 No. 1070) 
衆事分阿毘曇論 
12卷 尊者世友造 劉宋 求那跋陀羅共菩提耶舍譯 
No. 1542 (貞元録 No. 1069) 
阿毘達磨品類足論 
18卷 尊者世友造 唐 玄奘譯 
No. 1543 (貞元録 No. 1063) 
阿毘曇八犍度論 











No. 1544 (貞元録 No. 1064) 
阿毘達磨發智論 
20卷 迦多衍尼子造 唐 玄奘譯 
1029b29-1030c5 S.6825[5] 
No. 1545 (貞元録 No. 1072) 
阿毘達磨大毘婆沙論 
200卷 五百大阿羅漢等造 唐 玄奘譯 
4a20-c17 P. ch. 2362V 
229c28-230b19 P. ch. 2377V2[2] 
236c12-237b14 P. ch. 2377V2[4] 
















No. 1546 (貞元録 No. 1071) 
阿毘曇毘婆沙論 


























No. 1547 (貞元録 No. 1091) 
鞞婆沙論 
14卷 尸陀槃尼撰 符秦 僧伽跋澄譯 
516b28-c23 敦研321 
516c22-517a24 敦研44 
No. 1548 (貞元録 No. 1089) 
舍利弗阿毘曇論 




No. 1549 (貞元録 No. 1083) 
尊婆須蜜菩薩所集論 
10卷 尊婆須蜜造 符秦 僧伽跋澄等譯 
No. 1550 (貞元録 No. 1078) 
阿毘曇心論 







No. 1551 (貞元録 No. 1079) 
阿毘曇心論經 
6卷 法勝論 優波扇多譯 高齊 那連提耶舍譯 
845c26-846a4 石谷49 
No. 1552 (貞元録 No. 1080) 
雜阿毘曇心論 









No. 1553 (貞元録 No. 1081) 
阿毘曇甘露味論 
2卷 尊者瞿沙造 失譯 
No. 1554 (貞元録 No. 1085) 
入阿毘達磨論 
2卷 寒建陀羅造 唐 玄奘譯 
980b22-984c16 BD14147-1 
984c19-989a19 BD14147-2 
No. 1555 (貞元録 No. 1090) 
五事毘婆沙論 
2卷 尊者法救造 唐 玄奘譯 
No. 1556 
薩婆多宗五事論 
1卷 唐 法成譯 
995c1-998a6 P. ch. 2116 
995c2-998a6 P. ch. 2073 
No. 1557 (貞元録 No. 1145) 
阿毘曇五法行經 
1卷 後漢 安世高譯 
No. 1558 (貞元録 No. 1075) 
阿毘達磨倶舍論 




















No. 1559 (貞元録 No. 1073) 
阿毘達磨倶舍釋論 
22卷 婆藪盤豆造 陳 真諦譯 
171c11-173b23 P. tib. 1071V2 




No. 1560 (貞元録 No. 1074) 
阿毘達磨倶舍論本頌 
1卷 世親菩薩造 唐 玄奘譯 
311a12-16 石谷68 
311b14-316a19 津藝75 








325a4-328a27 P. ch. 3196 
No. 1562 (貞元録 No. 1076) 
阿毘達磨順正理論 
80卷 尊者衆賢造 唐 玄奘譯 
356b1-358c6 P. ch. 2787 
359b19-360b8 P. ch. 2834 
503c6-29 BD8368-2 
531a28-b2 BD9610-2 
531a28-b11 P. ch. 2427-2[2] 
531b2-12 BD6869A 
531b11-21 BD9689 
531b21-25 P. ch. 2427-2[3] 
591b21-592c26 羽6冊482 
630b8-13 Дх1844 
645b25-c6 P. ch. 2427-2[1] 
No. 1563 (貞元録 No. 1077) 
阿毘達磨藏顯宗論 
40卷 尊者衆賢造 唐 玄奘譯 
No. 1564 (貞元録 No. 697) 
中論 
4卷 龍樹菩薩造 梵志靑目譯 姚秦 鳩摩羅什譯 
1a3-5c5 S.5607 
5b16-6b12 S.3286 















No. 1565 (貞元録 No. 708) 
順中論 義入大般若波羅蜜經初品法門 
2卷 龍樹菩薩造 無著菩薩譯 元魏 瞿曇般若流支譯 
No. 1566 (貞元録 No. 698) 
般若燈論釋 




9卷 安慧菩薩造 宋 惟淨等譯 
No. 1568 (貞元録 No. 699) 
十二門論 
1卷 龍樹菩薩造 姚秦 鳩摩羅什譯 
No. 1569 (貞元録 No. 701) 
百論 
2卷 提婆菩薩造 婆藪開士釋 姚秦 鳩摩羅什譯 
No. 1570 (貞元録 No. 702) 
廣百論本 
1卷 聖天菩薩造 唐 玄奘譯 
No. 1571 (貞元録 No. 703) 
大乘廣百論釋論 
10卷 聖天菩薩本 護法菩薩釋 唐 玄奘譯 
247a3-250b2 S.6825[6] 
No. 1572 (貞元録 No. 757) 
百字論 
1卷 提婆菩薩造 後魏 菩提流支譯 
No. 1573 (貞元録 No. 755) 
壹輸盧迦論 
1卷 龍樹菩薩造 後魏 瞿曇般若留支譯 
No. 1574 
大乘破有論 
1卷 龍樹菩薩造 宋 施護譯 
No. 1575 
六十頌如理論 
1卷 龍樹菩薩造 宋 施護譯 
No. 1576 
大乘二十頌論 
1卷 龍樹菩薩造 宋 施護譯 
No. 1577 (貞元録 No. 735) 
大丈夫論 
2卷 提婆羅菩薩造 北涼 道泰譯 
259a5-262c11 BD7717 
No. 1578 (貞元録 No. 737) 
大乘掌珍論 
2卷 清辯菩薩造 唐 玄奘譯 
No. 1579 (貞元録 No. 690) 
瑜伽師地論 
100卷 弥勒菩薩説 唐 玄奘譯 












302c20-303b17 P. ch. 2856V3[1] 
303b18-308c8 Ф72 






































































































544b20-545a12 P. ch. 4583 





































No. 1580 (貞元録 No. 692) 
瑜伽師地論釋 
1卷 最勝子等造 唐 玄奘譯 
No. 1581 (貞元録 No. 641) 
菩薩地持經 















No. 1582 (貞元録 No. 642) 
菩薩善戒經 
9卷 劉宋 求那跋摩譯 
967a8-14 Дх1537B (新疆) 
977c10-27 Дх578 
986c17-23 Дх2529A 
No. 1583 (貞元録 No. 653) 
菩薩善戒經 
1卷 劉宋 求那跋摩譯 
No. 1584 (貞元録 No. 717) 
決定藏論 
3卷 梁 真諦譯 
No. 1585 (貞元録 No. 734) 
成唯識論 






No. 1586 (貞元録 No. 733) 
唯識三十論頌 
1卷 世親菩薩造 唐 玄奘譯 
60b5-61b23 S.6169 
No. 1587 (貞元録 No. 728) 
轉識論 
1卷 陳 真諦譯 
No. 1588 (貞元録 No. 729) 
唯識論 
1卷 天親菩薩造 後魏 瞿曇般若流支譯 
No. 1589 (貞元録 No. 730) 
大乘唯識論 
1卷 天親菩薩造 陳 真諦譯 
71c9-12 Дх3573 




1卷 世親菩薩造 唐 玄奘譯 
No. 1591 (貞元録 No. 732) 
成唯識寶生論 
5卷 護法菩薩造 唐 義淨譯 
No. 1592 (貞元録 No. 710) 
攝大乘論 
2卷 阿僧伽作 後魏 佛陀扇多譯 
No. 1593 (貞元録 No. 709) 
攝大乘論 
3卷 無著菩薩造 陳 真諦譯 
No. 1594 (貞元録 No. 711) 
攝大乘論本 
3卷 無著菩薩造 唐 玄奘譯 
150a8-b10 P. ch. 2008-2 
No. 1595 (貞元録 No. 712) 
攝大乘論釋 
15卷 世親菩薩釋 陳 真諦譯 
229b18-c1 P. ch. 4855 
255c20-27 BD9907 
No. 1596 (貞元録 No. 713) 
攝大乘論釋論 
10卷 世親菩薩造 隋 笈多共行矩等譯 
271a4-273a3 S.2916 
No. 1597 (貞元録 No. 714) 
攝大乘論釋 
10卷 世親菩薩造 唐 玄奘譯 
346a21 BD16091B 
346a21-23 BD16091A 
No. 1598 (貞元録 No. 715) 
攝大乘論釋 
10卷 無性菩薩造 唐 玄奘譯 
403c15-404a1 S.4257 
419b19-427a17 羽4冊275 
No. 1599 (貞元録 No. 719) 
中邊分別論 
2卷 天親菩薩造 陳 真諦譯 
No. 1600 (貞元録 No. 720) 
辯中邊論 








464c9-467a2 P. ch. 2343V1 















474c11-23 Дх1572 (新疆) 
477a23-b22 BD7614 
No. 1601 (貞元録 No. 718) 
辯中邊論頌 
1卷 弥勒菩薩説 唐 玄奘譯 
477c2-25 S.602V 
477c2-480a28 BD903 







No. 1602 (貞元録 No. 691) 
顯揚聖教論 
20卷 無著菩薩造 唐 玄奘譯 
551a16-24 S.4675[2] 
562a18-26 BD9402 
No. 1603 (貞元録 No. 693) 
顯揚聖教論頌 
1卷 無著菩薩造 唐 玄奘譯 
No. 1604 (貞元録 No. 706) 
大乘莊嚴經論 
13卷 無著菩薩造 唐 波羅頗蜜多羅譯 


























No. 1605 (貞元録 No. 695) 
大乘阿毘達磨集論 
7卷 無著菩薩造 唐 玄奘譯 
No. 1606 (貞元録 No. 696) 
大乘阿毘達磨雜集論 
16卷 安慧菩薩糅 唐 玄奘譯 
753c22-755a23 S.1272 
755b3-759b4 S.3346 
No. 1607 (貞元録 No. 764) 
六門教授習定論 
1卷 無著菩薩本 世親菩薩釋 唐 義淨譯 





1卷 天親菩薩造 元魏 毘目智仙譯 
No. 1609 (貞元録 No. 723) 
大乘成業論 
1卷 世親菩薩造 唐 玄奘譯 
No. 1610 (貞元録 No. 716) 
佛性論 
4卷 天親菩薩造 陳 真諦譯 
No. 1611 (貞元録 No. 721) 
究竟一乘寶性論 
4卷 後魏 勒那摩提譯 
No. 1612 (貞元録 No. 738) 
大乘五蘊論 






No. 1613 (貞元録 No. 739) 
大乘廣五蘊論 
1卷 安慧菩薩造 唐 地婆訶羅譯 
No. 1614 (貞元録 No. 756) 
大乘百法明門論 
1卷 天親菩薩造 唐 玄奘譯 
855b-c P. tib. 957V1 
855b7-c22 P. ch. 2423V 
855b10-c22 S.6102 
No. 1615 (貞元録 No. 694) 
王法正理論 
1卷 弥勒菩薩造 陳 玄奘譯 
No. 1616 (貞元録 No. 700) 
十八空論 
1卷 龍樹菩薩造 陳 真諦譯 
No. 1617 (貞元録 No. 745) 
三無性論 
2卷 陳 真諦譯 
No. 1618 (貞元録 No. 727) 
顯識論 
1卷 陳 真諦譯 
No. 1619 (貞元録 No. 748) 
無相思塵論 
1卷 陳那菩薩造 陳 真諦譯 
No. 1620 (貞元録 No. 758) 
解捲論 
1卷 陳那菩薩造 陳 真諦譯 
No. 1621 (貞元録 No. 759) 
掌中論 
1卷 陳那菩薩造 唐 義淨譯 
884b10-885a17 P. ch. 2045-5 
No. 1622 (貞元録 No. 760) 
取因假設論 
1卷 陳那菩薩造 唐 義淨譯 
No. 1623 (貞元録 No. 761) 
觀總相論頌 
1卷 陳那菩薩造 唐 義淨譯 
No. 1624 (貞元録 No. 749) 
觀所縁縁論 
1卷 陳那菩薩造 唐 玄奘譯 
No. 1625 (貞元録 No. 750) 
觀所縁論釋 
1卷 護法菩薩造 唐 義淨譯 
No. 1626 (貞元録 No. 765) 
大乘法界無差別論 
1卷 堅慧菩薩造 唐 提雲般若等譯 
No. 1627 
大乘法界無差別論 
1卷 堅慧菩薩造 唐 提雲般若譯 
No. 1628 (貞元録 No. 724) 
因明正理門論本 
1卷 大域龍菩薩造 唐 玄奘譯 
No. 1629 (貞元録 No. 725) 
因明正理門論 
1卷 大域龍菩薩造 唐 義淨譯 
No. 1630 (貞元録 No. 726) 
因明入正理論 
1卷 商羯羅主菩薩造 唐 玄奘譯 
11a24-12a7 BD9403 
11b25-12c23 S.4956 
No. 1631 (貞元録 No. 751) 
迴諍論 
1卷 龍樹菩薩造 後魏 毘目智仙共瞿曇流支譯 
No. 1632 (貞元録 No. 746) 
方便心論 
1卷 後魏 吉迦夜譯 
No. 1633 (貞元録 No. 747) 
如實論 反質難品 
1卷 陳 真諦譯 
No. 1634 (貞元録 No. 736) 
入大乘論 
2卷 堅意菩薩造 北涼 道泰等譯 
No. 1635 
大乘寶要義論 
10卷 宋 法護等譯 
No. 1636 
大乘集菩薩學論 
25卷 法稱菩薩造 宋 法護等譯 
No. 1637 
集大乘相論 
2卷 覚吉祥智菩薩造 宋 施護譯 
No. 1638 
集諸法寶最上義論 
2卷 善寂菩薩造 宋 施護譯 
No. 1639 (貞元録 No. 766) 
提婆菩薩破楞伽經中外道小乘四宗論 
1卷 提婆菩薩造 後魏 菩提流支譯 
No. 1640 (貞元録 No. 767) 
提婆菩薩釋楞伽經中外道小乘涅槃論 
2卷 提婆菩薩造 後魏 菩提流支譯 
No. 1641 (貞元録 No. 1082) 
隨相論 





1卷 法稱菩薩造 宋 法天譯 
No. 1643 
尼乾子問無我義經 
1卷 馬鳴菩薩集 宋 日稱譯 
No. 1644 (貞元録 No. 1087) 
佛説立世阿毘曇論 




2卷 發合思巴造 元 沙羅巴譯 
No. 1646 (貞元録 No. 1086) 
成實論 










311a8-c2 P. tib. 81AVB 
311a15-b25 P. tib. 81BVB 
312a12-c14 P. tib. 81AVA 
313a13-c3 P. tib. 81AVC 















No. 1647 (貞元録 No. 1094) 
四諦論 
4卷 婆藪跋摩造 陳 真諦譯 
No. 1648 (貞元録 No. 1088) 
解脱道論 
12卷 優波底沙造 梁 僧伽婆羅譯 
No. 1649 (貞元録 No. 1092) 
三彌底部論 
3卷 失譯 
No. 1650 (貞元録 No. 1095) 
辟支佛因縁論 
2卷 失譯 
No. 1651 (貞元録 No. 754) 
十二因縁論 
1卷 浄意菩薩造 後魏 菩提流支譯 
No. 1652 (貞元録 No. 752) 
縁生論 
1卷 欝楞迦造 隋 達磨笈多譯 
482b1-c26 甘博69 
No. 1653 (貞元録 No. 753) 
大乘縁生論 







490a25-491b2 P. ch. 2045-6 
490a26-491b2 S.4235 
490a28-b12 P. ch. 4645A1 
490b6-12 S.1358[1] 






No. 1655 (貞元録 No. 762) 
止觀門論頌 
1卷 世親菩薩造 唐 義淨譯 
No. 1656 (貞元録 No. 740) 
寶行王正論 
1卷 陳 真諦譯 
497c25-505b1 BD14572 
No. 1657 (貞元録 No. 763) 
手杖論 
1卷 釋迦稱造 唐 義淨譯 
No. 1658 
諸教決定名義論 
1卷 慈氏菩薩造 宋 施護譯 
No. 1659 (貞元録 No. 743) 
發菩提心經論 
2卷 天親菩薩造 後秦 鳩摩羅什譯 
No. 1660 (貞元録 No. 705) 
菩提資糧論 




1卷 龍樹菩薩造 宋 施護譯 
No. 1662 
菩提行經 
4卷 龍樹菩薩集頌 宋 天息災譯 
No. 1663 
菩提心觀釋 
1卷 宋 法天譯 
No. 1664 
廣釋菩提心論 
4卷 蓮華戒菩薩造 宋 施護譯 
No. 1665 (貞元録 No. 744) 
金剛頂瑜伽中發阿耨多羅三藐三菩提心論 
1卷 唐 不空譯 
No. 1666 (貞元録 No. 741) 
大乘起信論 
1卷 馬鳴菩薩造 梁 真諦譯 




575a6-583b17 P. ch. 2200 
575a22-583b17 P. ch. 2120 
575b8-29 S.5289 
575c25-583b17 S.890 








No. 1667 (貞元録 No. 742) 
大乘起信論 
2卷 馬鳴菩薩造 唐 實叉難陀譯 
No. 1668 
釋摩訶衍論 




668b16-17 北区3, 125:28 
No. 1669 
大宗地玄文本論 
20卷 馬鳴菩薩造 陳 真諦譯 








12卷 龍樹菩薩集 宋 日稱等譯 
No. 1672 (貞元録 No. 1157) 
龍樹菩薩為禪陀迦王説法要偈 
1卷 劉宋 求那跋摩譯 
No. 1673 (貞元録 No. 1158) 
勸發諸王要偈 
1卷 龍樹菩薩撰 宋 僧伽跋摩譯 
No. 1674 (貞元録 No. 1159) 
龍樹菩薩勸誡王頌 
1卷 唐 義淨譯 
No. 1675 
讚法界頌 
1卷 龍樹菩薩造 宋 施護譯 
No. 1676 
廣大發願頌 
1卷 龍樹菩薩造 宋 施護等譯 
No. 1677 
三身梵讚 
1卷 宋 法賢譯 
No. 1678 
佛三身讚 




1卷 宋 法天譯 
No. 1680 (貞元録 No. 1150) 
一百五十讚佛頌 
1卷 摩咥里制吨造 唐 義淨譯 
No. 1681 
佛吉祥德讚 
3卷 寂友尊者造 宋 施護譯 
No. 1682 
七佛讚唄伽他 
1卷 宋 法天譯 
No. 1683 
揵稚梵讚 
1卷 宋 法賢譯 
No. 1684 
八大靈塔梵讚 
1卷 西天戒日王製 宋 法賢譯 
No. 1685 
佛説八大靈塔名號經 
1卷 宋 法賢譯 
No. 1686 
賢聖集伽陀一百頌 
1卷 宋 天息災譯 
No. 1687 
事師法五十頌 
1卷 馬鳴菩薩集 宋 日稱等譯 
No. 1688 
密跡力士大權神王經偈頌 
1卷 元 管主八撰 
No. 1689 (貞元録 No. 1161) 
請賓頭盧法 
1卷 劉宋 慧簡譯 
No. 1690 (貞元録 No. 1160) 
賓頭盧突羅闍為優陀延王説法經 
1卷 劉宋 求那跋陀羅譯 
No. 1691 
迦葉仙人説醫女人經 
1卷 宋 法賢譯 
No. 1692 
勝軍化世百喩伽他經 
1卷 宋 天息災譯 
No. 1693 
人本欲生經註 
1卷 東晉 道安撰 
No. 1694 
陰持入經註 
2卷 呉 陳慧撰 
No. 1695 
大般若波羅蜜多經般若理趣分述讚 
3卷 唐 窺基撰 
No. 1696 
大品經遊意 
1卷 隋 吉藏撰 
No. 1697 
大慧度經宗要 





1卷 隋 智顗説 
141a11-154b8 P. ch. 2330 
No. 1699 
金剛般若疏 
4卷 隋 吉藏撰 
No. 1700 
金剛般若經贊述 
2卷 唐 窺基撰 
No. 1701 
金剛般若經疏論纂要 
2卷 唐 宗密述 宋 子璿治定 
No. 1702 
金剛經纂要刊定記 
7卷 宋 子璿録 
No. 1703 
金剛般若波羅蜜經註解 
1卷 明 宗泐 如蝌同註 
No. 1704 
佛説金剛般若波羅蜜經略疏 
2卷 唐 智儼述 
No. 1705 
仁王護國般若經疏 
5卷 隋 智顗説 灌頂記 
No. 1706 
佛説仁王護國般波羅蜜經疏神寶記 
4卷 宋 善月述 
No. 1707 
仁王般若經疏 
6卷 隋 吉藏撰 
No. 1708 
仁王經疏 
6卷 唐 圓測撰 
No. 1709 
仁王護國般若波羅蜜多經疏 
7卷 唐 良賁述 
No. 1710 
般若波羅蜜多心經幽贊 
2卷 唐 窺基撰 
No. 1711 
佛説般若波羅蜜多心經贊 
1卷 唐 圓測撰 
546a28-547c18 P. ch. 3771 
No. 1712 
般若波羅蜜多心經略疏 
1卷 唐 法藏述 
No. 1713 
般若心經略疏連珠記 
2卷 宋 師會述 
No. 1714 
般若波羅蜜多心經註解 
1卷 明 宗泐 如蝌同註 
No. 1715 
法華經義記 
8卷 梁 法雲撰 
No. 1716 
妙法蓮華經玄義 
20卷 隋 智顗説 
No. 1717 
法華玄義釋籤 
20卷 唐 湛然述 
No. 1718 
妙法蓮華經文句 
20卷 隋 智顗説 
No. 1719 
法華文句記 
30卷 唐 湛然述 
No. 1720 
法華玄論 
10卷 隋 吉藏撰 
No. 1721 
法華義疏 
12卷 隋 吉藏撰 
483c22-489c15 傳圖33 
541c20 BD16184 
543a29-567c16 P. ch. 2346 
No. 1722 
法華遊意 
1卷 隋 吉藏撰 
No. 1723 
妙法蓮華經玄贊 
20卷 唐 窺基撰 





















751c16-752a24 P. ch. 4910 
757a15-24 BD12031 

















1卷 新羅 元曉撰 
No. 1726 
觀音玄義 
2卷 隋 智顗説 灌頂記 
No. 1727 
觀音玄義記 
4卷 宋 知禮述 
No. 1728 
觀音義疏 
2卷 隋 智顗説 灌頂記 
No. 1729 
觀音義疏記 
4卷 宋 知禮述 
No. 1730 
金剛三昧經論 
3卷 新羅 元曉述 
No. 1731 
華嚴遊意 
1卷 隋 吉藏撰 
No. 1732 
大方廣佛華嚴經搜玄分齊通智方軌 
10卷 唐 智儼述 
No. 1733 
華嚴經探玄記 





464c22-479a8 P. ch. 2219 
No. 1734 
華嚴經文義綱目 
1卷 唐 法藏述 
No. 1735 
大方廣佛華嚴經疏 
60卷 唐 澄觀撰 
No. 1736 
大方廣佛華嚴經隨疏演義鈔 
90卷 唐 澄觀述 
368b21-28 P. ch. 4536[1] 
No. 1737 
大華嚴經略策 
1卷 唐 澄觀述 
No. 1738 
新譯華嚴經七處九會頌釋章 
1卷 唐 澄觀述 
No. 1739 
新華嚴經論 




1卷 唐 李通玄造 
No. 1741 
略釋新華嚴經修行次第決疑論 
4卷 唐 李通玄撰 
No. 1742 
大方廣佛華嚴經願行觀門骨目 
2卷 唐 湛然撰 
No. 1743 
皇帝降誕日於麟德殿講大方廣佛華嚴經玄義一部 
1卷 唐 靜居撰 
No. 1744 
勝鬘寶窟 
6卷 隋 吉藏撰 
No. 1745 
無量壽經義疏 
2卷 隋 慧遠撰 
No. 1746 
無量壽經義疏 
1卷 隋 吉藏撰 
No. 1747 
兩卷無量壽經宗要 
1卷 新羅 元曉撰 
No. 1748 
無量壽經連義述文贊 
3卷 新羅 璟興撰 
No. 1749 
觀無量壽經義疏 









6卷 宋 知禮述 
No. 1752 
觀無量壽經義疏 
1卷 隋 吉藏撰 
No. 1753 
觀無量壽佛經疏 
4卷 唐 善導集記 
No. 1754 
觀無量壽佛經義疏 
3卷 宋 元照述 
No. 1755 
阿彌陀經義記 
1卷 隋 智顗説 
No. 1756 
阿彌陀經義述 



















1卷 新羅 元曉述 
No. 1760 
佛説阿彌陀經疏 
1卷 宋 智圓述 
No. 1761 
佛説阿彌陀經義疏 
1卷 宋 元照述 
No. 1762 
佛説阿彌陀經要解 
1卷 明 智旭解 
No. 1763 
大般涅槃經集解 
71卷 梁 寶亮等集 
No. 1764 
大般涅槃經義記 














2卷 隋 灌頂撰 
No. 1766 
涅槃玄義發源機要 
4卷 宋 智圓述 
No. 1767 
大般涅槃經疏 
33卷 隋 灌頂撰 
No. 1768 
涅槃經遊意 
31卷 隋 吉藏撰 
No. 1769 
涅槃宗要 
1卷 新羅 元曉撰 
No. 1770 
本願藥師經古迹 




1卷 隋 吉藏撰 
No. 1772 
觀彌勒上生兜率天經贊 







1卷 新羅 元曉撰 
No. 1774 
三彌勒經疏 
1卷 新羅 憬興撰 
No. 1775 
注維摩詰經 
10卷 後秦 僧肇撰 
327a8-b11 Дх1872 
327a8-b18 P. ch. 3267 
327b2-19 BD8648-1 






360b23-370c9 P. ch. 2214 
360c5-370c9 BD15100 
369a19-370c8 P. ch. 4088 
377a15-380a25 中圖126 
380b20-384c9 P. ch. 2595-1 
382a2-386a6 P. ch. 4684 
386a7-390b12 P. ch. 2095 
No. 1776 
維摩義記 











6卷 隋 智顗撰 
No. 1778 
維摩經略疏 
10卷 唐 智顗説 湛然略 
No. 1779 
維摩經略疏垂裕記 
10卷 宋 智圓述 
No. 1780 
淨名玄論 
8卷 隋 吉藏造 
No. 1781 
維摩經義疏 












12卷 唐 窺基撰 
No. 1783 
金光明經玄義 
1卷 隋 智顗説 灌頂録 
No. 1784 
金光明經玄義拾遺記 
6卷 宋 知禮述 
No. 1785 
金光明經文句 
6卷 隋 智顗説 灌頂録 
No. 1786 
金光明經文句記 
12卷 宋 知禮述 
No. 1787 
金光明經疏 
1卷 隋 吉藏撰 
No. 1788 
金光明最勝王經疏 






8卷 明 宗泐 如蝌同註 
No. 1790 
入楞伽心玄義 
1卷 唐 法藏撰 
No. 1791 
注大乘入楞伽經 




2卷 唐 宗密述 
No. 1793 
温室經義記 
1卷 隋 慧遠撰 
No. 1794 
註四十二章經 
1卷 宋 真宗皇帝註 
No. 1795 
大方廣圓覺修多羅了義經略疏 
4卷 唐 宗密述 
No. 1796 
大毘盧遮那成佛經疏 
20卷 唐 一行記 
No. 1797 
大毘盧遮那經供養次第法疏 






20卷 宋 子璿集 
No. 1800 
請觀音經疏 
1卷 隋 智顗説 灌頂記 
No. 1801 
請觀音經疏闡義鈔 
4卷 宋 智圓述 
No. 1802 
十一面神呪心經義疏 
1卷 唐 慧沼撰 
No. 1803 
佛頂尊勝陀羅尼經教跡義記 
2卷 唐 法崇述 
No. 1804 
四分律刪繁補闕行事鈔 






24b14-46a15 P. ch. 2085 
24b14-46a15 P. ch. 2306 















48c6-15 P. ch. 3001V2[2] 
49b10-21 P. ch. 3001V2[3] 























































16卷 宋 元照撰 
No. 1806 
四分律比丘含注戒本 
3卷 唐 道宣述 








429a4-440a16 P. ch. 2065-1 































457c16-458a13 P. ch. 4565 
457c16-458a13 P. ch. 4565V 




2卷 唐 定寶撰 
No. 1808 (貞元録 No. 1041) 
四分律刪補隨機羯磨 



















494c22-495a3 P. ch. 4708 


























508b1-510b24 P. ch. 3247 
510b10-24 BD1046 
No. 1809 (貞元録 No. 1042) 
僧羯磨 







No. 1810 (貞元録 No. 1043) 
尼羯磨 






2卷 隋 智顗説 灌頂記 
No. 1812 
天台菩薩戒疏 













3卷 新羅 太賢集 
No. 1816 
金剛般若論會釋 
3卷 唐 窺基撰 
No. 1817 
略明般若末後一頌讚述 
1卷 唐 義淨述 
No. 1818 
法華論疏 




2卷 北魏 曇鸞註解 
No. 1820 
佛遺教經論疏節要 
1卷 宋 淨源節要 明 袾宏補註 
No. 1821 
倶舍論記 
30卷 唐 普光述 
No. 1822 
倶舍論疏 
30卷 唐 法寶撰 
No. 1823 
倶舍論頌疏論本 
30卷 唐 圓暉述 








20卷 隋 吉藏撰 
No. 1825 
十二門論疏 
6卷 隋 吉藏撰 
No. 1826 
十二門論宗致義記 
2卷 唐 法藏述 
No. 1827 
百論疏 
9卷 隋 吉藏撰 
No. 1828 
瑜伽論記 
48卷 唐 遁倫集撰 
No. 1829 
瑜伽師地論略纂 
16卷 唐 窺基撰 
No. 1830 
成唯識論述記 
20卷 唐 窺基撰 
No. 1831 
成唯識論掌中樞要 
4卷 唐 窺基撰 
No. 1832 
成唯識論了義燈 
13卷 唐 惠沼述 
No. 1833 
成唯識論演祕 
14卷 唐 智周撰 
No. 1834 
唯識二十論述記 
2卷 唐 窺基撰 
No. 1835 
辯中邊論述記 
3卷 唐 窺基撰 
No. 1836 
大乘百法明門論解 
2卷 唐 窺基註解 明 普秦増修 
No. 1837 
大乘百法明門論疏 
2卷 唐 大乘光撰 
53c13-54a16 BD6767 
57b1-c2 BD7416 





1卷 唐 法藏撰 
No. 1839 
理門論述記 
1卷 唐 神泰撰 
No. 1840 
因明入正理論疏 
3卷 唐 窺基撰 
No. 1841 
因明義斷 





1卷 唐 慧沼集 
No. 1843 
大乘起信論義疏 
4卷 隋 慧遠撰 
No. 1844 
起信論疏 








2卷 新羅 元曉撰 
No. 1846 
大乘起信論義記 





1卷 唐 法藏撰 
No. 1848 
起信論疏筆削記 
20卷 宋 子璿録 
No. 1849 
大乘起信論内義略探記 
1卷 新羅 太賢作 
No. 1850 
大乘起信論裂網疏 
6卷 明 智旭述 
No. 1851 
大乘義章 











1卷 隋 吉藏撰 
No. 1853 
大乘玄論 
5卷 隋 吉藏撰 
No. 1854 
二諦義 
3卷 隋 吉藏撰 
No. 1855 
三論遊意義 
1卷 隋 磧法師撰 
No. 1856 
鳩摩羅什法師大義 
3卷 東晉 慧遠問 羅什答 
No. 1857 
寶藏論 
1卷 後秦 僧肇著 
No. 1858 
肇論 




3卷 唐 元康撰 
No. 1860 
肇論新疏 
3卷 元 文才述 
No. 1861 
大乘法苑義林章 





3卷 唐 慧沼撰 
No. 1863 
能顯中邊慧日論 
4卷 唐 慧沼撰 
No. 1864 
大乘入道次第 
1卷 唐 智周撰 
449b4-467c2 P. ch. 2067 
449b6-c26 BD7714 
449b6-452b10 BD5951 










2卷 明 普泰補註 
No. 1866 
華嚴一乘教義分齊章 




1卷 隋 杜順説 
No. 1868 
華嚴一乘十玄門 




2卷 唐 智儼集 
No. 1870 
華嚴經内章門等雜孔目章 













1卷 唐 法藏述 
No. 1873 
華嚴經問答 
2卷 唐 法藏述 
No. 1874 
華嚴經明法品内立三寶章 
2卷 唐 法藏述 
No. 1875 
華嚴經義海百門 
1卷 唐 法藏述 
No. 1876 
修華嚴奧旨妄盡還源觀 
1卷 唐 法藏述 
No. 1877 
華嚴遊心法界記 
1卷 唐 法藏撰 
No. 1878 
華嚴發菩提心章 
1卷 唐 法藏述 
No. 1879 
華嚴經關脈義記 
1卷 唐 法藏撰 






1卷 唐 法藏撰 宋 淨源述 
No. 1881 
大方廣佛華嚴經金師子章註 
1卷 唐 法藏撰 宋 承遷註 
No. 1882 
三聖圓融觀門 
1卷 唐 澄觀述 
No. 1883 
華嚴法界玄鏡 
2卷 唐 澄觀述 
No. 1884 
注華嚴法界觀門 
1卷 唐 宗密註 
No. 1885 
註華嚴經題法界觀門頌 
2卷 宋 本嵩述 琮湛註 
No. 1886 
原人論 
1卷 唐 宗密述 
No. 1887(A) 
華嚴一乘法界圖 










1卷 新羅 明皛述 
No. 1890 
華嚴一乘成佛妙義 
1卷 新羅 見登之集 
No. 1891 
文殊指南圖讚 
1卷 宋 惟白述 
No. 1892 
關中創立戒壇圖經 
1卷 唐 道宣撰 
No. 1893 
淨心戒觀法 
2卷 唐 道宣撰 
No. 1894 
釋門章服儀 
1卷 唐 道宣述 
No. 1895 
量處輕重儀 
2卷 唐 道宣緝 
839c20-853c23 P. ch. 2215 
No. 1896 
釋門歸敬儀 




1卷 唐 道宣述 
No. 1898 
律相感通傳 
1卷 唐 道宣撰 
No. 1899 
中天竺舍衛國祗洹寺圖經 
1卷 唐 道宣撰 
No. 1900 
佛制比丘六物圖 
1卷 唐 元照撰 
No. 1901 (貞元録 No. 1208) 
護命放生軌儀法 
1卷 唐 義淨撰 
No. 1902 (貞元録 No. 1207) 
受用三水要行法 
1卷 唐 義淨撰 
No. 1903 (貞元録 No. 1206) 
説罪要行法 







1卷 元 拔合思巴集 
No. 1905 
根本説一切有部苾芻習學略法 
1卷 元 拔合思巴集 
No. 1906 
菩薩戒本宗要 
1卷 新羅 太賢撰 
No. 1907 
菩薩戒本持犯要記 
1卷 新羅 元曉述 
No. 1908 
大乘六情懺悔 
1卷 新羅 元曉撰 
No. 1909 
慈悲道場懺法 













20卷 隋 智顗説 
No. 1912 
止觀輔行傳弘決 
40卷 唐 湛然述 
No. 1913 
止觀義例 
2卷 唐 湛然述 
No. 1914 
止觀大意 
1卷 唐 湛然述 
No. 1915 
修習止觀坐禪法要 




12卷 隋 智顗説 
No. 1917 
六妙法門 
1卷 隋 智顗説 
No. 1918 
四念處 
4卷 隋 智顗説 
No. 1919 
天台智者大師禪門口訣 
1卷 隋 智顗説 
No. 1920 
觀心論 
1卷 隋 智顗述 
No. 1921 
觀心論疏 
5卷 隋 灌頂撰 
No. 1922 
釋摩訶般若波羅蜜經覺意三昧 
1卷 隋 智顗説 
No. 1923 
諸法無諍三昧法門 
2卷 陳 慧思撰 
No. 1924 
大乘止觀法門 
4卷 陳 慧思説 
No. 1925 
法界次第初門 
6卷 隋 智顗撰 
No. 1926 
法華經安樂行義 
1卷 陳 慧思説 
No. 1927 
十不二門 
1卷 唐 湛然述 
No. 1928 
十不二門指要鈔 
2卷 宋 知禮述 
No. 1929 
四教義 
12卷 隋 智顗撰 
No. 1930 
天台八教大意 
1卷 隋 灌頂撰 
No. 1931 
天台四教儀 
1卷 高麗 諦觀録 
No. 1932 
金剛錍 
1卷 唐 湛然述 
No. 1933 
南嶽思大禪師立誓願文 
1卷 陳 慧思撰 
No. 1934 
國清百録 
4卷 隋 灌頂纂 
794c29-795a11 P. ch. 5588P6 
No. 1935 
法智遺編觀心二百問 
1卷 宋 繼忠集 
No. 1936 
四明十義書 
2卷 宋 知禮撰 
No. 1937 
四明尊者教行録 






1卷 元 懷則述 
No. 1939 
教觀綱宗 
1卷 明 智旭述 
No. 1940 
方等三昧行法 
1卷 隋 智顗説 
No. 1941 
法華三昧懺儀 
1卷 隋 智顗撰 
No. 1942 
法華三昧行事運想補助儀 









1卷 宋 遵式集 
No. 1946 
金光明最勝懺儀 
1卷 宋 知禮集 
No. 1947 
釋迦如來涅槃禮讚文 
1卷 宋 仁岳撰 
No. 1948 
天台智者大師齋忌禮讚文 
1卷 宋 遵式述 
No. 1949 
請觀世音菩薩消伏毒害陀羅尼三昧儀 
1卷 宋 遵式集 
No. 1950 
千手眼大悲心呪行法 
1卷 宋 知禮集 
No. 1951 
熾盛光道場念誦儀 









1卷 唐 智慧輪述 
No. 1955 
顯密圓通成佛心要集 
2卷 遼 道蝗集 
No. 1956 
密呪圓因往生集 
1卷 夏 智廣等集 
No. 1957 
略論安樂淨土義 
1卷 後魏 曇鸞撰 
No. 1958 
安樂集 


















1卷 隋 智顗説 
No. 1962 
五方便念佛門 
1卷 隋 智顗撰 
No. 1963 
淨土論 
3卷 唐 迦才撰 
No. 1964 
西方要決釋疑通規 
1卷 唐 基撰 
No. 1965 
遊心安樂道 
1卷 新羅 元曉撰 
No. 1966 
念佛鏡 
2卷 唐 道鏡 善道共集 
No. 1967 
念佛三昧寶王論 
3卷 唐 飛錫撰 
No. 1968 
往生淨土決疑行願二門 
1卷 宋 遵式撰 
No. 1969(A) 
樂邦文類 
5卷 宋 宗曉編 
No. 1969(B) 
樂邦遺稿 
2卷 宋 宗曉編 
No. 1970 
龍舒増廣淨土文 





1卷 元 懷則述 
No. 1972 
淨土或問 
1卷 元 天如則著 
No. 1973 
廬山蓮宗寶鑑 
10卷 元 普度編 
No. 1974 
寶王三昧念佛直指 
2卷 明 妙叶集 
No. 1975 
淨土生無生論 
1卷 明 傳燈撰 
No. 1976 
西方合論 
10卷 明 袁宏道撰 
No. 1977 
淨土疑辯 
1卷 明 袾宏撰 
No. 1978 
讚阿彌陀佛偈 









1卷 唐 善導集記 
439b12-c23 羽1冊36V 
439c12-19 P. ch. 2722-2[1] 








1卷 唐 善導撰 
No. 1982 (貞元録 No. 1203) 
集諸經禮懺儀 




456c5-457b25 P. ch. 2869 
456c22-29 BD11729 
456c27-457a4 P. ch. 2415P2 
457c2-24 Дх955 
463a5-b17 P. ch. 2415[1] 
463b3-17 Дх814[1] 
464a15-25 Дх814[2] 












1卷 宋 遵式撰 
No. 1985 
鎭州臨濟慧照禪師語録 
1卷 唐 慧然集 
No. 1986(B) 
瑞州洞山良价禪師語録 
1卷 明 語風圓信 郭凝之編 
No. 1988 
雲門匡真禪師廣録 
3卷 宋 守堅集 
No. 1989 
潭州潙山靈祐禪師語録 
1卷 明 語風圓信 郭凝之編 
No. 1990 
袁州仰山慧寂禪師語録 
1卷 明 語風圓信 郭凝之編 
No. 1991 
金陵清涼院文益禪師語録 
1卷 明 語風圓信 郭凝之編 
No. 1992 
汾陽無德禪師語録 
3卷 宋 楚圓集 
No. 1993 
黄龍慧南禪師語録 
1卷 宋 惠泉集 
No. 1993(附) 
黄龍慧南禪師語録續補 
1卷 日本 東晙輯 
No. 1994(A) 
楊岐方會和尚語録 






3卷 宋 才良等編 
No. 1996 
明覺禪師語録 
6卷 宋 惟蓋竺編 
No. 1996(附) 
明州雪竇山資聖寺第六祖明覺大師塔銘 
1卷 宋 呂夏卿撰 
No. 1997 
圓悟佛果禪師語録 
20卷 宋 紹隆等編 
No. 1998(A) 
大慧普覺禪師語録 






1卷 宋 道謙編 
No. 1999 
密菴和尚語録 
1卷 宋 崇岳 了悟等編 
No. 2000 
虚堂和尚語録 
10卷 宋 妙源編 
No. 2001 
宏智禪師廣録 
9卷 宋 侍者等編 
No. 2002(A) 
如淨和尚語録 
2卷 宋 文素編 
No. 2002(B) 
天童山景德寺如淨禪師續語録 
1卷 宋 義遠編 
No. 2003 
佛果圜悟禪師碧巖録 
10卷 宋 重顯頌古 克勤評唱 
No. 2004 
萬松老人評唱天童覺和尚頌古從容庵録 
6卷 宋 正覺頌古 元 行称評唱 
No. 2005 
無門關 
1卷 宋 宗紹編 
No. 2006 
人天眼目 









1卷 元 宗寶編 
No. 2008(附) 
六祖大師縁記外記 






1卷 隋 僧璨作 
376b18-377a10 P. ch. 4638-2 
No. 2011 
最上乘論 
1卷 唐 弘忍述 
377a14-379a17 P. ch. 3777-6 





1卷 唐 裴休集 
No. 2012(B) 
黄檗斷際禪師宛陵録 
1卷 唐 裴休集 
No. 2013 
禪宗永嘉集 
1卷 唐 玄覺撰 
No. 2014 
永嘉證道歌 











100卷 宋 延壽集 
No. 2017 
萬善同歸集 
3卷 宋 延壽述 
No. 2018 
永明智覺禪師唯心訣 





1卷 高麗 知訥撰 
No. 2019(B) 
誡初心學人文 
1卷 高麗 知訥撰 
No. 2020 
高麗國普照禪師修心訣 
1卷 高麗 知訥撰 
No. 2021 
禪宗決疑集 
1卷 元 智徹述 
No. 2022 
禪林寶訓 
4卷 宋 淨善重集 
No. 2023 
緇門警訓 
10卷 明 如巹續集 
No. 2024 
禪關策進 
1卷 明 袾宏輯 
No. 2025 
勅修百丈清規 
10卷 元 徳煇重編 





No. 2027 (貞元録 No. 1142) 
迦葉結經 
1卷 後漢 安世高譯 






No. 2029 (貞元録 No. 1118) 
佛使比丘迦旃延説法沒盡偈百二十章 
1卷 失譯 
No. 2030 (貞元録 No. 1164) 
大阿羅漢難提蜜多羅所説法住記 
1卷 唐 玄奘譯 
No. 2031 (貞元録 No. 1098) 
異部宗輪論 
1卷 世友菩薩造 唐 玄奘譯 
15a19-17b10 羽2冊144 
No. 2032 (貞元録 No. 1096) 
十八部論 
1卷 陳 真諦譯 
No. 2033 (貞元録 No. 1097) 
部執異論 
1卷 天友菩薩造 陳 真諦譯 
No. 2034 (貞元録 No. 1176) 
歴代三寶紀 
15卷 隋 費長房撰 
No. 2035 
佛祖統紀 
54卷 宋 志磐撰 
No. 2036 
佛祖歴代通載 
22卷 元 念常集 
No. 2037 
釋氏稽古略 
4卷 元 覺岸編 
No. 2038 
釋鑑稽古略續集 
3卷 明 幻輪編 
No. 2039 
三國遺事 
5卷 高麗 一然撰 
No. 2040 (貞元録 No. 1168) 
釋迦譜 
5卷 梁 僧祐撰 
71b1-7 BD11082 
No. 2041 (貞元録 No. 1169) 
釋迦氏譜 







No. 2042 (貞元録 No. 1137) 
阿育王傳 
7卷 西晉 安法欽譯 
128c22-129a14 Дх2584 
129a13-131a23 上博27 
No. 2043 (貞元録 No. 1136) 
阿育王經 
10卷 梁 僧伽娑羅譯 
No. 2044 (貞元録 No. 1135) 
天尊説阿育王譬喩經 
1卷 失譯 
No. 2045 (貞元録 No. 1138) 
阿育王息壞目因縁經 
1卷 符秦 曇摩難提譯 
No. 2046 (貞元録 No. 1153) 
馬鳴菩薩傳 
1卷 後秦 鳩摩羅什譯 
No. 2047 (貞元録 No. 1154) 
龍樹菩薩傳 





1卷 姚秦 鳩摩羅什譯 
No. 2048 (貞元録 No. 1155) 
提婆菩薩傳 
1卷 姚秦 鳩摩羅什譯 
No. 2049 (貞元録 No. 1156) 
婆藪槃豆法師傳 
1卷 陳 真諦譯 
No. 2050 
隋天台智者大師別傳 
1卷 隋 灌頂撰 
No. 2051 
唐護法沙門法琳別傳 
3卷 唐 彦琮撰 
205b4-207c29 P. ch. 3686 
No. 2052 
大唐故三藏玄奘法師行状 
1卷 唐 冥詳撰 
No. 2053 (貞元録 No. 1192) 
大唐大慈恩寺三藏法師傳 




















1卷 唐 李華撰 
No. 2056 
大唐故大德贈司空大辨正廣智不空三藏行状 




No. 2058 (貞元録 No. 1110) 
付法藏因縁傳 
6卷 元魏 吉迦夜共曇曜譯 
305a17-25 BD11766 
305b7-11 BD11003 








No. 2059 (貞元録 No. 1195) 
高僧傳 
14卷 梁 慧皎撰 
No. 2060 (貞元録 No. 1196) 
續高僧傳 
30卷 唐 道宣撰 
No. 2061 
宋高僧傳 
30卷 宋 贊寧等撰 
No. 2062 
大明高僧傳 
8卷 明 如惺撰 
No. 2063 (貞元録 No. 1205) 
比丘尼傳 






2卷 高麗 覺訓撰 
No. 2066 (貞元録 No. 1193) 
大唐西域求法高僧傳 
2卷 唐 義淨撰 
No. 2067 
弘贊法華傳 
10卷 唐 惠詳撰 
No. 2068 
法華傳記 
10卷 唐 僧詳撰 
No. 2069 
天台九祖傳 






13卷 宋 戒珠叙 
No. 2072 
往生集 
3卷 明 袾宏輯 
No. 2073 
華嚴經傳記 
5卷 唐 法藏集 
No. 2074 
大方廣佛華嚴經感應傳 




179a1-196b6 P. ch. 2125 















9卷 宋 契嵩編 
No. 2079 
傳法正宗定祖圖 
1卷 宋 契嵩編 
No. 2080 
傳法正宗論 
2卷 宋 契嵩編 
No. 2081 
兩部大法相承師資付法記 
2卷 唐 海雲記 
No. 2082 
冥報記 
3卷 唐 唐臨撰 
No. 2083 
釋門自鏡録 
2卷 唐 懷信述 
No. 2084 
三寶感應要略録 
3卷 宋 非濁集 
No. 2085 (貞元録 No. 1194) 
高僧法顯傳 








12卷 唐 玄奘譯 辯機撰 
868c7-869a3 P. ch. 2700bis 
870a24-875b7 S.2659V[1] 
879c13-882a29 P. ch. 3814 
882b8-26 S.958 
No. 2088 (貞元録 No. 1170) 
釋迦方志 
2卷 唐 道宣撰 
No. 2089 
遊方記抄 
975a17-976b21 P. ch. 3532 
No. 2090 
釋迦牟尼如來像法滅盡之記 
1卷 唐 法成譯 






5卷 元魏 楊衒之撰 
No. 2093 
寺塔記 






5卷 宋 陳舜兪撰 
No. 2096 
天台山記 
1卷 唐 徐靈府撰 
No. 2097 
南嶽總勝集 
3卷 宋 陳田夫撰 
No. 2098 
古淸涼傳 
2卷 唐 慧祥撰 
No. 2099 
廣淸涼傳 
3卷 宋 延一編 
No. 2100 
續淸涼傳 
2卷 宋 張商英述 
No. 2101 
補陀洛迦山傳 
1卷 元 盛煕明述 
No. 2102 (貞元録 No. 1201) 
弘明集 
14卷 梁 僧祐撰 
No. 2103 (貞元録 No. 1202) 
廣弘明集 
30卷 唐 道宣撰 
139b28-141b25 P. ch. 3742 
258a27-c16 BD6687-1 




259b15-17 P. ch. 3127V 
No. 2104 (貞元録 No. 1188) 
集古今佛道論衡 
4卷 唐 道宣撰 
No. 2105 (貞元録 No. 1189) 
續集古今佛道論衡 
1卷 唐 智昇撰 
397b21-403c11 P. ch. 2352V 
398b21-399b4 P. ch. 2654V 
399b1-7 羽4冊300V1[1] 
399b1-7 羽4冊300V2[1] 
399b4-401a25 P. ch. 2763V 
399b7-9 羽4冊300V1[2] 
No. 2106 (貞元録 No. 1190) 
集神州三寶感通録 
3卷 唐 道宣撰 
No. 2107 
道宣律師感通録 
1卷 唐 道宣撰 
No. 2108 (貞元録 No. 1191) 
集沙門不應拜俗等事 
6卷 唐 彦悰纂録 
No. 2109 (貞元録 No. 1198) 
破邪論 
2卷 唐 法琳撰 
479b16-21 羽4冊300V1[3] 
No. 2110 (貞元録 No. 1197) 
辯正論 
8卷 唐 法琳撰 
520c24-524c20 P. ch. 3766 
526b13-529b16 P. ch. 3617 
No. 2111 (貞元録 No. 1200) 
十門辯惑論 
3卷 唐 復禮撰 
No. 2112 (貞元録 No. 1199) 
甄正論 
3卷 唐 玄嶷撰 
561c11-568c5 P. ch. 2694V 
No. 2113 
北山録 




1卷 宋 張商英述 
No. 2115 
鐔津文集 
19卷 宋 契嵩撰 
No. 2116 
辯偽録 
5卷 元 祥邁撰 
No. 2117 
三教平心論 












6卷 唐 圓照集 
No. 2121 (貞元録 No. 1171) 
經律異相 











































































No. 2123 (貞元録 No. 1173) 
諸經要集 
20卷 唐 道世集 
13c16-21 北大238 
29c12-31b21 P. ch. 2295[1] 
32a18-c2 P. ch. 2295[2] 
33a11-b27 P. ch. 2295[3] 
34a5-27 P. ch. 2295[4] 
35c27-36b20 P. ch. 2295[5] 
42a26-43c4 P. ch. 2370V2 
79a12-17 BD14568(1) 
79b4-82a3 BD14568(2) 














1卷 唐 李師政撰 
195a1-204b28 P. ch. 2119 
195a4-19 羽1冊83-2 
195a7-197a21 P. ch. 3009 
195a15-202c28 BD2889 
195a18-c1 P. ch. 3001V3[1] 
195a21-196c14 BD15398 
195b15-200c29 S.6016 




199a-200a P. ch. 3008V[2] 
199a23-b27 Дх963 
199b7-11 P. ch. 3001V3[2] 
200a9-204b28 S.1520 
201a1-24 中圖140V 

















No. 2125 (貞元録 No. 1204) 
南海寄歸内法傳 
4卷 唐 義淨撰 











3卷 宋 道誠集 
No. 2128 
一切經音義 











7卷 宋 法雲編 
1120a24-29 P. ch. 5576 
No. 2132 
悉曇字記 
1卷 唐 智廣撰 
No. 2133 
梵語千字文 
1卷 唐 義淨撰 
No. 2133(別本) 
梵語千字文 
1卷 唐 義淨撰 
No. 2134 
唐梵文字 
1卷 唐 全真集 
No. 2135 
梵語雜名 
1卷 唐 禮言集 
No. 2136 
唐梵兩語雙對集 
1卷 唐 僧怛多蘗多 波羅瞿那彌捨沙集 
No. 2137 (貞元録 No. 1165) 
金七十論 
3卷 陳 真諦譯 
1247a15-1249c9 P. ch. 2770 
No. 2138 (貞元録 No. 1166) 
勝宗十句義論 
1卷 慧月造 唐 玄奘譯 
No. 2139 
老子化胡經 
1266a25-1267c1 P. ch. 2007 







1卷 唐 拂多誕譯 
1279c15-1280c11 S.3969 













1卷 唐 景淨述 
No. 2145 (貞元録 No. 1174) 
出三藏記集 












No. 2146 (貞元録 No. 1175) 
衆經目録 
7卷 隋 法經等撰 
No. 2147 (貞元録 No. 1177) 
衆經目録 
5卷 隋 彦琮撰 
No. 2148 
衆經目録 
5卷 唐 靜泰撰 
No. 2149 (貞元録 No. 1178) 
大唐内典録 
10卷 唐 道宣撰 











339a23-340b15 P. ch. 3898 
No. 2150 (貞元録 No. 1179) 
續大唐内典録 
1卷 唐 道宣撰 
No. 2151 (貞元録 No. 1180) 
古今譯經圖紀 
4卷 唐 靖邁撰 
No. 2152 (貞元録 No. 1181) 
續古今譯經圖紀 
1卷 唐 智昇撰 
No. 2153 (貞元録 No. 1182) 
大周刊定衆經目録 
15卷 唐 明佺等撰 
No. 2154 (貞元録 No. 1183) 
開元釋教録 





5卷 唐 智昇撰 
No. 2156 
大唐貞元續開元釋教録 
3卷 唐 圓照集 
No. 2157 (貞元録 No. 1184) 
貞元新定釋教目録 
30卷 唐 圓照撰 
No. 2158 
續貞元釋教録 










1a3-8c20 P. ch. 3325 
1a3-8c20 上圖4[1] 
1a4-b13 P. ch. 2756 








1b21-c10 P. ch. 4516 























5c4-6a25 P. ch. 4823 
5c18-6a26 Дх1446 
6b5-7a6 P. ch. 4823V 
7b25-8a1 S.110V[2] 
7c7-8a13 Дх18912[2] 
7c7-8b25 P. ch. 4097 
8a22-c20 P. ch. 4515 
8c13-16 P. ch. 4789 
8c13-20 S.5965[1] 
8c13-20 BD10902-2 
8c15-20 P. ch. 5580-1 




2卷 唐 道氤撰 
8c21-23b23 P. ch. 2173 
9b9-10c29 S.1389 
18b23-19b18 S.2738 
18c14-23b20 P. ch. 2182 
19b19-c15 S.771 
20a17-23b11 S.5905 
23b26-52b4 P. ch. 2132 
No. 2734 
金剛暎卷上 
1卷 唐 寶達集 
No. 2735 
金剛般若經旨贊 















89a2-109b7 P. ch. 2082V 
89a10-99c27 Ф334V 





103a14-107c16 P. ch. 2493-1 





1卷 唐 知恩撰 




























156c21-160a20 P. ch. 2094-1 
156c24-158a29 羽3冊184[1] 
157c3-19 Дх514 
158c26-159a1 P. ch. 4025-3 
159a27-b6 BD6550V1(4) 
159a27-c8 BD9381 






























































1卷 後魏 慧光撰 
No. 2757 
華嚴經疏卷第三 









































































375c15-398c24 P. ch. 2049 
















434c11-437c24 P. ch. 2149 
435b11-436a11 P. ch. 3736 



































































































2卷 唐 道掖撰 
501b4-518b14 P. ch. 2079 













501b12-25 P. ch. 4695 
501b21-508b28 P. ch. 2244 
501b25-518b14 S.2739 
502b12-510c18 S.3481 






















536a1-c8 P. ch. 3099 
536a1-c9 P. ch. 2212-1 
536a2-c9 P. ch. 2204 















1卷 唐 慧淨撰 
540a1-543c15 P. ch. 2269 
No. 2782 
大乘稻芉經隨聽疏 
1卷 唐 法成撰 
543c16-544c7 P. ch. 4675 




543c19-556b19 P. ch. 2284 
543c22-548a26 BD2850 
544b3-545a2 P. ch. 2045-7 
545a28-b29 羽9冊745V 
545c21-546a13 Дх302 
545c21-546a20 P. tib. 113V3 
545c21-546b2 P. ch. 3422 
545c21-546c5 BD7762 
545c21-547a5 P. ch. 2303-2 
545c21-547b14 羽8冊653 
545c21-547c6 BD8413 
545c21-550a5 P. ch. 2461V1 
545c21-551b21 BD3018 
545c21-556b18 P. ch. 2208 







545c25-547b11 P. ch. 2508BV 
545c28-546b11 BD12286 
546a2-548a7 BD3559 











547b11-548b22 P. ch. 2508AV 
547b22-549b19 S.706 
547b25-549a1 BD9524V 
547c3-550a20 P. ch. 3785V 














552a17-22 P. ch. 4965V 


















559a15-562b23 P. ch. 2794 




































































































653a10-654a13 P. ch. 2064-1 
653a10-654a13 上圖9[1] 



































































727a25-745b11 P. ch. 2286 







2卷 北周 法上撰 
761a5-770a16 S.2741 
762b26-766c15 S.2717 
770a18-782b13 P. ch. 2104 
No. 2800 
廣百論疏卷第一 
1卷 唐 文軌撰 
782b18-803c8 P. ch. 2101 
No. 2801 
瑜伽師地論分門記 
6卷 唐 法成撰 智慧山記 





851c13-886a28 P. ch. 2053 
886b2-899a5 P. ch. 2190 
895c16-896c6 BD1087 
895c16-906b1 羽9冊771 
899a6-916a28 P. ch. 2080 
906b2-c2 唐寺12 
916b1-937c19 P. ch. 2093 
No. 2802 
瑜伽論手記 






































1卷 唐 曇曠撰 
1046a8-1047a16 P. ch. 2294 














1046a11-1065b14 P. ch. 2180 
1046a17-1065b14 P. ch. 2161 




1046b24-1048a28 P. ch. 3318 
1046c16-1047a6 BD14671 










































1065b17-1067c24 P. ch. 2311 




1卷 唐 曇曠撰 
1068a2-26 S.4603 
1068a2-1088b29 P. ch. 2077 
1068a3-1078b16 S.2732V 
1068a3-1088b29 P. ch. 2207 






























1077b19-1088b27 P. ch. 2495V 





2卷 唐 曇曠撰 





1090b23-c10 P. ch. 4811 































































1184a22-1190a8 P. ch. 2690 
1184a22-1192b13 北大98 






























1卷 唐 曇曠撰 






1223a4-1225c10 P. ch. 2131 
1223a6-1224a21 P. ch. 3328 




1229b17-1235c13 P. ch. 2044 
1230c19-1235c13 S.2695 
1232c20-1234a28 P. ch. 3571 






1卷 唐 慧日撰 
No. 2827 
淨土五會念佛誦經觀行儀卷中・下 
2卷 唐 法照撰 















1246a14-b1 P. ch. 3118-1 
1246a14-b1 P. ch. 3156-5 
1246a14-1246b1 BD8174-5 
1246c16-24 P. ch. 3156-6 
1248b2-1249a2 羽2冊155-1 
1255c16-1262c22 P. ch. 2250 
1256b18-1257a11 羽9冊704V 
1259b19-25 P. ch. 3118-3 
1259b20-26 P. ch. 4572-2 
1259b26-c2 P. ch. 3118V1 
1259b26-c7 上博48[2] 
1259c3-7 P. ch. 3118V2 
1259c8-28 上博48[1] 




1261b15-c9 P. ch. 3118-2 
1261b15-1262a28 P. ch. 3373V 
1261b16-c9 北大190 






















1266b17-c8 P. ch. 2575-1 
1266b17-c8 P. ch. 2575V1 
1266b17-1268b22 S.2143 
































1270c9-1273b4 P. ch. 4646-4 
1270c10-1273b4 S.5532[1] 
1270c10-1273b4 P. ch. 2460V1 
1270c10-1273b5 S.2595 
1271b25-1273b2 P. ch. 2657V 












1卷 唐 慧光釋 









1卷 唐 淨覺集 






1283a10-1290c26 P. ch. 3436 
1284a25-1285b1 BD13654 





1289c28-1290c26 P. ch. 3703 
No. 2838 
傳法寶紀 
1卷 唐 杜朏撰 
1291a2-c12 P. ch. 2634 



















1293c21-1294c29 P. ch. 2042-3[1] 














































































1300b5-c23 P. ch. 2921-1 
1300b5-c23 P. ch. 3826-1 
1300b5-c23 BD7805-1 
1300b5-c24 P. ch. 4597-1 
1300b7-14 中圖78[5] 
1300b7-19 BD11257 








1300b8-c23 P. ch. 3241 






























































































1307a21-b29 P. ch. 3107 
1307a21-1309b1 P. ch. 3485 
1307a21-1314a27 P. ch. 2319 
1307a21-1314a29 S.2614 
1307c2-1808b3 P. ch. 4988V 
1308a26-1309a13 羽1冊19V 








































































































































1352b27-1354b26 P. ch. 2986 









































































































1362c11-1364a12 P. ch. 2297-2 
1362c13-1364c18 BD2921-2 
1362c13-1364c18 BD6558-2 
1362c13-1368b18 P. ch. 2136 
1362c13-1368b19 浙江26 
1362c13-1368b19 谷大1-12 






































































1380b18-1383b6 P. ch. 2055-3 





























































































































































1404a27-c28 P. ch. 3110-2 












1405a1-16 P. ch. 3932-3 
1405a2-16 P. ch. 2374-2 





































1410c20-1413a28 P. ch. 2263 
1410c22-1413a23 BD14126 































































1422b11-1423b13 P. ch. 3897[1] 
1422b11-1425b1 P. ch. 3915-8 
1422b12-c3 Дх1009-4 
1422b12-1425b3 P. ch. 3759-1 
1422b14-20 S.6266 
















1422b14-1425b2 P. ch. 2098 
1422b14-1425b3 S.5673 
1422b14-1425b3 S.6667 
1422b14-1425b3 P. ch. 2098V 







































































































































































































































1431c5-1432a23 P. ch. 3295 




1432b1-c7 P. ch. 3924-2[1] 






























































1446a2-c10 P. ch. 3022-2 
1446a6-c1 S.2708 


































1452c16-1453a11 P. ch. 4770 

















1455b21-c12 P. ch. 3932-4 
1455b21-c12 Дх397-2 
1455b22-c2 Дх3000-2 
1455b22-c12 P. ch. 2289-3 
1455b22-c12 P. ch. 3748-2 











































































































































1458c5-23 P. ch. 5585 
1458c13-1459a8 S.4164 




























1461c6-22 P. ch. 2953-1 


































1462a1-16 P. ch. 3036 
1462a1-16 P. ch. 4872 




1462a2-17 P. ch. 2650 
1462a2-18 P. ch. 2608 













































1462a21-b8 P. ch. 2668-3 
1462a24-b1 BD9244-2 


































































1463a28-b7 P. ch. 3136-1 
1463a29-b22 S.6367[1] 
1463b1-21 羽1冊93 























A List of Dunhuang Buddhist Texts  









P. ch. 2104V17 
阿閦佛心陀羅尼神呪 
Дх1502V 
惡觀 [藏外, 9 （2003）] 
Дх92 
BD14573V 
阿毘達磨俱舎論實義疏 [藏外, 1（1995）]* 













































P. ch. 2271 
P. ch. 3095 
P. ch. 3095V 
P. ch. 3734 





























P. ch. 4012 
寅招禮 
P. ch. 4597-21 
因地論 
P. ch. 3030 
因緣心論釋 [藏外, 3 （1997）] 
BD7468-2 





P. ch. 3292-1 
因明入正理論後疏* 




P. ch. 2063-1 
因明論三十三過 
P. ch. 3024V3 
有作觀身讚文 



























P. ch. 3047V4 
穢跡金剛法謹百變（大正21, No. 1229） 








P. ch. 3332V 
依大般涅槃經第三十八巻抄出厭離食想法 




P. ch. 2804 
P. ch. 3040 
圓明論* 
S.6184 



















P. ch. 2003 
P. ch. 2870 
P. ch. 3761 


































P. ch. 2842bis 
P. ch. 2914 
P. ch. 3266 
P. ch. 3418 
P. ch. 3558 
P. ch. 3656 
P. ch. 3716V2 
P. ch. 3724 
P. ch. 3826V2 
P. ch. 3833-1 





P. ch. 3211 
和尚邈真讚并 [序］ 
P. ch. 2481V10 
於當居創造佛刹功德記 
P. ch. 3490-3 
温室經義疏 
BD3968-2 






P. ch. 2722V1 
P. ch. 2840 
P. ch. 3313 
戒疏 
P. ch. 2178 
BD7351 
BD14113 






























P. ch. 2787V2 
火部禁方 












P. ch. 3375V1 
上圖16 
上圖28V 
觀行法為有縁 [藏外, 15 （2010）] 
BD2284-2 
乾元寺前經司藏經數目* 































P. ch. 2153-2 
















P. ch. 2376V 
P. ch. 2939 
P. ch. 3818 
P. ch. 3828 












漢法本内傳（大正52, No. 397: 續集古今佛道論衡
所収） 
P. ch. 2626V 
P. ch. 3446V 
P. ch. 3475 
P. ch. 3740 
P. ch. 4032A 
P. ch. 4032B 
觀彌勒菩薩上生兜率天經疏* 
















P. ch. 3835V1[2] 
祇園因由記* 
P. ch. 2344V2 
P. ch. 3784 
P. ch. 3815 
祈願文 
















































P. ch. 3130 




御注金剛般若波羅蜜經宣演 [大正85, No. 2733: 
藏外, 15 （2010）]* 
S.2671 
S.4052 
P. ch. 2084 
P. ch. 2113 




P. ch. 2115 
P. ch. 2115V3 
究竟大悲經（大正85, No. 2880）* 
S.487 












P. ch. 3022V1 
P. ch. 3892-5 
























































P. ch. 2183V 
結界呪 
















































P. ch. 3450-2 
廣願文 



















P. ch. 2843-2 
P. ch. 3934 





P. ch. 2066V 




P. ch. 4597-5 
降魔變押座文 




P. ch. 4524V 






P. ch. 2147V2 
故圓鑒大師二十四孝押座文 
P. ch. 3361 
五陰山讃 
S.1494[3] 














P. ch. 4640-10 
五辛經 [藏外, 15 （2010）]* 
P. ch. 3244 









P. ch. 3726 
呉僧統碑 







P. ch. 3288V5 
P. ch. 3563 
P. ch. 3843-2 
P. ch. 4560-3 
P. ch. 4597-20 
P. ch. 4608V1 






P. ch. 4617-1 




































P. ch. 2039V4 




























金剛經注頌釋 [藏外, 9 （2003）] 

















P. ch. 3792V2 





P. ch. 2044V 
P. ch. 2325-2 
P. ch. 2911-1 
P. ch. 2975 
P. ch. 3645-5 
P. ch. 3881 













P. ch. 2075 
金剛醜女因縁* 
S.4511[2] 
P. ch. 2945V 
金剛峻經金剛頂一切如來深妙祕密金剛界大三昧
耶修行四十九種壇法經作用威儀法則 大毘盧遮




















那佛金剛心地法門祕法戒壇法儀則 [藏外, 11 
（2008）]* 
P. ch. 3913 
BD6329V 
金剛仙論釋義 




P. ch. 2104V7 
金剛大惣持大墔碎陀羅尼 










P. ch. 2105V 
金剛童子心呪 
S.2498[18] 













































P. ch. 2133V1 
金剛般若波羅蜜經後序并讚 





















P. ch. 2184-1 
P. ch. 2216 

















P. ch. 3425-3 
金光明最勝王經（大正16, No. 665） 
P. ch. 2883 
P. ch. 2899 








































































P. ch. 2987 
賽天王文* 
S.453 



















P. ch. 3156-4 
西方樂讚文 
P. ch. 4597-2 






















P. ch. 3851 



















P. ch. 2059 
三階佛法密記 
P. ch. 2268 
P. ch. 2283 
P. ch. 2412-1 
三階某禪師行状始末 
P. ch. 2550A 
三界唯心天外境論 






















P. ch. 4597-3 
散花林 











P. ch. 2887 
讚釋文 










P. ch. 2156 
三身觀想 

















P. ch. 2434V 
P. ch. 4627 
三寶四諦問答意義 
P. ch. 3450-1 
三寶問答（擬） 
S.2669V[8] 


































P. ch. 4912-4 
式叉尼性空六法文 














































P. ch. 2581V 
P. ch. 2713-1 
P. ch. 2919V 
自心印陀羅尼鈔（擬） 
BD9514 

































































































七祖法寶記 [藏外, 2 （1996）]* 


























P. ch. 3824-7 

















P. ch. 2249V 
悉達太子踰城念佛讚 
P. ch. 4647-2 
十哲声聞 

























P. ch. 2575V8 
P. ch. 4028-1 














P. ch. 4597-13 
四分戒 
P. ch. 3135 







四分戒本疏（大正85, No. 2787）* 
P. ch. 2320 








四分戒本疏卷第一・第二・第三（大正85, No. 2787） 
S.6499 
S.6604[2] 


























































P. ch. 3404-2 














P. ch. 2237 
P. ch. 2315-2 






























































P. ch. 3559 (+3664)-9 












































P. ch. 2902 
沙彌威儀經 




















































P. ch. 3521V1 
十恩德[讚］* 









































































P. ch. 4597-34 
十二光禮懴文 











P. ch. 3048 
















P. ch. 3559 (+3664)-3[2] 
受戒懺悔文 







P. ch. 4597-8 
修行最上乘儀軌 









P. ch. 3747 
衆經目録 















P. ch. 2984V3 





































P. ch. 2690V5 
P. ch. 3116-1 
P. ch. 3824-8 
P. ch. 3892-1 











P. ch. 2849-5 
受八戒文 
S.2689 










P. ch. 2147V1 
P. ch. 2355V 
P. ch. 2403V 
P. ch. 2668V3 
P. ch. 3092 
P. ch. 3697V 












P. ch. 2147 
P. ch. 3293V2 
羽8冊654-1 
須菩提本生縁 




首羅比丘經（大正85, No. 2873）* 
S.6881[1] 
P. ch. 3019 









P. ch. 2104V12 
聖教十二時* 
P. ch. 2734 









P. ch. 2279-2 
清剉和尚誡後學銘 
P. ch. 3591-2 
請十方賢聖讚 





































P. ch. 3171 



















P. ch. 2841 
P. ch. 3057-1 









































P. ch. 3330 
唱導文* 
BD12299 
淨度三昧經卷上 [藏外, 7 （2000）]* 
BD15308 
上都章敬寺西方念佛讚文 








P. ch. 2091 























P. ch. 2188V 





























P. ch. 2680V3 



























































P. ch. 2948 
P. ch. 2948V 
P. ch. 3971 





















進新譯大方廣佛花嚴經表（擬） [藏外, 6 (1998)] 























P. ch. 3835V2 
P. ch. 4961-12 
隋淨影寺沙門惠遠和尚因縁記 






















P. ch. 2045-4 
P. ch. 2074 
P. ch. 2732V 





















































P. ch. 2690V6 
P. ch. 3116-2 
P. ch. 3604 






P. ch. 2104V8 
P. ch. 2105-4 
P. ch. 3289-2 
雜阿毘曇心章巻第三 


















相好經 [大正15, No. 643：佛説觀佛三昧海經 [藏












P. ch. 3120-1 













P. ch. 3351V3 
俗講押座文（擬） 
BD16378 
















P. ch. 4638-1 
第一祖達磨禪師 





















P. ch. 2977[1] 
太子五更轉* 





















P. ch. 2299 
P. ch. 2924V 
P. ch. 2999 
P. ch. 2999V1 
P. ch. 3128V4 
BD6780 
太子成道經疏（擬） 
P. ch. 3815V 
太子成道變文* 







P. ch. 3061 
P. ch. 3065 










P. ch. 2314-2 
太子踰城念佛讚文 




P. ch. 4980 
大乘觀門 











大乘起世論 [藏外, 3 （1997）] 











P. ch. 2690V8 
大乘三窠 
P. ch. 3215 
P. ch. 3373-1 
P. ch. 4805 
大乘四大齋日 
P. ch. 3795 
大乘四法經（大正17, No. 772）* 
P. ch. 2350V1 






















P. ch. 2350V2 
羽8冊650V1 
大乘四法經論廣釋* 
P. ch. 2350V3 
羽8冊650V2 
大乘四法經論廣釋開決記（大正85, No. 2785）* 
P. ch. 3007-1 























P. ch. 3559 (+3664)-8 
大藏隨函廣釋經音序 
P. ch. 4057-2 
大乘中宗見解 
S.2944V[1] 
P. ch. 3357V2 
大乘中宗見解要義別行本 
P. ch. 4597-9 
大乘稻芉經隨聽手鏡記 
S.6463 
P. ch. 2436V 
P. ch. 2569V3 







P. ch. 3519 






大乘二十二問本（大正85, No. 2818）* 







大乘入道次第（大正45, No. 1864） 
P. ch. 3746 















P. ch. 2328-2 








P. ch. 3089V 
























































































P. ch. 3648 

























大乘密嚴經（大正16, No. 681）* 
S.6926[1] 
大乘密嚴經序（大正16, No. 681） 
Дх2116 
大乘無生方便門（大正85, No. 2834）* 
S.1002 
P. ch. 2058-1 
P. ch. 2270-1 
P. ch. 2836 











































P. ch. 3727-14 
大唐後三藏聖教序 












P. ch. 2155-3 









P. ch. 2632-2 























P. ch. 2172 
P. ch. 3025-1 
P. ch. 3415-1 
P. ch. 3438 









































大般涅槃經佛爲摩耶夫人説偈品經 [藏外, 1 
（1995）] * 
P. ch. 4654 
P. ch. 4799 
BD7390 
大般涅槃經佛母品 [藏外, 1 （1995）]* 












大般涅槃摩耶夫人品經 [藏外, 1 （1995）]* 
P. ch. 2055-2 
大般若關 
P. ch. 3559 (+3664)-11 
[大般若經欠帙巻録] 





















































P. ch. 3916-8 








































P. ch. 3128 







P. ch. 2376 
大佛略懺（大正85, No. 2841） 
P. ch. 2042-3[2] 





























P. ch. 3914-2 
大力金剛真言 























P. ch. 3591-3 
談廣釋佛國品手記 


















P. ch. 3904-2 
稠禪師意 
P. ch. 3559 (+3664)-6 
Дх649[3] 
稠禪師解虎讚 
P. ch. 3490-2 
P. ch. 4597-17 
稠禪師薬方療有漏 



















P. ch. 2585 
長興四年中興殿應聖節講經文* 






P. ch. 2901V[1] 








P. ch. 3434-1 








天公經 [大正85, No. 2876: 藏外, 1 （1995）]* 
BD7362-1 
BD14427 
天竺國菩提達摩禪師論 [藏外, 1 （1995）] 
BD15054-1 
天請問經疏 [大正85, No. 2786: 藏外, 1 （1995）]* 
P. ch. 2135 
P. ch. 2416 
BD14116 
天親彰疑會理教 [藏外, 13 （2010）] 
BD14568V 
傳心法要略述 




P. ch. 3183 
天竹國菩提達摩禪師論 [藏外, 1 （1995）] 
P. ch. 2039V1 








P. ch. 3540 
轉八識成四智束四智具三身論 
BD9364 
傳法寶紀（大正85, No. 2838）* 
P. ch. 3559 (+3664)-4[2] 








P. ch. 3591-1 
唐三藏贊* 
S.6631V[9] 




















P. ch. 3434-2 






P. ch. 2799-1 
P. ch. 3922-2 
頓悟大乘正理決* 
S.2672[1] 
P. ch. 4623-2 















P. ch. 2963V4 











P. ch. 2045-3 
P. ch. 2270-2 
P. ch. 2690V9 
P. ch. 2984V2 























P. ch. 3047-1 
Дх4530 
南陽和上頓教解脱禪門直了性壇語* [藏外, 10-12 
（2008）, 16 (2011)] 
S.2492 
S.6977 










P. ch. 3346[2] 
二教論 
P. ch. 2587 
爾時妙吉祥菩薩従東方來以微妙梵音讚嘆普賢所
行行願讚 















P. ch. 2923 
P. ch. 3018 
P. ch. 4634Abis 
P. ch. 4634AbisV 
P. ch. 4634AV 












P. ch. 3835V6 
入布薩堂説偈文 









P. ch. 2941V2 
如意輪王摩尼別行法印 
BD7415 









































P. ch. 3172[2] 
BD9442 
能斷金剛般若波羅蜜多經 











P. ch. 3235-1 





































P. ch. 3564 






















P. ch. 3332 
P. ch. 3748-1 
P. ch. 3908-2 























P. ch. 2178V3 
P. ch. 3229V 















P. ch. 3902A 





P. ch. 2903 































































P. ch. 2091V2 




















P. ch. 3051 
普勸四衆依教修行十二時* 
P. ch. 2054 
P. ch. 2714 
P. ch. 3087V 



























P. ch. 2680 
P. ch. 2774V 
P. ch. 2775 
P. ch. 2775V2 
P. ch. 2776V 
P. ch. 2791 
P. ch. 2971 
P. ch. 3212-1 
P. ch. 3355V 
P. ch. 3570V 
P. ch. 3727-1 
P. ch. 4968 
P. ch. 4968V 
















































P. ch. 2122V4 
P. ch. 2931 
P. ch. 2955 
P. ch. 3210-3 
佛説安宅神呪經（大正21, No. 1394） 
S.2110[1] 







P. ch. 2171 
P. ch. 2289-2 






















P. ch. 3919B5 
上博48[7] 
佛説灌頂吉祥陀羅尼呪 





佛説觀佛三昧海經（大正15, No. 643: 佛説相好經 





P. ch. 2130[2] 
P. ch. 2300 
Ф363 
佛説觀彌勒菩薩上生兜率天經講經文* 
























P. ch. 2169 
P. ch. 3824-3 


















佛説金剛經纂 [藏外, 1 （1995）]* 
S.2565V 
P. ch. 3024V4 
佛説金剛蓮華部摧碎延壽陀羅尼 
P. ch. 2197-4 
佛説金剛蓮華部大摧碎金剛啓請 
P. ch. 2197-6 








































P. ch. 2185 






















P. ch. 3849V 
BD3129 











羅尼經（大正19, No. 964） 
P. ch. 2194 
佛説大威德熾盛光如來吉祥陀羅尼經 







P. ch. 4912-2 
佛説大摧碎金剛延壽陀羅尼 
P. ch. 3914-3 
佛説大隨求真言啓請 
P. ch. 2197-15 
佛説大悲真言啓請 
P. ch. 2105-3 





P. ch. 3835V9 
P. ch. 3835V11 
佛説停厨經 [藏外, 14 （2010）] 
P. ch. 2637-2 
P. ch. 2703-2 
佛説東方月光面勝如來寶荘嚴佛國土上王安土地
陀羅尼 








P. ch. 2168 








P. ch. 2105-2 
佛説菩薩戒本* 
S.1249 
P. ch. 3025-2 
佛説菩薩受無盡戒羯磨* 
P. ch. 2950 
佛説法句經* 














P. ch. 2197-5 
佛説離垢施女經 
S.6916[1] 










P. ch. 3236 
P. ch. 3916-5 
佛頂心呪 















































































P. ch. 2772 




















































































































P. ch. 2111 
P. ch. 2252 
P. ch. 2312 
P. ch. 2420V 
P. ch. 2832BbisP8 
P. ch. 3151 
P. ch. 4639 
P. ch. 4692V 
P. ch. 4898 
P. ch. 4938 
P. ch. 5587(10) 
P. ch. 5589(15) 
P. ch. 6001-2 
P. ch. 6006(1)[1] 
P. ch. 6011(10) 
P. ch. 6011(11) 
P. ch. 6015 
P. tib. 126V1 



























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































佛名經（二十巻本） [藏外, 11 (2008)] 
S.2108 
S.3076 


















































P. ch. 3645-3 
P. ch. 3892-2 






























P. ch. 2722V2 
法王本記東流傳録 













P. ch. 2104V16 
[法照和尚讚仰文等] 
P. ch. 2130[1] 
法照和尚念佛讚 
P. ch. 2483 
P. ch. 3120-2 
P. ch. 3216 





法門名義集（大正54, No. 2124） 
P. ch. 2317 









































































P. ch. 3228 
菩薩總持法 [藏外, 3 （1997）] 















P. ch. 3187 
菩提達摩南宗定是非論* 
P. ch. 2045-1 
P. ch. 3047-2 
P. ch. 3488 
敦博77A 
發願懺悔略出文 
P. ch. 3210-1 
發願文 






























































P. ch. 3357V3 
發心参禪學道文 
P. ch. 4035V 
法身禮 
P. ch. 2157V1 





P. ch. 2813 
P. ch. 3113-1 








P. ch. 2047 
























































































































P. ch. 2133 




P. ch. 3406 
[妙法蓮華經十七品詩] 
P. ch. 3600-1 
妙法蓮華經疏（擬） 
S.2700 
P. ch. 3316 
P. ch. 3387 













妙法蓮華經度量天地品第二十九 [大正85, No. 






P. ch. 2234-2[2] 
































P. ch. 2305V1 
無常經疏 










P. ch. 3892-3 
無相禮 
S.263[1] 











































文殊師利所説般若波羅蜜經 [大正8, No. 233: 藏
外, 10 （2008）]* 
S.576 
S.3155 













P. ch. 2104V20 
P. ch. 3835V8 












P. ch. 3551 






































P. ch. 2122V2 
P. ch. 2292-2 
維摩詰經講經文 
P. ch. 3079 






P. ch. 3600-2 
維摩詰經疏 
S.706V 




















P. ch. 2128V2 
P. ch. 2595V 
P. ch. 2688V 
P. ch. 3198A 












































P. ch. 2222AV 
P. ch. 2222BV 
P. ch. 2222CV 
P. ch. 2222DV 
P. ch. 2222EV 








P. ch. 3267-2 
維摩詰所説經疏釋 
P. ch. 2414 




























P. ch. 2032 
P. ch. 2032V1 
P. ch. 2122V3 

































P. ch. 2849-4 
遊五臺讚文* 
S.6631V[6] 










































P. ch. 2038 
P. ch. 2039 





P. ch. 2053V 
P. ch. 2080V 
P. ch. 2093V 
P. ch. 2190V 
P. ch. 2210V 
瑜伽師地論分門記（智慧山記）*決擇分分門記巻
第一（大正85, No. 2801） 






第三（大正85, No. 2801） 
P. ch. 2247 
瑜伽師地論分門記（智慧山記）*菩薩地分門記巻






































P. ch. 2036 
P. ch. 2061 




P. ch. 2036V 






P. ch. 2807-10 
兪成日文 
P. ch. 2091V3 
姚和尚金剛五禮 [藏外, 7 （2000）]* 

















P. ch. 2157V4 
P. ch. 3038 
P. ch. 3078V 























P. ch. 2563V2 




P. ch. 2563V1 



































P. ch. 2137 
P. ch. 2145 
P. ch. 2445V 
P. ch. 2802 
P. ch. 3357 






P. ch. 3010 
P. ch. 3010V 
劉薩訶和尚因縁記 
P. ch. 3727-13 
龍録内無名經論律* 
P. ch. 3202 
楞伽阿跋多羅寶經疏* 
S.5603 
P. ch. 2198 





楞伽師資記並序（大正85, No. 2837） 
P. ch. 4564 
[涼州禪師法照讚仰文] 










P. ch. 3434V3 






P. ch. 3641 
臨壙文 
P. ch. 3172[1] 
P. ch. 3276V4 









老子化胡經（大正54, No. 2139） 










P. ch. 2165 
P. ch. 2256V 
P. ch. 2861V 
六根讚 















































































阿毘達磨俱舎論實義疏 [藏外, 1（1995）]* 

































P. ch. 3235-1 

























八種粗重犯堕 [藏外, 1 （1995）] 
Ф221V1 
八轉聲頌* 










P. ch. 2091V2 


















































































P. ch. 3332 
P. ch. 3748-1 
P. ch. 3908-2 























P. ch. 2178V3 
P. ch. 3229V 















P. ch. 3902A 





P. ch. 2903 









P. ch. 4597-4 
布薩文 
S.6248 

































P. ch. 2104V8 
P. ch. 2105-4 
P. ch. 3289-2 
禪門十二時* 
S.427 
P. ch. 2690V6 
P. ch. 3116-2 
P. ch. 3604 




P. ch. 2585 
唱道文* 















































P. ch. 3434-1 












P. ch. 3490-2 




P. ch. 3559 (+3664)-7 
稠禪師意 




P. ch. 3048 












P. ch. 2690V5 
P. ch. 3116-1 
P. ch. 3824-8 
P. ch. 3892-1 













P. ch. 2104V12 
傳法寶紀（大正85, No. 2838）* 
P. ch. 3559 (+3664)-4[2] 
P. ch. 3858 
傳心法要略述 
P. ch. 3184 
創於城東第一渠荘新造佛堂一所功德記 





P. ch. 2575V8 
P. ch. 4028-1 
P. ch. 4597-26 
辭父母出家讚 




P. ch. 2581V 
P. ch. 2713-1 

















































大般涅槃經佛母品 [藏外, 1 （1995）]* 










大般涅槃經佛爲摩耶夫人説偈品經 [藏外, 1 
（1995）] * 
P. ch. 4654 






































P. ch. 2172 
P. ch. 3025-1 
P. ch. 3415-1 
P. ch. 3438 






大般涅槃摩耶夫人品經 [藏外, 1 （1995）]* 
































P. ch. 3916-8 










































P. ch. 2104V3 
BD9278 
大佛略懺（大正85, No. 2841） 
P. ch. 2042-3[2] 







P. ch. 3128 



































































P. ch. 3089V 




















































































P. ch. 3648 








P. ch. 2328-2 






P. ch. 3177 
大乘稻芉經隨聽手鏡記 
S.6463 
P. ch. 2436V 
P. ch. 2569V3 






大乘稻芉經隨聽疏決（大正85, No. 2783）* 
BD10834 
大乘稻芉經隨聴疏開決記 
P. ch. 3519 
大乘稻芉經隨聽疏問答 
BD9356 
大乘二十二問本（大正85, No. 2818）* 












P. ch. 2649V 
大聖觀音菩薩三念 
P. ch. 4980 
大乘淨土贊 
S.3096[2] 










大乘密嚴經（大正16, No. 681）* 
S.6926[1] 
大乘密嚴經序（大正16, No. 681） 
Дх2116 
大乘起世論 [藏外, 3 （1997）] 






大乘入道次第（大正45, No. 1864） 
P. ch. 3746 
















P. ch. 3215 
P. ch. 3373-1 
P. ch. 4805 
大乘四大齋日 
P. ch. 3795 
大乘四法經（大正17, No. 772）* 
P. ch. 2350V1 























大乘四法經論廣釋開決記（大正85, No. 2785）* 
P. ch. 3007-1 



























大乘無生方便門（大正85, No. 2834）* 
S.1002 
P. ch. 2058-1 
P. ch. 2270-1 




















P. ch. 2690V8 
大乘中宗見解 
S.2944V[1] 
P. ch. 3357V2 
大乘中宗見解要義別行本 






P. ch. 3846 
大唐後三藏聖教序 
















P. ch. 2155-3 
P. ch. 3586 
大唐義淨三藏讃 




P. ch. 2632-2 




















P. ch. 4638-1 
大降魔穢積金剛聖者大心陀羅尼 



























P. ch. 2314-2 
丹遐和尚翫珠吟 











P. ch. 3434-2 

















P. ch. 2460V2 
地獄變文* 
S.543[1] 












P. ch. 2279-2 
東都發願文* 












P. ch. 4623-2 






P. ch. 2799-1 
P. ch. 3922-2 




P. ch. 3011-2 
二教論 









P. ch. 2923 
P. ch. 3018 
P. ch. 4634Abis 
P. ch. 4634AbisV 
P. ch. 4634AV 







P. ch. 2322-1 
爾時妙吉祥菩薩従東方來以微妙梵音讚嘆普賢所
行行願讚 
P. ch. 2322-6 
二月八日文 
S.1441V[1] 


























































法門名義集（大正54, No. 2124） 
P. ch. 2317 








P. ch. 2157V1 





P. ch. 2813 
P. ch. 3113-1 
P. ch. 4028-2 
法王本記東流傳録 
P. ch. 3376 
法王記 
P. ch. 2722V2 
發心参禪學道文 
P. ch. 4035V 
法性論（擬） 
S.2669V[3] 
P. ch. 3357V3 
發願懺悔略出文 
P. ch. 3210-1 
發願文 





P. ch. 2483 
P. ch. 3120-2 
P. ch. 3216 
P. ch. 3645V 
[法照和尚讚仰文等] 


















































P. ch. 3317 
佛本行集經講經文 













P. ch. 3236 
P. ch. 3916-5 
佛頂心呪 



















































































P. ch. 2772 



















































































































P. ch. 2111 
P. ch. 2252 
P. ch. 2312 
P. ch. 2420V 
P. ch. 2832BbisP8 
P. ch. 3151 
P. ch. 4639 
P. ch. 4692V 
P. ch. 4898 
P. ch. 4938 
P. ch. 5587(10) 
P. ch. 5589(15) 
P. ch. 6001-2 
P. ch. 6006(1)[1] 
P. ch. 6011(10) 
P. ch. 6011(11) 
P. ch. 6015 
P. tib. 126V1 



























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































佛名經（二十巻本） [藏外, 11 (2008)] 
S.2108 
S.3076 


















































P. ch. 3645-3 
P. ch. 3892-2 







P. ch. 2122V4 
P. ch. 2931 
P. ch. 2955 




佛説安宅神呪經（大正21, No. 1394） 
S.2110[1] 













P. ch. 2168 








P. ch. 2105-3 
P. ch. 3289-1 
佛説大摧金剛延壽陀羅尼真言 
P. ch. 4912-2 
佛説大摧碎金剛延壽陀羅尼 





P. ch. 3835V9 
P. ch. 3835V11 
佛説大隨求真言啓請 
P. ch. 2197-15 
佛説大威德熾盛光如來吉祥陀羅尼經 
P. ch. 2382 
上博48[18] 
佛説大威德金輪佛頂熾盛光如來消除一切災難陀
羅尼經（大正19, No. 964） 







P. ch. 2197-8 
佛説法句經* 
P. ch. 2192 
佛説灌頂吉祥陀羅尼呪 
P. ch. 4912-5 
佛説觀佛三昧海經（大正15, No. 643: 佛説相好經 





P. ch. 2130[2] 
P. ch. 2300 
Ф363 
佛説觀彌勒菩薩上生兜率天經講經文* 


























P. ch. 2169 
P. ch. 3824-3 








佛説金剛經纂 [藏外, 1 （1995）]* 
S.2565V 
P. ch. 3024V4 
佛説金剛蓮華部摧碎延壽陀羅尼 
P. ch. 2197-4 
佛説金剛蓮華部大摧碎金剛啓請 
P. ch. 2197-6 
P. ch. 4912-1 






佛説敬福經一巻 ［大正85, No. 2877: 藏外, 4 
（1998）］ 
Дх1619 




































P. ch. 2197-16 
佛説菩薩戒本* 
S.1249 
P. ch. 3025-2 
佛説菩薩受無盡戒羯磨* 























P. ch. 3919B2 
BD693-8 
羽4冊287-1 
佛説水月光觀音菩薩經 [藏外, 1 （1995）] 
津藝193[2] 
佛説四門經 









佛説停厨經 [藏外, 14 （2010）] 
P. ch. 2637-2 

























P. ch. 2171 
P. ch. 2289-2 








































































P. ch. 2047 








P. ch. 2680 
P. ch. 2774V 
P. ch. 2775 
P. ch. 2775V2 
P. ch. 2776V 
P. ch. 2791 
P. ch. 2971 
P. ch. 3212-1 
P. ch. 3355V 
P. ch. 3570V 
P. ch. 3727-1 
P. ch. 4968 
P. ch. 4968V 
甘露王如來真言 
P. ch. 3835V1[2] 
高聲念佛讚* 
S.5572[7] 
P. ch. 2066V 
P. ch. 3892-4 
根本説一切有部別解脱戒經疏部 






P. ch. 3726 
故呉和尚讚 
P. ch. 4640-10 
故圓鑒大師二十四孝押座文 
P. ch. 3361 
觀彌勒菩薩上生兜率天經疏* 


























P. ch. 2153-2 


























P. ch. 2376V 
P. ch. 2939 
P. ch. 3818 
P. ch. 3828 





















漢法本内傳（大正52, No. 397: 續集古今佛道論衡
所収） 
P. ch. 2626V 
P. ch. 3446V 
P. ch. 3475 
P. ch. 3740 
P. ch. 4032A 










P. ch. 2481V10 
荷澤和尚五更轉* 
S.6103[2] 













































穢跡金剛法謹百變（大正21, No. 1229） 
P. ch. 3047V3 
穢跡金剛神符變病及延年法巻下 



















P. ch. 3559 (+3664)-9 












P. ch. 2886-2 
地獄摧碎呪 
P. ch. 2104V14 
迦膩色迦王傳説 











































戒德香經 [藏外, 15 （2010）] 
BD14127 
解斷伏義 



















































P. ch. 2184-2 
金剛般若波羅蜜經講經文* 






















P. ch. 2184-1 
P. ch. 2216 




































P. ch. 2945V 
金剛大惣持大墔碎陀羅尼 
P. ch. 3861-7 
金剛頂經一切如來深妙祕密金剛界大三昧耶修習
瑜伽迎請儀* 




P. ch. 2105V 
金剛二十八戒 







































P. ch. 2039V4 












金剛經注頌釋 [藏外, 9 （2003）] 



























那佛金剛心地法門祕法戒壇法儀則 [藏外, 11 
（2008）]* 



























P. ch. 3914-1 





P. ch. 2044V 
P. ch. 2325-2 
P. ch. 2911-1 
P. ch. 2975 
P. ch. 3645-5 
P. ch. 3881 












P. ch. 4748 
金剛藏菩薩數珠真言 





P. ch. 2075 
金剛座記 
P. ch. 3927-2 
金光明變相一鋪銘 




P. ch. 3425-3 
金光明最勝王經（大正16, No. 665） 
P. ch. 2883 
P. ch. 2899 
P. ch. 3154 
金光明最勝王經變一鋪讚文 














金光五禮 [金剛五禮：藏外7 （2000）] 
P. ch. 3792V2 
進新譯大方廣佛花嚴經表（擬） [藏外, 6 (1998)] 
P. ch. 2314-1 
金藏論 

























P. ch. 2188V 
大正蔵未収仏典一覧 拼音順 
344 


























究竟大悲經（大正85, No. 2880）* 
S.487 



















P. ch. 3022V1 
P. ch. 3892-5 
P. ch. 4597-22 
九曜星官真言 




P. ch. 2045-4 
P. ch. 2074 
P. ch. 2732V 










P. ch. 2722V1 
P. ch. 2840 
P. ch. 3313 
蘭若空讚 
S.6631V[2] 
老子化胡經（大正54, No. 2139） 




P. ch. 2563V1 
P. ch. 3915-1 
Дх1629-1 
樂住山 





P. ch. 2563V2 
P. ch. 3915-2 
楞伽阿跋多羅寶經疏* 
S.5603 
P. ch. 2198 
P. tib. 609 
楞伽師資記並序（大正85, No. 2837） 














P. ch. 2157V4 
P. ch. 3038 
P. ch. 3078V 







































P. ch. 3434V3 





P. ch. 3172[1] 
P. ch. 3276V4 
























P. ch. 3242 
六門陀羅尼經論并廣釋開決記 
P. ch. 2165 
P. ch. 2256V 




P. ch. 3727-13 
龍録内無名經論律* 
P. ch. 3202 
龍興寺歴年配補藏經録* 
P. ch. 3010 




























P. ch. 2137 
P. ch. 2145 
P. ch. 2445V 
P. ch. 2802 
P. ch. 3357 

































































P. ch. 2118-2 
妙法蓮華經（偽巻） 
BD4490 
妙法蓮華經度量天地品第二十九 [大正85, No. 






P. ch. 2234-2[2] 
















P. ch. 2133 










P. ch. 3600-1 
妙法蓮華經疏（擬） 
S.2700 
P. ch. 3316 
P. ch. 3387 






















P. ch. 3406 
妙色身如來真言 





















































P. ch. 2058-3 
BD11564 
難陀出家縁起* 
P. ch. 2324 
難巷齋文 
P. ch. 4608-1 
南陽和上頓教解脱禪門直了性壇語* [藏外, 10-12 
（2008）, 16 (2011)] 
S.2492 
S.6977 

















P. ch. 2045-3 
P. ch. 2270-2 
P. ch. 2690V9 
P. ch. 2984V2 















P. ch. 2963V4 

































































P. ch. 2054 
P. ch. 2714 
P. ch. 3087V 















































































菩薩總持法 [藏外, 3 （1997）] 




P. ch. 2045-1 
P. ch. 3047-2 





































































































P. ch. 4912V[1] 
乞食法 







P. ch. 3346[1] 
七祖法寶記 [藏外, 2 （1996）]* 



































P. ch. 2115 















P. ch. 3172[2] 
BD9442 
人集録都目* 
































如來成道經（大正85, No. 2890）* 
BD9145-1 


























P. ch. 2434V 
P. ch. 4627 
三寶四諦問答意義 
P. ch. 3450-1 
三寶問答（擬） 
S.2669V[8] 




















P. ch. 4597-3 
散花林 






P. ch. 2059 
三階佛法密記 
P. ch. 2268 
P. ch. 2283 
P. ch. 2412-1 
三階某禪師行状始末 






























P. ch. 2104V18 
散食法 

























































P. ch. 2902 
沙彌威儀經 
P. ch. 2280 
BD15211 
沙彌五德十數 









P. ch. 3851 






































P. ch. 2803V 
聖教十二時* 
P. ch. 2734 














P. ch. 2091 






P. ch. 4597-32 
聲聞唱道文 
S.4555 
P. ch. 2680V3 























































P. ch. 4597-34 
十二光禮懴文 
































































P. ch. 3824-7 




















































































































P. ch. 2147V1 
P. ch. 2355V 
P. ch. 2403V 
P. ch. 2668V3 
P. ch. 3092 
P. ch. 3697V 







P. ch. 2849-5 
受八戒文 
S.2689 




P. ch. 4597-8 
受戒懺悔文 










首羅比丘經（大正85, No. 2873）* 
S.6881[1] 
P. ch. 3019 
受菩薩戒文 
P. ch. 2147 










P. ch. 2984V3 
P. ch. 3217V 
受沙彌十戒文 












P. ch. 3835V2 















P. ch. 2249V 
悉達太子踰城念佛讚 




















P. ch. 3135 
四分戒本疏（大正85, No. 2787）* 
P. ch. 2320 































































































P. ch. 3404-2 














P. ch. 2237 
P. ch. 2315-2 

















P. ch. 2187-2 
四天王發願了頭真言 
S.426 





















P. ch. 3120-1 

































P. ch. 2299 
P. ch. 2924V 
P. ch. 2999 
P. ch. 2999V1 
P. ch. 3128V4 
BD6780 
太子成道經疏（擬） 




P. ch. 3061 
P. ch. 3065 
P. ch. 3817 
太子五更轉* 








P. ch. 3156-3 
太子讚* 
S.2204[2] 


















P. ch. 4597-16 












天親彰疑會理教 [藏外, 13 （2010）] 
BD14568V 
天請問經疏 [大正85, No. 2786: 藏外, 1 （1995）]* 
P. ch. 2135 





P. ch. 3183 
天王文 
P. ch. 3540 
天竹國菩提達摩禪師論 [藏外, 1 （1995）] 
P. ch. 2039V1 
























P. ch. 2842bis 
P. ch. 2914 
P. ch. 3266 
P. ch. 3418 
P. ch. 3558 
P. ch. 3656 
P. ch. 3716V2 
P. ch. 3724 
P. ch. 3826V2 
P. ch. 3833-1 










































P. ch. 2122V2 
P. ch. 2292-2 
維摩詰經講經文 
P. ch. 3079 





























P. ch. 2128V2 
P. ch. 2595V 
P. ch. 2688V 
P. ch. 3198A 

























P. ch. 2222AV 
P. ch. 2222BV 
P. ch. 2222CV 
P. ch. 2222DV 
P. ch. 2222EV 








P. ch. 2414 































P. ch. 2032 
P. ch. 2032V1 
P. ch. 2122V3 





















P. ch. 3021V2 
維摩手記 










P. ch. 3141V 
維摩押座文* 
P. ch. 2122V1 
唯識二十論序 

































P. ch. 3835V8 
P. ch. 3835V10 
文殊師利所説般若波羅蜜經 [大正8, No. 233: 藏
外, 10 （2008）]* 
S.576 
S.3155 























P. ch. 2091V1 
戊辰年九月一日轉藏諸雜經論數目* 





















P. ch. 2147V2 
無尽藏法略説 
S.190 































P. ch. 4640-5 
無上經講經文* 




P. ch. 2104V21 
五臺山聖境讚* 
S.4504V[2] 
P. ch. 4617-1 







P. ch. 3288V5 
P. ch. 3563 
P. ch. 3843-2 
P. ch. 4560-3 
P. ch. 4597-20 
P. ch. 4608V1 





P. ch. 3892-3 
無相禮 
S.263[1] 





五辛經 [藏外, 15 （2010）]* 
P. ch. 3244 















P. ch. 3390V2 
西方淨土念佛讚文 













P. ch. 2987 

























相好經 [大正15, No. 643：佛説觀佛三昧海經 [藏








P. ch. 4524V 








P. ch. 4597-5 
香讚文 
S.6631V[5] 
P. ch. 4597-10 
小鈔 
S.1334 
P. ch. 3171 


















P. ch. 2841 
P. ch. 3057-1 












P. ch. 2843-2 
P. ch. 3934 
P. ch. 4560-2 
























P. ch. 2948 
P. ch. 2948V 
P. ch. 3971 














































P. ch. 2104V5 
秀和尚勸善文 
P. ch. 3521V1 
秀和上傳 






P. ch. 2104V19 
須菩提本生縁 






























P. ch. 2003 
P. ch. 2870 
P. ch. 3761 
































姚和尚金剛五禮 [藏外, 7 （2000）]* 








P. ch. 3551 




























P. ch. 2271 
P. ch. 3095 
P. ch. 3095V 
P. ch. 3734 





























P. ch. 3024V3 
因明入正理論後疏* 
P. ch. 2063-2 
因明入正理論略抄（淨眼）* 








P. ch. 4012 
因緣心論釋 [藏外, 3 （1997）] 
BD7468-2 
因緣心論頌 [藏外, 3 （1997）] 
BD7468-1 
寅招禮 
P. ch. 4597-21 
又教乞食比丘乞食法 





P. ch. 4597-12 
BD2918V2 
有作觀身讚文 
P. ch. 4572 
兪成日文 
P. ch. 2091V3 
於當居創造佛刹功德記 




































P. ch. 2036 
P. ch. 2061 
P. ch. 2134 
瑜伽論手記（法鏡記）[補記] 
P. ch. 2036V 


















P. ch. 2038 
P. ch. 2039 





P. ch. 2053V 
P. ch. 2080V 
P. ch. 2093V 
P. ch. 2190V 
P. ch. 2210V 
瑜伽師地論分門記（智慧山記）*決擇分分門記巻
第一（大正85, No. 2801） 






第三（大正85, No. 2801） 
P. ch. 2247 
瑜伽師地論分門記（智慧山記）*菩薩地分門記巻




































P. ch. 3346[3] 
御製蓮華心輪廻文偈頌 
P. ch. 3130 
御注金剛般若波羅蜜經宣演 [大正85, No. 2733: 
藏外, 15 （2010）]* 
S.2671 
S.4052 
P. ch. 2084 
P. ch. 2113 
P. ch. 3080 
BD7387V 
北大22 

























P. ch. 2804 
P. ch. 3040 
雜阿毘曇心章巻第三 










P. ch. 3346[4] 
贊梵本多心經 





讃禮地藏菩薩懺悔發願法 [藏外, 11 （2008）] 
BD5922-3 
讚釋文 












































P. ch. 2901V[1] 




















P. ch. 2344V2 
P. ch. 3784 




















































































P. ch. 2977[2] 
最妙定勝經 [藏外, 1（1995）]* 
羽5冊387-5 
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S.1 220 (vol. 5, 56a25-b12) 
S.2 1331 (529a27-532b4) 
S.3 262 (38a17-46b14) 
S.4 262 (47a26-62b1) 
S.5 366 (348a12-29) 
S.6 672 (587a3-c22) 
S.7 235 (749c17-752c2) 
S.8 262 (19b16-27b9) 
S.9 681 (730c17-738c16) 
S.11 278 (738a23-739c13) 
S.12 475 (545a2-551c27) 
S.13 262 (58a22-62b1) 
S.14 220 (vol. 6, 398a12-400b17) 
S.15 967 (349b28-352a26) 
S.16 262 (37b19-46b14) 
S.17 665 (424a7-427b13) 
S.18 665 (433a8-437c13) 
S.21 475 (551b18-c18) 
S.22 大正藏未収 
S.23 262 (37c27-41a8) 
S.24 262 (33b3-37a2) 
S.25 262 (5b27-10b21) 
S.26 220 (vol. 5, 234b8-c13) 
S.27 262 (17c7-19a12) 
S.28 235 (749b26-751a17) 
S.29 大正藏未収 
S.30 475 (537b14-544a19) 
S.31 220 (vol. 6, 1011b10-1012b4) 
S.32 665 (403a7-408a20) 
S.33 2901 (1433b17-1434a26) 
S.34 235 (752a14-c2) 
S.35 262 (16c3-17c6) 
S.36 235 (749b5-752c3) 
S.37 2748 (170a3-179c28) 
S.38[1] 278 (705a19-706a28) 
S.38[2] 278 (708b12-c7) 
S.53 450 (407a1-408b25) 
S.54 262 (37a23-46b14) 
S.55 223 (402b19-405b14) 
S.56 374 (516a18-522a27) 
S.57 235 (748c17-749b19) 
S.58 235 (749b1-751a17) 
S.59 大正藏未収* 
S.60 262 (55b9-62b1) 
S.61 220 (vol. 5, 251a22-255a12) 
S.62 大正藏未収 
S.64 374 (528a8-530c1) 
S.65 450 (405b19-408b25) 
S.66 262 (55b4-62a3) 
S.67 374 (404c10-411a6) 
S.68 936 (82a3-84c29) 
S.69 262 (27b14-28b27) 
S.70 220 (vol. 7, 910b2-c2) 
S.71 227 (551c3-555c10) 
S.72 235 (750c20-752c3) 
S.73 大正藏未収 
S.74 366 (346b25-347a11) 
S.81 7 (429a10-433c19) 
S.82A 262 (10b24-11a6) 
S.82B 262 (10b24-11a6) 
S.82C 262 (27b12-c14) 
S.82D 2899 (1429c22-1430a12) 
S.82E 262 (12b8-28) 
S.82F 262 (4a15-20) 
S.83 1077 (185a9-186b3) 
S.84 262 (40c26-46b14) 
S.87 235 (749b20-752c3) 
S.88 186 (522a6-523a9) 
S.89 262 (27b16-c15) 
S.90 442 (315a2-316a18) 
S.91 251 (848c4-24) 
S.92 220 (vol. 6, 473a12-b10) 
S.93 374 (417c1-422b28) 
S.94 262 (57b2-58b8) 
S.96 235 (751b22-752c3) 
S.97 665 (410c6-413c6) 
S.98 936 (82b10-84c29) 
S.99 2871 (1343b1-1345b1) 
S.100 665 (447a2-450a27) 
S.101 大正藏未収 







S.103 220 (vol. 5, 344b3-347c29) 
S.104 262 (27c15-28a22) 
S.105 450 (404c12-408b25) 
S.106 262 (16c3-17c6) 
S.107V[1] 1600 (464b3-465b4) 
S.107V[2] 1600 (465c11-466a9) 
S.108 262 (58b11-c11) 
S.109 936 (82a3-84c29) 
S.110 2903 (1445a12-1446a1) 
S.110V[1] 2732 (1a3-b3) 
S.110V[2] 2732 (7b25-8a1) 
S.110V[3] 2732 (1a3-b1) 
S.112 262 (2b24-3b8) 
S.113V 大正藏未収 
S.114 262 (55a17-62b1) 
S.115 936 (82a5-84c29) 
S.116 374 (498b22-503c24) 
S.117 366 (347a14-348a29) 
S.118 374 (515a8-b15) 
S.119 235 (749a18-752c2) 
S.120 586 (36a12-62a22) 
S.121 936 (82a1-84c29) 
S.122 220 (vol. 6, 320a6-322c25) 
S.123[1] 大正藏未収 
S.123[2] 大正藏未収 
S.124 245 (826a2-b2) 




S.126V[1] 397 (312b7-29) 
S.126V[2] 397 (363a25-b22) 
S.127 2897 (1424a2-1425b1) 
S.128 大正藏未収* 
S.129 大正藏未収 
S.130 374 (409b11-416a10) 
S.131 262 (1c20-2c20) 
S.132 278 (453c6-457a2) 
S.135 450 (404c10-408b24) 
S.136[1] 2915 (1461c4-21) 
S.136[2] 2917(A) (1462a24-b8) 
S.137 251 (848c12-24) 
S.138 262 (7c21-9a16) 
S.139 235 (749b17-750a20) 
S.140 大正藏未収* 
S.141 220 (vol. 5, 452c2-453c29) 
S.142 262 (56c2-58b7) 
S.143 475 (549a25-551c27) 
S.144 1484 (1008a17-1009c8) 
S.145 475 (546b16-549b11) 
S.146 235 (750c18-752b3) 
S.147 936 (83a16-84c29) 
S.148 475 (549b11-551c27) 
S.149 2887 (1403b25-1404a23) 
S.150 235 (750c25-752c3) 
S.151 235 (750c10-751c24) 




S.153 801 (745b15-746b8) 
S.154 410 (716a9-720a14) 
S.155 262 (56c2-58b7) 
S.156 220 (vol. 6, 325a23-c12) 
S.157 278 (776b13-779c13) 
S.158 262 (14a27-19a5) 
S.159 475 (541a8-544a19) 
S.160 262 (55c24-56c1) 
S.161 大正藏未収 
S.162 1331 (532b11-536b5) 
S.163 580 (963c13-964c29) 
S.164 220 (vol. 5, 107c23-108a20) 
S.165 大正藏未収* 
S.166 681 (724b19-727a8) 
S.167 220 (vol. 5, 585b11-586b7) 
S.168 475 (546c3-551c26) 
S.169 235 (750a29-c21) 
S.171 475 (540c21-541c8) 
S.172 374 (382a7-385b6) 
S.173V 大正藏未収 
S.174 374 (514a20-515a18) 
S.175 936 (82a21-84c29) 
S.176[1] 936 (82a3-84c29) 
S.176[2] 936 (82a3-84c29) 
S.177 936 (82a3-84c29) 
S.178 936 (82a3-82b27) 
S.179 235 (751a27-752b11) 
S.180 665 (444c12-450c15) 
S.181 366 (347a27-348a29) 
S.182 大正藏未収 
S.183 936 (82b27-84c29) 
S.184 220 (vol. 7, 630c10-632b5) 
S.185 1484 (1003b23-c28) 
S.186 1484 (1003a19-b2) 
S.187 665 (419c5-422b21) 
S.188 665 (456b26-c19) 
S.190 大正藏未収 
S.193 374 (439b25-445b20) 
S.194 262 (6b16-10b21) 
S.195 1509 (194c29-197a7) 
S.197 936 (82a3-b6) 
S.198 936 (82a5-84c29) 
S.199 665 (425a26-426c2) 
S.200 374 (552b29-555b1) 
S.201 220 (vol. 6, 785a8-c17) 
S.204 374 (530a5-533a4) 
S.205 663 (352b28-358a29) 
S.206 665 (450c18-452a8) 
S.207 262 (55b12-58b7) 
S.208 2877 (1361b3-13) 
S.209 410 (681a23-686a2) 
S.210 665 (426c1-29) 
S.211 1579 (835a4-b15) 
S.212[1] 大正藏未収 
S.212[2] 大正藏未収 
S.213 262 (56c2-22) 
S.215 156 (148c16-150c19) 
S.216 2785 (559a15-562b23) 
S.217 262 (57b5-58b7) 
S.218 220 (vol. 5, 268c12-269a17) 
S.219 374 (489c25-490a23) 
S.220 712 (825c2-826a27) 
S.221 220 (vol. 6, 769b24-c23) 
S.222 374 (498c2-503c24) 
S.224 1509 (349c8-350a22) 
S.225 220 (vol. 5, 268b18-c18) 
S.226 235 (749c20-750a21) 
S.227 1509 (357b4-363c13) 
S.228 262 (11b13-12b16) 
S.229 967 (350a24-352a26) 
S.230 1361(附) (878b10-881b29) 
S.231[1] 1057(別本) (92b14-94a13) 
S.231[2] 1057(別本) (94a25-96b9) 
S.231[3] 1060 (106a4-111c19) 
S.232 大正藏未収 
S.233 665 (439a14-c14) 
S.234 227 (585c26-586c6) 
S.235 278 (771a13-772a15) 
S.236 大正藏未収* 
S.237 374 (487a16-492c10) 
S.239 235 (748c17-749a16) 
S.240 大正藏未収 
S.241 475 (550b18-551b23) 
S.242 235 (749c19-750c20) 
S.243 220 (vol. 5, 170a25-175c26) 
S.244 262 (55a5-b21) 
S.245 262 (12b10-19a12) 
S.246 262 (45a11-46b14) 
S.247 262 (46b27-50b22) 
S.248 262 (52b8-53c3) 
S.251 220 (vol. 6, 76c4-80a22) 
S.252 2897 (1422b14-1425b1) 
S.253 447 (376b5-377a27) 
S.254 220 (vol. 6, 161a11-165a15) 
S.255 262 (7b15-10b21) 
S.256 262 (52c18-55a9) 
S.257 262 (47a6-50b22) 
S.258 262 (54c14-56c1) 
S.259 235 (750c22-752c2) 
S.260A 220 (vol. 5, 484b16-485a8) 
S.260B 220 (vol. 5, 483c21-484b1) 
S.261 665 (408c27-409c6) 
S.262 374 (493a8-498a29) 
S.263[1] 大正藏未収 
S.263[2] 大正藏未収 
S.264A 945 (130a2-131c25) 
S.264AV 大正藏未収 
S.264B 945 (132b1-c26) 
S.264BV 大正藏未収 
S.265 262 (32c24-33b25) 
S.266 190 (899c12-900a5) 
S.267 665 (430b2-432c10) 
S.268 2810 (1047a28-1062b27) 
S.269 2816 (1178a23-1182c28) 
S.269V 大正藏未収 
S.270 2791 (657b16-658b16) 
S.271 1484 (1000b15-c10) 
S.272 2814 (1159a7-b20) 
S.273 251 (848c4-24) 
S.274[2] 801 (745b7-746b8) 







S.278 231 (721a9-725c21) 
S.279 580 (963a14-964c29) 
S.280 220 (vol. 5, 406a11-410b9) 
S.281 450 (405a12-408b25) 
S.282A 220 (vol. 6, 642c9-644b3) 
S.282B 220 (vol. 6, 645c27-646c23) 
S.282C 220 (vol. 6, 646c23-648b6) 
S.283 220 (vol. 7, 279b15-284b28) 
S.284 1057 (87c2-89b26) 
S.285 220 (vol. 5, 64a12-66c3) 
S.287 1428 (893a12-896b24) 
S.288 967 (351a1-352a3) 
S.289 大正藏未収 
S.290 936 (82a16-84c29) 
S.291 262 (59c14-60c3) 
S.292 223 (302b16-c17) 
S.293 190 (682b13-687a29) 
S.294 665 (432c24-437c13) 
S.295 397 (30c24-36b20) 
S.296 220 (vol. 5, 569b4-574b12) 
S.297 1331 (529b16-531c22) 
S.299 1431 (1032a7-1033c3) 
S.300 945 (143c11-144a10) 
S.301 262 (12b13-13b27) 
S.302 1431 (1039b28-1041a17) 
S.303 1484 (1000c25-1002a3) 
S.304 397 (219b5-17) 
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S.305 278 (491b6-492a5) 
S.306 262 (55c27-57a8) 
S.307 7 (522b18-528a4) 
S.308 761 (637b18-c14) 
S.309 262 (43b28-44a6) 
S.310 262 (53c2-55a6) 
S.311 801 (745b15-746b8) 
S.312 262 (33c26-37a2) 
S.313 1509 (239c8-240a3) 
S.314 945 (124b9-128b7) 
S.315 1488 (1046c29-1048c7) 
S.316 1666 (578b12-583b17) 
S.316V 2782 (554b5-556a24) 




S.320 665 (428c24-432c10) 
S.321 374 (495c13-498a29) 
S.322 262 (33b26-34a18) 
S.324 936 (84c2-28) 
S.325 262 (2b13-3a13) 
S.326 374 (567c26-568b21) 
S.327 2760 (249b5-253a27) 
S.331 374 (594a29-595b19) 
S.332 大正藏未収 
S.333 大正藏未収* 




S.337 80 (891b27-892b6) 
S.338 大正藏未収* 
S.339 936 (82a3-84c29) 
S.340 936 (82c13-84c29) 
S.341 23 (302b26-305a24) 
S.342[1] 大正藏未収 
S.342[2] 大正藏未収 
S.342[3] 1484 (1003c29-1004b13) 
S.343V[3] 2053 (257a29-c7) 
S.343V[5] 2053 (256b4-c24) 
S.343V[7] 262 (57a11-14) 
S.344 721 (121c19-122a14) 
S.345 2841 (1293c21-1294c29) 
S.346 967 (349c3-351a18) 
S.348 279 (156c24-157a22) 
S.349 220 (vol. 7, 986a5-21) 
S.350 475 (552a12-553a24) 
S.351 310 (657a11-665a5) 
S.352 936 (82a3-84c29) 
S.353 945 (120a2-121a25) 
S.354 大正藏未収 
S.355 220 (vol. 6, 340a19-c24) 
S.356 936 (82c13-84c29) 
S.357 220 (vol. 6, 516c3-517a26) 
S.358 220 (vol. 5, 432c1-433a26) 
S.359 450 (404c12-405a12) 
S.360 658 (231b2-c3) 
S.362 310 (518c6-519b16) 
S.363[1] 366 (346c16-348a29) 
S.363[2] 369 (352a23-b3) 
S.364[1] 663 (358b23-359b1) 
S.364[2] 663 (335b5-340c10) 
S.365A 721 (253a20-b2) 
S.365B 721 (253a20-28) 
S.366V 大正藏未収 
S.368 1302 (420a19-421a14) 















S.382 2828 (1266a13-b12) 
S.384 262 (7a12-b5) 
S.385 220 (vol. 6, 501a10-b4) 
S.386 2897 (1423a8-1425b1) 
S.387 721 (416c15-417a14) 
S.390 典籍名未確定 
S.391 大正藏未収 
S.392 235 (748c26-752c3) 
S.393 262 (54a24-55a9) 
S.394 235 (750c18-751c14) 
S.396 220 (vol. 7, 338a8-b6) 
S.397 典籍名未確定 
S.398 223 (403b16-c8) 
S.399 423 (964c15-969a15) 
S.400 665 (422c15-423b25) 
S.401 450 (405c20-408b25) 
S.402 262 (12a2-19a12) 
S.403 大正藏未収 
S.404 262 (40a23-43a12) 
S.405 2787 (598a11-603a8) 
S.407[2] 2917(A) (1462a24-b7) 
S.4071] 2917(A) (1462a24-b7) 
S.408[1] 361 (279b3-c5) 
S.408[2] 361 (279b3-16) 
S.409 664 (359c8-365b11) 
S.410 220 (vol. 7, 974c2-979b24) 
S.411 262 (54b25-55a9) 
S.412 262 (11b10-19a12) 
S.413[2] 262 (56c2-58b8) 
S.414[1] 2915 (1461c6-23) 
S.414[2] 2917(A) (1462a24-b7) 
S.415 663 (346b16-352b9) 
S.415V[2] 262 (55b14-56b16) 
S.416 220 (vol. 6, 200b15-201b12) 
S.417 2916 (1462a3-20) 
S.418 2882 (1383b9-1384b26) 
S.419 220 (vol. 5, 738b11-743b15) 
S.421 586 (39a7-40b20) 
S.422 262 (44a6-45a11) 
S.423 220 (vol. 5, 464c25-468a6) 
S.424 262 (1c19-10b21) 
S.426 大正藏未収 
S.427 大正藏未収* 
S.428 220 (vol. 5, 176a2-29) 
S.429 251 (848c4-24) 
S.430 262 (19a14-b8) 
S.431[1] 412 (789c29-790a1) 
S.431[2] 2909 (1455b23-c12) 
S.432 665 (432c18-437c13) 
S.433 374 (387a10-390b8) 
S.434 156 (154b16-c15) 
S.435 262 (39a11-46b14) 
S.436 262 (37b14-46b14) 
S.437 262 (1c14-10b21) 
S.438 936 (82b19-84c29) 
S.439 235 (750b20-752c2) 
S.440[1] 1431 (1032c25-1041a18) 
S.440[2] 2852 (1301a4-b2) 
S.441 681 (723b18-747b15) 
S.442 262 (2b9-10b21) 
S.443 367 (349a11-351b23) 
S.444 220 (vol. 5, 14b28-16b5) 
S.445 235 (749c20-750b22) 
S.447 2828 (1266a15-b12) 
S.448 典籍名未確定 
S.449 220 (vol. 6, 531a29-535c18) 
S.450 大正藏未収 
S.451 1431 (1033b14-1041a18) 
S.452 936 (82c11-84c29) 
S.453 大正藏未収* 




S.455 223 (341b10-c20) 
S.456 262 (22a20-27b9) 
S.457 1509 (375c25-382b5) 
S.458 936 (82b4-84c29) 
S.459 224 (468c14-474a24) 
S.460 220 (vol. 6, 246b19-247b4) 
S.461 1509 (698a12-b13) 
S.462[1] 663 (358b28-359b1) 
S.462[2] 大正藏未収 
S.463 278 (452a16-458b26) 
S.464 2810 (1046a11-b17) 
S.465 721 (352c2-353a3) 
S.467 大正藏未収* 
S.468 大正藏未収* 
S.469 179 (450a11-452a11) 
S.470[1] 2915 (1461c6-23) 
S.470[2] 2917(A) (1462a24-b7) 
S.471 475 (537a3-28) 
S.472 251 (848c4-24) 
S.473 2830(A) (1268b27-c15) 
S.475 262 (56c21-58b7) 
S.478 374 (433c22-440a13) 
S.480 2897 (1422b14-1425b1) 
S.481 2910 (1455c16-1456c10) 
S.482V 190 (701a26-703a18) 
S.483 220 (vol. 5, 886c1-887b29) 
S.484 262 (17a20-18a8) 
S.485 235 (751a1-c4) 
S.486 7 (411a16-c3) 
S.487 大正藏未収* 
S.488 223 (301a26-302a16) 
S.489 7 (482b9-c4) 
S.490 2792 (659a3-672b21) 
S.491 220 (vol. 6, 504b9-509a24) 
S.492 936 (82a3-84c29) 
S.493 262 (27c15-34b22) 
S.494 220 (vol. 6, 283c6-289a10) 
S.495 125 (558c16-564c14) 
S.495V 典籍名未確定 
S.496 220 (vol. 5, 24c24-28a17) 
S.497 220 (vol. 7, 638a5-639a5) 
S.499 231 (688b29-c22) 
S.500 2897 (1422b20-c16) 
S.501 1331 (533a1-b3) 
S.502 235 (749c7-750a16) 
S.503 936 (82a3-84c29) 
S.504 262 (50b23-56c1) 
S.505 584 (968a15-c20) 
S.506[1] 典籍名未確定 
S.506[2] 1484 (1003b6-c28) 
S.507 220 (vol. 5, 967c22-969b12) 
S.508 416 (881b27-886a13) 
S.509 1060 (107a13-111c17) 
S.510 1428 (679a21-b15) 
S.513 235 (749a29-752c3) 
S.514 大正藏未収 
S.515 大正藏未収 
S.516 2075 (179a3-196b6) 
S.519 251 (848c4-24) 




S.523 665 (437c21-444a9) 
S.524 2762 (261c6-278b3) 




S.530V[1] 2857 (1306b8-1307a12) 
S.531 大正藏未収* 
S.533 1302 (420a3-421a14) 
S.534 1331 (534c15-536b6) 
S.535 374 (428c5-430c26) 
S.536 262 (5c5-8a6) 
S.537 374 (448c14-452b6) 
S.538 2871 (1345b12-1347c12) 
S.539 663 (356c2-357c29) 
S.540 374 (543a20-545b4) 





S.544 278 (538a19-541b4) 
S.546 1509 (431a9-432a15) 
S.547 374 (391c12-393c7) 
S.548 大正藏未収 
S.548V 大正藏未収* 
S.549 936 (82a3-84c29) 
S.550[1] 712 (823b20-826a27) 
S.550[2] 2907 (1452c3-1453c9) 
S.551 936 (82a6-84c29) 
S.552 936 (83c9-84c29) 
S.553 2817 (1183a3-1184a1) 
S.554 大正藏未収* 
S.556 2778 (510b28-511b22) 
S.558 262 (42b4-50b22) 
S.561 374 (434a4-440a13) 
S.562 262 (60a24-c23) 
S.563 235 (750b20-c17) 
S.564 671 (525c12-526b10) 
S.565 665 (442b4-c29) 
S.566A[1] 1484 (1006b21-1009c8) 
S.566B 1484 (1005c6-1006a24) 
S.567 大正藏未収 
S.568 26 (662c11-665c21) 
S.569 262 (27b18-37a2) 
S.570 374 (515a3-516a6) 
S.571 大正藏未収 
S.572 262 (60a8-62a1) 
S.573[1] 801 (746a5-b8) 
S.573[2] 801 (745b7-746b7) 




S.579 235 (749a5-752c3) 
S.580 2787 (595a4-616c8) 
S.581 大正藏未収 
S.582 397 (214b10-219b17) 
S.583 967 (349b20-352a26) 
S.584 220 (vol. 6, 11c16-16b5) 
S.585 235 (750c2-752c3) 
S.586 665 (444b20-447a13) 
S.587 262 (55a18-62b1) 
S.588 235 (750a19-752c23) 
S.589 220 (vol. 5, 1067a27-1068b23) 
S.590 大正藏未収 
S.591 220 (vol. 7, 311c26-316c17) 
S.592 262 (10c10-19a12) 
S.593 278 (597c16-605a3) 
S.594 262 (58b9-62b1) 
S.595 262 (20c4-27b9) 
S.596 220 (vol. 6, 156a2-158b2) 
S.597 235 (748c20-752c3) 
S.598 262 (1c15-2a18) 
S.599 374 (586a14-c24) 
S.600 大正藏未収 
S.601 262 (59a16-62b1) 
S.602V 1601 (477c2-25) 
S.603 220 (vol. 6, 626a22-b16) 
S.604 220 (vol. 7, 300b17-c9) 
S.605 1431 (1035a17-1041a18) 
S.606 262 (12a11-19a12) 
S.608 235 (750b15-751c26) 
S.609[1] 大正藏未収* 
S.609[2] 1360 (878a3-27) 
S.611 663 (349c23-350c1) 
S.613 大正藏未収 
S.615V 大正藏未収 
S.616 663 (351b2-353c20) 
S.622 2917(B) (1462b14-24) 
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S.623 374 (388c2-389a9) 
S.624 475 (545b17-546c8) 
S.625 663 (354a6-356c4) 
S.626 374 (523a22-525a25) 
S.627 397 (43a25-44b24) 
S.628 397 (54c29-55b16) 
S.629 1509 (225b2-227c27) 
S.630 374 (424c29-427a29) 
S.631 235 (751b11-752a26) 
S.632 235 (750b14-751b22) 
S.633 374 (577b29-579a12) 
S.634 278 (535c1-536c17) 
S.635 440 (142a14-b18) 
S.636 235 (749c20-750b20) 
S.637 262 (2c23-10b21) 
S.638 220 (vol. 5, 394a4-399c4) 
S.639 475 (552b6-557b25) 
S.640[1] 262 (38b2-46b14) 
S.640[2] 262 (46b17-55a8) 
S.640[3] 262 (55a12-62a29) 
S.641 665 (423a15-427b13) 
S.642 262 (18c2-19a12) 
S.643 665 (421a26-422b21) 
S.644 262 (51a12-56c1) 





S.647 262 (13a11-19a12) 
S.648 475 (544c26-551c27) 
S.648V[1] 262 (36a17-24) 
S.648V[2] 262 (36a8-12) 
S.648V[3] 262 (36a12-16) 
S.649 665 (444a23-450c15) 
S.650 454 (425b15-c22) 
S.651 262 (13b4-13c4) 
S.652 262 (29a5-37a2) 
S.653 235 (750b20-751b22) 
S.654 262 (37c21-40a15) 
S.655 278 (698b4-699b23) 
S.656 235 (749b8-752c3) 
S.657 262 (51c26-53b15) 
S.658 235 (752b13-c3) 
S.659 大正藏未収 
S.660 220 (vol. 5, 43b14-45a13) 
S.661 262 (2c20-10b21) 
S.662 262 (39a11-46b14) 
S.663[1] 大正藏未収 
S.663[2] 2842 (1295b6-b22) 
S.663[3] 262 (56c2-57a1) 
S.664 262 (24b20-27b9) 
S.665 262 (24b4-27b9) 
S.666 235 (750b5-752c3) 
S.667 220 (vol. 5, 956b2-957a14) 
S.668 663 (340c13-341c16) 
S.668V 大正藏未収* 
S.669 475 (541c10-542b12) 
S.670 220 (vol. 5, 579c11-580b5) 
S.671 235 (749a27-752c3) 
S.672 大正藏未収 
S.673 235 (750a4-752c3) 
S.674 235 (748c17-752c3) 
S.675 220 (vol. 5, 601a6-604c6) 
S.676 220 (vol. 6, 683c7-688b27) 
S.677 235 (748c17-750c23) 
S.678 235 (750a16-752c3) 
S.679 220 (vol. 6, 506c25-509a24) 
S.680 223 (293c21-297b15) 
S.682 220 (vol. 7, 1065c21-1069c14) 
S.683 220 (vol. 6, 1020c8-1021b19) 
S.684 220 (vol. 7, 388a6-28) 
S.685 220 (vol. 5, 559a2-27) 
S.686 475 (552a4-557b26) 
S.687 235 (748c23-752c3) 
S.688 475 (537b5-544a19) 
S.689 235 (750c18-752c3) 
S.690 235 (750c15-752c3) 
S.691 235 (751b22-752b5) 
S.693 374 (433c22-439b24) 
S.694A 231 (706b21-28) 
S.694B 125 (758a16-760b13) 
S.695 235 (748c29-752c3) 
S.696 235 (748c17-752c3) 
S.697 235 (749c7-752c3) 
S.698 大正藏未収 
S.699 大正藏未収 
S.700 936 (82a3-84c29) 
S.701 936 (83b15-84c29) 
S.702 936 (83b16-84c29) 
S.703 262 (27b28-37a2) 
S.704 2871 (1348b3-c21) 
S.706 2782 (547b22-549b19) 
S.706V 大正藏未収 
S.708 235 (749a13-c17) 
S.709 2908 (1454a13-1455b20) 
S.710 665 (450c18-451c21) 
S.711 664 (365c6-372b25) 
S.712 665 (456b1-c19) 
S.714 2881 (1380c3-1383b6) 
S.715 475 (546a21-551c27) 
S.716 220 (vol. 6, 436a20-438a17) 
S.717 262 (52a3-55a9) 
S.718 262 (12c15-19a12) 
S.719 大正藏未収* 




S.721V[3] 1776 (460b12-470b7) 
S.721V[4] 大正藏未収 
S.722 936 (82a3-84c29) 
S.723 665 (410b28-413b18) 
S.724 262 (19b13-27b9) 
S.725 262 (58b9-62b1) 
S.726 1804 (24b16-46a15) 
S.727 366 (347a7-348a29) 
S.729[1] 235 (750a27-751b23) 
S.729[2] 235 (749b14-c3) 
S.729[3] 235 (749c6-750a18) 
S.730 大正藏未収 
S.731 262 (61b24-62a29) 
S.732 374 (372a14-b27) 
S.733 220 (vol. 5, 410c27-411b19) 
S.734 220 (vol. 7, 1078c15-1079a14) 
S.735 大正藏未収 
S.735V 2834 (1273c10-1276c20) 
S.736 大正藏未収 
S.737 374 (538a24-540c14) 
S.738 220 (vol. 5, 436c6-441c27) 
S.739 220 (vol. 7, 872a27-877c1) 
S.740 374 (598b16-603c25) 
S.741 220 (vol. 5, 813b24-814a2) 
S.742 251 (848c13-24) 
S.743 397 (24b11-c27) 
S.744 262 (33b20-c13) 
S.745[1] 278 (536c17-537b25) 
S.745[2] 397 (23a7-c19) 
S.746V 大正藏未収* 
S.748 235 (748c17-749a18) 
S.749 220 (vol. 7, 997b19-1002b7) 
S.750 220 (vol. 5, 1023c1-1028b12) 
S.751 1435 (49a7-59a27) 
S.751V 1440 (532c20-535a29) 
S.752 大正藏未収 
S.753 475 (539a14-543c4) 
S.754 大正藏未収 
S.755 220 (vol. 7, 900a2-905a20) 
S.756 220 (vol. 5, 393c20-399c4) 
S.757 262 (16b1-c3) 
S.758 220 (vol. 5, 76b14-c10) 
S.759 大正藏未収 
S.760 220 (vol. 7, 729c1-735a15) 
S.761 235 (751b23-752b1) 




S.763 936 (82a12-c6) 
S.764 220 (vol. 7, 51c17-56b1) 
S.765 475 (544b3-551c27) 
S.767 374 (500b7-503c24) 
S.768 220 (vol. 7, 204a7-207c18) 
S.769 475 (552a3-557b26) 
S.770 220 (vol. 5, 1043b2-29) 
S.771 2733 (19b19-c15) 
S.772 665 (445c12-447a29) 
S.773 220 (vol. 7, 521a6-526b23) 
S.774 475 (544b5-551c27) 
S.775 220 (vol. 7, 719a22-724a11) 
S.776 936 (82a3-84c29) 
S.778 2863 (1323a16-1324a20) 
S.779[2] 大正藏未収* 
S.779[3] 大正藏未収* 
S.779[4] 2821 (1204c18-1205b8) 
S.779[5] 2821 (1205b9-c2) 
S.779[6] 2821 (1205c3-22) 
S.779V 2862 (1322c9-1323a12) 
S.780 475 (552a27-557b26) 
S.781 374 (544a21-545a9) 
S.786 1509 (503c11-504c27) 
S.787 936 (82a3-84c29) 
S.790 262 (61b25-62b1) 
S.791 262 (19b17-27b9) 
S.795 大正藏未収 
S.797 1435 (194c15-206b25) 
S.797V 大正藏未収* 
S.802 262 (15c26-17b4) 
S.803 262 (55a18-62b1) 
S.804 262 (38a19-46b14) 
S.805 262 (57a8-62b1) 
S.806 262 (33b26-34b22) 
S.807 262 (17b4-19a12) 
S.808 1431 (1032b25-1040b1) 
S.812 大正藏未収 
S.814 665 (441b9-444a9) 
S.815 262 (15a5-b13) 
S.816 665 (427b16-428b8) 
S.818 大正藏未収 
S.819 262 (37b7-43b29) 
S.820 262 (42b8-46b14) 
S.821 262 (5c3-10b21) 
S.822 665 (413c9-415c29) 
S.823 大正藏未収 
S.824 262 (11a29-19a12) 
S.825 262 (3a12-10b21) 
S.826 262 (55a13-62b1) 
S.827 475 (544b27-551c26) 
S.828 475 (554b6-555b11) 
S.829 374 (372c17-379a6) 
S.830 262 (5c2-6a19) 
S.831 374 (504c14-505b3) 
S.832 大正藏未収 
S.833 235 (749a27-b18) 
S.834 大正藏未収 
S.835 223 (316a24-b29) 
S.836 945 (122b7-c3) 
S.837 2901 (1434c14-1435a6) 
S.838 262 (12a21-b24) 
S.839 大正藏未収* 
S.841 235 (749a10-752c3) 
S.842 1579 (544a2-549b8) 
S.843 1579 (549b11-553b6) 
S.844 235 (750a3-752c3) 
S.845[1] 475 (537a3-28) 
S.845[2] 235 (748c17-749a18) 
S.845[3] 475 (544a25-b8) 
S.846[1] 1808 (498c22-501b26) 
S.846[2] 1808 (492a3-b9) 
S.847 262 (17b6-19a12) 
S.848 1431 (1031a2-1032a17) 
S.848V 1361(附) (878c23-879a14) 
S.849 220 (vol. 7, 978c19-979a18) 
S.850 262 (37b8-c15) 
S.851 262 (55c13-62b1) 
S.852 262 (55a16-62b1) 
S.853 262 (28a3-37a2) 
S.854 220 (vol. 6, 683b9-c8) 
S.855 220 (vol. 6, 205a13-b8) 
S.856 235 (749a8-b1) 
S.857 大正藏未収 
S.858 665 (412c20-413b7) 
S.859 235 (750a26-751b19) 
S.860 235 (749b20-750b20) 
S.862A 665 (403a3-404b16) 
S.863 262 (28c25-37a2) 
S.864 251 (848c4-24) 
S.865[1] 2887 (1403c28-1404a23) 
S.865[2] 251 (848c4-14) 
S.866 475 (537b5-544a19) 
S.867 235 (751a24-752a2) 
S.868 235 (750b26-752b6) 
S.869 262 (57a15-58b7) 
S.870 450 (405a11-407c20) 
S.871 475 (539b20-540a6) 
S.872 262 (2c21-7a11) 
S.873 262 (5c10-7a23) 
S.874 262 (27b14-28a20) 
S.875 262 (7a12-c14) 
S.876 262 (8b13-10b6) 
S.877 220 (vol. 5, 158a18-b16) 
S.878 967 (349c9-350a4) 
S.879 220 (vol. 7, 105b29-106c12) 
S.880 220 (vol. 5, 51a21-56a22) 
S.881 450 (406a2-408b25) 
S.882 262 (58b27-62b1) 
S.883 374 (411a21-417c1) 
S.884 220 (vol. 7, 357a9-360b15) 
S.885 220 (vol. 7, 166a19-c17) 
S.886 220 (vol. 7, 192c15-193a14) 
S.887 220 (vol. 7, 171c2-172b2) 
S.888 220 (vol. 7, 188a9-b7) 
S.889 220 (vol. 6, 48a19-50a14) 
S.890 1666 (575c25-583b17) 
S.891 220 (vol. 6, 376c8-378a4) 
S.892 262 (37b27-46b14) 
S.893 220 (vol. 7, 666a19-c1) 
S.894 220 (vol. 7, 672a20-c4) 
S.895 220 (vol. 7, 678b2-c1) 
S.896 220 (vol. 7, 690b11-c10) 
S.897 220 (vol. 7, 696a25-697a9) 
S.898 375 (838b18-845b10) 
S.899 220 (vol. 6, 917a17-c14) 
S.900 235 (749c15-752c3) 
S.901 220 (vol. 6, 927c23-928c12) 
S.902 220 (vol. 6, 286b28-c23) 
S.903 220 (vol. 6, 961c4-962a28) 
S.904 262 (38a21-46a29) 
S.905 475 (546a12-551c26) 
S.906 220 (vol. 7, 204b13-209b23) 
S.907 1429 (1015a18-1017c1) 
S.908 262 (17b7-19a12) 
S.909 664 (396c8-402a21) 
S.910 235 (750b15-752c3) 
S.911 262 (19b24-27b9) 
S.912 2916 (1462a3-19) 
S.913 475 (552c5-557b26) 
S.914 2775 (434c11-436c18) 
S.915 262 (6c26-10b21) 
S.916 279 (14a26-15c21) 
S.917 262 (13b25-15a24) 
S.918 23 (301c21-302b14) 
S.919 945 (129c10-130a7) 
S.920 190 (758c16-24) 
S.921 262 (13a20-b29) 
S.922 936 (82a3-84c29) 
S.923 262 (19b17-27b9) 
S.924 665 (423a2-427b13) 
S.925 235 (749c25-752c3) 
S.926 681 (738c19-747b15) 
S.927 360 (273c18-279a25) 
S.928 1432 (1047a13-1051a11) 
S.929 475 (545b27-551c26) 
S.931 262 (21b23-23b3) 
敦煌出土仏典・大正蔵典籍番号対照表 
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S.932 384 (1051c29-1058b25) 
S.933 220 (vol. 6, 402c15-403a9) 
S.934 125 (616b9-c7) 
S.934V 大正藏未収 
S.935 262 (38a22-39b4) 
S.936 235 (748c27-749b19) 
S.937 671 (515a12-521c15) 
S.938[1] 223 (247a19-c6) 
S.938[2] 223 (261a17-262c3) 
S.938[3] 223 (308b13-309a27) 
S.938[4] 223 (423c2-424a14) 
S.939 365 (343b15-346b21) 
S.940 235 (748c17-752c2) 
S.941 936 (82a12-84c29) 
S.942 262 (49c25-50b25) 
S.943 1332 (555c9-561b9) 
S.944 262 (59a21-60b27) 
S.945 251 (848c4-24) 
S.946 262 (6a16-c2) 
S.947 262 (49c1-50a16) 
S.948 223 (325b13-331b7) 
S.949 1431 (1031a2-1032a11) 
S.950 251 (848c7-24) 
S.951 366 (347a8-348a29) 
S.952 1484 (1008b21-1009c8) 
S.953 220 (vol. 6, 139a15-b14) 
S.954 450 (405a13-b6) 
S.955 220 (vol. 5, 206c24-207a18) 
S.956 262 (55a13-b14) 
S.958 2087 (882b8-26) 
S.959 235 (748c17-749a17) 
S.960 262 (53a13-56c1) 
S.961 475 (549a15-551c27) 
S.962 262 (46c19-55a9) 
S.963 262 (46c16-55a9) 
S.964[1] 2813 (1105b20-1106a27) 
S.964[2] 2813 (1105a21-1105b8) 
S.965 220 (vol. 6, 319c7-14) 
S.967 278 (584c6-585a27) 
S.968 262 (44a11-b25) 
S.969 1428 (958a15-b26) 
S.970 262 (4b26-5b19) 
S.971 2879 (1363a9-b14) 
S.973 220 (vol. 5, 658a9-661b6) 
S.974[1] 220 (vol. 7, 285a2-b1) 
S.974[2] 220 (vol. 7, 293c26-294a24) 
S.974[3] 220 (vol. 7, 301b13-302a8) 
S.975 475 (538a3-544a18) 
S.976 1435 (281a20-290c20) 
S.977 220 (vol. 6, 1005c25-1006a24) 
S.978 475 (542c12-543a6) 
S.979 374 (456a28-c25) 
S.980 665 (409b22-413c6) 
S.981 235 (748c25-752c2) 
S.982 262 (37b4-38b20) 
S.983 235 (749b20-751b4) 
S.984 1428 (629c10-630b19) 
S.985[1] 712 (823b29-825c22) 
S.985[2] 大正藏未収* 
S.985V 2822 (1205c28-1206c15) 
S.987 220 (vol. 6, 624a25-626a5) 
S.988 1028(A) (741b19-742c4) 
S.989 156 (142b19-144c12) 
S.990 936 (82a3-b2) 
S.991 262 (22b1-27b9) 
S.992 353 (217c9-223b14) 
S.993 665 (416a12-417c16) 
S.994 262 (27c28-37a2) 
S.995 大正藏未収 
S.996 1552 (898b8-899c6) 
S.997 374 (580c28-586c24) 
S.998 251 (848c4-24) 
S.999 235 (748c17-749a18) 
S.1000 235 (750a20-b22) 
S.1001 251 (848c4-24) 
S.1002 大正藏未収* 
S.1003 374 (378c4-28) 
S.1004 大正藏未収 
S.1005 475 (539a4-540b2) 
S.1006 235 (749b28-750c21) 
S.1007 262 (4a19-c21) 
S.1008 235 (749c20-752b3) 
S.1009 262 (13b11-14b26) 
S.1010[1] 262 (52a8-c19) 
S.1010[2] 262 (53a19-c22) 
S.1011 235 (748c28-749a18) 
S.1012 262 (57a12-27) 
S.1013 475 (552c5-554c11) 
S.1014 262 (55b8-56a28) 
S.1015 936 (83c19-84a17) 
S.1016 220 (vol. 5, 67c25-68b15) 
S.1017 262 (54b18-55b27) 
S.1018 2903 (1445a12-b25) 
S.1019 262 (23a14-b19) 
S.1021 235 (749b26-750c24) 
S.1022 374 (564a1-568b21) 
S.1023[1] 366 (346c1-348a28) 
S.1023[2] 369 (352a23-b3) 
S.1024 235 (749b20-752c3) 
S.1025 665 (451b16-456c19) 
S.1026 大正藏未収 
S.1027 353 (218c2-223b15) 
S.1028 262 (19c24-27b9) 
S.1029 450 (407c25-408b25) 
S.1030 220 (vol. 6, 371b17-c12) 
S.1031 475 (552a16-557b26) 
S.1032 2890 (1405a25-b25) 
S.1033 262 (46b17-47c25) 
S.1034 220 (vol. 7, 68b8-26) 
S.1035 235 (750b18-752c3) 
S.1036 475 (544b10-551c27) 
S.1037 440 (138b22-142b19) 
S.1038 大正藏未収 
S.1039 大正藏未収 
S.1041 374 (409a15-410a15) 
S.1042 1331 (533c6-534a6) 
S.1042V 大正藏未収 
S.1043 1430 (1025b20-1026a1) 
S.1044 374 (372b10-375a10) 
S.1045 1579 (627a2-632b10) 
S.1046 475 (552a6-557b26) 
S.1047 262 (20a27-27b9) 
S.1048 262 (37b15-46b14) 
S.1049 220 (vol. 6, 127b8-133a22) 
S.1050 262 (19a16-23a14) 
S.1051 1331 (535c1-536b5) 
S.1052 235 (750a6-c5) 
S.1053V 大正藏未収 
S.1054 190 (744a23-745a22) 
S.1055 251 (848c4-24) 
S.1056 大正藏未収 
S.1058 262 (37a5-b6) 
S.1059 大正藏未収 
S.1060[1] 2895 (1415a15-c19) 
S.1061V 大正藏未収 
S.1062 2897 (1422c5-1423b2) 
S.1063[1] 235 (749a10-752c2) 
S.1063[2] 783 (720b14-27) 
S.1064 262 (11c27-19a12) 
S.1065 712 (823b19-826a18) 
S.1066 2917(A) (1462a24-b8) 
S.1067 251 (848c4-24) 
S.1068 936 (82a3-84c29) 
S.1069 936 (82a3-84c29) 
S.1070 262 (43c14-50b22) 
S.1071 236 (755b21-757a13) 
S.1072 262 (57c24-58b8) 
S.1073[1] 大正藏未収 
S.1073[2] 2851 (1300b3-c24) 
S.1074 672 (587a2-591a1) 
S.1075 1431 (1032b20-1033c28) 
S.1076 235 (749b3-752a14) 
S.1077 262 (58a12-b8) 
S.1078 936 (82a4-84c29) 
S.1079 936 (82a3-84c29) 




S.1081 936 (82a3-84c29) 
S.1082 936 (82a3-84a5) 
S.1083[1] 大正藏未収 
S.1083[2] 1360 (878a6-17) 
S.1084 大正藏未収 
S.1085 223 (229a12-c4) 
S.1087 1440 (524c27-530c28) 
S.1087V 2740 (137c12-141a9) 
S.1088 374 (366b22-367a28) 
S.1089 262 (11c8-14b16) 
S.1090 235 (750a18-751c25) 
S.1091 712 (823c29-824a15) 
S.1092 大正藏未収 
S.1093 220 (vol. 5, 361c2-364c22) 
S.1094 大正藏未収 
S.1095 967 (350a24-b24) 
S.1096 262 (13c20-15b8) 
S.1097 235 (749a6-b24) 
S.1098 665 (409a1-410c13) 
S.1099 235 (751a1-752a29) 
S.1100 235 (750c25-751a21) 
S.1101 262 (50c18-51c22) 
S.1102 202 (352c13-353b16) 
S.1103 801 (745b7-20) 
S.1104 2897 (1424c8-1425b1) 
S.1105 262 (57c11-58b5) 
S.1106 936 (82c6-83b11) 
S.1107 936 (82c1-83a1) 
S.1108 665 (455b27-456c19) 
S.1109 967 (351a1-15) 
S.1110 440 (157b2-163c7) 
S.1111 262 (13a16-c24) 
S.1112 278 (665c27-656a20) 
S.1114 262 (3b19-4a19) 
S.1115 220 (vol. 5, 68a22-b20) 
S.1116 235 (749c28-750c7) 
S.1117 936 (83b20-84c29) 
S.1118 262 (56c28-57a27) 
S.1119 235 (749b28-750b4) 
S.1120 220 (vol. 6, 393c6-394b5) 
S.1121 220 (vol. 6, 393a7-b26) 
S.1122 374 (494b7-498a29) 
S.1123 262 (58b16-59a16) 
S.1124 721 (265b2-17) 
S.1125 235 (750c24-751a23) 
S.1126 251 (848c7-24) 
S.1127 235 (751b19-c23) 
S.1128 251 (848c7-24) 
S.1129 262 (57a15-58b7) 
S.1130 262 (17c27-18c26) 
S.1131 967 (352c2-21) 
S.1132 936 (82a3-c10) 
S.1133 1429 (1015b23-1016a6) 
S.1134 262 (56c2-57a17) 
S.1135 1429 (1015a18-c22) 
S.1136 262 (1c25-2b18) 
S.1138 2778 (521b27-522a12) 
S.1139 262 (27b12-30a1) 
S.1140 1429 (1015b14-1019a22) 
S.1141 235 (750a20-b20) 
S.1143 936 (83b18-84a26) 
S.1144 2787 (584b8-594c10) 
S.1145 475 (537a3-538b24) 
S.1146 大正藏未収 
S.1148 262 (2b19-5a8) 
S.1149 235 (749b18-751c12) 
S.1150 1429 (1015b27-1017a14) 
S.1151 1429 (1015a18-1016c8) 
S.1152 2910 (1455c27-1456c10) 
S.1154 大正藏未収* 
S.1155 大正藏未収 
S.1157 663 (352b21-c23) 
S.1158 220 (vol. 6, 563a13-b13) 
S.1161 262 (8b13-9a10) 
S.1164 2848 (1299b12-c6) 
S.1165 221 (130a29-b23) 
S.1166 262 (51b17-55a9) 
S.1167 1431 (1035c16-1041a18) 
S.1168 262 (15b14-c20) 
S.1169 2810 (1064a17-c24) 
S.1171 374 (458a17-b9) 
S.1172 大正藏未収 
S.1173[1] 936 (83a8-84c29) 
S.1173[2] 936 (82a3-84c29) 
S.1174 262 (49c7-52c15) 
S.1175 440 (133a25-137a11) 
S.1176 665 (418a5-423a25) 
S.1177[1] 大正藏未収 
S.1177[2] 665 (403a3-408a28) 
S.1178 665 (432c13-437c13) 
S.1179 665 (444c13-450c15) 
S.1180 665 (426c17-427b13) 
S.1181 2846 (1298b8-c4) 
S.1181V 2847 (1298c7-25) 
S.1182 262 (46b15-c21) 
S.1184 2915 (1461c6-24) 
S.1185[1] 2915 (1461c6-23) 
S.1185[2] 2916 (1462a3-19) 
S.1186 大正藏未収 
S.1187 389 (1110c13-1112b22) 
S.1188 1458 (549b4-550a22) 
S.1189 2887 (1403b21-1404a23) 
S.1190 262 (37b7-38c26) 
S.1191 967 (349c19-351b24) 
S.1192 262 (48c23-49c3) 
S.1193 262 (57a12-b3) 
S.1194 374 (543b14-544b16) 
S.1195 967 (352a28-b23) 
S.1196 262 (57a5-58a25) 
S.1197 262 (20b13-21a9) 
S.1198 2878 (1361c23-1362c9) 
S.1199 450 (405c8-408b10) 
S.1200 1808 (492a20-493b10) 
S.1201 967 (349c1-350a7) 
S.1203 663 (351a14-c9) 
S.1204 967 (351a1-18) 
S.1205 1431 (1036a14-b15) 
S.1206 475 (545a2-25) 
S.1207 235 (749a14-b16) 
S.1208 235 (749a3-752c3) 
S.1209 374 (422c24-427a1) 
S.1210[1] 1060 (106a4-111c19) 
S.1210[2] 1057 (83c19-89b26) 
S.1211 2910 (1456b18-c10) 
S.1212 262 (60a28-62b1) 
S.1213 665 (450c18-452b24) 
S.1214 665 (408b2-409a2) 
S.1215[1] 251 (848c4-24) 
S.1215[2] 2889 (1405a3-18) 
S.1216 235 (750b23-752c3) 
S.1217 262 (7b29-10b21) 
S.1218 374 (437a11-439b4) 
S.1219 475 (537b8-544a19) 
S.1220 231 (711c29-716b25) 
S.1221 262 (47c25-50b22) 
S.1222 2897 (1424a20-1425b1) 
S.1223 665 (410a21-413c6) 
S.1224 1509 (431b16-434b24) 
S.1225 220 (vol. 6, 268b19-270c6) 
S.1226 440 (114b20-c12) 
S.1227 262 (57a6-58b7) 
S.1228 262 (2a21-3a7) 
S.1229 235 (749c24-750b11) 
S.1230 235 (751a5-c4) 
S.1231 1429 (1016a2-24) 
S.1232 220 (vol. 7, 56c4-57a17) 
S.1233 262 (59b7-60b12) 
S.1234 235 (750a10-752c3) 
S.1235 262 (56a13-b29) 
S.1236 262 (37b7-c9) 
S.1237 262 (18b24-19a4) 
S.1238 大正藏未収* 
S.1239 475 (537a24-544a19) 
S.1240 374 (484c22-485b6) 
S.1241 235 (750c22-751c13) 




S.1244 1429 (1015a18-b26) 
S.1245 443 (324c27-326c20) 
S.1247 235 (752b9-c3) 
S.1248 475 (553c6-554a6) 
S.1249 大正藏未収* 
S.1250 235 (752a3-c3) 
S.1252 665 (431c7-432c10) 
S.1253 220 (vol. 7, 311a11-b9) 
S.1254 262 (14b22-19a12) 
S.1255 665 (439c22-444a9) 
S.1256 586 (49c21-54b28) 
S.1257 262 (46c14-50c17) 
S.1258 475 (555b15-557b26) 
S.1259 454 (424c25-425c22) 
S.1260 262 (19c8-21c20) 
S.1261 397 (214b9-219b18) 
S.1262 262 (4a27-c5) 
S.1263[1] 2880 (1374c27-1375a27) 
S.1263[2] 2880 (1374a14-c4) 
S.1264 220 (vol. 7, 921c23-925a19) 
S.1265 262 (24b6-27) 
S.1266 475 (553a4-26) 
S.1268 475 (538b4-28) 
S.1269 374 (459c18-460a15) 
S.1270 586 (49a20-c20) 
S.1271 262 (11a6-c28) 
S.1272 1606 (753c22-755a23) 
S.1273 1579 (533c16-538c27) 
S.1274 262 (50b23-56c1) 
S.1275 374 (558a27-562c20) 
S.1276 220 (vol. 7, 284c22-289c7) 
S.1277 235 (749a22-752c3) 
S.1278 227 (582c12-586c7) 
S.1279 681 (739c26-747b15) 
S.1280 374 (469b10-475a4) 
S.1281 262 (37c27-38b20) 
S.1282 262 (8b20-10b21) 
S.1283 366 (346b25-348a29) 
S.1286V 446 (364c22-29) 
S.1287 1302 (420a3-421a14) 
S.1288 262 (10c8-11c4) 
S.1289 374 (515a3-516c17) 
S.1290 235 (750b23-752c2) 
S.1292 235 (748c23-752b30) 
S.1293 220 (vol. 6, 707a18-708c27) 
S.1294 262 (11c3-19a12) 
S.1295 374 (480b25-486a13) 
S.1296 681 (731b16-738c15) 
S.1297 262 (11c1-19a12) 
S.1298 2872 (1355c10-1356a11) 
S.1299 450 (404c20-408b24) 
S.1300 1646 (333a16-340a29) 
S.1301 220 (vol. 6, 596a25-b23) 
S.1302 262 (57b14-58b7) 
S.1303 251 (848c4-24) 
S.1304 475 (540a6-544a19) 
S.1305 251 (848c4-24) 
S.1306[1] 大正藏未収 
S.1306[2] 大正藏未収* 
S.1306[4] 584 (968a8-c19) 
S.1306[5] 251 (848c4-15) 
S.1307V 大正藏未収 
S.1309 235 (749a7-752c2) 
S.1310 2773 (424a21-425b4) 
S.1310V 大正藏未収 
S.1311 220 (vol. 5, 181c11-187a22) 
S.1312 220 (vol. 6, 803a2-804b25) 
S.1313 2811 (1065b20-1067c24) 
S.1314 1646 (332a23-b16) 
S.1315 大正藏未収 
S.1317 374 (366a10-371c8) 
S.1318 235 (749b20-752c2) 
S.1319 278 (728a9-735a16) 
S.1320 2875 (1359b18-1361a5) 
S.1321 2787 (571a29-586c27) 
S.1322 1331 (523c17-528c20) 
S.1323 2887 (1403b21-1404a23) 
S.1325 223 (333a8-b8) 
S.1326 1429 (1023a3-11) 
S.1327 大正藏未収 
S.1328A 475 (555c5-557a23) 
S.1328B 475 (553c12-554a13) 
S.1328C 475 (553b23-c12) 
S.1328D 475 (553b7-22) 
S.1328E 475 (553b14-18) 
S.1329 374 (482b28-486a13) 
S.1330 235 (748c17-750b9) 
S.1331 220 (vol. 7, 269b5-c4) 
S.1332 220 (vol. 7, 1029a28-b13) 
S.1333[1] 220 (vol. 7, 227a29-b28) 
S.1333[2] 220 (vol. 5, 497c1-27) 
S.1334 大正藏未収 
S.1335 374 (445b27-447c2) 
S.1336 235 (748c17-750a2) 
S.1337[1] 大正藏未収 
S.1337[2] 1484 (1003b6-c27) 
S.1338 262 (19c2-27b9) 
S.1340 251 (848c4-24) 
S.1341 大正藏未収 
S.1341V 670 (480a13-483c2) 
S.1342 220 (vol. 7, 824b12-c11) 




S.1346 220 (vol. 7, 729c2-730c28) 
S.1347 2775 (434c11-436b13) 
S.1348 1331 (528c23-530a23) 
S.1349[1] 2916 (1462a3-19) 
S.1349[2] 2916 (1462a3-19) 
S.1352 235 (750b19-751b12) 
S.1353 220 (vol. 7, 498b15-499a27) 
S.1354 374 (445b28-447b24) 
S.1355 220 (vol. 7, 42b6-c6) 
S.1356 220 (vol. 5, 479b9-480b12) 
S.1357 2778 (511b6-512c29) 
S.1358[1] 1654 (490b6-12) 
S.1358[2] 1654 (490b16-491b2) 
S.1358V 大正藏未収 
S.1359 220 (vol. 7, 701b1-c23) 
S.1360 235 (751b4-24) 
S.1362[1] 945 (128b19-132c26) 
S.1362[2] 945 (133a3-139a13) 
S.1362[3] 945 (141b17-146a4) 
S.1362[4] 945 (146a7-151b16) 
S.1362[5] 945 (151b19-155b4) 
S.1363 235 (749a29-752c3) 
S.1364 大正藏未収 
S.1365 99 (177c29-178b18) 
S.1366V 374 (437c27-439a15) 
S.1367 235 (750b19-c20) 
S.1368 374 (406a2-26) 
S.1369 220 (vol. 5, 562a11-23) 
S.1370 262 (19a23-27b9) 
S.1371 2919 (1463a17-22) 
S.1372 665 (408c10-413c6) 
S.1373 475 (543c13-544a19) 
S.1374 936 (82a3-84c29) 
S.1375 262 (27b18-37a2) 
S.1377 220 (vol. 6, 706a16-b25) 
S.1378 2777 (453b11-455a9) 
S.1379 223 (354b24-355b9) 
S.1381 278 (747b1-750c29) 
S.1382 262 (48b10-55a9) 
S.1383 967 (351b21-352a26) 
S.1384 936 (82b7-84c29) 
S.1385 998 (577a23-578a28) 
S.1387 235 (749a18-752c3) 
S.1388 664 (387c24-388c16) 
S.1389 2733 (9b9-10c29) 
S.1390 大正藏未収 
S.1391 262 (17b6-18b22) 
S.1394 262 (36a4-b4) 




S.1397 1313 (464c22-465a23) 
S.1400 1431 (1033b15-c1) 
S.1402[1] 664 (383c27-385b25) 
S.1402[2] 664 (387b26-c23) 
S.1404 262 (7c11-10b21) 
S.1405 1060 (106a4-111c19) 
S.1406 220 (vol. 7, 1057c26-1058a27) 
S.1407 1509 (389b2-395a3) 
S.1408 2897 (1422b14-1425b1) 
S.1409 665 (433b3-437c13) 
S.1410 262 (29b28-30a6) 
S.1411 967 (350a6-351c2) 
S.1412 2777 (440a12-450b15) 
S.1413 262 (19c7-27b9) 
S.1414 450 (405b23-408b25) 
S.1415 1428 (971c6-977b15) 
S.1416 220 (vol. 7, 187b9-c9) 
S.1417 220 (vol. 7, 382b19-c18) 
S.1418 220 (vol. 7, 409b23-410a22) 
S.1419 220 (vol. 7, 756b2-c1) 
S.1420 220 (vol. 7, 926a2-b1) 
S.1421 262 (27c16-37a2) 
S.1422 223 (362a22-368c2) 
S.1423 220 (vol. 6, 367c5-371b14) 
S.1424[1] 220 (vol. 7, 121c23-122a25) 
S.1424[2] 220 (vol. 7, 131a7-b8) 
S.1424[3] 220 (vol. 7, 142b5-c3) 
S.1424[4] 220 (vol. 7, 147a4-b3) 
S.1425 262 (42a13-46b14) 
S.1426 262 (12a7-18a13) 
S.1427 1646 (321a20-327a6) 
S.1428 220 (vol. 6, 321a20-324c13) 
S.1429 475 (555c16-557b26) 
S.1430 220 (vol. 7, 449a10-451a5) 
S.1431 220 (vol. 5, 808c14-809b13) 
S.1432 220 (vol. 5, 315b4-316a2) 
S.1433 220 (vol. 5, 257a10-258c5) 
S.1434 220 (vol. 5, 50c16-52b11) 
S.1435 235 (750c24-752c2) 
S.1436 220 (vol. 7, 410b21-c20) 





S.1441V[6] 2842 (1295b6-22) 
S.1441V[10] 大正藏未収 
S.1442V 1600 (464c7-467a21) 
S.1444 397 (159c17-164c22) 
S.1445 大正藏未収 
S.1446 1331 (532c5-536b5) 
S.1447 1431 (1038b22-1041a18) 
S.1448 220 (vol. 5, 309b9-315b1) 
S.1449[1] 251 (848c4-23) 
S.1449[2] 251 (848c4-15) 
S.1450 佛名經 
S.1451 2878 (1361c18-1362b9) 
S.1452 220 (vol. 5, 352c24-353a23) 
S.1453 235 (748c20-752c3) 
S.1454 220 (vol. 5, 102a28-c20) 
S.1455 366 (347c6-348a29) 
S.1456 262 (37a21-46b14) 
S.1457 665 (427c29-431a8) 
S.1458 586 (47a22-54b11) 
S.1459 262 (56c4-57a21) 
S.1460 936 (82a3-83b24) 
S.1461 典籍名未確定 
S.1462 665 (408b21-409a10) 
S.1463 475 (539c3-540b17) 
S.1464 262 (57a6-58b7) 
S.1465 665 (407c9-408a28) 
S.1466 665 (410c15-411c12) 
S.1469 262 (56c16-60a10) 
S.1470 262 (56b6-57a18) 
S.1471 475 (545b10-551c27) 
S.1472 2897 (1423b28-1425b１) 
S.1473V 大正藏未収 
S.1474 1431 (1034b17-1035c13) 
S.1475 2782 (546b9-553a2) 
S.1476 262 (35b22-c24) 
S.1478 125 (576a10-c6) 
S.1479 801 (745b13-746a22) 
S.1480 262 (57c3-58b7) 
S.1481 2787 (607b11-610c20) 
S.1482 2777 (445c15-449c1) 
S.1483 235 (751b5-752a6) 
S.1484 大正藏未収* 
S.1485 1092 (359b11-c4) 
S.1486 262 (28a23-c7) 
S.1487 2907 (1453a27-1454a2) 
S.1488 典籍名未確定 
S.1489 226 (535c18-536a17) 
S.1490 262 (12b8-19a12) 
S.1491 262 (28b24-37a2) 
S.1492 262 (13a10-19a12) 





S.1495 262 (25a24-b25) 






S.1499 235 (749a18-b17) 
S.1500 665 (426b26-427b13) 
S.1501 665 (432b8-c9) 
S.1502 262 (37a6-38c19) 
S.1503 235 (749a27-752c2) 
S.1504 262 (48b6-55a9) 
S.1505 262 (45a15-50b22) 
S.1506 262 (8c21-10b21) 
S.1507 262 (20a9-22c1) 
S.1508 262 (51c8-52c2) 
S.1509 262 (26a3-27b9) 
S.1510 大正藏未収 
S.1511 262 (19a16-b17) 
S.1512 220 (vol. 7, 322c29-327c23) 
S.1513V[1] 1654 (490c12-491b2) 
S.1513V[2] 1360 (878a3-28) 
S.1513V[3] 1361(附) (878b3-c23) 
S.1513V[4] 2775 (434c11-435a29) 
S.1514 374 (374b7-379a6) 





S.1516[5] 2852 (1301a4-b2) 
S.1517 235 (749b2-752c3) 
S.1518 1804 (48b8-50b20) 
S.1520 2124 (200a9-204b28) 
S.1521 235 (751a22-b22) 
S.1524[1] 1339 (641a21-647a23) 
S.1525 262 (7b28-10b21) 
S.1526 262 (57b24-62a29) 
S.1527 262 (56c2-58b7) 
S.1528 262 (44a3-c16) 
S.1529 278 (776a3-780b9) 
S.1530 262 (57b16-58b7) 
S.1531 475 (552a3-557b26) 
S.1532 262 (48a16-55a9) 
S.1533 475 (546c27-551c27) 
S.1534 1509 (524c10-527a28) 
S.1535 262 (58b15-62b1) 
S.1536 279 (365c11-372a3) 
S.1537 典籍名未確定 
S.1538 1509 (296b21-c8) 
S.1539 810 (761c9-762a5) 
S.1540 1804 (59c9-61a3) 
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S.1541 665 (414a23-417c16) 
S.1542 220 (vol. 7, 1014a12-1016a6) 
S.1543 374 (552a26-557b12) 
S.1544 262 (28c6-37a2) 
S.1545 936 (82b2-c1) 
S.1546 681 (723c11-730c14) 
S.1547 1646 (330c26-334b2) 
S.1548[1] 2887 (1403c10-1404a23) 
S.1548[2] 2913 (1459a13-c13) 
S.1549[1] 2911 (1457c20-1458a23) 
S.1549[2] 大正藏未収 
S.1550 374 (366c13-371c8) 
S.1551 665 (444a25-450b6) 
S.1552[1] 2879 (1363a20-1364c18) 
S.1552[2] 2879 (1364c20-1367b10) 
S.1553 1331 (509a17-511c26) 
S.1554 251 (848c4-24) 
S.1555 262 (21c26-22c1) 
S.1556 220 (vol. 6, 589a6-b5) 
S.1557 220 (vol. 6, 453b4-c3) 
S.1558 206 (520a1-522b12) 
S.1559 220 (vol. 7, 696b9-702a5) 
S.1560 672 (623b11-630c27) 
S.1561[1] 936 (83a9-84c29) 
S.1561[2] 936 (82a3-84c29) 
S.1562 936 (82a3-84c29) 
S.1564[1] 475 (552a5-557b26) 
S.1564[2] 220 (vol. 5, 577b9-c5) 
S.1565[1] 1484 (1003a19-b2) 
S.1565[2] 1484 (1003c29-1009c8) 
S.1566 220 (vol. 6, 666a3-671b22) 
S.1567 236 (755c10-756b2) 
S.1568 典籍名未確定 
S.1569 374 (444c19-445a11) 
S.1570 262 (46c1-20) 
S.1571 235 (748c17-749a3) 
S.1572 262 (25b19-c9) 
S.1573 220 (vol. 5, 758b20-763a9) 
S.1575 220 (vol. 6, 983a19-988b6) 
S.1576[1] 220 (vol. 5, 248a13-b10) 
S.1576[2] 220 (vol. 5, 248a13-b8) 
S.1577 220 (vol. 6, 366b1-371b14) 
S.1578 220 (vol. 5, 315b4-321a5) 
S.1579 220 (vol. 6, 350c11-355c9) 
S.1580 220 (vol. 6, 59b22-65b16) 
S.1581 450 (406a7-408b25) 
S.1582 220 (vol. 7, 466b10-472a8) 
S.1583 220 (vol. 5, 86b21-c5) 
S.1584 262 (57b3-21) 
S.1587 220 (vol. 7, 219c3-28) 
S.1589 1723 (784c6-786b30) 
S.1589V[2] 大正藏未収 
S.1590 308 (965b6-27) 
S.1591 大正藏未収 
S.1592 大正藏未収 
S.1593 220 (vol. 5, 552c2-557c17) 
S.1594 220 (vol. 6, 80c19-85c15) 
S.1595 220 (vol. 7, 128c17-133c21) 
S.1596 220 (vol. 5, 153c7-159a26) 
S.1597 262 (55b15-c17) 
S.1598 262 (56c29-57b1) 
S.1599 251 (848c4-16) 
S.1601 220 (vol. 5, 143a2-148a24) 
S.1602 220 (vol. 7, 991c28-997a17) 
S.1603V 1600 (468c2-469c14) 
S.1606 262 (55c7-62b1) 
S.1607 262 (56c2-58b7) 
S.1608 278 (645b2-649a4) 
S.1609 262 (56c8-58b7) 
S.1610 220 (vol. 5, 204b1-210a16) 
S.1611 典籍名未確定 
S.1612 大正藏未収 
S.1613 220 (vol. 6, 112a19-113c16) 
S.1613V 1871 (595a29-c7) 
S.1614 665 (403a3-b4) 
S.1615 235 (749b18-752c3) 
S.1616[1] 475 (545b27-c27) 
S.1616[2] 475 (545b27-c22) 
S.1617 416 (892a15-b18) 
S.1618[1] 262 (19a3-12) 
S.1618[2] 374 (391a12-396c6) 
S.1619 大正藏未収 
S.1620 235 (750a22-752c3) 
S.1621 1509 (57c5-66a18) 
S.1622 665 (450c18-456c19) 
S.1623 374 (457b19-463b9) 
S.1626 235 (748c17-752c3) 
S.1627 2903 (1445a10-1446a1) 
S.1628 大正藏未収 
S.1629 235 (749b12-752c3) 
S.1630 220 (vol. 7, 702a8-703b28) 
S.1631[1] 大正藏未収 
S.1631[2] 大正藏未収 
S.1632 251 (848c11-24) 
S.1633 475 (539b4-20) 
S.1634 1024 (717c5-721b12) 
S.1635 2861 (1320c11-1322c5) 
S.1636 262 (32a5-37a2) 
S.1637 262 (51a21-56c1) 
S.1638 2918 (1462c5-1463a13) 
S.1639 1579 (687c19-690b7) 
S.1640 235 (749a1-752c3) 
S.1641 262 (19b7-27b9) 
S.1642 大正藏未収 
S.1642V 典籍名未確定 
S.1643 262 (57c18-58b7) 
S.1644 310 (287c11-24) 
S.1645V 大正藏未収 
S.1646 1484 (1003b10-c28) 
S.1647 262 (23a16-24a1) 
S.1648 1301 (415a25-417a16) 
S.1649 2763 (278b12-280a9) 
S.1650 262 (58b15-59b1) 
S.1651 278 (423c3-426b14) 
S.1652 220 (vol. 6, 228c3-229a2) 
S.1653 580 (962c18-964c29) 
S.1654[1] 665 (408c19-413c6) 
S.1654[2] 665 (413c9-415a4) 
S.1655 262 (55b25-56c1) 
S.1656 235 (750a4-752c3) 
S.1657 262 (1c15-10b21) 
S.1658 262 (27c20-30b12) 
S.1659 262 (56c7-58b7) 
S.1660 936 (82a3-84c29) 
S.1661 936 (82a3-84c29) 
S.1662 936 (82a19-84c29) 
S.1663 235 (750a20-752c3) 
S.1664 262 (58b28-62b1) 
S.1665 235 (748c17-751c13) 
S.1666 235 (749a8-752c3) 
S.1667 235 (749b17-752c2) 
S.1668 235 (749b6-752c3) 
S.1669 262 (37c11-38a20) 
S.1670 262 (28a23-c7) 
S.1671 220 (vol. 5, 1049a10-b28) 
S.1672 235 (748c26-752c3) 
S.1673 220 (vol. 5, 531b27-536a29) 
S.1674[1] 大正藏未収 
S.1674[2] 大正藏未収* 
S.1675 262 (55a17-b13) 
S.1676 936 (82c25-83a22) 
S.1677 262 (19b17-c19) 
S.1678[1] 1431 (1033a21-1034c9) 
S.1678[2] 235 (751b4-752c3) 
S.1679 235 (750c7-752c3) 
S.1680 235 (749a13-752c3) 
S.1681 235 (749b8-752c3) 
S.1682 220 (vol. 6, 34b8-37b11) 
S.1683 1579 (430a4-435c18) 
S.1684 310 (571b4-576b23) 
S.1685 374 (552a21-557b12) 
S.1687 235 (748c17-749b2) 
S.1688 262 (37a5-b8) 
S.1689[1] 2917(A) (1462a24-b8) 
S.1689[2] 2917(A) (1462a24-b8) 




S.1691 220 (vol. 6, 804b20-808b5) 
S.1692 475 (550b28-551c27) 
S.1693 220 (vol. 6, 808c3-814a24) 
S.1694 475 (545a12-551c27) 
S.1695 235 (752a29-c3) 
S.1696 235 (749a6-750a29) 
S.1697 220 (vol. 7, 166a19-171b22) 
S.1698 220 (vol. 5, 615c16-620b27) 
S.1698V 大正藏未収 
S.1699 220 (vol. 5, 1023b21-1024a19) 
S.1700 220 (vol. 6, 127a24-b24) 
S.1701 220 (vol. 7, 427b2-c1) 
S.1702 936 (82a3-b19) 
S.1703 365 (344a26-c13) 
S.1704[1] 967 (349b16-c19) 
S.1704[2] 967 (349c23-27) 
S.1705 220 (vol. 6, 345a10-350c9) 
S.1706 366 (346b25-347a3) 
S.1707 945 (130a13-b25) 
S.1708 366 (348a8-29) 
S.1709 475 (552a23-b21) 
S.1710 220 (vol. 6, 424c8-430a14) 
S.1711 936 (82a3-84c29) 
S.1712 936 (82a3-84c29) 
S.1713 936 (82a3-84c29) 
S.1714 936 (82a5-84c29) 
S.1715 936 (82c7-84c29) 
S.1716 936 (82a5-84c29) 
S.1717 936 (82a3-84c3) 
S.1718 大正藏未収 
S.1719 936 (82a3-84c29) 
S.1720 936 (82a3-84c29) 
S.1721 1522 (164b17-167c9) 
S.1721V 大正藏未収 
S.1723 220 (vol. 6, 299a29-304a7) 
S.1724 235 (750c3-752c3) 
S.1726 2903 (1445a12-c6) 
S.1727 235 (750a20-c21) 
S.1728 典籍名未確定 
S.1729 262 (30b6-31c15) 
S.1730 2058 (319a17-320c16) 
S.1731 211 (587a21-c12) 
S.1732 665 (412c29-413c6) 
S.1734 262 (2b11-10b21) 
S.1735 262 (37b3-46b14) 
S.1736 220 (vol. 5, 973b11-979a9) 
S.1737 664 (378b2-382a1) 
S.1738 262 (43b14-46b14) 
S.1739 475 (537c14-538a19) 
S.1740 大正藏未収 
S.1741 665 (413c16-417c16) 
S.1742 262 (34b23-42a28) 
S.1743 262 (27b12-30a15) 
S.1744 262 (30c28-31a24) 
S.1745 235 (748c25-750a16) 
S.1746 235 (752b8-c3) 
S.1747 190 (671c25-672a12) 
S.1748 262 (2b19-c22) 
S.1749 262 (10c16-11a3) 
S.1750 220 (vol. 5, 526a16-531a18) 
S.1751 262 (37b19-46b14) 
S.1752 262 (47a1-55a9) 
S.1753 475 (544a25-551c27) 
S.1754 1331 (532c7-26) 
S.1755 440 (141b20-142a13) 
S.1756 262 (27c10-34b22) 
S.1757 235 (749c19-752c3) 
S.1758 262 (47a6-55a9) 
S.1759 262 (2c4-10b21) 
S.1760 1431 (1039a1-1041a18) 
S.1761 262 (4a16-10b21) 
S.1762 220 (vol. 7, 7c16-8a12) 
S.1763 236 (753b20-754a3) 
S.1764 220 (vol. 7, 398c5-399a5) 
S.1765 251 (848c9-24) 
S.1766 262 (1c14-2a9) 
S.1767 262 (1c14-2a10) 
S.1768 220 (vol. 6, 446b24-c22) 
S.1769 220 (vol. 6, 42c26-48a16) 
S.1770 262 (19a24-27b9) 
S.1771 936 (82a5-84c16) 
S.1772 220 (vol. 7, 74a7-79c5) 
S.1773 262 (19a28-27b9) 
S.1775 262 (49a4-50c20) 
S.1776AV 典籍名未確定 
S.1776BV 典籍名未確定 
S.1777 663 (346b21-347a16) 
S.1778 262 (39a1-46b14) 
S.1779 262 (20b28-27b9) 
S.1782 475 (537a26-b29) 
S.1783 365 (344c10-345c19) 
S.1784 262 (1c14-10b21) 
S.1785 262 (20a16-27b8) 
S.1786 262 (38c6-46b14) 
S.1787 262 (28a22-37a2) 
S.1788 475 (539b14-544a19) 
S.1789 365 (345a4-346b21) 
S.1790 220 (vol. 5, 106b27-107c20) 
S.1791 大正藏未収 
S.1792 220 (vol. 5, 109b17-c16) 
S.1793 220 (vol. 7, 33b7-c2) 
S.1794 220 (vol. 7, 630b14-c10) 
S.1795 220 (vol. 5, 166a3-29) 
S.1796 235 (749a12-752c3) 
S.1797 262 (7a10-10b21) 
S.1798 220 (vol. 6, 727a25-732a27) 
S.1799[1] 262 (62a1-b1) 
S.1799[2] 220 (vol. 7, 1055c1-1056b1) 
S.1800 262 (55a13-c4) 
S.1801 220 (vol. 5, 410b12-415c12) 
S.1802 262 (19a14-20c24) 
S.1803 220 (vol. 5, 131b28-136c3) 
S.1804 262 (20c24-27b9) 
S.1805 374 (513c9-514b20) 
S.1806 375 (777c6-778a3) 
S.1807 大正藏未収 
S.1808 262 (18a1-c5) 
S.1809 262 (55a22-b24) 
S.1811 2873 (1356a13-1357a21) 
S.1812[1] 936 (84a17-c29) 
S.1812[2] 936 (82a3-83b23) 
S.1813 2777 (487b7-492c17) 
S.1814 374 (501b4-c7) 
S.1816 235 (750c7-752a8) 
S.1817 262 (24b23-27b8) 
S.1818 2910 (1456a16-c10) 
S.1819 235 (749b19-c20) 
S.1820 235 (751c21-752c2) 
S.1821 262 (12b15-c21) 
S.1822 典籍名未確定 
S.1824 大正藏未収 
S.1825 1804 (75a19-b20) 
S.1826 190 (701c24-702a25) 
S.1827 典籍名未確定 
S.1828 374 (487a1-492c10) 
S.1829[1] 1509 (314b25-319b4) 
S.1829[2] 1509 (319b5-322b27) 
S.1830 1509 (370a26-375b22) 
S.1831[1] 223 (247a27-249c28) 
S.1831[2] 223 (249c29-253b16) 
S.1832 374 (463a15-468c25) 
S.1833 374 (480c27-486a13) 
S.1834[1] 936 (82a3-84c29) 
S.1834[2] 936 (82a3-84c29) 
S.1834[3] 936 (82a3-84c29) 
S.1836[1] 936 (82a3-84c29) 
S.1836[2] 936 (82a3-84c29) 
S.1836[3] 936 (82a3-84c29) 
S.1837[1] 936 (82a3-84c29) 
S.1837[2] 936 (82a3-84c29) 
S.1837[3] 936 (82a3-84c29) 
S.1838[1] 936 (82a3-84c29) 
S.1838[2] 936 (82a3-84c29) 
S.1839 936 (82a3-84c29) 
S.1840 936 (82a3-84c29) 
S.1841 936 (82a3-84c29) 
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S.1842 936 (82a3-84c29) 
S.1843[1] 936 (82a3-84c29) 
S.1843[2] 936 (82a3-84c29) 
S.1843[3] 936 (82a3-84c29) 
S.1844 936 (82a3-84c29) 
S.1846 2732 (1a3-8c20) 
S.1847 2871 (1352b2-1355b23) 
S.1848 278 (743c26-750c29) 
S.1849 262 (9c3-10b21) 
S.1850 262 (29b2-32c25) 
S.1851 262 (19c18-21b2) 
S.1852 262 (34c29-35b24) 
S.1853 262 (26a18-27b9) 
S.1854 262 (54b3-56c1) 
S.1855[1] 262 (56c10-58b7) 
S.1855[2] 251 (848c4-24) 
S.1856 220 (vol. 6, 256a5-261b4) 
S.1858 374 (474a23-b24) 
S.1859 235 (751b22-752c3) 
S.1860 374 (527c22-528a4) 
S.1861 936 (82a3-84c29) 
S.1862 936 (82a3-84c29) 
S.1863 220 (vol. 5, 80b14-85a8) 
S.1864[1] 475 (537a3-544a19) 
S.1864[2] 475 (544a22-551c27) 
S.1864[3] 475 (552a3-557b26) 
S.1865 475 (545a18-551a23) 
S.1866 936 (82a3-84c29) 
S.1867[1] 936 (82a3-84c29) 
S.1867[2] 936 (82a3-84c29) 
S.1868 936 (82a3-84c29) 
S.1869[1] 936 (82a3-84c29) 
S.1869[2] 936 (82a3-84c29) 
S.1870 936 (82a3-84c29) 
S.1871[1] 936 (82a3-84c29) 
S.1871[2] 936 (82a3-84c29) 
S.1872 936 (82a3-84c29) 
S.1873 936 (82a3-84c29) 
S.1874 936 (82a3-84c29) 
S.1875[1] 936 (82a3-84c29) 
S.1875[2] 936 (82a3-84c29) 
S.1875[3] 936 (82a3-84c29) 
S.1876 262 (55a22-62a29) 
S.1877 643 (669c6-670b11) 
S.1878 278 (595b18-596a15) 
S.1879 262 (48b29-49a17) 
S.1880V 大正藏未収* 
S.1881 262 (46b17-50a17) 
S.1882 262 (2a18-10b21) 
S.1883 220 (vol. 6, 454a26-458b4) 
S.1884 220 (vol. 7, 992b11-997a17) 
S.1885 375 (707c7-27) 
S.1886 223 (256c2-257a4) 
S.1887 235 (749a26-752c3) 
S.1888 1509 (464a16-468a9) 
S.1890 220 (vol. 6, 321c9-324c13) 
S.1892[1] 936 (82a3-84c29) 
S.1892[2] 936 (82a3-84c29) 
S.1893 374 (581b25-586c24) 
S.1893V 2810 (1046a11-25) 
S.1894 262 (55a13-62a26) 
S.1895 1428 (641a13-b12) 
S.1896 1313 (464b27-465a11) 
S.1899 936 (82a3-84c29) 
S.1900 936 (82a3-84c29) 
S.1901 262 (46b17-55a9) 
S.1902 262 (46c19-55a9) 
S.1903 665 (427b26-428b17) 
S.1904 1909 (936a19-b6) 
S.1905 450 (404c24-408b25) 
S.1907[1] 2887 (1403b21-1404a23) 
S.1907[2] 220 (vol. 5, 168b20-c16) 
S.1908 232 (726b26-732c9) 
S.1909 262 (29b29-37a2) 
S.1910[1] 366 (348a21-28) 
S.1910[2] 大正藏未収 
S.1911 450 (404c16-405a12) 
S.1912 235 (750b21-752c3) 
S.1913 665 (408b23-411c14) 
S.1914 220 (vol. 7, 929b18-931a22) 
S.1915 235 (749a7-752c3) 
S.1916 665 (403a3-408a28) 
S.1917 262 (38c29-39c13) 
S.1919 945 (107a14-c13) 
S.1921A 1431 (1031b11-1041a16) 
S.1922 大正藏未収 
S.1923 2810 (1046b8-1052c5) 
S.1925 967 (351a1-19) 
S.1926 665 (409b2-c24) 
S.1927 262 (58a24-b26) 
S.1928 220 (vol. 6, 123a24-c24) 
S.1929 262 (61a23-b6) 
S.1930 440 (178c24-184a12) 
S.1931 2854 (1303b29-1304b17) 
S.1931V 大正藏未収 
S.1932[10] 235 (751a24-b25) 
S.1932[11] 262 (24c16-25a16) 
S.1932[12] 262 (13b12-c12) 
S.1932[2] 262 (39a9-19) 
S.1932[3] 262 (39c18-40a11) 
S.1932[4] 262 (56b18-c2) 
S.1932[5] 262 (56b18-c1) 
S.1932[6] 262 (34b9-29) 
S.1932[7] 475 (553b4-c4) 
S.1932[8] 235 (748c17-749a2) 
S.1932[9] 235 (752b3-c1) 
S.1933 223 (237a20-241c9) 
S.1934 1509 (337b14-343a4) 
S.1935 262 (10c3-11c24) 
S.1936 665 (408b2-23) 
S.1937 1428 (640a14-641a10) 
S.1938 220 (vol. 6, 32b5-33a2) 
S.1939[1] 220 (vol. 6, 703a15-b11) 
S.1939[2] 220 (vol. 6, 701a23-b23) 
S.1941 220 (vol. 7, 637b3-c3) 
S.1942 2897 (1422c27-1424c5) 
S.1944 262 (46b20-55a9) 
S.1945 374 (430b24-433c19) 
S.1948 665 (418a17-422b21) 
S.1949 374 (446c9-448b17) 
S.1950 365 (341a29-344c22) 
S.1951 475 (538a17-543c19) 
S.1952 235 (751a23-c28) 
S.1953 262 (61c1-62a29) 
S.1954 450 (406c20-408b24) 
S.1955 279 (353c8-359c24) 
S.1956 365 (341a26-346a29) 
S.1957 1429 (1019c12-1023a11) 
S.1958 262 (20a27-22a24) 
S.1959 148 (873c13-874a29) 
S.1960 936 (83b2-c2) 
S.1961 220 (vol. 6, 382a29-386c14) 
S.1962 262 (14b1-17c12) 
S.1963 663 (335b6-340c10) 
S.1964 664 (389b20-395b17) 
S.1965 220 (vol. 5, 723a13-724a26) 
S.1966 374 (390b16-396c11) 
S.1967[1] 1429 (1015a15-1018b1) 
S.1967[2] 大正藏未収* 
S.1968 1331 (532c22-536b5) 
S.1969 220 (vol. 6, 984a13-988b6) 
S.1970 1428 (1013c27-1014b20) 
S.1971 681 (739a16-747b15) 
S.1972 220 (vol. 7, 813b13-818c10) 
S.1973 220 (vol. 6, 1059a13-1060a7) 
S.1974 665 (408a10-28) 
S.1975 156 (154b17-c21) 
S.1977 典籍名未確定 
S.1978 2878 (1362a15-c10) 
S.1979 2897 (1423b21-c24) 
S.1980 236 (754a23-757a13) 
S.1981 大正藏未収 
S.1982 936 (82a6-84c29) 
S.1983 2777 (450b16-454a9) 
S.1984 大正藏未収 




S.1986 936 (83a6-84c29) 
S.1987 936 (82a3-84c29) 
S.1988 721 (29a19-25) 
S.1989 235 (749b1-19) 
S.1990 936 (82a3-84c29) 
S.1991 936 (82a3-84c29) 
S.1992 936 (82a3-84c29) 
S.1993 936 (82a3-84c29) 
S.1994 936 (82a3-84c29) 
S.1995 936 (82a3-84c29) 
S.1996 262 (1c21-10b21) 
S.1997 220 (vol. 6, 977a19-b26) 
S.1998 664 (364a2-365b11) 
S.1999 665 (438b9-444a9) 
S.2000 262 (51b12-55a9) 
S.2001 235 (748c20-752a10) 
S.2002 375 (788b24-792a16) 
S.2003 236 (754a6-c2) 
S.2004 967 (351c14-352a26) 
S.2006 235 (749c3-752c2) 
S.2007 1077 (185b10-186a27) 
S.2008 262 (11a5-19a12) 
S.2010[1] 374 (528a4-c10) 
S.2010[2] 374 (528c14-534b10) 
S.2011 936 (82a3-84c29) 
S.2012 936 (82a3-84c29) 
S.2013 936 (82a3-84c29) 
S.2014 936 (82a3-84c29) 
S.2015 936 (82a3-84c29) 
S.2016 936 (82a3-84c29) 
S.2017 936 (82a3-84c29) 
S.2018 936 (82a3-84c29) 
S.2019 936 (82a3-84c29) 
S.2020 416 (881b16-886a13) 
S.2021 2901 (1432c1-1435c4) 
S.2022 397 (68a27-73b2) 
S.2023 262 (19a17-26c18) 
S.2024 475 (553a5-557b26) 
S.2025 475 (544a25-551c27) 
S.2026 310 (638c18-639a10) 
S.2027 典籍名未確定 
S.2028 220 (vol. 5, 473b3-474a1) 
S.2029 大正藏未収 
S.2030 262 (47b7-50b22) 
S.2031 262 (27c14-34b22) 
S.2032 664 (372c10-377b6) 
S.2033[1] 374 (557b15-560b3) 
S.2033[2] 374 (560b7-562c20) 
S.2034 310 (381a18-385a29) 
S.2035 475 (553a5-557b26) 
S.2036 236 (754a3-757a13) 
S.2037 大正藏未収 
S.2038 665 (445a2-450c15) 
S.2039 1302 (420a2-421a14) 
S.2040 665 (432c13-437c13) 
S.2042 1431 (1031a1-1041a18) 
S.2043 262 (49c2-51c5) 
S.2044 2895 (1415a25-c29) 
S.2045 1 (116b26-117a17) 
S.2046 220 (vol. 7, 997a18-c1) 
S.2047 2737 (120a5-129a28) 
S.2048 2808 (1022c20-1036a19) 
S.2050 2738 (129b3-132c15) 
S.2050V 2795 (710c7-719a19) 
S.2051 大正藏未収* 
S.2054 2837 (1283a3-1289a23) 
S.2056 典籍名未確定 
S.2057 235 (750c21-751c29) 
S.2058 220 (vol. 6, 188c4-189a12) 
S.2059 大正藏未収 
S.2061 262 (55a17-c15) 
S.2062[1] 279 (114a24-b21) 
S.2062[2] 279 (113a26-b12) 
S.2063 262 (29a2-b2) 
S.2064 大正藏未収* 
S.2065 262 (19a16-b17) 
S.2066 大正藏未収* 
S.2067 278 (495c17-501b9) 
S.2068 2739 (132c20-137c7) 
S.2069 2910 (1455c15-1456c10) 
S.2070 262 (46b18-55a9) 
S.2075 2870 (1335c13-1336c11) 
S.2076 2892 (1409c18-1410c18) 
S.2077 2881 (1380b17-1383b6) 
S.2078[1] 936 (82a3-84c29) 
S.2078V[1] 262 (57b19-58b7) 
S.2078V[2] 658 (237a19-238c25) 
S.2079 大正藏未収* 
S.2080 大正藏未収* 
S.2082 374 (468c26-474a20) 
S.2083 262 (55a25-62b1) 
S.2084[1] 2919 (1463a17-b22) 
S.2084[2] 2887 (1403b21-1404a23) 
S.2085 220 (vol. 5, 902b16-907a16) 
S.2086 374 (422c9-428b13) 
S.2087 936 (82a3-84c29) 
S.2088 2882 (1383b9-1384b26) 
S.2089 592 (124b20-125a7) 
S.2090 374 (533a6-534b10) 
S.2091 大正藏未収 
S.2092 665 (404a3-408a28) 
S.2092V 大正藏未収* 
S.2093 262 (33c18-34b22) 




S.2097 665 (417c19-422b21) 
S.2098 典籍名未確定 
S.2099 262 (30c13-31b13) 
S.2100 665 (450c18-456c19) 
S.2101 665 (408b2-413c6) 
S.2102 936 (82c16-83c1) 
S.2104 大正藏未収* 
S.2105 262 (61a5-62b1) 
S.2106 2768 (329a5-339c7) 
S.2107 366 (346b25-348a29) 
S.2108 佛名經 
S.2109[1] 62 (859c24-860c10) 
S.2109[2] 33 (817a3-818a4) 
S.2109[3] 145 (870b29-c13) 
S.2109[4] 2874 (1358c26-1359b12) 
S.2110[1] 大正藏未収 
S.2110[2] 2895 (1414c22-1415b8) 
S.2111 大正藏未収 
S.2112 366 (346b28-348a28) 
S.2113[1] 2777 (466c9-472c29) 
S.2113[2] 2812 (1074b8-14) 
S.2114 2810 (1046a11-1047b28) 
S.2114V 大正藏未収* 
S.2115 374 (386b3-390b8) 
S.2116 373 (364b9-c11) 
S.2117 360 (274a9-279a29) 
S.2118 235 (749a21-752c3) 
S.2119 262 (20a27-27b9) 
S.2120 262 (14b23-17b28) 
S.2121 936 (82a3-84c29) 
S.2123 374 (510b24-513c7) 
S.2124 235 (750b19-752c3) 
S.2125 374 (446b15-451b6) 
S.2126 262 (29a16-b27) 
S.2127 374 (371c10-378c27) 
S.2128 235 (749a12-752c3) 
S.2129 374 (480c27-486a13) 
S.2130 221 (30c16-35c23) 
S.2131 374 (562c21-568b21) 
S.2132 374 (492c11-498a28) 
S.2133[1] 223 (308b13-309a27) 
S.2133[10] 223 (407b8-408a22) 
S.2133[11] 223 (421b26-424a13) 
S.2133[2] 223 (323a23-325b12) 
S.2133[3] 223 (327a4-328a20) 
S.2133[4] 223 (360a21-b8) 
S.2133[5] 223 (371c2-372a10) 
S.2133[6] 223 (375c21-376a6) 
敦煌出土仏典・大正蔵典籍番号対照表 
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S.2133[7] 223 (378c1-18) 
S.2133[8] 223 (384a5-15) 
S.2133[9] 223 (392b10-397b21) 
S.2134 222 (184c27-190a17) 
S.2135 374 (534b11-540c14) 
S.2136[1] 374 (422c6-428b13) 
S.2137 大正藏未収 
S.2138 1302 (420a3-421a11) 
S.2140 大正藏未収 
S.2141 2841 (1293c20-1294c13) 
S.2142 典籍名未確定 
S.2143 2829 (1266b17-1268b22) 
S.2144V1 大正藏未収* 
S.2144V2 大正藏未収 
S.2145 374 (480b25-486a13) 
S.2146[1] 2853 (1301b5-c17) 
S.2146[2] 2853 (1302a17-b22) 
S.2146[3] 2853 (1302c12-25) 
S.2146[4] 2853 (1302b23-c11) 
S.2146[5] 典籍名未確定 
S.2147 221 (30c16-35c23) 
S.2148 374 (498b6-503c24) 
S.2149 223 (398a7-402b18) 
S.2150 374 (592b27-598b15) 
S.2151 220 (vol. 5, 193a7-198a14) 
S.2152 374 (439b24-445b20) 
S.2153 374 (492c11-498a29) 
S.2154[1] 483 (667a15-668c11) 
S.2154[2] 825 (867a19-868b11) 
S.2155 262 (28b15-37a2) 
S.2156 653 (800a24-805b11) 
S.2157 262 (36c5-37a2) 
S.2158 典籍名未確定 
S.2159 665 (444a12-b12) 
S.2160 大正藏未収 
S.2161 1509 (153b15-161c21) 
S.2162 475 (544a22-550a28) 
S.2163 665 (453a1-456c19) 
S.2164 大正藏未収 
S.2165 大正藏未収 
S.2166 665 (422c3-427b13) 
S.2167 262 (10b25-19a12) 
S.2168 262 (34b10-37a2) 
S.2169 2885 (1391a3-1397a25) 
S.2170 235 (749c25-752c3) 
S.2172 235 (749b20-752c2) 
S.2173 262 (61b29-62b1) 
S.2175 366 (347a12-348a28) 
S.2176 1579 (485a1-488c24) 
S.2177 235 (749a17-752c3) 
S.2178 665 (412c6-413c6) 
S.2179 374 (478b9-480c27) 
S.2180 2905 (1446c17-1449b21) 
S.2181 262 (10b25-19a12) 
S.2182 450 (405a11-408b25) 
S.2183 大正藏未収* 
S.2184 大正藏未収 
S.2185 665 (428b9-430a25) 
S.2186 232 (726a29-732c8) 
S.2187 221 (25c17-30c9) 
S.2188 223 (390b29-392b6) 
S.2189 220 (vol. 7, 83c2-84b24) 
S.2190 235 (749c2-752c3) 
S.2191 典籍名未確定 
S.2192 223 (247a25-251c23) 
S.2193 223 (331b13-336b14) 
S.2194 223 (367b23-c19) 
S.2195 223 (331b16-336b14) 
S.2196 223 (384a10-391b5) 
S.2197 374 (522b2-528a4) 
S.2198 374 (510b14-516a6) 
S.2201 1488 (1048a7-1051c28) 





S.2205 235 (749c1-752c3) 
S.2206 475 (555c19-557b26) 
S.2207 664 (397b15-401a2) 
S.2208 235 (750c5-752b23) 
S.2209 223 (300b15-301b7) 
S.2210 1579 (460c13-462a19) 
S.2211 262 (59c17-62b1) 
S.2212 262 (56c2-58b6) 
S.2215 262 (14a8-19a12) 
S.2216 374 (487a3-492c10) 
S.2217 262 (39a4-46b14) 
S.2218 262 (38a24-39a14) 
S.2219 262 (4b22-5b15) 
S.2220 262 (4a18-b22) 
S.2221 663 (352b15-358a29) 
S.2223 262 (28a7-34b22) 
S.2224 2880 (1368b25-1372b3) 
S.2225 220 (vol. 7, 651a6-653b13) 
S.2226 220 (vol. 6, 309b3-7) 
S.2227 665 (427b16-432c10) 
S.2229 223 (343a12-351c6) 
S.2230 663 (341a9-344c19) 
S.2231 374 (592c5-598b15) 
S.2232 1579 (402a9-403b1) 
S.2233 936 (82a3-84c29) 
S.2234 220 (vol. 5, 436c16-439a21) 
S.2235 475 (540a3-542a23) 
S.2236 262 (5b2-10b21) 
S.2237 1434 (1066c23-1067a27) 
S.2238 665 (413c20-417c16) 
S.2239 665 (433a2-437c13) 
S.2240 665 (422c7-425a6) 
S.2243 586 (36b6-38c17) 
S.2245 278 (463c6-470a24) 
S.2246 441 (203a22-204a10) 
S.2247 2909 (1455b23-c12) 
S.2248 262 (58b22-62b1) 
S.2249 235 (749a16-752c2) 
S.2250 262 (29b26-34b22) 
S.2251 586 (34a1-40b20) 
S.2252 262 (32c20-36b30) 
S.2253 262 (55a13-56a2) 
S.2254 262 (46b18-55a9) 
S.2255 220 (vol. 6, 520a20-b29) 
S.2256 235 (749b27-752c3) 
S.2257 220 (vol. 6, 122a24-123a22) 
S.2258 416 (894b7-897c15) 
S.2259 235 (748c17-752c3) 
S.2260 1509 (130c7-135b24) 
S.2261 大正藏未収* 
S.2262 410 (690c9-696b19) 
S.2264 440 (153b2-28) 
S.2265 235 (749b21-750b23) 
S.2266 945 (114c16-119b21) 
S.2267V 1600 (466a29-468b22) 
S.2268 672 (597c27-600b14) 
S.2269 2887 (1403b29-1404a23) 
S.2270 220 (vol. 6, 983b7-988b6) 
S.2271 235 (749b19-752c3) 
S.2272 967 (349c26-352a26) 
S.2272V 大正藏未収 
S.2273 262 (34a28-35b12) 
S.2274 374 (504a12-510b6) 
S.2275 235 (750a11-752c3) 
S.2276 262 (11b22-13a12) 
S.2277 262 (57a17-58b7) 
S.2278 660 (320b16-324a27) 
S.2279 945 (128b10-132c26) 
S.2280 235 (751b28-752c3) 
S.2281 262 (10b24-19a12) 
S.2282 475 (544b1-551c27) 
S.2283 220 (vol. 7, 42c6-43b3) 
S.2284 220 (vol. 7, 1077b2-1078a17) 
S.2285 220 (vol. 6, 537c16-538a15) 
S.2286 220 (vol. 7, 187b9-188a8) 
S.2287 220 (vol. 6, 26c23-27b12) 
S.2288 220 (vol. 6, 91c5-92a3) 




S.2290 665 (408b5-413c6) 
S.2291 佛名經 
S.2292 1162 (666c3-667c5) 
S.2293 2888 (1404a27-c28) 
S.2294 223 (399a6-402b18) 
S.2295V 大正藏未収* 
S.2296 231 (691c11-693c16) 
S.2297 665 (450c24-456c19) 
S.2298 375 (619a2-624c18) 
S.2299 262 (37c7-42a28) 
S.2300 475 (537b8-538b2) 
S.2301 大正藏未収* 
S.2302 220 (vol. 6, 579a28-582a8) 
S.2303 665 (451a12-456c19) 
S.2304 665 (437c29-439c13) 
S.2305 945 (128b10-132c26) 
S.2306 262 (57a6-58b7) 
S.2307 475 (553b5-557b26) 
S.2308 450 (405b10-408b25) 
S.2309 220 (vol. 5, 807b29-808a10) 
S.2310 262 (55b5-62b1) 
S.2311[1] 374 (580c19-603c25) 
S.2311[2] 377 (900a7-912a11) 
S.2312 佛名經 
S.2313 2840 (1293a4-19) 
S.2314 374 (516a19-522a27) 
S.2315 374 (548b21-552a15) 
S.2316[1] 663 (340c21-341a3) 
S.2316[2] 663 (341c29-342a8) 
S.2316V 大正藏未収* 
S.2317 2810 (1054b1-1055c3) 
S.2318 大正藏未収 
S.2319 235 (750c11-752a15) 
S.2320 2917(A) (1462a24-b8) 
S.2321 典籍名未確定 
S.2322 665 (408b2-7) 
S.2323 235 (749b18-750a20) 
S.2324 2907 (1452c3-1453c28) 
S.2325 大正藏未収* 
S.2326 945 (133c22-139a13) 
S.2327 235 (751c29-752b1) 
S.2328 397 (14a7-19c29) 
S.2329 1808 (492a3-498b19) 
S.2330 2897 (1424b27-1425a30) 
S.2331 220 (vol. 5, 789b14-793b20) 
S.2332 220 (vol. 7, 334c18-336b12) 
S.2333 262 (27c15-37a2) 
S.2334 397 (12b12-14a3) 
S.2335 262 (12b9-19a12) 
S.2336 235 (749a23-752c3) 
S.2337 262 (46b18-55a9) 
S.2338 大正藏未収 
S.2339 220 (vol. 5, 67c25-68a23) 
S.2340 235 (751c4-752c3) 
S.2341 262 (37a7-46b14) 
S.2342 2777 (453b5-470a15) 
S.2343 大正藏未収 
S.2344 235 (750a12-752c3) 
S.2345 262 (41a9-46b14) 
S.2346 665 (451a15-454b19) 
S.2347 262 (19b27-27b9) 
S.2348 475 (537a24-539c10) 
S.2349 220 (vol. 7, 780b5-785b3) 
S.2350 663 (346c19-352b9) 
S.2351 936 (82a3-84c29) 
S.2352 936 (82a3-84c29) 
S.2352V 大正藏未収* 
S.2353 936 (82a3-84c29) 
S.2354 2856 (1305c18-1306b4) 
S.2355 936 (82a3-b1) 
S.2356 665 (408c5-410c7) 
S.2357 大正藏未収 
S.2358 1804 (1a3-2b6) 
S.2359 235 (750c24-751a25) 
S.2360 大正藏未収* 
S.2361 2907 (1452c3-1454a9) 
S.2362 235 (751b18-752c3) 
S.2363 672 (631c1-636a9) 
S.2364 262 (56c2-58b7) 
S.2365 220 (vol. 6, 1035b25-1036c6) 
S.2366 262 (47a22-55a9) 
S.2367 2814 (1121c16-1138b14) 
S.2368 典籍名未確定 
S.2368V 273 (369b16-374b27) 
S.2369 大正藏未収 
S.2370 262 (39c25-46b14) 
S.2371 262 (10b28-13c5) 
S.2372 936 (82a4-84c9) 
S.2373 1808 (496a25-c10) 
S.2374 262 (5c11-9a16) 
S.2375[1] 374 (413b13-416a10) 
S.2375[2] 374 (492a15-494a4) 
S.2375[3] 374 (495c25-497a19) 
S.2376[1] 220 (vol. 5, 431c2-432a1) 
S.2376[2] 220 (vol. 7, 1090b25-c23) 
S.2377 262 (47a22-55a9) 
S.2378 262 (12a22-15c2) 
S.2379 235 (749b11-752c3) 
S.2380 235 (749a5-752c3) 
S.2381 1331 (528c23-532b3) 
S.2382 665 (432c13-436b3) 
S.2383 672 (636c9-640c2) 
S.2384 2908 (1454a13-1455b20) 
S.2386 366 (347a4-348a27) 
S.2387 220 (vol. 5, 618b8-620b27) 
S.2388 262 (56c20-58b7) 
S.2389 235 (750a16-752c3) 
S.2390 450 (405b12-407b23) 
S.2391 220 (vol. 6, 808b8-c8) 
S.2392 901 (861a18-863c2) 
S.2393 374 (400a9-404a29) 
S.2394 374 (540c24-546c28) 
S.2395 220 (vol. 7, 44b29-c29) 
S.2396 374 (493c13-498a29) 
S.2397 220 (vol. 6, 92b5-93a2) 
S.2398 235 (751a21-752c3) 
S.2399 279 (189c7-193b11) 
S.2400 262 (1c15-10b21) 
S.2401 220 (vol. 6, 864c21-865a18) 
S.2402 220 (vol. 6, 864b2-868c19) 
S.2403 1808 (492a25-501b26) 
S.2405 1579 (742c12-749c18) 
S.2406 220 (vol. 7, 933c17-934a13) 
S.2407 220 (vol. 6, 863b27-864a17) 
S.2408 262 (28c7-34b22) 
S.2409 262 (28a1-32b15) 
S.2410 1509 (383c9-389a27) 
S.2411 220 (vol. 7, 306a4-c2) 
S.2412 220 (vol. 5, 90c23-91c9) 
S.2413 220 (vol. 5, 107c27-108c20) 
S.2414 223 (391c8-396b20) 
S.2415 374 (372a17-379a6) 
S.2416 235 (748c27-752c3) 
S.2417 235 (750b3-752a14) 
S.2418 235 (750c8-752c3) 
S.2419 262 (19b6-22a17) 
S.2420 2911 (1456c19-1458a23) 
S.2421 2747 (169b4-c11) 
S.2422 2759 (245a2-c4) 
S.2423 2896 (1416a6-1421c29) 
S.2424 366 (347a18-348a28) 
S.2425 1302 (421a18-422b4) 
S.2426 664 (359b7-365b11) 
S.2427 大正藏未収 
S.2428 2888 (1404a27-c28) 
S.2429 231 (711b12-716b25) 
S.2430 2765 (304a12-305b7) 
S.2431 2813 (1092a28-1105a17) 
S.2432 大正藏未収* 
S.2433 475 (538b21-544a19) 
S.2434 366 (346b25-348a29) 
S.2435 2807 (1011a10-1022c17) 
S.2436 2813 (1089a26-1105a16) 
S.2437 大正藏未収 
S.2437V 2735 (88c12-109b6) 
敦煌出土仏典・大正蔵典籍番号対照表 
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S.2438 2906 (1450c9-1452b24) 
S.2438V 典籍名未確定 
S.2439 2751 (194c4-199a12) 
S.2440[1] 大正藏未収* 
S.2440[2] 2845 (1297b10-26) 
S.2440[3] 2845 (1297c1-1298a14) 
S.2440[4] 2845 (1298a15-b5) 
S.2440[5] 2845 (1297a3-b9) 
S.2440V[1] 大正藏未収* 
S.2440V[2] 大正藏未収* 
S.2441 262 (55b13-58c12) 
S.2442 262 (5a9-10b21) 
S.2443 1331 (533a11-536b5) 
S.2444 1331 (533a14-536b5) 
S.2445 大正藏未収* 
S.2446 大正藏未収 
S.2450 220 (vol. 5, 51a2-56a22) 
S.2451 235 (749c19-750c3) 
S.2452 大正藏未収 
S.2453 665 (433a15-437c13) 
S.2454 大正藏未収 
S.2454V 大正藏未収 
S.2455 967 (349c28-352a26) 
S.2456 235 (749a17-750a20) 
S.2457 262 (40c4-41c22) 
S.2458 大正藏未収 
S.2459 235 (748c20-752c3) 
S.2460 278 (433b10-436a26) 
S.2461 大正藏未収 
S.2462[1] 1654 (490b19-491b1) 
S.2462[2] 1654 (490a25-b12) 
S.2463[1] 大正藏未収 
S.2463[2] 2750 (189b26-194c1) 
S.2463V 2823 (1206c19-1222c20) 
S.2464 256 (851a5-b14) 
S.2465 1723 (651b16-660b13) 
S.2466 2753 (205b11-207c21) 
S.2467 2878 (1361b17-1362c10) 
S.2468[1] 大正藏未収* 
S.2468[2] 大正藏未収* 
S.2469 663 (352b15-358a29) 
S.2470 大正藏未収 
S.2471 220 (vol. 7, 472b9-477c14) 
S.2472 2841 (1293c20-1294c29) 
S.2473 936 (82a3-84c29) 
S.2474V 2886 (1401c19-1403b15) 
S.2475 374 (576a4-578c20) 
S.2476 大正藏未収 
S.2477 大正藏未収 
S.2478 235 (750c16-752c3) 
S.2479 475 (537b9-540a6) 
S.2480 450 (405b9-407b25) 
S.2481 262 (46b28-55a9) 
S.2482 235 (750c7-752c3) 
S.2483 967 (350a1-352a26) 
S.2484 1331 (528c27-532b4) 
S.2485 262 (2b1-10b21) 
S.2486 945 (151c8-153b18) 
S.2487 220 (vol. 5, 40b22-45a13) 
S.2488 1431 (1031a17-1035b18) 
S.2489 大正藏未収* 
S.2490 663 (338c29-340c10) 
S.2491 2792 (659a21-672b21) 
S.2492 大正藏未収* 
S.2493 665 (418a15-422b15) 
S.2494 1331 (532b7-536b6) 
S.2495 220 (vol. 5, 709a22-710b8) 
S.2496 2776 (438a3-440a7) 
S.2497 2780 (536c13-540a1) 
S.2498[1] 大正藏未収 
S.2498[2] 2843 (1295c24-1296a28) 


















S.2499 2880 (1372b8-1376b29) 
S.2500 大正藏未収 
S.2501 2787 (571a14-579a15) 
S.2502[1] 大正藏未収* 
S.2502[2] 2745 (166a20-167b19) 
S.2503[1] 2839 (1291c16-1293a2) 
S.2503[2] 2834 (1273b9-1278a7) 
S.2504 1520 (10c24-20a1) 
S.2505 2810 (1046a11-1047b16) 
S.2507 220 (vol. 7, 338a9-b8) 
S.2508 475 (555c1-557b26) 
S.2509 220 (vol. 5, 399c19-405b9) 
S.2510 262 (1c14-10b21) 
S.2511 大正藏未収 
S.2512 2766 (306a6-310c13) 
S.2512V[1] 大正藏未収 
S.2512V[2] 2814 (1166c22-1169a23) 
S.2513 262 (2a20-10b21) 
S.2514 374 (430c25-433c19) 
S.2515 1331 (532b26-536b6) 
S.2516[1] 1451 (369b20-c10) 
S.2516[2] 1451 (310b15-29) 
S.2517 2882 (1383b11-1384b26) 
S.2518 235 (750b20-752c3) 
S.2519 676 (694a5-697c7) 
S.2520 235 (749b24-750b19) 
S.2521 262 (27b25-34b22) 
S.2522 665 (427b16-432c10) 
S.2523 475 (537a3-c16) 
S.2524 936 (82a3-84c29) 
S.2525 1804 (1a3-5c28) 
S.2526 353 (217a3-219c22) 
S.2527 278 (462b16-470a24) 
S.2529 262 (58a18-62a11) 
S.2530 1585 (11c9-12b26) 
S.2531 220 (vol. 6, 443b3-444c28) 
S.2533 262 (57c3-58a3) 
S.2534 389 (1110c17-1112a7) 
S.2535 2793 (672b27-683b26) 
S.2536 80 (891b5-27) 
S.2537 365 (342c6-346b21) 
S.2538 2891 (1405c5-1409c12) 
S.2539[1] 典籍名未確定 
S.2539[2] 2735 (81b4-83a21) 
S.2540[1] 2911 (1456c29-1458a23) 
S.2540[2] 801 (745b7-746b8) 
S.2540[3] 998 (577a20-578a28) 
S.2540[4] 685 (779a25-c23) 
S.2541 1331 (533b6-536b5) 
S.2542 大正藏未収 
S.2543 665 (433a15-437c13) 
S.2544[1] 262 (14c28-19a6) 
S.2544[2] 大正藏未収 





S.2550 220 (vol. 5, 643a27-646a6) 
S.2551 2767 (310c19-327c17) 
S.2552[1] 2801 (840b11-846b22) 







S.2554V 2814 (1121c16-1138b14) 
S.2555 大正藏未収 
S.2556 大正藏未収 
S.2557 279 (219a2-223b29) 
S.2558 665 (417c25-419c23) 
S.2561 220 (vol. 6, 456c29-457a28) 
S.2562 397 (51b15-55b16) 
S.2563 235 (750a28-752c3) 
S.2564 235 (749b20-752c3) 
S.2565[1] 2920 (1463b26-c13) 
S.2565[2] 大正藏未収 
S.2565V 大正藏未収* 
S.2566 2843 (1295b25-1296b3) 
S.2567 2849 (1299c10-1300a5) 
S.2568 2850 (1300a9-b1) 
S.2569 262 (12c20-19a12) 
S.2570 665 (408c11-413c5) 
S.2571 220 (vol. 7, 779c3-785b3) 
S.2572 475 (552c3-557b8) 
S.2573 262 (12a9-19a12) 
S.2574 大正藏未収* 
S.2576 262 (55a13-62b1) 
S.2577 262 (57a25-62b1) 
S.2579 1980 (446b16-c4) 
S.2581 2836 (1281c10-1282a17) 
S.2582 佛名經 
S.2583 大正藏未収* 
S.2583V 2832 (1270b3-c5) 
S.2584 2778 (501b7-515c21) 
S.2585 2914 (1459c17-1460c14) 
S.2585V 2914 (1460c14-1461c2) 
S.2586 大正藏未収* 
S.2587 大正藏未収 
S.2591 374 (475b24-480b22) 
S.2592 262 (47a1-55a9) 
S.2593[1] 374 (534a3-5) 
S.2593[2] 374 (583a4-7) 
S.2593[3] 377 (900c14-24) 
S.2594 大正藏未収 
S.2595 2833 (1270c10-1273b5) 
S.2596 大正藏未収* 
S.2597 典籍名未確定 
S.2597V 2735 (103c21-105a8) 
S.2598 374 (459b27-463a14) 
S.2599 262 (12b7-19a12) 
S.2600 475 (537a3-c7) 
S.2601 262 (27b22-29c5) 
S.2602 262 (4a14-b20) 
S.2603 大正藏未収 
S.2604 967 (351b19-c18) 
S.2605 235 (752b10-c3) 
S.2606 231 (694a8-697b13) 
S.2608 475 (547b5-551c27) 
S.2609 475 (544b29-551c27) 
S.2610 273 (366c19-374b28) 
S.2611 936 (82a3-84c29) 
S.2612 2812 (1069c28-1088b29) 
S.2613 大正藏未収* 
S.2614 2858 (1307a21-1314a29) 
S.2615 262 (53b20-55a9) 
S.2616 450 (404c12-408b25) 
S.2617 1429 (1016b12-1017a23) 
S.2619 223 (407b6-c7) 
S.2621 262 (12b8-19a12) 
S.2622 220 (vol. 7, 438b16-443b24) 
S.2623 220 (vol. 5, 574b15-c14) 
S.2624 2895 (1415a1-c18) 
S.2625 967 (349b2-350a17) 
S.2626 262 (5b25-6b21) 
S.2627 220 (vol. 7, 237b2-14) 
S.2628 220 (vol. 7, 1009a1-27) 
S.2629 220 (vol. 6, 840b22-c18) 
S.2631 262 (20a7-27b9) 
S.2632 235 (749b1-752c3) 
S.2633 262 (55a13-59a2) 
S.2634 262 (3c28-10b21) 
S.2635 235 (748c25-752c3) 
S.2636 大正藏未収 
S.2637 262 (24b29-27b9) 
S.2638 366 (346c1-348a29) 
S.2639 262 (2a4-10b21) 
S.2640 262 (35b28-37a2) 
S.2641 223 (397a5-b21) 
S.2642 936 (82a3-83b27) 
S.2643[1] 2911 (1456c14-1458a23) 
S.2643[2] 大正藏未収* 
S.2644 936 (82c9-84c29) 
S.2645 262 (6a20-7b9) 
S.2646 936 (82b10-84c29) 
S.2647 262 (20b26-21a3) 
S.2648 1302 (420b16-c25) 
S.2649 2915 (1461c6-1462b7) 
S.2650 251 (848c4-22) 
S.2651 2810 (1048b15-1065b14) 
S.2652 262 (58a18-62b1) 
S.2653 232 (728a9-732c9) 
S.2654 375 (787b12-792b18) 
S.2655 223 (341b10-346c27) 
S.2656 262 (19c10-27a23) 
S.2657 220 (vol. 5, 245a23-b21) 
S.2658 大正藏未収 
S.2659[1] 2140 (1270b22-1279c10) 
S.2659[2] 1809 (511c23-519c7) 
S.2659V[1] 2087 (870a24-875b7) 
S.2659V[2] 大正藏未収 
S.2660 2761 (253b4-261b25) 
S.2661 大正藏未収 
S.2662 2752 (199a14-205b5) 
S.2663 典籍名未確定 
S.2663V 2787 (592a15-594c4) 
S.2664 2789 (644c19-653a6) 
S.2665 1484 (1005b8-1009c8) 
S.2666 220 (vol. 5, 234a13-b12) 
S.2667 220 (vol. 5, 263a11-b10) 
S.2668 220 (vol. 5, 882a11-886a28) 
S.2669V[1] 大正藏未収 








S.2670 2742 (154b14-156c20) 





S.2673 2894 (1413b3-1414b23) 
S.2674 2818 (1184a22-1192c15) 
S.2675 2813 (1089a29-1105a17) 
S.2676 262 (25b12-26a1) 
S.2677 262 (26c10-27b9) 
S.2678 251 (848c4-24) 
S.2679[1] 大正藏未収* 
S.2679[2] 大正藏未収* 





S.2684V 1600 (464b7-477b21) 
S.2685 大正藏未収 
S.2686 大正藏未収 
S.2688 2770 (355a10-364b22) 
S.2689 大正藏未収 
S.2690 220 (vol. 7, 73c21-74a4) 
敦煌出土仏典・大正蔵典籍番号対照表 
387 
S.2692 2883 (1384c6-1390a18) 
S.2693 2759 (239c22-249a28) 
S.2694 2754 (207c25-217b10) 
S.2695 2825 (1230c19-1235c13) 
S.2695V 2816 (1182b19-c28) 
S.2696 235 (748c25-752c3) 
S.2697 2873 (1356a16-1358c22) 
S.2698 220 (vol. 5, 227c2-29) 
S.2699 235 (750a21-752c3) 
S.2700 大正藏未収 
S.2701 2777 (454c22-473a1) 
S.2702 2777 (440a12-458a15) 
S.2702V[2] 788 (727a14-b27) 
S.2702V[3] 1253 (253b4-255a26) 
S.2704 423 (969c10-972b16) 
S.2705 262 (59b26-62b1) 






S.2707V[2] 2818 (1187c10-25) 
S.2708 2904 (1446a6-c1) 
S.2709 典籍名未確定 
S.2709V 1361(附) (878b6-881b29) 
S.2714 2876 (1361a9-26) 
S.2715 大正藏未収* 
S.2716 大正藏未収 
S.2717 2799 (762b26-766c15) 
S.2718 典籍名未確定 
S.2719 1511 (783c14-786b18) 
S.2720 2812 (1071b12-1088b29) 
S.2721 2755 (217b18-234a7) 
S.2721V 2814 (1138b20-1156a24) 
S.2722 典籍名未確定 
S.2723 1978 (423c25-424a8) 
S.2724 278 (414b12-418a24) 
S.2725 2792 (659a6-661c10) 
S.2726 223 (317a11-318b1) 
S.2727 441 (205a4-29) 
S.2728 967 (350a6-352a26) 
S.2730 223 (392c24-393c26) 
S.2731 1764 (852a14-863a14) 
S.2731V 2810 (1056a1-1065b10) 
S.2732 2769 (339c13-355a4) 
S.2732V 2812 (1068a3-1078b16) 
S.2733 2748 (170a2-176c17) 
S.2734[1] 典籍名未確定 
S.2734[2] 2899 (1426a8-1431b22) 
S.2734[3] 1644 (178b14-185b13) 
S.2734[4] 24 (358c17-365a6) 
S.2735 2764(A) (280a15-294a9) 
S.2736 262 (47c7-48a18) 
S.2737 典籍名未確定 
S.2738 2733 (18b23-19b18) 
S.2739 2778 (501b25-518b14) 
S.2740 374 (572a28-574b7) 
S.2741 2799 (761a5-770a16) 
S.2742 1851 (814a1-817b23) 
S.2743 典籍名未確定 
S.2744 2735 (67a20-88a28) 
S.2745 936 (82a3-84c29) 
S.2746 665 (403a10-408a28) 
S.2747 2805 (982b17-990b5) 
S.2747V 2805 (990b10-999b18) 
S.2748 2798 (745a17-759b12) 
S.2749 235 (750c20-751b8) 
S.2750 262 (20a27-c4) 
S.2751 936 (82c3-83c15) 
S.2752 大正藏未収* 
S.2753 262 (27b19-28b27) 
S.2754 2920 (1463b26-1464a10) 
S.2755 大正藏未収 
S.2756 262 (27c1-34b22) 
S.2757 235 (749c29-752c3) 
S.2758 665 (415a20-417b27) 
S.2759 1302 (420a3-421a14) 
S.2760 262 (19b11-23a12) 
S.2761 1509 
S.2762 945 (119c2-124b6) 
S.2763 262 (2a1-10b21) 
S.2764 220 (vol. 5, 763a14-768a3) 
S.2765 665 (418b5-422b21) 
S.2766 374 (514c25-516a6) 
S.2767 235 (749a3-750c23) 
S.2768 262 (55c1-56b29) 
S.2769 212 (768c16-769a13) 
S.2770 220 (vol. 6, 235c25-241a2) 
S.2771 353 (219a22-223b14) 
S.2772 220 (vol. 6, 541b21-c29) 
S.2773 220 (vol. 6, 569a29-c15) 
S.2774 262 (4a23-10b21) 
S.2775 262 (3b19-10b21) 
S.2776 262 (37b5-46b14) 
S.2777 262 (1c18-2a16) 
S.2778 1428 (750a12-758c28) 
S.2779 375 (822a5-828a25) 
S.2780 375 (821c27-828a25) 
S.2781 典籍名未確定 
S.2782 2735 (66c8-88c6) 
S.2783 262 (46b18-c14) 
S.2784 262 (12c25-16b6) 
S.2785 262 (3b20-4b28) 
S.2786[1] 1013 (686a9-688a18) 
S.2786[2] 1015 (693a12-695a21) 
S.2787 450 (405a9-408a13) 
S.2788 1511 (788a6-792a7) 
S.2789 672 (594c7-595b18) 
S.2790 大正藏未収 
S.2791 374 (588c6-592b26) 
S.2792 大正藏未収 
S.2793 1428 (853b24-c21) 
S.2794 273 (365c24-374b28) 
S.2795 1428 (683b13-c8) 
S.2796 220 (vol. 6, 756b24-758a17) 
S.2797 佛名經 
S.2798 665 (414c20-417c16) 
S.2799 374 (428b20-433c19) 
S.2800 672 (622c12-626a27) 
S.2801 251 (848c7-24) 
S.2802 235 (749a18-752c3) 
S.2803 945 (152b22-155b4) 
S.2804 665 (432c13-437c13) 
S.2806 1431 (1030c14-1041a18) 
S.2807 235 (748c20-752c3) 
S.2808 262 (25c11-26c14) 
S.2809 262 (37a8-b7) 
S.2810 235 (749a28-752c3) 
S.2811 典籍名未確定 
S.2812 262 (56c13-58b7) 
S.2813 665 (414a7-415a15) 
S.2814 262 (58b8-62b1) 
S.2815 大正藏未収* 
S.2816 263 (99b18-100b13) 
S.2817 1535 (364c12-365b9) 
S.2818 1425 (320b24-324b24) 
S.2819 220 (vol. 6, 289c12-294a29) 
S.2820 231 (709a20-b26) 
S.2821 大正藏未収* 
S.2822 大正藏未収 
S.2823 936 (82b17-84c29) 
S.2824 235 (749a12-752c3) 
S.2825 262 (44a4-50b22) 
S.2826 235 (748c17-752c3) 
S.2827 1302 (420a3-421a14) 
S.2828 235 (751b27-752c3) 
S.2829 262 (11a19-12b8) 
S.2830 235 (749a10-750a29) 
S.2831 1433 (1062a13-c19) 
S.2833 936 (82b26-84c28) 
S.2834 220 (vol. 5, 656b8-661b6) 
S.2835 374 (382b18-384c26) 
S.2836 佛名經 




S.2838 475 (552a5-557b26) 
S.2839 262 (1c23-10b20) 
S.2840 251 (848c4-24) 
S.2841 262 (55b5-62b1) 
S.2842 235 (749c13-752c3) 
S.2843 664 (386a19-389b19) 
S.2844 220 (vol. 5, 116c27-117a19) 
S.2845 967 (349b12-352a26) 
S.2846 220 (vol. 5, 679a15-b12) 
S.2847 262 (36a25-37c15) 
S.2848 665 (411a9-412c17) 
S.2849 7 (543c29-546b6) 
S.2850 220 (vol. 6, 74c14-75c22) 
S.2851 大正藏未収 
S.2852 235 (748c17-752c3) 
S.2853 2916 (1462a6-18) 
S.2855 7 (574b10-580c16) 
S.2856 220 (vol. 6, 951a17-956a6) 
S.2857 374 (569a19-574b7) 
S.2858 936 (82a6-84c29) 
S.2859 936 (82a3-84c29) 
S.2860 374 (603c2-25) 
S.2861 375 (810a21-811c29) 
S.2862 742 (548c8-550a14) 
S.2863 262 (56c13-58b7) 
S.2864[1] 374 (398a13-402c10) 
S.2864[2] 374 (402c15-404a29) 
S.2865 262 (20b22-27b9) 
S.2866 1509 (223a21-228c25) 
S.2867 2878 (1361c4-1362c10) 
S.2868 1808 (499c29-500b27) 
S.2869 375 (793c12-796c18) 
S.2870 220 (vol. 5, 1009c7-1012a29) 
S.2871 475 (548b18-551c27) 
S.2872 大正藏未収* 
S.2873 251 (848c5-24) 
S.2874 235 (751b25-752c3) 
S.2875 665 (406a2-408a28) 
S.2876 374 (383c3-384c25) 
S.2877 262 (7b26-10b21) 
S.2878 475 (548a7-551a22) 
S.2879 202 (349b2-355b2) 
S.2880 262 (57a3-58a11) 
S.2881 665 (413c17-417c16) 
S.2882 2916 (1462a3-18) 
S.2883 262 (59b10-60c11) 
S.2884 475 (549b28-551a21) 
S.2885 586 (33b1-47a19) 
S.2886 2787 (567a3-594c11) 
S.2887 262 (24a27-27b9) 
S.2888 936 (82a3-84c29) 
S.2889 712 (823b20-824a15) 
S.2890 262 (56c16-58b7) 
S.2891 665 (408b15-413c6) 
S.2892 434 (90a6-b17) 
S.2893 936 (82c20-84c8) 
S.2894 1806 (429c26-435c23) 
S.2895 389 (1112a16-b22) 
S.2896 262 (44c29-46b14) 
S.2897 220 (vol. 6, 557c3-558a22) 
S.2898 235 (750b12-c12) 
S.2899 665 (413c10-417b22) 
S.2900 大正藏未収* 
S.2901 220 (vol. 7, 289c12-290c4) 
S.2902 235 (749b18-752c3) 
S.2903 665 (417c19-418a23) 
S.2904 220 (vol. 6, 122c2-124c18) 
S.2905 235 (748c17-749a17) 
S.2906 223 (250a7-253b16) 
S.2907 220 (vol. 5, 515c6-516b26) 
S.2908 235 (749a10-752c3) 
S.2909 936 (82a3-84c29) 
S.2910 2897 (1422b25-1425b3) 
S.2911 大正藏未収 
S.2912[1] 220 (vol. 6, 134a3-c3) 
S.2912[2] 220 (vol. 6, 356b11-360c25) 
S.2913 936 (82a3-84c29) 
S.2914 475 (551a21-c22) 
S.2916 1596 (271a4-273a3) 
S.2917 374 (451c14-455b10) 
S.2918 279 (76b18-c16) 
S.2919 220 (vol. 5, 627c3-630c13) 
S.2920 672 (587a4-594a29) 
S.2921 大正藏未収 
S.2923 374 (436a12-439b24) 
S.2924 262 (20c4-27b9) 
S.2925 227 (552c8-555c10) 
S.2925V 544 (838a5-840a28) 
S.2926 2912 (1458b3-1459a8) 
S.2926V[1-1] 788 (727a14-b27) 
S.2926V[1-2] 788 (727a15-727b27) 
S.2926V[2] 2895 (1414c22-1415c19) 
S.2927[1] 374 (586c24-590b26) 
S.2927[2] 375 (838b13-840b14) 
S.2928[1] 大正藏未収 
S.2928[2] 大正藏未収 
S.2929[1] 1332 (536c6-541a10) 
S.2929[2] 典籍名未確定 
S.2930 220 (vol. 7, 954c25-958a26) 
S.2931 262 (1c21-2a23) 
S.2932 262 (47c23-50c8) 
S.2933 374 (442a13-445b20) 
S.2934[1] 665 (403a3-408a28) 
S.2934[2] 典籍名未確定 
S.2935 大正藏未収 
S.2936 672 (594b24-600b14) 
S.2937 262 (53b3-55a9) 
S.2938 262 (56c27-58b7) 
S.2939 262 (57b1-58b7) 
S.2940 235 (749b27-c20) 
S.2942 1509 (478b27-481b11) 
S.2943[1] 635 (504b1-15) 
S.2943[2] 721 (203a28-b11) 
S.2943[3] 721 (178a2-17) 
S.2943[4] 157 (178c3-19) 
S.2943[5] 721 (399a27-b8) 
S.2943[6] 157 (178c19-179a2) 
S.2943[7] 721 (399a16-26) 
S.2943[8] 657 (143b3-14) 
S.2943[9] 721 (241a2-19) 
S.2943[10] 721 (252a4-22) 
S.2943[11] 387 (1105c29-1106a15) 
S.2943[12] 721 (229c4-7) 
S.2943[13] 721 (288a2-7) 
S.2943[14] 635 (504b15-25) 
S.2943[15] 721 (252a22-b8) 
S.2943[16] 721 (271a24-b7) 
S.2943[17] 721 (203a15-28) 
S.2943[18] 721 (59b8-12) 
S.2943[19] 721 (241b2-7) 
S.2943[20] 657 (187a23-25) 
S.2943[21] 721 (119b18-23) 
S.2943[22] 721 (141a3-19) 
S.2943[23] 657 (143a18-b3) 
S.2943[24] 657 (140a12-20) 
S.2943[25] 657 (140a28-b4) 
S.2943[26] 721 (209a14-18) 
S.2943[27] 721 (299a16-19) 
S.2943V 典籍名未確定 
S.2944[1] 310 (567b25-c18) 
S.2944[2] 221 (114c8-115a6) 
S.2944[3] 310 (193c5-195a6) 
S.2944[4] 221 (21b3-23) 





S.2946 475 (547a16-c13) 
S.2948 220 (vol. 6, 932a3-27) 
S.2949 936 (82a3-84c29) 
S.2950 936 (82a3-84c29) 
S.2951 375 (810a12-816a11) 
S.2952 665 (408b2-409a6) 
S.2953 235 (749a6-751c15) 
敦煌出土仏典・大正蔵典籍番号対照表 
389 
S.2954 936 (82c9-83c2) 
S.2955 262 (46c15-55a9) 
S.2956 262 (60c12-62b1) 
S.2957 663 (336a14-340c10) 
S.2958 374 (419c1-422b28) 
S.2959 235 (749a15-752c2) 
S.2960 665 (449b10-450b24) 
S.2962 220 (vol. 7, 273a25-b21) 
S.2963 586 (42b7-47a1) 
S.2964 936 (82a3-84c29) 
S.2965 440 (143c15-144b15) 
S.2966 262 (18a28-19a12) 
S.2967 2880 (1376c6-1380b14) 
S.2968 大正藏未収 
S.2969 235 (749c1-752c3) 
S.2970 1484 (1009c19-1010a21) 
S.2971 365 (344c20-346a7) 




S.2976 936 (82a3-84c29) 
S.2977 936 (82c8-84c28) 
S.2978 262 (37b4-46b14) 
S.2979 262 (38a10-42a28) 
S.2980 450 (405a13-408b25) 
S.2981 663 (335b6-358a29) 
S.2982 936 (82a3-84c29) 
S.2983 665 (444b19-450c15) 
S.2985 2830(A) (1268b25-c25) 
S.2985V 2830(B) (1269a3-14) 
S.2986 450 (405a6-408b25) 
S.2987 220 (vol. 6, 61a12-b10) 
S.2988 1509 (458b16-463b13) 
S.2989 440 (178c28-179a10) 
S.2990 945 (112b23-114c13) 
S.2991 475 (537c28-544a19) 
S.2992 262 (57b25-58b7) 
S.2993 712 (825a17-826a27) 
S.2994 475 (544b26-c26) 
S.2995 235 (748c17-749b25) 
S.2996 220 (vol. 7, 830b11-c7) 
S.2997 262 (57b10-58b7) 
S.2998 235 (749a11-752c3) 
S.3000 262 (11a9-15c29) 
S.3001 2796 (719a26-727a21) 
S.3002 262 (37a6-38b26) 
S.3003 235 (750a8-752c3) 
S.3004 262 (2b26-10b21) 
S.3005 典籍名未確定 
S.3006 262 (17a13-19a12) 
S.3007 1071 (152a14-154c28) 
S.3008 佛名經 
S.3009 936 (82b6-84c29) 
S.3010 大正藏未収 
S.3012 377 (908a11-912a11) 
S.3013 936 (82b18-84c29) 
S.3014 936 (82a3-84c29) 




S.3018 241 (778b27-c25) 
S.3019 2746 (167b25-169a24) 
S.3020 235 (749a22-752c3) 
S.3021 374 (517b12-522a27) 
S.3022 262 (46c9-52a12) 
S.3023 220 (vol. 6, 482c18-483a16) 
S.3024 452 (419c18-420a7) 
S.3025 220 (vol. 5, 1042c3-1043a1) 
S.3026 278 (454b19-455a26) 
S.3027 366 (346b28-348a28) 
S.3028 262 (13b25-19a12) 
S.3029 262 (3c8-10b21) 
S.3030 450 (404c22-408b25) 
S.3031 1579 (615a19-620c21) 
S.3032 936 (82a3-84c29) 
S.3033 936 (82a3-84c29) 
S.3034 936 (82a3-84c29) 
S.3035 936 (82a3-84c29) 
S.3036 936 (82a3-83c29) 
S.3037 936 (82a3-84c29) 
S.3038 936 (82a3-84c29) 
S.3039 大正藏未収 
S.3040 2791 (654a20-658b16) 
S.3041 1431 (1035b24-1041a17) 
S.3042 235 (750b20-752c3) 
S.3043 262 (17b10-19a12) 
S.3044 262 (10b28-c19) 
S.3045 262 (56c28-58b7) 
S.3047 2780 (536c21-537b8) 
S.3049 235 (749b26-750a21) 
S.3050 1057 (83c19-84b9) 
S.3050V 大正藏未収* 
S.3051 2899 (1427c5-1431b1) 
S.3052 945 (110a11-114c13) 
S.3053 262 (31b18-37a2) 
S.3054 262 (57b2-58b7) 
S.3055 262 (2b25-3c6) 
S.3056 262 (47c8-49a1) 
S.3057 262 (50c3-53c14) 
S.3058 262 (58b17-62b1) 
S.3059 665 (415a3-417c16) 
S.3060 374 (470a7-473b27) 
S.3062 235 (749b26-752c3) 
S.3063 235 (751a25-752c3) 
S.3064 262 (37b6-46b14) 
S.3065 665 (417c19-420a28) 
S.3066 1331 (529a24-530c3) 
S.3067 235 (749a17-752c2) 
S.3068 665 (417c19-419c8) 
S.3069 475 (553b12-554c22) 
S.3070 262 (27b13-c11) 
S.3072 278 (705b19-710a28) 
S.3073 366 (346c10-347b8) 
S.3075 262 (40a23-46b14) 
S.3076 佛名經 
S.3077 945 (106b2-110a7) 
S.3078 220 (vol. 5, 728c10-731b11) 
S.3079 262 (28c22-37a2) 
S.3080 262 (55b5-62b1) 
S.3081 262 (22a23-23c25) 
S.3082 262 (39c25-46b14) 
S.3083 262 (15c14-19a12) 
S.3084 442 (314a15-b27) 
S.3085 235 (750a19-751a20) 
S.3086 220 (vol. 6, 836b27-842a14) 
S.3087 220 (vol. 6, 70c2-12) 
S.3088 235 (752b17-c3) 
S.3089 262 (46c19-55a9) 
S.3090 262 (61c17-62b1) 
S.3091 2917(A) (1462a24-b8) 
S.3093 220 (vol. 5, 361a12-363c27) 
S.3094 262 (11c15-19a12) 
S.3095 220 (vol. 6, 310b7-c1) 




S.3098 220 (vol. 6, 161a10-c10) 
S.3099 220 (vol. 7, 123c4-124b3) 
S.3100 220 (vol. 7, 377b1-382b14) 
S.3101 大正藏未収 
S.3102 945 (124b9-128b7) 
S.3103 945 (113b4-118b7) 
S.3104 374 (588b5-590b20) 
S.3105 220 (vol. 7, 94a6-b5) 
S.3106 665 (418a20-422b21) 
S.3107 440 (151c14-156c14) 
S.3108 1646 (320b12-325a8) 
S.3110 235 (750c1-751c4) 
S.3111 235 (749a17-752c3) 
S.3112 450 (404c23-408b25) 





S.3115 365 (343a26-346b21) 
S.3116 大正藏未収 
S.3117 235 (750b5-751a21) 
S.3118 235 (750c20-751a20) 
S.3119 374 (440b14-441a6) 
S.3120 262 (58a28-62b1) 
S.3121 936 (82c16-84c29) 
S.3122 235 (748c17-749b7) 
S.3123 1484 (1008c16-1009b20) 
S.3124 220 (vol. 7, 352b19-c18) 
S.3125 262 (52b12-53a4) 
S.3126 2915 (1461c6-24) 
S.3126V 2917(A) (1462a24-b8) 
S.3127 220 (vol. 6, 847c6-848a5) 
S.3128 387 (1086a2-1088b10) 
S.3129 23 (284c7-285a14) 
S.3130 220 (vol. 6, 291a7-b3) 
S.3131 262 (19a27-25c26) 
S.3132 大正藏未収 
S.3133 586 (33a22-b9) 
S.3134 389 (1110c17-1111b24) 
S.3136 410 (681a3-686a2) 
S.3137 663 (340c16-342a29) 
S.3138 235 (749a18-752c3) 
S.3141 262 (17a26-18a1) 
S.3142 235 (749a17-b19) 
S.3143 475 (539c14-540b5) 
S.3144 262 (19a14-23c18) 
S.3145 235 (749b12-752c3) 
S.3146 665 (433b6-437c13) 
S.3147 大正藏未収* 
S.3148 235 (750a9-752c3) 
S.3149 235 (750b3-752c3) 
S.3150 大正藏未収 
S.3151 475 (537a3-538b4) 
S.3152 大正藏未収 
S.3153 374 (367a10-371c8) 




S.3157 220 (vol. 6, 8b7-c4) 
S.3158 220 (vol. 6, 642a17-b14) 
S.3159 235 (749a1-752b8) 
S.3160 450 (404c20-408b25) 
S.3161 220 (vol. 6, 367c26-371b14) 
S.3162 440 (114a29-b23) 
S.3163 262 (28a23-29a19) 
S.3164 235 (748c17-752c3) 
S.3165 475 (538c6-544a18) 
S.3166 220 (vol. 6, 97a21-102a27) 
S.3167 262 (51b11-55a9) 
S.3168 475 (548a8-551c27) 
S.3169 262 (19a24-27b8) 
S.3170 220 (vol. 6, 392a2-393b26) 
S.3171 685 (779b4-c23) 
S.3172[1] 2897 (1422c27-1423a27) 
S.3172[2] 大正藏未収* 
S.3174 223 (233c26-237a5) 
S.3175 220 (vol. 7, 1101c8-1102b11) 
S.3176 1429 (1020c5-1022c10) 
S.3177 大正藏未収 
S.3178 256 (851b7-c13) 
S.3179 1375 (895b23-c3) 
S.3180 262 (56c10-58b7) 
S.3181 262 (27c17-37a2) 
S.3182 235 (750a15-752c3) 
S.3183 235 (748c17-752c3) 
S.3184 220 (vol. 5, 626b8-c6) 
S.3185 1509 (516b20-522a5) 
S.3185V 1071 (152a11-b9) 
S.3186 1331 (532c29-536a13) 
S.3187 475 (537c1-544a19) 
S.3188 665 (409a4-413c6) 
S.3190 262 (61c24-62b1) 
S.3191 665 (409b18-c17) 
S.3192 1579 (296a6-b7) 
S.3193 663 (341c11-342a20) 
S.3194[2] 大正藏未収* 
S.3196 1331 (532b12-c28) 
S.3197 475 (553a2-557b26) 
S.3198 262 (46b17-55a9) 
S.3199 大正藏未収 
S.3200 220 (vol. 5, 79a21-85a8) 
S.3201 262 (50b28-54c25) 
S.3202 220 (vol. 6, 382c27-383a25) 
S.3203 2895 (1415b29-c18) 
S.3204 235 (749a15-b14) 
S.3205 262 (57b19-58b7) 
S.3206 大正藏未収 
S.3207 220 (vol. 7, 1098a13-b9) 
S.3208 220 (vol. 5, 74c19-75a17) 
S.3209 235 (749c19-750b20) 
S.3210 236 (752c20-756b13) 
S.3211 475 (537a3-539b23) 
S.3212 262 (39b25-43a18) 
S.3213 235 (749a23-751b21) 
S.3214 310 (229a26-b27) 
S.3215 220 (vol. 6, 220a4-c9) 
S.3216 235 (749b22-752c3) 
S.3217 223 (390a25-398a6) 
S.3218 220 (vol. 6, 483b6-749c24) 
S.3219 235 (749b1-c17) 
S.3220 235 (748c17-749b9) 
S.3221 665 (443b28-444a8) 
S.3222 1509 (405c21-408c4) 
S.3223 262 (42b20-50b22) 
S.3224[1] 大正藏未収 
S.3224[2] 佛名經 
S.3225 220 (vol. 7, 315c5-316a3) 
S.3226 2782 (547a14-550b29) 
S.3228[1] 2887 (1403c20-1404a23) 
S.3228[2] 251 (848c4-24) 
S.3229 279 (69c28-72a21) 
S.3230 235 (750a27-752c3) 
S.3231 220 (vol. 5, 551a4-24) 
S.3232 262 (56c2-57a3) 
S.3233 典籍名未確定 
S.3234 2897 (1425a5-b3) 
S.3235 235 (749a12-750a5) 
S.3236 664 (390c16-395b17) 
S.3237 235 (748c17-752c2) 
S.3238 235 (748c17-752c3) 
S.3239 262 (11b27-19a1) 
S.3240 大正藏未収 
S.3241 262 (23a13-27b9) 
S.3242 262 (37c15-46b14) 
S.3243 365 (342c1-346b21) 
S.3244 2897 (1423b24-1425b1) 
S.3245 223 (303b24-c27) 
S.3246 936 (82a3-82b18) 
S.3247 262 (46b17-50c28) 
S.3248 665 (403a3-404a3) 
S.3249 大正藏未収 
S.3250 262 (28b5-37a2) 
S.3251 251 (848c4-21) 
S.3252 251 (848c4-24) 
S.3253 1484 (1008a2-1009c8) 
S.3254 235 (750c12-751a12) 
S.3255[1] 220 (vol. 6, 212c8-27) 
S.3255[2] 220 (vol. 6, 214a9-b28) 
S.3256 475 (545c10-546a20) 
S.3257[1] 663 (358b1-359b1) 
S.3257[2] 663 (335b2-340c10) 
S.3258 262 (58b19-62b1) 
S.3259 665 (445a25-447a14) 
S.3260 262 (38c28-46b14) 
S.3261 664 (365b15-372b25) 
S.3262 262 (15c17-17c6) 
S.3263 220 (vol. 5, 1032c2-1033b10) 
S.3264 235 (752a25-c3) 
S.3265 1331 (535b22-c23) 
S.3266 220 (vol. 6, 398a2-403a9) 
S.3267 1331 (533b15-536b6) 
S.3268 235 (749c27-752c3) 
敦煌出土仏典・大正蔵典籍番号対照表 
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S.3269 220 (vol. 6, 178c24-180a29) 
S.3270 262 (56c2-62b1) 
S.3271 262 (10b29-19a12) 
S.3272 235 (750b20-752c3) 
S.3273 1509 (63b21-65b28) 
S.3274 643 (674c15-679b6) 
S.3275 262 (4a14-5c1) 
S.3276 佛名經 
S.3277 262 (19b9-27b9) 
S.3278 262 (12a14-c24) 
S.3279 936 (82a3-84c29) 
S.3280 936 (82a3-84c29) 
S.3281 936 (82a3-84c29) 
S.3283 936 (82a3-84c29) 
S.3284 936 (82a3-84c29) 
S.3285 936 (82a3-84c29) 






S.3288 222 (194c1-199a6) 
S.3288V 大正藏未収 
S.3289 220 (vol. 5, 820a13-821c19) 
S.3290 235 (749b25-752c3) 
S.3291 235 (749b9-751a22) 
S.3292 374 (475c29-476b13) 
S.3293 262 (46c5-48c1) 
S.3294 235 (749a11-c18) 
S.3295 220 (vol. 7, 231c2-237a24) 
S.3296 262 (17c7-18c15) 
S.3297 235 (748c24-752c3) 
S.3298 1484 (1006a4-1007b8) 
S.3299 220 (vol. 6, 66b14-67b5) 
S.3300 235 (749b20-750a22) 
S.3301 262 (10c1-19a12) 
S.3302 262 (11a7-16b6) 
S.3303 936 (82a3-84c29) 
S.3304 374 (492c18-498a29) 
S.3305 475 (544b17-551c27) 
S.3306 2919 (1463a17-b21) 
S.3307 936 (82a3-84c29) 
S.3308 936 (82a3-84c29) 
S.3309 936 (82a3-84c29) 
S.3310 936 (82a3-84c29) 
S.3311 936 (82a3-84c29) 
S.3312 220 (vol. 7, 341b18-344b22) 
S.3313 235 (750c22-752c3) 
S.3314 936 (82a24-84c29) 
S.3315 大正藏未収 
S.3316 374 (428b16-433c19) 
S.3317 236 (753a9-757a13) 
S.3318 665 (414a22-415b14) 
S.3319 220 (vol. 5, 251a22-257a7) 
S.3320 220 (vol. 7, 221a2-18) 
S.3321 220 (vol. 5, 981b8-c10) 
S.3322 2873 (1356a16-b14) 
S.3324 2897 (1422b14-c20) 
S.3325 262 (28b23-29a20) 
S.3327 235 (749b23-752c3) 
S.3328 大正藏未収 
S.3331 262 (41c27-44b8) 
S.3332 936 (82a3-84c29) 
S.3333 262 (12b3-19a12) 
S.3334 1806 (433c4-445c14) 
S.3335 大正藏未収 
S.3336 大正藏未収 
S.3337 235 (749a21-750a23) 
S.3338 220 (vol. 7, 1075b26-1076b11) 
S.3339 佛名經 
S.3340 936 (82a3-84c29) 
S.3341 235 (751b16-752c3) 
S.3342 220 (vol. 7, 700b16-701a29) 
S.3343 220 (vol. 6, 328c5-329c9) 
S.3344 262 (58b28-59a16) 
S.3345 936 (82a3-84c29) 
S.3346 1606 (755b3-759b4) 
S.3348 262 (51c15-55a9) 
S.3349 936 (82b3-84a3) 
S.3350 366 (346b25-348b18) 
S.3351 235 (751b24-752a2) 
S.3352 佛名經 
S.3353 262 (56b19-57a1) 
S.3355 220 (vol. 7, 1044b13-c12) 
S.3356 235 (750c14-751c27) 
S.3357 大正藏未収* 
S.3358 475 (537b5-538b16) 
S.3359 262 (42a29-43a19) 
S.3360 665 (417a5-417c9) 
S.3361 262 (2a9-10b21) 
S.3362 1579 (601c24-607a15) 
S.3363 1484 (1003c29-1006a2) 
S.3364 220 (vol. 7, 494b13-c12) 
S.3365 1484 (1003c29-1005a25) 
S.3366 大正藏未収* 
S.3367 410 (690b24-696b19) 
S.3368 410 (686c11-690b20) 
S.3369 967 (350b17-352a26) 
S.3371 397 (213b29-219b18) 
S.3372 397 (171a13-176c6) 
S.3373 大正藏未収 
S.3374 1300 (404a22-407a19) 
S.3375V 大正藏未収* 
S.3376 475 (537b27-538a14) 
S.3377 475 (547b4-551c27) 
S.3378 650 (750a3-761b22) 
S.3379 262 (55b29-56b17) 
S.3381 665 (409b10-413c6) 
S.3382 2897 (1422c4-1425a30) 
S.3383 671 (534a18-535a20) 
S.3384 262 (27b20-37a2) 
S.3385 7 (441a14-446b15) 
S.3386 235 (749c17-752c3) 
S.3390 235 (750a27-752c3) 
S.3394 475 (547b4-551c27) 
S.3397 235 (750a22-752c3) 
S.3398 262 (43a2-46b14) 
S.3400 2881 (1381b15-1383b6) 
S.3401 262 (34a2-b10) 
S.3402 262 (2b25-c20) 
S.3403 235 (748c17-749b18) 
S.3404 262 (3a10-c16) 
S.3406 262 (53c27-54b21) 
S.3407 235 (750a20-752c3) 
S.3408 235 (748c28-749c20) 
S.3409 262 (56c9-58b7) 
S.3410 223 (316b11-320b9) 
S.3411 235 (749b26-752c3) 
S.3413 235 (749a17-c11) 
S.3414 278 (444a15-446c11) 
S.3415 475 (545a10-551c27) 
S.3416 374 (536a9-541b18) 
S.3417 2915 (1461c6-23) 
S.3418 443 (337c17-338a10) 
S.3419 1431 (1033a29-1041a18) 
S.3420 262 (58b8-62b1) 
S.3421 672 (626a28-630c27) 
S.3422 475 (552a11-557b26) 
S.3423 278 (518a18-524b12) 
S.3424 475 (542c13-544a19) 
S.3425 220 (vol. 7, 119c29-123b11) 
S.3426 262 (19b13-21a11) 
S.3428 681 (730c17-731a8) 
S.3429 374 (560b19-c21) 
S.3430 189 (629b28-630b11) 
S.3431 235 (748c17-749a14) 
S.3432 1071 (152b19-153a8) 
S.3433 235 (748c17-749b18) 
S.3434 475 (541a20-b24) 
S.3435 220 (vol. 7, 788b11-c23) 
S.3436 401 (523c17-536b8) 
S.3437 475 (537b3-544a19) 
S.3438 220 (vol. 6, 789a18-b28) 




S.3440 936 (82a3-84c29) 
S.3441 大正藏未収* 
S.3442 2917(A) (1462a24-b6) 
S.3443 220 (vol. 5, 105a12-b2) 
S.3444 262 (30b14-34c15) 
S.3445 475 (544a26-c26) 
S.3446 665 (405c4-408a28) 
S.3447 220 (vol. 7, 716c2-c29) 
S.3448 1425 (235c14-236a7) 
S.3450 235 (748c17-749c6) 
S.3451 235 (749c20-750a21) 
S.3452 936 (82a3-84c29) 
S.3453 936 (82a6-84c29) 
S.3454 665 (403b5-408a28) 
S.3455 262 (55b28-62b1) 
S.3456 262 (27c15-29c2) 
S.3457 251 (848c4-23) 
S.3458 475 (556a2-557b26) 
S.3459 典籍名未確定 
S.3460 1485 (1010c8-1016c28) 
S.3461 936 (82a3-84c29) 
S.3462 262 (1c15-2a3) 
S.3463 1509 (481b19-490a23) 
S.3464 262 (27c16-32b15) 
S.3467 262 (51a27-55a9) 
S.3468 2897 (1424b2-1425b3) 
S.3469 大正藏未収* 
S.3470 665 (414a29-417c16) 
S.3471 475 (552a25-557b26) 
S.3472 245 (825c16-829c22) 
S.3473 大正藏未収 
S.3474 220 (vol. 5, 599c11-604c6) 
S.3475 2777 (453c23-473a1) 
S.3476 1484 (1006c19-1009c8) 
S.3477 310 (546c18-547b9) 
S.3478 310 (93c2-28) 
S.3479 220 (vol. 6, 331a9-b5) 
S.3480 262 (51b11-54a20) 
S.3481 2778 (502b12-510c18) 
S.3482 374 (569a1-574b7) 
S.3483 1509 (336b19-343a5) 
S.3484 235 (750c9-751a29) 
S.3485 235 (749a1-752c3) 
S.3485V 2916 (1462a8-19) 
S.3486 475 (538b29-544a19) 
S.3487 大正藏未収* 
S.3488 475 (552a11-557b26) 
S.3489 278 (590b10-595a24) 
S.3490 262 (58b11-62b1) 
S.3491V 大正藏未収* 
S.3492 大正藏未収* 
S.3493 936 (82c9-84c29) 
S.3494 262 (17c8-19a4) 
S.3495 220 (vol. 6, 426c5-430a14) 
S.3496 665 (413c9-416b16) 
S.3497 681 (732b20-733a5) 
S.3498 262 (1c14-10b21) 
S.3499 262 (58a16-60b25) 
S.3500 235 (751b8-752c3) 
S.3501 235 (749b20-750a21) 
S.3502 262 (48b26-49c29) 
S.3503 大正藏未収 
S.3504 大正藏未収 
S.3505 262 (16b17-17c6) 
S.3506 2891 (1408a24-1409c11) 
S.3507 1431 (1032a27-1035b27) 
S.3508 262 (19c19-20b24) 
S.3509 262 (2b5-10b21) 
S.3510 262 (39a20-46b14) 
S.3511 262 (34b23-42a28) 
S.3512 235 (748c20-750b15) 
S.3513 262 (24a14-26b24) 
S.3514 60 (856b16-857c5) 
S.3515 235 (749c20-752c3) 
S.3516 262 (38c29-46b14) 
S.3517 475 (538a26-544a19) 
S.3518 374 (386b3-391b29) 
S.3519 262 (56c2-16) 
S.3520 220 (vol. 5, 458a8-c5) 
S.3521 251 (848c4-24) 
S.3522 典籍名未確定 
S.3522V 典籍名未確定 
S.3523 251 (848c4-24) 
S.3524 251 (848c4-24) 
S.3525 220 (vol. 7, 525b17-c16) 
S.3526 1579 (435c21-439c18) 
S.3527 374 (492c27-498a28) 
S.3528 220 (vol. 6, 204a5-12) 
S.3529 262 (2c1-3c14) 
S.3530 220 (vol. 6, 384a24-b23) 
S.3531 936 (82a23-84c29) 
S.3532 945 (116b13-119b21) 
S.3533 235 (749b7-c23) 
S.3534 1057 (83c19-89b23) 
S.3535 262 (23c29-27b9) 
S.3536 大正藏未収 
S.3537 235 (748c25-752c3) 
S.3538 大正藏未収* 
S.3538V 大正藏未収* 
S.3541 262 (11c15-19a12) 
S.3542 366 (347a4-348a29) 
S.3543 262 (30b14-37a2) 
S.3544 2910 (1455c16-1456c10) 
S.3545 664 (367b21-369b3) 
S.3546 大正藏未収 
S.3548 26 (473a1-477b18) 
S.3549 220 (vol. 5, 1009a19-b2) 
S.3550 220 (vol. 6, 442b6-c6) 
S.3551 220 (vol. 6, 116b9-117a21) 
S.3552 221 (123a24-128b24) 
S.3553 大正藏未収* 
S.3554 395 (1118a6-c2) 
S.3555[1] 223 (323b19-c16) 
S.3555[2] 223 (360a21-b8) 
S.3555[3] 223 (408a18-c10) 







S.3559[1] 1579 (428a10-28) 
S.3559[2] 1579 (428c23-429b24) 
S.3560 220 (vol. 6, 127b24-129c16) 
S.3561 475 (537b14-538a27) 
S.3562 278 (495a28-502b10) 




S.3566 251 (848c4-24) 
S.3567 220 (vol. 5, 1032c2-1033a1) 
S.3568 665 (414a12-b11) 
S.3569 475 (537a18-544a19) 
S.3570 672 (622b21-630c27) 
S.3571 440 (134b23-26) 
S.3572 440 (128b4-9) 
S.3573 262 (47b16-57a3) 
S.3574 220 (vol. 6, 906b22-911a25) 
S.3575 235 (749a19-752c2) 
S.3576 262 (12a2-19a12) 
S.3577 374 (444c21-445a17) 
S.3578 475 (540b7-544a11) 
S.3579 262 (10b24-19a12) 
S.3580 235 (749a3-752c3) 
S.3581 220 (vol. 5, 11c2-16c28) 
S.3582 450 (405a1-b11) 
S.3583 672 (597b11-600b14) 
S.3584 220 (vol. 5, 641a24-c22) 
S.3585 235 (749a11-752c3) 
S.3586 220 (vol. 5, 135a5-136c3) 
S.3587 665 (446a11-450c15) 
S.3588 665 (433b7-437c13) 
S.3589 235 (749a23-752c3) 
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S.3590 262 (4b19-6c10) 
S.3591 220 (vol. 7, 48c28-49a26) 
S.3592 典籍名未確定 
S.3593 665 (450c18-451a18) 
S.3594 220 (vol. 6, 161a10-27) 
S.3595[1-1] 279 (382c14-383a12) 
S.3595[1-2] 279 (324a19-b7) 
S.3595[1-3] 279 (324b8-c2) 
S.3595[2-1] 656 (5c22-6c21) 
S.3595[2-2] 656 (34a22-b5) 
S.3595[3] 310 (442b25-c22) 
S.3595[4] 1604 (618a11-b9) 
S.3596 220 (vol. 6, 831a7-836a28) 
S.3597 450 (404c12-408b25) 
S.3598 262 (37b22-c29) 
S.3599 235 (751a17-752c3) 
S.3600 440 (144b2-c12) 
S.3601 262 (2b17-10b21) 
S.3602 235 (748c17-752c3) 
S.3603 936 (82c23-84c29) 
S.3604 220 (vol. 7, 779b19-785b3) 
S.3605 262 (51b8-56c1) 
S.3606 220 (vol. 7, 74b16-79c5) 
S.3607 大正藏未収 
S.3608 220 (vol. 7, 1060b27-1061a15) 
S.3609 220 (vol. 7, 362a20-b11) 
S.3610 235 (748c23-749b11) 
S.3611 220 (vol. 5, 677c18-682c16) 
S.3612 262 (7c19-8b18) 
S.3613 262 (11a6-19a12) 
S.3614 262 (33a8-b26) 
S.3615 273 (365c24-366b29) 
S.3616 235 (749c12-752c3) 
S.3617 475 (540c8-541c9) 
S.3619 223 (386b9-389c28) 
S.3620 262 (42a29-50b22) 
S.3621 220 (vol. 5, 126b2-131b15) 
S.3622 235 (750b21-752c3) 
S.3623 279 (321b18-323b8) 
S.3624 大正藏未収* 
S.3625 450 (404c25-406a12) 
S.3626 佛名經 
S.3627 262 (48a14-b21) 
S.3628[1] 262 (33c1-29) 
S.3628[2] 262 (35c19-36b2) 
S.3629 佛名經 
S.3630 235 (749b19-750a20) 
S.3631 672 (594b2-600b13) 
S.3632 374 (440b25-445b20) 
S.3633 235 (751a3-752c3) 
S.3634 220 (vol. 7, 1099c23-1101c27) 
S.3635 967 (349b4-352a25) 
S.3636 665 (414c27-417c16) 
S.3637 308 (963c1-965b27) 
S.3638 235 (749c9-750c21) 
S.3639 450 (406c9-408b25) 
S.3640 262 (1c14-10b21) 
S.3641 235 (750c14-752c3) 
S.3642 235 (752a29-c3) 
S.3643 220 (vol. 5, 499c11-500a3) 
S.3644 262 (44c13-45a28) 
S.3645 262 (7c15-10b21) 
S.3646 262 (29c1-30b12) 
S.3647 475 (542c4-544a19) 
S.3648 664 (382b15-386a1) 
S.3649 235 (749a3-750a19) 
S.3650 475 (551c6-27) 
S.3651 235 (750a24-752c3) 
S.3652 262 (55a20-56c1) 
S.3653 235 (751a28-752c3) 
S.3654 262 (37a23-46b14) 
S.3655 262 (56b24-c1) 
S.3656 374 (525c1-526b26) 
S.3658 262 (44c27-46b14) 
S.3659 221 (138a10-c17) 
S.3660 220 (vol. 6, 871c4-874b18) 
S.3661 262 (21b13-27b9) 
S.3662 235 (749b26-752c3) 
S.3664 262 (60a7-62b1) 
S.3665 235 (748c20-749c21) 
S.3666 665 (427c16-432c10) 
S.3667 262 (27b26-37a2) 
S.3668 220 (vol. 6, 874b18-c25) 
S.3669 235 (748c29-749b18) 
S.3670 262 (30b12-31a22) 
S.3671 262 (37b17-46b14) 
S.3672 454 (425a16-b14) 
S.3673 1509 (599b5-604c1) 
S.3674 262 (62a1-b1) 
S.3675 220 (vol. 5, 521a3-526a13) 
S.3676 235 (750b24-752c3) 
S.3677 1509 (202b20-208a1) 
S.3678 262 (37b6-46b14) 
S.3679 典籍名未確定 
S.3680 475 (544b19-552a7) 
S.3681 220 (vol. 5, 630c22-635c24) 
S.3682 235 (752b3-c2) 
S.3684 262 (19b15-27b9) 
S.3685 2915 (1461c6-24) 
S.3687 2916 (1462a3-19) 
S.3688 262 (57c6-58b7) 
S.3689 220 (vol. 7, 375b11-376c28) 
S.3690 262 (51c4-53b19) 
S.3691 大正藏未収 
S.3692 262 (51a21-56c1) 
S.3693 202 (375c19-380a11) 
S.3694 936 (82a3-84c29) 
S.3695 365 (341b2-346b21) 
S.3696 2915 (1461c6-23) 
S.3697 1579 (406b21-411b23) 
S.3698 262 (53b9-55a9) 
S.3699 450 (407c24-408b24) 
S.3700 1429 (1019a3-1020a13) 
S.3701[1] 220 (vol. 7, 905a27-b10) 
S.3701[2] 721 (409b20-28) 
S.3703 262 (44c5-46b114) 
S.3704 2858 (1313c6-1314a13) 
S.3706 220 (vol. 6, 620c21-626a19) 
S.3707 374 (366a21-371b11) 
S.3709 220 (vol. 6, 1015a18-1020c4) 
S.3710 262 (2b10-3b7) 
S.3711 220 (vol. 6, 171c8-175c10) 
S.3711V 大正藏未収* 
S.3712 665 (438a2-444a9) 
S.3713 大正藏未収 
S.3713V[1] 大正藏未収* 
S.3713V[2] 2737 (122c22-27) 
S.3715 262 (57b28-58a17) 
S.3716 251 (848c7-23) 
S.3717 262 (33a3-34a14) 
S.3718 1429 (1015a18-c17) 
S.3719 681 (724c17-726b14) 
S.3720 大正藏未収 
S.3721 220 (vol. 6, 458b7-463b12) 
S.3723 475 (544b9-551c27) 
S.3724 936 (82a3-84c29) 
S.3725 1435 (352b28-376c11) 
S.3726 220 (vol. 6, 340a14-345a8) 
S.3727 220 (vol. 7, 774a2-13) 
S.3728 大正藏未収 
S.3728V 大正藏未収* 
S.3729 220 (vol. 5, 520c25-526a13) 
S.3730 220 (vol. 6, 775c9-781a18) 
S.3731 2812 (1082b23-1084b9) 
S.3732 936 (82a3-83b20) 
S.3733 936 (82c16-84c26) 
S.3734 262 (42b18-46b14) 
S.3735 1806 (429a3-b16) 
S.3736 1428 (735c21-743a7) 
S.3737 220 (vol. 5, 210b1-212b10) 
S.3738 374 (422c11-428b13) 
S.3739 220 (vol. 6, 182a24-c23) 
S.3740 262 (31b16-34b22) 
S.3741 262 (40b15-46b14) 
S.3742 大正藏未収 




S.3744 235 (749b11-b11) 
S.3745 936 (83c5-84c29) 
S.3746 262 (19b15-20a12) 
S.3748 220 (vol. 5, 677b20-678b16) 
S.3749 220 (vol. 7, 942b7-947b17) 
S.3751 262 (27b13-28a22) 
S.3752 262 (46c27-55a9) 
S.3754 220 (vol. 5, 1000a2-1003c15) 
S.3755 220 (vol. 5, 1b5-5c1) 
S.3756 221 (60a4-65a14) 
S.3757 967 (349b28-352a26) 
S.3758 1432 (1050c15-1057a17) 
S.3759 936 (82a3-84c29) 
S.3760 440 (153b2-c24) 
S.3762 936 (82b7-84c29) 
S.3763 220 (vol. 6, 156a2-b2) 
S.3764 663 (352a16-353c20) 
S.3765 2777 (440b28-442a3) 
S.3766 262 (10b26-19a12) 
S.3767 220 (vol. 5, 131b24-132c13) 
S.3768 典籍名未確定 
S.3769 262 (37c27-46b6) 
S.3770 2777 (440a12-443a1) 
S.3771 374 (442b20-446a7) 
S.3772 大正藏未収 
S.3773 2777 (442a4-443a16) 
S.3774 665 (418b15-422b21) 
S.3775 220 (vol. 6, 659c2-660c26) 
S.3776[1] 190 (915a3-29) 
S.3776[2] 389 (1110c13-1112b21) 
S.3777 262 (55a26-56c1) 
S.3778 262 (27b20-37a2) 
S.3779 1331 (532b7-c20) 
S.3780 佛名經 
S.3781 223 (392b9-402b18) 
S.3782 945 (133a7-139a13) 
S.3783 大正藏未収 
S.3784 220 (vol. 5, 22c2-28a17) 
S.3785 945 (145b9-146a2) 
S.3787 235 (748c22-752c3) 
S.3788 220 (vol. 6, 764c25-765a7) 
S.3789 大正藏未収 
S.3790 2917(A) (1462a24-b8) 
S.3791 262 (55b14-56a16) 
S.3792 2916 (1462a3-19) 
S.3794 251 (848c7-24) 
S.3795 2889 (1405a3-18) 
S.3796 262 (19a16-27b9) 
S.3797 374 (517c21-522a27) 
S.3798 大正藏未収 
S.3799 262 (28b8-33b18) 
S.3800 262 (56c2-58c7) 
S.3801 475 (552a6-557b26) 
S.3802 262 (14b23-15b9) 
S.3803 典籍名未確定 
S.3804 262 (15b15-c23) 
S.3805 佛名經 
S.3806 475 (537b10-29) 
S.3807 452 (418b3-25) 
S.3808 235 (749a12-b20) 
S.3809 262 (24b6-25a22) 
S.3810 712 (824a15-b12) 
S.3811 235 (749a18-b18) 
S.3812 262 (19a16-20a27) 
S.3813 235 (749b19-752c3) 
S.3814 220 (vol. 7, 830a11-835c18) 
S.3815 450 (404c12-405a11) 
S.3816 220 (vol. 5, 631c19-635c24) 
S.3817 389 (1111b14-1112a12) 
S.3818 235 (748c17-752c2) 
S.3819 936 (82a3-c10) 
S.3820 1431 (1031a5-1032b12) 
S.3821 936 (82b6-84c29) 
S.3822 475 (544b25-545a25) 
S.3823 374 (542b29-544c13) 
S.3824 典籍名未確定 
S.3825 220 (vol. 7, 570a22-b20) 
S.3826 262 (25b10-27b9) 
S.3827 262 (57a5-58b7) 
S.3828 475 (553c19-557b26) 
S.3829 2897 (1423a20-c25) 
S.3830 220 (vol. 5, 802a1-28) 
S.3832 262 (51c25-56c1) 
S.3833 665 (425a24-b24) 
S.3833V 典籍名未確定 
S.3834 235 (749c21-752c3) 
S.3836 典籍名未確定 
S.3837 366 (346c16-348a29) 
S.3838 220 (vol. 5, 698a12-699b1) 
S.3840 262 (2a17-3c27) 
S.3841 220 (vol. 6, 169c1-171c5) 
S.3842 936 (83a26-84c29) 
S.3843[1] 936 (83a14-84c29) 
S.3843[2] 936 (82a5-18) 
S.3844[1] 936 (82b24-84c29) 
S.3844[2] 936 (82a3-84c29) 
S.3845[1] 1430 (1023a24-29) 
S.3845[2] 1430 (1023a15-20) 
S.3845[3] 1430 (1023a15-27) 
S.3845[4] 1430 (1023a15-c20) 
S.3846 262 (2b18-10b21) 
S.3847 450 (405b29-408b25) 
S.3848 262 (11b27-19a12) 
S.3849 220 (vol. 5, 753b8-754b16) 
S.3850 374 (463c19-468c25) 
S.3851 374 (528a11-534b10) 
S.3852 2882 (1383b12-1384b23) 
S.3853 665 (427b16-428a20) 
S.3854 220 (vol. 6, 971a27-c3) 
S.3855 663 (353a13-358a29) 
S.3856 475 (546c21-551c27) 
S.3857 936 (82a3-84c29) 
S.3858 665 (406b28-407b29) 
S.3859 262 (52c7-55a9) 
S.3860 262 (57a28-58b7) 
S.3861 262 (57c19-58b7) 
S.3862 665 (415b2-416a19) 
S.3864 235 (749c21-751a24) 
S.3865 1509 (91c21-93b15) 
S.3866 262 (27b17-34b22) 
S.3867 1484 (1004c17-1005b2) 
S.3868 235 (749a14-752c3) 
S.3869 262 (20b8-24a5) 
S.3870 665 (438c4-444a9) 
S.3871 2916 (1462a3-19) 
S.3872 大正藏未収* 





S.3881[1] 2780 (536c16-537a11) 
S.3881[2] 2780 (538b16-c11) 
S.3881[3-1] 2780 (536c16-537a11) 
S.3881[3-2] 2780 (538b16-539a15) 
S.3881V 典籍名未確定 
S.3882 262 (34b28-42a28) 
S.3883 大正藏未収 
S.3884 643 (659b16-662c21) 
S.3885 374 (458a18-463a14) 
S.3886 1057 (85c12-86b26) 
S.3887 801 (745b7-746b8) 
S.3888 大正藏未収* 
S.3888V 475 (547c23-548a9) 
S.3889 235 (749a7-751a12) 
S.3890 2810 (1050c23-1052c2) 
S.3891 936 (82a3-84c29) 
S.3892 235 (750b20-752c3) 
S.3893 310 (419b5-421b25) 
S.3894 220 (vol. 5, 463b10-464c22) 
S.3895 262 (56c8-58b24) 
S.3896 262 (1c25-10b21) 
S.3897 665 (415b14-417b14) 
S.3899 235 (749a26-752c3) 
S.3900 389 (1111a5-1112b22) 
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S.3901 262 (37a6-46b14) 
S.3902 大正藏未収 
S.3903 1331 (532b7-536b6) 
S.3906 2732 (1b30-c9) 
S.3907 227 (584b12-c22) 
S.3908 大正藏未収 
S.3909 936 (82c3-84c29) 
S.3910 大正藏未収 
S.3911 235 (749c10-752c3) 
S.3912 220 (vol. 6, 251a23-256a2) 
S.3913 936 (82a29-84c29) 
S.3915 936 (82a3-84c29) 
S.3916 592 (124b17-125a7) 
S.3917 235 (750a13-752c3) 
S.3918 235 (749b21-752c3) 
S.3919 1484 (1003c29-1004b15) 
S.3920 大正藏未収 
S.3921 26 (662a8-b21) 
S.3922 1511 (792b19-796a15) 
S.3923 366 (347b14-348a29) 
S.3924 大正藏未収 
S.3925 220 (vol. 5, 902a16-c16) 
S.3927 1579 (448b20-454a7) 
S.3928 475 (544b28-551c27) 
S.3929 262 (5c2-6c4) 
S.3929V 大正藏未収 
S.3931 262 (11a27-19a12) 
S.3932[1] 220 (vol. 6, 161a10-162c9) 
S.3932[2] 220 (vol. 5, 1054a11-1056c8) 
S.3933 664 (372c2-377b5) 
S.3934 大正藏未収 
S.3935 397 (137b22-143c12) 
S.3936 223 (382b23-c23) 
S.3937 262 (5a10-c2) 
S.3937V 大正藏未収 
S.3938 251 (848c7-24) 
S.3939 262 (28a24-37a2) 
S.3940 366 (347a14-348a29) 
S.3941 665 (413c28-417c16) 
S.3942 936 (82a3-84c29) 
S.3943 262 (37a7-46b13) 
S.3944 235 (749c16-751a9) 
S.3945 672 (587a6-c6) 
S.3946 450 (405a6-408b24) 
S.3947 佛名經 
S.3948 1484 (1003c29-1005a13) 
S.3949 235 (748c29-752c3) 
S.3950 262 (4b11-10b21) 
S.3952 450 (405c11-408b24) 
S.3953[1] 310 (58b2-19) 
S.3953[2] 310 (433a5-11) 
S.3953[3] 992 (501c3-16) 
S.3953[4] 310 (63b26-c14) 
S.3953[5] 272 (359c18-360a1) 
S.3953[6] 310 (122c26-123a12) 
S.3953[7] 992 (501c17-25) 
S.3953[8] 992 (501b2-12) 
S.3953[9] 310 (517a2-22) 
S.3953[10] 310 (286c5-9) 
S.3954 2910 (1455c16-1456c10) 
S.3955[1] 235 (751a8-752c2) 
S.3955[2] 251 (848c7-23) 
S.3955[3] 1429 (1015c4-1016b15) 
S.3956[1] 221 (103a3-23) 
S.3956[2] 310 (404b24-c20) 
S.3957 235 (751a17-752c2) 
S.3958 665 (413c9-417c16) 
S.3959[1] 221 (109a7-16) 





S.3962V 1429 (1018a9-1023a11) 
S.3963 475 (541a7-544a18) 
S.3964 佛名經 
S.3965 450 (405a11-408b25) 
S.3966 2817 (1183a17-1184a16) 
S.3967 1488 (1071c25-1075c2) 
S.3968 2901 (1433b7-1435c4) 
S.3969 2141(A) (1279c15-1280c11) 
S.3970 665 (422a20-b16) 
S.3971 1428 (959c26-966a11) 
S.3972 235 (749a10-752c3) 
S.3973 721 (355a29-c10) 
S.3974 1331 (533c20-536a6) 
S.3975 235 (749b19-c19) 
S.3976[1] 221 (20b26-c14) 
S.3976[2] 221 (15c5-12) 
S.3976[3] 989 (484c16-485a5) 
S.3977 262 (30c2-32a17) 
S.3979 典籍名未確定 
S.3980 佛名經 
S.3981 2792 (660a4-663b9) 
S.3986 大正藏未収 
S.3987 大正藏未収 
S.3987V 1910 (969a11-27) 
S.3988 262 (22b21-27b9) 
S.3989 262 (55a29-62b1) 
S.3990[1] 310 (673a25-b24) 
S.3990[2] 991 (493b24-27) 
S.3990[3] 310 (278b24-c21) 
S.3990[4] 310 (58a20-b2) 
S.3991 262 (31b13-33a24) 
S.3994 大正藏未収 
S.3995 262 (20a14-27b9) 
S.3996 220 (vol. 5, 763a14-768a3) 
S.3997[1] 2122 (580a25-b26) 
S.3997[2] 2122 (606c14-16) 
S.3997[3] 2122 (606c29-607a3) 
S.3997[4] 2122 (612b22-613a26) 
S.3998[1-1] 721 (177b23-c7) 
S.3998[1-2] 721 (191a8-20) 
S.3998[1-3] 721 (212a12-b5) 
S.3998[1-4] 721 (412a17-b8) 
S.3998[1-5] 721 (177b8-23) 
S.3998[1-6] 721 (190c25-191a7) 
S.3998[2] 201 (333b8-c10) 
S.3998[3] 657 (140b4-14) 
S.3999 220 (vol. 5, 930b2-29) 
S.4000 2885 (1397b4-1401c9) 
S.4001[1] 251 (848c4-24) 
S.4001[2] 251 (848c4-24) 
S.4002 262 (27b12-28a22) 
S.4003 262 (27b12-c15) 
S.4004 2787 (594c13-597a13) 
S.4005 2787 (572b17-594c10) 
S.4006[1-1] 1509 (682b11-c9) 
S.4006[1-2] 1509 (291b19-c17) 
S.4006[1-3] 1509 (394c1-15) 
S.4006[1-4] 1509 (442b7-22) 
S.4006[1-5] 1509 (625b18-22) 
S.4006[2] 223 (395a4-b4) 
S.4007 801 (746a11-b8) 
S.4008 236 (753b19-757a13) 
S.4009 262 (2b19-10b21) 
S.4010 125 (606c29-615a1) 
S.4011[1-1] 2802 (937c24-940b14) 
S.4011[1-2] 2802 (940b17-942c9) 
S.4011[1-3] 2802 (942c14-944c27) 
S.4011[1-4] 2802 (945a2-947c10) 
S.4011[2] 典籍名未確定 
S.4012 大正藏未収* 
S.4013 1546 (255a3-b6) 
S.4014 220 (vol. 5, 274a14-280a5) 
S.4015 475 (552a3-557b26) 
S.4016[1] 1429 (1015c1-1016a4) 
S.4016[2] 1429 (1015c6) 
S.4017 235 (748c17-749a18) 
S.4018 220 (vol. 5, 967c17-968a10) 
S.4019 232 (726c9-727a6) 
S.4020 586 (56b4-62a22) 
S.4021 262 (19c19-27b9) 
S.4022 936 (82b23-84c28) 




S.4024 936 (82c19-84c4) 
S.4025 936 (82a3-84c29) 
S.4026 936 (83c3-84c29) 
S.4027 262 (2a2-10b21) 
S.4028 236 (754b27-756b18) 
S.4029 235 (749c20-752c3) 
S.4030 262 (22a25-23b6) 
S.4031 262 (57a24-58b7) 
S.4032 235 (750a17-751c14) 
S.4033 223 (296a21-297b15) 
S.4034 967 (349c23-352a26) 
S.4035 936 (82a3-84c29) 
S.4036 1428 (762a15-764c12) 
S.4037[1] 大正藏未収 
S.4037[2] 大正藏未収 




S.4041 235 (749c6-750a19) 
S.4042 220 (vol. 5, 1054a11-1058c25) 
S.4043 262 (47a20-c8) 
S.4044 235 (750a21-b22) 
S.4045 475 (537b3-539c15) 
S.4046 262 (19c21-27b9) 
S.4047 佛名經 
S.4048 936 (82a3-84c29) 
S.4049 664 (397c26-401a2) 
S.4050 典籍名未確定 
S.4051 262 (1c14-2c22) 
S.4052 大正藏未収* 
S.4053 262 (19b17-20a27) 
S.4054 936 (82a9-84c29) 
S.4055 262 (43a3-46b14) 
S.4056 262 (58a26-59c14) 
S.4057 220 (vol. 6, 70c2-71a2) 
S.4058 220 (vol. 6, 70c2-71a2) 
S.4059 936 (82a3-83b20) 








S.4065 1431 (1033b6-1035b3) 
S.4065V[1] 1431 (1031a9-15) 
S.4065V[2] 1431 (1035c14-16) 
S.4066 1431 (1030c24-1041a18) 
S.4067 223 (232b22-237a5) 
S.4068 223 (320b12-325b12) 
S.4069 235 (752b18-c3) 
S.4070 235 (748c17-749a3) 
S.4072[1] 大正藏未収* 
S.4072[2] 1601 (479b29-480b6) 
S.4072[4] 1601 (478c1-18) 
S.4073 262 (10b24-19a12) 
S.4074 235 (749a16-752c2) 
S.4075 366 (346b29-348a28) 
S.4076 262 (47c9-48a16) 
S.4077[1] 945 (144b15-c10) 
S.4077[2] 945 (144a11-b9) 
S.4078 220 (vol. 5, 468a9-b7) 
S.4079 251 (848c4-24) 
S.4080 262 (46b17-55a9) 
S.4081 大正藏未収 
S.4082 262 (40c12-46b14) 
S.4083 1331 (532c10-536b6) 
S.4084 936 (82a3-84c29) 
S.4085 936 (83b3-84c29) 
S.4086 1430 (1023a15-1025a18) 
S.4087 936 (82a3-84c29) 
S.4088 936 (82a3-84c29) 
S.4089 1302 (420a3-421a13) 
S.4090 220 (vol. 7, 775a27-779b16) 
S.4091 665 (408c4-413c6) 
S.4092 2787 (571a14-572b17) 
S.4093 220 (vol. 6, 1026c10-1031a13) 
S.4094 大正藏未収* 
S.4095 220 (vol. 7, 814a17-818c10) 
S.4096 220 (vol. 5, 975b8-976c3) 
S.4097 220 (vol. 5, 710c9-714a16) 
S.4098 665 (413c9-417c15) 
S.4099 262 (55a15-62a29) 
S.4100 262 (57a2-58b7) 
S.4101 1776 (473b20-480a20) 
S.4102 2748 (172a20-179c28) 
S.4103 2885 (1397b4-1401c9) 
S.4104 1428 (1007b6-1008c16) 
S.4105 大正藏未収 
S.4106 2901 (1432c13-1435c4) 
S.4107 2749 (180a2-189b20) 
S.4108 223 (267b17-c17) 
S.4109 251 (848c4-24) 
S.4110 262 (37c6-38a26) 
S.4111 262 (27b13-37a2) 
S.4112 262 (29b22-34b4) 
S.4113 大正藏未収 
S.4114 220 (vol. 7, 921a1-925c27) 
S.4118 大正藏未収* 
S.4119[1] 592 (124b17-125a7) 
S.4119[2] 1313 (464b20-465b28) 
S.4120 典籍名未確定 
S.4122 374 (487a17-492c10) 
S.4123 262 (48b29-55a9) 
S.4124 262 (55a15-62b1) 
S.4126 220 (vol. 5, 687b15-c19) 




S.4131 1431 (1037a6-1039a21) 
S.4132 235 (748c24-752c7) 
S.4133 262 (19c9-27b9) 
S.4134 235 (749b1-752b3) 
S.4135 235 (749b19-752c3) 
S.4136 大正藏未収 
S.4137 1846 (269c19-270c19) 
S.4138 262 (55a6-56c1) 
S.4139 262 (24a26-27b9) 
S.4140 235 (751a18-752a26) 
S.4141 936 (82a3-84c29) 
S.4142 936 (82a3-84c29) 
S.4143 262 (27b23-37a2) 
S.4144 1429 (1015a17-b15) 
S.4145 279 (131b7-132c23) 
S.4146 450 (405c17-406b3) 
S.4147 235 (749b26-751c26) 
S.4148 475 (537b26-539a15) 
S.4149 26 (471b23-472b26) 
S.4150 374 (562b2-c20) 
S.4151 1302 (420a3-421a14) 
S.4152 262 (1c14-2c20) 
S.4153 475 (539c29-557b26) 
S.4154 475 (545a15-551c27) 
S.4155[1] 663 (358c8-359b1) 
S.4155[2] 663 (335b6-345b18) 
S.4156 1024 (718b3-719a18) 
S.4157 262 (7b12-c14) 
S.4158 936 (82a10-84c29) 
S.4159[1] 大正藏未収 
S.4159[2] 2818 (1190c20-1192c13) 
S.4160 大正藏未収 
S.4161 366 (347b10-348a29) 
S.4162 1488 (1042b20-1046a13) 
S.4163 1484 (1003c14-1004a2) 
S.4164 2912 (1458c13-1459a8) 
S.4165 1579 (339c14-340b25) 
S.4166 310 (404a14-b21) 
S.4167[1] 大正藏未収 
S.4167[2] 典籍名未確定 
S.4168 262 (19c20-27b9) 
S.4169 397 (132c5-137a10) 
敦煌出土仏典・大正蔵典籍番号対照表 
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S.4170 665 (427b15-432c10) 





S.4176 936 (82a2-84c29) 
S.4177 262 (10c20-19a12) 
S.4178 423 (972c11-976c6) 
S.4179 1331 (533a6-536b6) 
S.4180 235 (751a2-752a13) 
S.4181 936 (82a1-83b20) 
S.4182[1] 366 (346c10-348a28) 
S.4182[2] 251 (848c7-22) 
S.4183 936 (82a2-84c28) 
S.4184 936 (82a1-84c29) 
S.4185 936 (82a1-84c29) 
S.4186 220 (vol. 6, 933b16-934c14) 
S.4187 大正藏未収 
S.4188 220 (vol. 6, 748b14-754a29) 
S.4189 220 (vol. 7, 393b1-c1) 
S.4190 221 (54b24-55a4) 
S.4193 365 (344c22-345b29) 
S.4194 典籍名未確定 
S.4196[1] 1484 (997a1-16) 
S.4196[2] 1484 (997b8-1003a13) 
S.4197 220 (vol. 6, 16b15-21a22) 
S.4198 220 (vol. 7, 279b7-284b28) 
S.4200 262 (20a16-27b9) 
S.4201 936 (82a2-85a1) 
S.4202 2910 (1456b2-c10) 
S.4203 936 (83b28-84c29) 
S.4204 220 (vol. 6, 195b3-196a1) 
S.4205 936 (82c13-84c29) 
S.4206 262 (30a2-37a2) 
S.4207 262 (19c11-27b8) 
S.4208 936 (82a2-84c28) 
S.4209 262 (19c3-27b9) 
S.4210 665 (435a8-437b17) 
S.4212 262 (46b18-55a9) 
S.4213 227 (561a11-565c27) 
S.4214 665 (438a14-444a9) 
S.4216 251 (848c6-23) 
S.4217 387 (1090c23-1091a12) 
S.4218[1] 2852 (1301a6-7) 
S.4218[2] 2852 (1301a12-13) 
S.4218[3] 2852 (1301a18-22) 
S.4219 典籍名未確定 
S.4221 典籍名未確定 
S.4222 262 (50a5-c20) 
S.4223 大正藏未収* 
S.4224 1579 (470c9-478a6) 
S.4225 1579 (442a19-448b16) 
S.4227 2810 (1050a5-1052b2) 
S.4228 220 (vol. 6, 556c18-557b23) 
S.4229 235 (749a17-752c3) 
S.4230 374 (592b29-598b15) 
S.4231 360 (272b22-279a28) 
S.4232 936 (82a2-84c29) 
S.4233 936 (82a4-84c29) 
S.4234 1458 (546a17-549b3) 






S.4239 936 (82a2-84c29) 
S.4240 大正藏未収 
S.4241 1509 (599c12-607a26) 
S.4242 典籍名未確定 
S.4242V 大正藏未収 
S.4244 1864 (461c27-467a22) 
S.4246 475 (552b21-557b26) 
S.4247 220 (vol. 6, 161b11-162b29) 
S.4248 1339 (644b12-646b24) 
S.4249 397 (42b11-47c14) 
S.4250 262 (58b29-62b1) 
S.4251 262 (29a21-35a23) 
S.4252 278 (51c6-557c21) 
S.4253 584 (968b21-c19) 
S.4254 374 (570a9-571a10) 
S.4255 1484 (1003a15-b3) 
S.4256 220 (vol. 5, 694a14-699b1) 
S.4257 1598 (403c15-404a1) 
S.4258 475 (539c4-544a18) 
S.4259 366 (346c3-348a28) 
S.4260 1331 (534a15-535a6) 
S.4261 大正藏未収 
S.4262 220 (vol. 7, 515c12-521a3) 
S.4263 262 (19a16-27b9) 
S.4264 685 (779b16-c29) 
S.4265 665 (413b10-c6) 
S.4266 262 (46c29-55a9) 
S.4267 262 (59a21-62b1) 
S.4268 665 (403a2-408a28) 
S.4269 大正藏未収 
S.4270[1] 665 (442b4-c23) 
S.4270V 大正藏未収 
S.4271 大正藏未収* 
S.4272 2837 (1285b12-1286b13) 
S.4273 262 (57a21-58a27) 
S.4278 365 (345b5-346b17) 
S.4280 653 (792b9-793a4) 
S.4283 665 (437a8-c13) 
S.4284 156 (163a28-166a26) 
S.4285 262 (50c8-51a21) 
S.4286 2835 (1278c3-1279a24) 
S.4287 2897 (1423c23-1424c8) 
S.4288 2897 (1422c20-1424c18) 
S.4289 251 (848c4-23) 
S.4290 665 (451a28-452b3) 
S.4292 936 (83c5-84c29) 
S.4294 785 (724b28-725c24) 
S.4295 典籍名未確定 
S.4296 典籍名未確定 
S.4297 2818 (1184a26-1185a27) 
S.4298 大正藏未収 
S.4299 大正藏未収 
S.4300 2854 (1303b23-1304b12) 





S.4305 262 (1c16-10b21) 
S.4308 典籍名未確定 
S.4309 大正藏未収* 
S.4310 475 (556c27-557b12) 
S.4311 2882 (1383c6-1384b26) 
S.4312 1509 (434b26-435c15) 
S.4313 典籍名未確定 
S.4314V 典籍名未確定 
S.4316 235 (749a17-752c7) 
S.4317 475 (544b25-551c27) 
S.4318 2895 (1415a18-c29) 
S.4319 449 (401c1-404c8) 
S.4320 262 (1c14-2b23) 
S.4321 475 (552c18-557b26) 
S.4322 262 (37a9-46b14) 
S.4323 440 (173c9-178c2) 
S.4324 235 (749c24-752c3) 
S.4325 212 (616c7-617c14) 
S.4326 220 (vol. 6, 1047c23-1048c26) 
S.4328 典籍名未確定 
S.4331 220 (vol. 5, 979b13-980a11) 
S.4333 220 (vol. 7, 83a15-c2) 
S.4334[1] 2872 (1355c10-1356a11) 
S.4334[2] 大正藏未収* 
S.4335 262 (52c10-55a9) 







S.4339 231 (687b7-689c20) 
S.4340 典籍名未確定 
S.4342 235 (749b21-750a21) 
S.4343 220 (vol. 7, 226b2-227a8) 
S.4344 231 (717a2-721a6) 
S.4345 1331 (532b18-536b5) 
S.4346 220 (vol. 6, 172b18-177c7) 
S.4347 235 (748c22-752c3) 
S.4348 663 (341b18-343c10) 
S.4349 235 (750a21-751a23) 
S.4350 475 (539a27-c23) 
S.4351 665 (422b24-427b3) 
S.4352 2880 (1369a2-1372b3) 
S.4353 262 (2b14-10b21) 
S.4354 945 (115c10-119b21) 
S.4355 665 (417b17-c16) 
S.4356 262 (55c14-62b1) 
S.4357 220 (vol. 6, 558b12-562c20) 
S.4359 945 (106b12-107c12) 
S.4360 2897 (1422c26-1424a5) 
S.4361 典籍名未確定 
S.4365V 典籍名未確定 
S.4366[1] 374 (434b24-439b24) 
S.4366[2] 典籍名未確定 
S.4367 224 (471a24-474a24) 
S.4368 2903 (1445b10-1446a1) 
S.4369 262 (46b18-c18) 
S.4370 1579 (290b5-291a20) 
S.4371 1484 (1004a22-1005b11) 
S.4372 262 (19b16-27b9) 
S.4375 典籍名未確定 
S.4376 1082 (197b22-200a12) 
S.4377 223 (369b16-371c29) 
S.4378[1-1] 310 (8b11-c10) 
S.4378[1-2] 310 (510c14-511a15) 
S.4378[2] 279 (332c27-333a29) 
S.4378[3] 262 (9c1-22) 
S.4378[4] 典籍名未確定 
S.4378V[1] 2843 (1295b25-1296b3) 
S.4378V[2] 大正藏未収 
S.4379 典籍名未確定 
S.4380 262 (19a27-27b9) 
S.4381 936 (83a18-84a29) 
S.4382 374 (546c29-552a20) 
S.4383 262 (5c5-10b18) 
S.4384 262 (7b14-9c10) 
S.4385 235 (748c16-749a19) 
S.4386 475 (550a13-553b10) 
S.4387 475 (552a3-557b26) 
S.4388 220 (vol. 5, 769a14-771a15) 
S.4389 262 (56c2-58b7) 
S.4390 262 (9a7-10b21) 
S.4391 665 (413b19-c6) 
S.4392 262 (56c9-62b1) 
S.4393[1] 大正藏未収 
S.4393[2] 1429 (1020a12-1023a10) 
S.4394 1806 (453a28-463a10) 
S.4395 681 (730c17-738c16) 
S.4396 672 (622c16-640c2) 
S.4397 262 (57a21-58b7) 
S.4398 大正藏未収* 
S.4399 423 (959c21-963a17) 
S.4400V 典籍名未確定 
S.4401 1552 (915c23-956a22) 
S.4401V 典籍名未確定 
S.4402 222 (199b18-200b22) 
S.4403 220 (vol. 5, 641c25-642c19) 
S.4404 365 (343a18-346b3) 
S.4405 262 (21a14-c2) 
S.4406 251 (848c4-24) 
S.4407 大正藏未収 
S.4408[1] 26 (444c2-25) 
S.4408[2] 典籍名未確定 
S.4408[3] 262 (56c2-5) 
S.4408[4] 26 (441c29-445a1) 
S.4408[5] 典籍名未確定 
S.4408V 大正藏未収 
S.4409 251 (848c4-24) 





S.4415 374 (549a7-552a20) 
S.4416 大正藏未収 
S.4418[1] 2782 (546c21-548c15) 
S.4418[2] 大正藏未収 
S.4419 310 (166c6-167b16) 
S.4420 典籍名未確定 
S.4421 936 (82a3-84c8) 
S.4422 262 (37c20-46b14) 
S.4423 220 (vol. 6, 1036c9-1037a8) 
S.4424 663 (353a3-358a28) 
S.4425 220 (vol. 7, 841c10-842a9) 
S.4426 374 (434a10-439b24) 
S.4427 典籍名未確定 
S.4428 2842 (1295b6-22) 
S.4429 大正藏未収* 
S.4429V 222 (177a17-b16) 
S.4430V 大正藏未収 
S.4431 大正藏未収* 
S.4432 1509 (614b19-615a3) 
S.4434 397 (29b21-30b9) 
S.4435 262 (4b12-10b21) 




S.4440 1511 (786c24-789a14) 
S.4441 251 (848c4-24) 
S.4442 1806 (457a26-458a5) 
S.4443 大正藏未収 
S.4444[1] 681 (723b18-c3) 
S.4444[2] 典籍名未確定 
S.4446 220 (vol. 7, 126b25-c19) 
S.4447 典籍名未確定 
S.4448 681 (731a6-738c16) 
S.4449 220 (vol. 5, 45a16-50c13) 
S.4450 262 (38c19-46b14) 
S.4451 典籍名未確定 
S.4454 典籍名未確定 
S.4455 2776 (438a9-439a10) 




S.4458[1] 2842 (1295b6-21) 
S.4459 典籍名未確定 
S.4461 262 (46c20-55a9) 
S.4462 235 (749a24-752c3) 
S.4463 449 (401b22-404c8) 
S.4464[1] 202 (349a20-350a16) 
S.4464[2] 202 (387b5-390a15) 
S.4464V[1] 典籍名未確定 
S.4464V[2] 2843 (1295c8-23) 
S.4465 典籍名未確定 
S.4466 262 (9a17-10c12) 
S.4467 220 (vol. 6, 563b16-c19) 
S.4468 202 (388b9-389a4) 
S.4469 665 (441b14-442a3) 
S.4470[1] 1808 (497a20-498a16) 
S.4470[2] 1808 (498a3-500a28) 





S.4475 712 (823c1-825c8) 





S.4479[1] 2915 (1461c5-20) 
S.4479[2] 2917(A) (1462a24-b8) 
S.4480 典籍名未確定 
S.4480V 典籍名未確定 
S.4481 220 (vol. 6, 906a23-908a19) 
S.4483 375 (730c8-736a5) 
S.4484 262 (40b21-42a24) 
S.4485 262 (16b25-19a12) 
S.4486 676 (703b28-708b7) 
S.4487[1] 663 (358b2-c4) 
S.4488 1837 (58b18-59a17) 
S.4489 典籍名未確定 
S.4490 大正藏未収* 
S.4492 1509 (463b16-468a8) 
S.4493 1302 (420b16-421a4) 
S.4494 大正藏未収 
S.4495 1302 (420a3-421a14) 
S.4496 262 (19b16-27b9) 
S.4497 220 (vol. 6, 304c19-305a15) 
S.4498 220 (vol. 7, 672a7-b7) 
S.4499 220 (vol. 6, 381c2-382a1) 
S.4500 374 (375a17-379a6) 
S.4501 220 (vol. 6, 371b17-c16) 
S.4502 220 (vol. 7, 90b25-c11) 
S.4503 262 (24b25-25a6) 
S.4504[1] 1806 (435b28-441c22) 







S.4510 220 (vol. 6, 946c9-950b29) 
S.4510V 874 (310a24-321c18) 
S.4511[1] 典籍名未確定 
S.4511[2] 大正藏未収* 
S.4512[1] 1064 (115c20-116a13) 
S.4512[2] 典籍名未確定 
S.4512[3] 1060 (108a16-110b24) 
S.4513 2814 (1172c22-1174a15) 
S.4514 典籍名未確定 
S.4515 典籍名未確定 
S.4516 277 (389c21-394b1) 
S.4517 235 (748c17-749b14) 
S.4518 360 (267c25-269a7) 
S.4519 475 (548a6-c7) 
S.4520 278 (753a14-759b13) 
S.4521 典籍名未確定 
S.4522 665 (408c1-409c19) 
S.4523 665 (405c15-407c3) 
S.4524 2882 (1384a22-b22) 
S.4526 2868 (1332b27-1333c14) 
S.4527 374 (461b27-462c5) 
S.4528 245 (830c5-834a7) 
S.4529 801 (745b7-746b7) 
S.4530 大正藏未収* 
S.4531 442 (312b4-318a7) 
S.4532 223 (377a22-378c18) 
S.4533 1804 (46b2-52a28) 





S.4538 223 (375a17-376c8) 
S.4539 665 (415b7-416c23) 
S.4540 1469 (912c5-18) 
S.4541 263 (97a22-b22) 








S.4545 279 (135b1-136a28) 
S.4546 大正藏未収* 
S.4547 374 (477b19-478b10) 
S.4548 2900 (1431c2-1432a3) 
S.4548V 592 (124b12-125a7) 
S.4549 264 (135a1-b27) 
S.4550 475 (552c26-553c5) 
S.4551 262 (29a4-37a2) 
S.4552 典籍名未確定 
S.4553 2871 (1342a15-1345a29) 
S.4554 1331 (533a20-b20) 
S.4555 大正藏未収 
S.4556 大正藏未収* 
S.4557[1] 203 (466b7-c7) 
S.4557[2] 203 (471b28-c27) 
S.4558 1509 (442b14-443b11) 
S.4559 2903 (1445a12-b13) 
S.4560 374 (565b3-c14) 
S.4562 374 (459a14-462b20) 
S.4563 1302 (420b24-c28) 
S.4564 大正藏未収 
S.4565 665 (435b5-b28) 
S.4567 大正藏未収 
S.4568 223 (395a23-c25) 
S.4570 1488 (1068c16-1069c1) 
S.4571 大正藏未収* 
S.4573 23 (289a23-c26) 
S.4574 936 (82a25-84c29) 
S.4575[1] 220 (vol. 5, 773c11-774c22) 
S.4575[2] 220 (vol. 5, 782c29-783a6) 
S.4576 大正藏未収 
S.4579[1] 1488 (1067a2-b7) 
S.4579[2] 1488 (1068a24-b29) 
S.4580 220 (vol. 6, 91a24-93a3) 
S.4581 220 (vol. 6, 392a1-b1) 
S.4582 220 (vol. 6, 409a2-13) 
S.4583V 大正藏未収 
S.4584 235 (750b8-752c3) 
S.4585 220 (vol. 5, 382c9-383a11) 
S.4586 1579 (429b8-c27) 
S.4587 586 (54c4-62a22) 
S.4588 220 (vol. 6, 557b25-562c20) 
S.4589 440 (146b11-149c20) 
S.4590 220 (vol. 6, 419a2-b2) 
S.4591 936 (82a3-83b23) 
S.4592 典籍名未確定 
S.4593 441 (189a21-190a10) 
S.4594 936 (82a3-84c29) 
S.4595 220 (vol. 6, 1018b6-c5) 
S.4596 262 (51a20-b26) 
S.4597 450 (406a11-408b25) 
S.4598 235 (749c8-752c2) 
S.4599 262 (28b10-34b22) 
S.4600 大正藏未収* 
S.4601 大正藏未収* 
S.4602 475 (544a23-545a4) 
S.4603 2812 (1068a2-26) 
S.4604 251 (848c4-24) 
S.4605 220 (vol. 6, 533c20-534a16) 
S.4606 450 (406a14-408b24) 
S.4607 452 (418b2-c7) 
S.4608 262 (14b26-15c22) 
S.4610V 大正藏未収 
S.4611 大正藏未収 
S.4612[1] 2053 (256b9-c24) 
S.4612[2] 2053 (257a27-b5) 
S.4614 1509 (57c6-62c14) 
S.4615 643 (646a8-650c22) 
S.4616 967 (350b9-351c18) 
S.4617 220 (vol. 5, 730a1-29) 
S.4618 1429 (1016c26-1017b25) 
S.4619 220 (vol. 7, 779b17-c19) 
S.4620 220 (vol. 6, 640c21-648b6) 





S.4623 156 (148c13-154b13) 
S.4624 大正藏未収 
S.4626 大正藏未収* 
S.4628 1071 (152b11-154c27) 
S.4630 650 (756b16-761b22) 
S.4631 365 (341a26-346b21) 
S.4634 936 (82a3-84c29) 
S.4634V[1] 大正藏未収* 
S.4635 1804 (25b23-46a15) 
S.4637 大正藏未収* 
S.4638 203 (482c8-486c25) 
S.4640 大正藏未収 
S.4641 大正藏未収 
S.4644[1] 448 (388b11-18) 
S.4644[2] 279 (349a20-b17) 
S.4644[3] 278 (346b25-c14) 
S.4644[4] 278 (242a4-8) 
S.4644[5] 278 (353c5-354a2) 
S.4644[6] 278 (245c23-28) 
S.4644[7] 278 (106b15-23) 
S.4644[8] 278 (266b29-c28) 
S.4644[9] 278 (288c21-28) 
S.4644[10] 278 (19a29-b15) 
S.4644[11] 278 (403a10-b3) 
S.4644[12] 278 (19a17-28) 
S.4644[13] 278 (34a23-b17) 
S.4644[14] 1604 (642a27-b28) 
S.4644[15] 1604 (624b21-c17) 
S.4644[16] 1604 (634b2-18) 
S.4644[17] 1604 (630a7-23) 
S.4644[18] 656 (52b18-c19) 
S.4644[19] 656 (8a20-b19) 
S.4644[20] 656 (7a20-b22) 
S.4645 813 (775a3-16) 
S.4647[1] 2122 (543a18-27) 
S.4647[2] 2122 (543b11-25) 
S.4647[3] 2122 (543c24-26) 
S.4647[4] 2122 (544a12-c16) 
S.4647[5] 2122 (545a8-15) 
S.4647[6] 2122 (339b11-15) 
S.4647[7] 2122 (665c16-24) 
S.4647[8] 2122 (750a9-26) 
S.4647[9] 2122 (761b21-c6) 
S.4647[10] 2122 (552a17-21) 
S.4647[11] 2122 (782b19-25) 
S.4647[12] 2122 (422c28-29) 
S.4647[13] 2122 (761b23-c4) 
S.4648 665 (413c15-416c14) 
S.4650 大正藏未収 
S.4651[1] 212 (726a9-727a25) 
S.4651[2] 212 (732a13-733c14) 
S.4651[3] 212 (738a13-740b27) 
S.4652V 2782 (554b20-555a7) 
S.4653 665 (414c26-416a26) 
S.4654 大正藏未収* 
S.4655 典籍名未確定 
S.4656 389 (1111b17-1112b22) 
S.4658 大正藏未収 
S.4662[1] 2851 (1300b7-c23) 
S.4662[2] 大正藏未収* 
S.4666 2901 (1432b5-c1) 
S.4668 典籍名未確定 
S.4670 262 (11b18-c9) 
S.4671 665 (405a2-406a5) 
S.4672 大正藏未収 
S.4673V 典籍名未確定 
S.4675[2] 1602 (551a16-24) 
S.4676 2124 (201b25-c29) 
S.4678 大正藏未収 
S.4678V 374 (411c1-412c29) 
S.4679 典籍名未確定 
S.4680 典籍名未確定 
S.4681 2782 (550a22-b8) 
S.4683 397 (293b28-c12) 






S.4691 262 (57c29-62b1) 
S.4692 665 (417c19-422b21) 
S.4693 大正藏未収 
S.4694[1] 220 (vol. 7, 467a6-b4) 
S.4694[2] 220 (vol. 7, 475c13-476a11) 
S.4695 1484 (1007a17-1009c18) 
S.4697 220 (vol. 6, 554c25-555b22) 
S.4698 220 (vol. 7, 690a25-696a9) 
S.4699 262 (6a17-8a24) 
S.4708 223 (342a20-349b12) 
S.4709 235 (749b15-752c3) 
S.4711 典籍名未確定 
S.4712 大正藏未収* 
S.4713[1] 450 (404c15-408b25) 
S.4713[2] 801 (745b7-746b8) 
S.4714 262 (11c29-12b8) 
S.4715 450 (405a6-406b14) 
S.4716 220 (vol. 7, 1076b13-c8) 
S.4717 262 (2a8-c22) 
S.4718 357 (239a7-b7) 
S.4719 475 (552b3-c5) 
S.4720 374 (379a9-385b6) 
S.4721 235 (748c17-750b20) 
S.4722 450 (405b20-408b25) 
S.4723 大正藏未収* 
S.4724 2887 (1404a1-23) 
S.4725 262 (27c26-37a2) 
S.4726 220 (vol. 6, 895a19-b13) 
S.4727 220 (vol. 7, 612c17-613a3) 
S.4728 220 (vol. 6, 102b6-17) 
S.4729 220 (vol. 7, 388a6-393a28) 
S.4730 262 (55a22-62b1) 
S.4731 220 (vol. 6, 911b3-c3) 
S.4732 2732 (1c11-2a16) 
S.4732V 典籍名未確定 
S.4733 235 (749b19-752c2) 
S.4734 251 (848c4-24) 
S.4735 262 (50b25-52c16) 
S.4736 220 (vol. 6, 468b12-c3) 
S.4737 639 (614b24-c26) 
S.4738 220 (vol. 6, 53c6-59b20) 
S.4739 2916 (1462a3-20) 
S.4740 220 (vol. 6, 864a22-869b9) 
S.4741 220 (vol. 5, 728c10-733b23) 
S.4742[1] 1451 (210c3-19) 
S.4742[2] 1451 (251a10-17) 
S.4743 721 (6c2-7a2) 
S.4744 220 (vol. 7, 393b2-398c2) 
S.4745 936 (82a3-84c29) 
S.4746 220 (vol. 7, 997a20-1002b7) 
S.4747 2917(A) (1462a24-b7) 
S.4748 220 (vol. 7, 420a16-425c27) 
S.4749 665 (453b16-454a13) 
S.4750 220 (vol. 6, 283c6-289a10) 
S.4751 235 (749b27-752c3) 
S.4752 220 (vol. 7, 28c22-29a20) 
S.4753 典籍名未確定 
S.4754 235 (750a18-752c3) 
S.4755 220 (vol. 6, 227b7-c6) 
S.4756 374 (552a21-557b12) 
S.4757 220 (vol. 7, 1003a2-c1) 
S.4758 262 (49c1-55a9) 
S.4759 967 (349b8-29) 
S.4762 262 (19a14-c16) 
S.4763 365 (340c26-341a27) 
S.4764 374 (508a27-510b6) 
S.4765 235 (750b21-c22) 
S.4766 220 (vol. 6, 819b13-c11) 
S.4767 220 (vol. 7, 696a12-b13) 
S.4768 220 (vol. 7, 705b26-c26) 
S.4769 262 (55a25-56c1) 
S.4770 262 (56c2-58b3) 




S.4773 220 (vol. 7, 932a22-b21) 
S.4774 235 (748c17-749a15) 
S.4775 220 (vol. 6, 341c11-342a10) 
S.4776 220 (vol. 5, 793a1-26) 
S.4777 936 (82b28-c24) 
S.4778 190 (779c18-780a12) 
S.4779 220 (vol. 6, 889b23-c19) 
S.4780 475 (537a3-c7) 
S.4781 2854 (1303c8-1304b14) 
S.4783 665 (433a14-b11) 
S.4784 1429 (1017b10-1023a10) 
S.4785 235 (748c17-752c3) 
S.4786 665 (448b16-450c15) 
S.4787 1430 (1028c22-1030c10) 
S.4788 374 (416a14-b14) 
S.4789 475 (539a25-c8) 
S.4790 220 (vol. 6, 376c8-377a7) 
S.4791 220 (vol. 6, 436a20-b20) 
S.4792 665 (454c28-455a20) 
S.4793 310 (565a2-b28) 
S.4794 220 (vol. 7, 785b6-c6) 
S.4795 220 (vol. 6, 886a20-890a27) 
S.4796 475 (542b24-551a) 
S.4797 945 (122c13-124b6) 
S.4798 220 (vol. 5, 468a9-469b3) 
S.4799 220 (vol. 6, 637b5-642c5) 
S.4800 220 (vol. 5, 641a20-642c20) 
S.4801 366 (346b29-348a29) 
S.4802 262 (27c15-37a2) 
S.4803 220 (vol. 6, 132a26-133a22) 
S.4804 936 (82b26-84c29) 
S.4805 大正藏未収* 
S.4807 262 (55b6-56b29) 
S.4808 1484 (1004b5-c21) 
S.4809 220 (vol. 6, 717c27-721c16) 
S.4810 220 (vol. 7, 491c17-492a19) 
S.4813 262 (2a15-10b21) 
S.4814 235 (750b29-752c3) 
S.4815 262 (4c18-6a3) 
S.4816 220 (vol. 7, 806a24-c22) 
S.4817 2128 (498a5-19) 
S.4818 典籍名未確定 
S.4819 262 (1c15-3a22) 
S.4820 2897 (1424a9-1425b1) 
S.4821 220 (vol. 5, 640c24-641a23) 
S.4822 665 (408b6-c3) 
S.4823 1522 (130a1-c10) 
S.4824 220 (vol. 7, 62c21-68a27) 
S.4825 220 (vol. 5, 656a7-658b7) 
S.4826 967 (349b25-352a26) 
S.4827 220 (vol. 6, 631c4-633b27) 
S.4828 220 (vol. 7, 515c14-516a15) 
S.4829 220 (vol. 5, 763b13-c10) 
S.4830 220 (vol. 6, 350c11-351a10) 
S.4831 220 (vol. 7, 231c2-8) 
S.4832 251 (848c4-24) 
S.4833 220 (vol. 7, 768c2-769a1) 
S.4834 2777 (481a2-482a1) 
S.4835 220 (vol. 6, 235c12-236a9) 
S.4836 262 (57b14-58b28) 
S.4837 475 (540a9-541a7) 
S.4838 262 (6c8-10b21) 
S.4839 663 (341c16-346b9) 
S.4840 262 (3c16-10b21) 
S.4841 262 (54b24-55a9) 
S.4842 365 (342c4-346b21) 
S.4843 450 (405a11-408b24) 
S.4844 大正藏未収 
S.4845 680 (721a28-723b14) 
S.4846 374 (404b19-409b8) 
S.4847 665 (444b4-449b6) 
S.4848 665 (447a22-448a20) 
S.4849 235 (749b4-752c3) 
S.4850 235 (750b24-751c2) 
S.4851 665 (403c5-404b8) 
S.4853 220 (vol. 5, 891c4-17) 
S.4854 1331 (535c4-536b6) 
S.4855 221 (107a19-112a19) 
S.4856 475 (539b4-c10) 
S.4857 典籍名未確定 
S.4858 220 (vol. 6, 605b6-607c7) 
S.4859 475 (538c3-542b13) 
S.4860 665 (426b1-28) 
S.4861 374 (458a11-463a14) 
S.4862 235 (749a18-752b25) 
S.4864 374 (451b9-458a10) 
S.4865 936 (82a18-84c29) 
S.4866 936 (82b29-84c29) 
S.4866V 2881 (1380b17-23) 
S.4867 1428 (707b26-713c29) 
S.4868 374 (379a9-385b6) 
S.4869 374 (433c22-439b4) 
S.4871 2787 (571a14-572b12) 
S.4872 1429 (1015c9-1017b17) 
S.4873 190 (701a23-b20) 
S.4874 220 (vol. 6, 509c2-29) 
S.4875 1431 (1038b14-1041a18) 
S.4876 374 (411a7-417c1) 
S.4877 712 (823b20-826a27) 
S.4878 典籍名未確定 
S.4879 475 (552c18-553b9) 
S.4880 220 (vol. 5, 626a9-b8) 
S.4881 450 (404c12-405a7) 
S.4882 235 (750c21-752b25) 
S.4883 310 (587a17-592c28) 
S.4885 大正藏未収* 
S.4886[1] 235 (749c20-752c7) 
S.4886[2] 251 (848c4-23) 
S.4887 220 (vol. 7, 1003c2-29) 
S.4888 262 (43b20-44b10) 
S.4889 663 (341b27-345c6) 
S.4890 大正藏未収* 
S.4891 大正藏未収 
S.4892 1431 (1034a7-1041a18) 
S.4893 712 (823b20-826a27) 
S.4894 262 (3c22-5b26) 
S.4895 220 (vol. 5, 1014c22-1015b20) 
S.4896 1428 (762a15-b10) 
S.4896V[1] 251 (848c4-24) 
S.4896V[2] 251 (848c4-11) 
S.4897 936 (82a5-84c29) 
S.4898 936 (82a3-84c28) 
S.4900 典籍名未確定 
S.4902 262 (5b26-6a7) 
S.4903 220 (vol. 6, 188a6-b5) 
S.4904 220 (vol. 5, 828a12-b29) 
S.4905 典籍名未確定 
S.4906 681 (738c25-747b15) 
S.4907 235 (749b6-752c3) 
S.4908 663 (340c13-346b9) 
S.4909 典籍名未確定 
S.4910 665 (434a17-437c12) 
S.4911 2881 (1380b17-c11) 
S.4912 235 (749a6-752c3) 
S.4913 典籍名未確定 
S.4916 374 (439b5-445b20) 
S.4917 2881 (1382c29-1383b4) 
S.4918 235 (750c22-752c3) 
S.4919 262 (35b27-36a26) 
S.4921 典籍名未確定 
S.4922 223 (328c5-331a14) 
S.4923 2916 (1462a3-19) 
S.4924 2915 (1461c6-23) 
S.4925 1360 (878a3-27) 
S.4926 262 (10c3-19a12) 
S.4927 大正藏未収 
S.4928 235 (749a18-c20) 
S.4929 936 (82a3-84c28) 
S.4930 366 (346b25-348a29) 
S.4931 1429 (1020a15-1023a11) 
S.4932 262 (10c16-17c12) 
S.4933 374 (432b24-433c19) 
S.4934 220 (vol. 7, 724b14-727b4) 




S.4936 663 (341a4-346b9) 
S.4937 936 (82a27-84c29) 
S.4938 665 (417c23-422b21) 
S.4939 262 (48a19-55a9) 
S.4940 936 (82a3-84c29) 
S.4941 大正藏未収 
S.4942 936 (82a3-84c29) 
S.4943 665 (417c3-16) 
S.4944 220 (vol. 7, 964a21-b20) 
S.4945 1509 (322c12-328b21) 
S.4946 251 (848c4-24) 
S.4947 220 (vol. 5, 246a2-c13) 
S.4948 典籍名未確定 
S.4949 235 (750b4-c20) 
S.4950 1509 (281b28-287a6) 
S.4951 475 (537a7-544a19) 
S.4952 936 (83a3-84c29) 
S.4953 1509 (417b3-422a15) 
S.4954 1509 (417c9-422a16) 
S.4955 374 (562c21-568b21) 
S.4956 1630 (11b25-12c23) 
S.4957 475 (537c10-551c27) 
S.4958 220 (vol. 6, 553a5-b3) 
S.4959 235 (749b20-752c3) 
S.4960 1509 (288a18-292c10) 
S.4962 大正藏未収* 
S.4963 佛名經 
S.4964 220 (vol. 6, 547b23-c5) 
S.4965 220 (vol. 5, 803b16-c28) 
S.4966 665 (440a3-444a9) 
S.4967 1509 (396c21-402c11) 
S.4968 1509 (389b16-396b18) 
S.4969 262 (19c18-23a12) 
S.4970 235 (749a3-752c3) 
S.4971 220 (vol. 5, 379b2-382b5) 
S.4973 262 (23a14-27b9) 
S.4974 262 (24b5-c17) 
S.4975 262 (39a1-42a28) 
S.4976 262 (56c2-58b7) 
S.4977 262 (26c16-27b9) 
S.4978 2881 (1380b17-1382a15) 
S.4979 375 (707c2-10) 
S.4980 374 (528a5-29) 
S.4981 大正藏未収 
S.4982 235 (749b11-752c3) 
S.4983 475 (555b18-557b26) 
S.4984[1] 663 (358b15-359b1) 
S.4984[2] 664 (359c14-362c8) 
S.4984[3] 664 (365b16-368a14) 
S.4984[4] 664 (378b5-380a9) 
S.4985 220 (vol. 5, 442a9-447b1) 
S.4986 665 (433a5-437c13) 
S.4987 262 (42c23-50b22) 
S.4988 235 (748c29-752c3) 
S.4989 665 (437c20-444a9) 
S.4990 580 (964c17-29) 
S.4991 262 (56c2-28) 
S.4993 967 (349c23-350a23) 
S.4994 262 (19a16-b15) 
S.4995 大正藏未収 
S.4996 374 (568b22-570a4) 
S.4997 262 (23c26-25b20) 
S.4998 374 (523b27-528a4) 
S.4999 665 (413c9-416c26) 
S.5000 475 (544a25-551c27) 
S.5001 475 (544b24-551c27) 
S.5002 1522 (123a2-b13) 
S.5002V 典籍名未確定 
S.5003 220 (vol. 5, 198a17-b15) 
S.5004 475 (552a5-b4) 
S.5005 450 (405a12-408b25) 
S.5006 262 (48a15-49c3) 
S.5007 220 (vol. 7, 613a6-b6) 
S.5009 220 (vol. 5, 729c10-730a7) 
S.5010 1302 (420a3-421a14) 
S.5011 936 (82a3-84c28) 
S.5012 665 (418a4-421c19) 
S.5013 262 (2b20-10b21) 
S.5014 1331 (532c7-536b5) 
S.5015 936 (82c9-84c29) 
S.5016 1806 (436a2-437a25) 
S.5017 712 (823b20-824c16) 
S.5018 936 (82c6-84c29) 
S.5019 大正藏未収 
S.5020[1] 2917(A) (1462a24-b8) 
S.5020[2] 2917(A) (1462a26-b8) 
S.5021 936 (82a3-84c29) 
S.5022 672 (607b23-614c1) 
S.5023 220 (vol. 7, 971c24-974b2) 
S.5024 366 (348a5-29) 
S.5025 262 (37a5-b4) 
S.5026 262 (56c19-62b1) 
S.5027 235 (749b20-752c3) 
S.5028 374 (563a28-568b21) 
S.5029 235 (751a11-752c3) 
S.5030 475 (552a6-553c6) 
S.5031 475 (553b11-557b26) 
S.5032 220 (vol. 5, 509c23-510a12) 
S.5033 262 (24c22-25c14) 
S.5034 262 (27c3-34b22) 
S.5035 251 (848c4-24) 
S.5036 262 (37a14-41a9) 
S.5037 1331 (532b27-536b5) 
S.5038 262 (56c2-62b1) 
S.5040 262 (20b6-27b8) 
S.5041 典籍名未確定 
S.5042 220 (vol. 5, 432b29-436c3) 
S.5043 262 (10b29-19a12) 




S.5051 262 (1c25-10b21) 
S.5052 262 (11a22-19a12) 
S.5053 936 (82a3-84c29) 
S.5054 262 (27b16-32b15) 
S.5055 220 (vol. 6, 791a14-b25) 
S.5056 475 (545a4-551c27) 
S.5057 475 (547b13-551c27) 
S.5058 361 (299b21-c26) 
S.5059[1] 1484 (1008b11-1009c8) 
S.5059[2] 大正藏未収* 
S.5060[1] 2915 (1461c6-23) 
S.5060[2] 2917(A) (1462a24-b7) 
S.5061 220 (vol. 5, 636a2-b29) 
S.5062 220 (vol. 6, 70c2-71a2) 
S.5063 220 (vol. 6, 890b2-891a2) 
S.5065 251 (848c4-24) 
S.5066 235 (749a14-c7) 
S.5067 235 (750a19-752c3) 
S.5068[1] 156 (126a20-b15) 
S.5068[2] 279 (116a8-b7) 
S.5068[3] 156 (130c7-131a4) 
S.5068[4] 279 (444b22-c17) 
S.5068[5] 382 (990a22-b18) 
S.5068[6] 279 (38b19-c16) 
S.5068[7] 279 (35c17-36a1) 
S.5068[8] 310 (145a24-b18) 
S.5068[9] 310 (144a28-b10) 
S.5068[10] 279 (125b18-c14) 
S.5069 220 (vol. 5, 211a14-216b12) 
S.5070 262 (58b26-62b1) 
S.5072 220 (vol. 6, 80c14-81a13) 
S.5074 665 (413c15-417c16) 
S.5075 220 (vol. 6, 125b17-127a21) 
S.5076 大正藏未収 
S.5077 1431 (1031a2-1033b4) 
S.5078 936 (82c4-84c29) 
S.5079[1] 665 (437c16-439a14) 
S.5079[2] 665 (452a22-b22) 
S.5080 佛名經 
S.5081 125 (636a10-637a17) 
S.5082 大正藏未収 
S.5083 220 (vol. 5, 26c9-16) 
S.5084 220 (vol. 5, 1028b15-1030b9) 
S.5085 220 (vol. 6, 85c18-86b17) 
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S.5086 262 (27b12-37a2) 
S.5087 1808 (492a16-c10) 
S.5088 大正藏未収 
S.5089 220 (vol. 6, 70c2-71a2) 
S.5090 220 (vol. 7, 537b18-c17) 
S.5091 220 (vol. 6, 552c6-553a4) 
S.5092 220 (vol. 6, 463b14-c13) 
S.5093 220 (vol. 5, 280a9-c6) 
S.5094 220 (vol. 7, 137a16-139a9) 
S.5095[1] 220 (vol. 6, 678a4-4) 
S.5095[2] 220 (vol. 6, 690a22-24) 
S.5095[3] 220 (vol. 6, 690c8-691b13) 
S.5095[4] 220 (vol. 6, 726b28-c21) 
S.5096 220 (vol. 7, 221a2-b29) 
S.5097 235 (749a8-750b20) 
S.5098 235 (750c23-752c3) 
S.5099 220 (vol. 5, 57c6-62a16) 
S.5100 936 (82a3-84c29) 
S.5101 586 (54c20-62a22) 
S.5102 220 (vol. 7, 237b2-c1) 
S.5103 220 (vol. 6, 956a9-b8) 
S.5104 262 (57a10-58b7) 
S.5105 475 (539b14-557b26) 
S.5106 1302 (420b16-421a14) 
S.5107 220 (vol. 6, 102b2-c2) 
S.5108 220 (vol. 6, 345a10-b9) 
S.5109 220 (vol. 7, 1076b12-c15) 
S.5110 220 (vol. 6, 76a2-b3) 
S.5111 220 (vol. 5, 204a2-b1) 
S.5112 475 (539a21-544a19) 
S.5113 2916 (1462a3-19) 
S.5114 220 (vol. 5, 687a16-b15) 
S.5115 156 (162a1-166a26) 
S.5116 220 (vol. 5, 198a17-b15) 
S.5117 220 (vol. 5, 399c7-400a6) 
S.5118 220 (vol. 6, 193b9-c8) 
S.5119 1509 (416b2-422a16) 
S.5120 1509 (309a21-314b19) 
S.5121 221 (74b10-79a12) 
S.5122 220 (vol. 7, 696a12-b12) 
S.5123 220 (vol. 5, 984a15-b14) 
S.5124 220 (vol. 7, 980a2-b1) 
S.5125 450 (405a12-408b24) 
S.5126 1509 (389b2-396b18) 
S.5127 262 (2a17-6a15) 
S.5128 450 (405a10-c8) 
S.5129 665 (451c9-456c19) 
S.5130 1509 (363c15-369b18) 
S.5131 366 (346b25-348a29) 
S.5132 1509 (382b8-389a27) 
S.5133 475 (544b12-551c27) 
S.5134 1509 (382b8-389a24) 
S.5135 1340 (744c10-747b13) 
S.5136 665 (415b26-417c16) 
S.5137 262 (58b13-62b1) 
S.5138 801 (745b7-27) 
S.5139 936 (82a14-84c29) 
S.5140 262 (60b25-62b1) 
S.5141 278 (456b23-459a4) 
S.5142 665 (441a4-b4) 
S.5143 936 (82b27-84c28) 
S.5144 936 (82b12-84c29) 
S.5145 235 (749c20-750c21) 
S.5146 664 (372c11-377b6) 
S.5147 475 (545b18-551c27) 
S.5148 220 (vol. 6, 875a18-880a14) 
S.5149 262 (6b16-10b21) 
S.5150 366 (346b25-348a23) 
S.5151 262 (57a15-58b7) 
S.5152 374 (556a19-557b12) 
S.5153 235 (748c28-752c3) 
S.5153V[1] 大正藏未収 
S.5153V[2] 262 (56c2-58b7) 
S.5154 262 (49b21-50b22) 
S.5155 220 (vol. 7, 936c2-937a2) 
S.5156 223 (374c6-375a16) 
S.5157 374 (514a11-516a6) 
S.5158 235 (748c17-749a17) 
S.5159 大正藏未収 
S.5160[1] 801 (745b14-746a24) 
S.5160[2] 大正藏未収* 
S.5161 936 (82a3-84c29) 
S.5162 374 (518a1-520a25) 
S.5163 374 (379c3-384b18) 
S.5164 1806 (429a12-445a27) 
S.5165 936 (83c16-84c29) 
S.5166 262 (51c5-53a20) 
S.5167 1509 (652a5-c4) 
S.5168 262 (46c9-47b13) 
S.5169 235 (749a17-752c3) 
S.5170 665 (444a22-450c15) 
S.5171 262 (58b18-62b1) 
S.5172 235 (751a17-752c3) 
S.5173 450 (405a25-407a21) 
S.5174 262 (48b21-51b28) 
S.5175 220 (vol. 7, 14c11-17c24) 
S.5176 262 (19b12-27b9) 
S.5177 945 (124b9-128b7) 
S.5178 235 (751a8-752c3) 
S.5179 262 (29c7-37a2) 
S.5180 586 (55a28-62a22) 
S.5181 2885 (1392a7-1397a25) 
S.5182 374 (452c26-454c2) 
S.5183 262 (18c12-19a12) 
S.5184 475 (552a9-c5) 
S.5185 967 (351c20-352a26) 
S.5186 235 (749b3-c24) 
S.5187 220 (vol. 6, 571c1-29) 
S.5188 374 (415a1-417c1) 
S.5189 220 (vol. 7, 371b22-c21) 
S.5190 665 (432c16-437c13) 
S.5191 672 (608b1-614c1) 
S.5192 262 (11c25-19a12) 
S.5193 235 (751b3-752c3) 
S.5194 262 (59b9-60c21) 
S.5195 235 (749c15-752c3) 
S.5196 220 (vol. 7, 251c6-253a19) 
S.5197 262 (24c18-27b9) 
S.5198[1] 262 (50b23-51b8) 
S.5198[2] 310 (235a6-15) 
S.5199 220 (vol. 5, 234a18-235a13) 
S.5200 1331 (533a6-536b5) 
S.5201 235 (751b5-c29) 
S.5202 大正藏未収 
S.5203 235 (752a29-c3) 
S.5204 220 (vol. 5, 881a15-886a28) 
S.5205 262 (3b27-10b21) 
S.5206 235 (748c17-750a21) 
S.5207 262 (19a19-27a8) 
S.5208 262 (20a26-21a9) 
S.5209 262 (55a21-56c1) 
S.5210 220 (vol. 6, 458b7-463b12) 
S.5211 366 (346c13-348a29) 
S.5212 262 (46b22-47c7) 
S.5213 220 (vol. 7, 8a15-b11) 
S.5214 450 (404c12-408b25) 
S.5215 2919 (1463a19-b22) 
S.5215V 2887 (1403b21-c17) 
S.5216 235 (749c24-752b29) 
S.5217 235 (749a15-752c3) 
S.5218 220 (vol. 7, 969b2-c1) 
S.5219 712 (823b20-825b23) 
S.5220 262 (55b13-62b1) 
S.5221 936 (82a3-84c29) 
S.5222 262 (20a29-27b9) 
S.5223 235 (749a3-752c3) 
S.5224 936 (83a9-84c28) 
S.5225 235 (749c17-750c15) 
S.5226 220 (vol. 5, 526a16-531a18) 
S.5227 大正藏未収 
S.5228 936 (82b24-84c29) 
S.5229 936 (82a3-84c29) 
S.5230 936 (83a23-84c29) 
S.5231 936 (82a29-84c29) 
S.5233 220 (vol. 5, 181c11-187a14) 






S.5237 220 (vol. 7, 221a2-226a24) 
S.5238 665 (435a26-b27) 
S.5239 665 (427c11-432c10) 
S.5240 220 (vol. 7, 8a14-12b13) 
S.5241 374 (417c5-422b28) 
S.5242 665 (432a11-20) 
S.5243 936 (83a16-84c29) 
S.5245 936 (84b24-c28) 
S.5246 475 (554c11-557b26) 
S.5247 665 (427c4-429b17) 
S.5248 235 (749a12-752c3) 
S.5249 典籍名未確定 
S.5250 220 (vol. 6, 535c21-541a22) 
S.5251 663 (335b15-340c10) 
S.5252 262 (32a10-37a2) 
S.5253 2887 (1403b21-1404a23) 
S.5254 475 (547b16-551c27) 
S.5255 475 (544b3-551c27) 
S.5256[1] 2915 (1461c6-23) 
S.5256[2] 2917(A) (1462a24-b7) 
S.5258 典籍名未確定 
S.5260 大正藏未収 
S.5261 2897 (1422c22-1425a28) 
S.5262 262 (37b19-46b14) 
S.5263 262 (47a18-48c26) 
S.5264 220 (vol. 7, 260a26-b23) 
S.5265 大正藏未収 
S.5266 220 (vol. 5, 886b7-891c1) 
S.5267 262 (1c15-10b21) 
S.5268 262 (36a1-c4) 
S.5269 220 (vol. 7, 1050a21-c27) 
S.5270 220 (vol. 7, 678a2-b3) 
S.5271 220 (vol. 6, 998c8-1003c26) 
S.5272 220 (vol. 5, 1018c2-1023b18) 
S.5273 374 (557c20-562c20) 
S.5274 262 (19b23-27b9) 
S.5275 220 (vol. 6, 956a9-b8) 
S.5276 1339 (648a24-649a29) 
S.5277 262 (56c29-58b8) 
S.5278 220 (vol. 7, 1008c2-1009a17) 
S.5279 374 (510b10-516a6) 
S.5280 2912 (1458c3-1459a8) 
S.5281 262 (11a15-19a12) 
S.5282 586 (54b13-62a22) 
S.5283 220 (vol. 5, 90c17-96a4) 
S.5284 665 (451a8-456c19) 
S.5285 220 (vol. 5, 120a15-122a8) 
S.5286 220 (vol. 7, 251b5-c3) 
S.5287 220 (vol. 6, 241b24-242a14) 
S.5288 1509 (422a19-b19) 
S.5289 1666 (575b8-29) 
S.5290 220 (vol. 5, 311b25-c24) 
S.5291 235 (748c17-752c3) 
S.5292 220 (vol. 6, 668a4-671b22) 
S.5293 262 (28c25-37a2) 
S.5294 220 (vol. 6, 775c9-781a18) 
S.5295 220 (vol. 7, 1060b16-1065b13) 
S.5296 374 (457b19-463a14) 
S.5297 936 (82a3-84c29) 
S.5298 374 (516a7-522a27) 
S.5299 397 (6c29-12a21) 
S.5300 936 (82a3-84c29) 
S.5301 310 (576c2-19) 
S.5302 945 (146a7-151b16) 
S.5303 2917(A) (1462a24-b8) 
S.5304 262 (19a14-28) 
S.5305 220 (vol. 6, 842b2-10) 
S.5306 475 (537b10-539a4) 
S.5307 235 (751a25-752c3) 
S.5309 1579 (448b20-454a7) 
S.5310 220 (vol. 6, 335a19-340a11) 
S.5311 670 (505c16-514b26) 
S.5312 945 (110a11-114c13) 
S.5314 936 (82a3-84c29) 
S.5316 262 (57c1-58b7) 
S.5317 441 (236b11-16) 
S.5318 262 (3a20-10b21) 
S.5319 262 (19b19-27b9) 
S.5320 262 (19b8-27b9) 
S.5321 220 (vol. 6, 956a9-957b4) 
S.5322 220 (vol. 5, 114a11-117b24) 
S.5323 262 (14a18-16b2) 
S.5324 1431 (1033c7-1038c13) 
S.5325 220 (vol. 5, 924a6-928b8) 
S.5326 262 (11a29-19a12) 
S.5327 262 (11b25-19a12) 
S.5328 220 (vol. 7, 845c27-847b6) 
S.5329 220 (vol. 7, 583b24-584b19) 
S.5330 220 (vol. 7, 843b22-845c26) 
S.5331 235 (750a14-752a28) 
S.5332 1488 (1070b6-1075c2) 
S.5333 235 (749a23-752c3) 
S.5334 220 (vol. 6, 392a2-b29) 
S.5335 450 (407b23-408b25) 
S.5336 665 (422b24-427b13) 
S.5337 366 (347b6-348a28) 
S.5338 235 (748c17-750a1) 
S.5340 475 (545a14-551c27) 
S.5341 大正藏未収 
S.5342 220 (vol. 6, 461b8-466b7) 
S.5343 220 (vol. 6, 673a23-677b4) 
S.5344 967 (350a24-352a26) 
S.5345 1302 (420a6-421a14) 
S.5346 220 (vol. 5, 1010b6-1011b3) 
S.5347 262 (37a20-38a9) 
S.5348 262 (8b1-10b21) 
S.5349 220 (vol. 5, 464a1-28) 
S.5350 220 (vol. 7, 215a20-b1) 
S.5351 220 (vol. 6, 351a15-351b9) 
S.5352 2897 (1424b28-1425b3) 
S.5353 475 (544c27-547b4) 
S.5354 1488 (1054a11-1058a12) 
S.5355 262 (27c28-37a2) 
S.5356 大正藏未収 
S.5357 262 (2a3-10b21) 
S.5358 220 (vol. 5, 388a9-b8) 
S.5359 450 (406b14-408b25) 
S.5360 1429 (1019b28-1020c3) 
S.5361 278 (549b12-551a4) 
S.5362 278 (418b23-427a1) 
S.5363 220 (vol. 5, 599c11-601b6) 
S.5364 262 (37a19-46b14) 
S.5365 936 (82a2-84c29) 
S.5366 262 (19b5-20a27) 
S.5367 592 (124b29-125a7) 
S.5368 475 (537b23-538b1) 
S.5369 262 (15a25-19a12) 
S.5370 220 (vol. 6, 346a13-b6) 
S.5371 475 (537a15-544a19) 
S.5372 665 (403a3-405c4) 
S.5373 2897 (1422b17-1425b1) 
S.5374 1579 (422a9-c9) 
S.5375 1509 (348c9-349b25) 
S.5376 461 (461b23-c3) 
S.5377 251 (848c4-24) 
S.5378 945 (145b9-c19) 
S.5379 1325 (490b22-491a5) 
S.5380 大正藏未収* 
S.5381 664 (363a8-21) 
S.5383 1339 (651c2-29) 
S.5384 374 (390c9-396c11) 
S.5385 大正藏未収 
S.5386 665 (408a16-28) 




S.5391 1256 (261b29-262a15) 
S.5392 1256 (261b26-262a15) 
S.5393 1509 (298a8-303b9) 
S.5395 475 (552a24-557a5) 
S.5396 278 (426c19-427a1) 
S.5397 1431 (1032a13-1038c11) 
S.5398 235 (748c26-752c3) 
敦煌出土仏典・大正蔵典籍番号対照表 
405 
S.5399 262 (27b23-28c6) 
S.5400 1484 (1006a1-c8) 
S.5401 2841 (1293c22-1294c4) 
S.5403[1] 大正藏未収* 
S.5403[2] 1806 (453a28-463a10) 
S.5404 1804 (74b2-75a19) 
S.5407 典籍名未確定 
S.5408 2887 (1404a5-23) 
S.5409 235 (749a13-752c3) 
S.5410 251 (848c4-24) 
S.5411 366 (347b4-348a29) 
S.5413 262 (54c25-55a9) 
S.5414 251 (848c4-20) 
S.5415 235 (750a21-b20) 
S.5416 235 (750c25-751b27) 
S.5417 262 (26c11-27a25) 
S.5418 251 (848c4-24) 
S.5419 220 (vol. 6, 73c2-74c15) 
S.5420 235 (749b17-750a15) 
S.5421 262 (11a3-b16) 
S.5422 220 (vol. 6, 153b12-154a10) 
S.5423 262 (22c18-23a24) 
S.5424 1331 (532c6-533a25) 
S.5425 1484 (1007a4-b20) 
S.5426 1431 (1034b27-1035a7) 
S.5427 262 (53b4-c25) 
S.5428 佛名經 
S.5429 1484 (1004c9-1005b28) 
S.5430 262 (43a16-44a16) 
S.5432 262 (56c2-57c15) 
S.5433[1] 大正藏未収* 
S.5433[2] 2887 (1403b21-1404a1) 
S.5433[3] 典籍名未確定 




S.5436[2] 235 (748c17-752b25) 
S.5438 262 (56c2-58b7) 
S.5441 大正藏未収 
S.5442 262 (56c2-57c2) 
S.5443[1] 典籍名未確定 
S.5443[2] 235 (748c17-750a1) 
S.5444[1] 典籍名未確定 
S.5444[2] 235 (748c17-752c7) 
S.5445 235 (750a25-752b30) 
S.5446 235 (748c17-752c7) 
S.5447[1] 801 (745b11-746b8) 
S.5447[2] 大正藏未収 
S.5450[1] 235 (749a12-752c7) 
S.5450[2] 大正藏未収* 
S.5451[1] 235 (750a23-29) 
S.5451[2] 235 (750b13-752c7) 
S.5452 262 (56c5-58b7) 
S.5453[1] 大正藏未収 
S.5453[2] 大正藏未収 
S.5455 262 (56c2-22) 
S.5456[1] 典籍名未確定 
S.5456[2] 大正藏未収 
S.5457 2851 (1300b7-c13) 
S.5458[1] 262 (56c6-58b7) 
S.5458[2] 2881 (1380b17-1383b6) 
S.5458[3] 251 (848c4-24) 
S.5458[4] 2909 (1455b23-c12) 
S.5458[5] 592 (124b12-125a7) 
S.5459[1] 典籍名未確定 
S.5459[2] 235 (748c17-749c17) 
S.5460[1] 2732 (1b6-11) 
S.5460[2] 1060 (106a4-c28) 
S.5461 235 (748c17-752c3) 
S.5462 235 (749b16-750a13) 
S.5464 大正藏未収 
S.5465 262 (56c2-58b7) 
S.5466[1] 2827 (1246a14-b1) 
S.5466[2] 大正藏未収* 
S.5467[1] 262 (56c2-6) 
S.5467[2] 262 (56c2-58b2) 
S.5467[3] 典籍名未確定 
S.5468 235 (748c22-752b9) 
S.5469 235 (751b9-752a2) 
S.5470 235 (750a6-752a1) 
S.5473[1] 大正藏未収* 
S.5473[2] 大正藏未収* 
S.5474 2863 (1323b11-29) 
S.5475 2007 (337a4-345b17) 
S.5479 235 (751c9-752a10) 









S.5489 262 (55a12-56c1) 
S.5490 大正藏未収 
S.5492 251 (848c4-24) 
S.5493 251 (848c4-24) 
S.5494 典籍名未確定 
S.5496 典籍名未確定 
S.5497 2851 (1300b5-13) 




S.5502 251 (848c4-13) 
S.5503 1360 (878a3-20) 
S.5506[1] 721 (299a6-12) 
S.5506[2] 310 (472b7-16) 
S.5506[3] 1488 (1037a10-24) 
S.5508 大正藏未収* 




S.5517 220 (vol. 5, 564a10-b8) 
S.5518 665 (444a12-24) 
S.5519 681 (737a13-b4) 
S.5521 235 (750b7-c16) 
S.5522 大正藏未収 
S.5523 397 (1a3) 
S.5525 典籍名未確定 
S.5528 262 (19a6-12) 
S.5529 大正藏未収* 
S.5531[1] 262 (57b19-58b7) 
S.5531[2] 大正藏未収* 
S.5531[3] 2909 (1455b23-c12) 
S.5531[4] 592 (124b12-125a7) 
S.5531[5] 2889 (1405a3-19) 




S.5531[10] 251 (848c4-24) 
S.5532[1] 2833 (1270c10-1273b4) 
S.5532[2] 大正藏未収* 
S.5533 大正藏未収* 
S.5534 235 (750a1-752c7) 
S.5535[1] 262 (56c2-58b7) 
S.5535[2] 251 (848c4-24) 
S.5535[3] 2889 (1405a3-19) 
S.5535[4] 2909 (1455b23-c12) 
S.5536[1-1] 2743 (159c13-28) 
S.5536[1-2] 大正藏未収* 
S.5536[2] 235 (748c17-751a25) 
S.5537 2804 (963a5-982b11) 
S.5538[1] 262 (38c10-23) 
S.5538[2] 235 (752a5-16) 
S.5538[3] 235 (752a19-24) 




S.5538[5] 235 (751c24-29) 
S.5539[1] 大正藏未収* 
S.5539[2] 262 (56c2-58b7) 
S.5539[3] 大正藏未収* 
S.5541 大正藏未収* 
S.5542 262 (57a12-c19) 
S.5543 2897 (1423b18-1425b3) 
S.5544 239 (774a27-775b26) 
S.5546 大正藏未収* 
S.5550 大正藏未収 
S.5554 262 (57a2-58b7) 
S.5555[1] 452 (418b3-420c23) 
S.5555[2] 2888 (1404a27-c2) 
S.5556 262 (56c2-58b7) 




























S.5577[2] 262 (56c2-58b7) 
S.5577[3] 251 (848c4-24) 
S.5581[1] 251 (848c11-24) 
S.5581[2] 2889 (1405a3-19) 
S.5581[3] 2919 (1463a17-b22) 
S.5581[4] 大正藏未収* 
S.5581[5] 262 (56c2-58b7) 
S.5581[6] 235 (748c17-749b7) 


















S.5602 2881 (1380b17-1383b6) 
S.5603 大正藏未収* 
S.5605 235 (748c17-24) 
S.5607 1564 (1a3-5c5) 
S.5608[1] 222 (182b14-25) 
S.5608[2] 222 (188b12-29) 
S.5608[3] 222 (205b6-18) 
S.5608[4] 222 (166a28-b11) 
S.5608[5] 222 (169c14-27) 
S.5608[6] 222 (150b26-c10) 
S.5608[7] 222 (158c9-21) 
S.5608[8] 222 (163b6-20) 
S.5608[9] 222 (159c1-14) 
S.5609[1] 1604 (590a18-b16) 
S.5609[2] 1604 (608a14-b3) 
S.5609[3] 1604 (659c26-660a14) 
S.5609[4] 1604 (614a26-b12) 
S.5609[5] 1604 (654b17-c2) 
S.5609[6] 1604 (621a16-b4) 
S.5609[7] 1604 (647c2-17) 
S.5609[8] 1604 (632a19-b5) 
S.5609[9] 1604 (636b9-27) 
S.5609[10] 1604 (647c2-17) 
S.5609[11] 1604 (621a16-b4) 
S.5609[12] 1604 (654b16-c2) 
S.5609[13] 1604 (614a26-b12) 
S.5609[14] 1604 (659c26-660a14) 
S.5609[15] 1604 (608a14-b3) 
S.5610[1] 310 (508a2-509a5) 
S.5610[2] 310 (508c5-509c5) 
S.5610[3] 310 (508a6-c5) 
S.5610[4] 310 (509a5-7) 
S.5610[5] 2881 (1382c3-1383b6) 
S.5610[6] 1493 (1091b16-c22) 
S.5611 262 (37a7-39c17) 
S.5612 734 (535b11-536a16) 
S.5612V 2875 (1360c2-1361a5) 
S.5617 1579 (406b20-407b3) 
S.5618[1] 大正藏未収* 
S.5618[2] 2889 (1405a3-19) 
S.5618[3] 2909 (1455b23-c12) 
S.5618[4] 1256 (261b26-c26) 
S.5618V[1] 2903 (1445a12-b26) 
S.5618V[2] 2903 (1445b26-1446a1) 




S.5624[1] 2122 (577a20-23) 
S.5624[2] 2122 (583a6-15) 
S.5624[3] 2122 (577a8-20) 
S.5624[4] 2122 (576c10-24) 
S.5624[5] 2122 (627b3-13) 
S.5624[6] 2122 (551c3-15) 
S.5624[7] 2122 (645a1-13) 
S.5624[8] 2122 (539c10-21) 
S.5624[9] 2122 (655c23-656a5) 
S.5624[10] 2122 (606b11-22) 
S.5624[11] 2122 (617c4-16) 
S.5624[12] 2122 (615a24-b7) 
S.5624[13] 2122 (607c21-608a4) 
S.5624[14] 2122 (593b12-27) 
S.5624[15] 2122 (620c17-27) 
S.5624[16] 2122 (534b5-18) 
S.5624[17] 2122 (660c13-24) 
S.5624[18] 2122 (575a2-14) 
S.5624[19] 2122 (629a16-28) 
S.5624[20] 2122 (630c28-631a11) 
S.5624[21] 2122 (569c23-570a6) 
S.5624[22] 2122 (656a17-28) 
S.5624[23] 2122 (539b6-28) 
S.5624[24] 2122 (620c28-621a10) 
S.5624[25] 2122 (593a29-b12) 
S.5624[26] 2122 (960b8-19) 
S.5624[27] 2122 (948a25-b7) 
S.5624[28] 2122 (690a3-13) 
S.5624[29] 2122 (752b21-c3) 
S.5624[30] 2122 (672a23-b5) 
S.5624[31] 2122 (778a5-16) 






S.5635 475 (537a3-29) 
S.5641 大正藏未収 
S.5642[1] 262 (56c7-58b7) 
S.5642[2] 2887 (1403b21-c22) 







S.5646[1-1] 2732 (1a25-b12) 
S.5646[1-2] 235 (748c17-752c3) 
S.5646[2] 大正藏未収 
S.5646[3] 2900 (1431c3-1432a24) 
S.5648[1] 256 (851b18-852a23) 
S.5648[2] 大正藏未収 
S.5649[1] 2884 (1390a22-27) 
S.5649[2] 2890 (1405a25-b25) 
S.5650 大正藏未収* 
S.5651 2854 (1303b17-1304a3) 
S.5653[1] 235 (751a25-752c3) 
S.5653[2] 1360 (878a3-28) 
S.5654 2917(A) (1462a26-29) 




S.5660 801 (745b7-746b8) 
S.5660V[1] 大正藏未収* 
S.5660V[2] 389 (1110c13-1112b22) 
S.5661 475 (537b26-557a27) 
S.5662 721 (1b19-c3) 
S.5662V[1] 721 (196a11-b22) 
S.5662V[2] 1472 (929c14-21) 
S.5663 1564 (20b6-39a15) 
S.5664 310 (644a28-647b11) 
S.5665[1] 1502 (1116a20-b4) 
S.5665[2-1] 1425 (240c4-241a4) 
S.5665[2-2] 1425 (239c24-243a2) 
S.5665[2-3] 1425 (239b26-c22) 
S.5665[2-4] 1425 (249b5-b19) 
S.5665[2-5] 1425 (240a7-21) 
S.5665[2-6] 1425 (248b29-c29) 
S.5665[2-7] 1425 (248a28-b26) 
S.5665[2-8] 1425 (243a5-28) 
S.5665[2-9] 1425 (243b3-c5) 
S.5665[2-10] 1425 (243c9-244a12) 
S.5665[2-11] 1425 (244a12-b15) 
S.5665[2-12] 1425 (249a7-16) 
S.5665[2-13] 1425 (240a24-c4) 
S.5665[2-14] 1425 (241a4-16) 
S.5665[2-15] 1425 (249b21-c7) 
S.5665[3] 1503 (1116c9-28) 
S.5665[4-1] 310 (636c15-637a4) 
S.5665[4-2] 310 (56b20-c2) 
S.5665[4-3] 310 (5a13-27) 
S.5665[4-4] 310 (56c2-14) 
S.5665[4-5] 310 (4c29-5a13) 
S.5665[4-6] 310 (4b29-c14) 
S.5665[4-7] 310 (56c28-57a12) 
S.5665[4-8] 310 (677a6-20) 
S.5665[4-9] 310 (633a28-b10) 
S.5665[4-10] 310 (407c9-29) 
S.5665[4-11] 310 (461a23-b5) 
S.5665[4-12] 310 (5a8-27) 
S.5665[4-13] 310 (56c2-14) 
S.5665[4-14] 310 (168a26-b2) 
S.5665[4-15] 310 (168c4-8) 
S.5665[4-16] 310 (115c17-116a12) 
S.5665[4-17] 310 (124b26-c11) 
S.5665[4-18] 大正藏未収* 
S.5665[4-19] 310 (558c9-22) 
S.5665[4-20] 310 (524c17-525a9) 
S.5665[4-21] 310 (124b11-26) 
S.5665[4-22] 大正藏未収* 
S.5665[4-23] 310 (56c28-57a12) 
S.5665[4-24] 310 (4b29-c19) 
S.5665[4-25] 310 (93b16-c11) 
S.5665[4-26] 310 (79a4-18) 
S.5665[4-27] 310 (57a12-24) 
S.5665[4-28] 310 (4b15-29) 
S.5665[4-29] 310 (166a10-20) 
S.5665[4-30] 310 (119a28-b19) 
S.5665[4-31] 310 (56c14-28) 
S.5665[4-32] 310 (4c14-29) 
S.5665[4-33] 310 (354c28-355a25) 
S.5665[4-34] 310 (354c10-28) 
S.5665[4-35] 310 (122c20-123a7) 
S.5665[4-36] 310 (398a8-21) 
S.5665[4-37] 310 (636b28-c15) 
S.5665[4-38] 310 (637a4-27) 
S.5665[5-1] 99 (263c20-264a16) 
S.5665[5-2] 99 (255a4-24) 
S.5665[5-3] 99 (254c19-255a3) 
S.5665[5-4] 99 (264a17-b8) 
S.5665[5-5] 99 (204c23-205a11) 
S.5665[5-6] 99 (161a25-b18) 
S.5665[6-1] 761 (631b12-26) 
S.5665[6-2] 761 (643a15-29) 
S.5665[6-3] 761 (627a9-23) 
S.5665[6-4] 761 (627a24-b16) 
S.5665[7-1] 26 (615b7-25) 
S.5665[7-2] 26 (566b12-c27) 
S.5665[7-3] 26 (615a18-b7) 
S.5665[8-1] 1464 (863a19-b4) 
S.5665[8-2] 1464 (863a4-19) 
S.5665[8-3] 1464 (863b4-17) 
S.5665[9] 125 (655c4-20) 
S.5665[10] 649 (732a11-27) 
S.5665[11] 305 (938a8-21) 
S.5665[12] 大正藏未収 
S.5665[13-1] 475 (539a4-25) 
S.5665[13-2] 475 (538c18-539a3) 
S.5668 大正藏未収 





S.5672 2909 (1455b23-c9) 
S.5673 2897 (1422b14-1425b3) 
S.5675 592 (124c9-125a7) 
S.5676 典籍名未確定 
S.5677 大正藏未収* 
S.5677[1] 251 (848c4-24) 
S.5677[2] 2919 (1463a17-b22) 
S.5677[3] 2909 (1455b23-c12) 
S.5678 262 (56c29-58b7) 
S.5679 2889 (1405a3-19) 
S.5681 262 (56c16-58b7) 
S.5682 262 (57b15-58b7) 
S.5683 262 (56c2-57b6) 





S.5694 235 (750c24-751a15) 
S.5695 636 (507b3-10) 
S.5699 大正藏未収 
S.5701 251 (848c4-24) 
S.5702 大正藏未収 
S.5703[1] 220 (vol. 7, 988b28-c7) 
S.5703[2] 220 (vol. 7, 988b18-27) 
S.5703[3] 220 (vol. 7, 988b1-9) 
S.5703[4] 220 (vol. 7, 988b9-19) 
S.5703[5] 220 (vol. 7, 990b11-20) 
S.5703[6] 220 (vol. 7, 990b1-9) 
S.5703[7] 220 (vol. 7, 986b25-c3) 
S.5703[8] 220 (vol. 7, 986b16-24) 
S.5703[9] 220 (vol. 7, 986c8-18) 
S.5703[10] 220 (vol. 7, 986c3-11) 




S.5703[12] 220 (vol. 7, 989b18-26) 
S.5703[13] 220 (vol. 7, 987a19-27) 
S.5703[14] 220 (vol. 7, 987a28-b16) 
S.5704 665 (403a3-b4) 
S.5708 592 (124b12-18) 
S.5716 2897 (1422c12-1423a20) 
S.5719 223 (308b26-c6) 
S.5720 374 (397a15-26) 
S.5721 大正藏未収 
S.5724 223 (320c4-10) 
S.5727 211 (597a13-27) 






S.5749 475 (545c24-546a6) 
S.5761 262 (42c23-43a26) 
S.5764[1] 630 (457c24-458a4) 
S.5764[2] 310 (638c26-639a9) 
S.5764[3] 310 (639a9-18) 
S.5764[4] 630 (457c14-23) 
S.5765[1] 653 (791b28-c25) 
S.5765[2] 653 (805a12-b11) 
S.5766[1] 1 (32a24-b12) 
S.5766[2] 1425 (235c24-236a11) 
S.5766[3] 1425 (236a28-b11) 
S.5766[4] 1425 (250c18-251a2) 
S.5766[5] 1425 (250c2-15) 
S.5766[6] 1464 (860c26-861a25) 
S.5766[7] 1425 (236b14-29) 
S.5766[8] 典籍名未確定 
S.5766[9] 1425 (236c6-10) 
S.5766[10] 1425 (251b7-19) 
S.5766[11] 1464 (861a26-b10) 
S.5766[12] 1425 (251a5-18) 
S.5766[13] 1425 (251a18-b5) 
S.5766[14] 1425 (235a2-9) 
S.5766[15] 1425 (235b10-c24) 
S.5766[16] 1 (7c6-28) 
S.5768 2843 (1295c20-1296a2) 
S.5771 2747 (169b4-13) 
S.5783 262 (25a16-c20) 
S.5784 374 (598c2-14) 
S.5793 657 (198b19-c4) 
S.5798 典籍名未確定 
S.5801 大正藏未収* 
S.5807 156 (124a18-28) 
S.5809 大正藏未収 
S.5815 721 (202c15-203a2) 
S.5817 221 (5a4-28) 
S.5819 374 (498b3-10) 
S.5833 251 (848c4-24) 
S.5835 2782 (545c22-546a14) 
S.5836 大正藏未収 
S.5837 190 (687a25-29) 
S.5839 2913 (1459b28-c13) 
S.5841 大正藏未収 
S.5842 262 (32b24-33b11) 
S.5843 220 (vol. 5, 783b8-18) 
S.5844 大正藏未収 
S.5846 251 (848c4-17) 
S.5847 262 (10c7-11b22) 
S.5848 967 (349c29-350a20) 
S.5849[1] 262 (46a24-b14) 
S.5849[2] 262 (39b6-c13) 
S.5850 大正藏未収* 
S.5851 262 (57a1-b3) 
S.5853 典籍名未確定 
S.5854 967 (349b28-c6) 
S.5858 大正藏未収* 
S.5865 大正藏未収* 
S.5866 262 (58a16-b7) 
S.5877 2743 (159c13-18) 
S.5884 典籍名未確定 
S.5885 2895 (1415b21-c19) 
S.5886 大正藏未収 
S.5889 大正藏未収 
S.5892[1] 2850 (1300a9-b1) 
S.5892[2] 大正藏未収* 
S.5892[3] 大正藏未収* 
S.5893 1812 (597b6-18) 
S.5894 2851 (1300b5-c23) 
S.5902 220 (vol. 6, 858c12-859a4) 
S.5904 251 (848c4-24) 
S.5905 2733 (20a17-23b11) 
S.5906 251 (848c4-24) 
S.5907 665 (413c9-414a7) 
S.5908 262 (13b12-14a19) 
S.5909 251 (848c4-24) 
S.5910 251 (848c4-24) 
S.5911 235 (748c17-749a5) 
S.5912 2911 (1456c14-23) 
S.5913 2125 (223a8-b11) 
S.5914 大正藏未収* 
S.5915[1] 2122 (844a3-13) 
S.5915[2] 2122 (804a22-27) 
S.5916 2075 (179a13-18) 
S.5922 450 (408a4-23) 
S.5923 2910 (1455c16-1456a12) 
S.5925 典籍名未確定 
S.5928 220 (vol. 6, 355c12-356a1) 
S.5929 2917(A) (1462a24-b7) 
S.5932 大正藏未収 
S.5934 大正藏未収 
S.5936 374 (428b16-23) 
S.5940 典籍名未確定 
S.5943 大正藏未収* 
S.5948 220 (vol. 6, 386c17-387a9) 
S.5951[1] 251 (848c10-24) 
S.5951[2] 262 (56c2-3) 
S.5954 2911 (1456c16-1458a23) 
S.5955[1] 1509 (422a7-15) 
S.5955[2] 1509 (423c2-16) 
S.5956 251 (848c9-24) 
S.5958 2124 (204b11-28) 
S.5959 685 (779a25-b11) 
S.5960 大正藏未収* 
S.5962 1484 (1003a19-23) 
S.5963[1] 475 (544a14-19) 
S.5963[2] 475 (544a4-13) 
S.5963[3] 475 (542b21-c3) 
S.5963[4] 475 (542c3-13) 
S.5963[5] 475 (539b17-27) 
S.5963[6] 475 (539b7-17) 
S.5963[7] 475 (543a4-14) 
S.5963[8] 475 (543a14-25) 
S.5963[9] 475 (542c13-23) 
S.5963[10] 475 (542c23-543a4) 
S.5963[11] 475 (541a8-19) 
S.5963[12] 475 (541a19-29) 
S.5963[13] 475 (538b18-26) 
S.5963[14] 475 (538b27-c7) 
S.5963[15] 475 (537c21-28) 
S.5963[16] 475 (537c14-21) 
S.5965[1] 2732 (8c13-20) 
S.5965[2-1] 262 (39b15-c4) 
S.5965[2-2] 262 (40c1-27) 
S.5965[3-1] 235 (752b27-c3) 
S.5965[3-2] 235 (752b9-19) 
S.5965[3-3] 235 (752b15) 
S.5965[3-4] 235 (752b3-9) 
S.5967 典籍名未確定 
S.5970[1] 836 (891c9-16) 
S.5970[2] 306 (959a10-960c22) 
S.5972 大正藏未収 
S.5975 大正藏未収* 
S.5977 2851 (1300b7-c3) 
S.5978 245 (834a2-8) 
S.5979 442 (312a12-b3) 
S.5982 典籍名未確定 




S.5986 2787 (567a3-15) 
S.5988 典籍名未確定 
S.5989 1339 (647b10-18) 
S.5990 262 (46c11-19) 
S.5993 220 (vol. 6, 890b2-c2) 
S.5994 220 (vol. 7, 974b1-2) 
S.5995 典籍名未確定 
S.5996 大正藏未収* 
S.5997[1-1] 2792 (659a11-18) 




S.6007 2887 (1404a10-23) 
S.6009 典籍名未確定 
S.6016 2124 (195b15-200c29) 
S.6018 1808 (501b5-26) 
S.6020 1846 (268c7-278a9) 
S.6021 大正藏未収* 
S.6024 1301 (414b15-415a20) 
S.6025 典籍名未確定 
S.6031 大正藏未収* 
S.6035 663 (358b1-19) 
S.6037 374 (365c2-9) 
S.6038 2810 (1046a11-25) 
S.6041 典籍名未確定 
S.6042 大正藏未収* 
S.6043 374 (498b6-17) 
S.6046 251 (848c12-24) 
S.6048 大正藏未収 





S.6060 2915 (1461c6-11) 
S.6062 2887 (1404a20-23) 
S.6068 190 (852a7-b1) 
S.6069 125 (567c29-568a4) 
S.6071 586 (40b23-c6) 






S.6087 2887 (1404a10-23) 
S.6088 典籍名未確定 
S.6089 262 (37a5-b8) 
S.6091 967 (351b19-c14) 
S.6092 224 (436b3-14) 
S.6093 1509 (178b4-c7) 
S.6095 2878 (1362a6-27) 
S.6096 580 (964c20-29) 
S.6098 374 (378c29-379a6) 
S.6100 典籍名未確定 
S.6101 典籍名未確定 
S.6102 1614 (855b10-c22) 
S.6103[2] 大正藏未収* 
S.6105 967 (352a26-b23) 
S.6107 665 (434c9-435a10) 
S.6108 大正藏未収 
S.6109[1] 2828 (1266a13-b12) 
S.6109[2] 典籍名未確定 
S.6110 典籍名未確定 
S.6112 643 (662c24-663a3) 
S.6113 967 (352a26-b22) 
S.6115 2911 (1456c14-1457b22) 
S.6118 374 (378b17-c3) 
S.6119 典籍名未確定 
S.6122 967 (349b23-27) 
S.6124 1509 (114b13-c13) 
S.6125 251 (848c4-10) 
S.6126 典籍名未確定 
S.6132 典籍名未確定 
S.6133 262 (13c21-14a19) 
S.6135 典籍名未確定 
S.6139 典籍名未確定 
S.6142 375 (725a16-b3) 
S.6144 374 (546c29-547a3) 
S.6146 2882 (1383b9-14) 
S.6147 典籍名未確定 
S.6148 大正藏未収 
S.6151 1059 (104c9-19) 
S.6152 936 (82a3-23) 
S.6153 典籍名未確定 
S.6159 大正藏未収* 
S.6163 685 (779a25-b26) 
S.6166 典籍名未確定 










S.6206 2854 (1303b19-1304a11) 
S.6209 374 (365c13-366a10) 
S.6210V 大正藏未収 
S.6211[2] 2851 (1300b5-b20) 
S.6212 典籍名未確定 
S.6213 665 (427b19-c5) 
S.6218 典籍名未確定 
S.6218V 大正藏未収* 
S.6219V 2812 (1068a15-b10) 






S.6231 475 (555c24-556b27) 
S.6232 251 (848c7-24) 
S.6236 大正藏未収* 




S.6239 220 (vol. 6, 134a3-28) 
S.6240 1804 (64b25-66a12) 
S.6242[1] 1776 (423c8-424b10) 
S.6242[2] 1776 (424c18-21) 
S.6244 441 (302b15-29) 
S.6247 220 (vol. 6, 453b4-15) 
S.6248 大正藏未収 
S.6250[1] 441 (195a8-19) 
S.6250[2] 235 (751b29-752a1) 
S.6257[1] 251 (848a3-24) 
S.6257[2] 2909 (1455b23-c12) 
S.6265 2916 (1462a7-19) 
S.6266 2897 (1422b14-20) 
S.6268[1] 大正藏未収 
S.6268[2] 2898 (1425b8-c10) 
S.6269[1] 2890 (1405a25-b24) 
S.6269[2] 2900 (1431c3-c23) 
S.6273 大正藏未収* 
S.6277 262 (57b8-58b7) 
S.6278 665 (450c18-451a2) 
S.6280 235 (750b8-26) 
S.6281[1] 典籍名未確定 
S.6281[2] 1484 (1003c29-1004c15) 
S.6282 366 (346b25-347a3) 
S.6283 663 (335b20-c28) 
S.6284 2777 (440b23-c12) 




S.6286 936 (82b23-83a15) 
S.6287 262 (39c6-40a8) 
S.6288 262 (21b17-c20) 
S.6289[1] 1060 (106a4-8) 
S.6289[2] 220 (vol. 5, 216b15) 
S.6289[3] 2732 (1a3) 
S.6290 大正藏未収 
S.6291 220 (vol. 6, 139a15-b3) 
S.6292 220 (vol. 7, 1094a8-21) 
S.6293 262 (55a12-c6) 
S.6294 235 (752b3-c3) 
S.6295 23 (305a27-b5) 
S.6296 220 (vol. 6, 754b2-c3) 
S.6298V 2149 (296a20-b29) 
S.6299 223 (378a4-b12) 
S.6304 大正藏未収 
S.6311 2881 (1380b17-c6) 
S.6316 典籍名未確定 
S.6317 1361(附) (878b3-9) 
S.6318 645 (699b11-20) 
S.6319 220 (vol. 6, 967c7-968a8) 
S.6320 典籍名未確定 
S.6321 大正藏未収* 
S.6322 235 (749a24-b19) 
S.6323 1313 (464b20-29) 
S.6324 典籍名未確定 
S.6325 660 (322a14-29) 
S.6328 2743 (159c21-28) 
S.6330V 大正藏未収 
S.6334 1028(A) (742b15-18) 
S.6336 2122 (917a6-9) 
S.6337 大正藏未収* 
S.6338 大正藏未収 
S.6339 1791 (433c9-13) 
S.6344 大正藏未収 
S.6348 大正藏未収* 
S.6350 475 (537c4-544a3) 
S.6351 220 (vol. 7, 552c15-554b2) 
S.6352 220 (vol. 5, 326c25-331c28) 
S.6353 450 (405a25-408b25) 
S.6354 235 (749c16-752c3) 
S.6355 262 (55a13-62b1) 
S.6356 664 (382a16-389b19) 
S.6357 220 (vol. 5, 1044a27-1048c8) 
S.6358 475 (552c4-557b26) 
S.6359 220 (vol. 5, 684c15-688a13) 
S.6360 262 (59a1-60c21) 
S.6361 936 (82a10-84c29) 
S.6362 262 (38a5-46b14) 
S.6363 262 (37c7-46b14) 
S.6364 大正藏未収 
S.6365 220 (vol. 7, 976a27-979b24) 
S.6366 1428 (734c7-741b29) 
S.6367[1] 2919 (1463a29-b22) 
S.6367[2] 1302 (420a3-421a14) 
S.6367[3] 801 (745b7-746b8) 
S.6367[4] 366 (346b25-348a29) 
S.6368 220 (vol. 6, 70c13-75c22) 
S.6369 220 (vol. 6, 443b9-446b23) 
S.6370 475 (544b26-551c27) 
S.6371 665 (451a24-456c19) 
S.6372 220 (vol. 6, 448b19-453b1) 
S.6373 235 (749b7-752c3) 
S.6374 220 (vol. 6, 414b28-418c25) 
S.6375 262 (10c9-19a11) 
S.6376 262 (27c4-34b22) 
S.6377 262 (41a15-46b14) 
S.6378 大正藏未収* 
S.6379 220 (vol. 7, 48a3-49c24) 
S.6380 1485 (1017a14-1023a10) 
S.6381 大正藏未収* 
S.6382 大正藏未収* 
S.6383 1331 (533a14-536b6) 
S.6384 2897 (1422c8-1425b1) 
S.6385 220 (vol. 5, 763b3-768a3) 
S.6386 665 (437c29-444a9) 
S.6387 262 (48c5-54c27) 
S.6388 大正藏未収 
S.6389 665 (452c6-456c19) 
S.6390 665 (418a21-422b21) 
S.6391 2777 (440a12-449c11) 
S.6392 475 (537b17-543b15) 
S.6393 235 (748c25-752c3) 
S.6395 251 (848c7-24) 
S.6396 262 (50a1-55a9) 
S.6397 220 (vol. 6, 1064a27-1068b27) 
S.6398 475 (552a17-557b26) 
S.6399 262 (38b12-45b17) 
S.6400 220 (vol. 5, 385a5-388a5) 
S.6401 262 (31a24-35c5) 
S.6402 586 (40c10-47a19) 
S.6403 220 (vol. 6, 28a28-32a3) 
S.6404 681 (723b18-747b15) 
S.6405 2787 (567a3-576a22) 
S.6406 220 (vol. 5, 332a10-334a13) 
S.6407 235 (749c19-752c3) 
S.6408 936 (82c3-84c29) 
S.6409 475 (544b23-551c27) 
S.6410 262 (3b22-10b21) 
S.6411 1806 (429a3-463a10) 
S.6412 220 (vol. 7, 556c25-560a19) 
S.6413 2813 (1089c13-1105a17) 
S.6414 665 (438a3-444a9) 
S.6415 235 (749a11-752c3) 




S.6418 2777 (473a4-501b3) 
S.6419 1579 (343b4-348c7) 
S.6420 475 (554c24-557b25) 
S.6421 262 (11a12-19a12) 
S.6422 235 (750c21-752c3) 
S.6423 262 (19b5-27b9) 
S.6424 2897 (1422b17-1425b3) 
S.6425 475 (548c5-551c27) 
S.6426 475 (538c6-544a19) 
S.6427 220 (vol. 5, 198b19-203c27) 
S.6428 262 (48b21-55a9) 
S.6429 262 (27c29-37a2) 
S.6430 936 (82c3-84c29) 
S.6431 262 (14b27-19a12) 
S.6432 665 (445b13-450c15) 
S.6433 227 (559b22-560a28) 
S.6434 262 (7a28-10b21) 
S.6435 220 (vol. 7, 1088b2-1093c20) 
S.6436 220 (vol. 5, 28a24-33c25) 
S.6437 665 (424b23-427b13) 
S.6438 262 (28a6-34b22) 
S.6439 262 (37b26-46b14) 
S.6440 大正藏未収* 
S.6441 235 (748c22-750c18) 
S.6442 262 (37a28-46b14) 
S.6443 665 (414a23-417c16) 
S.6444 大正藏未収 
S.6445 220 (vol. 6, 86c16-91a3) 
S.6446 665 (408b2-413c6) 
S.6447 945 (146c8-151b16) 
S.6448 220 (vol. 6, 267b14-272c22) 
S.6449 475 (552c5-557b26) 
S.6450 235 (751c5-752c3) 
S.6451 2897 (1423c24-1425b3) 
S.6455 663 (352b25-358a29) 
S.6456 158 (249b15-256b10) 
S.6457 262 (56c20-62b1) 
S.6458 2777 (474a2-501b3) 
S.6459[1] 672 (590a18-637a6) 
S.6459[2-1] 586 (36b3-39b27) 
S.6459[2-2] 586 (40c8-42b27) 
S.6459[2-3] 586 (47b13-51b27) 
S.6459[2-4] 586 (54b25-62a14) 
S.6460 262 (46c1-55a9) 
S.6461 262 (2c22-8b12) 




S.6464 220 (vol. 6, 48a19-53c2) 
S.6465 262 (50c19-56c1) 
S.6466 665 (408b2-413c6) 
S.6467 220 (vol. 6, 393a10-396c18) 
S.6468 220 (vol. 6, 605c9-610b7) 
S.6469[1] 665 (433b15-437c8) 
S.6469[2] 大正藏未収* 
S.6470 450 (407b14-408b25) 
S.6471 262 (27b28-32a7) 
S.6472 475 (544c5-551c27) 
S.6473 475 (547a2-551c27) 
S.6474 1723 (654a17-671b6) 
S.6475 450 (405b12-406c14) 
S.6476 278 (774a3-780b9) 
S.6477 220 (vol. 7, 96b21-101c16) 
S.6478 235 (749a11-752c3) 
S.6480 262 (11c2-19a12) 
S.6481 220 (vol. 6, 204b9-209c4) 
S.6482 262 (12a22-37a2) 
S.6483 1579 (601b2-607c10) 
S.6484 220 (vol. 5, 661b25-666c9) 
S.6485 大正藏未収* 
S.6486 大正藏未収 
S.6487 262 (47c25-55a9) 
S.6488 220 (vol. 5, 677b25-682c16) 
S.6489 262 (10c7-19a12) 
S.6490 1429 (1016b14-1022a21) 
S.6491 1429 (1018a21-1023a10) 
S.6492 大正藏未収 
S.6493 220 (vol. 5, 437a14-441c27) 
S.6494 大正藏未収 
S.6495 1579 (522b2-527b7) 
S.6496 235 (748c25-751c4) 
S.6497 365 (341c27-346b21) 
S.6498 262 (38c29-41b8) 
S.6499 大正藏未収 
S.6500 262 (2b18-10b21) 
S.6501 262 (42c13-50b17) 
S.6502 大正藏未収 
S.6503 2777 (440a12-473a1) 
S.6504 大正藏未収 
S.6505 262 (60b27-62b1) 
S.6506 1558 (140b9-145a11) 
S.6507 475 (553b12-555a8) 
S.6508 475 (542c7-551c27) 
S.6509 大正藏未収 
S.6510 374 (416a19-422b28) 
S.6511 佛名經 
S.6512 262 (19b2-27b9) 
S.6513 663 (352b16-358a29) 
S.6514 663 (335b2-340c10) 
S.6515 262 (50c13-56c1) 
S.6516 475 (537b13-544a19) 
S.6517 262 (47a1-55a9) 
S.6518 665 (413c9-417c16) 
S.6519 262 (19c24-27b9) 
S.6520 262 (19b23-27b9) 
S.6521 262 (48c6-54c1) 
S.6522 665 (408b2-413c6) 
S.6523 262 (2a23-10b21) 
S.6524 262 (47c11-55a7) 
S.6525 663 (340c21-346b9) 
S.6526 1429 (1015a21-1023a11) 
S.6527 235 (749b16-752c3) 
S.6528 262 (11a22-19a12) 
S.6529 475 (552a8-555a9) 
S.6530 1808 (492a27-501b25) 
S.6531 大正藏未収 
S.6532 475 (538c2-544a17) 
S.6533 681 (724a15-730c14) 
S.6534 7 (522b2-528a4) 
S.6535 220 (vol. 6, 374a9-376c5) 
S.6536 1579 (289c23-294b5) 
S.6537 大正藏未収* 
S.6537V 大正藏未収* 
S.6538[1] 223 (323a23-325b11) 
S.6538[2] 223 (328a6-21) 
S.6538[3] 223 (360a20-b8) 
S.6538[4] 223 (371c2-372a10) 
S.6538[5] 223 (375c21-376a6) 
S.6538[6] 223 (378c1-18) 
S.6538[7] 223 (383c13-384a15) 
S.6538[8] 223 (392b13-393a13) 
S.6538[9] 223 (399a28-402b28) 
S.6538[10] 223 (407b10-408b26) 
S.6538[11] 223 (411b17-c13) 
S.6538[12] 223 (421b26-423c20) 
S.6538[13] 223 (423c22-424a13) 
S.6539 475 (552b24-557b26) 
S.6540 220 (vol. 6, 2a1-6a16) 
S.6541 374 (554b7-560b3) 
S.6542 大正藏未収 
S.6543 235 (749a17-752c3) 
S.6544 大正藏未収 
S.6545 262 (37a9-39c13) 
S.6546 220 (vol. 7, 472b22-477c14) 
S.6547 278 (676a2-683c28) 
S.6548 475 (537a6-539c27) 
S.6549 2787 (571a17-594c10) 





S.6553 374 (434a21-440a13) 
S.6554 235 (749b14-752c3) 
S.6555 262 (22b25-25b27) 
S.6556 450 (405a10-408b25) 
S.6557 大正藏未収* 
S.6557V 2854 (1303b29-c18) 
S.6558 665 (403a7-421a13) 
S.6559 1550 (822c12-833b4) 
S.6560 262 (58b18-61a4) 
S.6561 235 (748c17-752c3) 
S.6562 450 (405a12-408b25) 
S.6563 典籍名未確定 
S.6564 220 (vol. 6, 150a18-154b22) 
S.6565 262 (13b12-19a12) 
S.6566 665 (433a1-437c13) 
S.6567 262 (46c1-55a9) 
S.6568 2777 (440b1-473a1) 
S.6569 262 (42b12-50b22) 
S.6570 1430 (1025a3-1030c10) 
S.6571 262 (22a7-25c21) 
S.6572 235 (748c17-752c3) 
S.6573 典籍名未確定 
S.6574 262 (2b20-10b21) 
S.6575 475 (544a26-551c27) 
S.6576 1579 (313a14-317c24) 
S.6577 2895 (1414c22-1415c19) 
S.6578 262 (11a9-12b1) 
S.6579 220 (vol. 6, 637b27-642c5) 
S.6580 2777 (440b12-473a1) 
S.6581 227 (571b25-575c4) 
S.6582 586 (54b25-62a21) 
S.6583 1781 (956b2-966c22) 
S.6584 220 (vol. 6, 520a29-524a26) 
S.6585 235 (749a18-752c3) 
S.6586 475 (537a10-544a19) 
S.6587 475 (550c1-557b26) 
S.6588[1] 2872 (1355c18-1356a11) 
S.6588[2] 大正藏未収* 
S.6589 262 (28a10-34b22) 
S.6590 586 (54b13-62a22) 
S.6591 1431 (1031b24-1041a18) 
S.6592 220 (vol. 5, 673a10-677b17) 
S.6593 665 (417c26-422b21) 
S.6594 450 (406b14-408b25) 
S.6595 475 (545b9-551b22) 
S.6596 475 (539a3-543b15) 
S.6597 262 (27c18-37a2) 
S.6598 235 (749c14-752c3) 
S.6599 262 (50c4-56c1) 




S.6601 220 (vol. 5, 397b14-399c4) 
S.6602 262 (2c1-10b21) 
S.6603 475 (547a4-551c26) 
S.6604[1] 2787 (567a3-571a11) 
S.6604[2] 大正藏未収 
S.6605 235 (749b22-752c3) 
S.6606 262 (55c1-62b1) 
S.6607 936 (82a7-84c29) 
S.6608 220 (vol. 6, 702a18-704b9) 
S.6609 262 (56c2-58b7) 
S.6610 2777 (494c18-501b3) 
S.6611 220 (vol. 5, 212b3-216b12) 
S.6612 235 (748c17-752c3) 
S.6613 235 (749b18-752c3) 
S.6614 374 (493a9-c14) 
S.6615 220 (vol. 5, 768b17-773b5) 
S.6616 1764 (645c10-669a15) 
S.6616V 2782 (549c12-556b18) 
S.6617 235 (749a6-752c3) 
S.6618 279 (144b18-150a13) 
S.6618V 220 (vol. 5, 148b2-149a13) 
S.6619 2782 (546b29-556b19) 
S.6620 475 (537a3-c2) 
S.6621 262 (47a19-55a9) 
S.6622 235 (750b22-752c3) 
S.6623 262 (2b6-7a27) 
S.6624 220 (vol. 5, 656a19-661b6) 
S.6625 665 (444b23-450c15) 
S.6626 586 (35a5-62a22) 
S.6627 262 (1c23-10b21) 
S.6628 235 (749c25-752c3) 
S.6629 262 (31a27-35c19) 
S.6630 262 (37b25-46b14) 











S.6631V[11] 2851 (1300b5-c23) 
S.6631V[12] 大正藏未収 
S.6631V[13] 大正藏未収 
S.6632 1509 (231c29-232c16) 
S.6633 220 (vol. 6, 122a24-125b17) 
S.6634 220 (vol. 5, 1011c2-1014a21) 
S.6635 663 (353c16-354c17) 
S.6636 1428 (978c17-986b18) 
S.6637 1431 (1032a14-1041a18) 
S.6638 220 (vol. 6, 638b12-640c23) 
S.6639 1431 (1034a2-1041a18) 
S.6640[1] 2841 (1293c22-1294c29) 
S.6641 235 (749a11-752c3) 
S.6642 262 (53b9-56c1) 
S.6643 235 (749a13-752c3) 
S.6644 大正藏未収 
S.6645[1] 936 (82a14-84c29) 
S.6645[2] 936 (82a3-84c29) 
S.6646 936 (82c2-84c29) 
S.6647 936 (82a3-84c29) 
S.6648 665 (418a12-422b21) 
S.6649 672 (615c17-622b1) 
S.6650 278 (625a3-631b5) 
S.6651 665 (427c8-432c10) 
S.6652 262 (46b17-53b9) 
S.6653 262 (55b8-62a29) 
S.6654 佛名經 
S.6655 220 (vol. 7, 491a19-494b10) 
S.6656 389 (1112a13-b22) 
S.6657 672 (594b2-600b14) 
S.6658 220 (vol. 5, 22c7-28a17) 
S.6660 262 (55c19-62a29) 
S.6661 大正藏未収 
S.6662 大正藏未収 
S.6663 650 (750b17-756b12) 
S.6664 262 (37a16-46b14) 
S.6665 475 (544c12-551c27) 
S.6666 220 (vol. 7, 953a8-958a26) 
S.6667 2897 (1422b14-1425b3) 
S.6668 262 (58b8-60a15) 
S.6669 235 (749a24-752c3) 
S.6670 大正藏未収* 
S.6671 262 (2a4-10b21) 
S.6672 1429 (1015c22-1023a11) 
S.6673 374 (499c4-503c24) 
S.6674 665 (450c18-456c19) 
S.6675 235 (748c22-752c3) 
S.6676 220 (vol. 5, 876a7-881a12) 
S.6677 665 (451a8-456c19) 
S.6678 大正藏未収* 
S.6678V 1579 (537c6-12) 
S.6679 262 (20b22-27b9) 
S.6680 945 (133b29-139a12) 
S.6681 1579 (303b20-308c8) 
S.6682 235 (749c21-752a26) 
S.6683[1] 1579 (724b13-728c11) 
S.6683[2] 1579 (729a18-733c2) 
S.6683[3-1] 1579 (737b13-740a27) 
S.6683[3-2] 1579 (741b17-742a12) 
S.6683[4] 1579 (746c28-747a20) 
S.6683V[1-1] 1579 (707a1-710a19) 
S.6683V[1-2] 1579 (718a7-720a24) 
S.6683V[1-3] 1579 (710c29-713b23) 
S.6683V[2-1] 1579 (705a1-709a15) 
S.6683V[2-2] 1579 (695a21-697c1) 
S.6684 262 (58b17-61b22) 
S.6685 220 (vol. 5, 789a17-793b20) 
S.6687 262 (10b22-19a12) 
S.6688 665 (451a11-456c19) 
S.6689 475 (537b19-544a19) 
S.6690 475 (545a25-551c27) 
S.6691[1] 251 (848c4-24) 
S.6691[2] 235 (748c17-752c3) 
S.6691V[1] 大正藏未収 
S.6691V[2] 大正藏未収 
S.6691V[3] 251 (848c4-23) 
S.6692 262 (10c8-19a12) 
S.6693 235 (749a28-752c3) 
S.6694 220 (vol. 5, 892b25-897a11) 
S.6695 665 (411a29-413c6) 
S.6696 945 (128b20-132c26) 
S.6697 665 (403a11-407c26) 
S.6698 262 (20a26-25a13) 
S.6699 262 (11a3-19a12) 
S.6700 262 (24a16-27b9) 
S.6701 231 (700c11-704b21) 
S.6702 2910 (1455c16-1456c10) 
S.6703 262 (19b4-27b9) 
S.6704 220 (vol. 7, 132a9-133c21) 
S.6705 374 (552b9-557b12) 
S.6706 401 (523b3-528c12) 
S.6707 235 (749b12-752c3) 
S.6708 665 (403a29-408a28) 
S.6709 967 (350a14-352a26) 
S.6710 262 (11c9-19a12) 
S.6711 262 (55b7-62b1) 
S.6712 2778 (508c27-518b14) 
S.6713 2777 (473a25-501b3) 
S.6714 672 (614c11-622b1) 
S.6715 大正藏未収* 
S.6716 665 (451a18-455c21) 
S.6717 佛名經 
S.6719 262 (2a21-10b21) 
S.6720 佛名經 
S.6721 220 (vol. 6, 732b18-737b26) 
S.6722[1] 1331 (532c18-536b5) 
S.6722[2] 251 (848c4-9) 
S.6723 220 (vol. 6, 366b25-371b14) 
S.6724 665 (446c9-450c15) 
S.6725 220 (vol. 5, 132b8-136c3) 
S.6726 235 (748c17-752c3) 
敦煌出土仏典・大正蔵典籍番号対照表 
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S.6727 1339 (644a26-647a23) 
S.6728 263 (127b9-130c28) 
S.6729 1431 (1031a15-1041a17) 
S.6730 665 (428b12-432c10) 
S.6731 1579 (499c12-505a14) 
S.6732 262 (28c6-34c8) 
S.6733 大正藏未収 
S.6734 586 (47a27-54b11) 
S.6734V 2828 (1266a13-b5) 
S.6735 262 (20a28-27b9) 
S.6736 262 (3b14-10b21) 
S.6737 586 (55c7-62a21) 
S.6738 262 (27b24-34b22) 
S.6739 1431 (1031b23-1041a18) 
S.6740 475 (547b12-551c26) 
S.6741 1484 (1006a19-1009c18) 
S.6742 374 (379a9-385b6) 
S.6743 220 (vol. 7, 101c19-107a15) 
S.6744 235 (748c26-752c3) 
S.6745 220 (vol. 7, 74a7-c6) 
S.6746 1302 (420c10-421a14) 
S.6747 221 (93c9-96a21) 
S.6748 709 (816c16-824b28) 
S.6749 1428 (683a16-684b16) 
S.6750 450 (404c28-408b24) 
S.6751 220 (vol. 7, 79c8-80c8) 
S.6752 220 (vol. 7, 853a24-b29) 
S.6753 220 (vol. 5, 584b15-585b10) 
S.6754 220 (vol. 5, 565a7-c6) 
S.6755 220 (vol. 5, 580b17-c7) 
S.6756 220 (vol. 5, 559c28-560a26) 
S.6757 220 (vol. 5, 570b1-29) 
S.6758 262 (58b8-62b1) 
S.6759 262 (3b10-10b21) 
S.6760 2910 (1455c16-1456c10) 
S.6761 佛名經 
S.6762 262 (37b14-46b14) 
S.6763 262 (37a22-46b14) 
S.6765 235 (750a20-752c3) 
S.6766 262 (3a15-10b21) 
S.6767 1429 (1015c6-1023a11) 
S.6768 1600 (466b24-477b19) 
S.6769 262 (39a7-46b14) 
S.6770 235 (748c29-752c3) 
S.6771 681 (742a1-747b15) 
S.6772 475 (537a3-544a18) 
S.6773 279 (373b23-378a18) 
S.6774[1] 397 (37a21-40b19) 
S.6774[2] 397 (40b25-42c17) 
S.6775 663 (354c17-358a29) 
S.6776 262 (51a7-56c1) 
S.6777 262 (10c13-19a12) 
S.6778 262 (12a20-13c15) 
S.6779 262 (37b24-42b9) 
S.6780 475 (545b12-551c26) 
S.6782 945 (107c2-110a7) 
S.6783 586 (40c11-44b29) 
S.6783V 1910 (969a11-b12) 
S.6784 278 (421a28-422b16) 
S.6785 235 (749b15-752c3) 
S.6786 大正藏未収* 




S.6790 2875 (1359c2-1361a5) 
S.6791 262 (38b5-46b14) 
S.6792 262 (37b8-46b14) 
S.6793 262 (28c7-34b22) 
S.6794 262 (56c2-62b1) 
S.6795 大正藏未収 
S.6796 1509 (108b25-114c2) 
S.6797 1579 (308c11-313a11) 
S.6798 665 (433a14-437c13) 
S.6799 1579 (491b8-498b16) 
S.6800 1331 (532b19-536b5) 
S.6801 大正藏未収 
S.6802 262 (56c2-58b7) 
S.6803 235 (749a6-752c2) 
S.6804 220 (vol. 6, 246a2-249c18) 
S.6805 262 (27b13-c15) 
S.6806 1429 (1018a22-1022a19) 
S.6807 262 (12a14-19a12) 
S.6808 1302 (420a3-421a14) 
S.6809 1764 (816a19-845c4) 
S.6810 2777 (440b25-473a1) 
S.6811 220 (vol. 6, 890b2-895a19) 
S.6812 1579 (595c10-599b16) 
S.6813 235 (749a17-752c3) 
S.6814 220 (vol. 5, 1028b23-1033b10) 
S.6815 450 (405a27-408b24) 
S.6816 220 (vol. 6, 947a16-950c1) 
S.6817 235 (750a13-752c3) 
S.6818[1] 262 (56c2-58b7) 
S.6818[2] 251 (848c4-24) 
S.6819 220 (vol. 6, 1a26-6a16) 
S.6820 262 (19b23-27b9) 
S.6821 643 (693b1-697a10) 
S.6822 1431 (1031c9-1041a18) 
S.6823 235 (749c22-752c3) 
S.6824 262 (2b10-10b21) 
S.6825[1] 1545 (898a18-899b2) 
S.6825[2] 1545 (911b11-913a15) 
S.6825[3] 1545 (916b18-917a16) 
S.6825[4] 1646 (369b11-370c21) 
S.6825[5] 1544 (1029b29-1030c5) 
S.6825[6] 1571 (247a3-250b2) 
S.6825[7] 1579 (504b1-c5) 
S.6826 1440 (540c8-549a26) 
S.6826V 大正藏未収 
S.6827 374 (446b10-447c21) 
S.6828 262 (58b9-62b1) 
S.6829 2782 (546b12-548b20) 
S.6830 262 (6c5-10b20) 
S.6830V[1] 754 (586b16-588c2) 
S.6830V[2] 201 (338a14-339a25) 
S.6831 967 (350a3-352a26) 
S.6832 235 (749c4-752b21) 
S.6833 235 (748c24-752c3) 
S.6834 584 (968b25-c20) 
S.6835 220 (vol. 5, 400b11-405b9) 
S.6837 754 (581c3-582c2) 
S.6838 2910 (1455c16-1456c10) 
S.6839 366 (346b25-348a24) 
S.6840 2910 (1455c24-1456c10) 
S.6842 936 (82a3-84c29) 
S.6844 大正藏未収 
S.6846 262 (32c5-37a2) 
S.6847 475 (544a22-551c27) 
S.6848 1429 (1015b7-1023a11) 
S.6849 262 (2b3-10b21) 
S.6850 235 (749c29-752c3) 
S.6851 235 (749a5-752c3) 
S.6852 278 (429c21-435a7) 
S.6853 262 (11a5-19a12) 
S.6854 220 (vol. 6, 610b10-611b7) 
S.6855 220 (vol. 5, 820b12-821b9) 
S.6856 220 (vol. 7, 226b2-228b24) 
S.6857 220 (vol. 5, 923c12-924c18) 
S.6858 220 (vol. 5, 933c2-934a29) 
S.6859 220 (vol. 7, 757a1-29) 
S.6860 235 (749a18-751b22) 
S.6861 220 (vol. 5, 245b7-251a19) 
S.6862 1428 (725a2-730a27) 
S.6863 665 (413c26-417c16) 
S.6864 475 (552a24-557b26) 
S.6865 475 (544b12-551c27) 
S.6866 2792 (666c8-672b19) 
S.6867 大正藏未収 
S.6868 223 (374b20-378c19) 
S.6869 475 (547b26-551c26) 
S.6870 2777 (473a4-487a19) 
S.6871 262 (58c2-62b1) 
S.6872 262 (19b15-27b12) 
S.6873 235 (750c20-752c3) 




S.6875 475 (552b2-557b26) 
S.6876 235 (749b2-752c3) 
S.6877 大正藏未収* 
S.6878 220 (vol. 7, 776c1-779b16) 




S.6881[2] 2873 (1356a16-1358c22) 
S.6882 262 (48c11-55a9) 
S.6883 262 (10c4-16c22) 
S.6884 665 (411b16-413c6) 
S.6885 262 (2b5-10b21) 
S.6886 2814 (1140a1-1142a19) 
S.6887 大正藏未収 
S.6889 大正藏未収* 
S.6890 475 (544c26-551c27) 
S.6891 大正藏未収 
S.6891V 典籍名未確定 
S.6892 220 (vol. 5, 315b10-321a5) 
S.6893[1-1] 220 (vol. 5, 755c2-758a16) 
S.6893[1-2] 220 (vol. 5, 755b18-c1) 
S.6893[2] 262 (57a7-58b7) 
S.6894 235 (748c23-752a20) 
S.6895 220 (vol. 5, 413c9-415c12) 
S.6896 262 (27b29-34b22) 
S.6897 681 (730c4-745a12) 
S.6897V[2] 253 (849b23-850a2) 
S.6897V[3] 251 (848c7-18) 
S.6897V[4] 大正藏未収 
S.6897V[6] 大正藏未収* 
S.6898 1431 (1035c10-1040c17) 
S.6899 374 (487a25-492c10) 
S.6900 262 (46c9-55a9) 
S.6901 262 (46c12-50b22) 
S.6902 大正藏未収 
S.6903 665 (427b16-432c10) 
S.6904 220 (vol. 6, 138b1-139a12) 
S.6905 220 (vol. 5, 349a9-353c18) 
S.6906 475 (545b21-551c26) 
S.6907 681 (731c28-738c16) 
S.6908 235 (749c28-752c3) 
S.6909 670 (480b26-489a18) 
S.6910 262 (46b21-55a9) 
S.6911 272 (337a29-345c18) 
S.6912 278 (621a3-627a2) 
S.6913 262 (6c10-34b4) 
S.6914 665 (408b19-413c6) 
S.6915 大正藏未収* 
S.6916[1] 大正藏未収 
S.6916[2] 338 (1107b17-1110c7) 
S.6917 262 (20b29-27b9) 
S.6918 475 (537a3-542a24) 
S.6919 1331 (532c13-534a24) 
S.6920 220 (vol. 5, 315b4-321a5) 
S.6921 262 (2a1-10b21) 
S.6922 475 (552b2-557b26) 








S.6924 374 (487b5-492c10) 
S.6925 203 (496a4-499a26) 
S.6925V 大正藏未収* 
S.6926[1] 大正藏未収* 
S.6926[2] 681 (723b18-730c14) 
S.6927 945 (106c5-107b29) 
S.6928 665 (438b21-439c4) 
S.6929 665 (437c16-440c27) 
S.6930 967 (350a28-352a26) 
S.6931 665 (415b13-417c16) 
S.6932 2880 (1375a28-1376b29) 
S.6933 220 (vol. 6, 361c3-366a27) 
S.6934 672 (594b11-600b14) 
S.6935 936 (82a3-84c29) 
S.6936 大正藏未収 
S.6937 220 (vol. 5, 229b27-234a8) 
S.6938 大正藏未収 
S.6939 220 (vol. 6, 420a28-424b4) 
S.6940 大正藏未収 
S.6940V 大正藏未収 
S.6941 223 (331b18-341b7) 
S.6942 374 (412a10-417b13) 
S.6943 374 (367b22-371c8) 
S.6944 262 (43a17-50b22) 
S.6945 262 (51b26-54a20) 
S.6946[1-1] 656 (54c8-27) 
S.6946[1-2] 656 (55c23-56a24) 
S.6946[1-3] 656 (59c17-60b3) 
S.6946[2-1] 459 (444c28-445a28) 
S.6946[2-2] 459 (444a29-b28) 
S.6946[2-3] 459 (446b27-447a2) 
S.6946[2-4] 459 (443a28-b27) 
S.6946V 459 (446c22-26) 
S.6947 1331 (532b27-536b5) 
S.6948 220 (vol. 6, 770c8-775c6) 
S.6949 262 (46b17-49c29) 
S.6950 235 (748c22-752c3) 
S.6951 220 (vol. 7, 865c9-871c20) 
S.6952 1331 (530a19-532b4) 
S.6953 365 (341b18-346b21) 
S.6954 235 (749a2-752c3) 
S.6955 262 (10b24-19a12) 
S.6956 220 (vol. 6, 972a8-973b9) 
S.6957 220 (vol. 7, 382b19-383b16) 




S.6960[2] 2881 (1380b17-1381c25) 
S.6961[1] 大正藏未収* 
S.6961[2] 2903 (1445a12-1446a1) 
S.6962 2880 (1374b5-1380b14) 
S.6974 大正藏未収 




S.6980 223 (374a6-c6) 
S.6981[2] 2829 (1267b11-14) 
S.6981[3] 大正藏未収 
S.6981[4] 2854 (1304a4-28) 
S.6981[5] 典籍名未確定 
S.6982 1808 (492a3-501b26) 
S.6983[1] 262 (56c2-58b7) 
S.6983[2] 2909 (1455b23-c12) 
S.6984 936 (82a1-84c29) 
S.6985 大正藏未収* 
S.6986 1028(A) (741c4-742c6) 
S.6987 2787 (610c17-616b19) 
S.6988 262 (57b24-58b6) 
S.6989 220 (vol. 5, 126b2-c28) 
S.6990 1431 (1037c4-1038a11) 
S.6991 475 (552a5-c29) 
S.6992 220 (vol. 5, 245b10-246b18) 
S.6993 220 (vol. 7, 48b2-c28) 
S.6994 262 (55a12-c5) 
S.6995 220 (vol. 7, 280a7-c6) 
S.6996 1509 (753b23-754c7) 
S.6997 大正藏未収 
S.6999 936 (84a18-c14) 





S.7007 1545 (250b7-c3) 
S.7008 220 (vol. 6, 79a24-b23) 
敦煌出土仏典・大正蔵典籍番号対照表 
415 
S.7009 220 (vol. 7, 552c18-553a7) 
S.7010 220 (vol. 6, 547c24-548a24) 
S.7011 220 (vol. 5, 621a2-b1) 
S.7012 220 (vol. 5, 870b18-c17) 
S.7013 220 (vol. 5, 1059c27-1060a26) 
S.7014 220 (vol. 7, 598b23-c19) 
S.7015 262 (57c4-58a27) 
S.7016 262 (15b14-16a25) 
S.7017 220 (vol. 7, 744c10-745a9) 
S.7018 220 (vol. 7, 878a3-b2) 
S.7019 220 (vol. 7, 117b16-c12) 
S.7020 220 (vol. 5, 1015c19-1016a18) 
S.7021 220 (vol. 7, 381b16-c11) 
S.7022 220 (vol. 7, 1011c24-1012a23) 
S.7023 2879 (1364b2-28) 
S.7024 220 (vol. 5, 185c26-186a22) 
S.7025 220 (vol. 6, 499b17-c14) 
S.7026 220 (vol. 7, 586a15-b14) 
S.7027 235 (751b29-752a7) 
S.7028 1071 (153b29-154b7) 
S.7029 665 (451b19-c22) 
S.7030 665 (442b2-c27) 
S.7031 220 (vol. 5, 132a15-b13) 
S.7032 262 (55a20-b13) 
S.7033 262 (61c24-62b1) 
S.7034 220 (vol. 7, 39a27-b20) 
S.7035 262 (13c15-14a17) 
S.7036 220 (vol. 6, 492a7-b3) 
S.7037 220 (vol. 7, 131c11-132a4) 
S.7038 1579 (834a4-7) 
S.7039 1428 (698a14-b7) 
S.7040 156 (157a20-b14) 
S.7041[1] 278 (584b26-c17) 
S.7041[2] 411 (721a4-22) 
S.7042 235 (750a22-b8) 
S.7043 220 (vol. 6, 1062c29-1063a27) 
S.7044 223 (241c21-242a15) 
S.7045 235 (750a28-c23) 
S.7046 220 (vol. 7, 670c24-671a23) 
S.7047 223 (242a1-18) 
S.7048 220 (vol. 5, 974a9-b9) 
S.7049 1428 (695b28-c29) 
S.7050 366 (347c1-348a12) 
S.7051 475 (537a24-c4) 
S.7052 220 (vol. 5, 999c6-1000a3) 
S.7053 665 (427c15-428a14) 
S.7054 366 (347a23-348a23) 
S.7055 262 (20c29-21b5) 
S.7056 235 (750a21-c4) 
S.7057 220 (vol. 5, 534b12-c8) 
S.7058 235 (748c17-749b2) 
S.7059 220 (vol. 5, 588c1-589a1) 
S.7061 665 (412c10-413a18) 
S.7062 220 (vol. 5, 492b19-c16) 
S.7063 262 (46b22-c20) 
S.7064 235 (749b20-c20) 
S.7065 262 (11a27-b22) 
S.7066 220 (vol. 6, 557c23-558a20) 
S.7067 220 (vol. 7, 440a1-29) 
S.7068 220 (vol. 5, 628a2-29) 
S.7069[1] 279 (329c22-330a16) 
S.7069[2] 279 (361a24-27) 
S.7069[3] 279 (361a24-b1) 
S.7069[4] 典籍名未確定 
S.7070 588 (112b10-c19) 
S.7071 220 (vol. 5, 329c22-330a20) 
S.7072 220 (vol. 5, 61b11-c7) 
S.7073 220 (vol. 5, 58c19-59a15) 
S.7074 220 (vol. 7, 872b17-c16) 
S.7075 220 (vol. 6, 482a2-18) 
S.7076 220 (vol. 6, 275a24-b17) 
S.7077 220 (vol. 7, 393c2-29) 
S.7078 220 (vol. 6, 90a11-29) 
S.7079 220 (vol. 5, 146b20-c17) 
S.7080 220 (vol. 5, 547c29-548a25) 
S.7081 220 (vol. 5, 994a2-28) 
S.7082 220 (vol. 5, 64a12-b9) 
S.7083 220 (vol. 5, 289b22-c18) 
S.7084 220 (vol. 6, 87b15-c13) 
S.7085 220 (vol. 5, 1035a7-b3) 
S.7086 286 (505b23-c19) 
S.7087 262 (14b26-15a5) 
S.7088 220 (vol. 7, 880c23-881a22) 
S.7089 262 (61c5-62a10) 
S.7090 262 (55c14-56b17) 
S.7091 377 (901c13-902a17) 
S.7092 235 (749c20-750a19) 
S.7093 220 (vol. 7, 556a26-b24) 
S.7093V 大正藏未収 
S.7094 220 (vol. 7, 933b18-c17) 
S.7095 235 (749c20-750a20) 
S.7096 220 (vol. 7, 1063a9-b10) 
S.7097 220 (vol. 6, 456c29-457b27) 
S.7098 1331 (534b4-c1) 
S.7099 235 (749c1-26) 
S.7100 672 (631b7-632a24) 
S.7101 235 (749a18-b20) 
S.7102 262 (57c17-58b4) 
S.7103 235 (749b28-c20) 
S.7104 156 (125a15-b19) 
S.7105 1509 (67c2-68a3) 
S.7106 235 (750c22-751a22) 
S.7107 220 (vol. 5, 539a24-b22) 
S.7108 665 (419a21-b17) 
S.7109 大正藏未収 
S.7110 235 (750b20-751a22) 
S.7111 220 (vol. 6, 279a29-b25) 
S.7112 262 (57b21-58a3) 
S.7113 279 (417c27-418a29) 
S.7114 262 (49c9-50a20) 
S.7115 235 (751a24-b25) 
S.7116 220 (vol. 7, 797c19-798a18) 
S.7118 262 (3b13-4a20) 
S.7119 262 (11c29-12b8) 
S.7120 220 (vol. 6, 478a3-b1) 
S.7121 262 (37c15-39a1) 
S.7122 262 (22a2-b28) 
S.7123 475 (538c21-539a29) 
S.7124 262 (12a8-c13) 
S.7125 大正藏未収 
S.7126 397 (23c27-24b8) 
S.7127 235 (750b4-c3) 
S.7128 2871 (1348a14-b4) 
S.7129 220 (vol. 5, 287c1-24) 
S.7130 220 (vol. 5, 601b4-c2) 
S.7131 262 (57b1-c2) 
S.7132 220 (vol. 7, 467b7-c1) 
S.7134 220 (vol. 7, 1096c16-1097a14) 
S.7135 656 (103c27-104a15) 
S.7136 220 (vol. 6, 213a4-26) 
S.7137 235 (751a23-b23) 
S.7138 1509 (94a20-b13) 
S.7139 235 (748c20-749b22) 
S.7140[1] 262 (36a29-37a2) 
S.7140[3] 大正藏未収* 
S.7141 235 (749c22-750b22) 
S.7142 235 (749a15-b16) 
S.7143 235 (750a19-c3) 
S.7144 220 (vol. 6, 108b4-109a6) 
S.7145 220 (vol. 5, 473c1-474a1) 
S.7146 220 (vol. 5, 68c4-69a20) 
S.7147 220 (vol. 7, 277c13-278a1) 
S.7148 235 (749c23-750a18) 
S.7149 475 (556b11-c10) 
S.7150 220 (vol. 7, 847c16-848a7) 
S.7151 366 (346c11-347b13) 
S.7152 220 (vol. 5, 630c17-631c15) 
S.7153[1] 1579 (451c23-452a24) 
S.7153[2] 1579 (451c23-452a22) 
S.7154 220 (vol. 5, 63a15-b14) 
S.7155 374 (566c15-567b11) 
S.7156[2] 2903 (1445a12-26) 
S.7156[3] 220 (vol. 6, 729c14-730a12) 
S.7157 大正藏未収* 
S.7158 475 (554a25-b26) 
S.7159 大正藏未収* 




S.7161 220 (vol. 5, 482c6-483a2) 
S.7162 262 (3a17-c14) 
S.7163 1509 (332a29-c18) 
S.7164 251 (848c7-23) 
S.7165 262 (14a3-b26) 
S.7166 220 (vol. 6, 307a11-24) 
S.7167[1] 967 (352b11-23) 
S.7167[2] 967 (351a1-17) 
S.7168 220 (vol. 7, 1076b12-c5) 
S.7169 374 (417c16-418a26) 
S.7170 220 (vol. 6, 634c26-635a24) 
S.7171 310 (456b18-c28) 
S.7172 967 (349b2-c1) 
S.7173 220 (vol. 6, 610b17-c9) 
S.7174 262 (61b6-25) 
S.7175 262 (11b23-c18) 
S.7176 262 (46c10-47a5) 
S.7177 220 (vol. 6, 409b2-c1) 
S.7178 262 (52c14-53a12) 
S.7179 235 (751a9-b12) 
S.7180 262 (55c7-24) 
S.7181 262 (1c28-2a18) 
S.7182 262 (55c14-56a5) 
S.7183 220 (vol. 7, 481a8-b6) 
S.7184 235 (749c10-750a19) 
S.7185 262 (21a10-b22) 
S.7186 佛名經 
S.7187 1331 (534c19-535b7) 
S.7188 262 (19a23-b17) 
S.7189 235 (749a1-b18) 
S.7191 440 (114c13-115a23) 
S.7192 1431 (1035a12-b8) 
S.7193 665 (408b12-c4) 
S.7194 235 (752a16-b13) 
S.7195 262 (44a15-b5) 
S.7196 220 (vol. 5, 446a14-b1) 
S.7197 220 (vol. 6, 671c10-672a6) 
S.7198 220 (vol. 5, 449b25-c22) 
S.7199 262 (55c26-56a23) 
S.7200 220 (vol. 7, 532b17-c14) 
S.7201 262 (4a14-b12) 
S.7202 440 (114a27-b21) 
S.7203 2887 (1403b26-1404a4) 
S.7204 262 (16a8-b2) 
S.7204V[1] 大正藏未収 
S.7204V[2] 大正藏未収 
S.7205 665 (428c27-429c17) 
S.7206 475 (552a6-b3) 
S.7207 235 (749c19-750a20) 
S.7208 220 (vol. 7, 323bb-c1) 
S.7209 220 (vol. 7, 414a9-b7) 
S.7210 220 (vol. 6, 310c6-25) 
S.7211 220 (vol. 7, 380c18-381a4) 
S.7212 大正藏未収 
S.7213 220 (vol. 6, 131a15-b13) 
S.7214 665 (415c14-416a10) 
S.7215 220 (vol. 6, 353a2-29) 
S.7216 262 (23a19-b23) 
S.7217 220 (vol. 6, 194a8-b7) 
S.7218 366 (347a21-348a14) 
S.7219 262 (38a22-c8) 
S.7220 220 (vol. 7, 1060c16-1061a15) 
S.7221 262 (19b16-c17) 
S.7222 220 (vol. 7, 198b9-22) 
S.7223 262 (46c4-19) 
S.7224 279 (113c19-114a23) 
S.7225 262 (56c24-57a19) 
S.7226 235 (751a21-b18) 
S.7227 220 (vol. 5, 841b6-c2) 
S.7228 262 (31c15-32a10) 
S.7229 220 (vol. 6, 652a14-b13) 
S.7230 220 (vol. 7, 721b28-c24) 
S.7231 262 (56c3-57a4) 
S.7232 235 (749c23-750a3) 
S.7233 665 (451a6-b6) 
S.7234 450 (404c28-405b4) 
S.7235 475 (546c8-29) 
S.7236 典籍名未確定 
S.7237 262 (14a19-b18) 
S.7238 220 (vol. 7, 377c1-15) 
S.7239 220 (vol. 7, 672a7-c5) 
S.7240 410 (709a19-b12) 
S.7241 262 (35a11-29) 
S.7242 262 (37a13-b15) 
S.7243 236 (755c27-756a25) 
S.7244 262 (58b18-59a3) 
S.7245 475 (539b2-28) 
S.7246 262 (55a26-b14) 
S.7247 245 (831b16-c7) 
S.7248 665 (406c13-407a14) 
S.7249 262 (21b19-c15) 
S.7250 262 (56c28-57a19) 
S.7251 1646 (325b14-c2) 
S.7252 235 (750c4-751a2) 
S.7253 262 (34c28-35a21) 
S.7254 235 (749c14-750a6) 
S.7255 365 (342a13-b12) 
S.7256 1331 (535a14-b5) 
S.7257 262 (37b17-c13) 
S.7258 220 (vol. 7, 1091c21-1092a7) 
S.7259 220 (vol. 7, 117a17-b11) 
S.7260 262 (2b19-3a9) 
S.7261 125 (829c19-830a3) 
S.7262 262 (4c6-5a19) 
S.7263 374 (482a22-b21) 
S.7264 475 (537a7-23) 
S.7265 475 (543c15-544a19) 
S.7266 223 (341b23-c12) 
S.7267 262 (58a20-b7) 
S.7268 235 (751a8-22) 
S.7269 2883 (1388a9-b12) 
S.7270 235 (750a14-b20) 
S.7271 475 (537b23-538a22) 
S.7272 262 (57b28-58a17) 
S.7273 220 (vol. 7, 457b8-c5) 
S.7274 1430 (1027b12-1028b26) 
S.7275 1484 (1003b21-c18) 
S.7276 450 (407a23-b18) 
S.7277 262 (27b26-c15) 
S.7278 967 (349c4-19) 
S.7279 665 (444a15-b11) 
S.7280 475 (553a5-25) 
S.7281 262 (16b4-c20) 
S.7282 262 (57b3-23) 
S.7283 665 (451b3-25) 
S.7284 262 (33b11-25) 
S.7285 220 (vol. 6, 1008b11-19) 
S.7286 475 (548a6-b3) 
S.7287 262 (37b8-c15) 
S.7288 220 (vol. 6, 475c2-476a19) 
S.7289 235 (748c26-749a18) 
S.7290 262 (56c21-57b3) 
S.7291 262 (32a16-b25) 
S.7293 220 (vol. 7, 1100a29-b29) 
S.7294 220 (vol. 7, 785b6-786b4) 
S.7295 262 (5c13-6a21) 
S.7296 663 (336c13-337a21) 
S.7297 441 (212c17-26) 
S.7298[1] 2897 (1423b1-13) 
S.7298[2] 2897 (1423c20-1424a5) 
S.7299 262 (20c4-21a16) 
S.7300 262 (3b2-c19) 
S.7301 665 (424a25-b24) 
S.7302 262 (21c28-22a21) 
S.7303 235 (749a19-b20) 
S.7304 262 (2b5-c5) 
S.7305 262 (4b5-5a24) 
S.7306 665 (407c27-408a12) 
S.7307 1484 (1008b2-c1) 
S.7308 681 (737b2-c1) 
S.7309 262 (10b28-c11) 
S.7310 665 (455b17-27) 
S.7311 220 (vol. 6, 473c11-474a5) 
S.7312 227 (580c27-581b13) 
S.7313 262 (57a28-58a4) 
S.7314 262 (27b20-28a14) 
S.7315 235 (748c29-749b29) 
敦煌出土仏典・大正蔵典籍番号対照表 
417 
S.7316 665 (428a21-c19) 
S.7317 220 (vol. 7, 1069c15-1070b8) 
S.7318 262 (55c29-56c1) 
S.7319 586 (36c15-37a20) 
S.7320 262 (12c7-13a10) 
S.7321 374 (555b17-c10) 
S.7322 262 (57a7-b3) 
S.7323 1331 (534c9-535a14) 
S.7324 665 (413c14-414a10) 
S.7325 262 (27b21-c19) 
S.7327 262 (2a15-b13) 
S.7328[2] 典籍名未確定 
S.7329 262 (56c29-57a28) 
S.7330 2897 (1423c26-1424a20) 
S.7331 262 (27b22-c15) 
S.7332 220 (vol. 5, 768c22-769a14) 
S.7333 220 (vol. 5, 131c1-24) 
S.7334 235 (750a28-b21) 
S.7335 262 (27b22-c14) 
S.7336 235 (751a22-b22) 
S.7337 389 (1110c17-1111a12) 
S.7338 665 (422c18-423a8) 
S.7339 220 (vol. 5, 49b18-c22) 
S.7340 235 (750a1-23) 
S.7341 262 (13b15-14b19) 
S.7342 236 (753a6-b14) 
S.7343 262 (57a29-c1) 
S.7344 450 (407a23-b28) 
S.7345 262 (19b17-c8) 
S.7346 262 (57a1-29) 
S.7347 262 (19c6-20a26) 
S.7348 262 (20c18-22a16) 
S.7349 475 (546a7-27) 
S.7350 665 (447a5-27) 
S.7351 665 (440b9-26) 
S.7352 262 (29c2-30b4) 
S.7353 220 (vol. 5, 456b23-c17) 
S.7354 262 (22c2-23a14) 
S.7355 475 (548b2-c5) 
S.7356 664 (372b5-25) 
S.7357 235 (749a18-b20) 
S.7358 262 (20a9-b12) 
S.7359 262 (19c11-20a9) 
S.7360 262 (2b1-26) 
S.7361 586 (40c26-41a25) 
S.7362 262 (10b28-c17) 
S.7363 262 (37b21-c15) 
S.7364 220 (vol. 6, 1026b19-c9) 
S.7365 220 (vol. 7, 724c13-725a11) 
S.7366 665 (444a14-b10) 
S.7367 262 (51a6-21) 
S.7368 366 (346b25-347a3) 
S.7369 262 (51a21-b23) 
S.7370 223 (298c7-299a3) 
S.7371 450 (406b17-407a23) 
S.7372 262 (4b29-5b9) 
S.7373 374 (505b3-c12) 
S.7374 262 (56b6-26) 
S.7375 大正藏未収 
S.7376 262 (34c9-35a27) 
S.7377 374 (407b15-c13) 
S.7378 220 (vol. 7, 21a21-b3) 
S.7379 262 (14c25-15a16) 
S.7380 936 (82a3-b3) 
S.7381 220 (vol. 7, 328b13-c1) 
S.7382 235 (750b20-c14) 
S.7383 262 (19a14-b6) 
S.7384 235 (748c17-749a8) 
S.7385 475 (544a28-c12) 
S.7386 220 (vol. 6, 574c25-575b24) 
S.7387 235 (749b1-19) 
S.7388 475 (537a18-b13) 
S.7389 262 (10a22-b21) 
S.7390 262 (47c13-48b16) 
S.7391 80 (891b23-c27) 
S.7392 374 (505a18-b5) 
S.7393 262 (37a17-b7) 
S.7394 262 (20a9-b3) 
S.7395 262 (39b5-c4) 
S.7396 262 (46c1-20) 
S.7397 345 (156a12-b7) 
S.7398 450 (405c24-406a13) 
S.7399 235 (751a8-a29) 
S.7400 235 (750a29-b20) 
S.7401 235 (752b7-c2) 
S.7402 262 (56a19-b17) 
S.7403 374 (406c24-407a15) 
S.7404 366 (347a7-b3) 
S.7405 272 (334b20-c8) 
S.7406 220 (vol. 6, 940a12-28) 
S.7407 586 (40c6-25) 
S.7408 220 (vol. 6, 392a8-b4) 
S.7409 223 (396a28-c4) 
S.7410 475 (537a7-b3) 
S.7411 374 (569b9-c14) 
S.7412 26 (471b7-c6) 
S.7413 223 (415b29-c21) 
S.7414 220 (vol. 6, 580c25-581a13) 
S.7415 220 (vol. 7, 1063b9-c8) 
S.7416 220 (vol. 6, 25a16-b12) 
S.7417 220 (vol. 5, 706b10-c9) 
S.7418 660 (296a3-22) 
S.7419 262 (4b21-c29) 
S.7420 220 (vol. 5, 278b14-c1) 
S.7421 262 (46c9-20) 
S.7422 235 (750b16-c15) 
S.7423 262 (20c8-21a9) 
S.7424 235 (750a4-28) 
S.7425 220 (vol. 7, 1106b27-c29) 
S.7426 220 (vol. 7, 724b23-c12) 
S.7427 220 (vol. 5, 410a3-11) 
S.7428 262 (57c21-58a19) 
S.7429 220 (vol. 7, 263c17-264a2) 
S.7430 262 (17c17-18a13) 
S.7431 1804 (129c25-130a19) 
S.7432 262 (39b9-24) 
S.7433 220 (vol. 5, 783b29-c20) 
S.7434 665 (408a21-28) 
S.7435 223 (395a4-23) 
S.7436 220 (vol. 7, 123b9-25) 
S.7437 220 (vol. 5, 836c13-837a4) 
S.7438 235 (749b18-c2) 
S.7439 366 (347a9-29) 
S.7440 220 (vol. 5, 86b7-22) 
S.7441 235 (750a28-b20) 
S.7442 262 (37a16-b7) 
S.7443 665 (410b17-c25) 
S.7444 大正藏未収* 
S.7445 223 (229b8-c1) 
S.7446 262 (12b12-c5) 
S.7447 235 (750c15-751a15) 
S.7448 262 (24a12-b20) 
S.7449 278 (528b8-c14) 
S.7450[1] 278 (637a23-b14) 
S.7451 374 (581c23-582a23) 
S.7452 大正藏未収* 
S.7453 665 (451a2-b22) 
S.7454 1509 (343b2-c29) 
S.7455 220 (vol. 5, 365a25-c24) 
S.7456 235 (749a10-b1) 
S.7457[1] 典籍名未確定 
S.7457[2] 262 (58b11-18) 
S.7457[3] 典籍名未確定 
S.7458 262 (10c9-11a8) 
S.7459 220 (vol. 5, 234a23-b11) 
S.7460 665 (407c23-408a12) 
S.7461 220 (vol. 7, 1092b20-c17) 
S.7462 262 (16c3-17a5) 
S.7463 220 (vol. 5, 11a20-b23) 
S.7464 374 (551b19-c25) 
S.7465 389 (1112a4-b10) 
S.7466 262 (19c18-20a23) 
S.7467 235 (750a25-c7) 
S.7468 1484 (1006a5-b7) 
S.7469 475 (552c18-553a24) 




S.7471 220 (vol. 6, 1048b12-29) 
S.7472 235 (752a22-b6) 
S.7474 1435 (102c29-103a14) 
S.7475 262 (18c13-19a8) 
S.7477 262 (47a20-b20) 
S.7478 262 (1c29-2a19) 
S.7479 374 (375b15-c25) 
S.7480 235 (752a20-b6) 
S.7481 277 (392b20-c9) 
S.7482 643 (663a9-25) 
S.7483 125 (585c14-586a4) 
S.7484 220 (vol. 6, 37b17-c5) 
S.7485 235 (749a22-b17) 
S.7486 220 (vol. 7, 1058a25-b9) 
S.7487 262 (56c8-22) 
S.7488 220 (vol. 7, 74a20-b8) 
S.7489 712 (824a7-28) 
S.7490 665 (410b15-29) 
S.7491 665 (428b1-17) 
S.7492 235 (750b16-c7) 
S.7493 262 (56c9-57a1) 
S.7494 262 (37c29-38a20) 
S.7495[1] 665 (444a26-b12) 
S.7496 663 (341a17-b6) 
S.7497 262 (16c22-17a13) 
S.7498 665 (413c17-414a8) 
S.7499 220 (vol. 5, 95a27-b12) 
S.7500 220 (vol. 5, 712b19-c4) 
S.7501 1484 (1004c1-1005a15) 
S.7502 262 (2a14-b13) 
S.7503 665 (449c20-450a17) 
S.7504 大正藏未収 
S.7505 235 (749b5-20) 
S.7506 262 (55a22-b12) 
S.7507 262 (1c22-2a17) 
S.7508 450 (406c15-407a23) 
S.7509 235 (750a2-29) 
S.7510 262 (3c19-4b7) 
S.7511 220 (vol. 6, 442c17-443a2) 
S.7512 262 (57a27-b28) 
S.7513 262 (58b29-59a8) 
S.7514 262 (19b20-c17) 
S.7515 397 (46a19-b8) 
S.7516 278 (655b24-c13) 
S.7517 374 (586c25-587a12) 
S.7518 235 (750c19-751a13) 
S.7519 2746 (168b2-26) 
S.7520 1844 (217c11-218a2) 
S.7521 671 (558b4-24) 
S.7522 220 (vol. 7, 253b3-28) 
S.7523 220 (vol. 7, 264a15-b11) 
S.7524[2] 大正藏未収 
S.7525 1484 (1003b18-c10) 
S.7526 262 (1c27-2a18) 
S.7527 262 (23b9-c3) 
S.7528 典籍名未確定 
S.7529 大正藏未収 
S.7530 1421 (2b22-c14) 
S.7531 典籍名未確定 
S.7532 235 (750c20-751a16) 
S.7533 665 (426b20-c12) 
S.7534 235 (750b28-c16) 
S.7535 1060 (107b15-c9) 
S.7536 665 (423b3-27) 
S.7537 220 (vol. 6, 21c28-22a22) 
S.7538 235 (752a8-b5) 
S.7539 278 (402c28-403a24) 
S.7540 220 (vol. 5, 114b16-c8) 
S.7541 220 (vol. 6, 300c26-301a13) 
S.7542 262 (19b14-c9) 
S.7543 262 (55a25-b14) 
S.7544 475 (544c12-545a21) 
S.7545 236 (756a26-b19) 
S.7546 262 (19b1-18) 
S.7547 262 (37b15-c15) 
S.7548 967 (352a26-b23) 
S.7549 262 (22c22-23a24) 
S.7550 945 (108b27-c26) 
S.7551 262 (14b15-15a8) 
S.7552 262 (1c14-27) 
S.7553 262 (16a1-26) 
S.7554 262 (37a11-b11) 
S.7555 410 (709b12-25) 
S.7556 375 (613c11-614a8) 
S.7557 235 (751b27-c14) 
S.7558 441 (246b23-c12) 
S.7559 441 (212c5-13) 
S.7560 220 (vol. 5, 268b26-c12) 
S.7561 450 (405b29-c10) 
S.7562 1331 (533a10-b8) 
S.7563 262 (5b17-6a5) 
S.7564 235 (748c15-749a17) 
S.7565 665 (450b29-c14) 
S.7566 262 (57a26-b24) 
S.7567 1428 (598a25-b5) 
S.7568 231 (687a7-28) 
S.7569 374 (581b8-27) 
S.7570 235 (749a17-28) 
S.7571 374 (512b5-19) 
S.7572 374 (537b6-20) 
S.7573 1509 (127b17-128a21) 
S.7574 262 (52a27-c6) 
S.7575 1331 (532b26-c7) 
S.7576 262 (57b6-16) 
S.7577 典籍名未確定 
S.7578[1] 721 (391a4-9) 
S.7578[2] 721 (391b13) 
S.7579[1] 440 (177b21-c26) 
S.7579[2] 441 (286a26-c3) 
S.7580 967 (350a22-b20) 
S.7581 佛名經 
S.7582 262 (19b2-17) 
S.7583 663 (335b26-c16) 
S.7584 262 (51a6-21) 
S.7585 235 (750c22-751a11) 
S.7586 1509 (328a23-b8) 
S.7587 1764 (815c24-816a16) 
S.7588 2871 (1339c5-19) 
S.7590 大正藏未収* 
S.7591 235 (750a4-22) 
S.7592 2897 (1423b4-c18) 
S.7593 262 (1c14-2b15) 
S.7594 665 (450c18-451a16) 
S.7595 典籍名未確定 
S.7596 440 (118b22-c11) 
S.7597 2881 (1380b27-c17) 
S.7598 大正藏未収* 





































P. ch. 2001 2125 (204c2-212a14) 
P. ch. 2003 大正藏未収* 
P. ch. 2004 2139 (1267c2-1270b15) 
P. ch. 2004V 2139 
P. ch. 2006 235 (749b26-752b3) 
P. ch. 2007 2139 (1266a25-1267c1) 
P. ch. 2008-1 998 (577a18-578a28) 
P. ch. 2008-2 1594 (150a8-b10) 
P. ch. 2010 262 (57a20-58b7) 
P. ch. 2013 1331 (533a18-b21) 
P. ch. 2020V 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 2022 235 (751b9-752c3) 
P. ch. 2023 262 (56c14-62a29) 
P. ch. 2024-1 231 (705b8-706a24) 
P. ch. 2025-1 220 (vol. 7, 905c20-910a24) 
P. ch. 2026 665 (413c7-417c16) 
P. ch. 2027 262 (58c4-60c15) 
P. ch. 2028 220 (vol. 6, 689c12-694a12) 
P. ch. 2030 220 (vol. 5, 494a24-b7) 
P. ch. 2031 220 (vol. 6, 139b15-c15) 
P. ch. 2032 大正藏未収* 
P. ch. 2032V1 大正藏未収* 
P. ch. 2033 1522 (145c8-153a20) 
P. ch. 2034 2735 (68b28-88c6) 
P. ch. 2035 2801 (804a3-851c13) 
P. ch. 2035V1 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 2036 大正藏未収* 
P. ch. 2036V 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 2037 典籍名未確定 
P. ch. 2038 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 2038V2 2801 
P. ch. 2039 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 2039V1 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 2039V2 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 2039V3 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 2039V4 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 2040 2772 (398c25-423c3) 
P. ch. 2040V2 2772 
P. ch. 2041 1804 (129a17-156c26) 
P. ch. 2042-3[1] 2841 (1293c21-1294c29) 
P. ch. 2042-3[2] 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 2042V2[1] 2841 (1293c21-1294c29) 
P. ch. 2042V2[2] 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 2043 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 2044 2825 (1229b17-1235c13) 
P. ch. 2044V 大正藏未収* 
P. ch. 2045-1 大正藏未収* 
P. ch. 2045-2 大正藏未収* 
P. ch. 2045-3 大正藏未収* 
P. ch. 2045-4 大正藏未収* 
P. ch. 2045-5 1621 (884b10-885a17) 
P. ch. 2045-6 1654 (490a25-491b2) 
P. ch. 2045-7 2782 (544b3-545a2) 
P. ch. 2046 典籍名未確定 
P. ch. 2047 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 2047V 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 2048 2758 (236a25-239c16) 
P. ch. 2049 2772 (375c15-398c24) 
P. ch. 2050 262 (2a24-47a12) 
P. ch. 2051 2813 (1105a20-1121c12) 
P. ch. 2052 2886 (1401c19-1403b15) 
P. ch. 2053 2801 (851c13-886a28) 
P. ch. 2053V 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 2054 大正藏未収* 
P. ch. 2055-1 685 (779a25-c23) 
P. ch. 2055-2 大正藏未収* 
P. ch. 2055-3 2881 (1380b18-1383b6) 
P. ch. 2056 1546 (380c19-383b16) 
P. ch. 2057 650 (750a4-756b12) 
P. ch. 2058-1 大正藏未収* 
P. ch. 2058-3 大正藏未収* 
P. ch. 2059 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 2060 222 (178a11-184c20) 
P. ch. 2061 大正藏未収* 
P. ch. 2061V 2802 
P. ch. 2062 2813 (1091a5-1105a17) 
P. ch. 2063-1 大正藏未収* 
P. ch. 2063-2 大正藏未収* 
P. ch. 2064-1 2790 (653a10-654a13) 
P. ch. 2064-2 2787 (567a4-571a11) 
P. ch. 2065-1 1806 (429a4-440a16) 
P. ch. 2065-2 1471 (926b1-932a24) 
P. ch. 2065-3 1806 (429b18-440a11) 
P. ch. 2066-3 2827 (1242c1-1255c15) 
P. ch. 2066V 大正藏未収* 
P. ch. 2067 1864 (449b4-467c2) 
P. ch. 2068 1430 (1023a13-1029c2) 
P. ch. 2068V 典籍名未確定 
P. ch. 2069 典籍名未確定 
P. ch. 2070 2810 (1046a8-1053a21) 
P. ch. 2071-1 452 (419c8-420c22) 
P. ch. 2071-2 454 (423c3-425c20) 
P. ch. 2071-3 590 (118a19-b24) 
P. ch. 2073 1556 (995c2-998a6) 
P. ch. 2073V 典籍名未確定 
P. ch. 2074 大正藏未収* 
P. ch. 2075 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 2076 2778 (509c11-518b14) 
P. ch. 2077 2812 (1068a2-1088b29) 
P. ch. 2077V2 2812 
P. ch. 2078 643 (662c22-668b9) 
P. ch. 2079 2778 (501b4-518b14) 
P. ch. 2079V 2778 
P. ch. 2080 2801 (899a6-916a28) 
P. ch. 2080V 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 2081 典籍名未確定 
P. ch. 2082-1 1509 (390c6-396b18) 
P. ch. 2082-2 1509 (357a1-363b28) 
P. ch. 2082V 2735 (89a2-109b7) 
P. ch. 2083 235 (751c5-752c3) 
P. ch. 2084 大正藏未収* 
P. ch. 2085 1804 (24b14-46a15) 
P. ch. 2086 1522 (193c1-203b2) 
P. ch. 2087-1 2870 (1335c12-1338c18) 
P. ch. 2087-2 734 (535b8-536b11) 
P. ch. 2088 475 (538b24-557b26) 
P. ch. 2089 1509 (370a28-375b24) 
P. ch. 2090 262 (51a21-56c1) 
P. ch. 2091 大正藏未収* 
P. ch. 2091V1 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 2091V2 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 2091V3 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 2091V4 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 2092 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 2093 2801 (916b1-937c19) 
P. ch. 2093V 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 2094-1 2743 (156c21-160a20) 
P. ch. 2094-2 235 (748c18-752c2) 
P. ch. 2094V 235 
P. ch. 2095 1775 (386a7-390b12) 
P. ch. 2096 818 (825a25-828c28) 
P. ch. 2097 220 (vol. 7, 748b17-753b5) 
P. ch. 2098 2897 (1422b14-1425b2) 
P. ch. 2098V 2897 (1422b14-1425b3) 
P. ch. 2099-1 663 (358b1-359b1) 
P. ch. 2099-2 663 (335b4-338b2) 
P. ch. 2100 2795 (691a5-705a6) 




P. ch. 2102 262 (5b28-9a14) 
P. ch. 2103 967 (349b1-350a22) 
P. ch. 2104 2799 (770a18-782b13) 
P. ch. 2104V3 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 2104V4 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 2104V5 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 2104V6 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 2104V7 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 2104V8 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 2104V12 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 2104V14 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 2104V15 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 2104V16 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 2104V17 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 2104V18 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 2104V19 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 2104V20 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 2104V21 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 2105-1[1] 202 (371c21-25) 
P. ch. 2105-1[2] 202 (427c29-429a29) 
P. ch. 2105-2 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 2105-3 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 2105-4 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 2105-13 202 (430c12-445a6) 
P. ch. 2105-14 310 (336c25-338b20) 
P. ch. 2105V 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 2106 1509 (106b10-111a21) 
P. ch. 2107 586 (43c23-47a19) 
P. ch. 2108 397 (177a10-184a3) 
P. ch. 2109 87 (910c24-912a11) 
P. ch. 2110 278 (637c11-643a20) 
P. ch. 2111 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 2112 220 (vol. 5, 650c15-656a4) 
P. ch. 2113 大正藏未収* 
P. ch. 2114 220 (vol. 6, 403a10-408c26) 
P. ch. 2115 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 2115V3 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 2116 1556 (995c1-998a6) 
P. ch. 2117 374 (557b13-562c20) 
P. ch. 2118-2 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 2119 2124 (195a1-204b28) 
P. ch. 2120 1666 (575a22-583b17) 
P. ch. 2121 1804 (46a20-74a25) 
P. ch. 2122 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 2122V1 大正藏未収* 
P. ch. 2122V2 大正藏未収* 
P. ch. 2122V3 大正藏未収* 
P. ch. 2122V4 大正藏未収* 
P. ch. 2123 262 (19a13-21b7) 
P. ch. 2124 2058 (308b2-313b3) 
P. ch. 2125 2075 (179a1-196b6) 
P. ch. 2126 586 (33a21-62a22) 
P. ch. 2127 156 (159b17-161b6) 
P. ch. 2128 2124 (201a1-204b27) 
P. ch. 2128V2 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 2128V3 典籍名未確定 
P. ch. 2129 681 (723b15-747b15) 
P. ch. 2129V1 665 (403a1-405a25) 
P. ch. 2130[1] 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 2130[2] 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 2131 2824 (1223a4-1225c10) 
P. ch. 2132 2733 (23b26-52b4) 
P. ch. 2133 大正藏未収* 
P. ch. 2133V1 大正藏未収* 
P. ch. 2134 大正藏未収* 
P. ch. 2134V1 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 2135 大正藏未収* 
P. ch. 2136 2879 (1362c13-1368b18) 
P. ch. 2137 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 2138 1509 (699c6-705b14) 
P. ch. 2139 2090 (996a4-997b25) 
P. ch. 2140-1 484 (669c3-673a18) 
P. ch. 2140-2 76 (883b7-886a21) 
P. ch. 2141 2813 (1089a4-1103b27) 
P. ch. 2141V 2803 (947a4-962a6) 
P. ch. 2142 936 (82a4-84c29) 
P. ch. 2143 1509 (443b20-448c4) 
P. ch. 2144 278 (676c21-683c28) 
P. ch. 2145 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 2145V 典籍名未確定 
P. ch. 2146 286 (497c4-506c21) 
P. ch. 2147 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 2147V1 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 2147V2 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 2147V3 2812 (1078c18-1079a6) 
P. ch. 2148 2792 (659a4-672b21) 
P. ch. 2149 2775 (434c11-437c24) 
P. ch. 2150 典籍名未確定 
P. ch. 2150V 618 (317c6-12) 
P. ch. 2151 262 (2a4-3c16) 
P. ch. 2152 945 (106b2-128b7) 
P. ch. 2153-1 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 2153-2 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 2153-3 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 2154 2778 (518b15-535a23) 
P. ch. 2155-1 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 2155-2 1604 (589b19-590a25) 
P. ch. 2155-3 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 2156 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 2157 2788 (631b18-643c27) 
P. ch. 2157V1 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 2157V2 2869 (1335a15-b17) 
P. ch. 2157V3 220 (vol. 7, 868c14-869a4) 
P. ch. 2157V4 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 2157V5 374 (386b25-390a8) 
P. ch. 2157V6 2797 (734c4-738b10) 
P. ch. 2158 2792 (659a1-672b21) 
P. ch. 2159 2736 (109b1-119c24) 
P. ch. 2159V1 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 2159V2 279 (391a1-396b6) 
P. ch. 2160 383 (1005b5-1010a21) 
P. ch. 2161 2810 (1046a17-1065b14) 
P. ch. 2161V 2810 
P. ch. 2162 2835 (1278a8-1281c4) 
P. ch. 2163 2123 
P. ch. 2164 1764 (786a1-815c2) 
P. ch. 2165 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 2165V 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 2166 171 (418c15-424a24) 
P. ch. 2167 721 (29a16-35a16) 
P. ch. 2168 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 2169 大正藏未収* 
P. ch. 2171 大正藏未収* 
P. ch. 2172 大正藏未収* 
P. ch. 2173 2733 (8c21-23b23) 
P. ch. 2174-1 典籍名未確定 
P. ch. 2174-2 典籍名未確定 
P. ch. 2174-3 1823 (813b3-17) 
P. ch. 2175 1458 (597b12-604b17) 
P. ch. 2176 1723 (757c2-778a13) 
P. ch. 2177 114 (506c11-507a3) 
P. ch. 2178 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 2178V1 1331 (532b7-535a23) 
P. ch. 2178V2 典籍名未確定 
P. ch. 2178V3 大正藏未収* 
P. ch. 2178V4 310 (372a27-c13) 
P. ch. 2179 1646 (289b16-294a5) 
P. ch. 2180 2810 (1046a11-1065b14) 
P. ch. 2180P1 223 (423b13-c12) 
P. ch. 2180V 2810 
P. ch. 2181-1 2897 (1422b14-1425b3) 
P. ch. 2181-2 801 (745b7-10) 
P. ch. 2182 2733 (18c14-23b20) 
P. ch. 2182P 典籍名未確定 
P. ch. 2183-1 典籍名未確定 
P. ch. 2183-2 典籍名未確定 
P. ch. 2183V 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 2184-1 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 2184-2 大正藏未収 
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P. ch. 2185 大正藏未収* 
P. ch. 2186-2 2879 (1362c14-1368b19) 
P. ch. 2187-1 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 2187-2 大正藏未収* 
P. ch. 2188 2777 (440a13-473a1) 
P. ch. 2188V 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 2189 大正藏未収* 
P. ch. 2190 2801 (886b2-899a5) 
P. ch. 2190V 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 2191 2777 (476b18-501b3) 
P. ch. 2191V1 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 2191V2 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 2192 大正藏未収* 
P. ch. 2193 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 2194 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 2195 262 (51c1-55a9) 
P. ch. 2196 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 2197-1 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 2197-3 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 2197-4 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 2197-5 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 2197-6 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 2197-8 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 2197-9 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 2197-10 2843 (1295b28-1296b3) 
P. ch. 2197-13 967 (350b25-c29) 
P. ch. 2197-14 1094 (403c23-404c16) 
P. ch. 2197-15 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 2197-16 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 2198 大正藏未収* 
P. ch. 2199 1509 (422b19-429b17) 
P. ch. 2200 1666 (575a6-583b17) 
P. ch. 2201 1806 (429a4-463a3) 
P. ch. 2202 2771 (364b27-375c11) 
P. ch. 2202V 2823 (1206c19-1210b8) 
P. ch. 2203-1 663 (358b12-359b1) 
P. ch. 2203-2[1] 663 (335b5-358a29) 
P. ch. 2203-2[2] 665 (413c9-417c15) 
P. ch. 2204 2779 (536a2-c9) 
P. ch. 2205 374 (415c10-417c1) 
P. ch. 2206 818 (829c17-833c9) 
P. ch. 2207 2812 (1068a3-1088b29) 
P. ch. 2207V 2810 
P. ch. 2208 2782 (545c21-556b18) 
P. ch. 2208V 2782 
P. ch. 2209 262 (19a16-27b9) 
P. ch. 2210 大正藏未収* 
P. ch. 2210V 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 2211 2816 (1178a20-1182c28) 
P. ch. 2212-1 2779 (536a1-c9) 
P. ch. 2212-2 2844 (1296b4-c24) 
P. ch. 2213V 典籍名未確定 
P. ch. 2214 1775 (360b23-370c9) 
P. ch. 2215 1895 (839c20-853c23) 
P. ch. 2216 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 2217 2920 (1463b23-1464a10) 
P. ch. 2218 1776 (473c4-480b24) 
P. ch. 2219 1733 (464c22-479a8) 
P. ch. 2220 945 (127b8-128b7) 
P. ch. 2221 190 (655a1-658c12) 
P. ch. 2222A 典籍名未確定 
P. ch. 2222AV 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 2222BV 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 2222C2 典籍名未確定 
P. ch. 2222CV 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 2222D 2777 (471b28-473a1) 
P. ch. 2222DV 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 2222E 典籍名未確定 
P. ch. 2222EV 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 2222FV 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 2223 262 (59b5-61a23) 
P. ch. 2224 665 (415b2-427b13) 
P. ch. 2225 158 (250a2-b27) 
P. ch. 2226-1 251 (848c1-20) 
P. ch. 2226-2 366 (346b22-348a28) 
P. ch. 2227 23 (296c29-300a20) 
P. ch. 2228 2895 (1414c19-1415c19) 
P. ch. 2229 945 (115a5-119b21) 
P. ch. 2230-1 220 (vol. 6, 172a8-173a4) 
P. ch. 2230-2 220 (vol. 6, 345c9-346b7) 
P. ch. 2231V 典籍名未確定 
P. ch. 2232 典籍名未確定 
P. ch. 2233 220 (vol. 5, 1048c11-1054a8) 
P. ch. 2234-2[1] 2872 (1355c20-1356a11) 
P. ch. 2234-2[2] 大正藏未収* 
P. ch. 2235 672 (587a4-594a29) 
P. ch. 2236 1579 (280c26-283a20) 
P. ch. 2237 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 2237V 典籍名未確定 
P. ch. 2238 典籍名未確定 
P. ch. 2239-1 221 (95c16-98b27) 
P. ch. 2239-2 221 (50b4-51b9) 
P. ch. 2240 235 (749b19-752c3) 
P. ch. 2241 712 (823b24-826a27) 
P. ch. 2242 1808 (492b5-500b17) 
P. ch. 2243 389 (1110c13-1111a9) 
P. ch. 2244 2778 (501b21-508b28) 
P. ch. 2245 2787 (594c13-616c9) 
P. ch. 2246 262 (10b24-19a12) 
P. ch. 2247 大正藏未収* 
P. ch. 2248 681 (738c17-747b15) 
P. ch. 2249 220 (vol. 6, 175c10-177c7) 
P. ch. 2249V 大正藏未収* 
P. ch. 2250 2827 (1255c16-1262c22) 
P. ch. 2251 945 (146a5-151b16) 
P. ch. 2252 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 2253 665 (415a12-417c16) 
P. ch. 2255V 典籍名未確定 
P. ch. 2256V 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 2258 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 2258V 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 2259 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 2260 224 (430c10-438a7) 
P. ch. 2261-1 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 2261-2 681 (723b15-730c14) 
P. ch. 2262 235 (750a6-752c3) 
P. ch. 2263 2893 (1410c20-1413a28) 
P. ch. 2264 262 (10c7-19a12) 
P. ch. 2265 235 (748c15-752c3) 
P. ch. 2266 235 (749a18-750b22) 
P. ch. 2267 220 (vol. 6, 200a19-204a12) 
P. ch. 2268 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 2269 2781 (540a1-543c15) 
P. ch. 2270-1 大正藏未収* 
P. ch. 2270-2 大正藏未収* 
P. ch. 2271 大正藏未収* 
P. ch. 2272 366 (346b22-348a29) 
P. ch. 2273 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 2274 665 (435a2-437c13) 
P. ch. 2275 2773 (423c5-432b21) 
P. ch. 2276 1488 (1075a14-c2) 
P. ch. 2277 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 2278 262 (21c20-27b9) 
P. ch. 2279-1 1879 (656a14-659b6) 
P. ch. 2279-2 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 2280 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 2280V1 1428 
P. ch. 2281 374 (468c26-474a20) 
P. ch. 2282 1302 (420a3-421a14) 
P. ch. 2283 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 2284 2782 (543c19-556b19) 
P. ch. 2285 2887 (1403b21-1404a23) 
P. ch. 2286 2797 (727a25-745b11) 
P. ch. 2286V1 2732 (3b16-7c9) 
P. ch. 2286V2 2732 (1a1-18) 
P. ch. 2286V3 967 (352a27-b23) 
P. ch. 2287 2818 (1184a22-1192c14) 
P. ch. 2288 2778 (501b7-507c15) 




P. ch. 2289-2 大正藏未収* 
P. ch. 2289-3 2909 (1455b22-c12) 
P. ch. 2290 389 (1110c13-1112b22) 
P. ch. 2291 1060 
P. ch. 2292-2 大正藏未収* 
P. ch. 2293 1804 (24b16-29a1) 
P. ch. 2294 2810 (1046a8-1047a16) 
P. ch. 2295[1] 2123 (29c12-31b21) 
P. ch. 2295[2] 2123 (32a18-c2) 
P. ch. 2295[3] 2123 (33a11-b27) 
P. ch. 2295[4] 2123 (34a5-27) 
P. ch. 2295[5] 2123 (35c27-36b20) 
P. ch. 2296 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 2297-2 2879 (1362c11-1364a12) 
P. ch. 2298 2817 (1183a1-1184a16) 
P. ch. 2299 大正藏未収* 
P. ch. 2300 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 2301 100 
P. ch. 2302 580 (962c15-964c29) 
P. ch. 2303-1 2782 (543c16-545c20) 
P. ch. 2303-2 2782 (545c21-547a5) 
P. ch. 2303V 典籍名未確定 
P. ch. 2304 大正藏未収* 
P. ch. 2304V 2782 (545c21-556b19) 
P. ch. 2305 大正藏未収* 
P. ch. 2305V1 大正藏未収* 
P. ch. 2306 1804 (24b14-46a15) 
P. ch. 2307 279 (144b1-150a12) 
P. ch. 2308 2901 (1432b3-1435c4) 
P. ch. 2309 967 (349c3-352a26) 
P. ch. 2310 1431 (1030c11-1041a18) 
P. ch. 2311 2811 (1065b17-1067c24) 
P. ch. 2312 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 2313 典籍名未確定 
P. ch. 2313V2 典籍名未確定 
P. ch. 2314-1 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 2314-2 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 2315-1 1806 (429a1-429c8) 
P. ch. 2315-2 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 2316[1] 202 (410c2-415b6) 
P. ch. 2316[2] 202 (402c6-404b16) 
P. ch. 2317 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 2318 222 (156a2-165a13) 
P. ch. 2319 2858 (1307a21-1314a27) 
P. ch. 2320 大正藏未収* 
P. ch. 2321 1429 (1018b15-1020b14) 
P. ch. 2321V 典籍名未確定 
P. ch. 2322-1 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 2322-2 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 2322-3 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 2322-4 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 2322-6 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 2322-16 256 (851b18-852a22) 
P. ch. 2323-1 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 2323-2 220 (vol. 7, 980a2-985c24) 
P. ch. 2324 大正藏未収* 
P. ch. 2324V 典籍名未確定 
P. ch. 2325-1 2902 (1435c8-1445a6) 
P. ch. 2325-2 大正藏未収* 
P. ch. 2325V 2902 
P. ch. 2326V 典籍名未確定 
P. ch. 2327 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 2328-1 2783 (556b25-557b28) 
P. ch. 2328-2 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 2328V3 2783 
P. ch. 2328V4 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 2330 1698 (141a11-154b8) 
P. ch. 2331 1806 (429a3-432a11) 
P. ch. 2332 2811 (1065b17-1067c24) 
P. ch. 2332V 2811 
P. ch. 2333 665 (434a26-437c11) 
P. ch. 2334 262 (27b12-32b15) 
P. ch. 2335 典籍名未確定 
P. ch. 2335P 典籍名未確定 
P. ch. 2335V1 大正藏未収* 
P. ch. 2335V2 典籍名未確定 
P. ch. 2335V3 典籍名未確定 
P. ch. 2336 235 (749b8-750b21) 
P. ch. 2338 1808 (492a3-497a4) 
P. ch. 2339 1775 (327c21-332c23) 
P. ch. 2340 2865 (1325a4-1326a27) 
P. ch. 2342P2 374 (411b17-c1) 
P. ch. 2343V1 1600 (464c9-467a2) 
P. ch. 2343V2 典籍名未確定 
P. ch. 2344 大正藏未収* 
P. ch. 2344V1 2802 
P. ch. 2344V2 大正藏未収* 
P. ch. 2344V3 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 2344V4 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 2345 262 (19b23-27b9) 
P. ch. 2346 1721 (543a29-567c16) 
P. ch. 2349 945 (106b1-128b7) 
P. ch. 2350V1 大正藏未収* 
P. ch. 2350V2 大正藏未収* 
P. ch. 2350V3 大正藏未収* 
P. ch. 2351 895 (725a15-730a12) 
P. ch. 2352V 2105 (397b21-403c11) 
P. ch. 2355V 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 2356V1 大正藏未収* 
P. ch. 2356V2 大正藏未収* 
P. ch. 2357V 2782 (547c13-553c4) 
P. ch. 2359V 2782 (555b10-556a5) 
P. ch. 2361V 典籍名未確定 
P. ch. 2362V 1545 (4a20-c17) 
P. ch. 2366V 2810 (1046a22-1056a17) 
P. ch. 2368 982 (437b10-19) 
P. ch. 2370V2 2123 (42a26-43c4) 
P. ch. 2373 452 (418b1-420c23) 
P. ch. 2374-1 大正藏未収* 
P. ch. 2374-2 2889 (1405a2-16) 
P. ch. 2374-3 592 (124b12-125a6) 
P. ch. 2376 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 2376V 大正藏未収* 
P. ch. 2377V1 典籍名未確定 
P. ch. 2377V2[1] 1545 (659c7-660b7) 
P. ch. 2377V2[2] 1545 (229c28-230b19) 
P. ch. 2377V2[3] 1545 (241b7-16) 
P. ch. 2377V2[4] 1545 (236c12-237b14) 
P. ch. 2381 210 (559a16-567b15) 
P. ch. 2382 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 2383V 279 
P. ch. 2384 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 2385V4 大正藏未収* 
P. ch. 2385V5 125 (658a6-b28) 
P. ch. 2385V6 典籍名未確定 
P. ch. 2385V7 典籍名未確定 
P. ch. 2401 592 (124c21-125a7) 
P. ch. 2403V 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 2404V1 1360 (878a3-25) 
P. ch. 2404V2 1361(附) (878b3-c23) 
P. ch. 2404V3 1361(附) (878b4-881b29) 
P. ch. 2406V1 1982 
P. ch. 2406V2 典籍名未確定 
P. ch. 2408 235 (749b19-750a20) 
P. ch. 2411 967 (351a7-352a26) 
P. ch. 2412-1 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 2412-2 大正藏未収* 
P. ch. 2412V 2814 (1145c6-1155b1) 
P. ch. 2413 23 (284c7-288a16) 
P. ch. 2414 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 2414V 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 2415[1] 1982 (463a5-b17) 
P. ch. 2415[2] 1982 (464a15-b12) 
P. ch. 2415P2 1982 (456c27-457a4) 
P. ch. 2415P4 235 (749a7-8) 
P. ch. 2416 大正藏未収* 
P. ch. 2418 大正藏未収* 
P. ch. 2419V 大正藏未収 
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P. ch. 2420V 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 2423V 1614 (855b7-c22) 
P. ch. 2427 1509 (233b24-c3) 
P. ch. 2427-2[1] 1562 (645b25-c6) 
P. ch. 2427-2[2] 1562 (531a28-b11) 
P. ch. 2427-2[3] 1562 (531b21-25) 
P. ch. 2427-3[1] 397 (344b3-4) 
P. ch. 2427-3[2] 397 (266c24-267a23) 
P. ch. 2427-4 223 (369c8-29) 
P. ch. 2428 584 (968b18-c20) 
P. ch. 2434V 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 2435V 典籍名未確定 
P. ch. 2436V 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 2439 1440 (517b19-524b7) 
P. ch. 2439V1 典籍名未確定 
P. ch. 2441 66 (864c9-866c27) 
P. ch. 2441P 665 (442b12-16) 
P. ch. 2443V 典籍名未確定 
P. ch. 2445V 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 2449V2 典籍名未確定 
P. ch. 2459V 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 2460V1 2833 (1270c10-1273b4) 
P. ch. 2460V2 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 2461V1 2782 (545c21-550a5) 
P. ch. 2461V2 2784 (557c5-559a9) 
P. ch. 2464 2873 (1357a21-1358c22) 
P. ch. 2469V5 典籍名未確定 
P. ch. 2472 典籍名未確定 
P. ch. 2476V 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 2477 665 (427b29-428a22) 
P. ch. 2478 235 (750c24-752c3) 
P. ch. 2479 262 (59b6-61a3) 
P. ch. 2480 262 (18b23-19a12) 
P. ch. 2481V1 279 (1a6-b19) 
P. ch. 2481V4 典籍名未確定 
P. ch. 2481V5 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 2481V6 220 (vol. 7, 865b5-26) 
P. ch. 2481V7 典籍名未確定 
P. ch. 2481V8 典籍名未確定 
P. ch. 2481V10 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 2483 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 2484-2 220 (vol. 7, 1065c4-18) 
P. ch. 2484V1 220 (vol. 7, 865b1-24) 
P. ch. 2484V2[2] 220 (vol. 7, 974b3-19) 
P. ch. 2484V2[3] 220 (vol. 7, 979c1-26) 
P. ch. 2484V2[4] 220 (vol. 7, 986a1-19) 
P. ch. 2484V2[5] 220 (vol. 7, 991b10-c9) 
P. ch. 2484V2[6] 220 (vol. 7, 1019a17-b15) 
P. ch. 2484V2[7] 220 (vol. 7, 1044a10-b9) 
P. ch. 2484V2[8] 220 (vol. 7, 1049c19-1050a18) 
P. ch. 2484V2[9] 220 (vol. 7, 1065b14-c18) 
P. ch. 2485V 310 (195c2-196a21) 
P. ch. 2486V 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 2493-1 2735 (103a14-107c16) 
P. ch. 2493V 2735 (103b29-108c16) 
P. ch. 2495V 2812 (1077b19-1088b27) 
P. ch. 2499V1 397 (139b25-140a13) 
P. ch. 2507V 945 (139a29-141b13) 
P. ch. 2508AV 2782 (547b11-548b22) 
P. ch. 2508BV 2782 (545c25-547b11) 
P. ch. 2513V 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 2519 682 (766b1-10) 
P. ch. 2520 220 (vol. 6, 605a21-610b7) 
P. ch. 2521 1428 (1001c3-1008b2) 
P. ch. 2526V 典籍名未確定 
P. ch. 2537V3 典籍名未確定 
P. ch. 2538V 2816 (1182a3-c28) 
P. ch. 2543V 典籍名未確定 
P. ch. 2550A 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 2558 2904 (1446a6-c11) 
P. ch. 2563V1 大正藏未収* 
P. ch. 2563V2 大正藏未収* 
P. ch. 2563V3 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 2564V1 967 (352a5-15) 
P. ch. 2564V2 典籍名未確定 
P. ch. 2566-1 262 (55b26-c25) 
P. ch. 2566V 2829 (1266b20-c7) 
P. ch. 2569-3 典籍名未確定 
P. ch. 2569V3 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 2574V 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 2575-1 2829 (1266b17-c8) 
P. ch. 2575-2 1315 (466c13-467a5) 
P. ch. 2575-3 典籍名未確定 
P. ch. 2575-4 典籍名未確定 
P. ch. 2575-5 1058 (101c25-102a4) 
P. ch. 2575-6 369 (352a23-b4) 
P. ch. 2575V1 2829 (1266b17-c8) 
P. ch. 2575V2 1315 (466c13-467a5) 
P. ch. 2575V4 典籍名未確定 
P. ch. 2575V5 1058 (101c25-102a4) 
P. ch. 2575V6 369 (352a23-b4) 
P. ch. 2575V7 1313 (465a5-27) 
P. ch. 2575V8 大正藏未収* 
P. ch. 2576 2812 (1070c5-1088b29) 
P. ch. 2580 2778 (501b7-518b14) 
P. ch. 2581V 大正藏未収* 
P. ch. 2583-1 2782 (553c12-556b12) 
P. ch. 2585 大正藏未収* 
P. ch. 2587 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 2589V 2810 (1051c20-1053c22) 
P. ch. 2590V 1864 (461b14-467c1) 
P. ch. 2592V 典籍名未確定 
P. ch. 2593V 典籍名未確定 
P. ch. 2595-1 1775 (380b20-384c9) 
P. ch. 2595-6 2777 (461b11-22) 
P. ch. 2595V 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 2602V 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 2608 2916 (1462a2-18) 
P. ch. 2626V 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 2627V 2735 (90a22-95c14) 
P. ch. 2629V 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 2632-2 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 2634 2838 (1291a2-c12) 
P. ch. 2637-2 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 2639V 2782 (546a22-550a25) 
P. ch. 2640V 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 2644 262 
P. ch. 2647 936 (82a2-84c29) 
P. ch. 2649V 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 2650 2916 (1462a2-17) 
P. ch. 2653-3 2915 (1461c4-16) 
P. ch. 2654V 2105 (398b21-399b4) 
P. ch. 2655 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 2657V 2833 (1271b25-1273b2) 
P. ch. 2665-3 典籍名未確定 
P. ch. 2668-3 2917(A) (1462a21-b8) 
P. ch. 2668V3 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 2668V4 大正藏未収* 
P. ch. 2671 936 (82b3-84c28) 
P. ch. 2678V 典籍名未確定 
P. ch. 2680 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 2680V3 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 2680V6 典籍名未確定 
P. ch. 2684 典籍名未確定 
P. ch. 2688V 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 2690 2818 (1184a22-1190a8) 
P. ch. 2690V5 大正藏未収* 
P. ch. 2690V6 大正藏未収* 
P. ch. 2690V8 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 2690V9 大正藏未収* 
P. ch. 2690V11 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 2691 2785 (559b10-560c27) 
P. ch. 2692-2 典籍名未確定 
P. ch. 2694 1600 (465a19-472a25) 
P. ch. 2694V 2112 (561c11-568c5) 
P. ch. 2698 典籍名未確定 
P. ch. 2700bis 2087 (868c7-869a3) 
P. ch. 2700bisV 1428 (602c15-603a6) 




P. ch. 2703-2 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 2704V2 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 2704V3 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 2713-1 大正藏未収* 
P. ch. 2713V 典籍名未確定 
P. ch. 2714 大正藏未収* 
P. ch. 2719 典籍名未確定 
P. ch. 2720 典籍名未確定 
P. ch. 2721-2 2743 (159a27-c9) 
P. ch. 2722-1 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 2722-2[1] 1980 (439c12-19) 
P. ch. 2722-2[2] 1980 (445c2-447a7) 
P. ch. 2722-2[3] 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 2722P 典籍名未確定 
P. ch. 2722V1 大正藏未収* 
P. ch. 2722V2 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 2723 2904 (1466a7-c10) 
P. ch. 2724V 典籍名未確定 
P. ch. 2726 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 2727 典籍名未確定 
P. ch. 2727V 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 2731 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 2732V 大正藏未収* 
P. ch. 2733 典籍名未確定 
P. ch. 2734 大正藏未収* 
P. ch. 2735V 1600 (466c13-26) 
P. ch. 2736 665 (421c4-422a16) 
P. ch. 2739 1509 (583c23-588a28) 
P. ch. 2740 936 (82a2-c16) 
P. ch. 2741-1 374 (557b18-558a4) 
P. ch. 2741-2 236 (753c12-755a8) 
P. ch. 2742 416 (883a9-884a1) 
P. ch. 2743 967 (349c21-25) 
P. ch. 2745 665 (439a24-b9) 
P. ch. 2750V 2812 (1070a12-1071c18) 
P. ch. 2751V 典籍名未確定 
P. ch. 2756 2732 (1a4-b13) 
P. ch. 2760 典籍名未確定 
P. ch. 2761V1 1 (16b13-c9) 
P. ch. 2763V 2105 (399b4-401a25) 
P. ch. 2768 典籍名未確定 
P. ch. 2770 2137 (1247a15-1249c9) 
P. ch. 2772 佛名經 
P. ch. 2774V 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 2775 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 2775V2 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 2775V3 典籍名未確定 
P. ch. 2776V 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 2778 典籍名未確定 
P. ch. 2779 586 (47a27-48b27) 
P. ch. 2780[1] 2053 (256b13-c27) 
P. ch. 2780[2] 2053 (257a27-b5) 
P. ch. 2781 262 (3b7-5a10) 
P. ch. 2782 220 (vol. 5, 830c6-832a1) 
P. ch. 2783 262 (6a18-10b21) 
P. ch. 2784 262 (29a8-30a2) 
P. ch. 2785 235 (749c17-750b13) 
P. ch. 2786 475 (552b6-557b26) 
P. ch. 2787 1562 (356b1-358c6) 
P. ch. 2787V2 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 2788 220 (vol. 6, 139c15-29) 
P. ch. 2789 237 (762a26-763b4) 
P. ch. 2789V1 2851 (1300b7-26) 
P. ch. 2789V3 典籍名未確定 
P. ch. 2790-1 220 (vol. 7, 458a16-460b26) 
P. ch. 2791 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 2794 2785 (559a15-562b23) 
P. ch. 2796 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 2798 220 (vol. 6, 900c2-906a20) 
P. ch. 2799-1 大正藏未収* 
P. ch. 2799-2 1082 (197b22-200a12) 
P. ch. 2800 220 (vol. 5, 324b9-c3) 
P. ch. 2801 262 (2a18-3b7) 
P. ch. 2802 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 2803-8 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 2803V 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 2804 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 2805 1255(別本) 
P. ch. 2807-10 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 2807P2V 典籍名未確定 
P. ch. 2807V1 典籍名未確定 
P. ch. 2807V6 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 2813 大正藏未収* 
P. ch. 2817 典籍名未確定 
P. ch. 2822 典籍名未確定 
P. ch. 2823V 典籍名未確定 
P. ch. 2828V 典籍名未確定 
P. ch. 2832BbisP8 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 2834 1562 (359b19-360b8) 
P. ch. 2835 262 (45c15-46b14) 
P. ch. 2835V 大正藏未収* 
P. ch. 2836 大正藏未収* 
P. ch. 2837 典籍名未確定 
P. ch. 2840 大正藏未収* 
P. ch. 2841 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 2842bis 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 2843-2 大正藏未収* 
P. ch. 2844 大正藏未収* 
P. ch. 2848 典籍名未確定 
P. ch. 2849-1 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 2849-2 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 2849-3 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 2849-4 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 2849-5 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 2850-3 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 2850V 665 (424b23-29) 
P. ch. 2851 262 (37c15-40a2) 
P. ch. 2852 712 (823c23-824a24) 
P. ch. 2853[1] 192 (6b6-c22) 
P. ch. 2853[2] 262 (33a13-c28) 
P. ch. 2853[3] 262 (25c10-27b9) 
P. ch. 2855V1 251 (848c4-21) 
P. ch. 2856V3[1] 1579 (302c20-303b17) 
P. ch. 2856V3[2] 1579 (303b19-304a9) 
P. ch. 2858 大正藏未収* 
P. ch. 2859-1 大正藏未収* 
P. ch. 2861V 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 2866 397 (30c17-33c20) 
P. ch. 2869 1982 (456c5-457b25) 
P. ch. 2870 大正藏未収* 
P. ch. 2871 典籍名未確定 
P. ch. 2873-2 典籍名未確定 
P. ch. 2874-1 典籍名未確定 
P. ch. 2876 235 (748c18-752c7) 
P. ch. 2877 220 (vol. 7, 387c1-388a3) 
P. ch. 2881 262 (1c27-10b21) 
P. ch. 2883 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 2884 251 (848c11-20) 
P. ch. 2885 大正藏未収* 
P. ch. 2885V1 2818 (1190c20-1192c2) 
P. ch. 2885V2 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 2885V3 典籍名未確定 
P. ch. 2886-1 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 2886-2 大正藏未収* 
P. ch. 2887 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 2889 530 (805b8-808a19) 
P. ch. 2890-1 262 (31c4-32c4) 
P. ch. 2890-2 1559 (171c22-173b23) 
P. ch. 2890-3 967 (351a1-352a26) 
P. ch. 2890-4[1] 220 (vol. 5, 518a15-c5) 
P. ch. 2890-4[2] 220 (vol. 5, 516b17-c14) 
P. ch. 2890-4[3] 221 (25c11-27a13) 
P. ch. 2891 220 (vol. 7, 980a14-c19) 
P. ch. 2892 220 (vol. 6, 580b16-583c29) 
P. ch. 2893 156 (143c7-148c4) 
P. ch. 2895 235 (752a1-c3) 
P. ch. 2896 681 (731a9-733b25) 
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P. ch. 2897 235 (750a28-c3) 
P. ch. 2898 936 (82a20-83a15) 
P. ch. 2899 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 2900 450 (405a11-408b25) 
P. ch. 2901 大正藏未収* 
P. ch. 2901V[1] 大正藏未収* 
P. ch. 2901V[2] 典籍名未確定 
P. ch. 2902 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 2903 大正藏未収* 
P. ch. 2906 262 (1c16-2b5) 
P. ch. 2907 374 (557b1-12) 
P. ch. 2908 大正藏未収* 
P. ch. 2909 220 (vol. 5, 337c9-343a1) 
P. ch. 2910 279 (50b17-51a15) 
P. ch. 2911-1 大正藏未収* 
P. ch. 2911-2 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 2911-3 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 2912 2782 (549b3-555c7) 
P. ch. 2913 1509 (94a17-101b24) 
P. ch. 2914 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 2918 大正藏未収* 
P. ch. 2919V 大正藏未収* 
P. ch. 2921-1 2851 (1300b5-c23) 
P. ch. 2922 2881 (1380b18-1383b6) 
P. ch. 2923 大正藏未収* 
P. ch. 2924 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 2924V 大正藏未収* 
P. ch. 2925 262 (29c3-37a2) 
P. ch. 2926 235 (752a26-c3) 
P. ch. 2927 220 (vol. 5, 559a1-564a7) 
P. ch. 2928 1331 (533b17-536b5) 
P. ch. 2929 262 (56a14-c3) 
P. ch. 2931 大正藏未収* 
P. ch. 2933 665 (439c16-440a6) 
P. ch. 2934 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 2935 262 (56c16-57a18) 
P. ch. 2936 665 (416a4-c20) 
P. ch. 2938 2810 (1046c24-1048a5) 
P. ch. 2939 大正藏未収* 
P. ch. 2941V2 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 2943V 大正藏未収* 
P. ch. 2944V 220 (vol. 5, 469b16-c11) 
P. ch. 2945V 大正藏未収* 
P. ch. 2948 大正藏未収* 
P. ch. 2948V 大正藏未収* 
P. ch. 2949 262 (10b27-13b10) 
P. ch. 2950 大正藏未収* 
P. ch. 2951 264 (184c7-185b18) 
P. ch. 2951V 1071 (152a11-153a5) 
P. ch. 2953-1 2915 (1461c6-22) 
P. ch. 2953-2 2917(A) (1462a24-b4) 
P. ch. 2954V 典籍名未確定 
P. ch. 2955 大正藏未収* 
P. ch. 2956 220 (vol. 6, 315c15-317a6) 
P. ch. 2957 262 (19a21-22c3) 
P. ch. 2958 663 (341b29-346b9) 
P. ch. 2960 665 (433a8-c11) 
P. ch. 2961 262 (56c2-58a27) 
P. ch. 2963 2827 (1261c24-1266a10) 
P. ch. 2963V4 大正藏未収* 
P. ch. 2965 154 (78b22-79a28) 
P. ch. 2969 235 (751a21-b9) 
P. ch. 2971 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 2975 大正藏未収* 
P. ch. 2977[1] 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 2977[2] 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 2983P1 2917(A) (1462a27-b6) 
P. ch. 2984 1522 (123a24-124b21) 
P. ch. 2984V2 大正藏未収* 
P. ch. 2984V3 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 2986 2871 (1352b27-1354b26) 
P. ch. 2987 大正藏未収* 
P. ch. 2987V1 典籍名未確定 
P. ch. 2988 2810 (1057a26-1060a22) 
P. ch. 2989V2 典籍名未確定 
P. ch. 2991A1 典籍名未確定 
P. ch. 2992 936 (82a4-84c29) 
P. ch. 2993 220 (vol. 7, 154a16-155a17) 
P. ch. 2997 2732 
P. ch. 2997V 2732 
P. ch. 2998 220 (vol. 7, 779b18-785b3) 
P. ch. 2998P1 190 (788c15-17) 
P. ch. 2999 大正藏未収* 
P. ch. 2999V1 大正藏未収* 
P. ch. 3000 典籍名未確定 
P. ch. 3000V2 典籍名未確定 
P. ch. 3001V1[1] 1428 (571a5-22) 
P. ch. 3001V1[2] 1428 (572b6-573b7) 
P. ch. 3001V1[3] 1428 (573b12-14) 
P. ch. 3001V1[4] 1428 (575c8-17) 
P. ch. 3001V2[1] 1804 (51c23-27) 
P. ch. 3001V2[2] 1804 (48c6-15) 
P. ch. 3001V2[3] 1804 (49b10-21) 
P. ch. 3001V3[1] 2124 (195a18-c1) 
P. ch. 3001V3[2] 2124 (199b7-11) 
P. ch. 3002 2812 (1069b21-1076c11) 
P. ch. 3003 2812 (1068a12-1069a21) 
P. ch. 3006 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 3007-1 大正藏未収* 
P. ch. 3007-2 大正藏未収* 
P. ch. 3007V 1510 (761a15-b27) 
P. ch. 3008 2899 (1430a27-1431a22) 
P. ch. 3008V[1] 2124 (203a1-18) 
P. ch. 3008V[2] 2124 (199a-200a) 
P. ch. 3008V[3] 2124 (196b12-198b24) 
P. ch. 3009 2124 (195a7-197a21) 
P. ch. 3010 大正藏未収* 
P. ch. 3010V 大正藏未収* 
P. ch. 3011-1 2850 (1300a6-b1) 
P. ch. 3011-2 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 3012 1431 (1031a18-1033b20) 
P. ch. 3014 典籍名未確定 
P. ch. 3015V 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 3018 大正藏未収* 
P. ch. 3019 大正藏未収* 
P. ch. 3021 典籍名未確定 
P. ch. 3021V1 典籍名未確定 
P. ch. 3021V2 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 3022-1 1313 (464b17-465b27) 
P. ch. 3022-2 2904 (1446a2-c10) 
P. ch. 3022V1 大正藏未収* 
P. ch. 3023 262 
P. ch. 3024-1[1] 656 (26a1-b22) 
P. ch. 3024-1[2] 656 (9a20-10b9) 
P. ch. 3024-2 279 (200a27-b24) 
P. ch. 3024-3 842 (917a18-b26) 
P. ch. 3024-4 279 (150a14-21) 
P. ch. 3024V1 典籍名未確定 
P. ch. 3024V2 279 (255a7-12) 
P. ch. 3024V3 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 3024V4 大正藏未収* 
P. ch. 3025-1 大正藏未収* 
P. ch. 3025-2 大正藏未収* 
P. ch. 3026V 374 
P. ch. 3030 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 3031 235 (752b3-c3) 
P. ch. 3032 2894 (1413b1-1414c17) 
P. ch. 3033 220 (vol. 7, 419b26-c23) 
P. ch. 3035-2 典籍名未確定 
P. ch. 3036 2916 (1462a1-16) 
P. ch. 3036V1 2916 
P. ch. 3038 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 3039 典籍名未確定 
P. ch. 3040 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 3042 665 (404a10-c13) 
P. ch. 3044 262 (45b17-24) 
P. ch. 3045 251 (848c1-20) 
P. ch. 3046 220 (vol. 6, 781b19-784c25) 




P. ch. 3047-2 大正藏未収* 
P. ch. 3047V2 1228 (158a2-159a25) 
P. ch. 3047V3 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 3047V4 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 3048 大正藏未収* 
P. ch. 3049 235 (748c15-752c3) 
P. ch. 3051 大正藏未収* 
P. ch. 3053V 156 (128c28-129c29) 
P. ch. 3055-1 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 3055-2 典籍名未確定 
P. ch. 3055-3 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 3055V 2899 (1427c17-1428b10) 
P. ch. 3056 典籍名未確定 
P. ch. 3057-1 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 3057-2 典籍名未確定 
P. ch. 3059 223 (352c15-353a20) 
P. ch. 3060 典籍名未確定 
P. ch. 3060V 典籍名未確定 
P. ch. 3061 大正藏未収* 
P. ch. 3063 639 (550a1-b1) 
P. ch. 3065 大正藏未収* 
P. ch. 3070 大正藏未収* 
P. ch. 3070V1 1302 (420a1-24) 
P. ch. 3071 262 (17a9-b21) 
P. ch. 3071V 典籍名未確定 
P. ch. 3072 220 (vol. 7, 438b4-c5) 
P. ch. 3073V1 446 (364c1-365a7) 
P. ch. 3073V2 典籍名未確定 
P. ch. 3074[1] 447 (381b6-c4) 
P. ch. 3074[2] 447 (382a11-15) 
P. ch. 3074V 446 (364c17-365a7) 
P. ch. 3075 262 (30c12-31b28) 
P. ch. 3076 262 (2a18-4b17) 
P. ch. 3078V 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 3079 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 3080 大正藏未収* 
P. ch. 3080V 2824 (1223a13-1225c) 
P. ch. 3082 2779 (536b1-c9) 
P. ch. 3083 大正藏未収* 
P. ch. 3085 典籍名未確定 
P. ch. 3086 211 (588b10-c25) 
P. ch. 3087 936 (82a1-84c29) 
P. ch. 3087V 大正藏未収* 
P. ch. 3089 2810 (1046a11-1047b12) 
P. ch. 3089V 大正藏未収* 
P. ch. 3090 449 (401a1-21) 
P. ch. 3092 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 3092V 典籍名未確定 
P. ch. 3093 大正藏未収* 
P. ch. 3094 2810 (1048b13-1049c25) 
P. ch. 3094V 2732 (1a5) 
P. ch. 3095 大正藏未収* 
P. ch. 3095V 大正藏未収* 
P. ch. 3096 967 (349b1-c19) 
P. ch. 3097 大正藏未収* 
P. ch. 3097V 典籍名未確定 
P. ch. 3098 大正藏未収* 
P. ch. 3099 2779 (536a1-c8) 
P. ch. 3103 典籍名未確定 
P. ch. 3107 2858 (1307a21-b29) 
P. ch. 3107V1 2858 
P. ch. 3110-1 1256 (259b13-260a23) 
P. ch. 3110-2 2888 (1404a27-c28) 
P. ch. 3113-1 大正藏未収* 
P. ch. 3114V 典籍名未確定 
P. ch. 3115 2889 (1405a4-19) 
P. ch. 3116-1 大正藏未収* 
P. ch. 3116-2 大正藏未収* 
P. ch. 3117-1 2915 (1461c6-22) 
P. ch. 3117-2 2917(A) (1462a24-b7) 
P. ch. 3118-1 2827 (1246a14-b1) 
P. ch. 3118-2 2827 (1261b15-c9) 
P. ch. 3118-3 2827 (1259b19-25) 
P. ch. 3118V1 2827 (1259b26-c2) 
P. ch. 3118V2 2827 (1259c3-7) 
P. ch. 3118V3 2827 (1260b16-24) 
P. ch. 3119 典籍名未確定 
P. ch. 3120-1 大正藏未収* 
P. ch. 3120-2 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 3127 2103 (258a28-259b15) 
P. ch. 3127V 2103 (259b15-17) 
P. ch. 3128 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 3128V4 大正藏未収* 
P. ch. 3130 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 3131 936 (82a4-84c29) 
P. ch. 3131bis 大正藏未収* 
P. ch. 3131bisV 251 (848c19-20) 
P. ch. 3132 262 (57b27-58b7) 
P. ch. 3133 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 3134 936 (82a4-84c29) 
P. ch. 3135 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 3136-1 2919 (1463a28-b7) 
P. ch. 3136-2 251 (848c1-20) 
P. ch. 3136-3 1256 (261b13-262a23) 
P. ch. 3137-3 1080 (188c9-189a3) 
P. ch. 3137-4 2893 (1410c22-1413a27) 
P. ch. 3137-5 典籍名未確定 
P. ch. 3138 典籍名未確定 
P. ch. 3138V 典籍名未確定 
P. ch. 3139 262 (56c19-57b20) 
P. ch. 3141V 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 3148-2 典籍名未確定 
P. ch. 3148V1 典籍名未確定 
P. ch. 3148V2 典籍名未確定 
P. ch. 3150V 典籍名未確定 
P. ch. 3151 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 3153 441 (187b8-189a21) 
P. ch. 3154 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 3156-1 2827 (1245a26-b17) 
P. ch. 3156-2 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 3156-3 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 3156-4 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 3156-5 2827 (1246a14-b1) 
P. ch. 3156-6 2827 (1246c16-24) 
P. ch. 3157[1] 190 (679a15-b25) 
P. ch. 3157[2] 190 (681a2-689b9) 
P. ch. 3157[3] 190 (704a16-c13) 
P. ch. 3158 262 (11b21-12b8) 
P. ch. 3159 262 (28b20-29b20) 
P. ch. 3160 典籍名未確定 
P. ch. 3162V 典籍名未確定 
P. ch. 3163 801 (745c16-746a20) 
P. ch. 3165 典籍名未確定 
P. ch. 3165V2 典籍名未確定 
P. ch. 3166 2854 (1304a15-b12) 
P. ch. 3167 典籍名未確定 
P. ch. 3167V2 1806 (454b1-b16) 
P. ch. 3171 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 3172[1] 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 3172[2] 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 3177 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 3178 665 (407a14-c3) 
P. ch. 3179 典籍名未確定 
P. ch. 3181 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 3182 262 (27c29-29b21) 
P. ch. 3183 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 3184 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 3184V1 大正藏未収* 
P. ch. 3185 2851 (1300b2-c23) 
P. ch. 3186 99 (351a16-b18) 
P. ch. 3187 大正藏未収* 
P. ch. 3188 大正藏未収* 
P. ch. 3188V 典籍名未確定 
P. ch. 3190 2830(A) (1268b23-c25) 
P. ch. 3196 1561 (325a4-328a27) 
P. ch. 3198A 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 3198AV 典籍名未確定 
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P. ch. 3198B 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 3199 典籍名未確定 
P. ch. 3202 大正藏未収* 
P. ch. 3208 典籍名未確定 
P. ch. 3209[1] 1484 (1003a18-b2) 
P. ch. 3209[2] 1484 (1003c29-1004b8) 
P. ch. 3209V 典籍名未確定 
P. ch. 3210-1 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 3210-2 2845 (1297a2-b9) 
P. ch. 3210-3 大正藏未収* 
P. ch. 3210V 典籍名未確定 
P. ch. 3211 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 3212-1 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 3212-2 220 (vol. 7, 865b3-16) 
P. ch. 3212V1 220 (vol. 7, 865b16-24) 
P. ch. 3212V2 220 (vol. 7, 921a1-18) 
P. ch. 3215 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 3216 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 3217 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 3217V 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 3219 典籍名未確定 
P. ch. 3220 大正藏未収* 
P. ch. 3221 2852 (1301a1-b2) 
P. ch. 3222 310 
P. ch. 3223V 典籍名未確定 
P. ch. 3225 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 3226 262 (15c23-17a22) 
P. ch. 3227 1429 (1017c28-1018b3) 
P. ch. 3228 大正藏未収* 
P. ch. 3229 2791 (654a15-c24) 
P. ch. 3229V 大正藏未収* 
P. ch. 3230 665 (432c15-435a12) 
P. ch. 3234 典籍名未確定 
P. ch. 3235-1 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 3235-2 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 3236 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 3240-1 典籍名未確定 
P. ch. 3240-2 典籍名未確定 
P. ch. 3241 2851 (1300b8-c23) 
P. ch. 3242 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 3244 大正藏未収* 
P. ch. 3245 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 3247 1808 (508b1-510b24) 
P. ch. 3250 712 (824c9-825c22) 
P. ch. 3253 典籍名未確定 
P. ch. 3253V 典籍名未確定 
P. ch. 3256 典籍名未確定 
P. ch. 3256V 典籍名未確定 
P. ch. 3258 典籍名未確定 
P. ch. 3258V 典籍名未確定 
P. ch. 3261 典籍名未確定 
P. ch. 3265V 典籍名未確定 
P. ch. 3266 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 3267 1775 (327a8-b18) 
P. ch. 3267-2 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 3269 典籍名未確定 
P. ch. 3275 2875 (1359c6-1360a4) 
P. ch. 3276[1] 440 (148c7-149b1) 
P. ch. 3276[2] 440 (149b6-150a16) 
P. ch. 3276V 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 3276V4 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 3278 235 (749b14-752c2) 
P. ch. 3279-1 310 (286c1-24) 
P. ch. 3279-2 大正藏未収* 
P. ch. 3279-3 典籍名未確定 
P. ch. 3279V1 典籍名未確定 
P. ch. 3279V2 典籍名未確定 
P. ch. 3281P 典籍名未確定 
P. ch. 3281PV 典籍名未確定 
P. ch. 3286 大正藏未収* 
P. ch. 3288V1 典籍名未確定 
P. ch. 3288V3 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 3288V4 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 3288V5 大正藏未収* 
P. ch. 3289-1 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 3289-2 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 3291 典籍名未確定 
P. ch. 3291V 典籍名未確定 
P. ch. 3292-1 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 3292-2 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 3292-3 典籍名未確定 
P. ch. 3293[1] 1511 (786c6-787b17) 
P. ch. 3293[2] 1511 (787b22-788a8) 
P. ch. 3293[3] 1511 (789a10-b1) 
P. ch. 3293V1 典籍名未確定 
P. ch. 3293V2 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 3293V3 典籍名未確定 
P. ch. 3294 2837 (1283a2-b14) 
P. ch. 3295 2900 (1431c5-1432a23) 
P. ch. 3296 967 (349b4-c2) 
P. ch. 3298 665 (413c8-414b12) 
P. ch. 3302 典籍名未確定 
P. ch. 3303 典籍名未確定 
P. ch. 3304V1 典籍名未確定 
P. ch. 3304V4 典籍名未確定 
P. ch. 3307 典籍名未確定 
P. ch. 3307V 典籍名未確定 
P. ch. 3308 大正藏未収* 
P. ch. 3308V 大正藏未収* 
P. ch. 3312 202 (354a19-21) 
P. ch. 3313 大正藏未収* 
P. ch. 3314-1 2792 (665a1-666b15) 
P. ch. 3314-2 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 3316 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 3317 大正藏未収* 
P. ch. 3318 2810 (1046b24-1048a28) 
P. ch. 3318V 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 3319 220 (vol. 6, 201c11-204a4) 
P. ch. 3321 220 (vol. 5, 107c22-108b6) 
P. ch. 3323 936 (82a4-84c29) 
P. ch. 3324 475 (548a1-b13) 
P. ch. 3325 2732 (1a3-8c20) 
P. ch. 3326-1 典籍名未確定 
P. ch. 3328 2824 (1223a6-1224a21) 
P. ch. 3328V3 典籍名未確定 
P. ch. 3329 262 (55a25-56c1) 
P. ch. 3330 大正藏未収* 
P. ch. 3332 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 3332V 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 3334 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 3336 典籍名未確定 
P. ch. 3336V 典籍名未確定 
P. ch. 3337 典籍名未確定 
P. ch. 3337V 典籍名未確定 
P. ch. 3338 235 (748c15-749a13) 
P. ch. 3339 374 (543a19-b21) 
P. ch. 3340 1428 (779a1-780c21) 
P. ch. 3342 1864 (449c10-467c1) 
P. ch. 3343 典籍名未確定 
P. ch. 3343V 典籍名未確定 
P. ch. 3346[1] 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 3346[2] 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 3346[3] 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 3346[4] 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 3346[5] 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 3348 310 (477a14-643a17) 
P. ch. 3351-1 262 (56c2-58b8) 
P. ch. 3351-2 251 (848c1-19) 
P. ch. 3351V2 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 3351V3 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 3352 典籍名未確定 
P. ch. 3352V2 592 
P. ch. 3353V1 典籍名未確定 
P. ch. 3354V1 典籍名未確定 




P. ch. 3355 305 (934c6-938a6) 
P. ch. 3355V 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 3357 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 3357V1 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 3357V2 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 3357V3 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 3360-2 典籍名未確定 
P. ch. 3361 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 3365 典籍名未確定 
P. ch. 3366 典籍名未確定 
P. ch. 3371V 1560 (311b19-318b10) 
P. ch. 3373-1 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 3373-2 典籍名未確定 
P. ch. 3373V 2827 (1261b15-1262a28) 
P. ch. 3374 典籍名未確定 
P. ch. 3375V1 大正藏未収* 
P. ch. 3375V2 156 (129c29-130b3) 
P. ch. 3375V3 156 (138c25-139b5) 
P. ch. 3376 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 3377 235 (750c14-751b28) 
P. ch. 3380V 1431 (1038a26-1039a6) 
P. ch. 3385 1808 (494c23-495a3) 
P. ch. 3387 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 3389 典籍名未確定 
P. ch. 3390V2 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 3398-1 235 (748c15-752c7) 
P. ch. 3400 220 (vol. 5, 994a2-14) 
P. ch. 3401 大正藏未収* 
P. ch. 3403V1[1] 220 (vol. 5, 290c17-291c27) 
P. ch. 3403V1[2] 220 (vol. 5, 297b13-298a1) 
P. ch. 3403V1[3] 220 (vol. 5, 299c20-300a19) 
P. ch. 3404-1 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 3404-2 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 3404V1 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 3404V2 1804 
P. ch. 3406 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 3407 262 (28b8-29a19) 
P. ch. 3409 大正藏未収* 
P. ch. 3413 典籍名未確定 
P. ch. 3413V 典籍名未確定 
P. ch. 3414 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 3415-1 大正藏未収* 
P. ch. 3416V 典籍名未確定 
P. ch. 3418 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 3422 2782 (545c21-546b2) 
P. ch. 3425-2 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 3425-3 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 3426 典籍名未確定 
P. ch. 3426V 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 3429 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 3432 典籍名未確定 
P. ch. 3432V 2778 (503a14-511a20) 
P. ch. 3434-1 大正藏未収* 
P. ch. 3434-2 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 3434V1 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 3434V3 大正藏未収* 
P. ch. 3435V 典籍名未確定 
P. ch. 3436 2837 (1283a10-1290c26) 
P. ch. 3437 1060 (110b24-111a4) 
P. ch. 3438 大正藏未収* 
P. ch. 3444V1 典籍名未確定 
P. ch. 3446V 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 3447V 262 (32a23-c5) 
P. ch. 3448 251 (848c1-20) 
P. ch. 3450-1 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 3450-2 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 3454V1 1559 
P. ch. 3454V2 1644 
P. ch. 3459 262 (52c9-53a8) 
P. ch. 3461 典籍名未確定 
P. ch. 3461V1 典籍名未確定 
P. ch. 3461V2 典籍名未確定 
P. ch. 3462-2 典籍名未確定 
P. ch. 3463 2916 (1462a2-18) 
P. ch. 3464 典籍名未確定 
P. ch. 3464V 1425 
P. ch. 3465 2790 (653a26-654a6) 
P. ch. 3471 231 (725c22-726a22) 
P. ch. 3475 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 3481V 典籍名未確定 
P. ch. 3485 2858 (1307a21-1309b1) 
P. ch. 3487 典籍名未確定 
P. ch. 3488 大正藏未収* 
P. ch. 3488V 2775 (435c21-436c4) 
P. ch. 3490-2 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 3490-3 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 3491 典籍名未確定 
P. ch. 3494 典籍名未確定 
P. ch. 3496 大正藏未収* 
P. ch. 3497 典籍名未確定 
P. ch. 3498 2916 (1462a4-20) 
P. ch. 3499 2812 (1072b21-1074a6) 
P. ch. 3502 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 3504 665 (445a25-450c30) 
P. ch. 3506V 典籍名未確定 
P. ch. 3519 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 3521V1 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 3532 2089 (975a17-976b21) 
P. ch. 3537 2837 (1284b14-1285b11) 
P. ch. 3538 1058 (100a3-c17) 
P. ch. 3539 190 
P. ch. 3540 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 3541V 1804 (98b23-99b25) 
P. ch. 3543 220 (vol. 5, 295a20-b15) 
P. ch. 3543V 典籍名未確定 
P. ch. 3548 1302 (420a2-421a14) 
P. ch. 3551 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 3551V 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 3554 585 (18b6-19b4) 
P. ch. 3558 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 3559 (3664)-1 大正藏未収* 
P. ch. 3559 (3664)-2 典籍名未確定 
P. ch. 3559 (3664)-3[1] 2011 (377a17-379b9) 
P. ch. 3559 (3664)-3[2] 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 3559 (3664)-4[1] 2838 (1291a2-c14) 
P. ch. 3559 (3664)-4[2] 大正藏未収* 
P. ch. 3559 (3664)-5 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 3559 (3664)-6 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 3559 (3664)-7 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 3559 (3664)-8 大正藏未収* 
P. ch. 3559 (3664)-9 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 3559 (3664)-10 大正藏未収* 
P. ch. 3559 (3664)-11 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 3560 1428 (775a12-778b13) 
P. ch. 3563 大正藏未収* 
P. ch. 3564 大正藏未収* 
P. ch. 3568 2907 (1452c4-1453a22) 
P. ch. 3570 220 (vol. 7, 381b16-382b13) 
P. ch. 3570V 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 3571 2825 (1232c20-1234a28) 
P. ch. 3578V 大正藏未収* 
P. ch. 3580 251 (848c1-20) 
P. ch. 3585 220 (vol. 6, 498b1-17) 
P. ch. 3586 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 3591-1 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 3591-2 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 3591-3 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 3592V 大正藏未収* 
P. ch. 3593V[1] 643 (687b4-22) 
P. ch. 3593V[2] 643 (659c11-20) 
P. ch. 3593V[3] 643 (648c7-12) 
P. ch. 3600-1 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 3600-2 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 3603 1579 (335b13-c13) 
P. ch. 3604 大正藏未収* 
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P. ch. 3609 典籍名未確定 
P. ch. 3609V 典籍名未確定 
P. ch. 3617 2110 (526b13-529b16) 
P. ch. 3618-1 典籍名未確定 
P. ch. 3624 2916 (1462a1-17) 
P. ch. 3641 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 3642 235 (749c23-752c2) 
P. ch. 3645-3 大正藏未収* 
P. ch. 3645-5 大正藏未収* 
P. ch. 3645V 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 3648 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 3648V 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 3653-1[1] 2123 (81c5-83a16) 
P. ch. 3653-1[2] 2123 (84a6-b8) 
P. ch. 3654-1 典籍名未確定 
P. ch. 3654-2 典籍名未確定 
P. ch. 3654V 典籍名未確定 
P. ch. 3656 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 3660 310 
P. ch. 3668 665 (445a12-450c15) 
P. ch. 3673 262 (12c14-13b7) 
P. ch. 3679 典籍名未確定 
P. ch. 3680 190 (790c7-23) 
P. ch. 3684V 典籍名未確定 
P. ch. 3686 2051 (205b4-207c29) 
P. ch. 3689 2882 (1384a1-b20) 
P. ch. 3697-1 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 3697V 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 3703 2837 (1289c28-1290c26) 
P. ch. 3703V 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 3706 2841 (1293c1-1294c29) 
P. ch. 3708 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 3709 680 (723a18-b14) 
P. ch. 3710 745 (557b14-c15) 
P. ch. 3712 1429 (1015a1-11) 
P. ch. 3713 721 (371a3-21) 
P. ch. 3716 大正藏未収* 
P. ch. 3716V2 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 3717 2075 (179a1-196b6) 
P. ch. 3724 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 3725V 典籍名未確定 
P. ch. 3726 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 3727-1 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 3727-9 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 3727-10 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 3727-11 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 3727-12 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 3727-13 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 3727-14 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 3727-15 2075 (180c3-181a17) 
P. ch. 3732 大正藏未収* 
P. ch. 3734 大正藏未収* 
P. ch. 3736 2775 (435b11-436a11) 
P. ch. 3739 2149 (244b25-254c2) 
P. ch. 3740 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 3742 2103 (139b28-141b25) 
P. ch. 3746 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 3747 大正藏未収* 
P. ch. 3748-1 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 3748-2 2909 (1455b22-c12) 
P. ch. 3751 典籍名未確定 
P. ch. 3753V1 典籍名未確定 
P. ch. 3755V 典籍名未確定 
P. ch. 3759-1 2897 (1422b12-1425b3) 
P. ch. 3759-2 1256 (261b24-262a15) 
P. ch. 3760 262 (56c2-57b26) 
P. ch. 3760V1 262 (57b26-58b7) 
P. ch. 3760V2 2909 (1455b22-c12) 
P. ch. 3760V3 2889 (1405a2-17) 
P. ch. 3761 大正藏未収* 
P. ch. 3762 典籍名未確定 
P. ch. 3763 典籍名未確定 
P. ch. 3765V1 大正藏未収* 
P. ch. 3766 2110 (520c24-524c20) 
P. ch. 3771 1711 (546a28-547c18) 
P. ch. 3777-2 大正藏未収* 
P. ch. 3777-3 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 3777-4 大正藏未収* 
P. ch. 3777-5 大正藏未収* 
P. ch. 3777-6 2011 (377a14-379a17) 
P. ch. 3784 大正藏未収* 
P. ch. 3785V 2782 (547c3-550a20) 
P. ch. 3788 262 (1c16-2a21) 
P. ch. 3789V2 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 3791 1451 (335a24-c16) 
P. ch. 3792 典籍名未確定 
P. ch. 3792V2 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 3792V3 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 3795 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 3801 235 (748c18-750c5) 
P. ch. 3802 721 (391a4-b1) 
P. ch. 3807 典籍名未確定 
P. ch. 3808 大正藏未収* 
P. ch. 3809[1] 大正藏未収* 
P. ch. 3814 2087 (879c13-882a29) 
P. ch. 3815 大正藏未収* 
P. ch. 3815V 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 3817 大正藏未収* 
P. ch. 3818 大正藏未収* 
P. ch. 3820 251 (848c1-20) 
P. ch. 3821 大正藏未収* 
P. ch. 3823-1 典籍名未確定 
P. ch. 3823-6 典籍名未確定 
P. ch. 3824-1 262 (56c1-58b7) 
P. ch. 3824-2 235 (748c18-752c7) 
P. ch. 3824-3 大正藏未収* 
P. ch. 3824-4 251 (848c1-20) 
P. ch. 3824-5 1256 (261b26-262a15) 
P. ch. 3824-6 2888 (1404a27-c28) 
P. ch. 3824-7 大正藏未収* 
P. ch. 3824-8 大正藏未収* 
P. ch. 3826-1 2851 (1300b5-c23) 
P. ch. 3826-2 2854 (1303b18-1304b9) 
P. ch. 3826V1 典籍名未確定 
P. ch. 3826V2 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 3828 大正藏未収* 
P. ch. 3831 646 (706a7-b3) 
P. ch. 3832 1723 (651a1-671a4) 
P. ch. 3833-1 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 3834 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 3835-1 1082 (197b19-200a12) 
P. ch. 3835-2 1094 (402b2-405c20) 
P. ch. 3835-3 2914 (1459c14-1460a15) 
P. ch. 3835V1[1] 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 3835V1[2] 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 3835V2 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 3835V3 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 3835V4 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 3835V5 典籍名未確定 
P. ch. 3835V6 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 3835V7 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 3835V8 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 3835V9 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 3835V10 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 3835V11 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 3839 2828 (1266a11-b12) 
P. ch. 3840-1 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 3840-2 大正藏未収* 
P. ch. 3841 1980 (439c23-443a13) 
P. ch. 3842-1 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 3843-2 大正藏未収* 
P. ch. 3844 大正藏未収* 
P. ch. 3846 大正藏未収* 
P. ch. 3848 大正藏未収 




P. ch. 3851 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 3852 典籍名未確定 
P. ch. 3852V 典籍名未確定 
P. ch. 3853 典籍名未確定 
P. ch. 3853V 典籍名未確定 
P. ch. 3854-1 典籍名未確定 
P. ch. 3854-2 典籍名未確定 
P. ch. 3855 典籍名未確定 
P. ch. 3855V 典籍名未確定 
P. ch. 3857-1 2915 (1461c7-c20) 
P. ch. 3857-2 2917(A) (1462a18-b8) 
P. ch. 3858 大正藏未収* 
P. ch. 3861-4 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 3861-5 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 3861-6 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 3861-7 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 3861-8 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 3861-9 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 3861-10 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 3869 典籍名未確定 
P. ch. 3872A 663 (341a21-b18) 
P. ch. 3874 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 3876V1 典籍名未確定 
P. ch. 3877V 大正藏未収* 
P. ch. 3878A 典籍名未確定 
P. ch. 3878AV 典籍名未確定 
P. ch. 3878V2 典籍名未確定 
P. ch. 3881 大正藏未収* 
P. ch. 3884 2141(A) (1280c12-1281a11) 
P. ch. 3884V 典籍名未確定 
P. ch. 3887 典籍名未確定 
P. ch. 3887V 典籍名未確定 
P. ch. 3892-1 大正藏未収* 
P. ch. 3892-2 大正藏未収* 
P. ch. 3892-3 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 3892-4 大正藏未収* 
P. ch. 3892-5 大正藏未収* 
P. ch. 3892V 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 3897[1] 2897 (1422b11-1423b13) 
P. ch. 3897[2] 2897 (1423b17-1424b8) 
P. ch. 3898 2149 (339a23-340b15) 
P. ch. 3902A 大正藏未収* 
P. ch. 3904-1 大正藏未収* 
P. ch. 3904-2 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 3904-3 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 3908-2 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 3912-1 1256 (261b23-262a15) 
P. ch. 3912-2 典籍名未確定 
P. ch. 3912-3 典籍名未確定 
P. ch. 3912-4 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 3913 大正藏未収* 
P. ch. 3914-1 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 3914-2 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 3914-3 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 3915-1 大正藏未収* 
P. ch. 3915-2 大正藏未収* 
P. ch. 3915-3 235 (748c15-752c3) 
P. ch. 3915-4 262 (56c2-58b7) 
P. ch. 3915-5 366 (346b22-348a29) 
P. ch. 3915-6 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 3915-7 428 (73b1-74a29) 
P. ch. 3915-8 2897 (1422b11-1425b1) 
P. ch. 3915-9 1365 (883c11-884a22) 
P. ch. 3916-1 1075 (175a4-178c6) 
P. ch. 3916-2 956 (315c13-317a6) 
P. ch. 3916-3 1077 (185a4-186b3) 
P. ch. 3916-4 1094 (402c2-405c20) 
P. ch. 3916-5 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 3916-6 1302 (420a1-421a14) 
P. ch. 3916-7 1024 (717c3-721b12) 
P. ch. 3916-8 大正藏未収* 
P. ch. 3916-9 1085 (204a21-206c5) 
P. ch. 3916-10 1087 (211b17-215c23) 
P. ch. 3917A 1564 (6a9-12b3) 
P. ch. 3917A[2] 典籍名未確定 
P. ch. 3917B 1564 (12b5-17c2) 
P. ch. 3918-1 998 (577a20-578a28) 
P. ch. 3918-2 典籍名未確定 
P. ch. 3918-3 大正藏未収* 
P. ch. 3919A1 大正藏未収* 
P. ch. 3919A2 2887 (1403b19-1404a10) 
P. ch. 3919A3 2887 (1403b21-1404a11) 
P. ch. 3919B1 773 (708c13-709a7) 
P. ch. 3919B2 大正藏未収* 
P. ch. 3919B3 1467 (910b9-c6) 
P. ch. 3919B4 701 (802c5-803c15) 
P. ch. 3919B5 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 3919B6 2884 (1390a22-26) 
P. ch. 3919C1 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 3919C2 1360 (878a4-28) 
P. ch. 3920-1 1057 (83b6-c16) 
P. ch. 3920-2 1060 (106a8-111a4) 
P. ch. 3920-3 1057 (83c23-89c24) 
P. ch. 3920-4 967 (349c23-352a25) 
P. ch. 3920-5 1154 (637b14-642b4) 
P. ch. 3920-6 1080 (188b17-193b15) 
P. ch. 3920-7 901 (803b11-23) 
P. ch. 3920-8 1230 (161b16-162a23) 
P. ch. 3920-9 大正藏未収* 
P. ch. 3920-10 874 (311a20-317a10) 
P. ch. 3920-11 1313 (464b20-465b27) 
P. ch. 3920-12 964 (338b3-c25) 
P. ch. 3920-14 2898 (1425b6-c11) 
P. ch. 3921-1 281 (446b24-450c27) 
P. ch. 3921-2 478 (597a22-605b18) 
P. ch. 3922-1 2901 (1433b8-1435c4) 
P. ch. 3922-2 大正藏未収* 
P. ch. 3923 967 (349c20-352a26) 
P. ch. 3924-1 801 (745b4-746b6) 
P. ch. 3924-2[1] 2901 (1432b1-c7) 
P. ch. 3924-2[2] 2901 (1435b10-c4) 
P. ch. 3924-3[1] 428 (73b1-7) 
P. ch. 3924-3[2] 428 (73c4-7) 
P. ch. 3924V 428 (73b-74a17) 
P. ch. 3925 262 (41c13-42a26) 
P. ch. 3927-1 典籍名未確定 
P. ch. 3927-2 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 3932-1 262 (56c1-58b7) 
P. ch. 3932-2 251 (848c1-20) 
P. ch. 3932-3 2889 (1405a1-16) 
P. ch. 3932-4 2909 (1455b21-c12) 
P. ch. 3932-5 大正藏未収* 
P. ch. 3932-6 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 3933 262 (2c18-3b2) 
P. ch. 3934 大正藏未収* 
P. ch. 3944 典籍名未確定 
P. ch. 3948 典籍名未確定 
P. ch. 3949 220 (vol. 5, 1a6-b2) 
P. ch. 3950-1 大正藏未収* 
P. ch. 3950-2 大正藏未収* 
P. ch. 3971 大正藏未収* 
P. ch. 3971V 大正藏未収* 
P. ch. 3982 1154 (638a7-640a27) 
P. ch. 3986-1 典籍名未確定 
P. ch. 3986-2 典籍名未確定 
P. ch. 3986V1 典籍名未確定 
P. ch. 3987 典籍名未確定 
P. ch. 3996 1425 (268a26-b15) 
P. ch. 4000 典籍名未確定 
P. ch. 4006 1837 (57c2-58a3) 
P. ch. 4007 442 (313c8-19) 
P. ch. 4012 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 4017-10 大正藏未収* 
P. ch. 4018 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 4023 1808 (504c12-18) 
P. ch. 4025-1 80 (893c6-16) 
P. ch. 4025-2 典籍名未確定 
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P. ch. 4025-3 2743 (158c26-159a1) 
P. ch. 4025V 典籍名未確定 
P. ch. 4027 618 (316c1-317b18) 
P. ch. 4027V 1331 (532c1-533b5) 
P. ch. 4028-1 大正藏未収* 
P. ch. 4028-2 大正藏未収* 
P. ch. 4032A 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 4032B 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 4035 1424 (225b10-c16) 
P. ch. 4035V 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 4039 典籍名未確定 
P. ch. 4039V 典籍名未確定 
P. ch. 4040V2 典籍名未確定 
P. ch. 4041 220 (vol. 5, 1040a9-b7) 
P. ch. 4044-4 2858 (1310a3-9) 
P. ch. 4047 典籍名未確定 
P. ch. 4055V 典籍名未確定 
P. ch. 4057-2 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 4058V1 397 (139b25-140a13) 
P. ch. 4068 262 (23a14-24b24) 
P. ch. 4071-2 大正藏未収* 
P. ch. 4075 262 (57a20-b14) 
P. ch. 4075V2 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 4088 1775 (369a19-370c8) 
P. ch. 4093-5 251 (848c1-14) 
P. ch. 4094-1 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 4097 2732 (7c7-8b25) 
P. ch. 4098-3 2732 (1b23-c28) 
P. ch. 4500 2900 (1431c5-1432a23) 
P. ch. 4501 974(C) (387c20-388a24) 
P. ch. 4502 262 (38a22-46b14) 
P. ch. 4503(拓本) 235 (748c18-752c3) 
P. ch. 4504 223 (308c11-315b20) 
P. ch. 4505 大正藏未収* 
P. ch. 4506 663 (348c24-357c29) 
P. ch. 4506bis 360 (276a7-278a8) 
P. ch. 4507 224 (434b27-435c13) 
P. ch. 4511 262 (57b3-58b7) 
P. ch. 4512 262 (4c18-5b7) 
P. ch. 4513 262 (56c2-57a19) 
P. ch. 4514(7) 典籍名未確定 
P. ch. 4514(16)04 936 (83b11-c25) 
P. ch. 4515 2732 (8a22-c20) 
P. ch. 4516 2732 (1b21-c10) 
P. ch. 4518(37) 936 (82b22-c14) 
P. ch. 4520 255 (850b18-23) 
P. ch. 4520V 255 (850b23-c1) 
P. ch. 4522 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 4524(2)-1 99 
P. ch. 4524V 大正藏未収* 
P. ch. 4525(1)-1 26 (436a16-b14) 
P. ch. 4525(1)-2 26 (461b18-25) 
P. ch. 4525(1)-3 26 (463a22-b19) 
P. ch. 4525(1)-4 26 (566c11-567a6) 
P. ch. 4525(1)-5 26 (599b25-c16) 
P. ch. 4525(1)-6 26 (606c8-607a8) 
P. ch. 4525(1)-7 26 (636a3-b4) 
P. ch. 4525(1)-8 26 (702c4-10) 
P. ch. 4525(1)-9 26 (705a7-21) 
P. ch. 4525(1)-10 26 (719a21-b15) 
P. ch. 4525(1)-11 26 (736a25-b24) 
P. ch. 4525(1)-12 26 (744b15-c16) 
P. ch. 4525(1)-13 26 (801c19-802a11) 
P. ch. 4525(2)-1 99 
P. ch. 4525(2)-2 99 (27b15-c12) 
P. ch. 4525(2)-3 99 (40b14-c11) 
P. ch. 4525(2)-4 99 (101a2-b16) 
P. ch. 4525(2)-5 99 (101c4-16) 
P. ch. 4525(2)-6 99 (112c8-113a10) 
P. ch. 4525(2)-7 99 (128a3-b10) 
P. ch. 4525(2)-8 99 (175b20-c9) 
P. ch. 4525(2)-9 99 (266c4-267a6) 
P. ch. 4525(2)-10 99 (268a8-10) 
P. ch. 4525(2)-11 99 (317b19-25) 
P. ch. 4525(2)-12 99 (325c12-25) 
P. ch. 4525(2)-13 99 (360a18-27) 
P. ch. 4525(2)-14 99 (371c15-372a2) 
P. ch. 4525(2)-15 99 (372a7-20) 
P. ch. 4525(3)-1 125 (606b22-c19) 
P. ch. 4525(3)-2 125 (708c5-9) 
P. ch. 4525(3)-3 125 (716a25-b21) 
P. ch. 4525(3)-4 125 (717b15-17) 
P. ch. 4525(3)-5 125 (732c8-733a2) 
P. ch. 4525(3)-6 125 (759a21-b21) 
P. ch. 4525(3)-7 125 (780c16-781b20) 
P. ch. 4525(3)-8 125 (782b28-c25) 
P. ch. 4525(3)-9 125 (822a25-b20) 
P. ch. 4525(4)-1 1 (11a3-9) 
P. ch. 4525(4)-2 1 (123b13-c14) 
P. ch. 4525(4)-3 1 (142a17-b12) 
P. ch. 4525(5) 397 (116b7-12) 
P. ch. 4525(6) 大正藏未収* 
P. ch. 4525(13) 典籍名未確定 
P. ch. 4525(14)-1 279 (140a28-b23) 
P. ch. 4525(14)V 2732 
P. ch. 4525(15) 397 (142a19-b13) 
P. ch. 4525(16) 1509 (698b13-c13) 
P. ch. 4525(17) 26 (604b2-16) 
P. ch. 4525(18) 1509 (699a9-16) 
P. ch. 4526 936 (82a1-84c29) 
P. ch. 4527 936 (82a1-84c29) 
P. ch. 4528 936 (82a1-84c29) 
P. ch. 4529 712 (823b18-824c21) 
P. ch. 4530 936 (82a1-84c29) 
P. ch. 4531 936 (82a1-84c29) 
P. ch. 4532 936 (82a1-84c29) 
P. ch. 4533 936 (82a1-84c29) 
P. ch. 4534 1093 (399a1-14) 
P. ch. 4535 452 (418b26-419b19) 
P. ch. 4536[1] 1736 (368b21-28) 
P. ch. 4536[2] 374 
P. ch. 4537 967 (349c23-351b8) 
P. ch. 4538 262 (37c14-38a20) 
P. ch. 4539 450 (406a6-408b24) 
P. ch. 4540 262 (9a11-10b20) 
P. ch. 4541 936 (82a1-84c29) 
P. ch. 4543 235 (752a19-b8) 
P. ch. 4544 262 (6c12-7b15) 
P. ch. 4545 1484 (1002a19-c2) 
P. ch. 4546 936 (82a1-84c29) 
P. ch. 4547 235 (751c29-752a28) 
P. ch. 4548 693 (789a17-790a8) 
P. ch. 4549 220 (vol. 7, 692a7-b7) 
P. ch. 4550 251 (848c1-20) 
P. ch. 4551 936 (82c19-84c29) 
P. ch. 4552 936 (82a1-84c29) 
P. ch. 4553 1484 (1004b26-1005b23) 
P. ch. 4554 450 (408a24-b24) 
P. ch. 4555 220 (vol. 6, 286c7-289a10) 
P. ch. 4556 262 (19a2-12) 
P. ch. 4557 235 (750b26-752a12) 
P. ch. 4558 650 (750a1-751a19) 
P. ch. 4560-1 大正藏未収* 
P. ch. 4560-2 大正藏未収* 
P. ch. 4560-3 大正藏未収* 
P. ch. 4561 235 (750a29-b24) 
P. ch. 4563 2878 (1362c5-9) 
P. ch. 4564 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 4565 1806 (457c16-458a13) 
P. ch. 4565V 1806 (457c16-458a13) 
P. ch. 4566 278 (714c27-715c9) 
P. ch. 4567 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 4568 936 (82a1-84c29) 
P. ch. 4569 典籍名未確定 
P. ch. 4569V 典籍名未確定 
P. ch. 4570 202 (363a11-364c27) 
P. ch. 4571 2897 (1423c3-1424a18) 
P. ch. 4572 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 4572-2 2827 (1259b20-26) 
P. ch. 4573 475 (537c29-538a5) 
P. ch. 4573V 475 (538a6-11) 
P. ch. 4574 典籍名未確定 




P. ch. 4576 2919 (1463b6-21) 
P. ch. 4576V[1] 262 (30c22-31a4) 
P. ch. 4576V[2] 262 (31b21-c2) 
P. ch. 4577-1 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 4577V 262 (57c7-26) 
P. ch. 4578-3 235 (748c18-749b5) 
P. ch. 4579 262 (34c10-29) 
P. ch. 4580 222 (197a27-c17) 
P. ch. 4581 235 (751b22-c28) 
P. ch. 4582 223 (298b7-c4) 
P. ch. 4583 1579 (544b20-545a12) 
P. ch. 4584 1509 (198a27-c28) 
P. ch. 4586 1579 (428a29-b10) 
P. ch. 4587 1302 (420a4-421a14) 
P. ch. 4589 936 (82a23-84c29) 
P. ch. 4589bis 220 (vol. 6, 523a1-20) 
P. ch. 4590 310 (576c3-577a29) 
P. ch. 4591 235 (749c20-750b20) 
P. ch. 4592 235 (749b16-751c24) 
P. ch. 4593 235 (749a2-b20) 
P. ch. 4594 936 (82a4-84c29) 
P. ch. 4595 典籍名未確定 
P. ch. 4596 220 (vol. 6, 648b8-653c23) 
P. ch. 4597-1 2851 (1300b5-c24) 
P. ch. 4597-2 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 4597-3 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 4597-4 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 4597-5 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 4597-6 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 4597-7 大正藏未収* 
P. ch. 4597-8 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 4597-9 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 4597-10 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 4597-11 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 4597-12 大正藏未収* 
P. ch. 4597-13 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 4597-14 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 4597-15 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 4597-16 大正藏未収* 
P. ch. 4597-17 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 4597-18 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 4597-19 大正藏未収* 
P. ch. 4597-20 大正藏未収* 
P. ch. 4597-21 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 4597-22 大正藏未収* 
P. ch. 4597-23 大正藏未収* 
P. ch. 4597-24 大正藏未収* 
P. ch. 4597-25 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 4597-26 大正藏未収* 
P. ch. 4597-27 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 4597-28 大正藏未収* 
P. ch. 4597-29 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 4597-30 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 4597-31 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 4597-32 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 4597-33 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 4597-34 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 4597-35 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 4598 936 (82a4-84c29) 
P. ch. 4599 936 (82a4-84c28) 
P. ch. 4600 936 (82a4-84c29) 
P. ch. 4601 936 (82a4-84c29) 
P. ch. 4602 366 (347a6-348a29) 
P. ch. 4603 475 (544b10-552b17) 
P. ch. 4604 262 (42b28-43c24) 
P. ch. 4605 220 (vol. 6, 891a4-b29) 
P. ch. 4607 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 4608-1 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 4608-2 大正藏未収* 
P. ch. 4608-3 大正藏未収* 
P. ch. 4608V1 大正藏未収* 
P. ch. 4609 936 (82a4-84c29) 
P. ch. 4611 典籍名未確定 
P. ch. 4611V 典籍名未確定 
P. ch. 4612 1464 (851a1-b7) 
P. ch. 4613 262 (23c10-24a17) 
P. ch. 4614 262 (53c23-54a5) 
P. ch. 4615-1 大正藏未収* 
P. ch. 4616 1429 (1017a2-25) 
P. ch. 4617-1 大正藏未収* 
P. ch. 4617-2 大正藏未収* 
P. ch. 4619 1491 
P. ch. 4620 1061 (112a8-10) 
P. ch. 4623-1 典籍名未確定 
P. ch. 4623-2 大正藏未収* 
P. ch. 4623V2 典籍名未確定 
P. ch. 4627 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 4634Abis 大正藏未収* 
P. ch. 4634AbisV 大正藏未収* 
P. ch. 4634AV 大正藏未収* 
P. ch. 4635-1 1484 (1003c29-1004b5) 
P. ch. 4636-1 1509 (198b28-199a27) 
P. ch. 4638-1 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 4638-2 2010 (376b18-377a10) 
P. ch. 4639 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 4639B 典籍名未確定 
P. ch. 4640-5 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 4640-10 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 4641 大正藏未収* 
P. ch. 4645A1 1654 (490a28-b12) 
P. ch. 4645A2 1654 (490b15-491b2) 
P. ch. 4646-1 475 (537a4-557b26) 
P. ch. 4646-2 大正藏未収* 
P. ch. 4646-3 大正藏未収* 
P. ch. 4646-4 2833 (1270c9-1273b4) 
P. ch. 4646-5 大正藏未収* 
P. ch. 4647-2 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 4650 典籍名未確定 
P. ch. 4652 262 (26b7-27a1) 
P. ch. 4653 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 4654 大正藏未収* 
P. ch. 4654V[1] 262 (31c20-32a2) 
P. ch. 4654V[2] 262 (31b3-b20) 
P. ch. 4655 235 (750a24-c23) 
P. ch. 4656 262 (57a14-58b7) 
P. ch. 4657 220 (vol. 6, 961c1-962a28) 
P. ch. 4661 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 4662 967 (351b5-352a25) 
P. ch. 4663 263 (83b14-c12) 
P. ch. 4664 典籍名未確定 
P. ch. 4664V1 典籍名未確定 
P. ch. 4665 典籍名未確定 
P. ch. 4665V 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 4666 1331 (533b7-c2) 
P. ch. 4668 典籍名未確定 
P. ch. 4669 366 (346c7-347a11) 
P. ch. 4670 936 (82a1-84c29) 
P. ch. 4671 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 4672 262 (45a17-c5) 
P. ch. 4673-1 665 (452a28-b18) 
P. ch. 4673-2 2149 (227a25-228a28) 
P. ch. 4675 2782 (543c16-544c7) 
P. ch. 4677 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 4678 235 (749c20-750a20) 
P. ch. 4681 235 (750c12-751a21) 
P. ch. 4682 235 (749b20-752c2) 
P. ch. 4683A 374 (555a23-b21) 
P. ch. 4684 1775 (382a2-386a6) 
P. ch. 4685V 262 (30c19-33a26) 
P. ch. 4687 643 (652b24-c19) 
P. ch. 4689 2893 (1411c29-1413a28) 
P. ch. 4692V 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 4695 2778 (501b12-25) 
P. ch. 4698V 典籍名未確定 
P. ch. 4707 典籍名未確定 
P. ch. 4708 1808 (494c22-495a3) 
P. ch. 4709 大正藏未収 
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P. ch. 4713 278 (463b21-25) 
P. ch. 4729 262 (59b26-c6) 
P. ch. 4733 1484 (1007a10-26) 
P. ch. 4739(1) 1806 (459b23-459c18) 
P. ch. 4739(2) 典籍名未確定 
P. ch. 4739(2)V 典籍名未確定 
P. ch. 4741 典籍名未確定 
P. ch. 4742V 典籍名未確定 
P. ch. 4743 262 (55a14-20) 
P. ch. 4744 936 (83b21-c18) 
P. ch. 4745V 2833 (1271c23-1272a6) 
P. ch. 4748 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 4749 262 (58b9-16) 
P. ch. 4751 643 (662b10-18) 
P. ch. 4752 190 (856b1-4) 
P. ch. 4753 262 (56c2-3) 
P. ch. 4754 1509 (94a11-17) 
P. ch. 4754V 典籍名未確定 
P. ch. 4755 475 (552a3-10) 
P. ch. 4756 1431 (1033c14-25) 
P. ch. 4757 262 (57a3-8) 
P. ch. 4758(1) 220 (vol. 6, 895b14-c10) 
P. ch. 4759 936 (84c20-29) 
P. ch. 4760 235 (748c21-749a1) 
P. ch. 4768 220 (vol. 7, 494c25-495a4) 
P. ch. 4769 262 (39b6-8) 
P. ch. 4770 2907 (1452c16-1453a11) 
P. ch. 4771 665 (407b10-21) 
P. ch. 4772 374 (410b2-20) 
P. ch. 4773 374 (496b20-c5) 
P. ch. 4774 374 (412a20-24) 
P. ch. 4776(1) 223 (240a3-15) 
P. ch. 4776(2) 223 (240c21-28) 
P. ch. 4780 665 (437c28-438a9) 
P. ch. 4786 典籍名未確定 
P. ch. 4788 典籍名未確定 
P. ch. 4789 2732 (8c13-16) 
P. ch. 4789V 2732 (8c16-20) 
P. ch. 4791 310 (226c20-27) 
P. ch. 4794 156 (130c20-22) 
P. ch. 4795 大正藏未収* 
P. ch. 4796 665 (444a12-22) 
P. ch. 4797 1723 (672c27-673a6) 
P. ch. 4798 374 (470a11-b7) 
P. ch. 4799 大正藏未収* 
P. ch. 4800 220 (vol. 6, 286c4-10) 
P. ch. 4801 1484 (1007a23-25) 
P. ch. 4802 235 (750c15-23) 
P. ch. 4804 712 (824c16-825a2) 
P. ch. 4805 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 4805V1 大正藏未収* 
P. ch. 4807 374 (422c4-9) 
P. ch. 4808 278 (463b12-19) 
P. ch. 4811 2813 (1090b23-c10) 
P. ch. 4811V 2813 
P. ch. 4812 典籍名未確定 
P. ch. 4815 374 (440b4-14) 
P. ch. 4818 1723 (662a11-23) 
P. ch. 4819 典籍名未確定 
P. ch. 4822 典籍名未確定 
P. ch. 4823 2732 (5c4-6a25) 
P. ch. 4823V 2732 (6b5-7a6) 
P. ch. 4825 大正藏未収* 
P. ch. 4826 1331 (532b5-16) 
P. ch. 4827 262 (58a13-b13) 
P. ch. 4828 262 (1c12-2b4) 
P. ch. 4829 262 (58b4-8) 
P. ch. 4830 262 (10b22-c3) 
P. ch. 4831-1 220 (vol. 5, 108b23-c2) 
P. ch. 4831-2 235 (748c1-2) 
P. ch. 4832 262 (10b22-c17) 
P. ch. 4833 典籍名未確定 
P. ch. 4834 374 (379a15-24) 
P. ch. 4835 262 (43b4-9) 
P. ch. 4838 1509 (588c13-27) 
P. ch. 4839 262 (2c6-22) 
P. ch. 4840 262 (54b26-c8) 
P. ch. 4841 366 (347b6-15) 
P. ch. 4842 1331 (532c7-25) 
P. ch. 4843 278 (771c21-772a13) 
P. ch. 4844 220 (vol. 5, 642c14-21) 
P. ch. 4845 262 (12b15-21) 
P. ch. 4846 374 (446a13-24) 
P. ch. 4847 220 (vol. 7, 511c10-15) 
P. ch. 4848 1488 (1067b11-23) 
P. ch. 4849 475 (537c3-18) 
P. ch. 4850 262 (9c9-10a20) 
P. ch. 4851 262 (29a2-18) 
P. ch. 4852 典籍名未確定 
P. ch. 4853 235 (752b12-18) 
P. ch. 4854 262 (48b15-c4) 
P. ch. 4855 1595 (229b18-c1) 
P. ch. 4855V 1595 
P. ch. 4856 262 (2a18-28) 
P. ch. 4857 220 (vol. 5, 340b27-c9) 
P. ch. 4858 262 (47c26-48a3) 
P. ch. 4859 475 (546a29-b9) 
P. ch. 4860 664 (382a23-b17) 
P. ch. 4861 262 (19b4-13) 
P. ch. 4862 663 (348b7-18) 
P. ch. 4863 156 (126c18-127a9) 
P. ch. 4864 262 (11a11-b6) 
P. ch. 4865[1] 1509 (343c29-344a9) 
P. ch. 4865[2] 1509 (344b20-c3) 
P. ch. 4866 475 (552a4-18) 
P. ch. 4868 231 (693c23-694a12) 
P. ch. 4869 279 (362b12-25) 
P. ch. 4872 2916 (1462a1-16) 
P. ch. 4882 255 (850b19-c9) 
P. ch. 4883 220 (vol. 7, 889a24-b3) 
P. ch. 4886 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 4891 262 (57c19-27) 
P. ch. 4892 1331 (532b26-c5) 
P. ch. 4898 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 4901 279 (417a29-418a2) 
P. ch. 4902 262 (15a9-b8) 
P. ch. 4910 1723 (751c16-752a24) 
P. ch. 4912-1 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 4912-2 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 4912-3 1154 (639b6-640a27) 
P. ch. 4912-4 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 4912-5 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 4912V[1] 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 4912V[2] 917 (946a22-25) 
P. ch. 4914 1331 (534c7-535b22) 
P. ch. 4916 262 (37c16-38a18) 
P. ch. 4918 262 (37a6-7) 
P. ch. 4919 262 (27c28-28b25) 
P. ch. 4920 262 (13c24-14b7) 
P. ch. 4921 450 (406b14-c15) 
P. ch. 4922[1] 235 (751c11-752b11) 
P. ch. 4922[2] 235 (752b15-c2) 
P. ch. 4922[3] 235 (751c16-19) 
P. ch. 4925 450 (407c23-408a23) 
P. ch. 4926 262 (19b17-c7) 
P. ch. 4927 678 (717a14-b15) 
P. ch. 4928 262 (53c2-26) 
P. ch. 4929 665 (407c9-408a3) 
P. ch. 4931 310 (638c18-639a17) 
P. ch. 4932 475 (548b2-c4) 
P. ch. 4933 1509 (113c14-114a22) 
P. ch. 4934 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 4935 典籍名未確定 
P. ch. 4938 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 4939 1509 (116c16-117a14) 
P. ch. 4940-2 大正藏未収* 
P. ch. 4941 663 (340b1-19) 
P. ch. 4942 366 (347a29-c1) 
P. ch. 4943 223 (262a9-b9) 
P. ch. 4944 901 (824c14-825a6) 
P. ch. 4945 235 (748c15-749a5) 
P. ch. 4946 235 (748c24-749b3) 
P. ch. 4947 665 (418a23-b21) 




P. ch. 4949 262 (16a9-b17) 
P. ch. 4950 936 (82b15-c4) 
P. ch. 4952 235 (749c16-750b10) 
P. ch. 4953 936 (84b15-c28) 
P. ch. 4954 936 (82b27-c14) 
P. ch. 4955 374 (393a26-c10) 
P. ch. 4956 220 (vol. 6, 688c1-689a1) 
P. ch. 4961-12 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 4962 典籍名未確定 
P. ch. 4962V 典籍名未確定 
P. ch. 4965V 2782 (552a17-22) 
P. ch. 4966V 典籍名未確定 
P. ch. 4967 2851 (1300b9-c6) 
P. ch. 4968 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 4968V 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 4969 典籍名未確定 
P. ch. 4970 2825 (1234a3-1235c13) 
P. ch. 4977 374 (541c14-542a5) 
P. ch. 4980 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 4982[1] 220 (vol. 5, 1010a6-b2) 
P. ch. 4982[2] 220 (vol. 5, 1010a6-b5) 
P. ch. 4988V 2858 (1307c2-1808b3) 
P. ch. 4998 2907 (1543b4-1454a6) 
P. ch. 4999V 典籍名未確定 
P. ch. 5021F 2916 (1462a17-20) 
P. ch. 5023A 374 (543a10-14) 
P. ch. 5023B[1] 235 (748c25-749a8) 
P. ch. 5023B[2] 235 (749b24-27) 
P. ch. 5023B[3] 235 (749c13-20) 
P. ch. 5023C 262 (38c9-15) 
P. ch. 5023D 典籍名未確定 
P. ch. 5023E 220 (vol. 5, 479a26-b2) 
P. ch. 5023F 262 (58a2-14) 
P. ch. 5025(1) 典籍名未確定 
P. ch. 5025(2) 典籍名未確定 
P. ch. 5025(3) 665 (422b24-c3) 
P. ch. 5025(4) 262 (53a20-24) 
P. ch. 5025(5) 220 (vol. 6, 830b26-831a3) 
P. ch. 5025(6) 1331 (535b27-c4) 
P. ch. 5025(7) 665 (438a7-9) 
P. ch. 5025(8) 235 (748c19-22) 
P. ch. 5025(10) 典籍名未確定 
P. ch. 5027 典籍名未確定 
P. ch. 5028(1) 724 (451a2-7) 
P. ch. 5028(2) 262 (16b15-22) 
P. ch. 5028(3) 262 (21b8-16) 
P. ch. 5028(4) 374 (460c23-461a3) 
P. ch. 5028(5) 262 (37a24-b2) 
P. ch. 5028(6) 262 (58b9-12) 
P. ch. 5028(7) 235 (749b21-26) 
P. ch. 5028(8) 475 (537a6-10) 
P. ch. 5028(9) 262 (45c21-23) 
P. ch. 5028(10) 262 (59b27-c1) 
P. ch. 5028(11) 典籍名未確定 
P. ch. 5028(12) 235 (749b6-7) 
P. ch. 5028(13) 262 (12c14-17) 
P. ch. 5028(14) 664 (372c10-14) 
P. ch. 5028(15) 353 (217c7-11) 
P. ch. 5028(16) 262 (56a17-22) 
P. ch. 5028(17) 156 (161c10-13) 
P. ch. 5028(18) 235 (751a6-11) 
P. ch. 5028(19) 143 (865b9-13) 
P. ch. 5029A 典籍名未確定 
P. ch. 5029B 262 (36a29-c2) 
P. ch. 5029C 235 (749c6-19) 
P. ch. 5029D01 262 (37c24-27) 
P. ch. 5029D02 262 (38c8-9) 
P. ch. 5029D03 262 (38a11-12) 
P. ch. 5029D04 262 (38b1) 
P. ch. 5029D05 262 (37c23-29) 
P. ch. 5029D06 262 (38a12-14) 
P. ch. 5029D07 262 (37b23-25) 
P. ch. 5029D08 262 (38c5-10) 
P. ch. 5029D09 262 (38b5-10) 
P. ch. 5029D10 262 (37b25-c1) 
P. ch. 5029D11 262 (37a23-b1) 
P. ch. 5029D12 262 (38b2-6) 
P. ch. 5029D13 262 (38a9-13) 
P. ch. 5029D14 262 (38c15-19) 
P. ch. 5029D15 262 (38a14-20) 
P. ch. 5029D16 262 (37b20-24) 
P. ch. 5029D17 262 (37b13-19) 
P. ch. 5029D18 262 (37b8-13) 
P. ch. 5029D19 262 (38a22-b1) 
P. ch. 5029D20 262 (37b1-8) 
P. ch. 5029D21 262 (37c2-23) 
P. ch. 5029E 262 (57b17-58a25) 
P. ch. 5029F01 235 
P. ch. 5029F02 235 
P. ch. 5029F03 235 
P. ch. 5029F04 235 (749a2-3) 
P. ch. 5029F05 235 (749c25) 
P. ch. 5029F06 235 (749c19-21) 
P. ch. 5029F07 235 (749a4-6) 
P. ch. 5029F08 235 
P. ch. 5029F09 235 (749a4-5) 
P. ch. 5029F10 235 (748c26-749a1) 
P. ch. 5029F11 235 (748c26-749a1) 
P. ch. 5029F12 235 (749c21-24) 
P. ch. 5029F13 235 
P. ch. 5029F14 235 (749c10-14) 
P. ch. 5029F15 235 
P. ch. 5029F16 235 
P. ch. 5029F17 235 (749c23-24) 
P. ch. 5029F18 235 (749a8-11) 
P. ch. 5029F19[1] 235 (749c10-13) 
P. ch. 5029F19[2] 235 (749a9-13) 
P. ch. 5029F20 235 (749c13-14) 
P. ch. 5029F21 235 
P. ch. 5029F22 235 (749a8-9) 
P. ch. 5029F23 235 
P. ch. 5029F24 典籍名未確定 
P. ch. 5029F25 235 (748c20-28) 
P. ch. 5029F26 典籍名未確定 
P. ch. 5029G 235 (750b9-25) 
P. ch. 5029H 典籍名未確定 
P. ch. 5029I 397 (328a19-23) 
P. ch. 5029L04 262 (38b2-4) 
P. ch. 5029L08 262 (36b25-27) 
P. ch. 5029L09 262 (38a21-23) 
P. ch. 5029L11 262 (38a9-10) 
P. ch. 5029L12 235 (749b3-5) 
P. ch. 5029L13 262 (38b3-4) 
P. ch. 5029L18 262 (37c15-16) 
P. ch. 5029L19 235 (748c19-20) 
P. ch. 5029L20 235 (748c21) 
P. ch. 5029L24 235 (748c21-22) 
P. ch. 5029L29 235 (749c16-18) 
P. ch. 5029L33 262 (38c15-18) 
P. ch. 5029L37 235 (750b21-22) 
P. ch. 5029L38 262 
P. ch. 5029L40 262 (38a15) 
P. ch. 5029L44 262 (37b13) 
P. ch. 5030-3 262 (58a17-23) 
P. ch. 5030-4 262 (38b7-9) 
P. ch. 5030-6 262 (58a11-15) 
P. ch. 5030-9 典籍名未確定 
P. ch. 5030-11 2787 
P. ch. 5040-1 1431 (1031a4-26) 
P. ch. 5040-2 1808 (499a13-b11) 
P. ch. 5041 262 (57a4-58b8) 
P. ch. 5042A 典籍名未確定 
P. ch. 5042AV 典籍名未確定 
P. ch. 5047 典籍名未確定 
P. ch. 5047V 典籍名未確定 
P. ch. 5527 425 (25b27-28a11) 
P. ch. 5536 220 (vol. 7, 472a23-b11) 
P. ch. 5537 1601 (477c4-479b19) 
P. ch. 5551 262 (30a6-19) 
P. ch. 5551bis 220 (vol. 7, 985c12-17) 
P. ch. 5552 262 (57b19-25) 
P. ch. 5553 220 (vol. 5, 740c2-13) 
P. ch. 5554 125 (678c4-8) 
P. ch. 5555 665 (404c13-405a1) 
P. ch. 5556 936 (82a1-19) 
敦煌出土仏典・大正蔵典籍番号対照表 
435 
P. ch. 5557bis(1) 1436 (471b1-4) 
P. ch. 5557bis(2) 665 (427b26-c9) 
P. ch. 5559 223 (228c27-229a14) 
P. ch. 5560(1) 945 (142c29-143a12) 
P. ch. 5560(2) 220 (vol. 5, 959b11-25) 
P. ch. 5561 1509 (735b29-c27) 
P. ch. 5562 374 (504c1-505a5) 
P. ch. 5565 223 (402c10-403a9) 
P. ch. 5566 374 (394a1-18) 
P. ch. 5568 典籍名未確定 
P. ch. 5569 970 (359b6-c2) 
P. ch. 5570 220 (vol. 6, 6c16-7a14) 
P. ch. 5571 262 (35c19-37a2) 
P. ch. 5572 262 (5b22-c28) 
P. ch. 5573 235 (748c15-752c7) 
P. ch. 5574 235 (749b19-750b19) 
P. ch. 5575 大正藏未収* 
P. ch. 5576 2131 (1120a24-29) 
P. ch. 5577 309 (1044c25-1045a24) 
P. ch. 5578-3 典籍名未確定 
P. ch. 5578-4 1579 (279a1-4) 
P. ch. 5578-4V 671 (541a16-18) 
P. ch. 5579(2) 典籍名未確定 
P. ch. 5579(6) 2897 (1422b14-21) 
P. ch. 5579(17) 235 (751a22-b21) 
P. ch. 5580-1 2732 (8c15-20) 
P. ch. 5580-2 大正藏未収* 
P. ch. 5581(1) 1666 (575a1-17) 
P. ch. 5581(2) 1488 (1058a13-25) 
P. ch. 5582(1) 665 (422b15-18) 
P. ch. 5582(2) 374 (451b23-c3) 
P. ch. 5582P 374 (392c12-13) 
P. ch. 5584(1) 235 (748c23-749a9) 
P. ch. 5584(2) 262 (7c25-8a3) 
P. ch. 5585 2912 (1458c5-23) 
P. ch. 5586(1) 374 (530a1-17) 
P. ch. 5586(2) 374 (392c4-14) 
P. ch. 5586(3) 262 (43b3-21) 
P. ch. 5587(1) 235 (750a29-b5) 
P. ch. 5587(2) 262 (55a14-21) 
P. ch. 5587(3) 1579 (549a21-28) 
P. ch. 5587(5) 典籍名未確定 
P. ch. 5587(6) 262 (15a5-13) 
P. ch. 5587(7) 典籍名未確定 
P. ch. 5587(8) 典籍名未確定 
P. ch. 5587(9) 2907 (1452c17-1453a3) 
P. ch. 5587(10) 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 5587(11) 2897 (1424a8-13) 
P. ch. 5588(1) 典籍名未確定 
P. ch. 5588(3) 235 (751b4-8) 
P. ch. 5588(5) 1666 (577c28-578a5) 
P. ch. 5588P1 262 (8a29-b6) 
P. ch. 5588P2 262 (13b29-c4) 
P. ch. 5588P3 262 (8b5-14) 
P. ch. 5588P4 262 (20a10-17) 
P. ch. 5588P5 475 (537a1-9) 
P. ch. 5588P6 1934 (794c29-795a11) 
P. ch. 5588P7 235 (750c25-751a1) 
P. ch. 5588P8 262 (29c2-5) 
P. ch. 5588P10 262 (8a23-27) 
P. ch. 5588P11 235 (750b27-29) 
P. ch. 5588P12 典籍名未確定 
P. ch. 5588P13 262 (8a12-16) 
P. ch. 5588P14 262 (8b6-12) 
P. ch. 5588P15 262 (8a18-25) 
P. ch. 5588P16 262 (8a15-21) 
P. ch. 5588P17 262 (8a4-13) 
P. ch. 5589(1) 936 (82a24-b7) 
P. ch. 5589(2) 665 (440a25-b1) 
P. ch. 5589(3) 1429 (1016c4-9) 
P. ch. 5589(4) 235 (752b11-15) 
P. ch. 5589(5) 223 (323b16-21) 
P. ch. 5589(6) 671 (569a22) 
P. ch. 5589(6)V 671 (541a16-18) 
P. ch. 5589(7) 262 (55b25-28) 
P. ch. 5589(8) 374 (505a13-19) 
P. ch. 5589(11) 1509 (547b2-10) 
P. ch. 5589(12) 374 (392c10-23) 
P. ch. 5589(13) 262 (11c10-20) 
P. ch. 5589(14) 278 (547b23-26) 
P. ch. 5589(15) 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 5589(16) 936 (82a3-17) 
P. ch. 5589(17) 235 (750a7-27) 
P. ch. 5589(18) 678 (716b13-20) 
P. ch. 5590(1) 262 (22b19-c8) 
P. ch. 5590(2) 1433 (1063c11-27) 
P. ch. 5590(5) 262 (57b17-c3) 
P. ch. 5590(6) 397 (328b23-26) 
P. ch. 5590(7) 397 (327a19-b1) 
P. ch. 5590(8) 1429 (1021b15-16) 
P. ch. 5590(9) 678 (716b20-26) 
P. ch. 5590(10) 262 (2b16-24) 
P. ch. 5590(11) 220 (vol. 6, 927c13-18) 
P. ch. 5590(12) 936 (82a1-18) 
P. ch. 5590(13) 262 (43b9-21) 
P. ch. 5590(14) 200 (250a8-19) 
P. ch. 5592 643 (658b12-25) 
P. ch. 5594 262 (57c27-58b7) 
P. ch. 5595 945 (131a24-132c29) 
P. ch. 5596 佛名經 
P. ch. 5597V 663 (337b10-17) 
P. ch. 6001-2 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 6006(1)[1] 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 6009 663 (339b11-c17) 
P. ch. 6011(2) 典籍名未確定 
P. ch. 6011(3) 236 (752c18-19) 
P. ch. 6011(4) 235 (749c20-22) 
P. ch. 6011(5) 典籍名未確定 
P. ch. 6011(7) 2787 (568b11-17) 
P. ch. 6011(10) 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 6011(11) 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 6011(13) 235 (750b7-15) 
P. ch. 6012 1428 (598c1-2) 
P. ch. 6015 大正藏未収 
P. ch. 6016 428 (73b1-2) 
P. ch. 6017 1509 (285b1-7) 
P. ch. 6020 1057 (95c5-6) 
P. ch. 6021 223 (412c19-25) 
P. ch. 6022AV 1057 (91c14-18) 
P. ch. 6022BV 1057 (92a6-7) 
P. ch. 6031 220 (vol. 5, 132a4-7) 
P. ch. 6032 典籍名未確定 
P. ch. 6033 典籍名未確定 
P. ch. 6035 235 (748c20-22) 
P. ch. 6036 475 (545b7-10) 




P. tib. 3AV1 220 (vol. 7, 534b11-c9) 
P. tib. 3AV2 220 (vol. 7, 533b8-c5) 
P. tib. 3BV1 220 (vol. 7, 534a12-b11) 
P. tib. 3BV2 220 (vol. 7, 533b14-c13) 
P. tib. 39V 220 (vol. 6, 225c27-226b7) 
P. tib. 44 220 
P. tib. 60AV1 262 (20b26-22b18) 
P. tib. 60AV2 262 (22c8-23c16) 
P. tib. 60AV3 262 (49c22-53b20) 
P. tib. 70 典籍名未確定 
P. tib. 81AVA 1646 (312a12-c14) 
P. tib. 81AVB 1646 (311a8-c2) 
P. tib. 81AVC 1646 (313a13-c3) 
P. tib. 81BVA 1646 (313a17-c8) 
P. tib. 81BVB 1646 (311a15-b25) 
P. tib. 113V3 2782 (545c21-546a20) 
P. tib. 126V1 大正藏未収 
P. tib. 126V2 大正藏未収 
P. tib. 132V 典籍名未確定 
P. tib. 162V 235 (749c3-20) 
P. tib. 177(1)V 235 (751b5-12) 
P. tib. 177(2)V 235 (751b13-23) 
P. tib. 177(3)V 235 (751b23-c4) 




P. tib. 184V 945 (125a12-128b7) 
P. tib. 197V 262 (21b17-27b9) 
P. tib. 211V 475 (545b3-547a27) 
P. tib. 235V 235 (750b7-c23) 
P. tib. 250V1 310 (313c27-314a1) 
P. tib. 250V2 310 (314a2-c5) 
P. tib. 250V3 220 (vol. 6, 865b27-866a18) 
P. tib. 307V1 374 (509b7-c12) 
P. tib. 307V2 374 (508a14-509b2) 
P. tib. 317V 220 (vol. 5, 367a14-c19) 
P. tib. 320AV 典籍名未確定 
P. tib. 368V 125 (596a21-c15) 
P. tib. 382V1 663 (347b5-23) 
P. tib. 382V2 663 (350b18-c4) 
P. tib. 382V3 663 (350c26-351a12) 
P. tib. 382V4 663 (350b4-17) 
P. tib. 382V5 663 (348b11-28) 
P. tib. 382V6, V7 663 (351b9-19) 
P. tib. 382V8 663 (351b4-8) 
P. tib. 382V9 663 (348b8-17) 
P. tib. 382V10 663 (351b19-23) 
P. tib. 382V11 663 (349a13-18) 
P. tib. 382V12 663 (351c10-27) 
P. tib. 382V13 663 (348c23-28) 
P. tib. 395V[1] 967 (352a27-b23) 
P. tib. 395V[2] 967 (352b24-c22) 
P. tib. 418V 235 (749c26-750a21) 
P. tib. 423V 235 (749a28-c3) 
P. tib. 439AV 1331 (533c1-18) 
P. tib. 439BV 1331 (533c1-18) 
P. tib. 495V 235 (752b10-c3) 
P. tib. 495V2 235 (752a3-b4) 
P. tib. 507B1 235 (749a20-24) 
P. tib. 507B2 235 (749a26-b4) 
P. tib. 507B3 235 (749a8-23) 
P. tib. 507B5 235 (749a27-b1) 
P. tib. 507B6 235 (749a8-23) 
P. tib. 507B7 235 (749b3) 
P. tib. 523VA 235 (751c27-752a28) 
P. tib. 523VB 235 (752b13-c7) 
P. tib. 546V[1] 262 (61b1-5) 
P. tib. 546V[2] 262 (61b5-9) 
P. tib. 550V 262 (61a5-62b1) 
P. tib. 571V 665 (446b12-c22) 
P. tib. 574V 典籍名未確定 
P. tib. 609 大正藏未収* 
P. tib. 661V 220 (vol. 7, 56b19-c1) 
P. tib. 735 2912 (1458c23-1459a9) 
P. tib. 746V 665 (444a10-446b11) 
P. tib. 827V 262 (33a25-b25) 
P. tib. 840V 279 (180a2-c6) 
P. tib. 855V 典籍名未確定 
P. tib. 857V 典籍名未確定 
P. tib. 861V 586 (58c26-59a6) 
P. tib. 869V 262 (5a20-6b19) 
P. tib. 921 586 (58c16-26) 
P. tib. 935V 665 (408c17-409a16) 
P. tib. 941V 235 (750b18-c25) 
P. tib. 953V 374 (453b1-c1) 
P. tib. 957V1 1614 (855b-c) 
P. tib. 957V2 1612 
P. tib. 957V3 2810 
P. tib. 961V 374 (454a7-13) 
P. tib. 964V 262 (43a20-b26) 
P. tib. 982 1666 (576a13-b8) 
P. tib. 984A 262 (48c14-49a6) 
P. tib. 984B 262 (47a26-b24) 
P. tib. 985V 374 (579a27-b25) 
P. tib. 990V 416 (888c13-892a11) 
P. tib. 994V 典籍名未確定 
P. tib. 1004V 262 (37b23-38b20) 
P. tib. 1038V 945 (114c14-117b23) 
P. tib. 1039V 262 (22c10-23a15) 
P. tib. 1040V 262 (37c15-40a2) 
P. tib. 1042V 220 (vol. 7, 489b6-409c27) 
P. tib. 1043V 1484 (1007b28-1008c14) 
P. tib. 1044V 262 (13b22-14b27) 
P. tib. 1047V 220 (vol. 7, 981b13-985c13) 
P. tib. 1057V 262 (34b29-38a5) 
P. tib. 1061V 475 (547c12-551c26) 
P. tib. 1068V 1057 (93b29-95a5) 
P. tib. 1069V 大正藏未収 
P. tib. 1071V1 262 (31c4-32c4) 
P. tib. 1071V2 1559 (171c11-173b23) 
P. tib. 1071V3 967 (351a1-352a26) 
P. tib. 1071V4A 220 (vol. 5, 518b15-c7) 
P. tib. 1071V4B 220 (vol. 5, 516b21-c14) 
P. tib. 1071V5 221 (25c10-27a13) 
P. tib. 1072V 223 (395b27-398a6) 
P. tib. 1073V 1425 (262a17-b16) 
P. tib. 1075V 262 (35a28-c26) 
P. tib. 1100V 220 (vol. 6, 581a24-b4) 
P. tib. 1105V 227 (579b25-c13) 
P. tib. 1134V1 262 (25c6-27b8) 
P. tib. 1134V2 262 (33a13-c28) 
P. tib. 1134V3 192 (6b6-c22) 
P. tib. 1135V 262 (44a27-c4) 
P. tib. 1136V 262 (44a27-c19) 
P. tib. 1185V 1581 (911c3-912a7) 
P. tib. 1194V 262 (46c5-47a22) 
P. tib. 1234V 典籍名未確定 
P. tib. 1239V 220 (vol. 7, 990b19-991b9) 
P. tib. 1240V 262 (35c5-36c14) 
P. tib. 1241V 262 (28b2-30a7) 
P. tib. 1246V 262 (28b8-b19) 
P. tib. 1247V1 374 (492a10-b16) 
P. tib. 1247V2 278 (494b28-b8) 
P. tib. 1251 2871 (1352b27-1354c1) 
P. tib. 1252V 262 (56c7-57a20) 
P. tib. 1259V 220 (vol. 6, 504b25-509a24) 
P. tib. 1262V 262 (56c17-57a19) 
P. tib. 1283V1 310 (351a8-352b6) 
P. tib. 1283V2 310 (352b9-354b17) 
P. tib. 1283V3 310 (357c8-c10) 
P. tib. 1283V4 310 (354b22-357a5) 
P. tib. 1285P1V 475 (542b23-c6) 
P. tib. 1285P4V 475 (543b27-c2) 
P. tib. 1285V 665 (437a11-439b26) 
P. tib. 1286AV 475 (548b2-23) 
P. tib. 1286BV 475 (547a20-c1) 
P. tib. 1287V1 220 (vol. 5, 189a19-b16) 
P. tib. 1287V2 665 (412c20-413a16) 
P. tib. 1287V3 220 (vol. 6, 902c28-903a24) 
P. tib. 1287V4 220 (vol. 5, 758b19-c8) 
P. tib. 1287V5 475 (547c5-548b2) 
P. tib. 1287V6 220 (vol. 5, 758c9-17) 
P. tib. 1287V7[1] 1428 (836b6-837a1) 
P. tib. 1287V7[2] 475 (548b24-25) 
P. tib. 1287V8 227 (560a29-c24) 
P. tib. 1287V9 262 (21b19-22b29) 
P. tib. 1287V10 475 (546c6-547a20) 
P. tib. 1287V11 475 (546c1-6) 
P. tib. 1288V 262 (19b28-20a24) 
P. tib. 1518V 262 (27c14-29a18) 
P. tib. 1781V 典籍名未確定 
P. tib. 2094V 155 
P. tib. 2118V 262 (44b12-46b14) 
P. tib. 3727V 典籍名未確定 
P. tib. 3955V2 典籍名未確定 
P. tib. 3963V1 251 (848c12-20) 
























Ф1 220 (vol. 6, 922b1-927c12) 
Ф2 220 (vol. 7, 931a23-936b28) 
Ф3 220 (vol. 5, 610b1-615b9) 
Ф4 220 (vol. 7, 613a4-b5) 
Ф5 220 (vol. 7, 964a19-969a23) 
Ф6 220 (vol. 7, 113a1-118a27) 
Ф7 220 (vol. 7, 1008b1-1014a9) 
Ф8 220 (vol. 6, 642c6-648b6) 
Ф9 220 (vol. 7, 221a1-226a24) 
Ф10 220 (vol. 6, 366b1-371b14) 
Ф11 220 (vol. 6, 319c5-324c13) 
Ф12 220 (vol. 7, 1060b14-1065b13) 
Ф13 220 (vol. 7, 101c17-107a15) 
Ф14 220 (vol. 7, 477c15-483c6) 
Ф15 220 (vol. 6, 895b14-900b28) 
Ф16 220 (vol. 7, 847b7-852c29) 
Ф17 220 (vol. 7, 438b4-443b24) 
Ф18 220 (vol. 7, 62c5-68b5) 
Ф19 220 (vol. 7, 751a23-756a25) 
Ф20 220 (vol. 7, 483c7-489a20) 
Ф21 220 (vol. 5, 1009a21-1014a21) 
Ф22 220 (vol. 6, 615b20-620c18) 
Ф23 220 (vol. 7, 343b16-348c24) 
Ф24 220 (vol. 7, 1071a21-1076c15) 
Ф25 220 (vol. 5, 768a4-c5) 
Ф26 220 (vol. 5, 734c26-748b15) 
Ф27 220 (vol. 7, 279b7-284b28) 
Ф28 220 (vol. 7, 85c16-89c10) 
Ф29 220 (vol. 6, 875a1-880a14) 
Ф30 220 (vol. 5, 68a6-73b19) 
Ф31 220 (vol. 7, 931a23-936b28) 
Ф32A 220 (vol. 7, 253a20-258b28) 
Ф32B 典籍名未確定 
Ф32C 典籍名未確定 
Ф33 220 (vol. 5, 850c3-855b15) 
Ф34 220 (vol. 5, 989a1-993b23) 
Ф35 220 (vol. 6, 388c9-391c26) 
Ф36 220 (vol. 6, 304a18-309b7) 
Ф37 220 (vol. 5, 569c3-574b12) 
Ф38 220 (vol. 5, 610b1-615b9) 
Ф39 220 (vol. 7, 549a1-554b2) 
Ф40 220 (vol. 6, 107b1-c2) 
Ф41 220 (vol. 7, 107a16-112c8) 
Ф42 220 (vol. 7, 237b1-242c7) 
Ф43 262 (19b17-27b9) 
Ф44 262 (2b23-10b21) 
Ф45 262 (11c27-19a12) 
Ф46 262 (42b2-50b22) 
Ф47-1 2872 (1355c9-1356a11) 
Ф47-2 2899 (1426a9-1432b23) 
Ф48 262 (61c18-62b1) 
Ф49 262 (1c19-10b21) 
Ф50 262 (7b25-10b21) 
Ф51 262 (37a3-46b14) 
Ф52 262 (27b10-37a2) 
Ф53 262 (47c2-55a9) 
Ф54 262 (29c17-37a2) 
Ф55 262 (56c2-62a1) 
Ф56 262 (46b15-55a9) 
Ф57 262 (28a24-37a2) 
Ф58 262 (20a26-27b9) 
Ф59 262 (37a6-46b14) 
Ф60 262 (3a3-10b21) 
Ф61 262 (56c2-57b20) 
Ф62 262 (25a17-27b9) 
Ф63 262 (55c14-56c4) 
Ф64 262 (3c16-10b21) 
Ф65 262 (37c27-46b14) 
Ф66 310 (434b8-435a14) 
Ф67 235 (749a20-c20) 
Ф68 1781 (967a20-975a23) 
Ф69-1 374 (552b16-557b6) 
Ф69-2 374 (579b22-580c16) 
Ф70 1579 (521c21-527b7) 
Ф71 1579 (289c21-290a6) 
Ф72 1579 (303b18-308c8) 
Ф73 1579 (313a12-317c24) 
Ф74 374 (409a13-416a11) 
Ф75 377 (900a1-906c10) 
Ф76 374 (423c21-428b12) 
Ф77 374 (468c26-475a4) 
Ф78 374 (470a18-475a4) 
Ф79 374 (560c20-562c20) 
Ф80 374 (451b-457b19) 
Ф81 374 (526c11-528a4) 
Ф82 374 (411a7-417c1) 
Ф83 374 (551a12-553c26) 
Ф84 374 (546c29-552a20) 
Ф85 374 (422c1-428b13) 
Ф86 936 (82a1-84c29) 
Ф87 936 (82a2-83a11) 
Ф88 936 (82a1-84c29) 
Ф89 945 (146a5-151b16) 
Ф90 945 (110a8-114c13) 
Ф91 945 (146a5-151b16) 
Ф92 945 (133a1-139a13) 
Ф93 945 (141b14-146a4) 
Ф94 156 (142b17-148c4) 





Ф98 475 (538a15-544a19) 
Ф99 475 (544a20-551c27) 
Ф100 475 (544a20-545b28) 
Ф101 大正藏未収* 
Ф102 大正藏未収* 
Ф103 262 (57c16-58b7) 
Ф104 366 (347a14-348a29) 
Ф105-1 251 (848c1-20) 
Ф106 251 (848c1-20) 
Ф107 251 (848c1-20) 
Ф108 251 (848c1-20) 
Ф109 大正藏未収* 
Ф110 672 (631a1-13) 
Ф111 245 (830a13-834a8) 
Ф112-1 480 (616b14-623c29) 
Ф112-2 683 (777a1-778c21) 
Ф112-3 310 (631c12-638c3) 
Ф113 1509 (509a16-514c23) 
Ф114 672 (631a1-640c2) 
Ф115 1431 (1036c26-1041a18) 
Ф116 1302 (420a1-421b14) 
Ф117 220 (vol. 5, 1070a11-c10) 
Ф118 475 (552a3-557b26) 
Ф119 262 (6a16-10b21) 
Ф120 2871 (1342a9-b6) 
Ф121 大正藏未収 
Ф122 384 (1023a28-b23) 
Ф123A 125 (571a21-26) 
Ф123B 262 (51c8-52a1) 
Ф123C 262 (61a17-27) 
Ф124 310 (587a18-b16) 
Ф125 310 (532c24-536c17) 
Ф126 801 (745c12-746b8) 
Ф127-1 279 (68a11-b7) 
Ф127-2 279 (88b1-89b29) 
Ф127-3 279 (183a29-b28) 
Ф127-4 279 (185a14-188a13) 
Ф128 665 (433b16-437c13) 
Ф129 665 (438c24-444a9) 




Ф131 665 (415a1-417c16) 
Ф132 665 (450c16-456c19) 
Ф133 665 (408b1-413c6) 
Ф134 665 (445a6-450c15) 
Ф135 2878 (1361c27-1362c10) 
Ф136 410 (681b3-686a2) 
Ф137 1509 (118c8-21) 
Ф138 945 (106b1-107a21) 
Ф139 大正藏未収 
Ф140 936 (82a1-84c29) 
Ф141 1666 (577c29-583b17) 
Ф142 745 (557c15-558c4) 
Ф143 936 (82a1-84c29) 
Ф144 936 (82a1-84c29) 
Ф145 936 (82c14-84c29) 
Ф146 936 (83c9-84c29) 
Ф147 936 (82c13-84c29) 
Ф148 374 (590c1-597c15) 
Ф149 278 (454c10-461b19) 
Ф150 1429 (1015c11-1023a11) 
Ф151 586 (47a20-54b24) 
Ф152 643 (646a23-650c22) 
Ф153 大正藏未収* 
Ф154 佛名經 
Ф155 586 (40b21-47a1) 
Ф156 1431 (1033b14-1036c24) 
Ф157 586 (33b23-40b20) 
Ф158 374 (426b20-c15) 
Ф159 220 (vol. 6, 414a22-418c25) 
Ф160 235 (748c16-752c3) 
Ф161 235 (748c20-752c12) 
Ф162 235 (751c29-752c3) 
Ф163 235 (749c4-752c3) 
Ф164 235 (749b4-752c3) 
Ф165 2778 (518b15-535a23) 
Ф166-1 大正藏未収 
Ф166-2 235 (748c16-752c3) 
Ф167 大正藏未収 
Ф168 大正藏未収 
Ф168V1 1804 (24b14-25b20) 
Ф168V2 2795 (691a1-701c22) 
Ф170 665 (430b7-c8) 
Ф171 大正藏未収* 
Ф172 220 (vol. 6, 930a10-b8) 
Ф172V1 220 (vol. 6, 922b1-2) 
Ф172V2 佛名經 
Ф173 665 (430c10-436a13) 





Ф177 2897 (1423a4-19) 




Ф184 374 (385a22-b5) 
Ф185 665 (427b14-c7) 
Ф186 典籍名未確定 
Ф187 262 (9c16-10b20) 
Ф188[1] 967 (352c10-22) 
Ф188[2] 967 (351a1-b14) 
Ф189A 450 (404c9-405a3) 
Ф189B 220 (vol. 6, 742a17-c7) 
Ф190 220 (vol. 5, 528b12-529a2) 
Ф191 大正藏未収 
Ф192 1431 (1031b4-1032a11) 
Ф193 220 (vol. 5, 497b29-c13) 
Ф194 2124 (201a8-204a26) 
Ф195 665 (438a10-c23) 
Ф196 665 (422c24-423b13) 
Ф197 1431 (1032a7-1033a25) 
Ф198 220 (vol. 6, 855a24-856b13) 
Ф199 典籍名未確定 
Ф200 1331 (534c19-535a25) 
Ф201 220 (vol. 6, 19b28-c23) 
Ф202 262 (57a1-25) 
Ф203 665 (430b14-c4) 
Ф204A 125 (775c1-9) 
Ф204B 375 (655b12-17) 
Ф204C 278 (503c25-504a4) 
Ф205 262 (57c3-16) 
Ф206 450 (407b15-c13) 
Ф207 2910 (1456c2-10) 
Ф208 665 (429b26-430a23) 





Ф215 2917(A) (1462a20-b8) 
Ф216 1431 (1037b16-1038a1) 
Ф217 262 (6b18-8a3) 
Ф218 262 (27b10-c15) 
Ф219 223 (378b26-c18) 








Ф224 251 (848c1-20) 
Ф225 235 (750a14-b23) 
Ф226 大正藏未収 
Ф226V 典籍名未確定 
Ф227 936 (83b22-84c29) 
Ф228(Khara-hoto) 大正藏未収 




Ф231 220 (vol. 5, 110a16-b17) 
Ф232 157 (179a13-181b8) 
Ф233 大正藏未収 
Ф234 1246 
Ф235a 309 (1038c8-1039a26) 
Ф235b 212 (693b13-c21) 
Ф235c[1] 384 (1050c27-1051a2) 
Ф235c[2] 384 (1050c11-23) 
Ф235d 456 (432c28-434b10) 
Ф235e 310 (594c2-598c23) 
Ф235f 476 (572b4-11) 
Ф236 220 (vol. 6, 118c18-119c10) 
Ф237 220 (vol. 5, 161a18-b24) 
Ф238 2854 (1304a10-b12) 
Ф239 262 (55c23-56a17) 
Ф240 235 (749c20-750a21) 
Ф242V 1700 
Ф243 262 (34b28-35c26) 
Ф244 220 (vol. 6, 407a15-408b27) 
Ф245 典籍名未確定 
Ф246 263 (129b5-130a4) 
Ф248 1546 (383c4-384a2) 
Ф250 264 (180c1-13) 
Ф251 586 (47a9-b28) 
Ф252 大正藏未収 
Ф253 235 (751b9-15) 
Ф254 262 (51b27-c7) 
Ф255 450 (405b1-20) 
Ф256 大正藏未収 
Ф257 1559 (189b28-c25) 
Ф258 1804 
Ф259 大正藏未収* 
Ф260-1 663 (358b1-359b1) 
Ф260-2 663 (335b1-346b9) 
Ф260-3 663 (352b10-358a29) 
Ф261 2075 (180a1-181a19) 
Ф262 220 (vol. 5, 1016c16-1017a15) 
Ф264 278 (657b22-658a14) 
敦煌出土仏典・大正蔵典籍番号対照表 
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Ф265 223 (250b17-c17) 
Ф266(Khara-hoto) 大正藏未収 
Ф267 典籍名未確定 
Ф268 155 (123b8-c15) 





Ф271-1 1581 (893a18-29) 




Ф273[1] 2897 (1423c5-27) 
Ф273[2] 2897 (1424a20-b2) 
Ф274 2910 (1455c14-1456b18) 
Ф275-1 156 (133b21-135b1) 
Ф275-2 156 (137c18-138c12) 
Ф275-3 2121 (50b2-52c16) 
Ф276 202 (415b23-416a19) 
Ф277 典籍名未確定 
Ф278 典籍名未確定 
Ф280 1429 (1015c4-1023a11) 
Ф281 典籍名未確定 
Ф282 475 (538c3-539a3) 
Ф283 220 (vol. 5, 94c11-26) 
Ф284 264 (157c14-158a6) 
Ф285 262 (29a9-b21) 
Ф286 374 (574b8-c6) 
Ф287 262 (28b2-29a5) 
Ф288 374 
Ф289 262 (9b11-c18) 
Ф290 1804 (55a28-60c14) 
Ф291 374 (457c24-458a16) 
Ф292 475 (538a3-14) 
Ф293 262 (7c6-18) 
Ф294 374 (582c9-583b2) 
Ф295 262 (24c18-25a22) 
Ф296 1579 (457c11-458c18) 
Ф297 220 (vol. 7, 914b21-c5) 
Ф298 475 (549c18-550b9) 
Ф299 2777 (442b19-443a19) 
Ф300 475 (556b10-c24) 
Ф301 262 (45b24-c11) 
Ф302 262 (55c3-56a15) 
Ф303 262 (7a12-8b12) 
Ф304 235 (751b23-752c2) 
Ф305 1509 (114a13-28) 
Ф306-1 262 (27c25-28b2) 
Ф306-2 262 (29a5-22) 
Ф307 1509 (111a22-b28) 
Ф308B(Khara-hoto) 262 (7b13-17) 
Ф309 典籍名未確定 
Ф310 665 (442b3-c27) 
Ф311(Khara-hoto) 大正藏未収 
Ф312B 典籍名未確定 
Ф313 262 (19a20-c17) 
Ф314 374 (588b1-13) 
Ф315(Khara-hoto) 大正藏未収 
Ф316 936 
Ф317A(刻本)(Khara-hoto) 1 (30c14-31a11) 
Ф317B(Khara-hoto) 262 (51c28-52a28) 
Ф317C[1](Khara-hoto) 26 (593b13-16) 
Ф317C[2](Khara-hoto) 26 (593c21-594a5) 
Ф318 1435 (43c13-44a15) 





Ф325 1428 (743b29-749b16) 
Ф328 典籍名未確定 




Ф332 220 (vol. 5, 610b19-c22) 
Ф333 典籍名未確定 
Ф334 典籍名未確定 
Ф334V 2735 (89a10-99c27) 
Ф335(Khara-hoto) 665 (444c1-11) 
Ф336 262 (58c8-59b18) 
Ф337(Khara-hoto) 大正藏未収 
Ф338 1 (101c24-120b5) 
Ф339 374 (539a18-b21) 
Ф340 262 (11b20-12b25) 
Ф341 1 (97c11-98a16) 
Ф343 374 (569c29-570b11) 
Ф344 196 (158b18-160a23) 
Ф345 262 (57b16-58b18) 
Ф346 1509 (383b15-c19) 
Ф347 1804 (27c22-41a24) 
Ф348 374 (520b10-c17) 
Ф349 262 (28a11-b29) 
Ф350 2903 (1445a9-b18) 
Ф351 大正藏未収* 
Ф352 374 (554c9-555b1) 
Ф353 278 (402a1-403a6) 
Ф354 374 (596a21-c12) 




Ф364 220 (vol. 6, 977c7-18) 
Ф365 大正藏未収* 
Ф365V 大正藏未収* 





Дх1 415 (833a2-27) 
Дх2 190 (871a28-b23) 
Дх3 典籍名未確定 
Дх4 936 (82a1-84a26) 
Дх5 220 (vol. 6, 880b23-c16) 
Дх6 235 (750c8-751a23) 
Дх7 235 (750b2-23) 
Дх8[1] 608 (237a6-b7) 
Дх8[2] 608 (237b18-c13) 
Дх9 262 (34c23-35a27) 
Дх10 大正藏未収* 
Дх11A 592 (124b21-125a7) 




Дх15-2 2914 (1460b28-1461a8) 
Дх16 2777 (454c29-455a20) 
Дх17 220 (vol. 6, 890a22-27) 
Дх18 典籍名未確定 
Дх19 典籍名未確定 
Дх20[1] 262 (56c4-8) 
Дх20[2] 262 (56c13-25) 
Дх20[3] 262 (57a20-b5) 
Дх20[4] 262 (56c28-57a12) 
Дх20[5] 262 (57c1-58b7) 
Дх21 大正藏未収 
Дх22[1] 235 (749c18-750a5) 
Дх22[2] 235 (750b25-751b3) 
Дх22[3] 235 (751c24-752b14) 
Дх23 220 
Дх24 375 (815b10-26) 
Дх26 220 
Дх27 665 (427b20-c2) 
Дх28 典籍名未確定 
Дх29 1428 (930b1-12) 
Дх30 262 (51a1-20) 






Дх34 475 (538c24-539a6) 
Дх35 220 (vol. 7, 771c18-772a18) 
Дх36 650 (750a22-b26) 
Дх37 大正藏未収 
Дх38 278 (643c6-16) 
Дх39 262 (37a6-14) 
Дх40-1 1428 
Дх40-2 1428 
Дх41-1 1431 (1033a22-b15) 
Дх41-2 1431 (1034c18-1035a20) 
Дх41-3 1431 (1036b24-c7) 
Дх42 235 (749b1-11) 
Дх43 278 (620b18-621a20) 
Дх44 2887 (1403c5-1404a9) 
Дх45 大正藏未収 
Дх47 235 (751a5-11) 
Дх48 典籍名未確定 
Дх49 220 (vol. 7, 821b6-c1) 
Дх51 262 (19c27-20a22) 
Дх52 典籍名未確定 
Дх53 220 (vol. 7, 1054a25-b2) 
Дх55 262 (37a26-b16) 
Дх56 大正藏未収 
Дх57 262 (40c20-41a25) 
Дх58 262 (36a13-25) 
Дх59 典籍名未確定 
Дх60 245 (825c8-826a3) 
Дх61-1 262 (53a14-b2) 
Дх61-2 262 (53b8-17) 
Дх62 2795 (700c14-701a20) 
Дх63[1] 1484 (997a9-15) 
Дх63[2] 1484 (997b6-21) 
Дх64 1581 (895c1-896a2) 
Дх65 360 (278b1-279a16) 
Дх66 664 (398c17-399b7) 
Дх69 475 (547c27-548a22) 
Дх71 665 (419a23-b21) 
Дх72 278 (667b18-c7) 
Дх73 典籍名未確定 
Дх74 235 (749a19-27) 
Дх75 262 (58a4-b7) 
Дх76 1788 (289b10-c6) 
Дх78 典籍名未確定 
Дх79 典籍名未確定 
Дх80 262 (58a16-29) 
Дх81 220 (vol. 7, 1018c14-28) 
Дх82 374 (482b12-19) 
Дх83 262 (11c5-22) 
Дх85 220 (vol. 6, 1029b27-c23) 
Дх86 235 (749a8-b17) 
Дх87 2124 (202b1-17) 
Дх88-1[1] 262 (39b24-c3) 
Дх88-1[2] 262 (40b12-28) 
Дх88-1[3] 262 (40b29-c26) 
Дх88-1[4] 262 (41b6-15) 
Дх88-1[5] 262 (42a1-14) 
Дх88-2[1] 235 (752b1-7) 
Дх88-2[2] 235 (752a7-20) 
Дх88-2[3] 235 (752a20-25) 
Дх88-2[4] 235 (752a25-63) 
Дх88-2[5] 235 (752b11-17) 
Дх88-2[6] 235 (752b17-23) 
Дх88-2[7] 235 (752b15-21) 
Дх88-2[8] 235 (752b21-27) 
Дх88-2[9] 235 (752b23-28) 
Дх88-2[10] 235 (752b29-c7) 
Дх89 366 (346c13-347a9) 
Дх90 典籍名未確定 
Дх91[1] 235 (749c20-26) 
Дх91[2] 235 (749c27-750a4) 
Дх91[3] 235 (750a27-b5) 
Дх91[4] 235 (750a27-b5) 
Дх92 大正藏未収 
Дх93 235 (750a2-21) 
Дх94 1806 (435c23-436a16) 
Дх95 26 (523a12-20) 
Дх96 262 (34c7-35a1) 
Дх100 664 (396a19-b11) 
Дх101 262 (19c12-21) 
Дх102 大正藏未収 
Дх103 262 (19b25-c17) 
Дх104 1484 
Дх106 262 
Дх107 278 (526c3-20) 
Дх108 262 (4b15-c6) 
Дх109 大正藏未収* 
Дх110V 2812 (1068b28-c9) 
Дх111 278 
Дх112 220 (vol. 5, 11c1-10) 
Дх113 475 (538a1-24) 
Дх114 典籍名未確定 
Дх116 374 (445a11-27) 
Дх117 374 (372a5-17) 
Дх118 262 (20a24-29) 
Дх119 220 (vol. 5) 
Дх120 2732 (1b4-16) 
Дх121 665 (427b23-c16) 
Дх122 典籍名未確定 
Дх124 475 (544a22-b11) 
Дх125 1484 (1005c1-1006a2) 
Дх126 235 (752a5-b4) 
Дх128 典籍名未確定 
Дх129 936 
Дх130 665 (442a26-443a16) 
Дх131 220 (vol. 6, 579b3-c1) 
Дх132 374 (410c14-411a8) 
Дх133 262 (27b10-c2) 
Дх134 262 (46c16-47a10) 
Дх135 262 (2a18-28) 
Дх137 2897 (1424b4-c7) 




Дх145 220 (vol. 7, 710a3-b18) 




Дх151 262 (10c1-11a8) 
Дх152 大正藏未収 
Дх154 220 (vol. 6, 1030a24-b20) 
Дх155 典籍名未確定 
Дх157 235 (750a3-18) 
Дх160 262 (61c5-62b1) 
Дх161 374 (386c20-387a21) 
Дх162 1522 (177c17-178a19) 
Дх163 262 (9a11-10b6) 
Дх164 235 (750a19-751b3) 
Дх166 235 (749b19-c18) 
Дх167 475 (544b9-24) 
Дх168 262 (42c4-29) 
Дх171 235 (750b24-c22) 
Дх172 262 (1c25-2a17) 
Дх173 665 (417a15-b4) 
Дх175 262 (10c13-11a5) 
Дх176 220 (vol. 6, 139a13-21) 
Дх177 2878 (1362a21-b6) 
Дх179 374 (569a8-23) 
Дх180 2871 (1347b28-c9) 
Дх181 典籍名未確定 
Дх182 223 (399b25-c12) 
Дх184-1 157 (196c11-24) 
Дх184-2 157 (197a10-16) 
Дх184-3 157 (197a24-b2) 
Дх186 664 (366c24-367a4) 
Дх187 262 (52a29-b27) 
Дх189 1339 (651c1-c29) 
Дх190 264 (184b27-185a8) 
Дх191 262 (57a15-23) 
Дх192 262 (47a7-17) 
Дх193A1 262 (33a17-27) 
Дх193A2 262 (43a28-b17) 
Дх193B 474 (529a20-b1) 
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Дх194 374 (569a21-c6) 
Дх197 1425 (244c22-245b2) 
Дх198 1425 (245c7-19) 
Дх199 1425 (245b2-c6) 
Дх200 245 (826a23-24) 
Дх201A 2732 (2a8-b1) 
Дх201B 262 (29a21-24) 
Дх202 1509 (588b19-24) 
Дх203 大正藏未収 




Дх213-1 262 (57c22-29) 
Дх213-2 262 (58a1-7) 
Дх213-3 262 (58a9-14) 
Дх213-4 262 (58a15-20) 
Дх213-5 262 (58a22-29) 
Дх213-6 262 (58b1-6) 
Дх213-7 262 (58b6-7) 




Дх216 665 (403a15-29) 
Дх217 220 (vol. 7, 984a5-26) 
Дх220 262 (58a12-b7) 
Дх221 202 (354c7-12) 
Дх222 220 
Дх223 2854 (1304b2-11) 
Дх224 大正藏未収 
Дх225 665 (408b5-29) 
Дх228 251 (848c12-20) 
Дх229 大正藏未収 
Дх230 2897 (1422c21-1423a7) 
Дх231 202 (364c15-21) 
Дх232 1546 (353a25-c13) 
Дх234 典籍名未確定 
Дх236V 典籍名未確定 
Дх238 125 (601b3-11) 
Дх241 1509 (84b13-21) 
Дх242 262 (3b5-14) 
Дх243 大正藏未収 
Дх244 664 (380b1-7) 
Дх247 262 (20c9-21a24) 
Дх248 262 (57b1-12) 
Дх249 665 (448c8-24) 
Дх250 262 (31a19-b16) 
Дх251 268 (281a3-14) 
Дх252 189 (641b25-27) 
Дх253 2732 (1b6-16) 
Дх254-1 665 (420c21-421a4) 
Дх254-2 665 (421b10-16) 
Дх256 大正藏未収* 
Дх257 262 (4a6-11) 
Дх258 262 (4a4-10) 
Дх259 1331 (535b19-22) 
Дх260 374 (568c18-26) 
Дх261[1] 1823 (828c4-29) 
Дх261[2] 1823 (829c24-830a17) 
Дх261[3] 1823 (830a5-27) 
Дх264 典籍名未確定 
Дх265 697 (798c17-21) 
Дх266 262 (56c3-9) 
Дх267 262 (21b22-27) 
Дх270[1] 374 (382a9-15) 
Дх270[2] 374 (382a4-6) 
Дх272 450 (406b1-21) 
Дх273 1646 (342b12-c8) 
Дх274 220 (vol. 6, 144c4-145a6) 
Дх275[1] 262 (15b15-c18) 
Дх275[2] 262 (15b28-c23) 
Дх276 251 (848c1-20) 





Дх280 220 (vol. 6, 442c5-24) 
Дх281 1436 (474a25-b4) 
Дх282 455 (426b21-c22) 
Дх283 2814 (1126b6-c12) 
Дх284 典籍名未確定 
Дх286 475 (546c23-547a27) 
Дх287 664 (396b14-c11) 
Дх288 262 (57a7-b16) 
Дх289 366 (347c15-348a27) 
Дх290 大正藏未収* 
Дх291 262 (57c3-58b7) 




Дх297 251 (848c1-20) 
Дх298 262 (35c18-36b2) 
Дх299 2917(A) (1462a20-b8) 
Дх300 410 (698a25-c4) 
Дх301 220 (vol. 6, 161a8-24) 
Дх302 2782 (545c21-546a13) 
Дх303 大正藏未収 
Дх304 2887 (1404a11-23) 
Дх305 251 (848c1-20) 
Дх306 262 (57a22-b14) 
Дх307 262 (28a29-b28) 
Дх308 658 (228c23-229a7) 
Дх309 262 (19b2-16) 
Дх310 1060 (106a10-b3) 
Дх311 262 (57b27-c6) 
Дх312 936 (83b10-c4) 
Дх313 262 (43a7-c6) 
Дх314 262 (57c3-58b7) 
Дх315 665 (417c12-16) 
Дх317 665 (422b24-c3) 
Дх318 665 (407a3-16) 
Дх319 2735 (68a29-b25) 
Дх319V 1733 (360c28-361a12) 
Дх320 大正藏未収* 
Дх322 220 
Дх324 2897 (1422b23-c16) 
Дх325 663 (341a18-22) 
Дх327 2916 (1462a1-17) 
Дх329-1 235 (749a5-b3) 






Дх337 262 (56c19-26) 
Дх338 374 (528a17-20) 
Дх339-1[1] 235 (749a15-b17) 
Дх339-1[2] 235 (750a11-b12) 
Дх339-2 235 (752a16-b17) 
Дх340 945 (115c2-9) 
Дх342 大正藏未収 
Дх343 220 (vol. 5, 129c4-130a28) 
Дх344 262 (57a14-27) 
Дх345 484 (670c24-671a7) 
Дх345V 大正藏未収 
Дх346 262 (49a23-b14) 
Дх347 664 (382a29-b11) 
Дх348 374 (532c17-29) 






Дх356 262 (33b12-16) 
Дх357 653 (783a12-b3) 
Дх358 665 (450c19-451a1) 
Дх359 220 
Дх361 2907 (1454a3-9) 





Дх365 262 (37a19-b7) 
Дх366 665 (408a23-28) 
Дх367B 665 (418a6-10) 
Дх368 262 (27c21-29) 
Дх369 374 (371b10-c8) 
Дх370 262 (27b10-25) 
Дх371 475 (539a3-16) 
Дх372 26 (506c8-507a3) 
Дх372V 26 (545b26-c4) 
Дх373 220 
Дх374 936 (84b21-c29) 
Дх375 262 (54b24-c14) 
Дх378 2795 
Дх379 220 
Дх380 235 (749b14-18) 
Дх381 665 (437b10-16) 
Дх382 1982 (456c1-4) 
Дх383 310 (24b27-c8) 
Дх384 2810 (1050b1-17) 
Дх385 大正藏未収* 
Дх388 304 
Дх389 685 (779c16-23) 




Дх395[1] 2812 (1069c27-1070a21) 
Дх395[2] 2812 (1069a25-b19) 
Дх395[3] 2812 (1070a21-28) 
Дх395[4] 2812 (1070a27-c7) 
Дх396 1808 (500b29-c11) 
Дх397-1 251 (848c1-20) 
Дх397-2 2909 (1455b21-c12) 
Дх398 220 (vol. 6, 324c14-325a3) 
Дх399 典籍名未確定 
Дх400 236 (752c9-18) 
Дх401 262 (27b13-26) 
Дх402 262 (35c9-20) 
Дх403 220 (vol. 5, 600c24-601a6) 
Дх404 235 (749b24-c10) 
Дх405 262 (53a20-b7) 
Дх406 大正藏未収 
Дх407 262 (57b12-58a16) 
Дх409 典籍名未確定 
Дх410 典籍名未確定 
Дх412 664 (373c25-26) 
Дх413 374 (556a13-19) 
Дх414 235 (750c16-22) 
Дх415 201 (331a1-4) 
Дх416 220 (vol. 6, 1c16-23) 
Дх419 1559 (300b11-14) 
Дх420 374 (596a27-b9) 
Дх422 665 (410b9-14) 
Дх423 220 (vol. 7, 242b18-21) 
Дх424 262 (57c22-58a3) 
Дх425 1543 (811b13-25) 
Дх425V 1543 (811a8-b10) 
Дх426 220 (vol. 7, 1030a1-7) 
Дх427 262 (45b18-21) 
Дх428 374 (584a7-12) 
Дх431 262 (53a8-10) 
Дх432 1560 (312b9-23) 
Дх433A 279 (144c6-11) 
Дх434 典籍名未確定 
Дх435 664 (388c25-29) 
Дх436 1331 (525c19-25) 
Дх437 366 (348a21-23) 
Дх438 374 (504c11-18) 
Дх439 大正藏未収 
Дх440 1776 (517a9-b8) 
Дх441 262 (56c28-57a2) 
Дх442 377 (901a17-19) 
Дх446 典籍名未確定 
Дх447 221 (67b17-25) 
Дх448-1 262 (14c6-15a6) 
Дх448-2 262 (15a12-17) 
Дх452 374 (471a23-b5) 
Дх454B 1484 (1009a8-10) 
Дх455 262 (9a7-16) 
Дх456 374 (510c23-28) 
Дх457 220 (vol. 5, 902b12-21) 
Дх458 典籍名未確定 
Дх459 262 (7b20-24) 
Дх460 262 (33b22-24) 
Дх461 278 (597c11-19) 
Дх462 251 (848c1-20) 
Дх465 251 (848c1-20) 
Дх467 251 (848c1-20) 
Дх468 251 (848c1-20) 
Дх469 262 (1c12-23) 
Дх470 220 (vol. 6, 316b26-c25) 
Дх471 665 (413c8-414a11) 
Дх473 大正藏未収* 
Дх474 235 (749b20-c21) 
Дх475 475 (545a22-b29) 
Дх478 664 (363b5-10) 
Дх479 936 (82a2-24) 
Дх480 大正藏未収 
Дх481 262 (19a15-26) 
Дх482 2897 (1424c8-1425a1) 
Дх483-1 231 (709b11-710a3) 
Дх483-2 231 (715a5-b16) 
Дх483-3 231 (710a9-b23) 
Дх483-4 231 (711c18-712a13) 
Дх483-5[1] 231 (712c17-713a11) 
Дх483-5[2] 231 (714a15-24) 
Дх483-6[1] 231 (712b1-14) 
Дх483-6[2] 231 (712b16-c6) 
Дх484 664 (395c24-396a15) 
Дх486 大正藏未収 
Дх488 936 (82a23-25) 
Дх489 665 (422a22-b14) 
Дх490 262 (57a3-11) 
Дх492 2779 (536b29-c4) 
Дх493[1] 262 (57b16-22) 
Дх493[2] 262 (57c3-16) 
Дх493[3] 262 (57c27-58b7) 
Дх495 典籍名未確定 
Дх496 936 (83a11-23) 
Дх499-1 235 (748c16-22) 
Дх499-2 235 (749c9-21) 
Дх500 235 (749b26-c16) 
Дх501 典籍名未確定 
Дх502[1] 2897 (1424a18-20) 
Дх502[2] 2897 (1424a2-5) 
Дх502[3] 2897 (1424a6-12) 
Дх503 1484 (1003c18-1004a15) 
Дх505 936 (84a25-c29) 
Дх507[1] 2812 (1070b19-1071a11) 
Дх507[2] 2812 (1075c10-22) 
Дх507[3] 2812 (1075b23-c9) 
Дх507[4] 2812 (1075b16-c8) 
Дх507[5] 2812 (1075b13-22) 
Дх508 412 (779c4-12) 
Дх508V 2828 (1266a21-b1) 
Дх509 2897 (1423c21-1424a12) 
Дх510 2854 (1303b15-19) 
Дх511 475 (537a13-24) 
Дх512 945 
Дх514 2743 (157c3-19) 
Дх515 大正藏未収 
Дх518 262 (28a11-b3) 
Дх519 1301 (419b14-c3) 
Дх520 典籍名未確定 
Дх521 220 (vol. 7, 1092a7-20) 
Дх522 235 (751a12-26) 
Дх523 262 (40c2-41b15) 
Дх524 374 (558a22-b14) 
Дх525 235 (749a27-b26) 
Дх526 1509 (117c7-c21) 
Дх527 大正藏未収 
Дх527V 典籍名未確定 
Дх529 1060 (107b27-c24) 
敦煌出土仏典・大正蔵典籍番号対照表 
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Дх531 2898 (1425b6-18) 
Дх532 1509 (57c19-58a6) 
Дх533 2124 (204a27-b20) 
Дх534 典籍名未確定 
Дх535 1509 (584a29-c5) 
Дх536 262 (56c25-57a10) 
Дх537 936 (82c8-20) 
Дх538 典籍名未確定 
Дх540 374 (481b17-c3) 
Дх540A 1348 (860c18-861a3) 
Дх542 366 (347a27-c3) 
Дх543 389 (1110c16-1111b5) 
Дх545 262 (34c26-35a29) 
Дх547 374 (583a18-28) 
Дх548 1484 (1008a22-b14) 
Дх549 374 (504b12-c5) 
Дх550 1484 (1005c22-1006a15) 
Дх551 967 (350b4-29) 
Дх552 665 (419c5-420a2) 
Дх553 235 (752b23-c3) 
Дх554 665 (432b20-c10) 
Дх555[1] 99 (176b21-178b22) 
Дх555[2] 99 (190a8-18) 
Дх555[3] 99 (276a19-b1) 
Дх556V 典籍名未確定 
Дх557 278 (612a7-c6) 
Дх558 1546 (382b2-c14) 
Дх559 1509 (716c6-29) 
Дх560 1 (73b23-c13) 
Дх561 202 (404b17-c10) 
Дх562 262 (12a14-b12) 
Дх563 374 (374b21-c29) 
Дх564 278 (743a18-b24) 
Дх565 374 (588c15-589a6) 
Дх566 947 
Дх568 227 (547c11-548a2) 
Дх569 664 (383a21-b14) 
Дх571 375 (798c23-799a13) 
Дх572 1509 (753a20-b20) 
Дх573 262 (32c18-33a17) 
Дх574 262 (6c14-27) 
Дх575 606 (187b2-29) 
Дх576 262 (51a13-b9) 
Дх577 202 (410a11-b7) 
Дх578 1582 (977c10-27) 
Дх579 大正藏未収 
Дх580 大正藏未収 





Дх586B 663 (346c10-11) 
Дх586C 大正藏未収* 
Дх587 196 (158c18-159a18) 
Дх588 374 (549c1-550b26) 
Дх590 1488 (1075c10-28) 
Дх591(Khara-hoto) 典籍名未確定 
Дх592 374 (571a10-25) 
Дх593 2897 (1423b9-c12) 
Дх595 262 (57b19-c11) 
Дх596 2777 (474a5-b24) 
Дх597 典籍名未確定 
Дх598 2814 (1157b21-c2) 
Дх600 2851 (1300c17-23) 
Дх601 典籍名未確定 
Дх602 1429 (1021b21-c12) 
Дх603 936 (82a10-23) 
Дх604 374 (542b11-22) 
Дх605 235 (748c26-749a18) 
Дх606 223 (390c18-391a7) 
Дх607 1057 (83c24-84a4) 
Дх608[1] 235 (749b2-22) 
Дх608[2] 235 (749b19-c11) 
Дх608[3] 235 (749c5-21) 
Дх609 262 (60a5-b5) 
Дх610 262 (56a2-10) 
Дх611 220 (vol. 7, 861b9-29) 
Дх612 1429 (1018c20-1019a25) 
Дх614 936 (82b12-24) 
Дх615 262 (30c10-31a3) 
Дх616 220 (vol. 7, 231c12-232a1) 
Дх617[1] 450 (408a14-b10) 
Дх617[2] 450 (408b6-25) 
Дх618 262 (56c17-28) 
Дх619 156 (124b28-c19) 
Дх620[1] 374 (568c19-569a4) 
Дх620[2] 374 (569a4-25) 
Дх621 450 (407c18-408a9) 
Дх622 475 (546b5-21) 
Дх623 278 (528c27-529a22) 
Дх625 262 (4a16-b1) 
Дх626 262 (35c8-36a9) 
Дх627 665 (418a2-19) 
Дх628 2897 (1423a13-b13) 
Дх629 235 (749a19-b10) 
Дх630 典籍名未確定 
Дх631 665 (418a14-b7) 
Дх632 262 (37a7-9) 
Дх633 1511 (781b21-c4) 
Дх634 656 
Дх635 220 (vol. 5, 383a9-b6) 
Дх636 156 (125c19-126a5) 
Дх637 235 (750c1-11) 
Дх638 262 (57c3-58b7) 
Дх639 262 (37c14-38a19) 
Дх640 262 (5a24-b20) 
Дх642 744 (552a6-b2) 
Дх643 典籍名未確定 
Дх644 235 (749b20-750a22) 
Дх645 262 (46b21-c6) 
Дх646 262 (57b15-58a19) 
Дх647 220 (vol. 6, 183b26-c14) 





Дх651 220 (vol. 5, 1b1-27) 
Дх652 262 (57a1-b18) 
Дх654 375 (687a7-b11) 
Дх655 262 (30c18-31b17) 
Дх657 262 (46b29-c18) 
Дх658 235 (749a7-18) 
Дх659 220 





Дх666 2869 (1334c18-1335a6) 
Дх667 235 (751b21-28) 
Дх668 大正藏未収* 
Дх669 262 (17a25-b11) 
Дх670 220 (vol. 7, 774a1-b1) 
Дх671 262 (58a5-b7) 






Дх678 374 (464a14-27) 
Дх679 790 (734a5-12) 
Дх680 374 (545c19-546a2) 
Дх681 262 (56b6-29) 
Дх682 374 (450c25-451a4) 
Дх683 475 (539c4-19) 
Дх684 1758 (332a20-b11) 
Дх685 665 (409c23-29) 
Дх686 235 (749b1-18) 
Дх688 223 (362a9-13) 
Дх689 251 (848c10-20) 
Дх690 大正藏未収 




Дх693 374 (557c4-9) 





Дх701 251 (848c1-7) 
Дх702 2818 (1185a19-b18) 
Дх703 1451 (374b16-c12) 
Дх704 220 (vol. 7, 607a23-b18) 
Дх705 典籍名未確定 
Дх706 251 (848c9-19) 
Дх707 156 (136b11-c15) 
Дх708 大正藏未収 
Дх709 262 (56c8-10) 
Дх710 典籍名未確定 
Дх711 475 (540b29-c17) 
Дх712 典籍名未確定 
Дх713 665 (444b20-445b4) 
Дх714 665 (408b18-c2) 
Дх715 262 (46b17-c3) 
Дх716 936 (84b5-c29) 
Дх717 220 (vol. 5, 5c8-6a13) 
Дх718-1 665 (408b14-16) 
Дх718-2 220 (vol. 6, 945b2-7) 
Дх719 220 (vol. 5, 1033b11-c13) 
Дх720 310 (270c25-271a20) 
Дх722 235 (749a19-23) 
Дх723 典籍名未確定 
Дх724 475 (538a6-21) 
Дх725 262 (57a20-25) 
Дх726 665 (438a2-11) 
Дх727 220 (vol. 6, 552a24-b20) 
Дх729 262 (27b12-c17) 
Дх731 220 (vol. 7, 457a10-19) 
Дх732 220 (vol. 7, 12b14-c15) 
Дх733 945 (128c1-11) 
Дх734 262 (25a6-17) 
Дх735 1360 (878a1-25) 
Дх736 220 (vol. 7, 19a18-28) 
Дх737 251 (848c6-20) 
Дх738 665 (409b6-c3) 
Дх739 235 (749a2-26) 
Дх740 262 (50c19-51a21) 
Дх741 671 (522a15-b15) 
Дх743 262 (11c8-12a1) 
Дх744 397 (45b28-c14) 
Дх746 665 (408c4-17) 
Дх747 220 (vol. 7, 844a16-845a22) 
Дх748 665 (422c24-423a1) 
Дх749 262 (4b1-16) 
Дх750V 1600 (469c23-470a23) 
Дх751 475 (537b28-c14) 
Дх752 大正藏未収 
Дх753 262 (57b15-21) 
Дх754 374 (555a17-b7) 
Дх755 235 (750b3-22) 
Дх758 279 (372b12-21) 
Дх759 262 (55c27-56a16) 
Дх760 262 (58a16-b7) 
Дх762 262 (28a25-c9) 
Дх763 665 (433b6-c2) 
Дх764 220 (vol. 7, 796b5-23) 
Дх765 366 (346b22-c3) 
Дх766 374 (370a10-27) 
Дх767 262 (56c15-57a6) 
Дх768 典籍名未確定 
Дх769 1332 (536b23-c5) 
Дх770 220 (vol. 7, 477c15-478a9) 
Дх771 典籍名未確定 
Дх772 235 (752a23-c2) 
Дх773 235 (748c25-749a16) 
Дх774 220 (vol. 5, 620c1-622c25) 
Дх775 220 (vol. 7, 472a9-b11) 
Дх776 375 (803c18-814a7) 
Дх777 235 (750b24-c21) 
Дх778 262 (5a21-c4) 
Дх779 220 (vol. 7, 696b18-c1) 
Дх780 1429 
Дх781 262 (53b22-c9) 
Дх782 1484 
Дх783 220 (vol. 7, 272a27-b6) 
Дх784 450 (404c9-405a8) 
Дх785 2910 (1456b14-c10) 
Дх786 262 (17b22-c7) 
Дх787 665 (403c5-404c8) 
Дх789 235 (748c17-749b20) 
Дх790[1] 374 (449b7-c22) 
Дх790[2] 374 (447b2-c9) 
Дх791 1503 (1120b5-c1) 
Дх792 1339 (651a21-b28) 
Дх793 365 (341c28-342a28) 
Дх794 374 (531b4-c8) 
Дх795 220 (vol. 5, 651c12-652a12) 
Дх797 665 (434a7-21) 
Дх798 220 (vol. 7, 572a5-27) 
Дх799 475 (543b22-c7) 
Дх801 220 (vol. 7, 1014a10-b11) 
Дх802 475 (537b5-24) 
Дх803 大正藏未収* 
Дх804 大正藏未収 
Дх805 262 (20b17-27) 









Дх814[1] 1982 (463b3-17) 
Дх814[2] 1982 (464a15-25) 
Дх815 1484 (1005c14-1006a14) 
Дх816 475 (541b28-c25) 
Дх817 223 (342c1-21) 
Дх818 936 (82a1-b28) 
Дх821 典籍名未確定 
Дх823 1772 (287b14-22) 
Дх824 1844 (217c1-11) 
Дх825 大正藏未収* 
Дх826 936 
Дх827 936 (82a14-b27) 
Дх828 典籍名未確定 
Дх830 262 (21b13-22a10) 
Дх831 典籍名未確定 
Дх832 2777 (455b13-c4) 
Дх833[1] 26 (753c17-18) 
Дх833[2] 26 (754a3-4) 
Дх834 945 (145b15-c5) 
Дх835-1 典籍名未確定 
Дх835-2 典籍名未確定 
Дх836 2812 (1083b4-c13) 
Дх837 2890 (1405a20-b23) 
Дх839 235 (749a18-b19) 
Дх840 262 (27b20-25) 
Дх841[1] 658 (228c6-11) 
Дх841[2] 658 (228c16-21) 
Дх842 665 (453a18-b19) 
Дх843 665 (423c7-23) 
Дх844 220 (vol. 7, 695b2-24) 
Дх845 220 (vol. 7, 231c9-12) 
Дх846 262 (11c1-28) 
Дх847 945 (133a8-27) 
Дх849 672 (622b2-8) 
Дх850 235 (752b6-c1) 
Дх851[1] 475 (542a15-c1) 
Дх851[2] 475 (543a22-b22) 
Дх852[1] 262 (18b26-c17) 
Дх852[2] 262 (18c17-19a12) 
Дх853 665 (408c27-409a17) 
Дх854 235 (750c5-22) 





Дх858 235 (749a3-11) 
Дх859 475 (545a29-b21) 
Дх860 大正藏未収 
Дх861 262 (55b14-c15) 
Дх862 450 (405a12-b4) 
Дх863 262 (11c23-12b5) 
Дх864 220 (vol. 7, 1008b16-c1) 
Дх865 典籍名未確定 
Дх866 大正藏未収 
Дх867 220 (vol. 6, 738b13-28) 
Дх868 1958 (10b21-c19) 
Дх870 1646 (305c14-306a10) 
Дх871 967 (349b16-26) 
Дх872 262 (1c27-2a17) 
Дх873 262 (28c2-29b13) 
Дх875 262 (37a16-b3) 
Дх876 665 (422c13-423a2) 
Дх877 235 (752a14-21) 
Дх878 366 (346c16-347a11) 
Дх879 475 (554b8-22) 
Дх881 262 (57b16-58a23) 
Дх882 251 (848c1-20) 
Дх883(1) 典籍名未確定 
Дх883A1 2827 (1260b28-c3) 
Дх883A2 2889 (1405a8-9) 
Дх885 大正藏未収 
Дх886 220 (vol. 5, 484a7-20) 
Дх887 1666 (578a2-27) 
Дх888 235 (751c20-752a1) 
Дх892[1] 235 (749b5-c12) 
Дх892[2] 235 (749a21-29) 
Дх892[3] 235 (749a15-18) 
Дх894 大正藏未収 
Дх896 大正藏未収 
Дх897 2851 (1300b8-15) 
Дх898 262 (31a25-b20) 
Дх899 大正藏未収* 
Дх900 235 (749a24-b10) 
Дх902 310 (273a9-16) 
Дх903 450 (405b6-18) 
Дх904 1431 (1032c17-1033b8) 
Дх905 383 (1005a19-b4) 
Дх906 262 (4b23-c21) 
Дх907 262 (47a13-21) 
Дх908 262 (1c12-20) 
Дх910 278 (463c5-20) 
Дх911 251 (848c6-18) 
Дх912 475 (545a1-22) 
Дх913 1331 (534b29-c9) 
Дх914 383 (1013c7-21) 
Дх916 475 (551b2-13) 
Дх917 825 (867b3-15) 
Дх918 2871 (1344b19-c11) 
Дх919 大正藏未収 
Дх920 235 (749a9-12) 
Дх922 大正藏未収* 




Дх927-4 1256 (261b26-c17) 
Дх927-5 2887 (1403b18-23) 
Дх927-6 251 (848c1-7) 
Дх927-7 2889 (1405a1-6) 
Дх928-1 2875 (1360c27-1361a5) 
Дх928-2 80 (891a15-b2) 
Дх929 262 (57b15-58) 
Дх931 大正藏未収* 
Дх934 2851 (1300c10-15) 
Дх936 665 (420b1-2) 
Дх937 2854 (1303b16-23) 
Дх937V 99 (213a1-4) 
Дх938 947 
Дх939 235 (749c11-15) 
Дх940[1] 2854 (1304b12-16) 
Дх940[2] 2854 (1303c27-1304a2) 
Дх942 大正藏未収* 
Дх944 220 (vol. 6, 123c19-124a18) 
Дх945 375 (658b14-16) 
Дх948 310 (630a16-c5) 
Дх950 1429 
Дх952 936 
Дх955 1982 (457c2-24) 




Дх960 262 (56c16-57a1) 
Дх961 936 (84c1-29) 
Дх962 262 (57b14-18) 
Дх963 2124 (199a23-b27) 
Дх964 220 (vol. 5, 734b16-20) 
Дх965 大正藏未収* 
Дх966 2915 (1461c3-21) 
Дх967 664 (394a24-b2) 
Дх968 665 (417c18-418a7) 
Дх969 典籍名未確定 
Дх971 典籍名未確定 
Дх972 262 (10b25-c11) 
Дх973 262 (10b25-c11) 
Дх974 典籍名未確定 
Дх975 2887 (1404a7-21) 
Дх976 665 (451a10-18) 
Дх977 大正藏未収 
Дх978 235 (750b6-12) 
Дх979 262 (56c22-57a7) 
Дх980 1804 (66b12-c14) 
Дх981V1 大正藏未収 
Дх982 592 (124b13-125a6) 
Дх983 936 (82a2-18) 
Дх985 典籍名未確定 
Дх985V 典籍名未確定 
Дх986 2841 (1293c4-1294a15) 
Дх987 典籍名未確定 




Дх992[1] 262 (61a23-28) 
Дх992[2] 262 (60c23-61a8) 
Дх993 大正藏未収 
Дх994 2787 (607a21-b9) 
Дх995 典籍名未確定 
Дх996 1431 (1032a23-b5) 
Дх997 典籍名未確定 
Дх1000 220 (vol. 5, 499b15-c11) 
Дх1001 262 (51c8-15) 
Дх1002 374 (517a15-b6) 
Дх1003 235 (750b27-c21) 
Дх1004 220 (vol. 5, 338b2-c1) 
Дх1005 1302 (420a4-b2) 
Дх1007 235 (752b3-23) 
Дх1008-1 2851 (1300c3-21) 
Дх1008-4 2842 (1295a2-5) 
Дх1008-6 2851 (1300b18-21) 
Дх1008-11 2842 (1295a2) 
Дх1008-13 2851 (1300b24-c2) 
Дх1009-1 典籍名未確定 
Дх1009-3 2889 (1405a2-17) 
Дх1009-4 2897 (1422b12-c3) 
Дх1009-5 典籍名未確定 
Дх1009-6 大正藏未収* 
Дх1011 220 (vol. 7, 958b1) 
Дх1012 262 (27b10) 
Дх1013 220 (vol. 6, 32a4) 
Дх1014 374 (522b1) 
Дх1015 220 (vol. 7, 7a16) 
Дх1016 220 (vol. 7, 774a1) 
Дх1017 262 (1c11) 
Дх1018 220 (vol. 6, 535c19) 
Дх1019 220 (vol. 5, 1059a1) 





Дх1022 220 (vol. 5, 961c6) 
Дх1023 220 
Дх1024 251 (848c18-19) 
Дх1025 220 (vol. 5, 239b22) 
Дх1026 220 (vol. 5, 840c5) 
Дх1027 672 
Дх1028 大正藏未収 
Дх1031 220 (vol. 6, 820b5-15) 
Дх1032 235 (750b17-c1) 
Дх1034 262 (9b7-10a13) 
Дх1035 220 (vol. 7, 936c17-937a2) 
Дх1036 235 (750c10-15) 
Дх1037 235 (750c6-751a2) 
Дх1038 220 (vol. 5, 165a5-b5) 
Дх1039 262 (31b3-7) 





Дх1045 235 (748c16-22) 
Дх1046 974(B) 
Дх1047 2827 (1264c19-1265a5) 
Дх1048 2854 (1303c7-17) 
Дх1050 大正藏未収 
Дх1052 235 (749b26-c15) 
Дх1052V 2732 
Дх1053 251 (848c3-19) 
Дх1054 典籍名未確定 
Дх1056 262 (61b10-20) 
Дх1057 2897 (1422c7-20) 
Дх1058 典籍名未確定 
Дх1059 典籍名未確定 
Дх1060 1723 (651c4-27) 
Дх1061 典籍名未確定 
Дх1062 262 (48c11-49a16) 
Дх1063 397 (37b19-c4) 
Дх1066 典籍名未確定 
Дх1067 262 (42c11-16) 
Дх1070 2871 (1353c20-28) 
Дх1071 220 (vol. 5, 748b18-19) 
Дх1072 167 (409a6-12) 
Дх1073 大正藏未収 
Дх1074 262 (56c13-57a4) 
Дх1075 262 (46c21-47a3) 
Дх1076[1] 1521 (30a20-b6) 
Дх1076[2] 1521 (30b10-24) 
Дх1078 235 (750c4-23) 
Дх1079 1808 (492b6-9) 
Дх1080 665 (444b13-19) 
Дх1081 665 (451a5-11) 
Дх1082 1581 (955a24-b1) 
Дх1083 220 (vol. 5) 
Дх1084 235 (752a3-12) 
Дх1085 1509 (651c7-10) 
Дх1086 235 (750b18-751a4) 
Дх1087 262 (19b7-c4) 
Дх1088 220 (vol. 6, 86a24-b16) 
Дх1089 262 (37a18-b8) 
Дх1090 374 (581a20-b9) 
Дх1091 262 (46b25-c19) 
Дх1092 1509 (119b14-20) 
Дх1093 262 (37a15-23) 
Дх1094 475 (537a1-12) 
Дх1095 374 (584a28-b15) 
Дх1096 475 (545a8-b21) 
Дх1097 751 (573a8-22) 
Дх1098 1600 (467a18-468a18) 
Дх1099 1339 (651c13-24) 
Дх1100 235 (751c26-752a3) 
Дх1101 235 (751a4-17) 
Дх1102 262 (57c12-58b7) 
Дх1103 262 (54b1-23) 
Дх1105 262 (30b20-c7) 
Дх1107 374 (540a2-12) 
Дх1108 262 (4a19-b15) 
Дх1109 2883 (1386c29-1387a13) 
Дх1110 220 (vol. 6, 204c26-205a14) 
Дх1112 475 (552c6-24) 
Дх1114 220 (vol. 5, 148b1-29) 
Дх1115 223 (242a8-b15) 
Дх1116 262 (57b1-c7) 
Дх1118 220 (vol. 5, 165c7-166a7) 
Дх1119 374 (440a4-11) 
Дх1120 374 (404b5-16) 
Дх1121 大正藏未収* 
Дх1122 1509 (509b6-510a4) 
Дх1123 712 (825a8-b4) 
Дх1124 2912 (1458b3-13) 
Дх1125 220 (vol. 7, 283b7-24) 
Дх1126 235 (749a27-b11) 
Дх1127 262 (11c3-16) 
Дх1128 262 (57a21-58a9) 
Дх1129 262 (57a10-19) 
Дх1130 220 (vol. 6, 56a25-b1) 
Дх1131 1579 (573b18-574a26) 
Дх1131V1 2854 (1304a3-14) 
Дх1131V2 2854 (1304a4-16) 
Дх1132 典籍名未確定 
Дх1132V 典籍名未確定 
Дх1133 665 (449b14-17) 
Дх1136 251 (848c10-19) 
Дх1137[1] 475 (544c21-545a24) 
Дх1137[2] 475 (544b29-c4) 
Дх1138 665 (406a12-c11) 
Дх1139 475 (537a1-19) 
Дх1140 2887 (1403c8-19) 
Дх1141 251 (848c4-16) 
Дх1142 643 (668b17-c9) 
Дх1143 262 (38a27-b24) 
Дх1145 262 (3c28-4a12) 
Дх1146 262 (19b25-c17) 
Дх1147 典籍名未確定 
Дх1148 262 (3c13-23) 
Дх1150 251 (848c7-20) 
Дх1151 374 (552b12-25) 
Дх1152 1579 (510c14-511a8) 
Дх1153 235 (748c22-749a13) 
Дх1154 235 (751a27-b22) 
Дх1155 220 (vol. 6, 458b5-c6) 
Дх1157 235 (748c16-749a16) 
Дх1159 2871 (1338c26-1339a17) 
Дх1161 262 (1c22-2a10) 
Дх1162 典籍名未確定 
Дх1163 262 (46c6-16) 
Дх1164 220 (vol. 6, 573c1-27) 
Дх1166 2881 (1380c9-1381a10) 
Дх1167 475 (547a1-22) 
Дх1168 220 (vol. 5, 405b10-c11) 
Дх1169 262 (12c22-13a16) 
Дх1170 967 (351a20-b7) 
Дх1171 251 (848c5-19) 
Дх1172 251 (848c5-20) 
Дх1173 936 
Дх1174 974(B) 
Дх1175 374 (546a22-c6) 
Дх1176 262 (28b27-29a6) 
Дх1177 1803 
Дх1181 220 (vol. 6, 102b1-c4) 
Дх1182 262 (58a1-13) 
Дх1183 大正藏未収* 
Дх1184 典籍名未確定 
Дх1185 397 (188b21-c16) 
Дх1186 1485 (1016b13-c27) 
Дх1187 262 (50a29-b25) 
Дх1188 369 (352a25-27) 
Дх1189 220 (vol. 6, 725b3-5) 
Дх1190 665 (450a3-22) 
Дх1191 220 (vol. 5, 636a1-10) 
Дх1192 1484 (1008b11-c5) 
Дх1193 1484 (1008b27-c15) 
Дх1194 235 (752a7-b3) 




Дх1197 374 (538a29-b17) 
Дх1198 125 (724b15-7425a4) 
Дх1200 典籍名未確定 
Дх1201A 220 (vol. 5, 94c1-9) 
Дх1201B 220 (vol. 5, 251b15-21) 
Дх1202 664 (395c11-16) 
Дх1203 2897 (1424c11-1425a9) 
Дх1204[1] 262 (61c10-62a7) 
Дх1204[2] 262 (62a4-20) 
Дх1205 365 (341c6-20) 
Дх1206 262 (56c28-57a28) 
Дх1208 374 (474b9-23) 
Дх1211[1] 1484 (1003b7-14) 
Дх1211[2] 1484 (1003b9-c8) 
Дх1211[3] 1484 (1003c5-27) 
Дх1212 475 (537b4-11) 
Дх1213 278 (521b19-28) 
Дх1214 1331 (529a12-26) 
Дх1215 220 (vol. 5, 251b21-c14) 




Дх1226 440 (178c22-29) 
Дх1227 典籍名未確定 
Дх1229 2777 (440a13-28) 
Дх1230 大正藏未収 
Дх1230V 大正藏未収* 
Дх1232 665 (432a11-18) 
Дх1234 665 (408b20-27) 
Дх1237 450 (406c6-407a15) 
Дх1238 262 (11b25-c26) 
Дх1239 235 (751b22-752a18) 
Дх1241 475 (552a12-b4) 
Дх1243 277 (394b5-10) 
Дх1244 377 (910c21-26) 
Дх1245 665 (452b4-11) 
Дх1246 2916 (1462a2-16) 
Дх1247 262 (28a1-11) 
Дх1248 235 (749b1-22) 
Дх1250 典籍名未確定 
Дх1251 2915 (1461c5-20) 
Дх1255 典籍名未確定 
Дх1264 1864 (461b14-26) 
Дх1266V 典籍名未確定 
Дх1271-1 典籍名未確定 
Дх1271-2 374 (464b11-15) 
Дх1272 典籍名未確定 
Дх1273 1808 (498a1-5) 
Дх1276 典籍名未確定 
Дх1279 典籍名未確定 
Дх1281 223 (376c23-25) 
Дх1285 936 (82a2-83a3) 
Дх1290 262 (19a17-19) 
Дх1294 415 (870b5-21) 
Дх1296-1 452 (419c16-21) 
Дх1296-2 452 (420a3-7) 
Дх1300 235 (749b18-c3) 
Дх1308 220 (vol. 5, 133a23-b2) 
Дх1314 26 (655b20-27) 
Дх1315 1546 (86b15-c12) 
Дх1325 典籍名未確定 
Дх1330V 典籍名未確定 
Дх1332 2897 (1422c28-1423a21) 
Дх1334 典籍名未確定 
Дх1336(刻本) 310 (515c19-516a18) 
Дх1341 典籍名未確定 
Дх1342 262 (56c7-22) 
Дх1350 1808 (505b2-3) 




Дх1361-1 322 (16a12-28) 
Дх1361-2 653 (783b21-c6) 
Дх1361-3 310 (672b25-c2) 
Дх1375 典籍名未確定 
Дх1376 大正藏未収 
Дх1379 2813 (1114b19-c5) 
Дх1389 220 
Дх1390(Khara-hoto) 963 (337c26-338a4) 





Дх1420[1] 209 (546c20-27) 
Дх1420[2] 209 (547a23-b6) 
Дх1420V 209 (547b23-c9) 





Дх1446 2732 (5c18-6a26) 
Дх1447(Khara-hoto) 665 (444c1-11) 
Дх1450 典籍名未確定 
Дх1464 2917(A) (1462a20-b6) 
Дх1469A 665 (408b4-18) 
Дх1469B 1484 (1004c13-20) 
Дх1471 235 (752a27-c3) 
Дх1473 251 (848c4-13) 
Дх1474 235 (749b9-20) 
Дх1475 262 (19b2-16) 
Дх1477 220 (vol. 5, 245b7-17) 
Дх1478 945 (106b1-c8) 
Дх1481 262 (19b1-c19) 
Дх1482 665 (407b16-27) 
Дх1483 1808 (501c2) 




Дх1491 220 (vol. 7, 862b2-26) 
Дх1492 220 (vol. 5, 499a16-22) 
Дх1493 220 (vol. 7, 707b19-23) 
Дх1494 262 (27a5-b9) 
Дх1496 262 (55b11-c13) 
Дх1497 262 (7c15-8c23) 
Дх1498 262 (4a13-27) 
Дх1500 1331 (533b20-c4) 
Дх1501 235 (750c18-751a18) 
Дх1502V 大正藏未収 
Дх1503 220 (vol. 6) 
Дх1504 262 (50c3-10) 
Дх1505 365 (343c22-27) 
Дх1507 大正藏未収 
Дх1508 374 
Дх1510 220 (vol. 7) 
Дх1511 典籍名未確定 
Дх1512 374 (584c29-585a2) 
Дх1513 典籍名未確定 
Дх1513V 典籍名未確定 
Дх1515 374 (397b27-29) 
Дх1517 262 (57b10-19) 
Дх1518 典籍名未確定 
Дх1520 656 (39b18-19) 
Дх1521 223 (352b12-18) 
Дх1522 221 (89b3-6) 
Дх1524 374 (423c8-12) 
Дх1525 典籍名未確定 
Дх1527 374 (453c11-12) 




Дх1531 1509 (407a23-26) 
Дх1532 262 (18a21-25) 
Дх1533 278 (587b9-4) 
Дх1534A 262 (47a21-23) 
Дх1534B 279 (45b26-28) 





Дх1537A (新疆) 典籍名未確定 
Дх1537B (新疆) 1582 (967a8-14) 
Дх1539 典籍名未確定 
Дх1540 203 (472c3-10) 
Дх1541 663 (341b19-28) 
Дх1542 203 (472c11-17) 
Дх1543 220 (vol. 7, 1041b10-12) 
Дх1544 262 (42b17-20) 
Дх1546 475 (543b16-19) 
Дх1547 643 (657a4-16) 
Дх1549 374 (594b28-c1) 
Дх1550 374 (439b3-9) 
Дх1551V 典籍名未確定 
Дх1552 310 (275a25-28) 
Дх1553 1764 (687c28-688a5) 
Дх1554 典籍名未確定 
Дх1555 262 (38a10-18) 
Дх1556 典籍名未確定 
Дх1557 262 (48a23-b12) 
Дх1558 236 (754c26-755a1) 
Дх1560 278 (607c4-17) 
Дх1561 665 (418b1-20) 
Дх1562 262 (28a11-b1) 
Дх1563-1 大正藏未収 
Дх1563-2 大正藏未収 
Дх1564 220 (vol. 6, 381c1-2) 
Дх1565-1 665 (435b24-27) 
Дх1565-2 665 (436a13-21) 
Дх1566 262 (21a11-20) 
Дх1570 (Turfan) 665 (434b18-c6) 
Дх1571 典籍名未確定 
Дх1572 (新疆) 1600 (474c11-23) 
Дх1572V (新疆) 411 (749a21-b4) 
Дх1573 998 (578a3-7) 
Дх1574A 262 (37a3-16) 
Дх1574B 2915 (1461c5-11) 
Дх1575 237 (763b4-13) 
Дх1576 220 (vol. 7, 242c8-9) 
Дх1578 220 
Дх1580 262 (57c3-58b7) 
Дх1584 1509 
Дх1585 251 (848c2-21) 
Дх1586A 2897 (1424c14-1425b3) 
Дх1587 220 (vol. 6, 309b9) 
Дх1588 2903 (1445c27-1446a1) 
Дх1589 262 (50a18-b28) 
Дх1590[1] 156 (130b1-4) 
Дх1590[2] 156 (130a7-17) 
Дх1591-1 大正藏未収 
Дх1591-2 大正藏未収* 
Дх1591-3 2889 (1405a2-17) 
Дх1592 2898 (1425b5-24) 
Дх1593 251 (848c1-20) 
Дх1594 220 (vol. 6, 971c28-972a5) 
Дх1595 2887 (1403c24-1404a23) 
Дх1596 251 (848c4-20) 
Дх1597 大正藏未収 
Дх1598 大正藏未収 
Дх1600 665 (420b1-c1) 
Дх1601 235 (749a8-21) 
Дх1602 580 (962c16-24) 
Дх1603 665 
Дх1604 374 (385a29-b6) 
Дх1605 1484 (1004c19-1006a22) 
Дх1609-1 2915 (1461c5-21) 
Дх1609-2 2917(A) (1462a24-b7) 
Дх1610 1579 (478a6-27) 
Дх1611 220 (vol. 5, 860c17-861a1) 
Дх1612 235 (749c8-21) 
Дх1613 223 (403b20-27) 
Дх1614 936 (84b22-c2) 
Дх1616[1] 262 (56c24-57a27) 





Дх1623 1509 (58a7-29) 
Дх1624 235 (750c22-751a12) 
Дх1625 220 (vol. 7, 505b10-11) 
Дх1626 1775 (349c25-350a24) 
Дх1627 典籍名未確定 
Дх1628-1 450 (405a2-10) 
Дх1628-2 450 (405a6-15) 
Дх1629-1 大正藏未収* 
Дх1630A 1428 (589b6-10) 
Дх1630C 262 (57c15-58a4) 
Дх1630E 262 (1c24-2a18) 
Дх1630F 223 (362a17-b8) 
Дх1631 262 (35b21-c4) 
Дх1633A 80 (891a15-b11) 
Дх1633AV 典籍名未確定 
Дх1633B 374 (565a24-b6) 
Дх1634 2124 (203b16-204a3) 
Дх1635 220 (vol. 7, 595a3) 
Дх1636 475 (552a1-15) 
Дх1638[1] 235 (750b1-c12) 
Дх1638[2] 235 (750a14-21) 
Дх1639 227 (566a18-b3) 
Дх1641 475 (552c19-553a4) 
Дх1643 262 (2c27-3a11) 
Дх1644 475 (544b7-c1) 
Дх1646 665 (428a4-16) 
Дх1647 典籍名未確定 
Дх1648 936 (82a15-b28) 
Дх1650 374 (379a8-15) 
Дх1651 1484 (1004b29-c20) 
Дх1652 262 (57b28-58b7) 





Дх1659 2871 (1350b18-c3) 
Дх1661 大正藏未収* 
Дх1662 450 (405a29-b16) 
Дх1664 262 (51c29-52a28) 
Дх1665 262 (19a13-b17) 
Дх1666 262 (58a24-b7) 
Дх1667 475 (538c10-539a23) 
Дх1668 262 (58a2-b5) 
Дх1669 262 (20b23-c7) 
Дх1670 262 (1c25-2a16) 
Дх1671 大正藏未収 
Дх1673 262 (3b16-c14) 
Дх1674 220 (vol. 6, 448b28-c15) 
Дх1675 1331 (533a6-20) 
Дх1676 220 (vol. 5, 39c14-21) 
Дх1677 220 (vol. 5, 600c16-601a6) 
Дх1678 262 (7b23-c12) 
Дх1679 220 (vol. 6, 821a20-b13) 
Дх1681 220 (vol. 6, 86c5-13) 
Дх1682 235 (750b28-c21) 
Дх1683 220 (vol. 6, 329c10-330a11) 
Дх1684 220 (vol. 6, 261b24-c10) 
Дх1685 220 (vol. 5, 228a8-23) 
Дх1686 262 (57b18-c6) 
Дх1687 223 (251b3-23) 
Дх1688 945 (127a27-b9) 
Дх1689 2887 (1403c20-1404a2) 
Дх1690 220 (vol. 7, 144b8-c9) 
Дх1691 220 (vol. 7, 554b3-555a2) 
Дх1694 665 (403a1-b5) 
Дх1695 2897 (1425a2-17) 
Дх1696 典籍名未確定 
Дх1705 665 (450c16-26) 
Дх1706 936 (83a26-c14) 
Дх1707 475 (538a27-b21) 
Дх1708-1 2915 (1461c4-20) 
Дх1708-2 2917(A) (1462a21-b7) 
Дх1709 475 (539a28-b10) 
Дх1710 262 (49c4-50a17) 
Дх1711 262 (49c29-50a17) 
敦煌出土仏典・大正蔵典籍番号対照表 
449 
Дх1713 682 (756b25-c27) 
Дх1714 262 (2a1-18) 
Дх1715 231 (711c4-29) 
Дх1717 262 (1c22-2a8) 
Дх1718 235 (750b1-c5) 
Дх1721 189 (631c19-632a28) 
Дх1722 2813 (1092a9-1093a20) 
Дх1723 典籍名未確定 
Дх1724 佛名經 
Дх1725 262 (19c8-21) 
Дх1726 278 (705a4-19) 
Дх1727 262 (48c13-49a25) 
Дх1728 2837 (1283a3-6) 
Дх1729 223 (367a8-17) 
Дх1730 典籍名未確定 
Дх1731 典籍名未確定 
Дх1736 262 (6a17-b8) 
Дх1738[1] 2871 (1349b22-c10) 
Дх1738[2] 278 (551c19-25) 
Дх1740 475 (552a11-21) 
Дх1742 262 
Дх1743 220 (vol. 5, 310c26-311a10) 
Дх1744 936 (82a2-84a27) 
Дх1745A 665 (429c23-430a4) 
Дх1745B 2888 
Дх1746 典籍名未確定 
Дх1747 2897 (1425a29-b3) 
Дх1748 251 (848c4-10) 
Дх1749 665 (444b12-20) 
Дх1750 681 
Дх1751 262 (38c4-39a2) 
Дх1752 936 (82b19-28) 
Дх1753 220 (vol. 6) 
Дх1754 2879 (1363a1-8) 
Дх1755 235 (750c13-751a6) 
Дх1756 220 (vol. 5, 148b1-7) 
Дх1757 220 (vol. 5, 876b12-c5) 
Дх1758 237 
Дх1759 374 (428b17-22) 
Дх1760 220 (vol. 5) 
Дх1761 1339 (650b8-23) 
Дх1763 377 (903b4-20) 
Дх1764 220 (vol. 7) 
Дх1765 251 (848c1-20) 
Дх1766 220 (vol. 7, 466b8-20) 
Дх1767 220 (vol. 7, 689c10-18) 
Дх1769 235 (748c16-23) 
Дх1770 665 
Дх1771 220 (vol. 7, 382b14) 
Дх1774 220 (vol. 5, 86a9-b6) 
Дх1775 大正藏未収 
Дх1776 220 (vol. 6, 677b5-6) 
Дх1777 2744 (165a28-c4) 
Дх1778 278 (660a23-b8) 
Дх1779 262 (55c6-15) 
Дх1780 262 (55a27-b6) 
Дх1781 264 (157c19-158a6) 
Дх1782 665 
Дх1783 374 (448c13-26) 
Дх1785 251 (848c1-9) 
Дх1786 2916 (1462a2-7) 
Дх1787 374 
Дх1788 262 (56c21-29) 
Дх1789 1484 (1005a18-b6) 
Дх1790 262 (16c25-17a6) 
Дх1791 262 
Дх1792 262 (11c11-29) 
Дх1794 235 (749b23-c15) 
Дх1795 262 (2a1-14) 
Дх1797 大正藏未収 
Дх1798 262 (28a29-b8) 
Дх1803 1509 (100b14-c8) 
Дх1806 220 (vol. 6, 27a5-24) 
Дх1807 1509 (114c9-23) 
Дх1808 945 
Дх1809 2897 (1422b17-c8) 
Дх1810 262 (56c2-57a3) 
Дх1811 2767 (311c15-312a1) 
Дх1812 475 (547a28-b14) 
Дх1813 典籍名未確定 
Дх1814 665 (430a14-29) 
Дх1815 大正藏未収 
Дх1816 典籍名未確定 
Дх1818 1464 (856b15-857a21) 
Дх1821 262 
Дх1822 2777 (441c20-442a3) 
Дх1823 262 (46c6-23) 
Дх1826 220 (vol. 5, 651b13-25) 
Дх1828 2777 (449b27-c4) 
Дх1829 262 (1c25-2a16) 
Дх1832 2870 (1338c11-18) 
Дх1833 235 (752b11-16) 
Дх1834 262 (1c21-2a4) 
Дх1835 220 (vol. 6) 
Дх1836 235 (750a1-b6) 
Дх1837 大正藏未収 
Дх1842 235 (748c15-22) 
Дх1843 665 (413c26-414a3) 
Дх1844 1562 (630b8-13) 
Дх1847 典籍名未確定 
Дх1848 大正藏未収 
Дх1849 220 (vol. 5) 
Дх1850 374 
Дх1851 262 (37b8-13) 
Дх1852V 典籍名未確定 
Дх1853 2870 (1336a4-b10) 
Дх1856 典籍名未確定 
Дх1856V 典籍名未確定 
Дх1857 665 (414b9-16) 
Дх1864 235 (749b19-c3) 
Дх1865 235 (748c21-479a17) 
Дх1866 220 (vol. 6, 799c2-9) 
Дх1867 440 (140a8-10) 
Дх1868 262 (57c27-58a4) 
Дх1869 2897 (1424b22-c10) 
Дх1871 374 (557b22-c8) 
Дх1872 1775 (327a8-b11) 
Дх1873 450 (406a29-b16) 
Дх1874 262 (53b7-11) 
Дх1875 936 (82a4-24) 
Дх1877 1428 (815c22-29) 
Дх1879 1429 (1019b16-24) 
Дх1880 1429 
Дх1881 220 (vol. 5, 891c6-14) 
Дх1882 典籍名未確定 
Дх1883 典籍名未確定 
Дх1884 220 (vol. 7, 449a9-13) 




Дх1892 2897 (1423a29-b22) 




Дх1901 220 (vol. 6, 424b14-17) 
Дх1902 665 (455a9-28) 
Дх1904 220 (vol. 7, 912b23-c1) 
Дх1909 220 (vol. 7, 1040a27-b1) 
Дх1910 665 (437c18-438a1) 
Дх1912 251 (848c1-20) 
Дх1913 220 (vol. 5, 359b7-14) 
Дх1914 2829 (1268b7-14) 
Дх1918 220 (vol. 7, 1102c14-26) 
Дх1919 220 
Дх1920 大正藏未収* 
Дх1922 475 (538c23-539a13) 
Дх1924 318 (891a24-b11) 
Дх1926 475 (553b26-c5) 
Дх1928A 262 (27c2-14) 
Дх1929 665 (427b15-23) 
Дх1931 936 (82a4-15) 
Дх1931V 1484 (1004b12-19) 





Дх1935 374 (437a22-b3) 
Дх1936 220 (vol. 5, 1064b15-19) 
Дх1937 典籍名未確定 
Дх1938 374 (380c20-381a2) 
Дх1939 典籍名未確定 
Дх1940 262 (15c17-16a16) 
Дх1941 220 (vol. 7, 221a1-10) 
Дх1942 839 (907b21-29) 
Дх1943 大正藏未収 
Дх1945 262 (46c6-21) 
Дх1947 475 (545b10-27) 
Дх1948 262 (54c10-23) 
Дх1949 262 (46c17-22) 
Дх1950 235 (752b1-6) 
Дх1951 251 (848c10-20) 
Дх1952 235 (749b28-c8) 
Дх1953 945 (114c14-22) 
Дх1954 231 (716c1-7) 
Дх1957A 220 (vol. 7, 489a21-22) 
Дх1958 2897 (1424b21-1425a7) 
Дх1959 235 (750a12-24) 
Дх1961 220 (vol. 6, 21a23) 
Дх1963 278 (731b18-c22) 
Дх1964 310 (223c22) 
Дх1965 220 
Дх1966 235 (749b18-c25) 
Дх1967 220 (vol. 6) 
Дх1969 220 (vol. 5) 
Дх1970 2854 (1304a5-14) 
Дх1971 262 (10c11-16) 
Дх1972 665 (427b14-c16) 
Дх1973 235 (749a18-b13) 
Дх1975 190 
Дх1976[1] 235 (748c15-749a16) 
Дх1976[2] 235 (749c13-750a10) 
Дх1980 2910 (1456c1-10) 
Дх1981 450 
Дх1982 2887 (1404a11-23) 
Дх1983 大正藏未収 
Дх1984 1360 (878a14-25) 
Дх1985 220 (vol. 6, 468b10-11) 
Дх1987 262 (38c7-39a15) 
Дх1990 374 (498b1) 
Дх1991 典籍名未確定 
Дх1992 220 (vol. 7, 346c8-17) 
Дх1993 262 (37a3) 
Дх1994 262 (37a6-14) 
Дх1995 2817 (1183a7-14) 




Дх1999 665 (403b21-25) 
Дх2000 936 (82c12-83b8) 
Дх2002 262 (32b17-25) 
Дх2004 220 (vol. 7) 
Дх2005 220 (vol. 7, 306a3-6) 
Дх2007 220 (vol. 7, 466b9-16) 
Дх2009 665 (407b24-c2) 
Дх2010 262 
Дх2011 大正藏未収 
Дх2012 220 (vol. 5, 988a4-8) 
Дх2013 374 (530c17-531a7) 
Дх2016-1 1331 (534b14-c5) 
Дх2016-2 1331 (535a22-b16) 
Дх2017 典籍名未確定 
Дх2019 223 (242a3-20) 
Дх2022 典籍名未確定 
Дх2023 220 (vol. 5, 678b13-19) 
Дх2024 262 (50b25-c14) 
Дх2026 262 (19a26-b7) 
Дх2027 220 (vol. 7, 388a4-5) 
Дх2028 235 (749a5-18) 
Дх2029 475 (537a5-b3) 
Дх2030-1 665 (432b17-19) 
Дх2030-2[1] 665 (432c2-10) 
Дх2030-2[2] 665 (432b17-19) 
Дх2031-1 643 (663b3-27) 
Дх2031-2 643 (663b29-c5) 
Дх2033 790 (735b11-736b1) 
Дх2040 220 (vol. 5, 907a) 
Дх2042[1] 大正藏未収 
Дх2042[2] 大正藏未収 
Дх2043 220 (vol. 5, 494c9-13) 
Дх2045 374 (419a24-b10) 
Дх2047[1] 大正藏未収* 
Дх2047[2] 2919 (1463b15-b21) 
Дх2049 665 (408b1-4) 
Дх2050 475 (542a29-b12) 
Дх2053 475 (552a4-6) 
Дх2056 2053 (256c15-23) 
Дх2057-1 2915 (1461c9-20) 
Дх2057-2 2917(A) (1462a18-b8) 
Дх2058 262 (42a29-b5) 
Дх2059 1428 (924b12-23) 
Дх2060 2732 (1a27-b19) 
Дх2061 377 (908a12-19) 
Дх2062 222 (203a16-21) 
Дх2065-1 665 (427b17-22) 
Дх2065-2 665 (427b24-c3) 
Дх2065V 典籍名未確定 
Дх2066 475 (552a7-13) 
Дх2071 262 (31a5-7) 
Дх2072 374 (474c4-475a4) 
Дх2073 262 (50c29-51a6) 
Дх2074 663 (340c14-341a1) 
Дх2074V 663 
Дх2076 220 (vol. 7) 
Дх2077 1428 (837c13) 
Дх2078 典籍名未確定 
Дх2079 251 (848c1-8) 
Дх2084 374 (514c15-20) 
Дх2085 2854 (1303b14-c9) 
Дх2085V 2053 (256b4-6) 
Дх2088 220 (vol. 5, 1028c14-1029a1) 
Дх2090 262 (46a25-b14) 
Дх2091 1028(A) (742a28-c6) 
Дх2092 220 (vol. 7, 1034a19-20) 
Дх2094 220 (vol. 7, 630b9-10) 
Дх2096 220 (vol. 5, 382b6) 
Дх2098 220 (vol. 5, 73b20) 
Дх2099 665 (413c7) 
Дх2100 665 (428b9-17) 
Дх2103 665 (427b14-16) 
Дх2104[1] 936 (83c25-84a17) 
Дх2104[2] 936 (84c15-29) 
Дх2105 典籍名未確定 
Дх2108 262 (2b19-26) 
Дх2109 235 (752b11-c3) 
Дх2111 474 (526c9-25) 




Дх2122 220 (vol. 6) 
Дх2124 262 (46c20-47a21) 
Дх2125 220 (vol. 5) 
Дх2130 592 (125a5-7) 
Дх2135 典籍名未確定 




Дх2145 2854 (1303b29-c13) 
Дх2157 典籍名未確定 










Дх2176 235 (748c19-749a27) 
Дх2177 大正藏未収 
Дх2177V 大正藏未収 
Дх2178 231 (710b23-c23) 
Дх2179 374 (452b17-c18) 
Дх2180 475 (540c29-541b25) 
Дх2181 262 (57b18-58a13) 
Дх2182 1431 (1039c21-1040c20) 
Дх2183 80 (895a12-895b18) 
Дх2184 262 (3c2-4b13) 
Дх2185 485 (688c2-29) 
Дх2186 374 (552c27-553b7) 
Дх2187 475 (546a28-c23) 
Дх2189 220 (vol. 7, 659b4-c18) 
Дх2190 262 (47a9-b16) 
Дх2191 1302 (420a1-b12) 
Дх2192 262 (19c19-20a27) 
Дх2193 2851 (1300b23-c15) 
Дх2194 大正藏未収* 
Дх2195 279 (49b19-c15) 
Дх2196 366 (346c1-347a10) 
Дх2198 475 (537c7-538a1) 
Дх2199 262 (2b2-18) 
Дх2200 665 (428a21-b10) 
Дх2202 262 (27c14-28a3) 
Дх2205 967 
Дх2207 310 (181b1-25) 
Дх2208 665 (418a11-b21) 
Дх2209[1] 2854 (1303b14-19) 
Дх2209[2] 2854 (1304a4-22) 
Дх2210 279 (268b6-7) 
Дх2211 936 (82c16-83a26) 
Дх2212 262 (57c10-58a15) 
Дх2214 1646 (305b27-c13) 
Дх2215 665 (415a3-24) 
Дх2216 235 (750a3-27) 
Дх2218 262 (11a21-b21) 
Дх2219 220 (vol. 6, 891c1-24) 
Дх2220 262 (58a10-b7) 
Дх2221 374 (570a9-20) 
Дх2222 310 (261a26-b15) 
Дх2223 典籍名未確定 
Дх2224 2777 (495a12-b24) 
Дх2225 典籍名未確定 
Дх2227 220 (vol. 7, 374b29-c13) 
Дх2228 475 (544b29-c15) 
Дх2229 415 (833b9-c4) 
Дх2230 262 (57b17-c6) 
Дх2231 262 (56c3-21) 
Дх2232-1 1429 (1015a12-c15) 
Дх2232-2 1810 (541c22-542a16) 
Дх2233 1788 
Дх2234 262 (57a24-b19) 
Дх2235 1431 (1032a17-b18) 
Дх2236 262 (59a20-b8) 
Дх2237 220 (vol. 7, 101c24-102a18) 
Дх2238 262 (1c17-2a22) 
Дх2239 262 (57c4-58a27) 
Дх2240 1808 (500b17-c1) 
Дх2241 1431 
Дх2242 典籍名未確定 
Дх2243 2895 (1414c27-1415a20) 
Дх2244 1331 (526c16-527a9) 
Дх2245 (高昌) 202 (410b18-c6) 
Дх2246 374 (506a4-b4) 
Дх2247 235 (750a17-b20) 
Дх2248 大正藏未収* 
Дх2249 967 (349b12-29) 
Дх2250 262 (10c26-11b8) 
Дх2251 235 (748c23-749a16) 
Дх2252 典籍名未確定 
Дх2253 大正藏未収* 
Дх2254 665 (417b10-c2) 
Дх2255 235 (749c24-750a17) 
Дх2257 251 (848c1-20) 
Дх2258 220 (vol. 6, 886a7-19) 
Дх2259 262 (55a11-b1) 
Дх2260 235 (749c29-750a18) 
Дх2261 366 (346b25-347a16) 
Дх2262 235 (749c13-750a1) 
Дх2263 262 (57a27-b12) 
Дх2265 235 (749b24-c18) 
Дх2266 2897 (1423b28-c26) 
Дх2267 大正藏未収* 
Дх2268 374 (388b5-14) 
Дх2269 典籍名未確定 
Дх2270 1809 (514b14-c12) 
Дх2271 262 (34c1-16) 
Дх2272 663 (355c12-29) 
Дх2273 220 (vol. 6, 969c3-10) 
Дх2274 936 (83b3-28) 
Дх2276 839 (907b28-c10) 
Дх2277 大正藏未収 
Дх2278 665 (438b12-c13) 
Дх2279 220 
Дх2281 235 (748c23-749a7) 
Дх2282 665 (408c17-409a3) 
Дх2285 665 (431b24-c1) 
Дх2286 262 (57b15-23) 
Дх2288 251 (848c1-12) 
Дх2289 475 (554c28-555a9) 
Дх2290 450 (405c17-406a2) 
Дх2291 475 (544c6-16) 
Дх2293 374 (440c3-12) 
Дх2295 251 (848c8-20) 
Дх2296 235 (749b7-22) 
Дх2297 235 (751c29-752a13) 
Дх2298 典籍名未確定 
Дх2299 2895 (1415c10-16) 
Дх2300 262 (48a10-24) 
Дх2302 262 (27b10-17) 
Дх2303 262 (57a26-b3) 
Дх2306 278 (510c17-23) 
Дх2308 典籍名未確定 
Дх2309 1808 
Дх2310 278 (725a11-18) 
Дх2311 475 (541b27-c2) 
Дх2312 665 (423b16-27) 
Дх2313 220 
Дх2314 典籍名未確定 
Дх2315 262 (60c23-61a8) 
Дх2317 262 (56c25-57a5) 
Дх2318 945 
Дх2323[1] 1432 (1045c13-16) 
Дх2323[2] 1432 (1051a17-29) 
Дх2324 大正藏未収* 
Дх2325 663 (359a4-18) 
Дх2326 262 (2b15-c1) 
Дх2327 262 (2b28-c11) 
Дх2328 1436 (475b24-c20) 
Дх2329 262 (56c3-18) 
Дх2330 2897 (1424c9-1425a12) 
Дх2331 1806 (429a6-429a21) 
Дх2332 374 (471b25-c8) 
Дх2333A 大正藏未収* 
Дх2334-1 235 (749c10-19) 
Дх2334-2 235 (752b13-c3) 
Дх2335 220 (vol. 7, 473b12-c1) 
Дх2336 676 (707b18-26) 
Дх2337 222 (155b18-c6) 
Дх2338 大正藏未収 
Дх2339A 825 (867a19-23) 
Дх2339B1 262 (33c19-22) 
Дх2339B2 262 (33c26-29) 
Дх2339B3 262 (34a4-5) 
Дх2339B4 262 (34a10-12) 
Дх2339B5 262 (34a16-18) 
Дх2339B6 262 (34a22-24) 
Дх2339B7 262 (34a28-b1) 
Дх2340 232 (726b15-25) 
Дх2342 450 (405c29-406a5) 
Дх2343 262 (58b20-c2) 





Дх2346 220 (vol. 5, 759c3-9) 
Дх2348 2897 (1425a1-10) 
Дх2349 2912 (1458b11-19) 
Дх2350A 1428 (1013c6-9) 
Дх2350B1 475 (539b3-9) 
Дх2350B2 475 (540b4-20) 
Дх2351A 220 (vol. 5, 636c28-637a5) 
Дх2351B 典籍名未確定 
Дх2351C 235 (749a16-20) 
Дх2353 典籍名未確定 
Дх2356 1484 (1004b18-27) 
Дх2357 665 (409c9-18) 
Дх2358 典籍名未確定 
Дх2359 366 (347c7-15) 
Дх2360 374 
Дх2361 2897 (1423b29-c4) 
Дх2362 220 (vol. 6, 436b6-15) 
Дх2364 235 (749a24-b10) 
Дх2365 262 (55a21-b2) 
Дх2366A 262 (57a28-b7) 
Дх2367 典籍名未確定 
Дх2368 220 (vol. 5, 148b4-11) 
Дх2369 235 (750a18-28) 
Дх2372 475 (537a6-15) 
Дх2373 262 (57a18-b26) 
Дх2374 202 (362a17-27) 
Дх2376 262 (57b12-18) 
Дх2378 262 (1c17-23) 
Дх2379 235 (749b3-6) 
Дх2380 475 (537a18-b4) 
Дх2381 663 (341a16-b10) 
Дх2382 936 (84b18-22) 
Дх2385 典籍名未確定 
Дх2386 262 (9c28-10a17) 
Дх2387 262 (53b8-11) 
Дх2389 1429 (1016a26-b5) 
Дх2390 262 (48b28-c5) 
Дх2392 1764 (639a17-20) 
Дх2396 665 (432c11-433a5) 
Дх2398 2810 (1048b18-1048c12) 
Дх2400 262 (57a1-2) 
Дх2401 典籍名未確定 
Дх2402 220 (vol. 6) 
Дх2403-1 374 (418b10-20) 
Дх2403-2 374 (418b26-c8) 
Дх2403-3 374 (418c16-28) 
Дх2405 1982 
Дх2406 387 (1105c10-16) 
Дх2407 410 (691c23-692a2) 
Дх2408A 262 (50c15-20) 
Дх2408B 377 (902c4-9) 
Дх2408C 262 (57b13-19) 
Дх2409A 268 (266c29-267a4) 
Дх2409B 664 (395a13-20) 
Дх2409C 典籍名未確定 
Дх2410A 423 (972b17-c4) 
Дх2410B 262 (24a10-17) 
Дх2411 374 (451c7-16) 
Дх2412A 1509 (271c1-7) 
Дх2412B 1509 (271c1-7) 
Дх2413 262 (26b29-c17) 
Дх2414 2851 (1300c15-23) 
Дх2415 220 (vol. 5, 263a23-b10) 
Дх2416 235 (749a23-b11) 
Дх2417 262 (2b7-19) 
Дх2419 1429 (1015b26-c14) 
Дх2421 262 (57a21-b17) 
Дх2422 374 (420b5-17) 
Дх2423 936 
Дх2424 220 (vol. 7, 554b16-24) 
Дх2425 1484 (1004c5-22) 
Дх2426 475 (537b12-c1) 
Дх2427 典籍名未確定 
Дх2428 235 (751b20-c9) 
Дх2429 936 (82c9-83a8) 
Дх2430 大正藏未収* 
Дх2433 475 (544c26-545a13) 
Дх2434A 235 (749a18-b10) 
Дх2434B 235 (749a8-b7) 
Дх2436 220 (vol. 5, 176a11-25) 
Дх2437 235 (751c12-752b3) 
Дх2438 1024 (718b5-719b11) 
Дх2440 大正藏未収 
Дх2441 2881 (1381b15-24) 
Дх2442 1431 (1040c24-1041a17) 
Дх2447 665 (417a23-b9) 
Дх2448 220 (vol. 7, 600a19-25) 
Дх2450 262 (61a24-b7) 
Дх2452 2851 (1300b15-17) 
Дх2453 235 (749a16-22) 
Дх2454 374 (419c9-15) 
Дх2455 262 (48a28-b11) 
Дх2457 大正藏未収 
Дх2458 220 (vol. 7, 57b18-c3) 
Дх2459 235 (750c16-751a7) 
Дх2460 235 (749b1-20) 
Дх2461 大正藏未収 
Дх2462 大正藏未収* 




Дх2466 262 (55a25-c2) 
Дх2467 665 (432c17-433a3) 
Дх2471 大正藏未収 
Дх2473 2812 (1068b18-c13) 
Дх2475 典籍名未確定 
Дх2476 262 (51c15-26) 
Дх2477 典籍名未確定 
Дх2478 1431 (1031b16-23) 
Дх2479 典籍名未確定 
Дх2480 665 (403a1-6) 
Дх2481 220 
Дх2483 1484 (1008b24-1009b7) 
Дх2486 典籍名未確定 
Дх2487 典籍名未確定 
Дх2488-1 2732 (3a12-15) 
Дх2488-2 2732 (3a15-b3) 
Дх2488-3 2732 (3b3-15) 
Дх2488-4 2732 (3b15-20) 
Дх2488-5 2732 (3b21-c3) 
Дх2488-6 2732 (3c3-7) 
Дх2488-7 2732 (3c7-24) 
Дх2488-8 2732 (5b8-19) 
Дх2488-9 2732 (5b25-c1) 
Дх2489 251 (848c10-19) 
Дх2490 典籍名未確定 
Дх2492 235 (750b22-c7) 
Дх2493 典籍名未確定 
Дх2494 245 (833a13-22) 
Дх2495 1429 (1019c10-1020a5) 
Дх2496 大正藏未収 
Дх2497 592 (124c14-125a1) 
Дх2499 2895 (1415a9-20) 
Дх2500 475 (555b21-24) 
Дх2503 典籍名未確定 
Дх2509A 262 (61a23-b7) 
Дх2509B 665 (417c26-418a8) 
Дх2510A1 262 (58b6-7) 
Дх2510A2 2890 
Дх2511 235 (748c26-749a7) 
Дх2512 典籍名未確定 
Дх2513 374 
Дх2517 665 (427b17-c24) 
Дх2520 2732 (1b16-c13) 
Дх2521 262 (19c4-20a20) 
Дх2522 262 (1c23-2a15) 
Дх2523 262 (8c2-9a6) 
Дх2524 1331 (534b22-c15) 
Дх2525 262 (12b10-22) 
Дх2526 大正藏未収 
Дх2527 262 (8a14-b8) 
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Дх2528 374 (394c28-395a7) 
Дх2529A 1582 (986c17-23) 
Дх2529B 262 (16b11-13) 
Дх2530 典籍名未確定 
Дх2531 220 (vol. 6, 134c23-135a11) 
Дх2532 典籍名未確定 
Дх2533 典籍名未確定 
Дх2534 374 (534a13-19) 
Дх2535 475 (544a29-b4) 
Дх2536 262 (24b9-29) 
Дх2537 377 (900b11-15) 
Дх2538 1161 (662c17-663a7) 
Дх2539 310 (547b10-c12) 
Дх2539V 310 (181b4-11) 
Дх2541 262 (16a5-22) 
Дх2542 262 (57a12-27) 
Дх2543 220 (vol. 6, 37c20-38c12) 
Дх2544 235 (751a22-b24) 
Дх2546 220 (vol. 7, 633b29-c14) 
Дх2547 262 (19b16-c10) 
Дх2548 典籍名未確定 
Дх2549 223 (413a24-b23) 
Дх2550 262 (23a28-b28) 
Дх2551 365 (342c7-29) 
Дх2552 1484 (1003a18-b2) 
Дх2553 220 (vol. 7, 613a4-b2) 
Дх2554-1 366 (348a17-28) 
Дх2554-2 369 (352a21-23) 
Дх2556 2910 (1456a11-b13) 
Дх2559 220 (vol. 7, 52c15-53a13) 
Дх2560 235 (751c2-752a6) 
Дх2561 374 (452b17-c19) 
Дх2562 262 (1c16-2a17) 
Дх2563 262 (12c20-13a9) 
Дх2565 586 (42b26-43a7) 
Дх2566 典籍名未確定 
Дх2567 220 (vol. 5, 981a9-b6) 
Дх2569 664 (366a12-b5) 
Дх2570 262 (57a26-b16) 
Дх2572 2814 (1157a3-1158a12) 
Дх2575 262 (27b15-c5) 
Дх2576 365 (342b6-16) 
Дх2577 665 (444b9-c4) 
Дх2578 235 (749a3-b5) 
Дх2579 典籍名未確定 
Дх2579V 典籍名未確定 
Дх2580 220 (vol. 6, 65c19-66a16) 
Дх2581 262 (21a16-29) 
Дх2583 450 (407a6-19) 
Дх2584 2042 (128c22-129a14) 
Дх2586A1 2915 (1461c17-20) 
Дх2586A2 2917(A) (1462a21-b7) 
Дх2587 220 (vol. 5, 1029a14-26) 
Дх2588 2897 (1422b11-21) 
Дх2589 665 (403a13-b5) 
Дх2590 典籍名未確定 
Дх2591 374 (515a25-b1) 
Дх2592 220 (vol. 7, 900a1-6) 
Дх2593 665 
Дх2594 665 (437c22-438a6) 
Дх2595 220 (vol. 6, 386c22-387a10) 
Дх2596 235 (748c16-749a8) 
Дх2598 235 (751c14-752a18) 
Дх2599 936 (83a12-84c24) 
Дх2600 220 (vol. 6, 945b9-23) 
Дх2601 1484 (1006b22-c11) 
Дх2602A1 1425 (269a8-29) 
Дх2602A2 1425 (268c25-269a7) 
Дх2602B1 2854 (1303b25-c9) 
Дх2602B2 2854 (1303b18-23) 
Дх2603 450 (404c20-405a11) 
Дх2605 235 (749c20-750a2) 
Дх2607 235 (752b7-25) 
Дх2608-1 220 (vol. 6, 968a26-b1) 
Дх2608-2 220 (vol. 6, 968c15-969a9) 
Дх2609 262 (10c12-11a6) 
Дх2610 665 (455c20-26) 
Дх2611 1484 (1007b6-21) 
Дх2612 220 (vol. 5, 738c12-20) 
Дх2613 大正藏未収 
Дх2614 262 (56c2-15) 
Дх2615 235 (750c6-751a2) 
Дх2616 475 (537c2-7) 
Дх2617 235 (748c16-22) 
Дх2618 1484 (1008c21-26) 
Дх2619 262 (38a1-10) 
Дх2620 220 (vol. 5, 62b8-15) 
Дх2621 262 (37a16-22) 
Дх2622 374 (373a22-b5) 
Дх2623 235 (750c8-15) 
Дх2624 2910 (1455c24-1456a22) 
Дх2625 1060 (107c18-108a6) 
Дх2626 2897 (1423a5-21) 
Дх2627 262 (51a13-b2) 
Дх2628 26 (471a20-b8) 
Дх2629 262 (39a24-b13) 
Дх2630 262 (58a26-b8) 
Дх2631 665 (438a5-b4) 
Дх2633 235 (750c21-27) 
Дх2634 398 (438b2-26) 
Дх2635 220 (vol. 5, 166b30-c25) 
Дх2636 2909 (1455c1-12) 
Дх2638 262 (57a7-25) 
Дх2639 220 (vol. 5, 579b10-c10) 
Дх2640 262 (44b18-c29) 
Дх2643 大正藏未収 
Дх2645 475 (552c17-26) 
Дх2648-1 310 (633b2-3) 
Дх2648-2 80 (893c20-22) 
Дх2649 235 (752b6-13) 
Дх2650 262 (56c7-58a22) 
Дх2651 1331 (532c7-14) 
Дх2653 262 (2b9-20) 
Дх2656 235 (748c15-22) 
Дх2659 262 (58b9-19) 
Дх2660 262 (56c4-12) 
Дх2661 262 (56c18-22) 
Дх2662 262 
Дх2665 1467 (910b6-c13) 
Дх2667 665 (444a14-22) 
Дх2668 典籍名未確定 
Дх2669 220 (vol. 6, 362a13-26) 
Дх2671 476 (560b13-18) 
Дх2672 278 (690c11-14) 
Дх2673 245 (830a24-b1) 
Дх2674 235 (748c15-22) 
Дх2675 大正藏未収* 
Дх2677 262 (37b2-9) 
Дх2678 262 (61c19-62a2) 
Дх2679 220 (vol. 5, 753c10-754a3) 
Дх2680 典籍名未確定 
Дх2682 665 (414a24-b5) 
Дх2684 665 (432c3-5) 
Дх2685 262 (25a25-b28) 
Дх2686 262 (47c16-48a6) 
Дх2687 235 (750c19-29) 
Дх2688 262 (58a18-b7) 
Дх2689 262 (11c12-29) 
Дх2690 374 (422c4-6) 
Дх2691 232 (727a22-b3) 
Дх2692 236 (753c9-17) 
Дх2693 1552 (873a2-9) 
Дх2694 典籍名未確定 
Дх2695 1161 (661c20-29) 
Дх2696 664 (386b25-c7) 
Дх2697 262 (14a7-15) 
Дх2698 375 (788a17-22) 
Дх2699 374 (423c8-12) 
Дх2700 1433 (1058a3-12) 
Дх2701 442 (313c25-28) 
Дх2702 262 (57c9-58b7) 
Дх2703 235 (750a10-b16) 
Дх2705 262 (56c10-57a1) 
Дх2706-1 665 (403c28-404b14) 






Дх2708 262 (20b23-21a24) 
Дх2709 1660 (526b10-c1) 
Дх2711 2878 (1362a12-b13) 
Дх2713 235 (750b18-c4) 
Дх2715 262 (27b10-c3) 
Дх2716 366 (347a5-27) 
Дх2717 262 (11a7-b2) 
Дх2718 665 (405b17-406a1) 
Дх2721 典籍名未確定 
Дх2722 220 (vol. 7, 958c2-12) 
Дх2723 大正藏未収* 
Дх2725 374 (392a17-26) 
Дх2726 235 (750b21-c3) 
Дх2727 220 (vol. 6, 820a7-15) 
Дх2728[1] 1425 (335a8-b10) 
Дх2728[2] 1425 (360a8-16) 
Дх2728[3] 1425 (369b15-23) 
Дх2729 663 (354b6-c1) 
Дх2730 450 (405b2-12) 
Дх2731 672 (624a8-b2) 
Дх2732-1 220 (vol. 5, 1023b19-c6) 
Дх2732-2 364 (327b14-15) 
Дх2733 262 (54a18-b23) 
Дх2734 366 (347b13-27) 
Дх2735 262 (11c13-12a12) 
Дх2736 665 (429a23-b19) 
Дх2737 262 (38c12-22) 
Дх2739 665 (432c11-433a5) 
Дх2740 366 (347a10-b8) 
Дх2742 374 (520a18-26) 
Дх2743 220 (vol. 7, 842a29-b26) 
Дх2744A 377 (904b24-c9) 
Дх2745 936 (83a23-b7) 
Дх2746 大正藏未収 
Дх2747 235 (751a21-24) 
Дх2748 220 (vol. 7, 865b1-7) 
Дх2749 2897 (1423a12-13) 
Дх2750 2897 (1423a2-25) 
Дх2753 2916 (1462a4-16) 
Дх2755 936 (82b4-83a7) 
Дх2756 235 (748c26-749a11) 
Дх2757 475 (537b4-27) 
Дх2758 235 (751a3-17) 
Дх2759 262 (58b19-23) 
Дх2760 156 (129c25-130a7) 
Дх2762 典籍名未確定 
Дх2765 235 (751a17-22) 
Дх2769 251 (848c7-13) 
Дх2770 262 (31c13-19) 
Дх2771 262 (48a7-18) 
Дх2772 235 (749a19-b25) 
Дх2773 262 (57a27-b22) 
Дх2774B 2917(A) (1462a24-b6) 
Дх2775-1 475 (553c17-22) 
Дх2775-2 475 (553c24-28) 
Дх2775-3 475 (554a3-6) 
Дх2775-4 475 (554a9-14) 
Дх2775-5 475 (554a16-20) 
Дх2775-6 475 (554a23-26) 
Дх2777 262 (56c2-57a3) 
Дх2779 220 (vol. 5, 494a23-b9) 
Дх2780 220 (vol. 6, 621c6-17) 
Дх2781 936 (84c14-20) 
Дх2782 262 (20b7-19) 
Дх2783 264 (170c9-16) 
Дх2785 374 (365c17-21) 
Дх2786 262 (27b26-c4) 
Дх2787 262 (58b9-18) 
Дх2789 475 (540b18-c2) 
Дх2790 936 (82a14-b12) 
Дх2791 1331 (535c15-536a1) 
Дх2792 262 (31c11-32a2) 
Дх2793 475 (557b28-c6) 
Дх2795 1788 (290c19-21) 
Дх2796A 416 (886b9-c1) 
Дх2797A 665 (404b13-c4) 
Дх2797B 476 (568a11-15) 
Дх2798 475 (538a1-9) 
Дх2799 475 (537c2-7) 
Дх2802 475 (538a18-29) 
Дх2803 475 (544b9-c7) 
Дх2808 475 (554a23-b8) 
Дх2811 220 (vol. 6, 11a5) 
Дх2812 2851 (1300c9-23) 
Дх2815 665 (427c24-27) 
Дх2816 475 (545c11-25) 
Дх2817 936 (84b17-c14) 
Дх2818 2919 (1463b18-21) 
Дх2819 262 (60c28-61a10) 
Дх2821 664 (361a16-b3) 
Дх2824-1 251 (848c1-20) 
Дх2824-2 大正藏未収* 
Дх2825 262 (38a21-b1) 
Дх2830 典籍名未確定 
Дх2831 251 (848c10-20) 
Дх2833 2912 (1458c2-16) 
Дх2835 220 (vol. 5, 595a-b6) 
Дх2836 262 (42a5-24) 
Дх2837 375 (670b20-c27) 
Дх2838 大正藏未収 
Дх2839 典籍名未確定 
Дх2841 374 (547c5-18) 
Дх2843 374 (387c12-388a2) 
Дх2845 2912 (1458b1-28) 
Дх2846 典籍名未確定 
Дх2847 220 (vol. 5, 437a11-29) 
Дх2849 377 (904c5-25) 
Дх2851 1429 (1015b7-26) 
Дх2853 665 (444b18-c12) 
Дх2855 262 (10b25-c4) 
Дх2856 262 (39b7-c16) 
Дх2857 典籍名未確定 
Дх2858 262 (57a26-b12) 
Дх2860 1429 (1019c21-22) 
Дх2861 475 (548b20-28) 
Дх2862 936 (83a16-b20) 
Дх2865 235 (750c10-18) 
Дх2872 223 (410c21-27) 
Дх2875 典籍名未確定 
Дх2876（刻本） 1559 (308a26-b1) 
Дх2887 2887 (1403b17-c12) 
Дх2890 2828 (1266a12-b12) 
Дх2891 374 (455c14-456a12) 
Дх2892 374 (581b6-22) 
Дх2894 235 (751c22-752a7) 
Дх2895 210 (567a29-b15) 
Дх2896 353 (219c9-15) 
Дх2897 2897 (1423a2-9) 
Дх2899 典籍名未確定 
Дх2901 220 (vol. 6, 1031a14-25) 
Дх2903 936 (82b18-c14) 
Дх2905 220 
Дх2906 220 (vol. 7, 958b1-17) 
Дх2907A 235 (749b5-20) 
Дх2907B 220 (vol. 5, 689a8-b1) 
Дх2910 235 (750a4-14) 
Дх2913 235 (749a29-b18) 
Дх2914 典籍名未確定 
Дх2915 665 (414c28-415a12) 
Дх2917 665 (415a13-24) 
Дх2921 262 (10b25-c6) 
Дх2923 220 (vol. 6, 199a22-b18) 
Дх2925 475 (544b20-29) 
Дх2926 262 (11b19-29) 
Дх2927 362 (300c10-19) 
Дх2928 220 (vol. 6, 596b28-c15) 
Дх2929 262 (56c1-17) 
Дх2931 1509 (199b21-c17) 
Дх2933 251 (848c1-20) 
Дх2934 262 (30c25-31a26) 
Дх2935 220 (vol. 6, 956a11-23) 
Дх2937 262 (57b6-17) 
Дх2939A 156 (130c12-26) 
Дх2941 423 (974c3-15) 
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Дх2942 1440 (561c22-562a13) 
Дх2943 1435 (333a13-b4) 
Дх2944 235 (751a8-22) 
Дх2945 235 (749c2-9) 
Дх2946 235 (751c1-13) 
Дх2951 1 (94c19-25) 
Дх2952 475 (551c18-26) 
Дх2981 典籍名未確定 
Дх2983 475 (547a17-24) 
Дх2984 1522 (177b27-c15) 
Дх2985 374 (476b6-c7) 
Дх2986 大正藏未収* 
Дх2988 475 (544b8-21) 
Дх2989 1331 (529b2-9) 
Дх2991 2851 (1300c3-8) 
Дх2993 512 (781a21-b17) 
Дх2995 1509 (136a26-b18) 
Дх2996 262 (42b2-15) 
Дх2997 251 (848c6-9) 
Дх3000-1 大正藏未収* 
Дх3000-2 2909 (1455b22-c2) 
Дх3001 大正藏未収 
Дх3004 大正藏未収 
Дх3005 1808 (498b13-18) 
Дх3006 475 (543b26-c5) 
Дх3009 220 (vol. 5, 337b6-8) 
Дх3011 262 (47a21-b6) 
Дх3012 936 (82a3-17) 
Дх3013 大正藏未収 
Дх3036 251 (848c1-9) 
Дх3039 262 (56c1-10) 
Дх3041 235 (750c11-22) 
Дх3042 1581 (959a29-b4) 
Дх3044 220 (vol. 5, 789a3-15) 
Дх3045 262 (56c12-57a5) 
Дх3048 典籍名未確定 
Дх3049 262 (27b25-c15) 
Дх3050 936 (83c5-84a17) 
Дх3051 262 (31b17-c19) 
Дх3056 220 (vol. 5, 542c18-29) 
Дх3060 典籍名未確定 
Дх3061 235 (749a29-b19) 
Дх3063 235 (751a25-29) 
Дх3064 2910 (1455c19-23) 
Дх3065 665 (408c18-409a7) 
Дх3067 1788 (295a2-27) 
Дх3069 235 (749a7-17) 
Дх3078 1808 (499a29-b9) 
Дх3081 450 (404c21-405a4) 
Дх3082 235 (749b5-20) 
Дх3088 374 (570b12-18) 
Дх3091 典籍名未確定 
Дх3098 262 (46b15-c1) 
Дх3100-1 2890 (1405b11-25) 
Дх3100-2 2884 (1390a20-24) 
Дх3102A 665 (407c21-28) 
Дх3102B 2897 (1423a22-b4) 
Дх3103 374 (410b18-21) 
Дх3105 262 (50b27-c6) 
Дх3106 235 (751a6-29) 
Дх3107 大正藏未収 
Дх3117 2011 (379a13-20) 
Дх3118 223 (381c6-15) 
Дх3133 262 (56c3-8) 
Дх3147 2887 (1403c19) 
Дх3166 大正藏未収 
Дх3167 586 (47a1-10) 
Дх3169 1429 (1015c17-1016a3) 
Дх3170 366 (348a26-29) 
Дх3171 475 (537c29-538a6) 
Дх3172 2897 (1425a6-29) 
Дх3173 262 (34a10-b3) 
Дх3175 1581 (906b15-23) 
Дх3176（刻本） 235 (752b3-7) 
Дх3179 1509 (215a20-b1) 
Дх3180 235 (749a26-b3) 
Дх3181 220 (vol. 6, 954a22-25) 
Дх3184 2777 (440a14-25) 
Дх3185 (Khara-hoto) 典籍名未確定 
Дх3187 2851 (1300b27-c10) 
Дх3188 典籍名未確定 
Дх3192A 190 (674b11-15) 
Дх3192B 967 (351a25-29) 
Дх3192C[1] 374 (380c5-23) 
Дх3192C[2] 374 (381a18-22) 
Дх3192C[3] 374 (381b3-6) 
Дх3192C[4] 374 (381b16-20) 
Дх3192C[5] 374 (381b22-27) 
Дх3192C[6] 374 (381c2-5) 
Дх3192C[7] 374 (381c10-16) 
Дх3192C[8] 374 (381c18-23) 
Дх3192C[9] 374 (381c25-382a2) 
Дх3192C[10] 374 (382a4-9) 
Дх3192C[11] 374 (382a11-17) 
Дх3192C[12] 374 (382a19-24) 
Дх3192C[13] 374 (382b6-11) 
Дх3192C[14] 374 (382b13-20) 
Дх3192C[15] 374 (382b23-29) 
Дх3192C[16] 374 (382c2-8) 
Дх3194 374 (555b21-23) 
Дх3195 262 (48b22-27) 
Дх3196 374 (467b21-28) 
Дх3202 262 (53b9-14) 
Дх3203 376 (867c4-14) 
Дх3204 374 (445c12-20) 
Дх3207 1739 (743c4-13) 
Дх3208 典籍名未確定 
Дх3209 374 (556c20-24) 
Дх3210 643 (689a6-15) 
Дх3211 262 (28c3-12) 
Дх3212 411 (775c18-23) 
Дх3213A 663 (341b9-29) 
Дх3215 374 (442c8-15) 
Дх3216 663 (350b26-c13) 
Дх3217 典籍名未確定 
Дх3218 262 (57a22-b18) 
Дх3219 220 (vol. 5, 1054c19-29) 
Дх3220A 2901 (1434b7-14) 
Дх3220B 262 (59c7-11) 
Дх3222A 262 (11c18-12a6) 
Дх3222B 典籍名未確定 
Дх3223 1331 (533a14-b2) 
Дх3224 262 (60b16-29) 
Дх3225 262 (48b18-27) 
Дх3226 221 (81c8-21) 
Дх3227 262 (32a20-b3) 
Дх3228 374 (452a12-17) 
Дх3229 663 (344b17-27) 
Дх3230 262 (40b6-11) 
Дх3234 664 (388c24-389a1) 
Дх3235 818 (830b14-19) 
Дх3236 2871 (1350a2-9) 
Дх3237 典籍名未確定 
Дх3237V 2028 (8a13-18) 
Дх3238 262 (59b24-c2) 
Дх3242 375 (611c2-12) 
Дх3244 典籍名未確定 
Дх3245 374 (473b9-12) 
Дх3247 374 (554b2-6) 
Дх3248 643 (646c11-18) 
Дх3250 278 (485b18-21) 
Дх3251 235 (749c26-750a1) 
Дх3252[1] 1509 (466c24-29) 
Дх3252[2] 223 (285c10-16) 
Дх3254 1509 (520c17-22) 
Дх3255 374 (439b29-c2) 
Дх3256 262 (5c12-20) 
Дх3257 374 (379b24-28) 
Дх3258 374 (475a16-18) 
Дх3259 1979 (432c14-20) 
Дх3260 279 (278a12-14) 
Дх3261 262 (46b21-c1) 
Дх3262 374 (428c10-17) 
Дх3263 262 (52b2-9) 




Дх3265 221 (24a3-12) 
Дх3266 大正藏未収 
Дх3267 262 (38c17-39a2) 
Дх3268 245 (831b8-16) 
Дх3269 310 (109b1-6) 
Дх3270 223 (412c8-27) 
Дх3271 374 (379b8-19) 
Дх3272 235 
Дх3273 171 (422a19-22) 
Дх3274 190 (733b14-21) 
Дх3275 典籍名未確定 
Дх3276A 190 (751b21-24) 
Дх3276B 1331 (534c24-27) 
Дх3278A 1331 (533b6-14) 
Дх3278B 262 (10b28-c3) 
Дх3279 220 (vol. 6, 12b4-12) 
Дх3280 374 (485a24-b3) 
Дх3281 374 (558a28-b1) 
Дх3282 653 (800b4-8) 
Дх3283 365 (341c22-27) 
Дх3285 374 (596b14-17) 
Дх3286 典籍名未確定 
Дх3287 262 (17a13-15) 
Дх3288 222 (173b16-21) 
Дх3289 475 (549b14-c8) 
Дх3290 475 (551b28-c3) 
Дх3291 1331 
Дх3292 374 (540b16-23) 
Дх3293 221 (133c15-18) 
Дх3294B 220 (vol. 5, 303c29-304a5) 
Дх3300 典籍名未確定 
Дх3301 223 (347b7-9) 
Дх3302 典籍名未確定 
Дх3304 1331 (533b14-16) 
Дх3305 1435 (205b28-c1) 
Дх3306 2905 (1447a19-28) 
Дх3307 262 (49b10-14) 
Дх3310 262 (59b19-20) 
Дх3311 262 (34b24-26) 
Дх3312 典籍名未確定 
Дх3314 262 (19b7-10) 
Дх3321 374 (570c16-21) 
Дх3323 262 (18a6-7) 
Дх3325 365 (341a21-26) 
Дх3328 387 (1098b18-21) 
Дх3329 235 (749c18-20) 
Дх3331 236 (753a15-24) 
Дх3333 1509 (92c23-28) 
Дх3336 262 (60b9-15) 
Дх3342 典籍名未確定 
Дх3344B 665 (439c17-21) 
Дх3361 大正藏未収 
Дх3362 222 (196b21-25) 
Дх3364 典籍名未確定 
Дх3365 262 (56c22-57a1) 
Дх3366 278 (502c16-21) 
Дх3367 典籍名未確定 
Дх3369 374 (396c6-9) 
Дх3370 典籍名未確定 
Дх3372 典籍名未確定 
Дх3373 279 (7a14-15) 
Дх3374A 262 (46c20-23) 
Дх3374B 1331 (533a-13) 
Дх3375 360 (266b13-16) 
Дх3378 典籍名未確定 
Дх3379 262 (3b17-22) 
Дх3380 374 (369b11-14) 
Дх3381 262 (62a4-9) 
Дх3382 1331 (529b3-10) 
Дх3383 1509 (468c14-19) 
Дх3384 374 (515b12-27) 
Дх3385 223 (359b5-14) 
Дх3386 1428 (935c11-20) 
Дх3387 374 (472b3-9) 
Дх3388 典籍名未確定 
Дх3389 475 (549a22-28) 
Дх3390 664 (371a24-b4) 
Дх3391 374 (588b5-10) 
Дх3392 657 (145b23-c1) 
Дх3393 475 (542a21-28) 
Дх3401 374 (531a14-22) 
Дх3402 1564 (26c13-19) 
Дх3403 171 (421b29-c13) 
Дх3404 663 (353b6-8) 
Дх3405 典籍名未確定 
Дх3409 262 (48b25-28) 
Дх3411 典籍名未確定 
Дх3413 374 (570a6-8) 
Дх3414 典籍名未確定 
Дх3423 典籍名未確定 
Дх3425 374 (402b23-c3) 
Дх3426 475 (542c12-15) 
Дх3430 665 (408c7-12) 
Дх3431 1428 (929b19-24) 
Дх3432 2904 (1446b14-24) 
Дх3433 262 (32a17-22) 
Дх3434-1 375 (632a29-b4) 
Дх3434-2 375 (632b6-25) 
Дх3436 262 (52c21-25) 
Дх3439 262 (11b14-22) 
Дх3440 1331 (534c13-20) 
Дх3441 380 (952a27-b1) 
Дх3442 大正藏未収 
Дх3443 374 (569a26-b2) 
Дх3444A 262 (34c15-23) 
Дх3444B 262 (57b16-c1) 
Дх3445 236 (756a22-26) 
Дх3446 1428 (857b5-9) 
Дх3447 235 (748c20-28) 
Дх3449 475 (546c29-547a9) 
Дх3450 374 (375c18-26) 
Дх3451 278 (402b24-27) 
Дх3453 374 (442c6-9) 
Дх3454 262 (59a19-23) 
Дх3455 262 (53b12-15) 
Дх3456-1 1646 (287c21-26) 
Дх3456-2 1646 (288a8-14) 
Дх3456-3 1646 (289a5-11) 
Дх3457 大正藏未収* 
Дх3458 665 (444c22-26) 
Дх3459 222 (183a17-20) 
Дх3461 203 (462b25-28) 
Дх3462 310 (497b14-27) 
Дх3463 1509 (566a9-19) 
Дх3464-1[1] 1331 (534a5-9) 
Дх3464-1[2] 1331 (534c28-535a3) 
Дх3464-2 1331 (534c9-22) 
Дх3465 1757 (322a10-15) 
Дх3467 262 (58a22-28) 
Дх3469 1331 (533a24-26) 
Дх3478 374 
Дх3479 374 (442b22-27) 
Дх3481 262 (47a6-8) 
Дх3488 1331 (534a5-9) 
Дх3492 223 (417b10-15) 
Дх3494 374 (506c26-29) 
Дх3495 374 (410c6-9) 
Дх3507 262 (60c11-15) 
Дх3508 967 (351a23-b5) 
Дх3509 653 (790a25-b14) 
Дх3510 397 (41b18-25) 
Дх3511 374 (386b19-27) 
Дх3513 1509 (171b25-c1) 
Дх3515A 235 (748c26-749a17) 
Дх3516 236 (752c9-19) 
Дх3517 262 (44c19-22) 
Дх3519 262 (29a7-13) 
Дх3522 223 (387a8-17) 
Дх3523 1428 (678a29-b3) 
Дх3525 典籍名未確定 
Дх3529 220 (vol. 6, 534c12-20) 
Дх3530 262 (46c12-20) 
Дх3531 1331 (512a25-b3) 
Дх3532 664 (368a26-b3) 
Дх3534 664 (383b26-c2) 
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Дх3535 664 (375b2-10) 
Дх3536 967 (351c3-10) 
Дх3540 典籍名未確定 
Дх3541 227 (547b28-c8) 
Дх3542 262 (57b8-11) 
Дх3543 220 (vol. 5, 1058b18-c3) 
Дх3544 365 (344a23-b7) 
Дх3548 442 (317b11-16) 
Дх3549 818 (830c26-831a6) 
Дх3553 220 (vol. 5, 303c25-304a3) 
Дх3554 374 (400a2-10) 
Дх3555 262 (29a19-24) 
Дх3556 423 (975c1-5) 
Дх3557 374 (511b1-9) 
Дх3560 262 (54a20-b4) 
Дх3561 245 (825b20-27) 
Дх3562 442 (316c22-317a2) 
Дх3563 374 (545b9-15) 
Дх3564 262 (35c16-21) 
Дх3565 262 (15c29-16a7) 
Дх3566 99 (297b13-20) 
Дх3567 262 (15b28-c11) 
Дх3568 2897 (1423a9-b3) 
Дх3569 190 (674a16-b8) 
Дх3570 475 (547c1-16) 
Дх3571 262 (40c16-24) 
Дх3573 1589 (71c9-12) 
Дх3576 262 (57c14-58a3) 
Дх3577 374 (417c29-418a4) 
Дх3579 663 (342c4-7) 
Дх3580 1509 (418c18-23) 
Дх3581 222 (196b16-22) 
Дх3582 374 (591c15-19) 
Дх3583 374 (570c28-571a3) 
Дх3587 262 (57b24-c2) 
Дх3588 262 (4a13-23) 
Дх3593 279 (274b27-c6) 
Дх3596 262 (61a21-22) 
Дх3598 220 (vol. 7, 796c23-29) 
Дх3599 262 (3c1-9) 
Дх3600 262 (56c3-8) 
Дх3601 374 (391a22-b1) 
Дх3644 262 (13a10-18) 
Дх3650 816 (813c2-6) 
Дх3651 262 (39b3-11) 
Дх3652 374 (441b13-14) 
Дх3654 221 (25a23-29) 
Дх3655 374 (368c20-27) 
Дх3656 262 (61b1-20) 
Дх3657 374 (601c3-13) 
Дх3658 374 (450b16-23) 
Дх3659 410 (692a3-8) 
Дх3660 262 (15b24-c1) 
Дх3661 475 (542c16-19) 
Дх3662 374 (465a9-19) 
Дх3664 374 (472b26-c2) 
Дх3665 378 (923b7-10) 
Дх3666-1 374 (494a16-20) 
Дх3666-2 374 (494b19-14) 
Дх3666-3 374 (494a28-b2) 
Дх3678 365 (341b1-7) 
Дх3688 1161 (665c1-12) 
Дх3693 262 (3c8-15) 
Дх3712 374 (506c16-25) 
Дх3713 475 (540c27-541a6) 
Дх3715 374 (403b6-15) 
Дх3735 220 (vol. 5, 903a4-11) 
Дх3737 1509 (68b15-18) 
Дх3738 643 (650a10-15) 
Дх3742 374 (425a6-14) 
Дх3748 1757 (322a16-b2) 
Дх3826 1 (33a13-b17) 
Дх3850 353 (223a18-26) 
Дх3853 235 (748c20-749b7) 
Дх3855[1] 1668 (656c19-657a19) 
Дх3855[2] 1668 (656b22-c10) 
Дх3855[3] 1668 (656c29-657a10) 
Дх3856 典籍名未確定 
Дх3857 374 (539a7-b4) 
Дх3880 936 (84a9-b8) 
Дх3896 1430 (1028c29-1029b23) 
Дх3897 475 (552b15-c12) 
Дх3898 681 (738c26-739a21) 
Дх3899 310 (438a9-b1) 
Дх3906 大正藏未収* 
Дх3907 2899 (1430c21-1431b1) 
Дх3908 397 (10a3-b2) 
Дх3911 374 (419a21-28) 
Дх3928 1435 (157a6-c18) 
Дх3931 653 (800b25-801c7) 
Дх3933[1] 263 (131a4-20) 
Дх3933[2] 278 (695a20-b27) 
Дх3938 1425 (282c8-283a17) 
Дх3939 202 (349a7-21) 
Дх3941 1546 (384b11-20) 
Дх3984 374 (511a12-26) 
Дх3987 262 (51a1-28) 
Дх4009 262 (57b2-28) 
Дх4013-3 262 (46b28-c20) 
Дх4019 374 (541a3-29) 
Дх4027 1015 (692b15-c16) 
Дх4028 223 (403a9-b1) 
Дх4030 360 (270a5-16) 
Дх4040 1550 (811a19-b4) 
Дх4042 626 (393a16-b6) 
Дх4050 313 (757b8-c3) 
Дх4061 1543 (812b22-c7) 
Дх4062 262 (50c11-27) 
Дх4090(Turfan) 典籍名未確定 
Дх4156(Turfan) 典籍名未確定 
Дх4189 377 (911c15-22) 
Дх4216 2778 (513c19-514a19) 
Дх4263 2897 (1424b10-19) 
Дх4266 262 (13c25-14a15) 
Дх4267 967 (350b6-20) 
Дх4271 936 (84c4-17) 
Дх4276 936 (84c15-27) 
Дх4279 665 (433a7-14) 
Дх4280 220 (vol. 5, 1012a1-10) 
Дх4283 220 (vol. 5, 715b19-c11) 
Дх4284 936 (84b6-c28) 
Дх4286 2897 (1423a12-b5) 
Дх4287 936 (82a20-b10) 
Дх4288 262 (1c20-2a1) 
Дх4289 2895 (1415c6-18) 
Дх4290 262 (43b1-c5) 
Дх4291 278 (773b22-c12) 
Дх4292 262 (20a5-26) 
Дх4293 664 (359b13-26) 
Дх4294 262 (48b5-19) 
Дх4299 278 (665a3-11) 
Дх4302 235 (749c22-750a20) 
Дх4307 665 (405c3-26) 
Дх4309 2871 (1353c24-1354a22) 
Дх4310 大正藏未収 
Дх4311 262 (46a1-c1) 
Дх4312A 1484 (1003a29-b23) 
Дх4313 235 (749b20-c11) 
Дх4321 656 (115c17-26) 
Дх4322 262 (36b5-12) 
Дх4330 262 (5b8-28) 
Дх4337 279 (372c15-22) 
Дх4338 235 (749a18-b11) 
Дх4341 665 (431a2-22) 
Дх4344 235 (751a22-b19) 
Дх4350 262 (27b16-c4) 
Дх4354 220 (vol. 6, 514b15-c8) 
Дх4361 310 (556a15-29) 
Дх4362 262 (56b9-18) 
Дх4363 663 (358c1-17) 
Дх4369 2885 (1399a6-19) 
Дх4370A 2812 (1068c28-1069b11) 
Дх4375 262 (56a1-16) 
Дх4376 262 (7b6-12) 
Дх4378 262 (57b8-18) 




Дх4381 220 (vol. 7, 845b22-c14) 
Дх4401 2915 (1461c6-23) 
Дх4404 1806 (456c24-457a9) 
Дх4405 665 (417c25-418a16) 
Дх4407 235 (751a21-b21) 
Дх4411 1509 (117b27-c7) 
Дх4413 大正藏未収 
Дх4414 220 (vol. 5, 239b22-c22) 
Дх4415 220 (vol. 5, 595c13-596a12) 
Дх4530 大正藏未収* 
Дх4541 2777 (440c10-23) 
Дх4559 279 (372b24-c12) 
Дх4762 475 (543c1-544a19) 
Дх4821 235 (751a3-c13) 
Дх4869 475 (545a26-b10) 
Дх4890 945 (128b10-20) 
Дх4972(Turfan) 典籍名未確定 
Дх5127 2890 (1405a27-b17) 
Дх5138 203 (491c19-492a29) 
Дх5139 2851 (1300b3-22) 
Дх5141 374 (580c17-581b26) 
Дх5143 227 (552c23-553a21) 
Дх5144 2028 (9b16-c13) 
Дх5145 374 (581b26-c23) 
Дх5146 227 (553c16-554a8) 
Дх5147 184 (471a10-c5) 
Дх5156 374 (546b11-c16) 
Дх5157 1509 (345a27-b25) 
Дх5158 1546 (385b3-c4) 
Дх5159 544 (839c2-840a5) 
Дх5160 1 (54a5-b10) 
Дх5163 227 (580a23-b20) 
Дх5164 262 (7c28-8a27) 
Дх5165 790 (730a10-29) 
Дх5166 227 (552b12-24) 
Дх5196 186 (504b2-c1) 
Дх5197 374 (602c19-603a22) 
Дх5198 262 (3b20-c20) 
Дх5199 典籍名未確定 
Дх5200 1543 (913c2-17) 
Дх5201 2028 (9a29-b16) 
Дх5202 186 (504a5-b2) 
Дх5203 262 (53c8-22) 
Дх5204 374 (521a26-b24) 
Дх5205 790 (730a11-25) 
Дх5206 262 (2a16-b16) 
Дх5207 374 (575a9-b1) 
Дх5208 262 (50c1-11) 
Дх5209 642 (635c29-636a14) 
Дх5210 790 (729b27-730a11) 
Дх5212 262 (14a6-25) 
Дх5213 1 (83a5-17) 
Дх5214 1425 (378b29-c23) 
Дх5215 1546 (173c14-174a22) 
Дх5217 362 (316c16-317a9) 
Дх5218 1543 (906a11-28) 
Дх5219 1509 (290b1-c12) 
Дх5220 286 (525a8-b16) 
Дх5221 185 (476b11-c11) 
Дх5223 227 (553a21-b20) 
Дх5224 374 (571b6-26) 
Дх5226 大正藏未収* 
Дх5228 374 (498c4-14) 
Дх5241 586 (51c11-52a19) 
Дх5243 2881 (1381a25-b2) 
Дх5243V 2881 (1381a20-25) 
Дх5262 1808 (498c13-24) 
Дх5279 1162 (667c5-11) 
Дх5357 235 (752b1-c2) 
Дх5357V 2829 (1266b23-c7) 
Дх5360 典籍名未確定 
Дх5388 936 (84b10-c29) 
Дх5389 2782 (546a28-b17) 
Дх5393V 大正藏未収 
Дх5394 936 (84b15-c26) 
Дх5395 586 (35b23-c19) 
Дх5398V 大正藏未収 
Дх5400 2782 (548c12-549a12) 
Дх5401 1960 (57c16-58a7) 
Дх5406 936 (84b17-c29) 
Дх5407 262 (44b5-29) 
Дх5408 475 (552c2-24) 
Дх5411 262 (51a16-27) 
Дх5412 475 (547b15-c7) 
Дх5413 235 (749a26-b25) 
Дх5416 415 (832b22-c5) 
Дх5417 235 (750b18-c11) 
Дх5420 665 (414b4-14) 
Дх5421 967 (349b2-c1) 
Дх5422 220 (vol. 7, 602b4-c4) 
Дх5424 374 (519a20-c3) 
Дх5426 262 (35a20-b22) 
Дх5462 262 (30b26-31a1) 
Дх5463 2916 (1462a3-20) 
Дх5464 2837 (1283a7-b15) 
Дх5465 2903 (1445b18-c13) 
Дх5467 235 (751b24-c12) 
Дх5468 365 (344a6-26) 
Дх5470 2812 (1068c28-1069b11) 
Дх5471 374 (408c2-20) 
Дх5473 1666 (576b1-14) 
Дх5476 278 (490a3-29) 
Дх5477 210 (571b12-c26) 
Дх5481 202 (390b15-c9) 
Дх5482 606 (187c22-188b3) 
Дх5483 202 (390a20-b12) 
Дх5484 1425 (283a17-b29) 
Дх5485 374 (414b10-c26) 
Дх5487 196 (159a18-b14) 
Дх5494 1543 (825b15-c14) 
Дх5496 262 (57c11-b3) 
Дх5497 1422(別本) (206b4-18) 
Дх5499 220 (vol. 7, 7a20-b15) 
Дх5512 227 (551a7-22) 
Дх5514 1488 (1063c1-24) 
Дх5535 1806 (461c2-461c23) 
Дх5583 2791 (656a22-c7) 
Дх5583V 大正藏未収* 
Дх5712 1806 (456b26-c23) 
Дх5731 374 (372a13-b2) 
Дх5948 1509 (68a6-b3) 
Дх5949 262 (19a16-b16) 
Дх5950 235 (749b17-c15) 
Дх5953 220 (vol. 7, 702a18-b17) 
Дх5956 262 (56c16-57a19) 
Дх5957 936 (82c15-83c2) 
Дх5958 665 (403a4-b2) 
Дх5959 262 (42b19-c16) 
Дх5962 262 (54c8-55a7) 
Дх5963 220 (vol. 6, 821b12-c3) 
Дх5964 262 (1c15-2a18) 
Дх5965 450 (404c10-405a10) 
Дх5967 262 (2b26-c22) 
Дх5973 475 (543a3-24) 
Дх5975 665 (422b27-423a13) 
Дх5996 663 (356b23-c23) 
Дх5999 1339 (651b28-c29) 
Дх6005 大正藏未収* 
Дх6060 1154 (640c26-641c3) 
Дх6061 262 (57c10-58b7) 
Дх6074 262 (37a15-b7) 
Дх6075 262 (5a21-b17) 
Дх6076 235 (748c17-749a13) 
Дх6077 1484 (1006a16-b10) 
Дх6086 366 (346c6-347a4) 
Дх6088 231 (706c17-707a5) 
Дх6091 220 (vol. 7, 1023a14-29) 
Дх6114 475 (543a26-c15) 
Дх6117 251 (848c1-20) 
Дх6148 大正藏未収* 
Дх6149 大正藏未収* 
Дх6158 278 (534c5-535a19) 
Дх6170 大正藏未収 
Дх6178 大正藏未収* 
Дх6201 366 (347b11-c2) 
Дх6212 202 (371c5-21) 
敦煌出土仏典・大正蔵典籍番号対照表 
459 
Дх6214 415 (833c4-28) 
Дх6223 220 (vol. 5, 109a18-b17) 
Дх6224 665 (408c22-409b6) 
Дх6233 262 (48c27-49b6) 
Дх6234 665 (423b13-c10) 
Дх6241 大正藏未収 
Дх6242 262 (55b14-c4) 
Дх6245 475 (537b17-c5) 
Дх6249 967 (350a28-b10) 
Дх6256 220 (vol. 6, 820c13-821a20) 
Дх6257 220 (vol. 5, 820a11-b19) 
Дх6272 374 (591a24-c2) 
Дх6273 374 (441c28-442a21) 
Дх6539 374 (447c9-448a3) 
Дх6540 475 (538a15-b6) 
Дх6566V 1864 (465c9-466a2) 
Дх6571 262 (59b5-24) 
Дх6581 1431 (1032c14-1033a14) 
Дх6585 374 (464a27-b16) 
Дх6602 1484 (1003b27-c24) 
Дх6603 262 (53c22-54a20) 
Дх6675 262 (50b16-51a29) 
Дх6679 1509 (117c13-118a16) 
Дх6681 262 (61b6-21) 
Дх6703 251 (848c4-23) 
Дх6706 262 (54c22-55a9) 
Дх6711 大正藏未収 
Дх6754 365 (341b25-c9) 
Дх6763 450 (408b8-25) 
Дх6764 936 (84c19-29) 
Дх6771 262 (26c16-27b9) 
Дх6773 大正藏未収* 
Дх6774 936 (84a9-b20) 
Дх8646 大正藏未収 
Дх9167 26 (485b24-c18) 
Дх9842 2732 (2b3-26) 
Дх9899 2732 (2b20-c17) 
Дх9906 967 (349c4-13) 
Дх10152 450 (405b9-18) 
Дх10153 450 (404c12-19) 
Дх10154 450 (404c23-405a10) 
Дх10155 450 (405a10-21) 
Дх10156-1 450 (406a13-26) 
Дх10156-2 450 (406a27-b15) 
Дх10156-3 450 (406b15-28) 
Дх10156-4 450 (406b28-c15) 
Дх10156-5 450 (406c15-407a11) 
Дх10241 典籍名未確定 
Дх10276 1484 (1009c3-8) 
Дх10339 2917(A) (1462a20-b8) 
Дх10414 典籍名未確定 






Дх10501 262 (57c1-58a11) 
Дх10502 262 (57b16-c3) 
Дх10505 262 (56c4-16) 
Дх10507 262 (57a27-c9) 
Дх10518 262 (58a20-b7) 
Дх10519 262 (56c2-17) 
Дх10523 262 (3c11-29) 
Дх10524 262 (57a16-b1) 
Дх10525 262 (57b2-15) 
Дх10526 262 (57c10-58a19) 
Дх10527 262 (57c3-58b7) 
Дх10530A 262 (39c14-40a20) 
Дх10530B 262 (39b4-11) 
Дх10532 262 (10c13-27) 
Дх10535 262 (46b18-c8) 
Дх10546 262 (46c1-9) 
Дх10547 262 (47c19-48a20) 
Дх10548 262 (47a4-17) 
Дх10553 262 (56a29-57a11) 
Дх10554 262 (11b4-12a3) 
Дх10555 262 (47b17-c9) 
Дх10556 262 (39a12-b24) 
Дх10557 262 (1c15-2a18) 
Дх10559 262 (37b26-38a20) 
Дх10560 262 (10c12-11a5) 
Дх10564 262 (27c18-28a20) 
Дх10565 262 (39a17-24) 
Дх10566 262 (2a8-26) 
Дх10569 262 (10a26-b20) 
Дх10571 262 (28b22-29a8) 
Дх10573 262 (37c14-38a7) 
Дх10576 262 (12a27-b10) 
Дх10577 262 (2b1-16) 
Дх10579 262 (23b1-8) 
Дх10583 262 (5a29-b19) 
Дх10586 262 (19b28-c22) 
Дх10598 262 (53c9-20) 
Дх10602 262 (7a15-c4) 
Дх10603 262 (34c24-35a19) 
Дх10605 262 (47c8-48a14) 
Дх10607 262 (19b21-c10) 
Дх10608 262 (45c8-46a2) 
Дх10609 262 (57a28-b15) 
Дх10610 262 (9b10-10a29) 
Дх10611 262 (37c15-38a6) 
Дх10614 262 (46c1-16) 
Дх10615 262 (27b13-24) 
Дх10617 262 (40c26-41a9) 
Дх10618 262 (23b23-c10) 
Дх10619 262 (28a23-b21) 
Дх10622 262 (6c3-17) 
Дх10623 262 (11b21-c28) 
Дх10624 262 (19b2-10) 
Дх10626 262 (24a13-b4) 
Дх10627 262 (37b20-c27) 
Дх10628 232 (731c5-732a6) 
Дх10630 262 (27c17-27) 
Дх10632 262 (21a25-b26) 
Дх10633 262 (28c6-29a19) 
Дх10634 1331 (532b14-23) 
Дх10639 262 (55a16-22) 
Дх10651 大正藏未収 
Дх10656 大正藏未収 
Дх10658 262 (10c16-11a4) 
Дх10659 663 (337a17-b19) 
Дх10673 665 (452c28-453b17) 
Дх10674A 665 (436b4-25) 
Дх10675 665 (423a13-b4) 
Дх10676 415 (832c5-833a3) 
Дх10677 665 (426c4-427a2) 
Дх10678 665 (408b11-c3) 
Дх10679 475 (548a23-b9) 
Дх10680 450 (404c24-405a12) 
Дх10681 220 (vol. 7, 954b2-23) 
Дх10683 1071 (153a24-b14) 
Дх10684 665 (432c2-10) 
Дх10685 665 (430a5-b23) 
Дх10686 665 (437c20-438c15) 
Дх10691 典籍名未確定 
Дх10692 801 (745b23-c12) 
Дх10701 1804 (24b14-25a17) 
Дх10702 2787 (567a2-b5) 
Дх10702V 2777 (440a9-24) 
Дх10703-1 2777 (473a3-b10) 
Дх10703-2 2777 (474c2-475a29) 





Дх10746 1429 (1015b19-1016a1) 
Дх10747 1429 (1015b11-c16) 
Дх10748 1435 (119c5-120a21) 
Дх10749 1431 (1031b17-c11) 
Дх10751 1431 (1031a27-c5) 
Дх10752 1428 
Дх10754 2795 (699a27-c12) 




Дх10784 1331 (532b5-c4) 
Дх10800 475 (556b12-c8) 
Дх10801 475 (539b5-c7) 
Дх10803 475 (537a18-b4) 
Дх10804 475 (544c18-545a2) 
Дх10805 475 (539c4-23) 
Дх10807 475 (552a3-20) 
Дх10809 475 (553b4-29) 
Дх10820 223 (331b10-c5) 
Дх10821 223 (366c2-28) 
Дх10824 374 (511a14-b1) 
Дх10825 223 (251b23-c23) 
Дх10827 223 (413c17-414a8) 
Дх10829 125 (724b3-15) 
Дх10830 671 (554b28-c10) 
Дх10835 967 (349c3-19) 
Дх10895 220 (vol. 7, 460c1-461a2) 
Дх10896 220 (vol. 5, 728c8-729a1) 
Дх10908 220 (vol. 6, 419a1-b2) 
Дх10917 220 (vol. 5, 871a6-b6) 
Дх10926 220 (vol. 7, 366a1-b2) 





Дх11001 235 (751b7-c15) 
Дх11007 235 (750b20-c13) 
Дх11008 235 (749c20-750a24) 
Дх11009 235 (748c25-749a14) 
Дх11010 235 (749a28-b17) 
Дх11012 235 (749a18-b20) 
Дх11013[1] 235 (749a12-b15) 
Дх11013[2] 235 (750b7-c26) 
Дх11013[3] 235 (752a17-c3) 
Дх11014 235 (749b18-c18) 
Дх11031 262 (56c2-22) 
Дх11033 262 (56c2-57b15) 
Дх11034[1] 大正藏未収* 
Дх11034[2] 262 (56c2-57a20) 






Дх11044 2732 (5a1-c9) 
Дх11045 2732 (3b20-4c21) 
Дх11176 1360 (878a2-28) 
Дх11553 262 (52c14-53a13) 
Дх11574 大正藏未収 
Дх11593 278 (420b24-c28) 
Дх11647 220 (vol. 7, 1013c15-1014a9) 
Дх11648 大正藏未収* 
Дх11650 235 (751a26-752a2) 
Дх11651[1] 2732 (3a15-c5) 
Дх11651[2] 2732 (5b18-c10) 
Дх11660 1360 (878a3-27) 
Дх11663 262 (11a16-b22) 
Дх11664 1484 (1005b3-23) 
Дх11677 220 (vol. 5, 192c8-193a6) 
Дх11678 936 (82a5-b8) 
Дх11679 2865 (1325c25-1326a27) 
Дх11681 665 (410a7-b6) 
Дх11682 262 (57b19-c10) 
Дх11683 428 (73b6-24) 
Дх11689 251 (848c1-20) 
Дх11697 251 (848c1-20) 
Дх12233 263 (75c3-76a11) 
Дх12233V 687 (780b3-c6) 
Дх12242 202 (397b16-c15) 
Дх12244 1 (78b18-c9) 
Дх12245 1 (98b19-c10) 
Дх12277 790 (734a8-b13) 
Дх12279A 202 (388c25-389a23) 
Дх12280A 278 (747a8-b12) 
Дх12280B 286 (513b26-c25) 
Дх12281[1] 1509 (461b23-c16) 
Дх12281[2] 202 (388b28-c25) 
Дх12283 1509 (405c10-406b4) 
Дх12514 2854 (1304a2-25) 
Дх17439 222 (147b1-27) 
Дх17441 323 (23b13-c19) 
Дх18518 155 (119c18-120b23) 
Дх18912[1] 2732 (4a16-7b3) 
Дх18912[2] 2732 (7c7-8a13) 
Дх18914[1] 235 (748c24-749a18) 
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BD1 220 (vol. 6, 7a14-8b7) 
BD2 大正藏未収 
BD3 262 (46c12-47c8) 
BD4 220 (vol. 6, 214c21-219c8) 
BD5 220 (vol. 6, 169b2-170a13) 
BD6 220 (vol. 5, 468b7-470a2) 
BD7 262 (19b1-27b9) 
BD8 262 (56c14-58b7) 
BD9 475 (544a22-546c3) 
BD10 475 (539c10-543c3) 
BD11 220 (vol. 5, 881b22-886a28) 
BD12 大正藏未収 
BD13 262 (55a18-56c1) 
BD14 1431 (1032a12-1038a14) 
BD15 220 (vol. 6, 596c19-600a8) 
BD16 450 (404c12-406a9) 
BD18 475 (548c7-551c27) 
BD19 262 (60a6-b21) 
BD20 大正藏未収 
BD21 235 (750c21-752c3) 
BD22 262 (32b26-33c1) 
BD23A 220 (vol. 6, 308b6-308c5) 
BD23B 235 (751b8-752a21) 
BD24 235 (751a26-752c3) 
BD25 936 (82b28-84c29) 
BD26 262 (56a15-56c1) 
BD27 262 (56c27-58b7) 
BD28 262 (40a16-b17) 
BD29 262 (4a7-10b20) 
BD30 235 (750b2-752b12) 
BD31 262 (27c18-30a7) 
BD32 1331 (532b7-536b5) 
BD33 1331 (533a26-536b5) 
BD34 235 (748c23-752a14) 
BD35 450 (406a9-407c20) 
BD36(1) 2787 (567b8-571a11) 
BD36(2) 大正藏未収* 
BD37 936 (83a23-84c29) 
BD38 大正藏未収 
BD39 220 (vol. 5, 998c9-999c6) 
BD40 665 (438a19-441c10) 
BD41-1 2779 (536b12-c9) 
BD41-2(1) 1060 (106c17-107a3) 
BD41-2(2) 1060 (107b25-c26) 
BD41-2(3) 大正藏未収 
BD42 235 (749a1-752b7) 
BD43A 220 (vol. 5, 170c9-21) 
BD43B 220 (vol. 5, 187b22-188a22) 
BD43C 220 (vol. 5, 193b4-c4) 
BD44 580 (962c18-964c22) 
BD45 235 (749a15-752c3) 
BD46 262 (35b28-36b4) 
BD47 大正藏未収 
BD48 262 (8b15-10b20) 
BD49 235 (749a25-752c3) 
BD50 665 (418a12-422b21) 
BD51 262 (50b27-52c19) 
BD52 475 (544b22-551c26) 
BD53 262 (12b8-19a12) 
BD54 1512 (852b3-860a4) 
BD55 1472 (932b13-935a3) 
BD56 223 (267b16-272a27) 
BD57 475 (552a3-557b26) 
BD58 262 (37c14-46b14) 
BD59 1173 (710a15-713b11) 
BD60 262 (19b7-27b9) 
BD61A 475 (546c15-548a6) 
BD61B 936 (83a9-c13) 
BD62 1429 (1016b19-1023a10) 
BD63 262 (21a12-27b9) 
BD64 262 (49b15-55a9) 
BD65 263 (97b22-99b18) 
BD66 653 (788a25-793a17) 
BD67 423 (959c24-963a17) 
BD68 665 (419c11-422b21) 
BD68V 大正藏未収 
BD69 665 (412b25-413c6) 
BD70 235 (748c28-752c3) 
BD71A 279 (387c3-388a16) 
BD71B 665 (406a12-407b25) 
BD72 220 (vol. 5, 406a29-410b9) 
BD73 235 (749b22-752c3) 
BD74 262 (50c14-55a9) 
BD75A 220 (vol. 5, 812b4-28) 
BD75B 220 (vol. 6, 502b5-c1) 
BD75C 220 (vol. 7, 788a27-b27) 
BD76 2788 (631c15-643c27) 
BD77A 262 (12a2-b9) 
BD77B 262 (28c8-30c16) 
BD78-1 586 (36a22-40b19) 
BD78-2 586 (40b23-47b19) 
BD78-3 586 (47a22-55a3) 
BD78-4 586 (55a4-62a22) 
BD79 235 (749a9-752c3) 
BD80 262 (37c2-46b14) 
BD81-1 475 (538c21-544a19) 
BD81-2 475 (544a22-546a29) 
BD82 262 (28b2-37a2) 
BD83 475 (544b22-546b1) 
BD84 大正藏未収 
BD85 262 (28b28-32c23) 
BD86 262 (20c2-27b9) 
BD87 220 (vol. 6, 179a14-181c28) 
BD88 262 (47c3-52c11) 
BD89 374 (411a8-417c1) 
BD90 665 (411b21-412b25) 
BD91 1429 (1020b5-1023a10) 
BD92 262 (60a6-61b15) 
BD93 大正藏未収* 
BD94 220 (vol. 5, 486c5-488c19) 
BD95 235 (749a14-752c3) 
BD96 936 (82a6-84c29) 
BD97 262 (58b19-62b1) 
BD98 936 (82a3-84c29) 
BD99-1 936 (83a14-84c29) 
BD99-2 936 (82a3-84c29) 
BD100 475 (537b2-544a19) 
BD101 大正藏未収 
BD102 475 (552b21-557b26) 
BD103 936 (82a3-84c29) 
BD104 262 (55a21-56b8) 
BD105 262 (4b23-10b21) 
BD106 235 (749a15-750b13) 
BD107 262 (47a4-50b12) 
BD108-1 1484 (1003a19-b2) 
BD108-2 1484 (1003c29-1009c8) 
BD109 262 (19b29-27b9) 
BD110 235 (748c26-752c3) 
BD111 2897 (1422b17-1425b3) 
BD112 1723 (720c25-734a24) 
BD113 262 (7b7-8a25) 
BD114 1431 (1036c29-1038b21) 
BD115 262 (1c23-10b21) 
BD116 262 (56c16-58b7) 
BD117 262 (42c4-50b22) 
BD118 262 (2b18-10b21) 
BD119 2786 (562c7-565c30) 
BD120 235 (751c7-752c3) 
BD121 220 (vol. 6, 212c27-214b28) 
BD122 262 (47a4-55a9) 
BD123 664 (396a16-401c24) 
BD124 262 (43a14-50b22) 
BD125 1484 (1008a7-1009c8) 
BD126 262 (58b16-62a29) 
BD127 278 (420b27-427a1) 




BD129 665 (438c13-440b9) 
BD130 450 (404c26-407a23) 
BD131 475 (548b23-551c27) 
BD132 220 (vol. 5, 332a2-b29) 
BD133 262 (55a16-58c13) 
BD134 1429 (1020c22-1022b1) 
BD135 235 (748c17-750a25) 
BD136 大正藏未収* 
BD137 475 (552a6-554a12) 
BD138 235 (749b26-752c3) 
BD139 235 (748c17-749b18) 
BD140 374 (562c21-564c19) 
BD141 262 (15c23-19a12) 
BD142 475 (547c8-551c27) 
BD143 262 (46c12-49b14) 
BD144 475 (555b11-557b26) 
BD145 大正藏未収 
BD146 262 (37b10-46b14) 
BD147 262 (13a10-19a12) 
BD148 1428 (885a10-893c26) 
BD149 721 (247b2-248b4) 
BD150 712 (823b20-826a27) 
BD151-1 681 (723b29-747c14) 
BD151-2 681 (730c20-738c16) 
BD151-3 681 (738c19-747b15) 
BD152 262 (37b9-42b5) 
BD153 235 (750a15-752c3) 
BD154 220 (vol. 7, 763b19-768b23) 
BD155 475 (554c8-557b26) 
BD156 262 (2b11-10b21) 
BD157 475 (539c8-544a18) 
BD158 475 (537a17-544a19) 
BD159 262 (1c14-5a13) 
BD160 374 (477b4-478a8) 
BD161 223 (232c22-239b9) 
BD162A 262 (44a7-b4) 
BD162B 262 (45a1-c6) 
BD163 大正藏未収 
BD164A 279 (76c13-77a8) 
BD164B 279 (220b19-c16) 
BD164C 279 (223c2-224a4) 
BD164D 279 (225b1-c1) 
BD164E 279 (232b9-c9) 
BD164F 279 (236b10-237a9) 
BD164G 279 (237c28-238a26) 
BD164H 279 (244a28-b28) 
BD164I 310 (5b15-c14) 
BD165 220 (vol. 6, 507b24-c22) 
BD166 262 (10c15-19a12) 
BD167 262 (27c4-32b26) 
BD168 大正藏未収 
BD169 936 (82a3-84c28) 
BD170 235 (751c29-752c3) 
BD171 262 (35a8-36a29) 
BD172 大正藏未収 
BD173 262 (50c12-56c1) 
BD174 262 (2a6-10b21) 
BD175 665 (433a17-437c13) 
BD176 665 (452c2-456c19) 
BD177 220 (vol. 5, 337b7-338a4) 
BD178 235 (749c13-752c3) 
BD179 397 (166a22-b18) 
BD180 475 (544b10-551c27) 
BD181 475 (545c17-547b25) 
BD182 235 (748c25-752c3) 
BD183 262 (46a23-48b24) 
BD184 262 (27c17-37a2) 
BD185 220 (vol. 6, 193b9-194b7) 
BD186 665 (407c15-408a28) 
BD188 26 (499a6-500a21) 
BD189 475 (544c10-545c17) 
BD190 235 (751a18-752c3) 
BD191 大正藏未収 
BD192 262 (37c10-38b26) 
BD193 262 (22a24-27b9) 
BD194 936 (82a3-84c29) 
BD195 235 (752a11-c2) 
BD196 664 (395c26-401c24) 
BD197 262 (13a19-19a12) 
BD198 1437 (481b21-488b21) 
BD199 235 (750c4-752a2) 
BD200 220 (vol. 7, 943c26-947b16) 
BD201 262 (22b23-24c25) 
BD202 586 (54b21-62a22) 
BD203 262 (39a8-43a8) 
BD204 2011 (377a21-379b9) 
BD205 262 (24c25-27b9) 
BD206 262 (33c14-34b22) 
BD207 262 (14a18-17b6) 
BD208-1 1431 (1031a12-1041a18) 
BD208-2 1467(別本) (911a6-b5) 
BD209 262 (23b19-27b9) 
BD210 2897 (1422b14-1425b3) 
BD211 262 (25a9-27b9) 
BD212 936 (82a22-84c29) 
BD213 262 (37a16-45c14) 
BD214 235 (751a18-752c3) 
BD215 672 (633a18-640c2) 
BD216 大正藏未収* 
BD217 220 (vol. 6, 424c16-428c23) 
BD218 220 (vol. 6, 151b13-152a13) 
BD219 大正藏未収* 
BD220 262 (60a8-61c18) 
BD221 大正藏未収 
BD222 大正藏未収 
BD223 262 (39c16-44a8) 
BD224 366 (346b25-348a29) 
BD225 665 (418a4-422b21) 
BD226 大正藏未収 
BD227 310 (351b3-358b12) 
BD228 262 (20c4-22a24) 
BD229 586 (40b29-47a1) 
BD229V1 235 (750a20-28) 
BD230 665 (428b12-430b7) 
BD231 大正藏未収 
BD232A 235 (750b13-751a21) 
BD232B 262 (30c19-34b10) 
BD233 665 (404a6-408a28) 
BD234 665 (422b22-427b13) 
BD235 475 (544a26-551c27) 
BD236 231 (688c22-691b17) 
BD237 220 (vol. 7, 710a25-713b7) 
BD238 262 (21b19-25a9) 
BD240 262 (19b22-27b9) 
BD241 262 (27c4-32c1) 
BD242 936 (82a9-84c29) 
BD243 220 (vol. 5, 417a14-421b20) 
BD244 大正藏未収 
BD245 374 (509a7-c26) 
BD246 374 (480b25-482c8) 
BD247 262 (29c18-32b22) 
BD248 936 (82b19-84c29) 
BD249 大正藏未収 
BD250 475 (546c3-547c8) 
BD251 220 (vol. 5, 678a19-679b15) 
BD252A 262 (58b29-60a8) 
BD252B 278 (781c23-782a29) 
BD253 220 (vol. 6, 204b11-209b2) 
BD254 262 (19b16-27b9) 
BD255-1 967 (349b2-349c19) 
BD255-2 967 (349c20-351b29) 
BD257 220 (vol. 7, 40b12-c10) 
BD258 262 (46b21-55a9) 
BD259 220 (vol. 7, 964a21-b25) 
BD260 大正藏未収 
BD260V1 2782 (543c19-544a22) 
BD260V2 2782 (543c19-544a23) 
BD261 475 (546b1-548c6) 
BD262 262 (27b12-30a1) 
BD263 262 (19a14-21a5) 
BD264 235 (750a8-752a18) 
BD265 262 (33c1-35a11) 
BD266 大正藏未収* 
BD267 665 (433a12-437b25) 
BD268 2888 (1404a27-c28) 
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BD269-1 1429 (1018b1-1023a11) 
BD269-2 典籍名未確定 
BD270 大正藏未収* 
BD271-1 1484 (1003a18-b2) 
BD271-2 1484 (1003c29-1009c8) 
BD272 262 (42b5-46a25) 
BD273 410 (706b14-710c22) 
BD274 262 (29a10-c24) 
BD275 475 (547b21-548a23) 
BD276 235 (751a10-752c3) 
BD276V 2897 (1422b14-c1) 
BD277 672 (607c9-614c1) 
BD278 1484 (1003b10-1009c18) 
BD279 大正藏未収 
BD280 262 (37a5-46b14) 
BD281 220 (vol. 7, 1102a15-1104a21) 
BD282 279 (414a6-419c6) 
BD283 262 (44b20-46b14) 
BD284 262 (33c29-35a18) 
BD285 374 (499c9-503c24) 
BD286 220 (vol. 5, 96a14-102a20) 
BD287 967 (349c29-352a26) 
BD288 665 (403a3-408a26) 




BD292 235 (749c20-752b3) 
BD293 235 (749b14-750a7) 
BD294 262 (19a14-27b9) 
BD295 665 (441c10-444a9) 
BD296 475 (547c7-551c27) 
BD297 262 (42a29-44a4) 
BD298A 220 (vol. 6, 506c25-507a21) 
BD298B 220 (vol. 6, 507c27-508a22) 
BD299 大正藏未収 
BD300 936 (82b4-84c29) 
BD301 262 (23b2-27b9) 
BD302 279 (15c24-16a23) 
BD303 374 (387a1-388c19) 
BD304 374 (447c24-450a26) 
BD305 262 (36a29-37a2) 
BD306 235 (749b1-752c3) 
BD307 235 (751a26-752a10) 
BD308 744 (552c2-557b8) 
BD309A 220 (vol. 5, 998c9-999b7) 
BD309B 220 (vol. 6, 96b22-97b20) 
BD310 262 (19a18-22c2) 
BD311 967 (351a1-352a25) 
BD312 220 (vol. 5, 828c5-830c4) 
BD313 440 (160a21-163c7) 
BD314 262 (29b23-37a2) 
BD315 2880 (1368b26-1372b3) 
BD316 664 (374b12-377b6) 
BD317 1331 (532c11-536b5) 
BD318A 262 (24b5-25b22) 
BD318B 262 (30b14-c19) 
BD319 262 (55b3-62b1) 
BD320 220 (vol. 6, 595a11-596c19) 
BD321 235 (750b22-752c3) 
BD322 410 (711a13-715c29) 
BD323A 509 (777a17-778b2) 
BD323B 99 (165b5-166b16) 
BD323C 16 (250c11-251b14) 
BD324-1 220 (vol. 7, 931c8-933b1) 
BD324-2(1) 220 (vol. 7, 933b3-936b27) 
BD324-2(2) 220 (vol. 7, 942b7-944b22) 
BD325 235 (748c17-749b14) 
BD326 475 (537a1-539b27) 
BD327 374 (469a7-475a4) 
BD328 665 (410a12-413c6) 
BD329 936 (82a3-84c29) 
BD330 374 (422c2-428b13) 
BD331 220 (vol. 7, 560b13-566a4) 
BD332 665 (408c19-411b25) 
BD333 586 (58a28-59a15) 
BD334 397 (1b24-6c29) 
BD335 235 (750a29-752c3) 
BD336 235 (749b10-752c3) 
BD337 475 (544c26-545a26) 
BD338 665 (411a28-413c6) 
BD339 262 (19a19-27b9) 
BD340 262 (39b13-40b27) 
BD341 235 (749a21-750a19) 
BD342-1 99 (228a27-228b1) 
BD342-2 1545 (418c22-419a6) 
BD342-3 26 (750b26-c24) 
BD342-4 1545 (319c18-26) 
BD342-5 99 (342c4-7) 
BD342-6 99 (160a26-c1) 
BD342-7 1545 (422a14-b15) 
BD342-8 1546 (152b2-17) 
BD342V1 1545 (321b1-22) 
BD342V2 99 (290b16-20) 
BD342V3 1545 (321b8-13) 
BD343 大正藏未収 
BD345 220 (vol. 6, 61c18-63c8) 
BD346 220 (vol. 5, 446b6-c2) 
BD347 262 (47c12-55a9) 
BD348 235 (750b19-752c3) 
BD349 279 (248a27-b22) 
BD349V 251 (848c4-24) 
BD350 262 (46c19-55a9) 
BD351 945 (125a17-128b7) 
BD352 262 (19b18-21b14) 
BD353 235 (752a4-c3) 
BD354 262 (4b16-10b21) 
BD355 936 (82a3-84c29) 
BD356 262 (10c6-16b6) 
BD357-1 1057 (84a28-87b23) 
BD357-2 1057 (87c1-89b23) 
BD357-3 典籍名未確定 
BD358 220 (vol. 6, 168c4-169b2) 
BD359 262 (46c17-55a9) 
BD360 262 (47a26-50b22) 
BD361 262 (35c21-42a28) 
BD362 220 (vol. 7, 708b24-710a25) 
BD363 665 (414b6-416c23) 
BD364 262 (11b8-19a12) 
BD365 220 (vol. 7, 329c26-330c23) 
BD366-1 2801 (836c23-839a3) 
BD366-2 2801 (839a4-b1) 
BD367 262 (43a20-50b22) 
BD369 475 (538c19-544a18) 
BD370 大正藏未収 
BD371 1579 (470c8-472c11) 
BD372 220 (vol. 6, 129a21-133a22) 
BD373 262 (47c8-50a23) 
BD374 475 (537b14-544a19) 
BD375 235 (749c15-752c3) 
BD376 586 (47b3-54b11) 
BD377 262 (50c21-56a4) 
BD378 220 (vol. 5, 1072a1-1074c20) 
BD379 475 (553a23-557b26) 
BD380 278 (537c12-539a28) 
BD381 2910 (1456a13-c10) 
BD382 220 (vol. 5, 321a8-c6) 
BD383 839 (902a6-b5) 
BD384 665 (423a24-427b13) 
BD385 大正藏未収* 
BD386 475 (548a23-b23) 
BD387 235 (749b10-752c3) 
BD388A 235 (751a25-752b8) 
BD388B 262 (37b12-38b26) 
BD389 936 (82a3-84c29) 
BD390 235 (749a20-750a21) 
BD391 1331 (533c18-536b5) 
BD392 262 (22a24-23b19) 
BD393 454 (423c5-424a23) 
BD394 665 (403a1-404a6) 
BD395 1646 (366b22-368a9) 
BD396 936 (83c1-84c29) 
BD397 475 (542a11-b9) 
BD398 235 (750a7-752c3) 
BD399A 278 (763a10-b13) 





BD401 262 (32c23-37a2) 
BD402 262 (58b9-62b1) 
BD403 典籍名未確定 
BD404 1429 (1015b16-1023a11) 
BD405 220 (vol. 6, 210a25-212c27) 
BD406 220 (vol. 6, 831a15-836a28) 
BD407 235 (749c20-752c3) 
BD408 262 (56c2-58b7) 
BD409 235 (749a15-752b21) 
BD410 262 (58b16-62b1) 
BD411 2778 (523a15-529b23) 
BD412 220 (vol. 5, 29b18-33c25) 
BD413 262 (30a7-37a2) 
BD414 2777 (468c21-473a1) 
BD415 235 (749a27-752c2) 
BD416 262 (44a8-46b14) 
BD417A 665 (403b5-404c27) 
BD417B 262 (20a27-22a24) 
BD418 262 (13a17-14a17) 
BD419 262 (20b28-22b23) 
BD420 235 (750a21-752c3) 
BD421 475 (550c3-551c27) 
BD422 262 (31c5-35c19) 
BD423 262 (28c14-34b22) 
BD424 1429 (1015b12-1019a20) 
BD425 佛名經 
BD426 235 (750c9-752c3) 
BD427 262 (10b29-19a12) 
BD428 1509 (190a28-197b10) 
BD429 大正藏未収 
BD431 262 (19b16-23c26) 
BD432 665 (403a3-b15) 
BD433 374 (475b20-480c27) 
BD434 2777 (458a12-473a1) 
BD435 262 (28b23-30b13) 
BD436 262 (23b20-27b9) 
BD437 262 (50c7-56c1) 
BD438 220 (vol. 5, 334a23-b23) 
BD439 2887 (1403c13-1404a23) 
BD440 278 (616b17-c9) 
BD441 2897 (1422c19-1425b3) 
BD442 475 (544a22-c17) 
BD443 220 (vol. 6, 564c14-565a12) 
BD444 262 (38b7-c15) 
BD445 251 (848c4-22) 
BD445A 220 (vol. 7, 636b2-c2) 
BD446 475 (545b27-551a25) 
BD447 2875 (1359b18-1361a5) 
BD448 262 (34c3-42a28) 
BD449 262 (38a21-46b14) 
BD450A 936 (82c11-84c29) 
BD450B 大正藏未収* 
BD451 262 (53b10-55a9) 
BD452 220 (vol. 5, 120a29-126a22) 
BD453V 大正藏未収 
BD454 1429 (1015a21-1017c17) 
BD455 374 (558b8-559b6) 
BD456 220 (vol. 5, 452c4-454b27) 
BD457 272 (354b2-359b22) 
BD458 442 (312a7-c19) 
BD459 佛名經 
BD460-1 936 (82a11-84c29) 
BD460-2 936 (82a3-84c29) 
BD461 大正藏未収 
BD462 典籍名未確定 
BD463 475 (537a7-544a19) 
BD464 2787 (595c12-596b21) 
BD465-1 1429 (1022a16-1023a11) 
BD465-2 典籍名未確定 
BD466 262 (46c1-55a9) 
BD467 936 (82a3-84c29) 
BD468 235 (749a5-752b14) 
BD469 2787 (605a3-606a20) 
BD470 475 (546c19-547b27) 
BD471 262 (46b27-55a9) 
BD472 220 (vol. 7, 1014a12-c10) 
BD474 475 (544b26-551c27) 
BD475 220 (vol. 7, 1008b2-c29) 
BD476 220 (vol. 7, 1019b18-1020a17) 
BD477 586 (33b3-40b20) 
BD478-1 大正藏未収 
BD478-2 大正藏未収 
BD479 475 (553a24-557b26) 
BD480-1 235 (751a27-752c3) 
BD480-2 大正藏未収 
BD481 665 (408b19-413c6) 
BD482 475 (552a5-557b26) 
BD483 665 (444b24-450c15) 
BD484 262 (33b7-37a2) 
BD485-1 712 (823c28-824c7) 
BD485-2 262 (58a8-59b3) 
BD486 235 (750b21-c22) 
BD487 665 (408c12-413c6) 
BD488 262 (60b22-62b1) 
BD489 663 (352b16-358a29) 
BD490 2812 (1070c28-1071c19) 
BD491 279 (178c1-184c27) 
BD492 663 (342a4-c1) 
BD493 262 (13b18-14b8) 
BD494 475 (552a21-557b26) 
BD495 1579 (459b20-464a8) 
BD496 220 (vol. 5, 264b17-268b16) 
BD497 262 (20a27-27b9) 
BD498 235 (748c17-750c19) 
BD499 220 (vol. 5, 205c1-206a23) 
BD500 2787 (610a16-611c2) 
BD501 2787 (613a28-615b25) 
BD502 1484 (1005c2-1009c18) 
BD503 262 (55c12-62b1) 
BD504 262 (46a18-47c28) 
BD505 475 (552a22-557b26) 
BD506 235 (749c25-752c3) 
BD507 220 (vol. 5, 206a23-c8) 
BD508 665 (438a22-444a9) 
BD509-1 366 (347a9-348a28) 
BD509-2 369 (352a23-b3) 
BD510 475 (543a9-543c4) 
BD511 262 (59a3-62a29) 
BD512 663 (345a7-c22) 
BD513 475 (540b16-541a19) 
BD514 475 (542c14-544a19) 
BD515 475 (541a16-542a25) 
BD516 262 (22a28-23b19) 
BD517 262 (57b13-58b7) 
BD518 375 (794b9-795b5) 
BD519 665 (427c26-432c10) 
BD520 310 (144c27-145a26) 
BD521 220 (vol. 7, 7b17-12b13) 
BD522 262 (23c27-27b9) 
BD523 475 (548b5-c5) 
BD524 945 (128b21-132c26) 
BD525 665 (436b28-437c13) 
BD526 1484 (1004a12-1008a15) 
BD526V 典籍名未確定 
BD527 681 (730c20-738c16) 
BD528 220 (vol. 5, 206c8-207a24) 
BD529 712 (824a6-826a27) 
BD529V 大正藏未収 
BD530 262 (57a20-58b7) 
BD531 220 (vol. 5, 24a26-c23) 
BD532 262 (10b24-19a12) 
BD533 220 (vol. 7, 835c28-836b1) 
BD534 220 (vol. 6, 896a14-b14) 
BD535 801 (745b7-746b8) 
BD536 475 (538a29-539a6) 
BD537 945 (108a21-110a7) 
BD538 475 (537b15-538a29) 
BD539 262 (5c4-10b21) 
BD540 262 (38a22-c26) 
BD541 220 (vol. 7, 285a2-b1) 
BD542 475 (544c17-545b16) 
BD543 235 (748c21-750a16) 
BD544 374 (367b6-369a9) 
BD545 665 (446c11-447b20) 
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BD546 220 (vol. 5, 489a3-c29) 
BD547 262 (60a5-62b1) 
BD548 2787 (594c13-595c11) 
BD549 220 (vol. 6, 831b22-832b2) 
BD550 475 (538a5-539c8) 
BD551 220 (vol. 6, 872a5-874c25) 
BD552 475 (548b19-549b1) 
BD553 220 (vol. 6, 833c29-834b26) 
BD554A 220 (vol. 5, 1013c25-1014a21) 
BD554B 220 (vol. 7, 671a19-b19) 
BD554C 220 (vol. 7, 1015c8-1016a6) 
BD555 262 (27b27-37a2) 
BD556 475 (543c3-544a19) 
BD557A 721 (23c16-24a20) 
BD557B 721 (143a16-b16) 
BD557C 721 (241a2-b1) 
BD558 936 (82a3-84c29) 
BD559 262 (14b9-15a28) 
BD560 大正藏未収 
BD561 262 (20a27-23c26) 
BD562 262 (59b16-62b1) 
BD563 220 (vol. 5, 202b4-203c28) 
BD564 475 (538b7-540a22) 
BD565 235 (749a29-752a20) 
BD566 2787 (606a20-607b18) 
BD567 262 (11b8-13b15) 
BD568 475 (550a27-551a19) 
BD569 2787 (600b24-601c17) 
BD570 262 (37b8-46b14) 
BD571 475 (545c22-551c27) 
BD572 262 (12c20-13b19) 
BD573 2787 (599b7-600b27) 
BD574 1024 (717c5-720b9) 
BD575 2787 (608c11-610a17) 
BD576 262 (48b18-52b10) 
BD577 936 (82a3-84c28) 
BD578 2812 (1072c23-1074a3) 
BD578V 2812 (1072c23-1074a3) 
BD579 262 (35c27-37a1) 
BD580 235 (750c19-752c3) 
BD581 936 (82a11-84c29) 
BD582 945 (124b9-128b6) 
BD583 220 (vol. 5, 436c19-441c27) 
BD584 235 (751b25-752c3) 
BD585 475 (542a26-543a9) 
BD586 1431 (1031a7-1034c21) 
BD587 936 (82a3-84c29) 
BD588-1 936 (82c18-84c29) 
BD588-2 936 (82a3-84a3) 
BD589 235 (749a19-c24) 
BD590 2787 (596b21-597b1) 
BD591 262 (7a13-10b21) 
BD592 220 (vol. 5, 176b17-181c8) 
BD593 273 (370b1-374b28) 
BD594 235 (749a21-749b20) 
BD595 262 (11b5-12a17) 
BD596 262 (17b24-18a29) 
BD597-1 2882 (1384a7-b26) 
BD598 262 (38a11-46b14) 
BD599 2787 (601c14-603b20) 
BD600 220 (vol. 5, 204b4-205a9) 
BD601 475 (538a20-542a23) 
BD602 1331 (533a2-534a11) 
BD603 665 (409c27-413c6) 
BD604 475 (539c5-540b17) 
BD605 262 (19c8-27b9) 
BD606 典籍名未確定 
BD607 235 (750a15-752c3) 
BD608 220 (vol. 6, 403a28-408c27) 
BD609 663 (345c21-346b9) 
BD610 220 (vol. 5, 205a10-c3) 
BD611-1 663 (358b1-359b1) 
BD611-2 663 (335b5-340c10) 
BD612 665 (444a27-450c15) 
BD614 220 (vol. 6, 834b24-835b9) 
BD615 681 (731b25-735a6) 
BD616 220 (vol. 6, 1b17-6a16) 
BD618 220 (vol. 6, 387a16-388c9) 
BD621 262 (18a29-19a12) 
BD622 220 (vol. 7, 1024b15-1025a13) 
BD624 262 (37a22-46b14) 
BD625 475 (549b2-550a28) 
BD626 235 (749a9-749c20) 
BD627 475 (547b27-548b9) 
BD628 936 (82a3-84c29) 
BD629 262 (11b21-19a12) 
BD630 2883 (1384c5-1390a18) 
BD631 2910 (1455c16-1456c10) 
BD632 235 (749a5-751b16) 
BD633 大正藏未収 
BD634 475 (537a14-544b7) 
BD635 220 (vol. 7, 513a16-515c11) 
BD636 475 (544a25-551c27) 
BD637 262 (10c7-19a12) 
BD638 262 (19c11-27b9) 
BD639 374 (509b3-515a2) 
BD640 262 (10c16-12b12) 
BD641 310 (581a17-582a5) 
BD642 663 (340c28-341b25) 
BD643 235 (750c21-751b22) 
BD644 262 (46c8-55a9) 
BD645 262 (27b17-31a24) 
BD646 2865 (1325a4-1326a27) 
BD647 大正藏未収 
BD648 665 (403a23-406a28) 
BD649 936 (82a3-84c29) 
BD650 大正藏未収* 
BD651 220 (vol. 6, 869b22-870c8) 
BD652 475 (539a5-c5) 
BD653 235 (750c24-752c3) 
BD654 663 (341b25-342a4) 
BD655 220 (vol. 6, 345a15-348a29) 
BD656 262 (2a2-10b21) 
BD657 665 (427b26-432c10) 
BD658A 220 (vol. 6, 309b10-311b10) 
BD658B 220 (vol. 7, 1056c1-27) 
BD659 2787 (598a13-599b9) 
BD660 450 (404c12-408a9) 
BD661 663 (343a29-344a22) 
BD662 大正藏未収* 
BD663 374 (390c14-396c11) 
BD664 235 (748c17-752c3) 
BD665 220 (vol. 5, 712a25-712b21) 
BD666A 220 (vol. 6, 166b5-c7) 
BD666B 235 (749a19-b8) 
BD667 220 (vol. 7, 813b2-818c10) 
BD668 262 (20b26-25b3) 
BD669 223 (357c7-362a4) 
BD670 450 (404c20-408b25) 
BD671 220 (vol. 6, 768b9-770b15) 
BD672 1429 (1020c28-1022a13) 
BD673 大正藏未収 
BD674 262 (21c22-26c10) 
BD675 220 (vol. 6, 832b3-833a19) 
BD676 681 (737b18-738c16) 
BD677 374 (565a12-566a25) 
BD678 大正藏未収 
BD679 220 (vol. 6, 831a1-b22) 
BD680 936 (82a3-84c28) 
BD681 712 (823b23-826a27) 
BD682 262 (38c2-39c18) 
BD683 425 (39a19-40c22) 
BD684 1509 (511b10-514c23) 
BD685 大正藏未収* 
BD686 374 (369a9-371c8) 
BD687 大正藏未収* 
BD688 220 (vol. 7, 996b27-c25) 
BD689 262 (13c19-19a11) 
BD690 220 (vol. 7, 1010b24-c24) 
BD691 223 (377b25-c26) 
BD692 262 (37a11-46b14) 
BD693-1 2889 (1405a3-19) 
BD693-2 大正藏未収* 
BD693-3 大正藏未収* 




BD693-5 251 (848c4-24) 
BD693-6 699 (801a10-b18) 
BD693-7 大正藏未収* 
BD693-8 大正藏未収* 
BD694 262 (56c21-58a23) 
BD695 大正藏未収 
BD696 389 (1110c23-1112b21) 
BD697 大正藏未収 
BD698 681 (736b19-737b18) 
BD699 220 (vol. 6, 748c12-749c19) 
BD700 223 (414a8-415c3) 
BD701 564 (915c29-918a20) 
BD702 665 (435b26-436b27) 
BD703 220 (vol. 6, 833a20-833c29) 
BD704 220 (vol. 5, 276c12-280a5) 
BD705 1429 (1015a18-1018c17) 
BD706 665 (422b29-427b13) 
BD707 665 (427b16-430a12) 
BD708 220 (vol. 6, 347c12-350c9) 
BD709 672 (595c27-600b14) 
BD710 475 (542a14-543b10) 
BD711 1431 (1031a2-1038b6) 
BD712 262 (1c19-3c22) 
BD713 220 (vol. 7, 43a7-b5) 
BD714A 721 (41a8-41b8) 
BD714B 721 (146c23-147b2) 
BD714C 721 (150c14-151a14) 
BD714D 721 (259a9-b17) 
BD715 665 (432c13-434b18) 
BD716 235 (749a29-752c3) 
BD717-1 665 (406c4-408a28) 
BD717-2 665 (408b2-413c6) 
BD718 大正藏未収* 
BD719 262 (58b8-62b1) 
BD720 220 (vol. 5, 879b25-881a12) 
BD721 235 (750a16-752c3) 
BD722A 220 (vol. 6, 566b9-c1) 
BD722B 936 (83c18-84a16) 
BD723 235 (751a19-752c3) 
BD724 374 (588a7-590a18) 
BD725 262 (8b15-10b21) 
BD726 220 (vol. 5, 478c17-479b16) 
BD727 2787 (597a28-598a13) 
BD728 220 (vol. 6, 296c22-297a20) 
BD729 262 (42c24-49c2) 
BD730 220 (vol. 6, 835b9-836a28) 
BD731 475 (546a13-c18) 
BD732 262 (37c15-38a22) 
BD733 475 (545b16-546a13) 
BD734 220 (vol. 5, 430b8-431a18) 
BD735 665 (415a2-417a24) 
BD736 220 (vol. 5, 431a18-b25) 
BD737 1331 (534b19-536a9) 
BD738 262 (37a19-c15) 
BD739 大正藏未収 
BD740 235 (750a24-752c2) 
BD741 2787 (603b20-605a8) 
BD742 475 (544b21-c29) 
BD743 大正藏未収* 
BD744 262 (19a14-20b6) 
BD745 262 (16c18-17b24) 
BD746 220 (vol. 5, 429b27-430b8) 
BD747 262 (46b23-55a9) 
BD748 262 (11c25-14a15) 
BD749 374 (428c16-433c19) 
BD750 936 (82a3-84c29) 
BD751 475 (546a23-551c27) 
BD752 220 (vol. 7, 1044b13-1045a12) 
BD753 235 (750c20-752c2) 
BD754 235 (749c19-752c3) 
BD755 223 (384a14-387b19) 
BD756 262 (10b24-11c26) 
BD757 235 (750a4-752c3) 
BD758 665 (434b18-435b26) 
BD759 1024 (717c11-721b12) 
BD760 475 (551a26-c27) 
BD761 475 (544c6-551b26) 
BD762 220 (vol. 7, 785b6-788b8) 
BD763 374 (566a25-568a16) 
BD764 374 (385b16-390b8) 
BD765 475 (546b16-547a25) 
BD766 663 (342c1-343a28) 
BD767 262 (16a11-c20) 
BD768 475 (552a21-557b17) 
BD769 2787 (607b18-608c11) 
BD770 262 (38a22-42a28) 
BD771 665 (422c9-427b13) 
BD772 2792 (661c25-663b13) 
BD773 262 (56c28-62b1) 
BD774 大正藏未収 
BD775 262 (58b9-62b1) 
BD775V 220 (vol. 6, 977c18-978a2) 
BD776 665 (418a27-422b21) 
BD777 2787 (611c3-613a27) 
BD778 235 (749b19-750b21) 
BD779 262 (34b29-42a28) 
BD780 2882 (1383b14-1384a11) 
BD781 663 (346b25-352b9) 
BD782 大正藏未収 
BD783 665 (415c1-417c16) 
BD784 262 (15a27-16a11) 
BD785 220 (vol. 6, 793b11-796c26) 
BD786 665 (439c13-444a9) 
BD787 262 (1c25-10b21) 
BD788 262 (19b26-27b9) 
BD789 665 (413c9-417c16) 




BD792 156 (149b21-151b14) 
BD793 大正藏未収 
BD794 220 (vol. 7, 214c23-216b10) 
BD795 220 (vol. 6, 825c8-829c24) 
BD796 262 (8c9-10b21) 
BD797 262 (4c24-8c27) 
BD798 大正藏未収 
BD799 365 (341c15-346b21) 
BD800 大正藏未収* 
BD801 1804 (46b25-74a24) 
BD802 235 (750c12-752c3) 
BD803 665 (413c29-417c16) 
BD804 262 (49c1-50b22) 
BD805 262 (38c15-42a28) 
BD806 220 (vol. 5, 630c21-635c24) 
BD807 663 (344a23-345a7) 
BD808 262 (40a1-46b14) 
BD809-1 672 (587b10-594a29) 
BD809-2 672 (594b2-600b14) 
BD809-3 672 (600b17-607b15) 
BD809-4 672 (607b18-614c1) 
BD810 2812 (1071c19-1072c22) 
BD811A 220 (vol. 6, 53c6-54c22) 
BD811B 220 (vol. 7, 148a5-b1) 
BD812 262 (12b10-19a12) 
BD813 235 (749c20-750b23) 
BD814 475 (538c15-544a19) 
BD815 665 (418b11-419c24) 
BD816A 663 (353a15-b15) 
BD816B 262 (57b28-58a17) 
BD817 262 (38a22-c1) 
BD818 大正藏未収 
BD819(1) 大正藏未収* 
BD819(2) 2871 (1345b7-1346c19) 
BD820 262 (12c1-19a12) 
BD821 475 (540b13-543a19) 
BD822 665 (424a24-427b13) 
BD823 665 (422c8-427b13) 
BD824 2871 (1346c20-1349a12) 
BD825 235 (750c22-752c3) 
BD826 220 (vol. 5, 280a17-285a18) 
BD827 1512 (817b6-820b8) 
BD828 665 (406c27-408a27) 
BD829 262 (6c26-8b14) 
BD830 220 (vol. 7, 1034a21-c19) 
敦煌出土仏典・大正蔵典籍番号対照表 
467 
BD831-1 936 (82a3-84c29) 
BD831-2 936 (82a3-84c29) 
BD831-3 936 (82a3-84c29) 
BD831V 665 (413c9-17) 
BD832 262 (42a13-b12) 
BD833 670 (492a15-494a17) 
BD834 2792 (659b26-661b25) 
BD835 475 (554a28-c4) 
BD836 220 (vol. 7, 537c18-538a16) 
BD837 936 (82a18-84c29) 
BD838 大正藏未収 
BD839 475 (545a17-551c27) 
BD840 262 (57b28-62b1) 
BD841 大正藏未収 
BD841V 大正藏未収 
BD842 375 (695a8-699c4) 
BD843 564 (918a16-921c3) 
BD844 672 (587b22-590b24) 
BD845 374 (365c6-367b5) 
BD846 397 (219c2-225a8) 
BD847 262 (37b7-46b14) 
BD848 1331 (532c9-536b5) 
BD849-1 235 (751a20-752c3) 
BD850 262 (21c15-27b9) 
BD851 1429 (1015a22-1020c16) 
BD852 262 (56c3-58b7) 
BD853 220 (vol. 6, 429a22-430a14) 
BD854 220 (vol. 5, 68a9-73b19) 
BD855 262 (2a18-6c25) 
BD856 475 (551a20-c27) 
BD857 220 (vol. 7, 93a16-96b9) 
BD858 2881 (1380c16-1383b6) 
BD859 665 (423b26-427b13) 
BD860 220 (vol. 6, 749c18-754a29) 
BD861 大正藏未収* 
BD862 235 (750b6-752c3) 
BD863 936 (82a5-84c29) 
BD864 262 (29b3-30b9) 
BD865 262 (2b24-7b23) 
BD866 1509 (284a19-b19) 
BD867 262 (39c19-46b14) 
BD868 235 (750a9-752b16) 
BD869 262 (7b22-10b21) 
BD870 220 (vol. 5, 470a12-473a28) 
BD871 936 (82a3-84c29) 
BD872 220 (vol. 6, 870c8-872a6) 
BD873 374 (598b16-603c2) 
BD874 220 (vol. 5, 165a7-170a22) 
BD875 262 (30a6-37a2) 
BD876 2858 (1311b6-1314a27) 
BD876V1 936 (82a5-84c28) 
BD876V2 936 (82c16-84c29) 
BD876V3 936 (82b10-84c29) 
BD877 235 (749b20-752c3) 
BD878 235 (749a18-751a23) 
BD879 374 (506a29-510a22) 
BD879V 大正藏未収 
BD880 220 (vol. 6, 139a15-c15) 
BD881 1806 (436a17-448b25) 
BD882 262 (11b11-19a12) 
BD883 1484 (1007b9-1009b23) 
BD884 262 (40a7-46b14) 
BD885 665 (409a3-413c6) 
BD887 220 (vol. 5, 606a20-610a27) 
BD888 262 (23a13-25c10) 
BD889 220 (vol. 6, 124c20-127a21) 
BD890 1431 (1031c14-1041a18) 
BD891 231 (688b23-693c16) 
BD892 262 (20b28-27b8) 
BD893 220 (vol. 6, 533c20-535b13) 
BD894 450 (406a8-407b6) 
BD895 大正藏未収 
BD896A 235 (749a6-752c3) 
BD896B 251 (848c4-24) 
BD897 220 (vol. 6, 420c26-424b4) 
BD898 223 (403a7-407b3) 
BD899 262 (27b17-37a2) 
BD900 665 (433a16-437c13) 
BD901 449 (403a8-404c7) 
BD902 大正藏未収* 
BD903 1601 (477c2-480a28) 
BD904 大正藏未収 
BD905 大正藏未収 
BD906 665 (419b9-c12) 
BD907 大正藏未収 
BD908 1484 (1004b11-1005c24) 
BD909 大正藏未収 
BD910 475 (539a1-544a19) 
BD911 262 (58b6-62b1) 
BD912 220 (vol. 5, 96a7-b5) 
BD913 220 (vol. 6, 328a6-b2) 
BD914 586 (39a2-40b20) 
BD915 366 (346c6-348a29) 
BD916 220 (vol. 5, 187a25-192c5) 
BD917 2787 (567a20-571a11) 
BD918 665 (447b16-450b27) 
BD919-1 262 (56c2-58b7) 
BD919-2 2909 (1455b23-c12) 
BD920 236 (753b29-755b5) 
BD921 262 (44a5-49c2) 
BD922 262 (57b5-58b8) 
BD923 大正藏未収* 
BD924 大正藏未収* 
BD925 262 (59c5-62b1) 
BD926 大正藏未収* 
BD927 1429 (1015b25-1020c20) 
BD928 450 (405c27-408b25) 
BD929 1429 (1015c15-1020a24) 
BD930 1756 (307c24-310b23) 
BD931 262 (47a5-48c13) 
BD932 665 (414a20-417c16) 
BD933 2903 (1445a12-c23) 
BD934 235 (749c20-751c29) 
BD935 185 (478b26-483a13) 
BD936 675 (685a20-688a26) 
BD937 262 (46c4-47c1) 
BD938 475 (542c14-544a19) 
BD939 262 (30c6-37a2) 
BD940 665 (408c4-410a16) 
BD942 665 (408b28-413c6) 
BD943 2903 (1445a12-1446a1) 
BD944 1435 (272c25-273b22) 
BD945 1435 (278a17-c9) 
BD946 475 (537a3-538a1) 
BD947 1435 (223c12-224a13) 
BD948 1435 (223b16-c13) 
BD949 235 (749b6-750a19) 
BD950 664 (397b21-401c24) 
BD950V 大正藏未収 
BD951 223 (374b14-375a26) 
BD952 235 (749c25-752b17) 
BD953-1 442 (314c3-318a7) 
BD953-2 大正藏未収 
BD954 374 (458b22-463a14) 
BD955 262 (3b4-10b21) 
BD956(1) 223 (242b27-c11) 
BD956(2) 223 (270b17-272a27) 
BD956(3) 223 (308b13-309a27) 
BD956(4) 223 (323a22-c20) 
BD957 262 (46c1-55a9) 
BD958 235 (750b14-752c2) 
BD959 262 (21a12-27b9) 
BD960 231 (694c14-698a16) 
BD961-1 663 (358b28-359b1) 
BD961-2 663 (335b1-340c10) 
BD963 235 (749c25-752c3) 
BD964 262 (11a2-18b29) 
BD965 235 (749a4-752c2) 
BD966 450 (405a13-408b25) 
BD967 454 (423c11-425b18) 
BD968 1723 (673b26-694b11) 
BD969 262 (37a12-46b14) 
BD970 2911 (1456c14-1458a23) 
BD971 262 (12b16-19a12) 




BD973 665 (414c29-417c16) 
BD974 262 (58b20-62b1) 
BD975 936 (82a3-84c29) 
BD976 大正藏未収 
BD977 235 (749b18-752c3) 
BD978 262 (56c8-58b7) 
BD979 220 (vol. 7, 824c29-827b3) 
BD981 665 (405b12-408a28) 
BD982 374 (365c12-371c8) 
BD983 235 (750c17-752c3) 
BD983V 1764 (645a13-18) 
BD984 665 (423b1-427b13) 
BD985 278 (568a6-578a3) 
BD986 235 (749a18-752c3) 
BD987 220 (vol. 5, 418c11-421b20) 
BD988 220 (vol. 6, 595a4-c7) 
BD989 262 (1c29-10b21) 
BD990 397 (195a15-198c20) 
BD991 936 (82a3-84a29) 
BD992-1 大正藏未収 
BD992-2 2888 (1404a27-b20) 
BD992-3 454 (424a7-425a13) 
BD992V1 大正藏未収 
BD992V2 1154 (637b14-638b10) 
BD993-1 967 (349b9-c19) 
BD993-2 967 (349c23-350a7) 
BD993-3 967 (349c23-351b9) 
BD994 220 (vol. 5, 371a10-372a7) 
BD995 220 (vol. 5, 377a4-c6) 
BD996 262 (13a8-17c6) 
BD997 220 (vol. 5, 388a9-389a9) 
BD998 220 (vol. 5, 393c20-394c19) 
BD999 220 (vol. 7, 724c12-727a9) 
BD1000 374 (552c3-553c17) 
BD1001 235 (749b1-752c3) 
BD1002 475 (537a3-539b5) 
BD1003 235 (750b26-752c3) 
BD1004 235 (750c15-752c3) 
BD1005 936 (83c6-84c29) 
BD1005V 大正藏未収 
BD1006 223 (396c2-402b18) 
BD1007 665 (454b19-456c19) 
BD1008 262 (24a25-25a15) 
BD1009 278 (516a12-517c12) 
BD1010 360 (266a22-269c21) 
BD1011 1804 (105c10-129a14) 
BD1012 262 (55c17-62a29) 
BD1013 1484 (1004c9-1009c8) 
BD1014 220 (vol. 7, 947b28-953a1) 
BD1015 262 (16b1-19a12) 
BD1016 220 (vol. 5, 604a22-c6) 
BD1018 235 (751c24-752c3) 
BD1019 374 (568b22-574b7) 
BD1020 586 (46a1-47a19) 
BD1021 220 (vol. 7, 377a2-b1) 
BD1022 220 (vol. 7, 354c15-355a15) 
BD1023 658 (227c16-228b6) 
BD1024 279 (115a9-b21) 
BD1025 1484 (1005c15-1009c8) 
BD1026 220 (vol. 6, 591a24-b23) 
BD1027 220 (vol. 5, 42b16-43b13) 
BD1028 1484 (1005a16-c14) 
BD1029 235 (749b2-752c3) 
BD1030 801 (745b11-746b8) 
BD1031 665 (422c18-427b13) 
BD1032 大正藏未収 
BD1033 262 (12b23-19a12) 
BD1034-1(1) 1808 (496b19-c4) 
BD1034-1(2) 1808 (500b14-17) 
BD1034-2(1) 1509 (149c23-150a21) 






BD1034V6 2840 (1293a7-c17) 
BD1034V7 大正藏未収 
BD1034V8 1471 (926b1-927a22) 
BD1034V9 大正藏未収 
BD1035 1077 (185a27-186b1) 
BD1036-1 2887 (1403b21-1404a23) 
BD1036-2 592 (124b12-125a7) 
BD1036-3 大正藏未収* 
BD1037 262 (56c2-58b8) 
BD1038 374 (394c3-398a12) 
BD1039 220 (vol. 5, 288a26-291c27) 
BD1040 223 (302b11-308b12) 
BD1041 475 (554a14-555b14) 
BD1042 大正藏未収 
BD1043 262 (4a16-10b21) 
BD1044 475 (537c25-544a9) 
BD1046 1808 (510b10-24) 




BD1049 374 (594a23-598b15) 
BD1050 262 (31a27-32c25) 
BD1051 235 (749b25-752c3) 
BD1052 475 (537a3-538a19) 
BD1053 大正藏未収* 
BD1054 936 (82a6-84c29) 
BD1055 374 (478b13-c9) 
BD1056 262 (11a7-c26) 
BD1057 220 (vol. 7, 352c18-354a14) 
BD1058 大正藏未収 
BD1059 235 (749b23-752c3) 
BD1060 2881 (1380b20-1383b6) 
BD1061 2787 (601c14-616c8) 
BD1062 2787 (597a18-601c14) 
BD1063-1 235 (749a23-752c2) 
BD1063-2 801 (745b7-746b8) 
BD1064 936 (82a3-84c29) 
BD1065 223 (413c10-415a4) 
BD1066 410 (688c9-690b21) 
BD1067 374 (517a21-522a27) 
BD1068 945 (146b5-151b14) 
BD1069 佛名經 
BD1070 220 (vol. 7, 883c5-884a4) 
BD1071 220 (vol. 6, 216b26-c23) 
BD1072-1 936 (82a5-84c29) 
BD1072-2 936 (82a3-84c29) 
BD1073 262 (37c20-41a9) 
BD1073V 大正藏未収* 
BD1074 大正藏未収 
BD1075 220 (vol. 5, 375a7-376c3) 
BD1076 475 (552c13-557b26) 
BD1077 262 (59a5-62b1) 
BD1078 235 (748c26-752c2) 
BD1079 262 (20c10-27b9) 
BD1080 374 (524a13-528a4) 
BD1081 475 (555c14-557b25) 
BD1082 大正藏未収 
BD1083 220 (vol. 6, 343b6-c4) 
BD1084 262 (57a8-62b1) 
BD1085 262 (37a11-38b6) 
BD1086 262 (58b23-62b1) 
BD1087 2801 (895c16-896c6) 
BD1088 665 (423a7-424b10) 
BD1089 220 (vol. 6, 660a2-662a9) 
BD1090 1483 (973c27-982c29) 
BD1091 220 (vol. 7, 1003a8-1008a23) 
BD1092 262 (37b10-46b14) 
BD1093 374 (563b3-568b21) 
BD1094 220 (vol. 6, 60a22-65b16) 
BD1095 1429 (1015c14-1018a28) 
BD1096 220 (vol. 5, 1071a18-1072c3) 
BD1097 220 (vol. 6, 167b5-171c5) 
BD1098 665 (427c7-432c10) 
BD1099 235 (749b20-750a21) 
BD1100 1431 (1031a2-b15) 
BD1101 1429 (1015b26-1016a11) 
BD1102 235 (751b28-752c3) 
敦煌出土仏典・大正蔵典籍番号対照表 
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BD1103 475 (544c27-551c27) 
BD1104 235 (750c24-752c3) 
BD1105 262 (57b1-58b7) 
BD1106 1429 (1022b21-1023a11) 
BD1107 1431 (1033b26-1034a13) 
BD1108 235 (749c12-751a13) 
BD1109 262 (39c6-46b14) 
BD1110-1 262 (49a11-51c7) 
BD1110-2 262 (39c18-46b14) 
BD1111 1431 (1032a20-1033a9) 
BD1112 262 (58c12-62b1) 
BD1113 1431 (1039b10-1040a1) 
BD1114 1431 (1036a4-26) 
BD1115 665 (413c29-417c16) 
BD1116 262 (2b21-10b21) 
BD1117 1431 (1035a3-1036a4) 
BD1118 262 (49a8-55a9) 
BD1119 1484 (1003b17-1004a17) 
BD1120 1431 (1038c15-1039b9) 
BD1121 1522 (173c16-178c27) 
BD1122 大正藏未収 
BD1123 374 (474b24-480b22) 
BD1124A 1431 (1037a6-1038a16) 
BD1124B 1431 (1034a13-c2) 
BD1125 1431 (1038b14-c14) 
BD1126 262 (10c20-14b24) 
BD1127 235 (749a14-752c3) 
BD1128 1431 (1033b2-26) 
BD1129 220 (vol. 6, 249c18-251a20) 
BD1130 1431 (1038a16-b13) 
BD1131 374 (390c7-398a12) 
BD1132 475 (544b9-549b11) 
BD1133 1431 (1036b21-1037a6) 
BD1134 936 (82a3-84c29) 
BD1135 1 (117b7-119c14) 
BD1136 936 (82a3-84c29) 
BD1137 1431 (1040a28-b26) 
BD1138 262 (28c5-36c16) 
BD1139 大正藏未収 
BD1140 1431 (1033a9-b2) 
BD1141 936 (82b16-84c29) 
BD1142 220 (vol. 6, 43a13-48a16) 
BD1143 397 (79b5-84c9) 
BD1144 1060 (107a8-108a7) 
BD1145 1509 (136b16-145a6) 
BD1146 262 (36b14-37a2) 
BD1147 235 (750b21-752c3) 
BD1148 大正藏未収 
BD1149 262 (14b20-19a12) 
BD1150 大正藏未収 
BD1151 374 (447b10-452b16) 
BD1152 440 (164a3-168b23) 
BD1153 936 (82a15-84c29) 
BD1154 665 (418a11-422b21) 
BD1155 220 (vol. 5, 635c3-24) 
BD1156 665 (433b27-436b27) 
BD1158 220 (vol. 5, 332c11-337b4) 
BD1159 262 (10c10-19a12) 
BD1160 262 (10b24-11b13) 
BD1161 1431 (1034a8-1037a8) 
BD1162 936 (82a3-84c29) 
BD1163 220 (vol. 6, 654a13-659b26) 
BD1164 1302 (420a3-421a14) 
BD1165 220 (vol. 6, 446a2-448a10) 
BD1166 475 (538c1-539b3) 
BD1167 967 (350c12-352a26) 
BD1168 262 (41a24-46b14) 
BD1169 1331 (535b11-536b5) 
BD1170 235 (751b15-752a4) 
BD1171 262 (10b24-18c28) 
BD1172 475 (539b3-544a19) 
BD1173 262 (47b24-49a9) 
BD1174 936 (82a3-84c29) 
BD1175 220 (vol. 5, 103c17-105b11) 
BD1176 475 (542a20-543c29) 
BD1177 235 (749c26-752c3) 
BD1178 1331 (534c11-535b11) 
BD1179 235 (748c17-749a18) 
BD1180 262 (58b18-59c8) 
BD1181 262 (22b27-27b9) 
BD1182 262 (24b23-27b9) 
BD1183 220 (vol. 7, 21b22-c12) 
BD1184 262 (37c8-42a28) 
BD1185 2897 (1423c3-1425a30) 
BD1186 220 (vol. 5, 689c2-690b22) 
BD1187 262 (7a13-10b21) 
BD1188 374 (513b2-514b23) 
BD1189 475 (546c4-549b17) 
BD1190 665 (433a18-437c12) 
BD1191 2123 (103c22-108b12) 
BD1191V1 大正藏未収 
BD1191V2 235 (748c17-752b29) 
BD1192 262 (42b6-45b1) 
BD1193 665 (410b8-413c6) 
BD1194 大正藏未収 
BD1195 262 (19c27-27b9) 
BD1196 220 (vol. 6, 906a23-b22) 
BD1197 936 (82a3-84c29) 
BD1198 1509 (442b12-443b10) 
BD1199-1 大正藏未収* 
BD1200 475 (539a14-544a19) 
BD1201 262 (56c2-58b7) 
BD1202 大正藏未収 
BD1203 220 (vol. 6, 610c14-611a4) 
BD1204 665 (414c2-415c25) 
BD1205 2871 (1340c10-1345b1) 
BD1206 475 (548c13-551c27) 
BD1207 262 (57b8-58b7) 
BD1208-1 262 (55a17-b13) 
BD1208-2 262 (1c14-2a18) 
BD1208-3 262 (9c11-10b21) 
BD1209 374 (410c18-411a6) 
BD1210 262 (32c14-33a25) 
BD1211 2899 (1429a22-1431b24) 
BD1212 235 (749b20-751b18) 
BD1213 大正藏未収 
BD1214 262 (35c15-36a14) 
BD1215 374 (379a25-385b6) 
BD1216-1 235 (749b3-752c3) 
BD1216-2 580 (962c18-964c29) 
BD1217 262 (37b15-46b14) 
BD1218V 大正藏未収 
BD1220 235 (750b2-752c3) 
BD1221 475 (545b29-551c27) 
BD1222 945 (124b9-128b7) 
BD1223 220 (vol. 6, 335c28-340a11) 
BD1224 1433 (1054b19-1060b4) 
BD1225 235 (750b16-752b7) 
BD1226 大正藏未収* 
BD1227 1509 (323b2-329b28) 
BD1228 397 (137b29-143c12) 
BD1229 235 (749a19-752c3) 
BD1230 220 (vol. 6, 442b6-443a4) 
BD1231 475 (537b16-539a14) 
BD1232 大正藏未収 
BD1233 665 (432c13-434c6) 
BD1234 936 (82a5-84c29) 
BD1235 1302 (420c13-421a14) 
BD1236 262 (56b17-62b1) 
BD1237 1431 (1038b29-1041a18) 
BD1238 2897 (1422c21-1424a6) 
BD1239 235 (750b17-752c3) 
BD1240 665 (418a20-422b21) 
BD1241 665 (455b2-456b6) 
BD1242 475 (552a3-557b26) 
BD1243 665 (438a18-444a9) 
BD1244 235 (749b12-751b16) 
BD1245 1509 (700a14-702b25) 
BD1246 262 (56c24-60b14) 
BD1247 643 (679b3-683a3) 
BD1248 220 (vol. 5, 431c2-29) 
BD1249 262 (21c10-27b9) 
BD1250 936 (83c19-84c29) 
BD1251 475 (552a5-557b26) 
BD1252 475 (540a5-544a18) 




BD1254 936 (82c11-84c29) 
BD1255-1 663 (358b12-359b1) 
BD1255-2 663 (335b2-340c10) 
BD1256 262 (19b8-27b9) 
BD1257 665 (418a18-422b21) 
BD1258 220 (vol. 7, 160b18-161a17) 
BD1259 220 (vol. 7, 156c17-157b16) 
BD1260 2871 (1338c28-1345b1) 
BD1261 374 (562c25-568b21) 
BD1262 262 (47c28-55a9) 
BD1263 262 (19a14-27b9) 
BD1264 262 (46c20-48a1) 
BD1265 220 (vol. 6, 327a17-329a2) 
BD1266 2910 (1455c16-1456c10) 
BD1267 262 (37b6-46b14) 
BD1268 220 (vol. 6, 667a3-b1) 
BD1269 220 (vol. 7, 707c13-708a11) 
BD1270 936 (82a3-84b26) 
BD1271 262 (15c14-19a12) 
BD1272 235 (749b4-752c3) 
BD1273 665 (414a2-417c16) 
BD1274 262 (1c14-10b21) 
BD1275 665 (408b19-413c6) 
BD1276 365 (341c5-346b21) 
BD1277 262 (19b25-27b9) 
BD1278 223 (225b26-232c15) 
BD1279 262 (46b21-55a9) 
BD1280 262 (14b25-15b10) 
BD1281 936 (82a3-84c29) 
BD1282 665 (409b22-413c6) 
BD1283 1484 (1008a14-1009c8) 
BD1284 665 (414b5-417c16) 
BD1285 936 (82a3-84b29) 
BD1286 262 (1c26-10b21) 
BD1287 262 (20c2-27b9) 
BD1288 936 (82a11-84c29) 
BD1289 223 (293c16-295a3) 
BD1290 936 (82a3-84c29) 
BD1291-1 936 (83c29-84c29) 
BD1291-2 936 (82a3-84c29) 
BD1292 220 (vol. 5, 938c25-944a17) 
BD1293 262 (24b25-27b9) 
BD1294 671 (559b29-565b2) 
BD1295 220 (vol. 6, 166c1-171c5) 
BD1296 235 (750c27-752c3) 
BD1297 220 (vol. 5, 40a23-42a17) 
BD1298 262 (31a5-37a2) 
BD1299 262 (29a18-37a2) 
BD1300 220 (vol. 7, 472b28-473a8) 
BD1301 262 (34a4-37a2) 
BD1302 220 (vol. 5, 1033b19-1038a12) 
BD1303 220 (vol. 7, 454c16-455b14) 
BD1304 665 (408b2-413a26) 
BD1305 220 (vol. 7, 484a13-c4) 
BD1306 262 (22a24-25c22) 
BD1307A 220 (vol. 7, 439a10-b3) 
BD1307B 220 (vol. 7, 462a23-b25) 
BD1308 220 (vol. 7, 449a10-c8) 
BD1309 220 (vol. 7, 489a28-490a21) 
BD1310 220 (vol. 7, 433c13-444a29) 
BD1311 大正藏未収 
BD1312 278 (530b27-535a16) 
BD1313 262 (29a19-37a2) 
BD1314 665 (444c5-449c23) 
BD1315 475 (547a3-551c27) 
BD1316 大正藏未収* 
BD1317 665 (404a29-406a1) 
BD1318 936 (82a3-84c29) 
BD1319 665 (414b22-417c16) 
BD1320 262 (37b8-46b14) 
BD1321 235 (749a21-752c3) 
BD1322 262 (60a12-62b1) 
BD1323 936 (82a3-84c29) 
BD1324 1579 (400c21-401c7) 
BD1325 262 (56b3-62b1) 
BD1326 220 (vol. 7, 239a25-240c19) 
BD1327 279 (363b13-c12) 
BD1328 262 (11a3-13b27) 
BD1329 262 (33b4-34b22) 
BD1330 大正藏未収 
BD1331 279 (295a4-b2) 
BD1332 1429 (1015b26-1018b19) 
BD1333 665 (410b17-413c6) 
BD1334 220 (vol. 7, 1100b29-1105b5) 
BD1335 262 (35a28-37a1) 
BD1336 262 (11a27-19a12) 
BD1337 235 (748c17-752b9) 
BD1338 665 (409c7-413c6) 
BD1339 664 (372c15-377b6) 
BD1340 大正藏未収* 
BD1341 665 (408c28-409c6) 
BD1342 262 (11b21-12c8) 
BD1343 2910 (1455c16-1456c10) 
BD1344 245 (828c28-829c22) 
BD1345 262 (28b8-36b21) 
BD1345V1 1421 (165c21-166a8) 
BD1345V2 1546 (237a27-c21) 
BD1345V3 1425 (285b2-286a21) 
BD1345V4 391 (1114a3-b3) 
BD1345V5 750 (572b18-c29) 
BD1345V6 279 (399a2-401c9) 
BD1345V7 1512 (872c12-24) 
BD1346 220 (vol. 5, 51a7-52c10) 
BD1347 235 (749c20-752c3) 
BD1348-1 262 (57a27-58b7) 
BD1348-2 251 (848c4-24) 
BD1349 220 (vol. 5, 120a5-121a2) 
BD1349V 1871 (589c3-9) 
BD1350-1 967 (349c12-19) 
BD1350-2 967 (349c23-351c21) 
BD1351 262 (13a10-15a5) 
BD1352 220 (vol. 6, 71b1-72b27) 
BD1353 475 (552b5-555a5) 
BD1354 220 (vol. 5, 778b22-779a20) 
BD1355 235 (749c21-752c3) 
BD1356 663 (344a6-346b9) 
BD1357 235 (750a29-752a6) 
BD1358 374 (403c9-410b29) 
BD1359 262 (12c8-13a9) 
BD1360 936 (82a3-84c29) 
BD1361 235 (751c6-752c3) 




BD1364 1509 (120c13-121b12) 
BD1365 262 (11b21-12c8) 
BD1366 235 (749b18-752c3) 
BD1367 801 (745b7-746b8) 
BD1368 663 (342a22-344a6) 
BD1369 2895 (1414c22-1415a15) 
BD1370 475 (552a6-557b26) 
BD1371 262 (15a5-c21) 
BD1372 220 (vol. 5, 52c10-56a22) 
BD1373 220 (vol. 6, 414c12-416a19) 
BD1374 220 (vol. 5, 280a9-281b4) 
BD1375 220 (vol. 6, 517a27-519b24) 
BD1376 936 (82a3-84c29) 
BD1377 936 (82a3-84c29) 
BD1378 936 (82c8-84c29) 
BD1379 475 (537b25-c28) 
BD1380 大正藏未収 
BD1381 220 (vol. 7, 203b5-204a3) 
BD1382 235 (750a20-751a19) 
BD1383 262 (22b20-23b25) 
BD1384 475 (546c2-547b26) 
BD1385 262 (28a13-30a7) 
BD1386 220 (vol. 6, 844a15-847c3) 
BD1387 665 (444c5-446b29) 
BD1388 235 (751b4-752c3) 
BD1389 936 (82a23-84c29) 
BD1390 262 (4a14-5c1) 
BD1391 450 (406a19-407a23) 
BD1392 665 (413c14-417c16) 
BD1393 235 (750b29-751b4) 
BD1394 262 (24a17-25b1) 
敦煌出土仏典・大正蔵典籍番号対照表 
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BD1395 665 (441c18-443a12) 
BD1396 大正藏未収 
BD1397 1331 (533b5-535c10) 
BD1398 665 (408b6-c3) 
BD1399 235 (749a17-752c3) 
BD139V 262 (17a22-23) 
BD1400 262 (37a19-45c17) 
BD1401 262 (26c18-27b9) 
BD1402 220 (vol. 7, 587c9-589b3) 
BD1403 967 (350a5-352a26) 
BD1404 235 (748c17-749c25) 
BD1405 佛名經 
BD1406 1484 (1009a17-c8) 
BD1407 657 (127a10-128c9) 
BD1408 220 (vol. 7, 482c1-483a28) 
BD1409 220 (vol. 6, 853b9-858c9) 
BD1410 262 (37a9-44b24) 
BD1411 665 (444a23-445a27) 
BD1412 大正藏未収 
BD1413 475 (553c29-554b8) 
BD1414 1331 (532b7-533b5) 
BD1415 1806 (429b28-439a1) 
BD1416 235 (748c23-752c3) 
BD1417 665 (441b3-442b4) 
BD1418 650 (751a2-754a16) 
BD1419 262 (15b15-17b7) 
BD1420 262 (29c8-37a2) 
BD1421 450 (405b12-408b25) 
BD1422 262 (55a12-56c1) 
BD1423 665 (410b19-413c6) 
BD1424 374 (428c12-433c19) 
BD1425 262 (11b21-c28) 
BD1426 665 (418b13-422b21) 
BD1427 262 (59b12-62a29) 
BD1428 663 (352c29-358a29) 
BD1429 262 (48c15-55a9) 
BD1430 665 (408b5-411c8) 
BD1431 235 (749b19-752c3) 
BD1432 262 (19b16-27b9) 
BD1433 262 (42a5-46b14) 
BD1434 220 (vol. 6, 76a2-c1) 
BD1435 235 (750b8-752c3) 
BD1436 262 (51a26-53c23) 
BD1437 220 (vol. 7, 516a10-c11) 
BD1438 262 (60b17-62b1) 
BD1439 1431 (1038b2-1040a1) 
BD1440 262 (11a7-b21) 
BD1441 262 (40a11-41b10) 
BD1442 475 (539b26-540a8) 
BD1443 262 (6b9-10b21) 
BD1444 220 (vol. 7, 533b14-534a12) 
BD1445 262 (17a6-18a15) 
BD1446 典籍名未確定 
BD1447 1429 (1015b2-1016b1) 
BD1448 235 (749a24-c5) 
BD1449 220 (vol. 5, 149c25-151b19) 
BD1450 220 (vol. 7, 505c12-506b9) 
BD1451 大正藏未収 
BD1452 262 (56c19-58b17) 
BD1453 665 (425a7-427b13) 
BD1454 440 (152c28-156c14) 
BD1455 220 (vol. 6, 93c29-94b28) 
BD1456 235 (751b22-752a16) 
BD1457 大正藏未収 
BD1458 220 (vol. 5, 246b19-247b15) 
BD1459 大正藏未収 
BD1460 220 (vol. 6, 154b13-c12) 
BD1461 262 (17b7-18b24) 
BD1462 262 (38c25-40a13) 
BD1463 220 (vol. 7, 458c4-28) 
BD1464 235 (749a18-752c3) 
BD1465 262 (56b18-c18) 
BD1466 235 (750a11-752c3) 
BD1467 967 (350b1-352a26) 
BD1468 262 (11c29-19a12) 
BD1469 220 (vol. 5, 255b5-256a2) 
BD1470 374 (397b16-404a29) 
BD1471 大正藏未収 
BD1472 936 (82a3-84c29) 
BD1473 440 (120b10-29) 
BD1474 大正藏未収 
BD1475 262 (29a26-36a24) 
BD1476 262 (21a10-b15) 
BD1477 663 (358c7-359b1) 
BD1478 366 (347b7-348a18) 
BD1479 220 (vol. 6, 799c21-801c20) 
BD1480 262 (13a3-b11) 
BD1481 大正藏未収* 
BD1482 大正藏未収 
BD1483 262 (37b4-38c27) 
BD1484 2907 (1452c13-1454a8) 
BD1485 374 (506c18-507b1) 
BD1486 586 (39c10-40b20) 
BD1487 374 (504a9-b26) 
BD1488 262 (58b20-62b1) 
BD1489 262 (5c1-10b21) 
BD1490 220 (vol. 7, 871a23-b18) 
BD1491 2879 (1362c15-1363b12) 
BD1492 262 (56c29-57b28) 
BD1493 235 (749b21-751b4) 
BD1494 665 (438b28-440a9) 
BD1495 1331 (532c10-536a6) 
BD1496 235 (751b25-752a21) 
BD1497 235 (751b8-c23) 
BD1498 262 (2b1-10b20) 
BD1499 220 (vol. 6, 842a29-844a15) 
BD1500 1431 (1031a7-1041a18) 
BD1501 235 (749c17-752c3) 
BD1502 262 (22b19-23b18) 
BD1503 586 (36a19-37a20) 
BD1504 262 (22a11-b21) 
BD1505 665 (440a8-441b3) 
BD1506 220 (vol. 5, 623b6-624a4) 
BD1507 262 (29c2-37a2) 
BD1508 235 (752a2-b5) 
BD1509 220 (vol. 5, 621c10-622a22) 
BD1510 936 (82a3-84c29) 
BD1511 665 (442b5-444a9) 
BD1512 235 (749a14-752c3) 
BD1513 220 (vol. 5, 622b27-c27) 
BD1514 220 (vol. 7, 527c27-528a26) 
BD1515 220 (vol. 6, 497c24-498a21) 
BD1516 大正藏未収 
BD1517 665 (413c13-417c16) 
BD1518 586 (33b21-35a8) 
BD1519 374 (387a7-390b8) 
BD1520 235 (751b10-752b2) 
BD1521 262 (14a15-15a2) 
BD1522 220 (vol. 5, 253a16-c16) 
BD1523 262 (27b16-c15) 
BD1524 235 (749b24-752c2) 
BD1525 220 (vol. 5, 1033b13-c15) 
BD1526 475 (547b26-548b7) 
BD1527 235 (750c20-752c3) 
BD1528 665 (444a28-450a28) 
BD1529 235 (749c16-750b27) 
BD1530 235 (752a20-c3) 
BD1531 262 (45b26-49a20) 
BD1532 235 (749a21-752c3) 
BD1533 262 (31b12-32a19) 
BD1534 156 (124b6-125c21) 
BD1535 262 (36a13-37b4) 
BD1536 586 (38c1-39c10) 
BD1537 235 (751b9-752c3) 
BD1538 665 (429b21-432c10) 
BD1539 235 (750b14-752c3) 
BD1540 235 (750b26-c20) 
BD1541(1) 202 (416a19-417a6) 
BD1541(2) 202 (410a9-414a25) 
BD1541(3) 202 (413c29-415a20) 
BD1542 235 (750b18-752c3) 
BD1543 262 (10b24-19a12) 
BD1544 262 (30a6-31c5) 
BD1545 220 (vol. 5, 622c27-623b6) 
BD1546 235 (748c27-749b20) 




BD1548 665 (448a21-449a6) 
BD1549 220 (vol. 5, 251b21-252b3) 
BD1550 220 (vol. 5, 151b19-153c4) 
BD1551 235 (749b20-750b15) 
BD1551v 365 (344b8-11) 
BD1552 665 (435b12-437c13) 
BD1553 262 (38a2-b17) 
BD1554 1429 (1015a21-1017b10) 
BD1555 235 (750a19-751b12) 
BD1556 936 (83c8-84c6) 
BD1557 220 (vol. 6, 514b10-517a26) 
BD1558 475 (544c25-545b28) 
BD1559 450 (405c12-406c17) 
BD1560 262 (60c25-61b12) 
BD1561 475 (538b3-543c24) 
BD1562 262 (57a6-b27) 
BD1563 235 (749b26-c20) 
BD1564 2879 (1364a7-b12) 
BD1565 374 (509a1-b7) 
BD1566 475 (539a8-b27) 
BD1567 262 (11a4-19a12) 
BD1568 475 (549b15-551c26) 
BD1569 231 (708a2-c28) 
BD1570 475 (555c16-556a20) 
BD1571 220 (vol. 5, 252b24-253a15) 
BD1572 262 (20b28-21c3) 
BD1573 2897 (1423a20-1425b1) 
BD1574 936 (82c4-84a26) 
BD1575 374 (480b29-486a13) 
BD1576 440 (120c16-121b12) 
BD1577 235 (750b9-752c3) 
BD1578 374 (505b2-c16) 
BD1579 475 (544b11-c27) 
BD1580 235 (750c11-751b4) 
BD1581 220 (vol. 7, 300b17-306a1) 
BD1582 374 (505c16-506b3) 
BD1583 665 (406c5-408a28) 
BD1584 235 (751c9-752c3) 
BD1585 220 (vol. 5, 41b20-45a13) 
BD1586 475 (553b18-554a2) 
BD1587 262 (57b13-58b7) 
BD1588 475 (537c16-544a19) 
BD1589 235 (749b8-752c3) 
BD1590 235 (749a1-752c2) 
BD1591 475 (540a8-b24) 
BD1592 475 (554b8-c21) 
BD1593 220 (vol. 7, 905b12-910a24) 
BD1594 262 (27b29-28b22) 
BD1595 235 (751c11-752c3) 
BD1596 475 (552a21-557b26) 
BD1597 大正藏未収 
BD1598-1 2888 (1404a27-c28) 
BD1598-2 大正藏未収 
BD1599 586 (37a20-38b29) 
BD1600 475 (541a16-b27) 
BD1601 262 (2a17-3c15) 
BD1602 大正藏未収 
BD1602V 665 (405b12-21) 
BD1603 220 (vol. 6, 109a2-112a16) 
BD1604 475 (547a2-550c29) 
BD1605 1428 (682c10-695c15) 
BD1606 262 (27c14-30a6) 
BD1607 665 (452c13-456c1) 
BD1608 262 (3c15-5c2) 
BD1609 235 (749a17-750b24) 
BD1610 156 (125b29-130b4) 
BD1611 235 (748c17-751a21) 
BD1612 353 (218c23-223b14) 
BD1613 415 (830b22-832b23) 
BD1614 大正藏未収 
BD1615 235 (750c27-752c3) 
BD1616 262 (36a17-37a2) 
BD1617 220 (vol. 5, 624a1-626a6) 
BD1618 665 (449a24-c11) 
BD1619 262 (22c3-27b9) 
BD1620 235 (750b1-751a5) 
BD1621 220 (vol. 6, 166b28-171c5) 
BD1622 235 (751a5-b3) 
BD1623 235 (751c13-752a20) 
BD1624 235 (752b3-c3) 
BD1625 262 (25b1-26a14) 
BD1626 262 (21b29-22b18) 
BD1627 936 (82a11-84c29) 
BD1628 665 (444a12-446a24) 
BD1629 220 (vol. 6, 462a1-29) 
BD1630 402 (542b3-c4) 
BD1631 235 (748c17-749b3) 
BD1632 262 (34a2-c29) 
BD1633 936 (82a3-84c29) 
BD1634 235 (751a1-b9) 
BD1635 475 (537a18-b24) 
BD1636 235 (750c21-751b10) 
BD1637 475 (556a20-b29) 
BD1638 475 (542c18-543c27) 
BD1639 475 (552b24-553a6) 
BD1640 475 (540b23-541a17) 
BD1641 大正藏未収 
BD1642 262 (12b19-13a4) 
BD1643 262 (61a5-62a29) 
BD1644 220 (vol. 5, 697b16-c13) 
BD1645 374 (506b3-c18) 
BD1646 262 (8b16-10b21) 
BD1647 220 (vol. 5, 254b24-255b5) 
BD1648 374 (546c29-547b23) 
BD1649 262 (29c7-30b28) 
BD1650 262 (57a22-58a15) 
BD1651 450 (406a12-c13) 
BD1652 235 (749b21-752c3) 
BD1653 665 (414a11-417c16) 
BD1654 262 (19a14-b17) 
BD1655 475 (553a5-b19) 
BD1656 220 (vol. 5, 622a22-b27) 
BD1657 367 (348b22-351a29) 
BD1658 220 (vol. 5, 256a2-b25) 
BD1659 366 (348a4-29) 
BD1660 2879 (1363b11-1364a6) 
BD1661 586 (35a7-36a19) 
BD1662 262 (22a29-27b9) 
BD1663 220 (vol. 7, 537c17-538b15) 
BD1664 220 (vol. 7, 549a2-29) 
BD1665 220 (vol. 7, 420a21-426a15) 
BD1666 220 (vol. 6, 330a11-335a16) 
BD1667 262 (3c14-6a17) 
BD1668 235 (750b21-751a2) 
BD1669 665 (408c18-413c6) 
BD1670 大正藏未収* 
BD1671 475 (557a8-b9) 
BD1672 大正藏未収 
BD1673 374 (504b26-505a6) 
BD1674 475 (542a12-b14) 
BD1675-1 366 (346b28-348a28) 
BD1675-2 369 (352a23-b3) 
BD1676 2910 (1456a19-c10) 
BD1677 220 (vol. 5, 329c22-330a19) 
BD1678 235 (749b19-752c3) 
BD1679 375 (698c28-699a26) 
BD1680 262 (11c6-19a12) 
BD1681 262 (57b21-62a29) 
BD1682 262 (46c11-55a9) 
BD1683 220 (vol. 5, 256b25-257a7) 
BD1684 475 (555b1-c16) 
BD1685 262 (46b17-47a10) 
BD1686 262 (47c9-48a8) 
BD1687 440 (121b11-c26) 
BD1688 220 (vol. 6, 307a11-b9) 
BD1689 235 (750a18-752c3) 
BD1690 235 (748c20-752c3) 
BD1691 262 (37a9-46b14) 
BD1692 235 (750c18-751a23) 
BD1693 237 (763b13-765b6) 
BD1694 235 (750b22-751b25) 
BD1695 235 (751c4-752c2) 
BD1696 967 (350b5-352a17) 
BD1697 235 (751b11-752a27) 
BD1698 262 (23b17-24a17) 
BD1699 440 (123b19-124a14) 
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BD1700 262 (27b16-28a22) 
BD1701 262 (3b6-4a14) 
BD1702 475 (548c8-549a10) 
BD1703 235 (749b20-751b10) 
BD1704 235 (749c25-750b23) 
BD1705 374 (509c15-510a12) 
BD1706 374 (509b7-c15) 
BD1707 440 (124a15-c6) 
BD1708 262 (57b6-58b7) 
BD1709 262 (56c23-60c25) 
BD1710 475 (544b3-551b21) 
BD1711 441 (200b9-c17) 
BD1712 235 (752a17-b25) 
BD1713 375 (675a6-b4) 
BD1714 665 (450b11-c15) 
BD1715 220 (vol. 5, 991b28-993b23) 
BD1716 262 (34c29-35b27) 
BD1717 440 (122b2-c15) 
BD1718 231 (707b4-708a2) 
BD1719 441 (199a20-b6) 
BD1720 374 (510a12-b6) 
BD1721 2787 (571a14-580c23) 
BD1722 586 (47a22-54b11) 
BD1723 220 (vol. 6, 322a27-b27) 
BD1724 262 (18a14-19a12) 
BD1725 大正藏未収 
BD1726 440 (124c7-125a22) 
BD1727 235 (750b10-c20) 
BD1728 220 (vol. 7, 511a22-b21) 
BD1729 475 (545b28-546c1) 
BD1730 262 (58b22-62b1) 
BD1731 262 (19b15-20b27) 
BD1732 235 (751c23-752b4) 
BD1733 大正藏未収 
BD1734 374 (508b21-509a1) 
BD1735 220 (vol. 5, 798c2-799b29) 
BD1736 262 (47c27-54c24) 
BD1737 374 (516a7-522a27) 
BD1738 235 (752b3-c3) 
BD1739 475 (554c21-555b1) 
BD1740 475 (541b27-542a12) 
BD1741 262 (1c14-5b17) 
BD1742 220 (vol. 6, 304c23-305c15) 
BD1743 262 (61c17-62b1) 
BD1744 262 (56c28-57b14) 
BD1745 262 (2c21-4a14) 
BD1746 262 (50a26-55a9) 
BD1747 262 (6a18-8b15) 
BD1748 220 (vol. 7, 495a2-b12) 
BD1749 665 (437c16-440c28) 
BD1750 262 (26a13-27b9) 
BD1751 475 (545b26-547a2) 
BD1752 664 (396c27-401c24) 
BD1753 262 (37a20-46b14) 
BD1754 262 (11b19-19a12) 
BD1755 262 (57b28-59b28) 
BD1756 262 (61b10-c17) 
BD1757 262 (59b28-61a4) 
BD1758 374 (507c8-508a14) 
BD1759 235 (751a23-c4) 
BD1760 262 (35b27-36a18) 
BD1761 220 (vol. 7, 942c8-947b16) 
BD1762 475 (548b7-549b14) 
BD1763 220 (vol. 5, 793c6-794b21) 
BD1764 440 (122c16-123b18) 
BD1765 374 (508a15-b22) 
BD1766 220 (vol. 5, 789b14-790b9) 
BD1767 220 (vol. 5, 253c16-254b24) 
BD1768 220 (vol. 6, 643a21-644a3) 
BD1769 441 (198c11-199a16) 
BD1770 235 (749b2-750c18) 
BD1771 262 (55a12-b13) 
BD1772 235 (750a8-b20) 
BD1773 441 (198b13-c11) 
BD1774 2910 (1455c16-1456a25) 
BD1775 262 (29a7-c2) 
BD1777 665 (450a17-b14) 
BD1778 262 (30b29-31b13) 
BD1779 262 (32a18-c22) 
BD1781 262 (17a13-19a12) 
BD1782 235 (748c24-752c3) 
BD1783 235 (749b3-c25) 
BD1784 475 (539c23-541a3) 
BD1785(1) 223 (389b29-c28) 
BD1785(2) 374 (372a3-5) 
BD1786 262 (39c26-46b14) 
BD1787 262 (32c22-33b13) 
BD1788 262 (56c13-57b7) 
BD1789 665 (419a1-422b21) 
BD1790 936 (82a3-84c29) 
BD1791 2777 (442b9-446a10) 
BD1792 235 (750b21-752c3) 
BD1793 235 (749c27-750b1) 
BD1794 475 (541a3-542c18) 
BD1795 665 (449c10-450a17) 
BD1797 235 (750c19-751c10) 
BD1798 262 (31c5-33a25) 
BD1799 262 (3a23-10b5) 
BD1800 220 (vol. 5, 504c7-510b1) 
BD1801 262 (28b22-29c8) 
BD1802 374 (505a6-b4) 
BD1803 262 (13b10-15a3) 
BD1804 220 (vol. 7, 355a22-360b15) 
BD1805 235 (749c4-750a9) 
BD1806 279 (129c10-132c6) 
BD1807 262 (33b13-34a2) 
BD1808 220 (vol. 5, 778b22-779a20) 
BD1809 475 (556b28-557a9) 
BD1810 220 (vol. 5, 773b9-774a7) 
BD1811 374 (507a29-c7) 
BD1812 235 (750c21-751b22) 
BD1813 235 (748c23-752c3) 
BD1814 220 (vol. 6, 1006b24-c22) 
BD1815 2910 (1456a26-c10) 
BD1816 262 (33a25-34b22) 
BD1817 235 (750b20-c22) 
BD1818 1484 (1005c14-1009c18) 
BD1819 665 (418a18-422b21) 
BD1820 475 (537c16-544a19) 
BD1821 936 (82a3-84c29) 
BD1822-1 442 (314c4-318a6) 
BD1822-2 大正藏未収* 
BD1823-1 大正藏未収 
BD1823-2 235 (748c17-751b15) 
BD1823V 大正藏未収 
BD1824 262 (50c13-56c1) 
BD1825 235 (749a23-752c3) 
BD1826 665 (403a26-406b21) 
BD1827 374 (557c23-563b10) 
BD1828 475 (545a21-546b8) 
BD1829 262 (46c27-55a9) 
BD1830 262 (56c2-58b7) 
BD1830V1 262 (56c16-20) 
BD1830V2 262 (56c8-13) 
BD1830V3 262 (56c13-16) 
BD1831 475 (544b5-546b28) 
BD1832 1428 (748b11-755a19) 
BD1833 365 (341a28-346b21) 
BD1834 670 (505b22-514b26) 
BD1835 936 (82a3-84c29) 
BD1836 佛名經 
BD1837 262 (28a21-37a2) 
BD1838-1 1484 (1003a19-b2) 
BD1838-2(1) 1484 (1003c29-1004b20) 
BD1838-2(2) 1484 (1004b3-1009c8) 
BD1838-3 大正藏未収 
BD1839 235 (751b22-752a23) 
BD1840 475 (552a5-555c14) 
BD1841 262 (48a15-49a13) 
BD1842 1302 (420b4-421a14) 
BD1843 1331 (530b6-532b3) 
BD1844 663 (340c18-346b9) 
BD1845 262 (44b28-48a8) 
BD1846 262 (43a17-47c28) 
BD1847 665 (418a6-419b3) 




BD1849 220 (vol. 6, 820a9-825c5) 
BD1850 665 (419b3-422b21) 
BD1851 665 (417c26-422b21) 
BD1852 235 (750b20-752c3) 
BD1853 262 (12b9-18b7) 
BD1854 235 (749b20-752c3) 
BD1855 672 (608a28-614c1) 




BD1858 262 (52c3-55a9) 
BD1859 220 (vol. 6, 546c11-547b20) 
BD1860 大正藏未収 
BD1861 2810 (1054b3-1057a28) 
BD1862 262 (45c24-50b22) 
BD1863 262 (50b29-52b11) 
BD1864 235 (749a12-749b20) 
BD1865 220 (vol. 6, 642c17-643a9) 
BD1866 2888 (1404a27-c28) 
BD1867 440 (168b22-173a12) 
BD1868 262 (51a27-55a9) 
BD1869 665 (452b24-456c19) 
BD1870 475 (537a3-557b25) 
BD1871 475 (544a26-557b26) 
BD1872 2777 (455a20-472c29) 
BD1873 262 (10c18-19a12) 
BD1874 1806 (429a3-434b10) 
BD1875 262 (48a8-50b22) 
BD1876 665 (408b16-413c6) 
BD1877 大正藏未収 
BD1878 220 (vol. 6, 514b10-c9) 
BD1879 936 (82a3-84c29) 
BD1880 262 (9c13-10b21) 
BD1881 475 (555b15-557b25) 
BD1882 262 (12a12-16c25) 
BD1883 262 (10c8-13c12) 
BD1883V 475 (537b8-9) 
BD1884 450 (405a4-408b25) 
BD1885 936 (82a19-84c29) 
BD1886 大正藏未収 
BD1887 936 (82b23-84c29) 
BD1888 586 (34a12-37c24) 
BD1889 1509 (676c7-684b5) 
BD1890 220 (vol. 5, 1071a9-1072c3) 
BD1891 262 (42a29-44a4) 
BD1892 475 (541a8-544a19) 
BD1893 1579 (511c16-515c29) 
BD1894 672 (587a3-600b14) 
BD1895 262 (15b15-18b23) 
BD1896 262 (10b24-19a12) 
BD1897-1 366 (347b12-348a28) 
BD1897-2 369 (352a23-b3) 
BD1897-3 360 (270a29-b3) 
BD1897-4 大正藏未収 
BD1898 366 (346b25-348a29) 
BD1899 220 (vol. 7, 713b10-718c6) 
BD1900 475 (537a10-539b6) 
BD1901 大正藏未収 
BD1902 653 (802b26-805b11) 
BD1903 1431 (1033a5-1041a18) 
BD1904 大正藏未収 
BD1905 262 (10b24-12c13) 
BD1906 1315 (466c4-15) 
BD1907 262 (2a6-10b21) 
BD1908 235 (749b20-752c3) 
BD1909 220 (vol. 5, 1072c3-1074c20) 
BD1910-2 1060 (106a4-b4) 
BD1911 374 (514b11-516a6) 
BD1912 262 (27c15-29a19) 
BD1913 262 (29a19-37a2) 
BD1914 262 (24c18-27a20) 
BD1915 大正藏未収 
BD1916 262 (47c28-50b22) 
BD1917 475 (539b12-543b27) 
BD1918 220 (vol. 6, 426b28-427b18) 
BD1919 665 (428b1-430a25) 
BD1920 936 (82a3-84c29) 
BD1921 262 (57a2-58b7) 
BD1922 262 (2b13-3a13) 
BD1923 220 (vol. 5, 689b29-693c27) 
BD1924 220 (vol. 6, 1053b16-1059a8) 
BD1925-1 235 (749c18-752c3) 
BD1925-2 大正藏未収 
BD1926 262 (9c11-10b8) 
BD1927 大正藏未収 
BD1928 262 (37a5-b9) 
BD1929 235 (749c18-752c3) 
BD1930 262 (47a8-54a17) 
BD1931 262 (50c23-56c1) 
BD1932 475 (538c7-544a19) 
BD1933 475 (537a9-544a19) 
BD1934 262 (11c29-14a4) 
BD1935 262 (21a13-22c2) 
BD1936 262 (22c2-27b7) 
BD1937 262 (14a4-19a11) 
BD1938 936 (82a3-84c29) 
BD1939 220 (vol. 6, 813c19-814a18) 
BD1940 2910 (1455c16-1456c10) 
BD1941 374 (535c23-540c14) 
BD1942 262 (40a16-44c1) 
BD1943 262 (23b7-27b9) 
BD1944 80 (891a21-895b21) 
BD1945 220 (vol. 5, 11c29-16c28) 
BD1946 374 (385a19-390b8) 
BD1947 262 (37a14-46b14) 
BD1948 220 (vol. 5, 672c1-677b17) 
BD1949 262 (11a9-19a12) 
BD1950 典籍名未確定 
BD1951 475 (551a5-551c27) 
BD1952 475 (537b29-544a19) 
BD1953 262 (16a16-19a12) 
BD1954 665 (426c21-427b13) 
BD1955 2897 (1423b22-1425a28) 
BD1956 220 (vol. 7, 890c2-894b18) 
BD1957V1 374 (591a10-b19) 
BD1957V4 374 (588c2-589a11) 
BD1958 235 (750a14-752c2) 
BD1959 220 (vol. 5, 610b23-615b9) 
BD1960 665 (406b29-407c16) 
BD1961 262 (50a25-55a9) 
BD1962 220 (vol. 5, 393a18-c17) 
BD1963 220 (vol. 6, 870a10-874c25) 
BD1964 1484 (1005b17-1008a5) 
BD1965 235 (749a27-752c3) 
BD1966 1057 (85c28-89b26) 
BD1967 475 (538a3-541a7) 
BD1968 262 (27b16-32b25) 
BD1969 665 (454a14-456c19) 
BD1970 262 (19a27-22a24) 
BD1971 936 (82a3-84c29) 
BD1972-1 1484 (1003a19-b2) 
BD1972-2 1484 (1003c29-1009c18) 
BD1973 665 (456b3-c19) 
BD1974(1) 220 (vol. 5, 230b22-231a21) 
BD1975 1509 (309a9-314b18) 
BD1976 220 (vol. 5, 1066a3-b2) 
BD1977 262 (55c15-62b1) 
BD1978 262 (21b1-27b9) 
BD1979 2897 (1422b14-1425b1) 
BD1980 262 (27b21-34b22) 
BD1981 262 (19a24-23b18) 
BD1982 374 (372a11-374c27) 
BD1983 374 (411c4-417c1) 
BD1984 450 (405a8-406a12) 
BD1985 681 (723c6-747b15) 
BD1986 223 (387a19-390c1) 
BD1987 665 (450c20-452a22) 
BD1988 936 (82a11-84c29) 
BD1989 936 (82a3-84c29) 
BD1990 665 (452a23-456c19) 
BD1991 262 (37c16-38b28) 
BD1992 374 (562c22-568b21) 
BD1993 220 (vol. 6, 544c7-545a4) 
BD1995 220 (vol. 6, 804b8-808b5) 
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BD1996 262 (57c5-58b7) 
BD1997 374 (372c11-379a6) 
BD1998A 1579 (484b2-486a4) 
BD1998B 936 (82a5-84c29) 
BD1999 936 (82c13-84c29) 
BD2000 653 (800a24-802b26) 
BD2001 262 (37c13-42c1) 
BD2002 2871 (1339a22-1341b4) 
BD2003 1071 (152b18-154c28) 
BD2004 220 (vol. 5, 914a19-c8) 
BD2005 475 (555c14-557b26) 
BD2006 450 (404c26-408b25) 
BD2007 721 (72c4-73a4) 
BD2008 665 (432c13-433a15) 
BD2009 1428 (885c13-886a15) 
BD2010 大正藏未収 
BD2011 820 (836c27-837a25) 
BD2012 大正藏未収 
BD2013 235 (750b23-751b23) 
BD2014 450 (405b26-408b25) 
BD2015A 220 (vol. 6, 100a13-101c1) 
BD2015B 220 (vol. 6, 209b28-c4) 
BD2016 945 (126a8-128b7) 
BD2017 1579 (424a2-429c27) 
BD2018 235 (749b24-752c3) 
BD2019 310 (587b16-c7) 
BD2020 262 (12c10-19a12) 
BD2021 262 (37a17-39c15) 
BD2022 374 (599b2-603c25) 
BD2023 262 (37a9-46b14) 
BD2024-1 大正藏未収* 
BD2025 2810 (1060b19-1062c6) 
BD2026 365 (340c26-346b21) 
BD2027 220 (vol. 6, 784b11-c9) 
BD2028 235 (749b1-750a19) 
BD2029 大正藏未収 
BD2030 大正藏未収 
BD2031 262 (13a11-15b15) 
BD2032 202 (349c18-350a27) 
BD2033 475 (552a3-557b26) 
BD2034 262 (11b20-19a12) 
BD2035 664 (378b7-381c29) 
BD2036 235 (750b21-752c3) 
BD2037 754 (575c12-581c15) 
BD2038 235 (750b19-752c3) 
BD2039 262 (53c7-56c1) 
BD2040 475 (541b16-544a19) 
BD2041 262 (21c5-27b9) 
BD2042 262 (37b12-38b12) 
BD2043 475 (555c23-557b26) 
BD2044 936 (82a3-84c29) 
BD2045 416 (881b15-886a13) 
BD2046 大正藏未収 
BD2047 665 (406b22-407c15) 
BD2048 672 (595a3-600b14) 
BD2049 475 (546b8-551c27) 
BD2050 262 (47c9-55a9) 
BD2051 大正藏未収 
BD2052 220 (vol. 5, 1066b2-1070a10) 
BD2053 235 (748c17-752c3) 
BD2054 262 (56b24-58b13) 
BD2055 大正藏未収 
BD2056 佛名經 
BD2057 262 (5a16-8a9) 
BD2058 936 (82a13-84c29) 
BD2059 220 (vol. 5, 228c25-234a8) 
BD2060 235 (750a29-752c3) 
BD2061 2897 (1423a5-1425b1) 
BD2062 475 (549a10-551c27) 
BD2063 262 (47a18-50b22) 
BD2064 大正藏未収 
BD2065 大正藏未収* 
BD2066 262 (34c25-42a28) 
BD2067 665 (405b20-408a28) 
BD2068 232 (726b4-732c9) 
BD2069 475 (537a6-544a19) 
BD2069V 235 (749c24-750a7) 
BD2070 大正藏未収* 
BD2071 262 (3c14-10b21) 
BD2072 大正藏未収 
BD2073 447 (378b22-383a20) 
BD2074 大正藏未収* 
BD2074V 大正藏未収* 
BD2075 262 (4c8-10b20) 
BD2076 262 (3b2-10b21) 
BD2077 235 (749a17-752c3) 
BD2078 936 (82a3-84c29) 
BD2079 2881 (1381b6-1383b6) 
BD2080 278 (627a10-631a19) 
BD2081 235 (749b21-751b24) 
BD2082 262 (31a25-34b22) 
BD2083 936 (82a3-84c29) 
BD2084 936 (82a3-84c29) 
BD2085 262 (1c25-2b17) 
BD2086 262 (2b17-10b21) 
BD2087 大正藏未収 
BD2088 220 (vol. 6, 420b14-424b4) 
BD2089 262 (11a7-b21) 
BD2090 658 (231b5-c2) 
BD2091 大正藏未収 
BD2092 大正藏未収 
BD2093 1431 (1032a20-1036b1) 
BD2094 220 (vol. 7, 410c20-411a19) 
BD2095-1 大正藏未収 
BD2096 220 (vol. 6, 585a25-b20) 
BD2097 936 (82a3-84c29) 
BD2098-1 936 (82a27-84c29) 
BD2098-2 936 (82a3-84c29) 
BD2099 665 (430c5-432c10) 
BD2100 220 (vol. 7, 1094a21-1096c16) 
BD2101 235 (749c20-752c3) 
BD2102 2778 (518b17-529b9) 
BD2103 1331 (534a5-536b5) 
BD2104 220 (vol. 6, 488a2-b1) 
BD2105 220 (vol. 6, 503c2-504a1) 
BD2106 235 (749c8-751a28) 
BD2107 220 (vol. 6, 509b2-c2) 
BD2108 220 (vol. 6, 477c4-478a3) 
BD2109 2782 (548b8-550a26) 
BD2110 220 (vol. 6, 524b2-29) 
BD2111 2871 (1341b2-1345b1) 
BD2112(1) 2787 (567a3-571a11) 
BD2113 936 (82a3-84c29) 
BD2114 220 (vol. 6, 454b9-458b4) 
BD2115 665 (414a1-417c16) 
BD2116 665 (447b4-450c15) 
BD2117 235 (749c18-752c3) 
BD2118 665 (445b25-446c16) 
BD2119 235 (751a20-752c3) 
BD2120 262 (4a11-10b21) 
BD2121 235 (748c17-751a24) 
BD2122 大正藏未収 
BD2123 374 (559b15-562c20) 
BD2124 262 (1c14-10b21) 
BD2125A 262 (50c20-51a21) 
BD2125B 262 (52c3-53a19) 
BD2127 936 (82a3-84c29) 
BD2128 220 (vol. 6, 409a9-414a19) 
BD2129 235 (749a22-c20) 
BD2130 1331 (532c27-534a5) 
BD2131 220 (vol. 5, 1026b13-1028b12) 
BD2132 262 (20c9-26c20) 
BD2133 262 (2c7-10b21) 
BD2134 936 (82a3-84c29) 
BD2135 475 (541b13-544a19) 
BD2136 374 (417c1-422b28) 
BD2137 279 (101b10-105c12) 
BD2138 665 (450c25-455a16) 
BD2139 475 (539b6-541b16) 
BD2140 220 (vol. 7, 113a2-b2) 
BD2141 220 (vol. 5, 325c27-326a26) 
BD2142 220 (vol. 6, 890c3-28) 
BD2143 1806 (431a29-437a24) 
BD2144 235 (749a7-751b11) 




BD2146 235 (748c17-749c25) 
BD2147 1431 (1036b2-1041a17) 
BD2148 665 (455a19-456c19) 
BD2149 1579 (381b24-382a18) 
BD2150 665 (431c5-432c10) 
BD2151 262 (58b8-c6) 
BD2152(1) 366 (346b25-348a23) 
BD2152(2) 156 (124a18-26) 
BD2153 262 (26b25-27b5) 
BD2154 235 (750c15-752b29) 
BD2155B 452 (418b3-18) 
BD2155C 典籍名未確定 
BD2155D 大正藏未収 
BD2156 220 (vol. 6, 951b23-956a6) 
BD2157 235 (749a5-752c3) 
BD2158 2879 (1367a2-b1) 
BD2159 475 (537c7-544a19) 
BD2160 475 (539b15-541b13) 
BD2161 235 (748c22-752b1) 
BD2162-1 663 (358c12-359b1) 
BD2162-2 663 (335b2-340c10) 
BD2162-3 663 (340c13-346b9) 
BD2162-4 663 (346b12-352b9) 
BD2162-5 663 (352b12-358a29) 
BD2163 大正藏未収 
BD2164 665 (420a7-421a11) 
BD2165 大正藏未収 
BD2166 2910 (1455c16-1456c10) 
BD2167 475 (537c17-544a17) 
BD2168 235 (749a18-752c3) 
BD2169 235 (749a18-750b26) 
BD2170 235 (752b1-c3) 
BD2171 665 (418c11-420a7) 
BD2172 262 (55a16-56c1) 
BD2173 262 (20b20-27b9) 
BD2175 262 (12a2-14b20) 
BD2176 262 (12c13-16a15) 
BD2177 665 (404c15-405b11) 
BD2178 220 (vol. 5, 47a4-50c13) 
BD2179 2787 (610c13-616c8) 
BD2180 235 (750c20-752c3) 
BD2181 262 (38c22-46b14) 
BD2182 2787 (594c13-610c13) 
BD2183 203 (481b1-c3) 
BD2184 262 (6a21-10b21) 
BD2185 262 (23b18-27b9) 
BD2186 262 (22a24-25a22) 
BD2187 235 (751c4-752a2) 
BD2188 262 (57b22-62a29) 
BD2189 156 (125a24-127c17) 
BD2190 475 (544b15-546b23) 
BD2191 665 (451b7-456c19) 
BD2192 大正藏未収 
BD2193 375 (714c24-715a28) 
BD2194 220 (vol. 6, 371c15-376c5) 
BD2195 262 (3b29-11b24) 
BD2196 366 (346c10-348a29) 
BD2197 665 (403c2-404c1) 
BD2198 223 (336a17-c23) 
BD2199 262 (6a16-c2) 
BD2200 936 (82a10-84c29) 
BD2201 220 (vol. 6, 245a21-c23) 
BD2202 220 (vol. 6, 243b27-245a21) 
BD2203 262 (28a9-37a2) 
BD2204 220 (vol. 7, 785b6-790c12) 
BD2205 936 (82a3-84c29) 
BD2206 大正藏未収 
BD2207 235 (752a14-c3) 
BD2208 220 (vol. 5, 489a3-490a1) 
BD2209 670 (491a7-497c6) 
BD2210 475 (547b5-551c27) 
BD2211 945 (107a13-110a7) 
BD2212 262 (8a10-10b21) 
BD2213 220 (vol. 6, 786c2-791b26) 
BD2214 262 (49c3-50c29) 
BD2215 大正藏未収 
BD2216 235 (749c16-752c3) 
BD2217 大正藏未収 
BD2218 大正藏未収* 
BD2219-1 650 (750a19-756b12) 
BD2219-2 650 (756b15-761b22) 
BD2220 220 (vol. 6, 809a6-814a24) 
BD2221 大正藏未収* 
BD2222 235 (749b11-752c3) 
BD2223 262 (47b7-55a9) 
BD2224 大正藏未収* 
BD2225 262 (47c9-49c3) 
BD2226 262 (25a22-27b9) 
BD2227-1 156 (124a18-130b4) 
BD2227-2 156 (130b7-136b10) 
BD2227-3 156 (136b13-142b14) 
BD2228A 大正藏未収* 
BD2228B 大正藏未収* 
BD2229(1) 223 (218c20-219a6) 
BD2229(2) 223 (221a21-c10) 
BD2229(3) 223 (225a21-228b1) 
BD2229(4) 223 (232c18-21) 
BD2229(5) 223 (233c20-234a2) 
BD2230 262 (46c25-55a9) 
BD2231 220 (vol. 6, 436a26-438b16) 
BD2232 1331 (532b20-536b5) 
BD2233 279 (419c14-428a25) 
BD2234-1 1484 (1003a19-b2) 
BD2234-2 大正藏未収 
BD2234-3 大正藏未収 
BD2234-4 1484 (1003b6-1006a15) 
BD2235 220 (vol. 7, 420a16-426a15) 
BD2236 262 (42c9-50b22) 
BD2237(1) 223 (234a2-15) 
BD2237(2) 223 (241c10-242c11) 
BD2237(3) 223 (247a19-c5) 
BD2237(4) 223 (255a27-b22) 
BD2237(5) 223 (255c24-256b22) 
BD2237(6) 223 (261a17-262c3) 
BD2237(7) 223 (264b22-265a6) 
BD2237(8) 223 (271b19-272a22) 
BD2238 220 (vol. 7, 295a28-300b14) 
BD2239 1428 (755a20-762a14) 
BD2240 235 (748c17-750a21) 




BD2244 664 (360a13-365b11) 
BD2245 220 (vol. 7, 827b9-830a8) 
BD2246 156 (163a7-b9) 
BD2247 223 (337a10-b6) 
BD2248 665 (418a18-422b21) 
BD2249 665 (437c16-444a9) 
BD2250 223 (336c21-337a11) 
BD2251 1509 (158b21-161c22) 
BD2252 2910 (1455c16-1456c10) 





BD2258 1484 (1005a9-1010a22) 
BD2258V1 279 
BD2258V2 2122 (937b24-25) 
BD2259 475 (544b4-551c27) 
BD2260 262 (19a25-27b9) 
BD2261 220 (vol. 6, 615b22-620c18) 
BD2262 665 (409c6-413c6) 
BD2263 大正藏未収 
BD2264 220 (vol. 6, 644a2-647c22) 
BD2265 235 (748c17-752c3) 
BD2266 1512 (839b25-844a5) 
BD2267-1 936 (84c26-29) 
BD2267-2 936 (82a3-84c29) 
BD2268 712 (823b20-826a27) 
BD2269 235 (749b19-752c3) 
BD2270-1 967 (349b2-c19) 
BD2270-2 967 (349c23-352a26) 
BD2271 366 (346c3-348a29) 
敦煌出土仏典・大正蔵典籍番号対照表 
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BD2272 220 (vol. 5, 840c7-845b28) 
BD2273 262 (39c16-46b14) 
BD2274 220 (vol. 6, 278a15-b19) 
BD2275 大正藏未収 
BD2276 大正藏未収* 
BD2277 220 (vol. 6, 273a2-278a15) 
BD2278 665 (417c29-422b21) 
BD2279 220 (vol. 7, 1096c16-1099b28) 
BD2280 262 (61a12-62b1) 
BD2281 262 (10c9-19a12) 
BD2282(1) 945 (146b28-149a10) 
BD2282(2) 945 (148c16-151b16) 




BD2285 220 (vol. 6, 240a25-b26) 
BD2286 220 (vol. 5, 945a13-b10) 
BD2287 220 (vol. 6, 442c5-443b3) 
BD2288 220 (vol. 5, 1048a21-b16) 
BD2289 220 (vol. 5, 845a22-b21) 
BD2290 220 (vol. 5, 620a1-29) 
BD2291 大正藏未収* 
BD2292 220 (vol. 5, 1045a27-b24) 
BD2293 220 (vol. 7, 170c6-171a6) 
BD2294 220 (vol. 6, 230b5-c3) 
BD2295 450 (405c6-408b25) 
BD2296 2778 (508b29-518b14) 





BD2299 1431 (1031b10-1041a18) 
BD2300 2778 (529b10-535a23) 
BD2301 663 (342a1-346b9) 
BD2301V 大正藏未収* 
BD2302 220 (vol. 5, 135c2-136a1) 
BD2303 475 (542b3-544a18) 
BD2304 665 (409a4-413c6) 
BD2305 262 (2a3-10b21) 
BD2306 1436 (471b1-479a5) 
BD2307 190 (749b5-753c8) 
BD2308 672 (600b21-607b15) 
BD2309 235 (749a28-752c3) 
BD2310 235 (748c24-752c3) 
BD2311 典籍名未確定 
BD2312 235 (748c17-752c3) 
BD2313 220 (vol. 6, 151a13-c13) 
BD2314 665 (420b10-422b21) 
BD2315 1302 (420a3-421a14) 
BD2316 大正藏未収* 
BD2318 220 (vol. 5, 416a7-421b20) 
BD2319-1 大正藏未収* 
BD2319-2 873 (299b4-301a16) 
BD2319V1 1093 (399a19-400a14) 
BD2319V2 310 (338b21-340b23) 
BD2320 220 (vol. 6, 156c2-157b1) 
BD2321 936 (83b12-84c29) 
BD2322 374 (371c23-379a6) 
BD2323 936 (82a3-84c29) 
BD2324 220 (vol. 7, 89b29-c28) 
BD2325 936 (82a3-84c28) 
BD2326 235 (750c4-752c3) 
BD2327 220 (vol. 7, 775b26-776a23) 
BD2328 945 (107c14-109a15) 
BD2329 262 (56c2-62b1) 
BD2330 235 (751c9-752c3) 
BD2331 220 (vol. 6, 490c14-492a7) 
BD2332 1431 (1032b4-1041a18) 
BD2333 220 (vol. 5, 159b2-c13) 
BD2334 2897 (1422c24-1423b23) 
BD2335 967 (351a22-352a21) 
BD2336 375 (621a10-625a29) 
BD2337 1339 (643a2-644b24) 
BD2338 220 (vol. 6, 134a3-c3) 
BD2339 220 (vol. 5, 805b27-c27) 
BD2340 220 (vol. 6, 489c29-490c14) 
BD2341 220 (vol. 5, 809c12-810a10) 
BD2342 2897 (1423b23-1424b3) 
BD2343 936 (82a3-84c29) 
BD2344 665 (417c19-422b21) 
BD2345 1600 (464b29-468a7) 
BD2346 大正藏未収* 
BD2347 945 (114c17-117b11) 
BD2348 220 (vol. 6, 416b1-418c25) 
BD2349 475 (538a14-539a2) 
BD2350 374 (371c10-379a6) 
BD2351 374 (460b27-c22) 
BD2352 262 (58b8-62a2) 
BD2353-1 大正藏未収* 
BD2353-2 大正藏未収* 
BD2353V1 653 (782c15-788a24) 
BD2353V2 653 (788a25-790a3) 
BD2354 262 (37a5-39c17) 
BD2355 262 (24a17-27b9) 
BD2356 262 (11b18-c18) 
BD2357-1 936 (82a3-84c29) 
BD2357-2 936 (82a3-84c29) 
BD2357-3 936 (82a3-84c29) 
BD2358 典籍名未確定 
BD2359 936 (82a3-84c26) 
BD2360-1 366 (346b25-348a29) 
BD2360-2 251 (848c4-19) 
BD2361 220 (vol. 7, 753a24-b24) 
BD2362 235 (751b3-752c3) 
BD2363 366 (346c6-348a29) 
BD2364 大正藏未収 
BD2365 235 (750b13-751b11) 
BD2366 262 (28b29-29c5) 
BD2367 475 (556b3-c9) 
BD2368 大正藏未収* 
BD2369 2897 (1423b11-1425b3) 
BD2370 374 (381c19-382b17) 
BD2371 374 (585c11-586a6) 
BD2372 366 (346b25-347a11) 
BD2373 262 (25b19-27b9) 
BD2374 262 (14c6-15a12) 
BD2375 262 (19a14-24a15) 
BD2376 262 (11a15-b18) 
BD2377 936 (82a3-84c29) 
BD2378 665 (418b15-421b18) 
BD2379 262 (34c3-37a2) 
BD2379V1 大正藏未収 
BD2379V2 592 (124b12-c3) 
BD2379V3 大正藏未収 
BD2380 大正藏未収* 
BD2381 936 (82a3-84c18) 
BD2382 235 (750a19-c20) 
BD2383 665 (403a14-404a7) 
BD2384 262 (19a21-21b10) 
BD2385-1 1082 (198a15-200a12) 
BD2385-2 大正藏未収 
BD2386-1 大正藏未収 
BD2386-2 665 (403a3-404b14) 
BD2387 262 (11b10-12c25) 
BD2388 262 (13b24-c27) 
BD2389 262 (58b10-62b1) 
BD2390 235 (749a28-750c19) 
BD2391 262 (47a1-49c2) 
BD2392A 251 (848c4-24) 
BD2392B 262 (56c2-58b7) 
BD2392C 801 (745b7-746b8) 
BD2393 374 (487a8-492c10) 
BD2394 278 (547c12-550b16) 
BD2395 262 (12b28-c27) 
BD2396 262 (13c26-14a29) 
BD2397 936 (82a3-84c29) 
BD2398 262 (16c9-28) 
BD2399 262 (47a7-55a9) 
BD2400 665 (449c2-450c8) 
BD2401 310 (367c12-372a11) 
BD2402 262 (16c28-17a28) 




BD2404 220 (vol. 6, 112a19-c18) 
BD2405 262 (55c12-62b1) 
BD2406 366 (347a9-348a29) 
BD2407 1429 (1015c6-1023a11) 
BD2408 936 (82a19-84c29) 
BD2409 235 (751b21-c26) 
BD2410 大正藏未収 
BD2411 262 (3b12-10b21) 
BD2412 大正藏未収 
BD2413-1 663 (358b8-359b1) 
BD2413-2 663 (335b2-340c10) 
BD2414 262 (17b27-18a3) 
BD2415 235 (750b25-752c3) 
BD2417 1430 (1025a4-1028a26) 
BD2417V 典籍名未確定 
BD2418 262 (56c26-58b7) 
BD2419 235 (752b4-c3) 
BD2420 235 (750b25-c18) 
BD2421 1431 (1034c15-1036b18) 
BD2422 671 (576c1-577a17) 
BD2423 262 (1c14-2c11) 
BD2424 235 (751b22-752c3) 
BD2425 936 (82a3-84c29) 
BD2426 475 (557a14-b14) 
BD2427 235 (751a20-b21) 
BD2428 262 (17a28-b29) 
BD2429 374 (376a9-378b17) 
BD2430 262 (13b12-15c23) 
BD2431 235 (749a21-752c3) 
BD2431V 大正藏未収* 
BD2432 235 (749c19-750a19) 
BD2433 235 (749b18-c19) 
BD2434 262 (12c26-13a25) 
BD2435 1331 (534a15-c27) 
BD2436 220 (vol. 6, 1020c8-1026a8) 
BD2437 235 (748c29-749b18) 
BD2438 235 (750c18-752b26) 
BD2439 936 (82b26-84c29) 
BD2440-1 936 (82a5-84c29) 
BD2440-2 936 (82a3-84c29) 
BD2441 220 (vol. 6, 731c8-732a27) 
BD2442 936 (82a5-84c29) 
BD2443 220 (vol. 5, 359c1-360a29) 
BD2444 220 (vol. 5, 1059b1-25) 
BD2445 936 (82a5-84c29) 
BD2446 945 (110a11-114c13) 
BD2447 235 (751b11-752c3) 
BD2448 220 (vol. 6, 762c11-763a9) 
BD2449 大正藏未収 
BD2450 665 (422b29-427b13) 
BD2451 665 (423b10-424b22) 
BD2452 220 (vol. 7, 537b18-c18) 
BD2453 262 (31b23-37a2) 
BD2454 262 (19c18-25a6) 
BD2455 大正藏未収 
BD2456-1 936 (82a3-84c29) 
BD2456-2 936 (82a3-9) 
BD2457 262 (34b23-46b9) 
BD2458 220 (vol. 6, 183a2-b29) 
BD2459 220 (vol. 6, 1036c9-1037a8) 
BD2460 大正藏未収 
BD2461 220 (vol. 6, 76a2-29) 
BD2462 262 (36b5-42a28) 
BD2463 大正藏未収* 
BD2464 235 (749a8-752c3) 
BD2465 236 (752c19-754b2) 
BD2466 220 (vol. 5, 97c2-102a20) 
BD2467 936 (82b28-84c29) 
BD2468 936 (82a3-84c29) 
BD2469 220 (vol. 6, 263a3-c2) 
BD2470 374 (495b19-c9) 
BD2471 475 (543a12-544a19) 
BD2472 大正藏未収 
BD2473 262 (57a27-58a17) 
BD2474 475 (552a5-557b26) 
BD2475 936 (82b11-84c29) 
BD2476 366 (346c15-347c7) 
BD2477 936 (82a3-84c29) 
BD2478 665 (410b15-413a4) 
BD2479 262 (14b14-19a12) 
BD2480 235 (751a9-752a27) 
BD2481 1425 (266b21-c19) 
BD2483 374 (598c7-599a21) 
BD2484 262 (50b23-c21) 
BD2485 665 (438c12-439a11) 
BD2486 235 (751a24-752c3) 
BD2487 262 (43a1-20) 
BD2488 366 (347c16-348a29) 
BD2489 374 (585a9-586c24) 
BD2490 665 (442c6-444a9) 
BD2491 278 (677a14-b8) 
BD2492 374 (512a5-b7) 
BD2493 936 (82a3-84c29) 
BD2494 712 (823c6-826a27) 
BD2495 374 (439c5-443a12) 
BD2496 大正藏未収 
BD2497 262 (25b24-27b9) 
BD2498 大正藏未収 
BD2499 220 (vol. 6, 940a2-941a26) 
BD2500 475 (541b7-c26) 
BD2501 220 (vol. 6, 683b9-688b27) 
BD2502 235 (749a21-752c3) 
BD2503 231 (698a15-700b27) 
BD2504 220 (vol. 5, 569b9-570b1) 
BD2505 220 (vol. 5, 1000a5-c3) 
BD2506-1 665 (409c23-413c6) 
BD2506-2 665 (413c9-414c28) 
BD2507 721 (280b25-c28) 
BD2508 235 (749b10-752c3) 
BD2509 967 (350b3-352b11) 
BD2509V 典籍名未確定 
BD2510 235 (749b12-c20) 
BD2511 2919 (1463a19-b21) 
BD2512 大正藏未収 
BD2513 936 (82b1-84c29) 
BD2514 262 (35a18-37a2) 
BD2515 366 (346c2-348a29) 
BD2516 665 (427c25-432c10) 
BD2517 2777 (440c6-445b1) 
BD2518 262 (15a12-b17) 
BD2519 936 (82a14-84c29) 
BD2520 262 (37b27-40c5) 
BD2521 235 (750a3-b24) 
BD2522 475 (539c14-540c7) 
BD2523 大正藏未収 
BD2524 262 (47a16-55a9) 
BD2525 936 (82c9-84c29) 
BD2526 262 (50c24-55a9) 
BD2527 262 (18a15-c11) 
BD2528 220 (vol. 6, 97c19-98a15) 
BD2529 235 (749a13-752a25) 
BD2530 665 (454a5-456c19) 
BD2531 936 (82a3-84c29) 
BD2532 262 (14c16-19a4) 
BD2533 220 (vol. 6, 243a19-245c23) 
BD2534 大正藏未収 
BD2535 665 (438a7-444a9) 
BD2536 220 (vol. 6, 1051a23-1053b12) 
BD2537 235 (749a17-752b23) 
BD2538 452 (420a6-b5) 
BD2539 220 (vol. 6, 858c12-859a12) 
BD2540 大正藏未収 
BD2541 235 (751a2-752c3) 
BD2542 1429 (1015c4-1023a10) 
BD2543 262 (29a2-37a2) 
BD2544 大正藏未収 
BD2545 235 (749c13-752c3) 
BD2546 262 (10c1-12a1) 
BD2547 262 (2a11-10b21) 
BD2548 262 (56c28-58b7) 
BD2549 262 (56c4-58a9) 
BD2550 663 (354b15-358a29) 
BD2551 220 (vol. 7, 135c20-137a12) 
BD2552 2910 (1455c16-1456c10) 
BD2553 475 (540b20-544a19) 
BD2554 262 (2b18-c22) 
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BD2555 235 (750b24-751a18) 
BD2556 235 (750a20-c18) 
BD2557 262 (56c16-58b7) 
BD2558 374 (452a11-457b19) 
BD2559 475 (539a23-540b20) 
BD2560 1431 (1038a7-1039a6) 
BD2561 235 (749c19-752c3) 
BD2562 936 (82c5-84c28) 
BD2563 665 (450c29-456c19) 
BD2564 大正藏未収 
BD2565 967 (352a28-352a26) 
BD2566 262 (20a26-21a9) 
BD2567 936 (82a3-84c29) 
BD2568 450 (405a15-406b14) 
BD2569 220 (vol. 5, 961c18-967c14) 
BD2570 262 (12b1-29) 
BD2571 366 (346b25-347b9) 
BD2572 235 (749b20-750a21) 
BD2573 262 (21c13-22b14) 
BD2574 936 (82a3-84c29) 
BD2575 235 (751b22-752b3) 
BD2576 262 (47b5-48a4) 
BD2577 450 (406b14-408b25) 
BD2578 262 (2c23-3c10) 
BD2579 2871 (1352c16-1353b15) 
BD2580 2901 (1433c2-28) 
BD2581 262 (59c13-61a4) 
BD2582 967 (352b15-351a22) 
BD2583 220 (vol. 6, 283c24-284c13) 
BD2584 235 (751a10-752c3) 
BD2586 262 (45c6-50b22) 
BD2587 475 (541b8-542a11) 
BD2588 262 (23c2-27b9) 
BD2589 936 (82a3-84c5) 
BD2590 235 (751a20-b21) 
BD2591 大正藏未収 
BD2592 936 (82a3-84c29) 
BD2593 475 (537b10-538a14) 
BD2594 366 (347b4-348a29) 
BD2595 374 (374b7-376a29) 
BD2596 220 (vol. 5, 277c29-279c24) 
BD2597 262 (13c26-15a5) 
BD2598 475 (543b5-544a19) 
BD2599 235 (750b4-752c3) 
BD2600 665 (430a25-432c10) 
BD2601 235 (749a18-752c3) 
BD2602 235 (752a24-c3) 
BD2603 475 (554c9-555c13) 
BD2604 936 (82a3-84c29) 
BD2605 475 (542a4-543a12) 
BD2606 262 (2a18-10b21) 
BD2607 262 (2b15-10b21) 
BD2608 235 (749b12-752c3) 
BD2609 665 (448c11-450c15) 
BD2610 大正藏未収* 
BD2611 220 (vol. 7, 745c15-746a15) 
BD2612 310 (660c27-661a27) 
BD2613 大正藏未収 
BD2613V 1484 (1003a15-b1) 
BD2614 235 (749a23-752c3) 
BD2615 712 (823c10-826a27) 
BD2616 440 (158c19-159c5) 
BD2617 220 (vol. 6, 117a24-c23) 
BD2618 235 (748c17-750a21) 
BD2619 475 (539c7-544a19) 
BD2620 235 (749c18-751c23) 
BD2621 2895 (1414c22-1415c19) 
BD2622 235 (749a2-750a18) 
BD2623 235 (750a17-752c3) 
BD2624 220 (vol. 7, 34b19-40b9) 
BD2625 936 (82a3-84c29) 
BD2626 220 (vol. 6, 144c6-145b6) 
BD2627 262 (57c10-58b7) 
BD2628 220 (vol. 6, 135a3-b3) 
BD2629 262 (31a3-36b4) 
BD2630 262 (25b5-27b9) 
BD2631 220 (vol. 6, 56b29-59b20) 
BD2632 664 (366a29-372b25) 
BD2633 220 (vol. 5, 650c13-651b11) 
BD2634 262 (4a15-5c2) 
BD2635 665 (444a12-450c15) 
BD2636 936 (82a3-83c18) 
BD2637 262 (32c12-34b22) 
BD2638 475 (541a8-544a19) 
BD2639 220 (vol. 5, 434a23-436c3) 
BD2640 262 (18a2-b9) 
BD2641 475 (550b26-551c27) 
BD2642 220 (vol. 6, 497a26-498b17) 
BD2643 1429 (1016a7-1017a18) 
BD2644 366 (347a9-348a29) 
BD2645 235 (749c1-752c3) 
BD2646 220 (vol. 7, 763c2-764a1) 
BD2647 450 (405a3-408b25) 
BD2648 450 (406c14-408b25) 
BD2649 235 (750a8-752c3) 
BD2650 262 (60b5-c6) 
BD2651 663 (342c24-343c21) 
BD2652 262 (16a29-c11) 
BD2653 220 (vol. 5, 1049a20-1054a8) 
BD2654-1 大正藏未収 
BD2654-2 665 (403a3-408a28) 
BD2655 235 (751b16-752a24) 
BD2656 1331 (533a5-c23) 
BD2657 262 (3c17-7c15) 
BD2658 236 (753a27-757a13) 
BD2659 220 (vol. 7, 242c10-243b24) 
BD2660 475 (539a2-c13) 
BD2661 665 (451a20-b14) 
BD2662 220 (vol. 7, 1028a2-27) 
BD2663 235 (748c17-749b11) 
BD2664 235 (749b10-750c21) 
BD2665 220 (vol. 6, 681c14-682a13) 
BD2666 262 (42a29-44b21) 
BD2667 235 (749a12-752c3) 
BD2668 大正藏未収 
BD2668V 大正藏未収 
BD2669 220 (vol. 6, 323a24-b23) 
BD2670 220 (vol. 5, 433c25-434a23) 
BD2671 220 (vol. 5, 442a13-447b1) 
BD2672 220 (vol. 6, 406a9-408c27) 
BD2673 220 (vol. 6, 754c8-29) 
BD2674 262 (27b12-34b22) 
BD2675 262 (32b25-33b21) 
BD2676 374 (385c11-387a10) 
BD2677 220 (vol. 5, 433c3-24) 
BD2678 235 (750a22-752c3) 
BD2679 374 (595c9-598b15) 
BD2680 220 (vol. 6, 641a22-c18) 
BD2681 663 (346c7-352b5) 
BD2682 665 (437c16-442c1) 
BD2683 450 (407a23-c25) 
BD2684 2897 (1423b4-1424b1) 
BD2685 374 (443c4-445b20) 
BD2686 374 (423c10-428b13) 
BD2687 2871 (1351c22-1355a9) 
BD2688 665 (405c2-408a18) 
BD2689 大正藏未収 
BD2690 665 (423a2-427b13) 
BD2691 1331 (534c28-535c1) 
BD2692 235 (749b14-752a4) 
BD2693 大正藏未収 
BD2694 936 (82a3-84c29) 
BD2695 1509 (72b2-75a17) 
BD2696 235 (749a18-752c3) 
BD2697 2897 (1422b14-1423c26) 
BD2698 235 (751c26-752c3) 
BD2699 936 (82b24-84c29) 
BD2700 936 (82a3-84b9) 
BD2701 389 (1110c13-1111b13) 
BD2702 262 (15c23-16a29) 
BD2703 262 (15b18-c24) 
BD2704 262 (2c9-10b21) 
BD2705 1302 (420a3-421a14) 
BD2706 220 (vol. 6, 492a7-493a10) 
BD2707-1 936 (83b25-84c29) 




BD2708 936 (82a15-84b28) 
BD2709 936 (82a3-84b2) 
BD2710 353 (217a3-218a11) 
BD2711 2897 (1424b2-1425b3) 
BD2712 262 (37a23-38a16) 
BD2712V 397 (61c20-23) 
BD2713 262 (27b19-37a2) 
BD2714 235 (749c20-752c3) 
BD2715 262 (42b23-44c14) 
BD2716 220 (vol. 5, 66c4-67c22) 
BD2717 936 (82a3-84c29) 
BD2718 262 (56c1-58b7) 
BD2719 220 (vol. 7, 526c20-527c27) 
BD2720 235 (749b22-750b25) 
BD2721-1 220 (vol. 6, 330c10-333c1) 
BD2721-2 220 (vol. 6, 387c14-388a13) 
BD2722 936 (82a3-84c29) 
BD2723 374 (578a16-b7) 
BD2724 967 (351a5-352a26) 
BD2725 262 (10b24-11a6) 
BD2726 374 (383c28-384b13) 
BD2727 936 (82a3-84c29) 
BD2728 665 (424a16-425c23) 
BD2729 1484 (1003c29-1009c8) 
BD2730 665 (414a9-417c16) 
BD2731 665 (414a8-417c16) 
BD2732-1 665 (407c14-408a28) 
BD2732-2 665 (408b2-413b27) 
BD2733 663 (346c12-349a28) 
BD2734 262 (11c19-12a29) 
BD2735 262 (33a26-37a2) 
BD2736 374 (418a25-422b28) 
BD2737 大正藏未収 
BD2738 936 (82a3-84c29) 
BD2739 440 (174c1-179a29) 
BD2740 220 (vol. 7, 768c22-769b2) 
BD2741 366 (346b28-348a29) 
BD2742 235 (751c24-752c3) 
BD2743 220 (vol. 7, 847b15-852c29) 
BD2744 262 (46c19-49a7) 
BD2745 936 (82a3-84c29) 
BD2746 262 (46c17-48b18) 
BD2747 235 (749c7-752c3) 
BD2748 235 (750c19-751a20) 
BD2749 1484 (1003c12-1006b17) 
BD2750 1302 (420a5-421a14) 
BD2751 475 (556b16-557a14) 
BD2752 936 (82c11-84c29) 
BD2753 262 (57a2-58b7) 
BD2754 475 (542a11-b29) 
BD2755 1302 (420a3-421a14) 
BD2756 1331 (534c6-536a2) 
BD2757 220 (vol. 7, 685b14-686c11) 
BD2758 475 (540c7-541b8) 
BD2759 220 (vol. 5, 815a2-820a10) 
BD2760 374 (392c12-396c11) 
BD2761 262 (61a22-62a29) 
BD2762 235 (749c18-752a28) 
BD2763A 235 (748c17-749a13) 
BD2763B 235 (749a10-752c3) 
BD2764 936 (82a3-84c29) 
BD2765 1431 (1035a4-1038a9) 
BD2766 235 (749c18-750a19) 
BD2767-1 1331 (495b7-c14) 
BD2767-2 310 (405b21-c11) 
BD2768 235 (750a7-752c3) 
BD2769 235 (749a18-752c3) 
BD2770 235 (750a7-752c3) 
BD2771 262 (57b3-59a21) 
BD2772 262 (18b8-19a12) 
BD2773 374 (469b17-471a28) 
BD2774 475 (544a25-551c27) 
BD2775 202 (425c8-427c24) 
BD2776 936 (82a3-84c29) 
BD2777 665 (444a17-450c15) 
BD2778 936 (82b14-84c29) 
BD2779 262 (1c23-3c14) 
BD2780 220 (vol. 7, 515c14-516a14) 
BD2781 665 (414a27-415a10) 
BD2782 936 (82a3-83a23) 
BD2783 262 (13a25-b24) 
BD2784 475 (555c13-556b16) 
BD2785 大正藏未収 
BD2786 262 (14a29-c6) 
BD2788 665 (444b10-447b13) 
BD2789 262 (57a24-62b1) 
BD2790 671 (540c23-547a18) 
BD2791 1331 (532b23-536a13) 
BD2792 262 (13b23-19a12) 
BD2793 大正藏未収 
BD2794 2888 (1404a27-c28) 
BD2795 235 (750c9-752c3) 
BD2796 1776 (450b2-468c22) 
BD2797 262 (2a17-10b21) 
BD2798 1429 (1015a21-1016a14) 
BD2799 936 (82a3-84c29) 
BD2800 450 (405a3-408b19) 
BD2801 818 (826c20-828b22) 
BD2802 大正藏未収 
BD2803 475 (552c17-553c7) 
BD2804 220 (vol. 5, 982b7-984a12) 
BD2805 220 (vol. 5, 359b2-360c29) 
BD2806 235 (749a18-750a21) 
BD2807 936 (82a3-84c29) 
BD2809 220 (vol. 5, 976c3-978b27) 
BD2810 235 (750a21-752b4) 
BD2811 235 (748c17-750b20) 
BD2812 235 (752b4-c2) 
BD2813 262 (42a13-43c18) 
BD2814 262 (25a10-27b9) 
BD2815 366 (347a18-348a29) 
BD2816 1431 (1032a4-1037c23) 
BD2817 235 (750a28-752c2) 
BD2818 2888 (1404a27-c28) 
BD2819 220 (vol. 5, 957a14-959a9) 
BD2820 936 (82c29-84c29) 
BD2821 1806 (437c27-441b23) 
BD2822 1484 (1006c8-1007b13) 
BD2823 1484 (1004a17-1009c8) 
BD2824 366 (346c7-348a29) 
BD2825 450 (405a11-c10) 
BD2826 945 (130b24-132c26) 
BD2827 374 (480c17-486a13) 
BD2828 1431 (1037c23-1041a18) 
BD2829 450 (404c17-408b25) 
BD2830 665 (454c20-456c19) 
BD2831 936 (82a3-84c29) 
BD2832 262 (56c6-57c22) 
BD2833 1509 (229c13-235c13) 
BD2834(1) 220 (vol. 5, 127c26-128a23) 
BD2834(2) 220 (vol. 6, 1004a10-11) 
BD2834(3) 220 (vol. 6, 1004a10-11) 
BD2835 2897 (1422c20-1425b3) 
BD2836 262 (58b9-62b1) 
BD2837 262 (40c6-42a16) 
BD2838 大正藏未収 
BD2839 936 (82a3-84c26) 
BD2840 936 (82a3-84c29) 
BD2841 262 (46b17-51a12) 
BD2842 936 (82a3-84c29) 
BD2843 1432 (1049a22-1051b4) 
BD2844 大正藏未収* 
BD2845 220 (vol. 6, 612c29-615b19) 
BD2846 220 (vol. 7, 586b29-588c26) 
BD2847 262 (2b5-10b21) 
BD2848 262 (58b8-59c16) 
BD2849 235 (750b27-752c3) 
BD2850 2782 (543c22-548a26) 
BD2851 262 (57a18-62b1) 
BD2852-1 1484 (1007b4-1009c8) 
BD2852-2 大正藏未収 
BD2853 936 (82a3-84c29) 
BD2854 220 (vol. 5, 694c7-695b23) 
BD2855 235 (749b10-752c2) 
BD2856 262 (11b18-19a12) 
BD2857 262 (42c10-46b14) 
BD2858 2897 (1422c21-1425b3) 
敦煌出土仏典・大正蔵典籍番号対照表 
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BD2859 232 (728c1-732c9) 
BD2860 475 (548c13-551c27) 
BD2861 1484 (1005a14-b9) 
BD2862 大正藏未収 
BD2863 262 (5a8-10b21) 
BD2864-1 235 (749a1-752c3) 
BD2864-2 251 (848c4-24) 
BD2865 672 (611a8-613b27) 
BD2866 374 (540c23-546c28) 
BD2867 665 (414b7-417c16) 
BD2868 251 (848c4-24) 
BD2869 1484 (1004c4-1005a14) 
BD2870 665 (447c21-448b13) 
BD2871 220 (vol. 5, 153c7-155b1) 
BD2872 2897 (1422c24-1423c2) 
BD2873 262 (55a22-62b1) 
BD2874 1429 (1015c7-1023a10) 
BD2875 665 (451a18-456c18) 
BD2876 672 (609b11-611a8) 
BD2877(1) 220 (vol. 5, 646c7-647a6) 
BD2877(2) 220 (vol. 5, 647a22-648a2) 
BD2878-1 1484 (1009c13-1010a23) 
BD2878-2 大正藏未収 
BD2879 665 (425c27-427a22) 
BD2880 220 (vol. 5, 650c13-651b11) 
BD2881 大正藏未収* 
BD2882 665 (437c16-443a11) 
BD2883 220 (vol. 5, 640c24-641b23) 
BD2884 443 (330c2-332a19) 
BD2885 235 (748c17-750b19) 
BD2886 374 (452a14-b12) 
BD2887 475 (548b7-c6) 
BD2888 190 (809a2-26) 
BD2889 2124 (195a15-202c28) 
BD2890 1484 (1008c21-1009c14) 
BD2891 936 (82a6-84c29) 
BD2892 220 (vol. 5, 298a4-c3) 
BD2893 262 (27c15-28b22) 
BD2894 310 (419a2-c2) 
BD2895 220 (vol. 7, 606a22-607a18) 
BD2896 220 (vol. 7, 1074a19-b13) 
BD2897 223 (400c8-401a12) 
BD2898 大正藏未収 
BD2899 235 (749b27-751a18) 
BD2900 475 (544b24-551c27) 
BD2901 1509 (237b3-241b16) 
BD2902 450 (404c20-408b25) 
BD2903 262 (53b9-55a9) 
BD2904 671 (576a19-586b22) 
BD2905 936 (82b13-84c29) 
BD2906 235 (751a22-752c3) 
BD2907 262 (23a15-26c21) 
BD2908 大正藏未収 
BD2909 1331 (532c12-536b5) 
BD2910 大正藏未収 
BD2911 665 (440c25-444a9) 
BD2912 235 (749a9-752c3) 
BD2913 262 (51a12-52b1) 
BD2914 262 (27b12-37a2) 
BD2915 235 (750b9-752c3) 
BD2916 235 (748c27-752a3) 
BD2917 262 (45c18-49b2) 
BD2918 1429 (1019c22-1021b9) 
BD2918V1 大正藏未収* 
BD2918V2 大正藏未収* 
BD2918V3 2850 (1300a9-b1) 
BD2918V4 2851 (1300b7-c10) 
BD2918V5 大正藏未収 
BD2918V6 大正藏未収* 
BD2919 235 (749a23-752b23) 
BD2920 2810 (1050a11-1054a7) 
BD2920V 大正藏未収 
BD2921-2 2879 (1362c13-1364c18) 
BD2921-3 2879 (1364c20-1368b19) 
BD2922 262 (51c4-56b27) 
BD2923 1484 (1008a19-b20) 
BD2924 262 (13c11-16a26) 
BD2925 1484 (1007b13-1008a22) 
BD2926 262 (19a14-20c12) 
BD2927 936 (82a3-84c29) 
BD2928 262 (12c10-13c11) 
BD2929 262 (3b7-10b21) 
BD2930 262 (23b18-26c15) 
BD2931 262 (27c26-29a24) 
BD2932 235 (748c23-752c3) 
BD2933 665 (419c6-421b14) 
BD2934 2782 (549b23-554b27) 
BD2934V1 1601 (478b6-479b27) 
BD2934V2 典籍名未確定 
BD2935 1024 (717c5-718b4) 
BD2936 2910 (1455c16-1456b17) 
BD2937 235 (749a3-752c3) 
BD2938 220 (vol. 5, 552c6-557c17) 
BD2939 936 (82a5-84c29) 
BD2940 475 (545a28-551c27) 
BD2941 262 (30a7-34b22) 
BD2942 235 (751b6-752c3) 
BD2943 大正藏未収* 
BD2944 235 (752a3-b8) 
BD2945 220 (vol. 5, 1033b13-1035a7) 
BD2946 262 (14c22-15c4) 
BD2947 262 (2c10-10b21) 
BD2948 262 (10b24-19a12) 
BD2949 262 (13b20-c22) 
BD2950 475 (541a15-b16) 
BD2951 262 (11b21-19a12) 
BD2952 649 (733a7-b21) 
BD2953 475 (538c9-544a19) 
BD2954 235 (751b27-752c3) 
BD2955 672 (607b24-609b10) 
BD2956 475 (553b12-555c1) 
BD2957 262 (45a2-50b22) 
BD2958 1522 (194c22-202b11) 
BD2959 典籍名未確定 
BD2960 1428 (793c15-799b24) 
BD2961 663 (356a10-357c15) 
BD2962 374 (515a13-522a27) 
BD2962V(1) 220 (vol. 6, 398a2-400a27) 
BD2962V(2) 典籍名未確定 
BD2963 665 (453b18-456c19) 
BD2964 220 (vol. 7, 346a9-b9) 
BD2965 1431 (1031c20-1037c13) 
BD2965V 大正藏未収 
BD2966 262 (37a5-b8) 
BD2967 665 (411a7-413c6) 
BD2968 235 (749b20-752b27) 
BD2969 220 (vol. 5, 994c1-996b23) 
BD2970 220 (vol. 6, 696c22-699c21) 
BD2971 1431 (1036b19-1041a17) 
BD2972 2897 (1424b1-1425b3) 
BD2973 475 (554a7-557b26) 
BD2974 大正藏未収 
BD2975 262 (19c10-27b9) 
BD2976 262 (2b4-10b21) 
BD2977 262 (56c5-61b23) 
BD2978 475 (537a3-544a18) 
BD2979 262 (55b19-62b1) 
BD2980 945 (110a11-113c3) 
BD2981 235 (749a18-752c3) 
BD2982 223 (401c4-407b3) 
BD2984 262 (58b15-62a29) 
BD2985 235 (749b20-752c3) 
BD2986 220 (vol. 5, 1005c11-1009a6) 
BD2987 235 (749a13-752c3) 
BD2988 大正藏未収 
BD2989 1612 (848b8-850c10) 
BD2990(1) 2787 (567b1-571a11) 
BD2990(2) 大正藏未収* 
BD2991 475 (545b8-551c27) 
BD2992(1) 2787 (567a3-571a11) 
BD2992(2) 大正藏未収* 
BD2993 220 (vol. 7, 177b18-182a13) 
BD2994 278 (427c4-432b14) 
BD2995 262 (27b21-34b22) 




BD2997 220 (vol. 5, 580b26-581a24) 
BD2998 220 (vol. 6, 355c12-356b11) 
BD2999 220 (vol. 7, 300c5-306a1) 
BD3000 大正藏未収 
BD3001 665 (432b10-c10) 
BD3002 374 (473a2-b5) 
BD3003 945 (114a27-c13) 
BD3004 712 (824b23-826a27) 
BD3005 1431 (1031c17-1033a2) 
BD3006 278 (713c7-716c3) 
BD3007 262 (11c23-12b7) 
BD3008 262 (24a15-27b9) 
BD3009 262 (19a14-21a1) 
BD3010 441 (266b9-267b10) 
BD3011 665 (405c20-408a28) 
BD3012(1) 440 (114c14-116a21) 
BD3012(2) 441 (185c13-187a22) 
BD3013 665 (432a11-b9) 
BD3014 374 (581c12-586c24) 
BD3015 475 (546a14-557b26) 
BD3016 262 (13a7-19a12) 
BD3017 374 (481b5-486a13) 
BD3018 2782 (545c21-551b21) 
BD3019 大正藏未収* 
BD3020 665 (427c3-432c10) 
BD3021 945 (151c18-155b4) 
BD3022 262 (50c13-56c1) 
BD3023 584 (968a8-c20) 
BD3024 大正藏未収* 
BD3025 374 (534c2-536a29) 
BD3026(1) 1509 (423c15-424b17) 
BD3026(2) 1509 (425a15-b2) 
BD3026(3) 1509 (426b14-427b4) 
BD3026(4) 1509 (427c20-428a27) 
BD3026(5) 1509 (429a3-429b16) 
BD3026(6) 1509 (430a8-430b1) 
BD3026(7) 1509 (431b4-c26) 
BD3027 374 (536a29-540c14) 
BD3028 235 (749a16-752c3) 
BD3029 262 (19b2-20a23) 
BD3030 665 (427c13-432c10) 
BD3031 665 (429a26-431a17) 
BD3032 220 (vol. 5, 505a7-508a10) 
BD3033 665 (438b1-444a9) 
BD3034 936 (82c21-84c29) 
BD3035 262 (56c6-58b7) 
BD3036 235 (751b25-752c3) 
BD3037 262 (34c29-36b4) 
BD3038A 665 (442c28-443b23) 
BD3038B 665 (410b9-c6) 
BD3039 443 (328a3-330c2) 
BD3040 262 (19c15-21b29) 
BD3041 450 (406c13-408b25) 
BD3042 1331 (528c27-532b3) 
BD3043 235 (749a15-752c3) 
BD3044 262 (28a10-37a2) 
BD3045 262 (10c5-12a1) 
BD3046 374 (418a27-421c28) 
BD3047 262 (12a2-19a12) 
BD3048 665 (427b16-432c10) 
BD3049 945 (111b24-112c7) 
BD3050 945 (112c7-114b2) 
BD3051 475 (541b17-542b14) 
BD3052 475 (545a13-547c8) 
BD3053 262 (27c16-37a2) 
BD3054 374 (582a12-586b12) 
BD3055 大正藏未収* 
BD3056 235 (750b5-751a12) 
BD3057 220 (vol. 5, 579c11-584b12) 
BD3058 1339 (649c20-650b11) 
BD3059 220 (vol. 6, 506a10-b13) 
BD3060 936 (82a3-84c29) 
BD3061 665 (445b13-446b15) 
BD3062 936 (82a3-84c29) 
BD3063 235 (749b20-752c3) 
BD3064 936 (82a3-84c29) 
BD3065 475 (548b20-551c27) 
BD3066 235 (750a8-c8) 
BD3067 235 (750c15-752b26) 
BD3068 1425 (269b28-270c24) 
BD3069 235 (750c12-752c3) 
BD3070 936 (82a3-84c29) 
BD3071 262 (52a4-55a9) 
BD3072 262 (46b21-50a27) 
BD3073 262 (21b18-27b9) 
BD3074 665 (431a3-b3) 
BD3075 235 (748c21-752c3) 
BD3076 663 (352b12-356a22) 
BD3077 665 (431b3-432a10) 
BD3078 262 (31c28-37a2) 
BD3079 665 (408b2-411a12) 
BD3080 440 (144a12-149c19) 
BD3081 665 (433a8-437c13) 
BD3082 262 (56b27-58b18) 
BD3083 366 (347b24-348a29) 
BD3084 475 (544b10-545a2) 
BD3085 262 (43c19-44b9) 
BD3086 279 (154a7-156c21) 
BD3087 279 (152b4-154a7) 
BD3088 220 (vol. 6, 488c1-24) 
BD3089 936 (82a15-84c29) 
BD3090 936 (82c14-84c14) 
BD3091 235 (751b19-752c2) 
BD3092 大正藏未収 
BD3093 665 (413c17-417c16) 
BD3094 156 (124a18-125a19) 
BD3095 262 (4a20-10b21) 
BD3096 665 (439c15-440c25) 
BD3097 1484 (1008b21-c21) 
BD3098 475 (540a17-c13) 
BD3099-１ 2743 (159c10-160a16) 
BD3099-2 典籍名未確定 
BD3099-3 典籍名未確定 
BD3099-4 1315 (466c16-467a5) 
BD3099-5 大正藏未収 
BD3100 374 (534b14-540c14) 
BD3101 475 (553c20-556c26) 
BD3102-1 936 (82a3-84c29) 
BD3102-2 936 (82a3-84c29) 
BD3103 936 (82b1-84c29) 
BD3104 大正藏未収 
BD3105 220 (vol. 6, 219c25-221c5) 
BD3106 大正藏未収 
BD3107 235 (749b1-752c2) 
BD3108 262 (34a10-37a2) 
BD3109 大正藏未収* 
BD3110 262 (42b25-46b14) 
BD3111 220 (vol. 6, 221c6-224c13) 
BD3112 262 (57c9-62b1) 
BD3113 665 (422c10-427b13) 
BD3114 390 (1112b26-1113c23) 
BD3115 665 (409a28-413c28) 
BD3116 475 (537a3-544a19) 
BD3117 665 (422c25-425a24) 
BD3118-1 1484 (1007a21-1009c8) 
BD3118-2 大正藏未収 
BD3119 374 (598c12-603c25) 
BD3121(1) 1060 (106b19-111c19) 
BD3121(2) 1060 (111b13-25) 
BD3122 220 (vol. 7, 171c25-176c24) 
BD3123 2901 (1432b29-1433b11) 
BD3124 262 (17b6-19a12) 
BD3125 967 (350a6-352a26) 
BD3126 366 (347a5-348a29) 
BD3127 262 (29a19-30a7) 
BD3128 262 (2c15-10b21) 
BD3129 大正藏未収 
BD3130 220 (vol. 5, 17a11-22b23) 
BD3131 936 (82a6-84c29) 
BD3132 大正藏未収 
BD3133 262 (19b24-27b9) 
BD3134 2787 (567a12-571a11) 
BD3135 大正藏未収 
BD3136 672 (615b19-622b1) 
BD3137 936 (82a3-84c29) 
敦煌出土仏典・大正蔵典籍番号対照表 
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BD3138 665 (403b24-404c6) 
BD3139 936 (82b6-84c29) 
BD3140 262 (57a5-58b7) 
BD3141 936 (82a3-84c29) 
BD3142 672 (631a2-640c2) 
BD3143 1331 (532c17-536b5) 
BD3144 374 (529b1-534b10) 
BD3145 235 (748c24-752c3) 
BD3146 374 (599c16-603b15) 
BD3147 大正藏未収 
BD3148 936 (83a16-84c29) 
BD3149 665 (425a24-427b13) 
BD3150 1431 (1031a21-1041a18) 
BD3151 220 (vol. 6, 524b2-c28) 
BD3152 262 (31a27-34b22) 
BD3153 1484 (1005a29-1007b3) 
BD3154 262 (61b20-62b1) 
BD3155 220 (vol. 6, 972a20-977b26) 
BD3156 262 (8b18-10b21) 
BD3157 220 (vol. 5, 8b4-11b25) 
BD3158 1431 (1039b12-1041a17) 
BD3159 大正藏未収 
BD3160 665 (421b20-422b21) 
BD3161 665 (444b9-450c15) 
BD3162 663 (335b5-340c10) 
BD3163 大正藏未収 
BD3164 475 (539b10-544a19) 
BD3165 大正藏未収 
BD3166 235 (749a22-750a2) 
BD3167 665 (455b17-456c19) 
BD3168 262 (13b18-c11) 
BD3169 220 (vol. 7, 36c18-40b9) 
BD3170 665 (403a22-405c23) 
BD3171 475 (553a9-c12) 
BD3172 220 (vol. 5, 996b23-997b20) 
BD3173 374 (396c14-402c11) 
BD3174 262 (15c5-16c8) 
BD3175 262 (1c22-10b21) 
BD3176 665 (417a12-b9) 
BD3177 936 (82a10-84c29) 
BD3178 235 (750c18-752c3) 
BD3179 665 (429c15-430a28) 
BD3180 235 (749b28-750c18) 
BD3181 220 (vol. 6, 395b20-397a14) 
BD3182 665 (416a9-417c16) 
BD3183 262 (10c12-19a12) 
BD3184 475 (540c13-541a15) 
BD3185 665 (418b15-419c6) 
BD3186 936 (82c13-84c29) 
BD3187 220 (vol. 6, 667a18-671b22) 
BD3188 262 (57b3-58b7) 
BD3189 262 (44b10-45c8) 
BD3190 262 (37b3-c8) 
BD3191 936 (84a11-b10) 
BD3192 235 (752b7-c3) 
BD3193 220 (vol. 6, 288a21-b19) 
BD3194A 475 (545c28-546c6) 
BD3195 220 (vol. 6, 695a11-696c21) 
BD3196 475 (552a16-557b26) 
BD3197 235 (750a21-752b19) 
BD3198 450 (406a13-408b24) 
BD3199 220 (vol. 6, 814b2-c2) 
BD3200 475 (545c11-29) 
BD3201 1484 (1006b14-c10) 
BD3202 220 (vol. 6, 808c8-809a7) 
BD3203 大正藏未収 
BD3204 262 (20a23-27b9) 
BD3205 220 (vol. 6, 610c23-612c29) 
BD3206 475 (541b15-544a19) 
BD3207(1) 235 (750b2-751c15) 
BD3207(2) 235 (751c20-23) 
BD3208 235 (749a26-750c9) 
BD3209(1) 235 (750b20-751c15) 
BD3209(2) 235 (751c20-752c3) 
BD3210 262 (20a23-c29) 
BD3211 936 (82a3-84c29) 
BD3212 475 (547c8-551c27) 
BD3213 945 (128c10-130b23) 
BD3214 262 (37a24-46b14) 
BD3215 大正藏未収 
BD3216 665 (431b14-432b4) 
BD3217 665 (427c18-428b11) 
BD3218 665 (428b8-430c14) 
BD3219 101 (494a20-495a21) 
BD3220 262 (19a14-27b9) 
BD3221 1429 (1017a4-1022c25) 
BD3222 典籍名未確定 
BD3223 235 (750c14-752c3) 
BD3224 475 (544a22-557b26) 
BD3225 大正藏未収 
BD3226 235 (749b19-752c3) 
BD3227 374 (448b15-451b6) 
BD3228 665 (414b15-417c16) 
BD3229 1484 (1006a27-c8) 
BD3230 672 (613b27-614c1) 
BD3231 664 (386a4-387a3) 
BD3232 1484 (1005c5-1006b2) 
BD3233(1) 967 (350a24-b24) 
BD3233(2) 967 (352a27-b23) 
BD3233(3) 967 (351a1-352a26) 
BD3234 665 (412c5-413c6) 
BD3235 262 (20c29-27b9) 
BD3236 665 (405c23-408a28) 
BD3237 220 (vol. 5, 586b29-588a16) 
BD3238 2897 (1422b14-c16) 
BD3239 262 (19c24-20b7) 
BD3240 262 (11c3-12b29) 
BD3241 262 (20b8-c14) 
BD3242 665 (447b12-450c15) 
BD3243 663 (347a12-348b8) 
BD3244 945 (113c3-114a26) 
BD3245 235 (749b6-750c2) 
BD3246 262 (2c6-5b27) 
BD3247 235 (749a9-b18) 
BD3248 220 (vol. 6, 803c23-804a28) 
BD3249 447(別本) (383c10-388a2) 
BD3250 1484 (1005b9-c6) 
BD3251 220 (vol. 5, 505b21-510b1) 
BD3252 475 (540a11-544a19) 
BD3253 220 (vol. 5, 2b29-c27) 
BD3254 1808 (495b7-c17) 
BD3255 262 (11b28-17a7) 
BD3256 262 (10b24-14b6) 
BD3257 262 (2a18-b19) 
BD3258 220 (vol. 5, 65a9-b4) 
BD3259 665 (430a28-431b14) 
BD3260 大正藏未収 
BD3261 262 (2b20-8b14) 
BD3262 大正藏未収 
BD3263 450 (405c2-408b25) 
BD3265 235 (751c24-752b5) 
BD3266 374 (492c13-498a29) 
BD3267 262 (49a14-b21) 
BD3268 665 (408c2-413c6) 
BD3269 374 (392a9-b3) 
BD3270 大正藏未収 
BD3271 2777 (441a4-473a1) 
BD3271V 1579 (320b20-c15) 
BD3272 2777 (440c6-473a1) 
BD3273 262 (12a16-19a12) 
BD3274 大正藏未収 
BD3275 665 (437c16-438b14) 
BD3276 936 (83a15-84c29) 
BD3277-1 310 (443c12-444a9) 
BD3277-2 310 (580b19-c4) 
BD3278 235 (748c24-752c3) 
BD3279 220 (vol. 6, 496a1-29) 
BD3280-1 936 (82a5-84c29) 
BD3280-2 936 (82a3-83b13) 
BD3281 945 (151c14-155b4) 
BD3282(1) 1024 (719c26-720a6) 
BD3282(2) 1024 (718b5-15) 
BD3282(3) 1024 (719a9-719a16) 
BD3283 235 (749a2-752c2) 
BD3284 220 (vol. 5, 709c7-710a3) 





BD3287 1804 (141c6-156c26) 
BD3288 262 (29a24-34b22) 
BD3289 大正藏未収 
BD3290 235 (749a17-752c3) 
BD3291 220 (vol. 7, 936c5-937a2) 
BD3292 251 (848c8-24) 
BD3293 235 (751c6-752c3) 
BD3294 220 (vol. 6, 759c28-765a7) 
BD3295 262 (58b11-62b1) 
BD3297 235 (749a21-752c2) 
BD3298 2885 (1399a7-1401c8) 
BD3299 945 (124b28-128b7) 
BD3300 大正藏未収 
BD3301 235 (748c20-752c3) 
BD3302 220 (vol. 5, 837a7-840c4) 
BD3303 235 (749c20-752c3) 
BD3304 235 (751a27-752b27) 
BD3305 262 (55a12-62b1) 
BD3306 1331 (535a8-536b5) 
BD3307 262 (19c5-24a5) 
BD3308 262 (50c21-51a21) 
BD3309 262 (4b11-10b21) 
BD3310 374 (493c27-499a20) 
BD3311 475 (554b26-557b26) 
BD3312 262 (51a21-56c1) 
BD3313 大正藏未収 
BD3314 262 (19c8-27b9) 
BD3315 大正藏未収 
BD3316 262 (57a27-59a9) 
BD3317 440 (118a14-b7) 
BD3318 262 (28c25-37a2) 
BD3319 262 (37c26-40a17) 
BD3320 440 (119b6-126b4) 
BD3321 665 (447b21-c22) 
BD3322 262 (33b26-37a1) 
BD3323 665 (447c23-449a10) 
BD3324A 475 (545b27-551c27) 
BD3324B 262 (56c14-18) 
BD3325 945 (110a11-114c13) 
BD3326 220 (vol. 7, 869b25-872a14) 
BD3327 220 (vol. 6, 382a1-386c14) 
BD3328(1) 1451 (377b28-c8) 
BD3328(2) 1451 (382a1-19) 
BD3328V(1) 1545 (535a3-13) 
BD3328V(2-1) 1552 (886c25-887a13) 
BD3328V(2-2) 1552 (887a15) 
BD3328V(3-1) 1546 (189a18) 
BD3328V(3-2) 1546 (189c6-8) 
BD3328V(3-3) 1546 (189c23-26) 
BD3328V(4) 典籍名未確定 
BD3328V(5) 1451 (377b23-377b28) 
BD3329 475 (551c16-557b26) 
BD3330 大正藏未収 
BD3331 374 (435c22-439b4) 
BD3332 1340 (716c13-721a3) 
BD3333 220 (vol. 5, 52c10-56a22) 
BD3334 大正藏未収 
BD3335 450 (404c22-408b25) 
BD3336 665 (440b27-442a20) 
BD3337 262 (27c14-30b7) 
BD3338 262 (51c14-56c1) 
BD3339 665 (425a24-427b13) 
BD3340 665 (403a3-b5) 
BD3341 936 (82a6-83b8) 
BD3342 262 (46c3-50b22) 
BD3343 967 (349b2-352a26) 
BD3344 262 (22b15-27a21) 
BD3345 936 (82a3-84c29) 
BD3346 366 (346b25-348a29) 
BD3347 大正藏未収* 
BD3348 262 (58b9-62b1) 
BD3349 936 (82a3-84b8) 
BD3350 220 (vol. 6, 71a10-73c4) 
BD3351 大正藏未収 
BD3352 262 (40b7-42a28) 
BD3353 262 (19c28-27b9) 
BD3354 365 (341a8-346b21) 
BD3355-1 712 (823b20-826a26) 
BD3355-2 2907 (1452c3-1454a9) 
BD3355-3 大正藏未収* 
BD3355-4 1654 (490a25-b12) 
BD3355-5 389 (1110c13-1112b22) 
BD3356-1 310 (326b8-331a12) 
BD3356-2 310 (523b23-528c15) 
BD3356V 大正藏未収 
BD3357 936 (82a3-84c28) 
BD3358 262 (20c3-21a9) 
BD3359 235 (749a5-752c3) 
BD3360 365 (341c10-346b21) 
BD3361 262 (21b15-23b18) 
BD3362 220 (vol. 6, 468c16-473a8) 
BD3363 665 (450b20-c15) 
BD3364 235 (751b27-752b2) 
BD3365 220 (vol. 7, 932c21-936b28) 
BD3366 2888 (1404a27-c28) 
BD3367 665 (448c17-450b19) 
BD3368 440 (179a10-182c15) 
BD3369 1488 (1073c16-1075a13) 
BD3370 223 (270b28-276a10) 
BD3371 220 (vol. 6, 376c9-381b29) 
BD3372 大正藏未収* 
BD3373 665 (418c8-422b18) 
BD3374 220 (vol. 6, 622a12-626a19) 
BD3375 大正藏未収 
BD3376 262 (36c5-39c17) 
BD3377 220 (vol. 7, 786c4-789b22) 
BD3378 262 (2a2-10b21) 
BD3379 235 (749a16-752c3) 
BD3380 235 (749b5-752c3) 
BD3381 262 (56c19-58b7) 
BD3382 262 (37b8-c15) 
BD3383 1579 (499a20-505a14) 
BD3384 262 (1c19-10b21) 
BD3385 262 (1c14-10b21) 
BD3386 大正藏未収 
BD3387 945 (107a11-108a19) 
BD3388 365 (340c26-346b21) 
BD3389 235 (750b28-752c3) 
BD3390 1764 (613c18-642c20) 
BD3391 262 (11c9-19a12) 
BD3392 665 (451b19-456c19) 
BD3393-1 936 (84c29) 
BD3393-2 936 (82a3-84c29) 
BD3394 936 (82a3-84c29) 
BD3395 664 (391c28-396c19) 
BD3396 475 (537b14-544a18) 
BD3397 374 (480b25-486a13) 
BD3398 936 (82a3-84c29) 
BD3399 262 (32b22-c22) 
BD3400 262 (33a21-c23) 
BD3401 672 (597a1-598a21) 
BD3402 374 (449a23-450c25) 
BD3403 262 (37b4-46b14) 
BD3404 262 (32c22-33a21) 
BD3405 374 (393a20-398a12) 
BD3406 大正藏未収* 
BD3406V1 大正藏未収* 
BD3407 1331 (533a1-536b2) 
BD3408 1484 (1004c5-1008b9) 
BD3409 262 (33c23-37a2) 
BD3410-1 1484 (1003a19-b18) 
BD3410-2 1484 (1004a3-c5) 
BD3411 262 (56c2-57b28) 
BD3412 475 (537b5-544a19) 
BD3413 262 (48b16-50b22) 
BD3414 235 (748c28-752c3) 
BD3415 235 (749a7-752c3) 
BD3416 220 (vol. 6, 335a19-337c2) 
BD3416V 典籍名未確定 
BD3417 2901 (1435b14-c4) 
BD3418 235 (750b14-752c3) 
BD3419 235 (749b10-c1) 
BD3420 235 (752b8-c2) 




BD3423-1 262 (46b17-47a8) 
BD3423-2 262 (46b17-26) 
BD3423-3 262 (46b17-24) 
BD3423-4 262 (15c23-16a3) 
BD3423-5 262 (55a5-9) 
BD3423-6 262 (11c27-12a3) 
BD3424 2901 (1435a13-b13) 
BD3425 220 (vol. 6, 677b21-683a6) 
BD3426 235 (749a22-752c7) 
BD3427-1 26 (754c13-755a12) 
BD3427-2 1546 (1a4-18) 
BD3427-3 1546 (6a9-18) 
BD3427-4 26 (688b9-18) 
BD3427-5 1546 (76b1-29) 
BD3427-6 26 (585a19-b17) 
BD3427V 99 (290b16-24) 
BD3428 220 (vol. 6, 463c14-468b9) 
BD3429-1 26 (432b26-c15) 
BD3429-2 1545 (527a15-b10) 
BD3430 374 (404c12-411a6) 
BD3431 262 (19b15-24b9) 
BD3432 220 (vol. 6, 448a14-c14) 
BD3433 262 (33a19-39c17) 
BD3434 235 (749b29-752c2) 
BD3435 220 (vol. 6, 463b14-c13) 
BD3436 220 (vol. 6, 468c11-469b7) 
BD3437 936 (82c1-84c29) 
BD3438 220 (vol. 6, 473a12-474a8) 
BD3439 475 (552a13-557b26) 
BD3440 278 (735b10-741a11) 
BD3441 665 (444a12-450c8) 
BD3442 936 (82b10-84c29) 
BD3443 大正藏未収 
BD3444 2732 (2a13-8c20) 
BD3445 262 (37b6-46b14) 
BD3446 大正藏未収* 
BD3447 262 (27b12-29a22) 
BD3448 大正藏未収 
BD3449 220 (vol. 5, 192c17-198a14) 
BD3451 672 (609a7-614c1) 
BD3452 262 (10c26-13c1) 
BD3453 262 (46b17-55a9) 
BD3454 262 (51c12-56c1) 
BD3455 220 (vol. 6, 273a2-278b19) 
BD3456 262 (37a19-46b14) 
BD3457 262 (55b5-62b1) 
BD3458 220 (vol. 6, 26c8-32a3) 
BD3459 672 (631b5-640c2) 
BD3460-1 235 (749a7-752c3) 
BD3460-2 大正藏未収 
BD3460-3 366 (346b25-348a29) 
BD3461-1 大正藏未収 
BD3461-2 235 (748c17-752c3) 
BD3461-3 大正藏未収 
BD3462 235 (749a10-752c3) 
BD3463 大正藏未収* 
BD3463V2 大正藏未収* 
BD3464 235 (749b20-752c3) 
BD3465 1484 (1005b15-1009c8) 
BD3466(1) 大正藏未収* 
BD3466(2) 2871 (1345b7-1349a12) 
BD3467 936 (82a12-84c29) 
BD3468 235 (748c17-752c3) 
BD3469 262 (37a29-46b14) 
BD3470 262 (37c18-38b28) 
BD3471 374 (592b27-598b15) 
BD3472 475 (549b17-551c27) 
BD3473 262 (39c24-46b14) 
BD3474 262 (50b23-c19) 
BD3475 220 (vol. 5, 247b16-251a19) 
BD3476 262 (27c18-33a25) 
BD3477 586 (40c25-45b29) 
BD3478 大正藏未収 
BD3479 大正藏未収 
BD3480 220 (vol. 6, 366b1-371b14) 
BD3481 223 (355c13-362a4) 
BD3482 大正藏未収* 
BD3483 220 (vol. 5, 91a26-96a4) 
BD3484 262 (38b4-46b14) 
BD3485 262 (15a5-18a13) 
BD3486 374 (552b12-557b12) 
BD3487 262 (46c4-47a1) 
BD3488 220 (vol. 5, 292a11-298a1) 
BD3489 220 (vol. 6, 988b19-989a6) 
BD3490 374 (385c7-389b26) 
BD3491 220 (vol. 6, 636c18-637a13) 
BD3491V 典籍名未確定 
BD3492 262 (49b18-53a15) 
BD3493 936 (82a3-84c29) 
BD3494 235 (751c25-752c3) 
BD3495-1 大正藏未収* 
BD3495-2 大正藏未収* 
BD3496 586 (34b11-47a19) 
BD3497 374 (474a23-480c27) 
BD3498 936 (82a3-84c29) 
BD3499 220 (vol. 5, 188c20-192c5) 
BD3500 220 (vol. 5, 337b7-c6) 
BD3501 1804 (80c16-82c22) 
BD3502 262 (3c18-4a15) 
BD3503 1804 (101c1-103c20) 
BD3504 1804 (95b19-97b21) 
BD3505A 1804 (76b12-78b28) 
BD3505B 1804 (78b28-80c16) 
BD3506 220 (vol. 6, 430a22-432b18) 
BD3507 1804 (99b25-101c1) 
BD3508 235 (749a18-750b20) 
BD3509 大正藏未収* 
BD3510(1) 1804 (74b2-75b10) 
BD3510(2) 1804 (75b10-76b12) 
BD3511 235 (749a8-751b7) 
BD3512 262 (27b17-37a2) 
BD3513 大正藏未収* 
BD3514 374 (451c19-453c14) 
BD3515 375 (678c26-680a6) 
BD3516 220 (vol. 6, 689a19-694a22) 
BD3517 262 (60a24-62b1) 
BD3518 220 (vol. 6, 230a6-b5) 
BD3519 235 (751a20-752c3) 
BD3520 220 (vol. 6, 820a9-b8) 
BD3521 262 (12c14-19a12) 
BD3522 220 (vol. 6, 261b7-262a5) 
BD3523 235 (750b23-751a20) 
BD3524 1340 (731c2-22) 
BD3525 220 (vol. 6, 853b2-c29) 
BD3526 262 (35a29-41b4) 
BD3527 374 (509c4-515a2) 
BD3528 450 (404c21-405c11) 
BD3529 262 (40a19-44a4) 
BD3530(1) 大正藏未収* 
BD3530(2) 1535 (364c12-365b9) 
BD3530(3) 大正藏未収* 
BD3531 235 (750a28-751c12) 
BD3532 454 (423c5-425c23) 
BD3533 1509 (434a21-c13) 
BD3534 大正藏未収 
BD3535 475 (537b25-544a19) 
BD3536 475 (552b12-555b11) 
BD3537 262 (56c27-58b7) 
BD3538 1804 (103c20-104b27) 
BD3539 450 (404c22-408b25) 
BD3540 936 (82a3-84c29) 
BD3541 1804 (97b21-98b23) 
BD3541V 1804 (98b23-99b25) 
BD3542 1804 (82c22-83c27) 
BD3542V 1804 (83c27-85a2) 
BD3543 1723 (664a10-667c21) 
BD3544 1804 (89a24-90b1) 
BD3544V 1804 (90b1-91b8) 
BD3545 235 (750a19-752c3) 
BD3546 1804 (92b8-93b13) 
BD3547 1804 (93b14-94b17) 
BD3547V 1804 (94b17-95b19) 
BD3548 1723 (667c24-670b8) 




BD3549V 1804 (86a7-87a10) 
BD3550 1804 (87a10-88a19) 
BD3550V 1804 (88a19-89a24) 
BD3551 235 (749a26-752a2) 
BD3552 374 (498c3-503c24) 
BD3553 262 (51c27-55a9) 
BD3554 801 (745b7-746b8) 
BD3555 262 (46b23-55a9) 
BD3556 235 (748c17-751b23) 
BD3557 665 (423a10-427b13) 
BD3558 262 (8c15-10b21) 
BD3559 2782 (546a2-548a7) 
BD3560 262 (19a25-27b9) 
BD3561 2813 (106b22-1119a24) 
BD3561V1 1361(附) (879c2-881b29) 
BD3561V2 大正藏未収* 
BD3562 936 (82a3-84c29) 
BD3563 大正藏未収* 
BD3564 1509 (119a11-b5) 
BD3565 大正藏未収* 
BD3566 449 (401b9-402b7) 
BD3567 1331 (533c25-536b6) 
BD3568 449 (402b7-404c7) 
BD3569 262 (16c13-19a11) 
BD3570 1431 (1031a25-1041a18) 
BD3571 672 (624b3-628c12) 
BD3572 220 (vol. 5, 855c19-856b17) 
BD3574 262 (56c2-57a25) 
BD3575 374 (583c12-586c6) 
BD3576 235 (749b6-750c22) 
BD3577 2767 (312c1-313a1) 
BD3578 大正藏未収 
BD3579 374 (398a13-404a29) 
BD3580 235 (749b4-752b22) 
BD3581 374 (461b13-463b9) 
BD3582 945 (144a12-146a4) 
BD3583 220 (vol. 5, 399c7-401c4) 
BD3584 945 (151b20-155b4) 
BD3585 220 (vol. 6, 209c20-212c10) 
BD3586 262 (27b12-31c17) 
BD3587 大正藏未収 
BD3588 大正藏未収 
BD3589 262 (56c20-57b24) 
BD3590 220 (vol. 6, 621a20-c12) 
BD3591 377 (900a16-906c10) 
BD3592 262 (37c15-46b14) 
BD3593 大正藏未収 
BD3594 936 (82a3-84c29) 
BD3595 475 (541a4-544a19) 
BD3596 220 (vol. 7, 75a20-79c5) 
BD3597 235 (750c19-752c3) 
BD3598 366 (346b25-348a29) 
BD3599 262 (38a10-46b14) 
BD3600 262 (51b20-55a9) 
BD3601 220 (vol. 5, 487a3-488c23) 
BD3603 665 (430a24-431c7) 
BD3604 586 (33a22-40b20) 
BD3605 475 (537c9-538c15) 
BD3607 262 (55a19-56b28) 
BD3608 801 (745b10-746b8) 
BD3609 262 (58b9-62b1) 
BD3610 大正藏未収* 
BD3611 220 (vol. 7, 237b2-238a28) 
BD3612 262 (19c8-27b9) 
BD3613 262 (48a10-55a9) 
BD3614 1509 (154a11-157a10) 
BD3615 220 (vol. 7, 427b2-428a1) 
BD3616 262 (15a11-19a12) 
BD3617 262 (19c15-21b27) 
BD3618 450 (405a3-406a2) 
BD3619 1331 (532b23-536b5) 
BD3620 262 (13a2-19a12) 
BD3621 374 (469b25-475a4) 
BD3622 1564 (35a2-39c1) 
BD3623 262 (57b26-62b1) 
BD3624 936 (82a3-84c29) 
BD3625 235 (749a11-752c3) 
BD3626 665 (423c16-427b13) 
BD3626V1 262 (31b10-19) 
BD3626V2 262 (31a8-11) 
BD3628 450 (405c14-406a12) 
BD3629 大正藏未収 
BD363 235 (749b20-752c3) 
BD3630 262 (24b7-27b9) 
BD3631 262 (57b27-58b7) 
BD3632 262 (37a14-46b14) 
BD3633 262 (14a14-19a12) 
BD3634 262 (25a19-27b9) 
BD3635 475 (552a11-557b26) 
BD3636 235 (748c15-752c3) 
BD3637 310 (316c1-317a12) 
BD3638 262 (60b19-62b1) 
BD3639 310 (317a12-322a9) 
BD3640 262 (22b29-27b9) 
BD3641 220 (vol. 6, 514c9-517b25) 
BD3642 262 (58b15-62b1) 
BD3643 262 (39c2-42a28) 
BD3644 235 (749b24-752c3) 
BD3645 2901 (1434a26-b21) 
BD3646 2901 (1434b21-c16) 
BD3647 262 (59b13-62b1) 
BD3648 262 (28a23-37a2) 
BD3649 262 (56c20-57a26) 
BD3650 262 (28a21-37a2) 
BD3651 1484 (1007a14-1009b29) 
BD3652 大正藏未収* 
BD3653 374 (410a17-416a11) 
BD3654 220 (vol. 7, 751b24-756a25) 
BD3655 大正藏未収 
BD3656 262 (27b12-37a2) 
BD3657 374 (505b5-509a6) 
BD3658-1 586 (43b3-47a9) 
BD3658-2 586 (47a22-51b5) 
BD3659 936 (82a3-84c29) 
BD3660 220 (vol. 6, 848b24-849a20) 
BD3661 220 (vol. 5, 1060a13-1064c2) 
BD3662 310 (233b17-c16) 
BD3663 475 (545b13-551c27) 
BD3664 665 (403b1-408a28) 
BD3665 374 (600a5-603c25) 
BD3666 475 (552c4-557b26) 
BD3667 1428 (603c13-604a15) 
BD3668 586 (45b29-47a1) 
BD3669-1 663 (358b1-359b1) 
BD3669-2 663 (335b2-340c10) 
BD3670 712 (823b20-825b13) 
BD3671 279 (324a6-326c15) 
BD3672 1435 (60a16-b14) 
BD3673 262 (21b5-22a23) 
BD3674 262 (46b17-c20) 
BD3675 1428 (787a8-b6) 
BD3676 262 (27c4-30c7) 
BD3677 1428 (787a8-b13) 
BD3678 410 (711a28-715c29) 
BD3679 大正藏未収 
BD3680 大正藏未収 
BD3681 262 (19a23-27b9) 
BD3682 475 (537b8-539c15) 
BD3683 475 (539c16-544a19) 
BD3684 大正藏未収 





BD3689 262 (38b29-46b14) 
BD3690 262 (50a7-53b3) 
BD3691 475 (545c5-551c27) 
BD3692 665 (432c13-437c13) 
BD3693 936 (82a3-84c29) 
BD3694 279 (393c11-394a12) 
BD3695 235 (749a17-749b28) 
BD3696 262 (27c16-37a2) 
BD3697 279 (396a4-6) 
BD3698 279 (299a20-b5) 
敦煌出土仏典・大正蔵典籍番号対照表 
487 
BD3699 665 (447a29-450c14) 
BD3700 665 (450c15-456c19) 
BD3701 262 (37a5-b8) 
BD3702 235 (749a7-752c3) 
BD3703 262 (40c7-42a28) 
BD3704 235 (749c4-751b22) 
BD3705 665 (431a1-432c10) 
BD3706 220 (vol. 5, 303c23-309a29) 
BD3707 156 (151a2-154b13) 
BD3708 262 (59b29-62b1) 
BD3709 典籍名未確定 
BD3710 475 (552a14-557b26) 
BD3711 235 (748c20-752c3) 
BD3712 580 (962c18-964c14) 
BD3713 967 (349b2-352a26) 
BD3714 374 (417c1-422b28) 
BD3715 大正藏未収 
BD3716 2777 (441b24-453a22) 
BD3718 220 (vol. 7, 489b4-494b10) 
BD3719 235 (750c21-752c3) 
BD3720 235 (749c20-750a20) 
BD3721 235 (750b20-c21) 
BD3722 681 (738c24-747b15) 
BD3723 大正藏未収 
BD3724 262 (19b16-20c3) 







BD3727 220 (vol. 6, 443c3-444a3) 
BD3728 360 (267a25-272b2) 
BD3729 1509 (314c9-322b27) 
BD3730 475 (542b7-543b27) 
BD3731 大正藏未収* 
BD3732 235 (751a11-752c2) 
BD3733 262 (42b25-50b22) 
BD3734 1429 (1020b18-1023a8) 
BD3734V 235 (749c20-29) 
BD3735 967 (349c1-19) 
BD3736 967 (349c23-352a26) 
BD3737 1806 (429a3-434a24) 
BD3738 220 (vol. 5, 589b25-c28) 
BD3739 262 (56c14-58b7) 
BD3740 220 (vol. 6, 488a2-493a10) 
BD3741 1509 (162a8-165c26) 
BD3742 475 (555a12-557b26) 
BD3743 374 (575a21-580c16) 
BD3744 220 (vol. 6, 37b14-38b11) 
BD3745 220 (vol. 6, 32c25-33b29) 
BD3746 220 (vol. 6, 27b27-28a24) 
BD3747 262 (13a27-15b13) 
BD3748 220 (vol. 6, 16c7-17b5) 
BD3749 235 (748c29-752c3) 
BD3750 1581 (936c14-937b1) 
BD3751 大正藏未収* 
BD3752 475 (548c9-551c14) 
BD3753 235 (749b9-751a14) 
BD3754 2792 (660c23-661b28) 
BD3755 475 (547c11-551c18) 
BD3756 2792 (660a15-b19) 
BD3757 2792 (659b17-660a15) 
BD3758 475 (552a23-b28) 
BD3759 2792 (660b19-c23) 
BD3760 262 (1c24-8c14) 
BD3761 374 (469b24-475a4) 
BD3762 235 (749b27-752c3) 
BD3763 220 (vol. 6, 146c6-147b5) 
BD3764 262 (55a12-56a16) 
BD3765 220 (vol. 7, 552a3-22) 
BD3766 262 (47c9-51a27) 
BD3767 2792 (661b28-672b21) 
BD3768 220 (vol. 5, 383b6-388a5) 
BD3769 665 (447b22-450c15) 
BD3770 262 (50b23-55a9) 
BD3771 262 (12b1-19a12) 
BD3772 262 (32a16-37a2) 
BD3773 665 (444b1-450c15) 
BD3774 大正藏未収* 
BD3774V 大正藏未収 
BD3775 262 (2a20-10b21) 
BD3776 665 (408b2-413c6) 
BD3777 235 (750b25-752c2) 
BD3778 665 (444b13-448c17) 
BD3779 220 (vol. 5, 401c5-404c26) 
BD3780 2878 (1361c5-1362b27) 
BD3781-1 2878 (1362b25-c10) 
BD3781-2 2887 (1403b21-1404a23) 
BD3781-3 2919 (1463a17-b9) 
BD3782 大正藏未収* 
BD3783 262 (2a17-10b21) 
BD3784 220 (vol. 5, 587a5-589b22) 
BD3785 220 (vol. 6, 808b28-814a24) 
BD3786 220 (vol. 7, 526c15-527c19) 
BD3787 262 (19a14-c21) 
BD3788 262 (23c27-25a22) 
BD3789 大正藏未収 
BD3790 235 (749c29-750c11) 
BD3791 235 (750a1-c13) 
BD3792 665 (430b24-432c8) 
BD3793 1431 (1034a19-1039a11) 
BD3794 235 (750a7-751a7) 
BD3795 1431 (1031c2-1034b2) 
BD3796 220 (vol. 6, 856b19-857b14) 
BD3797 262 (53a4-c22) 
BD3798 1331 (535a10-536b5) 
BD3799 235 (751c6-752c3) 
BD3800 936 (82a3-84c29) 
BD3800V 典籍名未確定 
BD3801 235 (750b21-751b20) 
BD3802-1 235 (751c21-752c3) 
BD3802-2 大正藏未収 
BD3803 235 (748c20-749c17) 
BD3804 235 (751c5-752c3) 
BD3804V 262 (56c2-27) 
BD3805 374 (523b2-524a21) 
BD3806 223 (362a11-367b21) 
BD3807 227 (581b29-582a18) 
BD3808 220 (vol. 6, 66a18-c16) 
BD3809 1431 (1038c16-1041a17) 
BD3810 374 (599a9-603c25) 
BD3811 235 (748c17-749b16) 
BD3812 374 (438b6-439b24) 
BD3813 712 (823b20-824a22) 
BD3814 374 (527a6-528a4) 
BD3815 1431 (1038a1-1039c1) 
BD3816 235 (751b22-752c2) 
BD3817 大正藏未収 
BD3818V 大正藏未収 
BD3819 235 (750c14-751c7) 
BD3820 262 (21a12-22a25) 
BD3821 262 (22a24-23c26) 
BD3822 235 (749c2-752b14) 
BD3823 262 (46b25-55a9) 
BD3824 235 (750a11-b24) 
BD3825 220 (vol. 6, 319c7-320b4) 
BD3826 665 (420c21-421c7) 
BD3827 大正藏未収 
BD3828 大正藏未収 
BD3829 220 (vol. 6, 370b27-371b14) 
BD3830 235 (750b22-751b24) 
BD3831 220 (vol. 6, 791c2-28) 
BD3832 220 (vol. 5, 1046b22-1047c2) 
BD3833 典籍名未確定 
BD3834 262 (16c2-22a17) 
BD3835 262 (29c7-30c17) 
BD3836 665 (409a3-b3) 
BD3837 220 (vol. 5, 1029a20-1030b9) 
BD3838 220 (vol. 5, 20b24-c16) 
BD3839 220 (vol. 6, 66b16-c16) 
BD3840 1431 (1035b10-1038c16) 




BD3842 262 (32b21-36a25) 
BD3843 374 (487b17-488c12) 
BD3844 374 (524a21-525a22) 
BD3845 262 (35c21-37a2) 
BD3846 220 (vol. 6, 855a14-856b19) 
BD3847 235 (750b24-752c3) 
BD3848 262 (12c16-13c9) 
BD3849 672 (589a10-594a29) 
BD3850 220 (vol. 5, 277a4-b2) 
BD3851 374 (433c22-434c24) 
BD3852 665 (404b19-405c4) 
BD3853 262 (46b17-47c9) 
BD3854 262 (52a5-53a3) 
BD3855 374 (488c13-489c21) 
BD3856 235 (749c16-750c16) 
BD3857 262 (26a24-27b9) 
BD3858 235 (749a13-749c29) 
BD3859 235 (750c11-751c2) 
BD3860 262 (10c1-11c28) 
BD3861 262 (50c3-53a13) 
BD3862 2909 (1455b23-c12) 
BD3863 665 (403a21-404b20) 
BD3864 2897 (1424b12-1425a3) 
BD3865 235 (750a20-c19) 
BD3866 235 (749b1-750b22) 
BD3867 712 (823b20-825b23) 
BD3868 665 (427c29-429a21) 
BD3869 220 (vol. 6, 372c13-374a9) 
BD3870 235 (748c17-749c20) 
BD3871 1431 (1039c2-1041a18) 
BD3872 235 (749a22-750a10) 
BD3873 235 (749c16-750c22) 
BD3874A 251 (848c4-24) 
BD3874B1 2895 (1414c22-1415c19) 
BD3874B2 801 (745b7-746b8) 
BD3875(1) 235 (751a8-c15) 
BD3875(2) 235 (751c20-21) 
BD3876 366 (346c5-348a29) 
BD3877 235 (749c13-750c24) 
BD3878 1302 (420a6-421a14) 
BD3879 262 (32a2-33a17) 
BD3880 262 (59a9-62a29) 
BD3881 262 (60c24-62a29) 
BD3882 220 (vol. 6, 409c1-412b24) 
BD3883 663 (336c18-338c29) 
BD3884 大正藏未収 
BD3885 2810 (1051b29-1055a25) 
BD3885V 大正藏未収 
BD3886 936 (82a3-84a16) 
BD3887 374 (491b5-492c10) 
BD3888 262 (56c10-58b7) 
BD3889 220 (vol. 5, 398a13-399c4) 
BD3890 235 (749c12-752c3) 
BD3891 235 (752b15-c3) 
BD3892 235 (750c16-751c14) 
BD3893 475 (538b27-539b24) 
BD3894 665 (450c18-456c19) 
BD3895 1484 (1008a15-1009c8) 
BD3896 665 (444a21-b12) 
BD3897 967 (351c10-352a26) 
BD3898 475 (546b11-551c26) 
BD3899 262 (39c14-40b18) 
BD3900-1 大正藏未収 
BD3900-2 大正藏未収 
BD3901 235 (749a21-752c3) 
BD3902 220 (vol. 6, 775c9-777a5) 
BD3903 374 (466a8-467c5) 
BD3904 235 (751a23-752c3) 
BD3905 665 (411a19-412c19) 
BD3906 262 (58b14-c10) 
BD3907 967 (350b25-c28) 




BD3911 936 (82a3-84c29) 
BD3912 220 (vol. 5, 357b18-c16) 
BD3913 220 (vol. 5, 788c15-789a12) 
BD3914 262 (37c2-46b14) 
BD3915 大正藏未収 
BD3916 220 (vol. 6, 759c26-765a7) 
BD3917(1) 2872 (1355c10-1356a11) 
BD3917(2) 大正藏未収* 
BD3918 936 (82a3-c22) 
BD3919 671 (549b23-550a24) 
BD3920 671 (550a25-551a6) 
BD3921 大正藏未収 
BD3922 1431 (1031c12-1041a18) 
BD3923 262 (37b13-38a22) 
BD3924 2777 (440a12-513a13) 
BD3924V 2834 (1273b9-1274b23) 
BD3925V1 665 (403a3-23) 
BD3925V2 262 (56c2-57a11) 
BD3925V5 2828 (1266a13-b12) 
BD3925V6 大正藏未収* 
BD3925V7 大正藏未収* 
BD3925V12 2909 (1455b23-c12) 
BD3926 220 (vol. 6, 1018b6-1020c4) 
BD3927 220 (vol. 6, 38a22-42c15) 
BD3928 262 (2b13-10b21) 
BD3929 220 (vol. 5, 797b21-798b25) 
BD3930 235 (749c12-752c3) 
BD3931 262 (52b12-55a9) 
BD3932A 251 (848c4-24) 
BD3932B 262 (56c29-58b7) 
BD3933 235 (749b27-751b2) 
BD3934 235 (751c10-752c3) 
BD3935 665 (418a6-b4) 
BD3936 262 (55a12-56a29) 
BD3937 220 (vol. 5, 1059a2-b2) 
BD3938 262 (27b27-37a2) 
BD3939 220 (vol. 6, 766b29-767b10) 
BD3940 2911 (1457a1-1458a23) 
BD3941 936 (82a3-84c29) 
BD3942 681 (739a15-742b19) 
BD3943 262 (51b6-55a9) 
BD3944 936 (82a3-b22) 
BD3945 大正藏未収 
BD3946 1429 (1015a21-b27) 
BD3947 262 (19b7-23b18) 
BD3948 967 (349b2-29) 
BD3949 967 (349b29-350a6) 
BD3950 235 (749a17-750c19) 
BD3951 220 (vol. 5, 18b24-22b23) 
BD3952 454 (424a10-425c23) 
BD3953 967 (350a2-352a26) 
BD3954 475 (539c27-542a28) 
BD3955 936 (82a3-84c29) 
BD3956 2812 (1068b10-1071a11) 
BD3957A 251 (848c4-23) 
BD3957B 262 (56c4-58b7) 
BD3958 203 (471c28-474b1) 
BD3959 672 (598b18-599b15) 
BD3960 235 (749b17-752c3) 
BD3961 220 (vol. 6, 779a28-781a18) 
BD3962 235 (749b7-752c3) 
BD3963 936 (84a14-b10) 
BD3964 大正藏未収 
BD3965 大正藏未収 
BD3966 221 (85c5-87c6) 
BD3967 475 (552a5-554c11) 
BD3968-1 大正藏未収 
BD3968-2 大正藏未収 
BD3969 262 (37b24-c25) 
BD3970-1 1484 (1003a19-b2) 
BD3970-2 1484 (1003c29-1004c12) 
BD3971 235 (748c21-749c20) 
BD3972 262 (5b25-10b21) 
BD3973 262 (11a29-13b12) 
BD3974 235 (749a16-751b19) 
BD3975 374 (396c17-402c11) 
BD3976 235 (749a18-752c3) 
BD3977 262 (55a23-58b16) 
BD3978-1 220 (vol. 7, 666b2-28) 
BD3978-2 220 (vol. 7, 666b2-669c23) 
敦煌出土仏典・大正蔵典籍番号対照表 
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BD3979 220 (vol. 6, 767b9-768c10) 
BD3980 220 (vol. 6, 262b4-263a3) 
BD3981 235 (750b19-752c3) 
BD3982 235 (751b18-752c3) 
BD3983 235 (749c5-750b22) 
BD3984 665 (421a11-c1) 
BD3985 262 (34c18-35c25) 
BD3986 235 (748c23-750b22) 
BD3987 374 (434c2-435a21) 
BD3988 665 (444b20-450c15) 
BD3989 220 (vol. 6, 777a5-779a28) 
BD3990 235 (751b24-752c3) 
BD3991 大正藏未収 
BD3992 220 (vol. 6, 768c8-770b14) 
BD3993 665 (408c5-413c6) 
BD3994 220 (vol. 7, 1061c12-1062a21) 
BD3995 262 (29c6-36a24) 
BD3996 262 (57a16-c24) 
BD3997 220 (vol. 6, 765b24-766b29) 
BD3998 262 (59a1-62b1) 
BD3999-1 663 (358b1-359b1) 
BD3999-2 663 (335b2-339b27) 
BD4000 235 (749a17-752c3) 
BD4001(1) 967 (352b12-23) 
BD4001(2) 967 (351a1-24) 
BD4002 262 (9b10-10b21) 
BD4003 156 (137a25-142b11) 
BD4004 967 (351a24-352a26) 
BD4005 220 (vol. 6, 379a1-381b29) 
BD4006 220 (vol. 5, 467a20-468a6) 
BD4007 586 (48c3-49a5) 
BD4008 936 (82c7-83b1) 
BD4009 672 (603c25-607b15) 
BD4010 2893 (1410c22-1413a28) 
BD4011 227 (582b7-584a19) 
BD4012 262 (46c26-47c8) 
BD4013 235 (748c17-749b10) 
BD4014 235 (750c23-752c3) 
BD4015 220 (vol. 7, 964a27-969a23) 
BD4016 222 (200a9-b7) 
BD4017 945 (153c4-155b4) 
BD4018 大正藏未収 
BD4019 665 (409a13-410a26) 
BD4020 475 (544b5-551c27) 
BD4021 220 (vol. 6, 973c18-977b26) 
BD4022 262 (19c20-21a12) 
BD4023 220 (vol. 6, 857b14-858c9) 
BD4024 235 
BD4025 大正藏未収* 
BD4026 1484 (1005b6-1006b4) 
BD4027 大正藏未収* 
BD4028 262 (55c9-56c1) 
BD4029 1579 (579a3-582b18) 
BD4030 235 (749a7-752c3) 
BD4031 278 (397a22-401c16) 
BD4032 665 (421c6-422b21) 
BD4033 220 (vol. 6, 112a19-115a13) 
BD4034 665 (433a19-437a19) 
BD4035 220 (vol. 6, 1017a12-1020c3) 
BD4036 374 (467c5-468c25) 
BD4037 712 (824a22-825c8) 
BD4038 大正藏未収 
BD4039 1331 (534a15-535a10) 
BD4040 大正藏未収 
BD4041 1431 (1031b16-1033a16) 
BD4042 262 (32b23-39c17) 
BD4043 235 (749b26-750b10) 
BD4044 262 (9a5-10b21) 
BD4045 235 (750b26-751b1) 
BD4046 235 (749b16-751a7) 
BD4047V 大正藏未収 
BD4048 475 (542c12-544a17) 
BD4049 452 (418b3-420b27) 
BD4050 665 (403a17-c1) 
BD4051 220 (vol. 7, 175b23-176c24) 
BD4052 大正藏未収 
BD4053 262 (54a25-55a9) 
BD4054 220 (vol. 7, 172a23-173c27) 
BD4055 大正藏未収 
BD4056 262 (28b7-37a2) 
BD4057 220 (vol. 6, 634a29-637b2) 
BD4058 235 (751a3-b28) 
BD4059 366 (347a12-c15) 
BD4060 374 (526a21-527a7) 
BD4061 665 (408b1-c3) 
BD4062 大正藏未収 
BD4063 大正藏未収 
BD4064 665 (404c9-407c3) 
BD4065 262 (11a9-14b27) 
BD4066 374 (476c7-480c27) 
BD4067 262 (2a17-b18) 
BD4068 1431 (1033a16-1034a14) 
BD4069 374 (536b20-538a16) 
BD4070 262 (42c6-29) 
BD4071 375 (764c26-765a27) 
BD4072 665 (435b4-437c13) 
BD4073 262 (37b8-c15) 
BD4074 998 (577a27-578a28) 
BD4075 262 (10b24-11a8) 
BD4076 220 (vol. 7, 171c2-172c17) 
BD4077 262 (27b16-28a20) 
BD4078 220 (vol. 5, 596a12-599c8) 
BD4079 262 (28c10-29c7) 
BD4080 1431 (1031c2-1035b10) 
BD4081 220 (vol. 5, 395a23-396a18) 
BD4082 235 (750a9-c23) 
BD4083 2816 (1180b9-1182c28) 
BD4084 220 (vol. 5, 396a17-397a13) 
BD4085-1 2858 (1312a5-1313a26) 
BD4085-2 2858 (1312b27-1313a27) 
BD4086 220 (vol. 6, 213b22-214b28) 
BD4087 1431 (1036a5-1037c29) 
BD4088 220 (vol. 5, 397a14-398a14) 
BD4089 262 (53c22-54c9) 
BD4090 663 (352b12-358a29) 
BD4091 220 (vol. 5, 442a6-447b1) 
BD4092 大正藏未収 
BD4093 大正藏未収* 
BD4094 262 (1c14-3c15) 
BD4095 大正藏未収 
BD4096 235 (750b3-751b3) 
BD4097 586 (47b4-54b11) 
BD4098 374 (489c21-491b6) 
BD4100 220 (vol. 5, 933c7-938c16) 
BD4101 374 (434c24-435c27) 




BD4103 672 (622b24-630c27) 
BD4104 262 (34a24-35b22) 
BD4105 1522 (178b15-c26) 
BD4106 2810 (1060b23-1065b14) 




BD4109 936 (82a3-84c29) 
BD4110 665 (414a18-417c16) 
BD4111 220 (vol. 5, 871c15-876a5) 
BD4112 220 (vol. 7, 936c27-942a29) 
BD4113 220 (vol. 6, 26c25-27a28) 
BD4114 220 (vol. 6, 808b8-c8) 
BD4115 262 (9a17-10b21) 
BD4116 665 (417c28-418c22) 
BD4117 262 (20c4-27b9) 
BD4118 220 (vol. 6, 830c21-831a20) 
BD4119A 220 (vol. 6, 228b5-28) 
BD4119B 220 (vol. 7, 423c7-424a3) 
BD4120 235 (750a19-751b22) 
BD4121 220 (vol. 6, 211a24-212a29) 
BD4122 235 (749b8-750b3) 
BD4123 262 (48c1-52a5) 
BD4124 262 (30c17-32a2) 




BD4126 665 (419c24-420a21) 
BD4127 220 (vol. 5, 834b20-c19) 
BD4128 220 (vol. 6, 803a2-b2) 
BD4129 220 (vol. 5, 627a5-b3) 
BD4130 235 (751c14-752c3) 
BD4131 262 (54c18-56c1) 
BD4132 586 (41a13-45b16) 
BD4133 大正藏未収 
BD4134 665 (418c22-419c23) 
BD4135 475 (552a5-557b26) 
BD4136 1484 (1006c9-1008a14) 
BD4137 220 (vol. 7, 173c27-175b22) 
BD4138 681 (745b4-747b15) 
BD4139 663 (335b2-336c18) 
BD4140 374 (464b9-466a8) 
BD4141 262 (3c16-5a14) 
BD4142 235 (748c17-752c3) 
BD4143 374 (525a22-526a21) 
BD4144 220 (vol. 7, 90c18-94a5) 
BD4145 475 (544b25-551c27) 
BD4146 大正藏未収 
BD4147 220 (vol. 6, 977c17-980a22) 
BD4148 262 (20c16-21a28) 
BD4149 262 (58b15-59a14) 
BD4150 235 (751b3-752c3) 
BD4151 235 (748c22-752c3) 
BD4152 235 (749b20-750a21) 
BD4153 665 (414a1-417c16) 
BD4154 475 (539b25-544a19) 
BD4155 936 (82a3-84c29) 
BD4156 374 (381a4-382c2) 
BD4157 1488 (1074c11-1075c2) 
BD4158 220 (vol. 6, 1047c2-1048b12) 
BD4159 665 (414b4-415b23) 
BD4160 262 (20b3-c16) 
BD4161 452 (418c19-420c23) 
BD4162 156 (127c17-129c25) 
BD4163 665 (429a21-430b24) 
BD4164 220 (vol. 6, 1063c8-1064c6) 
BD4165 235 (750b16-751b22) 
BD4166 235 (750a16-c14) 
BD4167 235 (749c12-752c3) 
BD4168 1484 (1008c15-1009c2) 
BD4169 大正藏未収 
BD4170 665 (444c11-450c15) 
BD4171 262 (19c19-24b4) 
BD4172 220 (vol. 6, 1064c7-1065a5) 
BD4173 220 (vol. 6, 72b7-28) 
BD4174 220 (vol. 6, 814b2-c2) 
BD4175 374 (437b2-439b24) 
BD4176 235 (748c28-752c3) 
BD4177 262 (3c9-7c16) 
BD4178 262 (56c14-58b7) 
BD4179 374 (463a17-464b9) 
BD4180 235 (751b2-c10) 
BD4181 967 (350c17-352a16) 
BD4182 220 (vol. 6, 371b17-c12) 
BD4183 1484 (1008b5-c15) 
BD4184 262 (18b29-21a28) 
BD4185 235 (748c17-749c14) 
BD4186 220 (vol. 5, 257a10-c8) 
BD4187 220 (vol. 5, 798c13-803c28) 
BD4188 大正藏未収 
BD4189 262 (3a10-9c18) 
BD4190 262 (56c2-58b7) 
BD4191 262 (56c2-57c24) 
BD4192 262 (20a11-22a17) 
BD4193 475 (543a26-544a18) 
BD4194 262 (29c2-37a2) 
BD4195 220 (vol. 5, 314b17-c17) 
BD4196 262 (1c26-3c14) 
BD4197 220 (vol. 7, 566b6-567a4) 
BD4198 262 (35b22-c24) 
BD4199 663 (356b18-358a29) 
BD4200 262 (51b4-55a9) 
BD4201 262 (13c9-14c28) 
BD4202 262 (33a26-34a23) 
BD4203 235 (749b8-750a20) 
BD4204 366 (347b29-348a28) 
BD4205 665 (423b24-427b13) 
BD4206 310 (380a20-b19) 
BD4207 220 (vol. 5, 463a24-467a19) 
BD4208 665 (403a8-408a28) 
BD4209 665 (415b23-416c12) 
BD4210 681 (742b19-745b7) 
BD4211 262 (32b25-34a10) 
BD4212 665 (452a21-455a1) 
BD4213 1431 (1034b2-1036a5) 
BD4214 262 (7b16-9a16) 
BD4215 586 (33c9-40b20) 
BD4216 235 (751c9-752c3) 
BD4218 262 (31c6-33a26) 
BD4219 235 (750c22-751c11) 
BD4220 1331 (533a29-534a16) 
BD4221 235 (751a7-752c3) 
BD4221V 典籍名未確定 
BD4222 262 (50c20-55a9) 
BD4223-1 1484 (1006b26-1010a21) 
BD4223-2 大正藏未収 
BD4224 大正藏未収* 
BD4225 220 (vol. 7, 877b3-c1) 
BD4226 大正藏未収* 
BD4227 665 (430b7-c29) 
BD4228 220 (vol. 6, 71b1-29) 
BD4229 220 (vol. 5, 1030b9-1031b16) 
BD4230 220 (vol. 7, 630c19-636a22) 
BD4231 235 (749a18-752c3) 
BD4232 475 (542a28-543a26) 
BD4233 大正藏未収 
BD4234 220 (vol. 6, 541a28-547b20) 
BD4235 310 (663c21-664a21) 
BD4236 262 (5a15-7b11) 
BD4237 220 (vol. 7, 62c7-63c4) 
BD4238 2881 (1380b17-c16) 
BD4239 936 (84a27-c28) 
BD4240 220 (vol. 7, 90c13-91a12) 
BD4241 663 (354c7-356b19) 
BD4242 262 (18b23-19a1) 
BD4243 374 (437b3-438b6) 
BD4244 220 (vol. 5, 497a11-b14) 
BD4245-1 447 (379b4-24) 
BD4246 374 (535a8-536b20) 
BD4247 262 (53a12-54c18) 
BD4248 大正藏未収 
BD4249 235 (751b25-752c3) 
BD4250A 665 (413c9-414a18) 
BD4250B 665 (414a19-415b29) 
BD4251 262 (59a16-60a1) 
BD4252 220 (vol. 6, 448a14-b14) 
BD4253 220 (vol. 5, 479a5-483c10) 
BD4254 279 (199a6-c13) 
BD4255 663 (358b1-359b1) 
BD4256 大正藏未収 
BD4257 235 (750c21-751c4) 
BD4258 220 (vol. 5, 986b10-c7) 
BD4259 220 (vol. 5, 1031b15-1032c2) 
BD4260 262 (33a17-34b22) 
BD4261 475 (545c24-551c27) 
BD4262 665 (431a3-b16) 
BD4263 1331 (534a12-536b5) 
BD4264 大正藏未収 
BD4265 374 (538a16-540c14) 
BD4266 220 (vol. 5, 393c20-395a19) 
BD4267 220 (vol. 5, 1066a2-1070a10) 
BD4268 665 (431c11-432b8) 
BD4269 374 (522b2-528a4) 
BD4270 262 (53b9-54a26) 
BD4271 262 (30c10-32b25) 
BD4272 220 (vol. 5, 245a23-b21) 
BD4273 262 (29c1-37a2) 
BD4274 936 (84a20-c29) 
BD4275 374 (598b24-603b4) 
BD4276 235 (751b17-752c3) 
BD4277 262 (46c27-55a9) 




BD4279 235 (750c11-751b25) 
BD4280 665 (455a2-456c19) 
BD4281 273 (370b10-374b28) 
BD4282 374 (444b24-445b20) 
BD4283 262 (38c16-46b14) 
BD4284 665 (409a24-410a2) 
BD4285 大正藏未収 
BD4286 220 (vol. 5, 1038a15-1042c9) 
BD4287 262 (24c16-27b9) 
BD4288 2871 (1348a17-c2) 
BD4289 1431 (1033b1-1041a18) 
BD4290 262 (56c2-57a9) 
BD4291-1 大正藏未収* 
BD4292-1 2053 (256c1-24) 
BD4292-2 2053 (257a29-b5) 
BD4293 475 (540a7-542a14) 
BD4294 235 (750a19-c19) 
BD4295 262 (57b20-58b7) 
BD4296 665 (429a16-432c10) 
BD4297 大正藏未収 
BD4298 440 (114b5-c17) 
BD4299 262 (7c25-10b21) 
BD4300 425 (17b14-22b21) 
BD4301 220 (vol. 7, 676c23-677a19) 
BD4302 262 (4a14-b15) 
BD4303 大正藏未収 
BD4304 2916 (1462a3-20) 
BD4305 936 (82b17-83c25) 
BD4306 262 (52a2-c21) 
BD4307 262 (56c2-23) 
BD4308 936 (82a3-84c29) 
BD4308V 大正藏未収 
BD4309 220 (vol. 5, 234a24-239b21) 
BD4310 大正藏未収 
BD4311 936 (82a3-84c29) 
BD4312 大正藏未収 
BD4313 936 (82b17-84c29) 
BD4314 262 (2a4-10b21) 
BD4315 664 (361c8-362a6) 
BD4316 936 (82a3-84c29) 
BD4317 1484 (1007a25-1008a2) 
BD4318 475 (544c29-551c27) 
BD4319 366 (346c12-348a29) 
BD4320 235 (749b26-752c3) 
BD4321 374 (440a16-440c7) 
BD4322 大正藏未収 
BD4323 大正藏未収 
BD4324 936 (83a17-84c28) 
BD4325 936 (82a3-84c29) 
BD4326 936 (82a3-84c29) 
BD4327 220 (vol. 7, 742c16-745c12) 
BD4328 220 (vol. 5, 294b22-c21) 
BD4329 大正藏未収* 
BD4330 936 (82a3-84c29) 
BD4331 1429 (1015b22-1016b15) 
BD4332 278 (699a19-704b22) 
BD4332V 2810 (1046a11) 
BD4333 374 (441c22-442b17) 
BD4334 365 (342c27-346b21) 
BD4335 936 (83a23-84c29) 
BD4336 374 (440c28-442a27) 
BD4337 262 (57b9-61a2) 
BD4338 262 (56a17-b19) 
BD4339 374 (449a13-c19) 
BD4340 220 (vol. 5, 295b18-c17) 
BD4341 220 (vol. 6, 299a21-b20) 
BD4342 262 (21c20-22c2) 
BD4343 936 (82a3-84c29) 
BD4344 374 (522b2-528a4) 
BD4345 235 (751c26-752a24) 
BD4346-1 1332 (536b16-540c21) 
BD4347 220 (vol. 5, 295c17-296a16) 
BD4348 936 (82a3-84c29) 
BD4349 220 (vol. 5, 294c21-295a20) 
BD4350 223 (245b28-249c28) 
BD4351 1484 (1004b19-c20) 
BD4352 220 (vol. 5, 338c6-343a1) 
BD4353 262 (46c21-55a9) 
BD4354 262 (48c6-49a19) 
BD4355 374 (379a28-384c25) 
BD4356 235 (749a2-752c3) 
BD4357 235 (749a22-752b12) 
BD4358 220 (vol. 6, 137a2-139a12) 
BD4359 235 (749a22-752c3) 
BD4360 262 (59b6-60a18) 
BD4361-1 大正藏未収 
BD4361-2 大正藏未収 
BD4362 235 (752a24-c3) 
BD4363 262 (33b4-c28) 
BD4364 235 (750c7-751b12) 
BD4365 235 (749c24-750a19) 
BD4366 220 (vol. 5, 1020a28-1023b18) 
BD4367 366 (347b14-348a29) 
BD4368 大正藏未収 
BD4369 235 (749b23-c25) 
BD4370 262 (23c15-27b9) 
BD4371 936 (82a3-83b19) 
BD4372 1431 (1033a16-1035b23) 
BD4373 262 (57a23-61a15) 
BD4374 967 (350a5-352a26) 
BD4375 936 (82c12-84c29) 
BD4375V 262 (56c2-58b7) 
BD4376 220 (vol. 5, 427b26-429b26) 
BD4377 475 (544a22-551c27) 
BD4378-1 1336 (583a25-c9) 
BD4378-2 1028(A) (741b19-742c5) 
BD4378-3 大正藏未収 
BD4379 475 (537b6-c16) 
BD4380 223 (267b2-272a27) 
BD4381 665 (403a16-407a5) 
BD4382 936 (82a3-84c29) 
BD4383 262 (61a23-b21) 
BD4384 220 (vol. 5, 416b2-418c11) 
BD4385 2897 (1422b14-1425b3) 
BD4386 1429 (1020b16-1023a9) 
BD4387 672 (608a6-614c1) 
BD4388 262 (25b6-c1) 
BD4389-1 475 (537c3-538a1) 
BD4390 475 (557a13-b26) 
BD4391 374 (441a8-b14) 
BD4392 262 (11a7-13c11) 
BD4393 235 (748c17-749b7) 
BD4394 220 (vol. 5, 570b29-571b3) 
BD4395 220 (vol. 6, 67b18-69a28) 
BD4396 235 (751a2-752c2) 
BD4397 475 (539c15-540b17) 
BD4398 945 (153c3-154a2) 
BD4399 220 (vol. 6, 134b17-137a2) 
BD4400 2810 (1046a11-1048b14) 
BD4401 220 (vol. 5, 876a16-881a12) 
BD4402 945 (149a4-150b21) 
BD4403 220 (vol. 6, 69a29-70b28) 
BD4404 262 (55a23-56b16) 
BD4405 665 (411b15-c22) 
BD4406 大正藏未収 
BD4406V1 2810 (1055b2-c13) 
BD4406V2 大正藏未収 
BD4407 1331 (532c28-534a23) 
BD4408 220 (vol. 5, 293a26-b26) 
BD4409 220 (vol. 6, 615c13-619c5) 
BD4410 220 (vol. 5, 292c27-293a26) 
BD4411 475 (539a9-c14) 
BD4412 大正藏未収* 
BD4413 374 (445c26-451b6) 
BD4414 475 (538b28-544a19) 
BD4415 大正藏未収 
BD4416 220 (vol. 5, 292a1-b28) 
BD4417 220 (vol. 5, 108a7-114a7) 
BD4418 262 (37b2-38a8) 
BD4419 235 (749c21-751a2) 
BD4420 262 (55a12-56c1) 
BD4421 475 (537c12-539a8) 
BD4422 大正藏未収 
BD4423 475 (537c12-544a19) 




BD4425 220 (vol. 5, 395a15-396b16) 
BD4426 374 (445b8-446a20) 
BD4427 2897 (1423c11-1424c2) 
BD4428 374 (442a27-443b25) 
BD4429 1429 (1015a18-1017a13) 
BD4430 大正藏未収 
BD4431 663 (340c19-346b9) 
BD4432 665 (408b2-409a23) 
BD4433 374 (534c17-540c14) 
BD4434 235 (750a7-752a21) 
BD4435 大正藏未収 
BD4436 220 (vol. 5, 297c13-298a1) 
BD4437 672 (600b17-607b15) 
BD4438 220 (vol. 5, 292b28-c27) 
BD4439 374 (444c17-445b8) 
BD4440 664 (396a15-401c24) 
BD4441 681 (737b28-738a18) 
BD4442 374 (440a6-c29) 
BD4443 220 (vol. 7, 861b4-862a3) 
BD4444 374 (446a20-b14) 
BD4445 220 (vol. 5, 156c23-157a20) 
BD4446 220 (vol. 5, 154a15-b4) 
BD4447 220 (vol. 5, 1048c11-1049a11) 
BD4448 220 (vol. 7, 491c17-492a15) 
BD4449 235 (752a3-c2) 
BD4450 665 (432c22-437c13) 
BD4451 366 (347a1-348a29) 
BD4452 681 (736b13-737a19) 
BD4453 235 (750c21-752b2) 
BD4454 220 (vol. 7, 494a10-b10) 
BD4455 220 (vol. 5, 296a16-b15) 
BD4456 2792 (660b20-664c13) 
BD4456V2 大正藏未収 
BD4456V3 大正藏未収 
BD4457 262 (24b5-25b12) 
BD4458 936 (83c5-84a5) 
BD4459 大正藏未収 
BD4460 665 (438a5-444a9) 
BD4461 235 (751b1-752a27) 
BD4462 374 (516a7-522a27) 
BD4463 大正藏未収 
BD4464 235 (749c18-750b29) 
BD4465 大正藏未収 
BD4466 263 (95a12-97a22) 
BD4467 262 (60a17-62a29) 
BD4468 262 (46a10-49b14) 
BD4469 235 (751a10-b16) 
BD4470 262 (57b18-62b1) 
BD4471 681 (738a18-c16) 
BD4472 220 (vol. 7, 491a17-c17) 
BD4473 1484 (1003b21-c28) 
BD4474 220 (vol. 5, 293b25-c24) 
BD4475 223 (387c17-388b14) 
BD4476 262 (23b19-24b4) 
BD4477 475 (547a28-c2) 
BD4478 大正藏未収 
BD4479 220 (vol. 7, 431a19-b16) 
BD4480 665 (412c28-413c6) 
BD4481 大正藏未収 
BD4482 262 (2a18-5b24) 
BD4483 2124 (202b16-c28) 
BD4484 大正藏未収 
BD4485 665 (419a3-26) 
BD4486 大正藏未収 
BD4487 262 (51a27-b22) 
BD4488 665 (408b23-413c6) 
BD4489 672 (595a22-600b14) 
BD4490 大正藏未収 
BD4491 大正藏未収 
BD4492 936 (82a3-84c29) 
BD4493 220 (vol. 6, 490a17-491c8) 
BD4494 大正藏未収 
BD4495 1546 (104b4-29) 
BD4496 大正藏未収* 
BD4497 220 (vol. 7, 859c22-860c5) 
BD4498 681 (734a23-735b3) 
BD4499 大正藏未収* 
BD4500 475 (549a9-c21) 
BD4501 475 (540b18-541b9) 
BD4502 235 (750a19-752a25) 
BD4503 220 (vol. 5, 293c24-294a23) 
BD4504 235 (749a12-752c3) 
BD4505 1331 (532b22-534a5) 
BD4506 681 (732c11-733b29) 
BD4507 1331 (535a4-536b5) 
BD4508 665 (424a16-427b13) 
BD4509 262 (50b23-53a3) 
BD4510 1331 (534a5-536b5) 
BD4511 220 (vol. 7, 134b23-135b21) 
BD4512 大正藏未収 
BD4513 220 (vol. 5, 296b15-c15) 
BD4514 220 (vol. 5, 294a23-b22) 
BD4515 374 (585a25-586c24) 
BD4516 235 (748c17-749c18) 
BD4517 220 (vol. 7, 133c27-134b24) 
BD4518 大正藏未収 
BD4519 1431 (1032b5-1041a18) 
BD4520 665 (417c19-418c21) 
BD4521 220 (vol. 5, 295a20-b18) 
BD4522 235 (749c2-752c3) 
BD4523 1431 (1031b16-1032a14) 
BD4524 475 (549c22-550b28) 
BD4525 大正藏未収* 
BD4525V 大正藏未収 
BD4526 475 (545c24-546b6) 
BD4527 374 (443b17-444a6) 
BD4528 235 (749b8-752c3) 
BD4529 大正藏未収 
BD4530-1 665 (431a7-432c10) 
BD4530-2 665 (432c13-432c10) 
BD4531 235 (749b20-c19) 
BD4532 262 (49c22-50c28) 
BD4533 220 (vol. 7, 493b11-494a9) 
BD4534 220 (vol. 6, 972a8-b14) 
BD4535 665 (444c5-450c15) 
BD4536 681 (733b26-734a23) 
BD4538 936 (84b15-c29) 
BD4539 936 (82a3-84c29) 
BD4540 262 (54a25-55a9) 
BD4541 235 (750b1-752c2) 
BD4542 235 (750a28-752c3) 
BD4543 235 (751b18-752c3) 
BD4544-1 大正藏未収* 
BD4544-2 1028(A) (741b19-742c6) 
BD4544-3 251 (848c4-24) 
BD4545 665 (423c7-427b13) 
BD4546 665 (409b26-411a29) 
BD4547 262 (44a4-46a9) 
BD4548-1 936 (83a17-84c29) 
BD4548-2 936 (82b22-84c29) 
BD4548V1 2007 (338c25-341c2) 
BD4548V2(1) 2893 (1410c24-1411a6) 
BD4548V2(2) 236 
BD4549 262 (2a17-10b21) 
BD4550 223 (277a5-b3) 
BD4551 235 (750b26-752b23) 
BD4552 1431 (1034a19-1038a28) 
BD4553 262 (28a21-30a6) 
BD4554 大正藏未収 
BD4555 1579 (465a27-468b18) 
BD4556 262 (32c24-37a2) 
BD4557 475 (541c12-542b14) 
BD4558-1 235 (749a17-752c3) 
BD4559 235 (748c17-749b8) 
BD4560 681 (737a20-b29) 
BD4561 936 (82a3-84c29) 
BD4562 2777 (445b15-447a21) 
BD4563 374 (442b16-443a18) 
BD4564 936 (82a3-84c29) 
BD4565 99 (143a26-b29) 
BD4566 大正藏未収 
BD4567 220 (vol. 7, 97a5-b20) 
BD4568 262 (50c28-52a2) 
BD4569 1429 (1015a18-1020b13) 
BD4570 1339 (647c4-648a13) 
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BD4571 665 (413c9-414a17) 
BD4572 220 (vol. 6, 838c24-839c22) 
BD4573 262 (58b22-59b6) 
BD4574 235 (750a21-752a1) 
BD4575 262 (53b18-54a25) 
BD4576 235 (749c18-750a19) 
BD4577-1 大正藏未収* 
BD4577-2 大正藏未収 
BD4578 665 (403a7-405c14) 
BD4579 220 (vol. 7, 863c10-864b11) 
BD4580 936 (82a3-84c28) 
BD4581 1431 (1032c8-1033c13) 
BD4582 665 (451b13-456c19) 
BD4583 665 (417c26-422b21) 
BD4584 262 (57b2-58b7) 
BD4585 665 (418c21-420b26) 
BD4586 220 (vol. 6, 605a22-b28) 
BD4587 262 (56a13-62a29) 
BD4588 大正藏未収 
BD4589 475 (547c2-548a6) 
BD4590 大正藏未収 
BD4591 945 (124b9-c8) 
BD4592 235 (749c7-751c12) 
BD4593 235 (751c12-752c3) 
BD4594 262 (52c21-53b19) 
BD4595 262 (39a20-40a16) 
BD4596 235 (750c7-751b20) 
BD4597 220 (vol. 7, 1055c26-1057a2) 
BD4598 235 (749b5-752a29) 
BD4599 235 (749b16-749c29) 
BD4600 262 (49a4-c21) 
BD4601 220 (vol. 6, 837c28-838c24) 
BD4602 220 (vol. 5, 559a2-560a26) 
BD4603 1430 (1025b17-1028a27) 
BD4604 374 (443b26-444b24) 
BD4605 262 (42c8-46b14) 
BD4606 220 (vol. 6, 230a6-235c9) 
BD4607 665 (412a24-413a7) 
BD4608 220 (vol. 6, 93b26-c29) 
BD4609 235 (749b10-752c3) 
BD4610 262 (53c27-55a9) 
BD4611 1509 (546c10-552c15) 
BD4612 681 (732a27-c11) 
BD4613 大正藏未収 
BD4614-1 1484 (1003a19-b2) 
BD4614-2 1484 (1003c29-1004b17) 
BD4615 475 (548b24-549a9) 
BD4616 235 (749a17-752c3) 
BD4617 475 (555c11-557a13) 
BD4618 大正藏未収 
BD4619 475 (539b5-540a7) 
BD4620 374 (524b5-c6) 
BD4621 936 (82a13-84c29) 
BD4622 475 (542a14-c13) 
BD4623 262 (30c26-31c23) 
BD4624 220 (vol. 7, 492a15-c13) 
BD4625 大正藏未収 
BD4626 220 (vol. 7, 864b10-865a27) 
BD4627 1331 (533b8-535a4) 
BD4628 665 (426b16-427b13) 
BD4629 220 (vol. 7, 860c5-861b4) 
BD4630 262 (27b19-30a6) 
BD4631 262 (10c4-19a12) 
BD4632 235 (749c29-750c6) 
BD4633 665 (426a14-b20) 
BD4634 665 (410a2-c27) 
BD4635 936 (82a3-84c29) 
BD4636 典籍名未確定 
BD4637 大正藏未収 
BD4638 220 (vol. 5, 560a26-c25) 
BD4639 235 (750a13-752b5) 
BD4640 665 (411a29-c26) 
BD4641 475 (540c20-541c12) 
BD4642 936 (83c5-84c28) 
BD4643 374 (443a18-b17) 
BD4644 大正藏未収 
BD4645 235 (749b19-749c18) 
BD4646 475 (546c2-547a28) 
BD4647 475 (541b10-542a17) 
BD4648 475 (548a7-b24) 
BD4649 374 (600c20-603c25) 
BD4650 大正藏未収 
BD4651 1431 (1032b13-1034a18) 
BD4652 475 (550b29-551a15) 
BD4653 220 (vol. 7, 780a11-781b14) 
BD4654 235 (749b15-752a3) 
BD4655 262 (61b24-62b1) 
BD4656 475 (551b18-c27) 
BD4657 220 (vol. 7, 835c21-836b20) 
BD4658 262 (53a4-55a8) 
BD4659 936 (82a3-84c29) 
BD4660 235 (751b20-752a24) 
BD4661-1 1484 (1003a24-1003b2) 
BD4661-2 1484 (1003b6-1009c18) 
BD4662 374 (440c4-441a7) 
BD4663 2882 (1383b9-1384b26) 
BD4664 262 (37a9-39a20) 
BD4665 大正藏未収 
BD4666 665 (408c17-413c6) 
BD4667 665 (404a4-408a4) 
BD4668 262 (40a27-46b14) 
BD4669 220 (vol. 7, 492c13-493b12) 
BD4670 220 (vol. 6, 392c29-393a25) 
BD4671 220 (vol. 6, 837a1-c28) 
BD4672 1431 (1031a22-1041a18) 
BD4673 大正藏未収 
BD4674 262 (50c7-55a9) 
BD4676 374 (441b14-c23) 
BD4677 220 (vol. 5, 397b2-399c4) 
BD4678 665 (410c27-411b27) 
BD4679 220 (vol. 7, 362c27-365c24) 
BD4680 大正藏未収 
BD4681 475 (551a16-b17) 
BD4682 475 (544b21-551c27) 
BD4683 475 (538a26-544a19) 
BD4684 220 (vol. 6, 814c16-815b8) 
BD4685 665 (422a15-b21) 
BD4686 665 (408b27-413b12) 
BD4688 262 (55a12-56b17) 
BD4689 220 (vol. 7, 329b27-c26) 
BD4690 262 (56c3-57a19) 
BD4691 大正藏未収 
BD4692 262 (3c16-10b21) 
BD4693 262 (41c15-42a26) 
BD4694 262 (41a8-42b6) 
BD4695 262 (58b16-62b1) 
BD4696 262 (37b2-41c15) 
BD4697 223 (383c29-387c17) 
BD4698 262 (12c15-19a12) 
BD4699 220 (vol. 6, 754b2-755a27) 
BD4700 262 (51c29-56b7) 
BD4701 220 (vol. 7, 349a22-b29) 
BD4702 235 (750c22-752c3) 
BD4703 220 (vol. 7, 1024b15-c15) 
BD4704 936 (82a6-84c29) 
BD4705 936 (82a3-84c29) 
BD4706 220 (vol. 5, 984a15-b14) 
BD4707 220 (vol. 6, 258c24-261b4) 
BD4708 1302 (420a3-421a14) 
BD4709 945 (151b19-153b18) 
BD4710 220 (vol. 7, 862c9-863c10) 
BD4711 大正藏未収 
BD4712 235 (749a18-752c3) 
BD4713 大正藏未収* 
BD4714 2887 (1403b21-1404a23) 
BD4715 大正藏未収 
BD4716 237 (766b6-28) 
BD4717 大正藏未収 
BD4718 397 (2b22-6a27) 
BD4719 450 (405a8-408b25) 
BD4720 235 (752b3-c1) 
BD4721 大正藏未収 
BD4722 665 (427b16-428a19) 




BD4724(1) 310 (480c19-21) 
BD4724(2) 310 (154b6-c8) 
BD4724(3) 310 (11b16-24) 
BD4724(4) 310 (53c5-12) 
BD4724(5) 310 (150b10-22) 
BD4724(6) 310 (120b21-c5) 
BD4724(7) 310 (29b3-26) 
BD4724(8) 310 (20b2-8) 
BD4724(9) 310 (11b1-16) 
BD4724(10) 310 (286a3-22) 
BD4725 220 (vol. 6, 273b18-c28) 
BD4726 2880 (1368b26-1374a13) 
BD4727 235 (750b23-c23) 
BD4728 236 (752c25-757a12) 
BD4729 262 (37b17-39b4) 
BD4730 262 (48a13-51c7) 
BD4731A 262 (13a8-c24) 
BD4731B 262 (14a26-15a3) 
BD4732 223 (242b15-243b6) 
BD4733 936 (83b20-84c29) 
BD4734 235 (749c14-752c3) 
BD4735 220 (vol. 6, 839c22-842a14) 
BD4736 235 (748c20-750a27) 
BD4737 235 (752a24-c3) 
BD4738 665 (411b28-412c27) 
BD4739 235 (750b9-752c3) 
BD4740 2810 (1055b5-1059a29) 
BD4741 262 (49a18-50b22) 
BD4742 665 (417c19-422b14) 
BD4743 377 (903a3-906c10) 
BD4744 936 (82a3-84c29) 
BD4745 262 (1c29-3b7) 
BD4746 220 (vol. 7, 862a3-c10) 
BD4747 220 (vol. 7, 774a2-779a13) 
BD4748 235 (750c17-751c26) 
BD4749 262 (6c8-9c8) 
BD4750 374 (444a5-c17) 
BD4751 681 (731a25-732a28) 
BD4752-1 366 (346b25-348a29) 
BD4752-2 369 (352a23-b3) 
BD4753 大正藏未収* 
BD4754 220 (vol. 5, 296c15-297a16) 
BD4755 235 (749a19-752c3) 
BD4756 262 (30a19-33b15) 
BD4757 262 (57a14-58b7) 
BD4758 475 (539a9-540c20) 
BD4759 665 (403a5-405a10) 
BD4760 220 (vol. 5, 297a15-b12) 
BD4761 大正藏未収 
BD4762 220 (vol. 7, 135b21-136a19) 
BD4763 大正藏未収* 
BD4764 大正藏未収 
BD4765 156 (136c6-140b9) 
BD4766 1723 (656a19-658b13) 
BD4767 220 (vol. 6, 849a20-c2) 
BD4768 262 (56c2-58b16) 
BD4769 220 (vol. 5, 514c19-515a18) 
BD4770 大正藏未収 
BD4771 大正藏未収 
BD4772 262 (60a19-61b24) 
BD4773 大正藏未収 
BD4774 936 (83c22-84b28) 
BD4775 262 (47b28-55a9) 
BD4776 665 (413c13-417c16) 
BD4777 大正藏未収 
BD4778 262 (11a7-19a12) 
BD4779 235 (750c23-752c3) 
BD4780 大正藏未収 
BD4781 262 (23b20-24c17) 
BD4782 262 (58b9-62b1) 
BD4783 220 (vol. 6, 38a19-42c15) 
BD4784 665 (416a15-417b17) 
BD4785 2897 (1423a20-1425b3) 
BD4786 663 (357b21-c29) 
BD4788 235 (749c29-750a22) 
BD4789 278 (616a20-b10) 
BD4790 220 (vol. 7, 1099c7-1105b23) 
BD4791 475 (552a29-553b10) 
BD4792 665 (447a27-449c3) 
BD4793 262 (55b15-62b1) 
BD4794 665 (444a23-447a28) 
BD4795 665 (434b12-437c13) 
BD4796 262 (34b25-35c5) 
BD4797 665 (451c18-456c19) 
BD4798 262 (50b19-55a9) 
BD4799 大正藏未収 
BD4800 220 (vol. 5, 724b18-725a28) 
BD4801 220 (vol. 6, 698b18-699b13) 
BD4802 220 (vol. 5, 825c25-826c16) 
BD4803 262 (16c17-17c5) 
BD4804 262 (19a27-27b9) 
BD4805 262 (14a18-15a5) 
BD4806 375 (647c6-651b28) 
BD4807 235 (749b18-751c27) 
BD4808 220 (vol. 5, 728c10-729b8) 
BD4809 262 (16b3-17b7) 
BD4810 374 (446c8-451b6) 
BD4811 佛名經 
BD4812 262 (28b2-37a2) 
BD4813 220 (vol. 5, 504c15-506b23) 
BD4814 374 (468c26-474a20) 
BD4815 374 (463b6-467c15) 
BD4816 262 (11b21-12c8) 
BD4817 262 (2a3-10b21) 
BD4818 220 (vol. 6, 741c19-743a7) 
BD4819 220 (vol. 6, 16c8-21a22) 
BD4820 262 (58b19-62b1) 
BD4821 262 (11a20-13a7) 
BD4822-1 936 (82a3-84c29) 
BD4822-2 936 (82a3-84c29) 
BD4823 475 (546a19-547a2) 
BD4824 936 (82a3-84c29) 
BD4825 236 (752c19-757a13) 
BD4826 475 (548a29-551c27) 
BD4827 665 (413c9-414c12) 
BD4828 大正藏未収 
BD4829 475 (539c5-540b8) 
BD4830 665 (432c16-437c13) 
BD4831 235 (749c19-751a20) 
BD4832 235 (749c19-752c2) 
BD4833(1) 大正藏未収 
BD4833(2) 大正藏未収 
BD4834 220 (vol. 7, 468b2-472a8) 
BD4835 220 (vol. 7, 744b11-745c12) 
BD4836 262 (46b17-55a9) 
BD4837 665 (415a12-416a14) 
BD4838 251 (848c4-24) 
BD4839 665 (422a12-b21) 
BD4840 262 (11b15-19a12) 
BD4841 262 (37a5-c13) 
BD4842 262 (10c2-19a12) 
BD4843 220 (vol. 5, 766b5-c4) 
BD4844 220 (vol. 6, 983a13-988b6) 
BD4845 220 (vol. 5, 775a2-c2) 
BD4846 1511 (784b19-788b7) 
BD4847 262 (58b23-62b1) 
BD4848 220 (vol. 7, 741b20-742c15) 
BD4849 262 (23a13-27b9) 
BD4850 220 (vol. 7, 830b10-835c18) 
BD4851 235 (751b22-752c3) 
BD4852 220 (vol. 6, 392b4-397a14) 
BD4853 220 (vol. 7, 727b5-728b28) 
BD4854 220 (vol. 5, 897b14-898c10) 
BD4855 262 (15c23-19a12) 
BD4856 大正藏未収 
BD4857 475 (556b23-557b26) 
BD4858 235 (749a1-752c2) 
BD4859 220 (vol. 7, 724a14-b14) 
BD4860 441 (230b3-233c7) 
BD4861 220 (vol. 5, 508b17-509b12) 
BD4862 235 (750a20-752c2) 
BD4863 262 (50b28-51c5) 
BD4863V 大正藏未収 
BD4864 235 (749a18-752c3) 
BD4865 大正藏未収 
BD4866 262 (3c21-9c7) 
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BD4867 220 (vol. 5, 85a11-c8) 
BD4868 665 (428c22-432a19) 
BD4869 220 (vol. 5, 431c29-432c27) 
BD4870 220 (vol. 6, 699b13-c21) 
BD4871 475 (542b12-543a13) 
BD4872 262 (56b22-57b15) 
BD4873 665 (433b17-436b10) 
BD4874 665 (417b17-c16) 
BD4875 262 (49b16-55a9) 
BD4876 220 (vol. 5, 68a13-c21) 
BD4877 220 (vol. 6, 420a28-424b4) 
BD4878 262 (37b9-46b14) 
BD4879 220 (vol. 6, 311a6-312b1) 
BD4880 235 (751a20-752c3) 
BD4881 262 (3b27-10b21) 
BD4882 235 (749a10-750b8) 
BD4883 220 (vol. 6, 389c14-390c22) 
BD4884 220 (vol. 6, 491c8-492b19) 
BD4885 235 (749a25-752c3) 
BD4886 235 (750a20-b20) 
BD4887 220 (vol. 6, 850c27-851a22) 
BD4888 262 (56c23-58b7) 
BD4889 235 (749b26-752c3) 
BD4890 665 (437c23-444a9) 
BD4891 936 (82a3-84c29) 
BD4892 220 (vol. 6, 661b24-c21) 
BD4893 220 (vol. 5, 39c22-45a13) 
BD4894 235 (752a25-b25) 
BD4895 220 (vol. 6, 797c29-801c20) 
BD4896 936 (82b27-84c29) 
BD4897 374 (504a3-510b6) 
BD4898 220 (vol. 6, 860c18-864a17) 
BD4899 235 (748c29-749b4) 
BD4900 665 (403a3-404a28) 
BD4901 262 (56c6-57b6) 
BD4902 936 (83a16-84a5) 
BD4903 665 (413c9-416b7) 
BD4904 475 (541b10-542b12) 
BD4905 665 (427b29-432b9) 
BD4906 936 (83c29-84b28) 
BD4907 665 (422b22-423b26) 
BD4908 235 (749a1-750b5) 
BD4909 大正藏未収* 
BD4910 936 (84a2-c29) 
BD4911 665 (405b22-406c12) 
BD4912 262 (58b17-62a29) 
BD4913 475 (538a6-539c7) 
BD4914 220 (vol. 5, 376c15-382b5) 
BD4915 大正藏未収 
BD4916 220 (vol. 5, 763c12-768a3) 
BD4917 大正藏未収 
BD4918 665 (446b2-447b8) 
BD4919 220 (vol. 5, 322a14-337b4) 
BD4920 1331 (532c8-533b2) 
BD4921 220 (vol. 5, 781b14-c8) 
BD4922 大正藏未収 
BD4923 220 (vol. 6, 312c27-313b24) 
BD4924 262 (25b20-27b9) 
BD4925 374 (552a21-557b12) 
BD4926 220 (vol. 5, 775c2-776b24) 
BD4927 262 (2a20-9a14) 
BD4928 262 (22a25-23b19) 
BD4929-1 大正藏未収* 
BD4929-2 大正藏未収 
BD4930 220 (vol. 5, 435c17-436c3) 
BD4931 475 (540b5-541b9) 
BD4932 665 (438a24-444a9) 
BD4933 223 (370b21-c19) 
BD4934 220 (vol. 6, 180b13-182c23) 
BD4935 936 (82a3-84c29) 
BD4936 1429 (1015a18-1018b2) 
BD4937 220 (vol. 5, 599c11-600a9) 
BD4938 220 (vol. 7, 29a5-34b12) 
BD4939 665 (450c18-455c26) 
BD4940 2887 (1403b25-1404a23) 
BD4941 262 (24c18-25b20) 
BD4942 262 (50c21-56c1) 
BD4943 235 (751a18-b18) 
BD4944 220 (vol. 5, 326b26-c24) 
BD4945 262 (31a25-32b24) 
BD4946 262 (23b8-24a24) 
BD4947 220 (vol. 7, 740b28-741b20) 
BD4948 262 (24a25-27b8) 
BD4949 278 (623a5-631b5) 
BD4950 440 (150c2-151c9) 
BD4951 936 (82a3-84a9) 
BD4952 1302 (420a8-421a14) 
BD4953 665 (403a6-406a13) 
BD4954 235 (750b19-752b3) 
BD4955 262 (9c23-10b21) 
BD4956 220 (vol. 5, 73b22-74b19) 
BD4957 220 (vol. 5, 648a2-650a22) 
BD4958 235 (749b21-750b17) 
BD4959 220 (vol. 6, 314c19-316a27) 
BD4960 220 (vol. 6, 343b8-344a5) 
BD4961 475 (544c5-551c27) 
BD4962 220 (vol. 5, 881a15-c13) 
BD4963 235 (751b22-752c3) 
BD4964 450 (405a24-408b25) 
BD4965 262 (42a29-50b22) 
BD4966 235 (750b5-751b22) 
BD4967 663 (341c14-346b9) 
BD4968 220 (vol. 5, 81b13-c10) 
BD4969 262 (10b29-19a12) 
BD4970 262 (1c19-7a23) 
BD4971 665 (442a20-c7) 
BD4972 665 (423b26-424c19) 
BD4973-1 262 (16a29-19a12) 
BD4973-2 262 (19a14-27b9) 
BD4973-3 262 (27b12-37a2) 
BD4974 262 (2a15-10b21) 
BD4975 佛名經 
BD4976 220 (vol. 5, 778b27-783b18) 
BD4977 374 (498b13-503c24) 
BD4978 475 (547a2-548a6) 
BD4979 220 (vol. 5, 1071b6-1074c20) 
BD4980 235 (748c17-749c10) 
BD4981 220 (vol. 6, 16b13-21a22) 
BD4982 262 (40a14-43a28) 
BD4983 262 (12a2-19a12) 
BD4984 235 (749b29-752c3) 
BD4985 374 (581c29-583b29) 
BD4986 262 (42b7-50b4) 
BD4987 220 (vol. 5, 40b23-c22) 
BD4988 220 (vol. 7, 360b18-c17) 
BD4989 220 (vol. 5, 758a27-759a16) 
BD4990 945 (133a2-139a13) 
BD4991 665 (447b8-448c17) 
BD4992 653 (793b12-800a23) 
BD4993 220 (vol. 7, 484a19-486b29) 
BD4994 475 (544c7-551c27) 
BD4995 235 (750c24-751c25) 
BD4996 665 (449b20-450b13) 
BD4997 475 (553b10-555a24) 
BD4998 665 (445a2-450c15) 
BD4999 262 (30c19-31a26) 
BD5000 665 (408c6-413c6) 
BD5000V(1) 262 (56c28-57a1) 
BD5000V(2) 262 (57a2-4) 
BD5000V(3) 262 (57a6-9) 
BD5000V(4) 262 (57a4-6) 
BD5001 220 (vol. 6, 316a28-317b22) 
BD5002 235 (749b15-752c3) 
BD5003 220 (vol. 5, 382b8-383b7) 
BD5004 220 (vol. 6, 663b19-664c21) 
BD5005 220 (vol. 5, 993c2-998c6) 
BD5006 475 (539b22-540b6) 
BD5007 475 (539a16-544a19) 
BD5008 220 (vol. 6, 318c19-319c4) 
BD5009 374 (487a8-493b6) 
BD5010 262 (57b28-58b7) 
BD5011 262 (7c10-10b21) 
BD5012 220 (vol. 7, 743c13-744b11) 
BD5013 220 (vol. 5, 636c24-640c21) 
BD5014 475 (545c5-546a19) 
BD5015 475 (544b23-545c5) 




BD5017 220 (vol. 6, 740a24-741c18) 
BD5018 475 (545a26-547a2) 
BD5019 262 (4b10-10b21) 
BD5020 262 (13b24-15c2) 
BD5021 220 (vol. 6, 502a7-c4) 
BD5022 235 (749a28-752a15) 
BD5023 665 (418a12-422b21) 
BD5024 235 (749a12-c19) 
BD5025 235 (748c24-752c3) 
BD5026 251 (848c4-24) 
BD5027 235 (750b23-752c2) 
BD5028 475 (538b2-539c5) 
BD5029 262 (56c9-58b7) 
BD5030 936 (82a6-84c29) 
BD5031 235 (750a23-752c3) 
BD5032 220 (vol. 6, 82b10-84c23) 
BD5033 220 (vol. 5, 326c26-327b23) 
BD5034 262 (51b5-55a9) 
BD5035 475 (544a25-547a29) 
BD5036 366 (346c4-347a9) 
BD5037 220 (vol. 6, 70c12-75c22) 
BD5038 220 (vol. 6, 483b15-c12) 
BD5039 220 (vol. 6, 284c6-285c29) 
BD5040 262 (52c4-55a9) 
BD5041 220 (vol. 6, 762c11-763a6) 
BD5042 665 (411b25-413b6) 
BD5043 475 (552a8-557b26) 
BD5044 1302 (420c4-421a14) 
BD5045 665 (438b12-444a9) 
BD5046 262 (4a19-10b21) 
BD5047 672 (592b29-593a11) 
BD5048 220 (vol. 5, 651b12-c11) 
BD5049 262 (28a10-37a2) 
BD5050 262 (55c6-56b26) 
BD5051 大正藏未収 
BD5052 262 (52a23-53b29) 
BD5053 220 (vol. 5, 777c7-778a8) 
BD5054 220 (vol. 5, 646a22-647a22) 
BD5055 374 (428b20-433c19) 
BD5056 235 (749a15-752c3) 
BD5057 220 (vol. 6, 317b23-318c18) 
BD5058 262 (19c5-27a14) 
BD5059 262 (20b27-27b9) 
BD5060 235 (749c11-750a13) 
BD5061 235 (750a14-b19) 
BD5062 235 (749a3-752c3) 
BD5063 377 (906c13-912a11) 
BD5064 235 (749c24-752c3) 
BD5066 262 (37c10-38b20) 
BD5067 279 (433a27-434a11) 
BD5068 235 (751c8-752c3) 
BD5069 220 (vol. 6, 253a17-256a2) 
BD5070 262 (37b3-c9) 
BD5071 220 (vol. 6, 923c1-927c12) 
BD5072 262 (40b12-41b7) 
BD5073 262 (38c20-40b11) 
BD5074 大正藏未収 
BD5075 665 (433a7-437c13) 
BD5076 大正藏未収 
BD5077 220 (vol. 5, 871a8-872c4) 
BD5078 220 (vol. 7, 449a18-454c13) 
BD5079 475 (548a7-c7) 
BD5080 1431 (1031b11-1037b5) 
BD5081 220 (vol. 5, 710c27-714a16) 
BD5082 262 (16c18-17b7) 
BD5083 220 (vol. 6, 737c2-738c28) 
BD5084 220 (vol. 6, 313b25-314c1) 
BD5085 262 (51a28-c5) 
BD5086 665 (425c23-427b13) 
BD5087 235 (751a9-b23) 
BD5088 262 (12c29-13a19) 
BD5089 262 (34b23-c28) 
BD5090 665 (427c26-432c10) 
BD5091 220 (vol. 6, 387c24-389c15) 
BD5092 278 (725c19-731b14) 
BD5093 262 (4a17-9c10) 
BD5094 475 (541b12-543b5) 
BD5095 220 (vol. 6, 103b28-106c21) 
BD5096 220 (vol. 5, 1054a11-1055b7) 
BD5097 374 (365c2-369c11) 
BD5098 665 (424a16-425b24) 
BD5099 374 (440a26-445b20) 
BD5100 大正藏未収* 
BD5101 235 (749a15-752c3) 
BD5102 1429 (1015a21-1018b8) 
BD5103 1579 (551a15-556b19) 
BD5104 262 (56c25-57b21) 
BD5105-1 366 (347b6-348a29) 
BD5105-2 369 (352a25-b3) 
BD5106 262 (19a14-27b9) 
BD5107 262 (46c20-55a9) 
BD5108 262 (27b22-37a2) 
BD5109 220 (vol. 5, 637c26-639b21) 
BD5110 262 (19b11-27b9) 
BD5111 262 (15b14-18a8) 
BD5112 220 (vol. 5, 432c28-434b21) 
BD5113 220 (vol. 6, 188c26-193b6) 
BD5114 665 (423a9-427b13) 
BD5115 235 (749c16-752c3) 
BD5116 262 (34c27-42a28) 
BD5117 262 (13a7-19a12) 
BD5118 374 (435c25-436a29) 
BD5119 220 (vol. 6, 697b21-698b17) 
BD5120 262 (56a16-b18) 
BD5121 262 (3a20-10b21) 
BD5122 235 (749a5-752c3) 
BD5123 220 (vol. 5, 85c9-86b6) 
BD5124 475 (545a8-551c27) 
BD5125 262 (12a2-b9) 
BD5126 475 (544b26-551c27) 
BD5127 262 (49a20-50a17) 
BD5128 936 (82a3-84c29) 
BD5129 936 (82a3-c11) 
BD5130 220 (vol. 5, 135a5-136c3) 
BD5131 475 (545b25-546b2) 
BD5132 231 (707b6-c6) 
BD5133 374 (591c23-592b26) 
BD5134 235 (749a17-750a18) 
BD5135 374 (586c24-591a26) 
BD5136 262 (19b4-24b4) 
BD5137 665 (414a10-415a12) 
BD5138 220 (vol. 6, 310a26-311a5) 
BD5139 220 (vol. 5, 56a25-c22) 
BD5140 262 (53a11-55a8) 
BD5141 262 (55a24-62b1) 
BD5142 665 (427b20-432c10) 
BD5143 262 (10c18-19a12) 
BD5144 220 (vol. 5, 714b9-715a15) 
BD5145 235 (750a18-752c3) 
BD5146 220 (vol. 7, 872b24-877c1) 
BD5147 262 (40b18-46b14) 
BD5148 235 (749b13-750b23) 
BD5149 262 (48a26-c1) 
BD5150 220 (vol. 6, 696b22-697b20) 
BD5151 665 (416a14-417a15) 
BD5152 1429 (1016b17-1023a11) 
BD5153 262 (28c6-29a18) 
BD5154 大正藏未収 
BD5155 262 (58b18-62b1) 
BD5156 235 (750b8-751c8) 
BD5157 262 (27c21-32a9) 
BD5158 936 (82a3-84c29) 
BD5159 大正藏未収 
BD5160 220 (vol. 5, 434b22-435c16) 
BD5161-1 1484 (1003a19-b2) 
BD5161-2 1484 (1003c29-1006a1) 
BD5162 262 (27c14-37a2) 
BD5163 2910 (1455c22-1456c10) 
BD5164 262 (50a18-b28) 
BD5165 447 (376b2-383a20) 
BD5166 665 (417a15-c16) 
BD5167 235 (750a23-752c3) 
BD5168 262 (58b17-61a21) 
BD5169 220 (vol. 5, 733c2-734a29) 
BD5170 262 (23c26-32b17) 
BD5171 475 (543a13-544a17) 
敦煌出土仏典・大正蔵典籍番号対照表 
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BD5172 262 (27b20-c15) 
BD5173 220 (vol. 6, 994a3-26) 
BD5174 220 (vol. 5, 647a22-648a2) 
BD5175 262 (27c29-33b2) 
BD5176-1 2910 (1455c16-1456c10) 
BD5176-2 2910 (1455c16-1456c10) 
BD5177 262 (11a10-b22) 
BD5178 665 (451a20-456c19) 
BD5179 262 (20b25-22a23) 
BD5180 220 (vol. 5, 710c3-714a16) 
BD5181 262 (17b7-18a15) 
BD5182 262 (22a23-27b9) 
BD5183 262 (12a11-13b6) 
BD5184 665 (424b7-427b13) 
BD5185 235 (749a8-752c3) 
BD5186 262 (11b17-12c7) 
BD5187 235 (749b20-750c20) 
BD5188 262 (56c18-58b7) 
BD5189-1 262 (25b6-27b9) 
BD5189-2 262 (27b12-37a2) 
BD5189-3 262 (37a5-38b1) 
BD5190-1 1484 (1005c16-1009c8) 
BD5190-2 大正藏未収 
BD5191 366 (346b28-348a29) 
BD5192 220 (vol. 6, 728a15-729b14) 
BD5193 大正藏未収 
BD5194 262 (23a21-27b9) 
BD5195 202 (427a19-b17) 
BD5196 665 (414c12-416a15) 
BD5197 936 (82b8-84c29) 
BD5198 665 (452b14-456c19) 
BD5199 220 (vol. 5, 540b22-c19) 
BD5200 220 (vol. 7, 149c25-150a25) 
BD5201 262 (55b14-56b18) 
BD5202 220 (vol. 5, 825b20-827c13) 
BD5203 220 (vol. 6, 312b1-c29) 
BD5204 223 (254a13-256b28) 
BD5205 475 (548b23-551c24) 
BD5206 235 (749a17-752c3) 
BD5207 235 (749a18-752c3) 
BD5208 936 (82a27-84c29) 
BD5209 220 (vol. 5, 738c11-739a10) 
BD5210 大正藏未収 
BD5211 262 (48b25-49c2) 
BD5212 235 (749a2-b20) 
BD5213 665 (418b28-419b10) 
BD5214 220 (vol. 5, 506b23-508b16) 
BD5215 665 (418b3-27) 
BD5216 665 (424c20-425c23) 
BD5217 235 (749b19-c19) 
BD5218 235 (749c19-752c2) 
BD5219 475 (537b21-c23) 
BD5220 220 (vol. 5, 748b18-749a16) 
BD5221 220 (vol. 5, 753b25-754b5) 
BD5222 235 (749a2-752c3) 
BD5223 262 (59b15-62b1) 
BD5224 262 (44b8-46a24) 
BD5225 262 (47b2-55a9) 
BD5226 220 (vol. 7, 742c16-743c13) 
BD5227 220 (vol. 6, 738c29-740a24) 
BD5228 262 (39a26-41b5) 
BD5229 220 (vol. 7, 942b2-c1) 
BD5230 235 (751b8-752c3) 
BD5231 262 (48a17-50a17) 
BD5232 262 (57a15-58b7) 
BD5233 2910 (1455c16-1456a28) 
BD5234 665 (448c17-449b20) 
BD5235 220 (vol. 5, 639b22-640c21) 
BD5236 374 (493b19-498a29) 
BD5237 2910 (1456a15-c10) 
BD5238 1024 (719b6-9) 
BD5239 665 (403b23-408a28) 
BD5240 374 (516c7-522a27) 
BD5241 262 (47c6-55a9) 
BD5242-1 142(別本) (865b8-c15) 
BD5242-2 大正藏未収 
BD5242-3 2903 (1445a10-1446a1) 
BD5243 大正藏未収* 
BD5244 1429 (1018c9-28) 
BD5245 262 (37b25-38b15) 
BD5246 945 (141c1-146a4) 
BD5247 936 (82b3-84c28) 
BD5248 262 (12c8-13b10) 
BD5249 262 (13b12-19a12) 
BD5250 665 (427b16-428a17) 
BD5251 262 (2a4-10b21) 
BD5252-1 2907 (1453c29-1454a9) 
BD5252-2 709 (816c16-818c19) 
BD5253 665 (423c29-427b13) 
BD5254 665 (408b12-413c6) 
BD5255 大正藏未収 
BD5256 450 (405c12-408b25) 
BD5257 大正藏未収 
BD5258 262 (19b10-27b9) 
BD5259 936 (82a3-84c29) 
BD5260 665 (413c24-417c16) 
BD5261 374 (385a15-390b8) 
BD5262 220 (vol. 5, 1039a1-1043a29) 
BD5263 262 (47a10-55a9) 
BD5264 665 (444a12-450c15) 
BD5265 235 (748c22-752c2) 
BD5266 665 (450c18-451a29) 
BD5267 220 (vol. 6, 677b20-683a6) 
BD5268 220 (vol. 7, 835c21-836b12) 
BD5269 665 (408c13-409c8) 
BD5270 1429 (1018b4-c7) 
BD5271 2777 (453a22-454b18) 
BD5272 220 (vol. 5, 662b15-666c9) 
BD5273 475 (549a5-b15) 
BD5274 1425 (264a17-c15) 
BD5275 231 (687a9-691c11) 
BD5276 235 (748c17-749a14) 
BD5277 1331 (534c11-536b5) 
BD5278 大正藏未収 
BD5279 665 (408b27-413b18) 
BD5280 235 (750c22-751a14) 
BD5281 475 (544b25-549a4) 
BD5281V 大正藏未収 
BD5282A 235 (749c1-20) 
BD5282B 235 (749c20-750c22) 
BD5283 262 (32c25-37a2) 
BD5284 665 (414a3-417b25) 
BD5285 665 (414b8-417c3) 
BD5286 佛名經 
BD5287 262 (33c22-34c2) 
BD5288 665 (428b17-c21) 
BD5289 235 (750c27-752c3) 
BD5290 475 (549b16-550c10) 
BD5291 235 (748c24-752c3) 
BD5292-1 967 (349b9-c19) 
BD5292-2 967 (349c23-352a26) 
BD5293 157 (200b29-202a24) 
BD5294 374 (475b3-c3) 
BD5295 663 (342b21-343b1) 
BD5296 220 (vol. 5, 388b24-389b8) 





BD5299 262 (43c19-44b6) 
BD5300 475 (537b14-544a19) 
BD5301 220 (vol. 6, 1069c23-1070a25) 
BD5302 262 (12a7-19a12) 
BD5303 665 (404c8-408a10) 
BD5304 2910 (1455c16-1456c10) 
BD5305 936 (82a12-84c29) 
BD5306 262 (13b10-c11) 
BD5307 475 (547a5-b28) 
BD5308 2878 (1361b26-1362c10) 
BD5309 1428 (1013a4-b1) 
BD5310 220 (vol. 7, 289a21-b17) 
BD5311 235 (749b2-752c3) 
BD5312 220 (vol. 5, 585a13-b11) 
BD5313 663 (345a15-346b9) 





BD5316 235 (750c5-752c3) 
BD5317 475 (540a8-543a15) 
BD5318 262 (55a12-62b1) 
BD5319 235 (750c9-751a27) 
BD5320 673 (652a21-b21) 
BD5321 1428 (778a6-b13) 
BD5322 大正藏未収 
BD5323 220 (vol. 6, 506c5-25) 
BD5324 665 (429b22-c22) 
BD5325 721 (373c16-374a13) 
BD5326 大正藏未収 
BD5327 475 (550c11-551c27) 
BD5328 475 (554c4-557b26) 
BD5329 220 (vol. 6, 336b14-340a11) 
BD5330 1428 (824c28-825a26) 
BD5331 235 (750a29-752c3) 
BD5332 936 (82a3-84c29) 
BD5333 663 (344a24-345a15) 
BD5334 262 (12b8-c9) 
BD5335 1428 (647b9-c6) 
BD5336 721 (292c13-293a29) 
BD5337 967 (350a6-352a26) 
BD5338 262 (28a2-29c17) 
BD5339 663 (337b18-339c26) 
BD5340 366 (346b25-348a29) 
BD5341 665 (411b13-c20) 
BD5342 665 (430b23-432c10) 
BD5343 1429 (1019b17-c19) 
BD5344 262 (16c3-17a6) 
BD5345 450 (407a17-408a5) 
BD5346 262 (44c18-50b22) 
BD5347 365 (341c15-346b21) 
BD5348 262 (5c1-7c14) 
BD5349 220 (vol. 5, 1043c2-1044a1) 
BD5350 220 (vol. 6, 735a22-736b17) 
BD5351 220 (vol. 5, 600c8-602c27) 
BD5352 220 (vol. 6, 6b18-10c24) 
BD5353 262 (21c20-23b19) 
BD5354 665 (432a2-c10) 
BD5355 大正藏未収 
BD5356 262 (11b21-c28) 
BD5357 1429 (1019a12-b16) 
BD5358 415 (868a2-871c16) 
BD5359 936 (82a12-84c29) 
BD5360 475 (547b10-551c27) 
BD5361 665 (417c19-418c13) 
BD5362 1431 (1031b26-1041a18) 
BD5363-1 366 (347c14-348a29) 
BD5363-2 369 (352a23-b3) 
BD5364-1 967 (349b6-c19) 
BD5364-2 967 (349c23-352a26) 
BD5365 220 (vol. 7, 478c13-479a11) 
BD5366 475 (548b5-c3) 
BD5367 235 (750b22-752c3) 
BD5368 235 (748c17-749b20) 
BD5369 262 (12a2-15a23) 
BD5370 262 (46c19-48a20) 
BD5371 235 (751a27-752c3) 
BD5372 374 (510c21-516a6) 
BD5373 262 (48b18-50a15) 
BD5374 220 (vol. 7, 238a2-242c7) 
BD5375 262 (45b15-46b2) 
BD5376 220 (vol. 6, 484a8-487c24) 
BD5377 665 (417c19-422b21) 
BD5378 665 (422b24-427b13) 
BD5379 235 (749a17-750a9) 
BD5380 262 (16c1-17a20) 
BD5381 220 (vol. 5, 978b22-979a9) 
BD5382 374 (522b11-528a4) 
BD5382V 典籍名未確定 
BD5383 936 (82a3-84c29) 
BD5384 665 (408b2-409a4) 
BD5385 262 (2a24-10b21) 
BD5386 374 (440a25-445b20) 
BD5387 220 (vol. 6, 1070a25-1073b20) 
BD5388 220 (vol. 7, 631c4-636a22) 
BD5389 220 (vol. 5, 683a20-688a13) 
BD5390 665 (411a10-b13) 
BD5391 220 (vol. 5, 50c16-56a22) 
BD5392 1429 (1021b9-c8) 
BD5393 374 (553b4-557b12) 
BD5394 大正藏未収* 
BD5395 大正藏未収 
BD5396 220 (vol. 5, 1048a20-b19) 
BD5397-1 2879 (1363b14-1364c18) 
BD5397-2 2879 (1364c20-1368a29) 
BD5398 475 (543b15-544a19) 
BD5399 1429 (1022a23-1023a11) 
BD5400 310 (407b18-c24) 
BD5401 235 (749a15-751b4) 
BD5402 220 (vol. 6, 211c3-214b28) 
BD5403 262 (13c11-14a17) 
BD5404 262 (11b21-19a12) 
BD5405 936 (82a5-84c29) 
BD5406 278 (656a3-659b22) 
BD5407 665 (418a17-422b21) 
BD5408 475 (537c5-544a19) 
BD5409 262 (36a29-37a2) 
BD5410 665 (450c28-456c19) 
BD5411 665 (438a10-444a9) 
BD5412 721 (415b16-c13) 
BD5413 262 (47b9-c16) 
BD5414 235 (751b4-752c3) 
BD5415 262 (12c19-19a12) 
BD5416 220 (vol. 5, 1023b21-1028b12) 
BD5417-1 665 (422c13-427b13) 
BD5418 大正藏未収 
BD5419 475 (553c29-557b26) 
BD5420 235 (750a27-751c29) 
BD5421 262 (37c16-38b17) 
BD5422 大正藏未収 
BD5423 665 (410c9-411a10) 
BD5424 大正藏未収 
BD5425 665 (410a8-b8) 
BD5426 310 (638c10-644a28) 
BD5427 262 (15c22-16c3) 
BD5428 235 (748c17-750a16) 
BD5429 220 (vol. 6, 382c28-383a26) 
BD5430 374 (540c25-546c28) 
BD5431 1429 (1020b17-c10) 
BD5432 223 (386c10-389b29) 
BD5433 235 (749c27-752c3) 
BD5434 220 (vol. 6, 504a21-c7) 
BD5435 262 (11c29-12b8) 
BD5436 235 (751b24-752c2) 
BD5437 220 (vol. 6, 505c24-506c24) 
BD5438 235 (751b25-752c3) 
BD5439 220 (vol. 5, 270c13-274a11) 
BD5440 262 (46b17-48c1) 
BD5441 大正藏未収* 
BD5442 220 (vol. 6, 1026a11-1031a13) 
BD5443 262 (19a27-26c13) 
BD5444 665 (441b24-442a1) 
BD5445 220 (vol. 6, 558a16-b12) 
BD5446 235 (749b20-c21) 
BD5447 640 (620a6-b4) 
BD5448 262 (15a5-c22) 
BD5449 262 (58a8-b7) 
BD5450 220 (vol. 6, 505c6-506a11) 
BD5451 1331 (535a11-536b5) 
BD5452 1331 (533a19-535a11) 
BD5453 1431 (1031a2-1041a18) 
BD5454 220 (vol. 5, 711b16-c15) 
BD5455 262 (18a16-19a12) 
BD5456 220 (vol. 7, 631a25-c5) 
BD5457 366 (346c4-348a29) 
BD5458 220 (vol. 6, 506b12-c6) 
BD5459 262 (48a15-b29) 
BD5460 310 (355a16-b20) 
BD5461 1429 (1020c9-1021a5) 
BD5462 665 (410b8-c8) 
BD5463 1429 (1020a19-b16) 
BD5464 1331 (534a26-c11) 
BD5465 220 (vol. 6, 732c1-734a25) 
BD5466 475 (552a3-557b26) 
敦煌出土仏典・大正蔵典籍番号対照表 
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BD5467 262 (27c17-37a2) 
BD5468 389 (1110c21-1112b22) 
BD5469 大正藏未収* 
BD5470 1429 (1017c6-1020c23) 
BD5471 262 (18a14-19a12) 
BD5472 220 (vol. 5, 584c9-585a13) 
BD5473 663 (343b2-344a23) 
BD5474 大正藏未収* 
BD5475 220 (vol. 6, 477c17-482c15) 
BD5476 235 (750a22-b23) 
BD5477 220 (vol. 5, 596c4-599c8) 
BD5478 665 (428c19-429c22) 
BD5479 1428 (1003c29-1004a16) 
BD5480 967 (350a7-c11) 
BD5481 262 (47c12-55a9) 
BD5482 936 (82a3-84b27) 
BD5483 大正藏未収 
BD5484 262 (14a18-15a5) 
BD5485 220 (vol. 7, 134a2-139a9) 
BD5486 220 (vol. 5, 50b8-c13) 
BD5487 262 (55b5-57c14) 
BD5488 1980 (442b11-443a27) 
BD5489 220 (vol. 7, 271a2-b8) 
BD5490 2881 (1381a19-c8) 
BD5491 967 (351c15-352a26) 
BD5492 220 (vol. 6, 694b14-699c21) 
BD5493 235 (749b12-752c3) 
BD5494 1429 (1018a2-1022a7) 
BD5495 262 (47b7-55a9) 
BD5496 262 (16c3-17b6) 
BD5497 665 (414b22-417b27) 
BD5498 235 (752b3-c3) 
BD5499 262 (49a18-50c27) 
BD5500 1579 (329a2-c3) 
BD5502 235 (749c20-750a20) 
BD5503 262 (17b6-18a13) 
BD5504 1484 (1007a27-1009c18) 
BD5505 374 (423a3-428b13) 
BD5506 663 (341c11-b21) 
BD5507 936 (82a5-84c29) 
BD5508 945 (140b13-141b13) 
BD5509 220 (vol. 5, 600a10-604c6) 
BD5510 262 (55c25-56b16) 
BD5511 2910 (1455c16-1456c10) 
BD5512 475 (537a27-544a19) 
BD5513 374 (568c7-574b7) 
BD5514 220 (vol. 6, 94c28-96b19) 
BD5515 1429 (1016c14-1023a10) 
BD5516 1431 (1031b22-1034a29) 
BD5517 440 (116b5-12) 
BD5518-1 936 (84b7-c29) 
BD5518-2 936 (82a3-84c29) 
BD5519 665 (439a11-c12) 
BD5521 665 (409c21-412c19) 
BD5522 1428 (768c9-776c15) 
BD5523 665 (413c14-417c16) 
BD5524 262 (51c4-52b7) 
BD5525 663 (340c27-341c11) 
BD5526 262 (55b22-c24) 
BD5527 262 (11a18-15c18) 
BD5528 310 (361a26-b25) 
BD5529 936 (82a3-84c29) 
BD5530-1 366 (347b10-348a28) 
BD5530-2 2827 (1244a13-22) 
BD5531 262 (15c19-19a12) 
BD5532 1430 (1025a25-c4) 
BD5533 1431 (1031b23-1037b24) 
BD5534 672 (587b18-594a29) 
BD5535 220 (vol. 5, 45b16-48a14) 
BD5536 585 (7c23-8a22) 
BD5537 220 (vol. 6, 736b17-737b26) 
BD5538 262 (20a1-27b9) 
BD5539 475 (547b28-548a28) 
BD5540 235 (749b4-752a1) 
BD5541 262 (56b18-62b1) 
BD5542 475 (546a9-b18) 
BD5543 262 (2b6-10b21) 
BD5544 262 (44b6-c27) 
BD5545-1 475 (551a5-557b26) 
BD5545-2 475 (552a3-557b26) 
BD5546 475 (548b12-551c27) 
BD5547 936 (82a3-84c29) 
BD5548 262 (3b27-10a29) 
BD5549 262 (46c13-47a10) 
BD5550 220 (vol. 6, 313a25-b22) 
BD5551 475 (544b26-545a14) 
BD5552 475 (540b6-542b12) 
BD5553 1428 (776c15-778a6) 
BD5554 475 (545a13-b22) 
BD5555 475 (545b21-546a9) 
BD5556 665 (428c19-429b22) 
BD5557 262 (4b7-10b21) 
BD5558 721 (53b25-c26) 
BD5559 大正藏未収 
BD5560 2897 (1423a22-1425b3) 
BD5561 936 (82a3-84c29) 
BD5562 475 (548a28-549a5) 
BD5563 262 (57a3-58a15) 
BD5564 220 (vol. 7, 989a23-c21) 
BD5565 262 (57b4-58b7) 
BD5566 416 (886a19-892a12) 
BD5567 665 (413a19-c6) 
BD5568 475 (544a25-551c27) 
BD5569 262 (1c14-2a11) 
BD5570-1 366 (347a12-348a28) 
BD5570-2 2827 (1244a13-22) 
BD5571 262 (3a27-10b21) 
BD5572 665 (428a17-b17) 
BD5573 262 (54b26-55a9) 
BD5574 220 (vol. 7, 264c9-266c4) 
BD5575 665 (409c8-410a8) 
BD5576 235 (750c22-752c2) 
BD5577 665 (411c21-412b18) 
BD5578 235 (749a20-750a20) 
BD5579 235 (750a20-c22) 
BD5580 1429 (1017c18-1018a15) 
BD5581 262 (57c27-62b1) 
BD5582 475 (538b19-544a19) 
BD5583 220 (vol. 6, 640c22-642c5) 
BD5584 235 (749a18-752c3) 
BD5585 235 (750c21-752b3) 
BD5586 1429 (1019c16-1020a19) 
BD5587 262 (10c6-11b22) 
BD5588 2871 (1340b5-1345b1) 
BD5589 235 (749a12-752c3) 
BD5590 220 (vol. 7, 60a26-b23) 
BD5591 665 (429c22-430b23) 
BD5592 220 (vol. 6, 983a7-987a29) 
BD5593 262 (3a6-6a20) 
BD5594 665 (414a1-417c16) 
BD5595 262 (50a16-b26) 
BD5596 374 (366b18-371a23) 
BD5597 220 (vol. 7, 286c26-287a22) 
BD5598 262 (27c8-28a20) 
BD5599 262 (2a3-9c14) 
BD5600 262 (37a18-b8) 
BD5601 936 (82a21-84b4) 
BD5602 262 (54a16-56c1) 
BD5603 665 (412b19-c19) 
BD5604 366 (346b25-347b7) 
BD5605 475 (544b24-551c27) 
BD5606 262 (10c2-11a6) 
BD5608 262 (31c19-32b24) 
BD5609-1 262 (53b28-55a9) 
BD5609-2 262 (55a16-62b1) 
BD5610 235 (750b19-c21) 
BD5611 665 (418a28-422b12) 
BD5612 220 (vol. 7, 122c24-123a21) 
BD5613 262 (9c15-10b21) 
BD5614 837 (893b16-c19) 
BD5615 220 (vol. 5, 386a10-b5) 
BD5616 262 (11a7-b21) 
BD5617 262 (3a2-10b21) 
BD5618 235 (749a27-752b5) 
BD5619 1579 (534c27-537c25) 
BD5620 2778 (529b24-531c13) 




BD5622 936 (82a3-84c29) 
BD5623 936 (82a3-84c29) 
BD5624 262 (56c2-57b5) 
BD5625 665 (438a7-439a14) 
BD5626 660 (287a8-b6) 
BD5627 721 (406c2-27) 
BD5628 1431 (1031a7-1041a17) 
BD5629 262 (5c1-7c11) 
BD5630 1332 (559b3-560a26) 
BD5631 660 (283c19-284a19) 
BD5632 220 (vol. 5, 392c18-393a7) 
BD5633 2121 (141c28-142a18) 
BD5634 721 (416b15-c12) 
BD5635 721 (366b22-c20) 
BD5636 1430 (1025a17-1023a10) 
BD5637 235 (749b24-752c3) 
BD5638 721 (368c15-369a17) 
BD5639 304 (927a28-b28) 
BD5640 665 (412c20-413a18) 
BD5641 936 (82a7-84c29) 
BD5642 大正藏未収 
BD5643-1 2053 (257c4-7) 
BD5643-2 220 (vol. 5, 1b5-c3) 
BD5644 262 (44c26-45b15) 
BD5645 1484 (1006c18-1007b13) 
BD5646A 235 (750c19-751b19) 
BD5646B 262 (36a14-37a2) 
BD5647 220 (vol. 6, 361a23-366a27) 
BD5648 262 (60a24-62b1) 
BD5649 1429 (1021a6-b9) 
BD5650 374 (575a8-580c16) 
BD5651 475 (546b17-547a5) 
BD5652 大正藏未収* 
BD5653 大正藏未収 
BD5654 220 (vol. 7, 931a24-b24) 
BD5655 1579 (328c2-329a2) 
BD5656 251 (848c4-24) 
BD5656V 592 (124b12-c5) 
BD5657 374 (457b22-458a16) 
BD5658 967 (349c8-350a6) 
BD5659 235 (750a2-751a9) 
BD5660 220 (vol. 6, 261c12-266b20) 
BD5661 220 (vol. 6, 734a25-735a21) 
BD5662 262 (29a24-31c28) 
BD5663 262 (15c2-17b5) 
BD5664 366 (347c4-348a29) 
BD5665 223 (302a25-304a9) 
BD5666 1579 (506a3-510b26) 
BD5667 262 (37a14-38b19) 
BD5668 220 (vol. 6, 114a15-115a13) 
BD5669 665 (408b2-409a2) 
BD5670 262 (35a19-36a25) 
BD5671 大正藏未収* 
BD5672 475 (539a25-544a19) 
BD5673 936 (82a6-84c29) 
BD5674 262 (29c2-30b13) 
BD5675 262 (47a26-51c8) 
BD5676 936 (82b1-84c29) 
BD5677 262 (41c22-46b14) 
BD5678 235 (750a5-c21) 
BD5679 大正藏未収 
BD5680 262 (29a18-30c18) 
BD5681 262 (20b6-27b9) 
BD5682 936 (82a3-84c29) 
BD5683 220 (vol. 6, 328a6-b3) 
BD5684 大正藏未収* 
BD5685 2887 (1403c14-1404a23) 
BD5686 大正藏未収* 
BD5687 235 (749b13-752b7) 
BD5688 235 (750b29-752c3) 
BD5689 1302 (420a3-421a14) 
BD5690 235 (748c29-752c3) 
BD5691 262 (28a23-28c7) 
BD5692 262 (11c29-13b10) 
BD5693 262 (53a11-c14) 
BD5694 262 (13a13-c11) 
BD5695 936 (82a3-84c29) 
BD5696 235 (748c28-750c24) 
BD5697 235 (748c17-750a21) 
BD5698 936 (82a3-84c29) 
BD5699 2910 (1455c16-1456c10) 
BD5700 224 (457c12-459b3) 
BD5701 936 (82a3-84c29) 
BD5702 1331 (534b8-536b5) 
BD5703 665 (447a8-448a26) 
BD5704 220 (vol. 6, 52c7-53a2) 
BD5705 220 (vol. 6, 527a19-b16) 
BD5706 235 (749b9-750a25) 
BD5707 262 (20b24-21a11) 
BD5708 2910 (1455c16-1456c10) 
BD5709 262 (10c10-17b11) 
BD5710 262 (8c15-9b7) 
BD5711 475 (552a28-c4) 
BD5712 235 (750c20-751a20) 
BD5713 1440 (542b13-544c6) 
BD5713V(1) 1804 (132b13-19) 
BD5713V(2) 1804 (133a1-10) 
BD5713V(3) 1804 (133c25-134a1) 
BD5713V(4) 1804 (138b17-28) 
BD5714 2897 (1424c13-1425b3) 
BD5715 1 (120a11-121a25) 
BD5716 262 (8a20-c14) 
BD5717 262 (50c9-52c11) 
BD5718 235 (751a20-c28) 
BD5719 1463 (812b3-813b15) 
BD5720 223 (227c6-228b6) 
BD5721 典籍名未確定 
BD5722 262 (2b16-3b6) 
BD5723 410 (716b29-720a14) 
BD5724 936 (82a3-84c29) 
BD5725 262 (31a4-32a21) 
BD5726 235 (749c24-752a7) 
BD5727 2854 (1304a15-b12) 
BD5728 2887 (1403c4-1404a23) 
BD5729 167 (408b5-409b12) 
BD5730 262 (19b17-c19) 
BD5731 262 (33a27-34b22) 
BD5732 220 (vol. 7, 355a15-356c9) 
BD5733 374 (395c27-398a12) 
BD5734 2881 (1381c8-1382a7) 
BD5735 366 (347a11-348a29) 
BD5736 262 (22b24-23b24) 
BD5737 936 (82a18-84c29) 
BD5738 262 (21a26-c2) 
BD5739 262 (19b11-20b3) 
BD5740 366 (347c7-348a29) 
BD5741 262 (20c15-21a26) 
BD5742-1 235 (749c2-752c7) 
BD5743 262 (3c15-10b21) 
BD5744 262 (25a21-26a23) 
BD5745 262 (15b8-16a25) 
BD5747 220 (vol. 6, 969c14-971a5) 
BD5748 235 (749b9-750b20) 
BD5749 大正藏未収* 
BD5750 936 (82a3-84c29) 
BD5751 262 (13b10-14a17) 
BD5752 大正藏未収 
BD5753 2910 (1456a19-c10) 
BD5754 235 (751b22-752b29) 
BD5755 大正藏未収 
BD5756 220 (vol. 6, 366b1-c28) 
BD5757 936 (82a3-84c29) 
BD5758 235 (748c22-750c23) 
BD5759-1 2895 (1415a25-c18) 
BD5759-2 大正藏未収 
BD5759-3 2875 (1359b16-1361a5) 
BD5760 262 (58b18-59c10) 
BD5761 262 (57b2-58b8) 
BD5762 665 (430c26-432c10) 
BD5763 220 (vol. 6, 1020a2-c4) 
BD5764 262 (17b4-19a11) 
BD5765 235 (751b15-752c3) 
BD5766 262 (9c9-10b21) 
BD5768 712 (823b27-825b2) 
BD5769 262 (61a25-62b1) 
BD5770 262 (37a10-b13) 
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BD5771 235 (749b18-750b17) 
BD5772 220 (vol. 6, 26c6-27a4) 
BD5773 936 (82a3-84a27) 
BD5774 235 (750c20-751b22) 
BD5775 221 (1a7-5c13) 
BD5776 1509 (450c18-453c12) 
BD5776V 典籍名未確定 
BD5777 262 (46c15-47a10) 
BD5778 1431 (1033c23-1041a17) 
BD5779 262 (19a18-27b9) 
BD5780 663 (341b14-c15) 
BD5781 1302 (420b4-c4) 
BD5782 大正藏未収* 
BD5783 1509 (480a15-481b12) 
BD5784 967 (350a24-352a26) 
BD5785 377 (900a3-906c10) 
BD5786 235 (748c22-749c19) 
BD5787 1466 (903a19-b14) 
BD5788 大正藏未収 
BD5789 大正藏未収 
BD5790 665 (415c22-417c16) 
BD5791 945 (133a12-139a13) 
BD5792 1440 (553a3-558a24) 
BD5793 大正藏未収* 
BD5794 374 (593a22-598b15) 
BD5795 262 (51a16-55a9) 




BD5798 2810 (1056c15-1058c4) 
BD5799 大正藏未収 
BD5800 262 (56c20-58b7) 
BD5801 2910 (1455c16-1456c10) 
BD5802 大正藏未収 
BD5803 大正藏未収 
BD5804 936 (82a17-84c29) 
BD5805 936 (82a3-84c29) 
BD5806 374 (532a3-534b10) 
BD5807 235 (748c24-752a27) 
BD5809 262 (22c2-27b9) 
BD5810 374 (587b1-592b26) 
BD5811 大正藏未収 
BD5812A 452 (419b13-420c22) 
BD5812B 454 (423c8-425c22) 
BD5814 663 (353a21-358a29) 
BD5815 大正藏未収 
BD5816 262 (23c6-27b9) 
BD5817 262 (1c14-19a11) 
BD5818 936 (82a3-84c29) 
BD5819 262 (56c2-58b8) 
BD5820 大正藏未収 
BD5821-1 366 (347a21-348a28) 
BD5821-2 大正藏未収 
BD5821-3 262 (56c2-58b8) 
BD5822 1428 (749b17-758c28) 
BD5823 1484 (1003b17-c28) 
BD5824 262 (40b18-41b13) 
BD5825 1579 (564a16-c19) 
BD5826 235 (749b27-752c3) 
BD5827 1808 (492b7-493c9) 
BD5828 475 (541c17-543c19) 
BD5829 235 (751a23-752b26) 
BD5830 1808 (492a3-b7) 
BD5831 235 (749c2-752b4) 
BD5832 936 (82a5-84c29) 
BD5833 220 (vol. 7, 986a15-990b19) 
BD5834 1522 (160c13-162b19) 
BD5835 936 (82a3-84c29) 
BD5836 大正藏未収 
BD5837 967 (349c27-350b24) 
BD5838 475 (537a3-555c16) 
BD5839 262 (10b24-19a12) 
BD5840 大正藏未収 
BD5840V2 大正藏未収 
BD5841 936 (82a3-84a14) 
BD5842 220 (vol. 5, 116c27-117a22) 
BD5843 1331 (532b14-536a2) 
BD5844(1) 440 (162c28-163c7) 
BD5844(2) 441 (263c14-264a14) 
BD5844(3) 441 (265b11-c9) 
BD5844(4) 441 (265c19-28) 
BD5845 365 (342a28-c1) 
BD5846 235 (750b26-c20) 
BD5847 389 (1111b19-1112b22) 
BD5848 大正藏未収 
BD5849 262 (5a14-10b21) 
BD5850 1509 (64c4-66a16) 
BD5851 665 (444b7-447b8) 
BD5852 262 (29b11-32b25) 
BD5853 1806 (429a5-440a9) 
BD5854 220 (vol. 7, 34c14-35a7) 
BD5855 235 (749b22-750c24) 
BD5856 220 (vol. 7, 155a20-156a17) 
BD5857 262 (11a9-19a12) 
BD5858 235 (748c17-750b9) 
BD5859 262 (34b23-42a28) 
BD5860 475 (543b15-544a19) 
BD5861 1484 (1003b10-c28) 
BD5862 936 (83a18-84c29) 
BD5863 663 (352b15-358a29) 
BD5864 223 (389c23-390a28) 
BD5865 235 (751b21-752c2) 
BD5866 262 (56c23-58b13) 
BD5867 220 (vol. 5, 132a11-136c3) 
BD5868 945 (128b24-132c26) 
BD5869 475 (537a3-544a19) 
BD5870-1 1484 (1003a19-b2) 
BD5870-2 1484 (1003b4-1005b1) 
BD5871 936 (82a3-84c29) 
BD5872 1484 (1007b11-1009b13) 
BD5873 665 (432c13-434a19) 
BD5874 936 (82a3-84c29) 
BD5875 262 (20c3-27b9) 
BD5876 245 (832a18-833b6) 
BD5877 262 (2c21-10b21) 
BD5878 大正藏未収 
BD5879 2910 (1455c19-1456c10) 
BD5880 945 (128b21-132b12) 
BD5881 235 (749a14-751a7) 
BD5882 220 (vol. 6, 193c9-194a7) 
BD5883 大正藏未収 
BD5884 665 (423a26-425a26) 
BD5885 1806 (429a26-434c9) 
BD5886 235 (749c20-750a14) 
BD5887 235 (750c8-751b12) 





BD5890 945 (128c10-129a9) 
BD5890V 262 (28b23-c8) 
BD5891 936 (82a3-84c29) 
BD5892 211 (601c29-607a15) 
BD5893 220 (vol. 7, 942b2-943c26) 
BD5894 235 (749b22-750a23) 
BD5895 262 (32a6-34b22) 
BD5896 374 (600b10-603c21) 
BD5897 262 (12c18-19a12) 
BD5898 262 (15b12-16c1) 
BD5900 262 (2b21-5c1) 
BD5901 235 (750b25-752c3) 
BD5902 235 (749c13-752c3) 
BD5903 大正藏未収 
BD5904 220 (vol. 6, 616a20-617a15) 
BD5905 586 (51b7-54b11) 
BD5906 1808 (499a13-b8) 
BD5907 251 (848c4-24) 
BD5908(1) 220 (vol. 5, 165a7-b5) 
BD5908(2) 220 (vol. 5, 167b24-c23) 
BD5909 223 (358c12-362a3) 





BD5911 262 (55a25-56c1) 
BD5912 475 (553a7-554c9) 
BD5913 262 (7c1-10b21) 
BD5914 235 (750c15-752c3) 
BD5915 220 (vol. 7, 336b17-337a10) 
BD5916 2910 (1455c16-1456c10) 
BD5917(1) 459 (447c27-448a21) 
BD5917(2) 656 (53a17-b6) 
BD5917(3) 279 (113c24-114a23) 
BD5917(4) 656 (53b7-24) 
BD5917(5) 656 (50c2-11) 
BD5918 374 (583a14-b13) 
BD5919 374 (441b14-c13) 
BD5920A 2777 (483b27-484b13) 
BD5920B 大正藏未収 




BD5923 967 (351c14-352a26) 
BD5924 665 (422b27-426a10) 
BD5925 262 (50c17-53a3) 
BD5926 大正藏未収* 
BD5927-1 366 (346b25-c16) 
BD5927-2 366 (346b25-347a11) 
BD5928 220 (vol. 6, 21b10-22b16) 
BD5929 262 (58c8-62b1) 
BD5930 475 (544c12-9546c3) 
BD5931(1) 412 (782a14-23) 
BD5931(2) 412 (786b11-22) 
BD5931(3) 412 (779b10-c12) 
BD5932 374 (559a28-561b20) 
BD5933 262 (32b27-c26) 
BD5934 大正藏未収 
BD5935 663 (353b14-c20) 
BD5936 475 (542b24-543c6) 
BD5937 365 (345b26-346b21) 
BD5938 157 (196a3-b6) 
BD5939 262 (3a8-b6) 
BD5940 235 (750a21-c22) 
BD5941 936 (82a3-84c29) 
BD5942 665 (450a20-b24) 
BD5943 佛名經 
BD5944-1 大正藏未収 
BD5944-2 475 (544a25-b15) 
BD5945 262 (55a23-b14) 
BD5946 220 (vol. 7, 1056a22-1060a16) 
BD5947 大正藏未収 
BD5948 665 (410a2-411a16) 
BD5949 251 (848c4-24) 
BD5950 440 (115c26-116b12) 
BD5951 1864 (449b6-452b10) 
BD5952 220 (vol. 6, 610b10-611b7) 
BD5953 262 (19b14-27b9) 
BD5954 366 (346c1-348a10) 
BD5955 262 (17c4-18a9) 
BD5956 220 (vol. 6, 626a22-631c1) 
BD5957 936 (82a3-84c29) 
BD5958 262 (56c2-58b7) 
BD5959 936 (82a3-84c29) 
BD5960 262 (46c23-55a9) 
BD5961 366 (347c8-348a29) 
BD5962 220 (vol. 5, 305c28-309a29) 
BD5963 374 (530a16-534b10) 
BD5964 665 (423b23-427b13) 
BD5965 665 (406c9-408a28) 
BD5966 475 (538b1-539b3) 
BD5967 大正藏未収 
BD5968 大正藏未収 
BD5969 724 (452a29-b26) 
BD5970 220 (vol. 7, 90a26-b25) 
BD5971 262 (7c15-10b21) 
BD5972 220 (vol. 7, 942b9-947b17) 
BD5973 262 (5b22-7b20) 
BD5974 1509 (344a9-b20) 
BD5975 450 (405b13-408b25) 
BD5976 235 (749b20-750a20) 
BD5977 大正藏未収 
BD5978 220 (vol. 6, 209b2-c4) 
BD5979 220 (vol. 6, 22b22-23b19) 
BD5980 220 (vol. 6, 23b19-25c14) 
BD5981 665 (408a6-28) 
BD5982 665 (432c13-437c13) 
BD5983 235 (751a6-752c3) 
BD5984 665 (428b29-432b2) 
BD5985 大正藏未収 
BD5986 1431 (1031a20-1040c18) 
BD5987 475 (538a2-544a19) 
BD5988 220 (vol. 7, 456a22-c25) 
BD5989 375 (687c21-691a17) 
BD5990 1579 (723b13-c16) 
BD5991 220 (vol. 7, 209c11-210b29) 
BD5992 665 (413c16-417c16) 
BD5993 220 (vol. 6, 785c24-786b28) 
BD5994 220 (vol. 6, 822c2-823a1) 
BD5996 220 (vol. 6, 582a12-c13) 
BD5997 223 (232c5-234b6) 
BD5998-1 1510 (757b19-761b27) 
BD5998-2 1510 (761c2-766a28) 
BD5998-3 1511 (781b3-786b17) 
BD5998-4 1511 (786b20-792a6) 
BD5998-5 1511 (792a10-797b6) 
BD5999 936 (82a3-84c29) 
BD6000 262 (28a1-32b5) 
BD6001 592 (124b12-c19) 
BD6002 262 (61a5-62b1) 
BD6003 2910 (1455c16-1456c10) 
BD6004 大正藏未収 
BD6005 262 (58b28-59b11) 
BD6006 262 (46c20-48c6) 
BD6007V 大正藏未収 
BD6008 大正藏未収 
BD6009 235 (749b3-752c2) 
BD6010-1 366 (347a24-348a28) 
BD6010-2 369 (352a23-b3) 
BD6011 1428 (812b23-821b2) 
BD6012 936 (82a5-84c29) 
BD6013 262 (55c15-56b18) 
BD6014 1429 (1016a7-1020a1) 
BD6015 235 (750a25-752c3) 
BD6016 1509 (522a9-523b9) 
BD6017 665 (441b23-444a9) 
BD6018 1509 (525a16-527a29) 
BD6019-1 366 (346c6-348a28) 
BD6019-2 369 (352a23-b3) 
BD6020 2910 (1455c16-1456c10) 
BD6021 1429 (1017c21-1020c17) 
BD6022 262 (44a23-46c11) 
BD6023 220 (vol. 6, 137b2-c19) 
BD6024 1428 (634c29-635c23) 
BD6025 665 (403b13-405a5) 
BD6026 262 (50c25-51c1) 
BD6027 665 (445a27-450c15) 
BD6028 262 (56c2-57c27) 
BD6029 220 (vol. 6, 11a9-16b5) 
BD6030 262 (46b17-47c11) 
BD6031 220 (vol. 7, 467a15-c5) 
BD6032 262 (37a5-b8) 
BD6033 220 (vol. 6, 32b5-c3) 
BD6034 262 (56c26-58b7) 
BD6035 366 (347a7-348a29) 
BD6036 典籍名未確定 
BD6037 220 (vol. 5, 352a26-353c18) 
BD6038 235 (750a29-752b20) 
BD6039 235 (748c17-752c3) 
BD6040 366 (347c4-348a29) 
BD6041 318 (896c5-902a28) 
BD6042 235 (749b3-751b25) 
BD6043 235 (751a21-752c3) 
BD6044 235 (749a6-752c3) 
BD6045 2875 (1359b18-1361a5) 
BD6046 220 (vol. 6, 1035c23-1036a20) 
BD6047 262 (11a9-12c11) 
BD6048-1 366 (346c13-348a28) 
BD6048-2 369 (352a25-b3) 
敦煌出土仏典・大正蔵典籍番号対照表 
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BD6049 235 (751a21-752b26) 
BD6050 402 (575c20-576b22) 
BD6051 374 (482c17-486a13) 
BD6052 712 (823b20-824b13) 
BD6053 262 (60c21-62a29) 
BD6054 220 (vol. 6, 899c1-900b28) 
BD6055 366 (346b25-348a29) 




BD6058 967 (351a18-352a26) 
BD6059 1437 (483b15-484b10) 
BD6060 220 (vol. 5, 934a7-b1) 
BD6061 665 (413c9-417c16) 
BD6061V 典籍名未確定 
BD6062 475 (537c15-539b8) 
BD6063 665 (422b24-427b13) 
BD6064 235 (752b4-c3) 
BD6065 967 (350a5-352a26) 
BD6066 220 (vol. 6, 329a2-c9) 
BD6067 936 (82c15-84c29) 
BD6068 278 (743c16-749a4) 
BD6069 712 (823b20-824b7) 
BD6070 936 (82a3-84c29) 
BD6071 235 (751a25-752c3) 
BD6072 1429 (1016b14-1017b7) 
BD6073 936 (82a3-84c29) 
BD6074 235 (751a26-752c3) 
BD6075 220 (vol. 6, 150a12-c4) 
BD6076 262 (27c4-30a8) 
BD6077 220 (vol. 7, 209a11-b8) 
BD6078 235 (750a21-751b25) 
BD6079 262 (55a12-56a15) 
BD6080 235 (750c29-752c3) 
BD6081-1 1600 (464b3-465b27) 
BD6081-2 1601 (477c5-480a9) 
BD6081V 大正藏未収* 
BD6082 366 (347a11-348a29) 
BD6083 2878 (1361b17-1362c10) 
BD6084 278 (448a3-b4) 
BD6085 220 (vol. 7, 85b15-90c11) 
BD6086 936 (82a3-84c29) 
BD6087 278 (448b5-c6) 
BD6088 1511 (792c20-795b21) 
BD6089 936 (82c18-84c29) 
BD6090 262 (34b27-37a2) 
BD6091 397 (48c7-50b6) 
BD6092 278 (449a9-b12) 
BD6093 262 (13a11-14b20) 
BD6094 223 (254b24-256b29) 
BD6095 278 (449b12-c15) 
BD6096 278 (448c7-449a8) 
BD6097V 典籍名未確定 
BD6098 220 (vol. 6, 335b18-338a10) 
BD6099 374 (528a28-534b10) 
BD6100 235 (750c12-752c3) 
BD6101 1428 (679a29-679b27) 
BD6102 936 (82a3-84c29) 
BD6103 220 (vol. 5, 973b11-974a9) 
BD6104 220 (vol. 5, 993c16-994b1) 
BD6105 220 (vol. 5, 1004c15-1005a14) 
BD6106 665 (437a1-b22) 
BD6107 220 (vol. 5, 979c12-980a11) 
BD6108 220 (vol. 5, 990a25-c24) 
BD6109 262 (16b4-17a7) 
BD6110 936 (82b12-84c29) 
BD6111 278 (446b4-448a2) 
BD6112 262 (7c6-10b21) 
BD6113 374 (410a2-b2) 
BD6114 大正藏未収 
BD6115 262 (57a1-58b7) 
BD6116 936 (82a3-84c29) 
BD6117 2897 (1422c22-1425b3) 
BD6118 936 (82a29-83b28) 
BD6119 235 (748c21-752c3) 
BD6119V(1) 1844 (225a1-17) 
BD6119V(2) 1844 (224c25-28) 
BD6120 220 (vol. 6, 192a29-193b6) 
BD6120V 2851 (1300b5-c1) 
BD6121 262 (19b14-27b9) 
BD6122 450 (405a5-407b23) 
BD6123 大正藏未収 
BD6124 262 (25c22-27b8) 
BD6125[3]A 967 (351c5-352a7) 
BD6125[3]B 967 (351c5-352a7) 





BD6125-7 369 (352a23-b3) 
BD6126 665 (421b27-422b8) 
BD6127 936 (82a3-84c29) 
BD6128 936 (82a3-84c29) 




BD6133 235 (749b27-752c3) 
BD6134 262 (50c19-51b21) 
BD6135 235 (749b24-751a24) 
BD6136 967 (350b21-352a26) 
BD6137 936 (82a3-84c29) 
BD6138 936 (82a15-84c29) 
BD6139 665 (423a3-427b13) 
BD6140 235 (749b1-752c3) 
BD6141 936 (82a5-84c29) 
BD6142 220 (vol. 6, 959b3-c26) 
BD6143 262 (56c2-57b10) 
BD6144 262 (28c8-29c3) 
BD6145 262 (26a25-27b9) 
BD6146 大正藏未収* 
BD6147 220 (vol. 5, 496b8-497a14) 
BD6148 475 (556a10-b10) 
BD6149 大正藏未収* 
BD6150 220 (vol. 7, 999c17-1000a7) 
BD6151 262 (61a25-b24) 
BD6152 235 (752b1-27) 
BD6153 936 (82a5-84c29) 
BD6154 220 (vol. 7, 311b12-312a12) 
BD6155 220 (vol. 5, 366a23-367a24) 
BD6156 262 (56c22-57c4) 
BD6157-1 366 (346c4-346a28) 
BD6157-2 2827 (1244a13-b2) 
BD6158 大正藏未収 
BD6159 936 (82a3-84c29) 
BD6160 936 (82b27-84c29) 
BD6161 大正藏未収 
BD6162 262 (35a2-23) 
BD6163 262 (51c10-56c1) 
BD6165 1154 (642b5-644b15) 
BD6166 大正藏未収 
BD6167 262 (3b7-4b16) 
BD6168 374 (474a27-480b22) 
BD6169 936 (82a3-84c29) 
BD6170 2777 (494b24-496a5) 
BD6171 712 (823b22-826a27) 
BD6172 936 (82a3-84c29) 
BD6173 大正藏未収 
BD6174 262 (50c11-51b21) 
BD6175 大正藏未収 
BD6176 586 (33a22-c23) 
BD6177 936 (82a5-84c29) 
BD6178 665 (416b13-417c16) 
BD6179 235 (750c22-752b3) 
BD6180 220 (vol. 6, 381c2-382a29) 
BD6181 262 (14c8-15c16) 
BD6182 156 (154b16-158c18) 
BD6183 936 (82a3-84b7) 
BD6184 936 (83c20-84c29) 
BD6185 262 (56c2-57b12) 
BD6186 235 (749b28-750b19) 
BD6187 374 (568c3-574b7) 





BD6190 475 (541a22-542c14) 
BD6191A 大正藏未収 
BD6191B 大正藏未収* 
BD6192 450 (405a27-408a9) 
BD6193 235 (750a22-752c2) 
BD6194 大正藏未収* 
BD6195 936 (82a3-84c29) 
BD6196 262 (20a1-21b15) 
BD6197 大正藏未収 
BD6198 262 (60c4-62b1) 
BD6199 262 (34c1-35c2) 
BD6200-1 大正藏未収 
BD6201 936 (83b7-84c29) 
BD6202 2910 (1455c16-1456c10) 
BD6203 235 (751b24-752c3) 
BD6204 235 (751a26-752c3) 
BD6205 712 (823b20-826a27) 
BD6206 1484 (1009b12-c8) 
BD6207-1 374 (409b8-411a6) 
BD6207-2 7 (411a7-414c29) 
BD6208 936 (82a3-84c29) 
BD6209 936 (82a3-84c29) 
BD6210 665 (421a5-422b21) 
BD6211 大正藏未収 
BD6212 936 (82a3-84c29) 
BD6213 大正藏未収 
BD6214 220 (vol. 6, 146c7-148a6) 
BD6215 665 (411b26-413b17) 
BD6216 936 (82a3-84c29) 
BD6217-1 1654 (490a25-b12) 
BD6217-2 1654 (490b16-491b2) 
BD6218 936 (83b9-84c29) 
BD6219 2810 (1049b16-1050a9) 
BD6220 936 (83b23-84c28) 
BD6221 936 (82a3-84c29) 
BD6222 2787 (588a25-c26) 
BD6223 374 (436b23-439b24) 
BD6224 262 (59a25-62b1) 
BD6225 1331 (533a8-b5) 
BD6226 956 (315c16-317a6) 
BD6227 262 (2a16-10b21) 
BD6228(1) 1429 (1015a18-1017b26) 
BD6228(2) 1429 (1020b20-1023a11) 
BD6229 936 (83b10-84c29) 
BD6230-2 大正藏未収* 
BD6231 2910 (1455c16-1456c10) 
BD6232 665 (440c28-441c17) 
BD6233 475 (550c25-551c27) 
BD6234 235 (749a14-750b11) 
BD6235 1484 (1007b13-1008b6) 
BD6236 220 (vol. 7, 1093b16-c15) 
BD6237 大正藏未収 
BD6238 262 (12b9-c9) 
BD6239-1 2816 (1179b29-c21) 
BD6239-2 2816 (1178a23-1180b29) 
BD6240 936 (82a3-84c29) 
BD6241 235 (751c3-752c3) 
BD6242 936 (82a17-84c29) 
BD6243-1 936 (82a3-84c29) 
BD6243-2 936 (82a3-c29) 
BD6244 262 (33a20-b15) 
BD6245 936 (82a3-84c29) 
BD6246 220 (vol. 6, 445c25-446b24) 
BD6247 278 (511a2-513a18) 
BD6248 262 (20a6-27b8) 
BD6249 1428 (1009a9-b17) 
BD6250 936 (82a3-84c29) 
BD6252 262 (57b27-58b7) 
BD6253 220 (vol. 5, 1033c15-1034a7) 
BD6254 936 (82a5-84c29) 
BD6255 262 (56c2-58b7) 
BD6256 262 (13b16-15c7) 
BD6257 262 (56c2-57c2) 
BD6258 235 (750a11-752c3) 
BD6259 936 (82a3-84c29) 
BD6260 360 (269a6-272b2) 
BD6261 262 (57b3-58b7) 
BD6262 2910 (1455c16-1456c10) 
BD6263 1302 (420a7-421a14) 
BD6264 大正藏未収 
BD6265 262 (53a19-c21) 
BD6266 375 (691a17-693b7) 
BD6267 262 (20a15-21a10) 
BD6268 220 (vol. 5, 918a10-919a6) 
BD6269 663 (358b1-359b1) 
BD6270 262 (30b24-32c14) 
BD6271 365 (346a20-b21) 
BD6272 936 (82a3-84c29) 
BD6273 1431 (1031a23-1033b29) 
BD6274 475 (538a5-b4) 
BD6275 665 (416b27-417c10) 
BD6276 936 (82a3-84c28) 
BD6277 大正藏未収 
BD6278A 681 (724c11-27) 
BD6278B 2911 (1456c14-1457c19) 
BD6279 936 (82a3-84c29) 
BD6280 2851 (1300c1-23) 
BD6281 262 (14a24-18b28) 
BD6282 262 (46b17-55a9) 
BD6283 663 (340c13-346b9) 
BD6284 262 (2a22-10b21) 
BD6285 大正藏未収 
BD6286 大正藏未収* 
BD6287 220 (vol. 6, 907b21-c8) 
BD6288 220 (vol. 5, 957a14-b12) 
BD6289 220 (vol. 7, 828c27-829a26) 
BD6290 220 (vol. 7, 1033b8-c4) 
BD6291 475 (545a13-551c27) 
BD6292 310 (358b25-362a14) 
BD6293 262 (2b12-c19) 
BD6294 235 (749b5-752c3) 
BD6295 2814 (1132c18-1133a24) 
BD6296 220 (vol. 6, 92a14-96b13) 
BD6297 262 (3b3-c10) 
BD6298 374 (366a22-371c8) 
BD6299 220 (vol. 5, 887b5-891c1) 
BD6300 475 (547b1-551c27) 
BD6301 大正藏未収* 
BD6302 936 (84b11-c29) 
BD6303 278 (774a12-780b9) 
BD6304 262 (19b5-23a9) 
BD6305 262 (19a27-24c19) 
BD6306 936 (82a24-84c29) 
BD6307 262 (38b29-41c28) 
BD6308 440 (114a16-115c20) 
BD6309 475 (537a15-541a13) 
BD6310-1 310 (567c4-571b1) 
BD6310-2 310 (571b4-576b23) 
BD6310-3 310 (576b26-582a6) 
BD6310-4 310 (582a9-583c6) 
BD6311 1429 (1016a28-1017b9) 
BD6312 262 (46b17-52a5) 
BD6313 262 (27b19-37a2) 
BD6314 2782 (550a6-554c18) 
BD6315 475 (544a25-551a18) 
BD6316 236 (754a19-757a13) 
BD6317-1 967 (349b4-c19) 
BD6317-2 967 (349c23-352a26) 
BD6318-1 大正藏未収* 
BD6318-5 大正藏未収* 
BD6319 475 (537b13-544a19) 
BD6320 262 (19b7-29b21) 
BD6321 262 (55a16-62b1) 
BD6322 大正藏未収 
BD6323 665 (413c22-417c16) 
BD6324 227 (556b12-561a1) 
BD6325 262 (57a9-58b7) 
BD6326 2883 (1385a18-1390a18) 
BD6327 大正藏未収 
BD6328 220 (vol. 5, 1012a26-1014a21) 
BD6329 235 (748c24-752c3) 
BD6329V 大正藏未収* 
BD6330 220 (vol. 6, 145c6-150a9) 
敦煌出土仏典・大正蔵典籍番号対照表 
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BD6331 262 (10c4-19a12) 
BD6332 235 (749b10-752c2) 
BD6333 374 (563c20-569a26) 
BD6334-1 231 (695c3-700b27) 
BD6334-2 231 (700c2-706b5) 
BD6334-3 231 (706b7-709a9) 
BD6335 220 (vol. 6, 988c8-993b26) 
BD6336 262 (28a7-30c11) 
BD6337 665 (428b9-432c10) 
BD6338 712 (824c27-826a27) 
BD6339 374 (587c19-588a17) 
BD6340 262 (37b11-46b14) 
BD6341 220 (vol. 6, 493a19-494b8) 
BD6342 475 (539c6-541c22) 
BD6343 220 (vol. 6, 494b8-497b25) 
BD6344 235 (749c22-752c3) 
BD6345 220 (vol. 5, 602a21-604c6) 
BD6346 2813 (1089c28-1101b19) 




BD6349 374 (534b14-540c14) 
BD6350 大正藏未収 
BD6351 大正藏未収 
BD6352 665 (414b10-417c16) 
BD6353 663 (348c20-352b9) 
BD6354 262 (51c23-56c1) 
BD6355 大正藏未収 
BD6356 大正藏未収 
BD6357 475 (541a13-544a19) 
BD6358-1 235 (748c17-752c3) 
BD6358-2 大正藏未収 
BD6359 2782 (551b25-555b18) 
BD6360 大正藏未収 
BD6361 235 (748c17-752b5) 
BD6362-1 1484 (1005c10-1009c8) 
BD6362-2 大正藏未収 
BD6363 大正藏未収 
BD6364A 235 (749c12-750c28) 
BD6364B 235 (751c9-752c3) 
BD6365A 235 (748c17-749a18) 
BD6365B 235 (750c21-752c3) 
BD6366 220 (vol. 6, 766c5-770b15) 
BD6367 2897 (1422b14-1424a2) 
BD6368 475 (540b8-544a15) 
BD6369 475 (544a22-551c27) 
BD6370 220 (vol. 6, 419c1-423b21) 
BD6371 262 (34c4-42a28) 
BD6372 235 (750a11-752b6) 
BD6373 235 (749b19-752c3) 
BD6374 586 (47a1-54b11) 
BD6375 大正藏未収* 
BD6376 475 (540c18-545a8) 
BD6377-1 2879 (1362c19-1364c18) 
BD6377-2 2879 (1364c20-1368b19) 
BD6378 大正藏未収 
BD6378V1 1764 (617a2-10) 
BD6378V2 1749 (175a10-b22) 
BD6378V3 大正藏未収 
BD6379 475 (537b4-540b7) 
BD6380 2903 (1445b20-1446a1) 
BD6381 665 (451a5-456c19) 
BD6382 大正藏未収 
BD6383 235 (749a18-752c3) 
BD6384 220 (vol. 5, 656a25-658a4) 
BD6385 665 (438b2-444a9) 
BD6386 2787 (576b24-594c10) 
BD6387 2897 (1422c4-1425b3) 
BD6388 663 (336a8-340c10) 
BD6389 262 (19b14-27b9) 
BD6390 220 (vol. 7, 1105c3-1110a22) 
BD6391 665 (415a23-417c16) 
BD6392 374 (463b10-468c25) 
BD6393 262 (39a23-45c29) 
BD6394 262 (12b12-c14) 
BD6395 665 (444a22-450c15) 
BD6396 262 (40a18-46b14) 
BD6397 1509 (553a1-562b5) 
BD6398 235 (748c20-749b20) 
BD6399 235 (752b3-c2) 
BD6400 262 (57b18-c14) 
BD6401 大正藏未収 
BD6402 235 (750b17-752c3) 
BD6403 262 (21b17-27b9) 
BD6404 374 (453b3-457b19) 
BD6405 262 (20a10-27b9) 
BD6406 1484 (1006c21-1010a22) 
BD6407 235 (750a10-b18) 
BD6408-1 典籍名未確定 
BD6408-2 大正藏未収 
BD6409 475 (537b20-544a18) 
BD6410 262 (10c6-11b22) 




BD6413 220 (vol. 7, 841c24-847b6) 
BD6414 223 (256c9-261a16) 
BD6415-1 1484 (1007c19-1009c22) 
BD6415-2 大正藏未収 
BD6416 235 (749a28-c20) 
BD6417-1 2852 (1301a4-b2) 
BD6417-2 1431 (1031a2-1035a29) 
BD6418 220 (vol. 6, 27b27-c25) 
BD6419 235 (749a25-751c8) 
BD6420 220 (vol. 5, 617c6-620b27) 
BD6421 大正藏未収 
BD6422 936 (82a14-84c29) 
BD6423 大正藏未収 
BD6424 262 (52a5-55a9) 
BD6425 262 (14b10-18a13) 
BD6426 262 (2b8-5b11) 
BD6427 220 (vol. 6, 765a21-766c5) 
BD6428 366 (347a13-348a29) 
BD6429 220 (vol. 6, 373c9-376c5) 
BD6430 262 (37a12-42b12) 
BD6431 936 (82a5-84c29) 
BD6432 大正藏未収 
BD6433 2910 (1455c16-1456c10) 
BD6434(1) 262 (55a25-28) 
BD6434(2) 262 (55b7-61a3) 
BD6435 374 (598b22-603c25) 
BD6436 262 (6c28-10b21) 
BD6437 235 (748c17-752c3) 
BD6438 440 (154b9-156c14) 
BD6439 1723 (716c18-720c10) 
BD6440-1 586 (34a27-40b19) 
BD6440-2 586 (40b23-47a18) 
BD6440-3 586 (47a22-52b11) 
BD6441 665 (450c18-456a29) 
BD6442 235 (750c11-752c3) 
BD6443 235 (750a12-751b20) 
BD6444 1484 (1008b10-1009c18) 
BD6445 665 (444c5-446b17) 
BD6446-1 586 (47c18-54b24) 
BD6446-2 586 (54b25-61b10) 
BD6447 大正藏未収 
BD6448 2875 (1359c1-1361a5) 
BD6449 365 (343a7-346b21) 
BD6450 1579 (335a13-337c23) 
BD6451 220 (vol. 6, 930c7-933b15) 
BD6452 2871 (1350b27-1355a8) 
BD6453 2777 (453a24-456c29) 
BD6454 262 (23b24-27b9) 
BD6455 大正藏未収* 
BD6456 235 (750b23-c23) 
BD6457 262 (46b25-55a9) 
BD6458 1429 (1017a24-1023a11) 
BD6459 945 (113b24-114c13) 
BD6460 220 (vol. 6, 371b17-372a15) 
BD6461 220 (vol. 5, 292a22-c27) 
BD6462 262 (19a19-27b9) 





BD6464-2 2903 (1445a12-b20) 
BD6465 220 (vol. 5, 709a19-714a16) 
BD6466-1 663 (359a3-b1) 
BD6466-2 663 (335b2-336a4) 
BD6467 220 (vol. 5, 287a29-b28) 
BD6468 665 (433a19-437c13) 
BD6469A 235 (751b24-752c2) 
BD6469B 235 (748c17-752c3) 
BD6470 262 (39b21-41c6) 
BD6471 大正藏未収 
BD6472 967 (351a1-352a26) 
BD6473 220 (vol. 6, 737c9-743a7) 
BD6474 262 (5c18-10b21) 
BD6475 262 (7b7-10b21) 
BD6476-1 366 (347a7-348a28) 
BD6476-2 2827 (1244a13-b2) 
BD6477 1331 (535a9-536b5) 
BD6478 235 (751a8-752c3) 
BD6479 374 (522b14-528a4) 
BD6480 2778 (501b7-508a8) 
BD6481 262 (61a5-62b1) 
BD6482-1 665 (403b23-408a28) 
BD6482-2 665 (408b2-413c6) 
BD6482-3 665 (413c9-417c16) 
BD6482-4 665 (417c19-422b21) 
BD6482-5 665 (422b24-427b13) 
BD6483A 475 (538c3-539a4) 
BD6483B 262 (21a12-b25) 
BD6484 大正藏未収 
BD6485 663 (354b18-357c29) 
BD6486 1429 (1015b23-1016a16) 
BD6487-1 586 (51a16-54b11) 
BD6487-2 586 (54b13-59c2) 
BD6488 262 (33b21-34b10) 
BD6489 1429 (1015a18-b23) 
BD6490 1431 (1031a2-1033b12) 
BD6491 665 (455a11-456c19) 
BD6492 1431 (1031a10-1041a18) 
BD6493 262 (56c20-58b5) 
BD6494 1484 (1005a10-1009c8) 
BD6495 235 (750a4-752c3) 
BD6496 475 (544a22-546b1) 
BD6497 235 (748c17-749b7) 




BD6500 663 (356a11-358a29) 
BD6501 665 (403c1-404c3) 
BD6502 936 (82a3-84c29) 
BD6503 374 (576b18-580c16) 
BD6504 310 (341a25-342a22) 
BD6504V1 大正藏未収 
BD6504V2 大正藏未収 
BD6505 235 (751a6-752c3) 
BD6506 236 (753a23-757a6) 
BD6507 262 (11b22-13a11) 
BD6508 262 (55b21-58c11) 
BD6509 262 (2a16-10b21) 
BD6510 665 (418a17-422b21) 
BD6511 475 (555b10-557b26) 
BD6512 262 (42b12-46b14) 
BD6513 2910 (1455c16-1456c10) 
BD6514 665 (403a6-404a18) 
BD6515 450 (404c12-408b25) 
BD6516 450 (405a12-406b12) 
BD6517 665 (454c4-456c19) 
BD6518 235 (749a29-752c3) 
BD6519 大正藏未収 
BD6520 220 (vol. 6, 940c28-945b8) 
BD6521 643 (688b10-693a5) 
BD6522 262 (46b22-49a19) 
BD6523 262 (4c28-10b21) 
BD6524 220 (vol. 7, 522b12-526b23) 
BD6525 262 (56c25-58b7) 
BD6526 262 (20a25-22a17) 
BD6527 1484 (1004c13-1005c10) 
BD6528 235 (748c17-752c3) 
BD6529 1431 (1032b8-1034b16) 
BD6530 262 (14a12-17a6) 
BD6531 262 (2b23-10b20) 
BD6532 大正藏未収 
BD6533 220 (vol. 5, 458b13-463a1) 
BD6534 475 (552a29-557b26) 
BD6535 374 (570a19-574b7) 
BD6536 2883 (1385b25-1389b27) 
BD6537 475 (540b11-544a15) 
BD6538 262 (5b12-10b21) 
BD6539 220 (vol. 5, 889a7-891b18) 
BD6540 262 (38c26-40a18) 
BD6541 262 (39b5-41b17) 
BD6542 262 (19a14-21a3) 
BD6543 235 (750a17-b23) 
BD6544 220 (vol. 7, 46b6-51c14) 
BD6545 1331 (534a19-536b6) 
BD6546 220 (vol. 6, 929a12-930c7) 
BD6547 665 (413c9-417c16) 
BD6548 2813 (1101b19-1105a14) 
BD6549 220 (vol. 6, 188b10-193b6) 
BD6550-1 1600 (466c6-467a18) 
BD6550-2 1600 (468c2-473a26) 
BD6550V1(2) 262 (57c9-14) 
BD6550V1(4) 2743 (159a27-b6) 
BD6551 2777 (440b29-446c10) 
BD6552 1331 (521a22-523c14) 
BD6553 936 (82a3-84c29) 
BD6554 235 (748c22-749c16) 
BD6555 397 (141a15-143c12) 
BD6556 936 (82a3-84c29) 
BD6557-1 475 (542a14-544a19) 
BD6557-2 475 (544a22-551c27) 
BD6557-3 475 (552a3-557b26) 
BD6558-2 2879 (1362c13-1364c18) 
BD6558-3 2879 (1364c20-1366a23) 
BD6559-1 262 (18a5-19a11) 
BD6559-2 262 (19a14-25c21) 
BD6560 1154 (643b20-644a4) 
BD6561 245 (825b9-829c21) 
BD6562-1 1484 (1007c4-1009c8) 
BD6562-2 大正藏未収 
BD6563 1057 (87c2-89b23) 
BD6564 450 (405c12-408b25) 
BD6565-1 251 (848c4-24) 
BD6565-2 235 (748c17-750b28) 
BD6566 235 (750b22-752c3) 
BD6567 665 (437b15-c13) 
BD6568 278 (520a16-526b23) 
BD6569 665 (408b29-411b24) 
BD6569V 665 (455a21-b1) 
BD6570 374 (439c20-446b5) 
BD6571 220 (vol. 5, 352c24-353a21) 
BD6572 235 (749a21-750a10) 
BD6573 220 (vol. 6, 325c12-326b28) 
BD6574 1154 (638a4-639a25) 
BD6575 大正藏未収 
BD6576 大正藏未収 
BD6577 1431 (1031b19-1041a17) 
BD6578 262 (2b18-10b21) 
BD6579 262 (4b16-10b21) 
BD6580 262 (13a26-19a12) 
BD6581 475 (537a3-544a19) 
BD6582 475 (537a9-542c14) 
BD6583-1 1484 (1003a19-b2) 
BD6583-2 1484 (1003c29-1005b13) 
BD6584 450 (404c26-405c11) 
BD6585-1 672 (587a14-587b7) 
BD6585-2 672 (587b10-594a29) 
BD6586 262 (1c21-2a17) 
BD6587 大正藏未収 
BD6588 374 (385c26-391b5) 
BD6589 大正藏未収 
BD6590 262 (59a12-62b1) 
BD6591-1 1808 (492a3-b9) 
BD6591-2 1808 (492b14-501b26) 
BD6592 235 (749b26-752c3) 
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BD6593 1804 (24b19-46a15) 
BD6594 262 (19a18-27b9) 
BD6595 262 (20b18-27b9) 
BD6596 310 (356a9-358b25) 
BD6597 220 (vol. 5, 228b4-234a8) 
BD6598 220 (vol. 5, 102b21-106b8) 
BD6599 936 (82b2-84c29) 
BD6600 大正藏未収 
BD6601 262 (10c10-19a12) 
BD6602 665 (414a7-417c16) 
BD6603 425 (27a11-31c17) 
BD6604 262 (58b8-62b1) 
BD6605 220 (vol. 5, 836a2-838c22) 
BD6606 235 (749a8-752c3) 
BD6607-1 235 (748c26-752c3) 
BD6607-2 251 (848c4-24) 
BD6608 262 (20c15-27b9) 
BD6609 2897 (1422c7-1425b3) 
BD6610 211 (595a13-598a22) 
BD6611 大正藏未収 
BD6612 235 (749a10-752c3) 
BD6613 416 (892a24-897c15) 
BD6614 235 (749a26-752c3) 
BD6615 1579 (328c2-335a10) 
BD6616 663 (352b16-356a11) 
BD6617 262 (27c27-37a2) 
BD6618 374 (451c5-457b19) 
BD6619 475 (552a22-557b26) 
BD6620 235 (749b17-752a23) 
BD6621 大正藏未収 
BD6622 262 (37a26-46b14) 
BD6623 262 (37a22-41b9) 
BD6624 475 (544b12-551c27) 
BD6625 663 (356c23-358a28) 
BD6626-1 475 (537b23-544a19) 
BD6626-2 475 (544a22-551c27) 
BD6626-3 475 (552a3-557b26) 
BD6627-1 663 (341b2-346b9) 
BD6627-2 665 (413c9-417c16) 
BD6627-3 663 (352b12-356c21) 
BD6628 1430 (1025a24-1029a18) 
BD6629 262 (55a12-c14) 
BD6630 2879 (1366a23-1368b18) 
BD6631 475 (537a9-538b1) 
BD6632 235 (750b21-c22) 
BD6633 262 (37b12-38c27) 
BD6634-1 1092 (359b10-20) 
BD6634-2(1) 310 (515c24-516b4) 
BD6634-2(2) 310 (630a16-c5) 
BD6635 220 (vol. 6, 341b12-343a6) 
BD6636 936 (82a3-84c29) 
BD6637 366 (346c5-348a29) 
BD6638 1509 (229b1-235a20) 
BD6639 360 (267c4-272b2) 
BD6640 220 (vol. 6, 545c8-546b8) 
BD6641 580 (962c18-964c29) 
BD6642-1 454 (424c16-425c23) 
BD6642-2 454 (423c5-424c10) 
BD6642-3 452 (418c3-420a6) 
BD6643 262 (13b27-19a12) 
BD6644 665 (418c22-422b21) 
BD6645 235 (748c20-752c3) 
BD6646 220 (vol. 6, 966c10-972a5) 
BD6647(1) 220 (vol. 5, 261c23-263a8) 
BD6647(2) 220 (vol. 5, 888b6-c2) 
BD6647(3) 220 (vol. 6, 858c16-864a15) 
BD6647(4) 220 (vol. 6, 864a27-869b8) 
BD6647(5) 220 (vol. 6, 869b17-869c26) 
BD6648 475 (553a14-557b26) 
BD6649 936 (82a3-84c29) 
BD6650 262 (4a16-b26) 
BD6651 475 (537a3-538c25) 
BD6652 475 (538c23-539b13) 
BD6653 650 (756b26-761b22) 
BD6654 262 (4c2-10b21) 
BD6655 262 (2a6-10b21) 
BD6656 665 (440b21-444a9) 
BD6657 223 (342a2-346c27) 
BD6658 1154 (637c12-640c16) 
BD6659 936 (82a3-84c29) 
BD6660 262 (55a21-56b17) 
BD6661 220 (vol. 5, 838c22-840c4) 
BD6662 220 (vol. 7, 177c2-b1) 
BD6663 262 (55b16-59c7) 
BD6664 220 (vol. 6, 546b8-547b20) 
BD6665 220 (vol. 5, 536b12-541c2) 
BD6666 1484 (1009a12-c8) 
BD6667 262 (46c19-49c1) 
BD6668 大正藏未収 
BD6669 235 (749b16-752c2) 
BD6670 262 (24a16-27b9) 
BD6671 262 (58b8-61a5) 
BD6672 1331 (534b8-536b5) 
BD6673 220 (vol. 5, 909a9-912c20) 
BD6674 1331 (532b18-533c23) 
BD6675 235 (750a4-752c3) 
BD6676 220 (vol. 7, 756c29-761b28) 
BD6677 220 (vol. 7, 292a4-295a13) 
BD6678 235 (749a9-752c3) 
BD6679 156 (131a25-132a15) 
BD6680 262 (3c14-7b7) 
BD6681 220 (vol. 5, 902c5-907a16) 
BD6682 1484 (1006b24-1009b3) 
BD6683 262 (43b7-46c13) 
BD6684 大正藏未収 
BD6685 262 (44a25-46b14) 
BD6686 235 (749a18-752c3) 
BD6687-1 2103 (258a27-c16) 
BD6687-2 2103 (259a11-b17) 
BD6687-3 220 (vol. 5, 1b5-5c1) 
BD6688 665 (423b23-427b13) 
BD6689 185 (472c20-476b13) 
BD6690 1331 (532b21-534b8) 
BD6691 262 (41b29-46b14) 
BD6692 262 (37c17-43b7) 
BD6693 235 (749c20-752a18) 
BD6694 936 (83b27-84c29) 
BD6695 262 (41b18-42b8) 
BD6696 353 (218c5-223b10) 
BD6697 1431 (1035b21-1041a18) 
BD6698 262 (58b8-61a4) 
BD6699 220 (vol. 7, 521b6-522b17) 
BD6700 262 (55b3-56c1) 
BD6701 2910 (1455c16-1456c10) 
BD6702 2899 (1427b16-1431b24) 
BD6703 475 (540a16-544a19) 
BD6704 1430 (1025c4-1026c14) 
BD6705 936 (82a3-84b13) 
BD6706 大正藏未収 
BD6706V 262 (56c2-23) 
BD6707 235 (749a14-b20) 
BD6708 665 (406a27-408a28) 
BD6709 374 (419c26-420c8) 
BD6710 262 (23b20-24b3) 
BD6711 665 (421a22-b25) 
BD6712 262 (41b9-44a25) 
BD6713 235 (749c22-750b24) 
BD6714 220 (vol. 6, 55b12-56a25) 
BD6715 374 (520b21-522a27) 
BD6716 262 (37b20-46b14) 
BD6717 262 (27b12-30a7) 
BD6718 262 (10b24-13c11) 
BD6719 220 (vol. 5, 570b29-c26) 
BD6720 235 (751b24-752a2) 
BD6721 642 (640a17-645b26) 
BD6722 1484 (1008b27-1009a11) 
BD6723 262 (37b8-41c21) 
BD6724 1509 (457a10-458b15) 
BD6725 936 (82a3-84c29) 
BD6726 665 (423c16-427b13) 
BD6727 1154 (640c16-642b5) 
BD6728 936 (82a3-84c29) 
BD6729 475 (552a25-555b10) 
BD6730 262 (10c7-11a8) 
BD6731 235 (749c18-752a25) 




BD6733A 251 (848c4-24) 
BD6733B 235 (752a20-c3) 
BD6734 1331 (533c22-535a9) 
BD6735 936 (82a3-84c29) 
BD6736 235 (750a15-c11) 
BD6737(1) 665 (424a29-c20) 
BD6737(2) 665 (413c26-414b20) 
BD6737V(1) 443 (318a17-b8) 
BD6737V(2) 443 (334c1-12) 
BD6737V(3) 443 (334a29-b7) 
BD6737V(4) 443 (334b17-29) 
BD6737V(5) 443 (337c14-338b25) 
BD6738 大正藏未収 
BD6739 262 (12b24-14b2) 
BD6740 262 (44c17-46c6) 
BD6741 665 (415c9-417b14) 
BD6742 220 (vol. 5, 821a8-b9) 
BD6743 大正藏未収 
BD6744 262 (56c24-58b7) 
BD6745 449 (401c26-403a8) 
BD6746 220 (vol. 6, 134b4-c3) 
BD6747 936 (82a3-c12) 
BD6748 大正藏未収 
BD6749 475 (537a1-537b19) 
BD6750 310 (621b27-c27) 
BD6751 1960 (54b13-57c4) 
BD6751V 235 (749a21-751c13) 
BD6752 220 (vol. 5, 192b9-c5) 
BD6753 220 (vol. 6, 683b9-c8) 
BD6754 220 (vol. 5, 973c5-974a3) 
BD6755 672 (618b27-c28) 
BD6756 大正藏未収 
BD6757 2810 (1058a24-c26) 
BD6758 389 (1111a10-1112a16) 
BD6759 大正藏未収 
BD6760 220 (vol. 7, 515b7-c3) 
BD6761 1429 (1015b22-1016c28) 
BD6762 936 (83a22-84c29) 
BD6763 262 (2a17-b9) 
BD6764 1509 (564c3-566a14) 
BD6765 2897 (1423c5-1424b9) 
BD6766 220 (vol. 5, 806a26-b24) 
BD6767 1837 (53c13-54a16) 
BD6768 262 (10c3-11a6) 
BD6769 1772 (283b1-c8) 
BD6770 220 (vol. 6, 218c21-219a15) 
BD6771 大正藏未収 
BD6772 235 (751b22-c26) 
BD6773 220 (vol. 6, 700b5-c5) 
BD6774(1) 220 (vol. 7, 605a20-b26) 
BD6774(2) 1772 (283a18-b1) 
BD6775 235 (749c18-750a18) 
BD6776 100 (384a5-b10) 
BD6778 220 (vol. 7, 472b11-c9) 
BD6779 220 (vol. 5, 6b1-29) 
BD6780 大正藏未収* 
BD6781 235 (749a16-b17) 
BD6782 220 (vol. 5, 551a17-b13) 
BD6783 262 (57b2-58b7) 
BD6784-1 374 (598c3-12) 
BD6784-2 262 (26c20-27b9) 
BD6785 936 (82a3-84c29) 
BD6786 1484 (1005a11-1006b26) 
BD6787 202 (425c23-426b2) 
BD6788 262 (61c21-62b1) 
BD6789 1154 (638a17-c9) 
BD6790 262 (46b28-47b6) 
BD6791 220 (vol. 7, 1034a26-b17) 
BD6792 220 (vol. 6, 562c23-563a21) 
BD6793 262 (55c15-56b18) 
BD6794 235 (751a23-752c1) 
BD6795 220 (vol. 5, 714a18-c18) 
BD6796 374 (448c1-449a17) 
BD6797 945 (152a17-c29) 
BD6798 大正藏未収* 
BD6799 220 (vol. 5, 365c23-366a20) 
BD6800 945 (139a20-141b13) 
BD6801 1044 (38b2-25) 
BD6802 220 (vol. 6, 297a3-21) 
BD6803 大正藏未収 
BD6804 475 (551b27-c27) 
BD6805 大正藏未収* 
BD6806 220 (vol. 6, 171a27-b24) 
BD6807 262 (27b12-c7) 
BD6808 262 (37a5-b8) 
BD6809 220 (vol. 6, 124c19-125a9) 
BD6810 279 (370b20-c29) 
BD6811 1509 (228b4-c12) 
BD6812 397 (21c14-22a16) 
BD6813 220 (vol. 7, 606b20-c19) 
BD6814 262 (57a4-58b7) 
BD6815 大正藏未収* 
BD6816 936 (83b18-84c28) 
BD6817 235 (748c17-749a23) 
BD6818 220 (vol. 7, 165c4-27) 
BD6819 1781 (984c22-986b13) 
BD6820 366 (346b25-348a29) 
BD6821 450 (407c24-408b24) 
BD6822 262 (12a8-c12) 




BD6825 220 (vol. 5, 845c2-850c2) 
BD6826 262 (10c5-15a9) 
BD6827 235 (750b13-752c3) 
BD6828 262 (30a23-33c10) 
BD6829 475 (541a17-542c12) 
BD6830 262 (3b2-10b10) 
BD6831 262 (51c15-56c1) 
BD6832 475 (544b26-547a27) 
BD6833 262 (22a24-27b9) 
BD6834 262 (37b8-46b14) 
BD6834V 2841 (1293c20-1294a4) 
BD6835 665 (451b14-456c19) 
BD6836 1429 (1016c21-1023a11) 
BD6837 262 (10c10-19a12) 
BD6838 262 (50a18-52c2) 
BD6839 262 (4b29-9b9) 
BD6840 475 (538a16-541a17) 
BD6841 262 (52c21-55a8) 
BD6842 262 (25a22-26a24) 
BD6843 666 (457a20-460b21) 
BD6844 665 (416a6-417c4) 
BD6845 235 (751a21-752b17) 
BD6846 235 (751b16-752c3) 
BD6847 262 (36b5-37a2) 
BD6856 220 (vol. 6, 280b25-c20) 
BD6857 220 (vol. 5, 227c2-25) 
BD6858 大正藏未収 
BD6859 220 (vol. 5, 237b7-c2) 
BD6860 262 (38c2-39a3) 
BD6861 大正藏未収* 
BD6862 251 (848c4-24) 
BD6863 721 (373c16-374a13) 
BD6864 475 (539a4-b4) 
BD6865 220 (vol. 7, 103c16-104a13) 
BD6866 475 (545a1-b5) 
BD6867 262 (48c3-49c3) 
BD6868 220 (vol. 7, 497b5-498b14) 
BD6869A 1562 (531b2-12) 
BD6869B 1509 (82c24-83a17) 
BD6870 262 (57a17-58b7) 
BD6871 279 (112c22-113a24) 
BD6872 220 (vol. 5, 101a14-b10) 
BD6873 220 (vol. 7, 171c2-172c2) 
BD6874 665 (432c14-433a14) 
BD6875 522 (795a3-19) 
BD6876 220 (vol. 7, 204c3-205a2) 
BD6877 220 (vol. 7, 1082b17-c17) 
BD6878 220 (vol. 7, 209c2-210a2) 
BD6879 220 (vol. 7, 23c8-24a7) 
BD6880 2787 (606c4-607a20) 
BD6881 220 (vol. 7, 510b24-c23) 
BD6882 220 (vol. 5, 28c11-29c20) 
BD6883 235 (750c22-751a24) 
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BD6884 235 (750a27-b18) 
BD6885 262 (43c5-44a25) 
BD6886 665 (413b3-c6) 
BD6887 366 (346c8-347c11) 
BD6888 374 (579b8-c3) 
BD6889 220 (vol. 5, 79b20-c18) 
BD6890 2910 (1455c27-1456c10) 
BD6891 220 (vol. 6, 308b6-c5) 
BD6892 223 (323c20-324b21) 
BD6893 475 (544b26-c21) 
BD6894 220 (vol. 7, 675b26-c22) 
BD6895 235 (749c18-750a24) 
BD6896 475 (557b5-26) 
BD6897 220 (vol. 6, 591b23-592a20) 
BD6898 310 (65c26-66a26) 
BD6899 665 (423a24-b27) 
BD6900 450 (407a3-b21) 
BD6901 665 (430b14-432c10) 
BD6902 450 (404c17-405a10) 
BD6903 279 (39c28-41a5) 
BD6904 大正藏未収 
BD6905 223 (375a22-b23) 
BD6906 936 (82a3-84c26) 
BD6907 450 (407a24-408b25) 
BD6908 220 (vol. 5, 945b2-c1) 
BD6909 典籍名未確定 
BD6910 220 (vol. 7, 1021b14-c10) 
BD6911 220 (vol. 6, 654a2-b1) 
BD6912 310 (93b27-c21) 
BD6913 262 (55a19-c9) 
BD6914 721 (105a18-b21) 
BD6915 223 (247a20-c15) 
BD6916 220 (vol. 5, 393b9-c6) 
BD6917 220 (vol. 6, 851a27-b22) 
BD6919 220 (vol. 7, 274a22-b22) 
BD6920 262 (19b9-20b5) 
BD6921 235 (750c21-751a25) 
BD6922 2916 (1462a3-19) 
BD6923 366 (347a4-c5) 
BD6924 235 (751c21-752a23) 
BD6925 2887 (1403b29-1404a22) 
BD6926 220 (vol. 6, 322c25-323c22) 
BD6927 262 (38a18-39a3) 
BD6928 251 (848c4-24) 
BD6929 262 (57a17-58b7) 
BD6930 665 (427b28-428b7) 
BD6931 220 (vol. 5, 27a17-b13) 
BD6932 1302 (420a8-421a14) 
BD6933 大正藏未収 
BD6934 220 (vol. 5, 631c16-632b12) 
BD6935 220 (vol. 7, 505b12-c11) 
BD6936 220 (vol. 6, 38a12-b11) 
BD6937 大正藏未収 
BD6938 450 (407a22-b22) 
BD6939 721 (249b23-250a3) 
BD6940-1 26 (718a25-b16) 
BD6940V 251 (848c7-24) 
BD6941 251 (848c4-24) 
BD6942 936 (82a3-29) 
BD6943 262 (57b7-58b7) 
BD6945 235 (750a21-752a11) 
BD6946 大正藏未収* 
BD6947 262 (2b26-c23) 
BD6948 665 (412b23-c14) 




BD6953 262 (12c8-13a14) 
BD6954 310 (363c13-364a11) 
BD6955 220 (vol. 5, 580a4-b27) 
BD6956 262 (34c12-35a19) 
BD6957 665 (414a7-c2) 
BD6958 1431 (1036a18-c2) 
BD6959 大正藏未収 
BD6960 220 (vol. 7, 791c12-792a11) 
BD6961 262 (59c4-60b5) 
BD6962 220 (vol. 6, 209c12-210b5) 
BD6963 220 (vol. 5, 921c26-922a18) 
BD6964 475 (545c14-546a21) 
BD6965 220 (vol. 5, 49c23-50b13) 
BD6966 220 (vol. 5, 351c27-352a24) 
BD6967 220 (vol. 7, 550c27-551a24) 
BD6968 235 (751c3-752c3) 
BD6969 665 (446a21-c16) 
BD6970 262 (56c2-28) 
BD6971 670 (489a24-b23) 
BD6972 310 (532b13-c14) 
BD6973 262 (10c26-11b23) 
BD6974 665 (414b15-415a22) 
BD6975 235 (749a5-c19) 
BD6976 220 (vol. 6, 791c9-792a1) 
BD6977 220 (vol. 5, 962a9-b7) 
BD6978 475 (544b24-c21) 
BD6979 1302 (420a3-421a14) 
BD6980 475 (541b24-542a14) 
BD6981 235 (752a25-c3) 
BD6982 1804 (153c9-154a1) 
BD6983 262 (5a21-c1) 
BD6984 936 (82b29-84c4) 
BD6985 262 (2b18-c8) 
BD6986 262 (13a2-29) 
BD6987 665 (405a29-406a13) 
BD6988 220 (vol. 7, 741c3-742c15) 
BD6989 262 (28c20-30a7) 
BD6990 220 (vol. 7, 616c22-617a20) 
BD6991 220 (vol. 6, 59b27-60b6) 
BD6992 262 (20c8-21c2) 
BD6993 220 (vol. 6, 53c6-54b5) 
BD6994 220 (vol. 5, 181c29-183a5) 
BD6995 450 (405c25-407a22) 
BD6996 220 (vol. 6, 864b3-c15) 
BD6997 262 (2a4-b12) 
BD6998 262 (23c19-24a26) 
BD6999 大正藏未収 
BD6999V 大正藏未収 
BD7000 262 (20b23-21a17) 
BD7001 936 (82a3-83b11) 
BD7002 353 (220a18-b24) 
BD7003 235 (748c17-749a8) 
BD7004 220 (vol. 5, 1048c11-1049a11) 
BD7005 262 (21b14-c12) 
BD7006 220 (vol. 5, 694a15-b29) 
BD7007 665 (411c19-413b3) 
BD7008 262 (10c14-11c8) 
BD7009 262 (57a5-58b7) 
BD7010 235 (749a2-c7) 
BD7011 235 (749c7-750a29) 
BD7012 220 (vol. 6, 671a27-b22) 
BD7013 220 (vol. 6, 642c9-643a9) 
BD7014 1429 (1015a21-1017a16) 
BD7015 936 (83b26-84c29) 
BD7016-1 251 (848c4-24) 
BD7016-2 251 (848c4-20) 
BD7017 936 (82a3-c10) 
BD7018 220 (vol. 5, 624c25-625a21) 
BD7019 大正藏未収 
BD7020 665 (422a14-b21) 
BD7021 220 (vol. 7, 571a19-b19) 
BD7022 945 (124b9-125a14) 
BD7023 936 (82c14-84c29) 
BD7024 262 (12b19-13a9) 
BD7025 262 (60b19-c20) 
BD7026 262 (11b21-12a7) 
BD7027 936 (82a3-c19) 
BD7028 936 (82a3-b3) 
BD7029 374 (392c1-26) 
BD7030 220 (vol. 5, 661b9-662a7) 
BD7031 262 (11a8-b18) 
BD7032 936 (82c26-84a26) 
BD7033 235 (752b15-c3) 
BD7034 235 (749b3-c20) 
BD7035 212 (764b12-c21) 
BD7036 1429 (1017c23-1018c23) 
BD7037 262 (57c13-58b7) 




BD7039 672 (607b29-608a21) 
BD7040 典籍名未確定 
BD7041 262 (57a20-58b7) 
BD7042 235 (750c4-751b1) 
BD7043 801 (745b7-c25) 
BD7044 235 (750a27-751c11) 
BD7045 2897 (1423b12-1425b3) 
BD7046-1 366 (347b8-348a28) 
BD7046-2 369 (352a23-b3) 
BD7047 251 (848c4-24) 
BD7048 665 (416c7-417a5) 
BD7049 262 (56c29-58b8) 
BD7050 2897 (1422b14-c29) 
BD7051 2910 (1455c16-1456b16) 
BD7052 大正藏未収 
BD7053 721 (157b9-c5) 
BD7054 220 (vol. 5, 725b13-c9) 
BD7055 220 (vol. 7, 1008b2-29) 
BD7056 262 (39a1-b5) 
BD7057 262 (10c8-11a26) 
BD7058 262 (28b23-29c11) 
BD7059 220 (vol. 7, 88b4-c3) 
BD7060 220 (vol. 5, 851c1-852a28) 
BD7061 220 (vol. 5, 614c21-615a19) 
BD7062 366 (347c10-348a24) 
BD7063 310 (522c9-523a8) 
BD7064 262 (57b11-58b7) 
BD7065 310 (148c27-149a26) 
BD7066 220 (vol. 5, 610b2-c1) 
BD7067 936 (82c26-84c29) 
BD7068-1 大正藏未収 
BD7068-2 大正藏未収 
BD7069 374 (451b19-c13) 
BD7070 262 (56c2-58b7) 
BD7071-1 366 (346c8-348a28) 
BD7071-2 369 (352a20-b3) 
BD7072 936 (82a12-84c5) 
BD7073 235 (751b15-752b22) 
BD7074 262 (57b1-c4) 
BD7075 223 (353a10-b11) 
BD7076B1 220 (vol. 7, 110b10-29) 
BD7076B2 220 (vol. 5, 657b5-8) 
BD7077 220 (vol. 7, 105a10-b5) 
BD7078 220 (vol. 7, 77a20-b18) 
BD7079 220 (vol. 6, 940b24-c27) 
BD7080 220 (vol. 6, 842a17-b16) 
BD7081 262 (56c13-57b22) 
BD7082 大正藏未収 
BD7083 220 (vol. 7, 751b8-29) 
BD7084 220 (vol. 5, 824a19-b17) 
BD7085 672 (609a27-b29) 
BD7086 220 (vol. 7, 1072c18-1073a16) 
BD7087 235 (750b24-751b4) 
BD7088 450 (405a22-406a5) 
BD7089 262 (56c21-58b8) 
BD7090A 310 (354c12-355b4) 
BD7090B 310 (354c12-355b4) 
BD7091 262 (60a18-c22) 
BD7092 大正藏未収 
BD7093 220 (vol. 7, 18a4-b1) 
BD7094 220 (vol. 5, 820c9-821a22) 
BD7095 220 (vol. 7, 962a1-28) 
BD7096 475 (542b12-c7) 
BD7097 220 (vol. 7, 1b6-29) 
BD7098 262 (19b15-c19) 
BD7099 1429 (1015b22-1018a29) 
BD7100 220 (vol. 7, 425a3-28) 
BD7101 936 (83b19-84c28) 
BD7102 262 (2a3-b19) 
BD7103 665 (440b20-c18) 
BD7104 235 (749b5-750a6) 
BD7105 220 (vol. 7, 605b23-c22) 
BD7106 大正藏未収 
BD7107 220 (vol. 6, 956a9-b8) 
BD7108 1302 (420c1-25) 
BD7109 936 (82a21-84c29) 
BD7110 936 (82a5-83c10) 
BD7111 936 (83c27-84a26) 
BD7112 1431 (1038a26-c11) 
BD7113 220 (vol. 6, 200a16-c15) 
BD7114 1302 (420b18-421a14) 
BD7115 262 (9a16-10a23) 
BD7116A 936 (82a3-c6) 
BD7116B 936 (84b3-c29) 
BD7117 262 (57a23-58b7) 
BD7118 220 (vol. 6, 547a13-b16) 
BD7119 大正藏未収* 
BD7120 大正藏未収* 
BD7121 310 (663c22-664a22) 
BD7122 220 (vol. 7, 238c26-239a25) 
BD7123 262 (59c18-60c3) 
BD7124 658 (218c16-219a10) 
BD7125 310 (660c29-661a29) 
BD7126 220 (vol. 5, 772a22-b21) 
BD7127 220 (vol. 7, 525a18-b14) 
BD7128 1431 (1031c4-1032a26) 
BD7129 665 (403b16-404b5) 
BD7130 262 (61a25-b23) 
BD7131 220 (vol. 7, 1076c18-1077a18) 
BD7132 262 (56c2-58b7) 
BD7132V2 220 (vol. 5, 255c21-256a1) 
BD7133 1302 (420b1-29) 
BD7134 220 (vol. 5, 563a21-c3) 
BD7135 672 (603c25-604b21) 
BD7136 665 (413a20-c6) 
BD7137 665 (455b7-456b15) 
BD7138 262 (57a20-c22) 
BD7139 220 (vol. 5, 212c9-213b6) 
BD7140 235 (751b16-752a18) 
BD7141 262 (57b21-58a11) 
BD7142 279 (434a18-c15) 
BD7143 220 (vol. 6, 671c2-672a1) 
BD7144 262 (3b11-4b16) 
BD7145 220 (vol. 7, 107a18-b17) 
BD7146 262 (52c8-53a9) 
BD7147 220 (vol. 6, 65b19-c18) 
BD7148 220 (vol. 6, 267a2-b10) 
BD7149 220 (vol. 5, 979a13-b13) 
BD7150 220 (vol. 7, 647c14-648a14) 
BD7151 220 (vol. 6, 683a9-b10) 
BD7152 450 (405a28-b27) 
BD7153 大正藏未収 
BD7154 936 (82a13-84c29) 
BD7155 262 (56c2-58b7) 
BD7156 936 (82b25-84c27) 
BD7157 220 (vol. 5, 615a7-b9) 
BD7158 大正藏未収 
BD7159 665 (415a16-c20) 
BD7160 大正藏未収 
BD7161 936 (82a6-84c28) 
BD7162 220 (vol. 7, 549a2-b28) 
BD7163 220 (vol. 7, 560c19-561a18) 
BD7164 936 (82a29-84a18) 
BD7165 235 (750b20-c21) 
BD7166 262 (46c5-47a21) 
BD7167 665 (432c13-434a12) 
BD7168 310 (314b19-c19) 
BD7169 936 (82a5-84c29) 
BD7170 220 (vol. 5, 735a11-b13) 
BD7171 262 (46c20-47b21) 
BD7172 2897 (1423a15-c4) 
BD7173 936 (82b29-84c29) 
BD7174 665 (419a5-420a23) 
BD7175 220 (vol. 6, 285c28-286b27) 
BD7176 1579 (401c10-402a10) 
BD7177 大正藏未収 
BD7178 262 (21b26-22b26) 
BD7179 大正藏未収 
BD7180 262 (27b26-28b13) 
BD7181 220 (vol. 6, 350c11-351a10) 
BD7182 202 (370c26-371b21) 
BD7183 大正藏未収 
BD7184 235 (749a22-750a22) 
BD7185 936 (82a3-28) 
BD7186 235 (751b20-752a28) 
BD7187 665 (410a16-b22) 
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BD7188 1546 (147c19-148a9) 
BD7189 374 (552c7-553a6) 
BD7190 663 (344c26-345a26) 
BD7191 235 (750c16-752b13) 
BD7192 220 (vol. 7, 1050c8-18) 
BD7193 2910 (1456a5-b2) 
BD7194 220 (vol. 7, 269b5-270a4) 
BD7195 220 (vol. 6, 827c3-26) 
BD7196 235 (751c12-752b27) 
BD7197 310 (633a1-15) 
BD7198 278 (617c11-618a29) 
BD7199 262 (29a19-b27) 
BD7200 262 (27b25-28a20) 
BD7201 220 (vol. 7, 958b2-29) 
BD7202 大正藏未収* 
BD7203 279 (89a2-b2) 
BD7204 262 (57a11-58b7) 
BD7205 222 (174b17-c7) 
BD7206 大正藏未収 
BD7207 262 (57b6-58b7) 
BD7208 262 (55b16-56c15) 
BD7209 262 (39c4-40a17) 
BD7210 279 (114b22-c21) 
BD7211 665 (435b26-436a7) 
BD7212 220 (vol. 5, 28b19-c15) 
BD7213 大正藏未収 
BD7214 262 (11a17-12a3) 
BD7215 262 (60c24-61a24) 
BD7216 235 (751a23-c4) 
BD7217-1 1604 (620b28-621a20) 
BD7217-2 大正藏未収 
BD7217V2 1579 (670a25-c17) 
BD7218 262 (60c20-61c22) 
BD7219 936 (82a3-84c29) 
BD7220 262 (56c15-58b7) 
BD7221 220 (vol. 7, 607a20-c19) 
BD7222 262 (30c19-31a28) 
BD7223 220 (vol. 5, 997a5-b8) 
BD7224 大正藏未収 
BD7225 262 (57a12-58b7) 
BD7226 262 (4a18-5b23) 
BD7227 262 (43b16-44b8) 
BD7228 374 (593a26-594a25) 
BD7229 262 (50c13-52a23) 
BD7230 262 (44b7-46b13) 
BD7231 945 (144b11-145b8) 
BD7232 665 (408b25-c26) 
BD7233 大正藏未収 
BD7234 936 (83a2-84c29) 
BD7235 450 (404c20-405a17) 
BD7236 235 (750a3-b12) 
BD7237 936 (82c29-83b11) 
BD7238 262 (19b17-c17) 
BD7239 262 (1c24-2a18) 
BD7240 大正藏未収 
BD7241 大正藏未収 
BD7242 220 (vol. 7, 149c25-150b24) 
BD7243 235 (750b14-c12) 
BD7244 2910 (1455c16-1456c10) 
BD7245 220 (vol. 5, 489a3-b2) 
BD7246 220 (vol. 7, 636b2-c2) 
BD7247 665 (423b26-c24) 
BD7248 220 (vol. 7, 1060a16-b12) 
BD7249 大正藏未収 
BD7250 936 (82c12-84c29) 
BD7251 220 (vol. 7, 404b17-c16) 
BD7252 220 (vol. 7, 237b2-c21) 
BD7253 262 (57a25-58b7) 
BD7254 262 (55b14-56b29) 
BD7255 235 (749a18-c10) 
BD7256 235 (748c17-749a18) 
BD7257 967 (350a8-b7) 
BD7258 220 (vol. 5, 210a18-b17) 
BD7259 220 (vol. 6, 972b23-973a5) 
BD7260 1808 (499a27-500a1) 
BD7261-2 大正藏未収 
BD7262 945 (129c4-130a1) 
BD7262V 945 (129c4-130a1) 
BD7263 大正藏未収 
BD7264 220 (vol. 7, 118c1-29) 
BD7265 235 (749b20-750b9) 
BD7266 945 (154a11-155a20) 
BD7267 936 (82a23-84c29) 
BD7268 262 (54c7-25) 
BD7269 220 (vol. 6, 767c2-29) 
BD7270 220 (vol. 6, 753b29-c25) 
BD7271 262 (26c12-27b9) 
BD7272 262 (55b13-56a29) 
BD7273 262 (58b19-59c4) 
BD7274 220 (vol. 7, 952c6-953a1) 
BD7275 大正藏未収 
BD7276 936 (82a3-84c29) 
BD7277 279 (115b21-116a6) 
BD7278 1428 (973b13-c11) 
BD7279 1302 (420a14-421a14) 
BD7280 262 (1c28-3b7) 
BD7281 2909 (1455b23-c22) 
BD7282 936 (82a3-84c29) 
BD7283 大正藏未収 
BD7284 220 (vol. 6, 273c29-274a27) 
BD7285 235 (749c5-750a15) 
BD7286 大正藏未収 
BD7287 374 (428c21-429c21) 
BD7288 262 (2a1-2c16) 
BD7289 945 (134b17-136c13) 
BD7290 2777 (495b24-497a4) 
BD7291 大正藏未収* 
BD7292 262 (50b24-51c7) 
BD7293 262 (12c14-13a16) 
BD7294 220 (vol. 5, 57a19-b17) 
BD7295 936 (82b22-83a17) 
BD7296 235 (750b9-c8) 
BD7297 220 (vol. 5, 531a21-b20) 
BD7298 220 (vol. 6, 86b15-c16) 
BD7299 262 (55b13-c8) 
BD7300-1 1558 (113c2-13) 
BD7300-2 220 (vol. 6, 569a2-13) 
BD7301 262 (27b12-28a17) 
BD7302 220 (vol. 6, 366b12-c28) 
BD7303 1302 (420a26-421a14) 
BD7304 262 (2b11-c16) 
BD7305 936 (82a3-83c8) 
BD7306 450 (407a15-408b24) 
BD7307 262 (57c3-58b26) 
BD7308 大正藏未収* 
BD7309 235 (751c26-752c3) 
BD7310 大正藏未収 
BD7311 936 (82c3-84c29) 
BD7312 220 (vol. 7, 820a10-c3) 
BD7313 936 (82a5-84c29) 
BD7314 936 (82b22-84c29) 
BD7315 1509 (158a8-b21) 
BD7316 大正藏未収 
BD7317 235 (749a11-752c3) 
BD7318 262 (25a6-c22) 
BD7319 220 (vol. 7, 859b9-c6) 
BD7320 235 (749a19-750a22) 
BD7321 262 (19a14-b16) 
BD7322 1484 (1007a13-1009c8) 
BD7322V2 大正藏未収* 
BD7323 125 (659a15-660a13) 
BD7324 220 (vol. 6, 428c23-429a22) 
BD7325 220 (vol. 7, 207c18-208a12) 
BD7326 2895 (1414c22-1415a12) 
BD7327 712 (825b17-c12) 
BD7328 220 (vol. 6, 795a1-21) 
BD7328V 1360 (878a3-27) 
BD7329 大正藏未収* 
BD7330 220 (vol. 5, 679c14-680a10) 
BD7331 2785 (559c14-560b18) 
BD7332 235 (750a21-b19) 
BD7333 大正藏未収* 
BD7334 227 (542a21-c12) 




BD7336 653 (790a1-b7) 
BD7337 262 (42b29-44c21) 
BD7338-1 2915 (1461c6-24) 
BD7338-2 2917(A) (1462a24-b8) 
BD7339 665 (418a17-419a1) 
BD7340 262 (34c8-42a28) 
BD7341 665 (420a2-b23) 
BD7342 262 (19a14-b16) 
BD7343 665 (417a23-c3) 
BD7344 235 (750b9-751a6) 
BD7345 235 (749c6-752c3) 
BD7346 220 (vol. 5, 131b18-c16) 
BD7347 2907 (1452c3-1454a9) 
BD7348 1488 (1050a25-b29) 
BD7349 262 (14a2-b4) 
BD7350 262 (27c14-28b25) 
BD7351 大正藏未収 
BD7352 220 (vol. 7, 975b1-28) 
BD7353 475 (556c27-557b24) 
BD7354 475 (545a25-b27) 
BD7355 475 (539a8-540a7) 
BD7356-1 262 (57a25-58b7) 
BD7357 1509 (241b26-c22) 
BD7358 410 (681a3-b3) 
BD7359 475 (556c2-557b26) 
BD7360 2910 (1455c16-1456c10) 
BD7361 665 (423b27-c25) 
BD7362-1 大正藏未収* 
BD7362-2 251 (848c4-24) 
BD7363 220 (vol. 5, 192a10-b7) 
BD7364-1 大正藏未収 
BD7364-2 大正藏未収 
BD7365 220 (vol. 6, 621c12-622a12) 
BD7366 936 (84a5-b3) 
BD7367 大正藏未収* 
BD7368 大正藏未収 
BD7369 2897 (1423c5-1424b20) 
BD7370 大正藏未収* 
BD7371 374 (515b14-c7) 
BD7372 665 (450b6-c15) 
BD7373 936 (82a7-84c29) 
BD7374 936 (82c6-84c29) 
BD7375 262 (56c2-58b7) 
BD7376 801 (745c6-746b8) 
BD7377 262 (45b20-46b14) 
BD7378 220 (vol. 5, 335c21-336a16) 
BD7379 235 (751a3-20) 
BD7380 220 (vol. 5, 334c23-335a21) 
BD7381 262 (54c25-55a9) 
BD7382 375 (671b22-c23) 
BD7383 665 (437c16-438a11) 
BD7385 1509 (157a18-b17) 
BD7386 1429 (1016b14-1020b16) 
BD7387 大正藏未収 
BD7387V 大正藏未収* 
BD7388-1 220 (vol. 7, 307c28-308a22) 
BD7388-2 220 (vol. 7, 307c28-308a22) 
BD7389 936 (82a3-84c29) 
BD7390 大正藏未収* 
BD7391 235 (750b29-c23) 
BD7392 1509 (457c9-458b7) 
BD7393 大正藏未収 
BD7394 1750 (174c13-177b21) 
BD7394V 大正藏未収 
BD7395 262 (58c4-59c11) 
BD7397 374 (538b25-539c15) 
BD7398 665 (451c2-455b7) 
BD7399 262 (57b10-58b7) 
BD7400 665 (448a27-c14) 
BD7401 262 (57a2-b5) 
BD7402 310 (265b13-c12) 
BD7403 1360 (878a3-28) 
BD7404 374 (523a8-b19) 
BD7405 374 (450b1-c12) 
BD7406 374 (421b11-c27) 
BD7407 1331 (535b27-c24) 
BD7408 936 (82a29-84c29) 
BD7409 262 (21c16-22a27) 
BD7410 1434 (1067c9-1068a10) 
BD7411 220 (vol. 6, 677b7-678a4) 
BD7412 220 (vol. 5, 36b26-c21) 
BD7413 1428 (588c8-589a9) 
BD7414 220 (vol. 7, 155b20-c16) 
BD7415 大正藏未収 
BD7416 1837 (57b1-c2) 
BD7417 936 (82a5-83b5) 
BD7418 典籍名未確定 
BD7419 220 (vol. 5, 1027a11-b6) 
BD7420 1837 (58a4-b7) 
BD7421 1484 (1003c5-1004a3) 
BD7422 936 (82b1-28) 
BD7423 374 (541a23-542a3) 
BD7424 220 (vol. 5, 359b2-c1) 
BD7425 220 (vol. 5, 185c25-186a21) 
BD7426 大正藏未収 
BD7427 262 (17b7-c29) 
BD7428 佛名經 
BD7429 450 (406c12-407b7) 
BD7430 442 (314a17-315c1) 
BD7431 262 (60a19-b18) 
BD7432 665 (437c16-438c11) 
BD7433 262 (10c1-12b10) 
BD7434 1428 (862b5-863a2) 
BD7435 1756 (308b7-310b10) 
BD7436 374 (402b28-403a18) 
BD7437V 156 (130b7-c20) 
BD7438 397 (150b29-151a16) 
BD7439 360 (277b4-279a29) 
BD7440 672 (637b2-638b23) 
BD7441 580 (962c18-963b18) 
BD7442 大正藏未収* 
BD7443 大正藏未収 
BD7444 262 (37a19-38b11) 
BD7445 936 (82b5-84c29) 
BD7446 235 (750c21-751a24) 
BD7447A 220 (vol. 5, 23b1-26) 
BD7447B 220 (vol. 5, 981a9-b7) 
BD7448 220 (vol. 5, 1029b21-1030c8) 
BD7449 658 (229c3-230a8) 
BD7450 2897 (1422c2-1425b3) 
BD7451 大正藏未収 
BD7452 374 (371a25-c8) 
BD7453 2910 (1456a19-b17) 
BD7454 220 (vol. 6, 219b5-c8) 
BD7455 262 (41c25-42a28) 
BD7456 665 (432c13-433a9) 
BD7457 1429 (1019c27-1020b25) 
BD7458 典籍名未確定 
BD7459 936 (82a3-83c21) 
BD7460 大正藏未収* 
BD7461 665 (450c28-456c19) 
BD7462 374 (385a11-b5) 
BD7463 235 (751c26-752c3) 
BD7464-1 1360 (878a3-28) 
BD7464-2 1360 (878a3-18) 
BD7465 2823 (1219c25-1220b8) 
BD7466 235 (749c13-750a13) 




BD7469 262 (46b29-c18) 
BD7470 475 (538c4-539b14) 
BD7471 936 (83c15-84c29) 
BD7472A 665 (429c14-430a14) 
BD7472B 665 (429a18-b7) 
BD7473 235 (751a24-c4) 
BD7474 2854 (1304a4-b2) 
BD7475 220 (vol. 7, 483a28-b28) 
BD7476 262 (56c29-57c1) 
BD7477 262 (37a5-c15) 
BD7478 235 (750a11-b20) 
BD7479 936 (82a9-84c29) 
BD7480 262 (37b15-38b26) 
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BD7481 665 (403a3-408a27) 
BD7482 262 (19a25-20a27) 
BD7483 374 (454a18-c2) 
BD7484 大正藏未収 
BD7485 大正藏未収* 
BD7486 235 (749b16-750b19) 
BD7487 大正藏未収 
BD7488 665 (455c29-456c19) 
BD7489 262 (28a23-29c1) 
BD7490 262 (20a10-22b18) 
BD7491 936 (82a3-84c29) 
BD7492 262 (45a22-b26) 
BD7493 大正藏未収 
BD7494 235 (750a10-b23) 
BD7495 936 (82a3-b27) 
BD7496 1331 (534b8-535a9) 
BD7496V 262 (57c1-9) 
BD7497 大正藏未収* 
BD7498 262 (45c13-46b2) 
BD7499 220 (vol. 7, 360b18-c17) 
BD7500 220 (vol. 5, 1069c18-1070a10) 
BD7501 665 (437c18-441b26) 
BD7502V1 大正藏未収 
BD7503 366 (346b28-347b3) 
BD7504 2878 (1361c21-1362c10) 
BD7505 663 (340c13-341c16) 
BD7506 262 (46c6-47c11) 
BD7507 220 (vol. 5, 586b7-587a5) 
BD7508 220 (vol. 7, 999a13-b7) 
BD7509 374 (452a20-b17) 
BD7510 2907 (1452c3-1453b7) 
BD7510V 251 (848c4-24) 
BD7511 202 (427b5-c1) 
BD7512 945 (134c20-136c9) 
BD7513 278 (693c9-694a23) 
BD7514 262 (4a15-c21) 
BD7515 262 (56c29-57c2) 
BD7516 374 (383b15-384a9) 
BD7517 374 (569c12-570a18) 
BD7518 235 (749a23-750a23) 
BD7519 374 (404b1-c20) 
BD7520 大正藏未収 
BD7521 936 (82b10-84c29) 
BD7522 大正藏未収 
BD7523 374 (423c20-425c21) 
BD7524-1 1484 (1009b13-c18) 
BD7524-2 1422(別本) (206a6-b18) 
BD7525 大正藏未収 
BD7526 310 (407b17-408a1) 
BD7527 936 (82a3-b2) 
BD7528 475 (538c1-539b12) 
BD7529 235 (750c8-752b9) 
BD7530 586 (47a22-c2) 
BD7531 262 (35a19-b22) 
BD7532 大正藏未収 
BD7533 235 (751c24-752c3) 
BD7534 1960 (57c5-58a8) 
BD7534V 235 (748c17-749a20) 
BD7535 235 (750b20-c20) 
BD7536 大正藏未収 
BD7537 大正藏未収 
BD7538 220 (vol. 7, 886a27-b25) 
BD7539 1522 (160a14-c9) 
BD7540 475 (539a9-b8) 
BD7541 278 (694a23-b26) 
BD7542 262 (5c1-6a14) 
BD7543 374 (495c8-496a15) 
BD7544 1339 (651b3-28) 
BD7545 374 (582c21-583a19) 
BD7546 1339 (648b27-649b23) 
BD7547 374 (450c11-452a18) 
BD7548 374 (516a10-518a12) 
BD7549 262 (49c1-50a15) 
BD7550 374 (515a19-516a6) 
BD7551 262 (57b8-58c13) 
BD7552 262 (48c27-50c14) 
BD7553 374 (525a25-c25) 
BD7554 410 (681a24-682c17) 
BD7555 278 (782b18-c23) 
BD7556 262 (32b13-35c20) 
BD7557 235 (750c11-752c3) 
BD7558 262 (4c22-5b7) 
BD7559 220 (vol. 5, 676b18-c17) 
BD7560 936 (82c5-83a15) 
BD7561 235 (750a20-b20) 
BD7562 586 (39c2-40b20) 
BD7563 262 (23a13-24c15) 
BD7564 1431 (1035a9-1041a18) 
BD7565 712 (825a27-826a12) 
BD7566 220 (vol. 7, 333a23-b22) 
BD7567 大正藏未収 
BD7568 262 (2c2-3b7) 
BD7569 大正藏未収 
BD7570 262 (42c8-44a8) 
BD7571 大正藏未収* 
BD7572 大正藏未収 
BD7573 2787 (585a29-586a7) 
BD7574 220 (vol. 5, 333c25-334a23) 
BD7575 251 (848c4-24) 
BD7575V 大正藏未収 
BD7576 262 (57b24-58b6) 
BD7577 262 (21b1-24c26) 
BD7578 366 (347a23-348a28) 
BD7579-1 99 (236c16-237a13) 
BD7579-2 99 (236c16-237a11) 
BD7580 848 (37b12-38c22) 
BD7581 1509 (229a2-b2) 
BD7582 1442 (729b28-c20) 
BD7583 235 (750a19-c17) 
BD7584 665 (451a10-b18) 
BD7585 936 (83a20-84c29) 
BD7586 220 (vol. 6, 231a3-26) 
BD7587 220 (vol. 5, 161b22-162a5) 
BD7588 大正藏未収 
BD7589 262 (6b14-c18) 
BD7590 374 (495a21-b19) 
BD7591 374 (454c19-455b15) 
BD7592 大正藏未収 
BD7593 262 (3c19-4a15) 
BD7594 220 (vol. 6, 504c26-505b2) 
BD7595 1864 (455c6-462b28) 
BD7596 大正藏未収 
BD7597 235 (751b25-752a2) 
BD7598 936 (82c24-83a22) 
BD7599 262 (37c1-38b24) 
BD7600 665 (454c27-455a22) 
BD7601 220 (vol. 6, 885a3-b3) 
BD7602 262 (43b2-44a6) 
BD7603 2777 (453c6-454a25) 
BD7604 1428 (633a14-b11) 
BD7605 262 (57b15-58b7) 
BD7606-1 2915 (1461c6-23) 
BD7606-2 2917(A) (1462a24-b7) 
BD7607 475 (544b29-545c21) 
BD7608 235 (748c20-749a18) 
BD7609 801 (745b7-746b8) 
BD7610 235 (749c21-750a20) 
BD7611 665 (452a5-b4) 
BD7612 665 (446c17-447b4) 
BD7613 262 (10c1-11a8) 
BD7614 1600 (477a23-b22) 
BD7615 235 (749a24-b20) 
BD7616 475 (543c24-544a19) 
BD7617 220 (vol. 7, 491b18-491c17) 
BD7618 235 (750b23-c19) 
BD7619 大正藏未収 
BD7621 大正藏未収* 
BD7622 374 (370c29-371a25) 
BD7623 262 (9a11-c8) 
BD7624 1581 (957b11-c3) 
BD7625 2910 (1455c16-1456c10) 
BD7626 671 (567c16-568c21) 
BD7627 大正藏未収 




BD7629 235 (749b19-750a20) 
BD7630-1 665 (413b18-c6) 
BD7631 235 (751c9-752c3) 
BD7632 262 (3c6-4a7) 
BD7633 2897 (1424a12-1425b3) 
BD7634 262 (49c3-50a18) 
BD7635 190 (730b2-c1) 
BD7636 235 (751a3-b21) 
BD7637 235 (749a6-c21) 
BD7638 220 (vol. 5, 75b17-c14) 
BD7639 220 (vol. 7, 549b1-c7) 
BD7640-1 251 (848c4-24) 
BD7640-2 251 (848c4-24) 
BD7641 235 (749a11-c20) 
BD7642 220 (vol. 6, 104c5-105a5) 
BD7643 475 (537a3-b20) 
BD7644 220 (vol. 6, 448a14-b14) 
BD7645 262 (56c15-57a14) 
BD7646 475 (537a3-c7) 
BD7647 366 (347b27-348a12) 
BD7648 大正藏未収 




BD7652 220 (vol. 7, 637c4-638a5) 
BD7653 397 (22c11-23a9) 
BD7654 374 (382b17-383a3) 
BD7655 374 (600c1-601a2) 
BD7656 220 (vol. 6, 899a3-25) 
BD7657 1509 (286b20-287a5) 
BD7658 1509 (277b13-c29) 
BD7659 374 (379b24-380c6) 
BD7660 220 (vol. 5, 130a17-b15) 
BD7661 1431 (1032a26-c2) 
BD7662 262 (58b15-59a11) 
BD7663 262 (53c19-54c21) 
BD7664 220 (vol. 5, 143a18-b28) 
BD7665 712 (823c24-824a28) 
BD7666 220 (vol. 7, 1017b3-28) 
BD7667 223 (383c9-384a10) 
BD7668 251 (848c4-24) 
BD7669 665 (438a17-c7) 
BD7670 262 (44a23-45a20) 
BD7671 220 (vol. 6, 831b1-832a17) 
BD7672 220 (vol. 6, 264c27-265a24) 
BD7673 936 (82a3-84c29) 
BD7674 1484 (1003b18-c21) 
BD7677 967 (351c3-352a26) 
BD7678 1253 (254b23-255a26) 
BD7679 936 (82c16-84c29) 
BD7680 220 (vol. 5, 405c1-406c9) 
BD7681-1 1484 (1003a19-b2) 
BD7681-2 1484 (1003c29-1004b14) 
BD7681V 大正藏未収 
BD7682 220 (vol. 6, 875b1-27) 
BD7683 220 (vol. 6, 745c1-28) 
BD7684 251 (848c4-24) 
BD7685 220 (vol. 6, 392c29-393a27) 
BD7686 475 (547a20-c29) 
BD7687 262 (41c12-43c4) 
BD7688 220 (vol. 6, 884a6-b3) 
BD7689-1 672 (587a3-587b7) 
BD7689-2 672 (587b10-588a25) 
BD7691 936 (82c13-84c29) 
BD7692 665 (433c3-434a24) 
BD7693 262 (57a20-58a9) 
BD7694 235 (750b16-752c3) 
BD7695-1 1429 (1018c19-26) 
BD7695-2 1429 (1017c23-1018b1) 
BD7696 220 (vol. 6, 950c4-951a3) 
BD7697 235 (751b24-752a1) 
BD7698 220 (vol. 6, 336c13-337a12) 
BD7699-1 475 (556b12-c12) 
BD7699-2 262 (18b24-c22) 
BD7700 大正藏未収 
BD7701 201 (328b19-329a3) 
BD7702 936 (84b10-c29) 
BD7703 220 (vol. 7, 352b19-c15) 
BD7704 262 (57b20-c28) 
BD7705 262 (3a5-b4) 
BD7706 220 (vol. 6, 392c1-28) 
BD7707 366 (347a26-c3) 
BD7708 220 (vol. 7, 352a20-b19) 
BD7709 936 (83a21-84c29) 
BD7710 262 (15c14-19a12) 
BD7711 220 (vol. 7, 638a5-b4) 
BD7712 936 (82a3-84c29) 
BD7713 2777 (448a29-449c16) 
BD7714 1864 (449b6-c26) 
BD7715 1302 (420a3-421a14) 
BD7716 262 (57a10-58b7) 
BD7717 1577 (259a5-262c11) 
BD7718 262 (57a10-58b7) 
BD7719 220 (vol. 6, 112b18-113a17) 
BD7720 2787 (571a14-572b27) 
BD7721 1302 (420b16-421a14) 
BD7722 262 (57a1-58b7) 
BD7723 1509 (120c20-122a21) 
BD7724 220 (vol. 5, 355a20-356a19) 
BD7725 936 (83b26-84c29) 
BD7726 665 (411c9-412c7) 
BD7727 262 (62a1-b1) 
BD7728 262 (12b15-13a9) 
BD7729 220 (vol. 7, 544c1-22) 
BD7730 220 (vol. 7, 913b8-914a15) 
BD7731 220 (vol. 5, 939c16-940a12) 
BD7732 大正藏未収* 
BD7733 936 (83b25-84c29) 
BD7734 936 (82c14-83b25) 
BD7735 220 (vol. 6, 991c24-992a21) 
BD7736 2777 (444a14-c23) 
BD7737 大正藏未収* 
BD7738 410 (708b18-709a6) 
BD7739 2788 (630b10-631b18) 
BD7739V 典籍名未確定 
BD7740 2813 (1116c18-1117b19) 
BD7741 2813 (1117b19-1121c10) 
BD7742 366 (346c10-348a29) 
BD7743 936 (83c25-84c29) 
BD7744 936 (83c25-84c29) 
BD7745 262 (27c13-29c6) 
BD7747 1060 (106b3-c25) 
BD7748 220 (vol. 6, 849c2-850b1) 
BD7749 1458 (525c28-527a21) 
BD7750 220 (vol. 7, 264b11-265a8) 
BD7751 2910 (1455c16-1456c10) 
BD7752 1509 (229c3-230a3) 
BD7753 1520 (11b20-16c14) 
BD7754 2897 (1424c5-1425b3) 
BD7755 大正藏未収 
BD7756 475 (538c25-539c27) 
BD7757(1) 2907 (1453a29-1454a8) 
BD7757(2) 2907 (1452c5-7) 
BD7758 235 (750a14-751b12) 
BD7759-1 1484 (1003a19-b3) 
BD7759-2 1484 (1003b6-c5) 
BD7760 262 (56c2-29) 
BD7761 220 (vol. 7, 37b5-c2) 
BD7762 2782 (545c21-546c5) 
BD7763 663 (351b28-353c20) 
BD7764 1509 (604c25-605a27) 
BD7765 220 (vol. 5, 758b22-c23) 
BD7766 大正藏未収 
BD7766V 大正藏未収 
BD7767 1313 (465a5-b3) 
BD7768 1395 (912b16-c28) 
BD7769 220 (vol. 6, 267b1-25) 
BD7770 220 (vol. 6, 431c15-432a15) 
BD7771 936 (84a24-c29) 
BD7772 235 (750b21-751b24) 
BD7773 374 (512b27-516a6) 
BD7774 262 (25c24-27a8) 
BD7775 220 (vol. 5, 626a9-627a5) 
BD7776 721 (13c19-14a16) 




BD7779A 251 (848c4-24) 
BD7779B 801 (745b7-746b8) 
BD7780 220 (vol. 5, 131b18-c14) 
BD7781 220 (vol. 7, 1055c2-1056a2) 
BD7782 235 (749a2-c21) 
BD7783 310 (40c18-41b17) 
BD7784 366 (346c1-347b3) 
BD7785 475 (537c14-538b11) 
BD7786 278 (575a15-578a3) 
BD7787 大正藏未収 
BD7788 220 (vol. 7, 306b12-c14) 
BD7789 936 (83c3-84a2) 
BD7790 1331 (534a12-c16) 
BD7791 665 (412b5-c29) 
BD7792 220 (vol. 5, 687c9-688a8) 
BD7793 235 (752a7-c3) 
BD7794 220 (vol. 7, 107a18-c16) 
BD7795 262 (24a4-27b9) 
BD7796 220 (vol. 7, 606c19-607a18) 
BD7797 235 (749c21-750b25) 
BD7798 大正藏未収 
BD7798V1 大正藏未収 
BD7798V2 1484 (1003a19-b2) 
BD7798V3 大正藏未収 
BD7799 235 (751a16-752c2) 
BD7800 262 (42a29-c29) 
BD7801 665 (418b17-419b27) 
BD7802-1 235 (752a28-c3) 
BD7802-2 大正藏未収 





BD7805-1 2851 (1300b5-c23) 
BD7806 235 (748c29-750c10) 
BD7807 2903 (1445b18-1446a1) 
BD7808 大正藏未収 
BD7808V 大正藏未収 
BD7809 220 (vol. 7, 21b17-22c29) 
BD7810 220 (vol. 5, 520a21-b17) 
BD7811 190 (862b19-c13) 
BD7812 936 (82c17-84c28) 
BD7813 475 (553c4-554b5) 
BD7814 220 (vol. 6, 928a19-929a11) 
BD7815 310 (131a9-c6) 
BD7816 366 (346b29-348a29) 
BD7817 278 (529c9-530b27) 
BD7818 220 (vol. 6, 477c4-478b3) 
BD7819 220 (vol. 6, 889b23-890a22) 
BD7820 721 (385b21-c17) 
BD7821 936 (83b3-84c29) 
BD7822 262 (57a20-58b7) 
BD7824 1429 (1016b18-1018a15) 
BD7825 220 (vol. 6, 423c20-424a16) 
BD7826 374 (506a1-25) 
BD7827 大正藏未収 
BD7828 223 (376a23-b27) 
BD7829 220 (vol. 7, 128c17-129a16) 
BD7830 475 (552c16-553b3) 
BD7831 223 (376b22-377a11) 
BD7832 2777 (450c11-452a6) 
BD7833 262 (13a16-b18) 
BD7834 475 (537b17-538b13) 
BD7835 220 (vol. 5, 1072c3-1074b26) 
BD7836 262 (47c9-48a16) 
BD7837 262 (56c8-58b7) 
BD7837V2 665 (432b23-26) 
BD7838 220 (vol. 6, 424b7-425a5) 
BD7839 220 (vol. 6, 696b22-c20) 
BD7840 235 (750b7-752c3) 
BD7841 665 (415c1-417a9) 
BD7842 220 (vol. 7, 247c16-248a16) 
BD7843 665 (417a5-c11) 
BD7844 665 (433c8-437b12) 
BD7845 大正藏未収 
BD7846 220 (vol. 5, 490a27-b26) 
BD7847 967 (351a14-c3) 
BD7848 1060 (110b4-111a4) 
BD7849 大正藏未収 
BD7850 440 (143a3-b6) 
BD7851 936 (83c3-84a5) 
BD7852 366 (346b29-347a11) 
BD7853 典籍名未確定 
BD7854 220 (vol. 7, 256a17-b13) 
BD7855 936 (82a13-84c29) 
BD7856 936 (82a5-84c29) 
BD7857 大正藏未収 
BD7858 936 (82a5-84c29) 
BD7859 936 (82a6-84c25) 
BD7862 大正藏未収* 
BD7863 1429 (1015a18-1016b22) 
BD7864 721 (195a1-29) 
BD7865 262 (48a27-c7) 
BD7866 279 (151b13-152b5) 
BD7867 1332 (537b15-543a7) 
BD7868A 751 (573a3-c4) 
BD7868B 142(別本) (864c28-865c14) 
BD7869 665 (442b29-444a9) 
BD7870 262 (13b3-14a11) 
BD7871 663 (343a14-b28) 
BD7872 665 (445c14-447a8) 
BD7873 大正藏未収* 
BD7874 365 (345c28-346b21) 
BD7875 262 (13a16-b14) 
BD7876 1331 (535b5-536b1) 
BD7877 262 (54c24-55c25) 
BD7878 475 (537a3-b17) 
BD7879 大正藏未収 
BD7880-1 366 (346c11-348a28) 
BD7880-2 369 (352a23-b3) 
BD7881 712 (825b4-c17) 
BD7882 262 (52c19-53a19) 
BD7884 2880 (1371c10-1372b3) 
BD7885 262 (55a17-56b9) 
BD7886 936 (82a5-84c29) 
BD7887 936 (82b22-84c29) 
BD7888 262 (56c2-57a10) 
BD7889 大正藏未収 
BD7890 374 (446b16-447b23) 
BD7891 374 (569b19-c11) 
BD7892 374 (453b29-c28) 
BD7893 1339 (650b10-c20) 
BD7894-1 374 (386a13-b14) 
BD7894-2 大正藏未収 
BD7895 220 (vol. 6, 229b10-230a3) 
BD7896 262 (56c19-58b7) 
BD7897 374 (471c17-472b28) 
BD7898 大正藏未収 





BD7903 936 (82a3-84c29) 
BD7904 1579 (306b21-308c8) 
BD7905 712 (823b20-c28) 
BD7906 220 (vol. 6, 446b24-447b12) 
BD7907 220 (vol. 7, 190c2-27) 
BD7908 220 (vol. 5, 706b10-c9) 
BD7909 475 (552a3-553a9) 
BD7910 262 (57a1-58b7) 
BD7911 235 (749c27-750b29) 
BD7912 235 (748c17-750a21) 
BD7913 220 (vol. 6, 694c3-695a27) 
BD7914 1429 (1015a21-1016c10) 
BD7915 大正藏未収* 
BD7916 大正藏未収 
BD7917(1) 475 (537a6-c28) 
BD7917(2) 475 (537c11-12) 
BD7918 220 (vol. 6, 897a7-b26) 
BD7919 936 (83c22-84c29) 




BD7921 475 (537c9-538b21) 
BD7922 262 (19a14-c7) 
BD7923 220 (vol. 5, 29a17-b12) 
BD7924 235 (749c12-750a29) 
BD7925 2897 (1423a9-1425b3) 
BD7926 262 (28c5-29a18) 
BD7927 262 (56c28-57c3) 
BD7928A1 251 (848c9-24) 
BD7928A2 251 (848c4-24) 
BD7928B 大正藏未収* 
BD7929 1585 (49c18-50a19) 
BD7930 665 (432a2-c10) 
BD7931 220 (vol. 7, 284a26-b28) 
BD7932 2897 (1423a24-c19) 
BD7933 262 (57b9-58b7) 
BD7934 262 (56c2-24) 
BD7935 220 (vol. 6, 832a22-c16) 
BD7936 262 (37c5-38a17) 
BD7937 475 (545b20-547a2) 
BD7938 262 (11a7-11c12) 
BD7939 262 (11c12-12b28) 
BD7940 665 (412c21-413a15) 
BD7941 2778 (519c10-520c29) 
BD7942 大正藏未収 
BD7943 365 (341b3-c1) 
BD7944 220 (vol. 6, 909b15-c13) 
BD7945 220 (vol. 6, 165c10-166b2) 
BD7946 220 (vol. 6, 864a22-b21) 
BD7947 936 (82a12-83a20) 
BD7948 235 (749b18-750a9) 
BD7949 374 (388a2-391b5) 
BD7950 262 (4a1-9a23) 
BD7951 936 (84a26-c29) 
BD7952 220 (vol. 7, 432c16-433a15) 
BD7953 202 (442c14-443a12) 
BD7955 235 (749a26-750b12) 
BD7956 936 (82c6-84c29) 
BD7957 大正藏未収 
BD7958 2782 (546b29-547a27) 
BD7958V 大正藏未収 
BD7959 1331 (536a6-b5) 
BD7960 220 (vol. 6, 28a2-b23) 
BD7961 235 (752a11-c3) 
BD7962 1429 (1015c7-1016b25) 
BD7963 665 (428b7-c12) 
BD7964 278 (397b24-400a4) 
BD7965 220 (vol. 7, 122c29-123c1) 
BD7966 235 (748c17-749b20) 
BD7967 220 (vol. 6, 562c23-563a21) 
BD7968 典籍名未確定 
BD7969 220 (vol. 5, 130a19-131b15) 
BD7970 235 (749a17-749b18) 
BD7971 235 (748c26-749a18) 
BD7972 220 (vol. 6, 638a29-b25) 
BD7973 665 (453a21-454b27) 
BD7974 235 (749c2-751a1) 
BD7975 2782 (547a27-b21) 
BD7975V 典籍名未確定 






BD7981 936 (82a3-84a22) 
BD7982 235 (750c7-752a4) 
BD7983 235 (752b3-c2) 
BD7984 262 (57b13-58b7) 
BD7986 936 (82a15-84c29) 
BD7987 235 (749b12-750a20) 
BD7988 156 (163a7-b27) 
BD7989 2827 (1260c10-1261c22) 
BD7990 220 (vol. 6, 578c6-579c2) 
BD7991 262 (37a5-b6) 
BD7992 665 (419a22-b19) 
BD7993 374 (482b21-486a13) 
BD7994 262 (37a9-c16) 
BD7995 220 (vol. 6, 91a6-b6) 
BD7996 475 (544b1-545a17) 
BD7997 大正藏未収 
BD7998 262 (2b18-4b2) 
BD7999 大正藏未収* 
BD8001V 2821 (1205b9-c2) 
BD8002 235 (748c17-749a18) 
BD8003 262 (27c18-28a22) 
BD8004 220 (vol. 5, 962a9-b7) 
BD8005 235 (749a8-749b16) 
BD8006 大正藏未収 
BD8007-1 262 (57a13-58b7) 
BD8007-2 251 (848c18-20) 
BD8008 262 (30c5-31a24) 
BD8009 155 (117c21-118b11) 
BD8010 2878 (1362a26-c9) 
BD8011 665 (427c13-428a27) 
BD8012 220 (vol. 5, 486c5-487a3) 
BD8013 650 (753b14-c2) 
BD8014 262 (48b2-49b5) 
BD8015 1302 (420a3-b15) 
BD8016 475 (552c1-553a5) 
BD8017 235 (749b24-c20) 
BD8018 220 (vol. 6, 1071a20-b17) 
BD8019 大正藏未収 
BD8020 220 (vol. 7, 910b18-c25) 
BD8021 235 (749c20-750b4) 
BD8022 220 (vol. 5, 664a4-29) 
BD8023 262 (47a16-c5) 
BD8024-1 大正藏未収 
BD8024-2 大正藏未収 
BD8025 936 (83a22-c19) 
BD8026 235 (750b21-752c23) 
BD8027 262 (37c1-38a21) 
BD8028-1 220 (vol. 5, 501c2-501c29) 
BD8028-2 220 (vol. 5, 502a2-502a22) 
BD8029 220 (vol. 7, 305a20-b15) 
BD8030 235 (751a25-b18) 
BD8031 475 (540b14-c13) 
BD8032 大正藏未収 
BD8033 262 (45a19-c10) 
BD8034-1 251 (848c4-23) 
BD8034-2 大正藏未収* 
BD8035 2907 (1452c11-1454a9) 
BD8036 235 (748c17-749a11) 
BD8037 220 (vol. 6, 660c27-661a25) 
BD8037V 大正藏未収 
BD8038 220 (vol. 5, 974b10-c7) 
BD8039 大正藏未収* 
BD8040 220 (vol. 6, 111c22-112a16) 
BD8041 374 (406a13-c26) 
BD8042 1581 (957c13-959a28) 
BD8043-1 251 (848c22-24) 
BD8043-2 251 (848c4-24) 
BD8044 365 (341b25-342a1) 
BD8045 大正藏未収* 
BD8046 374 (518b6-519a5) 
BD8047 262 (33b26-34a1) 
BD8048 665 (435a9-b3) 
BD8049 1431 (1037c8-1038a17) 
BD8050A 262 (57a2-58b7) 
BD8050B 262 (57b23-c15) 
BD8051 235 (751a6-752c3) 
BD8052 262 (27b23-28c7) 
BD8053 大正藏未収* 
BD8054 663 (340c13-341a10) 
BD8055 26 (477a1-20) 
BD8055V 1546 (124b18-14) 
BD8056 440 (167b2-167c1) 
BD8057 235 (749a18-749b19) 
BD8058 374 (448a25-c9) 
BD8059 2851 (1300b18-c23) 
BD8060 936 (83a14-84c29) 
BD8061 262 (21b15-c20) 
BD8062 220 (vol. 5, 38a18-b13) 
BD8063-1 2915 (1461c6-23) 
BD8063-2 2917(A) (1462a24-b7) 
敦煌出土仏典・大正蔵典籍番号対照表 
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BD8064 936 (82c26-84c29) 
BD8065 383 (1013c24-1014a20) 
BD8066 大正藏未収* 
BD8067-1 1484 (1007c14-1009c8) 
BD8067-2 大正藏未収 
BD8068 251 (848c4-24) 
BD8069 2910 (1455c16-1456c10) 
BD8070 262 (2b17-c16) 
BD8071 712 (824a28-c5) 
BD8072 262 (43a3-b3) 
BD8073 235 (750c24-752b4) 
BD8075 685 (779a25-b13) 
BD8076 235 (749c17-752c3) 
BD8077 2897 (1422b14-c27) 
BD8078 936 (83b7-84c29) 
BD8079 262 (10b22-11c28) 
BD8080 大正藏未収* 
BD8081 1484 (1007a25-1008a21) 
BD8082-1 大正藏未収 
BD8082-2 1058 (96c26-97a25) 
BD8083 262 (12a2-13b11) 
BD8084 262 (4b15-5a4) 
BD8085 262 (10b24-12a27) 
BD8086 220 (vol. 5, 997c20-998b17) 
BD8087 936 (83a24-84c29) 
BD8088 220 (vol. 7, 535a13-b13) 
BD8089 235 (750c28-751b29) 
BD8090 大正藏未収 
BD8091 2871 (1351c6-1352c4) 
BD8092 2910 (1455c16-1456c10) 
BD8093 665 (413a29-c6) 
BD8094 262 (30c5-30c27) 
BD8095 1509 (432b27-433a27) 
BD8096 262 (7a1-b17) 
BD8097 936 (83c8-84c29) 
BD8098 235 (749b12-c21) 
BD8099-2 大正藏未収* 
BD8100 220 (vol. 7, 605a14-606b21) 
BD8100A 220 (vol. 6, 964b16-966c7) 
BD8101 220 (vol. 7, 463c11-464a12) 
BD8102 235 (750a17-b16) 
BD8103 1428 (682a11-b11) 
BD8104 262 (56c28-58a19) 
BD8105 262 (3c13-5b29) 
BD8106 262 (57b28-58b7) 
BD8107 374 (525c25-526a24) 
BD8108-1 2915 (1461c6-23) 
BD8108-2 2917(A) (1462a24-b7) 
BD8109 665 (417c25-418c7) 
BD8110 262 (43c29-44b18) 
BD8111 2910 (1455c25-1456b17) 
BD8112-1 1360 (878a3-27) 
BD8112-2 大正藏未収* 
BD8113 220 (vol. 5, 784a12-785c2) 
BD8114 262 (56c2-57b20) 
BD8115 235 (750c9-751a18) 
BD8116 220 (vol. 5, 928b11-c10) 
BD8117 262 (28b8-30a1) 
BD8118 262 (2b12-c23) 
BD8119 262 (46c8-47a15) 
BD8120 2882 (1383b23-1384b26) 
BD8121 220 (vol. 7, 970b28-971c23) 
BD8122 220 (vol. 6, 304a20-305b17) 
BD8123 475 (546a7-b16) 
BD8124 2881 (1381a9-b6) 
BD8125 220 (vol. 7, 68b8-c8) 
BD8126 235 (752b6-c3) 
BD8127 235 (751c9-752c3) 
BD8128 1154 (642c14-643c13) 
BD8129 220 (vol. 7, 166c6-167b16) 
BD8130 475 (553a18-c8) 
BD8131 2871 (1346c17-1348a3) 
BD8132 475 (555b10-556c12) 
BD8133 262 (33a25-b25) 
BD8134 936 (82a17-84c29) 
BD8135 450 (406b14-c5) 
BD8136 665 (434b8-435a15) 
BD8137 278 (449a11-500a29) 
BD8138 399 (457b22-c18) 
BD8139 220 (vol. 7, 393b2-c1) 
BD8140 936 (82a3-84c29) 
BD8141 235 (749a18-750a21) 
BD8142 374 (438c2-439b24) 
BD8143 262 (19b17-20a27) 
BD8144 235 (751c22-752c3) 
BD8145 大正藏未収 
BD8146 大正藏未収 
BD8147 945 (109a15-c14) 
BD8148-1 1806 (429a10-429b16) 
BD8148-2 1806 (429b21-430b21) 
BD8149 220 (vol. 5, 541c8-542c16) 
BD8150 220 (vol. 5, 912c23-913c20) 
BD8151 1331 (534b29-536b5) 
BD8152 235 (749c7-752c3) 
BD8153 262 (34c14-37a2) 
BD8154 2777 (443a16-c19) 
BD8155-1 801 (745c16-746b8) 
BD8155-2 1360 (878a3-28) 
BD8155-3 251 (848c4-24) 
BD8156 262 (57b16-58b7) 
BD8157 936 (82b26-84c29) 
BD8158 945 (123a1-c19) 
BD8159 310 (567a3-c4) 
BD8160 1431 (1036a4-1037a21) 
BD8161 936 (83a23-84c29) 
BD8162 447 (382c18-383a1) 
BD8163 1431 (1037b16-1038a25) 
BD8164 大正藏未収 
BD8165 235 (751b22-c27) 
BD8166 220 (vol. 7, 682b17-c17) 
BD8167 1331 (535c7-536a29) 
BD8168-2 大正藏未収 
BD8168-4 大正藏未収* 
BD8169 220 (vol. 6, 553c2-26) 
BD8170-1 366 (347c15-348a28) 
BD8170-2 369 (353a23-b3) 
BD8171 190 (796b8-c6) 
BD8172 936 (82a5-84c28) 
BD8173 475 (541a1-b16) 
BD8174-1 大正藏未収 
BD8174-2 大正藏未収* 
BD8174-5 2827 (1246a14-1246b1) 
BD8176 2897 (1422b14-1425b1) 
BD8177 251 (848c4-24) 
BD8178 262 (33c13-34b22) 
BD8179 653 (787c6-788a3) 
BD8180 475 (553a22-557b26) 
BD8181 220 (vol. 6, 206a26-207a6) 
BD8182 665 (436c1-437b9) 
BD8183 235 (750a1-750c24) 
BD8184 665 (417c19-419b23) 
BD8185 353 (220c13-222b3) 
BD8186 365 (344c4-346b21) 
BD8187 262 (38b17-c29) 
BD8188 235 (750b21-752b9) 
BD8189 262 (55a12-c7) 
BD8190 262 (57a15-58b7) 
BD8191 大正藏未収 
BD8192 220 (vol. 5, 687c19-688a12) 
BD8193 220 (vol. 6, 885b6-27) 
BD8194 475 (537c17-538c3) 
BD8195 262 (13c11-15c20) 
BD8196 262 (12c17-13a9) 
BD8197 1579 (752b28-c29) 
BD8198 475 (555a13-c14) 
BD8199 262 (14a9-b20) 
BD8200 235 (749b21-752b5) 
BD8201 2897 (1423c2-1424a5) 
BD8202 大正藏未収* 
BD8203 665 (418a7-c20) 
BD8204 235 (749c20-750a21) 
BD8205 235 (748c17-749b18) 
BD8206 大正藏未収* 
BD8206V 1429 (1016a2-1020c1) 




BD8208 262 (57c9-58b7) 
BD8208V 262 (57c9-58b3) 
BD8209 1431 (1032c5-1033b1) 
BD8210 262 (56c25-57a25) 
BD8211 235 (749c11-751a22) 
BD8212 典籍名未確定 
BD8213 大正藏未収 
BD8214 278 (572c17-574a5) 
BD8215 1431 (1033a29-c1) 
BD8216 220 (vol. 7, 733b20-c18) 
BD8217 大正藏未収 
BD8218 278 (506c1-508b8) 
BD8219 220 (vol. 7, 1044b19-1045b7) 
BD8220 665 (438a22-b26) 
BD8221 236 (752c10-756a2) 
BD8222 1772 (272b16-c19) 
BD8223 1509 (231a14-c25) 
BD8224 936 (83b22-84c28) 
BD8225 235 (752a7-c3) 
BD8226 235 (751a17-c2) 
BD8227 大正藏未収* 
BD8227V 大正藏未収 
BD8228 1980 (444b29-446b1) 
BD8229 235 (750b1-751b12) 
BD8230 大正藏未収 
BD8231 典籍名未確定 
BD8232 450 (405b25-407a4) 
BD8233 262 (57a26-58b7) 
BD8234 475 (553a7-554c8) 
BD8235 936 (82a5-84c29) 
BD8236 220 (vol. 7, 504a6-b3) 
BD8237 大正藏未収* 
BD8238 262 (19b17-20b3) 
BD8239 235 (750b5-751a19) 
BD8240 936 (82c12-83b29) 
BD8241 235 (750a28-751b21) 
BD8242 220 (vol. 5, 110b15-111c14) 
BD8243 220 (vol. 5, 620c2-621b1) 
BD8244 220 (vol. 6, 198c20-199b18) 
BD8245 262 (57a9-58b7) 
BD8247 2910 (1455c20-1456c10) 
BD8248 936 (82a3-84c29) 
BD8249 262 (43b6-45b28) 
BD8250 1431 (1039b14-1041a9) 
BD8251 235 (751b1-25) 
BD8252 665 (414b27-415c1) 
BD8253 220 (vol. 5, 1043c6-1044a8) 
BD8254 665 (445b5-446b1) 
BD8254V 1057 (84a2-4) 
BD8255 262 (55b13-c16) 
BD8256 220 (vol. 7, 1071c2-1072b21) 
BD8258 366 (346b28-348a29) 
BD8259 262 (1c14-2b11) 
BD8260 1339 (649a9-651c29) 
BD8261 262 (4c7-5c6) 
BD8262 2911 (1457b15-1458a23) 
BD8263 大正藏未収 
BD8264 665 (435c14-436b29) 
BD8265 262 (55b20-56a15) 
BD8266 665 (445a2-447b2) 
BD8267A 220 (vol. 6, 878c21-879b19) 
BD8267AV1 大正藏未収 
BD8267AV2 大正藏未収 
BD8267B1 220 (vol. 6, 1069a29-b16) 
BD8267B2 220 (vol. 7, 1049c1-b17) 
BD8267B3 220 (vol. 6, 1069b16-21) 
BD8267BV 大正藏未収 
BD8267C 220 (vol. 6, 1069c5-26) 
BD8267CV1 大正藏未収 
BD8267CV2 大正藏未収 
BD8268 262 (37a28-c13) 
BD8269 475 (552b4-c4) 
BD8270 235 (751a28-c2) 
BD8271 262 (11b24-12a21) 
BD8272 1429 (1016b8-c7) 
BD8273 450 (404c22-405b11) 
BD8274 1484 (1003a19-b1) 
BD8275 665 (413a1-28) 
BD8276 374 (445a19-b18) 
BD8277 1558 (129a18-b15) 
BD8278 475 (554b9-555a13) 
BD8279 936 (82a3-84c29) 
BD8280 220 (vol. 6, 166c4-169b2) 
BD8281 220 (vol. 6, 112a26-113a17) 
BD8282 936 (82a5-84c28) 
BD8283 235 (751c26-752a29) 
BD8284 936 (82a3-b11) 
BD8285 1313 (464b20-465b29) 
BD8286 262 (57a10-c1) 
BD8287 220 (vol. 6, 541a25-542a16) 
BD8288 262 (19b2-c9) 
BD8289V 大正藏未収 
BD8290 262 (55c27-56b17) 
BD8291 大正藏未収 
BD8292A 220 (vol. 7, 369c17-370a15) 
BD8292B 220 (vol. 7, 904a18-b17) 
BD8293 235 (751b2-c20) 
BD8294 220 (vol. 5, 239b24-c22) 
BD8295 262 (5a9-c18) 
BD8296 936 (82a3-84c29) 
BD8297 235 (752a13-c3) 
BD8298 475 (544c7-546a3) 
BD8299 366 (347a20-348a29) 
BD8300 235 (752a11-c3) 
BD8301 2871 (1341a20-1345b1) 
BD8302 945 (113c2-114c12) 
BD8303 2897 (1423b4-1425b3) 
BD8304 220 (vol. 5, 396b16-c15) 
BD8305 大正藏未収 
BD8305V2 大正藏未収 
BD8306 262 (55c15-56a8) 
BD8307 220 (vol. 6, 289a13-b12) 
BD8308 440 (134a20-c5) 
BD8309 262 (3b6-c14) 
BD8310 220 (vol. 7, 582c3-583a3) 
BD8311 220 (vol. 5, 192c8-193a6) 
BD8312 251 (848c4-24) 
BD8313 220 (vol. 6, 270c6-271a10) 
BD8314 2878 (1362a16-c10) 
BD8315 220 (vol. 6, 323c1-29) 
BD8316 262 (19c18-20a26) 
BD8317 235 (752a11-c3) 
BD8318 220 (vol. 5, 319a13-b12) 
BD8319 262 (27c15-28a22) 
BD8320 大正藏未収 
BD8321 251 (848c4-24) 
BD8322 2911 (1457a7-1458a23) 
BD8323 262 (12b10-c18) 
BD8324 801 (745b7-746b8) 
BD8325 1302 (420a27-421a14) 
BD8326 220 (vol. 7, 830c10-831a9) 
BD8327 262 (56c2-57a7) 
BD8328V 1958 (7b16-c11) 
BD8329 442 (314c14-316b14) 
BD8330 936 (82a9-84c29) 




BD8336 262 (55b13-c12) 
BD8337 大正藏未収* 
BD8338 235 (749b22-c25) 
BD8339 262 (56c17-58b7) 
BD8340 2814 (1158a13-b25) 
BD8341 2873 (1357b23-1358c21) 
BD8342 262 (27c5-30b1) 
BD8343 220 (vol. 6, 387c14-388b10) 
BD8344-1 251 (848c16-24) 
BD8344-2 251 (848c4-24) 
BD8345 475 (551b25-c26) 
BD8346 220 (vol. 5, 709c25-710a17) 
BD8347 220 (vol. 5, 726a12-727a28) 




BD8350 220 (vol. 5, 842c30-843a23) 
BD8351 936 (84b9-c29) 
BD8352 220 (vol. 6, 347a19-c14) 
BD8353 220 (vol. 6, 907b21-c16) 
BD8354 220 (vol. 6, 340a14-b13) 
BD8355 220 (vol. 6, 318c19-319a14) 
BD8356 220 (vol. 7, 857c16-858a12) 
BD8357 2897 (1422b14-1423a1) 
BD8358 936 (82b14-84c29) 
BD8359 262 (46b17-c20) 
BD8360 475 (537a3-b25) 
BD8361 220 (vol. 5, 575a13-b11) 
BD8362 262 (43b9-c22) 
BD8363 220 (vol. 7, 1011a7-1012a4) 
BD8364 665 (423a20-b22) 
BD8365 475 (543c10-544a19) 
BD8366 1429 (1016c6-1017a29) 
BD8367 665 (405a20-406a3) 
BD8368-1 397 (344b22-c9) 
BD8368-2 1562 (503c6-29) 
BD8369 220 (vol. 5, 495a16-b29) 
BD8370 220 (vol. 7, 47c3-29) 
BD8371 475 (547a3-b20) 
BD8372 262 (56c2-25) 
BD8373 262 (57b6-c1) 
BD8374 大正藏未収* 
BD8375 665 (424a24-b22) 
BD8376 374 (601c16-602a11) 
BD8377 374 (521a26-c15) 
BD8378 251 (848c4-21) 
BD8379 220 (vol. 6, 866a16-b12) 
BD8380 220 (vol. 7, 490a1-491a4) 
BD8381 220 (vol. 5, 850c14-851a1) 
BD8382 945 (112c2-113c2) 
BD8383 220 (vol. 6, 449a14-b12) 
BD8384 大正藏未収 
BD8385 235 (751b13-752c3) 
BD8386 大正藏未収* 
BD8387 936 (83c22-84c29) 
BD8388A 220 (vol. 5, 515a17-b14) 
BD8388B 374 (596c16-597a10) 
BD8389 936 (83b23-84c29) 
BD8390A 235 (751b21-752c3) 
BD8390B 235 (750b12-751a3) 
BD8391 220 (vol. 5, 397b17-c11) 
BD8392 586 (33b23-34b11) 
BD8393 671 (574c2-576a12) 
BD8394 235 (748c24-749b21) 
BD8395 665 (444a12-c7) 
BD8396 262 (56c2-57b19) 
BD8397 220 (vol. 6, 733c25-734a23) 
BD8398 220 (vol. 5, 95a27-b25) 
BD8399 80 (894c13-895a9) 
BD8400 220 (vol. 7, 311b10-313b25) 
BD8401 2910 (1455c26-1456c10) 
BD8402 220 (vol. 5, 382b27-383a7) 
BD8403 220 (vol. 6, 138a1-b1) 
BD8404 2897 (1423b19-1424c2) 
BD8405 大正藏未収 
BD8406 220 (vol. 6, 91b24-92b5) 
BD8407 936 (83b18-84c29) 
BD8408 665 (448b1-449c23) 
BD8409 235 (750a6-b9) 
BD8410 220 (vol. 7, 388a6-b5) 
BD8411 220 (vol. 6, 657c19-658a6) 
BD8412 366 (347b12-c10) 
BD8413 2782 (545c21-547c6) 
BD8414 936 (83b1-84c28) 
BD8415 大正藏未収* 
BD8416 262 (53c24-54a24) 
BD8417 大正藏未収 
BD8418 665 (436a9-29) 
BD8419 220 (vol. 5, 677b20-c20) 
BD8420 262 (2a22-b20) 
BD8421 2916 (1462a3-20) 
BD8422 235 (752a24-b15) 
BD8423 1057 (86c9-87a15) 
BD8424 665 (422a21-b21) 
BD8425 220 (vol. 7, 626c1-29) 
BD8426 大正藏未収* 
BD8427 1467 (910b9-c13) 
BD8428 251 (848c7-24) 




BD8433 2887 (1403b21-1404a23) 
BD8434 665 (416c26-417b29) 
BD8435 936 (83a14-84c29) 
BD8436 936 (82a19-84c29) 
BD8437 220 (vol. 5, 383c7-384c7) 
BD8438 936 (82a3-84c29) 
BD8439 676 (708b23-710b21) 
BD8440 220 (vol. 7, 388a12-c4) 
BD8441 665 (435b17-c14) 
BD8442 227 (580c29-581b16) 
BD8443 2897 (1424b2-1425b3) 
BD8444 220 (vol. 6, 65b19-66b13) 
BD8445-1 大正藏未収 
BD8445-2 262 (56c2-19) 
BD8446 2897 (1424b20-1425b3) 
BD8447 262 (57a24-58b7) 
BD8448 1545 (419c22-420a23) 
BD8448V 26 (731a15-b11) 
BD8449(1) 2872 (1355c15-1356a11) 
BD8449(2) 大正藏未収* 
BD8450 2881 (1381a13-1382a8) 
BD8451 1509 (336a15-c20) 
BD8452 235 (752b3-c2) 
BD8453 262 (24b5-25a27) 
BD8454 262 (19b17-20a10) 
BD8455 1431 (1031c2-1032b2) 
BD8456 220 (vol. 6, 366b1-20) 
BD8457 235 (749a6-750a10) 
BD8458 262 (52c7-53c7) 
BD8459 262 (58b16-59b1) 
BD8460 2910 (1456b2-c10) 
BD8461 220 (vol. 7, 795b26-c23) 
BD8462 220 (vol. 7, 333a28-b22) 
BD8463 典籍名未確定 
BD8464 220 (vol. 6, 507a20-b24) 
BD8465 665 (408b5-c3) 
BD8466 大正藏未収 
BD8467 大正藏未収* 
BD8468 262 (57c6-58b7) 
BD8469 220 (vol. 5, 820b8-c9) 
BD8470 220 (vol. 7, 453b25-c23) 
BD8471 220 (vol. 6, 589b5-590a2) 
BD8472(1) 1579 (711a3-b2) 






BD8476 665 (418b2-419a7) 
BD8477 801 (745b7-22) 
BD8478 大正藏未収* 
BD8479-1 1579 (450c29-451a22) 
BD8479-2 220 (vol. 5, 102a23-b19) 
BD8480 1431 (1034b10-1036c26) 
BD8481 220 (vol. 5, 866b28-c25) 
BD8482 365 (341b27-342a28) 
BD8483 1431 (1031a5-b3) 
BD8484 475 (539c29-540c8) 
BD8485 1804 (71b19-72a5) 
BD8486 658 (229a10-c2) 
BD8487 1484 (1005a20-b21) 
BD8488 220 (vol. 6, 21a25-c23) 
BD8489 251 (848c4-24) 
BD8490 220 (vol. 6, 247a27-b22) 
BD8491-2 大正藏未収 
BD8492 936 (82a3-84b3) 
BD8493 936 (83a12-84b4) 




BD8494(2) 2122 (1018b23-c2) 
BD8494(3) 2122 (1018c12-14) 
BD8494(4) 2122 (986b3-14) 
BD8494V(1) 2122 (549b26-c3) 
BD8494V(2) 2122 (593c1-5) 
BD8494V(3) 2122 (593a29-b7) 
BD8494V(4) 2122 (828c16-21) 
BD8494V(5) 2122 (612b19-28) 
BD8495 220 (vol. 5, 227c2-29) 
BD8496 262 (9b26-10b20) 
BD8497 220 (vol. 5, 296c1-297b12) 
BD8498 220 (vol. 5, 578a5-b1) 
BD8499 389 (1111b21-1112a4) 
BD8500 665 (424c21-425c28) 
BD8501 1579 (512b7-c1) 
BD8502 665 (413a12-c6) 
BD8503 262 (31c5-32c24) 
BD8504 279 (240b21-c17) 
BD8505 235 (749a17-b22) 
BD8506 220 (vol. 7, 371b22-372a20) 
BD8507 475 (544c15-545b27) 
BD8508 936 (82a3-84c29) 
BD8509 235 (749b12-749b26) 
BD8510 2895 (1415a8-c6) 
BD8511 936 (83b28-84b9) 
BD8512 2910 (1455c16-1456b14) 
BD8513 936 (82a29-84c29) 
BD8514 220 (vol. 6, 157c1-158a1) 
BD8515 936 (82a20-84c29) 
BD8516 665 (425b19-c27) 
BD8517 220 (vol. 6, 952a28-b24) 
BD8518 220 (vol. 5, 697c3-698a12) 
BD8519 220 (vol. 5, 813b2-c4) 
BD8520 220 (vol. 5, 763a14-b12) 
BD8521 235 (751b22-752b3) 
BD8522 936 (82c14-84c29) 
BD8523 大正藏未収 
BD8524 220 (vol. 6, 235c12-236a7) 
BD8525 262 (25c27-27b9) 
BD8526 262 (33b15-34a24) 
BD8527 665 (450b13-c15) 
BD8528 大正藏未収 
BD8529 945 (151b19-c23) 
BD8530 936 (82a3-84c28) 
BD8531 220 (vol. 7, 653b16-654a15) 
BD8532 220 (vol. 5, 568b29-c28) 
BD8533 1509 (434c9-435a20) 
BD8534 450 (404c20-405a12) 
BD8535 220 (vol. 6, 963a26-b22) 
BD8536 220 (vol. 5, 1035b17-1036c2) 
BD8537 665 (413c9-414a11) 
BD8538 220 (vol. 5, 57c22-58a21) 
BD8539 936 (82b27-84c1) 
BD8540 262 (55c14-56a15) 
BD8541 712 (823b20-c18) 
BD8542 220 (vol. 7, 689c12-690b11) 
BD8543 220 (vol. 7, 835a26-b24) 
BD8544 310 (506c9-507a1) 
BD8545 220 (vol. 6, 448b14-c14) 
BD8546 262 (55a12-b14) 
BD8547 262 (55b13-56c1) 
BD8548 262 (37a26-c11) 
BD8549 262 (57a22-58b7) 
BD8550 450 (407b24-408b25) 
BD8551 262 (11a9-12a1) 
BD8552 235 (749b20-752b25) 
BD8553 235 (750a27-c22) 
BD8554 220 (vol. 7, 356c9-357a8) 
BD8555 220 (vol. 7, 853b29-c28) 
BD8556 220 (vol. 7, 918b20-c19) 
BD8557 2897 (1424a12-b12) 
BD8558 262 (25c21-26c15) 
BD8559 201 (333b8-c18) 
BD8560 220 (vol. 6, 264b27-265a24) 
BD8561 801 (745b11-746b8) 
BD8562 220 (vol. 5, 640a20-b17) 
BD8563 936 (82a20-84c29) 
BD8564 382 (1001b25-c22) 
BD8565 典籍名未確定 
BD8566 936 (82a3-83b29) 
BD8567 220 (vol. 7, 420a16-b16) 
BD8568 936 (82a3-84c29) 
BD8569A 220 (vol. 5, 645a16-b14) 
BD8569B 220 (vol. 6, 413c20-414a17) 
BD8570 220 (vol. 6, 911b16-912a1) 
BD8571 1431 (1039c12-1040b19) 
BD8572 220 (vol. 5, 760b12-c7) 
BD8573 262 (57a8-b2) 
BD8574 936 (84b2-c29) 
BD8575 936 (82a10-83a19) 
BD8576 220 (vol. 5, 492b19-c16) 
BD8577 220 (vol. 5, 482a8-b5) 
BD8578 936 (82a3-83c1) 
BD8579V1 大正藏未収* 
BD8579V2 279 (438b4-21) 
BD8580 220 (vol. 5, 602c26-603a24) 
BD8581 475 (538a13-b8) 
BD8582 262 (56a16-c1) 
BD8583-1 大正藏未収* 
BD8583-2 2871 (1349c24-28) 
BD8584 374 (579a13-b13) 
BD8585 262 (2a29-b19) 
BD8586 262 (44c5-45a18) 
BD8587 220 (vol. 6, 213a26-b27) 
BD8588 936 (82a6-84c29) 
BD8589 262 (57b28-58a17) 
BD8590-2 大正藏未収* 
BD8590-1 220 (vol. 6, 23b19-29) 
BD8591 220 (vol. 6, 933b18-c17) 
BD8592 279 (113b12-c24) 
BD8593-1 1484 (1003a19-b2) 
BD8593-2 1484 (1003c29-1004a17) 
BD8594 220 (vol. 7, 630b29-631c20) 
BD8595 665 (407b12-408a4) 
BD8596 220 (vol. 6, 177a14-b13) 
BD8597 佛名經 
BD8598 220 (vol. 5, 499c13-500a8) 
BD8599 220 (vol. 5, 797c10-798a7) 
BD8600 1484 (1004a17-1007b5) 
BD8601-1 251 (848c7-24) 
BD8601-2 262 (56c2-7) 
BD8602 大正藏未収* 
BD8603 936 (82a6-84c29) 
BD8604 262 (57b13-59b28) 
BD8605 936 (82a3-84c29) 
BD8606 1484 (1004c13-1005a10) 
BD8606V 典籍名未確定 
BD8607 1331 (533a10-534a5) 
BD8608 220 (vol. 7, 532a18-b17) 
BD8609 235 (749b18-c20) 
BD8610 2897 (1424b7-c4) 
BD8611 大正藏未収 
BD8612 1429 (1019b16-c9) 
BD8613 262 (47b11-48a8) 
BD8614 936 (82a3-84c29) 
BD8615 374 (370b8-c4) 
BD8616 262 (51c22-52c7) 
BD8617 1646 (306a20-c26) 
BD8618 220 (vol. 6, 261b7-c6) 
BD8619 235 (751a6-b27) 
BD8620 2818 (1184a22-b23) 
BD8621 936 (82a3-84c29) 
BD8622 936 (82b17-84c29) 
BD8623 220 (vol. 6, 803a2-804b7) 
BD8624 220 (vol. 6, 647c21-648b6) 
BD8625 262 (25c23-27b9) 
BD8626 220 (vol. 7, 295c15-296a13) 
BD8627 262 (47c9-48a16) 
BD8628 262 (48a17-49a19) 
BD8629 310 (221c19-222a18) 
BD8630 262 (37a5-b2) 
BD8631 665 (437c29-439a9) 
BD8632 262 (46c16-47c9) 
BD8633 665 (431b9-c4) 
BD8634 220 (vol. 5, 685a14-b11) 
BD8635 936 (83a22-84c29) 
敦煌出土仏典・大正蔵典籍番号対照表 
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BD8636 936 (82a5-84c29) 
BD8638 586 (35b28-36a20) 
BD8640 262 (46c21-47b24) 
BD8641 220 (vol. 6, 380b26-c24) 
BD8642 220 (vol. 6, 324c16-325b14) 
BD8643 665 (404b11-405a9) 
BD8644 712 (823b20-c18) 
BD8645 936 (82b13-84a24) 
BD8646 220 (vol. 6, 848a21-b24) 
BD8647 220 (vol. 6, 82c25-83b6) 
BD8648-1 1775 (327b2-19) 
BD8648-2 2777 (440b18-441c6) 
BD8649 大正藏未収 
BD8650 大正藏未収 
BD8651 936 (82b26-83c14) 
BD8652 936 (83b21-c19) 
BD8653 262 (36b24-37b13) 
BD8654 220 (vol. 7, 259b29-c27) 
BD8655 220 (vol. 5, 452c17-453b2) 
BD8656 262 (25b3-c24) 
BD8657 262 (57b5-58b7) 
BD8658 235 (750b25-c21) 
BD8659 220 (vol. 5, 695c23-696a17) 
BD8660 220 (vol. 6, 247b2-248a9) 
BD8661 936 (83a4-b4) 
BD8662 220 (vol. 7, 716b29-c25) 
BD8663 366 (347a6-b1) 
BD8664 262 (3c24-5b21) 
BD8665 967 (351b6-c3) 
BD8666 262 (61b5-c5) 
BD8667 279 (42c15-43a12) 
BD8669 220 (vol. 6, 620c21-621a20) 
BD8670 220 (vol. 7, 361a17-b16) 
BD8671 235 (748c17-749b6) 
BD8672 262 (55a12-b14) 
BD8673 220 (vol. 6, 425a6-b5) 
BD8674 220 (vol. 5, 162a5-b21) 
BD8675 220 (vol. 6, 505a27-c25) 
BD8676 936 (82a3-84c29) 
BD8677 374 (484b21-c22) 
BD8678 936 (82b9-84c29) 
BD8680 262 (18b24-19a11) 
BD8681 262 (20b11-c2) 
BD8682 262 (2a3-17) 
BD8683 262 (55b5-29) 
BD8684 262 (58a14-b5) 
BD8685 262 (32b22-c8) 
BD8686 262 (20a5-25) 
BD8687 262 (27a4-b9) 
BD8688 262 (12a1-b8) 
BD8689 262 (2c19-3b4) 
BD8690 262 (56c2-57a2) 
BD8691 262 (34c7-28) 
BD8692 262 (31a9-26) 
BD8693 262 (24b5-c2) 
BD8694 262 (57b27-58b20) 
BD8695 262 (46b17-c4) 
BD8696 262 (3b17-c15) 
BD8697 262 (37a3-19) 
BD8698 262 (58b8-16) 
BD8699 262 (27b18-27) 
BD8700 262 (56b16-c2) 
BD8701 262 (19c14-20b20) 
BD8702 262 (11b8-c28) 
BD8703 262 (4b16-c2) 
BD8704 262 (48c25-49a19) 
BD8705 262 (1c14-2a13) 
BD8706 262 (39b12-c7) 
BD8707 262 (4a16-b6) 
BD8708 262 (14b27-c19) 
BD8709 262 (17a23-c10) 
BD8710 262 (53a20-b14) 
BD8711 262 (30a1-22) 
BD8712 262 (2a19-b17) 
BD8713 262 (46c20-47a18) 
BD8714 262 (37a9-c5) 
BD8715 262 (28a29-c11) 
BD8716 262 (9b7-10b20) 
BD8717 262 (55a12-27) 
BD8718 262 (27b18-c12) 
BD8719 262 (59a4-27) 
BD8720 262 (33b19-c14) 
BD8721 262 (2a21-b1) 
BD8722 262 (46b28-c13) 
BD8723 262 (47c6-18) 
BD8724 262 (27c11-23) 
BD8725 262 (24b13-21) 
BD8726 262 (55b21-c3) 
BD8727 262 (10c10-11a8) 
BD8728-1 262 (46b17-23) 
BD8728-2 665 (432a11-20) 
BD8729 262 (2a2-14) 
BD8730 262 (52c21-53a18) 
BD8731 262 (55a12-b13) 
BD8732 262 (47a21-b6) 
BD8733 262 (27b27-c14) 
BD8734 262 (39a18-b3) 
BD8735 262 (15c15-16b6) 
BD8736 262 (33b21-34a24) 
BD8737 262 (37b9-24) 
BD8738 262 (21c19-22b1) 
BD8739 262 (47c29-48a14) 
BD8740 262 (60a12-b5) 
BD8741 262 (35b9-27) 
BD8742 262 (46c1-20) 
BD8743 262 (37b12-c16) 
BD8744 262 (28b16-c8) 
BD8745 262 (27b21-c14) 
BD8746 262 (27c3-18) 
BD8747 262 (24c14-24) 
BD8748 262 (2b24-c2) 
BD8749 262 (1c26-2a18) 
BD8750 262 (39c25-40a16) 
BD8751 262 (46b21-c4) 
BD8752 262 (27c26-28a12) 
BD8753 262 (33a11-20) 
BD8754 262 (17c11-18b22) 
BD8755 262 (19a14-b5) 
BD8756 262 (27b22-c17) 
BD8757 262 (37a5-b6) 
BD8758 262 (40b18-c9) 
BD8759 262 (55a12-26) 
BD8760 262 (61a9-23) 
BD8761 262 (1c25-2a15) 
BD8762 262 (55b19-c23) 
BD8763 262 (57a16-21) 
BD8764 262 (1c23-2b16) 
BD8765 262 (42b11-29) 
BD8766 262 (47b7-24) 
BD8767 262 (34b5-22) 
BD8768 262 (24a24-b15) 
BD8769 262 (11a10-b22) 
BD8770 262 (55a18-29) 
BD8771 262 (10b24-c13) 
BD8772 262 (56b17-c2) 
BD8773 262 (62a13-29) 
BD8774 262 (58b13-c10) 
BD8775 262 (36a12-b4) 
BD8776 262 (47b7-24) 
BD8777 262 (27b21-c1) 
BD8778 262 (44b14-c29) 
BD8779 262 (5a4-20) 
BD8780 262 (19a14-22) 
BD8781-3 262 (56c2-57a24) 
BD8782 262 (56c2-57b16) 
BD8783 262 (56c3-17) 
BD8784 262 (57a20-b5) 
BD8785 262 (56c20-57a14) 
BD8786 262 (56c4-57a14) 
BD8787 262 (57b26-58a23) 
BD8788 262 (56c2-57a16) 
BD8789 262 (57a20-57c27) 
BD8790 262 (57b27-c8) 
BD8791 262 (57c24-58a27) 
BD8792 262 (57a12-18) 
BD8793 262 (57c4-58a25) 




BD8795 262 (56c24-57b17) 
BD8796 262 (57c4-58a26) 
BD8797 262 (58a25-b6) 
BD8798 262 (57c3-58a9) 
BD8799 262 (57a18-b1) 
BD8800 262 (56c12-18) 
BD8801 262 (57a3-19) 
BD8802 262 (57a20-b5) 
BD8803 262 (56c24-57a7) 
BD8804 262 (57a1-26) 
BD8805 262 (57b16-c8) 
BD8806 262 (57b16-58a26) 
BD8807 262 (57c28-58a26) 
BD8808 262 (57a14-57c18) 
BD8809 262 (57c19-58a9) 
BD8810 262 (56c6-27) 
BD8811-1 262 (58b3-4) 
BD8811-2 366 (348a25-28) 
BD8812 262 (57c16-58b2) 
BD8813 262 (57b1-8) 
BD8814 262 (57c2-6) 
BD8814V 262 (57c6-18) 
BD8815 262 (57b19-26) 
BD8816 262 (56c2-16) 
BD8817 262 (56c7-20) 
BD8818 262 (57a26-58b7) 
BD8819 262 (57c17-58b7) 
BD8820 262 (58a20-b7) 
BD8821 262 (58a19-b7) 
BD8822-1 262 (56c26-58b7) 
BD8822-2 2888 (1404a27-c26) 
BD8823 235 (748c26-749a10) 
BD8824 235 (749a14-b19) 
BD8825 235 (748c22-749b21) 
BD8826 235 (749a19-749b14) 
BD8827 235 (751a1-21) 
BD8828 235 (748c21-749a11) 
BD8829 235 (752b27-752c3) 
BD8830 235 (748c21-749a17) 
BD8831 235 (751c12-752a23) 
BD8832 235 (749c5-20) 
BD8833 235 (752a10-20) 
BD8834 235 (750a19-b18) 
BD8835 235 (748c23-749a25) 
BD8836 235 (750a22-b9) 
BD8837 235 (748c22-749b1) 
BD8838 235 (749b23-c20) 
BD8839 235 (748c29-a9) 
BD8840 235 (750b17-c19) 
BD8841 235 (749b8-c21) 
BD8842 235 (752b17-3) 
BD8843 235 (751a16-27) 
BD8844 235 (750a17-b20) 
BD8845 235 (748c24-749a18) 
BD8846 235 (749a5-23) 
BD8847 235 (749c26-750b25) 
BD8848 235 (749a19-c22) 
BD8849 235 (748c21-749a1) 
BD8850 235 (749a16-b11) 
BD8851 235 (749a1-11) 
BD8852 235 (749a23-b9) 
BD8853 235 (749a1-17) 
BD8854 235 (748c17-28) 
BD8855 235 (749c24-750a15) 
BD8856 235 (749a26-b25) 
BD8857 235 (750c21-751a22) 
BD8858 235 (748c17-749a15) 
BD8859 235 (750c2-22) 
BD8860 235 (752b6-c3) 
BD8861 235 (748c17-28) 
BD8862 1331 (533b14-c16) 
BD8862V 235 (748c17-749a20) 
BD8863 235 (748c17-29) 
BD8864 235 (748c25-749a17) 
BD8865 235 (749c2-750a15) 
BD8866 235 (748c17-749a9) 
BD8867 235 (749a9-b18) 
BD8868 235 (751b9-21) 
BD8869 235 (751b3-11) 
BD8870 235 (752a3-25) 
BD8871 235 (752b1-c1) 
BD8872 235 (749a18-c20) 
BD8873 235 (748c20-749a3) 
BD8874 235 (748c28-749a18) 
BD8875 235 (749a19-b7) 
BD8876 235 (748c29-749a22) 
BD8877 235 (752b9-22) 
BD8878 235 (749a12-18) 
BD8879 235 (750a6-b4) 
BD8880 235 (750b6-24) 
BD8880V 262 (58b6-7) 
BD8881 235 (750c27-751b11) 
BD8882 235 (749a21-b10) 
BD8883 235 (750a25-751c21) 
BD8884 2732 (1b10-2a8) 
BD8885(1) 235 (749a8-c1) 
BD8885(2) 235 (749c9-750a14) 
BD8885(3) 235 (750a23-b7) 
BD8886 235 (751c21-752b18) 
BD8887-1 大正藏未収 
BD8887-2 235 (748c17-749b18) 
BD8888-1 235 (751b25-752c7) 
BD8888-2 大正藏未収 
BD8889 235 (752b12-30) 
BD8890 235 (751b29-c28) 
BD8891-1 235 (752b30-c7) 
BD8891-2 大正藏未収 
BD8892 235 (752b3-15) 
BD8893 235 (752b18-c3) 
BD8894 235 (751b13-28) 
BD8895 235 (751c29-752b2) 
BD8896 475 (537c1-28) 
BD8897 475 (552a5-17) 
BD8898 475 (552b2-14) 
BD8899 475 (541c10-16) 
BD8900 475 (543c1-8) 
BD8901 475 (539c8-18) 
BD8902 475 (538a8-28) 
BD8903 475 (537b18-c22) 
BD8904 475 (537c16-538a14) 
BD8905 475 (545a6-b1) 
BD8906 475 (557b9-26) 
BD8907 475 (538a13-c3) 
BD8908 475 (552c8-553b25) 
BD8909 475 (541a23-c8) 
BD8910 475 (537a3-c1) 
BD8911 475 (544b24-c24) 
BD8912 475 (538b20-c9) 
BD8913 475 (544b2-19) 
BD8914 475 (541c16-542a14) 
BD8915 475 (557b15-26) 
BD8916 475 (544a25-b15) 
BD8917 475 (537c3-538c25) 
BD8918 475 (539c23-540a17) 
BD8919 475 (551a12-26) 
BD8919V 475 (551a26-b11) 
BD8920 475 (543b6-18) 
BD8921 475 (538a22-b27) 
BD8922 475 (544b3-25) 
BD8923 475 (537a3-25) 
BD8924 475 (555b11-13) 
BD8925 475 (540a10-a23) 
BD8925V 475 (540a23-b9) 
BD8926 475 (538a2-26) 
BD8927 475 (552a3-17) 
BD8928 大正藏未収* 
BD8929 1331 (535b20-c7) 
BD8930 450 (406b18-407a8) 
BD8931 1331 (534c19-535a1) 
BD8932 1331 (535a11-27) 
BD8933 1331 (535a6-29) 
BD8934 450 (405a16-406a17) 
BD8935 450 (407c11-408a16) 
BD8936 450 (405a16-24) 
BD8937 1331 (534c1-12) 
BD8938 1331 (532c12-533a4) 
BD8939 1331 (533b5-29) 
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BD8940 450 (405a1-12) 
BD8941 450 (404c29-405b26) 
BD8942 1331 (533b6-15) 
BD8943 1331 (534c20-535a2) 
BD8944 1331 (534c11-19) 
BD8945 450 (404c12-405a4) 
BD8946 450 (404c27-405a12) 
BD8947 801 (745b15-746b7) 
BD8948 801 (745b7-745c1) 
BD8949 801 (745b7-c15) 
BD8950 801 (746b1-8) 
BD8951 801 (746a19-b8) 
BD8952 801 (745b12-746b8) 
BD8953 801 (745c1-746a22) 














BD8967 665 (423a21-b23) 
BD8968 665 (406a14-b18) 
BD8969 663 (340b5-c10) 
BD8970 665 (414a29-b14) 
BD8971 665 (431b3-22) 
BD8972 665 (428c15-429a15) 
BD8973 665 (427b22-c16) 
BD8974 665 (417c19-418a3) 
BD8975 665 (428b11-429a22) 
BD8976 663 (341a7-15) 
BD8977 665 (405a29-406a26) 
BD8978 665 (406a26-407a5) 
BD8979 665 (454c21-455a16) 
BD8980 665 (432a1-a23) 
BD8981 665 (444c9-20) 
BD8982 665 (444a12-27) 
BD8983 665 (444b28-c8) 
BD8984 665 (413c9-24) 
BD8985 665 (427a18-b13) 
BD8986 665 (413c9-22) 
BD8987 665 (430b24-c24) 
BD8988 665 (408b2-c4) 
BD8989 665 (405a3-b12) 
BD8990 665 (413c9-414a11) 
BD8991 665 (417a29-c16) 
BD8992 665 (435a3-23) 
BD8993 665 (417b16-c11) 
BD8994 665 (417c19-418a7) 
BD8995 665 (403a3-b2) 
BD8996 665 (409b2-23) 
BD8997 665 (450c18-451a4) 
BD8998 大正藏未収 
BD8999 665 (422b24-c7) 
BD9000 665 (428b21-c15) 
BD9001 665 (422c24-423a13) 
BD9002 665 (428a15-b12) 
BD9003 665 (404b9-c13) 
BD9004 665 (422c25-423a11) 
BD9005 665 (422b24-c24) 
BD9006 665 (430c6-431a3) 
BD9007 665 (427b27-428a18) 
BD9008 663 (343c28-344a11) 
BD9009 663 (340c13-341a8) 
BD9010 665 (406a3-b9) 
BD9011 665 (450b24-c2) 
BD9012 665 (450c2-15) 
BD9013 665 (427c4-16) 
BD9014 665 (413b28-c6) 
BD9015 665 (415a13-b11) 
BD9016 665 (451a28-b15) 
BD9017 665 (403a3-b7) 
BD9018 665 (417c29-418a25) 
BD9019 665 (427b16-c7) 
BD9020 665 (417b5-c3) 
BD9021 663 (335b18-c8) 
BD9022 665 (403c7-404b15) 
BD9023 665 (450c18-451a15) 
BD9024 665 (422b24-c19) 
BD9025 665 (427b16-c1) 
BD9026 665 (428a27-b6) 
BD9027 665 (439a1-b16) 
BD9028 663 (354c3-25) 
BD9029 665 (420c2-421a12) 
BD9030 665 (427b1-13) 
BD9031 665 (413c9-29) 
BD9032 665 (403a3-20) 
BD9033 665 (417c19-418a21) 
BD9034 665 (446b16-c14) 
BD9035 665 (427b16-c11) 
BD9036 665 (405a2-29) 
BD9037 936 (83c8-84a19) 
BD9038 936 (82a6-c17) 
BD9039 936 (82a21-83c2) 
BD9040 936 (82a17-b16) 
BD9041 936 (83c19-84a10) 
BD9042 936 (82c4-83b16) 
BD9043 936 (84a29-c6) 
BD9044 936 (82c11-b8) 
BD9045 936 (82c23-83c12) 
BD9046 936 (82a23-83a15) 
BD9047 936 (84a13-c28) 
BD9048 936 (82c17-83a22) 
BD9049 936 (82a3-29) 
BD9050 936 (83a23-b26) 
BD9051 936 (84b26-c29) 
BD9052 936 (82a12-b15) 
BD9053 936 (82c2-83a5) 
BD9054 936 (82b26-83a24) 
BD9055 936 (82a3-28) 
BD9056 936 (84b14-c12) 
BD9057 936 (84a21-b14) 
BD9058 936 (83c8-84c28) 
BD9059 936 (84b28-c29) 
BD9059V 大正藏未収* 
BD9060 936 (82a5-83a22) 
BD9061 936 (82a5-c10) 
BD9062 936 (82a21-b9) 
BD9063 936 (83b15-84c13) 
BD9064 936 (84b7-c29) 
BD9065 936 (83c11-84c14) 
BD9066 936 (84b29-c29) 
BD9067 936 (83a17-c3) 
BD9068 936 (82a26-c13) 
BD9069 936 (84c2-29) 
BD9070 936 (82a29-83a15) 
BD9071 936 (82b15-c9) 
BD9072 936 (82a3-83b16) 
BD9073 936 (83a2-29) 
BD9074 936 (83a16-c14) 
BD9075 936 (84b19-29) 
BD9076 936 (82c20-83b28) 
BD9077 936 (82a3-c17) 
BD9078 936 (83c15-84a19) 
BD9079 936 (83c19-84b14) 
BD9080 936 (82a19-c21) 
BD9081 936 (82a6-83a15) 
BD9082 936 (83c8-84b27) 
BD9083 936 (82a16-c8) 
BD9084 936 (84c11-28) 
BD9085 936 (84b16-c28) 
BD9086 936 (82a3-b26) 
BD9087 936 (82a3-29) 
BD9088 936 (82b8-83a21) 
BD9089 936 (84b10-c29) 
BD9090 936 (83c11-84c29) 






BD9093 360 (272a6-b1) 
BD9094-1 251 (848c4-24) 
BD9094-2 大正藏未収 
BD9095 251 (848c7-23) 
BD9096 251 (848c7-24) 
BD9097 251 (848c4-24) 
BD9099 251 (848c4-13) 
BD9100-2 251 (848c4-17) 
BD9101 251 (848c4-24) 
BD9102 251 (848c4-24) 
BD9103 251 (848c4-23) 
BD9104 251 (848c4-23) 
BD9105 251 (848c4-24) 
BD9106 251 (848c16-23) 
BD9107 251 (848c4-13) 
BD9108 251 (848c7-23) 
BD9109 251 (848c4-24) 
BD9110 大正藏未収* 
BD9110V 大正藏未収* 
BD9111 251 (848c4-24) 
BD9112 235 (750c1-14) 
BD9113 235 (750c20-751a16) 
BD9114 235 (750a28-b9) 
BD9115 236 (753b6-19) 
BD9116 235 (749a1-b20) 
BD9117 235 (749b10-c6) 
BD9118 235 (750b13-29) 
BD9119 235 (749a1-17) 
BD9120 235 (749a17-c11) 
BD9121 235 (751c24-752a10) 
BD9122 235 (748c22-749a17) 
BD9123 235 (750b24-c20) 
BD9124 235 (749c15-25) 
BD9125 235 (748c17-749a13) 
BD9126 235 (750a12-b3) 
BD9127 235 (750b12-29) 
BD9128 235 (748c17-26) 
BD9129 235 (749b26-c10) 
BD9130 1331 (532c4-28) 
BD9131 1331 (533a3-28) 
BD9132 450 (405b21-c6) 
BD9133 475 (552b6-24) 
BD9134 475 (537a3-b4) 
BD9135 475 (537b7-c1) 
BD9136 665 (450a18-b16) 
BD9137 262 (57b18-c2) 
BD9138 262 (57b8-18) 
BD9139 801 (746a9-24) 
BD9139V 大正藏未収 
BD9140 220 (vol. 7, 988c8-25) 
BD9141 220 (vol. 7, 987c25-988a13) 
BD9142-1 262 (58a20-b7) 
BD9142-2 大正藏未収* 
BD9143(1) 665 (435a11-17) 
BD9143(2) 665 (435b3-4) 
BD9144(1) 665 (435b26-c5) 
BD9144(2) 665 (436a12-20) 
BD9145-1 大正藏未収* 
BD9145-2 2884 (1390a23-23) 
BD9146-1 大正藏未収 
BD9146-2 1983 (485a5-c1) 
BD9146-3 大正藏未収* 
BD9147-2 262 (56c2-6) 
BD9147-3 2909 (1455b23-c11) 
BD9147-4 大正藏未収 
BD9148 374 (444b17-445b20) 
BD9149 374 (498a26-29) 
BD9150 2895 (1415c7-19) 
BD9151 580 (964c14-29) 
BD9152 2897 (1423a19-c8) 
BD9153-1 大正藏未収* 
BD9153-2 366 (346b25-347a13) 






BD9158-1 936 (82a3-84c29) 
BD9158-2 936 (82a3-84c29) 
BD9159 2897 (1422b19-1425a22) 
BD9160 1484 (1003b28-1004a3) 
BD9161 1484 (1003b20-c12) 
BD9162 1484 (1006b26-c17) 
BD9163 1484 (1004a3-b13) 
BD9164 1484 (1005c11-1006a15) 
BD9165 1484 (1005b22-1006c20) 
BD9165V 典籍名未確定 
BD9166 1484 (1003b6-24) 
BD9167 1484 (1004c5-1005a3) 
BD9168 1484 (1009a28-c8) 
BD9169-2 1484 (1004a4-29) 
BD9170 1484 (1004a10-b13) 
BD9171 1484 (1008b3-c14) 
BD9172 1484 (1003c29-1004b1) 
BD9173 475 (537a3-b5) 
BD9174 2897 (1423b28-1424c13) 
BD9175 2897 (1422b14-c24) 
BD9176 2897 (1424a18-c10) 
BD9177 2897 (1424b16-1425b1) 
BD9178 2897 (1424c14-1425b3) 
BD9179 2897 (1425a15-b3) 
BD9180 2897 (1425a10-b3) 
BD9181 2897 (1423c27-1424c7) 
BD9182 大正藏未収* 
BD9183 2897 (1422c7-1423a4) 
BD9185 2897 (1422c22-1423b2) 
BD9186 2897 (1425a6-b3) 
BD9187 2897 (1422c11-1423a9) 
BD9188A 大正藏未収* 
BD9188B 大正藏未収* 
BD9189 2897 (1423a18-b20) 
BD9190 262 (56c2-14) 
BD9191 262 (57a28-58a15) 
BD9192 262 (57b6-16) 
BD9193 262 (34c4-28) 
BD9194 262 (56c25-57c17) 
BD9195 262 (57a8-b13) 
BD9196 262 (56c2-4) 
BD9197 366 (347a6-23) 
BD9198 366 (348a15-29) 
BD9199 366 (347a18-b9) 
BD9200 366 (346c2-347a10) 
BD9201 366 (347a26-b4) 
BD9202 366 (347a23-b14) 
BD9203 366 (346c12-347a9) 
BD9204 366 (347a12-27) 
BD9205 366 (346b25-347a6) 
BD9206-1 366 (348a11-28) 
BD9206-2 大正藏未収 
BD9207 586 (34b24-c4) 
BD9208 586 (47a22-b24) 
BD9209 278 (616c10-18) 
BD9210 279 (318c7-21) 
BD9211 278 (524b29-525a3) 
BD9212 672 (614c4-17) 
BD9213 671 (535b28-c18) 
BD9214 475 (541b18-c4) 
BD9215 475 (548a2-18) 
BD9216 262 (2b19-c1) 
BD9217 262 (39c26-40a9) 
BD9218A 262 (55a18-b5) 
BD9218B 262 (56a12-25) 
BD9219 262 (61b17-28) 




BD9223 663 (353a22-c6) 
BD9224 278 (764a27-c7) 
BD9225 278 (677c4-13) 
BD9226 2871 (1354a10-27) 
BD9227 2871 (1351a16-b8) 
敦煌出土仏典・大正蔵典籍番号対照表 
525 
BD9228 2871 (1355b14-23) 
BD9229 2871 (1350a11-b15) 
BD9230-1 2917(A) (1462a24-b8) 
BD9230-2 2917(A) (1462a24-b8) 
BD9231-1 大正藏未収* 
BD9231-2 大正藏未収* 
BD9232-1 801 (746a5-b8) 
BD9232-2 2895 (1414c22-29) 
BD9233 大正藏未収* 
BD9234 2887 (1403c3-18) 
BD9235 2903 (1445c18-1446a1) 
BD9236 大正藏未収* 
BD9237 945 (140b21-141b13) 
BD9238 945 (139c11-140a6) 
BD9239 945 (139c17-140b25) 
BD9240 190 (879a3-12) 
BD9241 大正藏未収 
BD9242 190 (910b2-15) 
BD9243 171 (420c21-421b28) 
BD9244-1 2915 (1461c6-1462c23) 
BD9244-2 2917(A) (1462a24-b1) 
BD9245 2887 (1403b21-c27) 
BD9246-1 584 (968b7-c19) 
BD9246-2 734 (535b11-c23) 
BD9247 734 (535c12-536a24) 
BD9248 大正藏未収* 
BD9249 2777 (462b20-463a29) 
BD9250 2778 (501b9-17) 















BD9267 440 (132b23-c1) 
BD9268 大正藏未収 
BD9269 440 (115b13-c10) 
BD9270 大正藏未収 
BD9271 大正藏未収 
BD9272 440 (175b16-c8) 




BD9277-1 967 (352a28-b23) 
BD9277-2 大正藏未収 
BD9278 大正藏未収 
BD9279 967 (352b24-c22) 
BD9281 大正藏未収 
BD9289 442 (312c7-13) 
BD9290 大正藏未収* 
BD9301 967 (352b24-c6) 
BD9302 967 (350b4-15) 
BD9303 967 (352b24-c22) 
BD9304 967 (352b24-c22) 
BD9305 366 (348a25-29) 
BD9306 大正藏未収 
BD9307 1302 (420c12-421a14) 
BD9308 1302 (420c10-421a14) 
BD9309-1 1360 (878a6-28) 
BD9309-2 1360 (878a3-28) 
BD9310 2910 (1455c16-1456a5) 
BD9311 大正藏未収 
BD9312-1 2915 (1461c6-23) 
BD9312-2 2917(A) (1462a24-b7) 
BD9313 685 (779a25-c23) 
BD9314 1339 (647b6-c4) 
BD9315 典籍名未確定 

















BD9361 2122 (838b26-c10) 
















BD9380 2852 (1301a8-28) 
BD9381 2743 (159a27-c8) 
BD9382 大正藏未収* 
BD9383-1 2830(A) (1268c18-25) 
BD9383-2 大正藏未収* 
BD9384 1864 (44b6-27) 
BD9385 2907 (1452c18-1453b11) 
BD9386 2850 (1300a9-b1) 
BD9387 大正藏未収 
BD9388 1579 (435c23-436a21) 
BD9389 1579 (303b20-c22) 
BD9390 1579 (556b24-c17) 
BD9391 1579 (883a3-19) 
BD9392 1546 (85a2-21) 
BD9392V 2818 (1187a9-b8) 
BD9393 2122 (615b24-c17) 
BD9394 839 (910b17-c11) 
BD9395 415 (834a4-15) 
BD9396 681 (731c12-732a23) 
BD9397 649 (730c9-24) 
BD9398 452 (418b3-18) 
BD9400 397 (213b25-c20) 
BD9401 大正藏未収 
BD9402 1602 (562a18-26) 
BD9403 1630 (11a24-12a7) 
BD9404 大正藏未収 
BD9405 大正藏未収 







BD9413-1 2852 (1301a29-b2) 
BD9413-2 1431 (1031a2-b13) 







BD9418-1 1431 (1030c14-21) 
BD9418-2 1431 (1031a6-12) 
BD9419 1431 (1033b21-1034a10) 
BD9420 1431 (1032a16-b1) 
BD9421 1431 (1031a16-b18) 
BD9422 1431 (1031a22-b13) 
BD9423 1431 (1032b20-c8) 
BD9423V 大正藏未収 
BD9424 1431 (1038a22-c11) 
BD9425 1431 (1034c2-1035a2) 
BD9426 1431 (1040a20-b2) 
BD9427 1429 (1018a16-b3) 
BD9428 1429 (1018c29-1019a11) 
BD9429 1429 (1016b8-c14) 
BD9430 1429 (1022c11-1023a11) 
BD9431 1429 (1015b25-c15) 
BD9432 1429 (1017c29-1018a28) 
BD9433 1430 (1023a15-b11) 
BD9434 1431 (1032a22-b9) 
BD9435 1429 (1021c26-1022a22) 
BD9436 1428 (914c18-27) 
BD9437 1429 (1015a18-b11) 
BD9438 大正藏未収 
BD9439 大正藏未収 
BD9440 374 (398a17-b6) 
BD9441 374 (397b9-26) 
BD9442 大正藏未収 
BD9443 375 (755b2-23) 
BD9444(1) 374 (502b18-c1) 
BD9444(2) 374 (502c5-11) 
BD9444(3) 374 (503b3-10) 
BD9445 374 (597b15-19) 
BD9447 大正藏未収* 
BD9448(1) 374 (503c16-21) 
BD9448(2) 374 (516a24-b2) 
BD9448(3) 374 (526c13-527a4) 
BD9449 374 (422a17-b1) 
BD9450 220 (vol. 6, 906a23-b22) 
BD9451 220 (vol. 6, 214c2-25) 
BD9452 220 (vol. 6, 972a8-26) 
BD9453 220 (vol. 5, 343a4-14) 
BD9454 220 (vol. 7, 1060b14-c15) 
BD9455 220 (vol. 7, 980a2-22) 
BD9456 220 (vol. 7, 1088b2-29) 
BD9457 220 (vol. 7, 68b8-c2) 
BD9458 220 (vol. 7, 768c2-21) 
BD9459 220 (vol. 5, 661b9-c8) 
BD9460 220 (vol. 7, 577c18-578a13) 
BD9461 220 (vol. 6, 1047c2-17) 
BD9462 220 (vol. 7, 460c2-23) 
BD9463 220 (vol. 7, 505b12-c11) 
BD9464 220 (vol. 7, 454c16-455b5) 
BD9465 220 (vol. 7, 702a8-15) 
BD9466 220 (vol. 6, 59b22-c21) 
BD9467 220 (vol. 6, 436a20-b19) 
BD9468 220 (vol. 5, 672a3-c6) 
BD9469 220 (vol. 5, 804a2-28) 
BD9470 220 (vol. 6, 414a24-b24) 
BD9471 220 (vol. 7, 393a18-28) 
BD9472-1 220 (vol. 6, 267a2-c10) 
BD9472-2 220 (vol. 6, 294b2-18) 
BD9472V1 220 (vol. 6, 304a26-b3) 
BD9472V2 大正藏未収 
BD9472V4 220 (vol. 6, 294b2-26) 
BD9473 220 (vol. 6, 32a6-b15) 
BD9474 220 (vol. 7, 818c13-29) 
BD9475 220 (vol. 5, 37a21-b14) 
BD9476 251 (848c7-24) 
BD9477 220 (vol. 7, 900a2-8) 
BD9478 220 (vol. 6, 283c6-27) 
BD9479 220 (vol. 6, 60a21-b20) 
BD9480 220 (vol. 5, 504c2-27) 
BD9481 220 (vol. 5, 388a9-b8) 
BD9482 220 (vol. 6, 214b23-28) 
BD9483 220 (vol. 7, 653b16-c3) 
BD9484 220 (vol. 6, 484a27-b9) 
BD9485 220 (vol. 7, 936c2-28) 
BD9486 220 (vol. 7, 915b2-c1) 
BD9487 220 (vol. 5, 594c15-595a13) 
BD9488 220 (vol. 7, 936b13-28) 
BD9489-1 220 (vol. 7, 986a2-21) 
BD9489-2 220 (vol. 7, 986a24-b5) 
BD9490 220 (vol. 6, 398a2-24) 
BD9491 220 (vol. 6, 345a10-25) 
BD9492 220 (vol. 6, 204a15-b7) 
BD9493 220 (vol. 5, 478c11-479a26) 
BD9494 220 (vol. 5, 603c28-604a22) 
BD9495 220 (vol. 6, 504b10-c28) 
BD9496 262 (3b25-c10) 
BD9497 475 (543c1-20) 
BD9498 大正藏未収 
BD9499 大正藏未収 
BD9500 262 (12a7-15) 
BD9501 262 (21a19-b5) 
BD9502 262 (44c1-25) 
BD9503 665 (403b7-19) 
BD9504 475 (538b13-22) 
BD9505 475 (538b17-29) 
BD9506 475 (538b17-20) 
BD9507 220 (vol. 6, 820c23-821a6) 
BD9508 220 (vol. 7, 51c29-52a16) 












BD9524V 2782 (547b25-549a1) 
BD9525 245 (825a2-b3) 
BD9526 245 (830a1-b22) 
BD9527 202 (426b15-c8) 
BD9528 2881 (1380c25-1381a19) 
BD9529 475 (548a17-b26) 
BD9530 475 (547b18-548a2) 
BD9531 262 (12c28-13b18) 
BD9531V 262 (15c17-16b14) 
BD9532 665 (441c5-18) 
BD9533 1808 (497a24-b26) 
BD9534 1431 (1031b26-1032a23) 
BD9535 220 (vol. 6, 394a24-b11) 
BD9536 220 (vol. 6, 771a19-b13) 
BD9537 220 (vol. 6, 56b4-28) 
BD9538 220 (vol. 6, 542a14-b4) 
BD9539 220 (vol. 5, 1065b9-1066a2) 
BD9540 220 (vol. 5, 916b12-28) 
BD9541 大正藏未収 
BD9542 665 (414b11-14) 
BD9543 262 (9b16-c4) 
BD9544 262 (19c3-21) 
BD9545 665 (414a9-26) 
BD9546 665 (418a22-b23) 
BD9547 1431 (1031a5-20) 
BD9548-1 2852 (1301a14-b2) 
BD9548-2 1429 (1015a21-b26) 
BD9549 374 (446c27-447a25) 
BD9550 374 (526c29-527a10) 
BD9551 220 (vol. 5, 677c19-678a14) 
BD9552 220 (vol. 5, 1061a1-24) 
BD9553 220 (vol. 6, 381c15-382a1) 
BD9554 262 (50c23-51a2) 
BD9555 2872 (1355c27-1356a11) 
BD9556 665 (413a19-b15) 
BD9557 665 (428c18-42903) 
BD9558 262 (20c9-21a1) 
BD9559 374 (371a10-27) 
BD9560 374 (494a4-b5) 
敦煌出土仏典・大正蔵典籍番号対照表 
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BD9561 374 (576b7-c9) 
BD9562 665 (450c20-451a4) 
BD9563 665 (450c24-451a14) 
BD9564 665 (414a6-24) 
BD9565 366 (347b24-348a2) 
BD9566 389 (1110c20-1111a13) 
BD9567 202 (425b18-c4) 
BD9568 374 (532b29-c17) 
BD9569 374 (426b15-c1) 
BD9570 374 (510c21-511a9) 
BD9571 1484 (1007c20-100816) 
BD9572 374 (511c7-22) 
BD9573 374 (544c8-16) 
BD9574 374 (563a16-b2) 
BD9575 374 (496c9-14) 
BD9576 374 (405c2-24) 
BD9577 374 (571c22-572a8) 
BD9578 374 (576a11-b9) 
BD9579 374 (497a25-b4) 
BD9580 374 (471b12-c14) 
BD9581 374 (408a24-b19) 
BD9582 374 (536c25-537a24) 
BD9583 663 (335b17-7) 
BD9584 665 (418a16-b10) 
BD9585 374 (447b26-c19) 
BD9586 665 (418ba4-b9) 
BD9587 665 (409b6-23) 
BD9588 665 (444a20-b8) 
BD9589 665 (450c28-451a18) 
BD9590 665 (435a23-b4) 
BD9591 262 (35a6-27) 
BD9592 2903 (1445b16-c3) 
BD9593 2881 (1380b28-c17) 
BD9594 2871 (1346a9-b14) 
BD9595 大正藏未収* 
BD9596 1579 (382a19-b8) 
BD9597 1604 (632a19-b5) 
BD9597V 1604 (636b9-27) 
BD9598 156 (130a15-b1) 
BD9599 2871 (1353c19-1354a9) 
BD9600 389 (1111a26-b24) 
BD9601 1431 (1032a16-22) 
BD9602 220 (vol. 7, 872b22-c16) 
BD9603 大正藏未収 
BD9604-1 1431 (1030c17-25) 
BD9604-2 1431 (1031a5-13) 
BD9605 2777 (462b10-c7) 
BD9606 大正藏未収 
BD9607 1339 (651a16-b6) 
BD9608 202 (426c5-27) 
BD9609 大正藏未収 
BD9610-1 397 (344b6-17) 
BD9610-2 1562 (531a28-b2) 
BD9611 220 (vol. 6, 11a11-b9) 
BD9612 220 (vol. 6, 38a1-23) 
BD9613 220 (vol. 6, 172a1-23) 
BD9614 220 (vol. 6, 304b8-20) 
BD9615 220 (vol. 5, 120a23-b13) 
BD9616 2871 (1354a26-b10) 
BD9617 397 (20a23-b2) 
BD9618 大正藏未収 
BD9619 220 (vol. 5, 602a8-22) 
BD9620 220 (vol. 5, 606a6-19) 
BD9621 220 (vol. 7, 889a11-b24) 
BD9622 220 (vol. 5, 923b3-22) 
BD9623 220 (vol. 6, 137c1-18) 
BD9624 220 (vol. 6, 213b26-c9) 
BD9625 220 (vol. 6, 150a27-b10) 
BD9626 220 (vol. 6, 183b4-27) 
BD9627 220 (vol. 6, 81c12-82a10) 
BD9628 220 (vol. 6, 315c13-26) 
BD9629 220 (vol. 6, 257c20-24) 
BD9630 220 (vol. 6, 436b3-16) 
BD9631 220 (vol. 6, 387b4-c25) 
BD9632 220 (vol. 7, 477a26-b7) 
BD9633 220 (vol. 5, 553b12-c27) 
BD9643 220 (vol. 6, 860a5-c17) 
BD9644 220 (vol. 7, 631a3-25) 
BD9645 220 (vol. 7, 989a2-19) 
BD9646 220 (vol. 7, 540a13-b10) 
BD9647 220 (vol. 5, 692a21-b6) 
BD9648 190 (903b12-25) 
BD9649 大正藏未収* 
BD9650 190 (900a9-b7) 
BD9651 397 (233c25-2a1334) 
BD9652 220 (vol. 7, 539c14-540a13) 
BD9653 220 (vol. 7, 630c24-631a2) 
BD9654 309 (1031a14-b13) 
BD9655 665 (417c29-418a18) 
BD9656 455 (426b18-427a6) 
BD9657 大正藏未収 
BD9659 223 (274a12-b2) 
BD9660 220 (vol. 5, 809a1-14) 
BD9661 220 (vol. 5, 842c9-30) 
BD9662 220 (vol. 7, 688a10-25) 
BD9663 220 (vol. 7, 674a2-22) 
BD9664 大正藏未収 
BD9665 1579 (400c6-401a2) 
BD9666 1509 (277a7-21) 
BD9667 475 (545b22-c28) 
BD9668 201 (299b16-c9) 
BD9668V 201 (326b21-c11) 
BD9669 220 (vol. 5, 238b3-29) 
BD9670 220 (vol. 7, 560c6-19) 
BD9671 1511 (792a26-b20) 
BD9672 220 (vol. 5, 239c2-240a1) 
BD9673 220 (vol. 6, 663c16-29) 
BD9674 220 (vol. 7, 441a26-b23) 
BD9675 665 (403a12-b3) 
BD9676 220 (vol. 7, 756c6-29) 
BD9677 721 (237b29-c22) 
BD9678 220 (vol. 5, 389b22-c5) 
BD9679 220 (vol. 5, 981b8-22) 
BD9680 220 (vol. 5, 371b15-c8) 
BD9681 220 (vol. 5, 486b22-c4) 
BD9682 220 (vol. 5, 338a17-b3) 
BD9683 220 (vol. 5, 251a26-b20) 
BD9684 220 (vol. 7, 510c23-511a22) 
BD9685 440 (151a10-b10) 
BD9686 220 (vol. 7, 119c10-28) 
BD9687 1425 (267b26-c11) 
BD9688 220 (vol. 5, 538c7-539a5) 
BD9689 1562 (531b11-21) 
BD9690 2835 (1278c15-1279a6) 
BD9691 310 (411a29-412a11) 
BD9692A 203 (455b26-c17) 
BD9692B 374 (575b5-10) 
BD9693 大正藏未収 
BD9694 374 (380c6-13) 
BD9695 1579 (476b12-477b17) 
BD9696 220 (vol. 7, 543a29-b28) 
BD9698 220 (vol. 7, 774a12-b1) 
BD9699 1339 (644a14-b14) 
BD9700 586 (47c15-48b15) 
BD9701-1 220 (vol. 7, 901a28-b13) 
BD9702 374 (543c18-544a13) 
BD9703 220 (vol. 5, 473b24-c28) 
BD9704 220 (vol. 5, 696b4-20) 
BD9705-1 665 (438c4-7) 
BD9705-2 221 (56c8-57a3) 
BD9706 220 (vol. 7, 362c15-28) 
BD9707A 220 (vol. 7, 466b19-467a16) 
BD9707B 典籍名未確定 
BD9708 220 (vol. 7, 1014b11-c10) 
BD9709 大正藏未収* 
BD9710 374 (448c14-449a6) 
BD9711 大正藏未収 
BD9712 220 (vol. 5, 488b2-c15) 
BD9713 大正藏未収 
BD9714 374 (492b20-c4) 
BD9715 220 (vol. 6, 356a1-11) 
BD9716 1579 (475c29-476b27) 
BD9717 374 (583c28-584a23) 
BD9718 2812 (1069c22-1070b18) 





BD9720 278 (695c8-696a6) 
BD9721 374 (396c6-10) 
BD9722 220 (vol. 5, 804a25-1) 
BD9723 220 (vol. 7, 1054a6-b3) 
BD9724 220 (vol. 7, 630a1-17) 
BD9725 220 (vol. 6, 809a8-19) 
BD9726 1428 (899b24-c20) 
BD9727 967 (350a7-15) 
BD9728 220 (vol. 6, 836c10-837a1) 
BD9729 223 (366c19-24) 
BD9730 220 (vol. 6, 498c20-499a6) 
BD9731 1339 (650c19-651a13) 
BD9732 大正藏未収 
BD9733 374 (425c27-426a13) 
BD9734 353 (218c16-24) 
BD9735 大正藏未収 
BD9736 220 (vol. 5, 683c4-14) 
BD9737 220 (vol. 5, 326a23-b2) 
BD9738 220 (vol. 6, 624b20-29) 
BD9739 大正藏未収 
BD9740 475 (545a23-b3) 
BD9741 374 (421a3-13) 
BD9742 665 (408b28-c15) 
BD9743 220 (vol. 5, 661b24-c3) 
BD9744 353 (221c3-222a15) 
BD9745 大正藏未収 
BD9746 721 (246c5-10) 
BD9746V 721 (246c5-8) 
BD9747 220 (vol. 7, 283a29-b9) 
BD9748 220 (vol. 5, 663b23-c10) 
BD9749 202 (354a6-19) 
BD9750 945 (122b10-14) 
BD9751 1552 (932c17-933b4) 
BD9752 大正藏未収 
BD9753 220 (vol. 5, 601a14-b4) 
BD9754 374 (513a3-22) 
BD9755 360 (272b29-273a2) 
BD9756 220 (vol. 6, 1053c7-1054a12) 
BD9757(1) 1810 (540c1-10) 
BD9757(2) 1804 (154c20-22) 
BD9758 1550 (821c9-29) 
BD9759 典籍名未確定 
BD9760 223 (310c1-15) 
BD9761 374 (420c11-23) 
BD9762 643 (648a13-b4) 
BD9763 202 (415c8-416a7) 
BD9764 220 (vol. 5, 226a19-28) 
BD9765 278 (692c13-24) 
BD9766 大正藏未収 
BD9767 278 (537b25-c14) 
BD9768 223 (272b24-c7) 
BD9769 220 (vol. 7, 1033b28-c7) 
BD9770 223 (358c25-359a20) 
BD9772 大正藏未収 
BD9773 大正藏未収 
BD9774 423 (969a29-b13) 
BD9775 220 (vol. 5, 837b26-c26) 
BD9776 220 (vol. 6, 754b11-22) 
BD9777 665 (407c9-22) 
BD9778 220 (vol. 5, 646c16-647a8) 
BD9779 721 (246c10-247a2) 
BD9779V 721 (246c13-247 a2) 
BD9780 374 (589a28-b16) 
BD9781 220 (vol. 7, 209c6-210a15) 
BD9782 220 (vol. 5, 719a11-b8) 
BD9783 220 (vol. 7, 780c23-781a16) 
BD9784 665 (455b26-c19) 
BD9785 1248 (225c9-227b11) 
BD9786 220 (vol. 6, 738a29-b14) 
BD9787 大正藏未収 
BD9787V 大正藏未収 
BD9788(1) 665 (415b14-21) 
BD9788(2) 665 (416a5-20) 
BD9789 665 (408c1-13) 
BD9790 大正藏未収* 
BD9791 279 (359b16-c17) 
BD9792 220 (vol. 5, 358b16-c8) 
BD9793 397 (43a4-20) 
BD9794 大正藏未収 
BD9795 220 (vol. 6, 585c25-586a21) 
BD9796 2865 (1325a12-28) 
BD9797 220 (vol. 5, 484b1-17) 
BD9798 2767 (312b19-c1) 
BD9799 1509 (225c21-226a3) 
BD9800 310 (657c22-28) 
BD9800V 310 (672c3-9) 
BD9801 220 (vol. 5, 840c2-841a29) 
BD9802-1 220 (vol. 7, 1055c7-26) 
BD9802-2 220 (vol. 5, 36b14-15) 
BD9803 220 (vol. 7, 853b1-c2) 
BD9804 220 (vol. 7, 491a4-18) 
BD9805 310 (282c11-26) 
BD9806 220 (vol. 7, 143a10-28) 
BD9807 220 (vol. 7, 1055c19-28) 
BD9808 220 (vol. 5, 922a24-27) 
BD9809 220 (vol. 5, 941b9-26) 
BD9810 大正藏未収 
BD9811 671 (534b6-c3) 
BD9812 220 (vol. 6, 906b4-22) 
BD9813 278 (534c26-535b29) 
BD9814 220 (vol. 5, 164a16-b10) 
BD9815 220 (vol. 6, 504c28-505a27) 
BD9816 712 (824c20-825a9) 
BD9817 657 (155c2-156a2) 
BD9818 220 (vol. 6, 598b10-24) 
BD9819 223 (423b4-24) 
BD9820 220 (vol. 7, 111c6-112a3) 
BD9821 大正藏未収 
BD9822 220 (vol. 7, 1022c13-1023a13) 
BD9823 220 (vol. 7, 78a27-b13) 
BD9824 大正藏未収 
BD9825 220 (vol. 7, 833a3-28) 
BD9827 220 (vol. 6, 940c17-941a4) 
BD9828 397 (24c7-23) 
BD9829 大正藏未収* 
BD9830 220 (vol. 6, 634c26-635a21) 
BD9831 374 (528b28-c18) 
BD9832 374 (390b19-c10) 
BD9833 221 (93a28-b25) 
BD9834 2767 (313a1-20) 
BD9835 1302 (420c8-421a2) 
BD9836 220 (vol. 5, 17a20-b2) 
BD9837 220 (vol. 5, 892a4-b2) 
BD9838 220 (vol. 7, 113b28-114a22) 
BD9839 大正藏未収 
BD9840 374 (410b17-c24) 
BD9841 220 (vol. 5, 494a21-b15) 
BD9842 374 (533b27-c14) 
BD9843 2810 (1047a16-c5) 
BD9844 大正藏未収 
BD9845 2895 (1415b20-c8) 
BD9846 643 (646c24-647a18) 
BD9847 220 (vol. 6, 666c3-667a3) 
BD9848 大正藏未収 
BD9849 440 (167b27-c13) 
BD9850 998 (577c25-578a12) 
BD9851 202 (424b16-c7) 
BD9852 典籍名未確定 
BD9853 1509 (229b1-25) 
BD9854 1425 (265c24-266a7) 
BD9855 665 (418c4-13) 
BD9856 397 (23c27-24a13) 
BD9857 220 (vol. 6, 804a28-b7) 
BD9858 278 (616c19-22) 
BD9859 220 (vol. 7, 900a7-b13) 
BD9860 大正藏未収 
BD9861(1) 1851 (564b25-27) 
BD9861(2) 1851 (589a27-590a3) 
BD9861(3) 1851 (482c2-483a1) 
BD9862 2903 (1445c3-18) 
BD9863 712 (823c4-824a9) 
BD9864 1430 (1029b25-c18) 
BD9865 220 (vol. 6, 87a15-28) 
BD9866 1804 (102b13-28) 
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BD9867 220 (vol. 6, 84718-848a7) 
BD9868 典籍名未確定 
BD9869 220 (vol. 7, 502c9-503a8) 
BD9872 374 (552a29-b1) 
BD9874 220 (vol. 5, 569b3-8) 
BD9875 262 (3304-8) 
BD9876 278 (617a9-12) 
BD9877 223 (371c26-29) 
BD9878 262 (46c3-9) 
BD9879 220 (vol. 6, 504c15-26) 
BD9880 936 (82a29-b4) 
BD9881 374 (583b16-17) 
BD9882 475 (550a25-29) 
BD9883 374 (530a25-b4) 
BD9884 235 (748c15-28) 
BD9886 233 (733b28-c7) 
BD9887 440 (168b25-28) 
BD9888 475 (538a7-26) 
BD9889 235 (750b7-13) 
BD9890 1509 (736a18-b2) 
BD9891 440 (135a15-19) 
BD9892 681 (738c18-21) 
BD9893 典籍名未確定 
BD9894 440 (114a7-9) 
BD9895 665 (455b15-18) 
BD9897 220 (vol. 5, 967b23-24) 
BD9898 374 (449a20-22) 
BD9899 262 (13c8-17) 
BD9900 220 (vol. 6, 386a4-7) 
BD9901 374 (583a28-b5) 
BD9902 1339 (644a21-23) 
BD9903 475 (541c4-11) 
BD9904 223 (336a14-18) 
BD9905 278 (397a17-22) 
BD9906 典籍名未確定 
BD9907 1595 (255c20-27) 
BD9908 374 (599b4-8) 
BD9909 1432 (1045a13-15) 
BD9910 220 (vol. 7, 586c5-7) 
BD9912 665 (416c13-24) 
BD9913 442 (313c2-2) 
BD9914 665 (427b25-28) 
BD9915 220 (vol. 5, 143a12-15) 
BD9916 475 (553b27-29) 
BD9917 945 (139a14-16) 
BD9918 374 (549b14-16) 
BD9919 245 (831c25-28) 
BD9921 475 (537a20-22) 
BD9922 936 (82b14-16) 
BD9923 374 (513a27-b5) 
BD9924 262 (34c11-17) 
BD9925 262 (57a19-22) 
BD9926 936 (84c7-14) 
BD9927 235 (748c22-24) 
BD9928 936 (82a11-15) 
BD9929 665 (403b15-18) 
BD9930 293 (701b25-27) 
BD9933 典籍名未確定 
BD9933V 2837 (1285b19-27) 
BD9934 典籍名未確定 
BD9934V 2837 (1284b15-17) 
BD9935 1804 (102b17-19) 
BD9936 262 (57a17-18) 
BD9937 235 (751c1-4) 
BD9938 665 (410b2-4) 
BD9940 374 (461b22-26) 
BD9942 125 (726a8-12) 
BD9943 235 (751b9-12) 
BD9944 235 (751a27-b2) 
BD9945 佛名經 
BD9946 374 (456b5-6) 
BD9947 262 (11a22-27) 
BD9948 2852 (1301a7-12) 
BD9949 典籍名未確定 
BD9950 262 (9c13-15) 
BD9951 262 (55c29-56a3) 
BD9952 262 (26a2-3) 
BD9955 144 (868a20-20) 
BD9956 2897 (1425a18-19) 
BD9957 374 (456c14-15) 
BD9958 典籍名未確定 
BD9959 653 (788b19-23) 
BD9960 大正藏未収 
BD9961 235 (749b18-19) 
BD9963 262 (9c12-20) 
BD9964 235 (749a29-b5) 
BD9964V 2915 (1461c6-12) 
BD9965 235 (751a17-23) 
BD9966 220 (vol. 7, 295b6-10) 
BD9967 262 (37a7-12) 
BD9968 262 (9c3-9) 
BD9969 典籍名未確定 
BD9969V 典籍名未確定 
BD9971 262 (55b26-29) 
BD9973 235 (750b21-23) 
BD9974 440 (121b9-10) 
BD9975 360 (277b22-22) 
BD9976 475 (551b15-17) 
BD9977 235 (750c6-9) 
BD9978 639 (573a24-24) 
BD9979 235 (749a3-6) 
BD9980 262 (43c23-44a3) 
BD9981 典籍名未確定 
BD9982 374 (45506-8) 
BD9983 450 (404c18-22) 
BD9984 235 (749a9-15) 
BD9985 220 (vol. 6, 836b3-7) 
BD9986 235 (750b25-c5) 
BD9987 262 (42b10-13) 
BD9989 374 (584a23-28) 
BD9990 262 (2b14-17) 
BD9991 235 (749c19-26) 
BD9992 475 (537a18-b7) 
BD9994 262 (33a22-27) 
BD9995 665 (443b2-14) 
BD9998 366 (348a19-20) 
BD10000 典籍名未確定 
BD10002 664 (389c4-11) 
BD10003 235 (749b21-25) 
BD10005 235 (749b26-c3) 
BD10006 1509 (756b10-14) 
BD10007 663 (343c19-28) 
BD10008 2897 (1422b17-19) 
BD10009 235 (748c19-749a6) 
BD10011 262 (8c12-28) 
BD10012 475 (545a14-25) 
BD10013 235 (749c28-750a17) 
BD10014 262 (12b9-15) 
BD10015 475 (544c18-22) 
BD10016 374 (568c1-5) 
BD10017 262 (10c18-23) 
BD10018 262 (58a1-13) 
BD10019 442 (312b8-15) 
BD10020 大正藏未収 
BD10021 2904 (1446a27-b10) 
BD10022 262 (19a26-b8) 
BD10023 236 (755a13-27) 
BD10024-1 2917(A) (1462a18-b8) 
BD10024-2 2915 (1461c8-19) 
BD10025 665 (405a7-14) 
BD10026 262 (8c21-9a12) 
BD10027 262 (10c4-11) 
BD10029 665 (426c2-12) 
BD10031 262 (57a8-13) 
BD10032 262 (20a21-b5) 
BD10033 220 (vol. 5, 642a26-b7) 
BD10034 475 (537a22-b3) 
BD10036 2871 (1339a11-19) 
BD10037 251 (848c1-5) 
BD10038 440 (165c13-14) 
BD10039 235 (751a29-b4) 
BD10041 592 (124c27-125a6) 
BD10042 262 (14a17-b7) 
BD10043 262 (57b1-18) 
BD10044 235 (748c22-749a11) 




BD10046 262 (46a22-b5) 
BD10047 945 (122b10-20) 
BD10048 475 (537a14-21) 
BD10050 450 (407c7-11) 
BD10051 936 (82a3-9) 
BD10052 大正藏未収 
BD10053 374 (424c5-29) 
BD10054 262 (1c20-26) 
BD10055 665 (444a10-14) 
BD10056 262 (57a9-18) 
BD10057 235 (751b25-c11) 
BD10058 235 (751c27-752a7) 
BD10059 475 (552a5-8) 
BD10060 262 (39c26-40a4) 
BD10061 366 (347b24-c10) 
BD10062A 366 (348a11-16) 
BD10062B 366 (348a4-9) 
BD10062C 366 (348a19-23) 
BD10062D 366 (348a25-28) 
BD10062E 366 (348a25-28) 
BD10062F 366 (348a18-21) 
BD10062G 665 (414c12-15) 
BD10063 262 (19b17-c17) 
BD10064 365 (344b10-c10) 
BD10065 374 (436c15-24) 
BD10066 235 (748c20-25) 
BD10067 262 (37b8-20) 
BD10068 2897 (1423a19-20) 
BD10069 936 (84a26-b4) 
BD10070 2871 (1353b17-20) 
BD10071 1519 (2a1-6) 
BD10072 475 (537b2-6) 
BD10074 967 (350b18-24) 
BD10075 1339 (651c24-28) 
BD10078 262 (2c15-20) 
BD10079 936 (82a5-12) 
BD10080 592 (124b29-c4) 
BD10081 262 (37a20-21) 
BD10082 262 (51c19-25) 
BD10083 374 (569b13-16) 
BD10084 262 (27b27-29) 
BD10085 262 (56c4-8) 
BD10086 262 (38b6-10) 
BD10087 262 (23b24-25) 
BD10090 典籍名未確定 
BD10091 262 (57a19-29) 
BD10092 262 (19c9-11) 
BD10093 2871 (1342b15-16) 
BD10094 2871 (1355b13-17) 
BD10095 967 (350b14-19) 
BD10096 220 (vol. 7, 569c11-16) 
BD10098 262 (42c3-5) 
BD10099 235 (749b19-21) 
BD10100 374 (408a9-14) 
BD10101 262 (28a20-28) 
BD10102 936 (82a27-27) 
BD10104 典籍名未確定 
BD10105 典籍名未確定 
BD10106 945 (114b5-20) 
BD10107 278 (503b23-29) 
BD10108-1 2866 (1327a15-16) 
BD10108-2 2865 (1325a8-16) 
BD10109 大正藏未収 
BD10110 262 (13c3-4) 
BD10111 475 (539a3-8) 
BD10112 262 (2a18-24) 
BD10113 典籍名未確定 
BD10114 262 (35a26-26) 
BD10115 235 (751a12-15) 
BD10116 235 (749b2-5) 
BD10117 235 (751a16-19) 
BD10118 450 (406b13-15) 
BD10120 374 (411a14-16) 
BD10121 665 (448c7-449a10) 
BD10122 220 (vol. 6, 204b6-10) 
BD10123 1428 (1013b14-16) 
BD10124 374 (599a26-b3) 
BD10125 374 (531c15-532a9) 
BD10126 220 (vol. 5, 825b20-25) 
BD10127 374 (543b23-25) 
BD10128 235 (750c5-8) 
BD10129 262 (57a15-18) 
BD10130 475 (539c16-22) 
BD10131 475 (537b21-23) 
BD10132 262 (2c8-8) 
BD10133 2897 (1423b18-19) 
BD10134 665 (424a12-15) 
BD10135 220 (vol. 6, 6b17-22) 
BD10136 235 (751a26-29) 
BD10137 1425 (264c19-26) 
BD10138 262 (56c24-26) 
BD10139 227 (570a11-19) 
BD10140 235 (752b13-13) 
BD10142 665 (408c5-7) 
BD10143 235 (749c22-27) 
BD10144 235 (751c12-16) 
BD10148 235 (749a16-18) 
BD10149 1484 (1003c26-28) 
BD10150 262 (57a15-27) 
BD10151 665 (450c20-451a8) 
BD10152 235 (749b7-15) 
BD10153 202 (354b17-22) 
BD10155 262 (2c16-20) 
BD10156 374 (515a4-5) 
BD10157 典籍名未確定 
BD10158 220 (vol. 6, 660a3-5) 
BD10159 936 (84a20-28) 
BD10161 220 (vol. 6, 436b3-6) 
BD10162 665 (403a22-24) 
BD10163 221 (73c29-7402) 
BD10164 665 (427b20-c8) 
BD10165 1509 (736a16-20) 
BD10166 262 (44c25-26) 
BD10167 典籍名未確定 
BD10167V 典籍名未確定 
BD10168 235 (749c20-750a1) 
BD10169 475 (552a8-17) 
BD10170 672 (615c5-17) 
BD10171 125 (586a4-7) 
BD10172 278 (413c5-9) 
BD10173 374 (572a7-9) 
BD10174 374 (496a14-23) 
BD10175 262 (1c19-22) 
BD10176 220 (vol. 7, 964a19-b9) 
BD10177 235 (749c27-750a5) 
BD10178 1808 (506b27-c5) 
BD10179A 450 (407a6-8) 
BD10179B 450 (407a11-15) 
BD10180 典籍名未確定 
BD10180V 典籍名未確定 
BD10181A 1982 (456b20-27) 
BD10182 1428 (930b17-931a14) 
BD10183A 1428 (1012b24-c29) 
BD10183B 235 (749b20-21) 
BD10184 235 (750a7-10) 
BD10185 262 (27c8-15) 
BD10186 262 (3a11-b2) 
BD10187 2871 (1353b19-22) 
BD10188 大正藏未収 
BD10189 2897 (1424b4-12) 
BD10190 475 (537a16-b3) 
BD10192 262 (20a14-26) 
BD10193 374 (419b23-29) 
BD10194 2124 (201c15-24) 
BD10195 235 (749b21-25) 
BD10196 262 (5c8-17) 
BD10197 2897 (1424b29-c7) 
BD10198 1428 (1013b27-c1) 
BD10200 665 (406a25-c8) 
BD10201 1429 (1015a15-19) 
BD10202 大正藏未収 
BD10203 374 (387a27-b5) 
BD10204 大正藏未収 
BD10205 262 (58b5-7) 
BD10206 典籍名未確定 
BD10207 262 (49a19-27) 
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BD10208 262 (53b19-28) 
BD10209 475 (544c12-19) 
BD10210 262 (27b23-c10) 
BD10211 220 (vol. 7, 68c24-26) 
BD10212 1509 (751a9-17) 
BD10213 235 (751a15-21) 
BD10214 374 (531b19-c2) 
BD10215 665 (433a6-14) 
BD10216 235 (750c8-17) 
BD10217 278 (616a24-28) 
BD10218 典籍名未確定 
BD10219 220 (vol. 5, 973c3-4) 
BD10220 936 (82a25-27) 
BD10221 665 (408b3-6) 
BD10222 676 (693a11-17) 
BD10223 665 (408a3-16) 
BD10224 262 (57a2-7) 
BD10225 665 (428a5-10) 
BD10226 374 (419c24-26) 
BD10227 1509 (276c10-17) 
BD10228 1723 (658b8-15) 
BD10231 801 (745c27-29) 
BD10232 220 (vol. 7, 269b3-16) 
BD10233 262 (35a27-27) 
BD10234 2782 (545c23-28) 
BD10235 235 (750b10-17) 
BD10237 475 (544b21-23) 
BD10238 220 (vol. 5, 941c1-3) 
BD10239 262 (26a19-23) 
BD10240 475 (543b16-18) 
BD10241 262 (56c24-57a1) 
BD10242 大正藏未収 
BD10243 262 (56c29-57a5) 
BD10244 262 (28a23-28) 
BD10245 220 (vol. 6, 40a11-19) 
BD10246 374 (393b5-11) 
BD10248 235 (750a17-25) 
BD10249 235 (749b6-11) 
BD10250 665 (418a8-19) 
BD10251 2871 (1350a18-22) 
BD10252 262 (58b8-10) 
BD10253 典籍名未確定 
BD10254 220 (vol. 7, 910b6-11) 
BD10256 2778 (508b29-c2) 
BD10257 2881 (1380c16-17) 
BD10258 2777 (500c12-501a2) 
BD10259 279 (93a4-7) 
BD10260 374 (538b17-24) 
BD10261 374 (530a11-16) 
BD10262 2879 (1362c23-26) 
BD10263 235 (749a8-11) 
BD10264 360 (267b29-c4) 
BD10265 2047 (186a7-10) 
BD10265V 1564 (7b5-6) 
BD10267 440 (119a18-20) 
BD10268 262 (49c26-29) 
BD10269 1509 (237b20-22) 
BD10270 374 (422b21-25) 
BD10271 125 (639a1-5) 
BD10272 374 (439b24-27) 
BD10273 2801 (820a16-28) 
BD10274 2893 (1412a26-b10) 
BD10275 235 (749b12-19) 
BD10276 790 (730c10-731a3) 
BD10277 754 (575c5-12) 
BD10278 235 (749c13-17) 
BD10279 262 (46c27-47a3) 
BD10280 967 (349b8-10) 
BD10281 235 (750b16-21) 
BD10282 665 (403c21-22) 
BD10283 2897 (1423c16-16) 
BD10284 262 (27b21-c1) 
BD10286 1331 (533a27-b2) 
BD10287 374 (410a15-16) 
BD10288 262 (3a12-13) 
BD10289 262 (19c2-4) 
BD10290 374 (493a19-21) 
BD10291 279 (439b3-4) 
BD10292 大正藏未収 
BD10293 佛名經 
BD10294 475 (537a24-29) 
BD10295 262 (46c6-12) 
BD10296 2897 (1424a26-b3) 
BD10297 1431 (1030c18-1031a21) 
BD10298 大正藏未収 
BD10299 2910 (1455c27-1456a2) 
BD10300 1775 (333b17-29) 
BD10301 450 (407b21-c2) 
BD10302 典籍名未確定 
BD10303 235 (749b19-20) 
BD10304 典籍名未確定 
BD10305 典籍名未確定 
BD10308 374 (455b10-11) 
BD10309 374 (387b29-c7) 
BD10310 典籍名未確定 
BD10311 1428 (810b4-6) 
BD10312 374 (455b11-12) 
BD10313 262 (57c4-5) 
BD10314 310 (536a6-7) 
BD10315 936 (82a1-8) 
BD10316 220 (vol. 6, 386c15-19) 
BD10317 大正藏未収 
BD10318 235 (749b3-11) 
BD10319 220 (vol. 5, 977b19-20) 
BD10320 大正藏未収 
BD10321 262 (37a3-8) 
BD10322 典籍名未確定 
BD10323 374 (455b9-9) 




BD10328 672 (594c3-5) 
BD10329 220 (vol. 5, 630c14-22) 
BD10330 374 (428c16-21) 
BD10331 大正藏未収* 
BD10332 310 (195b4-10) 
BD10333 377 (900b17-24) 
BD10334 220 (vol. 7, 521b5-6) 
BD10336 245 (832a26-b4) 
BD10337 442 (312c12-14) 
BD10338 大正藏未収* 
BD10339 235 (750a28-b1) 
BD10340 475 (544c14-17) 
BD10341 26 (662c7-10) 
BD10342 262 (57a16-19) 
BD10343 235 (749a17-22) 
BD10344 672 (594c5-6) 
BD10345 374 (558a20-22) 
BD10346 262 (57a14-15) 
BD10347 2777 (466a18-b12) 
BD10348 235 (752a29-b4) 
BD10349 262 (37b7-9) 
BD10350 典籍名未確定 
BD10351 235 (750c5-9) 
BD10352 235 (749c21-28) 
BD10353 262 (39b27-c2) 
BD10354 262 (10b8-20) 
BD10355 262 (58b17-19) 
BD10356 2897 (1424b21-26) 
BD10357 967 (350b12-17) 
BD10359 大正藏未収 
BD10360 665 (437a20-22) 
BD10362 665 (405a11-15) 
BD10363 663 (357c27-28) 
BD10364 1851 
BD10365 262 (46b15-21) 
BD10366 220 (vol. 6, 1015b4-5) 
BD10367 665 (418a10-17) 
BD10368 262 (58b17-21) 







BD10373 262 (10c3-9) 
BD10374 374 (570b11-14) 
BD10375 典籍名未確定 
BD10376 大正藏未収* 
BD10377 2827 (1243c9-12) 
BD10378 典籍名未確定 
BD10379 典籍名未確定 
BD10380 220 (vol. 7, 394a1-11) 
BD10381 235 (752a3-16) 
BD10382 235 (749b15-22) 
BD10383 374 (383b12-14) 
BD10384 374 (462b24-28) 
BD10385 2871 (1350a25-b4) 
BD10386 1425 (265c22-23) 
BD10387 220 (vol. 7, 640b4-9) 
BD10388 936 (82b5-19) 
BD10389 大正藏未収 
BD10390 262 (55b3-7) 
BD10391 大正藏未収* 
BD10392 262 (3b2-3) 
BD10393 936 (82a5-11) 
BD10394 1421 (1c11-13) 
BD10394V 1428 (578a19-21) 
BD10395 220 (vol. 7, 1064b14-c20) 
BD10396 1851 (813c15-29) 
BD10397 2893 (1411a16-20) 
BD10398 1484 (1006b27-c9) 
BD10398V 典籍名未確定 
BD10399 374 (545a21-23) 
BD10400 262 (58b18-c5) 
BD10401 374 (469c14-17) 
BD10402 665 (452b27-c4) 
BD10403 220 (vol. 6, 267a23-b1) 
BD10404 220 (vol. 7, 274b22-28) 
BD10405 450 (405a3-8) 
BD10406 2897 (1425a14-20) 
BD10407 1434 (1069b1-6) 
BD10408 220 (vol. 5, 945c14-15) 
BD10409 220 (vol. 5, 790c10-25) 
BD10410 2782 (546b13-c2) 
BD10411 262 (58b26-29) 
BD10412 278 (645a19-21) 
BD10413 374 (456b2-8) 
BD10414 475 (545c5-7) 
BD10415 278 (617c27-29) 
BD10416 310 (370c10-13) 
BD10417 典籍名未確定 
BD10418 374 (404c5-13) 
BD10419 235 (749a6-12) 
BD10420 374 (383b5-7) 
BD10421 374 (408a5-8) 
BD10422 235 (749a19-26) 
BD10424 475 (537a1-5) 
BD10425 2887 (1404a10-10) 
BD10426 典籍名未確定 
BD10427 2777 (442c29-443a4) 
BD10428 2837 (1285c21-29) 
BD10429 262 (5b4-6) 
BD10430 475 (544c10-11) 
BD10431 262 (50c4-8) 
BD10432 262 (35b26-c9) 
BD10433 262 (2a16-21) 
BD10434 221 (122a26-29) 
BD10435 665 (404c29-405a3) 
BD10436 1770 (258a26-29) 
BD10437 374 (520b13-18) 
BD10438 220 (vol. 5, 999b29-c6) 
BD10439 1425 (268a8-12) 
BD10440 1509 (154b25-29) 
BD10441 374 (530a15-21) 
BD10442 1864 (467a4-16) 
BD10442V 1733 (403b3-12) 
BD10443 典籍名未確定 
BD10444 2897 (1423c26-1424a4) 
BD10445 220 (vol. 5, 876a6-14) 
BD10446 220 (vol. 6, 32a16-26) 
BD10447 223 (423b20-21) 
BD10448 223 (358b24-28) 
BD10449 1339 (648a2-8) 
BD10450 典籍名未確定 
BD10452 665 (444c15-19) 
BD10453 典籍名未確定 
BD10454 220 (vol. 6, 289a13-21) 
BD10455 278 (773b3-8) 
BD10456 262 (46c19-28) 
BD10457 1331 (536a4-10) 
BD10458 典籍名未確定 
BD10459 1579 (476b11-19) 
BD10460 374 
BD10461 262 (28a2-10) 
BD10462 440 (182c15-22) 
BD10463 665 (405c19-24) 
BD10464 1509 (324b8-11) 
BD10465 1431 (1032a5-9) 
BD10466 典籍名未確定 
BD10467 262 (20c12-21) 
BD10468 475 (545c28-546a1) 
BD10469 235 (750a14-23) 
BD10470 374 (603a2-3) 
BD10472 262 (46a24-b10) 
BD10473 262 (59a5-12) 
BD10474 典籍名未確定 
BD10475 220 (vol. 6, 403b22-c1) 
BD10476 2881 (1381c22-1382a3) 
BD10477 278 (677b7-8) 
BD10478 235 (749b6-9) 
BD10479 220 (vol. 7, 579c10-14) 
BD10481 235 (749a26-29) 
BD10482 665 (451a18-22) 
BD10483 665 (432b1-15) 
BD10484 665 (437b12-21) 
BD10485 353 (221c3-7) 
BD10486 262 (42c4-9) 
BD10487 278 
BD10488 1509 (236c9-21) 
BD10489 278 (537c29-538a21) 
BD10490 262 (55b17-26) 
BD10491 235 (752a3-7) 
BD10492 262 (19b1-5) 
BD10493 235 (749a9-15) 
BD10494 262 (39a18-28) 
BD10495 235 (750c7-10) 
BD10496 262 (42a27-b7) 
BD10497 262 (56c2-12) 
BD10498 1564 (7a23-b6) 
BD10498V 2047 (184c9-19) 
BD10499 374 (527a10-20) 
BD10500 2897 (1423b13-c2) 
BD10501 223 (323b27-c3) 
BD10502 大正藏未収 
BD10503 262 (2c4-16) 
BD10504 278 (677c24-678a3) 
BD10505 374 (391c19-20) 
BD10506 278 (418a14-20) 
BD10507 典籍名未確定 
BD10508 典籍名未確定 
BD10509 1550 (821c10-16) 
BD10510 262 (3c15-19) 
BD10511 223 (274b10-11) 
BD10512 278 (764a7-8) 
BD10513 202 (425a25-b2) 
BD10514 967 (349c4-13) 
BD10515 374 (419c5-7) 
BD10516 278 (749a6-8) 
BD10517 235 (751a22-b6) 
BD10518 366 (347a18-b2) 
BD10519 1808 (492a25-b3) 
BD10520 416 (881b13-21) 
BD10521 1484 (1005a23-b1) 
BD10522 665 (427c4-12) 
BD10524 262 (58a7-b7) 
BD10525 374 (547b1-6) 
BD10526 482 (660c28-661a6) 
BD10527 663 (356b18-26) 
BD10528 262 (19a29-b3) 
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BD10529 374 (510b24-c1) 
BD10530 220 (vol. 6, 16c7-10) 
BD10531 典籍名未確定 
BD10532 262 (33b14-20) 
BD10533 2893 (1412a14-b4) 
BD10534 366 (346c11-15) 
BD10535 262 (56b23-26) 
BD10536 375 (631b16-17) 
BD10537 262 (56c9-16) 
BD10538 665 (408b26-c3) 
BD10539 665 (407c12-16) 
BD10540 397 (23c24-26) 
BD10541 446 (367b7-7) 
BD10542 366 (347a10-19) 
BD10543 224 (431c24-27) 
BD10544 235 (751b25-26) 
BD10545 典籍名未確定 
BD10546 442 (317c5-19) 
BD10547 典籍名未確定 
BD10548 2871 (1348a7-14) 
BD10549 450 (405a2-8) 
BD10550 397 (30c13-16) 
BD10551 278 (486c27-487a18) 
BD10552 967 (349b9-15) 
BD10553 235 (750b8-9) 
BD10554 220 (vol. 7, 872a26-b17) 
BD10555 397 (235a13-18) 
BD10556 449 (401a5-22) 
BD10557 235 (749c28-750a7) 
BD10558 220 (vol. 5, 636a9-18) 
BD10559 1431 (1031a1-25) 
BD10560 665 (422b23-c2) 
BD10561 1429 (1016b13-28) 
BD10562 262 (57c27-58a13) 
BD10563 大正藏未収 
BD10564 大正藏未収 
BD10566 663 (341a27-b1) 
BD10567 262 (60a25-29) 
BD10568 1888 (769b16-19) 
BD10569 665 (413c14-17) 
BD10571 223 (336a13-17) 
BD10572 936 (84b27-c29) 
BD10573 大正藏未収 
BD10574 1532 (351b2-14) 
BD10575 374 (436c27-437a6) 
BD10576 典籍名未確定 
BD10578 2871 (1353b24-c2) 
BD10579 220 (vol. 6, 616a21-b6) 
BD10580 262 (40a11-16) 
BD10581 374 (516c2-9) 
BD10582 典籍名未確定 
BD10583 262 (27b12-18) 
BD10584 235 (749b3-20) 
BD10585 374 (436c23-437a6) 
BD10586 262 (2b15-24) 
BD10587 665 (438a15-18) 
BD10588 374 (549c26-550a2) 
BD10589 374 (460b7-13) 
BD10590 220 (vol. 7, 549a22-b1) 
BD10591 190 (814c24-26) 
BD10593 262 (55a19-24) 
BD10594 235 (749b6-19) 
BD10595 262 (10c6-14) 
BD10596 936 (82b23-26) 
BD10597 1043 (34c2-7) 
BD10598 262 (2c21-3a3) 
BD10599 262 (19c2-8) 
BD10600 220 (vol. 5, 280a9-17) 
BD10601 475 (537a19-b3) 
BD10602 235 (748c20-27) 
BD10603V 2810 (1064a28-b8) 
BD10604 374 (383b3-4) 
BD10605 2124 (204a18-b3) 
BD10605V 2810 (1046a28-b21) 
BD10607 2124 (204a11-18) 
BD10607V 2810 (1046b22-c9) 
BD10608 278 (698a23-28) 
BD10609 374 (444b5-10) 
BD10611 1601 (478a9-19) 
BD10611V 2782 (54906-13) 
BD10612 262 (59a14-16) 
BD10614 592 (124b20-c2) 
BD10615 220 (vol. 6, 424b20-29) 
BD10616 大正藏未収 
BD10617 235 (748c20-749a6) 
BD10618 2893 (1411a28-b6) 
BD10619 大正藏未収* 
BD10620 262 (28a5-8) 
BD10621 664 (389b23-27) 
BD10622 220 (vol. 5, 91a18-29) 
BD10623 663 (353c3-19) 
BD10624 475 (537b23-c1) 
BD10625 大正藏未収 
BD10626 475 (537c9-13) 
BD10627 475 (552a10-18) 
BD10628 262 (2a12-19) 
BD10629 262 (46b26-c10) 
BD10630 1331 (535b23-c2) 
BD10632 235 (749a29-b23) 
BD10633 262 (10b24-c6) 
BD10634 262 (57a18-24) 
BD10635 475 (555a11-15) 
BD10636 220 (vol. 7, 511a17-22) 
BD10637 235 (750b28-c5) 
BD10638 262 (4a24-b1) 
BD10639 374 (462c27-463a6) 
BD10640 2827 (1243b24-27) 
BD10642 大正藏未収 
BD10643 235 (749c16-26) 
BD10644 220 (vol. 5, 889a5-7) 
BD10645 423 (969a24-27) 
BD10646 374 (529a12-16) 
BD10647 665 (447b18-20) 
BD10648 262 (2a19-21) 
BD10649 262 (37b13-15) 
BD10650 220 (vol. 7, 756c3-7) 
BD10651 大正藏未収 
BD10652 374 (579a5-16) 
BD10653 262 (2a7-18) 
BD10654 278 (782c23-25) 
BD10655 374 (366b16-20) 
BD10656 220 (vol. 6, 394b6-15) 
BD10657 262 (10c19-11a6) 
BD10659 397 (24b8-11) 
BD10660 220 (vol. 7, 189a1-3) 
BD10662 225 (479b2-8) 
BD10663 251 (848c10-19) 
BD10664 大正藏未収 
BD10665 262 (51c8-14) 
BD10666 大正藏未収 
BD10668 665 (408c15-19) 
BD10669 374 (517a7-13) 
BD10670 1564 (10c11-12c9) 
BD10671 典籍名未確定 
BD10672 643 (651b10-23) 
BD10673 615 (286a13-20) 
BD10674 235 (748c16-749a4) 
BD10675 1043 (35c15-36a5) 
BD10676 665 (437b22-29) 
BD10676V 典籍名未確定 
BD10678 374 (599a8-17) 
BD10679 235 (749b5-9) 
BD10680 262 (58b2-6) 
BD10681 大正藏未収 
BD10682 大正藏未収 
BD10683 262 (59a21-b4) 
BD10684 大正藏未収 
BD10685 262 (58a1-b7) 
BD10686 440 (152c21-28) 
BD10687 262 (14c27-15a5) 
BD10688 665 (453c11-25) 
BD10688V 大正藏未収* 
BD10689 大正藏未収 
BD10690 2897 (1423b13-c2) 




BD10693 235 (749a13-23) 
BD10694 典籍名未確定 
BD10695 1427 (556b20-28) 
BD10696 374 (520a9-16) 
BD10697 374 (527c7-13) 
BD10698 360 (279a7-20) 
BD10700 262 (11b5-17) 
BD10701 220 (vol. 5, 695c1-7) 
BD10702 262 (21c25-22a23) 
BD10703 大正藏未収 
BD10704 大正藏未収 




BD10710 262 (9a25-b4) 
BD10711 665 (444a14-19) 
BD10713 262 (22b23-24) 
BD10714 389 (1111a2-4) 
BD10715 典籍名未確定 
BD10716 223 (371b5-7) 
BD10717 大正藏未収 
BD10718 220 (vol. 7, 690a12-24) 
BD10719 大正藏未収 
BD10720 665 (423a2-6) 
BD10721 450 (405a11-13) 
BD10722 936 (82a6-12) 
BD10723 262 (1c28-2a2) 
BD10724 262 (27c28-28a9) 
BD10725 262 (57a4-14) 
BD10726 大正藏未収 
BD10727 262 (42c10-18) 
BD10728 大正藏未収 
BD10729 366 (346c3-15) 
BD10730 大正藏未収 
BD10731 262 (3c15-18) 
BD10732 220 (vol. 5, 1029b14-20) 
BD10733 374 (425b27-c2) 
BD10734 220 (vol. 6, 139b6-14) 
BD10735 235 (748c16-22) 
BD10736 278 (660a16-19) 
BD10737 665 (410b1-7) 
BD10738 936 (83c3-11) 
BD10739 374 (383b11-14) 
BD10740 374 (383b7-10) 
BD10741 235 (751c1-6) 
BD10742 262 (58b6-7) 
BD10743V 446 (365a10-11) 
BD10745 262 (57a19-23) 
BD10746 665 (408b27-c4) 
BD10747 大正藏未収 
BD10748 235 (748c17-24) 
BD10749 235 (750a10-13) 
BD10750 377 (900a5-8) 
BD10751 2123 (103b26-c3) 
BD10752 235 (750a21-23) 
BD10753 262 (57a4-24) 
BD10754 220 (vol. 6, 256a8-12) 
BD10755 220 (vol. 6, 230a4-7) 
BD10756 663 (353c9-19) 
BD10757 1360 (878a1-7) 
BD10758 1509 (276c20-277a2) 
BD10759 262 (55c4-12) 
BD10760 典籍名未確定 
BD10761 663 (353a16-21) 
BD10762 235 (750a10-20) 
BD10763 235 (748c16-20) 
BD10764 475 (544b2-7) 
BD10765 2897 (1423a22-25) 
BD10766 2871 (1350c9-20) 
BD10767 2907 (1453a15-27) 
BD10768 典籍名未確定 
BD10769 典籍名未確定 
BD10770 365 (343c2-3) 
BD10771 典籍名未確定 
BD10772 936 (84a18-19) 
BD10774 665 (423a10-21) 
BD10775 262 (33c8-24) 
BD10776 125 (641b14-18) 
BD10777 1488 (1062b2-5) 
BD10778 374 (383a24-25) 
BD10779 典籍名未確定 
BD10780 664 (363a7-8) 
BD10781 262 (20a23-25) 
BD10782 262 (13a10-15) 
BD10783 1339 (651a12-16) 
BD10784 374 (524a20-27) 
BD10786 262 (32b22-24) 
BD10787 278 (782c24-28) 
BD10788 374 (511c21-24) 
BD10789 1421 (52a16-17) 
BD10790 大正藏未収 
BD10794 374 (586c23-24) 
BD10795 475 (554a1-8) 
BD10796 374 (426a7-15) 
BD10797A 220 (vol. 6, 967a22-b9) 
BD10797B 1871 (596c18-20) 
BD10797C 1871 (596c21-21) 
BD10798 235 (749a5-8) 
BD10799 967 (349c3-13) 
BD10800 1579 (499a12-13) 
BD10801 220 (vol. 7, 388a4-7) 
BD10802 235 (749a19-23) 
BD10804 262 (35a27-28) 
BD10805 262 (48c17-23) 
BD10806 220 (vol. 5, 718b20-28) 
BD10808 262 (58a1-13) 
BD10809 2810 (1047c2-11) 
BD10810 262 (37a22-26) 
BD10811 936 (82a5-10) 
BD10812 262 (2b7-10) 
BD10813 374 (391c20-23) 
BD10814 220 (vol. 7, 209c27-210a1) 
BD10815 262 (40a4-5) 
BD10816 1529 (283a21-23) 
BD10817 1509 (433b29-c6) 
BD10818 典籍名未確定 
BD10819 1809 (528b4-8) 
BD10823V 典籍名未確定 
BD10826 262 (11b10-22) 
BD10827 大正藏未収 
BD10828 665 (414a6-26) 
BD10829 665 (410b8-23) 
BD10830 大正藏未収 
BD10831 大正藏未収 
BD10832 374 (601b5-16) 
BD10833 大正藏未収 
BD10834 大正藏未収* 
BD10835 374 (383a17-18) 
BD10836 374 (446a7-11) 
BD10837 475 (545a8-11) 
BD10838 374 (392b26-29) 
BD10839 374 (491a22-b1) 
BD10840 262 (32c28-33a2) 
BD10841 2907 (1452c1-8) 
BD10842 945 (119c29-29) 
BD10843 397 (23b1-3) 
BD10845 665 (437b19-20) 







BD10849 190 (836c7-10) 













BD10853 278 (783a8-8) 
BD10854 1804 (68b15-21) 
BD10855 262 (47b19-c5) 
BD10856 665 (423c12-16) 
BD10857 278 (677a9-14) 
BD10858 374 (602c23-27) 
BD10859 1425 (267a26-b1) 
BD10860 235 (750c12-16) 
BD10861 262 (1c25-2a7) 
BD10862 大正藏未収* 
BD10863 936 (82a20-b3) 
BD10864 大正藏未収 
BD10865 235 (749a1-8) 
BD10866 2871 (1350c20-25) 





BD10872 235 (748c14-749a2) 
BD10873 665 (405b11-21) 
BD10874 1552 (879b15-20) 
BD10875 262 (59c14-60a3) 
BD10876 大正藏未収 
BD10877 1060 (106a2-6) 
BD10878 1536 (368c3-7) 
BD10879 220 (vol. 7, 521a15-b4) 
BD10880 220 (vol. 6, 483a22-b1) 
BD10882 220 (vol. 7, 1033b28-c7) 
BD10883 235 (749b20-c3) 
BD10884 223 (341b27-c5) 
BD10885 大正藏未収 
BD10886 374 (527c1-3) 
BD10887 262 (3b3-15) 
BD10888 262 (5c4-16) 
BD10889 262 (10c13-17) 
BD10890 262 (12b19-23) 
BD10891 235 (749b6-10) 
BD10892 262 (43a16-22) 
BD10893 475 (544b17-20) 
BD10894 374 (372b8-14) 
BD10895 262 (2a11-15) 
BD10896 262 (4b18-28) 
BD10897 440 (142b20-24) 
BD10898 1509 (154c28-155a4) 
BD10899 967 (350b15-24) 
BD10900 235 (752b16-c2) 
BD10902-1 235 (752c2-7) 
BD10902-2 2732 (8c13-20) 
BD10903 大正藏未収* 
BD10904 967 (350b15-24) 




BD10909 366 (346b24-c3) 
BD10910 410 (702a27-b9) 
BD10911 262 (58b8-14) 
BD10912 663 (352c29-353a5) 
BD10913 262 (27b16-c16) 
BD10915 262 (46c20-47a5) 
BD10916 450 (405a15-25) 
BD10917 220 (vol. 6, 814c10-815a1) 
BD10918 450 (404c13-18) 
BD10919 967 (350b3-9) 
BD10920 262 (19b14-17) 
BD10921 235 (750a1-7) 
BD10922 262 (25a9-20) 
BD10923 262 (1c19-25) 
BD10924 262 (58b21-28) 
BD10925 262 (54a2-14) 
BD10926 262 (57a8-19) 
BD10927A 262 (51a3-7) 
BD10927B 262 (51a12-17) 
BD10928 235 (749c17-750a9) 
BD10929 357 (244a22-7) 
BD10930 220 (vol. 5, 891c13-892a3) 
BD10931 262 (56c7-57a1) 
BD10932 262 (36b26-c6) 
BD10933 262 (37a17-19) 
BD10934 1509 (564b1-14) 
BD10935 262 (11a23-b8) 
BD10936 475 (544b13-c1) 
BD10937 262 (3b25-c16) 
BD10938 2883 (1386a25-b15) 
BD10939 936 (84a14-b8) 
BD10940 262 (29a7-19) 
BD10941 220 (vol. 5, 773a21-b5) 
BD10942 665 (408b1-19) 
BD10944 643 (672a9-20) 
BD10945 278 (677c9-17) 
BD10946 629 (449b11-18) 
BD10947 251 (848c1-8) 
BD10948 2871 (1353c3-24) 
BD10949 665 (413c21-414a9) 
BD10950 374 (512b19-26) 
BD10951 374 (387a5-11) 
BD10952 262 (57a10-15) 
BD10953 220 (vol. 6, 487b5-9) 
BD10954 475 (543a10-15) 
BD10955 220 (vol. 7, 1014b29-c11) 
BD10956 278 (701c15-19) 
BD10957 1077 (185b1-10) 
BD10958 665 (431c4-12) 
BD10959 665 (430c29-431a4) 
BD10960 220 (vol. 6, 206c3-6) 
BD10961 2897 (1423c13-19) 
BD10962 大正藏未収* 
BD10963 220 (vol. 7, 844b3-10) 
BD10964 665 (418a14-18) 
BD10965 220 (vol. 6, 283c22-284a4) 
BD10966 665 (405a9-10) 
BD10967-1 大正藏未収 
BD10968 125 (551c8-12) 
BD10969 936 (82b17-c2) 
BD10970 262 (42c14-23) 
BD10971 262 (10b22-c3) 
BD10972 262 (20c8-19) 
BD10973 475 (555a22-28) 
BD10974 235 (749a13-18) 
BD10975 235 (749a12-24) 
BD10976 262 (9a1-12) 
BD10977 672 (622c4-9) 
BD10978 665 (441b10-15) 
BD10979 374 (44517-24) 
BD10980 220 (vol. 6, 451b10-15) 
BD10983 936 (84a25-b16) 
BD10984 665 (456a25-26) 
BD10985 374 (526a27-29) 
BD10986 665 (450b28-c10) 
BD10987 262 (49a15-21) 
BD10988 945 (121c13-19) 
BD10989 235 (750c21-751a7) 
BD10990 大正藏未収* 
BD10991A 1851 (835c25-836a7) 
BD10991B 2871 (1348b14-22) 
BD10991C 2871 (1347c3-11) 
BD10991D 1851 (834c4-15) 
BD10992 262 (56c2-12) 
BD10993 220 (vol. 7, 703b17-25) 
BD10994 大正藏未収* 
BD10995 235 (752b26-c3) 
BD10996 1558 (109b24-c2) 
BD10997 227 (582b4-14) 
BD10998 220 (vol. 7, 987b6-b20) 
BD10999 1435 (361b28-c1) 
BD11000 374 (456b8-9) 
BD11001 262 (57a7-10) 
BD11002 235 (749a5-8) 
BD11003 2058 (305b7-11) 




BD11005 223 (366b27-c3) 
BD11007 936 (84c16-29) 
BD11008 262 (20a27-b14) 
BD11009 1484 (1007c21-1008a3) 
BD11010 220 (vol. 5, 436c4-7) 
BD11011 262 (46b1-18) 
BD11014 374 (511a21-26) 
BD11015 262 (56c17-20) 
BD11016 262 (2c19-23) 
BD11017 397 (45c15-20) 
BD11018 235 (751b12-18) 
BD11019 99 (364b10-15) 
BD11020 936 (83a26-c26) 
BD11021 278 (677b24-28) 
BD11022 374 (448c8-15) 
BD11023 1488 (1074c3-11) 
BD11024 典籍名未確定 
BD11025 262 (58b14-24) 
BD11026 262 (1c20-27) 
BD11027 262 (56c29-57a4) 
BD11028 586 (36a2-7) 
BD11029 374 (544b4-11) 
BD11030 278 (547c3-17) 
BD11031 1484 (1006b17-26) 
BD11032 典籍名未確定 
BD11033 1432 (1047a28-b4) 
BD11034 278 (617c1-8) 
BD11035 2871 (1346a25-b1) 
BD11036 847 (960c21-961a8) 
BD11037 大正藏未収 
BD11038 278 (547b3-8) 
BD11039 475 (552a6-10) 
BD11040 典籍名未確定 
BD11042 374 (541b25-c15) 
BD11043 374 (583a27-b12) 
BD11044 235 (748c14-22) 
BD11045 262 (13b5-18) 
BD11046 369 (352a23-b2) 
BD11047 428 (73b13-26) 
BD11049 936 (82a8-b5) 
BD11050 典籍名未確定 
BD11051 235 (750c18-751a7) 
BD11052 262 (56c21-57a4) 
BD11053 1484 (1003b10-23) 
BD11054 1154 (637c23-638a5) 
BD11055 235 (748c14-749a18) 
BD11056 235 (749b5-20) 
BD11057 235 (750a10-20) 
BD11058 475 (552a6-15) 
BD11059 典籍名未確定 
BD11060 366 (347c13-16) 
BD11061 235 (751a23-b16) 
BD11062A 1339 (647c7-14) 
BD11062B 1339 (647c22-29) 
BD11063 278 (780b30-c5) 
BD11064 366 (348a21-29) 
BD11065 235 (749b6-13) 
BD11066 235 (749a8-18) 
BD11067 235 (749a17-28) 
BD11068 220 (vol. 5, 108c18-28) 
BD11069 1339 (647c15-21) 
BD11070 1509 (277a1-10) 
BD11071 665 (449b1-25) 
BD11072 1429 (1015a15-b20) 
BD11073 262 (5a23-b9) 
BD11074 665 (408a18-28) 
BD11075 262 (42c12-26) 
BD11076 475 (537a28-b19) 
BD11077 665 (408a8-27) 
BD11078 936 (84b6-17) 
BD11079 475 (537b17-c3) 
BD11080 665 (451a26-b9) 
BD11081 475 (537a29-b7) 
BD11082 2040 (71b1-7) 
BD11084 475 (537b18-c1) 
BD11085 220 (vol. 5, 386a11-16) 
BD11086 475 (555a16-21) 
BD11087 1484 (1004b21-28) 
BD11088 936 (84a29-b6) 
BD11089 475 (555a23-26) 
BD11090 262 (11b8-20) 
BD11091 235 (749c26-750a3) 
BD11092 大正藏未収 
BD11093 475 (554b8-11) 
BD11094 475 (554b1-5) 
BD11095 262 (1c12-26) 
BD11096-3 1484 (1003a19-24) 
BD11097 360 (270a23-b12) 
BD11098 235 (749a21-b1) 
BD11099 279 (16a1-15) 
BD11100 1331 (534b13-20) 
BD11101 大正藏未収 
BD11102 235 (748c19-749a5) 
BD11103 235 (749c25-750a9) 
BD11104 1601 (478a10-b9) 
BD11104V 2782 (549b5-25) 
BD11105 475 (544c28-545a7) 
BD11106 665 (433a10-18) 
BD11107 220 (vol. 5, 768a7-11) 
BD11108 665 (421c12-422a4) 
BD11109 936 (83b29-c18) 
BD11110 278 (616c18-25) 
BD11111 223 (404b6-9) 
BD11112 251 (848c5-13) 
BD11113 665 (408a14-21) 
BD11114 235 (748c16-20) 
BD11115 1331 (535a20-25) 
BD11116 262 (2a7-16) 
BD11117 262 (29c18-24) 
BD11118 262 (27b21-24) 
BD11119 397 (45b15-22) 
BD11120 1425 (268b14-20) 
BD11121 220 (vol. 7, 718c7-18) 
BD11122 262 (55c3-12) 
BD11123 397 (150b29-c5) 
BD11124 936 (83a2-19) 
BD11125 235 (751a8-17) 
BD11126 220 (vol. 6, 27b15-19) 
BD11127 1814 (684b1-6) 
BD11128 1646 (363a4-7) 
BD11130 2897 (1424a4-7) 
BD11131 220 (vol. 5, 1065b9-12) 
BD11132 佛名經 
BD11133 典籍名未確定 
BD11134 397 (300b25-26) 
BD11135 665 (409a6-14) 
BD11136 262 (4b7-10) 
BD11137 397 (45b25-29) 
BD11138 374 (512b26-28) 
BD11140 374 (391c20-23) 
BD11141 220 (vol. 5, 694c15-18) 
BD11142 262 (27c15-17) 
BD11143 262 (36c3-9) 
BD11144 典籍名未確定 
BD11146 440 (119c1-2) 
BD11147 典籍名未確定 
BD11148 典籍名未確定 
BD11149 374 (421c28-422a17) 
BD11150 374 (386a7-17) 
BD11151 665 (410a29-b11) 
BD11152 125 (830a28-b6) 
BD11153 665 (403a1-5) 
BD11154 220 (vol. 5, 976c19-977a12) 
BD11155 251 (848c1-5) 
BD11156 452 (418b21-c5) 
BD11157 262 (58b6-7) 
BD11158 220 (vol. 6, 892b21-24) 
BD11159 262 (9a22-b5) 
BD11160 374 (421b22-25) 
BD11161 374 (583c12-17) 
BD11162 262 (4a8-14) 
BD11163 2893 (1411c7-20) 
BD11164 2832 (1270b11-16) 
BD11165 665 (438a1-13) 





BD11169 278 (783c22-28) 
BD11170 大正藏未収 
BD11172 235 (749b12-20) 
BD11173 235 (749c2-19) 
BD11175 2912 (1458b15-20) 
BD11179 262 (37a10-24) 
BD11182 277 (393a16-28) 
BD11183 665 (403a11-16) 
BD11184 475 (544b18-29) 
BD11185 262 (19a13-b2) 
BD11186 220 (vol. 6, 790c10-22) 
BD11187B 典籍名未確定 
BD11188 220 (vol. 6, 754b9-20) 
BD11189 374 (452c3-24) 
BD11192 262 (56c8-15) 
BD11194V 409 (678a29-b5) 
BD11195 262 (10c3-10) 
BD11196 663 (358c15-22) 
BD11197 235 (750a8-14) 
BD11198 374 (599c13-23) 
BD11199 220 (vol. 5, 594c24-595a13) 
BD11200 374 (456b16-16) 
BD11201 936 (82a18-26) 
BD11202 397 (235a12-b26) 
BD11203 典籍名未確定 
BD11204 455 (426b17-c4) 
BD11205 475 (538c3-10) 
BD11206 典籍名未確定 
BD11207 397 (25b28-c1) 
BD11208 2887 (1403b25-28) 
BD11209 475 (547b3-10) 
BD11210 665 (407b26-c11) 
BD11211 801 (745b12-17) 
BD11212 483 (667a10-19) 
BD11213 1814 (666c5-7) 
BD11214 典籍名未確定 
BD11215 262 (37b29-c10) 
BD11216 397 (176c20-177a2) 
BD11217 262 (55a26-b15) 
BD11218 大正藏未収 
BD11219 262 (19b10-21) 
BD11220 967 (350a13-15) 
BD11221 374 (582c18-21) 
BD11223 262 (46c17-22) 
BD11224 1509 (202b9-20) 
BD11225 典籍名未確定 
BD11226 1431 (1031c6-11) 
BD11227 262 (43c12-16) 
BD11228 220 (vol. 6, 387a29-b7) 
BD11229 235 (749a28-b5) 
BD11230 1431 (1033a24-26) 
BD11231 374 (510c1-2) 
BD11232 374 (446c10-17) 
BD11233 672 (615b28-c5) 
BD11234 1331 (532b14-20) 
BD11235 125 (725c7-17) 
BD11236 475 (547c25-548a6) 
BD11237 典籍名未確定 
BD11238 235 (750a17-27) 
BD11239 665 (432a19-21) 
BD11240 262 (2b23-24) 
BD11242 2897 (1424a8-17) 
BD11243 251 (848c9-15) 
BD11245 大正藏未収* 
BD11246 220 (vol. 5, 1047c11-15) 
BD11247 936 (82b6-29) 
BD11248 262 (55c15-18) 
BD11249 235 (750c3-6) 
BD11250 大正藏未収 
BD11251 1429 (1017b1-3) 
BD11253 262 (57b27-c1) 
BD11254 2897 (1422c28-1423a7) 
BD11255 945 (143c26-144a11) 
BD11256 665 (451b16-c7) 
BD11257 2851 (1300b7-19) 
BD11258 374 (504a7-21) 
BD11260 672 (608a18-29) 
BD11261 1301 (415a19-25) 
BD11262 1431 (1032a29-b17) 
BD11263 262 (3a15-23) 
BD11264 大正藏未収 
BD11265 2871 (1354b18-26) 
BD11266 1432 (1048a26-b7) 
BD11267 1431 (1031c7-1032a1) 
BD11268 262 (2a13-28) 
BD11269 大正藏未収 
BD11270 220 (vol. 5, 902b16-29) 
BD11271 1428 (582c1-14) 
BD11272 262 (10b12-21) 
BD11273 1522 (160a7-19) 
BD11274 665 (422a2-6) 
BD11275 220 (vol. 7, 204a24-b4) 
BD11276 374 (586b9-20) 
BD11277 945 (119c13-23) 
BD11278 220 (vol. 5, 923a21-b5) 
BD11279 374 (470b15-20) 
BD11280 235 (751a21-26) 
BD11281 374 (521a5-26) 
BD11282 235 (750c1-9) 
BD11283 262 (28c5-14) 
BD11284 671 (535a19-26) 
BD11285 220 (vol. 6, 204c18-23) 
BD11286 665 (410b9-c6) 
BD11288 665 (432c26-29) 
BD11289 262 (58b13-23) 
BD11290 262 (2b25-c2) 
BD11291 220 (vol. 6, 154c12-155a5) 
BD11292 220 (vol. 5, 738c27-739a5) 
BD11293 235 (750c22-28) 
BD11294 262 (56a22-17) 
BD11295 大正藏未収 
BD11296 236 (752c18-27) 
BD11297 374 (534c21-535a9) 
BD11298 475 (544b8-25) 
BD11299 450 (405b18-c1) 
BD11300 665 (433a2-12) 
BD11301 665 (418b5-22) 
BD11302 2871 (1342b23-c1) 
BD11303 235 (748c20-749a14) 
BD11304 262 (24c2-22) 
BD11305 262 (19b18-26) 
BD11306 262 (18c28-19a12) 
BD11307 235 (748c14-20) 
BD11308 220 (vol. 6, 318b20-26) 
BD11309 374 (392b12-15) 
BD11310 262 (10b2-11) 
BD11311 220 (vol. 5, 245a22-b4) 
BD11312 262 (25a20-26) 
BD11313 220 (vol. 7, 214c23-215a4) 
BD11314 1024 (718b5-15) 
BD11315 89 (913a14-20) 
BD11315V 812 (773a10-16) 
BD11316 220 (vol. 5, 743b23-c13) 
BD11317 220 (vol. 6, 97a21-b13) 
BD11318 220 (vol. 6, 355c11-356a1) 
BD11319 235 (751a12-20) 
BD11320 大正藏未収 
BD11321 224 (432a25-26) 
BD11322 2870 (1335c12-13) 
BD11323 323 (30b4-10) 
BD11324 262 (29c24-30a5) 
BD11325 475 (542b9-12) 
BD11326 586 (34c25-35a4) 
BD11327 262 (43c17-24) 
BD11328 220 (vol. 6, 1053b5-8) 
BD11329 945 (114b3-5) 
BD11330 1429 (1022b14-25) 
BD11331 220 (vol. 5, 631b5-22) 
BD11332 236 (754a12-b7) 
BD11333 262 (10c1-11a6) 
BD11334 262 (19b5-17) 
BD11335 653 (782c26-783a17) 
BD11336 2871 (1354b26-c5) 




BD11338 2893 (1411c18-29) 
BD11339 262 (29c12-30a6) 
BD11340 936 (82a21-c8) 
BD11341 360 (267b4-12) 
BD11342 936 (82a7-26) 
BD11343 220 (vol. 5, 734b28-c17) 
BD11344 223 (229a21-b7) 
BD11345 大正藏未収 
BD11346 665 (408b6-23) 
BD11347 1484 (1004c20-1005a17) 
BD11348 262 (27c16-21) 
BD11349 262 (10c26-11a9) 
BD11350 220 (vol. 7, 1055c29-1056a4) 
BD11351 262 (33b12-21) 
BD11352 936 (82a25-b22) 
BD11353 801 (745b4-7) 
BD11354 220 (vol. 6, 96b13-19) 
BD11355 251 (848c11-24) 
BD11356 374 (389c5-22) 
BD11357 262 (21c25-22a7) 
BD11358 450 (404c28-405a10) 
BD11359 665 (407c25-408a9) 
BD11360 262 (37b20-c17) 
BD11361 366 (346b22-c8) 
BD11362 220 (vol. 6, 994c26-995a14) 
BD11363 262 (27c27-28a6) 
BD11364 2871 (1349c8-19) 
BD11365 220 (vol. 7, 1018c28-1019a13) 
BD11367 大正藏未収 
BD11368 262 (56c2-8) 
BD11369 262 (56c2-9) 
BD11370 235 (750a19-b13) 
BD11371 475 (553a11-24) 
BD11372 278 (397a12-21) 
BD11373 1024 (718c25-719a11) 
BD11374 374 (491c28-492a3) 
BD11375 374 (527b27-29) 
BD11376 2787 (589a14-15) 
BD11378 235 (748c22-24) 
BD11379 235 (748c25-27) 
BD11380 475 (552a11-12) 
BD11381 262 (58c6-7) 
BD11382 665 (437b13-13) 
BD11383 416 (886c3-4) 
BD11385 典籍名未確定 
BD11386 223 (354b3-8) 
BD11387 475 (538a24-29) 
BD11388 967 (350b9-14) 
BD11389 大正藏未収 
BD11390 450 (405a18-18) 
BD11392 262 (56c29-57a3) 
BD11393 大正藏未収 
BD11394 220 (vol. 6, 582a5-11) 
BD11395 大正藏未収 
BD11397 220 (vol. 6, 166b14-c5) 
BD11398 235 (750b24-c9) 
BD11399 450 (405a10-15) 
BD11400 220 (vol. 6, 367b13-21) 
BD11401 672 (607c9-22) 
BD11402 262 (28a21-b7) 
BD11404 1484 (1006c13-17) 
BD11405 278 (662a13-24) 
BD11407 235 (750b25-c7) 
BD11409 665 (410a26-b1) 
BD11410 1484 (1006c6-12) 
BD11411B 262 (19a25-b4) 
BD11412 374 (542b25-c2) 
BD11413 374 (447a25-b9) 
BD11414 223 (313a13-19) 
BD11415 1484 (1006b14-19) 
BD11416 220 (vol. 7, 494c13-495a2) 
BD11417 278 (620c19-621a3) 
BD11418 278 (547a29-b20) 
BD11419 374 (573c17-22) 
BD11420 大正藏未収 
BD11421 227 (570a7-16) 
BD11422 262 (19a20-b6) 
BD11423 大正藏未収 
BD11424 262 (55c15-23) 
BD11425 大正藏未収 
BD11426A 366 (346b27-c2) 
BD11426B 366 (346c6-10) 
BD11427 2871 (1343a15-b9) 
BD11428 374 (532a29-b12) 
BD11429 235 (748c25-749a17) 
BD11430 586 (40b16-19) 
BD11431 1810 (538b4-14) 
BD11432 大正藏未収 
BD11434 262 (57c23-58a19) 
BD11435 262 (28a14-b5) 
BD11436 220 (vol. 6, 477c2-11) 
BD11437 397 (23b4-16) 
BD11438 2871 (1345a23-b1) 
BD11439 374 (451b9-18) 
BD11440 1509 (505a3-13) 
BD11441 大正藏未収 
BD11442 936 (84c6-28) 
BD11443 450 (405c2-17) 
BD11444 220 (vol. 5, 636b1-8) 
BD11445 235 (749a9-27) 
BD11446 1484 (1007a10-17) 
BD11447 442 (314c5-17) 
BD11448 366 (346c7-347a9) 
BD11449 374 (493c2-20) 
BD11450 475 (539a24-29) 
BD11451 440 (114a1-11) 
BD11452 374 (532a5-29) 
BD11453 1331 (532b13-c8) 
BD11454 374 (531c1-21) 
BD11455 262 (37b13-c2) 
BD11456 235 (749b6-25) 
BD11457 262 (42c16-24) 
BD11458 475 (537a19-b3) 
BD11459 大正藏未収 
BD11460 1429 (1015a22-b19) 
BD11461 220 (vol. 7, 543a18-27) 
BD11462 262 (10c9-22) 
BD11463 374 (434b10-26) 
BD11464A 475 (553a7-12) 
BD11464B 475 (552c21-26) 
BD11464C 475 (552c29-553a4) 
BD11465 2865 (1325a9-26) 
BD11466 475 (544c2-25) 
BD11467 475 (545a21-b21) 
BD11468 1723 (651b3-8) 
BD11469 936 (84c9-29) 
BD11470 262 (58b6-7) 
BD11471 235 (751a18-b12) 
BD11472 2123 (138c12-17) 
BD11473 大正藏未収* 
BD11474 1509 (433a25-b4) 
BD11475 262 (61c12-18) 
BD11476 278 (618a2-10) 
BD11477-1 大正藏未収 
BD11477-2 235 (748c29-749a5) 
BD11478 220 (vol. 5, 228a22-b12) 
BD11479 220 (vol. 5, 79a19-21) 
BD11480 262 (61a23-28) 
BD11481 220 (vol. 7, 630c16-24) 
BD11482 大正藏未収 
BD11483 220 (vol. 6, 1053b5-12) 
BD11484 374 (602a12-15) 
BD11485 278 (618a12-17) 
BD11486 1427 (556b28-c8) 
BD11487 374 (512b20-29) 
BD11488 大正藏未収 
BD11489 665 (427c24-428a4) 
BD11490 1429 (1015a14-b15) 
BD11491 大正藏未収 
BD11492 1429 (1016c1-19) 
BD11494 大正藏未収 
BD11514 1331 (534c6-11) 
BD11515 1331 (534c17-22) 
BD11516 1331 (535b2-6) 
BD11517 1331 (534c28-535a4) 
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BD11518 220 (vol. 6, 366c28-367a15) 
BD11519 235 (751a16-b4) 
BD11520 235 (750a21-b6) 
BD11521 262 (56a17-b7) 
BD11522 235 (749b3-11) 
BD11523 665 (417c17-418a17) 
BD11524 475 (538a18-b10) 
BD11525 475 (538b20-c22) 
BD11526 278 (772a29-b15) 
BD11527 1331 (535b16-24) 
BD11528 1331 (535b6-15) 
BD11529 374 (381a19-28) 
BD11530 2897 (1423b1-9) 
BD11531 251 (848c14-20) 
BD11532 262 (11a3-20) 
BD11533V 374 (405a19-23) 
BD11534-1 2897 (1423a14-b5) 
BD11535 1331 (535a25-b5) 
BD11536 665 (433a12-b2) 
BD11537 2897 (1423a27-b12) 
BD11538 235 (749b16-23) 
BD11539 220 (vol. 5, 657c28-658a4) 
BD11540 262 (56c26-57a9) 
BD11541 235 (751b7-12) 
BD11542 665 (431c8-10) 
BD11543 440 (153b2-7) 
BD11544 262 (56c2-18) 
BD11545 374 (391b10-c4) 
BD11546 220 (vol. 6, 177c15-178a5) 
BD11547 220 (vol. 5, 251a24-b12) 
BD11548 665 (437c14-19) 
BD11549 262 (37a3-14) 
BD11550 450 (407b5-20) 
BD11551 374 (426a14-23) 
BD11552 664 (399b25-c16) 
BD11553 220 (vol. 7, 74a5-19) 
BD11554 2871 (1350b27-c14) 
BD11555 475 (553b24-c8) 
BD11556 262 (56a6-25) 
BD11557 665 (418a1-7) 
BD11558 374 (480c15-27) 
BD11559 2777 (455c29-456a23) 
BD11560 典籍名未確定 
BD11561 大正藏未収 
BD11562 1425 (264c11-c19) 
BD11562V 典籍名未確定 
BD11563 475 (544a14-17) 
BD11564 大正藏未収* 
BD11565 235 (750c12-27) 
BD11566 235 (752b9-13) 
BD11567 大正藏未収 
BD11568 262 (3b25-c13) 
BD11569 374 (381c13-19) 
BD11570 1509 (336a11-17) 
BD11571 大正藏未収* 
BD11572 262 (35c20-36a3) 
BD11573 大正藏未収 
BD11574 典籍名未確定 
BD11575 262 (27a21-b7) 
BD11576-1 典籍名未確定 
BD11576-2 大正藏未収 
BD11579 1723 (663c2-8) 
BD11580 1431 (1037c12-1038a13) 
BD11581 2897 (1422b11-c9) 
BD11582 366 (348a8-19) 
BD11583 220 (vol. 5, 431c6-10) 
BD11584 262 (37a15-20) 
BD11585 1302 (421a2-13) 
BD11586 366 (346c4-347a8) 
BD11587 365 (341c4-14) 
BD11588 1060 (107c4-19) 
BD11589 709 (816c13-817a4) 
BD11590 366 (346b24-347a3) 
BD11591 366 (347b20-23) 
BD11592 366 (347b29-c3) 
BD11593 366 (347b28-c1) 
BD11594 大正藏未収 
BD11595 2897 (1422b26-c12) 
BD11596 665 (418a23-b22) 
BD11597 235 (752a8-27) 
BD11598 665 (418c15-419a3) 
BD11600 大正藏未収 
BD11601 374 (375a10-17) 
BD11602 262 (27b22-c14) 
BD11603 大正藏未収 
BD11604 665 (418a4-12) 
BD11606 220 (vol. 6, 314c2-11) 
BD11607 374 (453b12-c7) 
BD11608 262 (52a11-b5) 
BD11609 262 (35a26-b5) 
BD11610 936 (82b6-c18) 
BD11611 450 (405a12-17) 
BD11612 262 (46b22-c3) 
BD11613 262 (1c20-2a17) 
BD11614A 262 (51a29-b7) 
BD11614B 262 (51b11-18) 
BD11614C 262 (51b21-28) 
BD11615 374 (475a6-19) 
BD11616 2897 (1423a8-19) 
BD11617 262 (19b1-5) 
BD11618 443 (327b28-c9) 
BD11619 235 (748c19-749a6) 
BD11620-1 967 (349c16-19) 
BD11620-2 967 (349c21-350a7) 
BD11621 262 (41c10-17) 
BD11622 936 (82b19-c11) 
BD11623 220 (vol. 6, 42c20-43a13) 
BD11624 220 (vol. 6, 436c9-20) 
BD11625 936 (82a10-b12) 
BD11626 220 (vol. 7, 578a2-13) 





BD11632 1484 (1003b4-14) 
BD11633 大正藏未収 
BD11634 374 (540c22-29) 
BD11635 262 (55a25-b8) 
BD11636 475 (537c5-16) 
BD11637 220 (vol. 5, 531a22-b12) 
BD11638 374 (450a8-15) 
BD11639 665 (455a29-b17) 
BD11640 586 (48a4-12) 
BD11641 1509 (564b14-c3) 
BD11642 大正藏未収 
BD11643 262 (46c26-47a25) 
BD11644 235 (748c25-749a16) 
BD11645 450 (407a9-15) 
BD11646 大正藏未収* 
BD11647 大正藏未収 
BD11648 220 (vol. 5, 131b24-c6) 
BD11649V 典籍名未確定 
BD11650 278 (627a9-12) 
BD11651 374 (474b24-29) 
BD11652 278 (525b26-28) 
BD11653 典籍名未確定 
BD11654 1435 (49a18-19) 
BD11655 235 (749b1-6) 
BD11656 171 (420c16-23) 
BD11657 典籍名未確定 
BD11657V 大正藏未収 





BD11663 262 (55a10-20) 
BD11664 442 (312c14-18) 
BD11665 262 (33c2-10) 
BD11666 大正藏未収* 
BD11667 318 (895a15-17) 




BD11669 665 (417b15-19) 
BD11670 665 (403b6-10) 
BD11671 235 (752a21-b15) 
BD11672 1024 (718b5-15) 
BD11673 262 (8b15-c11) 
BD11674 2123 (103c2-21) 
BD11675 2124 (196b13-c12) 
BD11676 1429 (1016c25-1017a10) 
BD11677 大正藏未収 
BD11678 大正藏未収 
BD11679 1484 (1008a14-b18) 
BD11680 1429 (1016c1-24) 
BD11681 1429 (1020c2-1021a13) 
BD11682 235 (751c7-752a14) 
BD11683 389 (1110c19-22) 
BD11684 大正藏未収 
BD11685 1428 (862b3-5) 
BD11686 262 (19c26-20a6) 
BD11687 大正藏未収 
BD11688 475 (554b29-c5) 
BD11689 475 (554c7-12) 
BD11690 223 (312c28-313a5) 
BD11691 665 (410b12-24) 
BD11692 374 (425c5-426a1) 
BD11693 典籍名未確定 
BD11694 251 (848c1-2) 
BD11695 大正藏未収 
BD11696 1428 (779b29-c9) 
BD11697 220 (vol. 6, 900c12-18) 
BD11698 262 (2a27-b9) 
BD11699 235 (748c17-22) 
BD11700 2897 (1423c19-27) 
BD11701 1302 (420a3-7) 
BD11702 251 (848c1-4) 
BD11703 374 (446a15-24) 
BD11704 374 (445c24-446a2) 
BD11706 374 (493b21-c3) 
BD11707 155 (118b10-13) 
BD11708 220 (vol. 7, 135c11-20) 
BD11709 262 (57c11-28) 
BD11710 936 (83c28-84a19) 
BD11711 235 (749b6-20) 
BD11712 801 (746a1-4) 
BD11714 1509 (276c16-20) 
BD11715 235 (751b19-26) 
BD11716 262 (24a21-b10) 
BD11717 663 (353c4-6) 
BD11718 大正藏未収 
BD11719 220 (vol. 6, 26b25-29) 
BD11720 1806 (429b23-c7) 
BD11721 665 (407c7-15) 
BD11722 220 (vol. 6, 317b9-9) 
BD11723 1331 (534c10-11) 
BD11724 936 (84a14-b3) 
BD11726 374 (456c10-11) 
BD11727 220 (vol. 5, 636a16-b3) 
BD11728 1339 (650c11-21) 
BD11729 1982 (456c22-29) 
BD11730 235 (749a26-b8) 
BD11732 262 (2a6-b1) 
BD11734 223 (392a24-29) 
BD11735 223 (245a21-29) 
BD11736 1331 (533c1-18) 
BD11737 374 (522c19-523a2) 
BD11738 262 (21a27-b8) 
BD11739 2897 (1422b22-c5) 
BD11740 220 (vol. 7, 1064c10-11) 
BD11741 1435 (133c19-134a12) 
BD11742 典籍名未確定 
BD11743 大正藏未収* 
BD11744 262 (57c9-27) 
BD11745 262 (40a25-b7) 
BD11747 220 (vol. 6, 972b22-c10) 
BD11748 936 (83c27-84c23) 
BD11749 典籍名未確定 
BD11749V 2810 
BD11750 235 (752b25-c1) 
BD11752 1425 (265b18-c9) 
BD11753 397 (73b28-c7) 
BD11754 220 (vol. 6, 284a3-6) 
BD11755 374 (547c28-548a17) 
BD11756 220 (vol. 5, 641a16-19) 
BD11757 665 (447b8-18) 
BD11758 450 (404c27-27) 
BD11759 374 (520c14-26) 
BD11760 262 (50b23-28) 
BD11761 大正藏未収 
BD11763 936 (82a3-c4) 
BD11765V 典籍名未確定 
BD11766 2058 (305a17-25) 
BD11767 2897 (1423c23-28) 
BD11768 665 (418a20-b2) 
BD11769 262 (1c23-27) 
BD11770 374 (410c23-411a1) 
BD11771 374 (387b10-21) 
BD11772 262 (50b23-c9) 
BD11773 262 (55a18-21) 
BD11774 262 (56c16-19) 
BD11775 大正藏未収* 
BD11776 262 (22a26-28) 
BD11777 278 (493b16-23) 
BD11778 262 (27b10-22) 
BD11779 235 (749b15-c2) 
BD11780 374 (529a16-19) 
BD11781 475 (537a23-b3) 
BD11782 262 (55a26-b13) 
BD11783 1077 (185a19-b14) 
BD11784 1521 (29a1-26) 
BD11785 220 (vol. 6, 310a11-25) 
BD11786 665 (428b16-c3) 
BD11787 665 (450c16-25) 
BD11788 475 (537a13-15) 
BD11789 235 (748c16-20) 
BD11790 235 (748c23-749a4) 
BD11791 220 (vol. 5, 836c24-28) 
BD11792 262 (27c23-29) 
BD11793 475 (539c19-22) 
BD11794 366 (347a21-23) 
BD11795 374 (481a12-26) 
BD11796 220 (vol. 7, 395c25-29) 
BD11797 665 (413b22-c6) 
BD11798 665 (403b13-c6) 
BD11799 1484 (1007a14-25) 
BD11800 945 (143a18-b6) 
BD11801 大正藏未収 
BD11802 366 (348a16-28) 
BD11803 665 (444c27-445a3) 
BD11804 447 (376b1-7) 
BD11805 220 (vol. 5, 881c24-882a2) 
BD11806 262 (60c4-24) 
BD11807A 大正藏未収 
BD11807B 大正藏未収 
BD11807C 262 (55a20-25) 
BD11808 典籍名未確定 
BD11809 1509 (509a5-5) 
BD11810 262 (10c2-11) 
BD11811 235 (749c29-750a23) 
BD11812 220 (vol. 7, 984a23-b13) 
BD11813 374 (563b11-20) 
BD11814 440 (114a1-11) 
BD11815 262 (27b22-c2) 
BD11817 262 (24a6-15) 
BD11818 1509 (153c21-154a11) 
BD11819 235 (748c14-749a5) 
BD11820 374 (583b8-24) 
BD11821 235 (748c14-749a4) 
BD11822 235 (749a5-13) 
BD11823 936 (82a27-c1) 
BD11824 262 (40b11-21) 
BD11825 251 (848c3-20) 
BD11826 220 (vol. 5, 463a16-21) 
BD11827 475 (537b12-25) 
BD11828 235 (751c24-752a27) 
BD11830 235 (750c1-18) 
BD11831 665 (407c5-13) 
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BD11832 374 (41812-23) 
BD11833 475 (554a29-b6) 
BD11834 2897 (1424a17-b5) 
BD11835 佛名經 
BD11836 262 (58b6-7) 
BD11837 262 (10c4-12) 
BD11838 1818 (786c26-787a22) 
BD11839 374 (457b19-23) 
BD11840 262 (50c10-19) 
BD11841 2895 (1415a12-18) 
BD11842 665 (452a20-27) 
BD11843 262 (27b14-22) 
BD11844 262 (28a1-b3) 
BD11845 475 (544c1-13) 
BD11846 475 (537a11-23) 
BD11847 475 (552c25-553a7) 
BD11848 374 (465b28-c6) 
BD11849 220 (vol. 5, 536c15-26) 
BD11850 664 (399b7-19) 
BD11851A 450 (404c21-25) 
BD11851B 450 (404c27-405a2) 
BD11852 665 (444b27-c5) 
BD11853 235 (750a23-29) 
BD11854 235 (750b6-22) 
BD11855 672 (615b29-c13) 
BD11856 235 (752a9-27) 
BD11857 374 (437a5-14) 
BD11858 801 (745b4-17) 
BD11859 262 (2a4-18) 
BD11860 1756 (308b2-6) 
BD11861 665 (422b26-c15) 
BD11862 262 (58b16-21) 
BD11863 220 (vol. 6, 182b9-22) 
BD11864 235 (749c9-21) 
BD11865 2893 (1410c26-1411a2) 
BD11866 1484 (1007a3-7) 
BD11867 374 (511c15-22) 
BD11868 374 (570b3-12) 
BD11869 1331 (532c9-533a1) 
BD11870 大正藏未収 
BD11872 220 (vol. 6, 188b5-11) 






BD11878 220 (vol. 7, 114a18-b15) 
BD11879 235 (752b22-c3) 
BD11880 220 (vol. 5, 28a18-18) 
BD11882 475 (545b4-13) 
BD11883 374 (602a15-18) 
BD11884 典籍名未確定 
BD11884V 2837 
BD11885 665 (417a24-b5) 
BD11886 397 (290b28-c5) 
BD11887 936 (84a16-b13) 
BD11888 262 (37b6-28) 
BD11889 220 (vol. 7, 90c12-21) 
BD11890 475 (556c21-557a19) 
BD11891 262 (46b19-c22) 
BD11892 220 (vol. 5, 753c12-754a6) 
BD11893 235 (750c17-751a17) 
BD11894 大正藏未収 
BD11895 2804 (976a16-b1) 
BD11896 262 (40b24-41a1) 
BD11897 1781 (917a24-b17) 
BD11898 1960 (74b21-c21) 




BD11904 235 (752b24-c3) 
BD11905 220 (vol. 5, 897a12-22) 
BD11906 235 (751a2-25) 
BD11907 2881 (1380c18-28) 
BD11908 475 (537b20-26) 
BD11909 典籍名未確定 
BD11910 大正藏未収 
BD11911 262 (11a5-22) 
BD11912 450 (405a12-21) 
BD11913 801 (745b1-11) 
BD11914 262 (2a2-5) 
BD11915 典籍名未確定 
BD11916 262 (37a26-28) 
BD11917 220 (vol. 5, 274a16-b12) 
BD11918 670 (480a17-b18) 
BD11919 220 (vol. 7, 872a15-b11) 
BD11920 大正藏未収 
BD11921 1509 (287a4-12) 
BD11922 665 (404c5-15) 
BD11923 665 (403b14-23) 
BD11924 262 (57b10-22) 
BD11925 475 (552c5-12) 
BD11926 1331 (532c4-22) 
BD11928 475 (537a9-20) 
BD11929 450 (405a4-9) 
BD11930 643 (653c9-15) 
BD11932 278 (661c16-662a15) 
BD11933 220 (vol. 6, 299a19-b1) 
BD11934 223 (391c3-7) 
BD11935 235 (752a14-22) 
BD11936 262 (51a21-26) 
BD11937 235 (749a22-27) 
BD11938 235 (749b3-20) 
BD11939 262 (57a5-7) 
BD11940 967 (352a28-b8) 
BD11941 235 (749a25-b4) 
BD11942 665 (403a2-8) 
BD11943 2897 (1424a27-b4) 
BD11945 大正藏未収 
BD11946 450 (406c6-15) 
BD11947 374 (456b22-26) 
BD11948 374 (456c5-8) 
BD11949 374 (455b8-10) 
BD11950 1509 (523a26-28) 
BD11951 223 (335c24-336a14) 
BD11952 220 (vol. 5, 641b14-22) 
BD11953 220 (vol. 7, 514b19-c6) 
BD11954 220 (vol. 7, 514b21-23) 
BD11955 220 (vol. 6, 574b23-29) 
BD11956 475 (544b16-18) 
BD11957 2897 (1424b24-c14) 
BD11958 大正藏未収 
BD11959 235 (749b3-c3) 
BD11960 262 (57a20-b4) 
BD11961 220 (vol. 6, 574b28-c15) 
BD11962 592 (124b15-c13) 
BD11963 374 (487c24-488a2) 
BD11964 475 (537a19-b17) 
BD11965 262 (15a5-12) 
BD11966 235 (750a1-22) 
BD11967 262 (22a15-b1) 
BD11968 374 (575b4-12) 
BD11969 450 (404c13-405a5) 
BD11970 220 (vol. 7, 980b22-25) 
BD11971 235 (749b4-19) 
BD11972 279 (365c6-10) 
BD11973 220 (vol. 7, 926b3-10) 
BD11974 2879 (1364a3-7) 
BD11975 223 (242a25-b4) 
BD11976 235 (748c20-24) 
BD11977 374 (592b27-29) 
BD11978 223 (404c11-12) 
BD11979 251 (848c1-12) 
BD11980 大正藏未収 
BD11981 251 (848c5-20) 
BD11982 251 (848c1-19) 
BD11983 220 (vol. 6, 241a3-b4) 
BD11984 1060 (106b25-c1) 
BD11985 大正藏未収 
BD11986A 1060 (106a1-b2) 
BD11986F 典籍名未確定 
BD12002 374 (368a7-22) 





BD12006 475 (540b6-14) 
BD12007 1982 (464b12-c4) 
BD12008 1331 (534a24-b7) 
BD12009 475 (557b6-24) 
BD12010 475 (537a9-22) 
BD12011 235 (749b20-25) 
BD12012 450 (404c19-22) 
BD12013 262 (10b29-c7) 
BD12014 262 (37a3-7) 
BD12016 374 (455c9-22) 
BD12017 374 (493a25-29) 
BD12018 2871 (1339a13-22) 
BD12019 220 (vol. 6, 610b8-14) 
BD12021 475 (552b16-23) 
BD12022 278 (60718-c1) 
BD12023 235 (749a10-18) 
BD12024 大正藏未収 
BD12025 665 (422c11-22) 
BD12026 大正藏未収 
BD12027 235 (750c16-21) 
BD12028 374 (552b2-8) 
BD12030 235 (749a18-24) 
BD12031 1723 (757a15-24) 
BD12032 262 (42b24-27) 
BD12033 235 (751c24-752a4) 
BD12034 220 (vol. 5, 247b22-c2) 
BD12035 1425 (267b9-16) 
BD12036 1806 (429a3-18) 
BD12037 202 (354c2-7) 
BD12038 374 (451c23-452a1) 
BD12039 220 (vol. 6, 236a26-29) 
BD12040 262 (55b5-10) 
BD12042 220 (vol. 7, 214c15-20) 
BD12043 452 (419a10-16) 
BD12044 171 (420c15-21) 
BD12046A 262 (58b23-26) 
BD12046B 262 (58b28-c2) 
BD12047A 262 (58b24-26) 
BD12047B 262 (58c1-2) 
BD12049 2124 (201c20-24) 
BD12050 262 (56c28-57a1) 
BD12051 374 (456b26-28) 
BD12052 374 (456c13-15) 
BD12053 374 (456c12-14) 
BD12054 374 (523a21-23) 
BD12055 220 (vol. 6, 269c10-18) 
BD12056 1723 (664a1-10) 
BD12057 1723 (663c21-664a2) 
BD12058 1723 (663c8-23) 
BD12072 262 (2c1-18) 
BD12073 262 (19b13-21) 
BD12074 665 (404a12-b27) 
BD12075 374 (444b13-19) 
BD12076 220 (vol. 7, 1064c2-9) 
BD12077 663 (346b25-c10) 
BD12078 643 (648c4-11) 
BD12079 262 (57c9-14) 
BD12079V 262 (56c11-12) 
BD12080 701 (803b16-c3) 
BD12081 220 (vol. 7, 1064c21-1065a3) 
BD12082 220 (vol. 7, 1064c26-29) 
BD12083 220 (vol. 7, 1064c10-12) 
BD12084 262 (50b23-c5) 
BD12085 440 (161c8-15) 
BD12086 440 (161c2-8) 
BD12087 262 (46b24-c5) 
BD12088 665 (413c7-19) 
BD12089 220 (vol. 7, 578b5-13) 
BD12090 936 (82a5-17) 
BD12091 1331 (535a10-15) 
BD12092 大正藏未収 
BD12093 262 (27c28-28a2) 
BD12094 936 (82a3-15) 
BD12095 262 (58b18-24) 
BD12096 665 (404a17-b6) 
BD12097 262 (57a20-25) 
BD12098 1484 (1005b18-c7) 
BD12099 475 (556a24-b3) 
BD12100 475 (548b26-c4) 
BD12101 262 (28a2-b16) 
BD12102 1302 (420a8-12) 
BD12103 374 (453c7-15) 
BD12104 262 (56c21-23) 
BD12105 1302 (420b6-9) 
BD12106 1851 (813c16-814a1) 
BD12107 220 (vol. 7, 187b29-29) 
BD12108 220 (vol. 7, 1064c10-22) 
BD12109 大正藏未収 
BD12109V 典籍名未確定 
BD12110 410 (689a7-15) 
BD12111 410 (689a18-29) 
BD12112 220 (vol. 7, 1065a3-11) 
BD12113 410 (689b1-3) 
BD12114B 262 (19b4-15) 
BD12115 262 (2c1-9) 
BD12116 1070 (150a8-17) 
BD12117 典籍名未確定 
BD12118 235 (752b18-c3) 
BD12119 220 (vol. 6, 667a18-22) 
BD12120 374 (563b27-c1) 
BD12121 664 (396c2-18) 
BD12122 262 (59b15-19) 
BD12123 1723 (843a19-b11) 
BD12124 374 (517a15-18) 
BD12125 235 (750c11-16) 
BD12125V 262 (58a9-15) 
BD12126 374 (595c9-11) 
BD12127 235 (749b12-16) 
BD12128 1509 (407c23-28) 
BD12129 典籍名未確定 
BD12130 262 (44a28-b3) 
BD12131 440 (134c25-28) 
BD12132 220 (vol. 5, 1047c10-15) 
BD12133 592 (124c4-6) 
BD12134 967 (351a22-26) 
BD12135 235 (748c29-749a1) 
BD12136 1484 (1005b13-16) 
BD12137 大正藏未収 
BD12138 220 (vol. 7, 980b29-c3) 
BD12139 典籍名未確定 
BD12140 475 (546a1-11) 
BD12141 475 (544b3-12) 
BD12142 220 (vol. 7, 1064b21-29) 
BD12143 1331 (535a10-11) 
BD12144 374 (387a14-25) 
BD12145 262 (2a2-2) 
BD12146 278 (525b29-c2) 
BD12147 1431 (1040a25-26) 
BD12148 1509 (736b2-5) 
BD12149 220 (vol. 7, 980c1-3) 
BD12150 262 (57a1-10) 
BD12151 1331 (535a3-12) 
BD12152 1331 (535a14-24) 
BD12154 典籍名未確定 
BD12155 262 (58c10-11) 
BD12156 典籍名未確定 
BD12157 235 (749a8-9) 
BD12158 475 (537b11-12) 
BD12159 262 (57c18-22) 
BD12164 235 (749b19-20) 
BD12165 235 (749a17-18) 
BD12167 653 (787b6-6) 
BD12168 262 (57a11-11) 













BD12185 262 (56c22-57a12) 
BD12186 801 (745b6-23) 
BD12188 278 
BD12189 125 (639b15-c1) 
BD12191 典籍名未確定 
BD12195 262 
BD12196 220 (vol. 6, 906b23-c5) 
BD12197 220 (vol. 5, 631a18-27) 
BD12198 665 (409b19-c2) 
BD12199 374 (575b10-27) 
BD12200 475 (544c19-26) 
BD12201 374 (532a23-28) 
BD12202 278 (547b16-c11) 
BD12203 936 (84c29-29) 
BD12204 262 (20c10-27) 
BD12205 475 (537b20-c3) 
BD12206 1429 (1016b16-29) 
BD12207 1430 (1024c3-15) 
BD12208 227 (569c29-570a3) 
BD12210 665 (407c17-20) 
BD12211 936 (82a3-5) 
BD12212 450 (406c12-407a11) 
BD12213 1331 (535b25-c12) 
BD12214 2897 (1423a13-b5) 









BD12224 235 (748c20-749a11) 
BD12225 1302 (420a11-28) 
BD12226 大正藏未収* 
BD12227 262 (47b1-7) 
BD12228 366 (346b24-c13) 
BD12229 大正藏未収 
BD12230 235 (751a27-b2) 
BD12231 235 (749c3-20) 
BD12232 262 (2b19-c6) 
BD12233 450 (405a27-b7) 
BD12234 665 (438a16-b9) 
BD12235 357 (244c29-245a10) 
BD12236 262 (46c26-47a20) 
BD12238 262 (59b23-c2) 
BD12239 665 (408b21-c1) 
BD12240 235 (751b1-19) 
BD12241 235 (751b3-6) 
BD12243 大正藏未収 
BD12244 大正藏未収 
BD12245 235 (749a5-11) 
BD12246 220 (vol. 5, 34a1-10) 
BD12247 936 (82a5-25) 
BD12248 235 (749b1-9) 
BD12249 251 (848c3-12) 
BD12250 1431 (1033a14-26) 
BD12251 374 (40822-409b17) 
BD12253 223 
BD12254 2735 (89a2-24) 
BD12255 大正藏未収* 
BD12256 262 (5c4-22) 
BD12257 235 (749a27-b8) 
BD12258 262 (2b13-19) 
BD12259 374 (521c15-19) 
BD12260 936 (82b13-26) 
BD12261 1844 (223b14-21) 
BD12262 典籍名未確定 
BD12263 大正藏未収* 
BD12264 262 (19a21-25) 
BD12265 典籍名未確定 
BD12266 223 (274b11-12) 
BD12267 801 (745b7-13) 
BD12268 374 (544a15-18) 
BD12270 374 (512a15-17) 
BD12271 663 (343c26-27) 
BD12273 262 (19a13-20) 
BD12274 大正藏未収* 
BD12275 235 (749c22-29) 
BD12276 936 (83b3-13) 
BD12281 1433 (1060c11-19) 
BD12282 大正藏未収 
BD12283 278 (517c5-9) 
BD12284 374 (535b21-25) 
BD12285 1756 (307c12-18) 
BD12286 2782 (545c28-546b11) 
BD12287 大正藏未収 
BD12287V 典籍名未確定 
BD12288 1509 (115a8-22) 
BD12289 2816 (1180a15-b9) 
BD12290 2778 (530b25-9) 
BD12291 大正藏未収 
BD12292 374 (503b9-17) 
BD12293 大正藏未収 
BD12294 大正藏未収 
BD12295 665 (422b25-c29) 
BD12296 586 (55a9-b7) 
BD12297 262 (57b12-c6) 
BD12298 357 (244c23-29) 
BD12299 大正藏未収* 
BD12302 482 (661a3-9) 
BD12305 1982 (456c5-9) 
BD12306 374 (456c2-3) 
BD12307 374 
BD12308 936 (83b13-c16) 
BD12309 262 (13b27-c11) 
BD12310 156 (154c5-23) 
BD12311 665 (414a26-b4) 
BD12312 223 (269b16-c9) 
BD12313 450 (407a6-16) 
BD12314-1 1757 (322b6-12) 
BD12315 665 (408b16-25) 
BD12316 2735 (68a10-24) 
BD12316V 1733 (361a18-25) 
BD12318 262 (58a29-b7) 
BD12319 450 (404c18-25) 
BD12320 451 (415a12-16) 
BD12321 262 (11a23-b9) 
BD12322 262 (56c8-26) 
BD12323 220 (vol. 6, 575b23-c22) 
BD12324 220 (vol. 5, 94b1-28) 
BD12325 236 (753c3-10) 
BD12326 1432 (1041b16-27) 
BD12327 220 (vol. 5, 515c11-16) 
BD12328 223 (398b22-24) 
BD12329 262 (11c10-12a1) 
BD12330 262 (56c19-57a2) 
BD12331 374 (471c7-18) 
BD12332 262 (2a29-b19) 
BD12333 665 (408b2-13) 
BD12334 1579 (386c11-14) 
BD12336 262 (28b3-10) 
BD12337 475 (539c19-25) 
BD12338 262 (27b28-c4) 
BD12339 262 
BD12340 220 (vol. 6, 40a10-12) 
BD12341 825 (867b22-26) 
BD12342 262 (56c16-27) 
BD12343 475 (554a4-7) 
BD12344 262 (57b6-9) 
BD12345 664 (369a22-27) 
BD12346 374 (543c18-21) 
BD12347 801 (745b26-c1) 
BD12348 475 (544b24-27) 
BD12350 220 (vol. 5, 165a6-8) 
BD12351 235 (749c13-14) 
BD12352 262 (9a4-12) 
BD12353 262 (28a18-20) 
BD12356 235 (752b7-9) 
BD12357 245 (825a25-28) 
BD12358 大正藏未収 
BD12359 262 (28a5-7) 





BD12362 262 (55c23-24) 
BD12363 442 (313c7-7) 
BD12365 2887 (1403c6-10) 
BD12366 220 (vol. 6, 632a26-28) 
BD12367 大正藏未収* 
BD12368 374 (461b26-28) 
BD12369 475 (537a20-21) 
BD12370 1431 (1032a27-29) 
BD12372 223 (290b18-19) 
BD12373 2827 (1243a16-19) 
BD12374 440 (158c21-23) 
BD12375 典籍名未確定 
BD12376 278 (413c10-11) 
BD12377 典籍名未確定 
BD12378 262 (57a19-21) 
BD12379 967 (349b10-10) 
BD12380 663 (353c8-8) 
BD12381 665 (422b27-28) 
BD12382 2777 (466a24-28) 
BD12383 典籍名未確定 
BD12386 365 (341c15-15) 
BD12388 665 (403c7-8) 
BD12391 262 (10c1-5) 
BD12392 典籍名未確定 












BD12513 262 (62a29-b1) 
BD12517 279 (319a1-3) 
BD12542 839 (910c11-12) 
BD12621 235 (752c2-2) 
BD12675 262 (27b7-9) 
BD12722 262 (1c12-12) 
BD12774 251 (848c1-3) 
BD12786 235 (748c17-17) 
BD12903 235 (748c17-29) 
BD12914 262 (55a13-16) 
BD12969 220 (vol. 5, 263a11-15) 
BD12974 251 (848c1-7) 
BD12980V 235 (748c17-23) 
BD13006 235 (748c17-17) 
BD13049 374 (592b27-c2) 
BD13082 262 (55a12-23) 
BD13101 374 (384c26-385a1) 
BD13126 440 (114a2-6) 
BD13140-2 235 (748c17-749a16) 
BD13141 262 (54a25-b4) 
BD13372 1509 (509a5-5) 





BD13610 2897 (1423c1-1424a6) 
BD13611 262 (56c2-57a14) 
BD13612 220 (vol. 7, 388a4-b5) 
BD13614 大正藏未収 
BD13615 374 (479c19-480a29) 
BD13616 262 (55b12-c14) 
BD13618 262 (36b9-c21) 
BD13619 374 (382c2-383a11) 
BD13620 262 (58b28-59a16) 
BD13621 235 (749a18-b19) 
BD13622 235 (748c15-749b4) 
BD13623 大正藏未収 
BD13624 278 (447a20-b23) 
BD13625 235 (750c19-751b15) 
BD13626 262 (55c2-57b13) 
BD13627 665 (444b11-20) 
BD13628 1431 (1031a2-b22) 
BD13629 663 (340c18-341a25) 
BD13630 235 (750c16-751c9) 
BD13631 大正藏未収* 
BD13633 大正藏未収 
BD13634 235 (750a13-b22) 
BD13635 262 (42a9-46b14) 
BD13636 262 (57a26-c14) 
BD13637 262 (37a11-b17) 
BD13638 235 (751b13-752c1) 
BD13639 大正藏未収 
BD13640 235 (749b21-c29) 
BD13641 2854 
BD13642 475 (537a8-b3) 
BD13644 235 (750a12-b20) 
BD13646-1 大正藏未収 
BD13647 374 (573a24-c5) 
BD13648 665 (404c8-405a10) 
BD13649 665 (404c1-405b22) 
BD13651 262 (55b1-c6) 
BD13652 262 (9b6-10a18) 
BD13653 典籍名未確定 
BD13654 2837 (1284a25-1285b1) 
BD13655 262 (58a10-b7) 
BD13656 475 (555a29-556c2) 
BD13657 475 (539b8-c16) 
BD13658 大正藏未収 
BD13660 262 (38b10-c16) 
BD13661 475 (537c1-538a3) 
BD13663 232 (729c26-730a25) 
BD13664 1428 (1012c22-1013b29) 
BD13665 262 (19b1-c9) 
BD13666 大正藏未収 
BD13667V 1429 (1016a27-1017b18) 
BD13668 大正藏未収* 
BD13669 945 (122b18-123a11) 
BD13670 273 (369c20-370b10) 
BD13671 大正藏未収* 
BD13672 450 (406a15-408b25) 
BD13673A 1339 (644c6-647c6) 
BD13673B 1339 (647c9-11) 
BD13674 450 (406b27-407a16) 
BD13675 大正藏未収 
BD13676 235 (749a16-b20) 
BD13677 235 (748c22-749a17) 
BD13678 220 (vol. 6, 17a26-c11) 
BD13679 220 (vol. 6, 622a17-b16) 
BD13680 2897 (1423a16-c18) 
BD13681 262 (46b15-c5) 
BD13684 220 (vol. 5, 641c22-642a27) 
BD13792 1509 (423a2-c3) 




BD13801 262 (1c14-6b8) 
BD13802 262 (10b24-19a12) 
BD13803 262 (19a14-27b9) 
BD13804 262 (27b12-37a2) 
BD13805 262 (37b7-46b14) 
BD13806 262 (46b17-55a9) 
BD13807 262 (55a12-62a26) 
BD13808 262 (1c14-5a12) 
BD13809 262 (11a1-19a12) 
BD13810 262 (19b8-27b9) 
BD13811 262 (55c17-62b1) 
BD13812(1) 262 (1c14-10b21) 
BD13812(2) 262 (10b24-19a12) 
BD13812(3) 262 (19a14-27b9) 
BD13812(4) 262 (27b12-33b12) 
BD13813 262 (37b3-46b14) 
BD13814 262 (46c19-55a9) 
BD13815 262 (58b9-62b1) 
BD13816-1 262 (1c14-10b21) 
敦煌出土仏典・大正蔵典籍番号対照表 
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BD13816-2 262 (10b24-19a12) 
BD13816-3 262 (19a14-27b9) 
BD13816-4 262 (27b12-28b5) 
BD13817 262 (38a21-46b14) 
BD13818 262 (46c20-55a9) 
BD13819 262 (55a12-57b25) 
BD13820 262 (6b8-10b21) 
BD13821 262 (10c6-19a12) 
BD13822 262 (11a7-19a12) 
BD13823 262 (18b14-27b7) 
BD13824 262 (21a10-27b8) 
BD13825 262 (29b13-37a2) 
BD13826 262 (27c14-37a2) 
BD13827 262 (27b7-34b22) 
BD13828 262 (27b12-34a3) 
BD13829 262 (38b6-46b14) 
BD13830 262 (37c7-46b14) 
BD13831 262 (37c15-46b14) 
BD13832 262 (36b3-42a28) 
BD13833 262 (47a15-55a9) 
BD13834 262 (47c11-55a9) 
BD13835 262 (50b23-55a9) 
BD13836 262 (48c6-55a9) 
BD13837 262 (50c22-56c1) 
BD13838 262 (58b23-62a29) 
BD13839 大正藏未収* 
BD13840 374 (365c2-371c8) 
BD13841-1 374 (365c2-371c8) 
BD13841-2 374 (371c10-379a6) 
BD13841-3 374 (379a9-385b6) 
BD13841-4 374 (385b9-390b7) 
BD13841-5 374 (390b11-396c11) 
BD13842 374 (379a9-385b6) 
BD13843 374 (385b9-390b8) 
BD13844 374 (397a24-402c11) 
BD13845 374 (404b1-411a6) 
BD13846 374 (411a7-417b13) 
BD13847 374 (417c1-422b28) 
BD13848 374 (422c2-428b13) 
BD13849 374 (440c16-445b20) 
BD13850 374 (446b15-452b27) 
BD13851 374 (451b14-457b19) 
BD13852 374 (462c18-468a6) 
BD13853 374 (468c26-474a20) 
BD13854 374 (474a23-480b22) 
BD13855 374 (480b25-486a13) 
BD13856 374 (487a3-492c10) 
BD13857 374 (492c11-498a29) 
BD13858 374 (504a3-510b6) 
BD13859 374 (510b10-516a6) 
BD13860 374 (522b2-528a4) 
BD13861 374 (528a5-534b10) 
BD13862 374 (534b11-540c14) 
BD13863 374 (540c14-546c28) 
BD13864 374 (546c29-552a20) 
BD13865 374 (552a21-557b12) 
BD13866 374 (557b13-562c20) 
BD13867 374 (562c21-568b21) 
BD13868 374 (568b22-574b7) 
BD13869 374 (574b10-580c16) 
BD13870 374 (580c19-586c24) 
BD13871 374 (586a23-590b26) 
BD13872 374 (590c2-597b19) 
BD13873 374 (597b1-603c25) 
BD13874 374 (390b11-398a12) 
BD13875 374 (390b11-398a12) 
BD13876 375 (648b2-657a10) 
BD13877 374 (422c2-428b13) 
BD13878 374 (422c2-428b13) 
BD13879 374 (422c10-428b13) 
BD13880 374 (422c2-428b13) 
BD13881 374 (428b16-433c19) 
BD13882 374 (451b18-457b19) 
BD13883 374 (457b19-463a14) 
BD13884 374 (457b19-463b9) 
BD13885 374 (476b10-480c27) 
BD13886 374 (498b3-503c24) 
BD13887 374 (516a7-520a3) 
BD13888 374 (516a7-522a27) 
BD13889 374 (522b2-528a8) 
BD13890 374 (534b11-540c14) 
BD13891 374 (534b11-540c14) 
BD13892 374 (540c25-546c28) 
BD13893 374 (547a9-551c15) 
BD13894 374 (552a25-557b12) 
BD13895 374 (557b13-562c20) 
BD13896 374 (569a19-574b7) 
BD13897 374 (574b10-580c16) 
BD13898 374 (580c19-586c24) 
BD13899 374 (592b27-598b15) 
BD13900 374 (428b16-433c19) 
BD13901 377 (906c13-912a11) 
BD13902 220 (vol. 5, 5c4-11b25) 
BD13903 220 (vol. 5, 62a19-67a2) 
BD13904 220 (vol. 5, 67a3-c22) 
BD13905 220 (vol. 5, 86c6-90c10) 
BD13906 220 (vol. 5, 114b9-120a12) 
BD13907 220 (vol. 5, 136c5-141b16) 
BD13908 220 (vol. 5, 148b2-153c4) 
BD13909 220 (vol. 5, 210b17-216b12) 
BD13910 220 (vol. 5, 263a11-268b16) 
BD13911 220 (vol. 5, 287a2-291c27) 
BD13912 220 (vol. 5, 309b2-315b1) 
BD13913 220 (vol. 5, 326b26-331c28) 
BD13914 220 (vol. 5, 348c4-353c18) 
BD13915 220 (vol. 5, 364c25-371a7) 
BD13916 220 (vol. 5, 371a10-376c3) 
BD13917 220 (vol. 5, 382b8-388a5) 
BD13918 220 (vol. 5, 388a9-393c17) 
BD13919 220 (vol. 5, 388a9-393c17) 
BD13920 220 (vol. 5, 388a24-393c17) 
BD13921 220 (vol. 5, 394a19-399c4) 
BD13922 220 (vol. 5, 410c19-415c12) 
BD13923 220 (vol. 5, 427a3-431b25) 
BD13924 220 (vol. 5, 436c6-441c27) 
BD13925 220 (vol. 5, 436c6-441c27) 
BD13926 220 (vol. 5, 458a8-463a1) 
BD13927 220 (vol. 5, 468a9-473a28) 
BD13928 220 (vol. 5, 515c5-520c22) 
BD13929 220 (vol. 5, 531a21-536a29) 
BD13930 220 (vol. 5, 541c5-547a2) 
BD13931 220 (vol. 5, 574b15-579b9) 
BD13932 220 (vol. 5, 615b12-620b27) 
BD13933 220 (vol. 5, 620c2-626a6) 
BD13934 220 (vol. 5, 630c16-635c24) 
BD13935 220 (vol. 5, 682c19-688a13) 
BD13936 220 (vol. 5, 694a2-699b1) 
BD13937 220 (vol. 5, 715c12-718c23) 
BD13938 220 (vol. 5, 724b2-728c7) 
BD13939 220 (vol. 5, 733c2-738b8) 
BD13940 220 (vol. 5, 743b18-748b15) 
BD13941 220 (vol. 5, 758a20-763a9) 
BD13942 220 (vol. 5, 773b9-778b19) 
BD13943 220 (vol. 5, 773b9-778b19) 
BD13944 220 (vol. 5, 778b22-783b18) 
BD13945 220 (vol. 5, 804a2-808c11) 
BD13946 220 (vol. 5, 815a2-820a10) 
BD13947 220 (vol. 5, 912c23-918a7) 
BD13948 220 (vol. 5, 938c19-944a17) 
BD13949 220 (vol. 5, 967c17-973b8) 
BD13950 220 (vol. 5, 1003c19-1009a6) 
BD13951 220 (vol. 5, 1038a15-1043a29) 
BD13952 220 (vol. 5, 1048c11-1054a8) 
BD13953 220 (vol. 6, 6a19-c16) 
BD13954 220 (vol. 6, 21c26-26b29) 
BD13955 220 (vol. 6, 32b18-37b11) 
BD13956 220 (vol. 6, 37c18-42c15) 
BD13957 220 (vol. 6, 65b19-70b28) 
BD13958-1 220 (vol. 6, 102b2-103a29) 
BD13958-2 220 (vol. 5, 264a8-268b16) 
BD13959 220 (vol. 6, 102c2-107a22) 
BD13960 220 (vol. 6, 112a19-117a21) 
BD13961 220 (vol. 6, 156a2-c2) 
BD13962 220 (vol. 6, 171c13-177c7) 
BD13963 220 (vol. 6, 188a6-193b6) 
BD13964 220 (vol. 6, 198c24-204a4) 
BD13965 220 (vol. 6, 198c20-200b15) 




BD13967 220 (vol. 6, 345c3-350c9) 
BD13968 220 (vol. 6, 362a27-366a27) 
BD13969 220 (vol. 6, 398a2-403a9) 
BD13970 220 (vol. 6, 414a24-418c25) 
BD13971 220 (vol. 6, 442b6-448a10) 
BD13972 220 (vol. 6, 458b7-463b12) 
BD13973 220 (vol. 6, 463b14-468b9) 
BD13974 220 (vol. 6, 524b22-529a11) 
BD13975 220 (vol. 6, 648b9-653c23) 
BD13976 220 (vol. 6, 654a2-659b26) 
BD13977 220 (vol. 6, 678a5-683a6) 
BD13978 220 (vol. 6, 880a17-885b3) 
BD13979 220 (vol. 6, 895b16-900b28) 
BD13980 220 (vol. 6, 916c17-922a25) 
BD13981 220 (vol. 6, 983a7-988b6) 
BD13982 220 (vol. 6, 1036c9-1042a29) 
BD13983 220 (vol. 7, 7a18-12b13) 
BD13984 220 (vol. 7, 20c23-23c5) 
BD13985 220 (vol. 7, 25a4-28c19) 
BD13986 220 (vol. 7, 79c8-85a12) 
BD13987 220 (vol. 7, 578b14-581c6) 
BD13988 220 (vol. 7, 192c15-198a13) 
BD13989 220 (vol. 7, 209c2-214c14) 
BD13990 220 (vol. 7, 377a2-381b14) 
BD13991 220 (vol. 7, 382b14-388a3) 
BD13992 220 (vol. 7, 398c5-404a15) 
BD13993 220 (vol. 7, 466b10-472a8) 
BD13994 220 (vol. 7, 489a23-494b10) 
BD13995 220 (vol. 7, 505b12-510b21) 
BD13996 220 (vol. 7, 505b12-510b21) 
BD13997 220 (vol. 7, 543a29-548b8) 
BD13998 220 (vol. 7, 581c6-583b21) 
BD13999 220 (vol. 7, 583b24-589b3) 
BD14000 220 (vol. 7, 745c15-750c27) 
BD14001 220 (vol. 7, 926a2-931a22) 
BD14002 220 (vol. 7, 947b20-953a1) 
BD14003 220 (vol. 7, 947b20-953a1) 
BD14004 220 (vol. 7, 958b2-963c20) 
BD14005 220 (vol. 7, 1019b18-1024b12) 
BD14006 220 (vol. 7, 1050a21-1055a29) 
BD14007 220 (vol. 7, 1050a21-1055a29) 
BD14008 220 (vol. 5, 452c4-458a5) 
BD14009 220 (vol. 6, 977c2-983a4) 
BD14010 251 (848c4-24) 
BD14011 223 (241c24-247a18) 
BD14012 223 (251c23-256b29) 
BD14013 223 (289a13-293b25) 
BD14014 223 (261a18-267a18) 
BD14015 223 (266c2-270b16) 
BD14016 223 (325b13-331b7) 
BD14017 223 (336b15-341b6) 
BD14018 223 (351c7-357a7) 
BD14019 223 (409b13-416a16) 
BD14020 223 (367c20-373a8) 
BD14021 223 (377a14-383c4) 
BD14022 223 (383c13-388b14) 
BD14023 221 (121c4-127b8) 
BD14024 1509 (448c7-456c23) 
BD14025 1579 (279a3-284a20) 
BD14026 1579 (294b8-298c25) 
BD14027 1579 (318a3-323b7) 
BD14028 1579 (323b10-32824) 
BD14029 1579 (341a22-348a25) 
BD14030 1579 (348b2-355a10) 
BD14031 1579 (439c18-442a18) 
BD14032 1579 (454a11-459b17) 
BD14033 1579 (527b8-533a23) 
BD14034 1579 (607a18-613a2) 





BD14038 1428 (869c19-877c4) 
BD14039 1430 (1023a12-1030c10) 
BD14040 1429 (1015a18-1023a11) 
BD14041 大正藏未収 
BD14042 1804 (25a18-46a15) 
BD14043 1804 (46a22-74a25) 
BD14044 1804 (74b2-104b27) 
BD14045 1804 (104c2-129a13) 
BD14046 大正藏未収* 
BD14047 2787 (571a14-594c10) 
BD14048 2787 (571a14-579a23) 
BD14049 2787 (579a23-594c10) 
BD14050 2787 (594c13-616c8) 
BD14051 大正藏未収 
BD14052 945 (110a11-114c13) 
BD14053 945 (119c2-124b6) 
BD14054 945 (128b10-132c26) 
BD14055 945 (141b17-146a4) 
BD14056 945 (141b17-146a4) 
BD14057 945 (146a7-151b16) 
BD14058 945 (151b19-155b4) 
BD14059 663 (346c8-352b9) 
BD14060 663 (352b12-358a29) 
BD14061 665 (408c4-413c6) 
BD14062 665 (413c9-417c16) 
BD14063 665 (413c23-417c16) 
BD14064 665 (422c12-427b13) 
BD14065 665 (427c17-432c9) 
BD14066 665 (432c13-437c11) 
BD14067 665 (451a4-456c19) 
BD14068 475 (537a3-544a19) 
BD14069 475 (544a22-551c27) 
BD14070 475 (552a3-557b26) 
BD14071 475 (537c10-539b23) 
BD14072 475 (544a22-551c27) 
BD14073 475 (552a3-557b26) 
BD14074 475 (544c4-551c27) 
BD14075 475 (549a29-551c26) 
BD14076 475 (550b29-551c26) 
BD14077 475 (553c7-557b26) 
BD14078 475 (552a3-557b26) 
BD14079 475 (552a3-555b15) 
BD14080 475 (552c4-557b26) 
BD14081 1509 (296c8-302c10) 
BD14082 1509 (423b16-429b17) 
BD14083 1509 (442c2-444a16) 
BD14084 1509 (464a26-c18) 
BD14085 1509 (470a8-475a22) 
BD14086 1509 (336c20-340a11) 
BD14087 1509 (692c11-699b24) 
BD14088 586 (33a22-40b20) 
BD14089 586 (40b23-47a1) 




BD14094 670 (480b19-489a18) 
BD14095 670 (489a21-497c10) 
BD14096 936 (82a3-84c29) 
BD14097 936 (82a3-84c29) 
BD14098 936 (82a3-84c29) 
BD14099 936 (82a3-84c29) 
BD14100 936 (82a3-84c29) 
BD14101 936 (82a3-84c29) 
BD14102 936 (82a3-84c29) 
BD14103 936 (82a3-84c29) 
BD14104 936 (82a3-84c29) 
BD14105 936 (82a3-84c29) 
BD14106 672 (615a19-622b1) 
BD14107 672 (622b4-630c27) 
BD14108 936 (82a3-84c29) 
BD14109-1 681 (726b15-730c14) 
BD14109-2 681 (730c17-73816) 
BD14109-3 681 (738c19-747b15) 
BD14110 681 (738c19-747b15) 




BD14114-1 1057 (86b26-87b24) 
BD14114-2 1057 (87c2-88a28) 




BD14117 310 (417c9-418c23) 
BD14118 1331 (523c17-528c20) 
BD14119-1 967 (349b2-c19) 
BD14119-2 967 (349c23-352a26) 
BD14120 大正藏未収 
BD14121 190 (739b14-744a22) 
BD14122 440 (114a1-117a13) 
BD14123 366 (346b25-348a29) 
BD14124 大正藏未収 
BD14125 2903 (1445a12-1446a1) 





BD14131 1458 (591b18-597b10) 
BD14132 985 (464b2-467a11) 
BD14133 310 (576b26-582a6) 
BD14134 227 (541c6-546a17) 
BD14135 664 (371b4-372b5) 
BD14136 664 (378b2-382a1) 
BD14137-1 大正藏未収 





BD14139 1302 (420a3-421a14) 
BD14140 221 (88a16-91c22) 
BD14141 1302 (420a3-421a14) 
BD14142 2910 (1455c16-1456c10) 
BD14143 227 (578b13-582c12) 
BD14144 221 (98b26-103b13) 
BD14145 310 (220b24-223b20) 
BD14146 235 (748c17-752c2) 
BD14147-1 1554 (980b22-984c16) 
BD14147-2 1554 (984c19-989a19) 
BD14148 143 (865c19-867a17) 
BD14149 1428 (759a24-768c8) 
BD14150 450 (404c12-408b25) 
BD14151 大正藏未収 
BD14152-1 672 (587a3-587b7) 
BD14152-2 672 (587b10-594a29) 
BD14153 235 (749a6-752c3) 
BD14154 235 (749c20-751a21) 
BD14155 1979 (425c2-430c2) 
BD14156 374 (534b11-540c14) 
BD14157 220 (vol. 5, 45a16-50c13) 
BD14158 220 (vol. 5, 724b2-728c7) 
BD14159 220 (vol. 5, 950b2-956a13) 
BD14160-1 220 (vol. 6, 509b2-510b28) 
BD14160-2 220 (vol. 5, 846a2-850c2) 
BD14161 220 (vol. 6, 589a6-594b26) 
BD14162 220 (vol. 6, 916c17-922a25) 
BD14163 220 (vol. 7, 841c10-842c7) 
BD14164 220 (vol. 6, 372b6-375c4) 
BD14165 262 (1c14-10b21) 
BD14166 262 (1c14-10b21) 
BD14167 262 (19b17-27b9) 
BD14168 262 (34b23-42a28) 
BD14169 262 (30a7-b28) 
BD14170 251 (848c4-24) 
BD14171 大正藏未収* 
BD14172 663 (351b23-352b8) 
BD14173 235 (749b26-752c3) 
BD14174 712 (823b20-826a27) 
BD14175 262 (56c16-58b7) 
BD14176 936 (82a3-84c29) 
BD14177-1 262 (56c2-58b8) 
BD14177-2 1397 (913c7-914b26) 
BD14178-1 366 (347b4-348a28) 
BD14178-2 369 (352a23-b3) 
BD14179 156 (141b28-142b16) 
BD14180 665 (422c5-427b12) 
BD14181 235 (751c20-752c3) 
BD14182 262 (55a22-56b17) 
BD14183 1431 (1034b29-1035b12) 
BD14184 665 (422c11-427b13) 
BD14185 220 (vol. 7, 985c6-985c25) 
BD14186-1 475 (544a19) 
BD14186-2 475 (544a22-551c27) 
BD14186-3(1) 475 (552a3-557a2) 
BD14186-3(2) 475 (557b23-557b26) 
BD14187 大正藏未収 
BD14188 586 (47a1-54b11) 
BD14189 235 (750c3-752c3) 
BD14190 262 (42b14-46b12) 
BD14191 665 (440c27-444a9) 
BD14192 936 (82a3-84c29) 
BD14193 2881 (1382a22-1383b6) 
BD14194 262 (47c2-50b23) 
BD14195 235 (750c19-752c3) 
BD14196 665 (448b17-450c15) 
BD14197 大正藏未収 
BD14198 945 (151c12-155b4) 
BD14199 374 (468a8-474a20) 
BD14200 262 (59b25-62b1) 
BD14201 374 (568b22-574b7) 
BD14202 佛名經 
BD14203 220 (vol. 5, 17a3-21b21) 
BD14204 220 (vol. 6, 754b2-759c18) 
BD14205 220 (vol. 5, 753b8-758a17) 
BD14206 665 (409c21-413c6) 
BD14207 665 (403a3-404c6) 
BD14208 235 (749a29-752c3) 
BD14209 235 (749a27-752c3) 
BD14210 262 (42b3-45c6) 
BD14211 375 (631b19-638b20) 
BD14212 374 (516a7-522a27) 
BD14422 235 (750b13-752c3) 
BD14423 475 (552c5-557b26) 
BD14424 1509 (241c13-243c3) 
BD14425 1509 (518b19-522a5) 
BD14426 262 (10b24-13a7) 
BD14427 大正藏未収* 
BD14428 262 (3a8-10b21) 
BD14429 262 (11c4-19a12) 
BD14430 374 (380a25-382c7) 
BD14431 2878 (1361b26-1362c10) 
BD14432 262 (42b16-50b22) 
BD14433 262 (19c16-27b9) 
BD14434 262 (19b24-27b9) 
BD14435 262 (10c28-19a12) 
BD14436 374 (555b10-557b12) 
BD14437 262 (39c5-46b14) 
BD14438 278 (663a1-669a26) 
BD14439 157 (176a13-181a16) 
BD14440 235 (749b13-752b23) 
BD14441 235 (748c22-752c3) 
BD14442 262 (47c8-55a9) 
BD14443 374 (481b6-486a13) 
BD14444 1331 (529b6-532b3) 
BD14445 大正藏未収* 
BD14446 365 (341a13-346b21) 
BD14447 262 (1c14-10b21) 
BD14448 365 (341a22-346b21) 
BD14449 262 (50c20-56c1) 
BD14450A 374 (459a29-463a14) 
BD14450B 374 (432b1-433c19) 
BD14451 262 (10b24-13c8) 
BD14452 262 (11b20-19a12) 
BD14453 235 (749a23-752c3) 
BD14454 1509 (402c29-409c15) 
BD14455 232 (726a25-732c9) 
BD14456 大正藏未収 
BD14457 451 (413c23-418a29) 
BD14458 475 (552b3-557b26) 
BD14459 374 (379a13-385b6) 
BD14460 235 (749c21-752c3) 
BD14461 262 (19b5-27b9) 
BD14462 262 (47c13-54c10) 
BD14463 475 (539c8-544a19) 
BD14464 374 (411a17-417c1) 
BD14465 1331 (532b27-536b5) 




BD14467 262 (11b22-12c9) 
BD14469 262 (11c19-19a11) 
BD14470 374 (475a7-480c27) 
BD14471 365 (341b13-346b21) 
BD14472 278 (448b1-449a11) 
BD14473 475 (545a6-551c27) 
BD14474 220 (vol. 6, 60b11-63a15) 
BD14475 1429 (1018a28-1021b16) 
BD14476 967 (350a1-352a26) 
BD14477 262 (19c11-27b9) 
BD14478 262 (30a19-34b10) 
BD14479 278 (432b13-436a26) 
BD14480 665 (408c5-413c6) 
BD14481 262 (38b23-46b14) 
BD14482 262 (58b11-62b1) 
BD14483 245 (831c24-834a8) 
BD14484 374 (404b16-411a6) 
BD14485 374 (542a17-546c28) 
BD14486 663 (348b9-352b9) 
BD14487 262 (10c4-19a12) 
BD14489 1579 (345c3-348a25) 
BD14490 235 (749b1-752c3) 
BD14492 262 (50c4-56c1) 
BD14493 232 (730a25-732c9) 
BD14494 262 (11a23-16b5) 
BD14495 大正藏未収 
BD14496 1546 (377c3-380c17) 
BD14497 262 (35a9-42a28) 
BD14498 236 (752c20-757a13) 
BD14499 374 (580c29-586c24) 
BD14500 157 (189a10-195c28) 
BD14501 665 (438b23-444a9) 
BD14502 220 (vol. 5, 452c4-458a5) 
BD14503 262 (22a18-27b9) 
BD14504 1558 (140a20-145a11) 
BD14505 1428 (670a3-676a13) 
BD14506 1509 (128b22-135c26) 
BD14507 374 (371c2-379a6) 
BD14508-1 663 (358c12-359b1) 
BD14508-2 663 (335b2-340c10) 
BD14509 262 (47a24-b28) 
BD14510 220 (vol. 5, 28b19-c17) 
BD14511 945 (147a17-b10) 
BD14512 945 (151b6-16) 
BD14513 220 (vol. 6, 66a15-67a9) 
BD14514 374 (510b16-511b23) 
BD14515 235 (751c5-752c3) 
BD14516 235 (750a23-c6) 
BD14517 235 (749b12-750a23) 
BD14518 374 (465c2-468c25) 
BD14519 1428 (983a27-990b7) 
BD14520 220 (vol. 5, 763b19-768a3) 
BD14521 1435 (134b3-136c19) 
BD14522 大正藏未収 
BD14524 220 (vol. 5, 861a2-865a22) 
BD14525(1) 262 (50b23-51a4) 
BD14525(2) 262 (48c2-50b22) 
BD14525(3) 262 (51a4-55a9) 
BD14526 220 (vol. 5, 956a16-961c1) 
BD14527 235 (748c17-752c3) 
BD14528 278 (640a18-646b12) 
BD14529(1) 901 (826c12-827a9) 
BD14529(2) 901 (826b14-c11) 
BD14530 262 (23c27-27b9) 
BD14531 262 (46b17-51c7) 
BD14532 220 (vol. 5, 654a5-c3) 
BD14533 967 (351c3-352a26) 
BD14534 262 (24b5-25a22) 
BD14535 2895 (1415a21-c17) 
BD14536 220 (vol. 5, 654c3-655a2) 
BD14537 220 (vol. 7, 316c20-317a20) 
BD14538 262 (50c6-56c1) 
BD14539 262 (27c14-30a7) 
BD14540 619 (326a23-333a3) 
BD14541 1431 (1031a2-1041a18) 
BD14542 262 (3c13-10b20) 
BD14543 665 (422b24-427b13) 
BD14544 374 (528a17-534b10) 
BD14545 235 (751b24-752c3) 
BD14546 1723 (673a6-694b11) 
BD14546V1 大正藏未収 
BD14547 220 (vol. 6, 436a20-439c5) 
BD14547V 2897 
BD14548 2878 (1361c6-1362c10) 
BD14549 262 (59b28-61a4) 
BD14550 374 (411b1-417c1) 
BD14551 262 (59b28-62b1) 
BD14552 220 (vol. 6, 324c16-329c9) 
BD14553 374 (516c3-518b21) 
BD14554 712 (823b22-826a27) 
BD14555 156 (140c18-142b16) 
BD14556 262 (55b4-56c1) 
BD14557 223 (306c2-308b12) 
BD14558 1462 (710c29-715b24) 
BD14559 665 (450c18-456c19) 
BD14560 310 (209a20-215b16) 
BD14561 220 (vol. 7, 1039c2-1040b27) 
BD14562 220 (vol. 5, 753b8-758a17) 
BD14563 262 (2b3-3b4) 
BD14564 945 (146a7-151b16) 
BD14565 220 (vol. 6, 97b14-102a27) 
BD14566 235 (752a27-c3) 
BD14567 366 (347a17-348a29) 
BD14568(1) 2123 (79a12-17) 
BD14568(2) 2123 (79b4-82a3) 
BD14568(3) 2123 (82b20-27) 
BD14568(4) 2123 (82c3-12) 
BD14568(5) 2123 (82c17-20) 
BD14568(6) 2123 (82c29-83a16) 
BD14568(7) 2123 (82a4-b19) 
BD14568(8) 2123 (83a17-88a16) 
BD14568V 大正藏未収 
BD14569 1425 (452a5-460a29) 
BD14570 665 (427c5-432c10) 
BD14571 262 (37c14-40a3) 
BD14572 1656 (497c25-505b1) 
BD14573(1) 310 (595a11-597a27) 
BD14573(2) 310 (604a22-607c27) 
BD14573(3) 310 (627a12-629a22) 
BD14573V 大正藏未収 
BD14574 672 (600b17-607b15) 
BD14575 665 (413a22-c6) 
BD14576 235 (749a11-752c3) 
BD14577 374 (475c22-480c27) 
BD14578 262 (7a6-10b21) 
BD14579 374 (543c17-546a10) 
BD14580 423 (959b17-964b13) 
BD14581 220 (vol. 7, 841c10-847b6) 
BD14582-1 967 (349b2-c19) 
BD14582-2 967 (349c23-350a6) 
BD14583 670 (508b9-c11) 
BD14584 220 (vol. 6, 928a15-933b15) 
BD14585 232 (726a25-732c9) 
BD14586 374 (549b29-550a14) 
BD14587 220 (vol. 7, 828c27-830a8) 
BD14588 262 (22a23-23c4) 
BD14589 262 (3c11-10b21) 
BD14590 220 (vol. 6, 541a25-547b20) 
BD14591 262 (1c14-10b20) 
BD14592 262 (33b25-34b22) 
BD14593 262 (22c1-27b9) 
BD14594 235 (749c18-752c3) 
BD14595 220 (vol. 5, 349a3-b2) 
BD14596 235 (751b14-752b15) 
BD14597 220 (vol. 6, 1042b9-1043b27) 
BD14598 936 (82a3-84c29) 
BD14599 262 (45b10-46b14) 
BD14600 262 (45a5-b9) 
BD14601 262 (38b2-39c17) 
BD14602 262 (56a16-b18) 
BD14603 2871 (1350a10-1351a13) 
BD14604 945 (118c9-119b21) 
BD14605 262 (16b7-19a12) 
BD14606 374 (433c22-440a13) 




BD14609 220 (vol. 7, 253b29-258b28) 
BD14610 665 (423b25-424a18) 
BD14611 586 (54c2-24) 
BD14612 235 (748c17-752c3) 
BD14613 374 (365c2-371c8) 
BD14614 220 (vol. 5, 187a25-192c5) 
BD14615 643 (652b25-656b7) 
BD14616(1) 220 (vol. 6, 430a17-431c15) 
BD14616(2) 220 (vol. 6, 436a7-17) 
BD14617 2880 (1376c3-1380b14) 
BD14618 374 (528a8-535b20) 
BD14619 143 (865c23-867a17) 
BD14620 224 (443b22-448b29) 
BD14621 220 (vol. 7, 969b2-970b28) 
BD14622 2792 (659a27-672b9) 
BD14623 279 (239c19-241c26) 
BD14624 1484 (1006b23-1009a17) 
BD14625 374 (522c26-528a4) 
BD14626 475 (537c24-540b6) 
BD14627 475 (544a25-551c27) 
BD14628 235 (749a5-752c3) 
BD14629 936 (82a3-84c29) 
BD14630-1 663 (338c22-340c10) 
BD14630-2 663 (340c13-346b9) 
BD14630-3 663 (346b12-352b9) 
BD14630-4 663 (352b12-358a29) 
BD14631 220 (vol. 6, 710c20-716a28) 
BD14632-1 374 (586c24-587c19) 
BD14632-2 220 (vol. 5, 990b27-993b23) 
BD14635 125 (801c14-804c19) 
BD14637(1) 947 (182a28-b2) 
BD14637(2) 大正藏未収 
BD14638 220 (vol. 5, 781b14-783b18) 
BD14639 665 (451a3-456c19) 
BD14640 235 (748c20-752c2) 
BD14641-1 2103 (258b29-c16) 
BD14641-2 2103 (259a11-259b16) 
BD14642 262 (49a8-51a17) 
BD14643 262 (13a16-16b6) 
BD14644A 235 (748c17-750c26) 
BD14644B 大正藏未収* 
BD14645 235 (750c24-751b12) 
BD14646 262 (41b29-42a12) 
BD14647 374 (554b23-555a8) 
BD14648 223 (355a13-c10) 
BD14651(1) 279 (66c11-22) 
BD14651(2) 279 (67a19-27) 
BD14668 1428 (589b11-604b28) 
BD14669 大正藏未収 
BD14671 2810 (1046c16-1047a6) 
BD14676-1 大正藏未収 
BD14676-2 大正藏未収 
BD14678 374 (452a12-b27) 
BD14679 262 (57b24-58b7) 
BD14680 1435 (14c5-17c12) 
BD14686 1488 (1062a3-1062b2) 
BD14687 223 (377a2-383c4) 
BD14688 221 (65b29-70a20) 
BD14689 450 (404c28-408b25) 
BD14690 262 (59c9-62b1) 
BD14691 235 (748c23-752c3) 
BD14692 262 (15a7-19a12) 
BD14693 大正藏未収 
BD14694 670 (494a17-496c29) 
BD14695 1560 (320c10-324c25) 
BD14696 1560 (312a5-320c9) 
BD14697 220 (vol. 6, 117b11-122a21) 
BD14698 663 (335b2-340c10) 
BD14699 415 (868a2-871c16) 
BD14700 2883 (1384c3-1390a17) 
BD14701 223 (304a27-313a26) 
BD14702 235 (751b3-752c3) 
BD14703 235 (749c16-751b3) 
BD14704 665 (450c18-456c19) 
BD14705 220 (vol. 6, 448c14-453b1) 
BD14706 232 (726c13-732c9) 
BD14708 279 (360a2-365a21) 
BD14710 1723 (836c3-854b1) 
BD14711 1552 (933c19-936b14) 
BD14712 235 (750b13-752c3) 
BD14713 2899 (1428a4-1429a29) 
BD14714 665 (444b11-450c15) 
BD14715A 936 (82a3-84c24) 
BD14715B 936 (82a3-84c29) 
BD14716 220 (vol. 5, 383a7-388a5) 
BD14717 440 (183a14-184a12) 
BD14718 223 (331b8-334c5) 
BD14720A 193 (59b6-c6) 
BD14720B 220 (vol. 7, 495b10-c5) 
BD14721 262 (3c13-5b23) 
BD14722 475 (542b13-544a19) 
BD14723 2879 (1368b4-19) 
BD14724 262 (28a6-b22) 
BD14725 416 (891b9-c9) 
BD14726 416 (888b17-c18) 
BD14727 大正藏未収 
BD14727V 大正藏未収 
BD14728 2811 (1046a11-1065b14) 
BD14729 1806 (448c16-463a14) 
BD14730 2778 (501b7-518b14) 
BD14731 262 (46c7-49c23) 
BD14732 374 (428c11-433c19) 
BD14733 223 (288a14-293c15) 
BD14734 1579 (279a3-280c11) 
BD14736 374 (430a13-c18) 




BD14741A 440 (115b6-9) 
BD14741B 440 (115b9-11) 
BD14741C 大正藏未収 
BD14741D 262 (47c12-24) 
BD14741E 665 (424b8-10) 
BD14741F 220 (vol. 6, 320a7-14) 
BD14741G 220 (vol. 6, 320a14-b4) 
BD14741H 374 (574a29-b7) 
BD14741I 大正藏未収 
BD14741J 典籍名未確定 
BD14742 220 (vol. 6, 1020c8-1021a7) 
BD14743 220 (vol. 6, 1021b7-c5) 
BD14744 374 (496c5-15) 
BD14745 262 (20b8-24) 
BD14746 大正藏未収 
BD14747 223 (423b16-c2) 
BD14749 262 (37a5-39a21) 
BD14750-1 大正藏未収* 
BD14750-2 大正藏未収* 
BD14751 665 (426b14-c13) 
BD14751V 大正藏未収* 
BD14752 大正藏未収 
BD14753 262 (4a22-10b21) 
BD14754 374 (557b13-562c20) 
BD14755 262 (22a18-27b9) 
BD14756 712 (823b22-826a27) 
BD14757A 262 (52b2-9) 
BD14757B 220 (vol. 5, 772c23-26) 
BD14757C 362 (300c18-23) 
BD14757D 262 (27b24-c2) 
BD14757E 235 (750b25-c1) 
BD14757F 374 (550b21-25) 
BD14757G 235 (751b7-14) 
BD14757H 223 (273b10-16) 
BD14757I 278 (780c24-781a1) 
BD14757J 262 (60c29-61a4) 
BD14757K 223 (273b21-29) 
BD14757L 270 (292a13-24) 
BD14758(1) 262 (56c2-57c7) 
BD14758(2) 262 (58b3-7) 
BD14758(3) 262 (56b29-c1) 
BD14759 475 (538a25-542a25) 
BD14760 2878 (1361b17-1362c10) 
BD14761 220 (vol. 6, 315c29-319c4) 
BD14762(1) 262 (16b7-19a2) 




BD14762(3) 262 (19a3-12) 
BD14763 2880 (1375b27-1376b19) 
BD14764 374 (431c19-433c19) 
BD14765 220 (vol. 5, 391a9-393c17) 
BD14766A 235 (750c9-751b12) 
BD14766B 235 (749a26-750c3) 
BD14767 262 (49c22-54a4) 
BD14768(1) 2880 
BD14768(2) 2880 (1372b6-1375b22) 
BD14768(3) 2880 (1376b20-29) 
BD14769 235 (749b26-752c3) 
BD14770 262 (2a11-c3) 
BD14771 227 (582c2-583a27) 
BD14772-1 262 (62a1-62a29) 
BD14772-2 262 (37b14-c28) 
BD14773 262 (34b23-35c5) 
BD14775 374 (489a26-490a28) 
BD14776 262 (15a7-19a12) 
BD14777-1(1) 262 (26a17-27b9) 
BD14777-1(2) 262 (24c23-25b16) 
BD14777-2 223 (233c13-234a21) 
BD14778 262 (57a28-58b8) 
BD14779 235 (748c21-752c2) 
BD14781 262 (22a25-24b10) 
BD14782 262 (3b9-10b21) 
BD14783 656 (98b17-c19) 
BD14784 220 (vol. 7, 300b17-306a1) 
BD14785 374 (433c22-440a13) 
BD14787 262 (30b28-34b22) 
BD14788 262 (34b23-37a2) 
BD14789-1 1604 (589b23-590a25) 
BD14789-2 1604 (590b1-591c11) 
BD14790 442 (313a5-314b17) 
BD14791 665 (417c19-422b21) 
BD14793 936 (82a3-84c29) 
BD14794(1) 278 (763a13-765a3) 
BD14794(2) 278 (767b27-772a15) 
BD14795(1) 1485 (1016b16-c27) 
BD14795(2) 1509 (585b25-c25) 
BD14795(3) 1485 (1021c9-23) 
BD14795(4) 245 (826b23-c9) 
BD14795(5) 245 (826c11-12) 
BD14795(6) 245 (826c16-17) 
BD14795(7) 245 (826c19-20) 
BD14795(8) 245 (826c21-827a7) 
BD14795(9) 245 (828b14-22) 
BD14795(10) 658 (219a20-21) 
BD14795(11) 658 (219a25-b8) 
BD14795(12) 1511 (783a20-22) 
BD14795(13) 1511 (783b18-c17) 
BD14795(14) 1521 (73b27-c28) 
BD14795(15) 1509 (383b24-384a12) 
BD14795(16) 374 (509b3-14) 
BD14795(17) 374 (509b23-26) 
BD14795(18) 374 (509c7-8) 
BD14795(19) 374 (509c18-21) 
BD14795(20) 374 (510a17-b4) 
BD14795(21) 671 (557b25-27) 
BD14795(22) 670 (511a12-13) 
BD14795(23) 670 (511b12-13) 
BD14795(24) 670 (511a14-15) 
BD14795(25) 670 (511b15-16) 
BD14795(26) 671 (557b27-29) 
BD14795(27) 670 (511a15-17) 
BD14795(28) 671 (557c1-8) 
BD14795(29) 670 (511a17-20) 
BD14795(30) 670 (511b16-17) 
BD14795(31) 670 (511b1-7) 
BD14795(32) 670 (511a20-23) 
BD14795(33) 670 (511b24-29) 
BD14795(34) 671 (557c8-12) 
BD14795(35) 671 (557c21-25) 
BD14795(36) 671 (558a23-28) 
BD14795(37) 374 (587a17-c16) 
BD14795(38) 1522 (126c15-127a6) 
BD14795(39) 475 (554b3-c21) 
BD14795(40) 397 (55c9-56b10) 
BD14795(41) 397 (56c10-14) 
BD14796 423 (975a7-976c6) 
BD14797 大正藏未収 
BD14798 大正藏未収 
BD14799 947 (182a28-b2) 
BD14800 2787 (571a29-594c10) 
BD14801V 大正藏未収 
BD14802 大正藏未収 
BD14803 450 (405a1-407a16) 
BD14804-1 2915 (1461c6-23) 
BD14804-2 2900 (1431c3-1432a24) 
BD14805 974(C) (387c22-388a24) 
BD14807 2887 (1403b21-1404a23) 





BD14811A 262 (23a23-c26) 
BD14811B 988 (482a12-c7) 
BD14811C 374 (405b15-c13) 
BD14811D 664 (370a18-c5) 
BD14811E 大正藏未収* 
BD14811F 475 (537c23-538c16) 
BD14811G 901 (799c15-800a2) 
BD14811H 262 (6b5-12) 
BD14812 220 (vol. 5, 1016b18-1016c16) 
BD14813 592 (124b12-125a7) 
BD14814 220 (vol. 7, 714a13-c7) 
BD14815 220 (vol. 7, 180b22-181b20) 
BD14816 262 (59b19-61b5) 
BD14817 475 (551b24-c26) 
BD14818 251 (848c4-24) 
BD14819 235 (752b3-c2) 
BD14820 220 (vol. 7, 719b8-c5) 
BD14821 262 (55b28-c15) 
BD14822 366 (346b25-347a6) 
BD14823 235 (751a11-752c3) 
BD14824 1331 (533b6-536b5) 
BD14825AA 大正藏未収 
BD14825AB(1) 202 (414a24-b3) 
BD14825AB(2) 202 (414a15-24) 
BD14825AB(3) 202 (414b3-26) 
BD14825AC 202 (413c12-414a15) 
BD14825AD 374 (452b4-c28) 
BD14825AE 374 (447c18-448a21) 
BD14825BA 397 (23c4-23) 
BD14825BB 374 (458a8-b14) 
BD14825BC 374 (374a10-b7) 
BD14825BD 374 (373c12-374a13) 
BD14825BE 221 (122c25-123a25) 
BD14825BF 374 (555c6-556a17) 
BD14825BG(1) 227 (542c21-28) 
BD14825BG(2) 227 (542c14-21) 
BD14825BG(3) 227 (542c28-543a5) 
BD14825BH 397 (22a19-b17) 
BD14825CA 374 (492a2-29) 
BD14825CB 374 (507c16-508b9) 
BD14825CC 278 (710a18-710b15) 
BD14825CD 278 (543c29-544b4) 
BD14825CE 374 (519b13-19) 
BD14825CF 397 (22a12-19) 
BD14825CG 1509 (121a10-20) 
BD14825CH 397 (25a19-b1) 
BD14825CI 278 (529a16-25) 
BD14825CJ 1509 (120c20-121a2) 
BD14825CK 223 (227b3-18) 
BD14825CL 大正藏未収 
BD14825CM 223 (321a28-b5) 
BD14825CN 278 (529a7-17) 
BD14825DA 1432 (1048a7-b24) 
BD14825DB 374 (519a19-520b6) 
BD14825DC 262 (59c6-60b25) 
BD14825DD 202 (426c27-427b6) 
BD14825DE 1509 (117c24-118b11) 
BD14827 262 (22a18-27b9) 
BD14828 221 (70a7-74c20) 
BD14829 220 (vol. 5, 867b29-871a5) 
BD14830 220 (vol. 6, 409a2-b2) 
敦煌出土仏典・大正蔵典籍番号対照表 
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BD14832 450 (407b9-408b25) 
BD14833(1) 220 (vol. 5, 126b2-128a18) 
BD14833(2) 220 (vol. 5, 127c26-131b15) 
BD14834 665 (415c29-416c14) 
BD14835 945 (106b24-108b26) 
BD14836-1 310 (593c28-594c1) 
BD14836-2 310 (631c14-632a21) 
BD14836V1 310 (515c25-516b4) 
BD14836V2 310 (630a16-b2) 
BD14837 665 (418b21-422b17) 
BD14838 278 (736b20-742b28) 
BD14839 223 (247c13-251c23) 
BD14840AA 222 (171c2-17) 
BD14840AB 大正藏未収* 
BD14840AC 262 (56c2-16) 
BD14840B 262 (19c9-20a22) 
BD14840CA 227 (579b21-c14) 
BD14840D 262 (10b24-c14) 
BD14840EA 397 (73b8-15) 
BD14840EB 262 (57a1-6) 
BD14840EC 235 (750c8-13) 
BD14840F 262 (56c16-57a19) 
BD14840G 262 (19a14-b15) 
BD14840H 1331 (532b15-c8) 
BD14840I 262 (57a4-29) 
BD14840J 1429 (1015c10-1016b2) 
BD14840KA 374 (480c27-481a13) 
BD14840KB 大正藏未収 
BD14840LA 643 (648b24-27) 
BD14840LB 1485 (1016b17-21) 
BD14840MA 223 (368c21-27) 
BD14840MB 223 (368c26-369a4) 
BD14840N 278 (596b14-c7) 
BD14840O 235 (749b5-c3) 
BD14840P 220 (vol. 5, 359b2-13) 
BD14840Q 235 (748c29-749a21) 
BD14840RA 663 (354c2-8) 
BD14840RB 1581 (913b25-c1) 
BD14840SA 223 (286a17-22) 
BD14840SB 2870 (1336b16-20) 
BD14840T 220 (vol. 7, 346c28-347a26) 
BD14842 374 (454b18-457b19) 
BD14843A 262 (25b19-c29) 
BD14843B1 721 (82a17-19) 
BD14843B2 721 (81c8-17) 
BD14843C 262 (2a18-25) 
BD14843D 377 (911c6-29) 
BD14843E 397 (195c2-196a3) 
BD14843F 262 (45b4-c8) 
BD14844 475 (552a3-557b26) 
BD14845 262 (22a18-26a24) 
BD14846 220 (vol. 7, 666a2-672a4) 
BD14847 220 (vol. 6, 205c10-209c2) 
BD14848 374 (562c25-568b21) 
BD14849 262 (24b28-27b9) 
BD14850 1075 (173b9-178c6) 
BD14851 278 (631c29-637a21) 
BD14852 374 (516a7-522a27) 
BD14853 262 (15a5-c6) 
BD14854 278 (779c22-782c11) 
BD14855(1) 1024 (718b17-19) 
BD14855(2) 1024 (718b17-21) 
BD14855(3) 1024 (718b23-26) 
BD14855(4) 1024 (720a7-11) 
BD14855(5) 1024 (718c11-16) 
BD14855(6) 1024 (719c19-23) 
BD14855(7) 1024 (718c20-21) 
BD14855(8) 1024 (719a24-b2) 
BD14855(9) 1024 (720a21-29) 
BD14856 1429 (1017b2-1023a11) 
BD14857 235 (750a21-751a21) 
BD14858 220 (vol. 5, 431c2-29) 
BD14859 374 (386a29-388a6) 
BD14860 475 (555a26-557a10) 
BD14861 262 (57b13-58b17) 
BD14861V 235 (749a21-22) 
BD14862 374 (427b23-c13) 
BD14863 262 (34c22-35b21) 
BD14864 2880 (1372b6-1373b17) 
BD14865 374 (448c4-449a23) 
BD14866 223 (362a11-c8) 
BD14867 455 (427a2-428b17) 
BD14868 1903 (904a23-b29) 
BD14869 1509 (215a17-b22) 
BD14870 374 (426a23-b16) 
BD14871-1 2879 (1364c5-18) 
BD14871-2 2879 (1364c20-1365a22) 
BD14872 262 (1c14-2c20) 
BD14873 936 (82a3-b3) 
BD14874 262 (46b17-c19) 
BD14875 475 (546a28-547a1) 
BD14876 235 (748c27-749b9) 
BD14877 262 (1c14-2a22) 
BD14878 235 (749a20-750a20) 
BD14879 235 (749a1-b20) 
BD14880 232 (727c20-730a24) 
BD14881 475 (546a3-551c27) 
BD14882 220 (vol. 5, 711b1-714a16) 
BD14883 374 (552b26-555a1) 
BD14884 475 (544b21-551c27) 
BD14885 262 (10b24-12a1) 
BD14886 235 (749b1-752c3) 
BD14887 262 (24b7-27b8) 
BD14888 2775 (435c26-437c25) 
BD14890 大正藏未収 
BD14891 947 (182a28-b2) 
BD14892-1 大正藏未収 
BD14892-2 1360 (878a3-28) 
BD14893 278 (725b4-732b7) 
BD14894 663 (354c5-355b2) 
BD14895 大正藏未収 
BD14896 374 (592b27-598b15) 
BD14897-1 223 (399a22-400c11) 
BD14897-2 223 (402b8-403a18) 
BD14898 223 (273b28-274b2) 
BD14899 1331 (531a17-532b3) 
BD14900 262 (30a7-33b26) 
BD14901 1509 (254a15-258a27) 
BD14902 大正藏未収 
BD14903 1600 (467c11-468b22) 
BD14904 1600 (469a8-470a9) 
BD14905 262 (49b15-c24) 
BD14906 262 (7a14-b14) 
BD14907 222 (199a17-b9) 
BD14908 1331 (535a8-535b7) 
BD14909 262 (3b25-c14) 
BD14910 262 (2b4-18) 
BD14911 235 (752a2-b4) 
BD14912 2880 (1374c2-27) 
BD14913 475 (553a18-b10) 
BD14914 262 (26a11-b10) 
BD14915A 374 (499c1-500a12) 
BD14915B 223 (274c16-275a16) 
BD14915C 374 (588b13-c8) 
BD14916 374 (422c2-428b13) 
BD14919 278 (464c29-467c8) 
BD14921 220 (vol. 6, 1004c1-1009b13) 
BD14922 220 (vol. 6, 442c25-443c11) 
BD14923A 235 (750c7-752c3) 
BD14923B 262 (55a12-56c1) 
BD14924 1529 (283b9-291a26) 
BD14925 397 (219b21-225a9) 
BD14927 224 (444b24-448b29) 
BD14928 665 (419a16-422b21) 
BD14929 235 (751a25-752c3) 
BD14930 1427 (556b21-565a20) 
BD14931 262 (20b25-22a17) 
BD14932 262 (54b9-55a9) 
BD14936 945 (114c16-119b21) 
BD14937 262 (11a12-19a12) 
BD14938 223 (262c13-270b16) 
BD14940-1 1428 (929c22-930c5) 
BD14942 665 (419a4-422b21) 
BD14943 大正藏未収* 
BD14944 223 (290b6-292a20) 




BD14946 374 (380a13-384c25) 
BD14947 374 (595c4-598b15) 
BD14948 262 (59b28-62b1) 
BD14949 374 (390c11-396c11) 
BD14949V 374 (390c3-7) 
BD14950 223 (383c9-388b14) 
BD14951 262 (49c1-50b22) 
BD14952-1 典籍名未確定 
BD14952-2 大正藏未収 
BD14953 278 (768c29-770c27) 
BD14954 374 (371c10-375a27) 
BD14955 262 (35c27-42a28) 
BD14960 936 (82a5-84c29) 
BD14961 223 (221c11-225a18) 
BD14966 475 (552a3-557b26) 
BD14967-1 235 (748c20-751a26) 
BD14967-2 235 (752a6-752c3) 
BD14968 262 (5b24-9a14) 
BD14969 262 (57a7-58b7) 
BD14970 235 (751c2-752c3) 
BD14971 681 (724b16-730c14) 
BD14972-1 665 (407c3-408a28) 
BD14974 223 (361a4-362a4) 
BD14975 262 (44a5-46b14) 
BD14976 262 (3c4-10b21) 
BD14977 262 (60b15-62b1) 
BD14978 936 (82a3-84c29) 
BD14979 262 (42a29-46b14) 
BD14980 220 (vol. 7, 1011a2-1014a9) 
BD14981 262 (55a12-62b1) 
BD14982 262 (47c2-55a9) 
BD14983 220 (vol. 6, 403b21-408c27) 
BD14984 262 (30b28-32b15) 
BD14985 262 (58b18-62b1) 
BD14986 262 (19c24-27b8) 
BD14987 262 (26a3-27b9) 
BD14988 262 (34b11-35c25) 
BD14989 374 (534b11-540c14) 
BD14990 220 (vol. 5, 17a3-22b23) 
BD14991 672 (607b18-614c1) 
BD14992 1429 (1018b15-1020b19) 
BD14993 374 (592b27-598b15) 
BD14994 262 (53a4-55a9) 
BD14995 262 (43a13-46b14) 
BD14996 223 (349b19-351c6) 
BD14997 262 (22a18-27b9) 
BD14998 1509 (724a9-728b14) 
BD14999 262 (35c3-42a28) 
BD15000 1579 (527b10-533a23) 
BD15000V1 1302 (420a3-420c14) 
BD15000V2 2841 (1293c22-1294a16) 
BD15000V3 典籍名未確定 
BD15000V4 大正藏未収 
BD15000V5 251 (848c4-24) 
BD15001A1(1) 586 (33a22-36c9) 
BD15001A1(2) 586 (36c29-40b20) 
BD15001A2(1) 586 (40b23-41b17) 
BD15001A2(2) 586 (43a10-47a19) 
BD15001A3 586 (47a22-55a3) 
BD15001A4 586 (55a6-62a16) 
BD15001B 672 (628b20-630a18) 
BD15002 大正藏未収 
BD15003 235 (750b19-752c3) 
BD15004 374 (457b20-461a15) 
BD15005 262 (55a12-56c1) 
BD15006 262 (35c25-37a2) 
BD15007 262 (32b16-33b25) 
BD15008 大正藏未収 
BD15009 220 (vol. 6, 247a11-251a20) 
BD15010 262 (19a14-c17) 
BD15011 220 (vol. 5, 470c25-471b23) 
BD15012 220 (vol. 6, 608c13-610b7) 
BD15013 262 (23a23-24c22) 
BD15014 374 (510c20-513c10) 
BD15015 262 (57b26-58a15) 
BD15016 223 (383c9-389c28) 
BD15017 262 (37a5-46b14) 
BD15018 235 (749c2-752c3) 
BD15019 475 (546a3-547a14) 
BD15020 2887 (1403b21-1404a23) 
BD15021 262 (1c22-5b23) 
BD15022 220 (vol. 6, 514b19-519b24) 
BD15023 262 (42c9-46b14) 
BD15024 220 (vol. 6, 726c24-732a27) 
BD15025 262 (20b25-27b9) 
BD15026 262 (42a29-45c27) 
BD15027 220 (vol. 5, 377b9-382b5) 
BD15028 374 (422c2-428b13) 
BD15029 235 (750b24-752c3) 
BD15030 大正藏未収* 
BD15031 235 (749a8-752c3) 
BD15032 374 (562c21-568b21) 
BD15033 936 (82a3-84c29) 
BD15034 220 (vol. 6, 11b4-16b5) 
BD15035 220 (vol. 7, 144b10-149c23) 
BD15036 1331 (533b5-536b5) 
BD15037 235 (751c23-752c3) 
BD15038 262 (40a22-b24) 
BD15039 262 (32b16-34b22) 
BD15040 235 (749a23-752b4) 
BD15041 262 (30b28-32b15) 
BD15042 262 (56c2-62b1) 
BD15043 235 (752b4-752c3) 
BD15044(1) 235 (750c17-751c15) 
BD15044(2) 235 (751c20-23) 
BD15045 235 (751a21-752c3) 
BD15046 235 (750b1-751b12) 
BD15047 223 (343a14-343c14) 
BD15048 235 (749a29-749c3) 
BD15049 235 (749b10-752c3) 
BD15050 450 (405c29-407a12) 
BD15051 2897 (1422b14-1425b3) 
BD15052 220 (vol. 5, 733c2-738b8) 







BD15056 220 (vol. 5, 371a10-376c3) 
BD15057 475 (552a3-557b26) 
BD15058 171 (420a11-424a24) 
BD15059 1331 (532b7-536b5) 
BD15060 279 (48c20-53c14) 
BD15061-1 262 (56c2-58b7) 
BD15062 125 (752a22-753c10) 
BD15063 220 (vol. 6, 493a13-b12) 
BD15064 615 (286a19-286b9) 
BD15065-1 大正藏未収 
BD15066 202 (361b14-362a5) 
BD15067 220 (vol. 5, 810c9-811b7) 
BD15068 223 (274b6-276a7) 
BD15069 2910 (1456b16-1456c10) 
BD15070 366 (346b25-348a29) 
BD15071 2897 (1422b14-1425b3) 
BD15072 大正藏未収* 
BD15073 440 (161c18-162a5) 
BD15074 大正藏未収* 
BD15075 262 (22a18-27b9) 
BD15076 671 (521c18-527b21) 
BD15077 大正藏未収 
BD15078 374 (416a23-423c23) 
BD15079 262 (12a7-19a12) 
BD15080 586 (52a1-54b11) 
BD15081 945 (133a2-139a13) 
BD15082 262 (21a16-27b9) 
BD15083 262 (10b24-19a12) 
BD15084 475 (544a25-551c27) 
BD15085 310 (678c7-685a1) 
BD15086 475 (544a25-551c27) 
BD15087 665 (438c24-444a9) 
BD15088 220 (vol. 6, 875a2-880a14) 
BD15089 220 (vol. 5, 984a15-988c24) 
BD15090 936 (82a20-84c29) 
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BD15091-1 262 (42a29-46a29) 
BD15091-2 262 (39c6-17) 
BD15092 262 (37a5-c28) 
BD15093 262 (38a15-39c13) 




BD15096 262 (13b10-19a12) 
BD15098 2883 (1384c6-1390a18) 
BD15099 262 (39c18-46b14) 
BD15100 1775 (360c5-370c9) 
BD15101-1 262 (22a18-c13) 
BD15101-2 262 (21b21-22a17) 
BD15101-3 262 (61c5-62b1) 
BD15102 665 (451b7-456c19) 
BD15103 220 (vol. 6, 721c19-726c21) 
BD15104 2810 (1056c27-1057b11) 
BD15104V 大正藏未収 
BD15105 125 (810b27-817a15) 
BD15106 586 (42b10-44c15) 
BD15107 1331 (535b4-536b5) 
BD15108 665 (436b24-437c13) 
BD15109 220 (vol. 7, 530a23-532a15) 
BD15110-1 220 (vol. 7, 414c12-415a11) 
BD15110-2 235 (749c20-752c2) 
BD15111 262 (29b22-37a2) 
BD15112-1 大正藏未収* 
BD15112-2 佛名經 
BD15113 220 (vol. 6, 27b19-32a3) 
BD15114 262 (59a3-62a29) 
BD15115 262 (22a18-27b9) 
BD15116 262 (35c27-42a22) 
BD15117 235 (751b22-752c3) 
BD15118 262 (51b28-56c1) 
BD15119 235 (748c20-752c3) 
BD15120 220 (vol. 5, 170a24-175c26) 
BD15121 235 (749b5-752c3) 
BD15122 大正藏未収 
BD15123A(1) 1436 (478a1-21) 
BD15123A(2) 1436 (478b12-c15) 
BD15123A(3) 1436 (478a22-b12) 
BD15123A(4) 1436 (478c15-479a5) 
BD15123B 278 (613b15-18) 
BD15123C 278 (611c9-17) 
BD15123D 278 (551b3-6) 
BD15123E 278 (551c20-29) 
BD15123F 278 (430b22-28) 
BD15123G 278 (645b22-c2) 
BD15123H 125 (694c23-695a2) 
BD15123I 125 (642a10-19) 
BD15123J 374 (529b22-c1) 
BD15124 1550 (830b27-833a2) 
BD15125 210 (560b19-561a14) 
BD15126 374 (463b18-468c25) 
BD15127A 262 (47a12-55a9) 
BD15127B 945 (133b2-133c25) 
BD15128 223 (308b13-309a27) 
BD15129 262 (39c18-46b14) 
BD15130-1 220 (vol. 7, 986a2-21) 
BD15130-2 220 (vol. 7, 986a24-991b9) 
BD15131 712 (823b22-826a27) 
BD15132 220 (vol. 6, 419a2-420c26) 
BD15133 262 (13c12-16b1) 
BD15134 945 (146a18-151b16) 
BD15135 220 (vol. 5, 1014a24-1018b21) 
BD15136 366 (347b10-348a24) 
BD15137 235 (751c12-752c3) 
BD15138 223 (419a17-c18) 
BD15139 374 (512c28-513b17) 
BD15140 262 (45b24-46b13) 
BD15141 410 (710b6-c15) 
BD15142 262 (20b25-27b9) 
BD15143 374 (592b27-598b15) 
BD15144 235 (749b20-752c2) 
BD15145 262 (16b7-19a12) 
BD15146 235 (750b19-752c3) 
BD15147 大正藏未収* 
BD15148 220 (vol. 6, 875a2-880a14) 
BD15149 262 (11c29-16b6) 
BD15150 1509 (95c1-101b24) 
BD15151 374 (382c26-384c25) 
BD15152 223 (311c15-316a16) 
BD15153 262 (42a29-44a4) 
BD15154-1 936 (82a3-84c29) 
BD15155 251 (848c4-848c24) 
BD15156 2897 (1423a24-c13) 
BD15157 262 (2a18-10b21) 
BD15158 220 (vol. 7, 326b5-c4) 
BD15159 2865 (1325b3-1326a27) 
BD15160 262 (44a11-46b14) 
BD15161 262 (30b28-37a2) 
BD15162 721 (327c10-29) 
BD15163 374 (445b27-451b6) 
BD15164 220 (vol. 6, 1026a11-b29) 
BD15165 262 (50c28-56c1) 
BD15166 2834 (1274b22-1277c27) 
BD15167 1024 (717c5-721b12) 
BD15169 262 (51c8-53c23) 
BD15170 374 (428b16-433c19) 
BD15171 262 (29c28-37a2) 
BD15172 262 (1c14-2b18) 
BD15173 1579 (335a13-339c14) 
BD15174-1 262 (56c2-58b2) 
BD15174-2 251 (848c4-24) 
BD15175 235 (749b29-752c3) 
BD15176 262 (25b20-c21) 
BD15177 936 (82a3-84c29) 
BD15178(1) 671 (537a14-b10) 
BD15178(2) 671 (540c15-541b1) 
BD15178(3) 671 (550c22-551a11) 
BD15178(4) 671 (554c5-555c19) 
BD15178(5) 671 (559b7-561a19) 
BD15178V1(1) 468 (494a22-b7) 
BD15178V1(2) 468 (494b25-c29) 
BD15178V1(3) 468 (497b18-c17) 
BD15178V1(4) 468 (502b24-c11) 
BD15178V2(1) 672 (610b13-21) 
BD15178V2(2) 672 (620b25-c19) 
BD15178V3 305 (929b28-930a8) 
BD15178V4 1579 (279a10-21) 
BD15178V5 671 (569a22-27) 
BD15179 475 (556a1-557a5) 
BD15180 389 (1111a25-1112b22) 
BD15181 475 (544a25-545a26) 
BD15182 1331 (533a20-535b4) 
BD15183 1331 (535b5-536b5) 
BD15184 262 (34c25-35b7) 
BD15185 279 (442c7-444c30) 
BD15186 475 (554c27-555c29) 
BD15187 665 (416c17-417c16) 
BD15188 235 (749a18-750c19) 
BD15189 262 (1c14-2c20) 
BD15190 220 (vol. 5, 393c20-399c4) 
BD15191 220 (vol. 5, 347c29-348c1) 
BD15192 262 (41a4-41b28) 
BD15193 1458 (530c16-532b11) 
BD15194 220 (vol. 5, 96c10-97c12) 
BD15195 大正藏未収 
BD15196 262 (56c13-58b7) 
BD15197 262 (56c9-62a29) 
BD15198 235 (751a16-752c3) 
BD15199 936 (82a3-84c29) 
BD15200 220 (vol. 6, 731b5-732a27) 
BD15201 2910 (1455c20-1456c10) 
BD15202 262 (55a12-55c21) 
BD15203 262 (38b21-39c17) 
BD15204 262 (56c28-58b7) 
BD15205 235 (750b23-751c9) 
BD15206 936 (82a3-84c29) 
BD15207 262 (42b21-43a3) 
BD15208 262 (45b18-c19) 
BD15209 235 (749c20-750a21) 
BD15210 大正藏未収 
BD15211 大正藏未収 




BD15213 220 (vol. 6, 307c25-309b2) 
BD15214 936 (82a27-84c29) 
BD15215 936 (82a24-84c28) 
BD15216 220 (vol. 7, 452c26-453a23) 
BD15217 475 (549c18-550b15) 
BD15218 475 (549b8-c17) 
BD15219 1666 (576b16-c16) 
BD15220(1) 945 (106c25-107a1) 
BD15220(2) 945 (106c17-22) 
BD15220(3) 945 (107a3-7) 
BD15220(4) 945 (107a18-22) 
BD15220(5) 945 (107a25-b1) 
BD15220(6) 945 (107a10-14) 
BD15220(7) 945 (106c9-14) 
BD15220(8) 945 (107b3-8) 
BD15220(9) 945 (107b11-16) 
BD15220(10) 945 (107b18-22) 
BD15220(11) 945 (107b25-29) 
BD15220(12) 945 (107c3-8) 
BD15220(13) 945 (107c10-16) 
BD15220(14) 945 (107c17-23) 
BD15221 310 (571b4-576b23) 
BD15222 665 (408b2-409b6) 
BD15223 1509 (504a8-506b14) 
BD15224 262 (36a21-39c17) 
BD15225 262 (3c11-5b23) 
BD15226 典籍名未確定 
BD15227 220 (vol. 6, 596c15-598b10) 
BD15228 典籍名未確定 
BD15229 220 (vol. 6, 403a14-408c27) 
BD15230 220 (vol. 7, 1088b26-1093c20) 
BD15231 279 (440a1-442c6) 
BD15232 235 (749c25-752c3) 
BD15233 220 (vol. 7, 284c2-285a29) 
BD15234 262 (19c21-20b24) 
BD15235 374 (528a8-535b20) 
BD15236A 374 (506b2-508a26) 
BD15236B 454 (424b7-425c23) 
BD15237 936 (82a3-b1) 
BD15238 262 (30a5-34b22) 
BD15239(1) 1060 (106c17-107a3) 
BD15239(2) 1060 (107b25-107c24) 
BD15239(3) 1060 (111b15-17) 
BD15239(4) 1060 (111b24-26) 
BD15239(5) 大正藏未収 
BD15240 大正藏未収* 
BD15241-1 397 (189a25-194a22) 
BD15241-2 397 (194a23-199b14) 
BD15241-3 397 (199b22-204a6) 
BD15241-4 397 (204a7-208b19) 
BD15241-5 397 (208b20-212c26) 
BD15242-1 262 (35a1-37a1) 
BD15242-2 262 (37a10-42a28) 
BD15242V1 262 (50c19-23) 
BD15242V2 220 (vol. 7, 667c26-668a8) 
BD15242V3 262 (22b17-28) 




BD15243-3 220 (vol. 7, 980a6-985c24) 
BD15244 220 (vol. 6, 815a1-820a6) 
BD15245 大正藏未収* 
BD15248 227 (570a14-574b20) 
BD15249 156 (163c8-23) 
BD15251 2916 (1462a3-20) 
BD15252 220 (vol. 6, 1062c29-1063c5) 
BD15253 235 (751b25-752c2) 
BD15254 262 (55c16-56c7) 
BD15255 235 (748c17-751b13) 
BD15256 1646 (363a7-364b16) 
BD15257 374 (601a6-27) 
BD15258-1 366 (347a26-348a28) 
BD15258-2 369 (352a23-b3) 
BD15259 2897 (1423c26-1424b1) 
BD15260 262 (23c10-24a23) 
BD15261 262 (2a18-b20) 
BD15262 235 (749a15-749b23) 
BD15263 374 (453c5-455b27) 
BD15264 大正藏未収 
BD15265 262 (42b25-43a18) 
BD15266 262 (61b25-62b1) 
BD15267 220 (vol. 5, 122a8-122b11) 
BD15268 262 (40b13-41a1) 
BD15269 235 (750c7-751a22) 
BD15270 235 (752a15-b14) 
BD15271 665 (447a22-448b18) 
BD15272 235 (749c20-750a21) 
BD15273 278 (783a7-783b1) 
BD15274 1331 (533b3-534a20) 
BD15275 586 (40b5-20) 
BD15276-1 262 (27a10-b8) 
BD15276-2 262 (27b12-28a21) 
BD15277 1579 (564c22-565a29) 
BD15278 1360 (878a3-28) 
BD15282 220 (vol. 6, 139a15-144c3) 
BD15283 1433 (1058b9-1065a4) 
BD15285 231 (717b29-718b5) 
BD15286-1 大正藏未収 
BD15286-2 681 (723b18-730c14) 
BD15286-3 681 (730c17-738c16) 
BD15286-4 681 (738c19-747b15) 
BD15287(1) 156 (135b2-14) 
BD15287(2) 156 (131b10-135b1) 
BD15287(3) 156 (135b14-136b10) 
BD15288 1331 (532c3-536b5) 
BD15289-1 447 
BD15290 665 (452b5-454b18) 
BD15291 203 (449c19-452c2) 
BD15293 374 (433c22-439b4) 
BD15294 663 (353c21-358a29) 
BD15295 262 (59b28-62b1) 
BD15296 大正藏未収 
BD15297 443 (322c21-326c20) 
BD15298 1509 (100b27-103b23) 
BD15299 220 (vol. 6, 161a10-166b2) 
BD15300 223 (413c10-418c19) 
BD15301 220 (vol. 5, 376c6-382b5) 
BD15302 262 (37c29-39c17) 
BD15303 262 (28c8-34b22) 
BD15304 475 (544a25-551c27) 
BD15305 397 (208b20-212c26) 
BD15306 220 (vol. 5, 292c10-297b12) 
BD15307 262 (37a26-46b14) 
BD15308 大正藏未収* 
BD15309-1 967 (349b2-349c19) 
BD15309-2 967 (349c23-352a26) 
BD15310 1509 (516c5-16) 
BD15311 262 (59a18-28) 
BD15312 220 (vol. 6, 527a28-b8) 
BD15313 220 (vol. 6, 1063c8-1068b27) 
BD15314 220 (vol. 6, 107b2-112a16) 
BD15315 220 (vol. 6, 869b12-874c25) 
BD15316 220 (vol. 7, 535c21-541a22) 
BD15317 310 (582a9-587a14) 
BD15318 1509 (533a2-538b17) 
BD15319 220 (vol. 7, 890c17-894b18) 
BD15320 374 (580c19-586c24) 
BD15321(1) 262 (58b8-62a14) 
BD15321(2) 262 (57a16-58b7) 
BD15322 220 (vol. 6, 436a20-442b3) 
BD15323 374 (379a9-385b6) 
BD15324 262 (46b17-55a9) 
BD15325 945 (128b10-130b25) 
BD15326 大正藏未収 
BD15327 262 (40a2-17) 
BD15328 262 (10c14-19a12) 
BD15329 262 (34c25-37a1) 
BD15330 475 (552a27-554c25) 
BD15331 1612 (848b2-850c10) 
BD15332 221 (65c3-69a24) 
BD15334 262 (37a5-42a28) 
BD15335 665 (426c25-427b13) 
BD15336 235 (748c17-752c3) 
BD15337 大正藏未収* 
BD15338 223 (293c16-298c4) 
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BD15339 223 (402b18-407b3) 
BD15340 262 (19b16-20b24) 
BD15341 262 (30b28-31c6) 
BD15342 374 (515b19-516a6) 
BD15344 665 (448a1-b15) 
BD15346-1 大正藏未収 
BD15346-2 681 (723b18-724c15) 
BD15347 665 (411a17-413c6) 
BD15348 936 (82a3-84c29) 
BD15349 936 (82a3-84c29) 
BD15350-1 672 (604b11-604c1) 
BD15350-2 672 (607c13-608a27) 
BD15350-3 672 (638c16-640c2) 
BD15351 227 (560a29-561c25) 
BD15352 1509 (255a19-256a26) 
BD15353 1509 (533a2-538b17) 
BD15354 1733 (269c28-274b24) 
BD15354V 2735 (104b12-109b7) 
BD15355 278 (676a2-683b8) 
BD15357 2787 (568c2-570a29) 
BD15358 2782 (554b16-556b19) 
BD15359 2787 (567a17-568c2) 
BD15360 223 (296b22-c27) 
BD15361 374 (384c26-390b8) 
BD15362 1431 (1032a12-1041a18) 
BD15363 262 (47c2-50b22) 
BD15364 220 (vol. 6, 803a8-808b5) 
BD15365 665 (433a13-434c14) 
BD15366 大正藏未収 
BD15367(1) 374 (559a19-b9) 
BD15367(2) 374 (560a11-17) 
BD15367(3) 374 (563a24-27) 
BD15368 262 (39c18-42a28) 
BD15369 大正藏未収 
BD15370(1) 202 (353b1-17) 
BD15370(2) 202 (353b21-c8) 
BD15370(3) 202 (353c9-26) 
BD15370(4) 202 (353c28-354a16) 
BD15370(5) 202 (354a19-b6) 
BD15370(6) 202 (354b8-25) 
BD15370(7) 202 (354b27-c14) 
BD15370(8) 202 (354c17-355a5) 
BD15370(9) 202 (355a6-23) 
BD15370(10) 202 (355a25-b13) 
BD15370(11) 202 (355b23-c2) 
BD15370(12) 202 (355c16-25) 
BD15370(13) 202 (356a3-11) 
BD15370(14) 202 (356a29-b4) 
BD15370(15) 202 (356b20-24) 
BD15371 367 (348b22-351b23) 
BD15372 375 (625b2-630b17) 
BD15373 262 (23a13-27b9) 
BD15374 665 (405a11-408a28) 
BD15375 262 (47c15-48a20) 
BD15376 251 (848c4-24) 
BD15377 1868 (514a21-518c16) 
BD15378 1428 (1008b5-1012b29) 
BD15380 278 (564a2-571a4) 
BD15383-1 1313 (464b20-465b27) 
BD15383-2 866 (224b9-224c28) 
BD15384(1) 1579 (284a24-285a26) 
BD15384(2) 1579 (287a28-289c20) 
BD15385 2910 (1455c16-1456c10) 
BD15386 2124 (196c16-204b28) 
BD15387 801 (745b7-746b8) 
BD15388 262 (21b1-22a23) 
BD15389 223 (413c10-418c19) 




BD15393 384 (1026a12-1027c5) 
BD15394 672 (631a2-634a7) 
BD15395 1302 (420a3-421a14) 
BD15396 2873 (1356a16-1358c21) 
BD15397 大正藏未収 
BD15398 2124 (195a21-196c14) 
BD15399-1 大正藏未収 
BD15400 典籍名未確定 
BD15401 235 (749a15-c17) 
BD15403V 大正藏未収 
BD15414 235 (748c28-749a18) 
BD15415 大正藏未収 
BD15421A 1781 (910a19-25) 
BD15421B 大正藏未収 
BD15424 235 (749b9-20) 
BD15425 1600 (465b1-17) 




BD15435 672 (587a9-b7) 
BD15436 262 (27c10-16) 
BD15438V 1428 (613a29-b4) 
BD15455 2149 (310a3-b11) 
BD15460 1960 (72b14-19) 
BD15463 202 (443a19-b22) 
BD15464(1) 202 (443b22-c24) 
BD15464(2) 202 (438a17-c15) 
BD15465 202 (350a19-351a27) 
BD15466 202 (351a28-352a15) 
BD15467(1) 202 (352a15-b9) 
BD15467(2) 202 (360b21-c10) 
BD15467(3) 202 (390c22-391a24) 
BD15468 202 (391a24-392b8) 
BD15476 大正藏未収* 
BD15481 大正藏未収 
BD15494 967 (351a15-23) 
BD15495 235 (749a27-749b19) 
BD15496 665 (454b11-20) 
BD15497 235 (750c3-12) 
BD15498 262 (19b26-c7) 
BD15499 220 (vol. 6, 507c24-29) 
BD15501 2124 (202a17-28) 
BD15502 262 (2b24-c3) 
BD15503 374 (379a28-b9) 
BD15504 665 (411a15-16) 
BD15505 665 (411a18-22) 
BD15506 262 (20a5-8) 
BD15507 277 (393a27-b18) 
BD15508 374 (475a8-9) 
BD15509 1646 (341a8-15) 
BD15510 262 (20a3-7) 
BD15511 1804 (41c28-42a3) 
BD15512 典籍名未確定 
BD15513 典籍名未確定 
BD15515 262 (27c7-13) 
BD15517 374 (554b2-7) 
BD15518 262 (57c12-58a3) 
BD15519 典籍名未確定 
BD15520 典籍名未確定 
BD15521 1422(別本) (200b18-19) 
BD15522 1302 (420a13-28) 
BD15523 235 (749c10-12) 
BD15524(1) 665 (421a13-15) 
BD15524(2) 665 (421a23-24) 
BD15524(3) 665 (421b4) 
BD15526 典籍名未確定 
BD15528(1) 2121 (218a12-21) 
BD15528(2) 2121 (218b13-14) 
BD15529 262 (46c20-29) 
BD15533 262 (3a2-b2) 
BD15534 262 (10c5-25) 
BD15535 220 (vol. 6, 659c20-660a1) 
BD15536 220 (vol. 5, 178c22-28) 
BD15537 262 (61c18-62a2) 
BD15538 262 (37b6-c3) 
BD15539 262 (55b15-29) 
BD15540 262 (37a24-b6) 
BD15541 450 (407b16-22) 
BD15542 262 (2b28-c8) 
BD15543 1484 (1004b6-19) 
BD15544(1) 2897 (1423b22-24) 
BD15544(2) 2897 (1423b28-c4) 




BD15546 235 (751b29-c23) 
BD15547 262 (55b7-23) 
BD15548 235 (752b18-26) 
BD15549 262 (37c22-38a8) 
BD15550 2897 (1425a17-27) 
BD15551 262 (27b27-c6) 
BD15552 223 (397b26-397c4) 
BD15553 235 (751a23-751b12) 
BD15554 262 (5a17-b23) 
BD15555 665 (449a16-27) 
BD15556 665 (427b28-c27) 
BD15557 475 (537b17-28) 
BD15558 220 (vol. 5, 715a27-b6) 
BD15559 2897 (1422c27-1423a21) 
BD15560 665 (432c21-433a8) 
BD15561 262 (56b25-c9) 
BD15562 262 (12a12-25) 
BD15563 220 (vol. 6, 785c4-11) 
BD15564 235 (752b21-26) 
BD15565 1358 (876b17-25) 
BD15566 2901 (1435b6-13) 
BD15567 440 (153c2-13) 
BD15568 262 (42c28-43a5) 
BD15569 235 (751a24-b5) 
BD15570 262 (37b2-8) 
BD15571 262 (27a28-b9) 
BD15572 262 (2a2-8) 
BD15573 262 (48a5-13) 
BD15574 220 (vol. 6, 8a1-8) 
BD15575 818 (828c5-28) 
BD15576 262 (38a21-b1) 
BD15577 262 (19a5-12) 
BD15578 262 (27c3-15) 
BD15579 450 (404c17-405a6) 
BD15580 665 (410c19-411a7) 
BD15581 262 (19a23-b3) 
BD15582 663 (336b11-22) 
BD15583 262 (58b14-26) 
BD15584 366 (346c8-347a12) 
BD15585 2792 (659a15-25) 
BD15586 663 (337c9-26) 
BD15587 262 (56c4-15) 
BD15588 220 (vol. 6, 171c8-25) 
BD15589 1331 (533a28-b13) 
BD15590 235 (748c17-749a4) 
BD15591 262 (35a8-22) 
BD15592 223 (217b28-c6) 
BD15593 235 (752b20-26) 
BD15594 262 (2a20-b6) 
BD15595 262 (45c3-19) 
BD15596 235 (749a2-11) 
BD15597 262 (2a23-b1) 
BD15598 220 (vol. 5, 448c28-449a15) 
BD15599 262 (34b26-c24) 
BD15600 235 (749c6-15) 
BD15601 235 (750b25-c8) 
BD15602 262 (1c29-2a13) 
BD15603 262 (27b24-c3) 
BD15604 235 (752b27-c3) 
BD15605 262 (58b8-18) 
BD15606 262 (11a7-b9) 
BD15607 262 (10c8-15) 
BD15608 665 (411c27-412a15) 
BD15609 220 (vol. 5, 902b1-10) 
BD15610 235 (750a29-b20) 
BD15611 664 (365c29-366a22) 
BD15612 366 (346b28-347a8) 
BD15613 220 (vol. 5, 979c12-26) 
BD15614 1484 (1004a24-b6) 
BD15615 2897 (1423a22-b6) 
BD15616 262 (57c11-58a19) 
BD15617 262 (3b17-c6) 
BD15618 235 (750b2-13) 
BD15619 235 (750c13-24) 
BD15626 大正藏未収 
BD15627 278 (782b8-19) 
BD15629 大正藏未収 
BD15630 642 (630a13-22) 
BD15631 2122 (863a7-863a25) 
BD15631V 2810 (1058b8-18) 
BD15632 278 (464b22-c28) 
BD15633 大正藏未収 
BD15634 1861 (250a6-18) 
BD15635 大正藏未収 
BD15635V 2810 (1048b3-c19) 




BD15640 1015 (692c16-24) 
BD15641 大正藏未収 
BD15641V 2810 (1057c19-29) 
BD15643 223 (238b13-c13) 
BD15646 典籍名未確定 
BD15648 1861 (249c21-250a6) 
BD15651 2122 (581c6-581c27) 
BD15651V 2810 (1057c29-1058b9) 
BD15652 大正藏未収 
BD15653 262 (55a24-b4) 
BD15654 262 (17c11-27) 
BD15655 2834 (1274a12-b23) 
BD15656 典籍名未確定 
BD15657 475 (552a19-29) 
BD15658 272 (340b3-11) 
BD15659 262 (48b25-c12) 
BD15660 125 (724c1-8) 
BD15661 大正藏未収 
BD15662 大正藏未収 
BD15663 223 (398c24-399a22) 
BD15664 1509 (203b28-c18) 
BD15665 278 (696a13-22) 
BD15666 262 (20b4-12) 
BD15667 278 (447b11-18) 
BD15668 278 (736b15-20) 
BD15669(1) 374 (517b19-c5) 
BD15669(2) 374 (517c13-15) 
BD15670 374 (500a19-26) 
BD15671 441 (302a24-b2) 
BD15672 440 (166c7-166c15) 
BD15673 278 (528c19-27) 
BD15674 440 (164a22-29) 
BD15675 278 (616a28-b8) 
BD15676 262 (19a14-25) 
BD15677 724 (451b20-c2) 
BD15678 1015 (692c24-693a7) 
BD15679 223 (357c11-18) 
BD15680 223 (360b3-8) 
BD15681 397 (20c29-21a3) 
BD15682 397 (21a3-11) 
BD15683 202 (426b3-16) 
BD15684 大正藏未収 
BD15685 450 (405a14-16) 
BD15687 大正藏未収 




BD15692 1666 (576a24-b11) 
BD15693 278 (571c19-24) 
BD15694 278 (764a8-21) 
BD15696 374 (492a28-b7) 
BD15697 2871 (1349b22-28) 
BD15699 大正藏未収* 
BD15700 1435 (370c24-28) 
BD15702 2782 (551b10-c12) 
BD15704 2792 (659c10-13) 
BD15705 475 (537a18-21) 
BD15706 262 (27c26-28a1) 
BD15708 1422 (194c9-10) 
BD15709 210 (559c13-25) 
BD15710 210 (559b27-c23) 
BD15711 374 (469a4-469a11) 
BD15712 1014 (688b25-29) 





BD15717 374 (475a2-5) 
BD15718 2871 (1344c27-28) 
BD15719 大正藏未収* 
BD15719V 大正藏未収 
BD15720 262 (25b3-12) 
BD15721 典籍名未確定 
BD15722 大正藏未収 
BD15723 2841 (1294a5-23) 
BD15724 235 (752a3-b8) 
BD15725 374 (438b6-c6) 
BD15726 450 (405b5-20) 
BD15727 367 (349a7-20) 
BD15728 235 (750a11-26) 
BD15729 262 (5a9-b1) 
BD15730 262 (20b25-c3) 
BD15731 663 (353a15-353b5) 
BD15732 235 (752b16-c3) 
BD15733 450 (406a13-28) 
BD15734 262 (2b19-c22) 
BD15735 235 (750b23-c23) 
BD15736 262 (59a7-b4) 
BD15737 262 (53b5-27) 
BD15738 586 (47b10-28) 
BD15739 374 (423c1-23) 
BD15740 262 (25a29-b19) 
BD15741 586 (48a10-25) 
BD15742 450 (407a24-b9) 
BD15743 475 (545a28-b17) 
BD15744 262 (4b21-c19) 
BD15745 235 (750c25-751a24) 
BD15746 663 (356a4-b10) 
BD15747 262 (29b23-c1) 
BD15748 262 (60a9-b12) 
BD15749 681 (728b13-729a7) 
BD15750 475 (555b14-c11) 
BD15751 475 (537b2-24) 
BD15752 262 (37a9-25) 
BD15753 235 (751b25-752a3) 
BD15754 262 (20b11-24) 
BD15755 235 (751a21-b12) 
BD15756 681 (727b25-728a19) 
BD15757 450 (405b27-c10) 
BD15758 235 (752a26-b5) 
BD15760 262 (58a15-b7) 
BD15761 262 (57c18-58a14) 
BD15762 262 (57b28-c17) 
BD15763 262 (55b16-c20) 
BD15764 262 (35c17-36a17) 
BD15765 262 (36b16-37a2) 
BD15766 262 (3c14-4a14) 
BD15767 475 (553a5-b5) 
BD15768 262 (20c11-21a29) 
BD15769(1) 374 (372a20-b12) 
BD15769(2) 374 (373c21-374a4) 
BD15769(3) 374 (374c6-10) 
BD15770 278 (463c20-464b21) 
BD15780(1) 1332 (536c9-11) 
BD15780(2) 1332 (536c19) 
BD15780(3) 1332 (536c21-537a2) 
BD15780(4) 1332 (537a19) 
BD15780(5) 1332 (537a24-b3) 
BD15780(6) 1332 (537b9) 
BD15780(7) 1332 (537b13-19) 
BD15780(8) 1332 (537c6) 
BD15780(9) 1332 (537c8-14) 
BD15780(10) 1332 (538a4) 
BD15780(11) 1332 (538a8-13) 
BD15780(12) 1332 (538b10) 
BD15780(13) 1332 (538b14-17) 
BD15780(14) 1332 (538c2) 
BD15780(15) 1332 (538c5-8) 
BD15780(16) 1332 (539a1) 
BD15780(17) 1332 (539a3-7) 
BD15780(18) 1332 (539b14) 
BD15780(19) 1332 (539b19-22) 
BD15780(20) 1332 (539c11) 
BD15780(21) 1332 (539c15-20) 
BD15780(22) 1332 (540a18) 
BD15780(23) 1332 (540a21-24) 
BD15780(24) 1332 (540b19) 
BD15780(25) 1332 (540b22-26) 
BD15780(26) 1332 (540c13) 
BD15780(27) 1332 (540c17-21) 
BD15781 366 (347b28-348a28) 
BD15782 220 (vol. 5, 579b29-580b18) 
BD15784 475 (554c27-555b14) 
BD15785 典籍名未確定 
BD15786 1331 (532b28-533a13) 
BD15787 475 (537a3-12) 
BD15789 236 (755a7-14) 
BD15790 235 (750a16-750b16) 
BD15791 235 (750b1-5) 
BD15792 374 (500a16-18) 
BD15793 262 (58c9-12) 
BD15794 235 (751b13-18) 
BD15795 典籍名未確定 
BD15796 235 (751a20-21) 
BD15797 262 (50a22-24) 
BD15798 236 (754c14-16) 
BD15799 典籍名未確定 
BD15800 235 (750b13-24) 
BD15801 262 (37a11-17) 
BD15802 236 (755b26-c12) 
BD15803 262 (37a11-17) 
BD15804 235 (748c28-749a18) 
BD15805 2871 (1346b15-28) 
BD15806 235 (749a21-28) 
BD15807 262 (30b10-25) 
BD15808 236 (755a13-17) 
BD15809 262 (1c29-2a2) 
BD15810 235 (748c25-749a10) 
BD15811 375 (736c2-10) 
BD15812 262 (30b26-c6) 
BD15813 262 (34b27-c5) 
BD15814 262 (55b12-15) 
BD15815 262 (30c15-20) 
BD15816 262 (37a17-26) 
BD15817 220 (vol. 5, 449a24-25) 
BD15818 262 (4c22-5a6) 
BD15819 220 (vol. 5, 497b12-17) 
BD15820 235 (750b5-9) 
BD15821 262 (3c6-10) 
BD15822 374 (427b7-12) 
BD15823 220 (vol. 5, 495a25-28) 
BD15824 475 (537a12-15) 
BD15825 235 (750b19-20) 
BD15826 262 (36c27-37a2) 
BD15827 典籍名未確定 
BD15829 235 (749a29-b5) 
BD15830 262 (47c12-24) 
BD15831 235 (748c28-749a2) 
BD15832 262 (59a12-14) 
BD15833 262 (11b28-c6) 
BD15834 374 (584c7-12) 
BD15835 235 (750c14-751a3) 
BD15836 1339 (648b3-7) 
BD15837 374 (449a22-26) 
BD15838 235 (751a11-14) 
BD15839 262 (37c10-16) 
BD15840 450 (407b24-29) 
BD15841 223 (370a2-5) 
BD15842 374 (557a28-b3) 
BD15843 262 (47a12-47a23) 
BD15844 262 (19a22-b6) 
BD15845 374 (585a5-10) 
BD15846 2887 (1403c17-23) 
BD15847 227 (556a21-b2) 
BD15848 262 (41b13-28) 
BD15849 1339 (649c15-20) 
BD15850 262 (11b8-14) 
BD15851 220 (vol. 6, 499a7-11) 
BD15852 366 (347c11-15) 
BD15853 440 (144a17-b8) 




BD15855 220 (vol. 7, 133c24-134a3) 
BD15856 374 (451b25-c10) 
BD15857 236 (754c14-17) 
BD15858 262 (21a20-29) 
BD15859 374 (519c28-520a5) 
BD15860 665 (418b14-17) 
BD15861 262 (50a25-29) 
BD15862 262 (55c2-7) 
BD15863 440 (166a20-24) 
BD15864 262 (50a14-16) 
BD15865 374 (585a19-25) 
BD15866 374 (420a3-4) 
BD15867 2891 (1407c29-1408a5) 
BD15868 374 (603c2-6) 
BD15869 663 (337c3-8) 
BD15870 278 (695b14-20) 
BD15871 278 (590c26-591a4) 
BD15872 374 (419c29-420a4) 
BD15873 262 (37a5-19) 
BD15874 374 (602b5-10) 
BD15875 235 (749a18-25) 
BD15876 大正藏未収 
BD15877 374 (422c20-423a2) 
BD15878 262 (61c13-18) 
BD15879 235 (751a8-12) 
BD15880 235 (751a17-18) 
BD15881 235 (750b28-c8) 
BD15882 262 (59b3-23) 
BD15883 374 (546a8-9) 
BD15884 典籍名未確定 
BD15885 2897 (1425a10-17) 
BD15886 典籍名未確定 
BD15887 366 (346c6-347a2) 
BD15888 665 (433a3-8) 
BD15889 374 (552a22-26) 
BD15890 374 (603a16-24) 
BD15891 262 (55b14-c1) 
BD15892 235 (749a26-29) 
BD15893 443 (327b15-19) 
BD15894 235 (750a16-750b1) 
BD15895 278 (696b21-c1) 
BD15896 374 (447b28-c6) 
BD15897 262 (23b8-10) 
BD15898 262 (21b1-6) 
BD15899 397 (45b17-21) 
BD15900 374 (515a4-9) 
BD15901 262 (23a13-22) 
BD15902 235 (751a27) 
BD15903 235 (751a22-24) 
BD15904 366 (346c3-347a1) 
BD15905 262 (19b4-16) 
BD15906 801 (745b22-c2) 
BD15907 397 (214b10-18) 
BD15908 227 (556b3-12) 
BD15909 262 (27b26-c5) 
BD15910 235 (748c22-27) 
BD15911 374 (570a18-b3) 
BD15912 236 (755c22-23) 
BD15913 366 (346c2-5) 
BD15914 235 (751a25-26) 
BD15915 664 (362c12-14) 
BD15916 235 (750c6-22) 
BD15917 220 
BD15918 663 (337c21-25) 
BD15919 典籍名未確定 
BD15920 220 
BD15921 374 (494b10-14) 
BD15922 典籍名未確定 
BD15923 220 
BD15924 663 (336c18-22) 
BD15925 450 (407b16-24) 
BD15926 235 (749a1-2) 
BD15927 220 
BD15928 374 (533b1-7) 
BD15929 374 (384c26-385a3) 
BD15930 374 (533b18-28) 
BD15931 374 (585b1-9) 
BD15932 278 (764a4-10) 
BD15933 374 (381a2-3) 
BD15934 235 (751a8-11) 
BD15935 278 (783b7-12) 
BD15936 663 (354b16-21) 
BD15937 374 (602b19-22) 
BD15938 681 (731b7-9) 
BD15939 220 (vol. 7, 133c24-134a4) 
BD15940 681 (731b7-9) 
BD15941 典籍名未確定 
BD15942 235 (751b20-29) 
BD15943 典籍名未確定 
BD15944 223 (357c4-11) 
BD15945 235 (750b2-5) 
BD15946 235 (750b19-20) 
BD15947 262 (20a2-6) 
BD15948 262 (57a21-b8) 
BD15949 262 (20a1-12) 
BD15950 220 (vol. 6, 785c18-23) 
BD15951 235 (750b15-20) 
BD15952 212 (616b19) 
BD15953 236 (754c17-755a1) 
BD15954 366 (347b27-28) 
BD15955 278 (764a11-14) 
BD15956 374 (546a20-24) 
BD15957 262 (59a19-20) 
BD15958 220 (vol. 5, 126b16-20) 
BD15959 681 (731b6-10) 
BD15960 212 (616b18) 
BD15961 212 (616b18) 
BD15962 262 (2c22-3a4) 
BD15963 262 (37a13-20) 
BD15964 262 (57b21-22) 
BD15965 212 (616b19) 
BD15966 235 (752b3-5) 
BD15967 375 (830a16-21) 
BD15968 235 (750a28-b9) 
BD15969 262 (55c25-56a3) 
BD15970 262 (41b29-c7) 
BD15971 374 (493a29-b3) 
BD15972 375 (693c25-694a1) 
BD15973 374 (392a4-6) 
BD15974 278 (517a21-28) 
BD15975 262 (19a20-23) 
BD15977 262 (59b10-11) 
BD15978 235 (750b15-26) 
BD15979 典籍名未確定 
BD15980 典籍名未確定 
BD15981 262 (59a4-5) 
BD15982 典籍名未確定 
BD15983 262 (59a3-5) 







BD16005 235 (749a26-b15) 
BD16006 1430 (1023a15-21) 
BD16006V 典籍名未確定 
BD16008 220 (vol. 6, 97a21-b4) 
BD16011 672 (622b18-20) 
BD16014 262 (7b19-22) 
BD16020 440 (137b28-29) 
BD16031 1430 (1023a15-1023b3) 
BD16038A 典籍名未確定 
BD16040 典籍名未確定 
BD16046 235 (748c26-28) 
BD16047 665 (403b13-14) 
BD16048 235 (749b8-11) 
BD16050 235 (749b8-11) 
BD16054A 202 (353c22-354a6) 
BD16054B 202 (354a6-18) 
BD16054C 202 (353c12-16) 
BD16054D 202 (353c11-16) 
BD16054E 202 (353c8-11) 
BD16054F 202 (353c9-11) 
敦煌出土仏典・大正蔵典籍番号対照表 
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BD16054G 202 (353c16-22) 
BD16055 典籍名未確定 
BD16058A 2856 (1305c27-1306a5) 
BD16063A 665 (422c11-14) 
BD16063B 665 (422c11-14) 
BD16063C 665 (422c11-14) 
BD16063D 665 (422c11-14) 
BD16063E 665 (455a27-28) 
BD16063F 665 (455a27-28) 
BD16063G 典籍名未確定 
BD16063H 665 (455a25-26) 
BD16063I 665 (455a26) 
BD16063J 665 (455a24) 
BD16063K 665 (455a25-26) 
BD16063L 665 (455a27) 
BD16063M 665 (455a24) 
BD16063N 典籍名未確定 
BD16063O 典籍名未確定 
BD16063P 665 (455a24) 
BD16066 665 (417b14-15) 
BD16067 251 (848c9-13) 
BD16069 262 (56c2-11) 
BD16073 665 (421c12-16) 
BD16084 典籍名未確定 
BD16087A 374 (405b13-19) 
BD16087B 374 (404c28-405a3) 
BD16087C 374 (404b24-29) 
BD16087D 374 (403a12-13) 
BD16091A 1597 (346a21-23) 
BD16091B 1597 (346a21) 
BD16093 475 (537a3-22) 
BD16094 220 
BD16105A 1982 (471a13-17) 
BD16105B 1982 (471a18-21) 
BD16118 1982 (471a18-19) 
BD16125B 1422(別本) (206a22-24) 
BD16133 1871 
BD16143 475 (539b10-13) 
BD16146 222 (151c18) 
BD16149 235 (752b4) 
BD16156 262 (27b21-23) 
BD16157 262 (28b20-22) 
BD16158A 262 (31b6) 
BD16159 235 (749a2-4) 
BD16161 235 (749a1-3) 








BD16173 262 (11b12-22) 
BD16176 1808 
BD16177A 80 
BD16177B 80 (891a21-23) 
BD16179A 1437 (487c23-488b9) 
BD16179B 1437 (488b10-20) 
BD16179C 1437 
BD16179D 1437 (488a2) 
BD16180 310 (532c14-533a5) 
BD16181 1980 (440c28-441a4) 



































BD16189A 310 (640c1-14) 
BD16189B 310 (640b23-640c1) 
BD16189C 310 (640c6-9) 
BD16190A 1484 (1009b25-26) 
BD16190B 1484 (1009b26-28) 
BD16190C 1484 (1009b28-c1) 
BD16190D 1484 (1009c1-3) 
BD16198 1485 (1021a26-29) 
BD16200QA 2841 (1294b13-19) 
BD16200QB 2841 (1294b16-19) 
BD16201A 220 (vol. 5, 352a1-10) 
BD16225 262 (2b19-25) 
BD16226 2787 (567a3-27) 
BD16227A 235 (749a27-b1) 
BD16227B 235 (749b2-4) 
BD16227C 235 (749b1-4) 
BD16227D 235 (749b1-2) 
BD16241 262 (53a11-19) 
BD16247 936 (82a7-9) 
BD16250 235 (751b19-22) 
BD16253A 262 (29a14-18) 
BD16253B 262 (29a14-17) 
BD16253C 262 (29a17) 
BD16253D 262 (29a14-18) 
BD16253E 262 (29a13-16) 
BD16255 典籍名未確定 
BD16261 449 (401b2-8) 
BD16264 大正藏未収* 
BD16301A 1910 (970a8-21) 
BD16301B 1910 (970a24-28) 
BD16303 2881 (1381c29-1382a1) 
BD16305A 262 (56a25-b2) 
BD16305B 262 (55b5-8) 
BD16307 262 (55b18-24) 
BD16323 235 (749a1-2) 












BD16382 665 (404b19-28) 
BD16383 374 (523b26-c6) 
BD16394 1341 (820b26-c13) 




BD16397A 2149 (309c4-8) 
BD16397B 2149 (309a23-25) 
BD16397C 2149 (309c5-7) 
BD16397D 2149 (309b3-5) 
BD16399A 670 (480c9-28) 
BD16399B 670 (481c16-482a20) 
BD16400 235 (748c27-29) 
BD16404 671 (576b27-29) 
BD16406 665 (403b14-16) 
BD16408A 2777 (488a3-10) 
BD16408B 2777 (499b28-c3) 
BD16409 220 (vol. 5, 397b11-13) 
BD16410 220 (vol. 7, 740c1-4) 
BD16411 235 (749b9-11) 
BD16412 236 (756c10-11) 
BD16413 235 (749b17-19) 
BD16414 235 (751a4-6) 
BD16415 262 (26b21-27) 
BD16416A 262 (57b13-17) 
BD16416B 262 (57a21-24) 
BD16416C 262 (57b2-4) 
BD16416D 262 (57a17-18) 
BD16416E 262 (57a18-20) 
BD16416F 262 (57a15-21) 
BD16417 262 (56c21-28) 
BD16418 262 (58a6) 
BD16419 1509 (229c15-17) 
BD16422 2897 (1422c23-25) 
BD16423 936 (82b12-23) 
BD16424 220 (vol. 5, 632a19-22) 
BD16425 936 (82a12-14) 
BD16426 936 (82a26-b3) 
BD16427 936 (82b22-25) 
BD16428 936 (84a8-10) 
BD16429 936 (82a21-26) 
BD16430A 440 (119a23-24) 
BD16430B 440 (138c3) 
BD16433 936 (84c26-28) 
BD16435 374 (432b1-2) 
BD16436 264 (181c13) 
BD16441A 936 (82a7-13) 
BD16441B 936 (82a7-11) 
BD16443A 665 (430a25-27) 
BD16443B 235 (748c20) 
BD16443C 235 (752b29-c1) 
BD16445 936 (82a14-20) 
BD16452A 2897 
BD16455 936 (84c13-29) 
BD16456A 1509 (510b28-c3) 
BD16456B 1509 (510a2-9) 
BD16456C 235 (749b26-29) 
BD16456D 1509 (510a2-3) 
BD16458A 262 (56a12-14) 
BD16458B 262 (55b8-9) 
BD16459 672 (622b13-18) 
BD16463A 235 (749b5-10) 
BD16463B 235 (749b1-4) 
BD16463C 235 (749b6-8) 
BD16463D 475 (552a19-20) 
BD16463E 475 (552a15-17) 
BD16464 典籍名未確定 
BD16466A 262 (57b21-25) 
BD16466B 220 
BD16467A 262 (13b12-24) 
BD16467B 235 
BD16469 374 (406b24-26) 
BD16471 665 (417c19-418a12) 
BD16472A 665 (409c3-4) 
BD16472B 664 (368b6) 
BD16473 223 (320c5-9) 
BD16475 475 (537b14-16) 
BD16477 典籍名未確定 
BD16480B 663 (353c22-26) 
BD16480C(1) 665 (420a29-b4) 
BD16480C(2) 665 (420b12-14) 
BD16480C(3) 665 (420b22) 
BD16484A 665 (413c29-414a4) 
BD16484B 665 (413c9-12) 
BD16497 1429 (1022c2-8) 
BD16500 936 (82a23-26) 






BD16509B 2897 (1423a1-10) 
BD16515A 374 (602a9-11) 
BD16517 278 (694c15-17) 
BD16525A 大正藏未収 
BD16525B 大正藏未収 
BD16527 665 (418a15-17) 
BD16529 220 (vol. 6, 473b1-7) 
BD16534 374 (576a7-10) 
BD16535 936 
BD16543A 262 (43a21-28) 
BD16543B 374 (584b25-c10) 
BD16543C 389 (1111a4-14) 
BD16544A 262 (57b11-15) 
BD16544B 262 (57a22-25) 
BD16546A 262 (57c10-16) 
BD16547 262 







BD16569 1339 (647b28) 
BD16579(1) 2145 (6a13-b15) 
BD16579(2) 2145 (6c24-7a27) 
BD16579(3) 2145 (7b8-c12) 
BD16579(4) 2145 (8b15-19) 
BD16579(5) 2145 (9a5-12) 
BD16579(6) 2145 (9c11-16) 
BD16579(7) 2145 (10a24-b14) 
BD16579(8) 2145 (10c21-27) 
BD16579(9) 2145 (11a15-b1) 
BD16579(10) 2145 (12a2-6) 









































RL MS1 374 (463b11-468c25) 
RL MS2a 274 (374c6-6) 
RL MS2b 大正藏未収 
RL MS2c 大正藏未収 
RL MS2d 大正藏未収 
RL MS2e 大正藏未収 
RL MS2f 186 (489b1-c1) 
RL MS2g 186 (489a19-29) 
RL MS2h 大正藏未収 
RL MS2i 大正藏未収 
RL MS2j 大正藏未収 
RL MS2k 大正藏未収 
RL MS2l 1543 (821a17-29) 
RL MS3 220 (vol. 5, 892a4-897a10) 
RL MS4 220 (vol. 6, 16b8-21a21) 
RL MS5 220 (vol. 6, 376c8-377b7) 
RL MS6 220 (vol. 6, 436b3-20) 
RL MS7 262 (12a18-19a12) 
RL MS8 220 (vol. 7, 872c19-877b29) 
RL MS9 220 (vol. 6, 821c8-825c5) 
RL MS10 220 (vol. 7, 872c18-877b2) 
RL MS11 262 (10b29-19a12) 
RL MS12 大正藏未収* 
RL MS13 1579 (516a8-521c19) 
RL MS15 1509 (522a14-527a28) 
RL MS16 大正藏未収* 
上圖 1 262 (12c5-17b24) 
上圖 2 262 (34b23-37a2) 
上圖 3[1] 1435 (346a25-352b26) 
上圖 3[2] 1435 (348b15-352b10) 
上圖 4[1] 2732 (1a3-8c20) 
上圖 4[2] 452 (418b3-420c23) 
上圖 4[3] 454 (423c8-425c20) 
上圖 5 220 (vol. 5, 489c3-494a14) 
上圖 6 2899 (1426a24-1431b24) 
上圖 7 374 (468c26-470b7) 
上圖 8 220 (vol. 5, 390a6-391a7) 
上圖 9[1] 2790 (653a10-654a13) 
上圖 9[2] 1467 (910b9-910c13) 
上圖 9[3] 典籍名未確定 
上圖 10 262 (58b8-61b28) 
上圖 11 262 (35c27-40c25) 
上圖 12 440 (123b14-126b4) 
上圖 13 945 (151b19-152b24) 
上圖 14 366 (346c14-348a29) 
上圖 15 220 (vol. 7, 472a17-477c14) 
上圖 16 大正藏未収* 
上圖 20 235 (750c24-751b24) 
上圖 21 262 (33a3-39c17) 
上圖 22 278 (501a12-506b11) 
上圖 23 220 (vol. 5, 679b8-682c16) 
上圖 24 663 (335b2-340c10) 
上圖 25[1] 220 (vol. 6, 552c6-554b18) 
上圖 25[2] 220 (vol. 5, 216a7-b12) 
上圖 26 235 (749b19-752c3) 
上圖 27 262 (51c24-55a9) 
上圖 28 2818 (1184a22-1186a13) 
上圖 28V 大正藏未収* 
上圖 29 220 (vol. 6, 335a19-340a11) 
上圖 30 1509 (430b6-432b2) 
上圖 31 大正藏未収 
上圖 32 262 (3c11-10b21) 
上圖 34[1] 262 (61a2-23) 
上圖 35 475 (539b17-544a19) 
上圖 36 1781 (988a22-991b22) 
上圖 37 374 (513b18-515c25) 
上圖 38 665 (403a3-408a28) 
上圖 39 262 (20b25-27b9) 
上圖 40 664 (359c13-362a13) 
上圖 41 223 (362b16-368c1) 
上圖 42 1509 (627c15-632b11) 
上圖 43 262 (29b22-37a2) 
上圖 44 大正藏未収 
上圖 45 374 (425c9-428b13) 
上圖 46[1] 664 (374a5-377b5) 
上圖 46[2] 664 (379b6-381c29) 
上圖 47 262 (13b29-16b6) 
上圖 48 223 (229c5-232a5) 
上圖 49 967 (351a6-352a26) 
上圖 50 374 (450b24-451a23) 
上圖 51 220 (vol. 7, 196c21-198a13) 
上圖 52[1] 262 (34b23-35a19) 
上圖 52[2] 262 (32b26-34b10) 
上圖 52[3] 262 (35a19-37a2) 
上圖 53 大正藏未収* 
上圖 54 1428 (568c7-570a29) 
上圖 55[1] 262 (1c14-2b19) 
上圖 55[2] 262 (30b12-c19) 
上圖 55[3] 873 (303a1-b17) 
上圖 56 374 (447c23-448b23) 
上圖 57 220 (vol. 5, 928b11-929b6) 
上圖 58 936 (82a3-84c29) 
上圖 61-1 2915 (1461c6-c23) 
上圖 61-2 2917(A) (1462a24-b8) 
上圖 62 2909 (1455b23-c12) 
上圖 63 262 (1b13-62b1) 
上圖 64 大正藏未収 
上圖 65 1 (39a21-40b25) 
上圖 66 大正藏未収 
上圖 66V 2810 (1053a10-1061b10) 
上圖 67 278 (645c2-649c3) 
上圖 68[1] 大正藏未収 
上圖 68[2] 2780 (536c13-540a1) 
上圖 69 262 (30c18-37a2) 
上圖 70[1] 220 (vol. 6, 454a11-455a28) 
上圖 71[1] 1331 (532c25-536b5) 
上圖 72 475 (541b3-544a19) 
上圖 73 1804 (35c29-46a15) 
上圖 74 251 (848c4-24) 
上圖 75 220 (vol. 5, 847c18-848b4) 
上圖 76 310 (486b17-492b18) 
上圖 77 278 (405a25-409a2) 
上圖 79V 945 (128b10-132c26) 
上圖 80 375 (797b25-803b21) 
上圖 81 223 (378c19-383c5) 
上圖 82 262 (47c2-55a9) 
上圖 83 235 (751a22-752c1) 
上圖 84[1] 2879 (1365b9-1368b19) 
上圖 86 大正藏未収 
上圖 87 223 (308b15-311c14) 
上圖 88 220 (vol. 6, 527c19-528a13) 
上圖 89 262 (21a10-21) 
上圖 90 1522 (163c5-164a6) 
上圖 91 1488 (1054b27-1058a11) 
上圖 92 278 (446c24-451c3) 
上圖 93 663 (355b2-357c29) 
上圖 94 967 (350b25-352a26) 
上圖 95 2916 (1462a5-19) 
上圖 97 642 (630a28-635a2) 
上圖 98 262 (59b6-c8) 
上圖 99 450 (405a6-c28) 




上圖 101 374 (432a7-433c19) 
上圖 102 235 (749a23-750c20) 
上圖 103[1] 967 (350a23-b4) 
上圖 103[2] 967 (350b7-13) 
上圖 104 450 (404c12-405a25) 
上圖 105[1] 220 (vol. 5, 468a9) 
上圖 105[2] 223 (418c20-419a10) 
上圖 105[3] 262 (56a29-b25) 
上圖 105[4] 1331 (529a29-b13) 
上圖 105[5] 262 (27c20-28a12) 
上圖 105[6] 475 (538b18-c25) 
上圖 105[7] 典籍名未確定 
上圖 105[8] 235 (749c21-750a22) 
上圖 105[9] 1488 (1046b16-c16) 
上圖 105[10] 235 (749a5-b14) 
上圖 105[11] 278 (468c27-469b27) 
上圖 105[12] 235 (750a24-b18) 
上圖 105[13] 1 (39a8-20) 
上圖 106 374 (420c20-422b28) 
上圖 107 374 (429c15-433c19) 
上圖 108 374 (439b28-446b14) 
上圖 109 262 (29c19-32b15) 
上圖 110 1550 (815c27-820b13) 
上圖 111 大正藏未収 
上圖 111V[1] 190 (674a25-692a12) 
上圖 111V[2] 2871 (1341b1-c4) 
上圖 112 360 (275a21-279a29) 
上圖 113 1646 (325c11-330b24) 
上圖 114[1] 196 (156b17-163b28) 
上圖 115 1509 (163a14-167c29) 
上圖 115V 2816 (1179a1-1182c28) 
上圖 116 262 (57c25-58b7) 
上圖 117 大正藏未収* 
上圖 117V2 大正藏未収 
上圖 118 2854 (1303b21-1304b12) 
上圖 119 大正藏未収 
上圖 121 1302 (420a6-421a14) 
上圖 122 1429 (1018a12-1023a11) 
上圖 123 2787 (567a3-571a11) 
上圖 124[1] 235 (749a12-750c12) 
上圖 124[2] 235 (750c3-752c3) 
上圖 125 大正藏未収 
上圖 126[1] 475 (537b14-544a19) 
上圖 127 475 (544a29-551c27) 
上圖 128 475 (540c3-544a18) 
上圖 129 586 (59a15-62a22) 
上圖 130 2777 (473a4-) 
上圖 131 945 (146a7-151b16) 
上圖 132V1 262 (3b10-10b20) 
上圖 133 262 (11a19-19a12) 
上圖 134 262 (40a16-46b14) 
上圖 135 262 (46c21-55a9) 
上圖 136[1] 262 (48a19-55a9) 
上圖 137 936 (82a3-84c29) 
上圖 138V 大正藏未収 
上圖 140 2851 (1300b5-c21) 
上圖 141[1] 大正藏未収 
上圖 141[2] 大正藏未収 
上圖 142[1] 1060 (106c17-107a7) 
上圖 142[2] 大正藏未収* 
上圖 143 262 (4b4-5a2) 
上圖 144 262 (21b17-23c26) 
上圖 145 262 (21a18-22c13) 
上圖 146 1431 (1039c28-1041a18) 
上圖 147 366 (347b25-348a28) 
上圖 148 665 (454b26-456c6) 
上圖 149 450 (406c7-408b25) 
上圖 150 262 (11b9-12c8) 
上圖 151 220 (vol. 5, 694a2-695a5) 
上圖 152 26 (450a15-454c17) 
上圖 153 475 (552a5-557b26) 
上圖 154 936 (82a3-84c29) 
上圖 155 1579 (335a13-341a19) 
上圖 162 262 (28c8-29b21) 
上圖 163 157 (181c18-182a20) 
上圖 164 典籍名未確定 
上圖 165 374 (371c10-379a6) 
上圖 167 223 (343c17-346c27) 
上圖 168 475 (554c27-557b26) 
上圖 169 220 (vol. 5, 287a2-291c27) 
上圖 170 945 (151b19-155b4) 
上圖 171 1579 (395c2-401c7) 
上圖 172 374 (519b16-520b14) 
上圖 173 220 (vol. 5, 122a27-126a27) 
上圖 174 235 (751c9-752c3) 
上圖 175 262 (52c20-55a9) 
上圖 176 262 (34b11-37a2) 
上圖 177[1] 475 (553b11-556a12) 
上圖 177[2] 475 (556b12-557b26) 
上圖 178 223 (347a1-351c6) 
上圖 179 2872 (1355c10-1356a11) 
上圖 180 366 (347a11-348a27) 
上圖 181 235 (750a22-752c3) 
上圖 182 220 (vol. 6, 67a10-68c19) 
上圖 183A 大正藏未収 
上圖 183AV 2783 (556b25-557b28) 
上圖 183B 220 (vol. 7, 192c27-193a10) 
上圖 184 220 (vol. 5, 117c15-120a12) 
上圖 185 374 (586c24-592b26) 
上圖 186 262 (37b10-46b14) 
上圖 187 262 (57a12-62b1) 
上博 1 474 (523c5-528a3) 
上博 1V 典籍名未確定 
上博 2 大正藏未収 
上博 3[1] 374 (400b2-404a29) 
上博 3[2] 375 (640c22-645a5) 
上博 4 374 (417c1-422b28) 
上博 5 375 (657b9-665a14) 
上博 12 1723 (685b19-694b11) 
上博 13 642 (639b6-640a8) 
上博 14 643 (648b26-650b10) 
上博 15 大正藏未収 
上博 16 大正藏未収 
上博 17 262 (19a22-27b9) 
上博 18 262 (44a7-46b14) 
上博 19 235 (749b23-752c3) 
上博 20[2] 365 (343a1-343a15) 
上博 20[3] 2880 (1377b22-c8) 
上博 20[4] 665 (407c26-408a28) 
上博 23 佛名經 
上博 25 大正藏未収 
上博 27 2042 (129a13-131a23) 
上博 28 24 (337b5-342b11) 
上博 29 220 (vol. 5, 520c25-526a13) 
上博 30 262 (22a18-27b9) 
上博 32 1522 (187b5-193b27) 
上博 33 212 (695c18-702b6) 
上博 34 387 (1091a12-1094a9) 
上博 35 945 (110a11-114c13) 
上博 36 262 (2a14-10b21) 
上博 37 278 (485a5-488a16) 
上博 39 374 (598c13-603c24) 
上博 41 235 (749a1-c25) 
上博 42 2818 (1186c17-1192c15) 
上博 43 2782 (543c19-556b18) 
上博 44 936 (82a3-84c29) 
上博 45 475 (544a26-551c27) 
上博 46[1] 220 (vol. 5, 90c13-96a4) 
上博 47[1] 220 (vol. 6, 666a3-671b22) 
上博 48[1] 2827 (1259c8-28) 
敦煌出土仏典・大正蔵典籍番号対照表 
563 
上博 48[2] 2827 (1259b26-c7) 
上博 48[4] 262 (56c2-58b7) 
上博 48[5] 大正藏未収 
上博 48[6] 大正藏未収 
上博 48[7] 大正藏未収 
上博 48[8] 大正藏未収 
上博 48[9] 967 (349c23-352a26) 
上博 48[10] 665 (435a1-17) 
上博 48[11] 大正藏未収 
上博 48[12] 2897 (1424b8-13) 
上博 48[13] 大正藏未収 
上博 48[14] 2919 (1463a17-b21) 
上博 48[15] 2887 (1403b21-1404a23) 
上博 48[16] 2909 (1455b23-1455c12) 
上博 48[17] 大正藏未収* 
上博 48[18] 大正藏未収 
上博 48[19] 大正藏未収 
上博 48[20] 779 (715b3-715c3) 
上博 48[21] 2872 (1355c10-14) 
上博 48[22] 大正藏未収 
上博 48[23] 大正藏未収 
上博 48[24] 大正藏未収 
上博 48[25] 大正藏未収 
上博 48[26] 901 (840b8-15) 
上博 48[27] 220 (vol. 6, 21a28-b3) 
上博 48[28] 大正藏未収 
上博 48[31] 大正藏未収* 
上博 48[32] 2743 (159b7-8) 
上博 48[33] 大正藏未収 
上博 48[34] 大正藏未収* 
上博 48[35] 大正藏未収 
上博 48[41] 大正藏未収 
上博 48[42] 2124 (196c10-15) 
上博 48[43] 大正藏未収 
上博 49A 大正藏未収 
上博 50 2878 (1361b17-1362c9) 
上博 51 235 (748c17-752c3) 
上博 52 223 (318b13-320b8) 
上博 53 262 (17b23-19a12) 
上博 54 220 (vol. 7, 166a19-171b22) 
上博 55[1] 2810 (1054c20-1055a2) 
上博 55[2] 2810 (1053b27-1054c14) 
上博 55V1 2041 (84c7-20) 
上博 55V2 2041 (85a8-c29) 
上博 55V3 2041 (86c4-13) 
上博 55V4 2041 (86c21-87a9) 
上博 56 2887 (1403c8-1404a22) 
上博 57 482 (661a27-666b26) 
上博 58 374 (540c21-546c28) 
上博 59 670 (490b12-497c10) 
上博 60 大正藏未収 
上博 61 375 (658c4-663c20) 
上博 62[1] 262 (22a18-25a21) 
上博 62[2] 262 (25c22-26a23) 
上博 63 374 (541a11-546c28) 
上博 64 377 (906c17-912a11) 
上博 65 936 (82a3-84c29) 
上博 66 1331 (517c2-521a3) 
上博 67 945 (114c16-119b21) 
上博 68 262 (56c2-62b1) 
上博 69 220 (vol. 7, 964a21-969a23) 
上博 70 945 (151b19-155b4) 
上博 71 475 (544a25-547a3) 
上博 72[1] 262 (29b22-30b25) 
上博 72[2] 262 (27c15-29b21) 
上博 73 262 (31c8-32b16) 
上博 74 1579 (438a16-439b22) 
上博 75 235 (749b13-752c3) 
上博 77[1] 262 (2b19-3c10) 
上博 78 220 (vol. 5, 359b26-360c26) 
上博 79 262 (42a29-44a3) 
上博 80[1] 374 (498b3-499a2) 
上博 80[2] 374 (499c29-503c24) 
津藝 2 262 (30a18-37a2) 
津藝 3 235 (752a29-c3) 
津藝 4 220 (vol. 6, 363a4-366a27) 
津藝 5 278 (503b21-508c28) 
津藝 7 374 (544c18-546c28) 
津藝 8 262 (56c2-62b1) 
津藝 9 945 (106b2-110a7) 
津藝 10 262 (51c16-53c8) 
津藝 11 1509 (101c15-102a28) 
津藝 12 223 (328b16-329a20) 
津藝 13[1] 1509 (59a3-b6) 
津藝 13[2] 262 (57a29-58b7) 
津藝 14 664 (373b27-c21) 
津藝 15[1] 262 (53c14-54a26) 
津藝 15[2] 222 (161b2-24) 
津藝 16 440 (120a6-121a13) 
津藝 17 440 (118a2-c22) 
津藝 18 1488 (1038c5-1039a14) 
津藝 19 大正藏未収 
津藝 19V 大正藏未収 
津藝 20 366 (346b25-348a28) 
津藝 21 23 (297a26-300a19) 
津藝 22 374 (386b4-391b5) 
津藝 23 936 (82a3-84c29) 
津藝 24 大正藏未収 
津藝 25 475 (552b3-557b26) 
津藝 26 681 (739a5-747b15) 
津藝 27 423 (960c17-964b13) 
津藝 28 大正藏未収 
津藝 29 223 (336b14-341b6) 
津藝 30 2777 (484c21-501b3) 
津藝 31 223 (294a14-298c4) 
津藝 32 227 (555c17-563c26) 
津藝 33 262 (59a7-62a29) 
津藝 34 416 (872b1-876b24) 
津藝 34V 大正藏未収 
津藝 36 365 (343a5-346b21) 
津藝 37 223 (222a10-227a13) 
津藝 38 278 (526c26-534a2) 
津藝 39 262 (29b22-34b22) 
津藝 40 220 (vol. 6, 716b2-721c16) 
津藝 41 大正藏未収 
津藝 42 235 (750b22-c6) 
津藝 43 262 (21c15-22a17) 
津藝 44 235 (751b29-752a4) 
津藝 45 157 (200a5-16) 
津藝 46 262 (50a18-b28) 
津藝 47 262 (61a23-b6) 
津藝 48 190 (887c25-888a2) 
津藝 49 366 (347c7-348a18) 
津藝 50 235 (749b26-c19) 
津藝 51 945 (117c12-118a10) 
津藝 52 262 (10c16-12c27) 
津藝 53 220 (vol. 7, 666b2-28) 
津藝 54 157 (200a17-b28) 
津藝 55 262 (21b1-16) 
津藝 56 典籍名未確定 
津藝 57 235 (751b23-752a4) 
津藝 58 大正藏未収 
津藝 59 235 (751b22-28) 
津藝 61A 475 (540b28-c8) 
津藝 61D 936 (83a19-b10) 
津藝 61E 1302 (420c24-421a9) 
津藝 61F 475 (540b17-28) 
津藝 62 235 (748c17-749a17) 
津藝 63 典籍名未確定 




津藝 65[1] 佛名經 
津藝 65[2] 447 (376a25-b2) 
津藝 65[3] 1509 (176c17-25) 
津藝 65[4] 374 (427b1-7) 
津藝 65[5] 1509 (433b16-29) 
津藝 65[6] 125 (805c28-806a2) 
津藝 65[7] 278 (692c23-693b2) 
津藝 65[8] 235 (752a29-b5) 
津藝 65[9] 475 (554a4-24) 
津藝 66 262 (58b10-62a29) 
津藝 67 440 (171b24-173b21) 
津藝 68 586 (47a1-54b11) 
津藝 69 262 (39a8-46b14) 
津藝 70 670 (489b12-497c10) 
津藝 71 586 (47a3-62a22) 
津藝 72 709 (816c19-818c20) 
津藝 73 262 (1c18-10b21) 
津藝 74 365 (341b12-346b21) 
津藝 75 1560 (311b14-316a19) 
津藝 76 397 (303c2-305c16) 
津藝 77 235 (748c17-752c2) 
津藝 78 262 (20b25-27b9) 
津藝 79 475 (544a29-551c27) 
津藝 80 262 (37a9-39c4) 
津藝 81 262 (34b23-35c26) 
津藝 82[1] 375 (809c7-850a28) 
津藝 82[2] 377 (900c15-904b4) 
津藝 83 262 (49b11-55a9) 
津藝 84 475 (544c17-551c26) 
津藝 85 223 (421b26-423b16) 
津藝 86 235 (750c18-752b26) 
津藝 87 1431 (1032a3-1041a18) 
津藝 88 936 (82a3-84c29) 
津藝 89 936 (82a3-84c29) 
津藝 90 大正藏未収 
津藝 91 大正藏未収 
津藝 92 大正藏未収 
津藝 93 262 (58b8-59b27) 
津藝 98 2810 (1046a11-1050a19) 
津藝 99 2787 (567a5-571a11) 
津藝 100 227 (556b21-561a28) 
津藝 101 374 (578b1-c1) 
津藝 102 374 (476c4-477a6) 
津藝 103 典籍名未確定 
津藝 103V 2075 (181a8-b7) 
津藝 104 262 (21b17-c14) 
津藝 105 262 (50b23-51c8) 
津藝 106 447 (382a16-b1) 
津藝 107V 2810 (1049b11-1052b28) 
津藝 108[1] 99 (73a6-c12) 
津藝 108[2] 1464 (851a3-854a16) 
津藝 109 2810 (1046a11-1055c27) 
津藝 109V1 大正藏未収 
津藝 110 475 (537b5-557b26) 
津藝 111 262 (5a4-39c13) 
津藝 112 262 (2b23-62a29) 
津藝 113 1579 (310c3-313a11) 
津藝 114 1302 (420a3-421a14) 
津藝 115 1302 (420a3-421a14) 
津藝 117 262 (24a20-62a29) 
津藝 118 665 (422b27-425a5) 
津藝 119 1331 (533c2-536b5) 
津藝 120 262 (52a29-62b1) 
津藝 121 366 (346b25-348a29) 
津藝 122 475 (545c25-551c27) 
津藝 123 262 (2b2-5b23) 
津藝 124 262 (5b24-10b21) 
津藝 125 683 (777a3-778c21) 
津藝 126 374 (574b10-576c19) 
津藝 127 672 (600b17-603a27) 
津藝 128 262 (13b24-32b5) 
津藝 129[1] 235 (749a11-751b25) 
津藝 129[2] 235 (752a2-b10) 
津藝 130 235 (749b20-752b2) 
津藝 132 235 (751a17-752c3) 
津藝 133 235 (750c24-752c3) 
津藝 134 475 (552b5-554b6) 
津藝 135 475 (544a25-551c27) 
津藝 136 262 (32b16-34b22) 
津藝 137 262 (29b22-32b15) 
津藝 138 712 (823b20-826a27) 
津藝 139 475 (552a5-553b10) 
津藝 140 664 (396c26-398c25) 
津藝 141 397 (189a16-192a16) 
津藝 142 235 (751a24-752c3) 
津藝 143 235 (750c19-752c2) 
津藝 144 220 (vol. 5, 120c12-123c26) 
津藝 145 262 (11a4-13a26) 
津藝 146 262 (1c29-4b20) 
津藝 147 450 (407b10-408b25) 
津藝 148 450 (406b6-408b25) 
津藝 149 235 (750b21-752a2) 
津藝 150 235 (750b13-751b22) 
津藝 151 375 (816a8-818c22) 
津藝 152 375 (754b10-757a3) 
津藝 153 220 (vol. 7, 85a15-87a9) 
津藝 154 681 (729a8-730c14) 
津藝 155 235 (749c1-752c3) 
津藝 156 1484 (1003c20-1005a6) 
津藝 157[1] 475 (544c25-546a5) 
津藝 157[2] 475 (546b8-547a27) 
津藝 158 220 (vol. 5, 990a27-993b23) 
津藝 159 712 (823b20-826a27) 
津藝 160 220 (vol. 7, 570a8-571c25) 
津藝 161 220 (vol. 7, 283a23-284b28) 
津藝 162 475 (538a15-557b26) 
津藝 163[1] 475 (542a26-551b22) 
津藝 163[2] 475 (552b13-557b26) 
津藝 164 475 (544a25-557b26) 
津藝 165 262 (56c2-62b1) 
津藝 166 377 (906c17-912a11) 
津藝 167 262 (39c18-41c24) 
津藝 168 450 (405c2-11) 
津藝 169 1459 (649c5-652a25) 
津藝 170 235 (750c13-752c3) 
津藝 171 2886 (1402a5-1403b14) 
津藝 172[1] 1484 (997a2-14) 
津藝 172[2] 310 (440c9-441a8) 
津藝 172[3] 283 (455a7-456a8) 
津藝 172[4] 310 (442a25-b25) 
津藝 172[5] 656 (37c18-38a17) 
津藝 172[6] 656 (34b22-35c23) 
津藝 172[7] 656 (17c17-18a18) 
津藝 172[8] 656 (65a6-b12) 
津藝 172[9] 656 (40c26-27) 
津藝 173 220 (vol. 6, 109b27-112a16) 
津藝 174 1509 (527b7-532c23) 
津藝 175 220 (vol. 5, 321a21-326b22) 
津藝 177 262 (44c15-46c5) 
津藝 178 262 (58b8-62a3) 
津藝 179 374 (476c2-480b21) 
津藝 180 262 (56c2-61a4) 
津藝 181 2879 (1365a17-1368b19) 
津藝 182 1428 (571a2-575c3) 
津藝 183 220 (vol. 6, 716c11-721c16) 
津藝 185 262 (40a16-45c15) 
津藝 186 262 (20b25-22a17) 
津藝 187 220 (vol. 7, 997a20-1002b7) 
津藝 188 262 (50c28-55a9) 
津藝 189 235 (750b9-752c3) 
敦煌出土仏典・大正蔵典籍番号対照表 
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津藝 190 251 (848c4-24) 
津藝 191 220 (vol. 6, 906b22-911a25) 
津藝 192 665 (430c8-432b9) 
津藝 193[1] 801 (745b7-746b8) 
津藝 193[2] 大正藏未収 
津藝 193[3] 2882 (1383b9-1384b26) 
津藝 193[4] 592 (124b12-125a7) 
津藝 194 475 (546a3-551c27) 
津藝 195 235 (748c17-752c3) 
津藝 196 262 (39c18-46b14) 
津藝 197 262 (5b24-10b21) 
津藝 198 262 (30b28-32b15) 
津藝 199 220 (vol. 6, 584a2-589a3) 
津藝 200 374 (366c28-371c8) 
津藝 201 374 (504a3-509a6) 
津藝 202[1] 2912 (1458b21-1459a8) 
津藝 202[2] 235 (752c5-7) 
津藝 203 665 (405a29-407c17) 
津藝 204 1057 (88b25-89b26) 
津藝 205 220 (vol. 5, 513a21-515c2) 
津藝 206 374 (457a18-462c15) 
津藝 207 220 (vol. 6, 662b24-665a18) 
津藝 208 220 (vol. 6, 122a24-127a21) 
津藝 209 220 (vol. 7, 50a23-51c14) 
津藝 210 2897 (1422b17-1425b1) 
津藝 211 1302 (420a6-421a14) 
津藝 212 220 (vol. 5, 709a8-714a16) 
津藝 213 2732 (4c11-8c20) 
津藝 214[1] 1058 (96c26-98b10) 
津藝 214[2] 1058 (98c14-101c15) 
津藝 215 1332 (544c27-549c22) 
津藝 216 375 (846b29-850b26) 
津藝 217 220 (vol. 5, 759c23-763a9) 
津藝 218 220 (vol. 7, 1009c25-1011a2) 
津藝 219 672 (603a28-605b26) 
津藝 220 220 (vol. 7, 279c23-283a22) 
津藝 221 475 (553b6-557b26) 
津藝 222 475 (544a22-551c27) 
津藝 223 262 (47c2-55a9) 
津藝 224 262 (30b28-34b14) 
津藝 225 262 (4c20-10b21) 
津藝 226 220 (vol. 6, 219c11-224c13) 
津藝 227 220 (vol. 5, 102a23-107c20) 
津藝 228 676 (698b9-703b7) 
津藝 229 374 (440c27-445b20) 
津藝 230 262 (27c27-37a2) 
津藝 231 475 (554c27-557b26) 
津藝 232 262 (28a21-37a2) 
津藝 233 220 (vol. 6, 320c3-324c13) 
津藝 234 220 (vol. 6, 59b22-65b16) 
津藝 235 220 (vol. 5, 574b15-579b9) 
津藝 236 1431 (1031b20-1041a18) 
津藝 237 586 (48a25-54b11) 
津藝 238 374 (576c20-580c16) 
津藝 239 374 (522b2-528a4) 
津藝 240 374 (587b20-592b26) 
津藝 241 1509 (699c2-705a20) 
津藝 242[1] 586 (55c17-56a27) 
津藝 242[2] 586 (57a27-62a22) 
津藝 243 375 (705b19-711b25) 
津藝 244 大正藏未収 
津藝 245 262 (37b7-46b14) 
津藝 246 278 (784a27-788a9) 
津藝 247 1509 (717a19-724a7) 
津藝 248 262 (28a21-37a2) 
津藝 249 440 (164b6-168a1) 
津藝 250 大正藏未収 
津藝 251 1433 (1060b22-1063c27) 
津藝 252 1509 (114a6-118c8) 
津藝 253 365 (343c10-346b21) 
津藝 254 365 (341c24-346b21) 
津藝 255 665 (414c3-417c16) 
津藝 256 大正藏未収* 
津藝 257 440 (114c17-118c28) 
津藝 258 大正藏未収 
津藝 259 262 (57a26-62a29) 
津藝 260 262 (34b23-37a2) 
津藝 261 262 (34b23-37a2) 
津藝 262 235 (749a26-752c3) 
津藝 263 223 (238c14-241c9) 
津藝 264 262 (46b17-55a9) 
津藝 265 1509 (203c18-204b24) 
津藝 266 262 (49c20-50b22) 
津藝 267 374 (471b29-472b22) 
津藝 268 450 (407c28-408b25) 
津藝 269 450 (406a13-407b3) 
津藝 270(1) 1331 (534b7-535a8) 
津藝 270(2) 1331 (535b7-535c28) 
津藝 271 712 (823b20-826a27) 
津藝 272(1) 374 (475a26-479a11) 
津藝 272(2) 374 (480a12-480c27) 
津藝 273 2871 (1344a24-1345b1) 
津藝 274 374 (513b18-516a6) 
津藝 275 大正藏未収* 
津藝 276 262 (59b17-62b1) 
津藝 277 223 (343c15-346c27) 
津藝 278 374 (423c24-428a4) 
津藝 279 262 (53b27-55a9) 
津藝 280 235 (749c16-752c3) 
津藝 281 1431 (1041a18-1041a18) 
津藝 282 262 (3b7-10b21) 
津藝 283 251 (848c4-848c24) 
津藝 284 262 (34b23-37a2) 
津藝 285 262 (32b16-34b22) 
津藝 286(1) 475 (546a3-b10) 
津藝 286(2) 475 (544b24-546a2) 
津藝 286(3) 475 (546b11-548c27) 
津藝 287 262 (58b8-62b1) 
津藝 288 475 (553b11-557b26) 
津藝 290 262 (41b29-46b14) 
津藝 291 223 (343c15-349b12) 
津藝 292 262 (22a29-27b9) 
津藝 293(1) 262 (4a14) 
津藝 293(2) 262 (8b13-10b6) 
津藝 294 262 (19a25-25a29) 
津藝 295 221 (74b14-79a12) 
津藝 296 262 (35b12-37a2) 
津藝 297 262 (39c18-41c29) 
津藝 298 450 (405c12-408b25) 
津藝 299 222 (199c19-204a26) 
津藝 300 262 (10c16-19a12) 
津藝 301 1332 (557a7-561b9) 
津藝 302 231 (714b5-716b25) 
津藝 303 1431 (1031b23-1040a15) 
津藝 304 大正藏未収 
津藝 304V 2075 (179a14-194c28) 
津藝 305(1) 1060 (106a4-110a17) 
津藝 305(2) 1060 (111a4-111b12) 
津藝 305(3) 1060 (111c2-111c17) 
津藝 305(4) 1060 (111b13-111c2) 
津藝 305(5) 1060 (110a17-111a4) 
津藝 306 235 (750c24-752c3) 
津藝 307 262 (53b11-56c1) 
津藝 308 665 (441c16-444a9) 
津藝 309 441 (303c15-304b1) 
津藝 310 235 (749b22-750c23) 
津藝 311 220 (vol. 5, 411b17-415c12) 
津藝 312 大正藏未収 
津藝 313(1) 1331 (532b20-536b5) 




津藝 314(1) 235 (750a22-750b18) 
津藝 314(2) 235 (750c17-751c15) 
津藝 314(3) 235 (751c20-752c3) 
津藝 315(1) 235 (750c22-751c15) 
津藝 315(2) 235 (751c20-751c29) 
津藝 315(3) 235 (752b3-752c2) 
津藝 316 262 (32c29-33a18) 
津藝 317(1) 235 (751b3-751c15) 
津藝 317(2) 235 (751c20-752a22) 
津藝 318 374 (554a13-554a25) 
津藝 319 235 (748c24-749c19) 
津藝 320 262 (2b7-2c8) 
津藝 321 262 (50c18-51c7) 
津藝 322 262 (28c6-37a2) 
津藝 323 374 (516c25-522a27) 
津藝 324 262 (15a9-17b6) 
津藝 325 220 (vol. 6, 425a5-430a14) 
津藝 326 262 (30a13-34b22) 
津藝 327 262 (49a20-55a9) 
津藝 328 374 (410b8-411a6) 
津藝 329 262 (33c10-34b22) 
津藝 330 262 (47a9-47c9) 
津藝 331 374 (547a7-552a20) 
津藝 332 262 (27b29-c11) 
津藝 333 262 (27c11-28a20) 
津藝 334 374 (516c12-516c26) 
津藝 335(1) 1581 (957b8-11) 
津藝 335(2) 1581 (957a6-9) 
津文 1[1] 223 (230a19-27) 
津文 1[2] 223 (230b5-12) 
津文 2 1509 (516a23-b4) 
津文 3 1509 (277c8-285a29) 
津文 4 1431 (1034b29-1040c18) 
津文 5 235 (750a20-752b23) 
津文 6 235 (751b13-752c3) 
津文 7 375 (762a5-766c2) 
津文 8 374 (599c15-603c25) 
津文 9 262 (58b18-62a16) 
津文 10 262 (38a21-39c17) 
津文 11[1] 262 (3c15-6c2) 
津文 11[2] 262 (59c6-14) 
津文 12 1484 (1008b21-1009b24) 
津文 13 26 (550b14-c14) 
津文 14 大正藏未収* 
津文 15 967 (351c19-352a26) 
津文 16 220 (vol. 6, 1060b18-1063c5) 
津文 17 936 (82a3-84c29) 
津文 18 936 (82a3-c10) 
津文 19 377 (909c9-912a15) 
津文 20 586 (48b7-49b9) 
津文 21 220 (vol. 6, 961b2-966c7) 
津文 22 389 (1111c4-1112b12) 
津文 23 220 (vol. 7, 80a25-81a4) 
津文 24 665 (437c16-438c23) 
津文 25 1806 (429b14-463a10) 
津文 26 典籍名未確定 
津文 27 262 (27b12-34b22) 
津文 28 220 (vol. 6, 529a2-10) 
津文 29 220 (vol. 6, 183c29-184a28) 
北大 1 220 (vol. 5, 28a20-33c25) 
北大 2 220 (vol. 5, 343b4-344a4) 
北大 3 220 (vol. 6, 102b22-107a22) 
北大 4 220 (vol. 6, 508a22-509a24) 
北大 5 220 (vol. 6, 709c10-710c17) 
北大 6 220 (vol. 6, 1030a11-1031a13) 
北大 7 220 (vol. 7, 275b3-279b6) 
北大 8 220 (vol. 7, 1014a12-b11) 
北大 9 221 (96c9-101b23) 
北大 10 223 (369a4-373a8) 
北大 11 231 (692b23-693c16) 
北大 12 231 (722a23-b1) 
北大 12V 典籍名未確定 
北大 13 235 (750b10-751a21) 
北大 14 235 (750c3-752c2) 
北大 15 235 (749a18-750b20) 
北大 16 235 (750a1-752c3) 
北大 17 235 (750b23-752b3) 
北大 18 235 (752b17-c2) 
北大 19 235 (750c24-751a26) 
北大 20 235 (749c17-750b13) 
北大 21 235 (750a4-751c3) 
北大 22 大正藏未収* 
北大 23 251 (848c17-24) 
北大 24 251 (848c7-24) 
北大 25 251 (848c4-24) 
北大 26 251 (848c4-24) 
北大 27 310 (546c18-547b9) 
北大 27V 大正藏未収 
北大 28 360 (270c23-272b2) 
北大 29 278 (489a1-495a27) 
北大 30 374 (365c2-366c3) 
北大 31 374 (445c29-451b6) 
北大 32 374 (546c29-551c12) 
北大 33 374 (580c19-581a19) 
北大 34 374 (592b27-598b15) 
北大 35 377 (904b6-906c10) 
北大 36 262 (1c14-3a10) 
北大 37 262 (16b7-19a12) 
北大 38 262 (22a18-27b9) 
北大 39 262 (29a15-29c29) 
北大 40 262 (34b23-c24) 
北大 41 262 (32b16-34b22) 
北大 42 262 (38b21-39a21) 
北大 43 262 (38b24-40b19) 
北大 44 262 (40b19-46b14) 
北大 45 262 (44a5-46b14) 
北大 46 262 (46b27-c19) 
北大 47 262 (47b11-48c28) 
北大 48 262 (55c11-56b8) 
北大 49 262 (57b21-58b17) 
北大 50 262 (57a20-58b7) 
北大 51 262 (57c9-58b7) 
北大 52 262 (56c9-57a19) 
北大 53a 262 (57a10-58b7) 
北大 53b 251 (848c4-24) 
北大 54 262 (57a5-58b7) 
北大 55 262 (51a24-c29) 
北大 56 262 (55b29-56c12) 
北大 57 262 (56c29-57b16) 
北大 58 262 (60b25-c24) 
北大 59 262 (58c9-59b23) 
北大 60 475 (538c23-543b5) 
北大 61 475 (546a8-27) 
北大 62 475 (554a8-557b26) 
北大 63 665 (432c13-437c13) 
北大 64 665 (432c29-437b21) 
北大 65 665 (444b11-447a23) 
北大 66 665 (450c16-451a29) 
北大 67 671 (541b29-547a18) 
北大 68 450 (405c5-406a12) 
北大 69 450 (406b14-407a23) 
北大 70 366 (346b25-347a8) 
北大 71 366 (347b15-c4) 
北大 72 366 (346b25-348a29) 
北大 73 366 (347a13-348a29) 
北大 74a 366 (347b11-348a29) 
北大 75 452 (420a7-c23) 
北大 76 967 (352a26-b25) 
北大 77 967 (351b3-352a26) 
北大 78 1045 (39c10-41b28) 
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北大 79 大正藏未収* 
北大 80a 大正藏未収 
北大 80b 681 (723b22-724a25) 
北大 81a 大正藏未収* 
北大 81b 2907 (1452c3-24) 
北大 82a 大正藏未収* 
北大 82b 大正藏未収* 
北大 83 1488 (1040a25-1042b18) 
北大 84 125 (731a5-23) 
北大 85 大正藏未収 
北大 86 794 (738b15-c24) 
北大 87 1428 (747c9-748b10) 
北大 88 1431 (1030c14-1041a18) 
北大 88V 1431 
北大 89 1808 (492a3-501b25) 
北大 90 203 (482a7-b25) 
北大 91 211 (576c13-577a13) 
北大 92 202 (351b13-353a28) 
北大 93 801 (745c17-746b8) 
北大 94 936 (82a3-b9) 
北大 95 936 (83c13-84c29) 
北大 96 1654 (490b16-491b2) 
北大 97 2778 (518b17-519c14) 
北大 98 2818 (1184a22-1192b13) 
北大 99 2873 (1356a14-1357b6) 
北大 100 2887 (1403b21-1404a9) 
北大 101 2887 (1404a1-23) 
北大 102 2897 (1423b16-1425a30) 
北大 103 2901 (1432b3-1435c4) 
北大 104a 2904 (1446b9-c1) 
北大 105 2907 (1452c3-24) 
北大 106 2907 (1453a15-1454a9) 
北大 107 2910 (1455c16-1456c10) 
北大 108 2915 (1461c6-23) 
北大 109 2916 (1463a12-19) 
北大 110 2916 (1463a3-19) 
北大 111 大正藏未収 
北大 112 2802 
北大 112V 大正藏未収 
北大 113 大正藏未収 
北大 113V 大正藏未収 
北大 114 441 (195a4-b1) 
北大 115 2782 (545c22-546b5) 
北大 115V 大正藏未収 
北大 116 580 (963b20-964c29) 
北大 118 256 (851b7-852a23) 
北大 119 374 (528b5-c21) 
北大 120 278 (622b14-623a5) 
北大 121 262 (7a24-8c27) 
北大 122(1) 1060 (111b18-c28) 
北大 122(2) 1060 (110a17-c19) 
北大 124 1430 (1025a25-c15) 
北大 125 223 (298c28-299c14) 
北大 126 1302 (420c1-28) 
北大 127 664 (373a8-b3) 
北大 128 374 (369c20-370b8) 
北大 129 262 (6b28-7b5) 
北大 130 262 (19c24-20a26) 
北大 131 665 (453a10-454b10) 
北大 133 236 (754b13-c7) 
北大 134 278 (781b12-c23) 
北大 135 262 (2a27-b19) 
北大 136 374 (449a11-b11) 
北大 137 220 (vol. 6, 528a17-b9) 
北大 137V 大正藏未収* 
北大 138 2880 (1372b19-1374a13) 
北大 139 大正藏未収 
北大 140 235 (750c29-751b18) 
北大 141 2810 (1058b27-1063b4) 
北大 142 262 (42b21-43a1) 
北大 143 大正藏未収 
北大 144 231 (705a23-706a17) 
北大 145 231 (701c27-704c11) 
北大 146 大正藏未収 
北大 147 223 (296a17-b22) 
北大 148 220 (vol. 5, 834a27-b3) 
北大 149 大正藏未収 
北大 149V 大正藏未収 
北大 150 231 (704c11-705a3) 
北大 151 262 (28c3-29b12) 
北大 152 2879 (1366c23-1367a3) 
北大 153 220 (vol. 6, 644a8-b2) 
北大 154(1) 220 (vol. 5, 786a17-787a8) 
北大 154(2) 220 (vol. 5, 786c26-787a9) 
北大 155 643 (660b29-c10) 
北大 156 大正藏未収 
北大 157 665 (422c5-423b9) 
北大 158 672 (593b12-c6) 
北大 159 1484 (1007a3-16) 
北大 161 2777 (454c25-457b14) 
北大 162 大正藏未収 
北大 164 1484 (1005b14-c6) 
北大 166 2787 (575a21-576b23) 
北大 167 大正藏未収 
北大 168 1806 (429a23-463a10) 
北大 182 441 (225b20-226a4) 
北大 183V 大正藏未収 
北大 190 2827 (1261b16-c9) 
北大 200 1804 (14b29-16a13) 
北大 201 大正藏未収* 
北大 206 236 (754a12-755a8) 
北大 207 475 (544c7-26) 
北大 208 211 (598a24-b29) 
北大 209 大正藏未収 
北大 216 672 (593c7-26) 
北大 217 典籍名未確定 
北大 218 262 (32b16-27) 
北大 219 220 (vol. 6, 261b25-c6) 
北大 220 665 (407c19-408a4) 
北大 222 大正藏未収 
北大 223 1560 (316a8-10) 
北大 227 1736 
北大 228 220 (vol. 6, 880a17-23) 
北大 229 665 (408b23-27) 
北大 230 262 (49c17-24) 
北大 231 1560 
北大 232 大正藏未収 
北大 235 大正藏未収 
北大 236 大正藏未収 
北大 237 典籍名未確定 
北大 238 2123 (13c16-21) 
北大 239 典籍名未確定 
北大 243a 262 (52b28-c6) 
北大 243b 262 (55a4-13) 
北大 243c 262 (55a1-7) 
北大 243d 374 (589b18-22) 
北大 244a 663 (338b20-25) 
北大 244b 262 (19a26-b4) 
北大 244c 278 (649c28-650a4) 
北大 244d 262 (19a18-23) 
北大 245 大正藏未収 
酒博 1 374 (568c18-574b7) 
酒博 2 936 (82a3-84c28) 
酒博 3 235 (749a5-752c3) 
酒博 4 665 (438c19-444a9) 
酒博 6 235 (750a13-752c3) 
酒博 7 1430 (1023a15-1030c9) 
酒博 8 450 (405a1-406b14) 
酒博 9 665 (451a20-454c24) 




酒博 11 220 (vol. 5, 1009a9-c7) 
酒博 12 220 (vol. 7, 396c8-397a7) 
酒博 13 2912 (1458b10-1459a8) 
酒博 14 220 (vol. 5, 30c21-33c25) 
酒博 15 374 (370b9-c28) 
酒博 16 220 (vol. 7, 1050a27-c19) 
酒博 17 945 (125b11-c5) 
酒博 18 262 (2b21-3b15) 
敦研 2 220 (vol. 6, 261b7-24) 
敦研 3 220 (vol. 5, 873c1-28) 
敦研 4 1488 (1069c4-1070a14) 
敦研 5 441 (236c12-237a1) 
敦研 6 262 (55a12-29) 
敦研 8 474 (528a29-b17) 
敦研 8V 1858 (157a12-28) 
敦研 9 1331 (532b7-15) 
敦研 10 1391 (908a25-b4) 
敦研 10B 大正藏未収 
敦研 13 1564 (18c28-20a17) 
敦研 14 1564 (17c24-18a10) 
敦研 15 1564 (20a17-c4) 
敦研 16 420 (924b21-c16) 
敦研 17 397 (38c18-22) 
敦研 18 大正藏未収 
敦研 19 374 (411a7-412a24) 
敦研 20 374 (398b8-400c8) 
敦研 21 374 (398a13-26) 
敦研 22[1] 374 (446b16-447a18) 
敦研 22[2] 374 (437c26-438a17) 
敦研 22[3] 374 (404b1-13) 
敦研 23 374 (480c27-481a9) 
敦研 24 397 (36b27-37c19) 
敦研 25 1509 (102b20-103a15) 
敦研 26 1509 (103a15-b20) 
敦研 27 1488 (1052c26-1054b7) 
敦研 28 1488 (1054b12-1055a29) 
敦研 29 374 (592b16-26) 
敦研 30 1509 (223a26-b24) 
敦研 31 374 (415b19-416c28) 
敦研 32 1428 (867c1-868c5) 
敦研 33 374 (592c3-593c3) 
敦研 34 224 (459b4-28) 
敦研 35 262 (4a20-c15) 
敦研 36 663 (354b14-c16) 
敦研 37 1492 (1090a3-b16) 
敦研 39 262 (53a4-10) 
敦研 41 374 (428c19-429a19) 
敦研 42 262 (24b10-25a13) 
敦研 43 262 (40a4-b4) 
敦研 44 1547 (516c22-517a24) 
敦研 45 206 (511c9-15) 
敦研 47 586 (61c3-28) 
敦研 48 310 (44a12-b22) 
敦研 49 157 (222a25-b18) 
敦研 50 大正藏未収 
敦研 51 397 (36b25-c1) 
敦研 52 1509 (303b12-24) 
敦研 53 374 (367c29-368a9) 
敦研 54 224 (448c6-450a17) 
敦研 55 1331 (532a7-25) 
敦研 56[1] 374 (508c17-509a1) 
敦研 56[2] 374 (578c15-579b25) 
敦研 56[3] 374 (592b27-c7) 
敦研 57 202 (376b2-12) 
敦研 58 185 (473c19-474c7) 
敦研 59 大正藏未収 
敦研 60 典籍名未確定 
敦研 61 263 (129b25-c25) 
敦研 62 663 (335b5-20) 
敦研 63 278 (776b1-c4) 
敦研 64 1509 (656c3-657a4) 
敦研 65 1331 (534c11-535a9) 
敦研 66 大正藏未収 
敦研 66V 典籍名未確定 
敦研 67 大正藏未収 
敦研 67V 典籍名未確定 
敦研 69 186 (523b28-524b12) 
敦研 70[1] 1438 (490a19-c13) 
敦研 70[2] 1438 (489a7-b18) 
敦研 71 262 (15a19-b9) 
敦研 72 562 (913c5-914a11) 
敦研 75 653 (786c3-787c4) 
敦研 76 典籍名未確定 
敦研 77 2878 (1362a28-c2) 
敦研 78 374 (408b25-c22) 
敦研 79 235 (749c18-750a18) 
敦研 80 262 (54a9-b19) 
敦研 81 374 (515a3-29) 
敦研 82 374 (523c11-28) 
敦研 83 262 (5c3-7b28) 
敦研 84 1432 (1051a3-25) 
敦研 85 262 (14c3-15a5) 
敦研 86 235 (749a27-b20) 
敦研 87 262 (55a20-b10) 
敦研 88 663 (340c27-341b2) 
敦研 89 235 (751b3-c11) 
敦研 90 1431 (1031a15-b19) 
敦研 91 374 (482c13-24) 
敦研 93 1431 (1031a25-b27) 
敦研 94 大正藏未収* 
敦研 96 大正藏未収 
敦研 98 663 (335b5-12) 
敦研 99 262 (30b19-c29) 
敦研 100 1488 (1034a20-b22) 
敦研 101 262 (50b7-c6) 
敦研 102 76 (883b7-27) 
敦研 103 224 (425c5-19) 
敦研 104 223 (277a5-19) 
敦研 105 262 (32a1-33b26) 
敦研 106 374 (422c2-423a4) 
敦研 107 262 (5b6-c11) 
敦研 108 374 (498b3-c8) 
敦研 109 262 (42a27-b9) 
敦研 114 大正藏未収 
敦研 115 663 (344a6-b8) 
敦研 116 642 (642a12-b1) 
敦研 117 475 (542c17-25) 
敦研 118 227 (575c7-576a20) 
敦研 119 185 (474c10-475a12) 
敦研 120 1509 (286b8-c9) 
敦研 121 310 (46a17-c3) 
敦研 123 586 (43c4-44a12) 
敦研 124 1564 (17b23-c19) 
敦研 125 374 (392a21-b12) 
敦研 126 642 (644b28-c22) 
敦研 127 374 (398a25-b8) 
敦研 128 374 (584a27-b11) 
敦研 129 663 (341c12-342a3) 
敦研 131 374 (503b12-24) 
敦研 132 642 (643c23-644a9) 
敦研 133 374 (372b3-17) 
敦研 134 374 (479c25-480a18) 
敦研 135 663 (341b20-c6) 
敦研 136 663 (341c6-15) 
敦研 137 642 (642b13-c1) 
敦研 138 224 (447b4-c2) 
敦研 139 大正藏未収 
敦研 140 586 (47c11-25) 
敦研 141 典籍名未確定 
敦研 142 335 (80a10-28) 
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敦研 142V 335 (80a11-28) 
敦研 143 1509 (306b7-26) 
敦研 144 184 (472a26-b22) 
敦研 145 185 (476b18-c8) 
敦研 146 227 (577c23-578a9) 
敦研 147 224 (438a21-b12) 
敦研 148 475 (541b5-19) 
敦研 149 224 (448a25-b6) 
敦研 150 227 (579c14-580a3) 
敦研 151 224 (448b7-21) 
敦研 152 374 (439a13-b3) 
敦研 154 374 (497c16-26) 
敦研 155 374 (428c8-27) 
敦研 156 642 (645a7-b4) 
敦研 159 475 (540c4-16) 
敦研 160 374 (509a24-b13) 
敦研 161 374 (430b5-19) 
敦研 162 1488 (1050a1-23) 
敦研 164[1] 87 (912a7-10) 
敦研 165 262 (42a1-26) 
敦研 166 185 (476c9-477a13) 
敦研 167 202 (378b24-c20) 
敦研 168 224 (434a20-b12) 
敦研 169 262 (4a5-18) 
敦研 170 227 (577a10-25) 
敦研 171 1509 (306a21-b11) 
敦研 172 374 (499b25-c13) 
敦研 174 374 (423b15-27) 
敦研 175 262 (6a24-7a9) 
敦研 176 475 (543b14-c6) 
敦研 177 374 (574b10-28) 
敦研 178 324 (31c15-32a19) 
敦研 178V 大正藏未収 
敦研 179 262 (21b2-22a17) 
敦研 180 186 (527b21-c5) 
敦研 181 185 (475c14-476a6) 
敦研 182 374 (481a9-19) 
敦研 183 374 (473c24-474b20) 
敦研 184 790 (729b6-20) 
敦研 185 544 (839b21-c25) 
敦研 186 224 (433c25-434a20) 
敦研 187 185 (474a8-26) 
敦研 188 157 (188c15-28) 
敦研 189 262 (56c22-57a6) 
敦研 190 262 (50c1-17) 
敦研 191 374 (481a1-16) 
敦研 193 374 (429c14-430a4) 
敦研 194 185 (476b3-22) 
敦研 195 311 (693c18-694b15) 
敦研 196 262 (61c19-62a29) 
敦研 198 374 (379b24-c12) 
敦研 199 374 (468a18-c10) 
敦研 200 374 (533c20-534a21) 
敦研 202 374 (401a2-19) 
敦研 203 374 (478a11-c1) 
敦研 204 374 (478c17-479a10) 
敦研 205 374 (583b4-c11) 
敦研 206 262 (22a18-b24) 
敦研 207 374 (503a3-14) 
敦研 208 1488 (1048a5-b4) 
敦研 209 374 (464c20-465b5) 
敦研 210 374 (533b18-c5) 
敦研 213 374 (430b11-b29) 
敦研 215 185 (473c17-474a8) 
敦研 216 374 (400b21-c12) 
敦研 217 663 (342b1-9) 
敦研 219 224 (476a21-b1) 
敦研 219V 典籍名未確定 
敦研 220 262 (1c29-2a26) 
敦研 221 1488 (1046b10-24) 
敦研 223 1509 (654a14-b16) 
敦研 224 1509 (303b26-c9) 
敦研 225 374 (585c28-586a17) 
敦研 226 262 (7a21-b13) 
敦研 228 1488 (1048b4-17) 
敦研 229 374 (533a1-20) 
敦研 230 642 (645b5-22) 
敦研 231 262 (7a3-b11) 
敦研 232[1] 374 (41824a-b11) 
敦研 232[2] 374 (421a3-b11) 
敦研 233 374 (583a5-b3) 
敦研 234 374 (596c21-597a9) 
敦研 235 227 (578a9-23) 
敦研 237 185 (476c2-23) 
敦研 238 642 (644a26-b28) 
敦研 239 642 (630b29-c28) 
敦研 241 87 (911c5-912a7) 
敦研 242 262 (59a6-15) 
敦研 243 374 (401b5-19) 
敦研 244 374 (401a16-b1) 
敦研 245 374 (477b18-c10) 
敦研 246 262 (56c12-22) 
敦研 247 大正藏未収 
敦研 248 大正藏未収 
敦研 248V 典籍名未確定 
敦研 249 大正藏未収 
敦研 249V 典籍名未確定 
敦研 250 大正藏未収 
敦研 250V 典籍名未確定 
敦研 251 大正藏未収 
敦研 251V 典籍名未確定 
敦研 252 大正藏未収 
敦研 252V 典籍名未確定 
敦研 253 典籍名未確定 
敦研 254 544 (839c11-29) 
敦研 255 大正藏未収 
敦研 256 典籍名未確定 
敦研 257 202 (378c21-379a19) 
敦研 258 374 (500a23-b6) 
敦研 260 374 (512a16-b13) 
敦研 261 790 (729b19-c8) 
敦研 262 1488 (1049c25-1050a2) 
敦研 264 1509 (303c7-29) 
敦研 266 227 (580a3-14) 
敦研 267 262 (2b22-3a8) 
敦研 268 224 (476b1-8) 
敦研 268V 典籍名未確定 
敦研 269[1] 562 (914a11-b6) 
敦研 270 典籍名未確定 
敦研 271 262 (33c2-6) 
敦研 272 374 (476a16-22) 
敦研 273 262 (33b13-18) 
敦研 274 374 (457c7-13) 
敦研 275 202 (376c17-26) 
敦研 276 663 (346a16-19) 
敦研 277 262 (5a27-c6) 
敦研 279 227 (577a3-12) 
敦研 280 586 (62a16-22) 
敦研 281 262 (1c14-22) 
敦研 282 374 (550b2-20) 
敦研 283 374 (582c26-583a5) 
敦研 284 典籍名未確定 
敦研 285 475 (540b29-c5) 
敦研 286 334 (76c9-77a8) 
敦研 288 475 (540b23-c2) 
敦研 289 220 (vol. 6, 1045c9-19) 
敦研 290 220 (vol. 6, 1045b21-c2) 
敦研 291 220 (vol. 6, 1044a17-27) 
敦研 292 220 (vol. 6, 1044a7-16) 




敦研 294 643 (660c19-661a1) 
敦研 295 643 (659a20-29) 
敦研 296 675 (674b13-23) 
敦研 297 675 (674b23-c2) 
敦研 300 184 (472a8-b2) 
敦研 301 262 (24b27-25a23) 
敦研 302 475 (542c25-543a29) 
敦研 303 1509 (314a25-b19) 
敦研 304 185 (476c23-477a17) 
敦研 305 374 (575c2-576a14) 
敦研 306 227 (576b22-c23) 
敦研 307 663 (341a2-b1) 
敦研 308 278 (777c19-778a18) 
敦研 309 184 (467b17-c23) 
敦研 310 374 (409c22-410a15) 
敦研 311 184 (467c24-468a1) 
敦研 312 663 (335b2-c5) 
敦研 313 642 (630c12-631a13) 
敦研 314 642 (630c28-631a29) 
敦研 315 374 (404b8-c4) 
敦研 316 663 (352b4-23) 
敦研 317 185 (476a26-b25) 
敦研 318 374 (499a23-b19) 
敦研 319 278 (586c1-587a1) 
敦研 320 184 (464b17-c3) 
敦研 321 1547 (516b28-c23) 
敦研 322V 220 (vol. 6, 472a25-b28) 
敦研 323 235 (748c17-752c3) 
敦研 324 262 (61a5-62b1) 
敦研 325 220 (vol. 6, 329c21-335a16) 
敦研 326[1] 223 (241c17-242c11) 
敦研 326[2] 223 (247a19-c5) 
敦研 326[3] 223 (261a18-262c3) 
敦研 326[4] 223 (308b15-309a28) 
敦研 326[5] 223 (271b19-272a26) 
敦研 326[6] 223 (323a23-325b12) 
敦研 326[7] 223 (423c2-20) 
敦研 326[8] 223 (423c22-424a14) 
敦研 327 936 (82a9-84c29) 
敦研 329 262 (41a4-42a29) 
敦研 330 665 (444c27-450c15) 
敦研 331 1509 (228b5-231b4) 
敦研 332 156 (143c12-148c4) 
敦研 333 1579 (322a8-323b7) 
敦研 334[1] 220 (vol. 6, 904b22-c22) 
敦研 334[2] 220 (vol. 6, 903b26-c24) 
敦研 335 220 (vol. 6, 922b2-c2) 
敦研 336 1451 (337c10-338c2) 
敦研 337 262 (14c3-15a20) 
敦研 338 262 (32a8-b15) 
敦研 339[1] 936 (82a3-84c6) 
敦研 339[2] 936 (82a3-84c29) 
敦研 339[3] 936 (83b26-84b2) 
敦研 339[4] 936 (82a5-84c29) 
敦研 339[5] 936 (82c13-84c29) 
敦研 340 510 (778b7-779a2) 
敦研 342 1806 (454c23-463a10) 
敦研 344 936 (82a3-84c29) 
敦研 345 大正藏未収 
敦研 346 1302 (420a3-421a14) 
敦研 347 220 (vol. 5, 183b25-187a22) 
敦研 348 2810 (1046a11-1047a15) 
敦研 349 262 (10b24-11a10) 
敦研 350 1060 (106c26-110a24) 
敦研 351 220 (vol. 6, 166b5-c18) 
敦研 352 374 (575c5-578a29) 
敦研 353 374 (453a1-27) 
敦研 354 2897 (1423a15-b10) 
敦研 355 1331 (535a9-c7) 
敦研 358 典籍名未確定 
敦研 359 典籍名未確定 
敦研 360 典籍名未確定 
敦研 361 典籍名未確定 
敦研 362 典籍名未確定 
敦研 363 262 (11a11-b8) 
敦研 364[1] 1545 (418a16-21) 
敦研 364[2] 1545 (426a19-24) 
敦研 365 374 (452b28-458c22) 
敦研 369V 大正藏未収 
敦研 370 大正藏未収 
敦研 371 374 (585a22-b28) 
敦研 372 184 (468b1-469a12) 
敦研 373 374 (508b10-c17) 
敦研 374 374 (587a26-b25) 
敦研 375 大正藏未収 
敦研 375V 典籍名未確定 
敦研 377 235 (749a20-27) 
敦研 378 440 (153b28-c5) 
敦研 379 262 (19b16-27b9) 
敦研 380 220 (vol. 5, 56a25-62a16) 
永博 1 262 (16b7-19a12) 
永博 2 262 (17b5-19a12) 
永博 3 262 (20a26-27b9) 
永博 4 450 (407a7-408b25) 
甘圖 1 262 (20b25-27b9) 
甘圖 2 374 (581b18-586a20) 
甘圖 3 262 (19a18-27b9) 
甘圖 4 235 (749a17-752c2) 
甘圖 5 220 (vol. 6, 409b28-414a21) 
甘圖 6 1579 (406b14-411b23) 
甘圖 7 1808 (492b14-501b26) 
甘圖 8 262 (37a25-46b14) 
甘圖 9 220 (vol. 7, 247c16-253a19) 
甘圖 10 1484 (1003b6-c27) 
甘圖 11 262 (22a18-26a25) 
甘圖 12 586 (46a18-47a1) 
甘圖 13 936 (82a3-84c29) 
甘圖 14 1488 (1035c11-1036b6) 
甘圖 15 262 (4b23-5b23) 
甘圖 16 2903 (1445a12-1446a1) 
甘圖 17 665 (447a2-450c15) 
甘圖 18 220 (vol. 7, 1b8-7a15) 
甘圖 19 1302 (420a3-421a14) 
甘圖 20 1302 (420a3-421a14) 
甘圖 21 374 (545a4-b15) 
甘圖 22 223 (272b3-273b3) 
甘圖 23 262 (53b22-55a7) 
甘圖 24 262 (58b18-59b27) 
甘圖 25 2880 (1368b24-1373a28) 
甘圖 26 374 (366a17-371c8) 
甘圖 27 220 (vol. 7, 985a6-b1) 
甘圖 28 665 (444b28-c26) 
甘圖 29 262 (3a3-c3) 
甘圖 30 663 (343b3-344a1) 
甘圖 31 262 (17b23-18c10) 
師大 1 681 (738c19-747b15) 
師大 2 945 (106b2-110a7) 
師大 3 220 (vol. 5, 1b5-5c1) 
師大 4 681 (723b18-730c14) 
師大 5 220 (vol. 6, 1004a2-1009b13) 
師大 6 220 (vol. 6, 371b17-376c5) 
師大 7 大正藏未収 
師大 8 945 (119c2-120c28) 
師大 9 1579 (498c14-502c7) 
師大 10 967 (351c25-352a26) 
師大 11 125 (780b25-c5) 
師大 12 1071 (153b23-154c28) 
師大 13 262 (38b21-39b11) 
師大 14 262 (14b26-15a5) 
師大 15 262 (19c19-20b24) 
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師大 16 262 (38c12-39c17) 
師大 17 1339 (656c14-657c7) 
師大 18 416 (886b21-887a1) 
師大 19 220 (vol. 5, 265c4-26) 
中醫 1 220 (vol. 5, 941b12-944a17) 
中醫 2 220 (vol. 5, 935a26-c9) 
中醫 3 475 (552c20-553b10) 
張博 1 262 (20b25-27b9) 
甘博 1 210 (569a16-574a4) 
甘博 2 671 (565b8-576a12) 
甘博 3 643 (669c11-674a24) 
甘博 4 202 (355a20-357b3) 
甘博 5 1488 (1070a7-1072c24) 
甘博 6 375 (816a4-824a7) 
甘博 7 262 (58b17-59b27) 
甘博 8 262 (20b25-27b9) 
甘博 9 262 (39c8-42a18) 
甘博 10 397 (31a8-36b20) 
甘博 11 220 (vol. 7, 68b8-74a4) 
甘博 12 262 (17b27-19a12) 
甘博 13 374 (468c26-474a20) 
甘博 14 374 (434c21-439b24) 
甘博 15 大正藏未収* 
甘博 16A 2916 (1462a3-19) 
甘博 16B 2909 (1455b23-c11) 
甘博 16C 大正藏未収 
甘博 16E 大正藏未収* 
甘博 16F 2889 (1405a3-19) 
甘博 16G 大正藏未収 
甘博 16H 大正藏未収 
甘博 18 大正藏未収 
甘博 19 664 (362c10-365b10) 
甘博 20 223 (267c17-272a27) 
甘博 21 440 (145b18-149c21) 
甘博 22 275 (379a17-383b10) 
甘博 23 262 (37a9-42a28) 
甘博 24 262 (29b22-34a17) 
甘博 25 262 (39c18-45b14) 
甘博 26 262 (51c8-55a9) 
甘博 27 262 (35c27-36a28) 
甘博 28 223 (232a5-237a5) 
甘博 29 377 (906c17-912a11) 
甘博 30 262 (1c14-10b21) 
甘博 31 262 (37a9-38c29) 
甘博 32 大正藏未収* 
甘博 33 220 (vol. 5, 377c17-382a4) 
甘博 34 384 (1024a23-1025a21) 
甘博 35 279 (194a10-198b26) 
甘博 36 2893 (1411c27-1412c17) 
甘博 37 2880 (1376c5-1380b14) 
甘博 38 大正藏未収 
甘博 39 1428 (922c21-930c5) 
甘博 40 365 (342c14-346b21) 
甘博 41 220 (vol. 5, 292a12-298a1) 
甘博 42 220 (vol. 7, 672a7-676c19) 
甘博 43 220 (vol. 7, 796a24-801c6) 
甘博 44 220 (vol. 6, 998c8-1003c26) 
甘博 45 220 (vol. 7, 133c24-136b19) 
甘博 46 220 (vol. 6, 102b2-107a22) 
甘博 47 220 (vol. 5, 67c25-73b19) 
甘博 48 235 (748c17-752c2) 
甘博 50 586 (54b13-62a22) 
甘博 51 220 (vol. 6, 335c3-340a11) 
甘博 52 220 (vol. 7, 107a18-109b13) 
甘博 53 220 (vol. 6, 292c3-294a29) 
甘博 54 475 (552a5-557a5) 
甘博 55 374 (399c6-400b2) 
甘博 56 1484 (1006b15-1007b27) 
甘博 57 665 (417c22-419c3) 
甘博 58 945 (131a20-132b4) 
甘博 59 1302 (420a3-421a14) 
甘博 60 663 (338b22-340a19) 
甘博 61 220 (vol. 6, 1063c8-1064b8) 
甘博 62 1071 (152a26-154c28) 
甘博 63 220 (vol. 5, 289c6-290a24) 
甘博 64 大正藏未収 
甘博 65 262 (13b12-14c7) 
甘博 66 220 (vol. 5, 268c4-269a17) 
甘博 67 220 (vol. 5, 287c22-289a16) 
甘博 68 366 (346c13-348a28) 
甘博 69 1652 (482b1-c26) 
甘博 70 374 (472b8-473a9) 
甘博 71 492(別本) (755a6-b6) 
甘博 72 278 (490b13-491b5) 
甘博 73 223 (400c22-403b1) 
甘博 74 664 (373b4-374a5) 
甘博 75 262 (17a23-19a12) 
甘博 76 374 (528b1-529a7) 
甘博 77 227 (537b21-538a20) 
甘博 78 475 (547a29-548c27) 
甘博 79 220 (vol. 7, 1095b16-c24) 
甘博 80 664 (391a6-b2) 
甘博 82 416 (887a1-c1) 
甘博 83 665 (403a19-404b26) 
甘博 84 262 (55b27-56c1) 
甘博 85 220 (vol. 6, 901a29-c27) 
甘博 86 235 (749a17-b19) 
甘博 87 235 (749a17-b19) 
甘博 88 262 (56c2-18) 
甘博 89 262 (1c14-2a14) 
甘博 90 1339 (657c7-658a8) 
甘博 91 262 (39b27-c17) 
甘博 92 262 (33a5-19) 
甘博 93 220 (vol. 5, 279a26-b24) 
甘博 94 235 (749c7-750a3) 
甘博 95 262 (37a9-b8) 
甘博 96 2919 (1463a24-b21) 
甘博 97 235 (748c23-749a17) 
甘博 98 262 (56c19-57a3) 
甘博 99 235 (752b6-c3) 
甘博 100 1458 (597a10-b10) 
甘博 101 大正藏未収 
甘博 102 156 (124a18-142b16) 
甘博 103 大正藏未収 
甘博 104 大正藏未収 
甘博 105 586 (33a22-40b20) 
甘博 106 586 (33a22-47a1) 
甘博 107 大正藏未収* 
甘博 108 1804 (104c5-129a13) 
甘博 109 1804 (129a17-156c26) 
甘博 110 大正藏未収 
甘博 111 936 (82a3-84c29) 
甘博 112 936 (82a3-84c29) 
甘博 113 936 (82a3-84c29) 
甘博 114 936 (82a3-84c29) 
甘博 115 936 (82a3-84c29) 
甘博 116 936 (82a3-84c29) 
甘博 117 936 (82a3-84c29) 
甘博 118 936 (82a3-84c29) 
甘博 119 936 (82a3-84c29) 
甘博 120 397 (49c18-50c12) 
甘博 121 220 (vol. 5, 548b24-552b29) 
甘博 122 310 (239a16-b4) 
甘博 123 220 (vol. 6, 399a10-b28) 
甘博 124 664 (384a2-b29) 
甘博 125[1] 220 (vol. 6, 644b1-648b6) 
甘博 126 典籍名未確定 
甘博 127 典籍名未確定 
甘博 128 998 (578a19-28) 




甘博 130 2885 (1399a20-1401c9) 
甘博 131 262 (38c13-39a16) 
甘博 132 374 (442a3-444c3) 
甘博 136 224 (471c2-474a23) 
甘博 138[1] 374 (368c27-369a26) 
甘博 138[2] 374 (367b1-c28) 
高博 1 235 (748c17-752c3) 
高博 2 262 (20b25-27b9) 
高博 3 262 (37a14-46b14) 
定博 1 310 (83b15-84a22) 
定博 2 262 (57c9-59b27) 
定博 3 936 (82a3-84c29) 
定博 4 665 (430b24-432c10) 
定博 5 936 (82a3-84c29) 
定博 6 大正藏未収* 
定博 7 220 (vol. 5, 529a9-530a13) 
定博 7V 大正藏未収 
定博 8 665 (428c11-429a3) 
定博 9 220 (vol. 5, 470c10-24) 
敦博 1 374 (507c17-508a5) 
敦博 2 374 (389c16-390a11) 
敦博 3 184 (469a12-469b20) 
敦博 4 224 (448c6-29) 
敦博 5 278 (748c25-755b16) 
敦博 6 374 (586c24-587a26) 
敦博 7 224 (445a19-445b17) 
敦博 8 374 (376c4-377c28) 
敦博 9 375 (657a29-b26) 
敦博 11 262 (50b23-51c7) 
敦博 12 262 (46a2-b13) 
敦博 13 1581 (896c5-897b9) 
敦博 14 374 (367a11-c24) 
敦博 15 374 (458c26-459a13) 
敦博 16 157 (182c12-183a2) 
敦博 17 374 (595c5-c20) 
敦博 18 374 (503a15-b15) 
敦博 19 227 (578a23-b17) 
敦博 20 大正藏未収* 
敦博 21 544 (839b15-c3) 
敦博 22 642 (633c12-634a20) 
敦博 23 1488 (1055b25-c18) 
敦博 24 374 (528a23-b22) 
敦博 25 227 (579a21-b10) 
敦博 26 663 (341b2-20) 
敦博 27 227 (578c4-579a21) 
敦博 28 663 (342c25-343a26) 
敦博 29 262 (1c14-2a11) 
敦博 30 典籍名未確定 
敦博 31 475 (540c16-541a5) 
敦博 32 185 (475b13-c14) 
敦博 33 262 (3a7-c20) 
敦博 34 典籍名未確定 
敦博 35 1509 (312b2-312c9) 
敦博 36 1585 (35c2-36b5) 
敦博 37 220 (vol. 5, 961c9-962a10) 
敦博 38A 大正藏未収 
敦博 38B 大正藏未収 
敦博 39 大正藏未収* 
敦博 40 665 (426c10-427b13) 
敦博 41 374 (390b11-396c11) 
敦博 42 262 (28a9-37a2) 
敦博 43 220 (vol. 6, 605a22-610b7) 
敦博 44 374 (515b19-516a6) 
敦博 45 220 (vol. 6, 186a25-186b24) 
敦博 46 220 (vol. 7, 925a20-925c27) 
敦博 47 676 (703b10-704b24) 
敦博 48 262 (3c16-6c6) 
敦博 49 450 (404c24-408b25) 
敦博 50 374 (562c26-568b21) 
敦博 51 945 (151b19-155b4) 
敦博 52 235 (748c17-752c2) 
敦博 53 235 (748c17-752b19) 
敦博 54(1) 262 (50b3-50b26) 
敦博 54(2) 262 (50a20-27) 
敦博 55 262 (52c3-55a9) 
敦博 56(1) 80 (891a17-895b20) 
敦博 56(2) 2903 (1445a10-1446a1) 
敦博 57(1) 310 (261a10-261b9) 
敦博 57(2) 310 (274c19-275a22) 
敦博 58 220 (vol. 5, 385b7-385c4) 
敦博 59 936 (82a3-84c29) 
敦博 60 936 (84b1-84c29) 
敦博 61 936 (82a3-84c29) 
敦博 62 936 (82a3-84c29) 
敦博 63 936 (82a3-84c29) 
敦博 64 936 (82a3-84c29) 
敦博 65 2735 (84b13-86a11) 
敦博 66 936 (82a3-84c29) 
敦博 67 220 (vol. 7, 550b260551c7) 
敦博 68 936 (82a3-84c29) 
敦博 69 936 (82a3-84c29) 
敦博 70 大正藏未収 
敦博 71 大正藏未収 
敦博 71VA 大正藏未収 
敦博 71VB 大正藏未収 
敦博 71VC 大正藏未収 
敦博 72 262 (32c9-39c17) 
敦博 73 262 (26a24-27b9) 
敦博 74 262 (55a26-56a16) 
敦博 75 936 (82a3-84c29) 
敦博 77A 大正藏未収* 
敦博 77B 大正藏未収* 
敦博 77C 大正藏未収* 
敦博 77D 大正藏未収* 
敦博 77F 大正藏未収* 
敦博 78 374 (406a1-26) 
敦博 79 235 (750c22-751c29) 
敦博 80 936 (82a3-84c29) 
敦博 82 典籍名未確定 
中書 1 210 (559b6-22) 
中書 2 442 (312b28-313a1) 
中書 3 1646 (332a6-24) 
中書 4 大正藏未収 
中書 5 262 (7b26-c10) 
中書 6 374 (447c12-25) 
中書 7 221 (130a2-18) 
中書 8 374 (572c6-573a3) 
中書 9 440 (135a15-b12) 
中書 10 223 (286a19-25) 
中書 11 374 (531a14-22) 
中書 12 1488 (1049a7-12) 
中書 13 222 (149b26-152b2) 
中書 14 374 (404b1-411a6) 
中書 15 374 (379a13-384c25) 
中書 16 262 (32a16-33b19) 
中書 17 397 (202c18-203a14) 
中書 18 235 (750a22-c22) 
中書 19 374 (562c21-568b21) 
中書 20 262 (59c12-62b1) 
中書 21 262 (28b8-36c9) 
中書 22 大正藏未収 
中書 23 262 
中書 24 262 (32c23-35c18) 
中書 25 220 (vol. 5, 914b7-918a7) 
中書 26 235 (751b16-c13) 
中書 27 262 (56c17-58b7) 
中書 28 235 (750a19-752c3) 
中書 29 223 (301b21-302a8) 
中書 30 235 (748c17-752c3) 
中書 31 220 (vol. 6, 1015b25-1020c4) 
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中書 32 262 (39c18-46b14) 
中書 33 262 (32a5-b15) 
中書 34 262 (56b18-57a19) 
中書 35 262 (29b22-37a1) 
中書 36 大正藏未収 
中書 37 262 (10b24-11a8) 
中書 38 235 (748c17-749b10) 
中書 39 665 (447a2-450c15) 
中書 40 665 (411a11-413c6) 
中書 41 374 (393a12-29) 
中書 42 大正藏未収 
中書 44 262 (58a10-17) 
中書 45 大正藏未収 
中書 46 大正藏未収 
中書 47 262 (38b8-13) 
中書 48 262 (37a5-9) 
中書 49 1331 (530c2-10) 
中書 50 262 (57b23-c2) 
中書 51 220 (vol. 7, 374c13-375a13) 
中書 52 262 (56c11-28) 
中書 53 大正藏未収 
中書 55 262 (35c18-27) 
中書 56 262 (29c8-32c23) 
中書 57 220 (vol. 6, 614a24-615b19) 
中書 58 262 (55a20-56b29) 
中書 59 220 (vol. 6, 86c16-87a15) 
中書 60 936 (82a6-84c29) 
中書 61 171 (418c18-424a24) 
中書 62 220 (vol. 7, 704a2-707c10) 
中書 63 665 (413c27-417c16) 
中書 64 665 (417c19-418b3) 
中書 65 大正藏未収 
中書 66 262 (19c10-20b24) 
中書 67 1429 (1015a18-1023a11) 
中書 69 2897 (1423b11-20) 
中書 71 665 (453c6-454a26) 
中書 72 大正藏未収 
中書 74 大正藏未収 
中書 75 大正藏未収 
中書 77 2832 (1270b13-17) 
中書 78[1] 大正藏未収 
中書 78[2] 734 (535b11-17) 
中書 79 2827 (1244c25-1245b9) 
中書 86 220 (vol. 5, 858b11-860c16) 
中書 87 220 (vol. 6, 721c29-722c19) 
中書 88 220 (vol. 6, 53c16-56c3) 
中書 89 220 (vol. 7, 991c12-993a18) 
中書 90 262 (16b7-17a12) 
中書 91 262 (39b29-40a3) 
中書 92 262 (21a23-29) 
中書 93 262 (42b2-46b14) 
中文 1 1558 (62c18-23) 
中文 2 1558 (63b1-5) 
中文 3 1558 (63b1-3) 
中文 4 1558 (63b6-8) 
中文 5 1558 (63b9-12) 
中文 6 1558 (63b26-c4) 
中文 7 1558 (63c4-7) 
中文 8 1558 (63c9-12) 
中文 9 1558 (64a3-15) 
中文 10 1558 (64a16-18) 
中文 11 1558 (64a16-17) 
中文 12 1558 (64a18-24) 
中文 13 1558 (64a17-22) 
中文 14 1558 (64a23-25) 
中文 18 1431 
中文 19 大正藏未収* 
中文 20 251 (848c19-21) 
中文 24 374 (594b25-c5) 
中文 25 374 (390b18-c7) 
中文 26 374 (601b25-29) 
中文 28 374 (479a26-29) 
中文 29 374 (411a5-5) 
中文 30 374 (541a11-12) 
中文 31 374 (529a1-2) 
中文 32 374 (427b16-17) 
中文 33 374 (557c20-21) 
中文 34 374 (550a11-15) 
中文 35 374 (550a11-12) 
中文 36 374 (453a29-b1) 
中文 37 374 (371b16-20) 
中文 38 374 (451a21-22) 
中文 39 374 (479c5-15) 
中文 40 374 (479c8-13) 
中文 41 374 (579a28-b4) 
中文 42 375 (627a20-23) 
中文 43 374 (390a14-18) 
中文 44 374 (429a8-14) 
中文 48 374 (463b1-2) 
中文 49 374 (380b29-c2) 
中文 50 374 (515b19-27) 
中文 53 大正藏未収 
中文 57 220 (vol. 6, 150a17-22) 
中文 59 310 (556a10-15) 
中文 60 310 (272a28-29) 
中文 65 278 (549a18-19) 
中文 67 2871 (1344b9-10) 
中文 70 1509 (135c24-25) 
中文 74 1484 (1004c9-10) 
中文 75 221 (43c20-21) 
中文 76 221 (11c27-29) 
中文 79 967 (349c9-19) 
中文 80 440 (138c7-8) 
中文 82 1331 (535c23-24) 
中文 84 1161 (661a8-11) 
中文 92 664 (381b6-14) 
中文 95 235 (749a22-26) 
中文 96 235 (749a10-11) 
中文 100 2735 (73b1-2) 
中文 103 670 (510a9-11) 
中文 104 670 (510c6-11) 
中文 112 262 (62a9-12) 
中文 117 262 (25b18-27b8) 
中文 119 262 (47a2-4) 
中文 121 262 (31a5-16) 
中文 122 262 (41c11-15) 
中文 123 262 (52b20-22) 
中文 124 262 (42b10-13) 
中文 125 262 (38c9-11) 
中文 126 262 (19c20-22) 
中文 141 262 (36b23-24) 
中文 142 262 (5a22-b1) 
中文 144 1723 (832b12-15) 
中文 145 1723 (835a18-20) 
中文 146 大正藏未収 
中文 151 1581 (895b19-26) 
中文 154 671 (553c2-3) 
中文 160 1428 (728b4-6) 
中文 162 大正藏未収 
中文 163 475 
中文 165 475 (538c10-17) 
中文 166 475 (540a16-20) 
中文 167 475 (540a28-b10) 
中文 168 475 (540c2-8) 
中文 169 大正藏未収 
中文 170 大正藏未収 
中文 174 360 (271b26-29) 
中文 179 203 (461b17-19) 
中文 180 125 (740c24-25) 




中歴 37 278 (618b23-c29) 
中歴 38 1509 (424b19-429b16) 
中歴 39 1509 (162a7-168a27) 
中歴 40(1) 278 (613b18-28) 
中歴 40(2) 278 (622a21-b11) 
中歴 41(1) 262 (42b1-12) 
中歴 41(2) 262 (43b10-c2) 
中歴 41(3) 262 (46a20-b13) 
中歴 42 223 (392b11-398a6) 
中歴 44(1) 374 (391b6-17) 
中歴 44(2) 374 (398a4-12) 
中歴 45(1) 672 (587b13-23) 
中歴 45(2) 672 (590b25-c13) 
中歴 45(3) 672 (594a19-28) 
中歴 46(1) 665 (428b24-c7) 
中歴 46(2) 665 (432b3-13) 
中歴 46(3) 665 (432c4-9) 
中歴 47(1) 220 (vol. 5, 153c9-16) 
中歴 47(2) 220 (vol. 5, 159a18-25) 
中歴 48(1) 1579 (411c7-29) 
中歴 48(2) 1579 (416c27-417a17) 
浙江 1 125 (549c6-550a18) 
浙江 2 220 (vol. 6, 1029b7-c19) 
浙江 3 223 (219b23-220b26) 
浙江 4 235 (749c21-750a20) 
浙江 5 235 (751a24-b25) 
浙江 6 235 (751b13-752a16) 
浙江 7 262 (3c2-4b6) 
浙江 8 262 (19a18-27b9) 
浙江 9 262 (34b23-35c26) 
浙江 10 262 (42a29-46b14) 
浙江 11 262 (42a29-c6) 
浙江 12 278 (658a14-663b18) 
浙江 13 374 (475b9-26) 
浙江 14 374 (602a28-603c25) 
浙江 15 665 (417c22-422b21) 
浙江 16 665 (446c17-447b20) 
浙江 17 672 (605b26-607b15) 
浙江 18 1509 (105c2-106b5) 
浙江 19 1646 (307c10-308a3) 
浙江 20 大正藏未収 
浙江 21 262 (59b28-62b1) 
浙江 22 410 (707c12-708b15) 
浙江 23 664 (382a8-385c10) 
浙江 24 665 (418b2-419a4) 
浙江 25 223 (343c17-346c27) 
浙江 26 2879 (1362c13-1368b19) 
浙江 27 1509 (678a2-684b5) 
浙江 28 1509 (562b8-570a10) 
浙江 29 167 (409b12-410a4) 
浙江 30 262 (1c18-10b21) 
浙江 31 220 (vol. 7, 144b10-149c23) 
浙江 32 262 (21c3-22c2) 
浙江 33 235 (750c7-751c4) 
浙江 34 374 (429b2-431a29) 
浙江 49 1823 (948b18-19) 
浙江 51 251 (848c4-9) 
浙江 56 475 (537a3-8) 
浙江 57 220 (vol. 7, 986a2-8) 
浙江 58 220 (vol. 7, 989a13-b1) 
浙江 59 220 (vol. 7, 986c18-987a19) 
浙江 60 2897 (1423b17-1424b9) 
浙江 61 2851 (1300b4-24) 
浙江 62 2851 (1300b4-c18) 
浙江 63 典籍名未確定 
浙江 64 220 (vol. 5, 376c6-382b5) 
浙江 66 1425 (268a12-27) 
浙江 67 1823 (978c4-20) 
浙江 68 1331 (535c24-536a12) 
浙江 69 大正藏未収 
浙江 72 大正藏未収 
浙江 73 1429 (1021c7-27) 
浙江 74 大正藏未収 
浙江 75 440 (118c22-27) 
浙江 76(1) 374 (601c23-28) 
浙江 76(2) 375 (850a21-26) 
浙江 77(1) 440 (145a3-11) 
浙江 77(2) 441 (238a14-22) 
浙江 78 447 (377a7-14) 
浙江 79 大正藏未収 
浙江 80(1) 440 (123a18-21) 
浙江 80(2) 441 (201b14-16) 
浙江 81 1910 (977a27-b1) 
浙江 82 1511 (793c21-794a9) 
浙江 83 837 (893b16-22) 
浙江 84 1331 (535a1-5) 
浙江 85 262 (46b3-14) 
浙江 86 220 (vol. 7, 515c24-516a10) 
浙江 87 235 (749c1-29) 
浙江 88 1451 (307b23-c7) 
浙江 89 222 (163b6-21) 
浙江 90 374 (390a26-b8) 
浙江 91 1509 (83a18-25) 
浙江 92 220 (vol. 6, 998b5-17) 
浙江 93 374 (601c6-15) 
浙江 94 262 (19c10-17) 
浙江 95 大正藏未収 
浙江 96 441 (300a13-26) 
浙江 97 440 (127b27-c3) 
浙江 98 220 (vol. 7, 718c15-719a8) 
浙江 99 大正藏未収 
浙江 102 大正藏未収 
浙江 103 大正藏未収 
浙江 105 374 (472a15-21) 
浙江 106 1060 (106a24-b3) 
浙江 107 440 (153c28-154a5) 
浙江 108 665 (437c16-25) 
浙江 110 220 (vol. 6, 890a22-27) 
浙江 111 441 (236a13-15) 
浙江 112 1437 (487c20-488a22) 
浙江 115 2897 (1422b17-c12) 
浙江 118 156 (157c3-11) 
浙江 119 374 (475a6-16) 
浙江 120 262 (22b24-c3) 
浙江 121 1579 (482b16-23) 
浙江 122 672 (624b25-c18) 
浙江 123 220 (vol. 7, 537c1-16) 
浙江 124 664 (373a6-21) 
浙江 125 441 (237c6-19) 
浙江 126 大正藏未収 
浙江 127 220 (vol. 5, 728c10-19) 
浙江 128 447 (377b7-16) 
浙江 130 262 (32b12-21) 
浙江 134 251 (848c16-24) 
浙江 136 1425 (266a6-19) 
浙江 137 1425 (266a19-b1) 
浙江 138 1511 (786b28-c25) 
浙江 144(1) 440 (153c21-28) 
浙江 144(2) 441 (253a6-13) 
浙江 145 440 (153c16-20) 
浙江 146 262 (43a9-17) 
浙江 147 264 (171c1-19) 
浙江 148 264 (179a14-23) 
浙江 149 262 (19b16-21) 
浙江 151 220 (vol. 7, 32c21-33a4) 
浙江 152 475 (556b19-27) 
浙江 153 475 (556c26-557a4) 
浙江 157 671 (563c1-8) 
浙江 158 310 (645a16-29) 
浙江 159 220 (vol. 5, 517a2-9) 
敦煌出土仏典・大正蔵典籍番号対照表 
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浙江 160 220 (vol. 5, 448c3-449a1) 
浙江 161 大正藏未収 
浙江 162 大正藏未収 
浙江 163 1 (127b20-c7) 
浙江 164 580 (962c18-28) 
浙江 166 441 (243a2-21) 
浙江 167 220 (vol. 6, 291a11-b1) 
浙江 169 220 (vol. 5, 541b26-c2) 
浙江 170 1579 (382c26-383a14) 
浙江 171 1579 (383a28-b16) 
浙江 176 大正藏未収 
浙江 177 大正藏未収 
浙江 178 大正藏未収 
浙江 181 220 (vol. 7, 40b12-27) 
浙江 182 220 (vol. 7, 40b12-15) 
浙江 183 220 (vol. 6, 524c23-525a19) 
浙江 184 220 (vol. 5, 803a2-15) 
浙江 185 220 (vol. 5, 74a7-17) 
浙江 186 220 (vol. 6, 663c29-664a12) 
浙江 187 251 (848c4-23) 
浙江 188 大正藏未収* 
浙江 189 440 (136a28-c17) 
浙江 190 665 (437c16-438a16) 
浙江 191 440 (136a13-28) 
浙江 192 441 (302b21-29) 
浙江 193 262 (32b16-37a2) 
浙江 194 262 (29b22-37a2) 
浙江 195 1451 (257a24-258b26) 
浙江 196 大正藏未収* 
浙江 197 665 (433a27-b4) 
浙江 198 475 (548b18-24) 
浙江 199 2814 (1160a8-13) 
北区 1, 115:8 1462 (755c21-27) 
北区 2, 125:1 475 (554c14-555a26) 
北区 3, 125:28 1668 (668b16-17) 
北区 4, 127:17 279 (410b29-c4) 
北区 5, 128:1 125 (649a28-b4) 
北区 6, 128:2 99 (245c26-246a18) 
北区 7[1], 128:18 220 (vol. 7, 26c1-35) 
北区 7[2], 128:18 220 (vol. 7, 25c5-26b14) 
北区 8, 128:20 236 (756a13-14) 
北区 9, 128:21 671 (576a10-11) 
北区 10, 140:8 1509 (565a19-24) 
北区 11, 140:9 310 (34a19-20) 
北区 12, 151:1 665 (424b15-23) 
北区 13, 151:2-1 665 (406c26-407a8) 
北区 14, 152:2-1 665 (452c18-20) 
北区 15, 151:3 450 (406a14-18) 
北区 16, 157:7 262 (27a5-12) 
北区 17, 159:3-1 262 (42a15-c16) 
北区 18, 159:3-2 262 (42c22-23) 
北区 19, 464:35 262 (19c2-7) 
北区 20, 175:4 262 (52c4-29) 
北区 21[1], 175:5-1 262 (53a20-b3) 
北区 21[2], 175:5-2 262 (53b26-28) 
北区 21[3], 175:5-3 262 (53c7-21) 
北区 22, 175:6 262 (51c9-52a9) 
北区 23, 159:2 1161 (664c9-14) 
北区 24, 464:1 1190 (831c18-832a2) 
北区 25, 464:2 1521 (60b5-8) 
北区 27, 464:38 220 (vol. 5, 413c8-11) 
北区 28, 464:39-1 220 (vol. 7, 918c9-13) 
北区 29, 464:39-2 220 (vol. 7, 918c24-29) 
北区 30, 464:66 220 (vol. 7, 473a10-16) 
北区 31, 163:47 220 (vol. 5, 834c23-29) 
北区 32[1], 172:5-1 220 (vol. 7, 364c14-15) 
北区 32[2], 172:5-2 220 (vol. 7, 716c22-25) 
北区 32[3], 172:5-3 220 (vol. 7, 716c27-29) 
北区 32[4], 172:5-4 220 (vol. 7, 717a11-18) 
北区 32[5], 172:5-5 220 (vol. 7, 717a26-28) 
北区 33, 464:33-1 1 (107c27-108a1) 
北区 34, 464:33-1V 1 (107c5-7) 
北区 35, 464:65 663 (341b16-23) 
北区 36, 464:67 967 (352a14-19) 
北区 37, 464:77 279 (289a6-11) 
北区 39, 168:1 310 (533a28-b7) 
北区 40, 168:39 大正藏未収 
北区 41, 175:1 2878 (1361b19-22) 
北区 42[1], 175:2-1 1331 (535a3-17) 
北区 42[2], 175:2-2 1331 (533c11-22) 
北区 42[3], 175:2-3 1331 (535a29-b4) 
北区 43, 175:3 1331 (532b16-c20) 
北区 44, 175:7 1331 (534b26-c27) 
北区 45[1], 175:8-1 1331 (533b23-26) 
北区 45[2], 175:8-2 1331 (533b28-c3) 
北区 45[3], 175:8-3 1331 (535b12-19) 
北区 45[4], 175:8-4 1331 (535b21-21) 
石谷 1 375 (798a25-28) 
石谷 2 大正藏未収 
石谷 3 大正藏未収 
石谷 4 大正藏未収 
石谷 5 大正藏未収 
石谷 6 典籍名未確定 
石谷 7 典籍名未確定 
石谷 8 典籍名未確定 
石谷 9 典籍名未確定 
石谷 10 278 (621a1-6) 
石谷 11 278 (556c12-23) 
石谷 12 278 (447b6-10) 
石谷 13 374 (488a25-b1) 
石谷 14 360 (270a14-23) 
石谷 15 374 (498c7-16) 
石谷 16 典籍名未確定 
石谷 17 397 (73b10-15) 
石谷 18 1509 (108b20-24) 
石谷 19 典籍名未確定 
石谷 20 586 (33b10-21) 
石谷 21 2795 (697a1-13) 
石谷 22 典籍名未確定 
石谷 23 2814 (1137a28-b4) 
石谷 24 典籍名未確定 
石谷 25 典籍名未確定 
石谷 26 1764 (672a18-b6) 
石谷 27 2777 (440a9-24) 
石谷 28 220 (vol. 6, 523c21-524a26) 
石谷 29 典籍名未確定 
石谷 30 典籍名未確定 
石谷 31 2770 (363c17-364a27) 
石谷 32 262 (13a26-b9) 
石谷 33 262 (13a9-14) 
石谷 34 475 (537a18-22) 
石谷 35 大正藏未収 
石谷 36 大正藏未収* 
石谷 37 374 (519b3-13) 
石谷 38 441 (265c25-28) 
石谷 39 278 (782a28-b12) 
石谷 40 大正藏未収 
石谷 41 278 (529a12-17) 
石谷 42 475 (546a6-16) 
石谷 43 475 (546b12-18) 
石谷 44 235 (749b22-c4) 
石谷 45 262 (42b12-15) 
石谷 46 440 (138b29-c7) 
石谷 47[1] 1360 (878a16-28) 
石谷 47[2] 1361(附) (878b3-18) 
石谷 49 1551 (845c26-846a4) 
石谷 50 663 (358b14-23) 
石谷 51 374 (385a17-22) 
石谷 52 235 (751b6-13) 




石谷 54 279 (53c23-28) 
石谷 55 374 (366c20-24) 
石谷 56 1484 (1005b4-7) 
石谷 57 220 (vol. 5, 349a3-10) 
石谷 58 大正藏未収* 
石谷 59 大正藏未収* 
石谷 61 475 (537a3-9) 
石谷 62 450 (404c12-17) 
石谷 63 大正藏未収* 
石谷 64 大正藏未収* 
石谷 65 大正藏未収* 
石谷 66 374 (491b3-16) 
石谷 67 262 (11c14-27) 
石谷 68 1560 (311a12-16) 
石谷 69 310 (515c28-516a5) 
石谷 70 1646 (287c27-288a2) 
石谷 71 665 (438a15-18) 
石谷 74 典籍名未確定 
石谷 76 大正藏未収* 
石谷 77 大正藏未収* 
石谷 78 大正藏未収* 
石谷 79 典籍名未確定 
石谷 80 典籍名未確定 
中圖 1 278 (631c12-633c13) 
中圖 2 278 (633c16-637c10) 
中圖 3[1] 279 (48c23-49a20) 
中圖 3[2] 262 (2b20-c22) 
中圖 3[3] 262 (2a28-b19) 
中圖 4 279 (355b26-359c25) 
中圖 5 342 (149a21-153c9) 
中圖 6 366 (347b18-348a29) 
中圖 7 367 (351b1-23) 
中圖 8 936 (82a3-84c29) 
中圖 9 936 (82a3-84c29) 
中圖 10 936 (83c5-84c29) 
中圖 11 936 (83b21-84c29) 
中圖 12 936 (82c11-84c29) 
中圖 13 397 (74c13-79a22) 
中圖 14 410 (711a5-712a10) 
中圖 15 大正藏未収 
中圖 16 大正藏未収 
中圖 17 2897 (1423a10-1425b3) 
中圖 18 672 (610a12-614c1) 
中圖 19 672 (618b12-630c27) 
中圖 20 475 (539c26-544a19) 
中圖 21 665 (403b8-405c13) 
中圖 22 665 (404a11-405b15) 
中圖 23 663 (340c16-358a29) 
中圖 24 665 (427b23-432c10) 
中圖 25 665 (444b4-450c15) 
中圖 26 665 (438b9-439c18) 
中圖 27 665 (440a17-441a26) 
中圖 28[1] 663 (341c2-344c20) 
中圖 28[2] 663 (341b13-c2) 
中圖 29 663 (349a29-353c20) 
中圖 30 156 (124c23-130b3) 
中圖 31 2887 (1403c10-1404a23) 
中圖 32 大正藏未収 
中圖 33 220 (vol. 5, 27b11-28a16) 
中圖 34 220 (vol. 6, 32a11-37b11) 
中圖 35 220 (vol. 6, 161a26-166b2) 
中圖 36 220 (vol. 6, 248a6-289a10) 
中圖 37 220 (vol. 6, 361a2-266a27) 
中圖 38[1] 220 (vol. 7, 537b18-c17) 
中圖 38[2] 1543 (864b19-23) 
中圖 38[3] 672 (598c19-25) 
中圖 39 220 (vol. 7, 683c19-689b14) 
中圖 40 220 (vol. 6, 930a9-b8) 
中圖 41 220 (vol. 7, 1024c24-1029b11) 
中圖 42 220 (vol. 6, 596b21-597a17) 
中圖 43 223 (217c4-221c10) 
中圖 44[1] 223 (383c9-384a9) 
中圖 44[2] 262 (55b13-56b29) 
中圖 45 222 (161c15-166c29) 
中圖 46 220 (vol. 7, 702c8-703b4) 
中圖 47 235 (748c17-751c4) 
中圖 48 235 (749a26-750b19) 
中圖 49 235 (750a16-752c2) 
中圖 50 1509 (432a15-b24) 
中圖 51 大正藏未収 
中圖 52 262 (49a2-54c21) 
中圖 53 262 (2a28-10b21) 
中圖 54 262 (6b24-10b21) 
中圖 55 262 (1c14-10b21) 
中圖 56 262 (4b16-6c6) 
中圖 57[1] 262 (1c14-2a17) 
中圖 57[2] 262 (12a7-b9) 
中圖 57[3] 262 (37b8-c15) 
中圖 57[4] 262 (37a9-b6) 
中圖 58 262 (5b24-10b21) 
中圖 59 262 (10c7-19a12) 
中圖 60 262 (22c10-27b9) 
中圖 61 262 (30b28-32b14) 
中圖 62 262 (37b23-46b14) 
中圖 63 262 (39c4-46b14) 
中圖 64 262 (38b27-41a7) 
中圖 65 262 (42a29-44a4) 
中圖 66 262 (47c10-55a9) 
中圖 67 262 (20c11-27b9) 
中圖 68A 262 (61b19-62b1) 
中圖 68B 262 (55a12-b14) 
中圖 68C 262 (37a9-c8) 
中圖 68D 279 (11a12-c21) 
中圖 69 262 (56a14-62b1) 
中圖 70 262 (55c14-62b1) 
中圖 71 262 (59a3-62b1) 
中圖 72[1] 441 (205b9-16) 
中圖 72[2] 441 (265a5-21) 
中圖 73 374 (398b17-404a29) 
中圖 74 374 (435b15-439b24) 
中圖 75 374 (581a16-586c24) 
中圖 76 374 (594c7-598b15) 
中圖 77 374 (515c7-516a6) 
中圖 78[1] 374 (413c23-416c9) 
中圖 78[2] 1484 (1004a23-1009c8) 
中圖 78[3] 1484 (1003c29-1004a22) 
中圖 78[4] 1484 (1003a19-b2) 
中圖 78[5] 2851 (1300b7-14) 
中圖 79 374 (477a7-480c27) 
中圖 80 375 (673c10-681c7) 
中圖 81 374 (390b16-398a12) 
中圖 82 374 (411b11-417c1) 
中圖 83 374 (439b28-445b20) 
中圖 84 374 (454a18-456c26) 
中圖 85 374 (463a15-468c25) 
中圖 86 374 (469c22-475a4) 
中圖 87 374 (565a10-568b21) 
中圖 88 1488 (1069c8-1075c2) 
中圖 89 大正藏未収 
中圖 90 大正藏未収 
中圖 91 2792 (659a3-660a2) 
中圖 92 大正藏未収 
中圖 93 大正藏未収 
中圖 94 2795 (691a8-711c24) 
中圖 95 1509 (503a17-509a5) 
中圖 96 1509 (645b6-651c2) 
中圖 97 大正藏未収 
中圖 98 1522 (181c5-186a20) 
中圖 99 大正藏未収 
中圖 100 681 (727b7-730c14) 
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中圖 101 945 (107c13-110a7) 
中圖 102 450 (404c26-408b25) 
中圖 103 1331 (533a16-535a28) 
中圖 104 967 (350a11-352a26) 
中圖 105 1331 (512a10-514c28) 
中圖 106 1302 (420a10-421a14) 
中圖 107 1077 (185b12-186b1) 
中圖 108 262 (57b22-58b7) 
中圖 109 262 (56c18-58b7) 
中圖 110 大正藏未収* 
中圖 111 2879 (1364b18-1366a18) 
中圖 112 2882 (1383b20-1384b26) 
中圖 113 2917(A) (1462a24-b8) 
中圖 114 2871 (1347a10-1348c22) 
中圖 115 278 (756b7-762a29) 
中圖 116 1511 (790b10-c28) 
中圖 117 156 (155c29-161b5) 
中圖 118[1] 653 (791a15-b8) 
中圖 118[2] 278 (783b11-c23) 
中圖 118[3] 665 (408b24-409b8) 
中圖 119[1] 262 (13b15-15a10) 
中圖 119[2] 262 (44b14-45b5) 
中圖 119[3] 2901 (1433a26-1434a13) 
中圖 121 2777 (458a25-473a1) 
中圖 122 2778 (501b10-504b26) 
中圖 123 2778 (501b7-508b5) 
中圖 124 2778 (501b7-508c12) 
中圖 125 2782 (549a10-552c13) 
中圖 125V 大正藏未収* 
中圖 126 1775 (377a15-380a25) 
中圖 127 大正藏未収* 
中圖 128 2787 (603a8-604c1) 
中圖 129 2145 
中圖 130 2810 (1046a11-1048a6) 
中圖 131 大正藏未収 
中圖 132 大正藏未収 
中圖 133 2015 (410a2-413a16) 
中圖 134 1509 (287a12-c15) 
中圖 135 大正藏未収 
中圖 136 大正藏未収 
中圖 137 2916 (1462a3-19) 
中圖 138 大正藏未収 
中圖 139 2830(A) (1268b25-c18) 
中圖 140 2735 (93a20-100c14) 
中圖 140V 2124 (201a1-24) 
中圖 143[3] 251 (848c4-11) 
傳圖 2 220 (vol. 5, 193b6-198a14) 
傳圖 3 220 (vol. 7, 120a16-27) 
傳圖 4 大正藏未収 
傳圖 5 223 (404c10-407b2) 
傳圖 6 大正藏未収 
傳圖 7 235 (748c17-752c3) 
傳圖 8 235 (750c20-751b5) 
傳圖 9 235 (751b5-752c3) 
傳圖 10 262 (17b4-c2) 
傳圖 11 262 (25b21-27b9) 
傳圖 12 262 (55b8-56b16) 
傳圖 13 262 (55a21-56b18) 
傳圖 14 345 (158b11-161b8) 
傳圖 15 365 (343a18-346b21) 
傳圖 16 397 (225a23-c14) 
傳圖 17 374 (401a3-14) 
傳圖 18 大正藏未収 
傳圖 19 374 (511b12-516a6) 
傳圖 20 374 (517c15-522a27) 
傳圖 21 大正藏未収 
傳圖 22 475 (537b25-544a19) 
傳圖 23 475 (537a3-543c22) 
傳圖 24 586 (54c24-62a22) 
傳圖 25 665 (417c19-420a19) 
傳圖 26-1 936 (82a5-84c29) 
傳圖 26-2 936 (82a3-84c29) 
傳圖 26-3 936 (82a3-84c28) 
傳圖 27 1154 (640b4-642b5) 
傳圖 28 大正藏未収 
傳圖 29-A 1428 (570a29-571a2) 
傳圖 30 1428 (999a6-c1) 
傳圖 31 1488 (1051c28-1052b17) 
傳圖 32 1509 (609c9-613b21) 
傳圖 33 1721 (483c22-489c15) 
傳圖 33V 2735 (88c9-93b27) 
傳圖 34-1 大正藏未収 
傳圖 34V 大正藏未収 
傳圖 35-1 大正藏未収 
傳圖 35V 2851 (1300b7-27) 
傳圖 36-1 大正藏未収* 
傳圖 37 大正藏未収* 
傳圖 50-B 220 (vol. 6, 328c5-9) 
傳圖 50-C 1509 (474b26-c12) 
傳圖 50-D 220 (vol. 6, 1029a10-24) 
傳圖 50-E 220 (vol. 6, 1029b13-26) 
傳圖 50-F 1484 (1006c22-24) 
龍大 17 大正藏未収 
龍大 30 大正藏未収* 
龍大 31[1] 大正藏未収 
龍大 31[2] 2760 (249b5-253a27) 
龍大 32 大正藏未収* 
龍大 33 大正藏未収 
龍大 35[1] 2787 (567a3-571a11) 
龍大 35[2] 大正藏未収* 
龍大 45 大正藏未収* 
龍大 46 2787 (567a3-571a11) 
龍大 56 大正藏未収 
龍大 61 大正藏未収* 
谷大 1-1 190 (655a4-658c12) 
谷大 1-2 220 (vol. 5, 1061b22-1064c2) 
谷大 1-3 262 (20a3-27b9) 
谷大 1-4 278 (716a12-717c19) 
谷大 1-5 360 (267b19-272b2) 
谷大 1-6 374 (542b22-546c28) 
谷大 1-7 475 (556b4-557b26) 
谷大 1-8 790 (729b19-731a26) 
谷大 1-9 1543 (891c4-893c20) 
谷大 1-10 2820 (1197c11-1204c16) 
谷大 1-11 2878 (1361c13-1362c10) 
谷大 1-12 2879 (1362c13-1368b19) 
谷大 2-1 157 (176c12-179c5) 
谷大 2-2 202 (362a4-364b22) 
谷大 2-3 203 (497a7-499a27) 
谷大 2-4 227 (566a3-571b16) 
谷大 2-5 235 (749a8-752c3) 
谷大 2-6 235 (751b18-752c3) 
谷大 2-7 262 (37a21-38c26) 
谷大 2-8 262 (39a9-42a28) 
谷大 2-9 262 (55a12-56b17) 
谷大 2-10 262 (56c13-58b7) 
谷大 2-11 278 (529b21-534c3) 
谷大 2-12 310 (641a22-644b1) 
谷大 2-13 315(別本) (778a27-780c30) 
谷大 2-14 374 (431b9-433c9) 
谷大 2-15 389 (1111b13-1112b21) 
谷大 2-16 410 (703a1-705c27) 
谷大 2-17 442 (316c15-3１8a7) 
谷大 2-18 665 (427b27-428c19) 
谷大 2-19 988 (481c29-484c9) 
谷大 2-20[1] 1060 (107b28-111b) 
谷大 2-20[2] 1057 (84a-89b26) 
谷大 2-21 1509 (65a10-70a14) 
谷大 2-22 1509 (728a6-b15) 




谷大 2-24 2819 (1192c23-1197c5) 
谷大 2-25 2871 (1345b7-1349a17) 
谷大 2-26 大正藏未収 
三井 1[1] 374 (428c2-429a2) 
三井 1[2] 374 (433b29-c18) 
三井 2[1] 262 (12b20-c29) 
三井 2[2] 262 (18c20-19a11) 
三井 3[1] 262 (59b1-c1１) 
三井 3[2] 262 (62a8-29) 
三井 4[1] 235 (749b18-c27) 
三井 4[2] 235 (751a10-b21) 
三井 5[1] 262 (56c3-57a6) 
三井 5[2] 262 (62a3-29) 
三井 6[1] 374 (431b19-c22) 
三井 6[2] 374 (433b24-c18) 
三井 7[1] 475 (552a6-b11) 
三井 7[2] 475 (557a26-b25) 
三井 8[1] 664 (362a7-b25) 
三井 8[2] 664 (364b12-c14) 
三井 9[1] 223 (277a6-b9) 
三井 9[2] 223 (282c10-283a14) 
三井 10[1] 227 (560b5-c2) 
三井 10[2] 227 (565b25-c26) 
三井 11[1] 262 (2a15-b21) 
三井 11[2] 262 (5b28-6a15) 
三井 12[1] 374 (580c23-581a24) 
三井 12[2] 374 (586c3-24) 
三井 13[1] 681 (739a23-c19) 
三井 13[2] 681 (747a3-b14) 
三井 14[1] 262 (29b23-c25) 
三井 14[2] 262 (34a15-b22) 
三井 15[1] 262 (58b9-c12) 
三井 15[2] 262 (62a5-29) 
三井 16[1] 1585 (36c22-37a27) 
三井 16[2] 1585 (41a7-b5) 
三井 17[1] 374 (534b15-c13) 
三井 17[2] 374 (540b20-c14) 
三井 18[1] 235 (750a11-b14) 
三井 18[2] 235 (752b6-c2) 
三井 19[1] 374 (475a8-b11) 
三井 19[2] 374 (480b20-c27) 
三井 20[1] 374 (402c18-403a19) 
三井 20[2] 374 (408c21-22) 
三井 21[1] 223 (309a27-29) 
三井 21[2] 223 (314b21-c28) 
三井 22[1] 223 (404b3-c5) 
三井 22[2] 223 (409a18-b12) 
三井 23[1] 235 (750b13-c15) 
三井 23[2] 235 (752a28-c2) 
三井 24[1] 262 (19b2-c6) 
三井 24[2] 262 (26c18-27b8) 
三井 25[1] 397 (311c6-312a6) 
三井 25[2] 397 (316a10-b6) 
三井 26[1] 423 (972b22-c25) 
三井 26[2] 423 (976b6-c5) 
三井 27[1] 235 (749c17-750a21) 
三井 27[2] 235 (752b1-c2) 
三井 28[1] 589 (112c19-113a20) 
三井 28[2] 589 (117c15-118a8) 
三井 29[1] 450 (405c11-406a15) 
三井 29[2] 450 (408a22-b24) 
三井 30[1] 475 (544c26-545b1) 
三井 30[2] 475 (551b25-c26) 
三井 31[1] 967 (350a4-b7) 
三井 31[2] 967 (352a7-25) 
三井 32[2] 大正藏未収 
三井 32[1] 2886 (1401c22-1402a19) 
三井 33[1] 672 (614c9-615a12) 
三井 33[2] 672 (622a7-29) 
三井 34[1] 475 (553b12-c15) 
三井 34[2] 475 (557a26-b25) 
羽 1 冊 1 1509 (115a24-121b13) 
羽 1 冊 2 1776 (448a12-470b29) 
羽 1 冊 3V1 1600 (467b25-468b22) 
羽 1 冊 4 278 (546c7-554b4) 
羽 1 冊 5 754 (584a10-588c4) 
羽 1 冊 6 262 (29c9-37a2) 
羽 1 冊 7 262 (39a11-46b14) 
羽 1 冊 8 676 (693a13-697c7) 
羽 1 冊 9 262 (48b6-55a9) 
羽 1 冊 10 262 (2b18-10b21) 
羽 1 冊 11 大正藏未収 
羽 1 冊 12 235 (750b7-752c3) 
羽 1 冊 15-2-1V 典籍名未確定 
羽 1 冊 15-2-2V 大正藏未収 
羽 1 冊 19V 2858 (1308a26-1309a13) 
羽 1 冊 20V 2795 (691c9-694a14) 
羽 1 冊 21 1960 (76a19-c26) 
羽 1 冊 22-1 大正藏未収 
羽 1 冊 22-2 大正藏未収 
羽 1 冊 23 大正藏未収 
羽 1 冊 24V1[1] 475 (548a1-2) 
羽 1 冊 24V1[2] 475 (548c9-12) 
羽 1 冊 24V1[3] 475 (550c19-20) 
羽 1 冊 24V1[4] 475 (550c24-25) 
羽 1 冊 24V1[5] 475 (551b7-9) 
羽 1 冊 24V1[6] 475 (551a19-21) 
羽 1 冊 24V1[7] 475 (555a15) 
羽 1 冊 24V1[8] 475 (557b2-3) 
羽 1 冊 24V2 231 (710c14-711a15) 
羽 1 冊 25-1 大正藏未収* 
羽 1 冊 27-2 大正藏未収 
羽 1 冊 27V1 大正藏未収 
羽 1 冊 27V2 大正藏未収 
羽 1 冊 30 2863 
羽 1 冊 31V 26 (762a4-18) 
羽 1 冊 36V 1980 (439b12-c23) 
羽 1 冊 37V2 典籍名未確定 
羽 1 冊 39 大正藏未収* 
羽 1 冊 39V1 255 (850b20-24) 
羽 1 冊 39V4 220 (vol. 5, 1a1) 
羽 1 冊 39V5 大正藏未収 
羽 1 冊 39V6 2854 (1304a4-b17) 
羽 1 冊 41 典籍名未確定 
羽 1 冊 45[1] 262 (20a7-21a29) 
羽 1 冊 45[2] 262 (29c18-37a2) 
羽 1 冊 46[1] 262 (29a9-c16) 
羽 1 冊 46[2] 262 (21a28-27b9) 
羽 1 冊 47 235 (749b28-752c7) 
羽 1 冊 48 665 (427c14-432c10) 
羽 1 冊 50 典籍名未確定 
羽 1 冊 55 大正藏未収 
羽 1 冊 56 2128 (431b4-20) 
羽 1 冊 60 1302 
羽 1 冊 62V 220 (vol. 6, 677c6-678a2) 
羽 1 冊 65-1 452 (418c4-5) 
羽 1 冊 66V 310 (267c17-268a2) 
羽 1 冊 69-2 665 (407a6-8) 
羽 1 冊 71 2858 (1310a14-1311b27) 
羽 1 冊 72-aV 典籍名未確定 
羽 1 冊 73-1 235 (748c17-752c7) 
羽 1 冊 73-2 大正藏未収* 
羽 1 冊 75 大正藏未収 
羽 1 冊 78 1678 (71c5-72c29) 
羽 1 冊 79 2897 (1422b14-c13) 
羽 1 冊 80 佛名經 
羽 1 冊 81-1 2778 
羽 1 冊 81V1 大正藏未収 
羽 1 冊 83-1 大正藏未収 
羽 1 冊 83-2 2124 (195a4-19) 
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羽 1 冊 84 大正藏未収 
羽 1 冊 85 223 (303a22-304a6) 
羽 1 冊 86 1057 (91a13-94a22) 
羽 1 冊 87 1484 (1009b14-c8) 
羽 1 冊 88-1 262 (38a3-46b14) 
羽 1 冊 88-2 220 (vol. 7, 982c6-9) 
羽 1 冊 88-3 220 (vol. 7, 982c12-15) 
羽 1 冊 88-4 220 (vol. 7, 982c18-21) 
羽 1 冊 88-5 220 (vol. 7, 982c24-26) 
羽 1 冊 88-6 220 (vol. 7, 983a2-5) 
羽 1 冊 88-7 220 (vol. 7, 983a9-11) 
羽 1 冊 88-8 220 (vol. 7, 983a14-16) 
羽 1 冊 89[1] 441 (189c14-190a12) 
羽 1 冊 89[2] 440 (116b12-117a23) 
羽 1 冊 90 2875 (1360a3-1361a5) 
羽 1 冊 91 2897 (1424a5-1425b3) 
羽 1 冊 92 1484 (1008a11-1009c8) 
羽 1 冊 93 2919 (1463b1-21) 
羽 1 冊 94 大正藏未収 
羽 1 冊 94V 大正藏未収 
羽 1 冊 95 584 (968a8-c20) 
羽 1 冊 96 2882 (1383c25-1384b26) 
羽 1 冊 97 59 (855c6-28) 
羽 2 冊 98 大正藏未収 
羽 2 冊 99 1363 (882c6-883a27) 
羽 2 冊 100 典籍名未確定 
羽 2 冊 101-1 251 (848c14-24) 
羽 2 冊 101-2 262 (56c2-57c12) 
羽 2 冊 102 262 (56c15-58b7) 
羽 2 冊 103 262 (56c2-11) 
羽 2 冊 104 262 (57a18-58b7) 
羽 2 冊 105 262 (57b28-58b7) 
羽 2 冊 106 262 (56c23-58b7) 
羽 2 冊 107 262 (57b14-58b7) 
羽 2 冊 108 377 (904b19-906c10) 
羽 2 冊 109 374 (498b3-503c24) 
羽 2 冊 110 374 (563b21-568b21) 
羽 2 冊 111 374 (574c3-580c16) 
羽 2 冊 112 374 (574b10-580c16) 
羽 2 冊 113 310 (669a9-672c10) 
羽 2 冊 114 262 (2c3-10b21) 
羽 2 冊 115 262 (3b15-10b21) 
羽 2 冊 116 262 (4a4-10b21) 
羽 2 冊 117 262 (2a17-10b20) 
羽 2 冊 118 262 (13c11-19a12) 
羽 2 冊 119 262 (27b12-37a2) 
羽 2 冊 120 262 (27b12-c25) 
羽 2 冊 121 262 (27c18-37a2) 
羽 2 冊 122 262 (11a7-19a12) 
羽 2 冊 123 262 (10b24-11a20) 
羽 2 冊 124 262 (29a28-33c10) 
羽 2 冊 125 262 (34c16-36a8) 
羽 2 冊 126 262 (30b18-34b22) 
羽 2 冊 127 262 (45b29-46b14) 
羽 2 冊 128 262 (28c4-30a5) 
羽 2 冊 129 262 (28a29-37a2) 
羽 2 冊 130 262 (27b12-32c6) 
羽 2 冊 131 1331 (530b10-532b4) 
羽 2 冊 132 222 (185b23-190a18) 
羽 2 冊 133 967 (350b28-352a26) 
羽 2 冊 134 2880 (1376c3-1380b14) 
羽 2 冊 135 1475 (938c9-939c2) 
羽 2 冊 136 665 (437c20-439a29) 
羽 2 冊 137 2873 (1357a6-1358c22) 
羽 2 冊 138-1 945 (122b25-124b6) 
羽 2 冊 138-2 945 (124b9-128b7) 
羽 2 冊 139 223 (374b9-c10) 
羽 2 冊 140 1808 (492a3-501b25) 
羽 2 冊 141 大正藏未収* 
羽 2 冊 142 2873 (1356a16-1358c22) 
羽 2 冊 143 410 (696b22-702a17) 
羽 2 冊 144 2031 (15a19-17b10) 
羽 2 冊 145 481 (629c16-633a29) 
羽 2 冊 146 425 (22b22-27a1) 
羽 2 冊 147 273 (365c24-374b28) 
羽 2 冊 148 382 (989a13-1004b8) 
羽 2 冊 149 262 (45c17-46b14) 
羽 2 冊 150 475 (554a15-c2) 
羽 2 冊 151 1804 (24b16-38b1) 
羽 2 冊 152 2887 (1403b21-1404a22) 
羽 2 冊 153 2787 (613c2-616c8) 
羽 2 冊 153V 大正藏未収 
羽 2 冊 154-1 2816 (1178a23-1180c20) 
羽 2 冊 154-2 大正藏未収* 
羽 2 冊 154-3 1522 
羽 2 冊 154V 2810 (1051c3-1055a19) 
羽 2 冊 155-1 2827 (1248b2-1249a2) 
羽 2 冊 155-2 大正藏未収* 
羽 2 冊 155-3 大正藏未収 
羽 2 冊 155-4 大正藏未収 
羽 2 冊 155-5 2827 (1245b18-1246a2) 
羽 2 冊 155-6 2827 (1246a3-13) 
羽 2 冊 156-1 1429 (1018a7-1023a11) 
羽 2 冊 156-2 1467(別本) (911a6-b5) 
羽 2 冊 156-3[1] 1442 (627c1-12) 
羽 2 冊 156-3[2] 1454 (500c2-6) 
羽 2 冊 156-4 794(別本) (739a7-c22) 
羽 2 冊 157-1 2792 (659a16-672b9) 
羽 2 冊 157-2 2852 (1301a4-b2) 
羽 2 冊 157-3 大正藏未収 
羽 2 冊 158 大正藏未収 
羽 2 冊 159 397 (338a22-344a28) 
羽 2 冊 160 586 (43c29-47a1) 
羽 2 冊 161 231 (706a17-b5) 
羽 2 冊 162 2871 (1346b2-1349a12) 
羽 2 冊 163 374 (400c19-402a6) 
羽 2 冊 164 2903 (1445b9-1446a1) 
羽 3 冊 165[1] 1331 (529a7-b21) 
羽 3 冊 165[2] 1331 (532a26-b4) 
羽 3 冊 166 1339 (641a3-643b13) 
羽 3 冊 167 586 (47a22-54b11) 
羽 3 冊 168 279 (163c1-165a29) 
羽 3 冊 169 416 (876c2-881b12) 
羽 3 冊 170 1435 (137a25-141b11) 
羽 3 冊 170V1 大正藏未収 
羽 3 冊 170V2 1600 (464b3-468a25) 
羽 3 冊 171 262 (10c13-11c26) 
羽 3 冊 172 475 (537a3-544a19) 
羽 3 冊 173 475 (538a5-557b26) 
羽 3 冊 174 220 (vol. 6, 361a2-c28) 
羽 3 冊 175[1] 441 (259c8-261c22) 
羽 3 冊 175[2] 441 (278c25-279b6) 
羽 3 冊 175[3] 441 (261c23-262c27) 
羽 3 冊 175[4] 441 (263b25-264a14) 
羽 3 冊 175[5] 441 (265b11-17) 
羽 3 冊 175[6] 441 (262c28-263b25) 
羽 3 冊 175[7] 441 (222a19-c18) 
羽 3 冊 176 440 (179b26-184a12) 
羽 3 冊 177 365 (340c26-341a25) 
羽 3 冊 178 1360 (878a3-27) 
羽 3 冊 179 278 (781a1-788b2) 
羽 3 冊 180 2880 (1377c9-1380b14) 
羽 3 冊 181[1] 440 (144c21-145b7) 
羽 3 冊 181[2] 440 (146a16-c24) 
羽 3 冊 181[3] 440 (145b8-22) 
羽 3 冊 181[4] 441 (194b2-195a19) 
羽 3 冊 181[5] 441 (241a9-242c19) 
羽 3 冊 181[6] 441 (198a8-c10) 
羽 3 冊 182 大正藏未収 




羽 3 冊 184[1] 2743 (156c24-158a29) 
羽 3 冊 184[2] 2122 
羽 3 冊 185 2907 (1452c13-1454a9) 
羽 3 冊 186 大正藏未収* 
羽 3 冊 187 1612 (848b2-c6) 
羽 3 冊 188 365 (341b1-346b21) 
羽 3 冊 189 大正藏未収* 
羽 3 冊 190 366 (346c4-348a29) 
羽 3 冊 191 2910 (1455c16-1456c10) 
羽 3 冊 192[1] 663 (358b1-359b1) 
羽 3 冊 192[2] 663 (335b2-340c10) 
羽 3 冊 193 665 (414a28-417c16) 
羽 3 冊 194 450 (405b11-408b25) 
羽 3 冊 195 220 (vol. 6, 476b8-477c1) 
羽 3 冊 196[1] 967 (352a28-352c22) 
羽 3 冊 196[2] 967 (351a1-352a26) 
羽 3 冊 197 2916 (1462a3-15) 
羽 3 冊 198 1253 (255a12-26) 
羽 3 冊 199 1331 (515a25-517b28) 
羽 3 冊 200 435 (105c12-107b3) 
羽 3 冊 201 668 (466a26-468a2) 
羽 3 冊 202 492 (753a3-b2) 
羽 3 冊 203 2903 (1445a10-1446a1) 
羽 3 冊 204 220 (vol. 7, 1105c11-1110a22) 
羽 3 冊 205 665 (403a3-408a28) 
羽 3 冊 205V1[1] 412 (779a29-b5) 
羽 3 冊 205V1[2] 412 (779b11-781c11) 
羽 3 冊 205V2 156 (148c8-149b14) 
羽 3 冊 205V3 262 (37c12-40b25) 
羽 3 冊 206 672 (614c9-622b1) 
羽 3 冊 207 1509 (307b7-309a20) 
羽 3 冊 208 1522 (125a21-130c10) 
羽 3 冊 209 1522 (142b5-145b16) 
羽 3 冊 210[1] 1509 (280c22-281a11) 
羽 3 冊 210[2] 1509 (281b3-b16) 
羽 3 冊 210[3] 1509 (281c11-282a13) 
羽 3 冊 210[4] 1509 (274b26-c20) 
羽 3 冊 210[5] 1509 (178c29-179a12) 
羽 3 冊 210[6] 1509 (317c22-318a5) 
羽 3 冊 210[7] 1509 (343a13-19) 
羽 3 冊 210[8] 1509 (301b15-19) 
羽 3 冊 210[9] 1509 (341c3-5) 
羽 3 冊 210[10] 1509 (341b17-21) 
羽 3 冊 210[11] 1509 (355c9-14) 
羽 3 冊 210[12] 1509 (353c6-11) 
羽 3 冊 210[13] 1509 (465c14-21) 
羽 3 冊 210[14] 1509 (464a23-26) 
羽 3 冊 210[15] 1509 (463b23-27) 
羽 3 冊 210[16] 1509 (361c28-362a5) 
羽 3 冊 210[17] 1509 (358b12-21) 
羽 3 冊 210[18] 1509 (399a14-17) 
羽 3 冊 210[19] 1509 (398c28-29) 
羽 3 冊 210[20] 1509 (414c28-415a1) 
羽 3 冊 210[21] 1509 (488a16) 
羽 3 冊 210[22] 1509 (538a1-11) 
羽 3 冊 210[23] 1509 (506a21-24) 
羽 3 冊 210[24] 1509 (620b1-3) 
羽 3 冊 210[25] 1509 (630a1-4) 
羽 3 冊 210[26] 1509 (626c13-17) 
羽 3 冊 210[27] 1509 (637a27-b4) 
羽 3 冊 210[28] 1509 (636b5-12) 
羽 3 冊 210[29] 1509 (636a4-9) 
羽 3 冊 210[30] 1509 (684a9-18) 
羽 3 冊 210[31] 1509 (683b5-14) 
羽 3 冊 210[32] 1509 (701c13-21) 
羽 3 冊 210[33] 1509 (756a28-b1) 
羽 3 冊 210[34] 1509 (755c9) 
羽 3 冊 210[35] 1509 (711a26-29) 
羽 3 冊 210[36] 345 (164c28-165a17) 
羽 3 冊 210[37] 大正藏未収* 
羽 3 冊 211 450 (404c12-408b25) 
羽 3 冊 212 223 (320c3-325b12) 
羽 3 冊 213 190 (879a13-883b8) 
羽 3 冊 214 231 (687a19-693c16) 
羽 3 冊 215 2897 (1424b3-1425b3) 
羽 3 冊 216 2900 (1431c3-1432a24) 
羽 3 冊 217 1302 (420a3-421a14) 
羽 3 冊 218 2888 (1404a29-c28) 
羽 3 冊 219 998 (577c13-578a28) 
羽 3 冊 220 455 (426b22-428b17) 
羽 3 冊 221 232 (731c16-732c9) 
羽 3 冊 222 2895 (1415a10-c19) 
羽 3 冊 223 1903 (903c20-904a23) 
羽 3 冊 224-1 2910 (1455c16-1456c10) 
羽 3 冊 225 721 (6c2-18) 
羽 3 冊 225V 典籍名未確定 
羽 3 冊 226 大正藏未収* 
羽 3 冊 227 大正藏未収 
羽 3 冊 228 2897 (1424c6-1425b1) 
羽 3 冊 229 2895 (1414c22-1415c19) 
羽 3 冊 230 2887 (1403c2-1404a23) 
羽 3 冊 231 2844 (1296b7-22) 
羽 3 冊 231V 26 (763a27-c29) 
羽 3 冊 232 366 (346c1-348a29) 
羽 3 冊 233 大正藏未収* 
羽 3 冊 234 643 (645c3-648b10) 
羽 3 冊 235 1331 (536a1-b5) 
羽 3 冊 236 653 (794b16-805b11) 
羽 3 冊 237 1428 (649c7-656b7) 
羽 3 冊 238 220 (vol. 7, 923b17-925c27) 
羽 3 冊 239 936 (84b2-c29) 
羽 3 冊 240 262 (57a1-58b7) 
羽 4 冊 241 440 (178c24-179b8) 
羽 4 冊 242 220 (vol. 5, 563c19-564a7) 
羽 4 冊 243 220 (vol. 6, 122a24-b24) 
羽 4 冊 244 440 (123a18-b18) 
羽 4 冊 245 441 (209a14-b3) 
羽 4 冊 246 279 (396a25-b6) 
羽 4 冊 247 大正藏未収* 
羽 4 冊 248 220 (vol. 7, 921a13-b3) 
羽 4 冊 249 大正藏未収* 
羽 4 冊 250 1302 (420a25-421a14) 
羽 4 冊 251 440 (175c15-176a16) 
羽 4 冊 252 2917(A) (1462a24-b7) 
羽 4 冊 253 2915 (1461c6-23) 
羽 4 冊 254 455 (426c19-428b17) 
羽 4 冊 255 220 (vol. 5, 7a14-11b25) 
羽 4 冊 256 945 (132c1-141c13) 
羽 4 冊 257 945 (115a16-122a25) 
羽 4 冊 258 233 (733b10-739a19) 
羽 4 冊 259 233 (732c12-739a19) 
羽 4 冊 260 2897 (1423b15-1425b3) 
羽 4 冊 261 665 (444c15-448c11) 
羽 4 冊 262 278 (547c10-550a8) 
羽 4 冊 263 2880 (1368b22-c22) 
羽 4 冊 264 2881 (1382b29-1383b6) 
羽 4 冊 265 220 (vol. 5, 1042b25-1043a29) 
羽 4 冊 266 1579 (361b13-362c12) 
羽 4 冊 267 440 (118b20-26) 
羽 4 冊 268 475 (537a3-544a19) 
羽 4 冊 269 475 (552a6-557b26) 
羽 4 冊 270 475 (545a6-551c27) 
羽 4 冊 271 典籍名未確定 
羽 4 冊 272 262 (27b21-37a2) 
羽 4 冊 273 220 (vol. 5, 559b2-564a7) 
羽 4 冊 274 223 (362a23-c8) 
羽 4 冊 275 1598 (419b19-427a17) 
羽 4 冊 276 231 (713b20-725c21) 
羽 4 冊 277 475 (552b15-557b26) 
羽 4 冊 278 672 (634a8-640c2) 
敦煌出土仏典・大正蔵典籍番号対照表 
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羽 4 冊 279 2912 (1458a27-1459a8) 
羽 4 冊 280 389 (1111b12-1112b22) 
羽 4 冊 281[1] 2870 (1335c18-1336b20) 
羽 4 冊 281[2] 2870 (1338a19-c18) 
羽 4 冊 282 2895 (1414c22-1415c19) 
羽 4 冊 283 374 (448b1-452b27) 
羽 4 冊 284-1 大正藏未収 
羽 4 冊 284-2 大正藏未収 
羽 4 冊 285 大正藏未収* 
羽 4 冊 286 大正藏未収* 
羽 4 冊 287-1 大正藏未収* 
羽 4 冊 287-2 99 (213a5-17) 
羽 4 冊 288 2916 (1462a3-19) 
羽 4 冊 288V 262 
羽 4 冊 289 2910 (1455c16-1456a19) 
羽 4 冊 290[1] 220 (vol. 7, 921a11-19) 
羽 4 冊 290[2] 220 (vol. 7, 985c19-20) 
羽 4 冊 290[3] 220 (vol. 7, 986a2-21) 
羽 4 冊 291 440 (119a20-b6) 
羽 4 冊 292 450 (404c12-21) 
羽 4 冊 293 大正藏未収* 
羽 4 冊 294 220 (vol. 5, 536b2-12) 
羽 4 冊 295 220 (vol. 6, 659b11-26) 
羽 4 冊 296 262 (21b28-22c3) 
羽 4 冊 297[1] 440 (117a21-118b20) 
羽 4 冊 297[2] 440 (182b29-182c12) 
羽 4 冊 297[3] 440 (145c1-6) 
羽 4 冊 297[4] 441 (194b9-195a9) 
羽 4 冊 298[1] 2735 (66c21-68a9) 
羽 4 冊 298[2] 2735 (68b3-88c6) 
羽 4 冊 299-1 201 (265b17-266a12) 
羽 4 冊 299-2[1] 1256 (261b26-c19) 
羽 4 冊 299-2[2] 1255 (260a16-23) 
羽 4 冊 299-3[1] 374 (447b4-448b14) 
羽 4 冊 299-3[2] 374 (526c13-21) 
羽 4 冊 300-1 374 (491c15-511b10) 
羽 4 冊 300-2 典籍名未確定 
羽 4 冊 300V1[1] 2105 (399b1-7) 
羽 4 冊 300V1[2] 2105 (399b7-9) 
羽 4 冊 300V1[3] 2109 (479b16-21) 
羽 4 冊 300V1[4] 374 (365c6-12) 
羽 4 冊 300V2[1] 2105 (399b1-7) 
羽 4 冊 300V2[2] 374 (546c29-547a2) 
羽 4 冊 300V3 典籍名未確定 
羽 4 冊 301 672 (624c19-640c2) 
羽 4 冊 302 2795 (692b6-719a19) 
羽 4 冊 303 1959 (22c11-30b1) 
羽 4 冊 304 大正藏未収 
羽 4 冊 305 967 (349b2-350b6) 
羽 4 冊 306-1 386 (1075b1-1076b10) 
羽 4 冊 306-2 386 (1076b10-1077c9) 
羽 4 冊 306-3 2903 
羽 4 冊 307[1] 26 (546a11-547a1) 
羽 4 冊 307[2] 26 (554c7-557c13) 
羽 4 冊 307[3] 26 (559b27-560b14) 
羽 4 冊 308 967 (349b8-350b11) 
羽 4 冊 309 475 (537a3-b29) 
羽 4 冊 310 475 (557b14-26) 
羽 4 冊 311[1] 374 (469a23-b11) 
羽 4 冊 311[2] 374 (469c4-470a2) 
羽 4 冊 311[3] 374 (470a17-21) 
羽 4 冊 311[4] 374 (470b10-c7) 
羽 4 冊 311[5] 374 (470c14-25) 
羽 4 冊 311[6] 374 (480a1-11) 
羽 4 冊 311[7] 374 (477c2-13) 
羽 4 冊 311[8] 377 (901a14-21) 
羽 4 冊 311[9] 377 (901b6-7) 
羽 4 冊 311[10] 377 (901c1-4) 
羽 4 冊 312 665 (404c8-405a9) 
羽 4 冊 313 2915 (1461c6-23) 
羽 4 冊 314 2917(A) (1462a24-b7) 
羽 4 冊 315 220 (vol. 5, 326b26-c24) 
羽 4 冊 316 235 (749a20-b16) 
羽 4 冊 317 220 (vol. 7, 300b16-c17) 
羽 4 冊 318 220 (vol. 7, 986a8-28) 
羽 4 冊 319 310 (69b25-70a3) 
羽 4 冊 320 156 (135b4-c1) 
羽 4 冊 321 23 (306b24-c25) 
羽 4 冊 322 典籍名未確定 
羽 4 冊 323 典籍名未確定 
羽 4 冊 324 典籍名未確定 
羽 4 冊 325 1775 (332c22-336b21) 
羽 4 冊 326 大正藏未収 
羽 4 冊 327 大正藏未収 
羽 4 冊 328 大正藏未収 
羽 4 冊 329 典籍名未確定 
羽 4 冊 330 1579 (448b22-451a15) 
羽 4 冊 331 大正藏未収 
羽 4 冊 332 大正藏未収 
羽 5 冊 333 典籍名未確定 
羽 5 冊 333V 典籍名未確定 
羽 5 冊 334 1804 (69c12-74a25) 
羽 5 冊 335-1 大正藏未収* 
羽 5 冊 335-2[1] 大正藏未収 
羽 5 冊 335-2[2] 2125 (223a9-b11) 
羽 5 冊 336 2881 (1380c13-1383b6) 
羽 5 冊 337 475 (541b27-543b9) 
羽 5 冊 338 223 (363a9-b6) 
羽 5 冊 339 2880 (1371a28-c9) 
羽 5 冊 340 262 (19a24-19c27) 
羽 5 冊 341 262 (30a7-c19) 
羽 5 冊 342 754 (581c15-21) 
羽 5 冊 343 220 (vol. 5, 710c29-711a28) 
羽 5 冊 344 262 (37a5-16) 
羽 5 冊 345 220 (vol. 7, 521b4-c4) 
羽 5 冊 346 2897 (1423b14-c5) 
羽 5 冊 347 310 (513b22-c21) 
羽 5 冊 348 665 (417c19-418a17) 
羽 5 冊 349 665 (406a24-b25) 
羽 5 冊 350 262 (56c19-57a23) 
羽 5 冊 351 大正藏未収 
羽 5 冊 352 936 (83a2-10) 
羽 5 冊 353 262 (56b19-c18) 
羽 5 冊 354 1484 (1004b18-c11) 
羽 5 冊 355 大正藏未収 
羽 5 冊 356 475 (544a22-b12) 
羽 5 冊 357 235 (749c21-750a19) 
羽 5 冊 358 235 (749a1-750a21) 
羽 5 冊 359 475 (538c14-539a3) 
羽 5 冊 360 262 (55b14-c6) 
羽 5 冊 361 235 (750a20-b21) 
羽 5 冊 362 235 (750c5-752b6) 
羽 5 冊 363 235 (749a28-c19) 
羽 5 冊 364 262 (49b20-c27) 
羽 5 冊 365 235 (749a18-b20) 
羽 5 冊 366 235 (750b22-751a20) 
羽 5 冊 367 235 (752a4-c3) 
羽 5 冊 368 235 (751b3-752c3) 
羽 5 冊 369 235 (751a23-b20) 
羽 5 冊 370 235 (749c21-750a21) 
羽 5 冊 371 235 (752a22-c3) 
羽 5 冊 372 235 (751b27-752c3) 
羽 5 冊 373 262 (37a12-b2) 
羽 5 冊 374 235 (749a18-c13) 
羽 5 冊 375 235 (752a28-c3) 
羽 5 冊 376 235 (750b20-c22) 
羽 5 冊 377 235 (749c21-750a23) 
羽 5 冊 378 235 (749b10-c4) 
羽 5 冊 379 235 (750b8-751b16) 




羽 5 冊 381 967 (349b19-350a6) 
羽 5 冊 382 262 (53a5-55a9) 
羽 5 冊 383 967 (349b2-349c26) 
羽 5 冊 384-1 典籍名未確定 
羽 5 冊 384-2 大正藏未収 
羽 5 冊 385 475 (537a3-21) 
羽 5 冊 385V 262 (10b24-c15) 
羽 5 冊 386 475 (552a3-553b3) 
羽 5 冊 387-1 251 (848c4-24) 
羽 5 冊 387-2 592 (124b12-20) 
羽 5 冊 387-3 2865 (1326a11-27) 
羽 5 冊 387-4 262 (56c2-58b7) 
羽 5 冊 387-5 大正藏未収* 
羽 5 冊 388 大正藏未収 
羽 5 冊 389 262 (57a18-b15) 
羽 5 冊 390 262 (58c4-59a28) 
羽 5 冊 391 220 (vol. 7, 988c14-989a15) 
羽 5 冊 391V 大正藏未収 
羽 5 冊 392 262 (17c21-19a12) 
羽 5 冊 393V 2813 (1096a22-1098c14) 
羽 5 冊 394 220 (vol. 7, 472a11-b28) 
羽 5 冊 395-1 大正藏未収 
羽 5 冊 395-2 大正藏未収* 
羽 5 冊 395-3 大正藏未収* 
羽 5 冊 395-4 大正藏未収* 
羽 5 冊 396 586 (40b10-41c19) 
羽 5 冊 397 1612 (848b2-849c5) 
羽 5 冊 398 262 (48a11-b29) 
羽 5 冊 399 374 (464a26-466a16) 
羽 5 冊 400 262 (2b17-c19) 
羽 5 冊 401 262 (30b26-c18) 
羽 5 冊 402 1484 (1008a29-1009b11) 
羽 5 冊 403 665 (414a10-c25) 
羽 5 冊 404 233 (732c16-733a13) 
羽 5 冊 405 262 (30c27-31c6) 
羽 5 冊 406 936 (83b19-84c28) 
羽 5 冊 407 236 (753a7-757a13) 
羽 5 冊 408 大正藏未収* 
羽 5 冊 409[1] 231 (722c18-723c9) 
羽 5 冊 409[2] 231 (725a8-16) 
羽 5 冊 411 大正藏未収 
羽 5 冊 412[1] 2827 (1245c16-1246a2) 
羽 5 冊 412[2] 2827 (1260b26-c1) 
羽 5 冊 412[3] 2889 (1405a11-18) 
羽 5 冊 412[4] 2827 (1244b24-c4) 
羽 5 冊 412[5] 2827 (1264a24-b9) 
羽 5 冊 412[6] 2827 (1264b25-c18) 
羽 5 冊 413 665 (452b11-c11) 
羽 5 冊 415 936 (82a3-84a18) 
羽 5 冊 416V 374 
羽 5 冊 417 1431 (1031a9-b5) 
羽 5 冊 418 374 (451b29-457b19) 
羽 5 冊 419 224 (468c11-474a24) 
羽 5 冊 420 251 (848c11-24) 
羽 5 冊 421 1360 (878a3-28) 
羽 5 冊 422 2777 (445b2-473a1) 
羽 5 冊 423 220 (vol. 6, 137c18-138a1) 
羽 5 冊 424 2910 (1456b14-c10) 
羽 5 冊 425 大正藏未収* 
羽 5 冊 426 2887 (1403b23-1404a23) 
羽 5 冊 428 665 (422a27-422b21) 
羽 5 冊 429 374 (559a14-562c20) 
羽 5 冊 430 大正藏未収* 
羽 5 冊 433 936 (82a3-84c29) 
羽 5 冊 434 大正藏未収 
羽 5 冊 435[1] 262 (61a5-62a21) 
羽 5 冊 435[2] 262 (60a2-61a4) 
羽 5 冊 436 278 (477a12-478c14) 
羽 5 冊 437 936 (82a3-84c29) 
羽 5 冊 438 936 (82a3-84c29) 
羽 5 冊 439 936 (82a3-84c29) 
羽 5 冊 440 936 (82a3-84c29) 
羽 5 冊 446 大正藏未収 
羽 5 冊 448 475 (544a22-c26) 
羽 5 冊 449 220 (vol. 7, 449a10-454c13) 
羽 6 冊 450 220 (vol. 5, 873a5-876a5) 
羽 6 冊 451[1] 1509 (506b16-17) 
羽 6 冊 451[2] 1509 (507a7-514c23) 
羽 6 冊 452 475 (548c28-551c27) 
羽 6 冊 453 374 (586c24-589c29) 
羽 6 冊 454[1] 447(別本) (384b23-388a2) 
羽 6 冊 454[2] 大正藏未収* 
羽 6 冊 455 1331 (496c3-499b4) 
羽 6 冊 456 1808 (507b10-c15) 
羽 6 冊 457-1 220 (vol. 5, 192c8) 
羽 6 冊 457-2 665 (426a15-426b9) 
羽 6 冊 457-3 220 (vol. 6, 49b19-c6) 
羽 6 冊 457-4 310 (147c3-20) 
羽 6 冊 457-5 220 (vol. 7, 796b9-23) 
羽 6 冊 457-6 665 (416c14-417a4) 
羽 6 冊 457-7 220 (vol. 5, 192c21-193a6) 
羽 6 冊 457-8 220 (vol. 7, 143c19-144a5) 
羽 6 冊 457-9 235 (749a14-19) 
羽 6 冊 457-10 475 (544c26-29) 
羽 6 冊 457-11 665 (416b27-c1) 
羽 6 冊 457-12 26 (546c5-26) 
羽 6 冊 457-12V[1] 125 (658b27-c5) 
羽 6 冊 457-12V[2] 1546 (15a2-14) 
羽 6 冊 457-13 220 (vol. 6, 304a25-b8) 
羽 6 冊 457-14 大正藏未収 
羽 6 冊 457-15 2732 (8c16-20) 
羽 6 冊 457-16 665 (425c27-426a15) 
羽 6 冊 457-17 262 (10c12-11a6) 
羽 6 冊 459 2142 (1286b3-1288a28) 
羽 6 冊 461 235 (749b26-752c3) 
羽 6 冊 462 220 (vol. 7, 900a2-905a20) 
羽 6 冊 463 220 (vol. 5, 85a13-90c10) 
羽 6 冊 464 大正藏未収 
羽 6 冊 465-1 80 (891a17-895b21) 
羽 6 冊 465-2 2875 (1359b16-1361a5) 
羽 6 冊 465-3 2877 (1361b3-1361b13) 
羽 6 冊 465-4 584 (968a8-968c20) 
羽 6 冊 466 262 (27c26-37a2) 
羽 6 冊 467 2903 (1445a12-1446a1) 
羽 6 冊 468 1331 (532b7-536b6) 
羽 6 冊 469 1509 (346b14-348c6) 
羽 6 冊 470 1509 (706c1-715a12) 
羽 6 冊 471 1509 (724a9-728b15) 
羽 6 冊 472 251 (848c4-24) 
羽 6 冊 473 936 (82a3-85a1) 
羽 6 冊 474 220 (vol. 6, 458b7-463b12) 
羽 6 冊 475 665 (454b26-456c18) 
羽 6 冊 476 665 (451b15-454b25) 
羽 6 冊 477 220 (vol. 7, 28c22-34b12) 
羽 6 冊 478 262 (47c2-50b22) 
羽 6 冊 479 441 (262a14-263c7) 
羽 6 冊 480 967 (351a16-352a25) 
羽 6 冊 481 643 (675b16-678b24) 
羽 6 冊 482 1562 (591b21-592c26) 
羽 6 冊 483 2895 (1414c22-1415c19) 
羽 6 冊 484 262 (3c11-4c25) 
羽 6 冊 485 441 (201b14-212c26) 
羽 6 冊 501 374 (516c3-522a27) 
羽 6 冊 502 262 (19c7-27b9) 
羽 6 冊 503 1331 (529a9-532b4) 
羽 6 冊 504 2873 (1356a14-1358c22) 
羽 6 冊 505 235 (749a6-752c2) 
羽 6 冊 506 1331 (532b7-536b5) 
羽 6 冊 507 441 (221a19-b24) 
羽 6 冊 508-1 235 (748c17-752c7) 
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羽 6 冊 508-2 1256 (261b26-262a15) 
羽 6 冊 509 414 (817b4-822c4) 
羽 6 冊 510 1426 (549b23-555a6) 
羽 6 冊 511 586 (33a22-47a19) 
羽 6 冊 512 586 (40b23-46a18) 
羽 6 冊 513 475 (539a19-544a19) 
羽 6 冊 514 665 (444b25-450c15) 
羽 6 冊 515 475 (538c4-540a6) 
羽 6 冊 516 663 (352b12-352c12) 
羽 6 冊 517 1579 (589b6-594c18) 
羽 6 冊 518 1579 (328c2-333c6) 
羽 6 冊 519 936 (82a3-84c29) 
羽 6 冊 520 220 (vol. 5, 898c10-902a13) 
羽 6 冊 521 220 (vol. 5, 928b11-c10) 
羽 6 冊 522 220 (vol. 6, 340c13-341a12) 
羽 6 冊 523 220 (vol. 6, 144c6-150a9) 
羽 6 冊 524 220 (vol. 5, 850c4-855b16) 
羽 6 冊 525 220 (vol. 5, 733c2-738b8) 
羽 6 冊 526 220 (vol. 6, 350c11-355c9) 
羽 6 冊 527 220 (vol. 6, 488a2-493a10) 
羽 7 冊 528 220 (vol. 5, 56a25-62a16) 
羽 7 冊 529 377 (906c21-912a15) 
羽 7 冊 530 374 (398a13-404a29) 
羽 7 冊 531 220 (vol. 5, 6c1-7b26) 
羽 7 冊 532 374 (534b11-540b23) 
羽 7 冊 533 665 (418a20-419b9) 
羽 7 冊 534-1 402 (558a2-28) 
羽 7 冊 534-2 262 (32a8-33b26) 
羽 7 冊 535 374 (586c24-592b26) 
羽 7 冊 536 374 (422c2-428b13) 
羽 7 冊 537 375 (638b21-645a5) 
羽 7 冊 538 262 (12b19-18c29) 
羽 7 冊 539 262 (2a5-10b21) 
羽 7 冊 540 262 (55a12-62a29) 
羽 7 冊 541 262 (11a17-16c4) 
羽 7 冊 542 262 (37c13-46b14) 
羽 7 冊 543 262 (37a5-42a28) 
羽 7 冊 544 262 (27b12-34b22) 
羽 7 冊 545 262 (58b8-62b1) 
羽 7 冊 546 262 (47c2-55a9) 
羽 7 冊 547 374 (490c10-491a15) 
羽 7 冊 550 大正藏未収 
羽 7 冊 551 374 (469c23-475a4) 
羽 7 冊 552 262 (39c18-46b14) 
羽 7 冊 553 佛名經 
羽 7 冊 554 262 (58b11-62b1) 
羽 7 冊 555[1] 374 (437b4-7) 
羽 7 冊 555[2] 374 (439a8-15) 
羽 7 冊 555[3] 374 (439a26-b4) 
羽 7 冊 555[4] 374 (442a4-13) 
羽 7 冊 555[5] 374 (442a23-24) 
羽 7 冊 555[6] 374 (443b12-c1) 
羽 7 冊 555[7] 374 (445c13-19) 
羽 7 冊 555[8] 374 (446c12-20) 
羽 7 冊 555[9] 374 (447c29-448a11) 
羽 7 冊 555[10] 374 (448a17-20) 
羽 7 冊 555[11] 374 (449a6-14) 
羽 7 冊 555[12] 374 (449b6-14) 
羽 7 冊 555[13] 374 (449b18-19) 
羽 7 冊 555[14] 374 (450a7-16) 
羽 7 冊 555[15] 374 (450a25-28) 
羽 7 冊 555[16] 374 (450b27-29) 
羽 7 冊 555[17] 374 (450c19-451a1) 
羽 7 冊 555[18] 374 (451a5-11) 
羽 7 冊 555[19] 374 (451a17-20) 
羽 7 冊 555[20] 374 (451a24-26) 
羽 7 冊 555[21] 374 (451a28-b2) 
羽 7 冊 555[22] 374 (451b18-21) 
羽 7 冊 555[23] 374 (453c28-454a14) 
羽 7 冊 555[24] 374 (454c18-455a3) 
羽 7 冊 555[25] 374 (455a16-29) 
羽 7 冊 555[26] 374 (455b10-18) 
羽 7 冊 555[27] 374 (456a15-b1) 
羽 7 冊 555[28] 374 (456b14-c7) 
羽 7 冊 555[29] 374 (459b6-17) 
羽 7 冊 555[30] 374 (460a4-14) 
羽 7 冊 555[31] 374 (460b5-15) 
羽 7 冊 555[32] 374 (461a24-b5) 
羽 7 冊 555[33] 374 (462a27-b4) 
羽 7 冊 555[34] 374 (463a9-14) 
羽 7 冊 555[35] 374 (463b29-c5) 
羽 7 冊 555[36] 374 (463c21-23) 
羽 7 冊 555[37] 374 (464b18-22) 
羽 7 冊 555[38] 374 (465c11-23) 
羽 7 冊 555[39] 374 (466a10-16) 
羽 7 冊 555[40] 374 (466a27-b5) 
羽 7 冊 555[41] 374 (466b19-25) 
羽 7 冊 555[42] 374 (466c10-24) 
羽 7 冊 555[43] 374 (468a21-b26) 
羽 7 冊 555[44] 374 (468c4-25) 
羽 7 冊 555[45] 374 (469c13-20) 
羽 7 冊 555[46] 374 (470c6-14) 
羽 7 冊 555[47] 374 (471a1-9) 
羽 7 冊 555[48] 374 (471b27-c11) 
羽 7 冊 555[49] 374 (472a4-16) 
羽 7 冊 555[50] 374 (472a18-b16) 
羽 7 冊 555[51] 374 (472b25-c2) 
羽 7 冊 555[52] 374 (473b16-23) 
羽 7 冊 555[53] 374 (484b18-485c12) 
羽 7 冊 556 223 (268b20-273b3) 
羽 7 冊 557 262 (35c6-37a2) 
羽 7 冊 558 227 (584a20-586c7) 
羽 7 冊 559[1] 203 (469a23-471a25) 
羽 7 冊 559[2] 203 (476a17-480b27) 
羽 7 冊 560[1] 1458 (550b2-555c10) 
羽 7 冊 560[2] 1458 (547b3-28) 
羽 7 冊 562 1429 (1015a18-1023a11) 
羽 7 冊 563 1431 (1035b12-1041a18) 
羽 7 冊 567[1] 440 (128a17-130a26) 
羽 7 冊 567[2] 441 (303b15-22) 
羽 7 冊 567[3] 441 (215b20-c14) 
羽 7 冊 567[4] 441 (215c28-216a26) 
羽 7 冊 567[5] 440 (130a26-132a20) 
羽 7 冊 567[6] 441 (218c22-219b4) 
羽 7 冊 568[1] 440 (178c24-180c11) 
羽 7 冊 568[2] 440 (145c6-16) 
羽 7 冊 568[3] 441 (208b20-209b3) 
羽 7 冊 568[4] 441 (302b29-c6) 
羽 7 冊 568[5] 441 (302c6-9) 
羽 7 冊 568[6] 440 (180c11-182b25) 
羽 7 冊 568[7] 440 (145c11-21) 
羽 7 冊 568[8] 441 (212a24-c26) 
羽 7 冊 568[9] 1909 (935c20-23) 
羽 7 冊 568[10] 724 (452a14-27) 
羽 7 冊 569 447 (379c16-17) 
羽 7 冊 571 220 (vol. 5, 274a14-280a5) 
羽 7 冊 572 374 (557b13-562c20) 
羽 7 冊 573 945 (106b2-110a7) 
羽 7 冊 574[1] 440 (133b24-134a21) 
羽 7 冊 574[2] 441 (248a17-248a27) 
羽 7 冊 574[3] 440 (146a11-15) 
羽 7 冊 574[4] 441 (222a20-c18) 
羽 7 冊 574[5] 440 (134a21-136a12) 
羽 7 冊 574[6] 441 (225b7-226a4) 
羽 7 冊 575-1[1] 1808 (504a8-505a3) 
羽 7 冊 575-1[2] 大正藏未収* 
羽 7 冊 575-2 1428 (629c13-18) 
羽 7 冊 576 223 (226c26-229c4) 
羽 7 冊 577 1331 (533b28-536b5) 




羽 7 冊 578-2 2917(A) (1462a24-b8) 
羽 7 冊 579 223 (295a16-298c4) 
羽 7 冊 580 262 (53a4-55a9) 
羽 7 冊 581 220 (vol. 5, 517c28-520c22) 
羽 7 冊 582[1] 440 (164a4-165a19) 
羽 7 冊 582[2] 440 (182c5-8) 
羽 7 冊 582[3] 440 (145c18-24) 
羽 7 冊 582[4] 441 (307b11-308a1) 
羽 7 冊 582[5] 441 (190a18-c16) 
羽 7 冊 582[6] 441 (195a21-b28) 
羽 7 冊 582[7] 440 (165a19-167a19) 
羽 7 冊 582[8] 441 (235c4-236a15) 
羽 7 冊 583 665 (423b23-427b13) 
羽 8 冊 584 374 (582a23-586c24) 
羽 8 冊 585 375 (742c13-747c10) 
羽 8 冊 586-1 大正藏未収 
羽 8 冊 586-2 441 (302b14-29) 
羽 8 冊 587 475 (538b9-544a19) 
羽 8 冊 588 278 (723a13-726a24) 
羽 8 冊 589-1・02 1775 (331c19-332a17) 
羽 8 冊 589-3 374 (372b22-372c1) 
羽 8 冊 589-4 374 (372c13-28) 
羽 8 冊 589-5 大正藏未収 
羽 8 冊 589-6 大正藏未収 
羽 8 冊 589-7 典籍名未確定 
羽 8 冊 589-8 278 (656b6-12) 
羽 8 冊 589-9 374 (421b29-c5) 
羽 8 冊 589-10 374 (372c2-11) 
羽 8 冊 589-11 643 (665b16-21) 
羽 8 冊 589-12 1488 (1049a3-8) 
羽 8 冊 589-14 1488 (1048c23-28) 
羽 8 冊 589-15 374 (433c7-17) 
羽 8 冊 589-16 典籍名未確定 
羽 8 冊 589-17 374 (534a3-12) 
羽 8 冊 589-18 典籍名未確定 
羽 8 冊 589-19 典籍名未確定 
羽 8 冊 589-20 典籍名未確定 
羽 8 冊 589-21 典籍名未確定 
羽 8 冊 589-22 374 (410b3-8) 
羽 8 冊 589-23 1509 (323a15-21) 
羽 8 冊 589-24 1509 (323a22-24) 
羽 8 冊 589-25 278 (710a4-11) 
羽 8 冊 589-26 278 (710a11-14) 
羽 8 冊 589-27 374 (453b3-8) 
羽 8 冊 589-28 790 (731a22-28) 
羽 8 冊 590-1 1488 (1049b2-8) 
羽 8 冊 590-2 410 (704b23-27) 
羽 8 冊 590-3 512 (782b14-19) 
羽 8 冊 590-4 235 (750a12-15) 
羽 8 冊 590-5 278 (782c9-16) 
羽 8 冊 590-6 278 (782c16-21) 
羽 8 冊 590-7 2795 (697b21-25) 
羽 8 冊 590-8 278 (417c17-24) 
羽 8 冊 590-9 278 (534c15-21) 
羽 8 冊 590-10 278 (534c21-26) 
羽 8 冊 590-11 223 (321b14-20) 
羽 8 冊 590-12 374 (533c19-26) 
羽 8 冊 590-13 374 (534b1-6) 
羽 8 冊 590-14 374 (533b29-c7) 
羽 8 冊 590-15 374 (533c14-21) 
羽 8 冊 590-16 374 (533c22-26) 
羽 8 冊 590-17 374 (533b14-22) 
羽 8 冊 590-18 374 (534a26-b1) 
羽 8 冊 590-19 374 (533c25-534a3) 
羽 8 冊 590-20 374 (410a27-b3) 
羽 8 冊 590-21 374 (534a16-23) 
羽 8 冊 590-22 374 (534a23-26) 
羽 8 冊 590-23 374 (534b15-21) 
羽 8 冊 590-24 221 (122c19-25) 
羽 8 冊 590-25 221 (122c12-19) 
羽 8 冊 590-26 278 (417b29-c5) 
羽 8 冊 590-27 374 (510a17-24) 
羽 8 冊 590-28 大正藏未収 
羽 8 冊 590-29 大正藏未収* 
羽 8 冊 590-30 大正藏未収* 
羽 8 冊 590-31 374 (593a29-b7) 
羽 8 冊 590-32 374 (593b8-16) 
羽 8 冊 591 375 (648b2-657a10) 
羽 8 冊 592 1060 (106a4-24) 
羽 8 冊 593 397 (163a14-164b18) 
羽 8 冊 594 大正藏未収 
羽 8 冊 595 2897 (1424a5-1425b1) 
羽 8 冊 596 397 (15c24-18a23) 
羽 8 冊 597 2893 (1412a14-1413a28) 
羽 8 冊 598 大正藏未収 
羽 8 冊 599 365 (342a27-346b20) 
羽 8 冊 600 278 (781a1-c15) 
羽 8 冊 601 375 (695b19-701a13) 
羽 8 冊 602 128 (835c19-837c5) 
羽 8 冊 603 1429 (1015a18-1017a3) 
羽 8 冊 603V 1429 (1015c4-5) 
羽 8 冊 604 2814 (1156b2-1160a8) 
羽 8 冊 605 360 (268b22-272a25) 
羽 8 冊 606 643 (676b17-678b24) 
羽 8 冊 607 278 (547b19-551a4) 
羽 8 冊 608 262 (27b21-34b2) 
羽 8 冊 609-1 374 (546c29-547c24) 
羽 8 冊 609-2 1509 (272b22-272c17) 
羽 8 冊 609-3 374 (514a15-26) 
羽 8 冊 609-4 125 (729c24-730b9) 
羽 8 冊 610 653 (783a17-788a24) 
羽 8 冊 611[1] 187 (569a10-571c19) 
羽 8 冊 611[2] 187 (565c21-25) 
羽 8 冊 615V1 1600 (464b3-469a11) 
羽 8 冊 615V2 大正藏未収* 
羽 8 冊 615V3 1600 (469a12-b8) 
羽 8 冊 618 586 (47a22-54b11) 
羽 8 冊 619 大正藏未収 
羽 8 冊 621 1437 (484b10-488b21) 
羽 8 冊 622 2897 (1424a3-1425b3) 
羽 8 冊 623 2776 (438a3-439c4) 
羽 8 冊 624[1] 1077 (185a28-186b3) 
羽 8 冊 624[2] 1336 (632c21-28) 
羽 8 冊 625 665 (437b22-437c13) 
羽 8 冊 626 374 (510c5-516a6) 
羽 8 冊 627 大正藏未収 
羽 8 冊 628-1 大正藏未収* 
羽 8 冊 628-2 大正藏未収 
羽 8 冊 628-3 262 (57b18-c6) 
羽 8 冊 629 大正藏未収 
羽 8 冊 630 262 (38a10-39c17) 
羽 8 冊 631 1433 (1062a16-1065a22) 
羽 8 冊 632 294 (863b21-867b6) 
羽 8 冊 633-1 2870 (1336b21-1338c18) 
羽 8 冊 633-2 大正藏未収 
羽 8 冊 633-3 99 (214a22-b19) 
羽 8 冊 634 2827 (1264c19-1266a7) 
羽 8 冊 635 大正藏未収 
羽 8 冊 636-1 2897 (1422b29-1425b3) 
羽 8 冊 636-2 典籍名未確定 
羽 8 冊 636-3-1 251 (848c13-18) 
羽 8 冊 636-3-2 251 (848c19-20) 
羽 8 冊 636-4-1 262 (38c27-39a1) 
羽 8 冊 636-4-2 262 (39a5-14) 
羽 8 冊 637V1 2917(A) (1462b2-7) 
羽 8 冊 637V2 典籍名未確定 
羽 8 冊 637V3 大正藏未収* 
羽 8 冊 639 2775 (435c27-436c21) 
羽 8 冊 639V 2113 (630a7-9) 
羽 8 冊 640 2911 (1456c14-1458a23) 
敦煌出土仏典・大正蔵典籍番号対照表 
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羽 8 冊 641 262 (3c4-10b21) 
羽 8 冊 642-1 大正藏未収* 
羽 8 冊 642-2-1 936 (82a12-b5) 
羽 8 冊 642-2-2 936 (82a18-25) 
羽 8 冊 643 447 (378b8-381b23) 
羽 8 冊 644 220 (vol. 6, 89c10-91a3) 
羽 8 冊 645 475 (538c17-544a19) 
羽 8 冊 646 475 (551a20-c27) 
羽 8 冊 647[1] 475 (538b6-540c5) 
羽 8 冊 647[2] 475 (541a8-544a19) 
羽 8 冊 648 2875 (1359c1-1361a5) 
羽 8 冊 649 2735 (78c17-79a6) 
羽 8 冊 650 1915 (471a11-473b4) 
羽 8 冊 650V1 大正藏未収* 
羽 8 冊 650V2 大正藏未収* 
羽 8 冊 651[1] 2792 (662b21-c7) 
羽 8 冊 651[2] 2792 (664b12-24) 
羽 8 冊 652 2912 (1458b9-1459a8) 
羽 8 冊 653 2782 (545c21-547b14) 
羽 8 冊 654-1 大正藏未収 
羽 8 冊 654-2 1484 (1003b6-c20) 
羽 8 冊 655-1 366 (346b25-348a28) 
羽 8 冊 655-2 典籍名未確定 
羽 8 冊 655-3 典籍名未確定 
羽 8 冊 656 245 (830b29-834a8) 
羽 8 冊 657-1 475 (551a26-c27) 
羽 8 冊 657-2-1 262 (25b3-7) 
羽 8 冊 657-2-2 262 (25b9-15) 
羽 8 冊 658 2912 (1458b12-1459a8) 
羽 8 冊 659-1 592 (124b12-125a7) 
羽 8 冊 660 大正藏未収* 
羽 8 冊 661 1579 (430a2-431b9) 
羽 8 冊 661V 874 (310a17-b3) 
羽 8 冊 662 235 (750a3-752c3) 
羽 8 冊 664-9V 典籍名未確定 
羽 9 冊 667 大正藏未収 
羽 9 冊 668 220 (vol. 6, 63c8-65b16) 
羽 9 冊 669-1 1431 (1033c5-1041a18) 
羽 9 冊 670 936 (82a3-84c29) 
羽 9 冊 683-1 大正藏未収 
羽 9 冊 683-2 2854 (1304a4-b12) 
羽 9 冊 684 936 (83b10-c23) 
羽 9 冊 687 2842 (1295b6-22) 
羽 9 冊 691V1 665 (452a23-27) 
羽 9 冊 691V2 450 (405b24-29) 
羽 9 冊 697 2915 (1461c6-23) 
羽 9 冊 698V 442 (312a7-312b8) 
羽 9 冊 702-1 大正藏未収 
羽 9 冊 704V 2827 (1256b18-1257a11) 
羽 9 冊 705 大正藏未収 
羽 9 冊 706 典籍名未確定 
羽 9 冊 707-1 447 (376a6) 
羽 9 冊 707-2 310 
羽 9 冊 707-5 665 (405a13-18) 
羽 9 冊 707V1 125 (594b26-c25) 
羽 9 冊 707V2 251 (848c4-8) 
羽 9 冊 708 大正藏未収 
羽 9 冊 711 2828 (1266a13-b12) 
羽 9 冊 713 2917(A) (1462a24-b8) 
羽 9 冊 715 大正藏未収 
羽 9 冊 715V 大正藏未収 
羽 9 冊 716 1451 (402a20-c4) 
羽 9 冊 716V 典籍名未確定 
羽 9 冊 717V 936 (83a2-b1) 
羽 9 冊 720 典籍名未確定 
羽 9 冊 721 388 (1110a28-c7) 
羽 9 冊 722V 262 (47b9-c29) 
羽 9 冊 723 大正藏未収* 
羽 9 冊 725-1 大正藏未収 
羽 9 冊 725-2 典籍名未確定 
羽 9 冊 725-4 1804 (61b23-c1) 
羽 9 冊 726 大正藏未収 
羽 9 冊 726V 大正藏未収 
羽 9 冊 727 大正藏未収 
羽 9 冊 728 大正藏未収 
羽 9 冊 728V 大正藏未収 
羽 9 冊 729 大正藏未収 
羽 9 冊 730 480 (619c20-623c29) 
羽 9 冊 731 大正藏未収* 
羽 9 冊 732-1 221 (19c1-22b26) 
羽 9 冊 732-2 220 (vol. 5, 495c11-496a26) 
羽 9 冊 733 475 (547a28-551c27) 
羽 9 冊 734 大正藏未収 
羽 9 冊 735 374 (441b16-446b15) 
羽 9 冊 736 大正藏未収* 
羽 9 冊 739 大正藏未収 
羽 9 冊 739V 大正藏未収 
羽 9 冊 741 大正藏未収 
羽 9 冊 741V 大正藏未収* 
羽 9 冊 742V 大正藏未収* 
羽 9 冊 745V 2782 (545a28-b29) 
羽 9 冊 747-1 193 
羽 9 冊 747-2 典籍名未確定 
羽 9 冊 748 2777 (440a12-29) 
羽 9 冊 749V 大正藏未収 
羽 9 冊 750V 大正藏未収 
羽 9 冊 751 2882 (1383c7-20) 
羽 9 冊 752V 936 (82c22-83a19) 
羽 9 冊 755V 大正藏未収 
羽 9 冊 757[1] 278 (782b11-788a11) 
羽 9 冊 757[2] 278 (788a27-b1) 
羽 9 冊 758 262 (2b12-10b21) 
羽 9 冊 759 125 (586a6-594c12) 
羽 9 冊 760 1488 (1061b1-1063a6) 
羽 9 冊 761 1509 (70c16-75c4) 
羽 9 冊 762[1] 大正藏未収 
羽 9 冊 762[2] 374 (365c2-371c8) 
羽 9 冊 763 374 (458c26-463a14) 
羽 9 冊 764 440 (168a19-b28) 
羽 9 冊 765 262 (18b10-22a17) 
羽 9 冊 766 663 (347c10-352b9) 
羽 9 冊 767 375 (708c17-717a8) 
羽 9 冊 768 2788 (633c4-638b17) 
羽 9 冊 769 374 (574b10-580c16) 
羽 9 冊 770 1579 (308c11-313a11) 
羽 9 冊 771 2801 (895c16-906b1) 
羽 9 冊 774 374 (407b8-411a6) 
羽 9 冊 775[1] 220 (vol. 7, 779b26-c15) 
羽 9 冊 775[2] 220 (vol. 7, 779b19-24) 
守屋 61[1] 2882 (1383b9-1384b23) 
守屋 61[2] 1045 (40c4-17) 
守屋 194 223 (273a18-b3) 
守屋 195 大正藏未収 
守屋 196 245 (829c8-22) 
守屋 197 1509 (552c2-14) 
守屋 225 1361(附) (881a28-881b29) 
守屋 243 2814 (1156b2-c9) 
守屋 254 大正藏未収 
唐寺 1 262 (33b3-15) 
唐寺 2 374 (510b3-6) 
唐寺 3 374 (586c21-24) 
唐寺 4 235 (749b21-752c3) 
唐寺 5 586 (33b24-c18) 
唐寺 6 262 (38b29-46b14) 
唐寺 7[1] 2897 (1425a25-b3) 
唐寺 7[2] 典籍名未確定 
唐寺 8 1579 (318a3-322a11) 
唐寺 9 475 (552a3-557b26) 
唐寺 10 366 (348a7-29) 




唐寺 11[2] 典籍名未確定 
唐寺 12 2801 (906b2-c2) 
唐寺 13 936 (82a3-84c29) 
唐寺 14 26 (484c16-487c23) 
唐寺 15 220 (vol. 7, 612c14-613a3) 
唐寺 16 450 (408b19-25) 
法寺 1-1 2058 (314c14-315a20) 
法寺 1-2 2058 (317a27-318a19) 
法寺 1-3 2058 (318c9-14) 
法寺 1-4 2058 (313c27-29) 
法寺 1-5 2058 (314a3-4) 
法寺 1-6 2058 (314a5-7) 
書博 4 1422(別本) (201b11-206b18) 
書博 6 典籍名未確定 
書博 6V[1] 2041 (85a8-c29) 
書博 6V[2] 2041 (86c4-87a4) 
書博 15 374 (600a15-603c25) 
書博 18 2794 (683c5-690c26) 
書博 19 1509 (287c26-296b3) 
書博 20 262 (57b14-58b7) 
書博 21 1428 (698b15-704c21) 
書博 22 374 (586c24-592b26) 
書博 24 374 (574c19-580c16) 
書博 27 1435 (48a3-54a14) 
書博 28 125 (694a20-698b23) 
書博 29 410 (712b21-714a26) 
書博 31 大正藏未収 
書博 33 374 (468c26-475a4) 
書博 34[1] 2744 (160a26-166a14) 
書博 35 374 (509a13-510a18) 
書博 41 235 (749a3-752c3) 
書博 44 2788 (616c16-644c12) 
書博 45 374 (410b27-417c1) 
書博 46 大正藏未収 
書博 47 大正藏未収 
書博 48 442 (312a7-318a8) 
書博 54 397 (151a16-158b7) 
書博 55 278 (422b18-427a1) 
書博 57 1509 (69a3-75c4) 
書博 59 423 (964c2-969a15) 
書博 60 2869 (1333c27-1335c11) 
書博 61 1509 (675a17-684b5) 
書博 62 374 (411a7-417c1) 
書博 63 675 (675a3-679a16) 
書博 65 450 (408b15-25) 
書博 65V[1] 262 (39a5-8) 
書博 65V[2] 262 (39a10-14) 
書博 66 475 (554a19-557b26) 
書博 67 262 (36c22-39c17) 
書博 69 1546 (409c25-415a22) 
書博 70 235 (751b23-752c3) 
書博 74 2881 (1382a5-1383b6) 
書博 74V 典籍名未確定 
書博 75 262 (56c12-58b7) 
書博 76 262 (55a12-62b1) 
書博 77 665 (403a25-408a28) 
書博 79 1723 (779b29-798c6) 
書博 85 262 (27b21-37a2) 
書博 86 220 (vol. 5, 903c11-907a16) 
書博 87 220 (vol. 7, 333a23-334c17) 
書博 89 262 (42a29-50b22) 
書博 90 2901 (1432b5-1435c4) 
書博 91 936 (82a3-84c29) 
書博 92 262 (55b9-56c1) 
書博 93 2855 (1304b24-1305c13) 
書博 94 典籍名未確定 
書博 96 235 (749c4-750b20) 
書博 99 1724 (854c6-870c1) 
書博 100 1723 (713a9-734a23) 
書博 101 1723 (799a18-814c31) 
書博 102V 1866 (488b12-489a22) 
書博 104 374 (385b9-390b8) 
書博 106 2732 (1a3-8b28) 
書博 111 大正藏未収 
書博 112 大正藏未収 
書博 113 大正藏未収 
書博 115[1] 251 (848c17-24) 
書博 115[2] 大正藏未収* 
書博 116 262 (56c2-58b7) 
書博 117 1484 (1003a19-1005b5) 
書博 135V 典籍名未確定 
書博 139V 典籍名未確定 
書博 144 2868 (1328b24-1333c22) 
書博 147[4] 262 (52a29-b28) 
書博 173 第四卷[2] 2774 (433a3-434c7) 
書博 173 第四卷[3] 2854 (1303b17-1304b18) 
書博 173 第二卷[1] 2866 (1326b5-1327a19) 
國會 32(10) 220 (vol. 5, 933c2-938c16) 
國會 32(11) 220 (vol. 6, 70c2-75c22) 
國會 32(13) 220 (vol. 7, 1066b20-1071a20) 
國會 32(15) 374 (453b8-457b19) 
國會 32(16) 374 (493b9-498a29) 
國會 32(17) 374 (546c29-552a20) 
國會 32(18) 945 (146a7-151b16) 
國會 32(2) 665 (444c27-450c15) 
國會 32(20) 69 (872c10-875a8) 
國會 32(21) 1129 (558c9-563c4) 
國會 32(22) 967 (352a26-b23) 
國會 32(24)[1] 典籍名未確定 
國會 32(24)[2] 2893 (1410c22-1413a28) 
國會 32(25) 262 (10b24-19a12) 
國會 32(26) 262 (18a9-19a12) 
國會 32(27) 262 (20b25-21b16) 
國會 32(28) 262 (50b23-55a9) 
國會 32(31) 440 (146a1-147a6) 
國會 32(32) 441 (300a20-b12) 
國會 32(33) 佛名經 
國會 32(34) 佛名經 
國會 32(35) 2873 (1356b15-1357b23) 
國會 32(36) 262 (15c15-16a19) 
國會 32(37) 典籍名未確定 
國會 32(38) 235 (751b23-c29) 
國會 32(39) 374 (469c22-471b26) 
國會 32(4) 1429 (1015a21-1023a11) 
國會 32(40) 大正藏未収 
國會 32(46) 1022 (710a10-712a16) 
國會 32(47)-1 1435 (78c16-79a20) 
國會 32(47)-2 1425 (304a19-306b16) 
國會 32(48) 1564 (9b5-10b10) 
國會 32(5) 2778 (501b7-518b14) 
國會 32(7)-1 936 (82a3-84c29) 
國會 32(7)-2 967 (352a26-b23) 
國會 32(8) 156 (124a18-130b4) 
國會 32(9) 156 (135b2-136b10) 
CXZ1 大正藏未収 
CXZ2 262 (34b24-37a1) 
CXZ3 374 (417b25-423c21) 
CXZ4 262 (2b8-10b20) 
CXZ5 大正藏未収 
CXZ6 262 (3c11-5b23) 
CXZ7 262 (10b29-11a6) 
CXZ8 375 (725c23-28) 
CXZ9 235 (749a23-c18) 
CXZ10 262 (56c3-58b5) 
CXZ11 大正藏未収 
CXZ12 大正藏未収 
CXZ13 262 (19a19-27b8) 
CXZ14 366 (346b29-348a26) 
CXZ15 262 (27c14-29b21) 
CXZ16 220 (vol. 5, 520c29-521a23) 
CXZ17 672 (607b23-614b29) 
敦煌出土仏典・大正蔵典籍番号対照表 
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CXZ18 665 (439c5-441a22) 
CXZ19 475 (548b7-551c25) 
CXZ23 220 (vol. 7, 87b7-90c10) 
CXZ24 586 (58c28-62a21) 
CXZ25 大正藏未収 
散 1 1331 (512a10-514c28) 
散 3 220 (vol. 7, 683c19-689b14) 
散 4 220 (vol. 6, 284a6-289a10) 
散 5[1] 220 (vol. 7, 537b18-c17) 
散 5[2] 1543 (864b19-23) 
散 5[3] 672 (598c19-25) 
散 5[5] 1488 (1071a28-b1) 
散 5[6] 353 (217a3-8) 
散 6 220 (vol. 5, 27b11-28a16) 
散 7 220 (vol. 6, 161a26-166b2) 
散 8 220 (vol. 6, 32a11-37b11) 
散 14 278 (633c16-637c10) 
散 16[1] 2778 (501b10-504b26) 
散 16[2] 2778 (501b7-508b5) 
散 16[3] 2778 (501b7-508c12) 
散 17 681 (727b7-730c14) 
散 18 1509 (503a17-509a5) 
散 19 1509 (645b6-651c2) 
散 21 1509 (432a15-b24) 
散 26 397 (74c13-79a22) 
散 27 223 (217c4-221c10) 
散 28 366 (347b18-348a29) 
散 29 235 (748c17-751c4) 
散 30[1] 235 (749a26-750b19) 
散 30[2] 235 (750a16-752c2) 
散 34[1] 262 (44b14-45b5) 
散 36 262 (13b15-15a10) 
散 40 大正藏未収 
散 41 936 (82a3-84c29) 
散 42[1] 936 (82a3-84c29) 
散 42[2] 936 (82a3-84c29) 
散 43 936 (83b21-84c29) 
散 44 936 (83c5-84c29) 
散 46 大正藏未収* 
散 47 342 (149a21-153c9) 
散 48 663 (349a29-353c20) 
散 49 2882 (1383b20-1384b26) 
散 50 367 (351b1-23) 
散 51[2] 262 (57b22-58b7) 
散 52 1522 (181c5-186a20) 
散 53 大正藏未収 
散 55 大正藏未収 
散 56 410 (711a5-712a10) 
散 57 大正藏未収 
散 58 大正藏未収* 
散 60 2830(A) (1268b25-c18) 
散 62 大正藏未収 
散 63 大正藏未収 
散 64[2] 大正藏未収 
散 64[4] 251 (848c4-11) 
散 68[1] 374 (390b16-398a12) 
散 68[10] 374 (594c7-598b15) 
散 68[2] 374 (398b17-404a29) 
散 68[3] 374 (411b11-417c1) 
散 68[4] 374 (432a25-440a13) 
散 68[5] 374 (439b28-445b20) 
散 68[6] 374 (454a18-456c26) 
散 68[7] 374 (463a15-468c25) 
散 68[8] 374 (477a7-480c27) 
散 68[9] 374 (515c7-516a6) 
散 69[1] 220 (vol. 6, 361a2-366a27) 
散 69[2] 220 (vol. 7, 1024c24-1029b11) 
散 71[1] 223 (383c9-384a9) 
散 71[2] 262 (55b13-56b29) 
散 77 220 (vol. 6, 596b21-597a17) 
散 84[1] 665 (408b24-409b8) 
散 84[2] 653 (791a15-b8) 
散 84[3] 278 (783b11-c23) 
散 84[4] 665 (427b23-432c10) 
散 86 1509 (287a12-c15) 
散 98 967 (350a11-352a26) 
散 107 672 (618b12-630c27) 
散 123 1302 (420a10-421a14) 
散 142 450 (404c26-408b25) 
散 155 374 (469c22-475a4) 
散 160[1] 663 (341c2-344c20) 
散 160[2] 663 (341b13-c2) 
散 177 220 (vol. 7, 702c8-703b4) 
散 185 262 (56c18-58b7) 
散 187 大正藏未収 
散 266 2897 (1423a10-1425b3) 
散 273[1] 大正藏未収 
散 273[2] 佛名經 
散 291 374 (565a10-568b21) 
散 303 222 (161c15-166c29) 
散 320 2787 (603a8-604c1) 
散 327 2792 (659a3-660a2) 
散 356 2916 (1462a3-19) 
散 364 2916 (1462a3-19) 
散 394 大正藏未収 
散 424 665 (444b4-450c15) 
散 436 大正藏未収 
散 447 2901 (1433a26-1434a13) 
散 453 大正藏未収 
散 463 2795 (691a8-711c24) 
散 475 2015 (410a2-413a16) 
散 479 1077 (185b12-186b1) 
散 481 1488 (1069c8-1075c2) 
散 482 大正藏未収 
散 485 1511 (790b10-c28) 
散 508 1511 (790b10-c28) 
散 533 936 (82c19-84c28) 
散 548 2887 (1403c10-1404a23) 
散 550 663 (340c16-358a29) 
散 569 475 (539c26-544a19) 
散 570 374 (581a16-586c24) 
散 576[2] 262 (6b24-10b21) 
散 576[3] 262 (1c14-10b21) 
散 576[4] 262 (4b16-6c6) 
散 576[5] 262 (1c14-2a17) 
散 576[6] 262 (12a7-b9) 
散 576[7] 262 (5b24-10b20) 
散 576[8] 262 (10c7-19a12) 
散 576[9] 262 (22c10-27b9) 
散 576[1] 262 (2a28-10b21) 
散 576[10] 262 (20c11-27b9) 
散 576[11] 262 (30b28-32b14) 
散 576[12-1] 262 (37b8-c15) 
散 576[12-2] 262 (37a5-b5) 
散 576[13] 262 (37b23-46b14) 
散 576[14] 262 (39c4-46b14) 
散 576[15] 262 (38b27-41a7) 
散 576[16] 262 (42a29-44a4) 
散 576[17] 262 (47c10-55a9) 
散 576[18] 262 (49a2-54c21) 
散 576[19] 262 (61b19-62b1) 
散 576[20] 262 (55a12-b14) 
散 576[21-1] 262 (37a5-c8) 
散 576[21-2] 279 (11a12-c21) 
散 576[22] 262 (56a14-62b1) 
散 576[23] 262 (55c14-62b1) 
散 576[24] 262 (59a3-62b1) 
散 612 大正藏未収* 
散 636 278 (756b7-762a29) 




散 716 374 (435b15-439b24) 
散 741 大正藏未収 
散 776 374 (413c23-416c9) 
散 776V 1484 (1004a23-1009c8) 
散 813 1331 (533a16-535a28) 
散 825 279 (355b26-359c25) 
散 949[1] 279 (48c23-49a20) 
散 949[2] 262 (2b20-c22) 
散 984 672 (610a12-614c1) 
散 1008[1] 156 (155c29-161b5) 
散 1008[2] 220 (vol. 6, 930a9-b8) 
散 1068 665 (404a11-405b15) 
散 1087 945 (107c13-110a7) 
散 1098 156 (124c23-130b3) 
散 1191[1] 665 (438b9-439c18) 
散 1191[2] 665 (440a17-441a26) 
散 1343 2879 (1364b18-1366a18) 
散 1363[1] 2735 (93a20-100c14) 
散 1363[2] 大正藏未収* 
散 1412 2782 (549a10-552c13) 
散 1447[1] 2810 (1046a11-1048a6) 
散 1511[1] 2871 (1347a10-1348c22) 

















































































































































A Concordance to the Text Numbers  
of the Zhenyuan lu  
in the Nanatsudera Manuscript Canon  
and the Text Numbers of  











1 220 大般若波羅蜜多經 
2 221 放光般若經 
3 223 摩訶般若波羅蜜經 
4 222 光讚經 
5 226 摩訶般若鈔經 
6 241 金剛頂瑜伽理趣般若經 
7 1003 大樂金剛不空真實三昧耶經般若波羅蜜多理趣釋 
8 224 道行般若經 
9 227 小品般若波羅蜜經 
10 225 大明度經 
11 231 勝天王般若波羅蜜經 
12 232 文殊師利所説摩訶般若波羅蜜經 
13 233 文殊師利所説般若波羅蜜經 
14 234 佛説濡首菩薩無上清淨分衛經 
15 235 金剛般若波羅蜜經 
16 237 金剛般若波羅蜜經 
17 236 金剛般若波羅蜜經 
18 220 大般若波羅蜜多經 ［能斷金剛般若波羅蜜多經］ 
19 239 佛説能斷金剛般若波羅蜜多經 
20 240 實相般若波羅蜜經 
21 245 佛説仁王般若波羅蜜經 
22 246 仁王護國般若波羅蜜多經 
23 996 仁王般若陀羅尼釋 
24 995 仁王般若念誦法 
25 994 仁王護國般若波羅蜜多經陀羅尼念誦儀軌 
26 250 摩訶般若波羅蜜大明呪經 
27 251 般若波羅蜜多心經 
28 252 普遍智藏般若波羅蜜多心經 
29 253 般若波羅蜜多心經 
30 1151 修習般若波羅蜜菩薩觀行念誦儀軌 
31 1004 般若波羅蜜多理趣經大樂不空三昧真實金剛薩埵菩薩等一十七聖大曼荼羅義述 
32 310 大寶積經 
33 311 大方廣三戒經 
34 361 佛説無量清淨平等覺經 
35 362 佛説阿彌陀三耶三佛薩樓佛檀過度人道經 
36 360 佛説無量壽經 
37 313 阿閦佛國經 
38 921 阿閦如來念誦供養法 
39 314 佛説大乘十法經 
40 315 佛説普門品經 
41 317 佛説胞胎經 
42 318 文殊師利佛土嚴淨經 
43 319 大聖文殊師利菩薩佛刹功德莊嚴經 
44 322 法鏡經 
45 323 郁迦羅越菩薩行經 
46 324 佛説幻士仁賢經 
47 325 佛説決定毘尼經 
48 327 發覺淨心經 
49 332 佛説優填王經 
50 334 佛説須摩提菩薩經 
51 335 佛説須摩提菩薩經 
52 337 佛説阿闍貰王女阿術達菩薩經 








54 339 得無垢女經 
55 340 文殊師利所説不思議佛境界經 
56 342 佛説如幻三昧經 
57 341 聖善住意天子所問經 
58 343 佛説太子刷護經 
59 344 佛説太子和休經 
60 345 慧上菩薩問大善權經 
61 347 大乘顯識經 
62 348 佛説大乘方等要慧經 
63 349 彌勒菩薩所問本願經 
64 350 佛説遺日摩尼寶經 
65 351 佛説摩訶衍寶嚴經 
66 353 勝鬘師子吼一乘大方便方廣經 
67 354 毘耶娑問經 
68 397 大方等大集經(1)～(11), (13) 
69 397 大方等大集經(14) 日藏分（大乘大方等日藏經十卷） 
70 397 大方等大集經(15) 月藏分（大方等大集月藏經十卷） 
71 413 百千頌大集經地藏菩薩請問法身讚 
72 411 大乘大集地藏十輪經 
73 410 大方廣十輪經 
74 397 大方等大集經(16) 須彌藏分（大乘大集須彌藏經二卷） 
75 405 虚空藏菩薩經 
76 407 虚空藏菩薩神呪經 
77 408 虚空孕菩薩經 
78 409 觀虚空藏菩薩經 
79 404 大集大虚空藏菩薩所問經 
80 1146 大虚空藏菩薩念誦法 
81 414 菩薩念佛三昧經 
82 415 大方等大集經菩薩念佛三昧分 
83 418 般舟三昧經 
84 419 拔陂菩薩經 
85 416 大方等大集經賢護分 
86 403 阿差末菩薩經 
87 397 大方等大集經(12) 無盡意菩薩品（無盡意菩薩經六卷） 
88 422 大集譬喩王經 
89 398 大哀經 
90 399 寶女所問經 
91 401 佛説無言童子經 
92 420 自在王菩薩經 
93 421 奮迅王問經 
94 402 寶星陀羅尼經 
95 278 大方廣佛華嚴經 
96 279 大方廣佛華嚴經 
97 293 大方廣佛華嚴經 
98 297 普賢菩薩行願讚 
99 469 文殊問經字母品第十四 
100 880 瑜伽金剛頂經釋字母品 
101 1019 大方廣佛華嚴經入法界品四十二字觀門 
102 1175 金剛頂經瑜伽文殊師利菩薩供養儀軌 
103 1171 金剛頂經瑜伽文殊師利菩薩法一品 
104 1176 曼殊室利童子菩薩五字瑜伽法 
105 1174 五字陀羅尼頌 








107 1195 大聖文殊師利菩薩讚佛法身禮 
108 305 信力入印法門經 
109 302 度諸佛境界智光嚴經 
110 303 佛華嚴入如來德智不思議境界經 
111 304 大方廣入如來智德不思議經 
112 300 大方廣佛華嚴經不思議佛境界分 
113 301 大方廣如來不思議境界經 
114 1130 大乘金剛髻珠菩薩修行分 
115 306 大方廣佛花嚴經修慈分 
116 298 大方廣普賢所説經 
117 307 佛説莊嚴菩提心經 
118 780 佛説十力經 
119 998 佛説迴向輪經 
120 287 佛説十地經 
121 308 佛説大方廣菩薩十地經 
122 280 佛説兜沙經 
123 281 佛説菩薩本業經 
124 282 諸菩薩求佛本業經 
125 283 菩薩十住行道品 
126 284 佛説菩薩十住經 
127 285 漸備一切智德經 
128 286 十住經 
129 288 等目菩薩所問三昧經 
130 289 顯無邊佛土功德經 
131 291 佛説如來興顯經 
132 292 度世品經 
133 294 佛説羅摩伽經 
134 295 大方廣佛華嚴經入法界品 
135 374 大般涅槃經 
136 377 大般涅槃經後分 
137 376 佛説大般泥洹經 
138 378 佛説方等般泥洹經 
139 379 四童子三昧經 
140 380 大悲經 
141 187 方廣大莊嚴經 
142 186 佛説普曜經 
143 269 佛説法華三昧經 
144 276 無量義經 
145 265 薩曇分陀利經 
146 262 妙法蓮華經 
147 1000 成就妙法蓮華經王瑜伽觀智儀軌 
148 263 正法華經 
149 264 添品妙法蓮華經 
150 475 維摩詰所説經 
151 474 佛説維摩詰經 
152 476 説無垢稱經 
153 477 佛説大方等頂王經 
154 478 大乘頂王經 
155 479 善思童子經 
156 158 大乘悲分陀利經 
157 157 悲華經 
158 665 金光明最勝王經 








160 624 佛説貫真陀羅所問如來三昧經 
161 625 大樹緊那羅王所問經 
162 815 佛昇忉利天為母説法經 
163 816 佛説道神足無極變化經 
164 660 佛説寶雨經 
165 658 寶雲經 
166 266 佛説阿惟越致遮經 
167 267 不退轉法輪經 
168 268 佛説廣博嚴淨不退轉輪經 
169 645 不必定入定入印經 
170 646 入定不定印經 
171 381 等集衆德三昧經 
172 382 集一切福德三昧經 
173 585 持心梵天所問經 
174 586 思益梵天所問經 
175 587 勝思惟梵天所問經 
176 481 持人菩薩經 
177 482 持世經 
178 274 佛説濟諸方等學經 
179 275 大乘方廣總持經 
180 461 佛説文殊師利現寶藏經 
181 1022 一切如來心祕密全身舍利寶篋印陀羅尼經 
182 462 大方廣寶篋經 
183 673 大乘同性經 
184 674 證契大乘經 
185 675 深密解脱經 
186 676 解深密經 
187 677 佛説解節經 
188 678 相續解脱地波羅蜜了義經 
189 716 縁生初勝分法本經 
190 717 分別縁起初勝法門經 
191 670 楞伽阿跋多羅寶經 
192 671 入楞伽經 
193 672 大乘入楞伽經 
194 271 佛説菩薩行方便境界神通變化經 
195 272 大薩遮尼乾子所説經 
196 387 大方等無想經 
197 992 大方等大雲經請雨品第六十四 
198 991 大雲輪請雨經 
199 993 大雲經請雨品第六十四 
200 989 大雲輪請雨經 
201 650 諸法無行經 
202 651 佛説諸法本無經 
203 636 無極寶三昧經 
204 637 佛説寶如來三昧經 
205 632 佛説慧印三昧經 
206 633 佛説如來智印經 
207 1331 佛説灌頂經 
208 449 佛説藥師如來本願經 
209 450 藥師琉璃光如來本願功德經 
210 626 佛説阿闍世王經 
211 451 藥師琉璃光七佛本願功德經 








213 629 佛説放鉢經 
214 639 月燈三昧經 
215 640 佛説月燈三昧經 
216 813 佛説無希望經 
217 814 佛説象腋經 
218 817 佛説大淨法門經 
219 818 大莊嚴法門經 
220 357 如來莊嚴智慧光明入一切佛境界經 
221 358 度一切諸佛境界智嚴經 
222 373 後出阿彌陀佛偈 
223 365 佛説觀無量壽佛經 
224 930 無量壽如來觀行供養儀軌 
225 366 佛説阿彌陀經 
226 367 稱讚淨土佛攝受經 
227 452 佛説觀彌勒菩薩上生兜率天經 
228 456 佛説彌勒大成佛經 
229 457 佛説彌勒來時經 
230 454 佛説彌勒下生成佛經 
231 455 佛説彌勒下生成佛經 
232 822 佛説諸法勇王經 
233 823 佛説一切法高王經 
234 833 第一義法勝經 
235 834 大威燈光仙人問疑經 
236 565 順權方便經 
237 566 樂瓔珞莊嚴方便品經 
238 152 六度集經 
239 171 太子須大拏經 
240 174 佛説菩薩睒子經 
241 175 佛説睒子經 
242 167 佛説太子慕魄經 
243 168 佛説太子墓魄經 
244 181 佛説九色鹿經 
245 828 無字寶篋經 
246 829 大乘離文字普光明藏經 
247 830 大乘遍照光明藏無字法門經 
248 559 佛説老女人經 
249 561 佛説老母經 
250 560 佛説老母女六英經 
251 534 佛説月光童子經 
252 536 申日兒本經 
253 545 佛説德護長者經 
254 464 文殊師利問菩提經 
255 465 伽耶山頂經 
256 466 佛説象頭精舍經 
257 467 大乘伽耶山頂經 
258 526 佛説長者子制經 
259 528 佛説菩薩逝經 
260 527 佛説逝童子經 
261 808 佛説犢子經 
262 809 佛説乳光佛經 
263 562 佛説無垢賢女經 
264 563 佛説腹中女聽經 








266 669 佛説無上依經 
267 688 佛説未曾有經 
268 689 甚希有經 
269 811 佛説決定總持經 
270 831 謗佛經 
271 356 佛説寶積三昧文殊師利菩薩問法身經 
272 355 入法界體性經 
273 835 如來師子吼經 
274 836 大方廣師子吼經 
275 661 大乘百福相經 
276 662 大乘百福莊嚴相經 
277 772 大乘四法經 
278 773 佛説菩薩修行四法經 
279 690 佛説希有校量功德經 
280 691 最無比經 
281 178 前世三轉經 
282 179 銀色女經 
283 509 阿闍世王授決經 
284 510 採花違王上佛授決號妙花經 
285 1496 佛説正恭敬經 
286 1495 善恭敬經 
287 840 稱讚大乘功德經 
288 841 説妙法決定業障經 
289 514 佛説諫王經 
290 515 如來示教勝軍王經 
291 593 佛為勝光天子説王法經 
292 575 佛説大方等修多羅王經 
293 576 佛説轉有經 
294 470 佛説文殊師利巡行經 
295 471 佛説文殊尸利行經 
296 1276 文殊師利菩薩根本大教王經金翅鳥王品 
297 1299 文殊師利菩薩及諸仙所説吉凶時日善惡宿曜經 
298 713 貝多樹下思惟十二因縁經 
299 714 縁起聖道經 
300 709 佛説稻芉經 
301 710 慈氏菩薩所説大乘縁生稻幹喩經 
302 708 了本生死經 
303 622 佛説自誓三昧經 
304 623 佛説如來獨證自誓三昧經 
305 695 佛説灌洗佛形像經 
306 696 佛説摩訶刹頭經 
307 693 佛説造立形像福報經 
308 692 佛説作佛形像經 
309 557 佛説龍施女經 
310 558 佛説龍施菩薩本起經 
311 903 都部陀羅尼目 
312 427 佛説八吉祥神呪經 
313 428 佛説八陽神呪經 
314 430 八吉祥經 
315 431 八佛名號經 
316 1167 八大菩薩曼荼羅經 
317 685 佛説盂蘭盆經 








319 697 佛説浴像功德經 
320 698 浴佛功德經 
321 788 佛説校量數珠功德經 
322 789 金剛頂瑜伽念珠經 
323  大正蔵未収 
324  大正蔵未収 
325 787 曼殊室利呪藏中校量數珠功德經 
326 1092 不空羂索神變真言經 
327 1093 不空羂索呪經 
328 1094 不空羂索神呪心經 
329 1097 不空羂索陀羅尼自在王呪經 
330 1096 不空羂索陀羅尼經 
331 1057 千眼千臂觀世音菩薩陀羅尼神呪經 
332 1058 千手千眼觀世音菩薩姥陀羅尼身經 
333 1062 (A)千手千眼觀世音菩薩大身呪本 
334 1060 千手千眼觀世音菩薩廣大圓滿無礙大悲心陀羅尼經 
335 1061 千手千眼觀自在菩薩廣大圓滿無礙大悲心陀羅尼呪本 
336 1082 觀世音菩薩祕密藏如意輪陀羅尼神呪經 
337 1083 觀世音菩薩如意摩尼陀羅尼經 
338 1056 金剛頂瑜伽千手千眼觀自在菩薩修行儀軌經 
339 1081 佛説觀自在菩薩如意心陀羅尼呪經 
340 1080 如意輪陀羅尼經 
341 1037 觀自在菩薩説普賢陀羅尼經 
342 1181 大方廣菩薩藏經中文殊師利根本一字陀羅尼經 
343 1182 曼殊室利菩薩呪藏中一字呪王經 
344 1348 佛説十二佛名神呪校量功德除障滅罪經 
345 1349 佛説稱讚如來功德神呪經 
346 326 佛説三十五佛名禮懺文 
347 988 孔雀王呪經 
348 986 大金色孔雀王呪經 
349 987 佛説大金色孔雀王呪經 
350 984 孔雀王呪經 
351 985 佛説大孔雀呪王經 
352 982 佛母大孔雀明王經 
353 983 (A)佛説大孔雀明王畫像壇場儀軌 
354 901 陀羅尼集經 
355 1070 佛説十一面觀世音神呪經 
356 1071 十一面神呪心經 
357 1069 十一面觀自在菩薩心密言念誦儀軌經 
358 1256 佛説摩利支天陀羅尼呪經 
359 1255 佛説摩利支天菩薩陀羅尼經 
360 1254 末利支提婆華鬘經 
361 1261 訶利帝母真言經 
362 1260 大藥叉女歡喜母并愛子成就法 
363 1034 呪五首 
364 1035 千轉陀羅尼觀世音菩薩呪 
365 1179 文殊師利菩薩六字呪功能法經 
366 1180 六字神呪經 
367 1077 佛説七倶胝佛母心大准提陀羅尼經 
368 1075 佛説七倶胝佛母准提大明陀羅尼經 
369 1076 七倶胝佛母所説准提陀羅尼經 
370 1103 觀自在菩薩隨心呪經 








372 1337 種種雜呪經 
373 968 佛頂尊勝陀羅尼經 
374 969 佛頂最勝陀羅尼經 
375 967 佛頂尊勝陀羅尼經 
376 970 最勝佛頂陀羅尼淨除業障呪經 
377 971 佛説佛頂尊勝陀羅尼經 
378 972 佛頂尊勝陀羅尼念誦儀軌法 
379 1011 佛説無量門微密持經 
380 1012 佛説出生無量門持經 
381 1013 阿難陀目佉尼呵離陀經 
382 1014 無量門破魔陀羅尼經 
383 1015 佛説阿難陀目佉尼呵離陀隣尼經 
384 1244 毘沙門天王經 
385 1016 舍利弗陀羅尼經 
386 1017 佛説一向出生菩薩經 
387 1018 出生無邊門陀羅尼經 
388 1009 出生無邊門陀羅尼經 
389 1363 勝幢臂印陀羅尼經 
390 1364 妙臂印幢陀羅尼經 
391 1342 佛説無崖際總持法門經 
392 1343 尊勝菩薩所問一切諸法入無量門陀羅尼經 
393 1135 佛説一切如來金剛壽命陀羅尼經 
394 1133 金剛壽命陀羅尼念誦法 
395 1344 金剛上味陀羅尼經 
396 1345 金剛場陀羅尼經 
397 1008 菩提場莊嚴陀羅尼經 
398 950 菩提場所説一字頂輪王經 
399 953 一字奇特佛頂經 
400 957 金剛頂經一字頂輪王瑜伽一切時處念誦成佛儀軌 
401 1357 佛説師子奮迅菩薩所問經 
402 1358 佛説花聚陀羅尼呪經 
403 1356 佛説華積陀羅尼神呪經 
404 1044 佛説六字呪王經 
405 1045 佛説六字神呪王經 
406 1333 虚空藏菩薩問七佛陀羅尼呪經 
407 1334 如來方便善巧呪經 
408 1351 佛説持句神呪經 
409 1352 佛説陀鄰尼鉢經 
410 1354 東方最勝燈王如來經 
411 1137 佛説善法方便陀羅尼經 
412 1138 金剛祕密善門陀羅尼呪經 
413 1139 護命法門神呪經 
414 1024 無垢淨光大陀羅尼經 
415 1043 請觀世音菩薩消伏毒害陀羅尼呪經 
416 1264 (別本)佛説穰麌梨童女經 
417 1323 除一切疾病陀羅尼經 
418 1324 能淨一切眼疾病陀羅尼經 
419 1039 阿唎多羅陀羅尼阿嚕力經 
420 1163 佛説雨寶陀羅尼經 
421 1211 甘露軍荼利菩薩供養念誦成就儀軌 
422 1110 佛説一髻尊陀羅尼經 
423 1214 聖閻曼德迦威怒王立成大神驗念誦法 








425 1266 大聖天歡喜雙身毘那夜迦法 
426 807 佛説内藏百寶經 
427 701 佛説温室洗浴衆僧經 
428 329 佛説須賴經 
429 532 私呵昧經 
430 533 菩薩生地經 
431 770 佛説四不可得經 
432 567 佛説梵志女首意經 
433 630 佛説成具光明定意經 
434 433 佛説寶網經 
435 812 菩薩行五十縁身經 
436 330 佛説菩薩修行經 
437 683 佛説諸德福田經 
438 666 大方等如來藏經 
439 667 大方廣如來藏經 
440 832 佛語經 
441 162 金色王經 
442 820 佛説演道俗業經 
443 444 佛説百佛名經 
444 434 佛説稱揚諸佛功德經 
445 588 佛説須真天子經 
446 383 摩訶摩耶經 
447 744 佛説除恐災患經 
448 790 佛説孛經抄 
449 371 觀世音菩薩授記經 
450 1101 佛説大方廣曼殊室利經 
451 598 佛説海龍王經 
452 642 佛説首楞嚴三昧經 
453 277 佛説觀普賢菩薩行法經 
454 1161 佛説觀藥王藥上二菩薩經 
455 484 不思議光菩薩所説經 
456 309 最勝問菩薩十住除垢斷結經 
457 810 諸佛要集經 
458 754 佛説未曾有因縁經 
459 656 菩薩瓔珞經 
460 638 佛説超日明三昧經 
461 425 賢劫經 
462 1340 大法炬陀羅尼經 
463 1341 大威德陀羅尼經 
464 440 佛説佛名經 
465 447 現在賢劫千佛名經 
466 443 五千五百佛名神呪除障滅罪經 
467 445 佛説不思議功德諸佛所護念經 
468 657 佛説華手經 
469 1339 大方等陀羅尼經 
470 423 僧伽姙經 
471 647 力莊嚴三昧經 
472 842 大方廣圓覺修多羅了義經 
473 643 佛説觀佛三昧海經 
474 156 大方便佛報恩經 
475 155 佛説菩薩本行經 
476 761 佛説法集經 








478 384 菩薩從兜術天降神母胎説廣普經 
479 635 佛説弘道廣顯三昧經 
480 702 佛説施燈功德經 
481 120 央掘魔羅經 
482 485 無所有菩薩經 
483 397 大方等大集經(17) 十方菩薩品（明度五十校計經二卷） 
484 385 中陰經 
485 270 大法鼓經 
486 468 文殊師利問經 
487 480 佛説月上女經 
488 821 大方廣如來祕密藏經 
489 681 大乘密嚴經 
490 682 大乘密嚴經 
491 839 占察善惡業報經 
492 386 蓮華面經 
493 458 文殊師利問菩薩署經 
494 694 佛説大乘造像功德經 
495 1006 廣大寶樓閣善住祕密陀羅尼經 
496 1005 (A)大寶廣博樓閣善住祕密陀羅尼經 
497 951 一字佛頂輪王經 
498 955 一字頂輪王瑜伽觀行儀軌 
499 954 (A)一字頂輪王念誦儀軌 
500 948 金輪王佛頂要略念誦法 
501 956 大陀羅尼末法中一字心呪經 
502 945 大佛頂如來密因修證了義諸菩薩萬行首楞嚴經 
503 848 大毘盧遮那成佛神變加持經 
504 876 金剛頂經瑜伽修習毘盧遮那三摩地法 
505 856 大毘盧遮那成佛神變加持經略示七支念誦隨行法 
506 857 大日經略攝念誦隨行法 
507 1002 不空羂索毘盧遮那佛大灌頂光真言 
508 895 蘇婆呼童子請問經 
509 893 蘇悉地羯囉經 
510 1007 牟梨曼陀羅呪經 
511 1227 大威力烏樞瑟摩明王經 
512 1228 穢跡金剛説神通大滿陀羅尼法術靈要門 
513 1229 穢跡金剛禁百變法經 
514 1225 大威怒烏芻澁麼儀軌經 
515 1222 聖迦柅忿怒金剛童子菩薩成就儀軌經 
516 866 金剛頂瑜伽中略出念誦經 
517 865 金剛頂一切如來真實攝大乘現證大教王經 
518 870 略述金剛頂瑜伽分別聖位修證法門 
519 879 金剛頂瑜伽三十七尊禮 
520 1125 金剛頂瑜伽金剛薩埵五祕密修行念誦儀軌 
521 1120 (A)金剛頂勝初瑜伽經中略出大樂金剛薩埵念誦儀 
522 1123 金剛頂勝初瑜伽普賢菩薩念誦法 
523 908 金剛頂瑜伽護摩儀軌 
524 869 金剛頂經瑜伽十八會指歸 
525 1122 金剛頂瑜伽他化自在天理趣會普賢修行念誦儀軌 
526 1124 普賢金剛薩埵略瑜伽念誦儀軌 
527 1119 大樂金剛薩埵修行成就儀軌 
528 1040 金剛頂降三世大儀軌法王教中觀自在菩薩心真言一切如來蓮華大曼拏攞品 
529 1209 金剛頂瑜伽降三世成就極深密門 








531 1332 七佛八菩薩所説大陀羅尼神呪經 
532 1335 大吉義神呪經 
533 1185 (A)佛説文殊師利法寶藏陀羅尼經 
534 1027 金剛光焰止風雨陀羅尼經 
535 1238 阿姙婆拘鬼神大將上佛陀羅尼經 
536 370 阿彌陀鼓音聲王陀羅尼經 
537 1367 佛説大普賢陀羅尼經 
538 1368 佛説大七寶陀羅尼經 
539 1046 六字大陀羅尼呪經 
540 1394 佛説安宅神呪經 
541 1393 佛説摩尼羅亶經 
542 1378 佛説玄師颰陀所説神呪經 
543 1028 (A)佛説護諸童子陀羅尼經 
544 918 諸佛心陀羅尼經 
545 1395 拔濟苦難陀羅尼經 
546 1365 八名普密陀羅尼經 
547 1162 持世陀羅尼經 
548 1360 六門陀羅尼經 
549 1038 清淨觀世音普賢陀羅尼經 
550 1033 金剛恐怖集會方廣軌儀觀自在菩薩三世最勝心明王經 
551 1031 聖觀自在菩薩心真言瑜伽觀行儀軌 
552 1030 觀自在大悲成就瑜伽蓮華部念誦法門 
553 1102 金剛頂經多羅菩薩念誦法 
554 1100 葉衣觀自在菩薩經 
555 1032 瑜伽蓮華部念誦法 
556 873 金剛頂蓮華部心念誦儀軌 
557 1202 不動使者陀羅尼祕密法 
558 1200 底哩三昧耶不動尊威怒王使者念誦法 
559 1397 智炬陀羅尼經 
560 1346 諸佛集會陀羅尼經 
561 1154 佛説隨求即得大自在陀羅尼神呪經 
562 1153 普遍光明清淨熾盛如意寶印心無能勝大明王大隨求陀羅尼經 
563 1369 百千印陀羅尼經 
564 1314 佛説救面然餓鬼陀羅尼神呪經 
565 1313 佛説救拔焰口餓鬼陀羅尼經 
566 1375 佛説莊嚴王陀羅尼呪經 
567 1157 香王菩薩陀羅尼呪經 
568 1374 佛説一切功德莊嚴王經 
569 1396 佛説拔除罪障呪王經 
570 1362 佛説善夜經 
571 1145 虚空藏菩薩能滿諸願最勝心陀羅尼求聞持法 
572 1173 金剛頂經曼殊室利菩薩五字心陀羅尼品 
573 1132 金剛王菩薩祕密念誦儀軌 
574 1087 觀自在如意輪菩薩瑜伽法要 
575 1086 觀自在菩薩如意輪瑜伽 
576 1085 觀自在菩薩如意輪念誦儀軌 
577 680 佛説佛地經 
578 389 佛垂般涅槃略説教誡經 
579 837 佛説出生菩提心經 
580 621 佛説佛印三昧經 
581 463 佛説文殊師利般涅槃經 
582 188 異出菩薩本起經 








584 570 佛説賢首經 
585 169 佛説月明菩薩經 
586 569 佛説心明經 
587 435 佛説滅十方冥經 
588 182 佛説鹿母經 
589 589 佛説魔逆經 
590 170 佛説德光太子經 
591 177 佛説大意經 
592 574 佛説堅固女經 
593 591 商主天子所問經 
594 824 諸法最上王經 
595 486 師子莊嚴王菩薩請問經 
596 524 佛為優填王説王法政論經 
597 487 離垢慧菩薩所問禮佛法經 
598 436 受持七佛名號所生功德經 
599 390 佛臨涅槃記法住經 
600 648 寂照神變三摩地經 
601 573 差摩婆帝授記經 
602 668 佛説不増不減經 
603 699 佛説造塔功德經 
604 700 右繞佛塔功德經 
605 774 大乘四法經 
606 568 有德女所問大乘經 
607 577 佛説大乘流轉諸有經 
608 163 佛説妙色王因縁經 
609 599 佛爲海龍王説法印經 
610 164 佛説師子素駄娑王斷肉經 
611 391 般泥洹後灌臘經 
612 429 佛説八部佛名經 
613 778 佛説菩薩内習六波羅蜜經 
614 261 大乘理趣六波羅蜜多經 
615 547 大花嚴長者問佛那羅延力經 
616 172 佛説菩薩投身飴餓虎起塔因縁經 
617 644 佛説金剛三昧本性清淨不壞不滅經 
618 176 佛説師子月佛本生經 
619 572 佛説長者法志妻經 
620 520 佛説薩羅國經 
621 432 佛説十吉祥經 
622 1252 佛説大吉祥天女十二名號經 
623 1253 大吉祥天女十二契一百八名無垢大乘經 
624 580 佛説長者女菴提遮師子吼了義經 
625 183 一切智光明仙人慈心因縁不食肉經 
626 273 金剛三昧經 
627 396 佛説法滅盡經 
628 825 佛説甚深大迴向經 
629 596 佛説天王太子辟羅經 
630 579 優婆夷淨行法門經 
631 779 佛説八大人覺經 
632 767 佛説三品弟子經 
633 769 佛説四輩經 
634 395 佛説當來變經 
635 180 佛説過去世佛分衛經 








637 540 佛説樹提伽經 
638 161 長壽王經 
639 819 佛説法常住經 
640 2867 慈仁問八十種好經 
641 1581 菩薩地持經 
642 1582 菩薩善戒經 
643 1494 佛説淨業障經 
644 1488 優婆塞戒經 
645 1484 梵網經 
646 1486 受十善戒經 
647 915 受菩提心戒儀 
648 1485 菩薩瓔珞本業經 
649 653 佛藏經 
650 1500 菩薩戒本 
651 1501 菩薩戒本 
652 1499 菩薩戒羯磨文 
653 1583 菩薩善戒經 
654 1487 佛説菩薩内戒經 
655 1503 優婆塞五戒威儀經 
656 460 佛説文殊師利淨律經 
657 1489 清淨毘尼方廣經 
658 1490 寂調音所問經 
659 1493 大乘三聚懺悔經 
660 1504 菩薩五法懺悔文 
661 1491 菩薩藏經 
662 483 三曼陀跋陀羅菩薩經 
663 1502 菩薩受齋經 
664 459 佛説文殊悔過經 
665 1492 佛説舍利弗悔過經 
666 631 佛説法律三昧經 
667 600 十善業道經 
668 1509 大智度論 
669 1522 十地經論 
670 1525 彌勒菩薩所問經論 
671 1523 大寶積經論 
672 1526 寶髻經四法憂波提舍 
673 1530 佛地經論 
674 1510 金剛般若論 
675 1514 能斷金剛般若波羅蜜多經論頌 
676 1511 金剛般若波羅蜜經論 
677 1513 能斷金剛般若波羅蜜多經論釋 
678 1515 金剛般若波羅蜜經破取著不壞假名論 
679 1512 金剛仙論 
680 1531 文殊師利菩薩問菩提經論 
681 1520 妙法蓮華經論優波提舍 
682 1519 妙法蓮華經憂波提舍 
683 1532 勝思惟梵天所問經論 
684 1527 涅槃論 
685 1528 涅槃經本有今無偈論 
686 1529 遺教經論 
687 1524 無量壽經優波提舍願生偈 
688 1534 三具足經憂波提舍 








690 1579 瑜伽師地論 
691 1602 顯揚聖教論 
692 1580 瑜伽師地論釋 
693 1603 顯揚聖教論頌 
694 1615 王法正理論 
695 1605 大乘阿毘達磨集論 
696 1606 大乘阿毘達磨雜集論 
697 1564 中論 
698 1566 般若燈論釋 
699 1568 十二門論 
700 1616 十八空論 
701 1569 百論 
702 1570 廣百論本 
703 1571 大乘廣百論釋論 
704 1521 十住毘婆沙論 
705 1660 菩提資糧論 
706 1604 大乘莊嚴經論 
707 201 大莊嚴論經 
708 1565 順中論 義入大般若波羅蜜經初品法門 
709 1593 攝大乘論 
710 1592 攝大乘論 
711 1594 攝大乘論本 
712 1595 攝大乘論釋 
713 1596 攝大乘論釋論 
714 1597 攝大乘論釋 
715 1598 攝大乘論釋 
716 1610 佛性論 
717 1584 決定藏論 
718 1601 辯中邊論頌 
719 1599 中邊分別論 
720 1600 辯中邊論 
721 1611 究竟一乘寶性論 
722 1608 業成就論 
723 1609 大乘成業論 
724 1628 因明正理門論本 
725 1629 因明正理門論 
726 1630 因明入正理論 
727 1618 顯識論 
728 1587 轉識論 
729 1588 唯識論 
730 1589 大乘唯識論 
731 1590 唯識二十論 
732 1591 成唯識寶生論 
733 1586 唯識三十論頌 
734 1585 成唯識論 
735 1577 大丈夫論 
736 1634 入大乘論 
737 1578 大乘掌珍論 
738 1612 大乘五蘊論 
739 1613 大乘廣五蘊論 
740 1656 寶行王正論 
741 1666 大乘起信論 








743 1659 發菩提心經論 
744 1665 金剛頂瑜伽中發阿耨多羅三藐三菩提心論 
745 1617 三無性論 
746 1632 方便心論 
747 1633 如實論 反質難品 
748 1619 無相思塵論 
749 1624 觀所縁縁論 
750 1625 觀所縁論釋 
751 1631 迴諍論 
752 1652 縁生論 
753 1653 大乘縁生論 
754 1651 十二因縁論 
755 1573 壹輸盧迦論 
756 1614 大乘百法明門論 
757 1572 百字論 
758 1620 解捲論 
759 1621 掌中論 
760 1622 取因假設論 
761 1623 觀總相論頌 
762 1655 止觀門論頌 
763 1657 手杖論 
764 1607 六門教授習定論 
765 1626 大乘法界無差別論 
766 1639 提婆菩薩破楞伽經中外道小乘四宗論 
767 1640 提婆菩薩釋楞伽經中外道小乘涅槃論 
768 1 長阿含經 
769 26 中阿含經 
770 125 増一阿含經 
771 99 雜阿含經 
772 100 別譯雜阿含經 
773 5 佛般泥洹經 
774 7 大般涅槃經 
775 6 般泥洹經 
776 14 佛説人本欲生經 
777 16 佛説尸迦羅越六方禮經 
778 20 佛開解梵志阿颰經 
779 21 佛説梵網六十二見經 
780 22 佛説寂志果經 
781 24 起世經 
782 25 起世因本經 
783 23 大樓炭經 
784 13 長阿含十報法經 
785 196 中本起經 
786 27 佛説七知經 
787 29 佛説鹹水喩經 
788 31 佛説一切流攝守因經 
789 32 佛説四諦經 
790 33 佛説恒水經 
791 36 佛説本相猗致經 
792 37 佛説縁本致經 
793 39 佛説頂生王故事經 
794 40 佛説文陀竭王經 








796 42 佛説鐵城泥犁經 
797 44 佛説古來世時經 
798 46 佛説阿那律八念經 
799 47 佛説離睡經 
800 48 佛説是法非法經 
801 49 佛説求欲經 
802 50 佛説受歳經 
803 51 佛説梵志計水淨經 
804 53 佛説苦陰經 
805 54 佛説釋摩男本四子經 
806 55 佛説苦陰因事經 
807 56 佛説樂想經 
808 57 佛説漏分布經 
809 58 佛説阿耨風經 
810 59 佛説諸法本經 
811 60 佛説瞿曇彌記果經 
812 64 佛説瞻婆比丘經 
813 65 佛説伏婬經 
814 66 佛説魔嬈亂經 
815 67 弊魔試目連經 
816 68 佛説賴姙和羅經 
817 17 佛説善生子經 
818 70 佛説數經 
819 71 梵志頞波羅延問種尊經 
820 72 佛説三歸五戒慈心厭離功德經 
821 73 佛説須達經 
822 75 佛為黄竹園老婆羅門説學經 
823 76 梵摩渝經 
824 77 佛説尊上經 
825 79 佛説鸚鵡經 
826 78 佛説兜調經 
827 82 佛説意經 
828 83 佛説應法經 
829 86 佛説泥犁經 
830 88 優陂夷墮舍迦經 
831 87 佛説齋經 
832 90 佛説鞞摩肅經 
833 91 佛説婆羅門子命終愛念不離經 
834 92 佛説十支居士八城人經 
835 93 佛説邪見經 
836 94 佛説箭喩經 
837 98 佛説普法義經 
838 97 廣義法門經 
839 116 佛説戒德香經 
840 127 佛説四人出現世間經 
841 122 佛説波斯匿王太后崩塵土坌身經 
842 128 須摩提女經 
843 131 佛説婆羅門避死經 
844 132 佛説食施獲五福報經 
845 133 頻毘娑羅王詣佛供養經 
846 134 佛説長者子六過出家經 
847 118 佛説鴦掘摩經 








849 135 佛説力士移山經 
850 136 佛説四未曾有法經 
851 137 舍利弗摩訶目連遊四衢經 
852 4 七佛父母姓字經 
853 123 佛説放牛經 
854 124 縁起經 
855 138 佛説十一想思念如來經 
856 139 佛説四泥犁經 
857 140 阿那邠邸化七子經 
858 144 佛説大愛道般泥洹經 
859 145 佛母般泥洹經 
860 148 國王不梨先泥十夢經 
861 146 舍衛國王夢見十事經 
862 149 佛説阿難同學經 
863 102 佛説五蘊皆空經 
864 150 (A)佛説七處三觀經 
865 103 佛説聖法印經 
866 101 雜阿含經 
867 105 五陰譬喩經 
868 106 佛説水沫所漂經 
869 107 佛説不自守意經 
870 108 佛説滿願子經 
871 109 佛説轉法輪經 
872 110 佛説三轉法輪經 
873 112 佛説八正道經 
874 113 佛説難提釋經 
875 114 佛説馬有三相經 
876 115 佛説馬有八態譬人經 
877 111 佛説相應相可經 
878 620 治禪病祕要法 
879 551 佛説摩鄧女經 
880 552 佛説摩登女解形中六事經 
881 1300 摩登伽經 
882 1301 舍頭諫太子二十八宿經 
883 734 佛説鬼問目連經 
884 745 佛説雜藏經 
885 746 餓鬼報應經 
886 492 佛説阿難問事佛吉凶經 
887 739 佛説慢法經 
888 495 佛説阿難分別經 
889 555 五母子經 
890 750 沙彌羅經 
891 142 佛説玉耶女經 
892 143 玉耶經 
893 141 佛説阿遬達經 
894 184 修行本起經 
895 185 佛説太子瑞應本起經 
896 189 過去現在因果經 
897 34 法海經 
898 35 佛説海八德經 
899 784 四十二章經 
900 553 佛説櫞女祇域因縁經 








902 597 龍王兄弟經 
903 531 佛説長者音悦經 
904 613 禪祕要法經 
905 556 佛説七女經 
906 581 佛説八師經 
907 537 佛説越難經 
908 737 所欲致患經 
909 508 阿闍世王問五逆經 
910 741 五苦章句經 
911 733 佛説堅意經 
912 512 佛説淨飯王般涅槃經 
913 798 佛説進學經 
914 785 得道梯橙錫杖經 
915 797 佛説貧窮老公經 
916 129 佛説三摩竭經 
917 511 佛説蓱沙王五願經 
918 513 佛説琉璃王經 
919 154 生經 
920 198 佛説義足經 
921 721 正法念處經 
922 190 佛本行集經 
923 765 本事經 
924 197 佛説興起行經 
925 80 佛為首迦長者説業報差別經 
926 602 佛説大安般守意經 
927 603 陰持入經 
928 730 佛説處處經 
929 732 佛説罵意經 
930 729 佛説分別善惡所起經 
931 791 佛説出家縁經 
932 151 佛説阿含正行經 
933 731 佛説十八泥犁經 
934 792 佛説法受塵經 
935 605 禪行法想經 
936 525 佛説長者子懊惱三處經 
937 506 犍陀國王經 
938 530 佛説須摩提長者經 
939 493 佛説阿難四事經 
940 507 佛説未生寃經 
941 735 佛説四願經 
942 583 佛説黒氏梵志經 
943 214 佛説猘狗經 
944 738 佛説分別經 
945 89 佛説八關齋經 
946 529 佛説阿鳩留經 
947 687 佛説孝子經 
948 199 佛五百弟子自説本起經 
949 496 佛説大迦葉本經 
950 736 佛説四自侵經 
951 500 羅云忍辱經 
952 502 佛為年少比丘説正事經 
953 501 佛説沙曷比丘功德經 








955 742 佛説自愛經 
956 743 佛説忠心經 
957 796 佛説見正經 
958 216 佛説大魚事經 
959 494 阿難七夢經 
960 538 佛説呵雕阿那鋡經 
961 703 燈指因縁經 
962 571 佛説婦人遇辜經 
963 590 佛説四天王經 
964 497 佛説摩訶迦葉度貧母經 
965 753 十二品生死經 
966 747 佛説罪福報應經 
967 751 佛説五無反復經 
968 541 佛説佛大僧大經 
969 542 佛説耶祇經 
970 517 佛説末羅王經 
971 519 佛説摩達國王經 
972 518 佛説旃陀越國王經 
973 1481 佛説五恐怖世經 
974 826 弟子死復生經 
975 827 佛説懈怠耕者經 
976 544 辯意長者子經 
977 578 無垢優婆夷問經 
978 777 佛説賢者五福德經 
979 592 天請問經 
980 749 佛説因縁僧護經 
981 748 佛説護淨經 
982 786 佛説木槵子經 
983 800 佛説無上處經 
984 539 盧至長者因縁經 
985 523 佛説五王經 
986 707 佛説出家功德經 
987 805 佛説栴檀樹經 
988 740 佛説頞多和多耆經 
989 522 普達王經 
990 392 佛滅度後棺斂葬送經 
991 1262 佛説鬼子母經 
992 521 佛説梵摩難國王經 
993 684 佛説父母恩難報經 
994 582 佛説孫多耶致經 
995 62 佛説新歳經 
996 215 佛説群牛譬經 
997 150 (B)佛説九横經 
998 604 佛説禪行三十七品經 
999 503 比丘避女惡名欲自殺經 
1000 504 比丘聽施經 
1001 612 身觀經 
1002 801 佛説無常經 
1003 756 佛説八無暇有暇經 
1004 584 長爪梵志請問經 
1005 217 佛説譬喩經 
1006 799 佛説略教誡經 








1008 1425 摩訶僧祇律 
1009 1435 十誦律 
1010 1442 根本説一切有部毘奈耶 
1011 1443 根本説一切有部苾芻尼毘奈耶 
1012 1451 根本説一切有部毘奈耶雜事 
1013 1452 根本説一切有部尼陀那目得迦 
1014 1421 彌沙塞部和醯五分律 
1015 1428 四分律 
1016 1426 摩訶僧祇律大比丘戒本 
1017 1427 摩訶僧祇比丘尼戒本 
1018 1436 十誦比丘波羅提木叉戒本 
1019 1437 十誦比丘尼波羅提木叉戒本 
1020 1454 根本説一切有部戒經 
1021 1455 根本説一切有部苾芻尼戒經 
1022 1422 彌沙塞五分戒本 
1023 1023 一切如來正法祕密篋印心陀羅尼經 
1024 1429 四分律比丘戒本 
1025 1431 四分比丘尼戒本 
1026 1430 四分僧戒本 
1027 1460 解脱戒經 
1028 1471 沙彌十戒法并威儀 
1029 1472 沙彌威儀 
1030 1475 沙彌尼離戒文 
1031 1474 沙彌尼戒經 
1032 1465 舍利弗問經 
1033 1453 根本説一切有部百一羯磨 
1034 1438 大沙門百一羯磨法 
1035 1439 十誦羯磨比丘要用 
1036 1466 優波離問佛經 
1037 1424 彌沙塞羯磨本 
1038 1432 曇無德律部雜羯磨 
1039 1433 羯磨 
1040 1434 四分比丘尼羯磨法 
1041 1808 四分律刪補隨機羯磨 
1042 1809 僧羯磨 
1043 1810 尼羯磨 
1044 1478 大愛道比丘尼經 
1045 1469 佛説迦葉禁戒經 
1046 1467 佛説犯戒罪報輕重經 
1047 1477 佛説戒消災經 
1048 1476 佛説優婆塞五戒相經 
1049 1459 根本説一切有部毘奈耶頌 
1050 1457 根本説一切有部略毘奈耶雜事攝頌 
1051 1456 根本説一切有部毘奈耶尼陀那目得迦攝頌 
1052 1483 佛説目連問戒律中五百輕重事 
1053 1458 根本薩婆多部律攝 
1054 1441 薩婆多部毘尼摩得勒伽 
1055 1464 鼻奈耶 
1056 1462 善見律毘婆沙 
1057 1482 佛阿毘曇經 出家相品 
1058 1463 毘尼母經 
1059 1470 大比丘三千威儀 








1061 1461 律二十二明了論 
（欠番）   
1063 1543 阿毘曇八犍度論 
1064 1544 阿毘達磨發智論 
1065 1537 阿毘達磨法蘊足論 
1066 1536 阿毘達磨集異門足論 
1067 1539 阿毘達磨識身足論 
1068 1540 阿毘達磨界身足論 
1069 1542 阿毘達磨品類足論 
1070 1541 衆事分阿毘曇論 
1071 1546 阿毘曇毘婆沙論 
1072 1545 阿毘達磨大毘婆沙論 
1073 1559 阿毘達磨倶舍釋論 
1074 1560 阿毘達磨倶舍論本頌 
1075 1558 阿毘達磨倶舍論 
1076 1562 阿毘達磨順正理論 
1077 1563 阿毘達磨藏顯宗論 
1078 1550 阿毘曇心論 
1079 1551 阿毘曇心論經 
1080 1552 雜阿毘曇心論 
1081 1553 阿毘曇甘露味論 
1082 1641 隨相論 
1083 1549 尊婆須蜜菩薩所集論 
1084 1506 三法度論 
1085 1554 入阿毘達磨論 
1086 1646 成實論 
1087 1644 佛説立世阿毘曇論 
1088 1648 解脱道論 
1089 1548 舍利弗阿毘曇論 
1090 1555 五事毘婆沙論 
1091 1547 鞞婆沙論 
1092 1649 三彌底部論 
1093 1507 分別功德論 
1094 1647 四諦論 
1095 1650 辟支佛因縁論 
1096 2032 十八部論 
1097 2033 部執異論 
1098 2031 異部宗輪論 
1099 192 佛所行讚 
1100 193 佛本行經 
1101 200 撰集百縁經 
1102 212 出曜經 
1103 202 賢愚經 
1104 607 道地經 
1105 606 修行道地經 
1106 194 僧伽羅刹所集經 
1107 209 百喩經 
1108 153 菩薩本縁經 
1109 847 大乘修行菩薩行門諸經要集 
1110 2058 付法藏因縁傳 
1111 614 坐禪三昧經 
1112 793 佛説佛醫經 








1114 393 迦葉赴佛般涅槃經 
1115 615 菩薩訶色欲法經 
1116 771 四品學法經 
1117 394 佛入涅槃密迹金剛力土哀戀經 
1118 2029 佛使比丘迦旃延説法沒盡偈百二十章 
1119 795 佛治身經 
1120 96 佛説治意經 
1121 203 雜寶藏經 
1122 1670 那先比丘經 
1123 619 五門禪經要用法 
1124 618 達摩多羅禪經 
1125 616 禪法要解 
1126 609 禪要經 
1127 610 佛説内身觀章句經 
1128 611 法觀經 
1129 617 思惟略要法 
1130 195 佛説十二遊經 
1131 206 舊雜譬喩經 
1132 204 雜譬喩經 
1133 205 雜譬喩經 
1134 208 衆經撰雜譬喩 
1135 2044 天尊説阿育王譬喩經 
1136 2043 阿育王經 
1137 2042 阿育王傳 
1138 2045 阿育王息壞目因縁經 
1139 1505 四阿鋡暮抄解 
1140 210 法句經 
1141 211 法句譬喩經 
1142 2027 迦葉結經 
1143 2026 撰集三藏及雜藏傳 
1144 768 三慧經 
1145 1557 阿毘曇五法行經 
1146 1508 阿含口解十二因縁經 
1147 608 小道地經 
1148 296 文殊師利發願經 
1149 491 六菩薩亦當誦持經 
1150 1680 一百五十讚佛頌 
1151 1052 讚觀世音菩薩頌 
1152 720 無明羅刹集 
1153 2046 馬鳴菩薩傳 
1154 2047 龍樹菩薩傳 
1155 2048 提婆菩薩傳 
1156 2049 婆藪槃豆法師傳 
1157 1672 龍樹菩薩為禪陀迦王説法要偈 
1158 1673 勸發諸王要偈 
1159 1674 龍樹菩薩勸誡王頌 
1160 1690 賓頭盧突羅闍為優陀延王説法經 
1161 1689 請賓頭盧法 
1162 723 分別業報略經 
1163 2028 迦丁比丘説當來變經 
1164 2030 大阿羅漢難提蜜多羅所説法住記 
1165 2137 金七十論 








1167  大正蔵未収 
1168 2040 釋迦譜 
1169 2041 釋迦氏譜 
1170 2088 釋迦方志 
1171 2121 經律異相 
1172 1336 陀羅尼雜集 
1173 2123 諸經要集 
1174 2145 出三藏記集 
1175 2146 衆經目録 
1176 2034 歴代三寶紀 
1177 2147 衆經目録 
1178 2149 大唐内典録 
1179 2150 續大唐内典録 
1180 2151 古今譯經圖紀 
1181 2152 續古今譯經圖紀 
1182 2153 大周刊定衆經目録 
1183 2154 開元釋教録 
1184 2157 貞元新定釋教目録 
1185  大正蔵未収 
1186  大正蔵未収 
1187 2087 大唐西域記 
1188 2104 集古今佛道論衡 
1189 2105 續集古今佛道論衡 
1190 2106 集神州三寶感通録 
1191 2108 集沙門不應拜俗等事 
1192 2053 大唐大慈恩寺三藏法師傳 
1193 2066 大唐西域求法高僧傳 
1194 2085 高僧法顯傳 
1195 2059 高僧傳 
1196 2060 續高僧傳 
1197 2110 辯正論 
1198 2109 破邪論 
1199 2112 甄正論 
1200 2111 十門辯惑論 
1201 2102 弘明集 
1202 2103 廣弘明集 
1203 1982 集諸經禮懺儀 
1204 2125 南海寄歸内法傳 
1205 2063 比丘尼傳 
1206 1903 説罪要行法 
1207 1902 受用三水要行法 
1208 1901 護命放生軌儀法 
1209  大正蔵未収 
1210  大正蔵未収 
1211  大正蔵未収 
1212  大正蔵未収 
1213  大正蔵未収 
1214  大正蔵未収 
1215  大正蔵未収 
1216  大正蔵未収 
1217  大正蔵未収 
1218  大正蔵未収 








1220  大正蔵未収 
1221  大正蔵未収 
1222  大正蔵未収 
1223  大正蔵未収 
1224  大正蔵未収 
1225  大正蔵未収 
1226  大正蔵未収 
1227  大正蔵未収 
1228  大正蔵未収 
1229  大正蔵未収 
1230  大正蔵未収 
1231  大正蔵未収 
1232  大正蔵未収 
1233  大正蔵未収 
1234  大正蔵未収 
1235  大正蔵未収 
1236  大正蔵未収 
1237  大正蔵未収 
1238  大正蔵未収 
1239  大正蔵未収 
1240  大正蔵未収 
1241  大正蔵未収 
1242  大正蔵未収 
1243  大正蔵未収 
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   















Correspondence Table  
Between Dunhuang baozang  







宝蔵北 1 BD4031 
宝蔵北 2 BD7964 
宝蔵北 3 BD127 
宝蔵北 4 BD2994 
宝蔵北 5 BD6092 
宝蔵北 6 BD6111 
宝蔵北 7 BD6084 
宝蔵北 8 BD6087 
宝蔵北 9 BD6096 
宝蔵北 10 BD6095 
宝蔵北 11 BD8137 
 BD8137V1 
 BD8137V2 
宝蔵北 12 BD6247 
宝蔵北 13 BD8218 
宝蔵北 14 BD6568 
宝蔵北 15 BD7817 
宝蔵北 16 BD1312 
宝蔵北 17 BD380 
宝蔵北 18 BD2394 
宝蔵北 19 BD985 
 BD2950 
宝蔵北 20 BD7786 
 BD15996 
 BD15997 
宝蔵北 21 BD2080 
宝蔵北 22 BD4789 
宝蔵北 23 BD440 
宝蔵北 24 BD7198 
宝蔵北 25 BD4949 
宝蔵北 26 BD5406 
宝蔵北 27 BD7541 
宝蔵北 28 BD4332 
宝蔵北 29 BD3006 
宝蔵北 30 BD5092 
宝蔵北 31 BD3440 
宝蔵北 32 BD6068 
宝蔵北 33 BD399A 
宝蔵北 34 BD6303 
宝蔵北 35 BD7555 
宝蔵北 36 BD8214 
宝蔵北 37 BD302 
宝蔵北 38 BD6903 
宝蔵北 39 BD8667 
宝蔵北 40 BD164A 
宝蔵北 41 BD7203 
宝蔵北 42 BD2137 
宝蔵北 43 BD8592 
宝蔵北 44 BD7210 
宝蔵北 45 BD1024 
宝蔵北 46 BD7277 
宝蔵北 47 BD1806 
宝蔵北 48 BD7866 
宝蔵北 49 BD3087 
宝蔵北 50 BD3086 
宝蔵北 51 BD491 
宝蔵北 52 BD4254 
宝蔵北 53 BD164B 
宝蔵北 54 BD164C 
宝蔵北 55 BD164D 
宝蔵北 56 BD164E 
宝蔵北 57 BD164F 
宝蔵北 58 BD164G 
宝蔵北 59 BD8504 
宝蔵北 60 BD164H 
宝蔵北 61 BD349 
宝蔵北 62 BD3698 
宝蔵北 63 BD3671 
宝蔵北 64 BD1327 
宝蔵北 65 BD6810 
宝蔵北 66 BD71A 
宝蔵北 67 BD3697 
宝蔵北 68 BD282 
宝蔵北 69 BD2233 
宝蔵北 70 BD1484 
宝蔵北 71 BD7757 
宝蔵北 72 BD6056-1 
 BD6056-2 
 BD6056-3 
宝蔵北 73 BD2940 
 BD7347 
宝蔵北 74 BD2991 
 BD7510 
 BD7510V 
宝蔵北 75 BD8035 
宝蔵北 76 BD5759-1 
 BD5759-2 
宝蔵北 77 BD447 
 BD5759-3 
宝蔵北 78 BD6045 
宝蔵北 79 BD6448 
宝蔵北 80 BD1053 
宝蔵北 81 BD6912 
宝蔵北 82 BD7815 
宝蔵北 83 BD8629 
宝蔵北 84 BD7168 
宝蔵北 85 BD3637 
宝蔵北 86 BD3639 
宝蔵北 87 BD3356-1 
 BD3356-2 
 BD3356V 
宝蔵北 88 BD6504 
宝蔵北 89 BD6596 
宝蔵北 90 BD6292 
宝蔵北 91 BD2401 
宝蔵北 92 BD2894 
宝蔵北 93 BD6634-1 
 BD6634-2 
宝蔵北 94 BD8159 
宝蔵北 95 BD6310-1 
宝蔵北 95 BD6310-2 
宝蔵北 95 BD6310-3 
 BD6310-4 
宝蔵北 96 BD641 
宝蔵北 97 BD2019 
宝蔵北 98 BD5426 
宝蔵北 99 BD4724 
宝蔵北 100 BD2612 
宝蔵北 101 BD1010 
宝蔵北 102 BD3728 
宝蔵北 103 BD6260 
宝蔵北 104 BD6639 
宝蔵北 105 BD7439 
宝蔵北 106 BD7675 
宝蔵北 107 BD6041 
宝蔵北 108 BD227 
宝蔵北 109 BD7257 
宝蔵北 110 BD2710 
宝蔵北 111 BD6696 
宝蔵北 112 BD1612 
宝蔵北 113 BD4224 
宝蔵北 114 BD5793 







宝蔵北 116 BD1898 
宝蔵北 117 BD2360-1 
 BD2360-2 
宝蔵北 118 BD3598 
宝蔵北 119 BD3346 
宝蔵北 120 BD4752-1 
 BD4752-2 
宝蔵北 121 BD5340 
宝蔵北 122 BD6055 
宝蔵北 123 BD6820 
宝蔵北 124 BD224 
宝蔵北 125 BD2372 
宝蔵北 126 BD2571 
宝蔵北 127 BD5604 
宝蔵北 128 BD5927-1 
 BD5927-2 
宝蔵北 129 BD7852 




宝蔵北 131 BD2152 
宝蔵北 132 BD2271 
宝蔵北 133 BD2741 
宝蔵北 134 BD7503 
宝蔵北 135 BD7784 
宝蔵北 136 BD8258 
宝蔵北 137 BD5036 
宝蔵北 138 BD6637 
宝蔵北 139 BD2515 
宝蔵北 140 BD5954 
宝蔵北 141 BD7071-1 
 BD7071-2 
宝蔵北 142 BD2824 
宝蔵北 143 BD915 
宝蔵北 144 BD7816 
宝蔵北 145 BD7880-1 
 BD7880-2 
宝蔵北 146 BD6019-1 
 BD6019-2 
宝蔵北 147 BD2363 
宝蔵北 148 BD3876 
宝蔵北 149 BD2476 
宝蔵北 150 BD6157-1 
 BD6157-2 




宝蔵北 152 BD7742 
宝蔵北 153 BD4451 
宝蔵北 154 BD5457 
宝蔵北 155 BD2196 
宝蔵北 156 BD8663 
宝蔵北 157 BD4319 
宝蔵北 158 BD509-1 
 BD509-2 
宝蔵北 159 BD2644 
宝蔵北 160 BD6923 
宝蔵北 161 BD5735 
宝蔵北 162 BD6082 
宝蔵北 163 BD6035 
宝蔵北 164 BD4059 
宝蔵北 165 BD2406 
宝蔵北 166 BD6476-1 
 BD6476-2 
宝蔵北 167 BD5570-1 
 BD5570-2 
宝蔵北 168 BD3126 
宝蔵北 169 BD6428 
宝蔵北 170 BD2815 
 BD16006 
 BD16006V 
宝蔵北 171 BD8299 
宝蔵北 172 BD6010-1 
 BD6010-2 
宝蔵北 173 BD7707 
宝蔵北 174 BD2594 
宝蔵北 175 BD7578 
宝蔵北 176 BD1478 
宝蔵北 177 BD5530-1 
 BD5530-2 




宝蔵北 179 BD4367 
宝蔵北 180 BD8412 
宝蔵北 181 BD3083 
宝蔵北 182 BD7647 
 BD7647V 
宝蔵北 183 BD5664 
宝蔵北 184 BD4204 
宝蔵北 185 BD5740 
宝蔵北 186 BD7062 
宝蔵北 187 BD6040 
宝蔵北 188 BD5961 
宝蔵北 189 BD1659 
宝蔵北 190 BD8170-1 
 BD8170-2 
宝蔵北 191 BD2488 
宝蔵北 192 BD5363-1 
 BD5363-2 
宝蔵北 193 BD5105-1 
 BD5105-2 
宝蔵北 194 BD7046-1 
 BD7046-2 
宝蔵北 195 BD6887 
宝蔵北 196 BD1657 
宝蔵北 197 BD3388 
宝蔵北 198 BD2026 
宝蔵北 199 BD3354 
 BD16374 
宝蔵北 200 BD7943 
敦煌宝蔵北番号・BD 番号対照表 
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宝蔵北 201 BD1833 
宝蔵北 202 BD8044 
宝蔵北 203 BD8482 
宝蔵北 204 BD1276 
宝蔵北 205 BD3360 
宝蔵北 206 BD799 
宝蔵北 207 BD5347 
宝蔵北 208 BD5845 
宝蔵北 209 BD4334 
宝蔵北 210 BD6449 
宝蔵北 211 BD8186 
宝蔵北 212 BD5937 
宝蔵北 213 BD7874 
宝蔵北 214 BD6271 
宝蔵北 215 BD7394 
 BD7394V 
宝蔵北 216 BD7443 
宝蔵北 217 BD334 
宝蔵北 218 BD4718 
宝蔵北 219 BD1143 
宝蔵北 220 BD1228 
宝蔵北 221 BD6555 
宝蔵北 222 BD990 
宝蔵北 223 BD846 
宝蔵北 224 BD8138 
宝蔵北 225 BD7358 
宝蔵北 226 BD1066 
宝蔵北 227 BD273 
宝蔵北 228 BD322 
宝蔵北 229 BD3678 
宝蔵北 230 BD5723 





宝蔵北 232 BD1613 
宝蔵北 233 BD5358 
宝蔵北 234 BD2045 
宝蔵北 235 BD5566 
宝蔵北 236 BD6613 
宝蔵北 237 BD1213 
宝蔵北 238 BD6519 
宝蔵北 239 BD6575 
宝蔵北 240 BD67 
宝蔵北 241 BD383 
宝蔵北 242 BD5447 
宝蔵北 243 BD1247 
宝蔵北 244 BD3536 
 BD6521 
宝蔵北 245 BD2255 
宝蔵北 246 BD3566 
宝蔵北 247 BD4964 
宝蔵北 248 BD6745 
宝蔵北 249 BD3568 
宝蔵北 250 BD901 
 BD16007 
宝蔵北 251 BD660 
宝蔵北 252 BD16 
宝蔵北 253 BD6902 
 BD16008 
 BD16009 
宝蔵北 254 BD670 
 BD16548 
宝蔵北 255 BD7235 
宝蔵北 256 BD8534 
宝蔵北 257 BD3335 
宝蔵北 258 BD8273 
宝蔵北 259 BD6515 
宝蔵北 260 BD3528 
宝蔵北 261 BD3539 
宝蔵北 262 BD2829 
宝蔵北 263 BD6584 
宝蔵北 264 BD2006 
 BD2973 
宝蔵北 265 BD130 
宝蔵北 266 BD1884 
宝蔵北 267 BD6122 
宝蔵北 268 BD2800 
宝蔵北 269 BD4719 
宝蔵北 270 BD2647 
宝蔵北 271 BD3618 
宝蔵北 272 BD2825 
宝蔵北 273 BD2902 
 BD2956 
宝蔵北 274 BD6516 
宝蔵北 275 BD966 
宝蔵北 276 BD1984 
宝蔵北 277 BD2568 
 BD16010 
宝蔵北 278 BD7088 
宝蔵北 279 BD7152 
宝蔵北 280 BD980 
宝蔵北 281 BD1421 
宝蔵北 282 BD8232 
宝蔵北 283 BD2014 
宝蔵北 284 BD3263 
宝蔵北 285 BD2295 
宝蔵北 286 BD6192 
宝蔵北 287 BD5256 
宝蔵北 288 BD3628 
宝蔵北 289 BD6564 
宝蔵北 290 BD1559 
宝蔵北 291 BD5975 
宝蔵北 292 BD894 
 BD16011 
宝蔵北 293 BD6995 
宝蔵北 294 BD35 
宝蔵北 295 BD928 
宝蔵北 296 BD1651 
宝蔵北 297 BD3198 
宝蔵北 298 BD1391 
宝蔵北 299 BD8135 
宝蔵北 300 BD2577 
 BD16459 
宝蔵北 301 BD3041 
宝蔵北 302 BD7429 
宝蔵北 303 BD2648 
宝蔵北 304 BD6900 
宝蔵北 305 BD7306 
宝蔵北 306 BD5345 
宝蔵北 307 BD6938 
宝蔵北 308 BD2683 
宝蔵北 309 BD6907 
宝蔵北 310 BD7803 
 BD16466A 
 BD16466B 




宝蔵北 312 BD6821 
宝蔵北 313 BD4161 
宝蔵北 314 BD5812A 
宝蔵北 315 BD2538 
宝蔵北 316 BD4049 
宝蔵北 317 BD1491 
宝蔵北 318 BD8222 
宝蔵北 319 BD3532 
宝蔵北 320 BD5812B 
宝蔵北 321 BD393 
宝蔵北 322 BD967 
宝蔵北 323 BD3952 
宝蔵北 324 BD6642-1 
 BD6642-2 
 BD6642-3 
宝蔵北 325 BD3968-1 
 BD3968-2 
宝蔵北 326 BD2422 
 BD16404 
宝蔵北 327 BD1834 
宝蔵北 328 BD2209 
宝蔵北 329 BD6971 
宝蔵北 330 BD833 
宝蔵北 331 BD2790 
 BD16012 
宝蔵北 332 BD1294 
宝蔵北 333 BD2904 
宝蔵北 334 BD7920 
宝蔵北 335 BD3919 
宝蔵北 336 BD3920 
宝蔵北 337 BD7626 
宝蔵北 338 BD8393 




宝蔵北 340 BD1894-1 
 BD1894-2 
 BD1894-3 
宝蔵北 341 BD3849 
宝蔵北 342 BD6585-1 
 BD6585-2 
宝蔵北 343 BD7689-1 
 BD7689-2 
宝蔵北 344 BD5534 
 BD16013 
宝蔵北 345 BD2048 
 BD16014 
宝蔵北 346 BD709 
宝蔵北 347 BD4437 
宝蔵北 348 BD2308 
宝蔵北 349 BD4009 
宝蔵北 350 BD1855 
宝蔵北 351 BD4387 
宝蔵北 352 BD277 
宝蔵北 353 BD3451 
宝蔵北 354 BD3230 
宝蔵北 355 BD3136 
宝蔵北 356 BD4103 
宝蔵北 357 BD3142 
宝蔵北 358 BD3459 
宝蔵北 359 BD215 
宝蔵北 360 BD844 
宝蔵北 361 BD5047 
宝蔵北 362 BD4489 
宝蔵北 363 BD3401 
宝蔵北 364 BD3959 
宝蔵北 365 BD7135 
宝蔵北 366 BD2955 
宝蔵北 367 BD7039 
宝蔵北 368 BD7085 
宝蔵北 369 BD2876 
宝蔵北 370 BD2865 
宝蔵北 371 BD6755 
宝蔵北 372 BD3571 
宝蔵北 373 BD7440 
宝蔵北 374 BD6721 
宝蔵北 375 BD151-1 
 BD151-2 
 BD151-3 
宝蔵北 376 BD1985-1 
 BD1985-2 
 BD1985-3 
宝蔵北 377 BD6278A 









宝蔵北 379 BD615 
宝蔵北 380 BD4536 
宝蔵北 381 BD4751 
宝蔵北 382 BD4612 
宝蔵北 383 BD4506 
宝蔵北 384 BD4452 
宝蔵北 385 BD4498 
宝蔵北 386 BD4424 
宝蔵北 387 BD698 
宝蔵北 388 BD4560 
宝蔵北 389 BD676 
宝蔵北 390 BD4441 
宝蔵北 391 BD4471 
宝蔵北 392 BD3722 
宝蔵北 393 BD3942 
宝蔵北 394 BD4210 
宝蔵北 395 BD4138 
宝蔵北 396 BD936 
宝蔵北 397 BD2775 
宝蔵北 398 BD6440-1 
 BD6440-2 
 BD6440-3 
宝蔵北 399 BD3496-1 
 BD3496-2 
宝蔵北 400 BD3604 
宝蔵北 401 BD477 
宝蔵北 402 BD4215 
宝蔵北 403 BD1888 
宝蔵北 404 BD1661 
宝蔵北 405 BD6176 
敦煌宝蔵北番号・BD 番号対照表 
619 
宝蔵北 406 BD1518 
宝蔵北 407 BD8392 




宝蔵北 409 BD1503 
宝蔵北 410 BD2241 
宝蔵北 411 BD1536 
宝蔵北 412 BD1599 
宝蔵北 413 BD229 
 BD229V1 
 BD229V2 
宝蔵北 414 BD3477 
宝蔵北 415 BD4132 
宝蔵北 416 BD914 
宝蔵北 417 BD7562 
宝蔵北 418 BD1486 
宝蔵北 419 BD3658-1 
 BD3658-2 
宝蔵北 420 BD6374 
宝蔵北 421 BD3668 
宝蔵北 422 BD1020 
 BD1020V 
宝蔵北 423 BD6446-1 
 BD6446-2 
宝蔵北 424 BD1722 
宝蔵北 425 BD376 
宝蔵北 426 BD4097 
宝蔵北 427 BD7530 
宝蔵北 428 BD6487-1 
 BD6487-2 
宝蔵北 429 BD5905 
宝蔵北 430 BD202 
 BD16455 
宝蔵北 431 BD5320 
宝蔵北 432 BD2219-1 
 BD2219-2 
宝蔵北 433 BD6653 
宝蔵北 434 BD6843 
宝蔵北 435 BD2090 
宝蔵北 436 BD701 
宝蔵北 437 BD843 
宝蔵北 438 BD3712 
宝蔵北 439 BD6641 
宝蔵北 440 BD7441 
宝蔵北 441 BD44 
宝蔵北 442 BD2801 
宝蔵北 443 BD5614 
宝蔵北 444 BD2227-1 
 BD2227-2 
 BD2227-3 
宝蔵北 445 BD1610 
宝蔵北 446 BD2189 
宝蔵北 447 BD3094 
宝蔵北 448 BD1534 
宝蔵北 449 BD4162 
宝蔵北 450 BD7437 
 BD7437V 
宝蔵北 451 BD4765 
宝蔵北 452 BD4003 
宝蔵北 453 BD3707 
宝蔵北 454 BD6182 
宝蔵北 455 BD7988 
宝蔵北 456 BD5938 
宝蔵北 457 BD5293 
宝蔵北 458 BD5729 
宝蔵北 459 BD5969 
宝蔵北 460 BD8075 
宝蔵北 461 BD323A 
宝蔵北 462 BD2268 
宝蔵北 463 BD681 
宝蔵北 464 BD150 
宝蔵北 465 BD2494 
宝蔵北 466 BD529 
 BD529V 
宝蔵北 467 BD2615 
宝蔵北 468 BD3004 





宝蔵北 470 BD3670 
宝蔵北 471 BD3867 
宝蔵北 472 BD3813 
宝蔵北 473 BD4037 
宝蔵北 474 BD5768 
宝蔵北 475 BD6052 
宝蔵北 476 BD6069 
宝蔵北 477 BD6171 
宝蔵北 478 BD6338 
宝蔵北 479 BD6205 
宝蔵北 480 BD7327 
宝蔵北 481 BD7565 
宝蔵北 482 BD7665 
宝蔵北 483 BD7881 
宝蔵北 484 BD7905 
宝蔵北 485 BD8071 
宝蔵北 486 BD8541 
宝蔵北 487 BD8644 
宝蔵北 488 BD5252-1 
 BD5252-2 
宝蔵北 489 BD2850 
宝蔵北 490 BD3018 
宝蔵北 491 BD2934 
 BD2934V1 
 BD2934V2 
宝蔵北 492 BD2109 
宝蔵北 493 BD3559 
宝蔵北 494 BD6314 
宝蔵北 495 BD7762 
宝蔵北 496 BD7958 
 BD7958V 
宝蔵北 497 BD7975 
 BD7975V 
宝蔵北 498 BD8413 

















宝蔵北 501 BD4860 
宝蔵北 502 BD3080 
宝蔵北 503 BD4950 
宝蔵北 504 BD1454 
宝蔵北 505 BD6438 
宝蔵北 506 BD459 
宝蔵北 507 BD313 
宝蔵北 508 BD5844 
宝蔵北 509 BD1152 
宝蔵北 510 BD7592 
宝蔵北 511 BD1867 
宝蔵北 512 BD2739 
宝蔵北 513 BD3368 
宝蔵北 514 BD7206 
宝蔵北 515 BD3534 
宝蔵北 516 BD2862 
宝蔵北 517 BD4577-1 
 BD4577-2 
宝蔵北 518 BD6308 
宝蔵北 519 BD8320 
 BD8320V 
宝蔵北 520 BD4298 
宝蔵北 521 BD3684 
宝蔵北 522 BD6587 
宝蔵北 523 BD2455 
宝蔵北 524 BD3012 
宝蔵北 525 BD2591 
 BD2591V 
宝蔵北 526 BD6904 
宝蔵北 527 BD5193 
宝蔵北 528 BD6589 
宝蔵北 529 BD4915 
宝蔵北 530 BD6114 
宝蔵北 531 BD4691 
宝蔵北 532 BD7484 
宝蔵北 533 BD2165 
宝蔵北 534 BD5517 
宝蔵北 535 BD6756 
宝蔵北 536 BD3225 
宝蔵北 537 BD5950 
宝蔵北 538 BD1614 
宝蔵北 539 BD4650 
宝蔵北 540 BD3092 
宝蔵北 541 BD6161 
宝蔵北 542 BD4518 
宝蔵北 543 BD4494 
宝蔵北 544 BD3163 
宝蔵北 545 BD6484 
宝蔵北 546 BD3317 
宝蔵北 547 BD4062 
宝蔵北 548 BD4491 
宝蔵北 549 BD5883 
 BD5883V1 
 BD5883V2 
宝蔵北 550 BD4312 
宝蔵北 551 BD4554 
宝蔵北 552 BD2056 
宝蔵北 553 BD1473 
宝蔵北 554 BD2449 
宝蔵北 555 BD4828 
宝蔵北 556 BD172 
 BD16558A 
 BD16558B 
宝蔵北 557 BD1719 
宝蔵北 558 BD1576 
宝蔵北 559 BD1687 
宝蔵北 560 BD1711 
宝蔵北 561 BD1717 
宝蔵北 562 BD1764 
宝蔵北 563 BD1699 
宝蔵北 564 BD1707 
宝蔵北 565 BD1726 
宝蔵北 566 BD1457 
宝蔵北 567 BD1672 
宝蔵北 568 BD1773 
宝蔵北 569 BD1769 
宝蔵北 570 BD3828 
宝蔵北 571 BD8417 
宝蔵北 572 BD633 
宝蔵北 573 BD7183 
宝蔵北 574 BD2192 
宝蔵北 575 BD8308 
宝蔵北 576 BD3135 
宝蔵北 577 BD4323 
宝蔵北 578 BD1451 
宝蔵北 579 BD4811 
宝蔵北 580 BD4975 
宝蔵北 581 BD7428 
宝蔵北 582 BD7850 
宝蔵北 583 BD4322 
宝蔵北 584 BD1069 
宝蔵北 585 BD5943 
宝蔵北 586 BD5286 
宝蔵北 587 BD8597 
宝蔵北 588 BD1405 
宝蔵北 589 BD2482 
宝蔵北 590 BD7651 
宝蔵北 591 BD8056 
宝蔵北 592 BD145 
宝蔵北 593 BD3289 
 BD16018 
宝蔵北 594 BD7916 
宝蔵北 595 BD2010 
宝蔵北 596 BD3587 
宝蔵北 597 BD5422 
宝蔵北 598 BD5820 
宝蔵北 599 BD695 
 BD16019 
 BD16020 
宝蔵北 600 BD560 
宝蔵北 601 BD3330 
宝蔵北 602 BD5967 
宝蔵北 603 BD3260 



















宝蔵北 605 BD2263 
宝蔵北 606 BD279 
宝蔵北 607 BD4665 
宝蔵北 608 BD3203 
宝蔵北 609 BD7179 
 BD16028 
宝蔵北 610 BD2055 
宝蔵北 611 BD425 
宝蔵北 612 BD5424 
宝蔵北 613 BD5355 
宝蔵北 614 BD4422 
宝蔵北 615 BD2910 
宝蔵北 616 BD6824 
宝蔵北 617 BD3687 
宝蔵北 618 BD782 
宝蔵北 619 BD299 
宝蔵北 620 BD1459 
宝蔵北 621 BD5799 
宝蔵北 622 BD461 
宝蔵北 623 BD47 
宝蔵北 624 BD4865 
宝蔵北 625 BD3723 
宝蔵北 626 BD3688 
宝蔵北 627 BD1915 
 BD1915V 
宝蔵北 628 BD1058 
宝蔵北 629 BD6600 
宝蔵北 630 BD4856 
宝蔵北 631 BD2051 
宝蔵北 632 BD4780 
宝蔵北 633 BD2793 
宝蔵北 634 BD3478 
宝蔵北 635 BD3655 
宝蔵北 636 BD5802 
 BD5802V 
宝蔵北 637 BD3132 
宝蔵北 638 BD1474 
宝蔵北 639 BD1396 
宝蔵北 640 BD1412 
宝蔵北 641 BD1471 
宝蔵北 642 BD1641 
宝蔵北 643 BD5977 
宝蔵北 644 BD1380 
宝蔵北 645 BD1597 
宝蔵北 646 BD7019 
宝蔵北 647 BD1877 
宝蔵北 648 BD1836 
宝蔵北 649 BD6684 
宝蔵北 650 BD6057 
宝蔵北 651 BD3165 
 BD3165V 
宝蔵北 652 BD1602 
 BD1602V 
宝蔵北 653 BD3945 
宝蔵北 654 BD2472 
 BD16405 
宝蔵北 655 BD1886 
宝蔵北 656 BD4917 
宝蔵北 657 BD3679 
宝蔵北 658 BD4188 
 BD16029 
宝蔵北 659 BD6356 
宝蔵北 660 BD191 
宝蔵北 661 BD4478 
宝蔵北 662 BD4481 
宝蔵北 663 BD4038 
宝蔵北 664 BD4169 
宝蔵北 665 BD4484 
宝蔵北 666 BD2668 
 BD2668V 
宝蔵北 667 BD4717 
宝蔵北 668 BD6748 
宝蔵北 669 BD7249 
宝蔵北 670 BD2613 
 BD2613V 
宝蔵北 671 BD4095 
宝蔵北 672 BD976 
宝蔵北 673 BD6008 
宝蔵北 674 BD1860 
宝蔵北 675 BD6130 
宝蔵北 676 BD2523 
宝蔵北 677 BD4435 
宝蔵北 678 BD2988 
宝蔵北 679 BD841 
 BD841V 
宝蔵北 680 BD4368 
宝蔵北 681 BD6360 
宝蔵北 682 BD818 
宝蔵北 683 BD5836 
宝蔵北 684 BD7957 
宝蔵北 685 BD6322 
宝蔵北 686 BD6447 
宝蔵北 687 BD3313 
宝蔵北 688 BD6621 
宝蔵北 689 BD2217 
宝蔵北 690 BD3315 
宝蔵北 691 BD798 
宝蔵北 692 BD5159 
宝蔵北 693 BD739 
宝蔵北 694 BD343 
宝蔵北 695 BD3817 
宝蔵北 696 BD4310 
宝蔵北 697 BD1516 
宝蔵北 698 BD8145 
宝蔵北 699 BD7106 
宝蔵北 700 BD3991 
宝蔵北 701 BD2974 
宝蔵北 702 BD4248 
宝蔵北 703 BD5483 
宝蔵北 704 BD1042 
宝蔵北 705 BD5418 
宝蔵北 706 BD5903 
宝蔵北 707 BD8649 
宝蔵北 708 BD4711 
宝蔵北 709 BD5947 
宝蔵北 710 BD3680 
宝蔵北 711 BD6285 
 BD16030 
 BD16030V 
宝蔵北 712 BD4590 
宝蔵北 713 BD1148 
宝蔵北 714 BD6952 
宝蔵北 715 BD3588 
宝蔵北 716 BD4018 
宝蔵北 717 BD3921 
宝蔵北 718 BD4055 
宝蔵北 719 BD4063 
宝蔵北 720 BD3300 
宝蔵北 721 BD2163 
宝蔵北 722 BD6706 
 BD6706V 
宝蔵北 723 BD3629 
宝蔵北 724 BD5848 
宝蔵北 725 BD6213 
宝蔵北 726 BD4922 
宝蔵北 727 BD2215 
宝蔵北 728 BD7158 
宝蔵北 729 BD1194 
宝蔵北 730 BD1074 
宝蔵北 731 BD2091 
宝蔵北 732 BD249 
宝蔵北 733 BD2693 
宝蔵北 734 BD4773 
宝蔵北 735 BD2412 
宝蔵北 736 BD3010 
宝蔵北 737 BD2460 
宝蔵北 738 BD2122 
宝蔵北 739 BD244 
宝蔵北 740 BD400 
宝蔵北 741 BD6166 
宝蔵北 742 BD231 
宝蔵北 743 BD1122 
宝蔵北 744 BD4133 
宝蔵北 745 BD6175 
宝蔵北 746 BD2 
 BD2V 
宝蔵北 747 BD5788 
宝蔵北 748 BD2802 
宝蔵北 749 BD8384 
宝蔵北 750 BD6668 
宝蔵北 751 BD6350 
宝蔵北 752 BD101 
宝蔵北 753 BD2256 
宝蔵北 754 BD4092 
宝蔵北 755 BD7979 
宝蔵北 756 BD1733 
宝蔵北 757 BD5968 
宝蔵北 758 BD1330 
宝蔵北 759 BD5934 
宝蔵北 760 BD4233 
宝蔵北 761 BD6471 
宝蔵北 762 BD6933 
宝蔵北 763 BD6432 
宝蔵北 764 BD3964 
宝蔵北 765 BD3965 
宝蔵北 766 BD4637 
 BD16031 
 BD16032 
宝蔵北 767 BD5315 
宝蔵北 768 BD6351 
宝蔵北 769 BD3827 
宝蔵北 770 BD4613 
宝蔵北 771 BD3884 
宝蔵北 772 BD5322 
宝蔵北 773 BD4625 
宝蔵北 774 BD4566 
宝蔵北 775 BD4588 
宝蔵北 776 BD4680 
宝蔵北 777 BD2534 
宝蔵北 778 BD4297 
 BD4297V1 
 BD4297V2 
宝蔵北 779 BD6237 
宝蔵北 780 BD4465 
宝蔵北 781 BD2364 
宝蔵北 782 BD7942 
宝蔵北 783 BD2030 
宝蔵北 784 BD3479 
宝蔵北 785 BD4430 
宝蔵北 786 BD4146 
宝蔵北 787 BD4715 
宝蔵北 788 BD4644 
宝蔵北 789 BD4463 
宝蔵北 790 BD3915 
宝蔵北 791 BD4618 
宝蔵北 792 BD5076 
宝蔵北 793 BD4770 
宝蔵北 794 BD4529 
宝蔵北 795 BD4285 
宝蔵北 796 BD2029 
宝蔵北 797 BD4673 
宝蔵北 798 BD4761 
宝蔵北 799 BD4459 
宝蔵北 800 BD4512 
宝蔵北 801 BD4486 
宝蔵北 802 BD4721 
宝蔵北 803 BD4771 
宝蔵北 804 BD8146 
 BD16033 
宝蔵北 805 BD3448 
宝蔵北 806 BD4415 
宝蔵北 807 BD6327 
宝蔵北 808 BD2785 
宝蔵北 809 BD5154 
宝蔵北 810 BD5255 
宝蔵北 811 BD6423 
宝蔵北 812 BD4799 
宝蔵北 813 BD5985 
宝蔵北 814 BD3104 
宝蔵北 815 BD5257 
宝蔵北 816 BD4833 
宝蔵北 817 BD5679 
宝蔵北 818 BD12 
宝蔵北 819 BD221 
宝蔵北 820 BD5559 
宝蔵北 821 BD2254 
 BD16034 
宝蔵北 822 BD2206 
宝蔵北 823 BD2087 
宝蔵北 824 BD6959 
宝蔵北 825 BD6211 
敦煌宝蔵北番号・BD 番号対照表 
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宝蔵北 826 BD163 
宝蔵北 827 BD3320 
宝蔵北 828 BD7092 
宝蔵北 829 BD2257 
宝蔵北 830 BD2095-1 
 BD2095-2 
宝蔵北 831 BD5642 
宝蔵北 832 BD6004 
 BD6004V1 
 BD6004V2 
宝蔵北 833 BD6264 
宝蔵北 834 BD2275 
宝蔵北 835 BD2564 
宝蔵北 836 BD84 
宝蔵北 837 BD458 
宝蔵北 838 BD7650 
 BD7650V 
 BD16406 
宝蔵北 839 BD8227 
 BD8227V 
宝蔵北 840 BD7430 
宝蔵北 841 BD1822-1 
 BD1822-2 
宝蔵北 842 BD8329 
宝蔵北 843 BD953-1 
 BD953-2 
宝蔵北 844 BD3039 
宝蔵北 845 BD3774 
 BD3774V 
宝蔵北 846 BD3249 
宝蔵北 847 BD5165 




宝蔵北 849 BD2073 
宝蔵北 850 BD4245-1 
 BD4245-2 
宝蔵北 851 BD4929-1 
 BD4929-2 
宝蔵北 852 BD8162 
宝蔵北 853 BD4300 
宝蔵北 854 BD6603 
宝蔵北 855 BD683 
宝蔵北 856 BD1870-1 
 BD1870-2 
 BD1870-3 
宝蔵北 857 BD6626-1 
 BD6626-2 
 BD6626-3 
宝蔵北 858 BD81-1 
 BD81-2 
宝蔵北 859 BD634 
宝蔵北 860 BD463 
宝蔵北 861 BD2069 
 BD2069V 
宝蔵北 862 BD2978 
宝蔵北 863 BD3116 
宝蔵北 864 BD5869 
宝蔵北 865 BD6581 
宝蔵北 866 BD100 
宝蔵北 867 BD158 
 BD16454 
宝蔵北 868 BD369 
宝蔵北 869 BD374 
宝蔵北 870 BD814 
宝蔵北 871 BD910 
宝蔵北 872 BD1044 
宝蔵北 873 BD1561 
宝蔵北 874 BD1588 
 BD1588V 
宝蔵北 875 BD1820 
宝蔵北 876 BD1932 
宝蔵北 877 BD1933 
宝蔵北 878 BD1952 







宝蔵北 880 BD2167 
宝蔵北 881 BD2953 
宝蔵北 882 BD3396 
宝蔵北 883 BD3412 
宝蔵北 884 BD3535 
宝蔵北 885 BD4414 
宝蔵北 886 BD4423 
宝蔵北 887 BD4683 
 BD16462 
宝蔵北 888 BD5300 
宝蔵北 889 BD5408 
宝蔵北 890 BD5512 
 BD5512V1 
 BD5512V2 
宝蔵北 891 BD5582 
宝蔵北 892 BD5987 
宝蔵北 893 BD6319 
宝蔵北 894 BD6409 
宝蔵北 895 BD6582 
 BD6582V 
宝蔵北 896 BD564 
宝蔵北 897 BD601 
宝蔵北 898 BD1967 
宝蔵北 899 BD3682 
宝蔵北 900 BD6309 
 BD16475 






宝蔵北 902 BD6840 
 BD6840V1 
 BD6840V2 
宝蔵北 903 BD7756 
宝蔵北 904 BD326 
宝蔵北 905 BD550 
 BD550V 
宝蔵北 906 BD1002 
宝蔵北 907 BD1166 
宝蔵北 908 BD1231 
宝蔵北 909 BD1900 
宝蔵北 910 BD2660 
宝蔵北 911 BD3893 
宝蔵北 912 BD4421 
宝蔵北 913 BD4913 
宝蔵北 914 BD5028 
宝蔵北 915 BD5966 
宝蔵北 916 BD6062 
宝蔵北 917 BD6652 
宝蔵北 918 BD6864 
宝蔵北 919 BD7470 
宝蔵北 920 BD7528 
宝蔵北 921 BD536 
 BD536V 
宝蔵北 922 BD538 
宝蔵北 923 BD946 
宝蔵北 924 BD1052 
 BD16494 
宝蔵北 925 BD1379 
宝蔵北 926 BD1635 
宝蔵北 927 BD2593 
宝蔵北 928 BD2349 
宝蔵北 929 BD3605 
宝蔵北 930 BD4379 
宝蔵北 931 BD4389-1 
 BD4389-2 
宝蔵北 932 BD5219 
宝蔵北 933 BD6274 
宝蔵北 934 BD6631 
宝蔵北 935 BD6651 
宝蔵北 936 BD6749 
宝蔵北 937 BD7643 
宝蔵北 938 BD7646 
宝蔵北 939 BD7785 
宝蔵北 940 BD7834 
 BD16518 
宝蔵北 941 BD7878 
宝蔵北 942 BD7917 
宝蔵北 943 BD7921 
宝蔵北 944 BD8194 
宝蔵北 945 BD8360 
宝蔵北 946 BD8581 
宝蔵北 947 BD10 
宝蔵北 948 BD1172 
宝蔵北 949 BD1200 
宝蔵北 950 BD1917 
宝蔵北 951 BD2619 
宝蔵北 952 BD3164 
宝蔵北 953 BD4154 
宝蔵北 954 BD5007 
宝蔵北 955 BD5672 
宝蔵北 956 BD604 
 BD16491 
宝蔵北 957 BD790 
宝蔵北 958 BD1442 
宝蔵北 959 BD2139 
宝蔵北 960 BD2160 
宝蔵北 961 BD2559 
宝蔵北 962 BD4411 
宝蔵北 963 BD4619 
宝蔵北 964 BD4758 
 BD4758V 
宝蔵北 965 BD4829 
宝蔵北 966 BD5006 
宝蔵北 967 BD6342 
宝蔵北 968 BD7355 
宝蔵北 969 BD652 
宝蔵北 970 BD1566 
宝蔵北 971 BD7540 
宝蔵北 972 BD6557-1 
 BD6557-2 
 BD6557-3 
宝蔵北 973 BD6376 
宝蔵北 974 BD157 
 BD157V 
 BD16557 
宝蔵北 975 BD397 
宝蔵北 976 BD710 
宝蔵北 977 BD821 
宝蔵北 978 BD1176 
宝蔵北 979 BD1252 
宝蔵北 980 BD1674 
宝蔵北 981 BD1794 
宝蔵北 982 BD1892 
宝蔵北 983 BD2040 
宝蔵北 984 BD2135 
宝蔵北 985 BD2553 
宝蔵北 986 BD2605 
宝蔵北 987 BD2638 
宝蔵北 988 BD2754 
宝蔵北 989 BD3051 
宝蔵北 990 BD3206 
宝蔵北 991 BD3252 
宝蔵北 992 BD3595 
宝蔵北 993 BD3683 
宝蔵北 994 BD4557 
宝蔵北 995 BD4622 
宝蔵北 996 BD4904 
宝蔵北 997 BD5094 
宝蔵北 998 BD5317 
宝蔵北 999 BD5552 
宝蔵北 1000 BD5828 
宝蔵北 1001 BD6190 
宝蔵北 1002 BD6357 
宝蔵北 1003 BD6368 
宝蔵北 1004 BD6537 
宝蔵北 1005 BD6703 
宝蔵北 1006 BD6829 
宝蔵北 1007 BD513 
宝蔵北 1008 BD515 
宝蔵北 1009 BD1591 
宝蔵北 1010 BD1600 
宝蔵北 1011 BD1638 
宝蔵北 1012 BD1640 
宝蔵北 1013 BD1740 
宝蔵北 1014 BD1784 
宝蔵北 1015 BD2500 
宝蔵北 1016 BD2522 
宝蔵北 1017 BD2587 
宝蔵北 1018 BD2758 
宝蔵北 1020 BD3098 
宝蔵北 1021 BD3184 
宝蔵北 1022 BD3954 
 BD3954V 
宝蔵北 1023 BD4293 
宝蔵北 1024 BD4397 
宝蔵北 1025 BD4501 
宝蔵北 1026 BD4641 
宝蔵北 1027 BD4647 
敦煌宝蔵北番号・BD 番号対照表 
622 
宝蔵北 1028 BD4931 
宝蔵北 1029 BD6980 
宝蔵北 1030 BD8031 
宝蔵北 1031 BD8173 
宝蔵北 1032 BD8484 
宝蔵北 1033 BD510 
宝蔵北 1034 BD514 
宝蔵北 1035 BD556 
宝蔵北 1036 BD585 







宝蔵北 1038 BD2303 
宝蔵北 1039 BD2471 
宝蔵北 1040 BD2598 
宝蔵北 1041 BD3730 
宝蔵北 1042 BD4048 
 BD4048V 
宝蔵北 1043 BD4193 
宝蔵北 1044 BD4232 
 BD4232V 
宝蔵北 1045 BD4871 
宝蔵北 1046 BD5171 
宝蔵北 1047 BD5398 
宝蔵北 1048 BD5860 
宝蔵北 1049 BD5936 
宝蔵北 1050 BD7096 
宝蔵北 1051 BD7616 
宝蔵北 1052 BD8365 
 BD8365V 
宝蔵北 1053 BD1871-1 
 BD1871-2 
宝蔵北 1054 BD3224-1 
 BD3224-2 
宝蔵北 1055 BD235 
宝蔵北 1056 BD636 
宝蔵北 1057 BD2259 
宝蔵北 1058 BD2774 
宝蔵北 1059 BD4377 
宝蔵北 1060 BD5568 
宝蔵北 1061 BD6369 
宝蔵北 1062 BD52 
宝蔵北 1063 BD180 
宝蔵北 1064 BD446 
宝蔵北 1065 BD474 
宝蔵北 1066 BD571 
宝蔵北 1067 BD761 
宝蔵北 1068 BD839 
宝蔵北 1069 BD1103 
宝蔵北 1070 BD1221 
宝蔵北 1071 BD1710 
宝蔵北 1072 BD2900 
宝蔵北 1075 BD3324A 
 BD3324B 
 BD16555 
宝蔵北 1076 BD3663 
宝蔵北 1077 BD3691 
宝蔵北 1078 BD4020 
宝蔵北 1079 BD4145 
 BD4145V 
宝蔵北 1080 BD4261 
宝蔵北 1081 BD4318 
宝蔵北 1082 BD4682 
宝蔵北 1083 BD4961 
宝蔵北 1084 BD4994 
宝蔵北 1085 BD5124 
宝蔵北 1086 BD5126 
宝蔵北 1087 BD5131 
宝蔵北 1088 BD5605 
宝蔵北 1089 BD6291 
宝蔵北 1090 BD6315 
宝蔵北 1091 BD6624 
宝蔵北 1092 BD1132 
宝蔵北 1093 BD5281 
 BD5281V 
宝蔵北 1094 BD181 
宝蔵北 1095 BD3052 
宝蔵北 1096 BD5035 
宝蔵北 1097 BD9 
 BD16564A 
 BD16564B 
宝蔵北 1098 BD83 
宝蔵北 1099 BD733 
宝蔵北 1100 BD1729 
宝蔵北 1101 BD1751 
宝蔵北 1102 BD1828 
宝蔵北 1103 BD1831 
宝蔵北 1104 BD2190 
宝蔵北 1105 BD3194A 
 BD3194B 
宝蔵北 1106 BD4526 
宝蔵北 1107 BD5014 
宝蔵北 1108 BD5018 
宝蔵北 1109 BD5555 
宝蔵北 1110 BD5930 
宝蔵北 1111 BD6496 
宝蔵北 1112 BD6832 
宝蔵北 1113 BD6964 
宝蔵北 1114 BD7937 
宝蔵北 1115 BD8298 
宝蔵北 1116 BD189 
宝蔵北 1117 BD337 
宝蔵北 1118 BD442 
宝蔵北 1119 BD542 
宝蔵北 1120 BD742 
宝蔵北 1121 BD1558 
宝蔵北 1122 BD1579 
宝蔵北 1123 BD3084 
宝蔵北 1124 BD3200 
宝蔵北 1125 BD5015 
宝蔵北 1126 BD5551 
宝蔵北 1127 BD5554 
宝蔵北 1128 BD5944-1 
 BD5944-2 
宝蔵北 1129 BD6866 
宝蔵北 1130 BD6893 
宝蔵北 1131 BD6978 
宝蔵北 1132 BD7354 
宝蔵北 1133 BD7607 
宝蔵北 1134 BD7996 
宝蔵北 1135 BD8507 
宝蔵北 1136 BD3015-1 
 BD3015-2 
宝蔵北 1137 BD751 
宝蔵北 1138 BD1604 
宝蔵北 1139 BD2049 
宝蔵北 1140 BD3898 
宝蔵北 1141 BD1189 
宝蔵北 1142 BD1315 
 BD1315V 
宝蔵北 1143 BD61A 
宝蔵北 1144 BD250 
 BD16451 
宝蔵北 1145 BD261 
宝蔵北 1146 BD470 
宝蔵北 1147 BD1384 
宝蔵北 1148 BD4646 
宝蔵北 1149 BD4978 
宝蔵北 1150 BD5307 
宝蔵北 1151 BD7686 
宝蔵北 1152 BD8371 
宝蔵北 1153 BD731 
宝蔵北 1154 BD765 
宝蔵北 1155 BD4823 
宝蔵北 1156 BD5542 
宝蔵北 1157 BD5651 
宝蔵北 1158 BD8123 
宝蔵北 1159 BD18 
宝蔵北 1160 BD131 
宝蔵北 1161 BD142 
宝蔵北 1162 BD296 
宝蔵北 1163 BD1206 
宝蔵北 1164 BD2210 
宝蔵北 1165 BD2860 
宝蔵北 1166 BD3065 
宝蔵北 1167 BD3212 
宝蔵北 1168 BD3752 
宝蔵北 1169 BD3755 
宝蔵北 1170 BD4826 
宝蔵北 1171 BD5205 
宝蔵北 1172 BD5360 
宝蔵北 1173 BD5546 
宝蔵北 1174 BD6300 
宝蔵北 1175 BD552 
宝蔵北 1176 BD1702 
宝蔵北 1177 BD1762 
宝蔵北 1178 BD4615 
宝蔵北 1179 BD275 
宝蔵北 1180 BD386 
宝蔵北 1181 BD523 
宝蔵北 1182 BD627 
宝蔵北 1183 BD1526 
宝蔵北 1184 BD2887 
宝蔵北 1185 BD4477 
宝蔵北 1186 BD4589 
宝蔵北 1187 BD4648 
宝蔵北 1188 BD5079 
宝蔵北 1189 BD5366 
宝蔵北 1190 BD5539 
宝蔵北 1191 BD568 
宝蔵北 1192 BD2062 
 BD2062V 
宝蔵北 1193 BD2641 
宝蔵北 1194 BD3472 
宝蔵北 1195 BD4524 
宝蔵北 1196 BD5290 
宝蔵北 1197 BD625 
宝蔵北 1198 BD1568 
宝蔵北 1199 BD4500 
宝蔵北 1200 BD5562 
宝蔵北 1201 BD5273 
宝蔵北 1202 BD3329-1 
 BD3329-2 
宝蔵北 1203 BD5545-1 
 BD5545-2 
宝蔵北 1204 BD421 
宝蔵北 1205 BD760 
宝蔵北 1206 BD856 
宝蔵北 1207 BD4652 
宝蔵北 1208 BD4681 
宝蔵北 1209 BD4656 
宝蔵北 1210 BD5327 
宝蔵北 1211 BD6233 
宝蔵北 1212 BD6804 
宝蔵北 1213 BD8345 
宝蔵北 1214 BD482 
宝蔵北 1215 BD1242 
宝蔵北 1216 BD1251 
宝蔵北 1217 BD2033 
宝蔵北 1218 BD2474 
宝蔵北 1219 BD4135 
宝蔵北 1220 BD5043 
宝蔵北 1221 BD5466 
宝蔵北 1222 BD57 
宝蔵北 1223 BD102 
宝蔵北 1224 BD379 
宝蔵北 1225 BD479 
宝蔵北 1226 BD494 
宝蔵北 1227 BD505 
宝蔵北 1228 BD768 
宝蔵北 1229 BD1076 
宝蔵北 1230 BD1370 
宝蔵北 1231 BD1596 
宝蔵北 1232 BD3196 
 BD3196V 
宝蔵北 1233 BD3439 
宝蔵北 1234 BD3635 
宝蔵北 1235 BD3666 
宝蔵北 1236 BD3710 
宝蔵北 1237 BD6534 
宝蔵北 1238 BD6619 
宝蔵北 1239 BD6648 
宝蔵北 1240 BD8180 
宝蔵北 1241 BD1840 
宝蔵北 1242 BD1353 
宝蔵北 1243 BD1951 
宝蔵北 1244 BD3536 
宝蔵北 1245 BD4997 
宝蔵北 1246 BD6729 
宝蔵北 1247 BD137 
宝蔵北 1248 BD1655 
宝蔵北 1249 BD2803 
宝蔵北 1250 BD3171 
宝蔵北 1251 BD3967 
宝蔵北 1252 BD5912 
宝蔵北 1253 BD8130 




宝蔵北 1255 BD1639 
宝蔵北 1256 BD3758 
宝蔵北 1257 BD4791 
宝蔵北 1258 BD5711 
宝蔵北 1259 BD7830 
宝蔵北 1260 BD7909 
宝蔵北 1261 BD8016 
宝蔵北 1262 BD8269 
宝蔵北 1263 BD155 
宝蔵北 1265 BD3311 
宝蔵北 1266 BD4107 
 BD4107V 
宝蔵北 1267 BD5328 
宝蔵北 1268 BD5419 
宝蔵北 1269 BD3101 
宝蔵北 1270 BD1041 
 BD16501 
宝蔵北 1271 BD1739 
宝蔵北 1272 BD2603 
宝蔵北 1274 BD8278 
宝蔵北 1275 BD835 
宝蔵北 1276 BD1413 
宝蔵北 1277 BD1586 
宝蔵北 1278 BD1592 
宝蔵北 1279 BD7813 
宝蔵北 1280 BD144 
宝蔵北 1281 BD1081 
宝蔵北 1282 BD1881 
宝蔵北 1283 BD2005 
宝蔵北 1284 BD2043 
宝蔵北 1285 BD3742 
宝蔵北 1286 BD4617 
宝蔵北 1287 BD6511 
宝蔵北 1288 BD1570 
宝蔵北 1289 BD2784 
宝蔵北 1290 BD8132 
宝蔵北 1291 BD1684 
宝蔵北 1292 BD8198 
宝蔵北 1293 BD1809 
宝蔵北 1294 BD2751 
宝蔵北 1295 BD4857 
宝蔵北 1296 BD7353 
宝蔵北 1297 BD7359 
宝蔵北 1298 BD1637 
宝蔵北 1299 BD2367 
宝蔵北 1300 BD6148 
宝蔵北 1301 BD2426 
宝蔵北 1302 BD4390 
宝蔵北 1303 BD6896 
宝蔵北 1304 BD5838 
宝蔵北 1305 BD1032 
宝蔵北 1306 BD3909 
宝蔵北 1307 BD6499 
 BD6499V1 
 BD6499V2 
宝蔵北 1308 BD7778 
宝蔵北 1309 BD6743 
宝蔵北 1310 BD8291 
 BD7286 
 BD7286V 
宝蔵北 1312 BD926 
宝蔵北 1313 BD924 
宝蔵北 1314 BD923 
宝蔵北 1315 BD5243 
宝蔵北 1316 BD6819 
宝蔵北 1317 BD7177 
宝蔵北 1318 BD7241 
宝蔵北 1319 BD7387 
 BD7387V 
宝蔵北 1320 BD2796 
宝蔵北 1321 BD950 
 BD950V 
宝蔵北 1322 BD3686-1 
 BD3686-2 
 BD3686V 
宝蔵北 1323 BD6576 
宝蔵北 1324 BD6803 
宝蔵北 1325 BD6194 
宝蔵北 1326 BD434 
宝蔵北 1327 BD1872 
 BD16407 




宝蔵北 1329 BD3271 
 BD3271V 
宝蔵北 1330 BD3272 
宝蔵北 1331 BD6170 
宝蔵北 1332 BD6453 
宝蔵北 1333 BD8648-1 
 BD8648-2 
宝蔵北 1334 BD1791 
宝蔵北 1335 BD7713 
宝蔵北 1336 BD7736 
宝蔵北 1337 BD8053 
宝蔵北 1338 BD8154 




宝蔵北 1340 BD2517 
宝蔵北 1341 BD6551 
宝蔵北 1342 BD3716 
宝蔵北 1343 BD7832 
宝蔵北 1344 BD5271 
宝蔵北 1345 BD7603 
宝蔵北 1346 BD5920A 
宝蔵北 1347 BD7290 
宝蔵北 1348 BD6798 
宝蔵北 1349 BD8473 
 BD8473V 
宝蔵北 1350 BD414 
宝蔵北 1351 BD3924 
 BD3924V 
宝蔵北 1352 BD2296 
 BD2296V 
宝蔵北 1353 BD2102 
宝蔵北 1354 BD411 
宝蔵北 1355 BD6480 
宝蔵北 1356 BD4499 
宝蔵北 1357 BD2300 
宝蔵北 1358 BD3147 
宝蔵北 1359 BD3262 





宝蔵北 1361 BD611-1 
 BD611-2 
宝蔵北 1362 BD3369-1 
 BD3369-2 
宝蔵北 1363 BD2413-1 
 BD2413-2 
宝蔵北 1364 BD1255-1 
 BD1255-2 
宝蔵北 1365 BD961 
 BD962 
宝蔵北 1366 BD3162 
宝蔵北 1367 BD3999-1 
 BD3999-2 
宝蔵北 1368 BD4139 
宝蔵北 1369 BD6466-1 
 BD6466-2 
宝蔵北 1370 BD6388 
宝蔵北 1371 BD5339 
宝蔵北 1372 BD3883 
宝蔵北 1373 BD6627-1 
 BD6627-2 
 BD6627-3 
宝蔵北 1374 BD6283 
宝蔵北 1375 BD4431 
宝蔵北 1376 BD1844 
宝蔵北 1377 BD4967 
宝蔵北 1378 BD807 
宝蔵北 1379 BD5333 
宝蔵北 1380 BD8054 
宝蔵北 1381 BD7505 
宝蔵北 1382 BD5525 
宝蔵北 1383 BD642 
宝蔵北 1384 BD5780 
宝蔵北 1385 BD654 
宝蔵北 1386 BD5506 
宝蔵北 1387 BD492 
宝蔵北 1388 BD2301 
 BD2301V1 
 BD2301V2 
宝蔵北 1389 BD1368 
宝蔵北 1390 BD5295 
宝蔵北 1391 BD766 
宝蔵北 1392 BD2651 
宝蔵北 1393 BD7871 
宝蔵北 1394 BD661 
宝蔵北 1395 BD5473 
宝蔵北 1396 BD1356 
宝蔵北 1397 BD7190 
宝蔵北 1398 BD512 
宝蔵北 1399 BD5313 
宝蔵北 1400 BD609 
宝蔵北 1401 BD781 
宝蔵北 1402 BD2681 
宝蔵北 1403 BD2733 
宝蔵北 1404 BD3243 
宝蔵北 1405 BD6353 
宝蔵北 1406 BD7763 
宝蔵北 1407 BD5863 
宝蔵北 1408 BD489 
宝蔵北 1409 BD4090 
宝蔵北 1410 BD1428 
宝蔵北 1411 BD5814 
宝蔵北 1412 BD3076 
宝蔵北 1413 BD6616 
宝蔵北 1414 BD816A 
宝蔵北 1415 BD5935 
宝蔵北 1416 BD2550 
宝蔵北 1417 BD6500 
宝蔵北 1418 BD4199 
宝蔵北 1419 BD6485 
宝蔵北 1420 BD2961 
宝蔵北 1421 BD4241 
宝蔵北 1422 BD6625 
宝蔵北 1423 BD4786 
宝蔵北 1424 BD6269 
宝蔵北 1425 BD1477 
宝蔵北 1426 BD4255 
宝蔵北 1427 BD2244 
宝蔵北 1428 BD2632 
宝蔵北 1429 BD1339 
宝蔵北 1430 BD2035 
宝蔵北 1431 BD3231 
宝蔵北 1432 BD3395 
宝蔵北 1433 BD4440 
宝蔵北 1434 BD196 
宝蔵北 1435 BD123 
宝蔵北 1436 BD1752 









宝蔵北 1438 BD288 
宝蔵北 1439 BD2654-1 
 BD2654-2 
宝蔵北 1440 BD4578 
 BD4578V 
宝蔵北 1441 BD4900 
宝蔵北 1442 BD4759 
宝蔵北 1443 BD4208 
宝蔵北 1444 BD4953 
宝蔵北 1445 BD4381 






宝蔵北 1447 BD3170 
宝蔵北 1448 BD3664 
宝蔵北 1449 BD417A 
 BD417AV 
宝蔵北 1450 BD6025 
宝蔵北 1451 BD5239 










宝蔵北 1453 BD6501 

















宝蔵北 1455 BD2197 
宝蔵北 1456 BD233 
宝蔵北 1457 BD394 
宝蔵北 1458 BD4667 
 BD4667V 
宝蔵北 1459 BD1317 
宝蔵北 1460 BD8643 
宝蔵北 1461 BD3852 
宝蔵北 1462 BD2386-1 
 BD2386-2 
宝蔵北 1463 BD432 
宝蔵北 1464 BD3340 
宝蔵北 1465 BD6514 
 BD6514V 
宝蔵北 1466 BD7481 
宝蔵北 1467 BD2383 
宝蔵北 1468 BD4050 
宝蔵北 1469 BD3863 
宝蔵北 1470 BD7129 
 BD7129V 
宝蔵北 1471 BD717-1 
 BD717-2 
宝蔵北 1472 BD2732-1 
 BD2732-2 
宝蔵北 1473 BD2177 
宝蔵北 1474 BD5303 
宝蔵北 1475 BD4064 
 BD4064V 
宝蔵北 1476 BD8367 
 BD8367V 
宝蔵北 1477 BD6987 










宝蔵北 1479 BD2067A 
 BD2067B 
宝蔵北 1480 BD1304 
宝蔵北 1481 BD3011 
宝蔵北 1482 BD3236 
宝蔵北 1483 BD2688 
宝蔵北 1484 BD71B 
宝蔵北 1485 BD6708 
宝蔵北 1486 BD2047 
宝蔵北 1487 BD1960 
宝蔵北 1488 BD1583 
 BD1583V 
宝蔵北 1489 BD5965 
宝蔵北 1490 BD828 
宝蔵北 1491 BD8595 
宝蔵北 1492 BD186 
 BD186V 
宝蔵北 1493 BD5981 
宝蔵北 1494 BD4315 
宝蔵北 1495 BD3115-1 
 BD3115-2 





宝蔵北 1497 BD4911 
宝蔵北 1498 BD3268 
宝蔵北 1499 BD1430 
宝蔵北 1500 BD5254 
 BD5254V 
宝蔵北 1501 BD1876 
 BD16058A 
 BD16058B 
宝蔵北 1502 BD4488 
宝蔵北 1503 BD1275 
宝蔵北 1504 BD4686 
宝蔵北 1505 BD3776 
宝蔵北 1506 BD481 
 BD481V 
宝蔵北 1507 BD5279 
宝蔵北 1508 BD3993 
宝蔵北 1509 BD328 
宝蔵北 1510 BD6569 
 BD6569V 
宝蔵北 1511 BD5000 
 BD5000V 
宝蔵北 1512 BD4666 
宝蔵北 1513 BD1669 
宝蔵北 1514 BD332 
宝蔵北 1515 BD942 
宝蔵北 1516 BD487 
宝蔵北 1517 BD2304 
宝蔵北 1518 BD885 
 BD16059 
 BD16060 
宝蔵北 1519 BD6463 
宝蔵北 1520 BD4546 
宝蔵北 1521 BD2262 
宝蔵北 1522 BD1282 
 BD1282V 
宝蔵北 1523 BD1338 
宝蔵北 1524 BD603 
宝蔵北 1525 BD5521 
宝蔵北 1526 BD1193 
宝蔵北 1527 BD2478 
宝蔵北 1528 BD1333 
宝蔵北 1529 BD1423 
宝蔵北 1530 BD4678 
宝蔵北 1531 BD2967 
宝蔵北 1532 BD5390 
宝蔵北 1533 BD8465 
宝蔵北 1534 BD5669 
宝蔵北 1535 BD4061 
 BD4061V 
宝蔵北 1536 BD1398 
 BD16061 
宝蔵北 1537 BD4432 
宝蔵北 1538 BD3079 
宝蔵北 1539 BD5384 
宝蔵北 1540 BD7232 
 BD16062A 
 BD16062B 
宝蔵北 1541 BD5269 
宝蔵北 1542 BD1341 
宝蔵北 1543 BD3836 
宝蔵北 1544 BD4284 
宝蔵北 1545 BD4019 
宝蔵北 1546 BD5575 
宝蔵北 1547 BD4634 
宝蔵北 1548 BD5948 
宝蔵北 1549 BD5425 
宝蔵北 1550 BD7187 
宝蔵北 1551 BD5462 
宝蔵北 1552 BD5423 
宝蔵北 1553 BD3905 
 BD3905V 
宝蔵北 1554 BD4640 
 BD4640V 
宝蔵北 1555 BD338 
宝蔵北 1556 BD5341 
宝蔵北 1557 BD4405 
宝蔵北 1558 BD90 

















宝蔵北 1560 BD4738 
宝蔵北 1561 BD6215 
宝蔵北 1562 BD7726 
宝蔵北 1563 BD5577 
宝蔵北 1564 BD7007 
宝蔵北 1565 BD4607 
宝蔵北 1566 BD7791 
宝蔵北 1567 BD6886 
宝蔵北 1568 BD5603 
宝蔵北 1569 BD6948 
宝蔵北 1570 BD69 
宝蔵北 1571 BD3234 
宝蔵北 1572 BD5640 
宝蔵北 1573 BD4480 
宝蔵北 1574 BD5567 
宝蔵北 1575 BD8502 
宝蔵北 1576 BD7136 
宝蔵北 1577 BD8093 
 BD16064 
宝蔵北 1578 BD7630-1 
 BD7630-2 
宝蔵北 1579 BD6547 
 BD16482 
宝蔵北 1580 BD6061 
 BD6061V 
宝蔵北 1581 BD8537 
宝蔵北 1582 BD4250A 




宝蔵北 1584 BD4571 
 BD16067 
宝蔵北 1585 BD4903 
宝蔵北 1586 BD4827 
宝蔵北 1587 BD803 
 BD16531 
宝蔵北 1588 BD1392 
宝蔵北 1589 BD789 
宝蔵北 1590 BD4776 
宝蔵北 1591 BD5992 
宝蔵北 1592 BD5523 
 BD16068 
宝蔵北 1593 BD3093 
宝蔵北 1594 BD1115 
宝蔵北 1595 BD6323 
 BD16069 
宝蔵北 1596 BD4153 
宝蔵北 1597 BD6602 
宝蔵北 1598 BD973 
宝蔵北 1599 BD2731 
 BD16070 
 BD16071 
宝蔵北 1600 BD5594 
宝蔵北 1601 BD2115 
宝蔵北 1602 BD5137 
宝蔵北 1603 BD5260 
宝蔵北 1604 BD1273 
 BD16072 
宝蔵北 1605 BD5284 
宝蔵北 1606 BD2730 
宝蔵北 1607 BD1517 
宝蔵北 1608 BD1653 
宝蔵北 1609 BD4110 
宝蔵北 1610 BD932 
 BD16472A 
 BD16472B 
宝蔵北 1611 BD4159 
宝蔵北 1612 BD5285 
宝蔵北 1613 BD2867 
宝蔵北 1614 BD363 
宝蔵北 1615 BD1284 
宝蔵北 1616 BD6974 
宝蔵北 1617 BD3228 
宝蔵北 1618 BD1319 
宝蔵北 1619 BD6352 
宝蔵北 1620 BD5497 
宝蔵北 1621 BD8252 
宝蔵北 1622 BD5196 
敦煌宝蔵北番号・BD 番号対照表 
625 
宝蔵北 1623 BD1204 
宝蔵北 1624 BD735 
宝蔵北 1625 BD7159 
宝蔵北 1626 BD6391 
宝蔵北 1627 BD5790 
宝蔵北 1628 BD783 
宝蔵北 1629 BD6844 
宝蔵北 1630 BD3182 
宝蔵北 1631 BD5151 
宝蔵北 1632 BD4784 
宝蔵北 1633 BD4209 
宝蔵北 1634 BD7841 
宝蔵北 1635 BD6741 
宝蔵北 1636 BD6178 
宝蔵北 1637 BD6275 
宝蔵北 1638 BD7048 
宝蔵北 1639 BD8434 
宝蔵北 1640 BD7843 
宝蔵北 1641 BD3176 
宝蔵北 1642 BD5166 
宝蔵北 1643 BD4874 
宝蔵北 1644 BD4837 
宝蔵北 1645 BD5377 
宝蔵北 1646 BD5361 
 BD16073 
宝蔵北 1647 BD4520 
宝蔵北 1648 BD4742 
宝蔵北 1649 BD4116 
宝蔵北 1650 BD4583 
宝蔵北 1651 BD8184 
宝蔵北 1652 BD1851 
宝蔵北 1653 BD2278 
宝蔵北 1654 BD3935 
宝蔵北 1655 BD8203 
宝蔵北 1656 BD6510 




宝蔵北 1658 BD7343 
宝蔵北 1659 BD5407 
宝蔵北 1660 BD8109 
宝蔵北 1661 BD225 
宝蔵北 1662 BD50 
宝蔵北 1663 BD1240 
宝蔵北 1664 BD1847 
宝蔵北 1665 BD1257 
宝蔵北 1666 BD5023 
 BD16527 
宝蔵北 1667 BD1819 
宝蔵北 1668 BD2248 




宝蔵北 1670 BD5611 
宝蔵北 1671 BD1154 
宝蔵北 1672 BD5215 
宝蔵北 1673 BD8476 
 BD16525A 
 BD16525B 
宝蔵北 1674 BD815 
宝蔵北 1675 BD1426 
宝蔵北 1676 BD3185 
宝蔵北 1677 BD2378 
宝蔵北 1678 BD5213 
宝蔵北 1679 BD7801 
宝蔵北 1680 BD2171 
宝蔵北 1681 BD3373 
宝蔵北 1682 BD4585 
宝蔵北 1683 BD4134 
宝蔵北 1684 BD6644 
 BD6644V 




宝蔵北 1686 BD7174 
宝蔵北 1687 BD4485 
宝蔵北 1688 BD7992 
宝蔵北 1689 BD1850 
宝蔵北 1690 BD316 
宝蔵北 1691 BD2933 





宝蔵北 1693 BD4126 
宝蔵北 1694 BD7341 
宝蔵北 1695 BD2164 
宝蔵北 1696 BD2344 
宝蔵北 1697 BD2314 
宝蔵北 1698 BD3826 
宝蔵北 1699 BD6210 
宝蔵北 1700 BD6126 
宝蔵北 1701 BD3984 
宝蔵北 1702 BD6711 
宝蔵北 1703 BD3160 
宝蔵北 1704 BD4032 
宝蔵北 1705 BD4839 
宝蔵北 1706 BD7020 
宝蔵北 1707 BD4685 
宝蔵北 1708 BD8424 
宝蔵北 1709 BD6063 
宝蔵北 1710 BD2450 
宝蔵北 1711 BD706 
宝蔵北 1712 BD823 
宝蔵北 1713 BD234 
 BD234V 
宝蔵北 1714 BD3113 
宝蔵北 1715 BD771 
宝蔵北 1716 BD1031 
宝蔵北 1717 BD5417-1 
 BD5417-2 
宝蔵北 1718 BD6139 
宝蔵北 1719 BD5378 
宝蔵北 1720 BD2690 
宝蔵北 1721 BD3557 
宝蔵北 1722 BD5114 
宝蔵北 1723 BD384 
宝蔵北 1724 BD984 
宝蔵北 1725 BD5924 
宝蔵北 1726 BD3117 
宝蔵北 1727 BD5884 
宝蔵北 1728 BD2451 
宝蔵北 1729 BD4907 
宝蔵北 1730 BD1088 
宝蔵北 1731 BD6899 
宝蔵北 1732 BD8364 
宝蔵北 1733 BD6688 
宝蔵北 1734 BD5964 
 BD16505A 
 BD16505B 
宝蔵北 1735 BD4205 
宝蔵北 1736 BD6726 
宝蔵北 1737 BD859 
宝蔵北 1738 BD3626 
 BD3626V1 
 BD3626V2 
宝蔵北 1739 BD4545 
宝蔵北 1740 BD5253 
宝蔵北 1741 BD5098 
宝蔵北 1742 BD2728 
宝蔵北 1743 BD4972 
宝蔵北 1744 BD7361 
宝蔵北 1745 BD4508 
宝蔵北 1746 BD822 
宝蔵北 1747 BD5184 
宝蔵北 1748 BD5216 
宝蔵北 1749 BD1453 
宝蔵北 1750 BD3149 
宝蔵北 1751 BD3339 
宝蔵北 1752 BD5086 
宝蔵北 1753 BD2879 
宝蔵北 1754 BD1954 
宝蔵北 1755 BD4628 
宝蔵北 1756 BD8500 
宝蔵北 1757 BD4633 
 BD16075 
宝蔵北 1758 BD707 
宝蔵北 1759 BD4722 
宝蔵北 1760 BD5250 
宝蔵北 1761 BD3048 
宝蔵北 1762 BD657 
宝蔵北 1763 BD6930 
宝蔵北 1764 BD5142 
宝蔵北 1765 BD4905 
 BD4905V 
宝蔵北 1766 BD3020 
宝蔵北 1767 BD3030 
宝蔵北 1768 BD519 
宝蔵北 1769 BD5090 
宝蔵北 1770 BD2516A 
 BD2516B 
宝蔵北 1771 BD1098 
 BD16496A 
 BD16496B 
宝蔵北 1772 BD3868 
宝蔵北 1773 BD5572 
宝蔵北 1774 BD1919 
宝蔵北 1775 BD7963 
宝蔵北 1776 BD230 
宝蔵北 1777 BD5288 
宝蔵北 1778 BD6337 
宝蔵北 1779 BD3218 
宝蔵北 1780 BD5984 
宝蔵北 1781 BD5478 
宝蔵北 1782 BD5556 
宝蔵北 1783 BD4868 
宝蔵北 1784 BD7472A 
宝蔵北 1785 BD7472B 
宝蔵北 1786 BD4296 
宝蔵北 1787 BD4163 
宝蔵北 1788 BD3031 
宝蔵北 1789 BD5324 
宝蔵北 1790 BD1538 
宝蔵北 1791 BD5591 
宝蔵北 1792 BD3603 
宝蔵北 1793 BD4227 
宝蔵北 1794 BD2600 
宝蔵北 1795 BD3259 
宝蔵北 1796 BD5342 
宝蔵北 1797 BD3792 
宝蔵北 1798 BD2099 
宝蔵北 1799 BD6901 
宝蔵北 1800 BD5762 
宝蔵北 1801 BD3705 
宝蔵北 1802 BD3074 
宝蔵北 1803 BD8429 
宝蔵北 1804 BD4262 
宝蔵北 1805 BD4530-1 
 BD4530-2 
宝蔵北 1806 BD3077 
宝蔵北 1807 BD8633 
宝蔵北 1808 BD3216 
宝蔵北 1809 BD2150 
宝蔵北 1810 BD4268 
宝蔵北 1811 BD5354 
宝蔵北 1812 BD3013 
宝蔵北 1813 BD7930 
宝蔵北 1814 BD3001 
宝蔵北 1815 BD3179 
宝蔵北 1816 BD3217 
 BD16076 
 BD16077 
宝蔵北 1817 BD8011 
宝蔵北 1818 BD5982 
宝蔵北 1819 BD4450 
宝蔵北 1820 BD4830 
宝蔵北 1821 BD5075 
宝蔵北 1822 BD267 
宝蔵北 1823 BD1190 
宝蔵北 1824 BD900 
宝蔵北 1825 BD4034 
宝蔵北 1826 BD6468 
宝蔵北 1827 BD175 
宝蔵北 1828 BD3081 
宝蔵北 1829 BD3692 
宝蔵北 1830 BD1233 
宝蔵北 1831 BD715 
宝蔵北 1832 BD5873 
宝蔵北 1833 BD7456 
宝蔵北 1834 BD7167 
宝蔵北 1835 BD2008 
宝蔵北 1836 BD4873 
宝蔵北 1837 BD1156 
 BD16078 
宝蔵北 1838 BD4795 
宝蔵北 1839 BD758 
宝蔵北 1840 BD7692 
敦煌宝蔵北番号・BD 番号対照表 
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宝蔵北 1841 BD7844 
宝蔵北 1842 BD8136 
宝蔵北 1843 BD5411 
宝蔵北 1844 BD8048 
宝蔵北 1845 BD4072 
宝蔵北 1846 BD8441 
宝蔵北 1847 BD702 
宝蔵北 1848 BD7211 
宝蔵北 1849 BD8264 
宝蔵北 1850 BD8418 
宝蔵北 1851 BD525 
宝蔵北 1852 BD8182 
宝蔵北 1853 BD6106 
宝蔵北 1854 BD6567 
 BD16484A 
 BD16484B 
宝蔵北 1855 BD1552 
宝蔵北 1856 BD2682 
宝蔵北 1857 BD2882 
宝蔵北 1858 BD4890 
宝蔵北 1859 BD2535 
宝蔵北 1860 BD2249 
宝蔵北 1861 BD4460 
宝蔵北 1862 BD1243 
宝蔵北 1863 BD508 
宝蔵北 1864 BD4932 
宝蔵北 1865 BD3033 
宝蔵北 1866 BD6385 
宝蔵北 1867 BD5045 
宝蔵北 1868 BD7501 
宝蔵北 1869 BD40 
宝蔵北 1870 BD1749 
宝蔵北 1871 BD129 
宝蔵北 1872 BD5625 
宝蔵北 1873 BD8631 
宝蔵北 1874 BD1494 
宝蔵北 1875 BD2485 
宝蔵北 1876 BD3275 
宝蔵北 1877 BD7383 
宝蔵北 1878 BD7432 
宝蔵北 1879 BD7669 
宝蔵北 1880 BD8220 
宝蔵北 1881 BD5519 
宝蔵北 1882 BD786 
 BD16536 
宝蔵北 1883 BD1505 
宝蔵北 1884 BD3096 
宝蔵北 1885 BD6656 
宝蔵北 1886 BD2911 
宝蔵北 1887 BD3336 
宝蔵北 1888 BD6232 
宝蔵北 1889 BD7103 
宝蔵北 1890 BD1417 
宝蔵北 1891 BD6017 
宝蔵北 1892 BD295 
宝蔵北 1893 BD1395 
宝蔵北 1894 BD5444 
宝蔵北 1895 BD4971 
宝蔵北 1896 BD1511 
宝蔵北 1897 BD2490 
宝蔵北 1898 BD7869 
宝蔵北 1899 BD2635 
宝蔵北 1900 BD5264 




宝蔵北 1902 BD2777 
宝蔵北 1903 BD6395 
宝蔵北 1904 BD1528 
宝蔵北 1905 BD3773 
宝蔵北 1906 BD612 
宝蔵北 1907 BD3161 
宝蔵北 1908 BD3988 
宝蔵北 1909 BD483 
宝蔵北 1910 BD1314 
宝蔵北 1911 BD4170 
宝蔵北 1912 BD4535 
 BD4535V 
宝蔵北 1913 BD3778 
宝蔵北 1914 BD4794 
宝蔵北 1915 BD5851 
宝蔵北 1916 BD2788 





宝蔵北 1918 BD1411 
宝蔵北 1919 BD1387 
宝蔵北 1920 BD6445 
宝蔵北 1921 BD8395 
宝蔵北 1922 BD3896 
宝蔵北 1923 BD4998 
宝蔵北 1924 BD6027 
宝蔵北 1925 BD8266 
宝蔵北 1926 BD7872 
宝蔵北 1927 BD4918 
宝蔵北 1928 BD545 
宝蔵北 1929 BD8254 
 BD8254V 
宝蔵北 1930 BD3061 
宝蔵北 1931 BD2118 
宝蔵北 1932 BD6969 
宝蔵北 1933 BD7612 
宝蔵北 1934 BD4792 
宝蔵北 1935 BD3699 
 BD3699V 
宝蔵北 1936 BD2116 
宝蔵北 1937 BD3242 
宝蔵北 1938 BD918 
宝蔵北 1939 BD4991 
宝蔵北 1940 BD5703 
宝蔵北 1941 BD3323 
宝蔵北 1942 BD3769 
宝蔵北 1943 BD1548 
宝蔵北 1944 BD8408 
宝蔵北 1945 BD2609 
宝蔵北 1946 BD3367 
宝蔵北 1947 BD5234 
宝蔵北 1948 BD3321 
宝蔵北 1949 BD7400 
宝蔵北 1950 BD1618 
宝蔵北 1951 BD4996 
宝蔵北 1952 BD2400 
宝蔵北 1953 BD1795 
宝蔵北 1954 BD1777 
宝蔵北 1955 BD5942 
宝蔵北 1956 BD1714 
宝蔵北 1957 BD8527 
宝蔵北 1958 BD7372 
宝蔵北 1959 BD3363 
宝蔵北 1960 BD3894 
宝蔵北 1961 BD3700 
宝蔵北 1962 BD6441 
宝蔵北 1963 BD4939 
宝蔵北 1964 BD5410 
宝蔵北 1965 BD2563 
宝蔵北 1966 BD7461 
 BD16516 
宝蔵北 1967 BD6381 
宝蔵北 1968 BD5178 
宝蔵北 1969 BD4582 
宝蔵北 1970 BD2191 
宝蔵北 1971 BD3392 
宝蔵北 1972 BD6835 
宝蔵北 1973 BD2875 
宝蔵北 1974 BD4797 
宝蔵北 1975 BD1990 
宝蔵北 1976 BD1869 
宝蔵北 1977 BD176 
 BD176V 
宝蔵北 1978 BD5198 
宝蔵北 1979 BD1607 
宝蔵北 1980 BD2963 
宝蔵北 1981 BD1969 
宝蔵北 1982 BD2530 
宝蔵北 1983 BD1007 
宝蔵北 1984 BD7398 
宝蔵北 1985 BD2138 
宝蔵北 1986 BD4212 
宝蔵北 1987 BD5266 
 BD16083 
宝蔵北 1988 BD1987 
宝蔵北 1989 BD7584 
宝蔵北 1990 BD2661 
宝蔵北 1991 BD7611 
宝蔵北 1992 BD7973 
宝蔵北 1993 BD6517 
宝蔵北 1994 BD2830 
宝蔵北 1995 BD7600 
宝蔵北 1996 BD4280 
宝蔵北 1997 BD6491 
宝蔵北 1998 BD2148 
宝蔵北 1999 BD7137 
宝蔵北 2000 BD3167 
宝蔵北 2001 BD1241 
宝蔵北 2002 BD7488 
宝蔵北 2003 BD1973 
宝蔵北 2004 BD7827 
宝蔵北 2005 BD7823 
宝蔵北 2006 BD6687-1 
 BD6687-2 
 BD6687-3 
宝蔵北 2007 BD5643-1 
 BD5643-2 
宝蔵北 2008 BD3253 
宝蔵北 2009 BD6779 
宝蔵北 2010 BD3157 
宝蔵北 2011 BD1945 
宝蔵北 2012 BD3130 
宝蔵北 2013 BD3951 
宝蔵北 2014 BD3838 
宝蔵北 2015 BD7447A 
宝蔵北 2016 BD531 
宝蔵北 2017 BD6931 
宝蔵北 2018 BD7212 
宝蔵北 2019 BD6882 
宝蔵北 2020 BD7923 
宝蔵北 2021 BD412 
宝蔵北 2022 BD7412 
宝蔵北 2023 BD8062 
宝蔵北 2024 BD4893 
宝蔵北 2025 BD1297 
宝蔵北 2026 BD4987 
 BD4987V 
宝蔵北 2027 BD1585 
宝蔵北 2028 BD1027 
宝蔵北 2029 BD5535 
宝蔵北 2030 BD2178 
宝蔵北 2031 BD6965 
宝蔵北 2032 BD5486 
宝蔵北 2033 BD5391 
宝蔵北 2034 BD1372 
宝蔵北 2035 BD3333 
宝蔵北 2036 BD1346 
宝蔵北 2037 BD5139 
宝蔵北 2038 BD7294 
宝蔵北 2039 BD3258 
宝蔵北 2040 BD2716 
宝蔵北 2041 BD854 
宝蔵北 2042 BD4876 
宝蔵北 2043 BD4956 
宝蔵北 2044 BD7638 
宝蔵北 2045 BD6889 
宝蔵北 2046 BD4968 
宝蔵北 2047 BD4867 
宝蔵北 2048 BD5123 
宝蔵北 2049 BD3483 
宝蔵北 2050 BD5854 
宝蔵北 2051 BD8398 
宝蔵北 2052 BD912 
宝蔵北 2053 BD286 
宝蔵北 2054 BD2466 
宝蔵北 2055 BD6872 
宝蔵北 2056 BD8479-1 
 BD8479-2 
 BD8479V 
宝蔵北 2057 BD6598 
宝蔵北 2058 BD1175 
宝蔵北 2059 BD4417 
宝蔵北 2060 BD8242 
宝蔵北 2061 BD5842 
宝蔵北 2062 BD1349 
 BD1349V 
 BD16084 




宝蔵北 2064 BD2834 
敦煌宝蔵北番号・BD 番号対照表 
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宝蔵北 2065 BD7660 
宝蔵北 2066 BD7969 
宝蔵北 2067 BD7346 
宝蔵北 2068 BD7780 
宝蔵北 2069 BD5867 
宝蔵北 2070 BD5130 
宝蔵北 2071 BD2302 
宝蔵北 2072 BD7664 
宝蔵北 2073 BD1780 
宝蔵北 2074 BD1449 
宝蔵北 2075 BD1550 
宝蔵北 2076 BD2871 
宝蔵北 2077 BD4446 
宝蔵北 2078 BD4445 
宝蔵北 2079 BD2333 
 BD2333V 
宝蔵北 2080 BD7587 
 BD7587V 
宝蔵北 2081 BD8674 
 BD8674V 
宝蔵北 2082 BD874 
宝蔵北 2083 BD5908 
宝蔵北 2084 BD43A 
宝蔵北 2085 BD592 
宝蔵北 2086 BD6994 
宝蔵北 2087 BD7425 
宝蔵北 2088 BD916 
宝蔵北 2089 BD43B 
宝蔵北 2090 BD3499 
宝蔵北 2091 BD7363 
宝蔵北 2092 BD6752 
宝蔵北 2093 BD8311 
宝蔵北 2094 BD3449 
宝蔵北 2095 BD43C 
宝蔵北 2096 BD563 
宝蔵北 2097 BD600 
宝蔵北 2098 BD610 
宝蔵北 2099 BD499 
宝蔵北 2100 BD507 
宝蔵北 2101 BD528 
宝蔵北 2102 BD7258 
宝蔵北 2103 BD7139 
宝蔵北 2104 BD6857 
宝蔵北 2105 BD8495 
宝蔵北 2106 BD6597 
宝蔵北 2107 BD2059 
宝蔵北 2108 BD1974 
宝蔵北 2109 BD4309 
宝蔵北 2110 BD6859 
宝蔵北 2111 BD8294 
宝蔵北 2112 BD4272 
宝蔵北 2113 BD1458 
宝蔵北 2114 BD3475 
宝蔵北 2115 BD1549 
宝蔵北 2116 BD1571 
宝蔵北 2117 BD1522 
宝蔵北 2118 BD1767 
宝蔵北 2119 BD1647 
宝蔵北 2120 BD1469 
宝蔵北 2121 BD1658 
宝蔵北 2122 BD1683 
宝蔵北 2123 BD4186 
宝蔵北 2124 BD496 
宝蔵北 2125 BD5439 
宝蔵北 2126 BD704 
宝蔵北 2127 BD3850 
宝蔵北 2128 BD2596 














宝蔵北 2130 BD826 
 BD16502 
宝蔵北 2131 BD1039 
宝蔵北 2132 BD6467 
宝蔵北 2133 BD4416 
宝蔵北 2134 BD3488 
宝蔵北 2135 BD6461 
宝蔵北 2136 BD4438 
宝蔵北 2137 BD4410 
宝蔵北 2138 BD4408 
宝蔵北 2139 BD4474 
宝蔵北 2140 BD4503 
宝蔵北 2141 BD4514 
宝蔵北 2142 BD4328 
宝蔵北 2143 BD4349 
宝蔵北 2144 BD4521 
宝蔵北 2145 BD4340 
宝蔵北 2146 BD4347 
宝蔵北 2147 BD4455 
宝蔵北 2148 BD4513 
宝蔵北 2149 BD8497 
宝蔵北 2150 BD4754 
宝蔵北 2151 BD4760 
宝蔵北 2152 BD4436 
宝蔵北 2153 BD2892 
宝蔵北 2154 BD3706 
宝蔵北 2155 BD5962 
宝蔵北 2156 BD4195 
宝蔵北 2157 BD8318 
宝蔵北 2158 BD382 
宝蔵北 2159 BD2141 
宝蔵北 2160 BD4944 
宝蔵北 2161 BD5033 
宝蔵北 2162 BD1677 
 BD1677V 
宝蔵北 2163 BD132 
宝蔵北 2164 BD4919 
宝蔵北 2165 BD1158 
宝蔵北 2166 BD7574 
宝蔵北 2167 BD438 
宝蔵北 2168 BD7380 
宝蔵北 2169 BD7378 
宝蔵北 2170 BD3500 
宝蔵北 2171 BD177 
宝蔵北 2172 BD4352 
宝蔵北 2173 BD6966 
宝蔵北 2174 BD6037 
宝蔵北 2175 BD6571 
宝蔵北 2176 BD7724 
宝蔵北 2177 BD3912 
宝蔵北 2178 BD7424 
宝蔵北 2179 BD2805 
宝蔵北 2180 BD2443 
宝蔵北 2181 BD6799 
宝蔵北 2182 BD6155 
宝蔵北 2183 BD994 
宝蔵北 2184 BD1075 
宝蔵北 2185 BD4914 
宝蔵北 2186 BD995 
宝蔵北 2187 BD5003 
宝蔵北 2188 BD8402 
宝蔵北 2189 BD3768 
 BD3768V 
宝蔵北 2190 BD8437 
宝蔵北 2191 BD5615 
宝蔵北 2192 BD997 
 BD16457 
宝蔵北 2193 BD5296 
宝蔵北 2194 BD5632 
宝蔵北 2195 BD1962 
宝蔵北 2196 BD6916 
宝蔵北 2197 BD4425 
宝蔵北 2198 BD4081 
宝蔵北 2199 BD4084 
宝蔵北 2200 BD998 
宝蔵北 2201 BD4266 
宝蔵北 2202 BD8304 
宝蔵北 2203 BD4088 
宝蔵北 2204 BD4677 
宝蔵北 2205 BD8391 
宝蔵北 2206 BD3832 





宝蔵北 2208 BD3779 
宝蔵北 2209 BD7680 
宝蔵北 2210 BD72 
宝蔵北 2211 BD2318 
宝蔵北 2212 BD4384 
宝蔵北 2213 BD243 
宝蔵北 2214 BD987 
宝蔵北 2215 BD4376 
宝蔵北 2216 BD746 
 BD16537 
宝蔵北 2217 BD734 
宝蔵北 2218 BD736 
宝蔵北 2219 BD1248 
宝蔵北 2220 BD4869 
宝蔵北 2221 BD5112 
宝蔵北 2222 BD2677 
宝蔵北 2223 BD2670 
宝蔵北 2224 BD2639 
宝蔵北 2225 BD5160 
宝蔵北 2226 BD4930 
宝蔵北 2227 BD583 
宝蔵北 2228 BD4091 
宝蔵北 2229 BD2671 
宝蔵北 2230 BD346 
宝蔵北 2231 BD456 
宝蔵北 2232 BD8655 
宝蔵北 2233 BD6533 
宝蔵北 2234 BD4207 
宝蔵北 2235 BD4006 
宝蔵北 2236 BD870 
宝蔵北 2237 BD6 
宝蔵北 2238 BD726 
宝蔵北 2239 BD4253 
宝蔵北 2240 BD8577 
宝蔵北 2241 BD94 
宝蔵北 2242 BD8012 
宝蔵北 2243 BD3601 
宝蔵北 2244 BD546 
宝蔵北 2245 BD2208 
宝蔵北 2246 BD7245 
宝蔵北 2247 BD7846 
宝蔵北 2248 BD8576 
宝蔵北 2249 BD8369 
宝蔵北 2250 BD6147 
宝蔵北 2251 BD4244 
宝蔵北 2252 BD8598 
宝蔵北 2253 BD8028-1 
 BD8028-2 
宝蔵北 2254 BD1800 
宝蔵北 2255 BD4813 
宝蔵北 2256 BD3032 
宝蔵北 2257 BD3251 
宝蔵北 2258 BD5214 
宝蔵北 2259 BD4861 
宝蔵北 2260 BD4769 
宝蔵北 2261 BD8388A 
宝蔵北 2262 BD7810 
宝蔵北 2263 BD7297 
宝蔵北 2264 BD6665 
宝蔵北 2265 BD5199 
宝蔵北 2266 BD8149 
宝蔵北 2267 BD6782 
宝蔵北 2268 BD2938 
宝蔵北 2269 BD4602 
宝蔵北 2270 BD4638 
宝蔵北 2271 BD7134 
宝蔵北 2272 BD8532 
宝蔵北 2273 BD4394 
宝蔵北 2274 BD6719 
宝蔵北 2275 BD2504 
宝蔵北 2276 BD8361 
宝蔵北 2277 BD8498 
宝蔵北 2278 BD3057 
宝蔵北 2279 BD6955 
宝蔵北 2280 BD2997 
宝蔵北 2281 BD5472 
宝蔵北 2282 BD5312 
宝蔵北 2283 BD3784 
宝蔵北 2284 BD7507 
 BD16409 
宝蔵北 2285 BD3237 
 BD3237V 
宝蔵北 2286 BD3738 
宝蔵北 2287 BD4078 
敦煌宝蔵北番号・BD 番号対照表 
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宝蔵北 2288 BD5477 
宝蔵北 2289 BD4937 
宝蔵北 2290 BD5509 
宝蔵北 2291 BD5351 
宝蔵北 2292 BD6345 
宝蔵北 2293 BD8580 
宝蔵北 2294 BD1016 
宝蔵北 2295 BD887 
宝蔵北 2296 BD7066 
宝蔵北 2297 BD1959 
宝蔵北 2298 BD7061 
宝蔵北 2299 BD7157 
宝蔵北 2300 BD6420 
宝蔵北 2301 BD2290 
宝蔵北 2302 BD8243 
宝蔵北 2303 BD1509 
宝蔵北 2304 BD1656 
宝蔵北 2305 BD1513 
宝蔵北 2306 BD1545 
宝蔵北 2307 BD1506 
宝蔵北 2308 BD1617 
宝蔵北 2309 BD7018 
宝蔵北 2310 BD7775 
宝蔵北 2311 BD4129 
宝蔵北 2312 BD806 
宝蔵北 2313 BD6934 
宝蔵北 2314 BD1155 
宝蔵北 2315 BD5013 
宝蔵北 2316 BD5109 
宝蔵北 2317 BD5235 
宝蔵北 2318 BD8562 
宝蔵北 2319 BD2883 
宝蔵北 2320 BD8569 
宝蔵北 2321 BD5054 
宝蔵北 2322 BD2877 
宝蔵北 2323 BD5174 
宝蔵北 2324 BD4957 
宝蔵北 2325 BD2633 
宝蔵北 2326 BD2880 
宝蔵北 2327 BD5048 
宝蔵北 2328 BD6384 
宝蔵北 2329 BD7076A 
 BD7076AV 
宝蔵北 2330 BD7030 
宝蔵北 2331 BD5272 
宝蔵北 2332 BD8022 
宝蔵北 2333 BD1948 
宝蔵北 2334 BD7559 
宝蔵北 2335 BD8419 
宝蔵北 2336 BD251 
宝蔵北 2337 BD7330 
宝蔵北 2338 BD5389 
宝蔵北 2339 BD8634 
宝蔵北 2340 BD7792 
宝蔵北 2341 BD8192 
宝蔵北 2342 BD1923 
宝蔵北 2343 BD1186 
宝蔵北 2344 BD7006 
宝蔵北 2345 BD2854 
宝蔵北 2346 BD8659 
宝蔵北 2347 BD1644 
宝蔵北 2348 BD8518 
宝蔵北 2349 BD3285 
宝蔵北 2350 BD7908 
宝蔵北 2351 BD6465 
宝蔵北 2352 BD3284 
宝蔵北 2353 BD8346 
宝蔵北 2354 BD5454 
宝蔵北 2355 BD5180 
宝蔵北 2356 BD665 
宝蔵北 2357 BD5081 
宝蔵北 2358 BD6795 
宝蔵北 2359 BD5144 
宝蔵北 2360 BD4800 
宝蔵北 2361 BD7054 
宝蔵北 2362 BD8347 
宝蔵北 2363 BD4808 
宝蔵北 2364 BD5169 
宝蔵北 2365 BD7170 
宝蔵北 2366 BD5209 
宝蔵北 2367 BD5220 
宝蔵北 2368 BD5221 
宝蔵北 2369 BD4989 
宝蔵北 2370 BD7765 
宝蔵北 2371 BD8572 
宝蔵北 2372 BD8520 
宝蔵北 2373 BD4916 
宝蔵北 2374 BD4843 
 BD4843V 
宝蔵北 2375 BD7126 
宝蔵北 2376 BD1810 
宝蔵北 2377 BD4845 
宝蔵北 2378 BD4926 
宝蔵北 2379 BD5053 
宝蔵北 2380 BD1354 
宝蔵北 2381 BD1808 
宝蔵北 2382 BD4976 
宝蔵北 2383 BD4921 
宝蔵北 2384 BD8113 
宝蔵北 2385 BD3913 
宝蔵北 2386 BD1766 
宝蔵北 2387 BD1763 
宝蔵北 2388 BD3929 
宝蔵北 2389 BD8599 
 BD8599V 
宝蔵北 2390 BD1735 
宝蔵北 2391 BD4187 
宝蔵北 2392 BD2339 
宝蔵北 2393 BD6766 
宝蔵北 2394 BD2341 
宝蔵北 2395 BD75A 
宝蔵北 2396 BD8519 
宝蔵北 2397 BD2759 
宝蔵北 2398 BD8469 
宝蔵北 2399 BD7094 
宝蔵北 2400 BD6742 
宝蔵北 2401 BD7084 
宝蔵北 2402 BD5202 
宝蔵北 2403 BD4802 
宝蔵北 2404 BD312 
宝蔵北 2405 BD4127 
宝蔵北 2406 BD6605 
宝蔵北 2407 BD3302 
宝蔵北 2408 BD6661 
宝蔵北 2409 BD2272 
宝蔵北 2410 BD8350 
宝蔵北 2411 BD2289 
宝蔵北 2412 BD6825 
宝蔵北 2413 BD8381 
宝蔵北 2414 BD760 
宝蔵北 2415 BD3572 
宝蔵北 2416 BD8481 
 BD8481A 
宝蔵北 2417 BD5077 
宝蔵北 2418 BD4111 
宝蔵北 2419 BD4401 
宝蔵北 2420 BD720 
宝蔵北 2421 BD4962 
宝蔵北 2422 BD11 
宝蔵北 2423 BD6299 
宝蔵北 2424 BD6539 
宝蔵北 2425 BD4854 
宝蔵北 2426 BD6681 
宝蔵北 2427 BD6673 
宝蔵北 2428 BD8150 
宝蔵北 2429 BD2004 
宝蔵北 2430 BD6268 
宝蔵北 2431 BD6963 
 BD6963A 
宝蔵北 2432 BD8116 
宝蔵北 2433 BD4100 
宝蔵北 2434 BD6060 
宝蔵北 2435 BD1292 
宝蔵北 2436 BD7731 
宝蔵北 2437 BD2286 
宝蔵北 2438 BD6908 
宝蔵北 2439 BD2819 
宝蔵北 2440 BD6288 
宝蔵北 2441 BD2569 
宝蔵北 2442 BD6977 
宝蔵北 2443 BD8004 
宝蔵北 2444 BD6103 
宝蔵北 2445 BD6754 
宝蔵北 2446 BD8038 
宝蔵北 2447 BD2809 
宝蔵北 2448 BD5381 
宝蔵北 2449 BD7149 
宝蔵北 2450 BD6107 
宝蔵北 2451 BD7447B 
宝蔵北 2452 BD2804 
宝蔵北 2453 BD4706 
宝蔵北 2454 BD4258 
宝蔵北 2455 BD6108 
宝蔵北 2456 BD1715 
宝蔵北 2457 BD5005 
宝蔵北 2458 BD6104 
宝蔵北 2459 BD2969 
宝蔵北 2460 BD3172 
宝蔵北 2461 BD7223 
宝蔵北 2462 BD2996 
宝蔵北 2463 BD8086 
宝蔵北 2464 BD309A 
宝蔵北 2465 BD39 
宝蔵北 2466 BD2505 
宝蔵北 2467 BD6105 
宝蔵北 2468 BD2986 
宝蔵北 2469 BD6328 
宝蔵北 2470 BD554A 
宝蔵北 2471 BD4366 
宝蔵北 2472 BD5416 
宝蔵北 2473 BD2131 
宝蔵北 2474 BD7419 
宝蔵北 2475 BD3837 
宝蔵北 2476 BD7448 
宝蔵北 2477 BD4229 
宝蔵北 2478 BD4259 
宝蔵北 2479 BD1525 
宝蔵北 2480 BD2945 
宝蔵北 2481 BD1302 
宝蔵北 2482 BD6253 
宝蔵北 2483 BD8536 
宝蔵北 2484 BD4286 
宝蔵北 2485 BD5262 
宝蔵北 2486 BD5349 
宝蔵北 2487 BD8253 
宝蔵北 2488 BD2292 
宝蔵北 2489 BD5396 
宝蔵北 2490 BD2288 
宝蔵北 2491 BD4447 
宝蔵北 2492 BD7004 
宝蔵北 2493 BD2653 
宝蔵北 2494 BD5096 
宝蔵北 2495 BD3937 
宝蔵北 2496 BD2444 
宝蔵北 2497 BD3661 
宝蔵北 2498 BD1976 
宝蔵北 2499 BD4267 
宝蔵北 2500 BD2052 
宝蔵北 2501 BD7500 
宝蔵北 2502 BD1890 
宝蔵北 2503 BD1096 
宝蔵北 2504 BD4979 
宝蔵北 2505 BD378 
宝蔵北 2506 BD7835 
宝蔵北 2507 BD1909 
宝蔵北 2508 BD616 
宝蔵北 2509 BD5352 
宝蔵北 2510 BD1 
 BD1V 
宝蔵北 2511 BD6029 
宝蔵北 2512 BD4981 
宝蔵北 2513 BD3748 
宝蔵北 2514 BD4819 
宝蔵北 2515 BD8488 
宝蔵北 2516 BD5928 
宝蔵北 2517 BD5979 
宝蔵北 2518 BD5980 
宝蔵北 2519 BD5772 
宝蔵北 2520 BD3458 
宝蔵北 2521 BD4113 
宝蔵北 2522 BD3746 
宝蔵北 2523 BD6418 
宝蔵北 2524 BD7960 
宝蔵北 2525 BD6033 
宝蔵北 2526 BD3745 
宝蔵北 2527 BD3744 
宝蔵北 2528 BD6936 
宝蔵北 2529 BD4783 
敦煌宝蔵北番号・BD 番号対照表 
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宝蔵北 2530 BD3927 
宝蔵北 2531 BD1142 
宝蔵北 2532 BD5704 
宝蔵北 2533 BD811A 
宝蔵北 2534 BD6993 
宝蔵北 2535 BD6714 
宝蔵北 2536 BD2631 
宝蔵北 2537 BD6991 
宝蔵北 2538 BD1094 
宝蔵北 2539 BD345 
宝蔵北 2540 BD7147 
宝蔵北 2541 BD8444 
宝蔵北 2542 BD3808 
宝蔵北 2543 BD3839 
宝蔵北 2544 BD4395 
宝蔵北 2545 BD4403 
宝蔵北 2546 BD5037 
宝蔵北 2547 BD3350 
宝蔵北 2548 BD4228 
宝蔵北 2549 BD1352 
宝蔵北 2550 BD4173 
宝蔵北 2551 BD1434 
宝蔵北 2552 BD2461 
宝蔵北 2552 BD2461V 
宝蔵北 2553 BD5032 
宝蔵北 2554 BD8647 
宝蔵北 2555 BD7298 
宝蔵北 2556 BD7995 
宝蔵北 2557 BD8406 
宝蔵北 2558 BD6296 
宝蔵北 2559 BD4608 
宝蔵北 2560 BD1455 
宝蔵北 2561 BD5514 
宝蔵北 2562 BD309B 
宝蔵北 2563 BD2528 
宝蔵北 2564 BD2015A 
宝蔵北 2565 BD5095 
宝蔵北 2566 BD7642 
宝蔵北 2567 BD1603 
宝蔵北 2568 BD8040 
宝蔵北 2569 BD2404 
宝蔵北 2570 BD4033 
宝蔵北 2571 BD8281 
宝蔵北 2572 BD7719 
宝蔵北 2573 BD5668 
宝蔵北 2574 BD2617 
宝蔵北 2575 BD6809 
宝蔵北 2576 BD889 
宝蔵北 2577 BD372 
宝蔵北 2578 BD2338 
宝蔵北 2579 BD6746 
宝蔵北 2580 BD4399 
宝蔵北 2581 BD2628 
宝蔵北 2582 BD4358 
宝蔵北 2583 BD6023 
宝蔵北 2584 BD8403 
宝蔵北 2585 BD880 
宝蔵北 2586 BD2626 
宝蔵北 2587 BD6330 
宝蔵北 2588 BD3763 
宝蔵北 2589 BD6214 
宝蔵北 2590 BD6075 
宝蔵北 2591 BD2313 
宝蔵北 2592 BD218 
宝蔵北 2593 BD1460 
宝蔵北 2594 BD2320 
宝蔵北 2595 BD8514 
宝蔵北 2596 BD7945 
宝蔵北 2597 BD666A 
宝蔵北 2598 BD1621 
宝蔵北 2599 BD1295 
宝蔵北 2600 BD8280 
宝蔵北 2601 BD1097 
宝蔵北 2602 BD358 
宝蔵北 2603 BD5 
宝蔵北 2604 BD6806 
宝蔵北 2605 BD8596 
宝蔵北 2606 BD87 
宝蔵北 2607 BD4934 
宝蔵北 2608 BD7335 
宝蔵北 2609 BD2458 
宝蔵北 2610 BD6549 
宝蔵北 2611 BD5113 
宝蔵北 2612 BD6120 
 BD6120A 
宝蔵北 2613 BD185 
宝蔵北 2614 BD5882 
宝蔵北 2615 BD8244 
宝蔵北 2616 BD7113 
宝蔵北 2617 BD253 
宝蔵北 2618 BD8181 
宝蔵北 2619 BD5978 
宝蔵北 2620 BD2015B 
宝蔵北 2621 BD6962 
宝蔵北 2622 BD3585 
宝蔵北 2623 BD405 
宝蔵北 2624 BD4121 
宝蔵北 2625 BD5402 
宝蔵北 2626 BD3889 
宝蔵北 2627 BD121 
宝蔵北 2628 BD8587 
宝蔵北 2629 BD4086 
宝蔵北 2630 BD4 
 BD4V 
宝蔵北 2631 BD5621 
宝蔵北 2632 BD1071 
宝蔵北 2633 BD6770 
宝蔵北 2634 BD7454 
宝蔵北 2635 BD3105 
宝蔵北 2636 BD3111 
宝蔵北 2637 BD4119A 
 BD4119AV 
宝蔵北 2638 BD7895 
宝蔵北 2639 BD3518 
宝蔵北 2640 BD4606 
宝蔵北 2641 BD2294 
宝蔵北 2642 BD7586 
宝蔵北 2643 BD8524 
宝蔵北 2644 BD2285 
宝蔵北 2645 BD2533 
宝蔵北 2646 BD2202 
宝蔵北 2647 BD2201 
宝蔵北 2648 BD8490 
宝蔵北 2649 BD8660 
 BD8660V 
宝蔵北 2650 BD1129 
宝蔵北 2651 BD5069 
宝蔵北 2652 BD4707 
宝蔵北 2653 BD3522 
宝蔵北 2654 BD8618 
 BD8618V 
宝蔵北 2655 BD5660 
宝蔵北 2656 BD3980 
宝蔵北 2657 BD2469 
宝蔵北 2658 BD8560 
宝蔵北 2659 BD7672 
宝蔵北 2660 BD7148 
宝蔵北 2661 BD7769 
宝蔵北 2662 BD8313 
宝蔵北 2663 BD2277 
宝蔵北 2664 BD3455 
宝蔵北 2665 BD4725 
宝蔵北 2666 BD7284 
宝蔵北 2667 BD2274 
宝蔵北 2668 BD6856 
宝蔵北 2669 BD2583 
宝蔵北 2670 BD5039 
宝蔵北 2671 BD7175 
宝蔵北 2672 BD3193 
宝蔵北 2673 BD8307 
宝蔵北 2674 BD728 
宝蔵北 2675 BD6802 
宝蔵北 2676 BD4341 
宝蔵北 2677 BD8122 
宝蔵北 2678 BD1742 
宝蔵北 2679 BD1688 
宝蔵北 2680 BD6891 
宝蔵北 2681 BD23A 
宝蔵北 2682 BD658A 
宝蔵北 2683 BD5138 
宝蔵北 2684 BD4879 
宝蔵北 2685 BD5203 
宝蔵北 2686 BD4923 
宝蔵北 2687 BD5550 
宝蔵北 2688 BD5084 
宝蔵北 2689 BD4959 
宝蔵北 2690 BD5001 
宝蔵北 2691 BD5057 
宝蔵北 2692 BD5008 
宝蔵北 2693 BD8355 
宝蔵北 2694 BD3825 
宝蔵北 2695 BD1723 
宝蔵北 2696 BD6926 
宝蔵北 2697 BD2669 
宝蔵北 2698 BD8315 
 BD8315V 
宝蔵北 2699 BD8642 
宝蔵北 2700 BD6573 
宝蔵北 2701 BD1265 
宝蔵北 2702 BD913 
宝蔵北 2703 BD5683 
 BD5683V 
宝蔵北 2704 BD6066 
宝蔵北 2705 BD1666 
宝蔵北 2706 BD2721-1 
 BD2721-2 
宝蔵北 2707 BD3416 
 BD3416V 
宝蔵北 2708 BD6098 
宝蔵北 2709 BD1223 
宝蔵北 2710 BD5329 
宝蔵北 2711 BD7698 
 BD7698V 
宝蔵北 2712 BD8354 
宝蔵北 2713 BD6635 
宝蔵北 2714 BD1083 
宝蔵北 2715 BD4960 
宝蔵北 2716 BD655 
宝蔵北 2717 BD8352 
宝蔵北 2718 BD708 
宝蔵北 2719 BD7181 
宝蔵北 2720 BD2998 
宝蔵北 2721 BD5647 
宝蔵北 2722 BD3480 
宝蔵北 2723 BD5756 
宝蔵北 2724 BD7302 
宝蔵北 2725 BD8456 
宝蔵北 2726 BD3829 
宝蔵北 2727 BD4182 
宝蔵北 2728 BD6460 
宝蔵北 2729 BD2194 
宝蔵北 2730 BD3606 
 BD3606V 
宝蔵北 2731 BD3602 
宝蔵北 2732 BD3869 
宝蔵北 2733 BD6429 
宝蔵北 2734 BD3371. 
宝蔵北 2735 BD4005 
宝蔵北 2736 BD8641 
宝蔵北 2737 BD6180 
宝蔵北 2738 BD3327 
宝蔵北 2739 BD5429 
宝蔵北 2740 BD618 
宝蔵北 2741 BD5091 
宝蔵北 2742 BD8343 
宝蔵北 2743 BD4883 
宝蔵北 2744 BD4852 
宝蔵北 2745 BD7706 
宝蔵北 2746 BD4670 
宝蔵北 2747 BD7685 
宝蔵北 2748 BD3181 
宝蔵北 2749 BD608 
 BD16092A 
 BD16092B 
宝蔵北 2750 BD5065 
宝蔵北 2751 BD2672 
宝蔵北 2752 BD2128 
宝蔵北 2753 BD6777 
宝蔵北 2754 BD3882 
宝蔵北 2755 BD8569B 
宝蔵北 2756 BD1373 
宝蔵北 2757 BD2348 
宝蔵北 2758 BD6370 
宝蔵北 2759 BD4877 
宝蔵北 2760 BD2088 
宝蔵北 2761 BD897 
宝蔵北 2762 BD7825 
宝蔵北 2763 BD7838 
敦煌宝蔵北番号・BD 番号対照表 
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宝蔵北 2764 BD217 
宝蔵北 2765 BD8673 
宝蔵北 2766 BD1918 
宝蔵北 2767 BD7324 
宝蔵北 2768 BD853 
宝蔵北 2769 BD3506 
宝蔵北 2770 BD7770 
宝蔵北 2771 BD2231 
宝蔵北 2772 BD1230 
宝蔵北 2773 BD2287 
宝蔵北 2774 BD3727 
宝蔵北 2775 BD6246 
宝蔵北 2776 BD1165 
宝蔵北 2777 BD7906 
宝蔵北 2778 BD3432 
宝蔵北 2779 BD4252 
宝蔵北 2780 BD7644 
宝蔵北 2781 BD8545 
宝蔵北 2782 BD8383 
宝蔵北 2783 BD2114 
宝蔵北 2784 BD1629 
宝蔵北 2785 BD3435 
宝蔵北 2786 BD3428 
宝蔵北 2787 BD3436 
宝蔵北 2788 BD3362 
宝蔵北 2789 BD3438 
宝蔵北 2790 BD2108 
宝蔵北 2791 BD7818 
 BD16529 
宝蔵北 2792 BD5475 
宝蔵北 2793 BD5376 
宝蔵北 2794 BD5038 
宝蔵北 2795 BD2104 
宝蔵北 2796 BD3740 
宝蔵北 2797 BD3088 
宝蔵北 2798 BD2340 
宝蔵北 2799 BD4493 
宝蔵北 2800 BD2331 
宝蔵北 2801 BD4884 
宝蔵北 2802 BD2706 
宝蔵北 2803 BD6341 
宝蔵北 2804 BD6343 
宝蔵北 2805 BD3279 
宝蔵北 2806 BD2642 
宝蔵北 2807 BD1515 
宝蔵北 2808 BD5021 
 BD5021V 
宝蔵北 2809 BD75B 
宝蔵北 2810 BD5323 
宝蔵北 2811 BD2105 
宝蔵北 2812 BD5434 
宝蔵北 2813 BD7594 
宝蔵北 2814 BD8675 
宝蔵北 2815 BD5450 
宝蔵北 2816 BD5437 
宝蔵北 2817 BD3059 
宝蔵北 2818 BD5458 
宝蔵北 2819 BD298A 
宝蔵北 2820 BD298B 
宝蔵北 2821 BD8464 
宝蔵北 2822 BD165 
宝蔵北 2823 BD2107 
宝蔵北 2824 BD1557 
宝蔵北 2825 BD1878 
宝蔵北 2826 BD3641 
宝蔵北 2827 BD1375 
宝蔵北 2828 BD2110 
宝蔵北 2829 BD3151 
宝蔵北 2830 BD5705 
宝蔵北 2831 BD893 
宝蔵北 2832 BD4234 
宝蔵北 2833 BD8287 
宝蔵北 2834 BD1993 
宝蔵北 2835 BD6640 
宝蔵北 2836 BD6664 
宝蔵北 2837 BD1859 
宝蔵北 2838 BD7118 
宝蔵北 2839 BD8169 
宝蔵北 2840 BD5445 
宝蔵北 2841 BD6792 
宝蔵北 2842 BD7967 
宝蔵北 2843 BD443 
宝蔵北 2844 BD8207 
宝蔵北 2845 BD722 
宝蔵北 2846 BD7990 
宝蔵北 2847 BD5996 
宝蔵北 2848 BD2096 
宝蔵北 2849 BD8471 
宝蔵北 2850 BD1026 
宝蔵北 2851 BD6897 
 BD6897V 
宝蔵北 2852 BD15 
宝蔵北 2853 BD988 
宝蔵北 2854 BD320 
宝蔵北 2855 BD4586 
宝蔵北 2856 BD5952 
宝蔵北 2857 BD1203 
宝蔵北 2858 BD3205 
宝蔵北 2859 BD2845 
宝蔵北 2860 BD2261 
宝蔵北 2861 BD4409 
宝蔵北 2862 BD5904 
宝蔵北 2863 BD3374 
宝蔵北 2864 BD8669 
宝蔵北 2865 BD3590 
宝蔵北 2866 BD7365 
宝蔵北 2867 BD5956 
宝蔵北 2868 BD4057 
宝蔵北 2869 BD3491 
 BD3491V 
宝蔵北 2870 BD7972 
宝蔵北 2871 BD5583 
宝蔵北 2872 BD2680 
宝蔵北 2873 BD1865 
宝蔵北 2874 BD7013 
宝蔵北 2875 BD1768 
宝蔵北 2876 BD2264 
宝蔵北 2877 BD8624 
宝蔵北 2878 BD1163 
宝蔵北 2879 BD6911 
宝蔵北 2880 BD8411 
宝蔵北 2881 BD1089 
宝蔵北 2882 BD8037 
 BD8037V 
宝蔵北 2883 BD4892 
宝蔵北 2884 BD5004 
宝蔵北 2885 BD1268 
宝蔵北 2886 BD3187 
宝蔵北 2887 BD7012 
宝蔵北 2888 BD7143 
宝蔵北 2889 BD7411 
宝蔵北 2890 BD5267 
宝蔵北 2891 BD3425 
宝蔵北 2892 BD2665 
宝蔵北 2893 BD7151 
宝蔵北 2894 BD2501 
宝蔵北 2895 BD6753 
宝蔵北 2896 BD3516 
宝蔵北 2897 BD5492 
宝蔵北 2898 BD2970 
宝蔵北 2899 BD5119 
宝蔵北 2900 BD7913 
宝蔵北 2901 BD3195 
宝蔵北 2902 BD5150 
宝蔵北 2903 BD7839 
宝蔵北 2904 BD4801 
宝蔵北 2905 BD4870 
宝蔵北 2906 BD6773 
 BD16464 
宝蔵北 2907 BD5192 
宝蔵北 2908 BD2441 
宝蔵北 2909 BD5465 
宝蔵北 2910 BD8397 
宝蔵北 2911 BD5661 
宝蔵北 2912 BD5350 
宝蔵北 2913 BD5537 
宝蔵北 2914 BD5083 
宝蔵北 2915 BD6473 
宝蔵北 2916 BD5227 
宝蔵北 2917 BD5017 
宝蔵北 2918 BD4818 
宝蔵北 2919 BD7683 
宝蔵北 2920 BD860 
宝蔵北 2921 BD699 
宝蔵北 2922 BD7270 
宝蔵北 2923 BD4699 
宝蔵北 2924 BD2673 
宝蔵北 2925 BD3294 
宝蔵北 2926 BD3916 
宝蔵北 2927 BD1362 
宝蔵北 2928 BD2448 
宝蔵北 2929 BD5041 
宝蔵北 2930 BD6427 
宝蔵北 2931 BD3997 
宝蔵北 2932 BD3939 
宝蔵北 2933 BD6366 
宝蔵北 2934 BD3979 
宝蔵北 2935 BD7269 
宝蔵北 2936 BD671 
宝蔵北 2937 BD3992 
宝蔵北 2938 BD3902 
宝蔵北 2939 BD3989 
宝蔵北 2940 BD3961 
宝蔵北 2941 BD2027 
宝蔵北 2942 BD5993 
宝蔵北 2943 BD2213 
宝蔵北 2944 BD3831 
宝蔵北 2945 BD6976 
宝蔵北 2946 BD785 
宝蔵北 2947 BD7328 
 BD7328V 
宝蔵北 2948 BD4895 
宝蔵北 2949 BD1479 
宝蔵北 2950 BD4128 
宝蔵北 2951 BD8623 
宝蔵北 2952 BD3248 
宝蔵北 2953 BD1995 
宝蔵北 2954 BD4114 
宝蔵北 2955 BD3785 
宝蔵北 2956 BD3202 
宝蔵北 2957 BD2220 
宝蔵北 2958 BD3199 
宝蔵北 2959 BD4174 
宝蔵北 2960 BD4684 
宝蔵北 2961 BD1849 
宝蔵北 2962 BD3520 
宝蔵北 2963 BD5994 
宝蔵北 2964 BD795 
宝蔵北 2965 BD4125 
宝蔵北 2966 BD7195 
宝蔵北 2967 BD679 
宝蔵北 2968 BD4118 
宝蔵北 2969 BD406 
宝蔵北 2970 BD549 
宝蔵北 2971 BD7671 
宝蔵北 2972 BD7935 
宝蔵北 2973 BD675 
宝蔵北 2974 BD703 
宝蔵北 2975 BD553 
宝蔵北 2976 BD614 
宝蔵北 2977 BD730 
宝蔵北 2978 BD4671 
宝蔵北 2979 BD4601 
宝蔵北 2980 BD4572 
宝蔵北 2981 BD4735 
宝蔵北 2982 BD1499 
宝蔵北 2983 BD7080 
宝蔵北 2984 BD1386 
宝蔵北 2985 BD8646 
宝蔵北 2986 BD3660 
宝蔵北 2987 BD4767 
宝蔵北 2988 BD7748 
宝蔵北 2989 BD4887 
宝蔵北 2990 BD6917 
宝蔵北 2991 BD3525 
宝蔵北 2992 BD1409 
宝蔵北 2993 BD3846 
宝蔵北 2994 BD3796 
宝蔵北 2995 BD4023 
宝蔵北 2996 BD2539 
宝蔵北 2997 BD4898 
宝蔵北 2998 BD6996 
宝蔵北 2999 BD7946 
宝蔵北 3000 BD8379 
宝蔵北 3001 BD1963 
宝蔵北 3002 BD551 
宝蔵北 3003 BD651 
宝蔵北 3004 BD872 
敦煌宝蔵北番号・BD 番号対照表 
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宝蔵北 3005 BD7682 
宝蔵北 3006 BD8267A 
 BD8267AV1 
 BD8267AV2 
宝蔵北 3007 BD7688 
 BD7688V 
宝蔵北 3008 BD7601 
宝蔵北 3009 BD7819 
宝蔵北 3010 BD8193 
宝蔵北 3011 BD2142 
宝蔵北 3012 BD534 
宝蔵北 3013 BD7918 
宝蔵北 3014 BD7656 
宝蔵北 3015 BD6054 
宝蔵北 3016 BD1196 
宝蔵北 3017 BD6287 
宝蔵北 3018 BD8353 
宝蔵北 3019 BD7944 
宝蔵北 3020 BD8570 
宝蔵北 3021 BD5071 
宝蔵北 3022 BD7814 
宝蔵北 3023 BD6546 
宝蔵北 3024 BD6451 
宝蔵北 3025 BD8591 
宝蔵北 3026 BD2499 
宝蔵北 3027 BD7079 
宝蔵北 3028 BD6520 
宝蔵北 3029 BD2156 
宝蔵北 3030 BD7696 
宝蔵北 3031 BD8517 
宝蔵北 3032 BD7107 
宝蔵北 3033 BD6142 
宝蔵北 3034 BD8535 
宝蔵北 3035 BD8100A 
宝蔵北 3036 BD6646 
宝蔵北 3037 BD5747 
宝蔵北 3038 BD3155 
宝蔵北 3039 BD4534 
宝蔵北 3040 BD7259 
宝蔵北 3041 BD4021 
宝蔵北 3042 BD4147 
宝蔵北 3043 BD4844 
宝蔵北 3044 BD5592 
宝蔵北 3045 BD3489 
宝蔵北 3046 BD6335 
宝蔵北 3047 BD7735 
宝蔵北 3048 BD5173 
 BD16093 
宝蔵北 3049 BD1814 
宝蔵北 3050 BD4035 
宝蔵北 3051 BD3926 
宝蔵北 3052 BD5763 
宝蔵北 3053 BD2436 
宝蔵北 3054 BD5442 
宝蔵北 3055 BD6046 
宝蔵北 3056 BD2459 
宝蔵北 3057 BD4158 
宝蔵北 3058 BD2536 
宝蔵北 3059 BD1924 
宝蔵北 3060 BD4164 
宝蔵北 3061 BD4172 
宝蔵北 3062 BD5387 




宝蔵北 3064 BD8267C 
 BD8267CV1 
 BD8267CV2 
宝蔵北 3065 BD5301 
宝蔵北 3066 BD8018 
宝蔵北 3067 BD7097 
宝蔵北 3068 BD521 
宝蔵北 3069 BD7093 
宝蔵北 3070 BD1183 
宝蔵北 3071 BD7809 
宝蔵北 3072 BD6879 
宝蔵北 3073 BD4938 
宝蔵北 3074 BD8538 
宝蔵北 3075 BD2624 
宝蔵北 3076 BD3169 
宝蔵北 3077 BD7761 
宝蔵北 3078 BD713 
宝蔵北 3079 BD257 
宝蔵北 3080 BD6544 
宝蔵北 3081 BD8370 
宝蔵北 3082 BD5590 
宝蔵北 3083 BD8125 
宝蔵北 3084 BD3596 
宝蔵北 3085 BD7078 
宝蔵北 3086 BD6085 
宝蔵北 3087 BD7059 
宝蔵北 3088 BD2324 
宝蔵北 3089 BD5970 
宝蔵北 3090 BD4144 
宝蔵北 3091 BD857 
宝蔵北 3092 BD4240 
宝蔵北 3093 BD4567 
宝蔵北 3094 BD6865 
宝蔵北 3095 BD7077 
宝蔵北 3096 BD7145 
宝蔵北 3097 BD7794 
宝蔵北 3098 BD7076B1 
 BD7076B2 
宝蔵北 3099 BD2140 
宝蔵北 3100 BD7264 
宝蔵北 3101 BD5612 
宝蔵北 3102 BD7965 
宝蔵北 3103 BD7829 
宝蔵北 3104 BD5485 
宝蔵北 3105 BD4517 
 BD16507 
宝蔵北 3106 BD4511 
宝蔵北 3107 BD4762 
宝蔵北 3108 BD2551 
宝蔵北 3109 BD811B 
宝蔵北 3110 BD5200 
宝蔵北 3111 BD7242 
 BD7242V 
宝蔵北 3112 BD5856 
宝蔵北 3113 BD7414 
宝蔵北 3114 BD1259 
宝蔵北 3115 BD1258 
宝蔵北 3116 BD6818 
宝蔵北 3117 BD8129 
宝蔵北 3118 BD2293 
宝蔵北 3119 BD3122 
宝蔵北 3120 BD4137 
宝蔵北 3121 BD4076 
宝蔵北 3122 BD6873 
宝蔵北 3123 BD4054 
宝蔵北 3124 BD4051 
宝蔵北 3125 BD6662 
宝蔵北 3126 BD2993 
宝蔵北 3127 BD7907 
宝蔵北 3128 BD1381 
宝蔵北 3129 BD6876 
宝蔵北 3130 BD7325 
宝蔵北 3131 BD6077 
宝蔵北 3132 BD5991 
宝蔵北 3133 BD6878 
宝蔵北 3134 BD794 
宝蔵北 3135 BD5374 
宝蔵北 3136 BD1326 
宝蔵北 3137 BD3611 
宝蔵北 3138 BD7252 
宝蔵北 3139 BD7122 
宝蔵北 3140 BD2659 
宝蔵北 3141 BD7842 
宝蔵北 3142 BD5888 
宝蔵北 3143 BD7854 
宝蔵北 3144 BD8654 
宝蔵北 3145 BD7750 
宝蔵北 3146 BD5574 
宝蔵北 3147 BD7194 
宝蔵北 3148 BD5489 
宝蔵北 3149 BD6919 
宝蔵北 3150 BD7931 
 BD7931V 
宝蔵北 3151 BD541 
宝蔵北 3152 BD5597 
宝蔵北 3153 BD5310 
宝蔵北 3154 BD6677 
宝蔵北 3155 BD2238 
宝蔵北 3156 BD8626 
宝蔵北 3157 BD1581 
宝蔵北 3158 BD2999 
宝蔵北 3159 BD8029 
宝蔵北 3160 BD7788 
宝蔵北 3161 BD7388-1 
 BD7388-2 
宝蔵北 3162 BD6154 
宝蔵北 3163 BD8400 
宝蔵北 3164 BD4689 
宝蔵北 3165 BD365 
宝蔵北 3166 BD7566 
宝蔵北 3167 BD8462 
宝蔵北 3168 BD5915 
宝蔵北 3169 BD2964 
宝蔵北 3170 BD1057 
宝蔵北 3171 BD4701 
宝蔵北 3172 BD7708 
宝蔵北 3173 BD7703 
宝蔵北 3174 BD1804 
宝蔵北 3175 BD1022 
宝蔵北 3176 BD5732 
宝蔵北 3177 BD8554 
宝蔵北 3178 BD4988 
宝蔵北 3179 BD7499 
宝蔵北 3180 BD8670 
宝蔵北 3181 BD4679 
宝蔵北 3182 BD8292A 
宝蔵北 3183 BD8506 
宝蔵北 3184 BD1021 
宝蔵北 3185 BD8410 
 BD8410V 
宝蔵北 3186 BD8440 
宝蔵北 3187 BD8139 
宝蔵北 3188 BD7251 
宝蔵北 3189 BD2094 
宝蔵北 3190 BD1665 
宝蔵北 3191 BD2235 
宝蔵北 3192 BD8567 
宝蔵北 3193 BD4119B 
 BD4119BV 
宝蔵北 3194 BD7100 
宝蔵北 3195 BD3615 
宝蔵北 3196 BD4479 
宝蔵北 3197 BD7952 
宝蔵北 3198 BD1307A 
宝蔵北 3199 BD1310 
宝蔵北 3200 BD5078 
 BD16094 
 BD16540 
宝蔵北 3201 BD1308 
宝蔵北 3202 BD8470 
宝蔵北 3203 BD1303 
宝蔵北 3204 BD5988 
宝蔵北 3205 BD1463 
宝蔵北 3206 BD1307B 
宝蔵北 3207 BD8101 
宝蔵北 3208 BD6031 
宝蔵北 3209 BD4834 
宝蔵北 3210 BD6778 
宝蔵北 3211 BD1300 
宝蔵北 3212 BD5365 
宝蔵北 3213 BD1408 
宝蔵北 3214 BD7475 
宝蔵北 3215 BD4993 
宝蔵北 3216 BD1305 
宝蔵北 3217 BD1309 
宝蔵北 3218 BD3718 
宝蔵北 3219 BD8380 
 BD8380V 
宝蔵北 3220 BD4472 
宝蔵北 3221 BD7617 
宝蔵北 3222 BD4448 
宝蔵北 3223 BD4624 
宝蔵北 3224 BD4669 
宝蔵北 3225 BD4533 
宝蔵北 3226 BD4454 
宝蔵北 3227 BD1748 
宝蔵北 3228 BD6868 
宝蔵北 3229 BD8236 
宝蔵北 3230 BD6935 
宝蔵北 3231 BD1450 
宝蔵北 3232 BD6881 
宝蔵北 3233 BD1728 
宝蔵北 3234 BD635 
敦煌宝蔵北番号・BD 番号対照表 
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宝蔵北 3235 BD6760 
宝蔵北 3236 BD2780 
宝蔵北 3237 BD1437 
宝蔵北 3238 BD6699 
宝蔵北 3239 BD6524 
宝蔵北 3240 BD7127 
宝蔵北 3241 BD3786 
宝蔵北 3242 BD2719 
宝蔵北 3243 BD1514 
宝蔵北 3244 BD8608 
宝蔵北 3245 BD1444 
宝蔵北 3246 BD8088 
宝蔵北 3247 BD2452 
宝蔵北 3248 BD836 
宝蔵北 3249 BD1663 
宝蔵北 3250 BD7729 
宝蔵北 3251 BD1664 
宝蔵北 3252 BD7162 
宝蔵北 3253 BD7639 
宝蔵北 3254 BD6967 
宝蔵北 3255 BD3765 
宝蔵北 3256 BD331 
宝蔵北 3257 BD7163 
宝蔵北 3258 BD4197 
宝蔵北 3259 BD7021 
宝蔵北 3260 BD8310 
宝蔵北 3261 BD2846 
宝蔵北 3262 BD1402 
 BD1402V 
宝蔵北 3263 BD8100B 
宝蔵北 3264 BD7105 
宝蔵北 3265 BD2895 
 BD2895V 
宝蔵北 3266 BD6813 
宝蔵北 3267 BD7796 
宝蔵北 3268 BD7221 
宝蔵北 3269 BD6990 
宝蔵北 3270 BD8425 
宝蔵北 3271 BD4230 
宝蔵北 3272 BD5388 
宝蔵北 3273 BD8594 
宝蔵北 3274 BD5456 
宝蔵北 3275 BD445A 
宝蔵北 3276 BD7246 
宝蔵北 3277 BD7652 
宝蔵北 3278 BD7711 
宝蔵北 3279 BD7150 
宝蔵北 3280 BD3841 
宝蔵北 3281 BD8531 
 BD16095A 
 BD16095B 
宝蔵北 3282 BD3978-1 
 BD3978-2 
宝蔵北 3283 BD554B 
宝蔵北 3284 BD6894 
宝蔵北 3285 BD4301 
宝蔵北 3286 BD8166 
宝蔵北 3287 BD2757 
宝蔵北 3288 BD8542 
宝蔵北 3289 BD1269 
宝蔵北 3290 BD362 
宝蔵北 3291 BD237 
宝蔵北 3292 BD1899 
宝蔵北 3293 BD8662 
宝蔵北 3294 BD4859 
宝蔵北 3295 BD999 
宝蔵北 3296 BD4853 
宝蔵北 3297 BD8216 
宝蔵北 3298 BD4947 
宝蔵北 3299 BD4848 
宝蔵北 3300 BD6988 
宝蔵北 3301 BD4327 
宝蔵北 3302 BD5226 
宝蔵北 3303 BD5012 
宝蔵北 3304 BD4835 
宝蔵北 3305 BD2611 
宝蔵北 3306 BD3654 
宝蔵北 3307 BD7083 
宝蔵北 3308 BD6676 
宝蔵北 3309 BD154 
宝蔵北 3310 BD2646 
宝蔵北 3311 BD2740 
宝蔵北 3312 BD4747 
宝蔵北 3313 BD2327 
宝蔵北 3314 BD4653 
宝蔵北 3315 BD2204 
宝蔵北 3316 BD762 
宝蔵北 3317 BD3377 
宝蔵北 3318 BD75C 
宝蔵北 3319 BD6960 
宝蔵北 3320 BD8461 
宝蔵北 3321 BD667 
宝蔵北 3322 BD7312 
宝蔵北 3323 BD979 
宝蔵北 3324 BD2245 
宝蔵北 3325 BD6289 
宝蔵北 3326 BD4850 
宝蔵北 3327 BD8326 
宝蔵北 3328 BD8543 
宝蔵北 3329 BD533 
宝蔵北 3330 BD4657 
宝蔵北 3331 BD5268 
宝蔵北 3332 BD6413 
宝蔵北 3333 BD2743 
宝蔵北 3334 BD8555 
宝蔵北 3335 BD8356 
宝蔵北 3336 BD7319 
宝蔵北 3337 BD4497 
宝蔵北 3338 BD4629 
宝蔵北 3339 BD4443 
宝蔵北 3340 BD4746 
宝蔵北 3341 BD4710 
宝蔵北 3342 BD4579 
宝蔵北 3343 BD4626 
宝蔵北 3344 BD3326 
宝蔵北 3345 BD1490 
宝蔵北 3346 BD5146 
宝蔵北 3347 BD4225 
宝蔵北 3348 BD8348 
宝蔵北 3349 BD1070 
宝蔵北 3350 BD7538 
宝蔵北 3351 BD1956 
宝蔵北 3352 BD8292B 
宝蔵北 3353 BD1593 
宝蔵北 3354 BD8020 
宝蔵北 3355 BD7730 
宝蔵北 3356 BD8556 
宝蔵北 3357 BD324-1 
 BD324-2 
宝蔵北 3358 BD3365 
宝蔵北 3359 BD5654 
宝蔵北 3360 BD3291 
宝蔵北 3361 BD4112 
宝蔵北 3362 BD5972 
宝蔵北 3363 BD1761 
宝蔵北 3364 BD200 
宝蔵北 3365 BD5893 
宝蔵北 3366 BD5229 
宝蔵北 3367 BD1014 
宝蔵北 3368 BD7274 
宝蔵北 3369 BD7201 
宝蔵北 3370 BD259 
宝蔵北 3371 BD4015 
宝蔵北 3372 BD8121 
宝蔵北 3373 BD5833-1 
 BD5833-2 
宝蔵北 3374 BD5564 
宝蔵北 3375 BD688 
宝蔵北 3376 BD7508 
宝蔵北 3377 BD6150 
宝蔵北 3378 BD1091 
宝蔵北 3379 BD475 
 BD16410 
宝蔵北 3380 BD7055 
宝蔵北 3381 BD690 
宝蔵北 3382 BD8363 
宝蔵北 3383 BD472 
宝蔵北 3384 BD554C 
宝蔵北 3385 BD7666 
宝蔵北 3386 BD476 
宝蔵北 3387 BD6910 
宝蔵北 3388 BD622 
宝蔵北 3389 BD4703 
宝蔵北 3390 BD2662 
宝蔵北 3391 BD6290 
宝蔵北 3392 BD830 
宝蔵北 3393 BD6791 
宝蔵北 3394 BD752 
宝蔵北 3395 BD8219 
宝蔵北 3396 BD7192 
宝蔵北 3397 BD7781 
宝蔵北 3398 BD4597 
宝蔵北 3399 BD5946 
宝蔵北 3400 BD658B 
宝蔵北 3401 BD7248 
宝蔵北 3402 BD3994 
宝蔵北 3403 BD8256 
宝蔵北 3404 BD2896 
宝蔵北 3405 BD7131 
宝蔵北 3406 BD6877 
宝蔵北 3407 BD6236 
宝蔵北 3408 BD2100 
宝蔵北 3409 BD2279 
宝蔵北 3410 BD4790 
宝蔵北 3411 BD1334 
宝蔵北 3412 BD281 
宝蔵北 3413 BD6390 
宝蔵北 3414 BD6823 
 BD6823V1 
 BD6823V2 
宝蔵北 3415 BD8564 
宝蔵北 3416 BD290 
宝蔵北 3417 BD6647 
宝蔵北 3418 BD6769 
宝蔵北 3419 BD6774 
宝蔵北 3420 BD7283 
宝蔵北 3421 BD5775 
宝蔵北 3422 BD3966 
宝蔵北 3423 BD4016 
宝蔵北 3424 BD1278 
宝蔵北 3425 BD5720 
宝蔵北 3426 BD5997 
宝蔵北 3427 BD161 
宝蔵北 3428 BD4732 
宝蔵北 3429 BD4350 
宝蔵北 3430 BD6915 
宝蔵北 3431 BD5204 
宝蔵北 3432 BD6094 
宝蔵北 3433 BD6414 
宝蔵北 3434 BD56 
宝蔵北 3435 BD4380 
宝蔵北 3436 BD3370 
宝蔵北 3437 BD4550 
宝蔵北 3438 BD1289 
宝蔵北 3439 BD5665 
宝蔵北 3440 BD1040 
宝蔵北 3441 BD6892 
宝蔵北 3442 BD2198 
宝蔵北 3443 BD2250 
宝蔵北 3444 BD2247 
宝蔵北 3445 BD6657 
宝蔵北 3446 BD3481 
宝蔵北 3447 BD669 
宝蔵北 3448 BD5909 
宝蔵北 3449 BD3806 
 BD3806V 
宝蔵北 3450 BD4933 




宝蔵北 3452 BD951 
宝蔵北 3453 BD6905 
宝蔵北 3454 BD7831 
宝蔵北 3455 BD691 
宝蔵北 3456 BD4697 
宝蔵北 3457 BD755 
宝蔵北 3458 BD7667 
宝蔵北 3459 BD1986 
宝蔵北 3460 BD5864 
宝蔵北 3461 BD5432 
宝蔵北 3462 BD4475 
宝蔵北 3463 BD1006 
宝蔵北 3464 BD2897 
宝蔵北 3465 BD2982 
宝蔵北 3466 BD898 
宝蔵北 3467 BD1245 
宝蔵北 3468 BD700 
宝蔵北 3469 BD1065 
敦煌宝蔵北番号・BD 番号対照表 
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宝蔵北 3470 BD8217 
宝蔵北 3471 BD6355 
宝蔵北 3472 BD2229 
宝蔵北 3473 BD2237 
宝蔵北 3474 BD226 
宝蔵北 3475 BD956 
宝蔵北 3476 BD7334 
宝蔵北 3477 BD6324 
宝蔵北 3478 BD8442 
宝蔵北 3479 BD3807 
宝蔵北 3480 BD4011 
宝蔵北 3481 BD6561 
宝蔵北 3482 BD1344 
宝蔵北 3483 BD5876 
宝蔵北 3484 BD5275 
宝蔵北 3485 BD891 
宝蔵北 3486 BD236 
宝蔵北 3487 BD6334-1 
 BD6334-2 
 BD6334-3 
宝蔵北 3488 BD960 
宝蔵北 3489 BD2503 
宝蔵北 3490 BD1718 
宝蔵北 3491 BD1569 
宝蔵北 3492 BD2068 
 BD16411 
宝蔵北 3493 BD2859 
宝蔵北 3494 BD5474 
宝蔵北 3495 BD1316 
宝蔵北 3496 BD219 
宝蔵北 3497 BD4329 
宝蔵北 3498 BD7915 
宝蔵北 3499 BD2610-1 
 BD2610-2 
宝蔵北 3500 BD5796-1 
 BD5796-2 
 BD5796-3 
宝蔵北 3501 BD2312V 





宝蔵北 3503 BD6358-1 
 BD6358-2 
宝蔵北 3504 BD2053 
宝蔵北 3505 BD2265 
宝蔵北 3506 BD4142 
宝蔵北 3507 BD6469B 
宝蔵北 3508 BD6528 
宝蔵北 3509 BD135-1 
 BD135-2 
宝蔵北 3510 BD139 
 BD139V 
宝蔵北 3511 BD325 
宝蔵北 3512 BD498 
宝蔵北 3513 BD1337 
宝蔵北 3514 BD1179 
宝蔵北 3515 BD1404-1 
 BD1404-2 
宝蔵北 3516 BD2811 
宝蔵北 3517 BD1611 
宝蔵北 3518 BD1631 
宝蔵北 3519 BD1823-1 
 BD1823-2 
 BD1823V 
宝蔵北 3520 BD2121 
宝蔵北 3521 BD2240 
宝蔵北 3522 BD2618 
宝蔵北 3523 BD2663 
宝蔵北 3524 BD2763A 
宝蔵北 3525 BD5697 
宝蔵北 3526 BD5858 
宝蔵北 3527 BD3556 
宝蔵北 3528 BD3811 
 BD16096A 
 BD16096B 
宝蔵北 3529 BD3870 
宝蔵北 3530 BD4185 
宝蔵北 3531 BD4393 
宝蔵北 3532 BD4559 
宝蔵北 3533 BD4980 
宝蔵北 3534 BD5428 
 BD5428V 
宝蔵北 3535 BD6361 
 BD16097 
宝蔵北 3536 BD6817 
宝蔵北 3537 BD6565-1 
 BD6565-2 
宝蔵北 3538 BD7003 
宝蔵北 3539 BD5368 
宝蔵北 3540 BD7256 
宝蔵北 3541 BD7966 
宝蔵北 3542 BD8002 
宝蔵北 3543 BD8036 
宝蔵北 3544 BD8205 
宝蔵北 3545 BD8671 
宝蔵北 3546 BD6365A 
宝蔵北 3547 BD3301 
宝蔵北 3548 BD6398 
宝蔵北 3549 BD3803 
宝蔵北 3550 BD3468 
宝蔵北 3551 BD543 
宝蔵北 3552 BD2885 
宝蔵北 3553 BD2161 
宝蔵北 3554 BD6329 
 BD6329V 
宝蔵北 3555 BD3075-1 
 BD3075-2 
宝蔵北 3556 BD7534 
 BD7534V 
宝蔵北 3557 BD3636 
宝蔵北 3558 BD5025 
宝蔵北 3559 BD6119 
 BD6119V 
宝蔵北 3560 BD1813 
宝蔵北 3561 BD3711 
宝蔵北 3562 BD5291 
宝蔵北 3563 BD4899 
宝蔵北 3564 BD2916 
宝蔵北 3565 BD7608 
 BD16098A 
 BD16098B 
宝蔵北 3566 BD2146 
宝蔵北 3567 BD6554 
宝蔵北 3568 BD7010 
宝蔵北 3569 BD2932 
 BD16099A 
 BD16099B 
宝蔵北 3570 BD4736 
宝蔵北 3571 BD3145 
宝蔵北 3572 BD1690 
宝蔵北 3573 BD6607-1 
 BD6607-2 
宝蔵北 3574 BD3971 
宝蔵北 3575 BD5807 
宝蔵北 3576 BD7806 
宝蔵北 3577 BD5786 
宝蔵北 3578 BD110 
 BD110V1 
 BD110V2 
宝蔵北 3579 BD1782 
宝蔵北 3580 BD2437 
宝蔵北 3581 BD3278 
宝蔵北 3582 BD1416 
宝蔵北 3583 BD7912 
宝蔵北 3584 BD6437 
 BD6437-1 
 BD6437-2 
宝蔵北 3585 BD42 
宝蔵北 3586 BD5265 
宝蔵北 3587 BD1546 
宝蔵北 3588 BD34 
宝蔵北 3589 BD7971 
宝蔵北 3590 BD3283 
宝蔵北 3591 BD7782 
宝蔵北 3592 BD2253 
宝蔵北 3593 BD4151 
 BD4151V 
宝蔵北 3594 BD8394 
宝蔵北 3595 BD4516 
宝蔵北 3596 BD1590 
宝蔵北 3596 BD16100-1 
 BD16100-2 
 BD16101 
宝蔵北 3597 BD5222 
宝蔵北 3598 BD2622 
宝蔵北 3599 BD2864-1 
 BD2864-2 
宝蔵北 3600 BD2310 
宝蔵北 3601 BD6497 
宝蔵北 3602 BD182 
宝蔵北 3603 BD664 
宝蔵北 3604 BD4356 
宝蔵北 3605 BD5212 
宝蔵北 3606 BD5696 
宝蔵北 3607 BD3986 
宝蔵北 3608 BD3460-1 
 BD3460-2 
 BD3460-3 
宝蔵北 3609 BD2157 




宝蔵北 3611 BD8457 










宝蔵北 3613 BD4030 






























































宝蔵北 3615 BD5185 
宝蔵北 3616 BD8005 
敦煌宝蔵北番号・BD 番号対照表 
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宝蔵北 3617 BD5062 
宝蔵北 3618 BD2464 
宝蔵北 3619 BD6975 
宝蔵北 3620 BD965 
宝蔵北 3621 BD7637 
宝蔵北 3622 BD632 
宝蔵北 3623 BD2763B 




宝蔵北 3626 BD3625 
宝蔵北 3627 BD79 
宝蔵北 3628 BD3414 
宝蔵北 3629 BD6678 
宝蔵北 3630 BD7317 
宝蔵北 3631 BD6606 
宝蔵北 3632 BD468 
宝蔵北 3633 BD3511 
宝蔵北 3634 BD4908 
宝蔵北 3635 BD3247 
宝蔵北 3636 BD2937 
宝蔵北 3637 BD3462 
宝蔵北 3638 BD5690 
宝蔵北 3639 BD1127 
宝蔵北 3640 BD2987 
宝蔵北 3641 BD5589 
宝蔵北 3642 BD5881 
宝蔵北 3643 BD2144 
宝蔵北 3644 BD3043 
宝蔵北 3645 BD4504 
宝蔵北 3646 BD45 
宝蔵北 3647 BD409 
宝蔵北 3648 BD3858 
宝蔵北 3649 BD4882 
宝蔵北 3650 BD5122 
宝蔵北 3651 BD70 
宝蔵北 3652 BD3415 
宝蔵北 3653 BD6234 
宝蔵北 3654 BD7641 
宝蔵北 3655 BD5401 
宝蔵北 3656 BD2529 
宝蔵北 3657 BD2537 
宝蔵北 3658 BD5134 
宝蔵北 3659 BD3974 
宝蔵北 3660 BD7970 
宝蔵北 3661 BD4558-1 
 BD4558-2 
宝蔵北 3662 BD3028 
宝蔵北 3663 BD5056 
宝蔵北 3664 BD6645 
宝蔵北 3665 BD5206 
宝蔵北 3666 BD5101 
宝蔵北 3667 BD3950 
宝蔵北 3668 BD1609 
宝蔵北 3669 BD8057 
宝蔵北 3670 BD8141 
宝蔵北 3671 BD8505 
宝蔵北 3672 BD4864 
宝蔵北 3673 BD2769 
宝蔵北 3674 BD2912 
宝蔵北 3675 BD3976 
宝蔵北 3676 BD5207 
宝蔵北 3677 BD2077 
宝蔵北 3678 BD1399 
宝蔵北 3679 BD2601 
宝蔵北 3680 BD6612 











宝蔵北 3682 BD3702 
宝蔵北 3683 BD666B 
宝蔵北 3684 BD1229 
宝蔵北 3685 BD106 
宝蔵北 3686 BD2806 
 BD16132 
宝蔵北 3687 BD7320 
宝蔵北 3688 BD6686 
宝蔵北 3689 BD589 
宝蔵北 3690 BD3865 
宝蔵北 3691 BD6751 
 BD6751V 
宝蔵北 3692 BD4176 
宝蔵北 3693 BD5024 
宝蔵北 3694 BD4755 
宝蔵北 3695 BD1864 
宝蔵北 3696 BD4359 
宝蔵北 3697 BD2168 
宝蔵北 3698 BD4616 
宝蔵北 3699 BD2431 
 BD2431V 
宝蔵北 3700 BD2129 
 BD16133 
宝蔵北 3701 BD2502 
宝蔵北 3702 BD878 
宝蔵北 3703 BD341 
宝蔵北 3704 BD594 
宝蔵北 3705 BD8263 
宝蔵北 3706 BD4357 
宝蔵北 3707 BD2667 
宝蔵北 3708 BD2696 
宝蔵北 3709 BD3290 
宝蔵北 3710 BD3379 
宝蔵北 3711 BD1464 
宝蔵北 3712 BD1532 
宝蔵北 3713 BD3901 
宝蔵北 3714 BD95 
宝蔵北 3715 BD5584 
宝蔵北 3716 BD3166 
宝蔵北 3717 BD3551 
宝蔵北 3718 BD3508 
宝蔵北 3719 BD3872 
宝蔵北 3720 BD6781 
宝蔵北 3721 BD390 
宝蔵北 3722 BD7955 
宝蔵北 3723 BD4885 
宝蔵北 3724 BD2390 
宝蔵北 3725 BD5618 
宝蔵北 3726 BD1448 
宝蔵北 3727 BD415 
宝蔵北 3728 BD5022 
宝蔵北 3729 BD3208 
宝蔵北 3730 BD6419 
宝蔵北 3731 BD1512 
宝蔵北 3732 BD7518 
宝蔵北 3733 BD2309 
宝蔵北 3734 BD1825 
宝蔵北 3735 BD4231 
宝蔵北 3736 BD6614 
宝蔵北 3737 BD6572 





宝蔵北 3739 BD7615 
宝蔵北 3740 BD4858 
宝蔵北 3741 BD3866 
宝蔵北 3742 BD306 
宝蔵北 3743 BD2028 
宝蔵北 3744 BD6383 









宝蔵北 3746 BD3426 
宝蔵北 3747 BD1783 
宝蔵北 3748 BD716 
宝蔵北 3749 BD7255 
宝蔵北 3750 BD7034 
宝蔵北 3751 BD1272 
宝蔵北 3752 BD1001 
宝蔵北 3753 BD6416 
宝蔵北 3754 BD49 




宝蔵北 3756 BD5578A 
 BD5578B 
宝蔵北 3757 BD6294 
宝蔵北 3758 BD3380 




宝蔵北 3760 BD3245 
宝蔵北 3761 BD565 















宝蔵北 3763 BD2981 
宝蔵北 3764 BD3580 
宝蔵北 3765 BD6140 
宝蔵北 3766 BD5748 
宝蔵北 3767 BD6707 
宝蔵北 3768 BD6009 
宝蔵北 3769 BD5706 
宝蔵北 3770 BD3297 
宝蔵北 3771 BD949 
宝蔵北 3772 BD4528 
宝蔵北 3773 BD3753 
宝蔵北 3774 BD3419 
宝蔵北 3775 BD2508 
宝蔵北 3776 BD5758 
宝蔵北 3777 BD6042 
宝蔵北 3778 BD387 
宝蔵北 3779 BD5540 
宝蔵北 3780 BD2855 
宝蔵北 3781 BD2919 
宝蔵北 3782 BD2664 
宝蔵北 3783 BD3107 
宝蔵北 3784 BD8509 
宝蔵北 3785 BD336 
宝蔵北 3786 BD5493 
宝蔵北 3787 BD4203 
宝蔵北 3788 BD1029 
宝蔵北 3789 BD5311 
宝蔵北 3790 BD3695 
宝蔵北 3791 BD7987 
宝蔵北 3792 BD4598 
宝蔵北 3793 BD1965 
宝蔵北 3794 BD4609 
宝蔵北 3795 BD5148 
宝蔵北 3796 BD293 
宝蔵北 3797 BD5002 
宝蔵北 3798 BD4046 
宝蔵北 3799 BD3962 
宝蔵北 3800 BD1244 
 BD16145A 
 BD16145B 
宝蔵北 3801 BD4599 
宝蔵北 3802 BD7486 
宝蔵北 3803 BD4807 
宝蔵北 3804 BD5771 
宝蔵北 3805 BD7948 
宝蔵北 3806 BD2510 
宝蔵北 3807 BD2433 
宝蔵北 3808 BD8609 
宝蔵北 3809 BD5687 
宝蔵北 3810 BD7629 
 BD16412 
宝蔵北 3811 BD5217 
宝蔵北 3812 BD4122 
宝蔵北 3813 BD778 
宝蔵北 3814 BD4645 
宝蔵北 3815 BD6373 
宝蔵北 3816 BD1678 




宝蔵北 3818 BD399B 
宝蔵北 3819 BD977 
宝蔵北 3820 BD1366 
宝蔵北 3821 BD1854 
宝蔵北 3822 BD3464 
宝蔵北 3823 BD5976 
宝蔵北 3824 BD1099 
宝蔵北 3825 BD1212 
宝蔵北 3826 BD2572 
宝蔵北 3827 BD5187 
宝蔵北 3828 BD8098 
宝蔵北 3829 BD4531 
宝蔵北 3830 BD4654 
宝蔵北 3831 BD4958 
宝蔵北 3832 BD1703 
宝蔵北 3833 BD2222 
宝蔵北 3834 BD4024 
宝蔵北 3835 BD8338 
宝蔵北 3836 BD877 
宝蔵北 3837 BD1059 
宝蔵北 3838 BD5855 
宝蔵北 3839 BD6669 
宝蔵北 3840 BD4369 
宝蔵北 3841 BD2692 
宝蔵北 3842 BD2985 
宝蔵北 3843 BD1908 
宝蔵北 3844 BD3644 
宝蔵北 3845 BD7104 
宝蔵北 3846 BD1493 
宝蔵北 3847 BD1652 
宝蔵北 3848 BD8552 
 BD16146 
宝蔵北 3849 BD1051 
宝蔵北 3850 BD1431 
宝蔵北 3851 BD4889 
宝蔵北 3852 BD1563 
宝蔵北 3853 BD2720 
宝蔵北 3854 BD2968 
宝蔵北 3855 BD6332 
宝蔵北 3856 BD7265 
宝蔵北 3857 BD2169 
宝蔵北 3858 BD3063 
宝蔵北 3859 BD6186 
宝蔵北 3860 BD3762 
宝蔵北 3861 BD5826 
宝蔵北 3862 BD6592 
 BD16514 
宝蔵北 3863 BD5637 
宝蔵北 3864 BD5894 
宝蔵北 3865 BD3434 
宝蔵北 3866 BD4043 
宝蔵北 3867 BD4320 
宝蔵北 3868 BD138 
宝蔵北 3869 BD3960 
宝蔵北 3870 BD4984 
宝蔵北 3871 BD2645 
宝蔵北 3872 BD1524 
宝蔵北 3873 BD2018 
宝蔵北 3874 BD3933 
宝蔵北 3875 BD6620 
宝蔵北 3876 BD1805 
宝蔵北 3877 BD3822 
宝蔵北 3878 BD6135 
宝蔵北 3879 BD4712 
 BD4712V 
宝蔵北 3880 BD8017 
宝蔵北 3881 BD2899 
宝蔵北 3882 BD73 
宝蔵北 3883 BD7285 
宝蔵北 3884 BD3576 
宝蔵北 3885 BD5446 
宝蔵北 3886 BD8200 
宝蔵北 3887 BD7345 
宝蔵北 3888 BD3983 
宝蔵北 3889 BD3704 
宝蔵北 3890 BD7011 
宝蔵北 3891 BD3180 
宝蔵北 3892 BD5622 
宝蔵北 3893 BD2747 
宝蔵北 3894 BD1216-1 
 BD1216-2 
宝蔵北 3895 BD2081 
宝蔵北 3896 BD2106 
宝蔵北 3897 BD6039 










宝蔵北 3899 BD8211 
宝蔵北 3900 BD1108 
宝蔵北 3901 BD5742-1 
 BD5742-2 
 BD5742-3 
宝蔵北 3902 BD7924 
宝蔵北 3903 BD6364A 
宝蔵北 3904 BD3226 
宝蔵北 3905 BD7974 
宝蔵北 3906 BD7466 
宝蔵北 3907 BD4734 
宝蔵北 3908 BD4522 
宝蔵北 3909 BD5115 
宝蔵北 3910 BD8152 
宝蔵北 3911 BD6732 
宝蔵北 3912 BD3856 
宝蔵北 3913 BD2545 
宝蔵北 3914 BD4167 
宝蔵北 3915 BD375 
宝蔵北 3916 BD3930 
宝蔵北 3917 BD4464 
宝蔵北 3918 BD6775 
宝蔵北 3919 BD4576 
宝蔵北 3920 BD6731 
宝蔵北 3921 BD6895 
宝蔵北 3922 BD2762 
宝蔵北 3923 BD2766 
宝蔵北 3924 BD2117 
宝蔵北 3925 BD2269 
宝蔵北 3926 BD5218 
宝蔵北 3927 BD4832 
宝蔵北 3928 BD4831 
宝蔵北 3929 BD2432 
宝蔵北 3930 BD1529 
宝蔵北 3931 BD1347 
宝蔵北 3932 BD8076 
宝蔵北 3933 BD292 
宝蔵北 3934 BD5282A 
 BD5282B 
宝蔵北 3935 BD6693 
宝蔵北 3936 BD5886 
宝蔵北 3937 BD813 
宝蔵北 3938 BD3873 
宝蔵北 3939 BD3720 
宝蔵北 3940 BD2101 
宝蔵北 3941 BD2714 
宝蔵北 3942 BD4592 
宝蔵北 3943 BD2620 
宝蔵北 3944 BD5502 
宝蔵北 3945 BD7610 
宝蔵北 3946 BD7797 
宝蔵北 3947 BD1929 
宝蔵北 3948 BD934 
宝蔵北 3949 BD6713 
宝蔵北 3950 BD1925-1 
 BD1925-2 
宝蔵北 3951 BD963 
宝蔵北 3952 BD1704 
宝蔵北 3953 BD4365 
宝蔵北 3954 BD5726 
宝蔵北 3955 BD2608 
宝蔵北 3956 BD506 
 BD16487 
宝蔵北 3957 BD3303 
宝蔵北 3958 BD178 
宝蔵北 3959 BD7911 
宝蔵北 3960 BD407 
宝蔵北 3961 BD754 
宝蔵北 3962 BD8204 
宝蔵北 3963 BD4632 
宝蔵北 3964 BD3790 
宝蔵北 3965 BD3791 
宝蔵北 3966 BD1793 
宝蔵北 3967 BD8183 
宝蔵北 3968 BD2521 
宝蔵北 3969 BD7236 
宝蔵北 3970 BD5064 
宝蔵北 3971 BD4788 
宝蔵北 3972 BD5659 
宝蔵北 3973 BD6344 
宝蔵北 3974 BD757 
宝蔵北 3975 BD2561 
宝蔵北 3976 BD3877 
宝蔵北 3977 BD5678 
宝蔵北 3978 BD8409 
宝蔵北 3979 BD1772 
宝蔵北 3980 BD3794 
宝蔵北 3981 BD264 
宝蔵北 3982 BD1501 
宝蔵北 3983 BD3890 
宝蔵北 3984 BD5902 
宝蔵北 3985 BD6258 
宝蔵北 3986 BD4082 
宝蔵北 3987 BD7478 
宝蔵北 3988 BD1355 
宝蔵北 3989 BD6407 
宝蔵北 3990 BD3066 
宝蔵北 3991 BD7494 
宝蔵北 3992 BD2768 
宝蔵北 3993 BD868 
宝蔵北 3994 BD5831 
 BD16148 
宝蔵北 3995 BD6736 
宝蔵北 3996 BD2770 
 BD16149 
宝蔵北 3997 BD721 
宝蔵北 3998 BD607 
宝蔵北 3999 BD7758 
宝蔵北 4000 BD2649 
宝蔵北 4001 BD1958 
宝蔵北 4002 BD6443 
宝蔵北 4003 BD1177 
宝蔵北 4004 BD1466 
 BD1466V 
宝蔵北 4005 BD2623 
宝蔵北 4006 BD153 
宝蔵北 4007 BD4419 
宝蔵北 4008 BD8102 
宝蔵北 4009 BD5145 
宝蔵北 4010 BD6543 
宝蔵北 4011 BD4294 
宝蔵北 4012 BD7583 
宝蔵北 4013 BD4502 
宝蔵北 4014 BD2382 
宝蔵北 4015 BD3545 
宝蔵北 4016 BD4120 
宝蔵北 4017 BD1555 
宝蔵北 4018 BD6372 
宝蔵北 4019 BD7561 
宝蔵北 4020 BD5579 
宝蔵北 4021 BD4886 
宝蔵北 4022 BD4862 
宝蔵北 4023 BD2556 
宝蔵北 4024 BD6495 
宝蔵北 4025 BD6945 
 BD6945V 
宝蔵北 4026 BD7332 
宝蔵北 4027 BD4574 
宝蔵北 4028 BD420 
宝蔵北 4029 BD2810 
宝蔵北 4030 BD6078 
宝蔵北 4031 BD5940 
宝蔵北 4032 BD6193 
 BD16413 
宝蔵北 4033 BD5476 
宝蔵北 4034 BD398 
宝蔵北 4035 BD2678 
宝蔵北 4036 BD4434 
宝蔵北 4037 BD4166 
宝蔵北 4038 BD1382 
宝蔵北 4039 BD5031 
宝蔵北 4040 BD6675 
宝蔵北 4041 BD1689 
宝蔵北 4042 BD6884 
敦煌宝蔵北番号・BD 番号対照表 
636 
宝蔵北 4043 BD5420 
宝蔵北 4044 BD8241 
宝蔵北 4045 BD2060 
宝蔵北 4046 BD3824 
宝蔵北 4047 BD3197 
宝蔵北 4048 BD5331 
宝蔵北 4049 BD6038 
宝蔵北 4050 BD1620 
宝蔵北 4051 BD862 
 BD16493 
宝蔵北 4052 BD8553 
宝蔵北 4053 BD6015 
宝蔵北 4054 BD7467 
宝蔵北 4055 BD3207 
宝蔵北 4056 BD4096 
宝蔵北 4057 BD4966 
宝蔵北 4059 BD4639 
宝蔵北 4060 BD740 
宝蔵北 4061 BD1220 
宝蔵北 4062 BD5156 
宝蔵北 4063 BD1435 
宝蔵北 4064 BD4542 
 BD4542V1 
 BD4542V2 
宝蔵北 4065 BD2817 
宝蔵北 4066 BD7296 
宝蔵北 4067 BD7344 
宝蔵北 4068 BD2915 
宝蔵北 4069 BD8229 
宝蔵北 4070 BD7840 
宝蔵北 4071 BD1357 
宝蔵北 4072 BD3056 
宝蔵北 4073 BD1727 
宝蔵北 4074 BD8390B 
宝蔵北 4075 BD2599 
宝蔵北 4076 BD1577 
宝蔵北 4077 BD952 
宝蔵北 4078 BD232A 
宝蔵北 4079 BD5167 
宝蔵北 4080 BD3418 
宝蔵北 4081 BD7243 
宝蔵北 4082 BD30 
宝蔵北 4083 BD1539 
宝蔵北 4084 BD348 
宝蔵北 4085 BD1225 
宝蔵北 4086 BD4739 
宝蔵北 4087 BD1239 
宝蔵北 4088 BD6827 
宝蔵北 4089 BD3531 
宝蔵北 4090 BD1542 
宝蔵北 4091 BD6402 
宝蔵北 4092 BD4165 
宝蔵北 4093 BD3981 
宝蔵北 4094 BD4954 
宝蔵北 4095 BD5610 
宝蔵北 4096 BD2038 
宝蔵北 4097 BD7165 
宝蔵北 4098 BD3209 
宝蔵北 4099 BD3721 
宝蔵北 4100 BD1668 
宝蔵北 4101 BD7535 
宝蔵北 4102 BD1792 
宝蔵北 4103 BD6632 
宝蔵北 4104 BD486 
宝蔵北 4105 BD7772 
宝蔵北 4106 BD1147 
宝蔵北 4107 BD1817 
宝蔵北 4108 BD6566 
宝蔵北 4109 BD8188 
 BD16150 
 BD16151 
宝蔵北 4110 BD3801 
宝蔵北 4111 BD4541 
 BD4541V 
宝蔵北 4112 BD5027 
宝蔵北 4113 BD1694 
宝蔵北 4114 BD2013 
宝蔵北 4115 BD4727 
宝蔵北 4116 BD7618 
宝蔵北 4117 BD3830 
宝蔵北 4118 BD6456 
宝蔵北 4119 BD3523 
宝蔵北 4120 BD7087 
宝蔵北 4121 BD8026 
宝蔵北 4122 BD2555 
宝蔵北 4123 BD3777 
宝蔵北 4124 BD5846 
宝蔵北 4125 BD1540 
宝蔵北 4126 BD2036 
宝蔵北 4127 BD5367 
宝蔵北 4128 BD1003 
宝蔵北 4129 BD2849 
宝蔵北 4130 BD8658 
宝蔵北 4131 BD2283 
宝蔵北 4132 BD7044 
宝蔵北 4133 BD4551 
宝蔵北 4134 BD2415 
宝蔵北 4135 BD4723 
宝蔵北 4136 BD7391 
宝蔵北 4137 BD2420 
宝蔵北 4138 BD2365 
宝蔵北 4139 BD1393 
宝蔵北 4140 BD4045 
宝蔵北 4141 BD3847 
宝蔵北 4142 BD5901 
宝蔵北 4143 BD321 
宝蔵北 4144 BD199 
 BD16485 
宝蔵北 4145 BD4364 
宝蔵北 4146 BD4596 
宝蔵北 4147 BD7042 
宝蔵北 4148 BD5316 
宝蔵北 4149 BD958 
宝蔵北 4150 BD7982 
宝蔵北 4151 BD2326 
宝蔵北 4152 BD5319 
宝蔵北 4153 BD2795 
宝蔵北 4154 BD5887 
宝蔵北 4155 BD1580 
宝蔵北 4156 BD6442 
宝蔵北 4157 BD4279 
宝蔵北 4158 BD7557 
宝蔵北 4159 BD3859 
宝蔵北 4160 BD7529 
宝蔵北 4161 BD3819 
宝蔵北 4162 BD6100 
宝蔵北 4163 BD3223 
宝蔵北 4164 BD5914 
宝蔵北 4165 BD802 
宝蔵北 4166 BD5688 
宝蔵北 4167 BD3892 
宝蔵北 4168 BD1004 
宝蔵北 4169 BD4748 
宝蔵北 4170 BD1692 
 BD16498A 
 BD16498B 
宝蔵北 4171 BD2438 
宝蔵北 4172 BD3178 
宝蔵北 4173 BD2748 
宝蔵北 4174 BD3597 
宝蔵北 4175 BD1797 
宝蔵北 4176 BD5646A 
宝蔵北 4177 BD580 
宝蔵北 4178 BD753 
宝蔵北 4179 BD8115 
宝蔵北 4180 BD5712 
宝蔵北 4181 BD1527 
宝蔵北 4182 BD2216 
宝蔵北 4183 BD2180 
宝蔵北 4184 BD3719 
宝蔵北 4185 BD21 
宝蔵北 4186 BD4257 
宝蔵北 4187 BD643 
宝蔵北 4188 BD7446 
宝蔵北 4189 BD5585 
宝蔵北 4190 BD7191 
宝蔵北 4191 BD1812 
宝蔵北 4192 BD4702 
宝蔵北 4193 BD825 
宝蔵北 4194 BD5280 
宝蔵北 4195 BD5576 
宝蔵北 4196 BD6365B 
宝蔵北 4197 BD4219 
宝蔵北 4198 BD3067 
宝蔵北 4199 BD3069 
宝蔵北 4200 BD8073 
宝蔵北 4201 BD5774 
宝蔵北 4202 BD653 
宝蔵北 4203 BD4779 
宝蔵北 4204 BD4014 
宝蔵北 4205 BD6883 
宝蔵北 4206 BD4995 
宝蔵北 4207 BD1104 
宝蔵北 4208 BD1634 
宝蔵北 4209 BD1615 
宝蔵北 4210 BD1296 
宝蔵北 4211 BD983 
 BD983V 
宝蔵北 4212 BD4396 
宝蔵北 4213 BD1636 
宝蔵北 4214 BD7636 
宝蔵北 4215 BD2154 
宝蔵北 4216 BD2541 
宝蔵北 4217 BD6921 
宝蔵北 4218 BD6179 
宝蔵北 4219 BD7379 
宝蔵北 4220 BD4453 
宝蔵北 4221 BD1622 
宝蔵北 4222 BD4058 
宝蔵北 4223 BD5289 
宝蔵北 4224 BD4221 
 BD4221V 
宝蔵北 4225 BD3389 
宝蔵北 4226 BD3875 
宝蔵北 4227 BD6478 
宝蔵北 4228 BD5983 
宝蔵北 4229 BD2584 
宝蔵北 4230 BD4469 
宝蔵北 4231 BD3732 
宝蔵北 4232 BD276 
 BD276V 
宝蔵北 4233 BD426 
宝蔵北 4234 BD5087 
宝蔵北 4235 BD2480 
宝蔵北 4236 BD8089 
宝蔵北 4237 BD7799 
 BD16414 
宝蔵北 4238 BD214 
宝蔵北 4239 BD723 
宝蔵北 4240 BD2427 
宝蔵北 4241 BD2119 
宝蔵北 4242 BD4880 
宝蔵北 4243 BD3519 
宝蔵北 4244 BD8051 
宝蔵北 4245 BD7694 
宝蔵北 4246 BD6080 
宝蔵北 4247 BD5718 
宝蔵北 4248 BD6845 
宝蔵北 4249 BD6049 
宝蔵北 4250 BD6505 
宝蔵北 4251 BD849-1 
 BD849-2 
宝蔵北 4252 BD190 
宝蔵北 4253 BD6043 
宝蔵北 4254 BD7216 
宝蔵北 4255 BD3904 
宝蔵北 4256 BD6794 
宝蔵北 4257 BD5829 




宝蔵北 4259 BD24 
宝蔵北 4260 BD388A 
宝蔵北 4261 BD7473 
宝蔵北 4262 BD8030 
宝蔵北 4263 BD2486 
宝蔵北 4264 BD5371 
宝蔵北 4265 BD3304 
宝蔵北 4266 BD480-1 
 BD480-2 
宝蔵北 4267 BD6204 
宝蔵北 4268 BD2590 
宝蔵北 4269 BD2906 
宝蔵北 4270 BD4943 
宝蔵北 4271 BD8270 
宝蔵北 4272 BD6074 
宝蔵北 4273 BD8251 
宝蔵北 4274 BD4180 
敦煌宝蔵北番号・BD 番号対照表 
637 
宝蔵北 4275 BD4150 
宝蔵北 4276 BD307 
宝蔵北 4277 BD4461 
宝蔵北 4278 BD1388 
宝蔵北 4279 BD5414 
宝蔵北 4280 BD6071 
宝蔵北 4281 BD8293 
宝蔵北 4282 BD2362 
宝蔵北 4283 BD5230 
宝蔵北 4284 BD23B 
宝蔵北 4285 BD1497 
宝蔵北 4286 BD1537 
宝蔵北 4287 BD1697 
宝蔵北 4288 BD6498 
宝蔵北 4289 BD2447 
宝蔵北 4290 BD8385 
 BD16522 
宝蔵北 4291 BD5765 
宝蔵北 4292 BD2655 
宝蔵北 4293 BD1170 
宝蔵北 4294 BD6846 
宝蔵北 4295 BD2942 
宝蔵北 4296 BD4276 
宝蔵北 4297 BD3091 
宝蔵北 4298 BD3982 
宝蔵北 4299 BD4660 
宝蔵北 4300 BD7186 
宝蔵北 4301 BD4543 
宝蔵北 4302 BD8390A 
宝蔵北 4303 BD5865 
宝蔵北 4304 BD2409 
宝蔵北 4305 BD4963 
宝蔵北 4306 BD4851 
宝蔵北 4307 BD1839 
宝蔵北 4308 BD5754 
宝蔵北 4309 BD3816 
宝蔵北 4310 BD2575 
宝蔵北 4311 BD6772 
宝蔵北 4312 BD3990 
宝蔵北 4313 BD6469A 
宝蔵北 4314 BD5436 
宝蔵北 4315 BD7697 
宝蔵北 4316 BD6720 
宝蔵北 4317 BD1520 
宝蔵北 4318 BD6203 
宝蔵北 4319 BD5438 
宝蔵北 4320 BD3036 
宝蔵北 4321 BD7597 
宝蔵北 4322 BD4249 
宝蔵北 4323 BD7140 
宝蔵北 4324 BD1496 
宝蔵北 4325 BD2424 
宝蔵北 4326 BD1456 
宝蔵北 4327 BD2954 
宝蔵北 4328 BD584 
宝蔵北 4329 BD1102 
宝蔵北 4330 BD7073 
宝蔵北 4331 BD3364 
宝蔵北 4332 BD1695 
 BD1695V 
宝蔵北 4333 BD3804 
 BD3804V 
宝蔵北 4334 BD2187 
宝蔵北 4335 BD8165 
宝蔵北 4336 BD6241 
宝蔵北 4337 BD3293 
宝蔵北 4338 BD3799 
宝蔵北 4339 BD5068 
宝蔵北 4340 BD2330 
宝蔵北 4341 BD6364B 
宝蔵北 4342 BD1584 
宝蔵北 4343 BD3934 
宝蔵北 4344 BD8127 
宝蔵北 4345 BD4216 
宝蔵北 4346 BD1361 
宝蔵北 4347 BD1595 
宝蔵北 4348 BD7196 
宝蔵北 4349 BD4593 
宝蔵北 4350 BD4130 
宝蔵北 4351 BD1623 
宝蔵北 4352 BD1321 
宝蔵北 4353 BD120 
宝蔵北 4354 BD6924 
 BD6924V 
宝蔵北 4355 BD3802-1 
 BD3802-2 
宝蔵北 4356 BD7631 
宝蔵北 4357 BD3265 
宝蔵北 4358 BD1732 
宝蔵北 4359 BD1018 
宝蔵北 4360 BD2742 
宝蔵北 4361 BD6968 
宝蔵北 4362 BD3494 
宝蔵北 4363 BD7309 
宝蔵北 4364 BD2698 
宝蔵北 4365 BD4345 
宝蔵北 4366 BD170 
宝蔵北 4367 BD1508 
宝蔵北 4368 BD8144 
宝蔵北 4369 BD7463 
宝蔵北 4370 BD2944 
宝蔵北 4371 BD4449 
宝蔵北 4372 BD8283 
宝蔵北 4373 BD7793 
宝蔵北 4374 BD8225 
宝蔵北 4375 BD8300 
宝蔵北 4376 BD353 
宝蔵北 4377 BD8317 
宝蔵北 4378 BD7961 
宝蔵北 4379 BD2207 
宝蔵北 4380 BD8297 
宝蔵北 4381 BD195 
宝蔵北 4382 BD1712 
宝蔵北 4383 BD1530 
宝蔵北 4384 BD8422 
宝蔵北 4385 BD4362 
宝蔵北 4386 BD4737 
宝蔵北 4387 BD2602 
宝蔵北 4388 BD6981 
宝蔵北 4389 BD4894 
宝蔵北 4390 BD7802-1 
 BD7802-2 
宝蔵北 4391 BD6152 
宝蔵北 4392 BD2170 
宝蔵北 4393 BD1738 
宝蔵北 4394 BD4720 
宝蔵北 4395 BD6399 
宝蔵北 4396 BD7983 
宝蔵北 4397 BD8452 
宝蔵北 4398 BD5498 
宝蔵北 4399 BD1624 
宝蔵北 4400 BD2812 
宝蔵北 4401 BD6064 
宝蔵北 4402 BD8126 
宝蔵北 4403 BD3192 
宝蔵北 4404 BD3420 
宝蔵北 4405 BD7033 
宝蔵北 4406 BD3891 
宝蔵北 4407 BD3359 
宝蔵北 4408 BD986 
宝蔵北 4409 BD1589 
宝蔵北 4410 BD6733B 
宝蔵北 4411 BD8226 
宝蔵北 4412 BD5061 
宝蔵北 4413 BD335 
宝蔵北 4414 BD5060 
宝蔵北 4415 BD1852 
宝蔵北 4416 BD8619 
宝蔵北 4417 BD8521 
宝蔵北 4418 BD8021 
宝蔵北 4419 BD2419 
宝蔵北 4420 BD4013 
宝蔵北 4421 BD5433 
宝蔵北 4422 BD5276 
宝蔵北 4423 BD4152 
宝蔵北 4424 BD5379 
宝蔵北 4425 BD7533 
宝蔵北 4426 BD3444 
宝蔵北 4427 BD8221 
宝蔵北 4428 BD2465 
宝蔵北 4429 BD4825 
宝蔵北 4430 BD4728 
宝蔵北 4431 BD6506 
宝蔵北 4432 BD2658 
 BD16512 
宝蔵北 4433 BD920 












宝蔵北 4435 BD1693 
宝蔵北 4436 BD4716 





宝蔵北 4438 BD4846 
宝蔵北 4439 BD6088 
宝蔵北 4440 BD6937 
宝蔵北 4441 BD5815 
宝蔵北 4442 BD7368 
宝蔵北 4443 BD7737 
 BD2228A 
 BD2228B 
宝蔵北 4445 BD2221 
宝蔵北 4446 BD1901 
宝蔵北 4447 BD2242 
宝蔵北 4448 BD7640-1 
 BD7640-2 
 BD7640V 
宝蔵北 4449 BD7779A 
宝蔵北 4450 BD8068 
宝蔵北 4451 BD5907 
宝蔵北 4452 BD7668 
宝蔵北 4453 BD7047 
宝蔵北 4454 BD6941 
宝蔵北 4455 BD7684 
宝蔵北 4456 BD7575 
 BD7575V 
宝蔵北 4457 BD8177 
宝蔵北 4458 BD6928 
宝蔵北 4459 BD8489 
宝蔵北 4460 BD8321 
宝蔵北 4461 BD8312 
宝蔵北 4462 BD6862 
宝蔵北 4463 BD7928A1 
 BD7928A2 
 BD7928B 
宝蔵北 4464 BD8344-1 
 BD8344-2 
宝蔵北 4465 BD8043-1 
 BD8043-2 
宝蔵北 4466 BD7362-1 
 BD7362-2 
宝蔵北 4467 BD445B 
宝蔵北 4468 BD8378 
宝蔵北 4469 BD8601-1 
 BD8601-2 
宝蔵北 4470 BD3292 
宝蔵北 4471 BD8428 
宝蔵北 4472 BD2392A 
宝蔵北 4473 BD8034-1 
 BD8034-2 
宝蔵北 4474 BD5656 
 BD5656V 
宝蔵北 4475 BD6146 
宝蔵北 4476 BD896B 
宝蔵北 4477 BD2868 
宝蔵北 4478 BD3874A 
宝蔵北 4479 BD3932A 
宝蔵北 4480 BD3957A 
宝蔵北 4481 BD4838 
宝蔵北 4482 BD5026 
宝蔵北 4483 BD5949 
宝蔵北 4484 BD6733A 
宝蔵北 4485 BD7016-1 
 BD7016-2 
宝蔵北 4486 BD5653 
宝蔵北 4487 BD7755 
宝蔵北 4488 BD6277 
 BD6277V 
宝蔵北 4489 BD3652 
宝蔵北 4490 BD4412 
敦煌宝蔵北番号・BD 番号対照表 
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宝蔵北 4491 BD4909 
宝蔵北 4492 BD136 
宝蔵北 4493 BD2915-1 
 BD2915-2 
宝蔵北 4494 BD1274 
宝蔵北 4495 BD2124 
宝蔵北 4496 BD5817-1 
 BD5817-2 
宝蔵北 4497 BD115 
宝蔵北 4498 BD3385 
宝蔵北 4499 BD3384 
宝蔵北 4500 BD787 
宝蔵北 4501 BD3760 
宝蔵北 4502 BD3378 
宝蔵北 4503 BD4970 
宝蔵北 4504 BD4817 
宝蔵北 4505 BD3175 
宝蔵北 4506 BD174 
宝蔵北 4507 BD2305 
宝蔵北 4508 BD1907 
宝蔵北 4509 BD1286 
宝蔵北 4510 BD656 
宝蔵北 4511 BD5599 
宝蔵北 4512 BD6227 
宝蔵北 4513 BD2547 
宝蔵北 4514 BD2797 
宝蔵北 4515 BD4974 
宝蔵北 4516 BD6509 
宝蔵北 4517 BD4314 
宝蔵北 4518 BD2606 
宝蔵北 4519 BD855 
宝蔵北 4520 BD5251 
宝蔵北 4521 BD3783 
宝蔵北 4522 BD3775 
宝蔵北 4523 BD6284 
宝蔵北 4524 BD989 
宝蔵北 4525 BD6347 
宝蔵北 4526 BD5385 
宝蔵北 4527 BD5543 
宝蔵北 4528 BD2847 
宝蔵北 4529 BD4927 
宝蔵北 4530 BD2976 
宝蔵北 4531 BD2120 
宝蔵北 4532 BD1498 
宝蔵北 4533 BD156 
宝蔵北 4534 BD3928 
宝蔵北 4535 BD2607 
宝蔵北 4536 BD1043 
宝蔵北 4537 BD6578 
宝蔵北 4538 BD3261 
宝蔵北 4539 BD865 
宝蔵北 4540 BD6531 
宝蔵北 4541 BD118 
宝蔵北 4542 BD1116 
宝蔵北 4543 BD3246 
宝蔵北 4544 BD2947 
宝蔵北 4545 BD5900 
宝蔵北 4546 BD2133 
宝蔵北 4547 BD3128 
宝蔵北 4548 BD2704 
宝蔵北 4549 BD5877 
宝蔵北 4550 BD4189 
宝蔵北 4551 BD5593 
宝蔵北 4552 BD5121 
宝蔵北 4553 BD5571 
宝蔵北 4554 BD5617 
宝蔵北 4555 BD1799 
宝蔵北 4556 BD955 
宝蔵北 4557 BD2076 
宝蔵北 4558 BD6830 
宝蔵北 4559 BD2411 
宝蔵北 4560 BD2929 
宝蔵北 4561 BD4881 
宝蔵北 4562 BD5548 
宝蔵北 4563 BD4177 
宝蔵北 4564 BD2071 
宝蔵北 4565 BD1608 
宝蔵北 4566 BD1667 
宝蔵北 4567 BD6680 
宝蔵北 4568 BD4692 
宝蔵北 4569 BD2657 
宝蔵北 4570 BD5743 
宝蔵北 4571 BD4866 
宝蔵北 4572 BD7950 
宝蔵北 4573 BD29 
宝蔵北 4574 BD1390 
宝蔵北 4575 BD2634 
宝蔵北 4576 BD5093 
宝蔵北 4577 BD5046 
宝蔵北 4578 BD3095 
宝蔵北 4579 BD5314 
宝蔵北 4580 BD3309 
宝蔵北 4581 BD5557 
宝蔵北 4582 BD354 
宝蔵北 4583 BD6579 
宝蔵北 4584 BD105 
宝蔵北 4585 BD5019 
宝蔵北 4586 BD6839 
宝蔵北 4587 BD8261 
宝蔵北 4588 BD6654 
宝蔵北 4589 BD6655 
宝蔵北 4590 BD2075 
宝蔵北 4591 BD6523 
宝蔵北 4592 BD2863 
宝蔵北 4593 BD8295 
宝蔵北 4594 BD797 
宝蔵北 4595 BD4236 
宝蔵北 4596 BD2057 
宝蔵北 4597 BD6983 
宝蔵北 4598 BD6538 
宝蔵北 4599 BD2086 
宝蔵北 4600 BD159 
宝蔵北 4601 BD1741 
宝蔵北 4602 BD2423 
宝蔵北 4603 BD5569 
宝蔵北 4604 BD8259 





宝蔵北 4606 BD7239 
宝蔵北 4607 BD6586 
宝蔵北 4608 BD4094 
宝蔵北 4609 BD7280 
宝蔵北 4610 BD2779 
宝蔵北 4611 BD2085 
宝蔵北 4612 BD7102 
宝蔵北 4613 BD4196 
宝蔵北 4614 BD6997 
宝蔵北 4615 BD6763 
宝蔵北 4616 BD3257 
宝蔵北 4617 BD1601 
宝蔵北 4618 BD4549 
宝蔵北 4619 BD4482 
宝蔵北 4620 BD8420 
宝蔵北 4621 BD4067 
宝蔵北 4622 BD7288 
宝蔵北 4623 BD8585 
宝蔵北 4624 BD6293 
宝蔵北 4625 BD1922 
宝蔵北 4626 BD8070 
宝蔵北 4627 BD6426 
 BD16478 
宝蔵北 4628 BD6985 
宝蔵北 4629 BD7998 
宝蔵北 4630 BD2554 
宝蔵北 4631 BD7304 
宝蔵北 4632 BD6947 
宝蔵北 4633 BD1745 
宝蔵北 4634 BD2578 
宝蔵北 4635 BD4490 
宝蔵北 4636 BD7705 
宝蔵北 4637 BD5939 
宝蔵北 4638 BD6297 
宝蔵北 4639 BD1701 
宝蔵北 4640 BD8309 
宝蔵北 4641 BD6167 
宝蔵北 4642 BD7144 
宝蔵北 4643 BD7632 
宝蔵北 4644 BD4141 
宝蔵北 4645 BD3502 
宝蔵北 4646 BD7593 
宝蔵北 4647 BD8664 
宝蔵北 4648 BD7514 
宝蔵北 4649 BD7226 
宝蔵北 4650 BD6650 
宝蔵北 4651 BD8084 
宝蔵北 4652 BD7558 
宝蔵北 4653 BD5722 
宝蔵北 4654 BD5973 
 BD16506 
宝蔵北 4655 BD3972 
宝蔵北 4656 BD1489 
宝蔵北 4657 BD5348 
宝蔵北 4658 BD5629 
宝蔵北 4659 BD7542 
宝蔵北 4660 BD539 
宝蔵北 4661 BD6474 
宝蔵北 4662 BD2199 
宝蔵北 4663 BD1747 
宝蔵北 4664 BD2184 
宝蔵北 4665 BD5849 
 BD5849V 
宝蔵北 4666 BD7589 
宝蔵北 4667 BD4749 
宝蔵北 4668 BD829 
宝蔵北 4669 BD1443 
宝蔵北 4670 BD8096 





宝蔵北 4672 BD1187 
宝蔵北 4673 BD591 
宝蔵北 4674 BD6475 
宝蔵北 4675 BD4214 
宝蔵北 4676 BD113 
宝蔵北 4677 BD869 
宝蔵北 4678 BD5913 
宝蔵北 4679 BD5011 
 BD5011V 
宝蔵北 4680 BD6112 
宝蔵北 4681 BD4299 
宝蔵北 4682 BD5971 
宝蔵北 4683 BD2212 
宝蔵北 4684 BD5716 
宝蔵北 4685 BD725 
宝蔵北 4686 BD48 
宝蔵北 4687 BD1646 
宝蔵北 4688 BD3156 
宝蔵北 4689 BD796 
宝蔵北 4690 BD3558 
宝蔵北 4691 BD5710 
宝蔵北 4692 BD4044 
宝蔵北 4693 BD7623 
宝蔵北 4694 BD4115 
宝蔵北 4695 BD4002 
宝蔵北 4696 BD7115 
宝蔵北 4697 BD8496 
宝蔵北 4698 BD5766 
宝蔵北 4699 BD1880 
宝蔵北 4700 BD1926 
宝蔵北 4701 BD5613 
宝蔵北 4702 BD4955 
宝蔵北 4703 BD1567 
宝蔵北 4704 BD1543 
宝蔵北 4705 BD1896 
宝蔵北 4706 BD2948 
宝蔵北 4707 BD5839 
宝蔵北 4708 BD4969 
宝蔵北 4709 BD427 
宝蔵北 4710 BD4631 
宝蔵北 4711 BD6331 
宝蔵北 4712 BD637 
宝蔵北 4713 BD1171 
宝蔵北 4714 BD4842 
宝蔵北 4715 BD6837 
宝蔵北 4716 BD5709 
宝蔵北 4717 BD6601 
宝蔵北 4718 BD532 
宝蔵北 4719 BD1159 
宝蔵北 4720 BD3183 
宝蔵北 4721 BD2281 
宝蔵北 4722 BD166 
宝蔵北 4723 BD1873 
宝蔵北 4724 BD4778 
敦煌宝蔵北番号・BD 番号対照表 
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宝蔵北 4725 BD5143 
宝蔵北 4726 BD5857 
宝蔵北 4727 BD964 
宝蔵北 4728 BD1336 
宝蔵北 4729 BD1949 
宝蔵北 4730 BD364 
宝蔵北 4731 BD882 
 BD16488 
宝蔵北 4732 BD2856 
宝蔵北 4733 BD4840 
宝蔵北 4734 BD1754 
宝蔵北 4735 BD629 
宝蔵北 4736 BD5404 
宝蔵北 4737 BD2951 
宝蔵北 4738 BD2034 
宝蔵北 4739 BD128 
宝蔵北 4740 BD3255 
宝蔵北 4741 BD3391 
宝蔵北 4742 BD1680 
宝蔵北 4743 BD3047 
宝蔵北 4744 BD4983 
宝蔵北 4745 BD5302 
宝蔵北 4746 BD1468 
宝蔵北 4747 BD3273 
宝蔵北 4748 BD1882 
宝蔵北 4749 BD3771 
宝蔵北 4750 BD53 
宝蔵北 4751 BD812 
宝蔵北 4752 BD971 
宝蔵北 4753 BD1033 
宝蔵北 4754 BD820 
宝蔵北 4755 BD2020 
宝蔵北 4756 BD3521 
宝蔵北 4757 BD4698 
 BD4698V 
宝蔵北 4758 BD5415 
宝蔵北 4759 BD5897 
宝蔵北 4760 BD3620 
宝蔵北 4761 BD3016 
宝蔵北 4762 BD5117 
宝蔵北 4763 BD147 
宝蔵北 4764 BD996 
宝蔵北 4765 BD197 
宝蔵北 4766 BD6580 
宝蔵北 4767 BD5249 
宝蔵北 4768 BD2792 
宝蔵北 4769 BD6643 
宝蔵北 4770 BD689 
宝蔵北 4771 BD1937 
宝蔵北 4772 BD6530 
宝蔵北 4773 BD207 
 BD207V 
宝蔵北 4774 BD3633 
宝蔵北 4775 BD6281 
宝蔵北 4776 BD6425 
宝蔵北 4777 BD2479 
宝蔵北 4778 BD1149 
宝蔵北 4779 BD2532 
宝蔵北 4780 BD3485 
宝蔵北 4781 BD3616 
宝蔵北 4782 BD5898 
宝蔵北 4783 BD5111 
宝蔵北 4784 BD1419 
宝蔵北 4785 BD1895 
宝蔵北 4786 BD5663 
宝蔵北 4787 BD3174 
宝蔵北 4788 BD1271 
宝蔵北 4789 BD5531 
宝蔵北 4790 BD5427 
宝蔵北 4791 BD141 
宝蔵北 4792 BD4855 
宝蔵北 4793 BD767 
宝蔵北 4794 BD1953 
宝蔵北 4795 BD2652 
宝蔵北 4796 BD4809 
宝蔵北 4797 BD6109 
宝蔵北 4798 BD289 
宝蔵北 4799 BD756 
宝蔵北 4800 BD1160 
宝蔵北 4801 BD3256 
宝蔵北 4802 BD8079 
宝蔵北 4803 BD8085 
宝蔵北 4804 BD7433 
宝蔵北 4805 BD2725 
宝蔵北 4806 BD3860 
宝蔵北 4807 BD6718 
宝蔵北 4808 BD6768 
宝蔵北 4809 BD6826 
宝蔵北 4810 BD5606 
宝蔵北 4811 BD1905 
宝蔵北 4812 BD5587 
宝蔵北 4813 BD4075 
宝蔵北 4814 BD356 
宝蔵北 4815 BD6410 
宝蔵北 4816 BD6730 
宝蔵北 4817 BD7057 
宝蔵北 4818 BD7613 
宝蔵北 4819 BD1883 
 BD1883V 
宝蔵北 4820 BD3045 
宝蔵北 4821 BD2546 
宝蔵北 4822 BD1126 
宝蔵北 4823 BD640 
宝蔵北 4824 BD3452 
宝蔵北 4825 BD6973 
宝蔵北 4826 BD7008 
宝蔵北 4827 BD1056 
宝蔵北 4828 BD1440 
宝蔵北 4829 BD5616 
宝蔵北 4830 BD7031 
宝蔵北 4831 BD4065 
宝蔵北 4832 BD7938 
宝蔵北 4833 BD6047 
宝蔵北 4834 BD2376 
宝蔵北 4835 BD5177 
宝蔵北 4836 BD1328 
宝蔵北 4837 BD5527 
宝蔵北 4838 BD2089 
宝蔵北 4839 BD8551 
宝蔵北 4840 BD3973 
宝蔵北 4841 BD7214 
宝蔵北 4842 BD2387 
宝蔵北 4843 BD595 
宝蔵北 4844 BD567 
宝蔵北 4845 BD4392 
宝蔵北 4846 BD5186 
宝蔵北 4847 BD2356 
宝蔵北 4848 BD1342 
宝蔵北 4849 BD1365 
宝蔵北 4850 BD5356 
宝蔵北 4851 BD4816 
宝蔵北 4852 BD6507 
宝蔵北 4853 BD1425 
宝蔵北 4854 BD8271 
宝蔵北 4855 BD7026 
宝蔵北 4856 BD4821 
宝蔵北 4857 BD3240 
宝蔵北 4858 BD7939 
宝蔵北 4859 BD2734 
宝蔵北 4860 BD748 
宝蔵北 4861 BD5435 
宝蔵北 4862 BD5692 
宝蔵北 4863 BD77A 
宝蔵北 4864 BD1934 
宝蔵北 4865 BD2175 
宝蔵北 4866 BD5125 
宝蔵北 4867 BD5369 
宝蔵北 4868 BD3007 
宝蔵北 4869 BD8083 
宝蔵北 4870 BD5183 
宝蔵北 4871 BD6822 
宝蔵北 4872 BD2570 
宝蔵北 4873 BD5334 
宝蔵北 4874 BD6238 
宝蔵北 4875 BD8323 
宝蔵北 4876 BD6394 
宝蔵北 4877 BD1853 
宝蔵北 4878 BD7728 
宝蔵北 4879 BD1642 
宝蔵北 4880 BD6739 
宝蔵北 4881 BD7024 
宝蔵北 4882 BD2395 
宝蔵北 4883 BD1359 
宝蔵北 4884 BD6953 
宝蔵北 4885 BD5248 
宝蔵北 4886 BD2928 
宝蔵北 4887 BD2176 
宝蔵北 4888 BD7293 
宝蔵北 4889 BD3848 
宝蔵北 4890 BD8196 
宝蔵北 4891 BD572 
宝蔵北 4892 BD2434 
宝蔵北 4893 BD5088 
宝蔵北 4894 BD1480 
宝蔵北 4895 BD6986 
宝蔵北 4896 BD4731A 
宝蔵北 4897 BD4731B 
宝蔵北 4898 BD1351 
宝蔵北 4899 BD6093 
宝蔵北 4900 BD5694 
宝蔵北 4901 BD2031 
宝蔵北 4902 BD7833 
宝蔵北 4903 BD7875 
宝蔵北 4904 BD418 
宝蔵北 4905 BD2783 
宝蔵北 4906 BD3747 
宝蔵北 4907 BD7870 
宝蔵北 4908 BD1803 
宝蔵北 4909 BD5306 
宝蔵北 4910 BD5751 
宝蔵北 4911 BD2430 
宝蔵北 4912 BD6256 
宝蔵北 4913 BD3168 
宝蔵北 4914 BD493 
宝蔵北 4915 BD2388 
宝蔵北 4916 BD5020 
宝蔵北 4917 BD2949 
宝蔵北 4918 BD4201 
宝蔵北 4919 BD5403 
宝蔵北 4920 BD8195 
宝蔵北 4921 BD2924 
宝蔵北 4922 BD2396 
宝蔵北 4923 BD7349 
宝蔵北 4924 BD2597 
宝蔵北 4925 BD1521 
宝蔵北 4926 BD8199 
宝蔵北 4927 BD4805 
宝蔵北 4928 BD5484 
宝蔵北 4929 BD2786 
宝蔵北 4930 BD559 
宝蔵北 4931 BD1280 
宝蔵北 4932 BD2374 
宝蔵北 4933 BD6181 
宝蔵北 4934 BD1371 
宝蔵北 4935 BD5448 
宝蔵北 4936 BD2946 
宝蔵北 4937 BD2518 
宝蔵北 4938 BD784 
宝蔵北 4939 BD2297 
宝蔵北 4940 BD5745 
宝蔵北 4941 BD2703 
宝蔵北 4942 BD2702 
宝蔵北 4943 BD4973-1 
 BD4973-2 
 BD4973-3 
宝蔵北 4944 BD6559-1 
 BD6559-2 
宝蔵北 4945 BD1015 
宝蔵北 4946 BD5380 
宝蔵北 4947 BD5344 
宝蔵北 4948 BD5496 
宝蔵北 4949 BD2398 
宝蔵北 4950 BD4803 
宝蔵北 4951 BD3834 
宝蔵北 4952 BD7710 
宝蔵北 4953 BD745 
宝蔵北 4954 BD5082 
宝蔵北 4955 BD2402 
宝蔵北 4956 BD1445 
宝蔵北 4957 BD3569 
宝蔵北 4958 BD1781 
宝蔵北 4959 BD2428 
宝蔵北 4960 BD3124 
宝蔵北 4961 BD5503 
宝蔵北 4962 BD1461 
宝蔵北 4963 BD5181 
宝蔵北 4964 BD7427 
宝蔵北 4965 BD5764 
敦煌宝蔵北番号・BD 番号対照表 
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宝蔵北 4966 BD596 
宝蔵北 4967 BD2414 
宝蔵北 4968 BD5955 
宝蔵北 4969 BD2640 
宝蔵北 4970 BD1724 
宝蔵北 4971 BD5471 
宝蔵北 4972 BD2527 
宝蔵北 4973 BD5455 
宝蔵北 4974 BD621 
宝蔵北 4975 BD2772 
宝蔵北 4976 BD7699-1 
 BD7699-2 
宝蔵北 4977 BD6320 
宝蔵北 4978 BD294 
宝蔵北 4979 BD5106 
宝蔵北 4980 BD5779 
宝蔵北 4981 BD3220 
宝蔵北 4982 BD6462 
宝蔵北 4983 BD339 
宝蔵北 4984 BD1263 
宝蔵北 4985 BD6594 
宝蔵北 4986 BD2375 
宝蔵北 4987 BD3560 
宝蔵北 4988 BD3681 
宝蔵北 4989 BD310 
宝蔵北 4990 BD6305 
宝蔵北 4991 BD1970 
宝蔵北 4992 BD1981 
宝蔵北 4993 BD5443 
宝蔵北 4994 BD7 
宝蔵北 4995 BD4804 
宝蔵北 4996 BD6304 
宝蔵北 4997 BD5136 
宝蔵北 4998 BD2260 
宝蔵北 4999 BD1256 
宝蔵北 5000 BD5110 
宝蔵北 5001 BD60 
宝蔵北 5002 BD6121 
宝蔵北 5003 BD5953 
 BD16154A 
 BD16154B 
宝蔵北 5004 BD3947 
宝蔵北 5005 BD3431 
宝蔵北 5006 BD254 
宝蔵北 5007 BD5258 
宝蔵北 5008 BD431 
宝蔵北 5009 BD6389 
宝蔵北 5010 BD240 
宝蔵北 5011 BD1432 
宝蔵北 5012 BD788 
宝蔵北 5013 BD1277 
宝蔵北 5014 BD3133 
宝蔵北 5015 BD109 
宝蔵北 5016 BD605 
宝蔵北 5017 BD3314 
宝蔵北 5018 BD5058 
宝蔵北 5019 BD2975 
宝蔵北 5020 BD3612 
宝蔵北 5021 BD2454 
宝蔵北 5022 BD4171 
宝蔵北 5023 BD638 
宝蔵北 5024 BD3353 
宝蔵北 5025 BD1195 
宝蔵北 5026 BD7490 
宝蔵北 5027 BD6248 
宝蔵北 5028 BD5538 
宝蔵北 5029 BD6405 
宝蔵北 5030 BD417B 
宝蔵北 5031 BD561 
宝蔵北 5032 BD5681 
宝蔵北 5033 BD3204 
宝蔵北 5034 BD263 
宝蔵北 5035 BD2926 
 BD2926V 
宝蔵北 5036 BD6542 
宝蔵北 5037 BD3009 
宝蔵北 5038 BD2384 
宝蔵北 5039 BD3724 
宝蔵北 5040 BD8238 
宝蔵北 5041 BD352 
宝蔵北 5042 BD1731 
宝蔵北 5043 BD4184 
宝蔵北 5044 BD3617 
宝蔵北 5045 BD3040 
宝蔵北 5046 BD4022 
宝蔵北 5047 BD6196 
宝蔵北 5048 BD4192 
宝蔵北 5049 BD6267 
宝蔵北 5050 BD3210 
宝蔵北 5051 BD6526 
宝蔵北 5052 BD2566 
宝蔵北 5053 BD3241 
宝蔵北 5054 BD4160 
宝蔵北 5055 BD744 
宝蔵北 5056 BD1654 
宝蔵北 5057 BD3787 
宝蔵北 5058 BD7321 
宝蔵北 5059 BD7342 
宝蔵北 5060 BD7922 
宝蔵北 5061 BD7482 
宝蔵北 5062 BD3029 
宝蔵北 5063 BD8288 
宝蔵北 5064 BD5739 
宝蔵北 5065 BD6920 
宝蔵北 5066 BD5730 
宝蔵北 5067 BD8143 
宝蔵北 5068 BD7238 
宝蔵北 5069 BD7098 
宝蔵北 5070 BD8454 
宝蔵北 5071 BD8316 
宝蔵北 5072 BD3239 
宝蔵北 5073 BD497 
宝蔵北 5074 BD668 
宝蔵北 5075 BD5179 
宝蔵北 5076 BD6595 
宝蔵北 5077 BD5059 
宝蔵北 5078 BD2173 
宝蔵北 5079 BD5875 
宝蔵北 5080 BD4117 
宝蔵北 5081 BD228 
宝蔵北 5082 BD86 
宝蔵北 5083 BD419 
宝蔵北 5084 BD1626 
宝蔵北 5085 BD892 
宝蔵北 5086 BD1079 
宝蔵北 5087 BD2132 
宝蔵北 5088 BD1287 
宝蔵北 5089 BD6608 
宝蔵北 5090 BD3235 
宝蔵北 5091 BD63 
宝蔵北 5092 BD959 
宝蔵北 5093 BD1935 
宝蔵北 5094 BD1978 
宝蔵北 5095 BD3673 
宝蔵北 5096 BD7577 
 BD16155 
宝蔵北 5097 BD3361 
宝蔵北 5098 BD238 
宝蔵北 5099 BD3073 
宝蔵北 5100 BD1249 
宝蔵北 5101 BD2573 
宝蔵北 5102 BD4342 
宝蔵北 5103 BD7409 
宝蔵北 5104 BD5353 
宝蔵北 5105 BD6403 
宝蔵北 5106 BD2041 
宝蔵北 5107 BD674 
宝蔵北 5108 BD1504 
宝蔵北 5109 BD5707 
宝蔵北 5110 BD7000 
宝蔵北 5111 BD1572 
宝蔵北 5112 BD3358 
宝蔵北 5113 BD6992 
宝蔵北 5114 BD5741 
宝蔵北 5115 BD6483A 
 BD6483B 
宝蔵北 5116 BD1476 
宝蔵北 5117 BD5738 
宝蔵北 5118 BD7005 
宝蔵北 5119 BD8061 
宝蔵北 5120 BD850 
宝蔵北 5121 BD5189-1 
 BD5189-2 
 BD5189-3 
宝蔵北 5122 BD5170 
宝蔵北 5123 BD5182 
宝蔵北 5124 BD2186 
宝蔵北 5125 BD193 
宝蔵北 5126 BD392 
宝蔵北 5127 BD1306 
宝蔵北 5128 BD3821 
宝蔵北 5129 BD4928 
宝蔵北 5130 BD516 
宝蔵北 5131 BD6833 
宝蔵北 5132 BD1662 
宝蔵北 5133 BD3344 
宝蔵北 5134 BD1502 
宝蔵北 5135 BD1383 
宝蔵北 5136 BD201 
宝蔵北 5137 BD5736 
宝蔵北 5138 BD1181 
宝蔵北 5139 BD3640 
宝蔵北 5140 BD1936 
宝蔵北 5141 BD5809 
宝蔵北 5142 BD1619 
 BD16566 
宝蔵北 5143 BD888 
宝蔵北 5144 BD7563 
宝蔵北 5145 BD4849 
宝蔵北 5146 BD2907 
宝蔵北 5147 BD5194 
宝蔵北 5148 BD4946 
宝蔵北 5149 BD1943 
 BD1943V 
宝蔵北 5150 BD301 
宝蔵北 5151 BD1698 
宝蔵北 5152 BD2185 
宝蔵北 5153 BD2930 
宝蔵北 5154 BD209 
宝蔵北 5155 BD4476 
宝蔵北 5156 BD4781 
宝蔵北 5157 BD6710 
宝蔵北 5158 BD436 
宝蔵北 5159 BD2588 
宝蔵北 5160 BD6454 
宝蔵北 5161 BD4370 
宝蔵北 5162 BD6998 
宝蔵北 5163 BD5816 
宝蔵北 5164 BD6949 
宝蔵北 5165 BD522 
宝蔵北 5166 BD3788 
宝蔵北 5167 BD7795 
宝蔵北 5168 BD3008 
宝蔵北 5169 BD1394 
宝蔵北 5170 BD2355 
宝蔵北 5171 BD4948 
宝蔵北 5172 BD1008 
宝蔵北 5173 BD4457 
宝蔵北 5174 BD8453 
宝蔵北 5175 BD318A 
宝蔵北 5176 BD3630 
宝蔵北 5177 BD1293 
宝蔵北 5178 BD1182 
宝蔵北 5179 BD6670 
宝蔵北 5180 BD4287 
宝蔵北 5181 BD1914 
宝蔵北 5182 BD4941 
宝蔵北 5183 BD205 
宝蔵北 5184 BD7318 
宝蔵北 5185 BD211 
宝蔵北 5186 BD2814 
宝蔵北 5187 BD5744 
宝蔵北 5188 BD2226 
宝蔵北 5189 BD6842 
宝蔵北 5190 BD3634 
宝蔵北 5191 BD1625 
宝蔵北 5192 BD4388 
 BD4388V 
宝蔵北 5193 BD8656 
宝蔵北 5194 BD4924 
 BD16415 
宝蔵北 5195 BD2373 
宝蔵北 5196 BD2630 
宝蔵北 5197 BD2497 
宝蔵北 5198 BD8558 
宝蔵北 5199 BD6124 
宝蔵北 5200 BD8625 
宝蔵北 5201 BD7774 
敦煌宝蔵北番号・BD 番号対照表 
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宝蔵北 5202 BD1750 
宝蔵北 5203 BD3857 
宝蔵北 5204 BD6145 
宝蔵北 5205 BD2153 
宝蔵北 5206 BD7271 
宝蔵北 5207 BD1401 
宝蔵北 5208 BD6784-1 
 BD6784-2 
宝蔵北 5209 BD2713 
宝蔵北 5210 BD2914 
宝蔵北 5211 BD3656 
宝蔵北 5212 BD6313 
宝蔵北 5213 BD5108 
宝蔵北 5214 BD3512 
宝蔵北 5215 BD3938 
宝蔵北 5216 BD555 
宝蔵北 5217 BD899 
宝蔵北 5218 BD3053 
宝蔵北 5219 BD5162 
宝蔵北 5220 BD3696 
宝蔵北 5221 BD5467 
宝蔵北 5222 BD184 
宝蔵北 5223 BD6617 
宝蔵北 5224 BD2203 
宝蔵北 5225 BD5049 
宝蔵北 5226 BD1837 
宝蔵北 5227 BD3650 
宝蔵北 5228 BD3648 
宝蔵北 5229 BD82 
宝蔵北 5230 BD4812 







宝蔵北 5232 BD3044 
宝蔵北 5233 BD1138 
宝蔵北 5234 BD3318 
宝蔵北 5235 BD2543 
宝蔵北 5236 BD1299 
宝蔵北 5237 BD1913 
宝蔵北 5238 BD1313 
宝蔵北 5239 BD1475 
宝蔵北 5240 BD2674 
宝蔵北 5241 BD1968 
宝蔵北 5242 BD2995 
宝蔵北 5243 BD167 
宝蔵北 5244 BD241 
宝蔵北 5245 BD1980 
宝蔵北 5246 BD3476 
宝蔵北 5247 BD5175 
宝蔵北 5248 BD4056 
宝蔵北 5249 BD85 
宝蔵北 5250 BD423 
宝蔵北 5251 BD5852 
宝蔵北 5252 BD3586 
宝蔵北 5253 BD645 
宝蔵北 5254 BD1848 
宝蔵北 5255 BD3676 
宝蔵北 5256 BD5157 
宝蔵北 5257 BD6336 
宝蔵北 5258 BD6000 
宝蔵北 5259 BD5680 
 BD16545 
宝蔵北 5260 BD262 
宝蔵北 5261 BD6717 
宝蔵北 5262 BD6076 
宝蔵北 5263 BD8342 
宝蔵北 5264 BD7745 
宝蔵北 5265 BD1606 
宝蔵北 5266 BD31 
宝蔵北 5267 BD3337 
宝蔵北 5268 BD5338 
宝蔵北 5269 BD1385 
宝蔵北 5270 BD7489 
宝蔵北 5271 BD4553 
宝蔵北 5272 BD8117 
宝蔵北 5273 BD1801 
宝蔵北 5274 BD435 
宝蔵北 5275 BD2366 
宝蔵北 5276 BD6144 
宝蔵北 5277 BD4079 
宝蔵北 5278 BD6989 
宝蔵北 5279 BD1775 
宝蔵北 5280 BD3127 
宝蔵北 5281 BD7199 
宝蔵北 5282 BD274 







宝蔵北 5284 BD864 
宝蔵北 5285 BD1523 
宝蔵北 5286 BD1700 
宝蔵北 5287 BD4077 
宝蔵北 5288 BD3447 
宝蔵北 5289 BD4630 
宝蔵北 5290 BD6807 
宝蔵北 5291 BD5172 
宝蔵北 5292 BD7200 
宝蔵北 5293 BD7301 
宝蔵北 5294 BD1594 
宝蔵北 5295 BD8319 
宝蔵北 5296 BD8052 
宝蔵北 5297 BD7180 
宝蔵北 5298 BD5598 
宝蔵北 5299 BD7350 
宝蔵北 5300 BD2893 
宝蔵北 5301 BD1912 
宝蔵北 5302 BD8003 
宝蔵北 5303 BD2931 
宝蔵北 5304 BD5691 
宝蔵北 5305 BD5153 
宝蔵北 5306 BD7926 
宝蔵北 5307 BD77B 
宝蔵北 5308 BD314 
宝蔵北 5309 BD4273 
宝蔵北 5310 BD4194 
宝蔵北 5311 BD1420 
宝蔵北 5312 BD3995 
宝蔵北 5313 BD1507 
宝蔵北 5314 BD413 
宝蔵北 5315 BD875 
宝蔵北 5316 BD3288 
宝蔵北 5317 BD247 
宝蔵北 5318 BD2941 
宝蔵北 5319 BD4756 
 BD4756V 
宝蔵北 5320 BD6828 
宝蔵北 5321 BD3835 
宝蔵北 5322 BD1544 
宝蔵北 5323 BD318B 
宝蔵北 5324 BD5674 
宝蔵北 5325 BD1649 
宝蔵北 5326 BD939 
宝蔵北 5327 BD2629 
宝蔵北 5328 BD1298 
宝蔵北 5329 BD2453 
宝蔵北 5330 BD3078 
宝蔵北 5331 BD3772 
宝蔵北 5332 BD422 
宝蔵北 5333 BD6270 
宝蔵北 5334 BD232B 
宝蔵北 5335 BD2082 
宝蔵北 5336 BD4945 
宝蔵北 5337 BD1050 
宝蔵北 5338 BD3152 
宝蔵北 5339 BD1798 
宝蔵北 5340 BD8503 
宝蔵北 5341 BD4218 
宝蔵北 5342 BD5608 
宝蔵北 5343 BD3879 
宝蔵北 5344 BD5895 
宝蔵北 5345 BD1779 
宝蔵北 5346 BD1778 
宝蔵北 5347 BD8094 
宝蔵北 5348 BD8008 
宝蔵北 5349 BD4271 
宝蔵北 5350 BD4124 
宝蔵北 5351 BD4999 
宝蔵北 5352 BD4623 
宝蔵北 5353 BD5725 
宝蔵北 5354 BD7222 
宝蔵北 5355 BD1533 
宝蔵北 5356 BD4042 
宝蔵北 5357 BD3433 
宝蔵北 5358 BD3842 
宝蔵北 5359 BD401 
宝蔵北 5360 BD4556 
宝蔵北 5361 BD5283 
宝蔵北 5362 BD2735 
宝蔵北 5363 BD3322 
宝蔵北 5364 BD3409 
宝蔵北 5365 BD1301 
宝蔵北 5366 BD3108 
宝蔵北 5367 BD7556 
宝蔵北 5368 BD484 
宝蔵北 5369 BD265 
宝蔵北 5370 BD284 
宝蔵北 5371 BD1632 
宝蔵北 5372 BD4104 
宝蔵北 5373 BD4211 
宝蔵北 5374 BD22 
宝蔵北 5375 BD5933 
宝蔵北 5376 BD2675 
宝蔵北 5377 BD1210 
宝蔵北 5378 BD2637 
宝蔵北 5379 BD3404 
宝蔵北 5380 BD1787 
宝蔵北 5381 BD4260 
宝蔵北 5382 BD3400 
宝蔵北 5383 BD1816 
宝蔵北 5384 BD8133 
宝蔵北 5385 BD6244 
宝蔵北 5386 BD4202 
宝蔵北 5387 BD5731 
宝蔵北 5388 BD4363 
宝蔵北 5389 BD1807 
宝蔵北 5390 BD8526 
宝蔵北 5391 BD1329 
宝蔵北 5392 BD6488 
宝蔵北 5393 BD8047 
宝蔵北 5394 BD8178 
宝蔵北 5395 BD206 
宝蔵北 5396 BD5287 
宝蔵北 5397 BD2457 
宝蔵北 5398 BD5859 
宝蔵北 5399 BD779 
宝蔵北 5400 BD6371 
宝蔵北 5401 BD7340 
宝蔵北 5402 BD448 
宝蔵北 5403 BD5116 
宝蔵北 5404 BD2066 
宝蔵北 5405 BD361 
宝蔵北 5406 BD3526 
宝蔵北 5407 BD6090 




宝蔵北 5409 BD8153 
宝蔵北 5410 BD3037 
宝蔵北 5411 BD171 
宝蔵北 5412 BD2514 
宝蔵北 5413 BD5670 
宝蔵北 5414 BD1335 
宝蔵北 5415 BD1760 
宝蔵北 5416 BD46 
宝蔵北 5417 BD1214 
宝蔵北 5418 BD5089 
宝蔵北 5419 BD4796 
宝蔵北 5420 BD6199 
宝蔵北 5421 BD6956 
宝蔵北 5422 BD3985 
宝蔵北 5423 BD1716 
宝蔵北 5424 BD6162 
宝蔵北 5425 BD7531 
宝蔵北 5426 BD4198 
宝蔵北 5427 BD2462 
宝蔵北 5428 BD1535 
宝蔵北 5429 BD3376 
宝蔵北 5430 BD579 
宝蔵北 5431 BD3845 
宝蔵北 5432 BD5646B 
宝蔵北 5433 BD1616 
敦煌宝蔵北番号・BD 番号対照表 
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宝蔵北 5434 BD305 
宝蔵北 5435 BD5409 
宝蔵北 5436 BD6847 
宝蔵北 5437 BD1146 
宝蔵北 5438 BD8653 
宝蔵北 5439 BD280 
宝蔵北 5440 BD1691 
宝蔵北 5441 BD2023 
宝蔵北 5442 BD969 
宝蔵北 5443 BD692 
宝蔵北 5444 BD1410 
宝蔵北 5445 BD213 
宝蔵北 5446 BD1400 
宝蔵北 5447 BD3632 
宝蔵北 5448 BD3456 
宝蔵北 5449 BD1947 
宝蔵北 5450 BD1753 
宝蔵北 5451 BD3214 
宝蔵北 5452 BD3403 
宝蔵北 5453 BD624 
宝蔵北 5454 BD1267 
宝蔵北 5455 BD6622 
宝蔵北 5456 BD3445 
宝蔵北 5457 BD4878 
宝蔵北 5458 BD1092 
宝蔵北 5459 BD1320 
宝蔵北 5460 BD6834 
 BD6834V 
宝蔵北 5461 BD6340 
宝蔵北 5462 BD146 
宝蔵北 5463 BD3469 
宝蔵北 5464 BD570 
宝蔵北 5465 BD847 
宝蔵北 5466 BD6716 
宝蔵北 5467 BD3914 
宝蔵北 5468 BD1217 
宝蔵北 5469 BD80 
宝蔵北 5470 BD58 
宝蔵北 5471 BD3592 
宝蔵北 5472 BD3599 
宝蔵北 5473 BD598 
宝蔵北 5474 BD449 
宝蔵北 5475 BD3484 
宝蔵北 5476 BD3689 
宝蔵北 5477 BD4283 
宝蔵北 5478 BD2181 
宝蔵北 5479 BD6393 
宝蔵北 5480 BD1109 
宝蔵北 5481 BD223 
宝蔵北 5482 BD2273 
宝蔵北 5483 BD6430 
宝蔵北 5484 BD152 
宝蔵北 5485 BD6692 
宝蔵北 5486 BD2001 
宝蔵北 5487 BD203 
宝蔵北 5488 BD6623 
宝蔵北 5489 BD4696 
宝蔵北 5490 BD6723 
宝蔵北 5491 BD2520 
宝蔵北 5492 BD1184 
宝蔵北 5493 BD770 
宝蔵北 5494 BD3319 
宝蔵北 5495 BD805 
宝蔵北 5496 BD5073 
宝蔵北 5497 BD6540 
宝蔵北 5498 BD1462 
宝蔵北 5499 BD4595 
宝蔵北 5500 BD5228 
宝蔵北 5501 BD6541 
宝蔵北 5502 BD340 
宝蔵北 5503 BD6470 
宝蔵北 5504 BD3643 
宝蔵北 5505 BD7209 
宝蔵北 5506 BD3899 
宝蔵北 5507 BD2354 
宝蔵北 5508 BD2966 
宝蔵北 5509 BD3701 
宝蔵北 5510 BD4841 
宝蔵北 5511 BD6032 
宝蔵北 5512 BD6808 
宝蔵北 5513 BD7477 
宝蔵北 5514 BD7991 
宝蔵北 5515 BD8630 
宝蔵北 5516 BD7994 
宝蔵北 5517 BD1928 
宝蔵北 5518 BD4664 
宝蔵北 5519 BD5770 
宝蔵北 5520 BD5667 
宝蔵北 5521 BD2021 
宝蔵北 5522 BD5600 
宝蔵北 5523 BD738 
宝蔵北 5524 BD7444 
宝蔵北 5525 BD1085 
宝蔵北 5526 BD4418 
宝蔵北 5527 BD5070 
宝蔵北 5528 BD2712 
 BD2712V 
宝蔵北 5529 BD1483 
宝蔵北 5530 BD3190 
宝蔵北 5531 BD3382 
宝蔵北 5532 BD8268 
宝蔵北 5533 BD8548 
宝蔵北 5534 BD4073 
 BD4073V 
宝蔵北 5535 BD7480 
宝蔵北 5536 BD6633 
宝蔵北 5537 BD388B 
宝蔵北 5538 BD5245 
宝蔵北 5539 BD4729 
宝蔵北 5540 BD3969 
宝蔵北 5541 BD3923 
宝蔵北 5542 BD8027 
宝蔵北 5543 BD2042 
宝蔵北 5544 BD5066 
宝蔵北 5545 BD7936 
宝蔵北 5546 BD732 
宝蔵北 5547 BD5421 
 BD5421V 
宝蔵北 5548 BD3470 
宝蔵北 5549 BD192 
宝蔵北 5550 BD1991 
宝蔵北 5551 BD817 
宝蔵北 5552 BD540 
宝蔵北 5553 BD7599 







宝蔵北 5555 BD444 
宝蔵北 5556 BD682 
宝蔵北 5557 BD8187 
宝蔵北 5558 BD6860 
宝蔵北 5559 BD7056 
宝蔵北 5560 BD867 
宝蔵北 5561 BD3473 
宝蔵北 5562 BD1786 
宝蔵北 5563 BD808 
宝蔵北 5564 BD884 
宝蔵北 5565 BD1942 
宝蔵北 5566 BD6396 
宝蔵北 5567 BD4668 
宝蔵北 5568 BD5147 
 BD16372 
宝蔵北 5569 BD1168 
宝蔵北 5570 BD6712 
宝蔵北 5571 BD6691 
宝蔵北 5572 BD5677 
宝蔵北 5573 BD1433 
宝蔵北 5574 BD4982 
宝蔵北 5575 BD3529 
 BD3529V 
宝蔵北 5576 BD4694 
宝蔵北 5577 BD6695 
宝蔵北 5578 BD7687 
宝蔵北 5579 BD832 
宝蔵北 5580 BD1441 
宝蔵北 5581 BD28 
宝蔵北 5582 BD3352 
宝蔵北 5583 BD5072 
宝蔵北 5584 BD5824 
宝蔵北 5585 BD2837 
宝蔵北 5586 BD3703 
宝蔵北 5587 BD7777 
宝蔵北 5588 BD4693 
宝蔵北 5589 BD7455 
宝蔵北 5590 BD2813 
宝蔵北 5591 BD4965 
宝蔵北 5592 BD4986 
宝蔵北 5593 BD3733 
宝蔵北 5594 BD117 
宝蔵北 5595 BD2236 
宝蔵北 5596 BD729 
宝蔵北 5597 BD124 
宝蔵北 5598 BD1846 
宝蔵北 5599 BD367 
宝蔵北 5600 BD6683 
宝蔵北 5601 BD2666 
宝蔵北 5602 BD272 
宝蔵北 5603 BD1192 
宝蔵北 5604 BD6512 
宝蔵北 5605 BD2715 
宝蔵北 5606 BD7337 
宝蔵北 5607 BD3110 
宝蔵北 5608 BD4605 
宝蔵北 5609 BD2857 
宝蔵北 5610 BD7570 
宝蔵北 5611 BD8249 
宝蔵北 5612 BD7227 
宝蔵北 5613 BD6885 
宝蔵北 5614 BD3085 
宝蔵北 5615 BD4547 
宝蔵北 5616 BD297 
宝蔵北 5617 BD1891 
宝蔵北 5618 BD7800 
宝蔵北 5619 BD4070 
宝蔵北 5620 BD2487 
宝蔵北 5621 BD8072 
宝蔵北 5622 BD8362 
宝蔵北 5623 BD7602 
宝蔵北 5624 BD5299 
宝蔵北 5625 BD921 
 BD921V 
宝蔵北 5626 BD1845 
宝蔵北 5627 BD5346 
宝蔵北 5628 BD2957 
宝蔵北 5629 BD1531 
宝蔵北 5630 BD2586 
宝蔵北 5631 BD2917 
宝蔵北 5632 BD1862 
宝蔵北 5633 BD4468 
宝蔵北 5634 BD504 
宝蔵北 5635 BD183 
宝蔵北 5636 BD6022 
宝蔵北 5637 BD6740 
宝蔵北 5638 BD162A 
宝蔵北 5639 BD162B 
宝蔵北 5640 BD416 
宝蔵北 5641 BD7670 
宝蔵北 5642 BD6685 
宝蔵北 5643 BD5544 
宝蔵北 5644 BD7230 
宝蔵北 5645 BD3189 
宝蔵北 5646 BD5224 
宝蔵北 5647 BD283 
宝蔵北 5648 BD8586 
宝蔵北 5649 BD5644 
宝蔵北 5650 BD7492 
宝蔵北 5651 BD8033 
宝蔵北 5652 BD5375 
宝蔵北 5653 BD7377 
宝蔵北 5654 BD1279 
宝蔵北 5655 BD3453 
宝蔵北 5656 BD6457 
宝蔵北 5657 BD258 
宝蔵北 5658 BD747 
宝蔵北 5659 BD3555 
宝蔵北 5660 BD4836 
宝蔵北 5661 BD3823 
宝蔵北 5662 BD471 
宝蔵北 5663 BD644 
宝蔵北 5664 BD957 
宝蔵北 5665 BD1682 
宝蔵北 5666 BD350 
宝蔵北 5667 BD5107 
宝蔵北 5668 BD5960 
宝蔵北 5669 BD359 
敦煌宝蔵北番号・BD 番号対照表 
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宝蔵北 5670 BD4277 
宝蔵北 5671 BD1829 
宝蔵北 5672 BD1930 
宝蔵北 5673 BD5263 
宝蔵北 5674 BD466 
宝蔵北 5675 BD4353 
宝蔵北 5676 BD122 
宝蔵北 5677 BD2230 
宝蔵北 5678 BD2399 
宝蔵北 5679 BD2524 
宝蔵北 5680 BD5225 
宝蔵北 5681 BD2223 
宝蔵北 5682 BD5495 
宝蔵北 5683 BD6282 
宝蔵北 5684 BD6312 
宝蔵北 5685 BD2841 
宝蔵北 5686 BD5675 
宝蔵北 5687 BD3853 
宝蔵北 5688 BD5440 
宝蔵北 5689 BD6030 
宝蔵北 5690 BD3072 
宝蔵北 5691 BD6522 
宝蔵北 5692 BD3342 
宝蔵北 5693 BD7506 
宝蔵北 5694 BD143 
宝蔵北 5695 BD3 
宝蔵北 5696 BD8632 
宝蔵北 5697 BD2746 
宝蔵北 5698 BD6667 
宝蔵北 5699 BD2744 
宝蔵北 5700 BD5370 
宝蔵北 5701 BD6006 
宝蔵北 5702 BD1264 
宝蔵北 5703 BD2391 
宝蔵北 5704 BD107 
 BD16446 
宝蔵北 5705 BD4012 
宝蔵北 5706 BD2063 
宝蔵北 5707 BD931 
宝蔵北 5708 BD5413 
宝蔵北 5709 BD1173 
宝蔵北 5710 BD8613 
宝蔵北 5711 BD1685 







宝蔵北 5713 BD3674 
宝蔵北 5714 BD8359 
宝蔵北 5715 BD6790 
宝蔵北 5716 BD7469 
宝蔵北 5717 BD937 
宝蔵北 5718 BD7166 
宝蔵北 5719 BD5549 
宝蔵北 5720 BD5777 
宝蔵北 5721 BD8119 
宝蔵北 5722 BD7171 
宝蔵北 5723 BD8640 
宝蔵北 5724 BD4775 
宝蔵北 5725 BD5241 
宝蔵北 5726 BD5481 
宝蔵北 5727 BD347 
宝蔵北 5728 BD1262 
宝蔵北 5729 BD1736 
宝蔵北 5730 BD3613 
宝蔵北 5731 BD1429 
宝蔵北 5732 BD1118 
宝蔵北 5733 BD64 
宝蔵北 5734 BD3492 
宝蔵北 5735 BD4875 
宝蔵北 5736 BD3690 
宝蔵北 5737 BD1746 
宝蔵北 5738 BD4798 
宝蔵北 5739 BD2050 
宝蔵北 5740 BD88 
 BD16561 
宝蔵北 5741 BD576 
宝蔵北 5742 BD4123 
宝蔵北 5743 BD6838 
宝蔵北 5744 BD3766 
宝蔵北 5745 BD4730 
宝蔵北 5746 BD7552 
宝蔵北 5747 BD1110-1 
 BD1110-2 
宝蔵北 5748 BD5499 
宝蔵北 5749 BD2214 
宝蔵北 5750 BD4532 
宝蔵北 5751 BD5164 
 BD5164V 
宝蔵北 5752 BD5595 
宝蔵北 5753 BD360 
宝蔵北 5754 BD2576 
宝蔵北 5755 BD373 
宝蔵北 5756 BD1686 
宝蔵北 5757 BD2225 
宝蔵北 5758 BD8627 
宝蔵北 5759 BD7836 
宝蔵北 5760 BD1916 
宝蔵北 5761 BD1875 
宝蔵北 5762 BD1841 
宝蔵北 5763 BD5459 
宝蔵北 5764 BD8628 
宝蔵北 5765 BD5149 
宝蔵北 5766 BD3413 
宝蔵北 5767 BD5373 
宝蔵北 5768 BD5211 
宝蔵北 5769 BD5231 
宝蔵北 5770 BD6867 
宝蔵北 5771 BD4354 
宝蔵北 5772 BD4600 
宝蔵北 5773 BD4741 
宝蔵北 5774 BD5127 
宝蔵北 5775 BD7549 
宝蔵北 5776 BD804 
宝蔵北 5777 BD7634 
宝蔵北 5778 BD1824 
宝蔵北 5779 BD3022 
宝蔵北 5780 BD437 
宝蔵北 5781 BD4942 
宝蔵北 5782 BD173 
宝蔵北 5783 BD377 
宝蔵北 5784 BD1931 
宝蔵北 5785 BD3312 
宝蔵北 5786 BD3770 
宝蔵北 5787 BD1961 
宝蔵北 5788 BD3861 
宝蔵北 5789 BD74 
宝蔵北 5790 BD4222 
 BD16461 
宝蔵北 5791 BD2526 
宝蔵北 5792 BD5795 
宝蔵北 5793 BD1868 
宝蔵北 5794 BD1436 
宝蔵北 5795 BD4200 
宝蔵北 5796 BD5034 
宝蔵北 5797 BD3600 
宝蔵北 5798 BD4674 
宝蔵北 5799 BD51 
宝蔵北 5800 BD4509 
宝蔵北 5801 BD5717 
宝蔵北 5802 BD5925 
宝蔵北 5803 BD1863 
 BD1863V 
宝蔵北 5804 BD7229 
宝蔵北 5805 BD4568 
宝蔵北 5806 BD2913 
宝蔵北 5807 BD5524 
宝蔵北 5808 BD2484 
宝蔵北 5809 BD3474 
宝蔵北 5810 BD7292 
宝蔵北 5811 BD4863 
 BD4863V 
宝蔵北 5812 BD6174 
宝蔵北 5813 BD6134 
宝蔵北 5814 BD2125A 
宝蔵北 5815 BD3308 
宝蔵北 5816 BD6026 
宝蔵北 5817 BD4487 
宝蔵北 5818 BD5085 
宝蔵北 5819 BD3454 
宝蔵北 5820 BD6831 
宝蔵北 5821 BD3338 
宝蔵北 5822 BD6354 
宝蔵北 5823 BD4700 
宝蔵北 5824 BD3943 
宝蔵北 5825 BD3553 
宝蔵北 5826 BD3071 
宝蔵北 5827 BD6424 
宝蔵北 5828 BD5052 
宝蔵北 5829 BD972 
宝蔵北 5830 BD3931 
宝蔵北 5831 BD8616 
宝蔵北 5832 BD4306 
宝蔵北 5833 BD3854 
宝蔵北 5834 BD1858 
宝蔵北 5835 BD2125B 
宝蔵北 5836 BD5040 
宝蔵北 5837 BD7146 
宝蔵北 5838 BD7882 
宝蔵北 5839 BD4594 
宝蔵北 5840 BD6841 
宝蔵北 5841 BD8458 
宝蔵北 5842 BD5609-1 
 BD5609-2 
宝蔵北 5843 BD2039 
宝蔵北 5844 BD5602 
宝蔵北 5845 BD4131 
宝蔵北 5846 BD3797 
宝蔵北 5847 BD4658 
宝蔵北 5848 BD5693 
宝蔵北 5849 BD4247 
宝蔵北 5850 BD6265 
宝蔵北 5851 BD5140 
宝蔵北 5852 BD2903 
宝蔵北 5853 BD4270 
宝蔵北 5854 BD451 
宝蔵北 5855 BD4575 
宝蔵北 5856 BD7663 
宝蔵北 5857 BD4089 
宝蔵北 5858 BD4610 
宝蔵北 5859 BD8416 
宝蔵北 5860 BD4540 
宝蔵北 5861 BD4053 
宝蔵北 5862 BD5573 
宝蔵北 5863 BD7268 
宝蔵北 5864 BD7381 
宝蔵北 5865 BD6321 
宝蔵北 5866 BD5318 
宝蔵北 5867 BD2873 
宝蔵北 5868 BD3457 
宝蔵北 5869 BD5141 
宝蔵北 5870 BD3305 
宝蔵北 5871 BD319 
宝蔵北 5872 BD6434 
宝蔵北 5873 BD4793 
宝蔵北 5874 BD2979 
宝蔵北 5875 BD1977 
宝蔵北 5876 BD2405 
宝蔵北 5877 BD503 
宝蔵北 5878 BD1012 
宝蔵北 5879 BD4587 
宝蔵北 5880 BD1325 
宝蔵北 5881 BD1236 
宝蔵北 5882 BD5541 
宝蔵北 5883 BD6663 
宝蔵北 5884 BD133 
宝蔵北 5885 BD3977 
宝蔵北 5886 BD3082 
宝蔵北 5887 BD3908 
宝蔵北 5888 BD5487 
宝蔵北 5889 BD7208 
宝蔵北 5890 BD6508 
宝蔵北 5891 BD1465 
宝蔵北 5892 BD2054 
宝蔵北 5893 BD4872 
宝蔵北 5894 BD1771 
宝蔵北 5895 BD2172 
宝蔵北 5896 BD3764 
宝蔵北 5897 BD3936 
宝蔵北 5898 BD4420 
宝蔵北 5899 BD4688 
宝蔵北 5900 BD6629 
宝蔵北 5901 BD8189 
宝蔵北 5902 BD8546 
宝蔵北 5903 BD13 
宝蔵北 5904 BD6079 
敦煌宝蔵北番号・BD 番号対照表 
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宝蔵北 5905 BD7885 
宝蔵北 5906 BD104 
宝蔵北 5907 BD6660 
宝蔵北 5908 BD8672 
宝蔵北 5909 BD1422 
宝蔵北 5910 BD3607 
宝蔵北 5911 BD5911 
宝蔵北 5912 BD6913 
宝蔵北 5913 BD4404 
宝蔵北 5914 BD6700 
宝蔵北 5915 BD8336 
宝蔵北 5916 BD8255 
宝蔵北 5917 BD5201 
宝蔵北 5918 BD7254 
宝蔵北 5919 BD8547 
宝蔵北 5920 BD7272 
宝蔵北 5921 BD7299 
宝蔵北 5922 BD5526 
宝蔵北 5923 BD8265 
宝蔵北 5924 BD5050 
宝蔵北 5925 BD4028 
宝蔵北 5926 BD8540 
宝蔵北 5927 BD8306 
宝蔵北 5928 BD6013 
宝蔵北 5929 BD6793 
宝蔵北 5930 BD2922 重複 
宝蔵北 5931 BD5510 
宝蔵北 5932 BD8290 
宝蔵北 5933 BD26 
宝蔵北 5934 BD5120 
宝蔵北 5935 BD8582 
 BD16526 
宝蔵北 5936 BD4338 
宝蔵北 5937 BD3725 
宝蔵北 5938 BD1208-1 
 BD1208-2 
 BD1208-3 
宝蔵北 5939 BD2329 
宝蔵北 5940 BD2977 
宝蔵北 5941 BD773 
宝蔵北 5942 BD1084 
宝蔵北 5943 BD2851 
宝蔵北 5944 BD4373 
宝蔵北 5945 BD2789 
宝蔵北 5946 BD1681 
宝蔵北 5947 BD2188 
宝蔵北 5948 BD840 
宝蔵北 5949 BD3112 
宝蔵北 5950 BD3623 
宝蔵北 5951 BD5581 
宝蔵北 5952 BD1709 
宝蔵北 5953 BD1246 
宝蔵北 5954 BD4337 
宝蔵北 5955 BD4768 
宝蔵北 5956 BD1452 
宝蔵北 5957 BD5866 
 BD5866V 
宝蔵北 5958 BD3316 
宝蔵北 5959 BD7551 
宝蔵北 5960 BD2771 
宝蔵北 5961 BD8604 
宝蔵北 5962 BD1755 
宝蔵北 5963 BD7307 
宝蔵北 5964 BD485-1 
 BD485-2 
 BD485V 





宝蔵北 5966 BD919-1 
 BD919-2 






宝蔵北 5968 BD3574 
宝蔵北 5969 BD4307 
宝蔵北 5970 BD4690 
宝蔵北 5971 BD6028 
宝蔵北 5972 BD6185 
宝蔵北 5973 BD6143 
宝蔵北 5974 BD6257 
宝蔵北 5975 BD6970 
宝蔵北 5976 BD7132 
 BD7132V1 
 BD7132V2 
宝蔵北 5977 BD7760 
 BD7760V 
宝蔵北 5978 BD7934 
宝蔵北 5979 BD8114 
宝蔵北 5980 BD8327 
宝蔵北 5981 BD8372 
宝蔵北 5982 BD8396 
宝蔵北 5983 BD8445-1 
 BD8445-2 
宝蔵北 5984 BD2392B 
宝蔵北 5985 BD7888 














宝蔵北 5988 BD3035 
 BD16542 
宝蔵北 5989 BD6255 
宝蔵北 5990 BD7837 
 BD7837V1 
 BD7837V2 
宝蔵北 5991 BD5624 
宝蔵北 5992 BD7081 
宝蔵北 5993 BD2718 





宝蔵北 5995 BD5819 
宝蔵北 5996 BD1788 
宝蔵北 5997 BD3649 
宝蔵北 5998 BD694 
 BD16490A 
 BD16490B 
宝蔵北 5999 BD7645 
宝蔵北 6000 BD3589 
宝蔵北 6001 BD7220 
宝蔵北 6002 BD6744 
宝蔵北 6003 BD6525 
宝蔵北 6004 BD8210 
宝蔵北 6005 BD1744 
宝蔵北 6006 BD1492 
宝蔵北 6007 BD7515 
宝蔵北 6008 BD6156 
 BD16554 
宝蔵北 6009 BD7476 
宝蔵北 6010 BD7401 
宝蔵北 6011 BD6814 
宝蔵北 6012 BD8104 
宝蔵北 6013 BD7722 
宝蔵北 6014 BD7927 
 BD7927V 
宝蔵北 6015 BD8573 
宝蔵北 6016 BD8286 
宝蔵北 6017 BD7225 
宝蔵北 6018 BD1562 
宝蔵北 6019 BD3996 
宝蔵北 6020 BD8007-1 
 BD8007-2 
 BD8007V 
宝蔵北 6021 BD6929 
宝蔵北 6022 BD6493 
宝蔵北 6023 BD7049 
宝蔵北 6024 BD5232 
宝蔵北 6025 BD7138 
宝蔵北 6026 BD2753 
宝蔵北 6027 BD7089 
宝蔵北 6028 BD1650 
宝蔵北 6029 BD7253 
宝蔵北 6030 BD2473 
宝蔵北 6031 BD8233 
宝蔵北 6032 BD530 
宝蔵北 6033 BD5563 
宝蔵北 6034 BD7074 
宝蔵北 6035 BD7896 
宝蔵北 6036 BD7009 
宝蔵北 6037 BD922 
宝蔵北 6038 BD5565 
宝蔵北 6039 BD8373 
宝蔵北 6040 BD7693 
宝蔵北 6041 BD6943 
宝蔵北 6042 BD8245 
宝蔵北 6043 BD5761 
宝蔵北 6044 BD517 








宝蔵北 6046 BD6400 
宝蔵北 6047 BD7704 
宝蔵北 6048 BD7141 
宝蔵北 6049 BD7576 
宝蔵北 6050 BD816B 
宝蔵北 6051 BD8589 
宝蔵北 6052 BD6252 
宝蔵北 6053 BD3631 
宝蔵北 6054 BD402 
宝蔵北 6055 BD719 
宝蔵北 6056 BD775 
 BD775V 
宝蔵北 6057 BD3348 
宝蔵北 6058 BD3609 
宝蔵北 6059 BD4470 
宝蔵北 6060 BD4782 
宝蔵北 6061 BD6604 
宝蔵北 6062 BD2836 
宝蔵北 6063 BD911 
宝蔵北 6064 BD2389 
宝蔵北 6065 BD2984 
宝蔵北 6066 BD3642 
宝蔵北 6067 BD4695 
宝蔵北 6068 BD4912 
宝蔵北 6069 BD3295 
宝蔵北 6070 BD5155 
宝蔵北 6071 BD1856 
宝蔵北 6072 BD5168 
宝蔵北 6073 BD4820 
 BD4820V 
宝蔵北 6074 BD1488 
宝蔵北 6075 BD126 
宝蔵北 6076 BD97 
宝蔵北 6077 BD410 
宝蔵北 6078 BD1086 
宝蔵北 6079 BD4847 
宝蔵北 6080 BD974 
宝蔵北 6081 BD1730 
宝蔵北 6082 BD5929 
宝蔵北 6083 BD1112 
宝蔵北 6084 BD511 
宝蔵北 6085 BD3880 
宝蔵北 6086 BD1077 
宝蔵北 6087 BD6590 
宝蔵北 6088 BD3998 
宝蔵北 6089 BD6224 
宝蔵北 6090 BD1427 
宝蔵北 6091 BD562 
宝蔵北 6092 BD5223 
宝蔵北 6093 BD3647 
宝蔵北 6094 BD2848 
宝蔵北 6095 BD6671 
宝蔵北 6096 BD6698 
宝蔵北 6097 BD2352 
宝蔵北 6098 BD1180 
宝蔵北 6099 BD5760 
宝蔵北 6100 BD7273 
宝蔵北 6101 BD252A 
宝蔵北 6102 BD7395 
宝蔵北 6103 BD4251 
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宝蔵北 6104 BD4360 
宝蔵北 6105 BD2151 
宝蔵北 6106 BD3906 
宝蔵北 6107 BD7662 
宝蔵北 6108 BD8459 
宝蔵北 6109 BD4149 
宝蔵北 6110 BD4573 
宝蔵北 6111 BD6005 
 BD16552 
宝蔵北 6112 BD3708 
宝蔵北 6113 BD925 
宝蔵北 6114 BD547 
宝蔵北 6115 BD220 
宝蔵北 6116 BD92 
宝蔵北 6117 BD1322 
宝蔵北 6118 BD4772 
宝蔵北 6119 BD4467 
宝蔵北 6120 BD5648 
宝蔵北 6121 BD3517 
宝蔵北 6122 BD1438 
宝蔵北 6123 BD3638 
宝蔵北 6124 BD488 
宝蔵北 6125 BD7218 
宝蔵北 6126 BD7215 
宝蔵北 6127 BD3881 
宝蔵北 6128 BD1560 
宝蔵北 6129 BD6053 
宝蔵北 6130 BD6198 
宝蔵北 6131 BD1757 
宝蔵北 6132 BD2581 
宝蔵北 6133 BD7123 
宝蔵北 6134 BD6961 
宝蔵北 6135 BD19 
 BD19V 
宝蔵北 6136 BD7091 
宝蔵北 6137 BD7431 
宝蔵北 6138 BD2650 
宝蔵北 6139 BD7025 
宝蔵北 6140 BD1643 
宝蔵北 6141 BD6002 
宝蔵北 6142 BD6481 
宝蔵北 6143 BD2280 
宝蔵北 6144 BD2761 
宝蔵北 6145 BD4383 
宝蔵北 6146 BD6151 
宝蔵北 6147 BD5769 
宝蔵北 6148 BD7130 
宝蔵北 6149 BD8666 
宝蔵北 6150 BD1756 
宝蔵北 6151 BD3154 
宝蔵北 6152 BD4655 
宝蔵北 6153 BD1743 
宝蔵北 6154 BD6788 
宝蔵北 6155 BD7727 
宝蔵北 6156 BD1553 
宝蔵北 6157 BD2832 
宝蔵北 6158 BD2922 
宝蔵北 6159 BD3267 
宝蔵北 6160 BD3307 
宝蔵北 6161 BD3399 
宝蔵北 6162 BD3487 
宝蔵北 6163 BD4148 
宝蔵北 6164 BD4242 
宝蔵北 6165 BD4290 
宝蔵北 6166 BD4302 
宝蔵北 6167 BD4745 
宝蔵北 6168 BD4901 
宝蔵北 6169 BD5945 
宝蔵北 6170 BD6163 
 BD16373 
宝蔵北 6171 BD6307 
宝蔵北 6172 BD7058 
宝蔵北 6173 BD7178 
宝蔵北 6174 BD7498 
宝蔵北 6175 BD7568 
宝蔵北 6176 BD7865 
宝蔵北 6177 BD7877 
宝蔵北 6178 BD7984 
宝蔵北 6179 BD8014 
宝蔵北 6180 BD8023 
宝蔵北 6181 BD8105 
宝蔵北 6182 BD8106 
宝蔵北 6183 BD8110 
宝蔵北 6184 BD8118 
宝蔵北 6185 BD8525 
宝蔵北 6186 BD7622 
宝蔵北 6187 BD8449 
宝蔵北 6188 BD1211 
宝蔵北 6189 BD3917 
宝蔵北 6190 BD5671-1 
 BD5671-2 
宝蔵北 6191 BD4025 
宝蔵北 6192 BD2218 
宝蔵北 6193 BD4466 
宝蔵北 6194 BD65 
宝蔵北 6195 BD3820 
宝蔵北 6196 BD1670 
宝蔵北 6197 BD4226 
宝蔵北 6198 BD5811 
宝蔵北 6199 BD6532 
宝蔵北 6200 BD7753 
宝蔵北 6201 BD4766 
宝蔵北 6202 BD3215 
宝蔵北 6203 BD3543 
宝蔵北 6204 BD7849 
宝蔵北 6205 BD968 
宝蔵北 6206 BD112 
宝蔵北 6207 BD6439 
宝蔵北 6208 BD5958 
宝蔵北 6209 BD408 









宝蔵北 6212 BD852 
宝蔵北 6213 BD7070 
 BD16173 
宝蔵北 6214 BD5821-1 
 BD5821-2 
 BD5821-3 
宝蔵北 6215 BD3957B 




宝蔵北 6217 BD978 
宝蔵北 6218 BD7375 
宝蔵北 6219 BD3739 
宝蔵北 6220 BD116 
 BD16447 
宝蔵北 6221 BD4178 
宝蔵北 6222 BD3381 
宝蔵北 6223 BD5104 
 BD16417 
宝蔵北 6224 BD6034 
宝蔵北 6225 BD3888 
宝蔵北 6226 BD8339 
宝蔵北 6227 BD2548 
宝蔵北 6228 BD4888 
宝蔵北 6229 BD1921 
宝蔵北 6230 BD4190 
 BD16500 
宝蔵北 6231 BD6115 
宝蔵北 6232 BD3537 
宝蔵北 6233 BD7910 
 BD7910V 
宝蔵北 6234 BD2418 
宝蔵北 6235 BD6325 
宝蔵北 6236 BD2557 
 BD2557V1 
 BD2557V2 
宝蔵北 6237 BD8050A 
宝蔵北 6238 BD8050B 
宝蔵北 6239 BD5800 
宝蔵北 6240 BD27 
宝蔵北 6241 BD3140 
宝蔵北 6242 BD7718 
宝蔵北 6243 BD4757 
宝蔵北 6244 BD5188 
宝蔵北 6245 BD7041 
宝蔵北 6246 BD7356-1 
 BD7356-2 
宝蔵北 6247 BD7716 
宝蔵北 6248 BD8 
宝蔵北 6249 BD6870 









宝蔵北 6251 BD8447 
宝蔵北 6252 BD7822 
宝蔵北 6253 BD7204 
宝蔵北 6254 BD8190 
宝蔵北 6255 BD6261 
 BD16418 
宝蔵北 6256 BD1348-1 
 BD1348-2 
宝蔵北 6257 BD1708 
宝蔵北 6258 BD4584 
宝蔵北 6259 BD1105 
宝蔵北 6260 BD3188 
宝蔵北 6261 BD7399 
宝蔵北 6262 BD7064 
宝蔵北 6263 BD7207 
宝蔵北 6264 BD1587 
宝蔵北 6265 BD3932B 
宝蔵北 6266 BD8549 
宝蔵北 6267 BD4295 
宝蔵北 6268 BD8156 
 BD16519 
宝蔵北 6269 BD8657 
宝蔵北 6270 BD1207 
宝蔵北 6271 BD5010 
宝蔵北 6272 BD6783 
宝蔵北 6273 BD8208 
 BD8208V 
宝蔵北 6274 BD8468 
宝蔵北 6275 BD2627 
宝蔵北 6276 BD7605 
宝蔵北 6277 BD5449 
宝蔵北 6278 BD7037 
宝蔵北 6279 BD1996 
宝蔵北 6280 BD3351 
 BD3351V 
宝蔵北 6281 BD457 
宝蔵北 6282 BD593 
宝蔵北 6283 BD4281 
宝蔵北 6284 BD5097 
宝蔵北 6285 BD845 
宝蔵北 6286 BD982 
宝蔵北 6287 BD6298 
宝蔵北 6288 BD5596 
宝蔵北 6289 BD544 
宝蔵北 6290 BD686 
宝蔵北 6291 BD8615 
宝蔵北 6292 BD2350 
宝蔵北 6293 BD2322 
宝蔵北 6294 BD1982 
宝蔵北 6295 BD1997 
宝蔵北 6296 BD2595 
宝蔵北 6297 BD2429 
宝蔵北 6298 BD1215 
宝蔵北 6299 BD4355 
宝蔵北 6300 BD7654 
宝蔵北 6301 BD7659 
宝蔵北 6302 BD2370 
宝蔵北 6303 BD7516 
宝蔵北 6304 BD2726 
宝蔵北 6305 BD5261 
宝蔵北 6306 BD1946 
宝蔵北 6307 BD7462 
宝蔵北 6308 BD6588 
宝蔵北 6309 BD7949 
宝蔵北 6310 BD3490 
宝蔵北 6311 BD2676 
宝蔵北 6312 BD7894-1 
 BD7894-2 
 BD7894V 
宝蔵北 6313 BD303 
宝蔵北 6314 BD1519 
宝蔵北 6315 BD3579 
敦煌宝蔵北番号・BD 番号対照表 
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宝蔵北 6316 BD1131 
宝蔵北 6317 BD3405 
宝蔵北 6318 BD1038 
宝蔵北 6319 BD5733 
宝蔵北 6320 BD3269 
宝蔵北 6321 BD2760 
宝蔵北 6322 BD8175 
宝蔵北 6323 BD1470 
宝蔵北 6324 BD3173 
宝蔵北 6325 BD3975 
宝蔵北 6326 BD1358 
宝蔵北 6327 BD3430 
宝蔵北 6328 BD7519 
宝蔵北 6329 BD8041 
宝蔵北 6330 BD1983 
宝蔵北 6331 BD6207-1 
 BD6207-2 
宝蔵北 6332 BD6113 
宝蔵北 6333 BD3653 
宝蔵北 6334 BD1209 
宝蔵北 6335 BD2136 
宝蔵北 6336 BD3046 
宝蔵北 6337 BD2736 
宝蔵北 6338 BD6709 
宝蔵北 6339 BD7406 
宝蔵北 6340 BD330 
宝蔵北 6341 BD5505 
宝蔵北 6342 BD2686 
宝蔵北 6343 BD7523 
宝蔵北 6344 BD749 
宝蔵北 6345 BD1424 
宝蔵北 6346 BD5055 
宝蔵北 6347 BD7287 
宝蔵北 6348 BD6570 
宝蔵北 6349 BD2495 
宝蔵北 6350 BD3851 
宝蔵北 6351 BD3987 
宝蔵北 6352 BD4101 
宝蔵北 6353 BD3331 
宝蔵北 6354 BD5118 
宝蔵北 6355 BD6223 
宝蔵北 6356 BD3812 
宝蔵北 6357 BD8142 
宝蔵北 6358 BD4426 
宝蔵北 6359 BD4321 
宝蔵北 6360 BD5386 
宝蔵北 6361 BD5099 
宝蔵北 6362 BD4442 
宝蔵北 6363 BD4662 
宝蔵北 6364 BD4336 
宝蔵北 6365 BD4391 
宝蔵北 6366 BD4676 
宝蔵北 6367 BD4333 
宝蔵北 6368 BD4428 
宝蔵北 6369 BD4563 
宝蔵北 6370 BD4643 
宝蔵北 6371 BD4527 
宝蔵北 6372 BD2685 
宝蔵北 6373 BD4750 
宝蔵北 6374 BD4282 
宝蔵北 6375 BD4439 
宝蔵北 6376 BD8276 
宝蔵北 6377 BD1151 
宝蔵北 6378 BD4413 
宝蔵北 6379 BD4810 
宝蔵北 6380 BD304 
宝蔵北 6381 BD8058 
宝蔵北 6382 BD6796 
宝蔵北 6383 BD3227 
宝蔵北 6384 BD3402 
宝蔵北 6385 BD6618 
宝蔵北 6386 BD2558 
宝蔵北 6387 BD6404 
宝蔵北 6388 BD7591 
宝蔵北 6389 BD954 
宝蔵北 6390 BD3581 
宝蔵北 6391 BD5657 
宝蔵北 6392 BD6392 
宝蔵北 6393 BD4179 
宝蔵北 6394 BD4815 
宝蔵北 6395 BD4140 
宝蔵北 6396 BD3903 
宝蔵北 6397 BD3761 
宝蔵北 6398 BD4814 
宝蔵北 6399 BD2773 
宝蔵北 6400 BD7897 
宝蔵北 6401 BD433 
宝蔵北 6402 BD4066 
宝蔵北 6403 BD3497 
宝蔵北 6404 BD6168 
宝蔵北 6405 BD1123 
宝蔵北 6406 BD160 
宝蔵北 6407 BD3397 
宝蔵北 6408 BD1575 
宝蔵北 6409 BD2827 
宝蔵北 6410 BD3017 
宝蔵北 6411 BD7993 
宝蔵北 6412 BD6051 
宝蔵北 6413 BD246 
宝蔵北 6414 BD3266 
宝蔵北 6415 BD5009 
宝蔵北 6416 BD2393 
宝蔵北 6417 BD3843 
宝蔵北 6418 BD3855 
宝蔵北 6419 BD4098 
宝蔵北 6420 BD3887 
宝蔵北 6421 BD5236 
宝蔵北 6422 BD3310 
宝蔵北 6423 BD7590 
宝蔵北 6424 BD4977 
宝蔵北 6425 BD3552 
宝蔵北 6426 BD639 
宝蔵北 6427 BD3527 
宝蔵北 6428 BD4897 
宝蔵北 6429 BD1487 
宝蔵北 6430 BD1673 
宝蔵北 6431 BD1802 
宝蔵北 6432 BD1578 
宝蔵北 6433 BD1582 
宝蔵北 6434 BD7826 
宝蔵北 6435 BD1645 
宝蔵北 6436 BD879 
 BD879V 
宝蔵北 6437 BD1485 
宝蔵北 6438 BD1811 
宝蔵北 6439 BD1758 
宝蔵北 6440 BD1765 
宝蔵北 6441 BD1734 
宝蔵北 6442 BD1565 
宝蔵北 6443 BD245 
宝蔵北 6444 BD1706 
宝蔵北 6445 BD1705 
宝蔵北 6446 BD1720 
宝蔵北 6447 BD2962 
 BD2962V 
宝蔵北 6448 BD1737 
宝蔵北 6449 BD4462 
宝蔵北 6450 BD7548 
宝蔵北 6451 BD5240 
宝蔵北 6452 BD1067 
宝蔵北 6453 BD5372 
宝蔵北 6454 BD2492 
宝蔵北 6455 BD7773 
宝蔵北 6456 BD1188 
宝蔵北 6457 BD1911 
宝蔵北 6458 BD7550 
宝蔵北 6459 BD7371 
宝蔵北 6460 BD6715 
宝蔵北 6461 BD8377 
宝蔵北 6462 BD6479 
宝蔵北 6463 BD6099 
宝蔵北 6464 BD5382 
宝蔵北 6465 BD3805 
宝蔵北 6466 BD3844 
宝蔵北 6467 BD1080 
宝蔵北 6468 BD8107 
宝蔵北 6469 BD3814 
宝蔵北 6470 BD3100 
宝蔵北 6471 BD6349 
宝蔵北 6472 BD3025 
宝蔵北 6473 BD4433 
宝蔵北 6474 BD4246 
宝蔵北 6475 BD3144 
宝蔵北 6476 BD5963 
宝蔵北 6477 BD5806 
宝蔵北 6478 BD2866 
宝蔵北 6479 BD7423 
宝蔵北 6480 BD1941 
宝蔵北 6481 BD3027 
宝蔵北 6482 BD4069 
宝蔵北 6483 BD4265 
宝蔵北 6484 BD7397 
宝蔵北 6485 BD5430 
宝蔵北 6486 BD1648 
宝蔵北 6487 BD4925 
宝蔵北 6488 BD3486 
宝蔵北 6489 BD1000 
 BD16486 
宝蔵北 6490 BD1827 
宝蔵北 6491 BD455 
宝蔵北 6492 BD2123 
宝蔵北 6493 BD5932 
宝蔵北 6494 BD6333 
宝蔵北 6495 BD140 
宝蔵北 6496 BD1992 
宝蔵北 6497 BD1261 
宝蔵北 6498 BD1093 
宝蔵北 6499 BD1019 
宝蔵北 6500 BD5513 
宝蔵北 6501 BD6187 
宝蔵北 6502 BD677 
宝蔵北 6503 BD6535 
宝蔵北 6504 BD3685 
宝蔵北 6505 BD5650 
宝蔵北 6506 BD3743 
宝蔵北 6507 BD6503 
宝蔵北 6508 BD8584 
宝蔵北 6509 BD3014 
宝蔵北 6510 BD3054 
宝蔵北 6511 BD2489 
宝蔵北 6512 BD4515 
宝蔵北 6513 BD4985 
宝蔵北 6514 BD7545 
宝蔵北 6515 BD2371 
宝蔵北 6516 BD5135 
宝蔵北 6517 BD5810 
宝蔵北 6518 BD724 
宝蔵北 6519 BD3471 
宝蔵北 6520 BD5794 
宝蔵北 6521 BD1049 
宝蔵北 6522 BD2679 
宝蔵北 6523 BD5133 
宝蔵北 6524 BD8388B 
宝蔵北 6525 BD873 
宝蔵北 6526 BD6435 
宝蔵北 6527 BD4275 
宝蔵北 6528 BD2483 
宝蔵北 6529 BD3119 
宝蔵北 6530 BD3810 
宝蔵北 6531 BD2022 
宝蔵北 6532 BD3146 
宝蔵北 6533 BD3665 
宝蔵北 6534 BD5896 
宝蔵北 6535 BD7655 
宝蔵北 6536 BD4649 
宝蔵北 6537 BD2336 
宝蔵北 6538 BD764 
宝蔵北 6539 BD663 
宝蔵北 6540 BD7436 
 BD16515A 
 BD16515B 
宝蔵北 6541 BD4806 
宝蔵北 6542 BD89 
宝蔵北 6543 BD3714 
宝蔵北 6544 BD7382 
宝蔵北 6545 BD1713 
宝蔵北 6546 BD4243 
宝蔵北 6547 BD4175 
宝蔵北 6548 BD3515 
宝蔵北 6549 BD5989 
宝蔵北 6550 BD4339 
宝蔵北 6551 BD6266 
宝蔵北 6552 BD7405 
宝蔵北 6553 BD7547 
宝蔵北 6554 BD842 
宝蔵北 6555 BD7483 
宝蔵北 6556 BD1679 
宝蔵北 6557 BD2193 
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宝蔵北 6558 BD285 
宝蔵北 6559 BD3657 
宝蔵北 6560 BD4071 
宝蔵北 6561 BD4344 
宝蔵北 6562 BD4269 
宝蔵北 6563 BD518 
宝蔵北 6564 BD5393 
宝蔵北 6565 BD763 
宝蔵北 6566 BD8376 
宝蔵北 6567 BD7452 
宝蔵北 6568 BD1785 
宝蔵北 6569 BD5919 
宝蔵北 6570 BD4604 
宝蔵北 6571 BD4444 
宝蔵北 6572 BD7890 
宝蔵北 6573 BD7069 
宝蔵北 6574 BD3514 
宝蔵北 6575 BD2886 
宝蔵北 6576 BD7509 
宝蔵北 6577 BD7892 
宝蔵北 6578 BD4036 
宝蔵北 6579 BD327 
宝蔵北 6580 BD3621 
宝蔵北 6581 BD5294 
宝蔵北 6582 BD8677 
宝蔵北 6583 BD7543 
宝蔵北 6584 BD7404 
宝蔵北 6585 BD4620 
宝蔵北 6586 BD4143 
宝蔵北 6587 BD7553 
宝蔵北 6588 BD4060 
宝蔵北 6589 BD7891 
宝蔵北 6590 BD7517 
宝蔵北 6591 BD2723 
宝蔵北 6592 BD6888 
宝蔵北 6593 BD3575 
宝蔵北 6594 BD5918 
宝蔵北 6595 BD6339 
宝蔵北 6596 BD7228 
宝蔵北 6597 BD5785 
宝蔵北 6598 BD3591 
宝蔵北 6599 BD4743 
宝蔵北 6600 BD5063 
宝蔵北 6601 BD429 
宝蔵北 6602 BD6611 
宝蔵北 6603 BD6173 
 BD6173V1 
 BD6173V2 
宝蔵北 6604 BD6363 
宝蔵北 6605 BD20 
宝蔵北 6606 BD473 
宝蔵北 6607 BD2838 
宝蔵北 6608 BD6999 
 BD6999V 
宝蔵北 6609 BD5813 
宝蔵北 6610 BD3386 
宝蔵北 6611 BD4156 
宝蔵北 6612 BD3463 
 BD3463V1 
 BD3463V2 
宝蔵北 6613 BD93 
宝蔵北 6614 BD260 
 BD260V1 
 BD260V2 
宝蔵北 6615 BD2224 
宝蔵北 6616 BD2276 
宝蔵北 6617 BD2291 
宝蔵北 6618 BD2346 
宝蔵北 6619 BD3270 
宝蔵北 6620 BD7889 
宝蔵北 6621 BD3390 
 BD3390V 
宝蔵北 6622 BD5210 
宝蔵北 6623 BD8065 
宝蔵北 6624 BD7497 
宝蔵北 6625 BD3782 
宝蔵北 6626 BD6815 
宝蔵北 6627 BD7999 
宝蔵北 6628 BD743 
宝蔵北 6629 BD2511 
宝蔵北 6630 BD7390 
宝蔵北 6631 BD188 




宝蔵北 6633 BD1135 
宝蔵北 6634 BD323B 











宝蔵北 6636 BD6702 
宝蔵北 6637 BD323C 
宝蔵北 6638 BD7635 
宝蔵北 6639 BD2307 
宝蔵北 6640 BD8171 
宝蔵北 6641 BD6689 
宝蔵北 6642 BD935 
宝蔵北 6643 BD2701 
宝蔵北 6644 BD696 
宝蔵北 6645 BD5468 
 BD16176 
宝蔵北 6646 BD6758 
宝蔵北 6647 BD5847 
宝蔵北 6648 BD8499 
宝蔵北 6649 BD3114 
宝蔵北 6650 BD557A 
宝蔵北 6651 BD714A 
宝蔵北 6652 BD5558 
宝蔵北 6653 BD557B 
宝蔵北 6654 BD714B 
宝蔵北 6655 BD714C 
宝蔵北 6656 BD557C 
宝蔵北 6657 BD149 
宝蔵北 6658 BD714D 
宝蔵北 6659 BD5627 





宝蔵北 6661 BD6001 
宝蔵北 6662 BD119 
宝蔵北 6663 BD3023 
宝蔵北 6664 BD1367 
宝蔵北 6665 BD2392C 
宝蔵北 6666 BD3874B-1 
 BD3874B-2 
宝蔵北 6667 BD7779B 
 BD7779BV 
宝蔵北 6668 BD8324 
宝蔵北 6669 BD535 
宝蔵北 6670 BD1030 
宝蔵北 6671 BD3608 





宝蔵北 6673 BD8477 
 BD16180 
宝蔵北 6674 BD8561 
宝蔵北 6675 BD7376 
宝蔵北 6676 BD7609 
宝蔵北 6677 BD8155-1 
 BD8155-2 
 BD8155-3 
宝蔵北 6678 BD7043 
宝蔵北 6679 BD7868A 
宝蔵北 6680 BD308 
宝蔵北 6681 BD3958 
宝蔵北 6682 BD2183 
宝蔵北 6683 BD271-1 
 BD271-2 
宝蔵北 6684 BD1972-1 
 BD1972-2 
宝蔵北 6685 BD108-1 
 BD108-2 
宝蔵北 6686 BD4661-1 
 BD4661-2 
 BD4661V 
宝蔵北 6687 BD1838-1 
 BD1838-2 
 BD1838-3 




宝蔵北 6689 BD5161-1 
 BD5161-2 
宝蔵北 6690 BD4614-1 
 BD4614-2 
宝蔵北 6691 BD7681-1 
 BD7681-2 
 BD7681V 
宝蔵北 6692 BD8274 













宝蔵北 6695 BD3970-1 
 BD3970-2 









宝蔵北 6697 BD8593-1 
 BD8593-2 
宝蔵北 6698 BD7759-1 
 BD7759-2 
宝蔵北 6699 BD5861 
宝蔵北 6700 BD4473 
宝蔵北 6701 BD5823 
宝蔵北 6702 BD7674 
宝蔵北 6703 BD526 
 BD526V 
宝蔵北 6704 BD278 
宝蔵北 6705 BD1119 
宝蔵北 6706 BD7421 
宝蔵北 6707 BD2749 











































































































宝蔵北 6710 BD908 
 BD908V 
宝蔵北 6711 BD4351 
 BD4351V 
宝蔵北 6712 BD8600 
宝蔵北 6713 BD2869 
宝蔵北 6714 BD3408 
宝蔵北 6715 BD1013 
宝蔵北 6716 BD8606 
 BD8606V 
宝蔵北 6717 BD6527 







宝蔵北 6719 BD6786 
宝蔵北 6720 BD6494 
宝蔵北 6721 BD1028 
宝蔵北 6722 BD8487 
宝蔵北 6723 BD2861 
宝蔵北 6724 BD4026 
宝蔵北 6725 BD3250 
 BD16207 
宝蔵北 6726 BD3465 
 BD16208 
 BD16209 
宝蔵北 6727 BD3153 




宝蔵北 6729 BD1964 
 BD1964V 
宝蔵北 6730 BD502 
 BD502V1 
 BD502V2 
宝蔵北 6731 BD3232 
宝蔵北 6732 BD6362-1 
 BD6362-2 
宝蔵北 6733 BD1025 
 BD1025V 
宝蔵北 6734 BD5190-1 
 BD5190-2 
 BD5190V 
宝蔵北 6735 BD5910 
 BD5910V1 
 BD5910V2 
宝蔵北 6736 BD1818 
宝蔵北 6737 BD3229 
宝蔵北 6738 BD3201 
宝蔵北 6739 BD6682 
宝蔵北 6740 BD2822 
宝蔵北 6741 BD4223-1 
 BD4223-2 
 BD4223V 
宝蔵北 6742 BD4136 
 BD4136V 
宝蔵北 6743 BD5645 
宝蔵北 6744 BD6406 
宝蔵北 6745 BD7322 
 BD7322V1 
 BD7322V2 
宝蔵北 6746 BD3651 
宝蔵北 6747 BD3118-1 
 BD3118-2 
宝蔵北 6748 BD8081 
宝蔵北 6749 BD2852-1 
 BD2852-2 
宝蔵北 6750 BD4317 




宝蔵北 6752 BD2925 
宝蔵北 6753 BD6235 













宝蔵北 6755 BD5504-1 
 BD5504-2 
宝蔵北 6756 BD6562-1 
 BD6562-2 
 BD16483 
宝蔵北 6757 BD6415-1 
 BD6415-2 
宝蔵北 6758 BD8067-1 
 BD8067-2 
宝蔵北 6759 BD125 
宝蔵北 6760 BD3895 
宝蔵北 6761 BD1283 
宝蔵北 6762 BD2923 
宝蔵北 6763 BD4183 
宝蔵北 6764 BD6444 
宝蔵北 6765 BD3097 
宝蔵北 6766 BD6722 
宝蔵北 6767 BD4168 
宝蔵北 6768 BD2890 
宝蔵北 6769 BD6666 
宝蔵北 6770 BD1406 
宝蔵北 6771 BD7524-1 
 BD7524-2 
宝蔵北 6772 BD6206 
宝蔵北 6773 BD2878-1 
 BD2878-2 
 BD2878-3 
宝蔵北 6774 BD1904 
 BD1904V 
宝蔵北 6775 BD5878 
宝蔵北 6776 BD66 
宝蔵北 6777 BD4992 
宝蔵北 6778 BD2000 
宝蔵北 6779 BD1902 
宝蔵北 6780 BD7336 
宝蔵北 6781 BD7348 
宝蔵北 6782 BD4157 
宝蔵北 6783 BD5917 
宝蔵北 6784 BD4361-1 
 BD4361-2 
宝蔵北 6785 BD3900-1 
 BD3900-2 
宝蔵北 6786 BD7068-1 
 BD7068-2 
宝蔵北 6787 BD1048 
 BD1048V1 
 BD1048V2 
宝蔵北 6788 BD7451 
宝蔵北 6789 BD2540 
宝蔵北 6790 BD8335 
宝蔵北 6791 BD3614 
宝蔵北 6792 BD2174 
 BD2174V 
宝蔵北 6793 BD7413 
宝蔵北 6794 BD3667 
宝蔵北 6795 BD7604 
宝蔵北 6796 BD6024 
宝蔵北 6797 BD5335 
宝蔵北 6798 BD1605 
宝蔵北 6799 BD1832 
宝蔵北 6800 BD5822 
宝蔵北 6801 BD2239 
宝蔵北 6802 BD5522 
宝蔵北 6803 BD5553 
宝蔵北 6804 BD5321 
宝蔵北 6805 BD2960 
宝蔵北 6806 BD6011 
宝蔵北 6807 BD5330 
宝蔵北 6808 BD7434 
宝蔵北 6809 BD148 
宝蔵北 6810 BD2009 
宝蔵北 6811 BD7278 
 BD7278V 
宝蔵北 6812 BD5479 
宝蔵北 6813 BD6249 
宝蔵北 6814 BD5309 
宝蔵北 6815 BD4569 
宝蔵北 6816 BD705 
宝蔵北 6817 BD6228 
宝蔵北 6818 BD4936 
宝蔵北 6819 BD7863 
宝蔵北 6820 BD2798 
宝蔵北 6821 BD6489 
宝蔵北 6822 BD3946 
宝蔵北 6823 BD454 
宝蔵北 6824 BD5102 
宝蔵北 6825 BD1554 
宝蔵北 6826 BD4429 
宝蔵北 6827 BD7014 
宝蔵北 6828 BD7914 
宝蔵北 6829 BD851 
宝蔵北 6830 BD929 
宝蔵北 6831 BD404 
宝蔵北 6832 BD1447 
宝蔵北 6833 BD7099 
宝蔵北 6834 BD4331 
宝蔵北 6835 BD424 
宝蔵北 6836 BD6486 
宝蔵北 6837 BD1332 
宝蔵北 6838 BD2542 
宝蔵北 6839 BD2407 
宝蔵北 6840 BD2874 
宝蔵北 6841 BD7962 
宝蔵北 6842 BD927 
宝蔵北 6843 BD6761 
敦煌宝蔵北番号・BD 番号対照表 
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宝蔵北 6844 BD1095 
宝蔵北 6845 BD2643 
宝蔵北 6846 BD6014 
 BD16553A 
 BD16553B 
宝蔵北 6847 BD6311 
宝蔵北 6848 BD6072 
宝蔵北 6849 BD8272 
宝蔵北 6850 BD5152 
宝蔵北 6850 BD5152V1 
 BD5152V2 





宝蔵北 6852 BD7386 
宝蔵北 6853 BD8366 
宝蔵北 6854 BD62 
 BD62V1 
 BD62V2 
宝蔵北 6855 BD5515 
宝蔵北 6856 BD6836 
宝蔵北 6857 BD3221 
 BD3221V 
宝蔵北 6858 BD6458 
宝蔵北 6859 BD2417 
宝蔵北 6860 BD5636 
宝蔵北 6861 BD5532 
宝蔵北 6862 BD4603 
宝蔵北 6863 BD6628 
宝蔵北 6864 BD5470 
宝蔵北 6865 BD6704 
宝蔵北 6866 BD5580 
宝蔵北 6867 BD7695-1 
 BD7695-2 
宝蔵北 6868 BD7036 
 BD7036V 
宝蔵北 6869 BD5494 
宝蔵北 6870 BD6021 
宝蔵北 6871 BD269-1 
 BD269-2 
宝蔵北 6872 BD5270 
宝蔵北 6873 BD5244 
宝蔵北 6874 BD5357 
宝蔵北 6875 BD8612 
宝蔵北 6876 BD5343 
宝蔵北 6877 BD5586 







宝蔵北 6879 BD7457 
宝蔵北 6880 BD5463 
宝蔵北 6881 BD91 
 BD16560 
 BD16560V 
宝蔵北 6882 BD5431 
宝蔵北 6883 BD3734 
 BD3734V 
宝蔵北 6884 BD4386 
宝蔵北 6885 BD5461 
宝蔵北 6886 BD134 
宝蔵北 6887 BD672 
宝蔵北 6888 BD5649 
宝蔵北 6889 BD5392 
宝蔵北 6890 BD5399 
宝蔵北 6891 BD465-1 
 BD465-2 
宝蔵北 6892 BD1106 
宝蔵北 6893 BD5533 
宝蔵北 6894 BD4651 
宝蔵北 6895 BD8160 
宝蔵北 6896 BD3840 
宝蔵北 6897 BD8571 
宝蔵北 6898 BD1128 
宝蔵北 6899 BD890 
宝蔵北 6900 BD1903 
宝蔵北 6901 BD14 
宝蔵北 6902 BD6577 
宝蔵北 6903 BD6417-1 
 BD6417-2 
 BD6417V 
宝蔵北 6904 BD2965 
 BD2965V 
宝蔵北 6905 BD8163 
宝蔵北 6906 BD4581 
宝蔵北 6907 BD4372 
宝蔵北 6908 BD6490 
宝蔵北 6909 BD8209 
宝蔵北 6910 BD6492 
宝蔵北 6911 BD1237 
 BD1237V1 
 BD1237V2 




宝蔵北 6913 BD1500 
宝蔵北 6914 BD6958 
宝蔵北 6915 BD1120 
宝蔵北 6916 BD1113 
宝蔵北 6917 BD1111 
宝蔵北 6918 BD1133 
宝蔵北 6919 BD114 
宝蔵北 6920 BD4672 
宝蔵北 6921 BD1114 
宝蔵北 6922 BD1047 
宝蔵北 6923 BD711 
宝蔵北 6924 BD1117 
宝蔵北 6925 BD1125 
宝蔵北 6926 BD7661 
宝蔵北 6927 BD8250 
宝蔵北 6928 BD1439 
宝蔵北 6929 BD4552 
 BD16221 
宝蔵北 6930 BD3793 
宝蔵北 6931 BD2093 
宝蔵北 6932 BD4041 
宝蔵北 6933 BD3795 
宝蔵北 6934 BD4068 
宝蔵北 6935 BD3158 
宝蔵北 6936 BD5516 
宝蔵北 6937 BD5080 
宝蔵北 6938 BD2560 
宝蔵北 6939 BD4087 
宝蔵北 6940 BD2765 
宝蔵北 6941 BD6273 
宝蔵北 6942 BD2971 
宝蔵北 6943 BD1124A 
宝蔵北 6944 BD2299 
宝蔵北 6945 BD3150 
宝蔵北 6946 BD5986 
宝蔵北 6947 BD3922 
宝蔵北 6948 BD6697 
宝蔵北 6949 BD1140 
宝蔵北 6950 BD1107 
宝蔵北 6951 BD1161 
宝蔵北 6952 BD1137 
宝蔵北 6953 BD8049 
宝蔵北 6954 BD1124B 
宝蔵北 6955 BD4519 
 BD4519V 
宝蔵北 6956 BD5453 
宝蔵北 6957 BD4289 
宝蔵北 6958 BD7128 
宝蔵北 6959 BD7564 
宝蔵北 6960 BD5778 
宝蔵北 6961 BD5362 
宝蔵北 6962 BD4523 
宝蔵北 6963 BD8483 
宝蔵北 6964 BD2816 
宝蔵北 6965 BD8455 
宝蔵北 6966 BD3815 
宝蔵北 6967 BD3809 
宝蔵北 6968 BD2421 
宝蔵北 6969 BD4213 
宝蔵北 6970 BD2332 
宝蔵北 6971 BD586 
宝蔵北 6972 BD1100 
宝蔵北 6973 BD3570 
宝蔵北 6974 BD5628 
宝蔵北 6975 BD8480 
宝蔵北 6976 BD2147 
宝蔵北 6977 BD6529 
宝蔵北 6978 BD3871 
宝蔵北 6979 BD3005 
宝蔵北 6980 BD2828 
宝蔵北 6981 BD7112 
宝蔵北 6982 BD4080 
宝蔵北 6983 BD2843 
宝蔵北 6984 BD7410 
 BD7410V 
宝蔵北 6985 BD5752 
宝蔵北 6986 BD1046 
宝蔵北 6987 BD5827-1 
 BD5827-2 
宝蔵北 6988 BD5830 
宝蔵北 6989 BD6591-1 
 BD6591-2 
宝蔵北 6990 BD2898 
宝蔵北 6991 BD1082 
宝蔵北 6992 BD6382 
宝蔵北 6993 BD5278 
宝蔵北 6994 BD2410 
宝蔵北 6995 BD3737-1 
 BD3737-2 
宝蔵北 6996 BD5853-1 
 BD5853-2 
宝蔵北 6997 BD1874-1 
 BD1874-2 





宝蔵北 6999 BD5885-1 
 BD5885-2 
宝蔵北 7000 BD2368 
宝蔵北 7001 BD1415 
宝蔵北 7002 BD1927 
宝蔵北 7003 BD697 
宝蔵北 7004 BD2064 
宝蔵北 7005 BD2143 
宝蔵北 7006 BD8650 
宝蔵北 7007 BD4278 
 BD4278V 
宝蔵北 7008 BD881 
宝蔵北 7009 BD1725 
宝蔵北 7010 BD2821 
宝蔵北 7011 BD6593 
宝蔵北 7012 BD801 
宝蔵北 7013 BD3510 
宝蔵北 7014 BD3544 
宝蔵北 7015 BD3546 
宝蔵北 7016 BD3547 
宝蔵北 7017 BD3504 
宝蔵北 7018 BD3541 
宝蔵北 7019 BD3507 
宝蔵北 7020 BD3503 
宝蔵北 7021 BD3538 
宝蔵北 7022 BD1011 
宝蔵北 7023 BD3287 
宝蔵北 7024 BD3505A 
 BD3505B 
宝蔵北 7025 BD3501 
宝蔵北 7026 BD3542 
宝蔵北 7027 BD3549 
宝蔵北 7028 BD3550 
宝蔵北 7029 BD3513 
宝蔵北 7030 BD3509 
宝蔵北 7031 BD647 
宝蔵北 7032 BD2112 
宝蔵北 7033 BD2065 
宝蔵北 7034 BD2992 
宝蔵北 7035 BD917 
宝蔵北 7036 BD2990 
宝蔵北 7037 BD36 
宝蔵北 7038 BD3134 
宝蔵北 7039 BD3347 
宝蔵北 7040 BD8202 
宝蔵北 7041 BD7720 
宝蔵北 7042 BD1721 
宝蔵北 7043 BD1253 
宝蔵北 7044 BD6386 
宝蔵北 7045 BD7573 
宝蔵北 7046 BD2182 
宝蔵北 7047 BD2179 
宝蔵北 7048 BD548 
敦煌宝蔵北番号・BD 番号対照表 
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宝蔵北 7049 BD464 
宝蔵北 7050 BD590 
宝蔵北 7051 BD727 
宝蔵北 7052 BD659 
宝蔵北 7053 BD573 
宝蔵北 7054 BD569 
宝蔵北 7055 BD599 
宝蔵北 7056 BD741 
宝蔵北 7057 BD469 
宝蔵北 7058 BD566 
宝蔵北 7059 BD769 
宝蔵北 7060 BD575 
宝蔵北 7061 BD500 
宝蔵北 7062 BD777 
宝蔵北 7063 BD501 
宝蔵北 7064 BD1062 
 BD1062V 
宝蔵北 7065 BD1061 
宝蔵北 7066 BD861 
宝蔵北 7067 BD6222 
宝蔵北 7068 BD6880 
宝蔵北 7069 BD6132 
 BD6132V1 
 BD6132V2 
宝蔵北 7070 BD6131 
宝蔵北 7071 BD5789 
宝蔵北 7072 BD7052 
宝蔵北 7073 BD2689 
宝蔵北 7074 BD5274 
宝蔵北 7075 BD2481 
宝蔵北 7076 BD7649 
宝蔵北 7077 BD3068 
 BD3068V 
宝蔵北 7078 BD8485 
宝蔵北 7079 BD3328 
宝蔵北 7080 BD895 
宝蔵北 7081 BD3672 
 BD3672V 
宝蔵北 7082 BD3375 
宝蔵北 7083 BD948 
宝蔵北 7084 BD947 
宝蔵北 7085 BD944 
宝蔵北 7086 BD945 
宝蔵北 7087 BD6059 
宝蔵北 7088 BD198 
宝蔵北 7089 BD7582 
宝蔵北 7090 BD7426 
宝蔵北 7091 BD6036 
宝蔵北 7092 BD8231 
宝蔵北 7093 BD3222 
宝蔵北 7094 BD2311 
宝蔵北 7095 BD2092 
宝蔵北 7096 BD8332 
宝蔵北 7097 BD3296 
宝蔵北 7098 BD5721 
宝蔵北 7099 BD7569 
宝蔵北 7100 BD403 
宝蔵北 7101 BD5808 
宝蔵北 7102 BD2358 
宝蔵北 7103 BD1139 
宝蔵北 7104 BD2959 
宝蔵北 7105 BD6408-1 
 BD6408-2 
宝蔵北 7106 BD834 
宝蔵北 7107 BD772 






宝蔵北 7109 BD3757 
宝蔵北 7110 BD3756 
宝蔵北 7111 BD3759 
宝蔵北 7112 BD3754 
宝蔵北 7113 BD3767 




宝蔵北 7115 BD7308 
宝蔵北 7116 BD7485 
 BD16517 
宝蔵北 7117 BD6805 
宝蔵北 7118 BD6149 
宝蔵北 7119 BD791-1 
 BD791-2 
 BD791-3 
宝蔵北 7120 BD6861 
宝蔵北 7121 BD2808 
宝蔵北 7122 BD1796 
宝蔵北 7123 BD6286 
宝蔵北 7124 BD8386 
宝蔵北 7125 BD8024-1 
 BD8024-2 
宝蔵北 7126 BD5713 
 BD5713V 
宝蔵北 7127 BD5792 
宝蔵北 7128 BD5719-1 
 BD5719-2 
宝蔵北 7129 BD5787 
宝蔵北 7130 BD208-1 
 BD208-2 
宝蔵北 7131 BD8427 
宝蔵北 7132 BD478-1 
 BD478-2 












宝蔵北 7134 BD678 
宝蔵北 7135 BD7567 
 BD7567V 
宝蔵北 7136 BD8491-1 
 BD8491-2 
宝蔵北 7137 BD7261-1 
 BD7261-2 
 BD7261V 
宝蔵北 7138 BD3709 
宝蔵北 7139 BD7537 
宝蔵北 7140 BD55 
宝蔵北 7141 BD7213 
宝蔵北 7142 BD5899 
宝蔵北 7143 BD38 
宝蔵北 7144 BD4052 
宝蔵北 7145 BD6164V1 
 BD6164V2 
宝蔵北 7146 BD3715 
宝蔵北 7147 BD774 
宝蔵北 7148 BD793 
宝蔵北 7149 BD1130 
宝蔵北 7150 BD1224 
宝蔵北 7151 BD2306 
宝蔵北 7152 BD2540 重複 
宝蔵北 7153 BD2787 
 BD2787V1 
 BD2787V2 
宝蔵北 7154 BD3254 
宝蔵北 7155 BD3717 
宝蔵北 7156 BD4636 
宝蔵北 7157 BD5336 
宝蔵北 7158 BD5727 
宝蔵北 7159 BD6197 
宝蔵北 7160 BD6982 
 BD6982V 
宝蔵北 7161 BD7260 
宝蔵北 7162 BD7275 
宝蔵北 7163 BD7532 
宝蔵北 7164 BD7588 
宝蔵北 7165 BD7596 
宝蔵北 7166 BD7619 
宝蔵北 7167 BD7627 
宝蔵北 7168 BD7648 
宝蔵北 7169 BD7700 
宝蔵北 7170 BD7749 
宝蔵北 7171 BD7787 








宝蔵北 7174 BD7864 
宝蔵北 7175 BD7901 
宝蔵北 7176 BD7997 
宝蔵北 7177 BD8230 
 BD8230V 
宝蔵北 7178 BD8334 
宝蔵北 7179 BD8565 
宝蔵北 7180 BD1090 
宝蔵北 7181 BD6738 
宝蔵北 7182 BD7351 






宝蔵北 7184 BD5797 
 BD5797-1 
 BD5797-2 
宝蔵北 7185 BD7904 
宝蔵北 7186 BD291-1 
 BD291-2 
宝蔵北 7187 BD5326 
宝蔵北 7188 BD6615 
宝蔵北 7189 BD5655 
宝蔵北 7190 BD6450 
宝蔵北 7191 BD366-1 
 BD366-2 
宝蔵北 7192 BD3482 
宝蔵北 7193 BD1324 
宝蔵北 7194 BD7176 
 BD5074-1 
 BD5074-2 
宝蔵北 7196 BD2017 
宝蔵北 7197 BD495 
宝蔵北 7198 BD4555 





宝蔵北 7200 BD371 
宝蔵北 7201 BD1998A 
宝蔵北 7202 BD1857-1 
 BD1857-2 
 BD1857-3 
宝蔵北 7203 BD1363 
 BD1363V1 
 BD1363V2 
宝蔵北 7204 BD3383 
宝蔵北 7205 BD2298-1 
 BD2298-2 
 BD2298-3 
宝蔵北 7206 BD5666 
宝蔵北 7207 BD1893 
宝蔵北 7208 BD1087 
宝蔵北 7209 BD5619 
宝蔵北 7210 BD5103 
宝蔵北 7211 BD2403 
宝蔵北 7212 BD5825 
 BD5825V 
宝蔵北 7213 BD4029 
宝蔵北 7214 BD5990 
宝蔵北 7215 BD8197 
宝蔵北 7216 BD6191A 
宝蔵北 7217 BD7416 
宝蔵北 7218 BD6081-1 
 BD6081-2 
 BD6081V 
宝蔵北 7219 BD2345 




宝蔵北 7221 BD7614 
宝蔵北 7222 BD903 
宝蔵北 7223 BD2989 
宝蔵北 7224 BD4400 
 BD4400V1
 BD4400V2 
宝蔵北 7225 BD6219 
宝蔵北 7226 BD1861 
宝蔵北 7227 BD4740 
宝蔵北 7228 BD5798 
敦煌宝蔵北番号・BD 番号対照表 
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宝蔵北 7229 BD6757 
宝蔵北 7230 BD2025 
宝蔵北 7231 BD4106 
宝蔵北 7232 BD6759 
宝蔵北 7233 BD3406 
 BD3406V1 
 BD3406V2 
宝蔵北 7234 BD7367 
宝蔵北 7235 BD1073 
 BD1073V 
宝蔵北 7236 BD3446 
 BD16225 
 BD16226 
宝蔵北 7237 BD6767 
宝蔵北 7238 BD4406 
 BD4406V1 
 BD4406V2 
宝蔵北 7239 BD2737 
宝蔵北 7240 BD8032 
宝蔵北 7241 BD4256 
 BD4256V1 
 BD4256V2 
宝蔵北 7242 BD578 
 BD578V 
宝蔵北 7243 BD5803 
宝蔵北 7244 BD3818 
 BD3818V 
宝蔵北 7245 BD5051 
宝蔵北 7246 BD2943 
宝蔵北 7247 BD1232 
宝蔵北 7248 BD6346 
宝蔵北 7249 BD6548 
宝蔵北 7250 BD7740 
宝蔵北 7251 BD7741 
宝蔵北 7252 BD6295 
宝蔵北 7253 BD8340 
宝蔵北 7254 BD8206 
 BD8206V 
宝蔵北 7255 BD7468-1 
 BD7468-2 
 BD7468V 
宝蔵北 7256 BD6239-1 
 BD6239-2 
 BD6239V 
宝蔵北 7257 BD6217-1 
 BD6217-2 
宝蔵北 7258 BD4083 
 BD4083V 
宝蔵北 7259 BD7717 
宝蔵北 7260 BD3622 
宝蔵北 7261 BD7539 
宝蔵北 7262 BD5834 
宝蔵北 7263 BD1121 
宝蔵北 7264 BD2958 
宝蔵北 7265 BD4105 




宝蔵北 7267 BD7723 
宝蔵北 7268 BD1145 
宝蔵北 7269 BD2251 
宝蔵北 7270 BD3741 
宝蔵北 7271 BD428 
宝蔵北 7272 BD6811 
宝蔵北 7273 BD7581 
宝蔵北 7274 BD6638 
宝蔵北 7275 BD2833 
宝蔵北 7276 BD8223 
宝蔵北 7277 BD2901 
宝蔵北 7278 BD7658 
宝蔵北 7279 BD866 
宝蔵北 7280 BD7657 
宝蔵北 7281 BD1975 
宝蔵北 7282 BD3729 
宝蔵北 7283 BD1227 
宝蔵北 7284 BD8451 
宝蔵北 7285 BD5974 
宝蔵北 7286 BD3026 
宝蔵北 7287 BD8095 
宝蔵北 7288 BD3533 
宝蔵北 7289 BD8533 
宝蔵北 7290 BD1198 
宝蔵北 7291 BD5776 
 BD5776V 
宝蔵北 7292 BD6724 
宝蔵北 7293 BD7393 
宝蔵北 7294 BD5783 
宝蔵北 7295 BD684 
宝蔵北 7296 BD6016 
宝蔵北 7297 BD6018 
宝蔵北 7298 BD4611 
宝蔵北 7299 BD6397 
宝蔵北 7300 BD6764 
宝蔵北 7301 BD7764 
宝蔵北 7302 BD1889 
宝蔵北 7303 BD4495 
宝蔵北 7304 BD5501 
宝蔵北 7305 BD7315 
宝蔵北 7306 BD7385 
宝蔵北 7307 BD7392 
宝蔵北 7308 BD5850 
宝蔵北 7309 BD1364 
宝蔵北 7310 BD827 
宝蔵北 7311 BD2266 
宝蔵北 7312 BD54 
宝蔵北 7313 BD7442 
宝蔵北 7314 BD3530 
宝蔵北 7315 BD7300-1 
 BD7300-2 
宝蔵北 7316 BD8277 
宝蔵北 7317 BD3328V 
宝蔵北 7318 BD7458 
宝蔵北 7319 BD7035 
宝蔵北 7320 BD7580 
宝蔵北 7321 BD4074 
宝蔵北 7322 BD6226 
宝蔵北 7323 BD3713-1 
 BD3713-2 
宝蔵北 7324 BD3343-1 
 BD3343-2 
宝蔵北 7325 BD2270-1 
 BD2270-2 
宝蔵北 7326 BD6317-1 
 BD6317-2 
宝蔵北 7327 BD5292-1 
 BD5292-2 
宝蔵北 7328 BD3735 
宝蔵北 7329 BD3948 
宝蔵北 7330 BD5364-1 
 BD5364-2 
宝蔵北 7331 BD3736 
宝蔵北 7332 BD3949-1 
 BD3949-2 
宝蔵北 7333 BD5658-1 
 BD5658-2 
宝蔵北 7334 BD1350-1 
 BD1350-2 
宝蔵北 7335 BD993-1 
 BD993-2 
 BD993-3 
宝蔵北 7336 BD5837 
宝蔵北 7337 BD255-1 
 BD255-2 
宝蔵北 7338 BD287 
宝蔵北 7339 BD5337 
宝蔵北 7340 BD3953 
宝蔵北 7341 BD3125 
宝蔵北 7342 BD4374 
宝蔵北 7343 BD5480 
宝蔵北 7344 BD6065 
 BD16419 
 BD16513 
宝蔵北 7345 BD1403 
宝蔵北 7346 BD3233 
宝蔵北 7347 BD1467 
宝蔵北 7348 BD2509 
宝蔵北 7349 BD1696 
宝蔵北 7350 BD5784 
宝蔵北 7351 BD6136 
宝蔵北 7352 BD2565 
宝蔵北 7353 BD311 
宝蔵北 7354 BD1167 
 BD16420 
宝蔵北 7355 BD4001 
宝蔵北 7356 BD2582 
宝蔵北 7357 BD6472 
宝蔵北 7358 BD4181 
宝蔵北 7359 BD2724 
宝蔵北 7360 BD6058 
宝蔵北 7361 BD2335 
宝蔵北 7362 BD4004 
宝蔵北 7363 BD7677 
宝蔵北 7364 BD5923 
宝蔵北 7365 BD5491 
宝蔵北 7366 BD3897 
宝蔵北 7367 BD8583-1 
宝蔵北 7368 BD8478 
宝蔵北 7369 BD7847 
宝蔵北 7370 BD8112-1 
 BD8112-2 
宝蔵北 7371 BD3907 
宝蔵北 7372 BD59 
宝蔵北 7373 BD7678 
宝蔵北 7374 BD8285 
宝蔵北 7375 BD2003 
宝蔵北 7376 BD357-1 
 BD357-2 
 BD357-3 
宝蔵北 7377 BD1966 
宝蔵北 7378 BD6563 
宝蔵北 7379 BD574 
宝蔵北 7380 BD2935 
宝蔵北 7381 BD7900 
宝蔵北 7382 BD7899 
宝蔵北 7383 BD3282 
宝蔵北 7384 BD759 
宝蔵北 7385 BD5238 
宝蔵北 7386 BD3387 
宝蔵北 7387 BD2211 
宝蔵北 7388 BD2328 
宝蔵北 7389 BD537 
 BD16489 
宝蔵北 7390 BD8147 
宝蔵北 7391 BD2980 
宝蔵北 7392 BD3325 
宝蔵北 7393 BD2446 
宝蔵北 7394 BD3049 
宝蔵北 7395 BD3050 
宝蔵北 7396 BD8382 
宝蔵北 7397 BD6459 
宝蔵北 7398 BD3244 
宝蔵北 7399 BD8302 
宝蔵北 7400 BD3003 
宝蔵北 7401 BD2347 
宝蔵北 7402 BD8158 
宝蔵北 7403 BD1222 
宝蔵北 7404 BD582 
宝蔵北 7405 BD4591 
宝蔵北 7406 BD7022 
宝蔵北 7407 BD3299 
宝蔵北 7408 BD351 
宝蔵北 7409 BD2016 
宝蔵北 7410 BD524 
宝蔵北 7411 BD5880 
宝蔵北 7412 BD5868 
宝蔵北 7413 BD5890 
 BD5890V 
宝蔵北 7414 BD3213 
宝蔵北 7415 BD7262 
 BD7262V 
宝蔵北 7416 BD2826 
宝蔵北 7417 BD4990 
宝蔵北 7418 BD5791 
宝蔵北 7419 BD5246 
宝蔵北 7420 BD7231 
宝蔵北 7421 BD1068 
宝蔵北 7422 BD2282 
宝蔵北 7423 BD4402 
宝蔵北 7424 BD3584 
宝蔵北 7425 BD8529 
 BD16421 
宝蔵北 7426 BD4709 
宝蔵北 7427 BD3021 
宝蔵北 7428 BD3281 
宝蔵北 7429 BD6797 
宝蔵北 7430 BD4017 
宝蔵北 7431 BD7266 
宝蔵北 7432 BD4398 
宝蔵北 7433 BD6800 
宝蔵北 7434 BD904 
宝蔵北 7435 BD907 
敦煌宝蔵北番号・BD 番号対照表 
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宝蔵北 7436 BD2585 
宝蔵北 7437 BD4764 
宝蔵北 7438 BD5508 
宝蔵北 7439 BD7460 
宝蔵北 7440 BD7525 
宝蔵北 7441 BD7512 
宝蔵北 7442 BD222 
宝蔵北 7443 BD6658 
宝蔵北 7444 BD6727 
宝蔵北 7445 BD6165 
宝蔵北 7446 BD6789 
宝蔵北 7447 BD6560 
宝蔵北 7448 BD4570 
宝蔵北 7449 BD8260 
宝蔵北 7450 BD7893 
宝蔵北 7451 BD2337 
宝蔵北 7452 BD6158 
宝蔵北 7453 BD4346-1 
 BD4346-2 
宝蔵北 7454 BD7867 
宝蔵北 7455 BD5630 
宝蔵北 7456 BD1202 
宝蔵北 7457 BD7768 
宝蔵北 7458 BD7403 
宝蔵北 7459 BD7464-1 
 BD7464-2 
宝蔵北 7460 BD7747 
宝蔵北 7461 BD3121 
宝蔵北 7462 BD1144 
宝蔵北 7463 BD7848 
宝蔵北 7464 BD8082-1 
 BD8082-2 
宝蔵北 7465 BD7263 




宝蔵北 7467 BD2385-1 
 BD2385-2 
宝蔵北 7468 BD7415 
宝蔵北 7469 BD6552 
宝蔵北 7470 BD1414 
宝蔵北 7471 BD3567 
宝蔵北 7472 BD3042 
宝蔵北 7473 BD1843 
 BD16563 
宝蔵北 7474 BD32 
宝蔵北 7475 BD2232 
宝蔵北 7476 BD5843 
宝蔵北 7477 BD4505 
宝蔵北 7478 BD3619 
宝蔵北 7479 BD6674 
宝蔵北 7480 BD4920 
宝蔵北 7481 BD6690 
宝蔵北 7482 BD2791 
宝蔵北 7483 BD848 
宝蔵北 7484 BD1495 
宝蔵北 7485 BD2909 
宝蔵北 7486 BD3143 
宝蔵北 7487 BD317 
宝蔵北 7488 BD2130 
宝蔵北 7489 BD4407 
 BD4407V 
宝蔵北 7490 BD3407 
宝蔵北 7491 BD2656 
宝蔵北 7492 BD6225 





宝蔵北 7494 BD5452 




宝蔵北 7496 BD33 
宝蔵北 7497 BD4220 
宝蔵北 7498 BD1397 
宝蔵北 7499 BD4627 
宝蔵北 7500 BD391 
 BD391V 
宝蔵北 7501 BD6734 
宝蔵北 7502 BD4510 
宝蔵北 7503 BD2103 
宝蔵北 7504 BD7790 
宝蔵北 7505 BD4263 
宝蔵北 7506 BD4039 
宝蔵北 7507 BD2435 
宝蔵北 7508 BD5464 
宝蔵北 7509 BD6672 
宝蔵北 7510 BD5702 
宝蔵北 7511 BD7496 
 BD7496V 
宝蔵北 7512 BD737 
宝蔵北 7513 BD2756 
 BD2756V 
宝蔵北 7514 BD1178 
宝蔵北 7515 BD5277 
宝蔵北 7516 BD8151 
宝蔵北 7517 BD2691 
宝蔵北 7518 BD4507 
宝蔵北 7519 BD6477 
宝蔵北 7520 BD3798 
宝蔵北 7521 BD5451 
宝蔵北 7522 BD3306 
 BD3306V 
宝蔵北 7523 BD7876 
宝蔵北 7524 BD1169 
宝蔵北 7525 BD8167 
宝蔵北 7526 BD7959 
宝蔵北 7527 BD6545 
宝蔵北 7528 BD3332 
宝蔵北 7529 BD3524 
宝蔵北 7530 BD2070 
宝蔵北 7531 BD385 
宝蔵北 7532 BD1164 
宝蔵北 7533 BD2755 
宝蔵北 7534 BD5689 
宝蔵北 7535 BD7715 





宝蔵北 7537 BD4708 
宝蔵北 7538 BD2705 
宝蔵北 7539 BD8015 
 BD8015V 
宝蔵北 7540 BD6979 
宝蔵北 7541 BD6932 
宝蔵北 7542 BD2750 
宝蔵北 7543 BD3878 
宝蔵北 7544 BD6263 
宝蔵北 7545 BD4952 
宝蔵北 7546 BD7279 
宝蔵北 7547 BD7303 
宝蔵北 7548 BD8325 
宝蔵北 7549 BD7133 
宝蔵北 7550 BD1842 
宝蔵北 7551 BD7721 
宝蔵北 7552 BD7114 
宝蔵北 7553 BD5044 
宝蔵北 7554 BD7108 
宝蔵北 7555 BD1235 
宝蔵北 7556 BD8611 
宝蔵北 7557 BD4777 
宝蔵北 7558 BD7536 
宝蔵北 7559 BD7240 
宝蔵北 7560 BD7980 
宝蔵北 7561 BD2315 
宝蔵北 7562 BD5511 
宝蔵北 7563 BD5699 
宝蔵北 7564 BD5801 
宝蔵北 7565 BD5304 
宝蔵北 7566 BD2166 
宝蔵北 7567 BD631 
宝蔵北 7568 BD7625 
宝蔵北 7569 BD1266 
宝蔵北 7570 BD5708 
宝蔵北 7571 BD6003 
宝蔵北 7572 BD6433 
宝蔵北 7573 BD6262 
宝蔵北 7574 BD1343 
宝蔵北 7575 BD6202 
宝蔵北 7576 BD6020 
宝蔵北 7577 BD6231 
宝蔵北 7578 BD2252 
宝蔵北 7579 BD1940 
宝蔵北 7580 BD6513 
宝蔵北 7581 BD5916 
宝蔵北 7582 BD5176-1 
 BD5176-2 
宝蔵北 7583 BD8092 
宝蔵北 7584 BD7751 
宝蔵北 7585 BD7244 
宝蔵北 7586 BD8069 
宝蔵北 7587 BD7360 
宝蔵北 7588 BD6701 
宝蔵北 7589 BD8512 
宝蔵北 7590 BD7051 
宝蔵北 7591 BD2936 
宝蔵北 7592 BD5233 
宝蔵北 7593 BD1774 
宝蔵北 7594 BD8247 
宝蔵北 7595 BD5879 
宝蔵北 7596 BD8111 
宝蔵北 7597 BD8401 
宝蔵北 7598 BD5163 
宝蔵北 7599 BD6890 
宝蔵北 7600 BD7193 
宝蔵北 7601 BD7453 
宝蔵北 7602 BD7038 
宝蔵北 7603 BD1815 
宝蔵北 7604 BD1676 
宝蔵北 7605 BD5753 
宝蔵北 7606 BD5237 
宝蔵北 7607 BD8460 
宝蔵北 7608 BD381 
 BD381V 
宝蔵北 7609 BD2552 
宝蔵北 7610 BD8590-1 
 BD8590-2 
宝蔵北 7611 BD210 
宝蔵北 7612 BD1979 
宝蔵北 7613 BD2697 




宝蔵北 7615 BD7050 













宝蔵北 7618 BD8077 
























宝蔵北 7620 BD4385 
 BD4385V 















宝蔵北 7622 BD7450 
 BD16247 
 BD16248 
宝蔵北 7623 BD1238 
宝蔵北 7624 BD6609 
宝蔵北 7625 BD2858 
 BD2858V 
宝蔵北 7626 BD6117 













宝蔵北 7628 BD2835 





















宝蔵北 7631 BD7925 
宝蔵北 7632 BD7628 
宝蔵北 7633 BD1955 
宝蔵北 7634 BD1573 
宝蔵北 7635 BD7172 
宝蔵北 7636 BD4785 









宝蔵北 7638 BD2872 
宝蔵北 7639 BD7932 
宝蔵北 7640 BD7976 
宝蔵北 7641 BD2684 
宝蔵北 7642 BD8303 
宝蔵北 7643 BD7045 
宝蔵北 7644 BD8201 
宝蔵北 7645 BD7369 
宝蔵北 7646 BD8404 
宝蔵北 7647 BD6765 
宝蔵北 7648 BD1185 
 BD1185V 
宝蔵北 7649 BD2369 
宝蔵北 7650 BD8557 
宝蔵北 7651 BD4427 
 BD4427V1 
 BD4427V2 
宝蔵北 7652 BD8443 
宝蔵北 7653 BD7633 
宝蔵北 7654 BD2972 
宝蔵北 7655 BD2711 
宝蔵北 7656 BD8610 
宝蔵北 7657 BD3864 
宝蔵北 7658 BD7754 
宝蔵北 7659 BD5714 
宝蔵北 7660 BD8446 
宝蔵北 7661 BD2334 
宝蔵北 7662 BD2342 
宝蔵北 7663 BD1660 
宝蔵北 7664 BD1564 
宝蔵北 7665 BD5395 




宝蔵北 7667 BD2074 
 BD2074V 
宝蔵北 7668 BD909 
宝蔵北 7669 BD905 
宝蔵北 7670 BD718 
宝蔵北 7671 BD7289 
宝蔵北 7672 BD4303 
宝蔵北 7673 BD7160 
宝蔵北 7674 BD1906 
宝蔵北 7675 BD838 
宝蔵北 7676 BD6801 














宝蔵北 7678 BD8474 
宝蔵北 7679 BD4378-1 
 BD4378-2 
 BD4378-3 
宝蔵北 7680 BD6421 
 BD6421V1 
 BD6421V2 


















宝蔵北 7683 BD7853 
宝蔵北 7684 BD606 
宝蔵北 7685 BD8212 
宝蔵北 7686 BD7898 
宝蔵北 7687 BD6504-1 
 BD6504-2 
宝蔵北 7688 BD5781 
宝蔵北 7689 BD1035 
宝蔵北 7690 BD98 
宝蔵北 7691 BD103 
宝蔵北 7692 BD169 
宝蔵北 7693 BD194 
宝蔵北 7694 BD329 
宝蔵北 7695 BD355 
宝蔵北 7696 BD389 
宝蔵北 7697 BD467 
宝蔵北 7698 BD558 
宝蔵北 7699 BD587 
宝蔵北 7700 BD628 
宝蔵北 7701 BD649 
宝蔵北 7702 BD680 
宝蔵北 7703 BD750 




宝蔵北 7705 BD863 
宝蔵北 7706 BD871 




宝蔵北 7708 BD975 
宝蔵北 7709 BD991 
宝蔵北 7710 BD1054 
宝蔵北 7711 BD1064 
宝蔵北 7712 BD1134 
宝蔵北 7713 BD1136 
宝蔵北 7714 BD1162 
宝蔵北 7715 BD1174 
宝蔵北 7716 BD1197 
宝蔵北 7717 BD1234 
宝蔵北 7718 BD1281 
宝蔵北 7719 BD1290 
宝蔵北 7720 BD1318 
宝蔵北 7721 BD1323 
宝蔵北 7722 BD1360 
宝蔵北 7723 BD1376 
宝蔵北 7724 BD1377 
宝蔵北 7725 BD1472 
宝蔵北 7726 BD1510 
宝蔵北 7727 BD1633 
宝蔵北 7728 BD1790 
宝蔵北 7729 BD1821 
宝蔵北 7730 BD1835 
宝蔵北 7731 BD1879 
宝蔵北 7732 BD1920 
宝蔵北 7733 BD1938 
宝蔵北 7734 BD1971 
宝蔵北 7735 BD1989 
宝蔵北 7736 BD1998B 
宝蔵北 7737 BD2044 
宝蔵北 7738 BD2078 
宝蔵北 7739 BD2083 
宝蔵北 7740 BD2084 
宝蔵北 7741 BD2097 
宝蔵北 7742 BD2113 
宝蔵北 7743 BD2127 
宝蔵北 7744 BD2134 
宝蔵北 7745 BD2205 
宝蔵北 7746 BD2323 
宝蔵北 7747 BD2325 
宝蔵北 7748 BD2343 
宝蔵北 7749 BD2357-1 
 BD2357-2 
 BD2357-3 
宝蔵北 7750 BD2377 
宝蔵北 7751 BD2397 
宝蔵北 7752 BD2425 
宝蔵北 7753 BD2456-1 
 BD2456-2 
宝蔵北 7754 BD2468 
宝蔵北 7755 BD2477 
宝蔵北 7756 BD2493 
宝蔵北 7757 BD2531 
宝蔵北 7758 BD2567 
宝蔵北 7759 BD2574 
宝蔵北 7760 BD2604 
宝蔵北 7761 BD2625 
宝蔵北 7762 BD2694 
宝蔵北 7763 BD2699 
宝蔵北 7764 BD2707-1 
 BD2707-2 
宝蔵北 7765 BD2717 
宝蔵北 7766 BD2722 
宝蔵北 7767 BD2727 
宝蔵北 7768 BD2738 
宝蔵北 7769 BD2745 
宝蔵北 7770 BD2764 




宝蔵北 7772 BD2799 
宝蔵北 7773 BD2807 
宝蔵北 7774 BD2831 
宝蔵北 7775 BD2840 
宝蔵北 7776 BD2842 
宝蔵北 7777 BD2853 
宝蔵北 7778 BD2891 
敦煌宝蔵北番号・BD 番号対照表 
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宝蔵北 7779 BD2927 
宝蔵北 7780 BD3060 
宝蔵北 7781 BD3062 
宝蔵北 7782 BD3064 
宝蔵北 7783 BD3070 
宝蔵北 7784 BD3102-1 
 BD3102-2 
宝蔵北 7785 BD3137 
宝蔵北 7786 BD3141 
宝蔵北 7787 BD3177 
宝蔵北 7788 BD3211 
宝蔵北 7789 BD3334 
宝蔵北 7790 BD3345 
宝蔵北 7791 BD3393-1 
 BD3393-2 
宝蔵北 7792 BD3394 
宝蔵北 7793 BD3398 
宝蔵北 7794 BD3493 
宝蔵北 7795 BD3498 
宝蔵北 7796 BD3540 
宝蔵北 7797 BD3562 
宝蔵北 7798 BD3594 
宝蔵北 7799 BD3624 
宝蔵北 7800 BD3659 
宝蔵北 7801 BD3693 
宝蔵北 7802 BD3800 
宝蔵北 7803 BD3911 
宝蔵北 7804 BD3941 
宝蔵北 7805 BD3955 
宝蔵北 7806 BD4109 
宝蔵北 7807 BD4155 
宝蔵北 7808 BD4308 
 BD4308V 
宝蔵北 7809 BD4311 
宝蔵北 7810 BD4316 
宝蔵北 7811 BD4325 
宝蔵北 7812 BD4326 
宝蔵北 7813 BD4330 
宝蔵北 7814 BD4343 
宝蔵北 7815 BD4348 
宝蔵北 7816 BD4382 
宝蔵北 7817 BD4492 
宝蔵北 7818 BD4539 
宝蔵北 7819 BD4561 
宝蔵北 7820 BD4564 
宝蔵北 7821 BD4580 
宝蔵北 7822 BD4635 
宝蔵北 7823 BD4659 
宝蔵北 7824 BD4705 
宝蔵北 7825 BD4744 
宝蔵北 7826 BD4822-1 
 BD4822-2 
宝蔵北 7827 BD4824 
宝蔵北 7828 BD4891 
宝蔵北 7829 BD4935 
宝蔵北 7830 BD5128 
宝蔵北 7831 BD5158 
宝蔵北 7832 BD5259 
宝蔵北 7833 BD5332 
宝蔵北 7834 BD5383 
宝蔵北 7835 BD5507 
宝蔵北 7836 BD5529 
宝蔵北 7837 BD5547 
宝蔵北 7838 BD5561 
宝蔵北 7839 BD5623 
宝蔵北 7840 BD5682 
宝蔵北 7841 BD5695 
宝蔵北 7842 BD5698 
宝蔵北 7843 BD5701 
宝蔵北 7844 BD5724 
宝蔵北 7845 BD5746 
 BD5746V1 
 BD5746V2 
宝蔵北 7846 BD5750 
宝蔵北 7847 BD5757 
宝蔵北 7848 BD5805 
宝蔵北 7849 BD5818 
宝蔵北 7850 BD5832 
宝蔵北 7851 BD5835 
宝蔵北 7852 BD5871 
宝蔵北 7853 BD5874 
宝蔵北 7854 BD5891 
宝蔵北 7855 BD5921 
宝蔵北 7856 BD5941 
宝蔵北 7857 BD5957 
宝蔵北 7858 BD5959 
宝蔵北 7859 BD5999 
宝蔵北 7860 BD6070 
宝蔵北 7861 BD6073 
宝蔵北 7862 BD6086 
宝蔵北 7863 BD6116 
宝蔵北 7864 BD6127 
宝蔵北 7865 BD6128 
宝蔵北 7866 BD6129 
宝蔵北 7867 BD6137 
宝蔵北 7868 BD6141 
宝蔵北 7869 BD6153 
宝蔵北 7870 BD6159 
宝蔵北 7871 BD6169 
宝蔵北 7872 BD6172 
宝蔵北 7873 BD6188 
宝蔵北 7874 BD6195 
宝蔵北 7875 BD6208 
宝蔵北 7876 BD6209 
宝蔵北 7877 BD6212 
宝蔵北 7878 BD6216 
宝蔵北 7879 BD6221 
宝蔵北 7880 BD6240 
宝蔵北 7881 BD6245 
宝蔵北 7882 BD6250 
宝蔵北 7883 BD6259 
宝蔵北 7884 BD6272 
宝蔵北 7885 BD6276 
宝蔵北 7886 BD6279 
宝蔵北 7887 BD6411 
宝蔵北 7888 BD6553 
宝蔵北 7889 BD6556 
宝蔵北 7890 BD6636 
宝蔵北 7891 BD6649 
宝蔵北 7892 BD6659 
宝蔵北 7893 BD6725 
宝蔵北 7894 BD6728 
宝蔵北 7895 BD6735 
宝蔵北 7896 BD6785 
宝蔵北 7897 BD7169 
宝蔵北 7898 BD7173 
宝蔵北 7899 BD7276 
宝蔵北 7900 BD7282 
宝蔵北 7901 BD7313 
宝蔵北 7902 BD7389 
宝蔵北 7903 BD7491 
宝蔵北 7904 BD7673 
宝蔵北 7905 BD7903 
宝蔵北 7906 BD8140 
宝蔵北 7907 BD8248 
宝蔵北 7908 BD8279 
宝蔵北 7909 BD8282 
宝蔵北 7910 BD8296 
宝蔵北 7911 BD8508 
宝蔵北 7912 BD8605 
宝蔵北 7913 BD8614 
宝蔵北 7914 BD8621 
宝蔵北 7915 BD8676 
宝蔵北 7916 BD1270 
宝蔵北 7917 BD1285 
宝蔵北 7918 BD2359 
宝蔵北 7919 BD2589 
宝蔵北 7920 BD2592 
宝蔵北 7921 BD2636 
宝蔵北 7922 BD2700 
宝蔵北 7923 BD2782 
宝蔵北 7924 BD3349 
宝蔵北 7925 BD3886 
宝蔵北 7926 BD3918 
宝蔵北 7927 BD3944 
宝蔵北 7928 BD4371 
宝蔵北 7929 BD5129 
宝蔵北 7930 BD5482 
宝蔵北 7931 BD5841 
宝蔵北 7932 BD6183 
宝蔵北 7933 BD6243-1 
 BD6243-2 
宝蔵北 7934 BD6705 
宝蔵北 7935 BD6747 
宝蔵北 7936 BD6906 
宝蔵北 7937 BD6942 
宝蔵北 7938 BD7001 
宝蔵北 7939 BD7017 
宝蔵北 7940 BD7027 
宝蔵北 7941 BD7028 
宝蔵北 7942 BD7116A 
宝蔵北 7943 BD7185 
宝蔵北 7944 BD7295 
宝蔵北 7945 BD7305 
宝蔵北 7946 BD7422 
宝蔵北 7947 BD7459 
宝蔵北 7948 BD7495 
宝蔵北 7949 BD7527 
宝蔵北 7950 BD7981 
宝蔵北 7951 BD8284 
宝蔵北 7952 BD8438 
宝蔵北 7953 BD8492 
宝蔵北 7954 BD8566 
宝蔵北 7955 BD8578 
宝蔵北 7956 BD25 
宝蔵北 7957 BD37 
宝蔵北 7958 BD96 
宝蔵北 7959 BD99-1 
 BD99-2 
宝蔵北 7960 BD212 
宝蔵北 7961 BD242 
宝蔵北 7962 BD248 
宝蔵北 7963 BD300 
宝蔵北 7964 BD396 
宝蔵北 7965 BD450A 
宝蔵北 7966 BD460-1 
 BD460-2 
宝蔵北 7967 BD577 
宝蔵北 7968 BD581 
宝蔵北 7969 BD837 
宝蔵北 7970 BD1005 
 BD1005V 
宝蔵北 7971 BD1072-1 
 BD1072-2 
宝蔵北 7972 BD1141 
宝蔵北 7973 BD1153 
宝蔵北 7974 BD1250 
宝蔵北 7975 BD1254 
宝蔵北 7976 BD1288 
宝蔵北 7977 BD1291-1 
 BD1291-2 
宝蔵北 7978 BD1378 
宝蔵北 7979 BD1389 
宝蔵北 7980 BD1547 
宝蔵北 7981 BD1627 
宝蔵北 7982 BD1885 
宝蔵北 7983 BD1887 
宝蔵北 7984 BD1988 
宝蔵北 7985 BD1999 
宝蔵北 7986 BD2058 
宝蔵北 7987 BD2098-1 
 BD2098-2 
宝蔵北 7988 BD2200 
宝蔵北 7989 BD2267-1 
 BD2267-2 
宝蔵北 7990 BD2321 
宝蔵北 7991 BD2408 
宝蔵北 7992 BD2439 
宝蔵北 7993 BD2440-1 
 BD2440-2 
宝蔵北 7994 BD2442 
宝蔵北 7995 BD2445 
宝蔵北 7996 BD2467 
宝蔵北 7997 BD2475 
宝蔵北 7998 BD2513 
宝蔵北 7999 BD2519 
宝蔵北 8000 BD2752 
宝蔵北 8001 BD2778 
宝蔵北 8002 BD2820 
宝蔵北 8003 BD2905 
宝蔵北 8004 BD2939 
宝蔵北 8005 BD3034 
宝蔵北 8006 BD3089 
宝蔵北 8007 BD3103 
 BD16445 
宝蔵北 8008 BD3131 
宝蔵北 8009 BD3139 
宝蔵北 8010 BD3148 
宝蔵北 8011 BD3186 
敦煌宝蔵北番号・BD 番号対照表 
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宝蔵北 8012 BD3276 
宝蔵北 8013 BD3357 
宝蔵北 8014 BD3437 
宝蔵北 8015 BD3442 
宝蔵北 8016 BD3467 
宝蔵北 8017 BD4239 
宝蔵北 8018 BD4274 
宝蔵北 8019 BD4313 
宝蔵北 8020 BD4324 
宝蔵北 8021 BD4335 
宝蔵北 8022 BD4375 
 BD4375V 
宝蔵北 8023 BD4538 




宝蔵北 8025 BD4621 
宝蔵北 8026 BD4642 
宝蔵北 8027 BD4704 
宝蔵北 8028 BD4733 
宝蔵北 8029 BD4896 
宝蔵北 8030 BD4910 
宝蔵北 8031 BD5030 
宝蔵北 8032 BD5197 
宝蔵北 8033 BD5208 
宝蔵北 8034 BD5247 
宝蔵北 8035 BD5297 
宝蔵北 8036 BD5305 
宝蔵北 8037 BD5359 
宝蔵北 8038 BD5405 
宝蔵北 8039 BD5518-1 
 BD5518-2 
宝蔵北 8040 BD5641 




宝蔵北 8042 BD5676 
宝蔵北 8043 BD5737 
宝蔵北 8044 BD5773 
宝蔵北 8045 BD5804 
宝蔵北 8046 BD5862 
宝蔵北 8047 BD6012 
宝蔵北 8048 BD6067 
宝蔵北 8049 BD6089 
宝蔵北 8050 BD6102 
宝蔵北 8051 BD6110 
 BD6110V1 
 BD6110V2 
宝蔵北 8052 BD6138 
宝蔵北 8053 BD6160 
宝蔵北 8054 BD6177 
宝蔵北 8055 BD6184 
宝蔵北 8056 BD6201 
宝蔵北 8057 BD6218 
宝蔵北 8058 BD6229 
宝蔵北 8059 BD6242 
宝蔵北 8060 BD6254 
宝蔵北 8061 BD6302 
宝蔵北 8062 BD6306 
宝蔵北 8063 BD6348-1 
 BD6348-2 
 BD6348-3 
宝蔵北 8064 BD6422 
宝蔵北 8065 BD6431 
宝蔵北 8066 BD6502 
宝蔵北 8067 BD6599 
宝蔵北 8068 BD6694 
宝蔵北 8069 BD6762 
宝蔵北 8070 BD6816 
宝蔵北 8071 BD7015 
宝蔵北 8072 BD7023 
宝蔵北 8073 BD7067 
宝蔵北 8074 BD7101 
宝蔵北 8075 BD7109 
宝蔵北 8076 BD7116B 
宝蔵北 8077 BD7154 
宝蔵北 8078 BD7161 
宝蔵北 8079 BD7219 
宝蔵北 8080 BD7234 
 BD16423 
宝蔵北 8081 BD7250 
宝蔵北 8082 BD7267 
宝蔵北 8083 BD7311 
宝蔵北 8084 BD7314 
宝蔵北 8085 BD7373 
宝蔵北 8086 BD7374 
宝蔵北 8087 BD7408 
宝蔵北 8088 BD7445 
宝蔵北 8089 BD7471 
宝蔵北 8090 BD7479 
宝蔵北 8091 BD7521 
宝蔵北 8092 BD7585 
宝蔵北 8093 BD7691 
宝蔵北 8094 BD7702 
宝蔵北 8095 BD7709 
宝蔵北 8096 BD7725 
 BD16424 
宝蔵北 8097 BD7733 
宝蔵北 8098 BD7743 
宝蔵北 8099 BD7744 
宝蔵北 8100 BD7771 
宝蔵北 8101 BD7789 
宝蔵北 8102 BD7812 
宝蔵北 8103 BD7821 
宝蔵北 8104 BD7855 
宝蔵北 8105 BD7856 
宝蔵北 8106 BD7858 
 BD16425 
宝蔵北 8107 BD7886 
宝蔵北 8108 BD7887 
宝蔵北 8109 BD7919 
宝蔵北 8110 BD7951 
宝蔵北 8111 BD7956 
宝蔵北 8112 BD7986 
宝蔵北 8113 BD8060 
宝蔵北 8114 BD8064 
 BD16426 
宝蔵北 8115 BD8078 
宝蔵北 8116 BD8087 
宝蔵北 8117 BD8097 
宝蔵北 8118 BD8134 
宝蔵北 8119 BD8157 
宝蔵北 8120 BD8161 
宝蔵北 8121 BD8224 
宝蔵北 8122 BD8235 
宝蔵北 8123 BD8330 
宝蔵北 8124 BD8331 
宝蔵北 8125 BD8351 
宝蔵北 8126 BD8358 
宝蔵北 8127 BD8387 
宝蔵北 8128 BD8389 
宝蔵北 8129 BD8407 
宝蔵北 8130 BD8414 
宝蔵北 8131 BD8435 
宝蔵北 8132 BD8436 
宝蔵北 8133 BD8513 
宝蔵北 8134 BD8515 
宝蔵北 8135 BD8522 
宝蔵北 8136 BD8563 
宝蔵北 8137 BD8568 
宝蔵北 8138 BD8574 
宝蔵北 8139 BD8588 
宝蔵北 8140 BD8603 
宝蔵北 8141 BD8622 
宝蔵北 8142 BD8635 
宝蔵北 8143 BD8636 
宝蔵北 8144 BD8678 
 BD16268A 
 BD16268B 
宝蔵北 8145 BD61B 
宝蔵北 8146 BD588-1 
 BD588-2 
宝蔵北 8147 BD722B 
宝蔵北 8148 BD1556 
宝蔵北 8149 BD1574 
宝蔵北 8150 BD2145 
宝蔵北 8151 BD2381 
 BD2381V 
宝蔵北 8152 BD2525 
宝蔵北 8153 BD2562 
宝蔵北 8154 BD2708 
宝蔵北 8155 BD2709 
 BD2709V 
宝蔵北 8156 BD2839 
 BD16427 
宝蔵北 8157 BD3090 
宝蔵北 8158 BD3191 
宝蔵北 8159 BD3280-1 
 BD3280-2 
宝蔵北 8160 BD3341 
 BD16269 
 BD16270 
宝蔵北 8161 BD3963 
宝蔵北 8162 BD4008 






宝蔵北 8164 BD4458 
宝蔵北 8165 BD4774 
宝蔵北 8166 BD4902 
宝蔵北 8167 BD4906 
宝蔵北 8168 BD4951 
宝蔵北 8169 BD5601 
宝蔵北 8170 BD6118 
宝蔵北 8171 BD6220 
宝蔵北 8172 BD6984 
宝蔵北 8173 BD7032 
宝蔵北 8174 BD7072 
宝蔵北 8175 BD7110 
宝蔵北 8176 BD7111 
宝蔵北 8177 BD7156 
宝蔵北 8178 BD7164 
宝蔵北 8179 BD7237 
宝蔵北 8180 BD7366 
宝蔵北 8181 BD7417 
宝蔵北 8182 BD7560 
宝蔵北 8183 BD7598 
宝蔵北 8184 BD7679 
 BD7712 
 BD16428 
宝蔵北 8186 BD7734 
宝蔵北 8187 BD7851 
宝蔵北 8188 BD7859 
宝蔵北 8189 BD7947 
宝蔵北 8190 BD8025 
宝蔵北 8191 BD8172 
 BD8172V 
宝蔵北 8192 BD8240 
宝蔵北 8193 BD8493 
宝蔵北 8194 BD8511 
宝蔵北 8195 BD8530 
宝蔵北 8196 BD8539 
宝蔵北 8197 BD8575 
宝蔵北 8198 BD8645 
 BD16429 
宝蔵北 8199 BD8651 
宝蔵北 8200 BD8652 
宝蔵北 8201 BD8661 
宝蔵北 8202 BD4714 
宝蔵北 8203 BD1036-1 
 BD1036-2 
 BD1036-3 
宝蔵北 8204 BD7522 
宝蔵北 8205 BD4940 
宝蔵北 8206 BD8433 
 BD16275 
 BD16276 
宝蔵北 8207 BD6925 
宝蔵北 8208 BD5728 
宝蔵北 8209 BD439 
 BD439V 
宝蔵北 8210 BD5685 
宝蔵北 8211 BD3781-1 
 BD3781-2 
 BD3781-3 
宝蔵北 8212 BD1260 
宝蔵北 8213 BD1205 
宝蔵北 8214 BD5588 
宝蔵北 8215 BD2111 
宝蔵北 8216 BD819 
 BD16528 
宝蔵北 8217 BD824 
宝蔵北 8218 BD3466 
宝蔵北 8219 BD8301 
宝蔵北 8220 BD2002 
宝蔵北 8221 BD5469 
宝蔵北 8222 BD3565 
敦煌宝蔵北番号・BD 番号対照表 
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宝蔵北 8223 BD902 
宝蔵北 8224 BD3495-1 
 BD3495-2 
宝蔵北 8225 BD7333 
宝蔵北 8226 BD6123 
宝蔵北 8227 BD943 
宝蔵北 8228 BD6189 
宝蔵北 8229 BD6464-1 
 BD6464-2 
宝蔵北 8230 BD3731 
宝蔵北 8231 BD5242-1 
 BD5242-2 
 BD5242-3 
宝蔵北 8232 BD7807 
宝蔵北 8233 BD6380 
宝蔵北 8234 BD933 
宝蔵北 8235 BD4726 
宝蔵北 8236 BD315 
宝蔵北 8237 BD7884 
宝蔵北 8238 BD5684 





宝蔵北 8240 BD268 
宝蔵北 8241 BD1598-1 
 BD1598-2 
宝蔵北 8242 BD1866 
 BD1866V 
 BD16562 
宝蔵北 8243 BD2794 
宝蔵北 8244 BD266 
宝蔵北 8245 BD2818 
宝蔵北 8246 BD3366 








宝蔵北 8248 BD3910-1 
 BD3910-2 
 BD3910V 
宝蔵北 8249 BD6083 
宝蔵北 8250 BD5308 
宝蔵北 8251 BD7504 
宝蔵北 8252 BD8314 
宝蔵北 8253 BD8010 
宝蔵北 8254 BD6375 


































宝蔵北 8258 BD1226 





宝蔵北 8260 BD6278B 
宝蔵北 8261 BD8262 
宝蔵北 8262 BD8322 
宝蔵北 8263 BD970 
宝蔵北 8264 BD3940 
宝蔵北 8265 BD4663 
宝蔵北 8266 BD780 
宝蔵北 8267 BD8120 







宝蔵北 8269 BD597-1 
 BD597-2 
宝蔵北 8270 BD4238 
宝蔵北 8271 BD858 
宝蔵北 8272 BD1060 
 BD16495 
宝蔵北 8273 BD2079 
宝蔵北 8274 BD5926 
宝蔵北 8275 BD687 
宝蔵北 8276 BD3862 
宝蔵北 8277 BD7281 
宝蔵北 8278 BD630 
宝蔵北 8279 BD6326 
宝蔵北 8280 BD662 
宝蔵北 8281 BD2380 
宝蔵北 8282 BD7338-1 
 BD7338-2 
宝蔵北 8283 BD7606-1 
 BD7606-2 
宝蔵北 8284 BD8063-1 
 BD8063-2 
宝蔵北 8285 BD8108-1 
 BD8108-2 
 BD8108V 
宝蔵北 8286 BD7120 
宝蔵北 8287 BD8421 
宝蔵北 8288 BD4304 
宝蔵北 8289 BD6922 
宝蔵北 8290 BD2921-1 
 BD2921-2 
 BD2921-3 
宝蔵北 8291 BD6558-1 
 BD6558-2 
 BD6558-3 
宝蔵北 8292 BD6377-1 
 BD6377-2 
宝蔵北 8293 BD5397-1 
 BD5397-2 
宝蔵北 8294 BD2621 
宝蔵北 8295 BD7326 
宝蔵北 8296 BD1369 
宝蔵北 8297 BD4010 
宝蔵北 8298 BD646 
宝蔵北 8299 BD685 
 BD685V 
宝蔵北 8300 BD4264 
宝蔵北 8301 BD3417 
宝蔵北 8302 BD270 
宝蔵北 8303 BD450B 
宝蔵北 8304 BD623 
宝蔵北 8305 BD673 
宝蔵北 8306 BD1340 
宝蔵北 8307 BD1950 
宝蔵北 8308 BD2024-1 
 BD2024-2 
宝蔵北 8309 BD2243 
宝蔵北 8310 BD2881 
宝蔵北 8311 BD2844 
宝蔵北 8312 BD3019 
宝蔵北 8313 BD3055 
宝蔵北 8314 BD3120 
宝蔵北 8315 BD3372 
宝蔵北 8316 BD3422 
 BD3422V 
宝蔵北 8317 BD4291-1 
 BD4291-2 
 BD4291V 
宝蔵北 8318 BD4496 
宝蔵北 8319 BD4713 
宝蔵北 8320 BD4753 




宝蔵北 8322 BD5686 
宝蔵北 8323 BD6191B 
宝蔵北 8324 BD6301 





宝蔵北 8326 BD6455 
 BD6455V 
宝蔵北 8327 BD6946 
宝蔵北 8328 BD7119 




宝蔵北 8330 BD7291 
 BD7291V 
 BD16431 
宝蔵北 8331 BD7474 
宝蔵北 8332 BD7571 
宝蔵北 8333 BD7621 
宝蔵北 8334 BD7732 
宝蔵北 8335 BD7862 
 BD16289 
 BD16433 
宝蔵北 8336 BD7978 
宝蔵北 8337 BD8039 
宝蔵北 8338 BD8080 
宝蔵北 8339 BD8415 
宝蔵北 8340 BD8426 
宝蔵北 8341 BD8602 
宝蔵北 8342 BD4093 
宝蔵北 8343 BD7396 
宝蔵北 8344 BD216 
宝蔵北 8345 BD5441 
宝蔵北 8346 BD7989 



















宝蔵北 8349 BD1910-1 
 BD1910-2 
宝蔵北 8350 BD8228 
宝蔵北 8351 BD8637 




宝蔵北 8353 BD7861 
宝蔵北 8354 BD2317 
宝蔵北 8355 BD2416 
宝蔵北 8356 BD5749 
宝蔵北 8357 BD7153 
宝蔵北 8358 BD7224 
宝蔵北 8359 BD7370 
宝蔵北 8360 BD7690 
宝蔵北 8361 BD7746-1 
 BD7746-2 
宝蔵北 8362 BD7805-1 
 BD7805-2 
宝蔵北 8363 BD8099-1 
 BD8099-2 
宝蔵北 8364 BD8257 
宝蔵北 8365 BD8337 
敦煌宝蔵北番号・BD 番号対照表 
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宝蔵北 8366 BD8374 
 BD16291 
 BD16292 
宝蔵北 8367 BD8528 
宝蔵北 8368 BD41-1 
 BD41-2 
 BD16293 
宝蔵北 8369 BD6200-1 
 BD6200-2 
宝蔵北 8370 BD8579 
 BD8579V1 
 BD8579V2 






宝蔵北 8372 BD5920B 
宝蔵北 8373 BD7329 
宝蔵北 8374 BD1199-1 
 BD1199-2 
宝蔵北 8375 BD3286 
宝蔵北 8376 BD1481 
宝蔵北 8377 BD3443 
宝蔵北 8378 BD3106 
 BD3106V 
宝蔵北 8379 BD168 
宝蔵北 8380 BD3593 
 BD3593V 
宝蔵北 8381 BD8000 
宝蔵北 8382 BD8523 
宝蔵北 8383 BD7766 
 BD7766V 
宝蔵北 8384 BD2284-1 
 BD2284-2 
 BD2284-3 
宝蔵北 8385 BD8467 
 BD7879 
 BD7879V 
宝蔵北 8387 BD8001 
 BD8001V 
宝蔵北 8388 BD6771 
宝蔵北 8389 BD7808 
 BD7808V 
宝蔵北 8390 BD8475-1 
 BD8475-2 
宝蔵北 8391 BD204 
宝蔵北 8392 BD453-1 
 BD453-2 
 BD453V 





宝蔵北 8394 BD2889 
宝蔵北 8395 BD3274 
宝蔵北 8396 BD7493 
宝蔵北 8397 BD7082 
宝蔵北 8398 BD6858 
宝蔵北 8399 BD8466 
宝蔵北 8400 BD3833 
宝蔵北 8401 BD1446 
宝蔵北 8402 BD7714 
宝蔵北 8403 BD5951 
宝蔵北 8404 BD650 
宝蔵北 8405 BD7364-1 
 BD7364-2 
宝蔵北 8406 BD1191 
 BD1191V1 
 BD1191V2 
宝蔵北 8407 BD7316 
宝蔵北 8408 BD6950 
宝蔵北 8409 BD4292-1 
 BD4292-2 
宝蔵北 8410 BD8019 
宝蔵北 8411 BD8059 
宝蔵北 8412 BD6251 
宝蔵北 8413 BD2498 
宝蔵北 8414 BD1150 
宝蔵北 8415 BD1482 
宝蔵北 8416 BD3129 
宝蔵北 8417 BD7954-1 
 BD7954-1 
宝蔵北 8418 BD8679 
宝蔵北 8419 BD1994 
宝蔵北 8420 BD5755 
宝蔵北 8421 BD7572 
宝蔵北 8422 BD5922-1 
 BD5922-2 
 BD5922-3 
宝蔵北 8423 BD8620 
宝蔵北 8424 BD4787 
宝蔵北 8425 BD6007 
 BD6007V 
宝蔵北 8426 BD1311 
宝蔵北 8427 BD3264 
宝蔵北 8428 BD6909 
宝蔵北 8429 BD7323 
宝蔵北 8430 BD7579-1 
 BD7579-2 
 BD7579V 
宝蔵北 8431 BD8074 
 BD8074V 
宝蔵北 8432 BD8328 
 BD8328V 
宝蔵北 8433 BD8463 
宝蔵北 8434 BD8494 
 BD8494V 
宝蔵北 8435 BD5394 
宝蔵北 8436 BD6780 
宝蔵北 8437 BD3024 
宝蔵北 8438 BD8191 
宝蔵北 8439 BD8333 
宝蔵北 8440 BD7310 
宝蔵北 8441 BD7676 
 BD7676V 
宝蔵北 8442 BD8668-1 
 BD8668-2 






宝蔵北 8444 BD2496 
 BD2496V 








宝蔵北 8446 BD941 
宝蔵北 8447 BD1218 
 BD1218V 
宝蔵北 8448 BD5767 
宝蔵北 8449 BD7502 
 BD7502V1 
 BD7502V2 
宝蔵北 8450 BD1776 
宝蔵北 8451 BD4099 
宝蔵北 8452 BD5520 
宝蔵北 8453 BD5995 
宝蔵北 8454 BD17 
 BD17V 
宝蔵北 8455 BD187 
宝蔵北 8456 BD1017 
宝蔵北 8457 BD1157 
宝蔵北 8458 BD1219 
宝蔵北 8459 BD2983 
宝蔵北 8460 BD5607 
宝蔵北 8461 BD6097 
 BD6097V 
宝蔵北 8462 BD7384 
 BD7384V 
宝蔵北 8463 BD7985 
宝蔵北 8464 BD8246 
宝蔵北 8465 BD8289 
 BD8289V 
宝蔵北 8466 BD8430 
 BD8430V 
宝蔵北 8467 BD8639 
 BD8639V 
宝蔵北 8468 BD4047 
 BD4047V 
宝蔵北 8469 BD7620 
宝蔵北 8470 BD256 
宝蔵北 8471 BD1009 
宝蔵北 8472 BD2491 
宝蔵北 8473 BD7513 
宝蔵北 8474 BD252B 
宝蔵北 8475 BD6871 
宝蔵北 8476 BD1331 
宝蔵北 8477 BD3694 
宝蔵北 8478 BD7142 
宝蔵北 8479 BD5067 
 BD5067V 
宝蔵北 8480 BD7783 
宝蔵北 8481 BD6898 
宝蔵北 8482 BD520 
宝蔵北 8483 BD7065 
宝蔵北 8484 BD3662 
宝蔵北 8485 BD5460 
宝蔵北 8486 BD7090A 
 BD7090B 
宝蔵北 8487 BD5528 
宝蔵北 8488 BD6954 
宝蔵北 8489 BD4206 
宝蔵北 8490 BD2767-1 
 BD2767-2 
宝蔵北 8491 BD5400 
宝蔵北 8492 BD7526 
宝蔵北 8493 BD3277-1 
 BD3277-2 
宝蔵北 8494 BD7063 
宝蔵北 8495 BD6972 
宝蔵北 8496 BD6750 
宝蔵北 8497 BD4235 
宝蔵北 8498 BD7121 
宝蔵北 8499 BD7197 
宝蔵北 8500 BD7002 
宝蔵北 8501 BD930 
宝蔵北 8502 BD7435 
宝蔵北 8503 BD5488 
宝蔵北 8504 BD6812 
宝蔵北 8505 BD7653 
宝蔵北 8506 BD6091 
宝蔵北 8507 BD8368-1 
 BD8368-2 
宝蔵北 8508 BD1630 
宝蔵北 8509 BD6050 
宝蔵北 8510 BD7554 
宝蔵北 8511 BD7738 
宝蔵北 8512 BD3577 
宝蔵北 8513 BD8439 
宝蔵北 8514 BD8638 
 BD8638V 
宝蔵北 8515 BD4007 
宝蔵北 8516 BD333 
宝蔵北 8517 BD5536 
宝蔵北 8518 BD1418 
宝蔵北 8519 BD8013 
宝蔵北 8520 BD1407 
宝蔵北 8521 BD5626 
宝蔵北 8522 BD5631 
宝蔵北 8523 BD7124 
 BD7124V 
宝蔵北 8524 BD1023 
宝蔵北 8525 BD7449 
宝蔵北 8526 BD2952 
宝蔵北 8527 BD6679 
 BD6679V 
宝蔵北 8528 BD792 
宝蔵北 8529 BD2246 
宝蔵北 8530 BD8009 
宝蔵北 8531 BD8006 
宝蔵北 8532 BD2616 
宝蔵北 8533 BD2512 
宝蔵北 8534 BD2884 
宝蔵北 8535 BD2012 
宝蔵北 8536 BD1671 
宝蔵北 8537 BD8405 
宝蔵北 8538 BD5620 
宝蔵北 8539 BD7941 
宝蔵北 8540 BD940 
宝蔵北 8541 BD3038B 
宝蔵北 8542 BD7940 
宝蔵北 8543 BD8275 
宝蔵北 8544 BD2781 
宝蔵北 8545 BD6957 






宝蔵北 8547 BD8375 
 BD8375V 
宝蔵北 8548 BD8516 
宝蔵北 8549 BD6874 
宝蔵北 8550 BD3038A 
宝蔵北 8551 BD2870 
宝蔵北 8552 BD2544 
宝蔵北 8553 BD1939 
宝蔵北 8554 BD4237 
宝蔵北 8555 BD7086 
宝蔵北 8556 BD7095 
宝蔵北 8557 BD7352 
宝蔵北 8558 BD7205 
宝蔵北 8559 BD7075 
宝蔵北 8560 BD7828 
宝蔵北 8561 BD3610 
宝蔵北 8562 BD2463 
宝蔵北 8563 BD4027 
宝蔵北 8564 BD4525 
 BD4525V 
宝蔵北 8565 BD5100 
宝蔵北 8566 BD3548 
宝蔵北 8567 BD8090 
宝蔵北 8568 BD7029 
宝蔵北 8569 BD2351 
宝蔵北 8570 BD3002 
宝蔵北 8571 BD1055 
宝蔵北 8572 BD2470 
宝蔵北 8573 BD8046 
宝蔵北 8574 BD8185 
宝蔵北 8575 BD2316 






宝蔵北 8577 BD8055 
 BD8055V 
宝蔵北 8578 BD3219 
宝蔵北 8579 BD4565 
宝蔵北 8580 BD6776 
 BD6776V1 
 BD6776V2 
宝蔵北 8581 BD2888 
宝蔵北 8582 BD7811 
宝蔵北 8583 BD7776 
 BD7776V 
宝蔵北 8584 BD2007 
宝蔵北 8585 BD6914 
 BD6914V 
宝蔵北 8586 BD7053 
 BD7053V 
宝蔵北 8587 BD6939 
宝蔵北 8588 BD2507 
宝蔵北 8589 BD5634 
宝蔵北 8590 BD5635 
宝蔵北 8591 BD5638 
宝蔵北 8592 BD6863 
宝蔵北 8593 BD5325 
宝蔵北 8594 BD7820 
宝蔵北 8595 BD5412 
宝蔵北 8596 BD2037 
宝蔵北 8597 BD2032 
宝蔵北 8598 BD7182 
宝蔵北 8599 BD1541 
宝蔵北 8600 BD5195 
宝蔵北 8601 BD6787 
宝蔵北 8602 BD7511 
宝蔵北 8603 BD7953 
宝蔵北 8604 BD3369 
宝蔵北 8605 BD6101 
宝蔵北 8606 BD8103 
宝蔵北 8607 BD3675 
宝蔵北 8608 BD3677 
宝蔵北 8609 BD1101 
 BD16497 
宝蔵北 8610 BD5906 
宝蔵北 8611 BD8305 
 BD8305V1 
 BD8305V2 
宝蔵北 8612 BD5500 
宝蔵北 8613 BD2149 
宝蔵北 8614 BD8501 




宝蔵北 8616 BD8472 
宝蔵北 8617 BD3750 
宝蔵北 8618 BD8042 
宝蔵北 8619 BD490 
 BD490V 
宝蔵北 8620 BD3956 
宝蔵北 8621 BD7845 
宝蔵北 8622 BD7420 
宝蔵北 8623 BD3561 
宝蔵北 8624 BD8559 
宝蔵北 8625 BD7701 
宝蔵北 8626 BD2695 
宝蔵北 8627 BD6869A 
 BD6869B 
宝蔵北 8628 BD3564 
宝蔵北 8629 BD7752 
宝蔵北 8630 BD7357 
宝蔵北 8631 BD7929 
宝蔵北 8632 BD7188 
宝蔵北 8633 BD3429-1 
 BD3429-2 
宝蔵北 8634 BD8164 
宝蔵北 8635 BD8617 
宝蔵北 8636 BD395 
宝蔵北 8637 BD5892 
宝蔵北 8638 BD6610 
宝蔵北 8639 BD6944 
宝蔵北 8640 BD8665 
宝蔵北 8641 BD3582 
宝蔵北 8642 BD8423 
宝蔵北 8643 BD7418 
宝蔵北 8644 BD8128 
宝蔵北 8645 BD3058 
宝蔵北 8646 BD7546 
宝蔵北 8647 BD7544 
宝蔵北 8648 BD3561-1 
 BD3561-2 
宝蔵北 8649 BD7407 
宝蔵北 8650 BD370 
宝蔵北 8651 BD800 
宝蔵北 8652 BD4288 
宝蔵北 8653 BD8131 
宝蔵北 8654 BD3563 
宝蔵北 8655 BD3751 
宝蔵北 8656 BD3780 
宝蔵北 8657 BD5490 
宝蔵北 8658 BD5734 
宝蔵北 8659 BD8124 
宝蔵北 8660 BD8450 
宝蔵北 8661 BD8341 
宝蔵北 8662 BD6536 
宝蔵北 8663 BD8510 
 BD16303 
宝蔵北 8664 BD3123 
宝蔵北 8665 BD2580 
宝蔵北 8666 BD3645 
宝蔵北 8667 BD3646 
宝蔵北 8668 BD3421 
宝蔵北 8669 BD3424 
宝蔵北 8670 BD462 
宝蔵北 8671 BD4040 




宝蔵北 8673 BD8091 
宝蔵北 8674 BD8432 
宝蔵北 8675 BD8486 
宝蔵北 8676 BD8448 
 BD8448V 
宝蔵北 8677 BD2361 
宝蔵北 8678 BD5132 
宝蔵北 8679 BD7438 
宝蔵北 8680 BD7624 
宝蔵北 8681 BD7868B 
宝蔵北 8682 BD7125 
宝蔵北 8683 BD7873 
宝蔵北 8684 BD3885 
 BD3885V 
宝蔵北 8685 BD7767 
 BD7767V 
宝蔵北 8686 BD7520 
宝蔵北 8687 BD3159 
宝蔵北 8688 BD2011 
宝蔵北 8689 BD2158 
宝蔵北 8690 BD2579 
宝蔵北 8691 BD2687 
宝蔵北 8692 BD2908 
宝蔵北 8693 BD3109 
宝蔵北 8694 BD3298 
宝蔵北 8695 BD3578 
宝蔵北 8696 BD5633 
宝蔵北 8697 BD6452 
宝蔵北 8698 BD6630 
宝蔵北 8699 BD6875 
宝蔵北 8700 BD6951 
宝蔵北 8701 BD7189 
宝蔵北 8702 BD7233 
宝蔵北 8703 BD7331 
宝蔵北 8704 BD7402 
宝蔵北 8705 BD7465 
宝蔵北 8706 BD7487 
宝蔵北 8707 BD7595 
宝蔵北 8708 BD8179 
宝蔵北 8709 BD8399 
宝蔵北 8710 BD8431 
 BD16523 
 BD16524 
宝蔵北 8711 BD8544 
宝蔵北 8712 BD76 
宝蔵北 8713 BD164I 
宝蔵北 8714 BD179 
宝蔵北 8715 BD810 













宝蔵北 8717 BD2920 
 BD2920V 
宝蔵北 8718 BD3000 





宝蔵北 8720 BD4483 
 BD4687 
 BD4687V 
宝蔵北 8722 BD5639A 
 BD5639B 
宝蔵北 8723 BD5700 
宝蔵北 8724 BD5715 
宝蔵北 8725 BD5840 
 BD5840V1 
 BD5840V2 
宝蔵北 8726 BD6280 
宝蔵北 8727 BD6401 
宝蔵北 8728 BD6574 
宝蔵北 8729 BD6737 
 BD6737V 
宝蔵北 8730 BD6918 
 BD6918V 
宝蔵北 8731 BD7040 
宝蔵北 8732 BD7247 
宝蔵北 8733 BD7739 
宝蔵北 8734 BD7857 
宝蔵北 8735 BD7883 
宝蔵北 8736 BD7968 
宝蔵北 8737 BD8213 
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